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TRY HERMACIS' FRENCH LENSES

Number 133. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA
/

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

THE OFFICIAL OKGAN OF THE NATIONAL PHOTOGKAPHIO
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

January, lO'ZS.

PHILADELPHIA:
BENERMAN & WILSON,

PUBLISHEKS,
•S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Sherman & Co., Printers, Philadelphia.

SOMETHING NEW ! See Advertisement inside.



We have, therefore, decided not to offer 15 cent chromos as premiums, but to make to
our present subscribers, or to those -who may become such by

July 1st, 1875, the following

MA&MIFWBMT PMM^EWTM /
-1 Cash Present, $100 OO

. SO OO
" 2BOO

$15 each, 30 OO
lO " SO OO

" S " SO OO
G—IS copies Dr. Vogel's Hand-Book, 2d edition, $3.SO, ... 52 SO
H—2S copies Hearn's Practical Printer, $2.SO, 62 50
I—40 copies Wilson's Lantern Journeys, $2, 80 OO

A-
B—

1

C—

1

»—

2

E—

S

F—lO

Total Amount in Presents, $SOO OO
-6®= A is to be given to the one who sends us the largest number of new subscribers for one year, at $5 each, in

advance, by July 1, 1875 ; B to the one who sends the next largest number, and so on with the whole hundred presents
to the end. Those who send only one will be entitled to one dollar's worth of our publications.

In seeking to extend the circulation of the Photog-
rapher, its publishers find that the best agents they can
interest in tbe work are its subscribers, who know its

character and can speak intelligently of its merits.

For this reason they offer inducements only to
subscribers, to use their influence and to spend their
time in its behalf.

These inducements are in the form of presents
and of premiums, which are simply given as payment
for work done.

Although the presents and the premiums are very
costly and valuable, and may seem to some persons
extravagant, yet they present what seems to us the best
way of paying commissions for new names; and all

papers are obliged to pay commissions for this purpose,
or to employ agents at heavy salaries.

We must do as others do, in order to secure a large
circulation for the Photographer, for its price is so low,

and its publication is so costly, that it could not live a
year unless it had a large subscription list.

The gifts that we offer will be given to the one hun-
dred subscribers to the Photographer who send us the
largest number of new names by July 1, 1875.

The Presents are given to subscribers, not to news-
paper club agents or dealers, for the reason that their
business gives them facilities which a regular subscri-

ber does not possess, and it is not just, therefore, to

place an ordinary subscriber in competition with an
organized business. We wish the presents to be re-

ceived by regular subscribers to the magazine scattered
all over the country, who can only devote intervals of
their time to the work, and who will find the presents
useful.

The Premiums are given alike to all full-paid sub-
scribers to the paper, whether newspaper agents, deal-
ers, or not, who send us new subscribers.

4®"" Those whoprefer it can have the equivalents of their Presents in any oilier icorks published by us.

HIOW IT a_A.2sT IBIE IDOItTIE.
1. Renew your own subscription for 1875, in order to make yourself eligible to a share

in our offer of presents.
2. Get your operator, and printer, and retoucher to subscribe, or give it to them.
3. Many of your enlightened customers -would take it, for the pictures are worth $5 a year.
4. Try your co-workers in the same town or city with you, or wherever you know them

to be. Spend a few hours writing postal cards.
5. Get your wives and employees to help you.
6. Try all your Public Libraries, and Literary Societies, and Reading Rooms, etc. Ask

everybody. A little effort will pay, and enable us to give you a better Journal, be-
sides thus paying you double.

O-O J±JT IT iTOW!
A Sample Copy will be sent free to any address until January 1st.

must be sent for postage, etc.

After that, 10 cents

lil^Tri^C —POSTAGE FREE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS IN THE UNITED
IwV^ I iVCi STATES, 8@f° Persons desiring to renew their subscriptions to
The Philadelphia Photographer, will much oblige the Publishers by sending in their
names as early as convenient, before the expiration of their present subscriptions. This
will obviate the delay attendant upon re-entering names and mailing back numbers, and
entitle them to compete for the presents offered.

BEMRMAN & WILSON, Photonic Pilishers, m & Cherry, PMM'a, Pa.

fl@?" PLEASE SEND FOB OTIB CATALOGUE. =®a
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419 & 421

Broome St.. New York



NEW!
CATALOGUE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

Owing to the LATE FIRE IN OUR OFFICE, and to the

fact that SEVERAL PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS ARE
OUT OF PRINT, we are obliged to issue a revised or

NEW CATALOGUE

!

TO WHICH WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION.

There is something for the workers in all branches of the art,—operators,

posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers, and art students

—all are provided for.

We always find the photographer who reads what is published pertaining

to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his business the

best. Above all, those who regularly and continually receive a good photog-

raphic magazine are those who are always ahead with new goods, new styles,

and new information. We recommend an investment in a part or all of the

list below, and will be glad to mail them to you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.
»

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Eleventh Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list opposite. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six
months, in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list oi articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, wrioj ly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, SI. A few copies of former editions, irom 1866, at same price.

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,
fancy, "Bembrandt" and "Shadow" styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the camera were placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

Sow to Paint Photographs in Water Colors.
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Betouch the nega-
tive, &c. By George B. Ayres, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbook of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, 13.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of all photo-

handbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer.
issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest information mi all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. Mo book was ever more needed.
$12.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography.
Third thousand. $3.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt.

How to Sit for your Photograph.
This is a fine little work of 48 pages, written by the wife of a celebrated New York photographer, for the

purpose of educating the public on the all-important subject of sitting for a picture. Jt is bound in cloth at GO
cents per copy, and paper cover 30 cents.

Lookout Landscape Photography.
By Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good

for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Himes's Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrated
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something Mew.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Elbert Anderson's Photo- Comic Allmyknack.
A complete Almanac, full of witty sayings, jokes, puns, stories, etc., etc. Profusely illustrated with comic

and original sketches, yet all interspersed with much practical matter of value to every photographer. Price,
75 cents.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Book.
By Dr. H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide.
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.

Benerman <& Wilson's Publications sold by all Dealers.



QR. YOGEL'S QANDBOOK.

SECOND EDITION.

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. H. YOG EL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

IS HOW READY. "™T,™*TT™„irD
PRICE, $3.50.

It is Elejantly Illustrate!, witli PMnrapbs and Engravings. Cloth Bound.

The reputatian Dr. Vogel enjoys in this countrjr as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and insures a hook of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulas, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a Handbook of

the practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs
;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Four photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts., JPhilada.



HERMAGIS'
Celebrated French

PORTRAIT LENSES
These celebrated lenses, are used by MONS. ADAM SALOMON, of Paris, exclusively

for making his

WORLD-RENOWNED PORTRAITS!

We now have a FULL STOCK on hand

AT REDUCED PRICES!
j§@~ The Salomon Style, 8 x 10 size, $160.

&&* For Cabinet Size, extra quick, $100.

J8@" For Cabinet Size, quick, $90.

m- For Carte Size, extra quick, $50.

&m~ For Carte Size, quick, $40.

THIS REDUCTION, CONSIDERING THEIR ADVANTAGES, MAKES
THEM THE CHEAPEST LENSES IN THE MARKET.

I§T They will be sent on trial to responsible parties C. 0. D.,

and instructions to Express Company to hold money
one week for trial.

BENERMAN 8b WILSON,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.



COTOLMfflFACTMEf!

419 & 421

Broome St., New York,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK

Dealers Supplied on the most Advantageous Terms,

With Every Article in the World
Used or Sold in the Art of Photography.

H^gjp- Our facilities are such that we cannot be superseded by any

other house. We make it to the advantage of everyone to deal with us.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR SCOVILL'S GOODS.

Removed to New Store, 419 & 421 Broome St.

flgT See monthly announcements in, and read the " PHOTOGEAPHIC TIMES."



THE
PRIZE

PICTURES.
In order that photographers may have an early opportunity of studying the very elegant

pictures from negatives which have been sent to us in competition for our

COLD MEDAL!
we publish them for sale. There are THIRTY PICTURES IN A SET—of men, women,
and children, groups and single figures—and the following is a catalogue of them, numbered

in the order in which the negatives were received.

1 A. N. Hardy, Boston, Mass.
2 J. McClure & Co., St. John, N.B.
3 D. Ginter, Couneautville, Pa.
4 W. N. Lockwood, Ripon, Wis.
5 F. B. Clench, Lockport, N. Y.
6 Theo. Nieberg, St. Marys, O.
7 C. Chadbourne, Toledo, O.
8 E. H. Alley, Toledo, O.
9 B. Gray, Bloomington, 111.

10 C. D. Mosher, Chicago, 111.

11 E. T. Whitney, Norwalk, Conn.

12 N. H. Busey, Baltimore, Md.
13 M. T. Carter, Worcester, Mass.
14 W. W. Whiddit, Newburg, N. Y.
15 L. G. Bigelow, Williamsport, Pa.
16 G. M. Elton, Palmyra, N. Y.
17 I. Saunders, Alfred Centre, N. Y.
18 Bradley &BULOFSON, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

19 Forrester Clark, Pittsfield,

Mass.
20 Otto Lewin, New York City.

21 F. L. Stuber, Bethlehem, Pa.
22 D. T. Burrill, North Bridge-

water, Mass.
23 J. Barhydt, Rochester, N. Y.
24 Albright Bros., Wooster, O.
25 F. S. Crowell, Mt. Wrnon, 0.
26 Trask & Bacon, Philadelphia.
27 G. W. Harris, Lancaster, N. Y.
28 B. Williams, Tunkhannock, Pa.
29 F. Gutekunst, Philadelphia.
30 J. Inglis, Montreal, Can.

It will be seen that a number of our best photographers have competed.

THE AWARD WAS MADE FOB, NO. 18.

Three negatives or more were sent by each competitor. The sets include one example

from each competitor. All the duplicates may be had to order.

Several thousand of these Pictures have already been sold. Get copies

while the Negatives are new.

The prints are supplied at the following rates :

A Set of Thirty in the Improved Photograph Cover. $4 25
" " without " " " 3 75

Selections, per dozen, a 00

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOULD GET AND STUDY THEM.

Nothing so really elegant ivas ever offered for sale.

BENERMAN & WILSON, (*JSU) 7th & Cherry Sts., Phila.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

&£$?$$
SEW STEREOSCOPIC UEISES.

New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallmeyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$22.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that they are the best. Read the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried those made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy, 208 W. Fourth St.,' Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

" The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for

my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,

Dec. 18, 1872.

•' About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, 3Iiss.

"Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Haver-
hill, 3fass.

"The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."

—

Goodridge Bros., Fast Saginaw, Mich.

"After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.



NEWELLS CHEMICAL-PROOF WARE.
TO PHOTOGRAPHERS AND STOCK-DEALERS.

A year ago we introduced our Dishes and Bath-IIolders at the Convention then being held in the
City of Buffalo, as filling what we supposed to be a necessity in the photographic fraternity. Our
goods then, merely as they were first created, and in a manner in their crude state, attracted more
than a passing notice. A year of practical experience has suggested some changes and many improve-
ments, until we have now perfected what is acknowledged to be the very acme of perfection : in attest-

ation of which, the following eminent corroborative testimony is offered :

New York, June 27th, 1874.
I have in constant use one of your Improved Bath-Holders and it works finely. I consider it one

of the many desirable improvements of the age, as it possesses the qualifications of being good as well
as cheap: even the largest sizes are light and easily handled in comparison with the heavy and cum-
bersome holders so long in use. Yours respectfully, Abm. Bogardus.

St. Louts, Mo., May 18, 1874.

It gives me great pleasure to bear testimony to the great value of your Baths and Dishes for photo-
graphic purposes. I have heretofore used porcelain, glass, and vulcanized rubber, but usually managed
to break at least one dozen a year—with all the care that I could possibly take of them they would at

times get a knock, a fall, a break somehow : but now I feel my troubles are at an end with my solution
dishes, for I look upon your dishes and baths as the photographer's boon, being durable, light, and
cheap, and no well-regulated gallery should be without a full set. Most respectfully,

N.B.—This notice is unsolicited. J. H. Fitzgibbon.

Philadelphia, January 16, 1874.

Our attention having been called to your patent Baths, we determined upon giving them a trial. In
justice to your discovery, we feel it our duty to attest its merits. It is all that is claimed, and more :

for, apart from the many advantages claimed for it, it produces the most perfect negatives we ever
made, and seems to have the quality of purifying the solution. Once used no photographer, we feel

confident, would be without them. Schreiber & Sons.

DO NOT BE PERSUADED TO USE ANY OTHER. PRICE LIST FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

Manufactured by E. NEWELL & SON, 626 Arch St., Philadelphia.

• «lJ <

SOUTHERN
Photographic^Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

III dP Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,

"crosscup&.west.phas?=
—^^^^ - Drayage, &c.

SBUD IFOIR, PBIOB LIST.



WAYMOUTH'S

ignetting Papers
ARE NOW MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the light

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

TESTIMONIALS:
" Waymouth's Improved Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I have been want-

ing for years."

—

Well 6. Singhi.

" They readily admit of the gradation already very good, being modified easily to suit the negative.

This, I take it, is a point of great importance."

—

G. Wharton Simpson, M.A., F.S.A.

" From a trial made, we are enabled to say that they answer exceedingly well ; and they are certain

to find favor among photographers—a favor they well deserve."

—

British Journal of Photography.

"I can testify to the exquisite softness obtained from your Vignette Papers, which gradual and
soft effect I have never seen equalled by any other method.''

—

H. A. H. Daniel, Esq., Hon. Sec. ofthe
Bristol and Clifton Amateur Photographic Association.

"The Waymouth Vignetting Paper are a decided success. They are splendid."

—

J. W. fy J. S.

Monlton, Salem Mass.

From Professional Photographers.— "First-class." "The sample sent answers perfectly." "I
consider them first rate articles." "I think your Vignette Papers will be a great improvement on
the old glasses.'' Ac, &c.

Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,

PHILADELPHIA.
{See opposite page.)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

IS THE MOST ARTISTIC,OF ALL PICTURES, THE figttette
When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,

or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or

it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from, the dark tint nearest to the figure, off into the
white background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY ARE NOT CLUMSY ; DO NOT BREAK ; ARE ALWAYS READY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND ARE EASY OE APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,
or cotton.

PLEASE TEY THE SAMPLE GIVEN IN THIS MAGAZINE FOE FEB. 1874.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to "Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directionsfor use
accompany each parcel.

IE5 IR- I O IE S :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz • 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " 1 00
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " " 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
When ordering, state the number and color you want. The Waymouth Vignette Papers

are an English invention, and are becoming so universally used in Europe that we have
pleasure in introducing them to our patrons.

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers, 7th anfl Cherry, Pbilada.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.



IMPROVED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS

Fig. 1.

The Outside Appearance.

Fig. 2.

A. JLeaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVEKS.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the

perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the

whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Eig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph. Per dozen. Per hundred.

Card Size, $1.50 $10.00
Cabinet Size, 2.25 13.50

EXTRA HEAVY COVEKS.

5-8 Size, 4.50 ...... 33.00
4-4 " 6.00 ...... 40.00
8-10 " 8.00 56.50

11-14 " 9.00 65.00
Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples

mailed at dozen price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



LONDON 1851 PARIS 1867.

ROSS'
PORTRAIT

JL. UST ID

VIEW LENSES.
We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lens, and by our

increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the convention held at Buffalo, July 15, many fine

photographs were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lens, which
attracted great attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also

keep up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and
improving on those already in existence. They have -lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock
of, a new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be
quiet. We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 15x18. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Jios. 1, 3, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Xos. 1, 3, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, ]Vos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereograph ic Lenses, all sizes.

We have in Stock, Ross & Co.'s latest introduction, which is at present exciting the Photographers
of Europe with its excellence, and has been named the

SYMMETRICAL LENS.
We shall keep following sizes in stock, other numbers imported to order.

No. Large Stop
Covering.

Price.

*3 ..: 5x4
6 8^x6)4
8 10x8

11 15x12
12 18x16

Medium Stop Small Stop Equivalent
Covering. Covering. Focus.

. 7^x4% 8x5 5 inches $27 00
9x7
12x10
18x16
22x20

10x8
13x11 10
22x18 18
25x21 21

54 00
72 00

108 00
135 00

* In matched pairs, $54.00.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the cheapest Foreign Lens ever
offered to the American Photographer.

We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

SOLE AGENTS EOR
THE UNITED STATES

, 822 Arcl St., PMIaflelphia, Pa.



STEINHEIL'S SONS'

NEW APLANATIC LENSES
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at thefollowing prices :

No. 1 1-4 size, 3J inch focus,

1-2

4-4

8-10

10-12

13-16

18-22

20-24

7

10|

13J
161.

$25 00

30 00

45 00

60 00
70 00

110 00

200 00

350 00

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

"I always take great pleasure in recommending the Steinheil Lenses, and you can say almost anything in
their favor for me. They possess all the merits of higher-priced lenses, and if I was starting again I should
stock myself with them."—B. W. Kilburn.

" The pair of No. 2 Steinheil's which I obtained of you, about a year since, have always been my best friends
and give most perfect satisfaction when called upon, both in and outdoors."—W. H. Jackson, Office of the Geo.
Survey of the Territories, Department of the Interior, Washington, D. C, Nov. 6, 1874.

" I can cheerfully indorse all that you claim for the Steinheil Lens. My No. 3 has given entire satisfaction as
a copying, portrait, and landscape tube."—J. H. Bostwick, Bristol, Pa., Nov. 6, 1874.

"The pair of No. 4 Steinheil Lenses which you sent us, are far in anticipation of what we expected. Stereo,
views in Natural History strain a lens to its utmost, much more than any other work, it requires extreme
sharpness, with great volumes of light. They are the only lens we have found to come up to the requirements."
—Hurst & Sons, Albany, N. Y, Nov. 12, 1874.

"The Steinheil No. 4 I purchased of you gives complete satisfaction. I use it for large groups in gallery, all

kinds of outdoor work, taking animals, groups, views, etc.; also, inside views, and it works admirably for all."

—J. B. Gibson, Coatesville, Pa., Nov. 9, 1874.

"The No. 4 Steinheil Lens I bought from you about a year and a half ago gives me perfect satisfaction in
viewing and copying. I have tried a number of lenses, but none will compare (in my estimation) with the
Steinheil ; in fact, I would not be without it. For great depth of focus and quick work it cannot be excelled.''

—L. B. Kline, Huntingdon, Pa., Nov. 7, 1874.

"I have had in use for over four years a No. 5 Steinheil Lens, and for the use I have applied it to it has given
me the fullest satisfaction. I have mostly used it in reproducing paintings and engravings, and in photograph-
ing machinery. It is the best lens I ever used, its depth of focus is wonderful, the illumination is very even
over the whole plate, and as a view and copying lens it ranks with me as A No. 1."

—

John Carbutt, American
Photo-Relief Printing Co., Philadelphia, Nov. 6, 1874.

"The No. 5 Steinheil Lens, purchased of you, has been in constant use for copying during several months
and gives perfect satisfaction. I have madealaige number of negatives (including several for the New York
Graphic) which were much admired for their line definition. Where correct drawing, absolute sharpness, and
rapidity are desired, I think the Steinheil is the best lens with which I am acquainted."—D. A. Partridge,
Philadelphia, Nov. 9, 1874.

"I do not know what to say about the Nos. 5 & 6 Steinheil Lenses except that I believe them to be the best
lenses made for all purposes, except portraits indoors. All our copies of engravings and Patent Office negatives
are taken bv them, and I always recommend their adoption."

—

Ernest Edwards, Office J. R. Osgood & Co., Bos-
on, Nov. 9, 1874.

" The No. 6 Steinheil purchased of you is very satisfactory. We have it constantly in use copying engravings,
photographs, etc., and could not dispense with it, or replace it with any other lens we know of."

—

Charles
Taber & Co., New Bedford, Mass., Nov. 11, 1874.

"For several years past I have used a No. 6 Steinheil Lense. There are uses for it about my gallery that no
other instrument would seem to fill, such as copying drawings and maps, and taking negatives of models, ma-
chinery, etc. For short views it works admirably. Every well-regulated gallery should have one."—J. F. Ry-
der, Cleveland, Nov. 7, 1874.

Original letters containing the above testimonies can be seen on application.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of

your business, and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD * CO.,
Sole Agents for the United States,

822 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EMBELLISHMENTS.

Janvary. Cabinet Portrait of Mr. William H.

Rulofson. By Bradley & Rulofson,
San Francisco, Cal.

February. Cabinet Portrait. Gabriel Harrison,

Esq. By Alva Pearsall, Brooklyn,
New York.

March. Promenade Portrait of a Lady. By
F. L. Stuber, Bethlehem, Pa.

April. Promenade Portrait of a Lady. By I

W. Taber, San Francisco, Cal.

May. English Landscape, or Architectural

View. By W. A. Mansell & Co., Lon-
don, Eng.

June. The Foreign Prize Picture. Portrait of

a Lady. Prize awarded to Julius
Schaarwachter, Berlin, Prussia.

July. Promenade Portrait of a Lady. By
Henry Rocher, Chicago, III.

August. Cabinet Portrait. "El Gaucho de
las Flores." By John L. Gihon, with
Chute & Brooks, Montevideo, S. A.

September. Architectural. The New State

House at Sacramento, Cal. By John A.
Todd, Sacramento.

October. Promenade Portrait of a Lady. The
Prize Photograph. By Henry Rocher,
Chicago, III.

November. Promenade Portrait of a Lady.
One of the Prize Pictures. By I. W.
Taber, San Francisco. Cal.

December. Promenade Portrait of a Lady. One
of the Prize Pictures. By C. M. French,
Youngstown, Ohio.
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Card Holder
Centennial Memorial Medals, .
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Head and Side Screen Adjustment,
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Pictorial Photographs, 163, 164
Rack for Drying Paper, . 82

Robbins' Dark Tent, 138, 140, 141
Silver-Saving Plate Holder, 210
Spencer's Curtain Stand, 17

The Transit of Venus, . 115
Washburn's Self-Acting Washing Tank, 18

Washburn's Washing Tank, . 168

PHOTO-MECHANICAL PRINTS.

Centennial Photographic Hall. Photo-
lithographed by John Carbutt, 240-241

Photo-Lithographic Promenade Studies.

By John Carbutt. Next to page 128.

View from Nature, by the new Photo-
galvanographical Process of A. P.

Mottu, Amsterdam, . . 208-209
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THE LOOKOUT FOR 1875.

First we wish our patrons, one and all, a

Happy New Year, and a prosperous one.

And as a beginning to our mutual happi-

ness, we are glad to announce that despite

all obstacles the Philadelphia Photographer

will "continue to go on." Moreover its

prospects were never brighter. The red-

letter sheet is doing its work, the subscrip-

tions are rolling in with their greenbacks,

as bright and beautiful and glistening as

Brazilian bugs, and quite as valuable to us,

and no joke. Therefore the Lookout for

1875 is very promising for us, and we shall

endeavor to make it very promising for you.

The amount of reading matter which we

give will be increased during the year, and

as to its quality, we mean it shall be the

best that can be obtained, from all parts of

the world where photography is practiced.

As to our photographic pictures, we have

some hope of making great improvements

in them also. We have already in hand,

American, Russian, Dutch, South Ameri-

can, and German negatives, which are being

printed for our future numbers, and in our

March number we shall bring to your

notice a novelty in the way of a new size,

"The Promenade Photograph," alluded to

elsewhere ; and not only do we mean that

our pictures shall be beautiful and worthy
art studies, but we intend that their quali-

ties as examples of printing and toning

shall also be improved. To this end we
have secured the entire services of Mr.
Charles W. Hearn , the author of the already

well-known book, The Practical Printer^

who will devote his time to printing our

pictures. "We consider this a great step

for the advantage of all concerned. Mr.
Hearn's first printing will appear in our

March number. Our next number will

contain a handsome picture from negatives

by Mr. Alva Pearsall, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Now with this happy outlook before us,

let us go on and mutualty strive to improve

our work all we can, and thus deserve the

success that is sure to follow.

In closing, we desire to call the attention

of those who are striving to win the pre-

miums we offer, to the following facts :

The Philadelphia Photographer is among
American photographic magazines,

The only one on which the publishers pay

the postage.

The only one regularly illustrated by
photography.

The only one filled with original contri-

butions.

The only one giving news from all parts

of the world.

The one above all others which no pho-

tographer can afford not to receive as regu-

larly and promptly as it is issued.

Please press home these points to all who
are wavering.

1
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A NEW SIZE.—THE PROMENADE
PHOTOGRAPH.

This is a new style, noticed in our edito-

rial columns, designed by Mr. J. W. Taber,

with Mr. G. D Morse, San Francisco.

There has come to be a want felt for some-

thing new—some divergence from the beaten

path we have been travelling ever since the

cabinet picture became a success. All the

changes that could be invented appear to

have been rung on this, and the "old reli-

able" caries de visile, and for some time we
have seemed to be languishing for want of

something new. The "Victoria" did not

succeed. It was a step backward.

In the Promenade picture we think we
have it. It is novel, elegant, and when made

as these are from Mr. Taber, most charm-

ingly attractive. The size of the picture,

including the mount, is about four by seven

inches ; on this is a sixteenth-inch white

border, then the half-inch marbled margin,

leaving the picture proper a trifle less than

three by six inches.

These pictures are intended, as their name

designates, for three-quarter or full length

standing figures; and the opening corre-

sponds better with the human form in a

standing position than any proportion of

picture we have ever had. It gives a space

above the head that looks as if the subject

had room to stand erect. The improvement

in these over the ordinary cabinet, for stand-

ing figures, appears about the same as that

of a high-studded room to a low one. It

gives an atmosphere and air of freedom that

is really refreshing in comparison with some

of the older styles, in which the head and

top of the picture have seemed uncomfort-

ably associated. There isn't the appearance

of squattiness that there is about the cabi-

net size. The width is also another ad-

vantage, so long as the present style of

ladies' dresses demands no more space, as it

gives room enough and does not leave blank

spaces that require to be filled by accessories,

the injudicious use of which has worked so

much injury to full-length pictures in the

past. In these pictures there are no acces-

sories whatever except a neat architectural

background, or perhaps a pedestal or other

vertical object.

They are of a size that cuts the paper to

advantage, a sheet making one dozen, and

a sheet of 22 x 28 cardboard making eight-

een mounts. Again—and this makes it

pleasing to us—it is the best size and shape

we have ever had for our magazine.

With all these good qualities we are suffi-

ciently in love with it to place it among the

announcements for the New Year, and have

arranged to illustrate our March number
with a specimen " Promenade."

In the meantime photographers can ex-

ercise themselves in presenting them to their

customers as something original and attrac-

tive, and may find in them a stimulus to.

business that will be beneficial to all.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Transit of Venus Expectations— Will Gun-
Cotton Explode—Dull Weather—New Arti-

ficial Light forPhotography—International

Photographic Exhibition in Berlin, 1875.

When this letter reaches the hands of

your readers, an important event of the

world, which keeps all intelligent photog-

raphers as well as scientists in suspense, will

already have passed—I mean the Transit of

Venus. The telegraph will then, probably,

from the furthest stations, bring the news,

if the observations and exposures have been

successful. Many stations will not, on ac-

count of cloudy weather, be favorable
;
prob-

ably the majority of the stations will be

favorable, and if we place the number of

such at only ten, and the half of these,

favored by the weather, each making 50

good negatives, we would have 250 measur-

ing-plates to obtain the distance of the earth

from Venus, and through this the more im-

portant distance of the earth from the sun,

the normal measure of our planetary sys-

tem to the earth. The results of measuring

the plates will, of course, be much later,

probably after a year or more, accurately

known, and it will be hard to tell, a priori,

whether the same will be universally satis-

faetorjr. The different nations that have

sent out expeditions work, nearly every one,

a different process—the French, after the

daguerreotype process ; the English, a dry

process with alkaline developer ;
the Amer-

icans, the wet, and the Germans and Russian
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the old Fothergill process. That these pro-

cesses will give good results has already

been sufficiently proved, and the probability

is at hand that all operators are skilled suf-

ficiently to obtain the best results. Which,

of these processes furnishes the best results

for measuring purposes, however, has, un-

fortunately, not been previously decided.

The processes have not been previously

compared, therefore it can easily occur that

different expeditions, working at one and

the same point, with different processes,

will obtain different results.

Measurements of the greatest accuracy

are here concerned. The radius of the sun

contains about 960 seconds, and it is desired

to measure the tenth part of a second accu-

rately, i. e., -5^ nearly T^7 of the whole

length, which in the German sun-pictures

does not amount to more than 50 millime-

tres. Such measurements can only be made
if the mathematical accuracy of the optical

sun-picture and the stability of the collo-

dion-film is an absolute certainty. In refer-

ence to the mathematical property of the

optical sun-pictures, trials can have been

made Trials on the stability of the collo-

dion-film have also been made, but, in my
opinion, not sufficiently to be certain on

this point. Pascher found shrinkage up

to one-six-hundredths, which, on half the

sun's diameter, makes a difference of one

and a half seconds. Rutherfurd found no

shrinkage. This, in my opinion, is due

only to the different collodions used by the

two searchers. My extended trials with

the greatest variety of collodions, under the

different circumstances, have proved that

the most indeed, in fact, showed signs of

contraction, the one more, and the others

less. This contraction depends on the thick-

ness of the collodion, therefore it is unequal

on the thick and thin part of a plate ; it is

more so with plates not coated with albu-

men or caoutchouc than with others

;

greater in wet than in dry plates, etc., etc.

With sufficiently thin collodion the danger

of shrinkage is insignificant. With a col-

lodion containing one per cent, cotton, is

like to O with many kinds, therefore it is

to be hoped that the American expeditions

will not be frustrated by this error, for they

use in fact a collodion containing one per

cent, of cotton. The possibility of a con-

traction here is, of course, not forgotten, for

this reason: the German astronomers place

a glass trellis in the focus of the photo-

graphic telescope, which is accurately di-

vided with the diamond This trellis is

photographed along, and eliminates all fail-

ures that could possibly occur by contrac-

tion of the film. The distance between two

lines of the trellis amounts to almost ex-

actly one hundred seconds. If the centre

of the sun or the edge lies between two such

lines, the distance between the edge and
one of these lines is measured, which, of

course, is less than 100 seconds. If, how-

ever, the collodion should contract T o£cro>

the 100 seconds would shrink T^. The
small size does not act its part any more,

still the greatest accuracy is possible. It is

different with the American telescopes,

which work, as I heard, without a trellis,

and only with crossed thread. Here the

whole distance from the centre of the sun

to the edge must be measured, i. e., about

960 seconds. If this surface contracts rFi^7 ,

the failure will be x̂ second, i. e., as large

as the smallest measuring size.

The English expeditions, it seems, have

laid too little weight on contraction. Cap-

tain Abney says [Photographic News, Sept.

4th, p. 430) :
" Shrinkage in the film has been

carefully looked for by Dr. Vogel, Berlin,

and also in this country by Col. Stuart Wort-
ley and myself. Photographing a grating

of 200 lines to the inch, by contact printing

and measuring the result, I have been un-

able to find any alteration in the distance

of the lines at any part of the film." If Cap-

tain Abney used a grating of one inch in

length, I willingly believe that he did not

observe any shrinkage. I used a plate four

inches in length for the test, on which

shrinkage showed itself very plainly, while

in lines of one inch apart it was hardly per-

ceptible. Possibly Captain Abney used only

a few collodions, otherwise he would, under

the same circumstances, have observed

shrinkage. I foster in the interest of the

matter a wish, that the English expeditions

use a collodion which has the shrinkage in

the least possible degree, as they work with-

out trellis in the focus. From this it must

be observed, that the Americans have not
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been looked on as excluded, in the best

method of observation, for each nation has

another method, and each declares its own
to be the best. Strictly taken, the delibera-

tion and examination of the photographic

observation of the transit of Venus should

have been the object of an International

Commission, which should have made prac-

tical trials for a year or more, to determine

the most judicious method for observation,

and to point out all possible errors or mis-

takes. Then all expeditions would have the

same telescope arrangements, the same pro-

cess, the same collodion, etc., etc. Then the

results would be absolutely comparable to

one another. Now they are not. There is

one point yet to which I would draw atten-

tion, which is the source of important fail-

ures,namely , the so-called trembling and bil-

lowing of the sun's edge, which is caused by

the great heat evolved in its focus ; through

this billowing, swaying is produced on the

sun's edge itself, which may amount to one

second. There will be, therefore, different

semi-diameters impressed on different plates;

the great number of plates will here be an

advantage, to determine out of the whole

number the average result, which at all

events is near the truth. Taken all in all,

I cannot banish the conviction, that the

present expeditions to observe the transit

of Yenus are really preparatory for the

transit of 1882. Then the results gained

now will be applied with advantage, and

the acknowledged failures and errors obvi-

ated.

A high judicial court has recently raised

here the question if photographic cotton is

subject to spontaneous combustion or not.

A merchant forwarded a package of gun-

cotton (wrapped in paper) by mail, and the

package exploded on the way, causing con-

siderable damage. The merchant had to

appear before the court, as by our laws it

is forbidden to forward articles by mail

which are subject to spontaneous combus-

tion. An expert, who is not a photogra-

pher, but an apothecary, states that gun-

cotton very readily explodes by spontaneous

combustion ; and this dictum causes, of

course, much surprise. Probably the apothe-

cary mistakes the cotton used for collodion

with the cotton used for blasting and gun-

nery. Both these substances are very sim-

ilar, but also very different. The one ex-

plodes with great violence, the other but

moderately ; the one dissolves in alcohol

and ether, the other not. The one used for

photographic purposes contains a lesser

amount of nitrogen than the other. These

differences are unknown to many chemists,

or they do not take them into consideration.

Unfortunately most of our learned chemists

do not trouble themselves much about pho-

tography ; so I read recently, in a very

good new handbook of chemistry, that

iodide of silver is reduced by sulphate of

iron, which is absolute nonsense.

In regard to collodion cotton, I have ob-

served circumstances under which the cot-

ton would not have escaped combustion if

it was at all subject to it. I have received

specimens from England, France, and

America ; they are accessible to my schol-

ars, who do not treat them at all very par-

ticularly. Some samples are wrapped in

paper, others in bottles. One sample,

packed in a tin box, was exposed for

months to a hot summer sun. In short,

the cotton has been exposed inevery way,

and I never heard of spontaneous combus-

tion. I do not hesitate, therefore, to de-

clare collodion cotton not subject to spon-

taneous combustion, and the explosion in

question was probably due to carelessness

of the post-office officials, who likely

smoked.

Here everybody is in despair on account

of the cloudy weather. Such a gloomy

November has never been here. For four-

teen days the sun has shown itself twice,

and all hopes for clearing up before Jan-

uary are fast dying out. These are melan-

choly prospects for the Christmas trade.

In St. Petersburg it is still worse, where

the sun rises at 10 o'clock and sets at 2.

Woe I if this remainder of one-sixth of a

day is clouded by fog. At such times the

question arises and comes forth : Is there

no artificial light for photographic pur-

posed ? There have been plenty of such

tried, but till now without meeting good suc-

cess in practice. Electric light being too

expensive, coal-gas is not effective enough,

magnesium-light smokes, also white fire.

Lately, a new source of photogenic light has
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stopped forth, which Herr Dr. Sell of this

phice has invented, and which, if it proves

what he claims for it, will have the advan-

tage of all others for its cheapness and conve-

nience. Sell writes : "To combine chlorine

with hydrogen, under the influence of a

light rich with chemical rays, for illumina-

tion, make use of a glass cylinder which is

filled with sulphuretted carbon and oxide

of nitrogen, and then ignited. It then pro-

duces a very brilliant light, which acts with

great energy chemically. To apply this

light for photographic purposes, it must be

prepared to last some length of time. This

leads us to the construction of a lamp,

which is materially similar to a petroleum

lamp, in which the part holding the oil is

placed in another part containing cold

water, to cool off" the sulphuretted carbon;

through the middle of the round burner

passes a tube provided with a cock, through

which the oxide of nitrogen is supplied.

This oxide of nitrogen must be perfectly

pure for photographic purposes. It is pre-

pared by warming protochloride of iron,

saltpetre, and muriatic acid. Take two
equal volumes of muriatic acid (HCl) ; dis-

solve in one iron-filings until saturated

;

add the other volume of acid, and two-thirds

as much saltpetre as iron-filings previously

dissolved. This gas is collected in a gas-

ometer." If the sulphuretted carbon is ig-

nited, and the oxide of nitrogen is allowed

to flow, by regulating the flow of gas and

the wick, a brilliant white light is obtained

of great intensity, containing principally

blue, violet, and ultra violet light, with

which Dr. Sell has in fact, with a very short

exposure, taken very pretty photographs.

The Messrs. Delachaval & Mermet, in Paris,

have constructed a lamp analogous to this.

As I have already written to you in the

November number, we intend having an In-

ternational Photographic Exhibition here in

September of next year. We have already

obtained a magnificent apartment for it in

the Academy, and I can assure the Amer-
ican photographers, that in the capital of

the new German Empire a place of honor

will be assigned to them. I myself, as

honorary member of the National Photo-

graphic Association, and friend of a number
of photographers there, will make it my

pleasant duty to take up the interest of

America. The Society will confer medals,

of course, and it is hoped and universally

wished, that America, with which we are

in such intimate relations, will be honor-

ably represented. The American photog-

raphers had brilliant success at the Vienna

Exposition. New honors are here in pros-

pect. Applications can be sent to my ad-

dress, 24 Kegent Street, W. Berlin. Mr.

Edward L. Wilson will collect and have the

kindness to forward all packages or articles

(in case the exhibitor would prefer this

than to send direct). The expenses for the

exhibitors is insignificant. All articles

must be sent by the 1st of July.

Prof. H. Vogel.
Beklin.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN FRANCE.

BY ERNEST LACAN.

As I have already taken occasion to men-

tion the investigations tending to render

more perfect photographic processes, to en-

large the circle of their application, and to

furnish operators with new methods, have

never been pushed in France with more ac-

tivity than since the war, but at the present

time happy efforts are visible in a direction

which may lead photography on yet unex-

plored ground, in which there are rich mines

to be worked: I allude to the recent labors

of Messrs. Ducos du Hauron, Leon Vidal,

and Geymet, for the production of colored

prints.

The communications that have just been

made by these three experimenters, to the

French Photographic Society, justly excite

the attention of all.

Several years ago, Mr. Ducos du Hauron

undertook the investigations of which I

speak. The first results obtained by Mr.

Le"on Vidal date back hardly eighteen

months; as to Mr. Geymet, it is only a few

days ago that he placed himself in line. I

will endeavor to succinctly describe the

work of each of them, and make known to

you the present condition of their investiga-

tions.

The object that Messrs. Ducos du Hauron

and Leon Vidal have in view is not to re-
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produce directly the natural colors of ob-

jects as well as their forms and their model-

ling, as had tried to do Niepce de Saint

Victor and some others ; their ambition is

not so great. They declare that they obtain

color by methods analogous to those used in

chromolithography. This is their mode of

proceeding.

As I have already said, in one of my pre-

ceding letters, Mr. Ducos du Hauron makes
from the original that he wishes to repro-

duce (portrait, landscape, or painting) three

negatives on glass, obtained in the camera

by the interposition of colored plates r green

for the first, orange-red for the second, and
violet for the third. These three negatives

have the appearance of ordinary ones, and
show no sensible difference; nevertheless the

experiments of Mr. Geymet have proved,

as you will see further on, that this differ-

ence exists, and that it is a very considera-

ble one.

When these three helioehromic mono-
chromes are thus produced, Mr. Ducos du
Hauron proceeds to the printing, which is

done as in the carbon process. Under the

first negative he exposes a film of bichroma-

tized gelatin having a red tint; under the

second a similar film of a blue color, and

under the third a yellow film. The impres-

sion terminated, he superposes these three

monochromes, which, incorporating one

with the other, so to speak, give an image

in which the different tints of the original

are found.

The printing of these monochrome films

is done also, as I said, as in carbon photog-

raphy, by means of three kinds of prepared

paper ; one colored with carmine, another

with a mixture of cadmium yellow and of

Indian yellow, or of chrome yellow, and the

third with Prussian blue to which has been

added a small quantity of carmine. After

sensitizing, drying, exposure to light, and

transfer to glass, to develop the image in

hot water by melting the gelatin which

has not been acted upon, the films are de-

tached and placed one over the other. A
gelatin bath is prepared with seven or eight

grammes (108 to 123 grains) for each litre.

Into this bath, in which the gelatin is too

much diluted to form a jelly in cooling, the

yellow monochrome is plunged for a few

minutes ; then a sheet of gelatinized paper

is placed in the same bath, the gelatin side on

top. "When the absorption has given to the

paper its full extension, which requires one

or two minutes, the monochrome and the

paper adhering to it are removed from the

liquid. The manipulation for this opera-

tion is very simple. It consists in keeping

in contact, by the pressure of the fingers,

one of the edges only of the paper with the

corresponding edge of the glass, and with-

drawing this edge the first from the liquid,

so that the paper should fall of itself on the

monochrome as fast as the whole is removed

from the dish. The paper is drained with-

out having recourse to the india-rubber

scraper, or even the hand to facilitate the

dripping. A strong adherence is soon pro-

duced between the monochrome and the

paper, of which the folds and undulations

disappear of themselves after desiccation.

Desiccation ended, the glass thus covered

with its yellow monochrome and its gelat-

inized paper is then plunged into the same

liquid. This immersion is prolonged for an

hour or more, according to the thickness of

the paper. Then the monochrome is re-

moved from the bath, to separate it from

its temporary glass support. This is done

by raising, by means of a penknife, the

'

edges of the paper and those of the gelat-

inous coating, and catching one of the cor-

ners and detaching it from the glass ; the

piece of paper is then pulled, carrying with

it the monochrome and leaving the glass

completely bare.

This yellow monochrome is then placed

over the blue monochrome, which for this

purpose must be first immersed in the same

gelatin bath for about a quarter of an hour.

The yellow monochrome is also placed in it

after being detached from the glass, and it

and the blue monochrome, while in contact,

are withdrawn from the liquid in the man-

ner above described. To obtain the coinci-

dence of the outlines of the objects upon

each of the monochromes, the blue is made

to slide on the yellow until this coincidence

is perfect; an easy operation, by looking

through them at the light, interposing the

thickness of the glass between the examiner

and the double image of which this glass is

the support. The superposition thus effected,
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the adherence of the two monochromes is

soon produced. However, if at this moment

it is discovered that an error has been made

in the coincidence, there is ample time to

rectify it by replunging the whole into the

liquid. Finally, the two superposed mono-

chromes are left to dry.

It is in following the above method that

the third and last superposition is made;

that of the paper which carries the double-

yellow and blue image on the red mono-

chrome, still remaining on the glass. After

drying the heliochrome thus obtained, it is

allowed to remain in a bath of pure water,

after which it is separated from the glass

and dried on a frame, upon which it is fast-

ened by the edges. Cutting and mount-

ing on bristol board terminate the opera-

tion.

Now what follows are the experiments of

Mr. Geymet, to whom Mr. Ducos du Hauron

had given three monochrome negatives to

try printing from them on stone with colored

fatty inks. At the first start Mr. Geymet

conceived the idea of substituting for the

gelatinous films, mentioned above, coatings

of collodion chemically colored, either by

precipitations or by the toning action on

the collodio-chloride ; but in the course of

his experiments he discovered that the re-

sult can be obtained by a much more simple

process ; in fact he showed that upon plates

prepared in the ordinary manner with dry

collodion, each one of the three negatives of

Mr. Ducos du Hauron gives a positive of

the color of the monochrome, which he des-

ignated as being the complimentary color

of each one of the three negatives ; it is only

necessary to substitute bromide of cadmium

for the iodide which serves as a basis for the

collodion ; the strength of the silver bath

should be carried to 18°, and the collodion-

ized plate should remain in it about eight

minutes. This bath should be decidedly

acid.

A very remarkable thing, as I have be-

fore said, is that the negative obtained

under the green screen gives a red positive,

which is the complementary color of the

green ; and so with the two others, con-

firming not only the theory of Mr. Ducos

du Hauron, but also the scientific idea about

the decomposition of light.

The developing formula for these colored

positives is as follows :

Water, .... 250 grammes, 8 troy ounces.

Pyrogallic Acid, . 1 " 15J grains.

Acetic Acid, . . 20 "154
When about to use, add a few drops of a

silver bath at 7 or 8 per cent.

Fixing is done in a bath of cyanide at 6

per cent. The print almost entirely disap-

pears, but it soon returns, and the coloration

now acquires all its energy if the positive

be strengthened under the direct action of

solar light.

Without mentioning all the facts that he

has observed, and that he intends to make

known at a later day, Mr. Geymet recalls

to notice that different operators had recom-

mended the introduction of red light in the

camera to accelerate the reduction of the

iodide of silver and the consequent shorten-

ing of the exposure; now from what has been

said, the complementary color of the red

ray is blue; this last color then is the one

which acts alone upon the sensitive film,

and we know that the blue rays are highly

photogenic.

I need not dwell upon the importance of

the results mentioned by Mr. Geymet, and

I now turn to the labors of Mr. Leon Vidal.

His process, which he minutely described

about a year ago, consists, substantially, in

making as many negatives as there are

colors required for the exact reproduction of

the original. At first he obtained this mul-

tiplication by means of a positive on glass

printed from the original negative, and

which also gave him by contact with dry

collodion plates as many countertypes as he

desired. Over each of these negatives he

laid an opaque coating of red or black, cov-

ering all those parts which in the original

were not of a corresponding tint to this

monochrome negative. Thus, for the neg-

ative destined to give the blue color, he

covered with india-ink or vermilion all

that was not blue in the model ; so on the

red, the yellow, etc. He obtained thus a

series of partial images, which, placed one

over the other, and seen by transparency,

gave a reconstruction of the complete pic-

ture. He has since simplified his method by

making use solely of the original negative,

and by applying on it successively as many
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films of leather collodion as he wishes to

obtain monochromes. It is on these films

that he makes his reserves, and it is in sub-

stituting one for the other in theprintingthat

he obtains successively his colored positives.

As does Mr. Ducos du Hauron it is on

colored films that Mr. Yidal prints each of

his negatives absolutely, as is done in carbon

printing; each of the images, red, blue,

yellow, etc., removed from its temporary

support, which is a sheet of vegetable paper,

is placed in juxtaposition, in its turn, upon

one of them (the red print for example)

which has been allowed to remain upon this

support. The transparency of the whole

allows of an adaptation of the greatest exact-

ness. Finally, a great print of the model

applied upon the polychrome terminates the

operation, and gives it sharpness of outline,

vigor, and modelling, as is the case in chro-

molithography. The polychrome print is

mounted on bristol board, and resembles a

colored engraving or an ordinary aquarelle.

However complicated these operations

may appear they have become, in the hands

of the inventor, extremely simple, and this

mode of printing is so practical that accord-

ing to the assertion of Mr. Vidal, the price

of the polychrome print would be, in the

present condition of things, hardly a third

higher than that of an ordinary photo-

graph. As to the results they are really extra-

ordinary, and they have excited the admi-

ration of the Photographic Society, to which

I presented different specimens. I send you

two taken from the number, so that you may
judge of the degree of perfection at which

this so recent discovery has arrived, and be

able, if need be, to confirm what I assert.*

The reproduction of ribbons for ladies'

neck-ties and that of the steam-engine show

what applications can be made of the pro-

cess of Mr. Vidal even now in the indus-

trial arts ; as for the portrait it proves the

artistic effect that can be obtained. I regret

that the difficulties of forwarding will not

allow me to send you some full-length por-

traits of very large size and more astonish-

ingly successful, and the inventor, who is

making still further progress, promises us

yet better things.

# They are all Mr. Lacan says.

—

Ed. P. P.

This letter being already too long, I defer,

until my next, some complementary details

upon the communication of Messrs. Ducos

du Hauron and Geymet.

One of our principal publishers has just

issued a magnificent posthumous work of

the Duke of Luynes. It is a Voyage to

Syria, the text of which is accompanied

by photographic views. The author, who

has been one of the patrons of the new art,

and who was even the founder of a prize to

encourage investigations tending to the

making of images indelible, had confided,

during his lifetime, the execution of the

plates to Mr. Charles Negre, a painter of

talent and a skilful photographer, who was

the first to render practical helio-engraving

by the bitumen process. For some years

we had heard nothing from Mr. Negre, and

we thought, notwithstanding the successes

and recompenses obtained by him in the

line of work he had undertaken, that he had

abandoned his experiments. To-day the

work alluded to above shows that this is not

so, and moreover we have received several

truly admirable plates, which prove that,

far from stopping on the road, the artist-in-

ventor has made considerable progress.

Here is in substance the process of Mr.

Negre.

The steel plate covered with a varnish of

Judea bitumen, or with a coating of bichro-

matized gelatin, is impressioned in the light

of the sun, not through a transparent posi-

tive, as was formerly done, but through a

reversed negative obtained directly in the

camera, so that the coating of varnish being

impressioned on those parts which corre-

spond to the shades of the drawing, the steel

plate is left uncovered in the places that

correspond to the lights. Then, plunged

into a gold bath and exposed to the action

of an electric current, the steel plate is

covered with a regular coating of gold in

all the parts corresponding to the lights of

the drawing where this plate was uncovered,

whilst the parts corresponding to the shades

and still covered with the varnish, are pene-

trated by the gold molecules in the ratio of

the intensity with which the light has acted.

The steel plate being freed from the sen-

sitive varnish carries only, then, an image

in gold of perfect adherence, and forming a
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veritable shaded damaskeening. The gold

not being acted upon by acids, it is only

necessary to spread upon the steel plate a

coating of acid diluted with water, to act on

the metal everywhere where it is not pro-

tected by the gold deposit. Thus is formed

an engraving which gives in printing all the

different gradation and degrees of tints, from

the white of the paper to the strongest black.

The results thus obtained surpass for ar-

tistic perfection, and the large dimensions

which can be obtained, everything that has

been realized in the same manner, even by

Mr. Eousselon.

In order that those around you may
judge, I take pleasure in sending you one of

these marvellous engravings.

OUR PICTURE.
In greeting our readers with the compli-

ments of the New Year, and wishing them
all health, happiness, and prosperity, we
think we can offer them nothing that will

give more general satisfaction than the in-

troduction, as a subject for photographic

embellishment to our magazine, as well as

a few pen sketches, the portrait of the

worthy President of the National Photo-

graphic Association, Mr. William H. Eulof-

son, of San Francisco.

This gentleman is one of the best repre-

sentatives of the rise, progress, and success

of our art, and as such we would commend
to the young artists of our land his trials,

his perseverance, and his achievements, as

examples worthy of study and emulation.

Mr. Kulofson was born in the eastern

part of the State of Maine, in September,

1826, and by the loss of both his parents

was early left to battle the world alone, and

carve out his fortune as best he could, with-

out the guidance or tender solicitude of

father or mother to direct his steps. While
yet in his " teens" he commenced the prac-

tice of daguerreotyping, and became a wan-
derer over many lands, including Europe,

America, and the islands of the sea ; and

all the varied experiences of this novel and

precarious manner of life fell to his lot.

He suffered shipwreck, in the terrible gale

which swept the North Atlantic on the

19th, 20th, -and 21st of September, 1846,

when most of his companions found sleep

in the depths of the mighty ocean. After

prolonged suffering, he and the other sur-

vivors were rescued and landed in Liver-

pool, England. Here he found himself en-

tirely destitute. But the same sun that had

cheered and given him hope from day to

day in his sufferings on- the trackless sea,

now became his willing servant, and he

found his newly acquired art his rod and his

staff". So, with his camera he commenced
his travels again, till, in 1848, we find him

about leaving Newfoundland for California

via the Straits of Magellan.

In those days of sailing vessels they had

long passages and varied experiences. Our
artist, however, was not idle, but busied

himself by making a collection of " sketches

by the wayside," comprising everything of

interest, from a " Patagonian savage to a

Brazilian emperor." He at length arrived

safely on the shores of the new " Land of

Ophir," and after a few short months of

sun-painting, joined the ranks of the " Hon-
est Miners," in which capacity he failed to

distinguish himself for " heavy finds," and

relinquished the gold-washing cradle for

the camera, and returned to his first love.

About the year 1850 he located in the

flourishing town of Sonora, situated well up

in the Sierras and quite near the world-

renowned "Yosemite Valley," and here,

with a rapidly increasing family, in a de-

lightful mountain home, a wealthy, intelli-

gent, and appreciative community, together

with a growing, substantial, and successful

business, he was deterred from further mi-

grations, and became identified with the in-

terests and prosperity of the Golden State.

In 1863 he located in San Francisco, with

Mr. H. W. Bradley, under the firm of

Bradley & Rulofson, where the subject of

our picture, as managing partner, has built

up a splendid business ; has one of the best

appointed galleries in the country, and the

house has a reputation second to none in the

world.

When they commenced, in 1863, the gal-

lery employed six hands ; they now have a

weekly pay-roll which amounts to over six

hundred dollars (gold).

Thus it will be seen what has been accom-

plished by industry and perseverance, to-
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gether with integrity and high artistic at-

tainments, which have gained the public

confidence and given this firm a prestige

that has led on to this grand success.

This house was brought more prominently

before the country than ever before during

the past year by winning the gold medal

offered by us for the best three cabinet por-

traits. The prize was well contested, and

brought out some beautiful examples of

photography. Mr. Eulofson generously as-

cribes due credit to his partner, Mr. H. W.
Bradley, for whatever success they have

attained, and to whom he refers in terms of

the highest commendation.

At the meeting of the National Photo-

graphic Association, at Chicago, it became

necessary to look about for a leader, to fill

the place so long and so honorably occupied

by Mr. Bogardus, and there seemed to be a

spontaneous feeling spring up among the

members that William H. Rulofson was the

man, and he was duly elected.

The earnestness with which he entered

upon his duties and the enthusiasm inspired

by his spirit and example, in the matter of

removing the debt of the Association, are

well known to all and hardly need be re-

hearsed here. Suffice it to say the choice

fell upon the right man, and we take pleasure

in presenting this fine picture of him for the

benefit of those who may never have seen

him, as well as for the satisfaction of others

who have, with the hope that all may feel

a renewal of confidence in the success of the

National Photographic Association, and

that its mission may yet be fulfilled and

photographers everywhere feel its healthful,

elevating influence so long as our art is sus-

ceptible of improvement.

Our picture is a sample of the work of

Messrs. Bradley & Eulofson's gallery, in all

its departments, the negatives and prints

having been made by them after the formulae

published with the Cold-Medal Picture, in

our magazine for July, 1874.

Should it be decided to hold the next Na-
tional Photographic Association Convention

in San Francisco, we have no doubt a large

number of our Eastern photographers will

avail themselves of the opportunity to visit

that city and witness the workings of this

magnificent establishment. Our excellent

President? assures us of a most cordial wel-

come, and we doubt not that under his im-

mediate guidance and direction, together

with the enthusiasm he is capable of cre-

ating by the magnetism, as it were, of his

personal presence, the meeting there would

be a grand success.

MOSAICS FOR 1875.

BT R. J. CHUTE.

This sprightly annual, full of life, energy,

and good things, has again made its appear-

ance.

As mosaic work is so formed, of various

colored stones and other hard substances, as

to produce beautiful pictures and designs, so

this work is composed of a variety of articles

from the best photographic writers, on sub-

jects that show the state and progress of our

art, and form a complete picture of the an-

nual status of photography.

It contains gems from the East and the

"West, from the North and the South ; from

Europe and America have come the diversi-

fied material that makes up this indispensable

and ever welcome feature of our yearly pho-

tographic literature. Its articles are nearly

all original, and written for its pages, and

besides reviewing the discoveries, improve-

ments, and progress of the year, touch

nearly every subject relating to the photo-

graphic art. Among the authors are the

familiar names of Bogardus, Sherman,

Hearn, Anderson, Fitzgibbon, Kilburn,

Lee Knight, Obernetter, Simpson, Da-

vanne, Webster, Blake, Liesegang, Ayres
?

Hesler, Towler, Carbutt, and Wilson.

Many of the articles are alone worth the

price of the book. Among these I may
mention those by Mr. J. B. Obernetter, " On
the Application of the Dusting Process in

Photography," and "The Production of

Glass Positives by the Dusting Process."

These articles are of the highest importance

to photographers at the present time, and

they will certainly be under great obliga-

tions to Mr. Obernetter for perfecting this

process as he has and giving it so freely to

the fraternity ; for his is undoubtedly the

best method yet discovered whereby photog-

raphers may readily reproduce their nega-

tives and secure themselves against loss by
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wear or breakage, when a negative is valu-

able or a large number of prints is required

from it.

Some further hints on the details of the

dust process, and methods of working it, by

Messrs. John M. Blake and John Carbutt,

will also be found instructive.

Mr. Elbert Anderson tells us how to

make "Soft Prints from Hard Negatives,"

a most important item in the printing de-

partment, and should not be overlooked.

The " Renovation of the Bath made Easy

and Sure," by Mr. B. W. Kilburn, con-

tains timely and valuable suggestions, and

will save many a photographer any amount

of time and money, besides freeing him

from troubles and perplexities, if the direc-

tions are but carefully followed.

A chapter of "Formulary," by A. Da-

vanne, gives us a formula for every process

in photography, and coming from so good

an authority no doubt they are reliable.

Some suggestions by Mr. G. Wharton
Simpson, on " Correcting Distortion in

Copying," are very simple in practice, but

of the highest importance in the results pro-

duced.

Mr. Alfred Hall tells us about the care

and use of " Protosulphate of Iron." for the

developer, which should be remembered by
every one.

And Mr. A. Hesler gives us his process

for "Printing and Toning," which those

who are not settled or satisfied in their

method of working will do well to follow.

In addition to these we have a " Chapter

of Practical Matters," by A. Compiler ; some
good suggestions on " Photographic Litera-

ture," by the publishers ; and " Many Mites

from Many Minds," by Mr. Edward L.

"Wilson, being a collection of gems, as it

were, from the thoughts of the best writers

during the year.

The whole makes a book of one hundred
and forty-four pages, every one of which
will be found fresh and interesting.

It is hardly necessary to say anything

about the importance of photographers pos-

sessing this work, as it has become so thor-

oughly established that it is as much a ne-

cessity as any photographic publication

issued. I believe it to be fully equal if not

superior to any of its predecessors ; but each

reader will, of course, form his own opinion

as to its excellence. That Mosaics for 1875

will benefit all, however, there can be no

question, and every gallery should have a

copy for each department.

MATTERS OF THE

Membership costs $2 ; annual dues, $4, in

advance. Employes half rates. Life mem-
bership, $25, and no dues. It is proposed

presently to double the fees for life mem-
bership.

Members are hereby notified that their

annual dues were payable June 1st, 1874.

Employers $4, and employes $2. The

Treasurer urges that prompt remittances be

made. Please remit now.

All remittances of back dues should be

sent to the Treasurer, Albert Moore, 828

Wood Street, Philadelphia, and fees and

dues for new members to the Permanent

Secretary, Edward L. Wilson, Seventh and

Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

The Report of the Chicago Convention.—
The copies of this report are nearly ex-

hausted. The price is $1 each, on receipt

of which sum we will mail a copy to any

address.

The tide still seems to flow towards San

Francisco. If the railroad companies will do

their duty, we think a large number could

afford to go and make up a good Convention.

Proceedings of the Executive Com-
mittee of the N. P. A.

A meeting of the Executive Committee

was held at 421 Broome Street, New York,

on Thursday, December 10th, 1874, W.
Irving Adams, Esq., presiding, and Messrs.

Bogardus, Wilcox, and Wilson being also

present.

The minutes of the last meeting were

read and approved.

The Secretary presented a large batch of
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responses from the members to the postal

card issued recentl\T
, and stated that a large

majority of the writers were in favor of

holding the next Convention in San Fran-

cisco. Mr. Bogardus then offered the fol-

lowing :

Whereas, Inasmuch as the responses to the

postal card ordered at our last meeting, and

accordingly issued, stand a few for Boston,

more for the option of this committee, and

the most for San Francisco; therefore, be it

Resolved, That the next Convention of the

National Photographic Association he held

in San Francisco, beginning the second

Tuesday in May, 1875.

After some discussion, the motion was

tabled, and the Secretary was instructed to

correspond with the other members of this

committee, and urge them either to come

to the next meeting thereof, or to send in

writing their opinion as to the passage of

Mr. Bogardus's resolution.

Letters were read from President Rulof-

son still urging the holding of the Conven-

tion in his city, and announcing the fact

that he had secured railroad arrangements

from Omaha to San Francisco, and return

for $125, with the hope of securing a like

reduction from the east to Omaha, and re-

turn, or even better than that.

The Secretary presented a copy of the

Report of the Chicago Convention for the use

of the Association.

On motion of Mr. Wilcox, the report as

printed was accepted and approved, and

the copy presented received and ordered to

be bound.

On motion, adjourned to meet at an early

day at the call of the Chairman.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Photographic Society of Philadel-
phia.—A stated meeting was held Wed-
nesday, December 2d, 1874, the President

in the chair.

A correction in the minutes of the last

meeting was made by Dr. Seiler, who said

that the animalcules in the decomposed
albumen were amoeba? and not algse.

After some discussion upon the subject of

changing the meeting night, Mr. Sartain

offered as an amendment to his motion of

the last meeting: "That the stated meet-

ings should hereafter be held upon the first

Thursday of the month." Carried.

Mr. Thomas H. McCollin was elected to

membership.

Mr. Clemons spoke of some successful ex-

periments which he had recently made, in

the use of an alum-bath for removing hypo-

sulphite of soda from fixed prints, thus

obviating the necessity for long after-wash-

ing.

Mr. Moore spoke of the importance of a

thorough washing of prints before toning,

and said that a neglect of this detail was a

fruitful source of fading, but he believed

that very few operators were particular in

washing between toning and fixing.

Mr. Carbutt exhibited a negative made
on a 13 x 16 plate with a No. 5 Ross sym-

metrical lens, 7 inch back focus, smallest

stop, one and a quarter minute's exposure,

against the sun. The circle of satisfactory

definition was confined to about twelve in-

ches in the centre, and there appeared to be

a slight inequality in illumination from

centre to edge ; but notwithstanding these

drawbacks, the lens works admirably on

the 7x9 plate, for which it is intended to

be used.

Mr. Carbutt exhibited also some compar-

ative trials of a new developer, discovered

by Mr. Julius Kriiger, of Berlin, and fur-

nished to him by Mr. George Rau. This

developer is known as " earbolate of iron,"

and is very energetic in its action, admitting

a short exposure. Some of the negatives

were made with the front lens of an " imita-

tion Dallmeyer " combination, and were

scarcely to be distinguished from others

made with a rapid rectilinear lens of more

than double the price of the former.

Mr.Young exhibited some negatives made

by an emulsion process, without washing

or preservative. An outline of the process

is as follows : An emulsion of collodio-

bromide of silver containing glycerin is

first prepared, and poured out into a glass

dish to set. It is then well washed with

water and alcohol, cut into strips with a

silver knife, and redissolved in a mixture

of ether and alcohol. This constitutes the

working emulsion, which, after filtration,

is ready for use. Exposure, three to four
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times that for a wet plate. The results were

clean and remarkably soft for dry plates.

Mr. Carbutt mentioned the fact, that col-

lodion made with solvents of the ordinary

commercial strength would bear a large

addition of water after the cotton had been

dissolved. He had sometimes added as much

as thirty minims of water per ounce of col-

lodion, a point of much practical value in

making up bromized collodion for emulsion,

if such insoluble salts as bromide of ammo-
nium, etc., are employed.

Mr. Bell exhibited some very excellent

negatives, made by the coffee dry process.

A copy of the Builder's Companion, pub-

lished by Messrs. Kirby & Beebe, of this

city, and illustrated with photo-lithographs

by the American Photo-Relief Printing

Company, was exhibited. Much interest

was excited by the beautiful specimens of

this valuable permanent printing process

contained in the journal.

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. — De-

cember 21st, 1874. Annual meeting. The

following officers were elected for the ensu-

ing year

:

President, John Carbutt ; Vice-Presi-

dents, Isaac G. Tyson and Joseph B. Butter-

field ; Secretary, Kobert J. Chute; Treas-

urer, John R. demons ; Executive Com-

mittee, Harrison Krips, Edward L. Wilson,

George W. Ennis, M. S. Hagaman, and

Thomas McCollin.

At the meeting in January last, a letter

was read from Mr. J. Shaw, of Bridgeport,

Conn., containing some personal animad-

versions on Mr. John R. Clemons. This

letter was pronounced a forgery by Mr.

Clemons, and having been compared with

others known to have been written by Mr.

Shaw, was at the last meeting so pro-

nounced by a committee appointed to inves-

tigate its authorship. Since that meeting an

affidavit made on oath by Mr. Shaw, and

bearing the signature and stamp of a notary

public, acknowledging and affirming the

authorship of said letter, as having been

written either by him or bis bookkeeper,

has been received, and was read at this

meeting. Whereupon the report of the

committee at the last meeting referred to

was reconsidered, and the following resolu-

tion adopted

:

Resolved, That the letter referred to by

Mr. Shaw in his affidavit be accepted and

acknowledged as his communication.

Mr. Wilson exhibited some beautiful pic-

tures of a new size, called the " Promenade

Photograph," from Mr. Taber, operator for

Mr. Morse, of San Francisco, which were

examined and much admired by the mem-
bers.

Mr. "Wilson exhibited also several speci-

mens of the new style of picture, recently

brought out in Paris, printed in colors by

M. Ducos du Hauron, and referred to in Mr.

Lacan's French correspondence. These

were examined almost with a feeling of

incredulity, so beautiful were they in col-

oring and execution.

After the adjournment, Mr. Carbutt ex-

hibited with the magic lantern some beau-

tiful slides of Egypt and the Holy Land,

which he has just been making for Messrs.

Benerman & Wilson, by the photo-relief

process, from negatives by Mr. Frank M.
Good, the celebrated London and Eastern

photographer. Mr. Carbutt has recently

made some important improvements in the

manufacture of slides, whereby he secures

greater transparency and vigor. These were

certainly admirable in every respect.

Boston Photographic Association.—
December 4th, 1874.

The President called on Mr. Southworth,

who made some very interesting remarks,

and then introduced Dr. Rimmer, who spoke

on the subject, " Art as applied to Photog-

raphy." He said there is a wide difference

in art as seen in photography, and art as seen

in the best works of art. Works of photog-

raphy do not have that roundness that ar-

tistic works have. There are three ways

for an artist to work : 1st. Place the light

behind the person ; 2d. Place the object

with light on the object; 3d. Consider in

the outset what you intend to do. He said

he would recommend as a study for us to

visit the Boston Athenaeum, and look at

that picture by Murillo. White means to

be white, and black, black. He recom-

mended to so arrange the light so as to

have it fall on the head.

Mr. Southworth made remarks on the

capabilities of the instruments used in mak-

ing the pictures of Mrs. Cameron ofEngland.
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On motion of Mr. Southworth, it was

voted " That the thanks of the Association

be extended to Dr. Rimmer for his very

interesting remarks during the evening."

The matter of the next N. P. A. meeting

was introduced, and it was voted, on motion

of Mr. Loomis, " That wa relinquish all

claims to the meeting of the N. P. A. in

Boston at the coming annual convention

and exhibition."

What a shame that we should have such

a report from Indianapolis as that given

by Mr. Elliott last month. Photographers

awaken I you never needed the exercise of

all the enterprise and watchfulness in your

make-up so much as you do now. Experi-

ments are going on now towards the accom-

plishment of some of the greatest events in

photography, and we should all be watch-

ing the indications diligently, lest the in-

strument click ! and you not learn its mes-

sage, or share the benefits thereof. Moreover,

our old friend, the "process monger" and
" bogus patent man " are taking advantage

of your apathy, and are springing some

strange demands upon the fraternity on all

sides. There is reason for you to be watch-

ful all the time,, and you can do it better by

being associated than in any other way.

We fear that we see indications in many
directions of the falling back into old ruts.

No progress can be made thus. Get out

!

There is much to be learned yet. Unite,

combine, associate, work together, rub

against each other, read, study, practice,

write and tell what you know. If one must

be the "kitten," and another the "warm
brick," you be the latter and impart some-

thing useful to others. It will come back

to you in increased warmth. The new
year is a good time to resuscitate and associ-

ate.

THE GLACE PICTURE.
Your correspondent (Critic) in the De-

cember number of the Photographer crit-

icizes the Glace picture, I think, unjustly.

I claim it as an advance in the art, because

it gives a finer effect and better detail, the

same as varnishing improves the Melaino-

type picture. He says they will crack and

peel up. I have made them over five years,

and I never yet have seen one that showed

anjr inclination to crack, peel up, or change

color in the least. If the card-board is

moistened before glacelng, it will contract

the same as the gelatin, consequently there

will be no inclination to crack or peel up.

As to the work to glace them, it is less work
to glace a dozen than it is to burnish a dozen,

and the effect is far finer, and they are less

liable to be scratched from handling than

the burnished or common card. I find it

pays to make them, and am glad to see

them coming into more general use. I

could give you my process, but you have

published so many nearly similar, I for-

bear. J. N. Webster.

Barton, Vt.

CORNER CENTENNIAL.
We desire once more to call the attention

of American photographers to the grand
Centennial Exposition, which is to be held in

Philadelphia next year, and then from this

time on, to devote a special corner of our

magazine to that great event until it trans-

pires.

We do this for many reasons, among
which, aside from patriotism, are the fol-

lowing: 1. There will be a special depart-

ment devoted to photography, in which

every photographer should feel an interest.

2. It is going to afford a great opportunity

to photographers to study the works of

their co-workers from all parts of the world

such as they will likely never have again.

3. The grand result will be, a pushing for-

ward of photography in all its branches

and in all its interests, greater in extent

than you would now be willing to accredit

to it. 4. The result of all results, and we
must mention it, since the disposition in all

quarters is to take a mercenary view of

everything, will be a better patronage for

photography, and more dollars in the

pockets of those who practice it.

And now since we have shown where you

will be benefited and have come to the sub-

ject of dollars, we must make a statement

in behalf of the Financial Bureau of the

Centennial.

More money is needed for carrying on

this work of the erection of the building.
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You art; all familiar with the fact, so we

need not enlarge. Shares of stock have

been sold at $10 each, many photographers

have subscribed for them, and we trust

many more will do the same. But the

majority of the population of our great

country, although they want "a hand " in

this great work, are not able to subscribe

$10 towards it. Therefore, in order to per-

mit universal participation in the patriotic

work of celebrating the Centennial of Amer-

ican Independence, the United States, by

a special act, authorized the United States

Mint to prepare, and the Centennial Board

of Finance to issue, a series of magnificent.

Memorial Medals,

bearing appropriate designs, the production

of a talented and skilful artist, and execut-

ed with that taste and precision which is so

distinguishing a characteristic of the United

States Mint, thus enabling all our citizens

to hold an evidence of their patriotism and

sympathy with the great celebration of

1876, and participate in three advantages,

two of which, at least, will grow of more

importance and value by the lapse of time.

Firstly. Each person will contribute his

or her mite towards insuring the proud suc-

cess of the national undertaking. Secondly,

the name of each purchaser will be inscribed

on the grand roll of subscribers to the tri-

umphant ratification of the immortal Decla-

ration of Independence ; and thirdly, each

will become the possessor of an elegant and

artistic memento of the great event, which

in its neat case, for insuring preservation,

may be handed down as an heirloom to suc-

ceeding generations.

These " Memorial Medals" are of three

descriptions, to bring them within the taste

and means of all, viz.: In bronze at $2

;

silver, at $3; and gilt, at $5. The fac

simile annexed is the size of the first and

third of these, the silver medal being the

size of the American dollar, with the same

obverse design, but bearing on the centre of

the reverse the inscription : " In commem-
oration of the Hundredth Anniversary of

American Independence, 1876," surrounded

by the words :
" By authority of the Con-

gress of the United States."

We here present cuts of both sides of the

large medal.

It will be seen that they are very hand-

some.

The design of the "obverse" on all of

the medals represents the Genius of Amer-
ican Independence rising from a recumbent

position, grasping with her right hand the

sword which is to enforce her demands, and

raising her left in appealing pride to the

galaxy of thirteen stars, which, indicating

the original Colonies and States, are blaz-

ing in the firmament. Beneath is the date

1776. The " reverse " displays the Genius

of Liberty, with the now ornamental sword

buckled to her girdle, the shield of the stars

and stripes leaning at rest, while with either

hand she extends a welcome and a chaplet

to the arts and sciences assembled with evi-
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dences of their skill and craft to do honor

to the date 1876, which is inscribed upon

the platform. The history of our great na-

tion is depicted in these two designs, and

as a work of art, a memento of the Centen-

nial, or as a means of contributing to its

celebration, these Memorial Medals should

be objects of universal appreciation.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson, the editor of

this magazine, has been made a member of

the Citizens' Committee of Finance under

the Centenial Commission, and is authorized,

and will be glad, to attend to the subscrip-

tions of photographers and others, and mail

their medals and certificates of stock on re-

ceipt of price. Every man, woman, and

child should have one of these medals, and

they will make a capital business advertise-

ment for you to photograph them and use

them as business cards. Moreover, paste

them on your envelopes, letter-heads, and

what not, and thus help on the good work

by advertising it largely.

The medals are now ready. Next month

we shall continue this subject, and give you

a fine engravinsr of the Art Buildinsr.

PREPARING PICTURES FOR
EXHIBITIONS.

BY A. HESLER.

Last summer I was made painfully aware

of the ignorance of exhibitors on this mat-

ter. Many of them went to a good deal of

expense apparently to see how much trouble

they could make to those in charge of ex-

hibitions, instead of how little. Years ago,

when I used to exhibit a good deal at fairs'

exhibitions, I adopted my plan
;
and right

here, lest some one should claim a patent, I

will say it was as early as 1852. I prepared

boxes of suitable sizes to hold the frames

desired to be exhibited, a double box of

plain pine or white-wood, and blackened

inside and out, similar to a double picture-

case, hinged at the back, and deep enough

to hold the frame or frames of pictures to

be exhibited, and screwed fast to each side

(inside), so that when closed, the cases of

frames would face each other ; let these he

fastened, shut with two hooks of sufficient

strength, and held in place when closed

by a screw ; on one outside cover screw on a

piece of board ; on one side of this put the

address of where to go; on the other side,

where to return. When ready to exhibit,

all you or those in charge have to do is sim-

ply to first unscrew and reverse the mark,

and fasten again to the box (two screws are

plenty)
; now open the hooks, and your

pictures are all ready to hang ; hang box

and all ; don't take out the frames ; if nicely

put in they will present a neat and fine ap-

pearance, and when the exhibition is over,

all you have to do is to take down box and

pictures in one; shut up, hook, and secure

with the screw, which should be in place

ready, and your pictures are ready to ship,

with no trouble or possibility of mistake or

loss, no hunting up or misplacing of boxes.

In each end of the boxes attach stout

leathern or rope handles ; these can be used

to hang by to the wall, and for expressmen

to handle by, this saves them some hard

falls; the boxes can be made of very light

thin boards. They can be used for any
number of exhibitions, and will save much
time, loss, and expense to all concerned.

Dr. Vogel's Handbook of the Practice

and Art of Photography.

The second American edition of this ex-

cellent book is now ready, and from the

ready sale the first edition met with, we are

sure this will prove quite as popular. It is

much enlarged and improved, containing

fifty-six more pages in the second edition

than in the first, and revised and rewritten

so as to make it fully up with the progress

of our art. In reference to the reconstruc-

tion of the work, we can convey an idea of

it in no way better than by quoting from

the author's preface. He says :

" The first edition of this work met with

a more rapid sale than I had dared to hope,

and the leniency of the public gives me the

conviction that in spite of the shortcomings

in the arrangement and contents, which

were well known to me, I have come up to

the requirements of the times ; at the same

time I feel it obligatory to change the sec-

ond edition in such a manner, as to do full

justice to the wants of the public.

" Considering the ceaseless progress of

photography, this task was not an easy one.
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Whole chapters hud to be rewritten and re-

arranged, and everywhere the abundance of

new material had to be put in its proper

place. In some parts of the book not a

vestige of the old work has been left, as

those will readily observe who closely scru-

tinize the chapters on photography with

chromic salts, the changes of the silver pic-

ture, the alkaline development, the collo-

dion, the arrangement of the gallery, the

chemical action of color, dry plates, en-

largements, carbon process, the reproduc-

tion of negatives, the transfer process, per-

spective, pose, and standpoint, etc."

From these extracts the nature of the

changes in the book will be comprehended,

and its adaptation to the present wants of

the fraternity understood.

Its author is well known as one of the

most talented and enterprising experimen-

talists and workers in photography that we

have in any country, and a confidence has

been established in his works that has been

gained by few authors.

In this work we have complete the whole

photographic process. From the building

and arranging the gallery, the various pro-

cesses in all their details of making the

negative, printing in all the various styles,

and on to the final finishing of the picture.

It also treats of the best and most im-

proved dry processes, landscape photogra-

phy, copying, enlarging, carbon printing,

microscopic, spectral, and astronomical

photography.

The various kinds of lenses, their construc-

tion and adaptation, are fully considered.

The artistic and aasthetic departments are

also fully explained and illustrated, and in-

struction given in lighting, perspective,

composition, etc.

The work is illustrated with 155 wood-

cuts, and four photographs from life, show-

ing the effects of different methods of light-

ing the face, in the likeness and character-

istics of the sitter.

In short, it will be found to be just what its

name indicates,—a complete handbook for

the dark-room, the operating-room, and the

printing-room. To those who cannot afford

to buy all the books on the different depart-

ments of their work, this is the book, and

a copy should be in every gallery in the

country.

$3.50.

Price the same as the old edition,

SPENCER'S CURTAIN STAND.

Very few photographers, probably, have

escaped the common experience, not to say

annoyance and perplexity, of devising some

support for a curtain that could be easily

moved and properly adjusted. Some may
have succeeded, while others have come far

short of what they desired.

In order that all may be supplied with a

convenient and easily adjustable stand for

this purpose, at a small expense, Mr. F.

M. Spencer, of Mansfield, Pa., sends us the

accompanying illustration of one he uses.

It explains itself, being, as will be seen,

readily adjusted to any height, and con-

venient to move into any position. The
arrangement of the curtain on the cross-bar

is such as to cause it to hang in folds, so as

to always produce a good effect.

Mr. Spencer offers it freely to the fra-

ternity, and we believe he will have the

thanks of all interested, for his suggestion.

SELF-ACTING WASHING-TANK S.

I inclose you a cut representing a self-

acting washing-tray for washing photogra-

phic prints after fixing in hypo soda.

I have running water in my gallery, so

at night, when my prints are toned and fixed,

I put them in the washing-tray and leave it
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to act for itself all night. My tank holds

ahout two pailfuls, and will fill and empty

in about twelve minutes, a, represents a

frame for the foundation
; b, the tank, of any

convenient size, which is hung a little back

and below the centre,on about half inch iron

pins fastened to the sides, and which rest

in the notches in the top of the standards at

the sides of the tank ; this suspends the tank

about two inches above the frame or foun-

dation. When the tank is nearly full, the

weight of water in the front end will cause

it to tilt; this fills the siphon, c, and the

water is all drawn out. When the tank is

emptied a weight, d, on the back end, just

heavy enough, restores it again to a level

position. The siphon wants to be large

enough, say about one inch in diameter, so

that it will draw the water out a great deal

faster than it is coming in from the faucet

on top ; the top is covered with a perforated

tin, made to sink perhaps three-quarters inch

below the top of the tank. E, is a false bot-

tom, perforated, made of wood, and covered

with asphaltum, on which the prints rest,

and are allowed to drain after the water

has been drawn out ; it is placed about three

inches from the bottom of the box.

As I have received many useful ideas

from the Photographer, I would like to

contribute this much to its pages.

George L. Washburn.

RAMBLING REMARKS.
by john l. gihon.

Montevideo, Uruguay.

I have often wondered why the subject

of Mr. Sherman's "vermilion" toning-bath

has not been more thoroughly investigated

and experimented upon by photographers.

A curious incident occurring in my practice

not long since brings the matter fresh to my
memory, and although somewhat irrelevant,

is yet worth speaking of. The story, al-

though a short one, requires a preface, and

this too I will curtail to reasonable limits.

Be it known then that in this country

flowers are appreciated as they should be.

They are an indispensable ornament and

adjunct to the grounds of the majority

of the houses, and ladies, not disdain-

ing their beauty for their comparatively

slight value, will, on special occasions,

make large use of them for dress trimming

and personal adornment. They become gifts

that can be presented in good taste upon

almost any event, and are, therefore, manu-
factured into garlands, wreaths, bouquets,

and all sorts of devices. One peculiarity

attaches itself to all these. Quantity seems

to be equally as well appreciated as quality,

and in consequence, our floral designs swell

out into prodigious proportions. The bou-

quets that you see here are very different in

appearance from those you are accustomed

to in the North, and when I tell you that

what may be considered a respectable one

is mostty the size of a cart-wheel, I must

still further give force to the remark by as-

suring you that our cart-wheels are very

much larger than those "at home " Were
it not that here the houses are mostly con-

structed of windows and doors, the recipient

of one of these gifts would be sadly puzzled

as to what to do with it, and in getting it

inside, would ludicrously remind us of the

poor " Vicar of Wakefield " in housing his

family portrait. It is not at all difficult to

conceive that where such a vast amount of

these "jewels of nature " are grouped to-

gether, those who gather will arrange them

into all sorts of pleasing devices. At the

opera and theatre one sees the passion for

flowers in its fullest development, and on

the occasion of a benefit to some lady favor-

ite, we could not say, as in the States, that

she was showered with bouquets, but truth-

fully speaking, would tell of her being

walled around with floral barricades. Lately

two leading establishments, each boasted of

having a lady whose ambition it was to be-

come the special favorite of the people.

Rivalry ran high, and "complimentaries"
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were tendered to the artists at about the

same time. The one vied with the other in

the attractiveness of their performance, and

their respective friends ran opposition as to

which should be the recipient of the most

numerous and valuable gifts. Of course,

flowers again became a leading feature, and

at the close of those portions of the opera in

which the prima was supposed to have done

her best, the stage became covered with

small mountains of roses and japonicas.

Such gifts are as ephemeral as the triumphs

that induce them, and although even thou-

sands of dollars may be represented in their

aggregated value, a few days only suffice to

reduce them to masses of withered leaves.

The ladies in question understood this phase

of the case thoroughly, and singularly

enough they both conceived the idea of

having their principal trophies photo-

graphed. It fell to my lot to undertake

the execution of their respective commis-

sions. The largest standards or bouquets

were selected, and probably stood about

nine feet in height The negatives were

made on 1G x 20 plates, and as it was some-

what impracticable to have the objects

brought into our skylight, we followed the

example of Mohammed, who went to the

mountain, when he found that the mountain

would not come to him. Made under the

most favorable conditions, photographs of

flowers are unsatisfactory affairs. In no

application of the 1 art does the difficulty of

our contention with color become more ap-

parent. There is no trouble in making per-

fectly sharp, clean negatives, with plenty

of definition, and in reproducing all of the

lines of the original model, but I have never

yet seen a photograph of a group of buds

and blossoms that in any way so well sug-

gested the ethereal nature of the subjects as

a slight, well-executed sketch or painting.

There we had somewhat elaborate designs

and mottoes, set up in nature's types, to rep-

resent, and the dark reds and heavy greens

that gave a pleasing contrast of color and a

perfect distinction of form, became upon the

plate a somewhat indefinable mass. Prompt-

ed still further, probably by a spirit of emu-

lation, one of the ladies decided upon having

her pictures finely colored, and as I did not

care to trust to memory alone, I thought it

would be as well to produce a roughly tinted

proof, from which afterwards to work. Ac-

cordingly I had prints made from the nega-

tives, and without having toned them at

all, fixed them in hypo, slightly washed,

and mounted them. These prints I made
serve me as a sort of map, for upon them I

blocked in my colors boldly and decisively,

without the slightest attempt at finish.

Pending the production of genuinely good

pictures, several days elapsed. In the inter-

val I had not even looked at the "studies,"

and when I really required them 1 found

that a most peculiar change had taken place.

They were as I had left them, with the ex-

ception of those portions that had been

glazed over with vermilion or combinations

of colors containing that paint. I had used

it somewhat freely in representing masses

of geranium, fuchsias, and other gaudy

flowers. Here all vestiges of the brilliant

scarlet had disappeared, and where it had
been, the photograph instead shone out, as it

were, toned, for bluish-grays and blacks had

substituted themselves, and did not in any

way interfere with the details of the origi-

nal. I had intended to prosecute the matter

still further, by making other experiments,

but want of time has deferred me, and now
I record the incident as an additional warn-

ing to photographers, to desist from the cus-

tom of giving to their artists photographs

to be painted that have not been thoroughly

prepared and washed. Where heavy color

is used it is too often an accepted, though

very erroneous idea, that the importance of

the underlying picture has ceased. Other

colors beside vermilion are susceptible of

delicate chemical changes, and although the

result may not be speedily apparent, time

will nevertheless tell upon them, especially

under some such conditions, as I have nar-

rated.

Whilst referring to the " paint depart-

ment" of our business, let me detail to you

an anecdote that I cull from a Spanish

newspaper. In the description, the incident

is localized and reported to have occurred

here, although I have no doubt but that the

story is an old one, and familiar to some of

your readers. A countryman is described as

having called upon an artist and given him

a commission for a life-size portrait, with
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the proviso that the picture should be re-

ceived and paid for on the condition that

it should be satisfactory to his friends.

After several sittings the eventful day came

when the work should be subjected to public

criticism. The anxious rustic brought with

him all his relatives, who, of course, imme-

diately commenced to follow up the well-

ordained, good old-fashioned habit of pick-

ing to pieces each portrayed feature. Sud-

denly, however, all were silenced and

attracted by the singular conduct of the

dog who had followed in with the rest of

his master's comrades. He snuffed around,

pricked up his ears, advanced to the pic-

ture, and commenced a vigorous licking of

the hands and face of the portrait. Criti-

cism was silenced. Could anything be more

convincing than when even a poor brute

should mistake a piece of painted canvas

for flesh and blood ? There was no more

hesitation ; the artist was paid and praised,

and the owner went on his way rejoicing.

That "brush slinger " was alike unto many
of his colleagues. He enjoyed conviviality,

and seeking out his most intimate "chum,"
he straightway proceeded to invest some of

his newly made profits in the " flowing

bowl." Confidence established, number

two ventures to ask him how he had suc-

ceeded in getting rid of the abominable

daub he had just finished. " Oh, the mat-

ter was very simple," quoth our friend
;
" I

had noticed that my patron was almost al-

ways followed by that hungry looking cur,

so to-day I provided for contingencies, and

well smeared the canvas back of the face

and hands with ham fat. I knew he couldn't

resist the temptation." Comment is super-

fluous.

THE WING PATENT EXTENSION
CASE.

Kefkrring to the promise made in the

supplement to our last number, we proceed

to give our readers a short history of this

case; and in doing so we disclaim any

"animus," such as the applicant strove so

hard to prove upon us, or any desire to

" hit a man after he is down." Our whole

action in this matter is based entirely and

emphatically upon the desire to benefit the

photographic fraternity at large, so far as

in our ability7 it lies to do so, instead of

winking at and assenting to, what we believe

to be an imposition upon them. We do not

desire to infringe upon any person's private

rights, but the rather to secure the most

possible right to all. It is only proper and

just, that if a person asks, at the hands of

his government, the secured monopoly of

anything, that he should prove his right to

the same, and any one is justified in con-

testing his claims, if they are believed to

be without foundation

Thus feeling and believing, when we
learned that Simon Wing, of Boston, had

applied for an extension of his patent, No.

30,850, of December 4th, 1860, for an " Im-

provement in Photographic Cameras," we
remonstrated against such extension, thus

compelling him to show cause why it should

be given. Among other things, the law com-

pels him to show a full account of his profits

and losses for the original term of the patt-nt,

in order that the Commissioner of Patents

may decide whether or not the patentee has

already been sufficiently remunerated for

his invention, if such it be.

The taking of testimony was commenced
in 'Philadelphia, October 30th, 1874, Mr.

Wing himself being the first to testify.

There was a superhuman effort all through

the evidence to show that this patent and

the Southworth patent were—like man
and wife—" one flesh ;

" that the National

Photographic Association was a "thorn"

in that "flesh ;
" that the remonstrant was

full of "animus," that because applicant

was alleged to have lost all he had gained by

this patent in defending his interests in the

Southworth patent, he was entitled to the

extension he asked, "the twain being one

flesh."

Mr. Wing was followed, in Philadel-

phia, for the remonstrant, by7 Messrs. Wm.
Stroud, of Norristown, Pa., and Dr. Isaac

Kehn, of Philadelphia, two of the "fathers

of photography;" and by Messrs. Otto

Loehr and Matthias Flamming, and in

Boston by Mr. Joseph P. Davis.

While in Boston the various witnesses

for Mr. Wing were Messrs. Albert S. South-

worth, Mr. Wing himself, and

The testimony being ended, the case was
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argued before the Acting Commissioner of

Patents, by Charles F. Stansbury, Esq., for

the applicant; and by Charles Howson,

Esq., of Howson & Son, for the remon-

strant.

Mr. Howson 's argument was one of the

most temperate, and yet incisive arguments

it has been our pleasure to read. Taking

up the case without any knowledge of it, he

became its master, and won it.

Mr. Howson argued that the main claim

of the patent was mischievously vague
;

that if construed as broadly as the patentee

would naturally desire, it was not for a pat-

entable invention ; that the applicant had

utterly failed to comply with the law re-

quiring applicants for extensions to render

accounts in detail, of the profit or loss in

any way arising from the original term of

the patent, and had also failed to sufficiently

comply witb the rule that such applicants

must fully show their interest in the ex-

tended term if granted.

Mr. Howson, also referring to the com-

plaints made by applicant in his testimony

of the "animus " displayed against him in

various quarters, suggested that at least a

partial explanation of that "animus," if it

really existed, might be found in the method

of business adopted by applicant under his

patent, as stated by himself in answer to

Cross Int. 118. That answer we here quote:

" Cross Int. 118. Have you or not ever

demanded the making of settlement, or

taking of a license under threat in case of

refusal to start business in the same place ?

" Ans. I think I never threatened any-

body in that way. I have been in towns,

and tried to introduce the cameras and to

sell to those in the towns, and if I could not

sell to them by showing them all its advan-

tages, and trying my best to sell rights and

boxes, without establishing a place of my
own, I have been obliged to set up a branch

in the town or towns, and show them the

value of the invention and instrument by

practical use of it. Then they would gen-

erally buy or hire. It seemed to be the only

way with the opposition I have had by

manufacturers and dealers who advertise

and send agents in defiance of the patents.

As for th reatening, I think that is a mistake. '

'

Finally proper stress was laid in the argu-

ment upon Mr. Wing's curious proposition

that his own patent should be charged with

expenses of defending the Southworth pat-

ent.

The suspense in the matter was not long.

The following is the Acting Commissioner's

decision entire

:

"With the view I have taken of other

points in this case, I do not deem it neces-

sary to enter into any discussion of the scope

of the claim, or of the novelty of the device,

when the original patent was granted. One
thing, however, may be here remarked, as

shown clearly from the state of the art

prior to applicant's patent. Admitting the

validity of the first claim (the second is

confessedly of no importance), so far as the

novelty is concerned, that it is sufficiently

definite, and that the precise combination

was never before known or used by other

parties, I still think it clear that this de-

vice, claimed in the said first clause, is a

very obvious one, and requiring a very

slight exercise of inventive faculty and very

small amount of skill, labor or experiment,

to reduce it to practice. Given the basis in

the Southworth patent of an adjustable

plate, made to slide upwards and down-

wards, and from side to side, with guides

and stops (for such they were substantially

in that patent), and I am strongly per-

suaded, it was obvious to the very verge of

non-patentability to apply mechanism to

move the plate, and marks to indicate how
far it should be moved.

" The remonstrants show what is familiar

to all, that these moving devices are applied

in very nearly, if not quite analogous ways,

to purposes quite similar if not strictly the

same. And while I should hesitate to dis-

turb a decision of the office once consider-

ately made, and pronounce that old on appli-

cation for extension, which the office in view

of the same state of the art had deliberately

patented, it is plain that the nature of the

alleged improvement, the obviousness of it,

and the ease of making and applying to

practice, ought to be taken into considera-

tion in connection with the question of pub-

lic policy and amount of remuneration, in

determining the question of extension.

" I shall have occasion, therefore, to refer

again to this point.
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" Leaving out of view, therefore, the

question of novelty and of utility, which is

not denied, and that of diligence on the

part of the inventor, which is sufficiently

shown, I proceed to consider applicant's

account of receipts and expenditures, and

the amount of remuneration, so far as can

be ascertained from information laid before

me.

"In that statement there is only one item

strictly and truly pertaining to this inven-

tion.

" That relates to his own manufacture of

cameras having this improvement, to the

number made, and the probable amount of

profit upon each due to the invention in

question. It appears that applicant has

himself made not over five hundred ma-

chines, at a profit of not above $5 on each

machine. Whether or not he made a close

monopoly of the manufacture, or whether

he derived any profit for licenses or shop

rights, or in any other way whatever, nei-

ther in this paper nor in a deposition sub-

sequently filed, has he given any informa-

tion whatever. But not now considering

this, the sum of $2500, admitted to have

been received, is not satisfactorily accounted

for. It is not sufficient explanation to say

that this money, or any other derived for

the invention, was expended in the prosecu-

tion of infringers of the South worth patent.

"Although this was taken out as an im-

provement upon that patent, it must stand

altogether independent of it in this proceed-

ing ; nor can the fact that parties infringed

that patent and not this, have any effect,

unless it tend to show that the alleged im-

provement could well be dispensed with,

and was not of much value.

"This item of $2500 might properly

enough be brought forward in a statement

of accounts in an application for extension

of the Southworth patent, as spent in its

defence, but has no more relevancy here as

chargeable against applicant's patent, than

if it had been expended in the support of

his family, or sunk in the sea. The only

way in which this Southworth patent can

be introduced into the statement of account

in this case, is in connection with receipts

in any way accruing from that investment.

He sold part of the patent in the adjusting

devices, and received therefor an interest in

another patent. "What that patent was
worth, at the time of sale and purchase, be

it more or less, applicant should set down
among his receipts on account of his inven-

tion, as if he had sold for cash or exchanged

for a house. But to cancel the receipt be-

cause the money was lost, or the house

burned without insurance, would be to place

the matter of the remuneration on another

basis than the law has provided, and extend

a patent simply on the ground of poverty

in the inventor.

"Still more would it be unjust to make
the part of the invention which applicant

retained continue from the time of the sale

of the other part, to pay the expenses of

that which was bought. For it must be

borne in mind, that although these two

patents covered the machine which appli-

cant made, and would properly have been

inseparably joined in the account, if in-

fringed by the manufacture of the same

machine, that, so far as appears, it was not

the same machine but another, and one

without applicant's own invention upon it

that was made by infringers.

" Eecurring now to the matter of pecu-

niary profit from other sources, it appears

from applicant's own testimony, under

cross-examination, that the sale of the five

hundred (500) machines was not the only

source of income from the invention. Ad-
mitting that the Southworth patent was or

has proved to be of no value, either in the

original or extended term (and the office has

nothing definite on this point beyond gen-

eral denial), it appears from applicant's

own statement, under cross-examination,

that with the machines he was accustomed

to sell territorial rights, ' box,' and ' room '

rights.

" In fact, it appears that this was his cus-

tom when selling the instruments. The
digest of assignments filed in this case shows

a large number of them, all purporting to

be for valuable consideration, and only very

few shown to be without consideration.

" Further than this, applicant also testi-

tifies, in the same examination, that he

owned or was interested in, besides his

manufacture of the machines, a dozen pho-

tographic galleries, in territory where he
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retained the exclusive right to use his in-

vention ; and of all this, of the profit or

loss attending all this, there is not a word,

or figure of account, or explanation. This

is not such a statement, or sufficiently in

detail, as the law requires, of the loss or

profit in any manner accruing to him by

reason of the invention. It appears to me
an almost total failure to comply with the

requirements of the law, which does not

make the simple statement of no profit suf-

ficient. From what is given, I cannot de-

termine, with any accuracy whatever, the

amount of remuneration which applicant

has received. The $2500 received from the

sale of instruments should certainly be

charged to the patent, and applicant's own
evidence makes it probable, if not certain,

that much more should be added. Consider-

ing, therefore, the nature of the invention,

heretofore remarked upon, I have little

doubt that applicant has been not unreason-

ably rewarded, and that this patent has,

partially at least, compensated for the losses

on that of Southworth. It seems just also

that the public should have the benefit of

the Southworth patent now in the last of

its extended term, unrestrained by claims

for devices so obvious as these.

"For these reasons the extension must

be refused.

"Ellis Spear,

"Acting Commissioner.
" November 28th, 1874."

WRINKLES AND DODGES.
Mr. Editor: In the April number of

the Photographer I notice formulae for the

use of Slee's prepared card-mounts. Al-

low us, Mr. Editor, to give our experience

in the use of this important article, which

we could no more think of doing with-

out than we would the steam horse for

" rapid transit." " Mount the cards, boys."

" How?" Take two large sheets of blotting

or other spongy paper, lay one before you

(standing or sitting), take up a card and a

print from the water, locate it, then lay it

upon the paper, and so continue until the

sheet is covered ; then take the other sheet

and lay over them, rub down well, when

you may throw them off to dry, and repeat

the process. If the cards are properly pre-

pared there will be no peeling. A still

more expeditious method is to use one of

the little rubber mounters.

S. L. Walker, the Veteran.

I will here describe how I make my
photographic water-tanks. I have one I

made six years ago last fall. I took half-inch

siding, planed the rough off, made a tank

of it, got some white lead and oil and some
cheap oil-cloth. I thinned the lead slightly

with the oil, and painted the box inside

with it as thick as I could brush it on ; then

pressed in the oil-cloth smooth all over,

and tacked it around the top of the tank.

Fold the oil-cloth in the corners so as to

make it fit the tank. When putting the

tank together I stay the joints with short

pieces of wire, so the oil-cloth won't break

after the lead gets hard.

If I want to retouch an old negative, on

which the varnish is very hard, instead of

revarnishing it, which in many cases would

injure it, I take a printing-frame the same

size as the negative, lay it on a piece of

paper, put a few drops of alcohol on the

paper, and place the negative in the frame,

face down, leave it a few seconds, or as long

as necessary. I can retouch in this way any

old negative as easy as if newly varnished.

I like this mode better than to hold the

negative over an alcohol lamp.

H. W. Immke.

How I saved forty-nine dollars :

I was in want of a large bath-dish ; wrote

to my dealer, and found it would cost $50.

I could not afford to pay so much at the

time, so I got a carpenter to make me a box

of pine of the required dimensions ; I then

filled it with roofing tar (quite hot, but not

boiling), turned it out, then set it away to

harden. There was a good coating on the

sides and bottom.

I have used this dish for the last three

months, and could not ask for a better, and

it only cost me $1. I, of course, use the

acid bath recommended by Mr. Black, and

there is nothing better in the bath line, in

my estimation. I have used it over a year,

which ought to be a good test for it.

A. L. McKay.
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Answers.

Dear Sphynx : If Mr. Thompson will

try adding about one ounce of plain col-

lodion to each six ounces of his salted col-

lodion, we think he will get rid of his

streaks. "We, like Mr. Thompson, have

had, we think, the same trouble several

times—opaque streaks always in direction

of the dip. Collodion too strongly iodized

for the bath. We use an eight grain collo-

dion. After trying everything that our

limited knowledge-box could suggest, we

tried this, and have to return to this remedy

occasionally (when we have this same

trouble), which, with us, is infallible. This

may be too late for Mr. Thompson, but if

you deem it worthy a place in your valuable

journal, it may help some friends who, like

ourselves, sometimes suffer under too many
stripes (?).

Respectfully, etc.,

SUTTLER & L.ATJNEY.

In the September number of the Philadel-

phia Photographer, "Inquirer" asked of

Sphynx, a substance with which to coat

ferrotype plates white. I would propose to

him to try the following :

PLAIN COLLODION.

Ether 1 part.

Alcohol, . . . . .2 parts.

Gun-Cotton (of the best quality), from

6 to 8 grains to the ounce

of solution.

After the cotton dissolves, add from thirty

to fifty grains of oxide of zinc to the ounce

of solution ; shake thoroughly from ten to

fifteen minutes before coating a plate. After

coating, and as soon as set, the plate should

be washed under the tap until all greasiness

disappears, and then albumenized and thor-

oughty dried before any further photo-

graphic operations are performed upon it.

I cannot say how far this will be practi-

cable, but think it worthy a trial. A good

imitation of porcelain may be made in this

way. It can be printed in a common print-

ing-frame, and examined at pleasure, by

simply bending one end of the plate up a

little. Herb.
Ansiver to " Inquirer."

The cause of contraction of lines in

taking architectural views is not due to the

lenses in your case. Any lens will work so

as long as the camera is not standing in

horizontal position. Don't point your in-

strument either upwards _or downwards.

You need a box made especially for view-

ing, with a movable front-board for the

lens, so that you can raise or lower it ac-

cording co circumstances, to set the view in

the place you want it on the ground-glass

or the sensitive plate.

Charles Gilli.

Questions.

1. Will the Glace and like pictures

fade?

2. I was trying to use the acetate of lead

for eliminating the hypo from the prints

according to formula, in putting the pic-

tures after fixing in the acetate of lead solu-

tion . The latter does not change to a milky

color as I read in the description, although

I use soft water. Now what I wish to

know is this, whether that milky appear-

ance is a necessary sign of the process, or

will it do its work without that change ?

I. N. A. Fix.

3. Will you ask Sphynx, through the

columns of the Photographer, the cause and

remedy for silver taking the albumen from

the paper? I use the " Brilliant" S. & M.

I used the N". P. A. also with the same

effect. I made my bath sixty grains, float-

ing from thirty to sixty seconds. I reduced

to fifty, then to forty-five grains, floating

the same. Fumed from five to ten minutes

with the same result. After washing, before

toning, or after (it makes no difference),

the albumen is taken off the paper. I made

another new bath, the " ammonio-nitrate"

bath, and the result is still the same. G.

4. I would like a method of toning the

negative film a rich brown color, the same

as given to paper prints. Can any one help

me? A. B. Gardner.
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Filterings from the Fraternity.

Captain J. Lek Knioht communicates

the following "dodge:"

" For getting a burnished print on the

bevelled thick gold-edged Glace mounts,

the print is mounted without trimming, on

thin bristol board ; it is then burnished,

trimmed to the size, and attached to the

thick mount with thin glue. This is a very

neat method of finishing this style of pic-

ture, and may be new to many."

Mr. J. Pkrry Elliott reports a couple

of " dodges." 'The first is a method of put-

ting bromide of potassium in collodion with-

out precipitation, and the second on work-

ing a weak bath :

" 1. Dissolve the iodide and bromide salts

in water—any reasonable quantity of water

—and, instead of pouring this into the alco-

hol and ether, as all the formulae advise, do

just the opposite, and pour your alcohol and

ether into the sensitizing, and rejoice to see

no precipitate settle to the bottom.

" 2. Some time ago I was working a ferro-

type bath, or rather working ferrotype

plates in a silver bath, quite constantly for

some days, and I concluded it must be get-

ting weak, and so I tested it with the hy-

drometer and was surprised to find it only fif-

teen grains strong, and still it worked nicely.

I had another bath beside it forty grains

strong, and for quite a while I used them

alternately, and both worked equally well,

and since that I have been working a weaker

solution regularly. I am aware that the use

of a weak bath is not new or original with

me, because Mr. Black has advocated its

use for years, but he advises and uses a very

acid solution and some changes in the sensi-

tizing and developing solutions, while my
silver solution was very slightly acid, and

the collodion and developing solutions were

just such as are commonly used."

Mr. J. M. Davidson sends us a novel

idea for a " Silver Printing Eegister." It

consists of a number of dials corresponding

with the* number of printing-frames, and

numbered from one up to as many as de-

sired, each number having a frame and dial.

He says

:

" The dials forming the register can be

made of any size, to suit the notion of the

person who wishes to make one. The one I

use is made on cardboard 12 x \1\ inches,

with twelve dials, numbered to suit twelve

printing-frames I have. Each dial has a

brass hand fastened to the card, so that it

will turn easy and yet stay where you stop

it; which is easily done by riveting two

small brass washers, one on each side of the

card, in the centre of each dial, and then

the hand is riveted through the washers.

When I get ready to print, I place a nega-

tive in printing-frame No. 1, for instance,

turn the hand on dial No. 1 to figure XII
;

I then proceed to print ; when the print is

ready to take out I turn the band to I ; then

take out the print, and so on, until I have

printed the number I want. I place my
numbers on the back of the printing-frame,

to remind me to turn the hand before I take

the print out."

Mr. S. H. Parsons, of St. Johns, New-
foundland, where the sun rises sometime be-

fore it does this way, writes us in reference

to printing from hard negatives. He says :

"In reading over a late number of the

Philadelphia Photographer, I saw something

about tinting the paper slightlj', or exposing

to light before printing. I was somewhat

surprised that it was a new idea to some

photographers. I did the same thing the

second year 1 was in the business. Here is

how I discovered that it was an advantage

in a good many cases. I had some nega-

tives of some very freckled subjects, and not

knowing anything about retouching I hit

upon an expedient of obliterating them.

My negatives were pretty strong and par-

took considerably of the cast-iron type, so

I printed my freckled friends till nearly

done enough, then took off the negative and

took a vignetting-board just large enough

to expose the face, then exposed the bare

print to diffused light as long as I dared

without destroying the modelling of the face.

I found this to answer admirably then, but

required some time. So I thought, why not

tint a half-sheet at once? So I did, and

have treated all hard negatives the same

way ever since. But I would recommend
every one to make soft negatives first, and

not trust to this method
; but for hard ones,

there is nothing better, I think."
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Promptness.—How to Curtain the
Light.

Mr. L. G. Bigelow offers some good

practical suggestions in the following :

" There is probably no one thing, aside

from unqualifiedly superior work, which

tends to increase one's business so much as

promptness. Our customers are nearly al-

ways in haste to see their pictures, but they

are not offended if you tell them that you

will be obliged to have them wait a week

or even a month for their work, in order

that you may have ample time to do it well.

It is really a good advertisement for you,

if they wait long for their work ; for does

it not indicate that you are appreciated by

the public, and your patrons numerous?

Eut if you yield to their importunities to

do it quickly, and promise, without fully

considering your ability to execute the en-

gagement on time, and then fail, of course

they are disappointed, and feel vexed.

They are, by some photographers, repeat-

edly obliged to call before they get the

work they have already paid for. "We must

remember that our patrons' time and money
are as valuable to them as ours for our own
use. I have heard the remark, ' I will

never again patronize Mr. , for, al-

though he is the best artist, we never know
when we can get our work completed.'

Do not trust to memory for anything which

can be forgotten, for among the multitude

of parts into which our business is divided

the best memory will be at fault too often

to be agreeable to our patrons. Our busi-

ness should be so systematized that there

will be no disappointments from delays or

accidents in the various departments.

Take a day or two more time than you ex-

pect to need, and so be sure.

" A good way to curtain a light, and the

cheapest way considering its advantages, is

by means of curtains of white muslin, from

a yard to a yard and one-half wide, made
to run on wires by attaching curtain-rings,

about six inches apart, to each side of the

curtains, and running the wires through

them, stretching them taut. Put a stick,

the width of the curtain, through a wide

hem at each end. The curtains are per-

fectly manageable in this way, as they slide

easily on the wires, and open from either

end. They may be adjusted with cords

properly attached, or when lying horizontal

or nearly so, by means of a long stick. A
piece of bamboo cane, like those used for

fishing-rods, is the best, it being very light

and strong. It is the method I am using

in my new gallery. The spring rollers are

neater, but I do not like them in practice

as well."

Our readers will be glad to have some-

thing from our old friend I. B. Webster, of

Louisville, Ky. His suggestions are always

to the point.

A Glace Wrinkle.

"So much attention is now given to the

'Glace' finish, that a point gained by ex-

perience is worth considerable.

" To insure success, great care should be

taken in every branch of the process. I

find that several different methods for pre-

paring the plate (glass) for enamelling are

published, and presume that all are equally

good in the hands of those who use them.

What I particularly wish to call attention

to, is the fact of such a great difference in

securing a complete divorcement in all

cases
;
you may for ten days produce perfect

surfaces in every instance, and all at once

you lose everything in consequence of the

print adhering to the glass. Now the

query comes up, why the difference?

Watch the barometer, and act according

to its rising or falling propensities. To in-

sure a perfect clearing from the plate, the

photograph must be perfectly dry before

the mount is applied to it, and then both

must be thoroughly dried before an at-

tempt is made to separate them. Artificial

heat is not altogether reliable unless applied

as a general heater. For instance, similar

to the heat of an oven, and that, too, very

gradual. A violent heal will spoil all. A
' hint to the wise being sufficient,' I forbear

to enlarge."

All who have to do with "post-mortem

photography," will find an idea worth con-

sidering in the following from Mr. G. W.
Edmondson, of Plymouth, Ohk). He says

:

"I can only think of one 'dodge' that

I have never seen or heard of in any photo-

graphic publication, and that in the most
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unpleasant part of our art, 'post-mortem '

photography. In taking a corpse, I turn

everyhody out of the room excepting some

person well acquainted with deceased, and

I then set to work on the eyes, opening and

working the lid of one eye till it is pro-

nounced ' natural ' by the acquaintance,

when I quickly pour on the eyeball a little

plain collodion which effectually holds the

eye and lids in the desired position. It is

then easy to make the other eye match the

first operated upon, when you may move
the body where you please without any

change in expression of eye. A wet sponge

will remove the collodion."

Those who want to use Mr. Black's acid

bath may be assisted by the following from

Mr. A. L. McKay, of Decorah, Iowa.

" I first make a collodion as Mr. Black

directs, with this exception, I do not use so

large an excess of alcohol. The formula I

use is this:

Alcohol, . 32 ounces

Iodide of Ammonium, . 72 grains.

Iodide of Cadmium, . . 72 "

Chloride of Calcium, . 36 "

Cotton (Pary's), . 432 "

Ether, . 28 ounces.

" I set this aside for a week before using.

I then take my old 40-grain bath and di-

lute to 20 grains, filter, and add to each

half-gallon one-half ounce nitric acid C. P.

If the bath works slow or hard I add more
acid. When you have too much, white

spots form on the plate ; remedy, a few

drops of dilute ammonia. The process is

so very simple, it does not seem possible for

any one to fail with it. You could not in-

duce me to go back to the old 40-grain bath

and highly salted collodion. I will answer

any questions that may be asked through

the journal. I hope more photographers

will try this process, and publish their ex-

perience in the Philadelphia Photographer

;

it would be of great benefit to all."

Mr. William Lawson, of Effingham,

Illinois, gives us his formulae, both negative

and positive, as follows

:

"Silver bath for negatives, 40 grains;

silver bath for paper, 60 grains. Float one

minute in cold weather; in warm weather,

thirty seconds.

Collodion.

Alcohol, and Ether, . . equal parts.

Iodide of Ammonium, . . 2J grs. to oz.

Iodide of Cadmium, . 1\
"

Bromide of Cadmium, . • H "

Bromide of Potassium. . \\
"

Hance's best Gun-cotton, . 5 "

"I am very careful to dissolve the bro-

mides thoroughly, so there is no precipitate

to cause pin-holes.

"Developer, usual strength.

" Fix in hypo. I aim to get my negatives

an olive brown. Redevelop with citric and

pyrogallic acid when redeveloping is re-

quired.

Toning Bath.

" Gold enough, in the requisite amount of

water, to tone in from five to ten minutes.

Make it alkaline with borax and acetate of

soda. Use also a pinch of common salt.

Fixing Bath.

Water, . ... 6 ounces.

Hypo, . . . .1 ounce.

Bicarbonate of Soda, . . 6 grains.

" Fix till perfectly clear.

" But the best formula of all is careful-

ness, cleanliness, and the best of instru-

ments and material."

What I Know About Baths.

BY GEORGE W. LEAS.

" In looking over the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer for the last three years, I find a

great deal said about baths. Now I do not

propose to find fault with any one's method

of preparing a bath, but will confine myself

to what has given the best results to me
with very little trouble.

" One says he never suns his bath, another

says he never boils his bath, still another

says never iodize a bath.

" Now I do not think a good bath can be

made without sunning it, or an old one

without boiling it. In treating an old bath

that is not overcharged with ether and al-

cohol, I set it in the sun for a week or ten

days, then take it in, filter clean, and it is

ready to use. When sunning fails to do

any good, evaporate to dryness, first, neu-

tralizing with liquid ammonia, when cold,

dissolve it in pure ice- water, to the strength

of forty grains to the ounce, then sun it
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about a week; after which, bring it in,

filter clean, and add nitric acid, C. P., to

make it slightly acid, and if not ready to

use it, set it in the sun until wanted, when
by filtering, it will be found to be in a good

condition for working. Never add acid to

a bath until it is first filtered clean, and

then always ten or twelve hours before

wanted.

" I prepare a new bath as follows : I take

the quantity of distilled or ice-water that I

want, which is one or two gallons, the more

the better. I then add nitrate of silver, C. P.

(J. P. Magee & Co.'s make), until I have a

solution of forty grains to the ounce ; I then

take two grains of iodide of potassium to

each ounce of silver used, dissolve it in a

small quantity of water, which add to the

bath, shake it well, and set it in the sun for

a week or so, then filter it clean and make
slightly acid with nitric acid, C. P., let it

stand ten or twelve hours, then it is ready

for use. When it shows signs of failing,

treat as I said about old baths. Always

have two or more baths, and never under

any circumstances use a negative bath for

making ferrotypes in; always have two or

more of each, and remember a ferrotype

bath requires more acid than a negative

bath.

"If this meets the eyeof some brother pho-

tographer who is in trouble, and does him

good, I will be amply repaid for writing it.

I do not claim anything new in what I

have written, but it is what I have tried and

found true."

Here is a good dodge which has just

dodged into my brain ; it may be old, but

is new to me if I am one of the oldest op-

erators.

Dodge: Pume cotton before dissolving

for collodion.

Theory: Cotton generally is slightly acid,

causing red collodion with even the best of

chemicals. Ammonia neutralizes; wash-

ing in water and ammonia is troublesome,

and takes time.

Experiment : I made a batch of 218 ounces

of collodion, using 3 ounces of cotton ; fumed
strongly with ammonia, then aired a short

time.

Result: Splendid collodion, which after

three days has but a slight trace of color.

while another batch made at same time of

same amount with same chemicals, but not

fumed, was of a quite high color in the same
length of time Yours truly,

E. Long, of Long & Smith,
Quincy, 111.

REFORM.
This is an age of reforms, as well as of

great frauds
; now I propose the agitation

of a reform in the manufacture and sale of

photographic chemicals. Almost any opera-

tor with the least knowledge of chemistry,

must know that the greater part of the

chemicals that we are called upon to daily

use, are far from being as pure as they

should be for the very best photographic

work. I think manufacturing chemists

make a great mistake in not paying greater

attention to the purity of their productions.

One chemist whom I interviewed on the

subject, stated to me that pure chemicals

are not salable to photographic stock-

dealers on account of their great value, and

consequent greater cost to said dealers

;

whether that is the case with all dealers I

cannot say, but am certain it is with some.

Again, some dealers practice little decep-

tions that are a great wrong to the unwary
photographer, such as putting up old doc-

tored-up collodion in bottles with another

manufacturer's label on, labelling cheap

fusel oil alcohol as the genuine 95 per

cent., patent, &c.

I recently procured samples of gun-cotton

from four different makers. I also pro-

cured some pure distilled water, direct from

the still (which is run slovj night and day),

which to all tests proved to be free from

acid, alkali, and organic impurities. I took

two quarts of this water and placed it in a

clean evaporating dish, and in the water I

placed one ounce of gun-cotton (of one

maker), and boiled it for forty-five minutes.

I then carefully removed the cotton, and

allowed the water to become cool. I then

placed in the water a piece of blue litmus-

paper, and it instantly turned as red as

though placed in pure nitric acid. This was

not only the case with one sample, but of

the whole four which I tested. I also made

a similar test of a foreign brand of papyroxy-
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lin, which I found to contain somewhat

less acid, but still far too much to warrant

its use in the manufacture of collodion, as

the acid used in the manufacture of gun-

cotton is a great restrainer, and tends to

make white and black negatives with very

little detail in the shadows. I also recently

procured some alcohol, sold by a respectable

dealer as 95 per cent., and free from fusel

oil, but upon investigation proved to con-

tain a large quantity of fusel oil, which,

used in collodion, causes a scum to form on

the plate after being removed from the bath,

and is only visible upon development, and

robs the negative of its share of the silver.

That, however, is not the only trouble in

using alcohol containing fusel oil ; collo-

dion made with such alcohol will always

produce matt silver or marbled stains, in

greater or less degree, according to the

length of time intervening between the re-

moval of the plate from the bath and the

development; in fact I am certain that the

only cause of matt silver, is fatty or oily

matter in the collodion or bath.

Last summer I had occasion to photo-

graph several weakly lighted interiors. Be-

fore commencing I took especial pains to

procure chemicals of undoubted purity. The

temperature was from 80° to 90° Fahr.,

with very little moisture in the atmosphere,

as no rain had fallen for several days. On
no negative did I give less than twenty

minutes'' exposure, and on two of them I

gave a full hour's exposure each; they all

developed up perfectly free from stains of

any kind. Thousands of prints have been

made from those negatives, and are being

printed from every day. I am certain I

could not have achieved such good results

had my chemicals been impure. Impuri-

ties in photographic chemicals are by no

means confined to gun-cotton and alcohol
;

nitrate of silver oftentimes contains nitric

acid; the various iodides, bromides, ether,

and even albumen paper, are not always

what they should be. One thing I should

like to ask albumenizers, why the; don't

give us a paper containing a larger per cent,

of chloride, and stamp upon the paper such

percentage. I have an idea that, much of

the albumen paper we now use, contains too

little chloride to give brilliant prints. My

interviews with operators satisfies me that

one-half of our chemical troubles would be

done away with, if in the first place the

manufacturer did his work in a proper

manner, and the dealer sold only what he

knew to be the best procurable. I presume

in many cases the stockdealer is not to

blame, not knowing the purity or impurity

of the chemicals he sells, but in many cases

he knows them to be not what they are

labelled. If my employer should, on Sat-

urday night, hand me a counterfeit fifty-

dollar greenback, in payment of my salary,

knowing it to be counterfeit, but thinking

I would not detect it, he would not be doing

any greater wrong than he who sells a

spurious article for a genuine one, or he

who makes impure chemicals and labels

them pure. Now, Mr. Editor, hoping you

will help us out on this impure chemical

question, as you have on other grievances,

I remain, yours respectfully,

Wallingford Hodges,
Operator for Alfred Hall,

217 W. Madison St., Chicago.

We are aware that our correspondent does

not complain without cause, but there are

plenty of first quality of goods in the market

to be had by paying reasonably for them.

There is such a demand for cheap goods now
that dealers try to meet it, at the same time

they would much prefer to sell their best

goods. In photographic goods especially,

there should be some limit to the degree to

which they are reduced in price and conse-

quently in quality. Photographers should

use the best, regardless of cost, and if your

dealer don't keep such, compel him to do it,

or trade elsewhere. Hankering after cheap-

ness is a mistake.

The Photographic Times, 1875.—Our read-

ers will observe thatScovill Manufacturing

Co., N. Y., always liberal in benefiting the

trade, have increased the size of the Photo-

graphic Times to twenty-four pages. This

will enable them to make it still more use-

ful and valuable, and we doubt, not that the

readers of the Philadelphia Photographer will

appreciate it, as it is a free gift to them.
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Pictures Received.—Cabinets from J. H.

Lamson, Portland, Me. ; Bradley & Rulofson,

San Francisco ; A. L. Mofiit, Pawtucket, R. I. ;

€1. D. Morse, San Francisco, Cal. ; J. W. Bettz,

Centralia, 111. Cards from J. P. Calvert, Moores-

ville, Ind. Stereos from J. W. & J. S. Moulton,

Salem, Mass. ; L. E. Lindsay, Laconia, N. H.

Among the interesting specimens, are a group

of fifteen Chinese students, all in their Oriental

costume, by Bradley & Rulofson, a very success-

ful picture.

Some fine samples of the Glace picture, by G.

D. Morse. These are decidedly unique in style,

being the width of the cabinet, but more than an

inch longer. Mr. Morse introduces them as a

new size, and calls them the Promenade Picture.

They are printed wiih an ornamentnl or marbled

margin, about half an inch wide, with square

corners. There are among them some charming

lady subjects, and the photography is rich and

artistic.

The stereos are all fine and reflect credit upon

the artists, especially those by the Messrs.

Moulton.

From Mr. L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, we have a

fine 11x14 head of a child, printed with his

cloud negative effect. It is very pretty, and a

pleasing method of ornamental printing for vign-

ette pictures of any size.

United States Geological Survey op the

Territories.—An expedition for this purpose,

under the charge of Prof. F. V. Hayden, has re-

cently returned, and from Mr. William H. Jack-

son, of Washington, the artist photographic who

accompanied the expedition, we have, received a

series of views illustrating the trip. They are

from the regions of New Mexico and the Rio

Grande, and comprise ruins, rivers, lakes, rocks,

and mountains. Each picture seems to have been

admirably chosen, and would form a subject for

a painter. As specimens of photography, we

think they excel anything in landscape work we

have ever seen made in this country. Aside

from the interest they possess in picturing scenery

in our own country, of which, heretofore, but

little has been known, they are most excellent

artistic studies, and we congratulate Mr. Jack-

son on his success. He has reached a standard

of excellence that we have often witnessed in

some of the best European work, but have sighed

for in vain in America until now. With this

evidence of the capabilities of American artists,

we may safely predict that it will not be long

ere we shall lead the world in the field, as we
are already doing in the studio.

Mr. Joseph Zentmayer, of this city, has dis-

tinguished himself by his magnificent display of

optical instruments, at the Franklin Institute

Fair recently held in this city. He was awarded

a Silver Medal, the highest award given, and re-

ferred to the Committee on Science and Art,

with the recommendation that he be awarded

the Elliott Cresson Gold Medal. This is the

highest honor ever conferred by the Franklin

Institute, and one of which Mr. Zentmayer may
justly feel proud.

The Zentmayer Photographic Lenses are known
wherever photography is practiced, and we re-

joice that one of our own citizens has taken so

high a position in the optical department of the

science of photography.

Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co., have fa-

vored us with some specimens of their new and

beautiful card mounts. The designs are very

tasty and elegant, and one feature of improve-

ment we notice they have made is in the cutting

of the round corners, which is now done with a

neatness that is all that could be desired.

They issue also a very complete price list of

their goods, which will be found useful to pho-

tographers and others ordering anything in

their line.

Mr. E. M. Collins, of Oswego, N. Y., we

hear is pushing matters with a good deal of en-

terprise. He is engaged on a picture 26 x 31

inches, representing a group of eleven persons,

five gentlemen and their wives, the latter all

being sisters, and the eleventh a brother of the

sisters. We have no doubt Mr. Collins is busy,

and in a country so prolific of wives his pros-

pects for a growing business are good.

His Majesty King Kalakaua, of the Ha-

waiian Islands, landed in San Francisco, on his

visit to this country ; and as personages of high

rank seem to be naturally drawn towards each

other, it w*as consistent that he should be drawn

to the gallery of our excellent President of the

National Photographic Association, Mr William
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H. Rulofson, where King and President were

brought face to face. The result of this inter-

view has been communicated to us in the form of

some excellent photographs of His Majesty, of

cabinet and 16x20 sizes. They are executed in

Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson's usual style, and

represent the island king in his major-general's

uniform, with all the fidelity of life. We have

no doubt that these first impressions (photo-

graphically) of America were satisfactory to him,

as he has since continued to travel across the

continent in search of other presidents and other

impressions. Long may he live.

A Catalogue of Stereoscopic Views, published

by Messrs. Kilburn Brothers, Littleton, N. H.,

is before us, and is very full and complete. They

have recently added to their list a fine series of

European views, views in Palestine, Egypt,

Syria, and Nubia, together with their Mexican

series, which were made by Mr. B. W. Kilburn,

personally, during his sojourn in that country

last year. They are continually adding to their

stock, which now embraces nearly all parts of

the world. Mr. Kilburn is now in Bermuda.

From a Jersey City paper we learn of the

death of Mr. John T. Green, a photographer of

that city, which resulted from a fall caused by

having a chair puiled from under him in sport,

as he was about to sit down. A warning.

Vick's Floral Guide for 1875, published

quarterly by Mr. James Vick, of Rochester,

N. Y., is a pamphlet of 132 pages, and contains

500 engravings of flowers and vegetables, to-

gether with descriptive matter, all for the nomi-

nal price of twenty-five cents a year. The Jan-

uary number is before us and is really an attrac-

tive work, a complete guide and catalogue, that

must be very useful in the garden or the conser-

vatory. It evinces a good deal of enterprise on

the part of the publisher, and his generous offer

of five hundred dollars for the benefit of the suf-

ferers from the grasshopper' plague, and to re-

ceive contributions, and furnish seeds for the

same purpose, are worthy of all praise.

Instruction in Photography, by Captain

Abney, R.E., F.C.S., F.R.A S. This is a book

about the size of Mosaics, in paper cover, pub-

lished by Piper & Carter, London. It contains

formulas and instructions in all the processes

of photography, and is a very convenient guide-

book for photographic practice. For sale by

Benerman & Wilson. 75 cents.

Several correspondents having inquired as

to the patents of Mr. Thomas Douey, of Elgin,

Illinois, for "Photo Engraving" and "Extra
Brilliant," concerning which circulars have

been scattered, we desire to say that the first

consists of a ruled paper, afterwards albumen-

ized, and the latter in the use of a double nega-

tive for printing from, the secondary negative

being a paper negative made from the first one.

The patents are Nos. 150, 944, and 156, 210, and

any one, may obtain copies of them by sending

25 cents to the Commissioner of Patents.

Mosaics—Corrections.—On page 9, second

line from the bottom, it should read dry iodide

of silver. On page 144, in the paragraph on out-

door photography, third line, read glycerin in-

stead of gelatin.

Additional pictures received from Mr. E. D.

Evans, Corning. N. Y. One cabinet, especially

of an old gentleman, is very finely executed,

and speaks well for Mr. Evans's artistic abilities.

12. This number begins the twelfth year of

the 'Philadelphia Photographer.

Our Red Letter Sheet.—It has not been

withdrawn, but has been placed among the regu-

lar advertisements, where it will continue to

stand until July. We hope you will all try for

a share in the prizes. They are worth working

for.

Children's Pictures.—Mr. Wertz, of A. M.

Bachman & Co., Allentown, Pa., has sent us

some unusually good pictures of children, show-

ing not only careful and clean photography, but

also great skill in posing and managing such

fractious subjects. Such talent is worth having.

Order Sheets were placed in our last num-

ber, and they will also be found in Mosaics for

1S75, now ready. We trust they will come back

to us sufficiently well filled to enable us to " go

Mosaics, 1875.—We had to begin on the second

thousand of Mosaics before we could fill the or-

ders awaiting its issue. It is full of good this

year.

The Transit of Venus "came off" agree-

able to promise, and " on time." Our American

photographers were successful at most of the sta-

tions, but, of course, we have no details as yet.
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From private sources we learn that some rough

passages were experienced, but if success fol-

lowed, they will all feel repaid. We shall soon

hear from our correspondents of their various

successes, and our readers shall have all the de-

tails in due season.

Stretching of the Paper.—A very unusual

instance of the stretching of the paper after past-

ing was shown in our last number. The prints

were cut much inside the lines, but upon being

mounted, overreached them, as a usual thing.

The Berlin Exhibition.—A few years ago

the Berlin photographers were our worthy teach-

ers. Now they not only consider us their equals

but they are very anxious to see examples of our

work that they may study them. Our old warm
friend, Dr. Vogel, accordingly extends a very

cordial welcome to American photographers to

take part in the coming exhibition in Berlin,

and we earnestly join him in the hope that they

will do so. We very gladly offer our services in

the matter, and all parcels directed to our care

by the first of June, we will gladly embody in

one shipment, and send them direct to the exhi-

bition. We must insist upon the parcels being

here on lime, and we trust that as soon as your

holiday rush is over, that you will go to work in

the matter. Let Berlin see what her pupils can

do, and that we have not forgotten her.

Our Pictures in future will be printed in our

own establishment, by Mr. Charles W. Hearn,

the author of The Practical Printer, and per-

haps one of the most accomplished printers in

the world. This matter we have long hoped

to accomplish, but so faithfully has the work

been carried on by Mr. William H. Rhoads and

his faithful employes for several years, that we

have been reluctant to make any change. Mr.

Rhoads's increasing business, however, and our

increasing demands upon him, have made the

change easier, and we trust that there will be no

<A'sadvantnge certainly to any one. Mr. Beam's
time will be devoted to the work, and he will

strive to make each picture a lesson in photo

printing.

The Nursery, published by Mr. John L.

Shorey, 36 Bromfield Street, Boston, is a capital

little magazine for all children under ninety-nine

years of age. It is capitally illustrated, and
contains during each year many fine studies for

photographers of children. Send for a sample

copy.

Portraits by the Woodbury Process.—We

have received some very excellent portraits, made
by the Woodbury Process, from Mr. J. Carbutt,

Superintendent, 624 North 24th Street, Phila-

delphia. They are fully equal to silver prints,

and a great step forward in mechanical printing.

From a Western paper we learn that Mr. J P.

Doremus is claiming attention and business with

his photographic craft, as he moves on his way to

the Gulf. " Art afloat " is, no doubt, a talcing

card.

Mottutypes.—Mr. P. A. Mottu, of Amster-

dam, Holland, has for some time been working

up a new photographic mechanical process which

he sends us examples of. They are most excel-

lent ; the one from nature outdoing anything we

have seen. In a few months we shall present you

all with a fine Mottutype, fresh from Amsterdam.

Dr. E. Liesegang, Dusseldorf on Rhine, has

sent us some catalogues of his apparatus, stron-

tium and lithium collodions, paper, papyroxy-

lin, etc.

Repertorium op Photographic Practice,

by Fritz Haugk, Weimar: Bernhard F. Voigt,

publisher. This capital little manual is not by

an unknown author, for Herr Haugk is an old

and esteemed contributor to photographic litera-

ture. His work contains 144 pages of closely

printed matter, and it is eminently practical.

The negative and positive processes are fully

treated ; the ferrotype and various other types

are fully described ; the reduction and saving of

wastes are given good space, and under the

chapter of " Miscellaneous," everything seems to

have been thought of, the whole ending with

copious and useful tables. We hope to make
some extracts from this excellent work presently.

CoLLODIO-CHLORlDE PICTURES ON WHITE FER-

ROTYPE Plates.—We have received from Mr.

Theodore N. Gates, Worcester, Mass., some

collodio-chloride pictures on the newly patented

"white" ferrotype plate of the Phenix Plate

Co. They are very beautiful, and must have

immense success. They have all the detail,

richness, and softness of the porcelain picture,

and the plates have many obvious advantages

over porcelain glass, aside from being much
cheaper. With Mr. Hearn's collodio-chloride,

very superior results may be made on these new

and novel white plates.

Happy New Year.



ADVERTISI1VO RATES FOR SPECIAI/MES.—It. will be understood that matter under
this head is not to hi' considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of

anything tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealer? will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and
sure tO pay largely. Six lines, ope insertion, $2.00, and '25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a

line—in advance. Operators desiring situations, no eha/rge. Mutter must be received by the 23d to secure,

insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations, ft- ffc cannot undertake to mail
answers to parties who advertise. Pleaee always add your address to the advertisement.

LENSES AND CAMERAS FOR SALE.

Dallmeyer's 4-4 wide-angle landscape ;
4-4

and 10x12 wide angle rectilinears ;
4-4, 8x10

and a pair of 4 x 5 rapid rectilinears ;
stereo,

portrait lens.

Ross' 8x10 symmetrical; stereo, doublet;

pair of stereo. landscape, 4£ in. focus, also, a

pair 6 in. focus.

Steinheil's 1-4, 1-2, 4-4, 8x10, 13x16,

Grubb's stereo, landscape.

Stillman's Patent Cameras, by Hare, of"

London, for 10x10, 8x8 and 7^ x 4i plates;

cameras, by Collins, of London, for 8x8, 5x5
and 2£ x 2£ plates ; also, stands and a very com-

plete developing box. Enclose stamp for particu-

lars to Mr. Edwards,

93 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

SEAVEY'S NEW AND BEAU-
TIFUL ACCESSORIES.

Antique Cabinet, S40; An-
tique Chair, S40 ; Antique
Wainscoating, $15.

Address
L. W. SEAVEY,

8 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Will Sell, for less than value to a cash cus-

tomer, my Photo. Rooms, situated in Peekskill,

N. Y. Large operating-rooms, handsome recep-

tion-rooms, and good light ; all well fitted up

and furnished with every convenience. Will ex-

change (if suited) with any photographer within

a hundred miles of New York.

C. C. Sherwood,

Peekskill, N. Y.

See advertisement of Rapid
Photo-Washer.

For Sale.—The instruments, fixtures, etc.,

of a gallery in a Southern manufacturing city

of 6000 inhabitants, with a good surrounding

country. Water fixtures, for washing, etc., per-

fect. Satisfactory reasons given for selling.

Address C. J. Warner,
—-—— Rome, Geo.

Wanted.—A first-class retoucher, must be

sober and reliable, and give good recommenda-
tion. Address P. H. Rose, Paris, Ky.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

$500 or less will buy gallery in a two story

brick block, on a corner. North top and side

light. Rent $120. Instruments from gem to

solar. 20,000 negatives. Making best work and

getting the highest prices in the county. Popu-

lation of the town 10,000. One other gallery.

C. E. Myers,

Hornellsville, N. Y.

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.
A fine job lot of choice

Foreign Stereoscope Views,
Statuary, Croups, &c, for
Sale lOW, BY THE PACKAGE
only. For list and prices
apply to Benerman & Wilson,
Philadelphia.

For Sale.—A Photographic Car. A bargain.

Good chance to commence business with a small

capital. Car is now in a nice town in Central

New Jersey; it is 18 feet long by S feet wide,

and 7 feet high; with sky and side lights; on

wheels, all new, only been used one year. Will

sell it for $100, cash. Address

J. J. Cornish,

Box 30, South Vineland, N. J.

Criswold's Stereoscopic
Compositions. Read advt.

$750 will buy a gallery in Springfield, Mo.

The only first-class gallery in the south-western

part of the state. North, top and side lights.

Rooms furnished with all the latest improvements.

Good prices for all kinds of work. Address im-

mediately Samuel M. Armstrong,

Springfield, Mo.

Lea's Manual of Photog-
raphy, $3.75. See Advertise-
ment. Third Thousand.

For Sale, very Cheap.—One extra 4-4 tube,

box and stand; one 1-2 tube; two 1-4 stereo-

scopic tubes and box; one 1-4 tube and box;

four ferrotype tubes and box. For particulars,

address John Ackerman,

42 Penris St., New Brunswick, N. J.

Or, J. W. Willard, 609 Broadway. N. Y.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



For Sale.—One perfection camera stand, cost

$18, for $15 ; one baby lounge, cost $15, for $10
;

one Bigelow background, without frame, $3

;

one 10 x 14 Sibly press, cost $53.75, for 40 ; one

mammoth Willard tube, $200 ; one 4-4 C. C.

Harrison tube, $60 ; oDe 1-2 Willard tube, $15.

These arcicles are as good as new for work, and

very cheap. Address M. Wolfe,

Richmond. Ind.

JUNE, 1874-AUCUST, 1874
Numbers of the Philadel-

phia Photographer wanted
at this office, at 75 cts. each.

A Rare Chance.—Having engaged in other

business I offer my gallery, with fixtures and in-

struments complete. Well located and doing a

good business. No opposition.

Address Photo.,

Box 359, Junction City, Kansas.

Criswold's Stereoscopic
Compositions. Read advt.

First Class Photograph Gallery for
Sale.—Situated in a first-rate locality, with six

rooms, and the latest improvements ; with a good

custom. Terms made easy. For further par-

ticulars, address J. W. Osbtjrn,

Alliance, Stark Co., Ohio.

For Sale.—One 4-4 Voigtlander tube and

box ; one 2-3 Holmes, Booth & Hayden ; one 4-4

C. C. Harrison quick-worker
; one 6 inch Entre-

kin burnisher ; one 10 inch Sibley bed-plate

press. All will be sold very low. For particulars

address LeRot & Terrill,

Youngstown, Ohio.

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.
A fine job lot of choice

Foreign Stereoscope Views,
Statuary, Croups, &c, for
Sale lOW, BY THE PACKAGE
only. For list and prices
apply to Benerman & Wilson,
Philadelphia.

Photo. Gallery for Sale.—Situated in Ot-

tawa, Canada, Capital of the Dominion. One of

best business stands in the city. Two good north,

top and side lights. Population over 30,000.

Will sell at a sacrifice, as I have two galleries on

my hands and have only time to attend to one.

Address, for particulars,

Jas. D. Wallis,
Box 148, Ottawa, Canada.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

Premium Photographic Views of the Oil

Regions :

24 choice, stereo size, . . each, retail, $0 25

6 " artistic, stereo, size, " " 35

12 " panoramic, 3x11, " " 50

12 " medium, 8x 10, " " 1 00

12 " large, 9x13, " " 2 00

Any of the above mailed free on receipt of the

price. Special inducements to agents and dealers.

Wilt Brothers,

Photographers and Publishers, Franklin, Pa.

Try Hermagis' Lenses.
Used by M. Adam Salomon,
Paris. See Advertisement.

WATMOOTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
" I am using and like them, very much

thus far."—A. MARSHALL, Boston.

"A sensible improvement."—GEO. S.

COOK, Charleston, S. C.

Stereoscopic View Exchange.—Any party

having four nice views, they wish to exchange,

for a set of four views of the wonderful locks of

Lockport, will please direct them to

F. B. Clench, Lockport, N. T.

Please read the two-page
advertisements of Charles A.
Wilson, Baltimore Stock-
house, No. 7 North Charles
Street. Please remember the
number, 7 North Charles St.,

Baltimore, Md.

To Photographers.—Any photographer who

has good rooms which they wish to sell very low

for cash, all cash (sounds funny, don't it), can

address E. Adams,

140 Hawthorn St., Chelsea, Mass.

If you write me, send particulars, description

of light, size rooms, rent, etc., as I want them

to work in myself; or, if you want an operator

or retoucher, address as above.

Composition Pictures, by Messrs. Robin-

son & Cherrill, For Sale.—The beautiful

composition and combination pictures exhibited

at the Chicago N. P. A., executed by Messrs.

Robinson & Cherrill, and for which the Foreign

Medal was awarded, are for sale at the following

rates : Passing Stranger, $5 ; The Gleaner, $5
;

Study from Nature. $5 : The Gypsy, $5 ; Lady

Reading, $5 ;
Little Girl, $5. Only one copy

each. Specially fine prints. On exhibition and

for sale at the office of Benerman & Wilson,

Philadelphia.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



$5 Reward will be given for any information

concerning the whereabouts (or burial place if

known to be dead) of Peter Lorisaux, photogra-

pher. He formerly was employed by Fredricks

in New York ; and has worked in the United

States about twenty years. It will serve the

cause of charity to send any reliable information

concerning him to "B,"
Office Philadelphia Photographer.

VOIG-TLANDER & SON LENSES.
Ryder's Art Gallery, 239 Superior St.,

Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 18, 1872.

Benj. French & Co.

Dear Sirs:—Twenty-four years ago I

bought and commenced using my first

Voigtlander Lens. It was a good one.

Since then I have owned and used a

good many of the same brand, of various

sizes. They 'were all and always good.
Some of the larger sizes that I have

recently bought seem to me better than

any I have ever had or seen before.

Yours, truly,

J. F. RYDER.

AVanted.—Agents to travel through the seve-

ral states. None need apply except practical

photographers, and those acquainted with the

use of the solar camera. Apply to

H. L. Emmons, Baltimore, Md.

The Robinson Trimmer.—The wheel and

shank of this little instrument are the parts that

carelessness first breaks, and as we frequently

have applications for these parts we have ar-

ranged to supply them. The price of the wheel

alone, is $1.00; the wheel and shank, $1.25.

Every one who uses the trimmer should have

extra ones of these in reserve.

Benerman & Wilson.

For Sale at Half Price.—One of E-. L.

Brand & Co.'s largest Cameo Presses (the one on

exhibition at Chicago), will be sold at half its

cost. Address F. Gutekunst,

712 Arch St., Philadelphia.

For Sale.—My patents on Photo. Tent and

Trunk, at a great sacrifice. Hoping to save my
life, my home, and my family from great suffer-

ing induces me to make this effort, as I am now

imprisoned and forced to suffering and want.

Address, with stamp, for a circular,

I. Fletch Woodward,
27 N. Front St., Nashville, Tenn.

Old Apparatus for Sale.—We would call

the attention of photographers to the advantages

of advertising in this department anything they

may have to sell, in the way of superfluous in-

struments or apparatus. The cash in your hand

is much better than dead stock in your gallery.

There are always those who want such things,

but do not care to pay the price of new goods,

and they naturally refer to this department. Sell

off your old stock, we will help you.

Benerman & Wilson.

JUNE, 1874-AUCUST, 1874
Numbers of the Philadel-

phia Photographer wanted
at this office at 75 cts. each.

The Practical Printer.—It is very gratify-

ing to find this work so generally appreciated.

The following, from a letter written us by Mr.

J. H. Hallenbeck, of Boston, an old photogra-

pher, expresses the sentiments of many we re-

ceive letters from :

" The Practical Printer is bound to sell, for it

is a most valuable work, and should have a per-

manent place in every printing room in the

country. I notice the oldest printers seem

greatly interested in its contents. Benj. French

& Co. have a good supply, and have sold many
copies."

Here is another from parties whose favorable

opinion is never given to anything that has not

merit :

Philadelphia, Sept. 12, 1874.

"Through the kindness of John R. Clemons,

we have had the pleasure of reading the Practi-

cal Printer, and, as far as our experience goes,

think it the best work ever published on the sub-

ject. We shall take especial pains to recom-

mend to all with whom we come in contact.

"Draper & Husted."

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.
A fine job lot of choice

Foreign Stereoscope Views,
Statuary, Croups, &c, for
Sale lOW, BY THE PACKAGE
only. For list and prices
apply to Benerman & Wilson,
Philadelphia.

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.



Wanted.—June and August numbers of the

Philadelphia. Photographer, for 1874. We will

pay seventy-five cents per copy, in our publica-

tions or cash. Benerman & Wilson.

Wanted.—Will take a good 8x10 D. S. B.

view box in payment for a 25-inch Washer In

writing give full description of box.

L. V. Moulton, Beaver Dam, Wis.

Try Hermagis' Lenses.
Used by M. Adam Salomon,
Paris. See Advertisement.

Chicago, October 19, 1874.

Mb. Moulton.

Dear Sir : The Washer is splendid ! Could

not do without it. It washes the prints better

in fifteen minutes than by the old tank process

in all night. Wishing you every success, we re-

main, Very truly,

E. L. Brand & Co.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge for advertisements under this head : limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

Jg®5* We cannot have letters directed to our care

unless the parties send for them, and send stamps to

pay postage. We cannot undertake to mail them

;

please do not request it.

By an operator, six years' experience in lead-

ing N. Y. city galleries. Steady habits. Can
print and retouch well. Would take charge of or
run a gallery on shares. Address J. F. L., box
554, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

By a young man as printer, in a good gallery.

Send for a sample of work. Address Printer, in

care of J. C. Foster, Photographer, Monmouth,
Illinois.

By a lady, as attendant in a gallery, or as re-

toucher and colorist ; can also retouch negatives.
Long experience. Address A, care Philadel-
phia Photographer.

By an operator and retoucher of long expe-
rience, is competent and willing to take charge
of the operating and printing departments. Ad-
dress, with particulars, Operator, care of Lawson
& Lyon, Photographers. Parkersburg, W. Va.

By a first-class artist and retoucher, working
in India ink. crayon, water, and pastel colors.

Permanent engagement preferred. Address Fer-
dinand Aeberli, 45 High St., Alleghany, Pa.

By an operator, printer and toner, can retouch
very well. The best reference given. Address
J. H. Weaver, Photographer, 43 North Eighth
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

By a lady, to retouch, tint and spot ; also,
print and tone. Address Miss Young, 26 Orient
Avenue, Brooklyn, E. D., L. I.

By a young man, who understands all branches
of the business and is willing to make himself
generally useful about the gallery. Address J.

R. Miller, Shelbyville, Tenn.

By a printer, who has had nine years' expe
rience. Small salary accepted. Address H. W.

,

173 Macdougal Street, New York city.

As assistant operator, printer and toner. Can
speak German. Address August Gerding, Ottawa,
LaSalle Co., Illinois.

Between now and the first of April, as printer
toner and general assistant. Terms $5 per week
and found. Western states preferred. Address
G. A. Simmons, Elyria, Lorain Co., Ohio, P. 0.

box 439.

By a young man, of steady habits ; can do any
kind of work. Address John Hartley, Photog-
rapher, Dardanelle, Ark.

In any department, by a young man of one
year's experience in the business ; can retouch

;

will work for moderate wages. Address John C.

Fickes, Steubenville, Ohio.

By a man who thoroughly understands every
branch of the business. Good references. Ad-
dress A. L. H., Lodi, Seneca Co., N. Y., care of
James N. Voorhees.

As operator, printer, etc. Does not retouch.
References given. Address A. C. Hopkins, 132
Genesee Street, Utica, N. Y.

SOCIETY CALENDAR.
(Published for the convenience of Visiting Photographers and

those desiring to corresjiond.)

-^®=' This Calendar is published free to the Socie-

ties, and we shall feel obliged for notice of any changes

in time of meeting or in the officers, also to add any

we have overlooked.

Boston Photographic Association.—At J. W.
Black's studio, the first Friday of each month.

Photographic Society of Philadelphia.—First

Thursday, Monthly, at 520 Walnut Street.

Pennsylvania Photographic Association, Phil-

adelphia.—Third Monday, monthly, at the. gal-

leries of the members.

Chicago Photographic Association.—At rooms
of C. W. Stevens, 158 State Street, first Wednes-
day evening of each month.

Photographic Association of Western Illinois.—
At Galesburg, first Wednesday of October, Janu-
ary, April, and July.

ST. PAlfiZMM/f.
USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.



MANSELL & CO.'S

LANDSCAPE
AND

ARCHITECTURAL
A SAMPLE OF THESE ADMIRABLE AND CHEAP

notographio S^t; xx <3L i c

Is given in the "Philadelphia Photographer" for December. We have made judicious selec-

tions from the large lists of Mansell & Co., and arranged them in sets systematically, and offer them

to photographers at the following very low rates :

Unmounted 4-4 size per dozen, $3 50

Mounted 4-4 size
" 4 00

Mounted with guards and Photo. Cover " 5 00

In the Photograph Cover a dozen makes a very handsome and attractive album for any photographic

reception-room, as well as

CAPITAL STUDIES
FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER!

Trl6 ARCHITECTURAL SERIES includes the Exteriors and Interiors of the handsome

Places abroad.

Tn6 LANDSCAPE SERIES includes a variety of English, Irish, and Scotch Scenery, un-

surpassed.

Read "OUR PICTURE," and "PHOTOGRAPHING INTERIORS," in December "Philadel-

phia Photographer," and study the pictures with them.

All orders should be addressed to the American agents,

BENERMAJV $ WILSON,
Seventh §* Cherry, Philadelphia.



SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO

PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

IN EVERY VARIETY.

Nos. 419 & 421 BROOME ST., NEW YORK,

No. 73 BOLD STREET, LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

DEALERS SUPPLIED WITH THE BEST GOODS ON THE BEST TERMS.

Our own extensive facilities for manufacturing enable us to produce first quality of goods,

and our extensive connections at home and abroad give us facilities which no one else has.

--MA JVUFA CTOEIES

:

Waterbury, Ct.—New Haven, Ct.—New York City.

SEE OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS and MAGAZINES

Examine Scwill's PMgotMc Clocks, aM Real Die PMoppliic Tiies.



"A DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

WILSON'S
LANTEM JOURNEYS

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

Although written more especially for the use of Lantern Exhibitors, and

for those who have collections of stereoscopic prints, this work will be found

entertaining by all who like to read about the beautiful places and things of

this world.

The contents are divided into six " Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows:

JOURNEY A.—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Eouen, Fontainebleau, and

Switzerland.

JOURNEY JB—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle, Cologne, Up and

Down the Ehine, Potsdam, Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Expo-

sition, the Semmering Pass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lakes Maggiore and Como, Milan, Verona, Venice,

Florence, Pisa, Borne, Naples, Pompeii, the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli,

and the Italian Art Galleries.

JOURNEY _D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Eussia, and Spain.

JOURNEY J?—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece, and India.

JOURNEY .F—England, Scotland, and the United States of America.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found very entertaining and

instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna,



WET BOOKS.
ONLY THE FOLLOWING LEFT:

A few of Linn's Landscape Photography, 25 cents each.
" " Anderson's Photo-Comic Almyknack, 20 cents each.*
" " Mosaics, 1866 to 1874, inclusive, 25 cents each.
" " Sow to Sit for your Photograph, 10 cents each.
" " Dr. VogeVs Reference-Book, 50 cents each.
" " Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses of Photography, 50 cents each.
" " Carbon Manual, 50 cents each.

WHERE ANY FIVE BOOKS ARE TAKEN 20 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

The above goods, for all practical uses are as good as new books.

BENERMAN & WILSON, ^Z^^c^IAT^ PHILADELPHIA.

AUG. SCHWARZE. SCHWARZE & VALK WILLIAM VALK.

HO. 614 AMCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

mosts™ D°
B™

N
E
DS o, German AlMmen Paper, and Arrowroot Plain Salted Paper.

DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Will mail to any address in the country, post-paid, on receipt of $1, one dozen sheets of Assorted Photo-
graphic Paper, each sheet being numbered for distinction.

GLASS
STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES.
We have received from Messrs. J. Levy & Co. a consignment of choice stereoscopic

transparencies, which are the

I0ST BEAUTIFUL THINGS EVER PRODUCED BY PHOTOGRAPHY.

Sold in lots and at prices to suit purchasers. They are exquisite.

CATALOGUES 15 CENTS.

Also, a special lot of Foreign Paper Stereoscopic Views, which we offer by the package
only. Lists and prices quoted to dealers.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Importers and Photographic Publishers, JPhilada.



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Warehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.

PHILADELPHIA.

See detailed advertisement in this number of the

"Photographic Times/ 7

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
* *



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OF PHOTOGRAPHERS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at best prices.

are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMOKG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or "West.

"

:

CHAS.I. WttSpT
No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



E. LIESEGANG,
DtfSSELDOi^F, G-IE IR, IMI .A. 1ST "Z"

.

LARGEST STOCK OP PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

SPECIAL ATTENTION of American Photographers is drawn to

LIESEGAUG'S PANORAMIC APPARATUS.
Which makes splendid CROUPS and PANORAMIC VIEWS on plates 20x9 inches.

Hundreds have been sold in England, Italy, Germany, Russia, America, and India.

For particulars write to

ED. LIESEGANG, DUSSELDORF, GERMANY.

The beautiful groups made with this Camera, by Mr. Schultz, of Dorpat, created much sensation at
the Exhibition of the Photographic Society at Paris, 1874.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS!
JULIUS KRUGE R'S

$>AT«WT ^SWSUt <Co*.OJ?S,
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and France (where they have obtained the
highest recommendations), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the

public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

GEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.

Reflecting Solar Camera.

IMPROVED

SOLAR CAMERAS.

PATENTED
Feb. 24, 1857
July 10, 1866
Feb. 23, 1871
May 26, 1874
Aug. 4, 1874. "Jag

Direct Printing Camera.
Combining ALL THE IMPORTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

PRICES OF DIRECT PRINTING OR REFLECTING SOLAR CAMERAS :

10 inch diameter Condensing Lens, will print picture 18x23 in., . .$190 00 . . Boxing, $2 50
12 " " " " " " 25x30 " . . 220 00 . .

" 4 00
15 " " " " " " 29x36 " ., . 275 00 . .

" 6 00
18 ' : " " " " " 40x50 " . . 400 00 . .

" 8 00
Can be ordered through any Stockdealer, or directly from the undersigned.

D. A. WOODWARD, Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md,

All persons are tvarned not to infringe the Letters Patents.



PHOTOGRAPHIC

MOSAICS
'

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON,
EDITOR " PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER," Etc., Etc.

This favorite and only American annual is NOW READY, fairly crammed with
articles prepared expressly for it by the eminent photographers of

Europe and America, and is just as much as ever

A NECESSITY!
»3r I200 SOLD THE WEEK IT WAS ISSUED.^

IR/IE-AJD THUS COZKTTIElsrTS.
Discoveries and Improvements, 1874.

The Indifference of Photographers.—A. Bogardus.
The Magic Lantern.—R. J. Chute.
Which Way ?

—

Young Chloride.
A Negative Bath Three Years Old.—W. H. Sherman.
Blistering of Doubly Albumenized Paper.—C. W.

Hearn.
Collodion and Pyroxyline.—G. D. AVakeley.
Defects in our Sitters.—E. D. Ormsby.
Soft Prints from Hard Negatives.—E. Anderson.
A few Practical Suggestions.—R. Goebel.
Health.—J. H. Fitzgibbon.
Bath Renovation made Easy and Sure.—B. W. Kil-

burn.
Over-Iodizing.—E. M. Collins.
How to make a Negative Bath that will work in two-

thirds the usual time.—E. P. Libby.
A Good Varnish.—Wm. H. Tipton.
It is of Service to you.

—

Well G. Singhi.
On the Contrary—Quite the Reverse.

—

Capt. J. Lee
Knight.

Things Practical.—A. W. Kimball.
Howto make a large Negative and Retouch it.—R.

E. Atkinson.
Acid Baths.—J. S. Hovey.
Photographic Saunterings, H. J. Rogers.
Red Lead—Its Uses in a Gallery.—J. Cadwallader.
Snatches from Old Times.—W. Heighway.
Albumenized Paper; Coagulation of the Albumen

Silver Bath with Alcohol.

—

Ed. Qinqueez.
Keeping the Negative Bath Warm.—R. J. Chute.
Pyroxyline for Photographic Purposes.—W. W.

Seeler.
A Vignette Printing Frame and Plate Holder for

Cleaning Glass.

—

John Terras.
Stray Streaks from an Auld Reekie Photographer.

—

Alex. Ascher.

A Certain, Expeditious, Economical, and Simple Ap-
paratus for Reducing Silver Wastes to the Sul-
phide.—Wm. T. Bashford.

On the Application of the Dusting Process in Pho-
tography.—J. B. Obernetter.

The Production of Glass Positives by the Dusting
Process.—J. B. Obernetter.

Invisible Photographs.—G. Wharton Simpson.
Formulary.—A. Davanne.
Mississippi Manipulation.—F. C. Hall.
The Everlasting Bath for Negatives.—C. A. Smyth.
A Blunder Broken Down.—I. B. Webster.
Porcelain Pictures a Success.—C. W. Hearn.
Correcting Distortion in Copying.
Hints on the Dust Process.—Jno. M. Blake.
Learning by " Hard Knocks."—J. M. Davison.
Notes in and out of the Studio.—G. Wharton

Simpson.
On Producing Developed Prints.—Dr. E. Liesegang.
Photographic Conveniences.—J. H. Lamson.
Plate Boxes for Field Work.—J. C. Browne.
About Finishing, Framing, &c.—I. B. Webster.
An Experiment.—F. S. McKnight.
A Contribution.—E. M. Estabrooke.
Ten Years of Photography.—Geo. B. Ayres.
Proto-Sulphate of Iron.—A. Hall.
Printing and Toning.—A. Hesler.
A Vision—Mrs. E. W. Lockwood.
Paper Negatives.—J. Nowler.
Art Always.

—

Old Argentum.
Read and Investigate.—Geo. W. Wallace.
Modification of the Toning Operation.—Prof. J. Tow-

ler, M.D.
Reproducing Negatives by "the Graphite Process

without Risk of Breaking.—J. Carbutt.
A Chapter of Practical Matters.—A. Compiler.
Photographic Literature.—The Publishers.
Many Mites from Many Minds.

—

Editor.

AND A HOST OF OTHER USEFUL ARTICLES.

Price, in Cloth, $1.00 in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

For Sale hy all Dealers.Tic Best Little Hanaiiook of Photography in the World."

BENERMA2T & WILSON, JPhoto. PublisJiers,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



J. P.BEARD& Co
WE MANUFACTURE

New PEERLESS COLLODIONj
FOR FERROTYPES,

PEERLESS COLLODION
FOR NEGATIVES,

EUREKA YARNISH
FOR NEGATIVES,

EUREKA YARNISH
FOR FERROTYPES,

AND

J. P. B.CHLORIDEofGOLD.

WE

ARE

rA6ENTS

FOR THE

ORTHWEST
FOR

PATENT

OSCILLATING

WE HAVE THE
HIGHEST

FOR
THE ABOVE.

TRY
THEM!

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

FOR THE

m. opt. co.s

APPARATUS.
AITS EVERYTHING PERTAINING to the AST OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

m a
9 n

/«/

Jp^REMEMBER-^fr
WE POSITIVELY WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD BY ANY HOUSE

IN THE NORTHWEST.

CHICAGO, ILLS.



JAMES P. MAGEE & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

I
MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA

A AND

q 00PYIHO CONE, FOR THE TRaOE.

B ' —
M 18 SOLAS CAMERAS.
E
N
T"*

• ALBERT MOORE,
O No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

EXPEDITIOUS ! EXCELLENT

!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAE NEGATIVES.
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HEABJV'S COLLODIO-CHLORIDE,
MANUFACTURED BY CHAS. W. IIEARN,

Author of the " Practical Printer,"

Zs a wo^ excellent Collodion for the pur-

pose of producing, with ordinary care, the

most beautiful "PORCELAIN PICTURES" It

is prepared upon an entirely JVEW princi-

ple, which renders it a MOST VALUABLE AID

in the production of this much admired

style of print. Among other merits, it pos-

sesses the following, viz. :

1. It has most excellent keeping qualities.

2. It yields a very brilliant, strong print,

yet one possessing the most velvety softness

throughout the high-lights and shadows,

together with the intermediate half-tints.

3. The most beautiful tones are attained

with the greatest facility.

Full directions accompa?iy each bottle.

Every bottle warranted. None genuine

unless the facsimile of the manufacturer's

name is printed on each label. Price, $Jf, .

per pound; $2.25 per half-pound bottle.

TAKE NOTICE—Mr. Hearn having ar-

ranged with Alfred L. Hance, manufac-

turer of Hance's celebrated Photographic

Specialties , to conduct the sales of his Col-

lodio- Chloride, dealers and others should

direct their orders for it to

ALFRED L. HANCE,
126 N. 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.



YET CONTAINING MANY USEFUL HINTS FOE ALL PHOTOGKAPHEES.

By the Late Prof. R. M. LINN,
LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN, TENN.

PRICE, 75 CENTS. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

•X7V. KITXITZ,
Madison Square (23d Street),

BECEIVBD HIGHEST AWABD8 IN

Vienna, Paris, and New York,

FOR PHOTOGRAPHS. New York, July 1, 1874.

MR. CHAS. F. USENER.
Dear Sib.- The Mammoth Tube (No. 9002) which you sent me on trial has been

thoroughly tested, and has proved itself quite beyond my expectations ; for fine

definition and roundness, or stereoscopic effect, 1 have never seen its equal. You

may readily see by the specimens herewith, of standing figures, that they are as

sharp and as perfect as an imperial carte, although taken on 14 x 17 plates; and

when I add that they were taken at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, in 45 seconds, I
think I can say no more.

Please charge the tube to me, and send bill. Yours truly,

W. KURTZ.

CHARLES COOPER & CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS,

Nor ISO Chatham Street, New York.



The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

PRICE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.
05^ CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased. the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that he will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c,

which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, Ac.

We also have a full line of CAMERAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMERA STANDS, HEAD-RESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order

promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY:
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

Gihon's Opaque
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCUEING- THE IMPEEFECT BACKGEOUNDS OF COPIES,

EETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OE CAMEEA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAE NEGATIVES,
COVEEING VIGNETTING BOAEDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE EEQUIEEMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGEAPHEE IN THE
PEODUCTION OF AETISTIC EESULTS IN PEINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.

It is applied with a brush, dries' quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. CIHON, Inventor,
128 J¥. Seventh St,, Philadelphia, Pa.



HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS.
The THIED EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new

work.

It Gives the Best and Freshest Instructions to be had on the Subject.

Written by a practical photographic colorist, Mr. Geo. B. Ayres.

PRICE, $2.00. FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India InK, or

who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

EENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

O-. SAUTEB.
Wo. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURER AND "WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our.Glass and materials
and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

TRAPP & MUNOH'S

gJlmmw
Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better known and more appreciated than any other brand.

That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Ex-
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

^IEID^.IL. OP IMHEIE^IT
for Albumenized Paper.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCKHOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York.



GRISWOLD S

STEREOSCOPIC GROUPS,

LIFE COMPOSITIONS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE,

Are Excellent Studies for Photographers."

EVERY LOVER OF NATURE BUYS THEM.
YOU CAN MAKE A COOD PROFIT ON THEM.

The following Subjects are now ready, handsomely mounted.

1. Blowing Bubbles. 15. The Sunbeam Fairy.

2. B stands for Bumble-B. 16. The Picture-Book.

3. Blackberry Blossoms. 17. Sitting for my Picture.

4. The Hen's Nest. 18. Young America Bathing.

5. Let us Have Piece. 19. Young Boston's Ambition.

6. Mamma, where was I when you were 20. Ding-Dong-Ding, Music on a Rubber

a little girl ? String.

7. Our Domestic's Relations. 21. Reflection.

8. She went to the Butchers. 22. The Loiterers.

9. My Lady and My Lady's Maid. 23. The Cabin Porch.

10. The Mountain Spring. 24. Beatrice Shoo-Ply.

11. Unveiling a Statue of Young America. 25. Home Group.

12. Young America in the Nursery. 26. A View.

13. Young America as an Artist. 27. The Gleaner.

14. Young America Asleep.

The titles hardly give an idea of the grotesque humor possessed by these pictures. They
are capital: As a sample dozen we should recommend Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16, 19,

20, 22, and 25.

Sent by mail on receipt of price. $2.00 per dozen. Order by number.
DEALERS SUPPLIED ON GOOD TERMS.

These inimitable pictures are all natural compositions, and touch the tender chords of

human nature most wonderfully. They are attractive to every one who has a heart, but
particularly instructive as studies for photographers, in grouping, posing, and composition.

They will help any man make better and easier pictures of children, and should

be studied.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look

!

The Photographer to his Patrons
WHAT IS IT?

TIHE
PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

y intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer

knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the best

time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answert This little book answers

them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which he or she can carry away and study

at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising What could you want better than to have your business card

so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and

then keep it for reference ? This is what they do with this little " tract." Witness what those who
have tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the

same as the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public
;

that he must be trusted, and that he alone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that he must make
the picture and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a

few of those who have been using our little publication in their business.

We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist just that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.

We get " The Photographer to his Patrons" up in neat style, on the best letter cap paper, assorted

tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-

graphs or chapters— 1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come
; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress ; 6, how to "behave; 7, the children ; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-

ing, frames, prices, &c.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of

the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please, which printing

we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish.

Cuts for the covers we supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000

$50 00

75 00
. $20 00 3000 copies, cover included,

. 35 00 5000 "

Over 500,000 have been sold.

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture "nade, she would
come 'according to directions.' »'—A. Bogar-
dus, New York.

"A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

"It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurney &
Son, New York.

" It assists me greatly."

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to

be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

"You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-

fit some of the ' know-everytkings' in this quar-

ter."—A. C. McIntvre & Co., Ogdensburg.

"They are just the thing to post people up on

what they ought to know in order to secure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book ' hits the nail

on the head.' "—J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have

ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville, 0.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts,, Philadelphia.



CHARLES BIERSTADT
Photographer

NIAGARA FALLS,

New York.

VIENNA MEDAL OP MERIT.
An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, Washington,

Hudson Kiver, California,

Saratoga, Yosemite Valley,

Portage, N. Y., Egypt,

Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

AND

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THEIR

ADAMANTINE VARNISH for Aitootyft Negatives, ail Melainotfp.
This Varnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the

intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by

jj_ j^_ LEWIS
160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Cases,
Beveled Matts, Double Matts,

Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,
Fancy Paper Passepartouts.

These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand j odd
sizes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBERG & BBO., 709 (SMi) Broadway, New York.



THE ZENTMAYER LENS
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80° to 90°
; depth of focus ; extreme sharpness over the

whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying ; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed,
making and closing the exposure.

The larger ones are provided with an internal shutter for

No. 1,

" 2,

2£ inch focus,

3,

4, 8

5, 12

6, 18

H

3 x

4 x
6i x

10 x

14 x

20 x

3 plate,

5

8i "

12 "

17 "

24 "

$20 00

25 00

30 00

42 00

60 00

90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
" 2 " " 3
" 3 " " 4
" 4 " "5
" 5 " "6
"

], 2, and 3,
"

3, 4, and 5,

$33 00

40 0C

55 00
75 00

110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2£ to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7x10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.

STEREOSCOPIC riEJTS.
Dealers selecting their autumn stock of Stereoscopic Views, would do well to examine our

unrivalled variety of Views of

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS,
N1AGABA, WASITING TON,

FAIRMOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA,
FLOWERS, GROUPS, &c.

«6- QUAIilTY UNSURPASSED !

KILBURN BROS., Littleton, New Hampshire.

NIAGARA
STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.

Winter and Summer views of Niagara Falls, of all sizes. Trade supplied on good terms. Variety

unequalled.

G. E. CURTIS, Photographer,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Mr. Curtis' views answer Mr. Robinson's query : "Are there any clouds in America? "



JOHN DEAN & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,

Worcester, Mass.,

OFFEK AT WHOLESALE, AT LOWEST PEICES, THE

Adamantean

LATES,

BLACK and Patent CHOCOLATE TINTED,

EGG-SHELL and GLOSSY.

The experience and extensive facilities of John Dean & Co. enable them

to produce the most desirable Ferrotype Plates in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,

TRADE AGENTS,

591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.



LOOKING
GLASS-*

HALE, IKIILIBTT^lNr &c CO.,
Wholesale ,Vm.i o nn -^ Manufacturers of

^ ft
PICTURE

FRAMES.
Patented Solid

Ovals and Spandrels

WAREROOMS,

48&50N. 6tHSt.

Walnut

Mouldings

BACKING,

&c, &c.

Solid Walnut Work
A Specialty.

FACTORIES,

615 k 621 Filbert St.

POWERS & WEIGHTMAN^
E>2

PC
P=J

P-.

OS

3 -

H C-31

MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Offer to Stockdealers

A full Assortment of Sabie Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including :

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),
Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,

Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,
Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,

Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.

SEND FOR THE FIRST ONE, NOW READY.

-A. IKTCI 3ES 3XTT .A. 3XT 3D 3VE <D 3D 13 Ift. 2ST MUSIC
A CAPITAL THING.

F. fl. WELLER, Publisher of Stereoscopic Views, Statuary, etc., LITTLETON, N. E.
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BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh & Cherry Sts.9 Philadelphia.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TINTED.
(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FEOM 1-9 to 10x14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

PRICE LIST
Size. Eggshell, Glossy. Size. Eggshell. Glossy

Per Box of 8 Doz. 1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box of 2 Doz. 4-4 $2.40 $2.70

" 8 " 1-6 1.25 1.35 ii 4 " 5-7 2.40 2.70

" 8 " 1-4 1.85 2.00 " 2 " 7-10 2.70 2.90

" 4 " 4}x6$ 1.85 2.00 " 2 " 8x10 2.70 2.90

" 4 " 1-2 2.20 2.35 Per Sheet, 10x14 .17 .18

u 2 " 4JxlO 2.20 2.35

Eevised, New York, December 28th, 1872

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

We have made arrangements with "the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-

ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Phenix Plates are for sale by all Stock Dealers throughout the country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., Apits for tie Trade, 419 & 421 Broome St., N. Y.



TO PKOFESSIONAL PHOTOGKAPHEES AND THE TEADE.

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

Dr~l 1\ n ROHAUT & HUTINET,
• J- A \^J M. Ill 1—/ A

j SUCCESSORS,

No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OE

MOUNTSo^FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
TRADE MARK, Ch.D.

Bristol Boards of every size and thickness, plain

India Tinted and Fancy Printing.

Book-post and Card Cases.

Stout Blotting Paper Albums.
First-class Rives Albumenized Paper, &c, &c.

Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite,

Cabinet Portrait,

Victoria Card,
Stereoscopic Views—all new samples of French

styles.

MEDALS AWARDED AT EVERY EXHIBITION.

All orders are to be sent to their establishment, 43 Rue Gbeneta, Paris, or to Wholesale Houses
of the United States. Samples on application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO WHOLESALE HOUSES.

SPICER'S

LUuTSE
OLD FURNITURE— JJJENEW^S _0LD APPARATUS

OLD FRAMES.

IS INDISPENSABLE IN EVERY GALLERY.

This article is a composition of such substance, that all scratches or bruises

are completely filled, and the surface restored to its originally perfect condition.

PRICE, PER BOTTLE, 75 CENTS.

OHAS. A. WILSON, Sole Agent, 7 Mi Claries Street, Baltimore, Hi.



ROBINSON'S
PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER

IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
The accompanying cut represents the instru-

ment in the act of trimming a photograph. It
does not cut, but pinches ojf the waste paper, and
leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which
facilitates the adherence of the print to the
mount. Try one, and you will discard the
knife and punch at once. For ovals and rounded
corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer Mailed for $3.50.

ROBINSON'S

IMPROVED GUIDES.
The difficulty of procuring exactly true guides

for cutting out prints has induced the inventor
to put up machinery for the production of all

styles of them, guaranteed mathematically true.

Oil the wheel bearings ivith Sewing Machine Oil.

The Guides are made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass, but Try Prof.

Robinson's Inventions.

Oval, Round, Elliptic, and Square, of all sizes ; various shapes

for Stereoscopic work, Drug Labels, &c, &c.

REGULAR SIZES ALWAYS ON HAND. SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Price, for regular phfko: sizes, 10 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

Special sizes, IS cents per inch. for sale by all dealers.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.



THE
PRACTICAL PRINTER

A NEW WORK ON PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING.

By CHAS. W. HEARN,
A gentleman who has devoted several years to photographic printing especially, and who is

now engaged at it as his constant occupation.

The work gives all the instructions that a beginner could possibly want
in detail, and is what the title indicates

—

practical.

It will also be found of invaluable service to any photographic printer, be

he ever so skilled. For contents see opposite page.

OVER 500 COPIES ARE ALREADY SOLD!

TESTIMONIALS:
" I consider it the best work on printing and toning that has been published, or at least that has

come into my hands, and until I see a better one I shall give it the first place. If any one wishes to

be helped out of the mud let him read it; but if he wants to stick there let him keep his money in

his pocket, and stick till doomsday if he likes."

—

John R. Clumons, Philadelphia.

"I have read it with a great deal of interest, and find it indispensable to the student photographer.
It contains so much valuable information in modern photographic printing that I do most cheerfully

recommend its usefulness to the student printer. Its cost is money well laid out."—C. D. Moshee,
Chicago.

"It will be of untold value to any printer, and worth more practically than a combination of all

the volumes and essays on printing which have been published for the advancement of the art."—H.
J. Rogers, Hartford, Conn.

" It is truly what it claims, a thoroughly practical treatise upon that most important branch of our
art, photographic printing. Mr. Hearn has been with me over three years as printer and toner, and
has ever manifested the greatest interest and enthusiasm in his work, seeming to do his utmost to ex-

cel and advance himself continually in his chosen department of our art science. It seems to me
that the mer? >>oyro could make and tone good prints if the simple directions in this book are faith-

fully followed. Indeed, this volume seems to fill a void in our photographic literature that it has
always surprised me was never supplied before."—J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

The Photographic News, of July 31st, says: "In the work before us, however, silver printing and
everything connected therewith is treated most exhaustively, and the work is evidently that of a
practical man who speaks out of the fulness of his own experience in every branch of regular work,
as well as with familiarity of the various forms of fancy printing, which have prevailed more in

America than in this country. Mr. Hearn manifestly thoroughly understands his work, and is, more-
over, a clear and vigorous writer."

The British Journal of Photography, of the same date, says :
" It is a considerable period since we

rose from the perusal of a new book on photography with feelings of greater satisfaction than in the
present instance ; and we appreciate the author as a writer, not only thoroughly conversant with the

subject, but as very willing to impart to those less skilled the knowledge he possesses, and who, hap-
pily, has also the ability to do this in a singularly lucid and attractive manner. 'The Practical

Printer' is well 'got up,' and the work cannot fail of being acceptable and useful to all classes of

photographers, the veteran as well as the tyro in our art-science."

With these flattering testimonials the work needs no farther recommendation from us. We are
satisfied that it will stand on its own merits, and that all progressive enterprising photographers every-

where will buy and read the book. No man in business can afford to be without it in his gallery.

A fine example of Photographic Printing, by the author, ac-
companies the work, from negatives by F. Gutekunst, Philada.

BEHEEMAN & WILSON, PMoirapliic PnMislers. Seventh anil Cherry, Plila.



ea's (Jjilanual

PlH OlTlOlGlRfAlPiHlY

Third Thousand

!

We have undertaken the publication of the third thousand of this valuable Text-Book,

and offer it to the photographers in a more attractive and

New Shape.
The author's illustrations now number 150, nearly double the number of the first edition.

The Chapters on Failures have been much elaborated and rearranged, so as to afford a

ready reference in case of almost any trouble or difficulty liable to occur to the photogra-

pher, with appropriate remedies therefor. The following are among other

New Things:
Method of preparing silvered PAPER WHICH WILL KEEP FOR

WEEKS, and ivith care, even for months; no washing or additional
manipulation of the paper needed.
Investigation of Negative Varnishes and formulas for Water-proof Var-

nish, such that negatives varnished with it have been kept for months
under tvater without injury.
Tables to aid in the construction of glass houses, &c.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
" There is a valuable chapter on the preparation of a sensitive paper that is not liable to discoloration

We close the present notice by cordially commending Mr. Lea's Manual to our readers."

—

British Journal of Pho-
tography.

" M. Carey Lea's excellent ' Manual of Photography ' is a very full and complete work."—Philad'a Bulletin.

" If we say that this work is an encyclopedia of its art, we shall hardly exaggerate its comprehensiveness.
.... The author takes every department and every branch of each, and gives that distinct and clear information

that is needed by photographers The worth of the labor is proved in the fact that this new and enlarged

edition follows the first so speedily. Hereafter, those who would excel must master the Manual."—North
American.

PRICE, $3.75.
It contains 440 pages on fine toned paper, 150 wood cuts, cloth, beveled edges, and gilt.

FOE SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALEBS.

Sent by return mail, on receipt of pi-ice by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



To Clean our Stock we offer for CASH the following

All Un-Used Goods, except those marked.

A. 0. Co., No. 30, 4x8 Stereo. Box $22 75

1-2 View Box, first quality 19 00

No. 12 Gem Box, fitted with four 1-9 Darlot Lenses 40 00

No. 21a Victoria Box, fitted with two 1-4 Darlot Lenses 38 00

6^x8i Swing-Front Camera Box 25 00

No. 4, D. S. B. 8-10 Portrait Box 40 00

No. 4£, 10-12 Portrait Box 36 00

No- 4i, 10-12 D. S. B. Portrait Box 45 00

No. 54, 10-12 D. S. B. View Box 45 00

No. 54, 10-12 View Box 36 00

No. 25, 8-10 Multiplying Box and nine Darlot tubes 105 00

No. 25, 8-10 " " " " " (secondhand) , 90 00

No. 5, 11-14 D. S. B. Portrait Box 57 00

No. 55, 11-14 D. S. B. View Box 57 00

No. 56, 14-17 D. S. B. View Box 65 00

No. 6, 14-17 D. S. B. Portrait Box 70 00

Semmendinger Box, 6jx8i 15 00

Winner's Fuming Box 10 00

No. 1 Columns, each 10 00

No. 2 " " 10 00

Anthony Baby Charmer 3 00

No. 3 Knickerbocker Stand 12 50

No. 3 Wilson Rest (second hand) 8 50

10 boxes French Aniline Colors, per box 3 50

10 copies Vogel's Reference Book, each 1 00

Bergner Stereo. Cutters, 2£x3£ Arch Top (second hand) 20 00

Bergner 4-4 Cutter (second hand) 20 00

6-inch Excelsior Nickel-Plated Roller Eress 11 00

8-inch " " " " 12 00

2 12-inch " " " " each.. 22 00

100 Braun's Carbon Panoramas, 9x19, each 1 80

20 " " " 12|x26, " ... 4 50

6 " ". Game Pieces, 21 x 29, each 6 00

] 1-2 Voigtlander Lens (second hand) 40 00

1 2-3c " " " " 60 00

1 Levelling Stand (soiled) „ 5 00

Address all orders to

January 1st, 1875.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

822 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.



'hiladelphia^rame ^Manufactory

Office and Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story),

PHILADELPHIA,
WHERE THE TRADE WILL FIND THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

GOLD !

0vaLraornd
} FRAMES

In this city, from 5x 7 to 29 x 36, together with a large assortment of

FINE VELVET MATS, WITH or WITHOUT FRAMES,

From 1-6 to 8-4 sizes always on hand ; larger sizes made to order.

These Mats are of Lyons Silk Velvet, with Prepared and Gilt, and fine fire Gilt

Kings inside for Porcelains. Also,

ENGLISH MATS, ALL SIZES.

ENGLISH DISPLAY MATS, any size and style, MADE TO ORDER.

Any kind of Fancy or Emblematic Frames made to order.

FINE GOLD OVAL FRAMES, 20x24.
2 in., . . $4 50 to $6 00

3 ".. 5 00 to 7 00

3£ in., . . $5 50 to $10 00

4 '"
. . 7 00 to 12 00

Other sizes in proportion.

4|in., . . $10 00 to $14 50

5 " . . 12 50 to 15 00

Also, all sizes, Walnut Ovals and Solid Walnut Ovals on hand ; Square
Walnut Frames made at short notice.

Walnut and Prepared Mouldings,

Walnut and Gold PIER and MANTEL Looking-Glass Frames,

IN DIFFEEENT STYLES AND PATTERNS.

Trial Orders from the trade respectfully solicited

Factory, 820 and 822 Cadwallader St.

Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story), Philadelphia.



BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

»S=* SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD. -=®(r

IEW EDITION
WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

jggg^ Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

U®* No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

f^g~ It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, telling exactly how each picture was made; where

THE CAMERA AND SITTER WERE PLACED when it lOCLS made / WHAT CURTAINS

were opened in lighting the subject, $c, $c.

Hgp^ A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

' It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Plwtography.
"I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

by word and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Vogel.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist.''

—

Philadelphia Photograpfier.

Ifyou would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigelow's Album.

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



The Last JVew Book!

A COMPLETE MANUAL Of PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING

ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

OOZsTTElsTTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-
ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. . Drying the Paper.
Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.
Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Filling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense
Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

Together with over 50 Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet Portrait,

from negatives by Mr. F. Gutekunst, printed by the author, Mr. Chas. W.
Hearn.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-
ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Albumenizing the
Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-
tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing
Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Pcr-
celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the
Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the

Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

It is selling splendidly! Hundreds already gone!

MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF $2.50, ET AST DEALER, OR

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHERS,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



CAPTAIN ABNEY'S NEW BOOK.

INSTRUCTION IN PHOTOGRAPHY
BY

CAPTAIN ABNEY, E.E., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.,

Instructor in Photography at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, England.

A small edition of this valuable work was originally prepared for private

circulation among the officers and men of the Koyal Engineers, but some

copies that have become distributed beyond this circle have been the means

of creating such a large demand that the Author has been induced to

reprint it, with considerable modifications and additions, for the benefit of

Photographers generally.

" Captain Abney's manual is unique in its class, in character as well as excellence. All the instruc-

tions, which are as simple, lucid, and easy to apprehend as they are accurate, are accompanied by
explanations of the rationale of the operations to be conducted. The book is singularly valuable in

its completeness, and in that completeness arising out of the practical experiences of a skilled worker
in many varied branches of the art ; the instructions are not, therefore, the work of a mere compiler.

The work is, in short, the most comprehensive and trustworthy guide which has ever been issued

within the same compass, in connection with protography, and will be consulted by experienced work-
ers and beginners with equal advantage.''

—

The Photographic News, February 6, 1874.

"In this manual several of the dry-plate processes are described fully. In addition to the usual
matter which finds a place in every manual of instruction on photography, there is a comprehensive
account of Edward's heliotype process, and also of the photo-mechanical process, described by Cap-
tain Waterhouse, as well as of the processes of photo-zincography, lithography, and papyrotype. '

British Journal of Photography, February 20, 1874.

"Captain Abney's valuable work on photography differs essentially from the ordinary manual. For
while it is, before everything, a practical handbook, such as the most ignorant of photographers would
have no difficulty in following, it encourages the worker to inform himself in the why and wherefore of a
reaction or process, and supplies him with theoretical information without bothering him at the outset

by abstruse and complicated scientific explanations. Captain Abney brings down the information to

a very recent date, his own improved beer process—which is among the most simple of dry-plate

methods, being included. Photo-mechanical printing receives the earnest attention it deserves, and
photography in pigments is not forgotten."

—

Photographic Journal, February 17.

" All the usual branches of photography are exhaustively treated, and especially full information is

given on the subject of photo mechanical printing, in which Captain Abney is an expert. The manual
is one we can commend to all interested in the study of photography."

—

Chemical News, May 1.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of Price, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, *§^£t^$gg?^ PHILADELPHIA.



PRICE LIST
OF

DIES.
Card Oval, $4 00

Imperial Oval, 8 00

" Arch Top,.. 8 00

5x7 Oval 12 00

5x7Double El'ptc, 12 00

8x10 " " 18 00

8x 10 Oval 18 00

COPYING
PRESS,

Suitable for above work,

furnished at the fol-

lowing prices : *

9x12 bed, $0 00

lOx ]?» " 7 00

10x16 " 10 00

12x18 " 12 50

s .*
PS © *
B © «
H » «
v * J

P* *

o

I
it -

v>jwr/j.
PATENT

CAMEO
DIES,

For EMBOSSING, GLACE and other Photographs.
This DIE is beyond doubt the best ever offered to the
trade ; having many advantages over all others in the
market. The FIRST, and great advantage is < for the
Glace's), that you can mount and emboss at the same
time, thereby saving much time, both in making and
mounting; by tbis process you have a solid picture,
and one which will keep flat, which advantage is by
no means to be lost sight of", as you can save at least
50 per cent, in stock and labor, besides making a per-
fect picture. SECOXI). This Die is so constructed as
to gauge the picture without injuring the same ; this
you will find to be ofgreat importance. THIRD.—The
plate is made of metal, and nickel-plated, insuring at
all times perfect work, while those made of wood are
sure to -warp and injure the picture. I have spent
much time and labor in perfecting these Dies, not
alone for the Glace Picture, but for all other photo-
graphs which you will find much improved by em-
bossing.

REFERENCE TO THE FOLLOWING PARTIES, "WILL SUFFICIENTLY ATTEST
THE SUPERIORITY OF THESE DIES :

W. KtFRTZ, New York,

B. GURNEY, "

E. W. BOGARDUS, New York,

A. N. HARDY, Boston, Mass.,

BROADBENT & PHILLIPS,
Philadelphia, Pa.,

J. LANDY, Cincinnati, Ohio,

J. F. RYDER, Cleveland, "

AND MANY OTHERS.
Direct your orders to

JOHN BARNETT,
585 BMOADWAY, IT.
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REPORT

!

OF THE

1874 N. P. A. CONVENTION.
HELD AT CHICAGO, JULY, 1874.

$1.00. Now Ready! $1.00.

PUBLICATION LIMITED TO 500 COPIES,

AND MOST OE THEM ALKEADT TAKEN UP.

fi@~ Order JEarly or you won't get it. ~©a

Only the PRACTICAL and USEFUL parts are included, such as papers read, discussions,

etc. It is well worth the money. All orders should be addressed to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Permanent Secretary,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE REMAINS
OF THE

Photographers' Friend,
AND

PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND ALMANAC,

FOR SALE

!

COPIES OF THE PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND, 30 cents.

ALMANAC, 1872, 30 "

ALMANAC, 1873, with portrait of Ex-President Bogardus, . . . . 30 "

Sold cheap to close them out, as their publication has been discontinued.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.



CARMAN PEASELL,
MANUFACTURER

FOR THE TRADE ONLY.

STEREOSCOPES.
Of the Finest Workmanship, fitted with the hest

FRENCH LENSES.
Trial Orders solicited from Jobbers only, and Satisfaction Guaranteed.

WALNUT AND ROSEWOOD PEDESTALS
Always on hand at bottom figures.

CARMAN PEASELL,
119 & 121 Freeman Street,

W. H. ST. JOHN, Agent for the Sales. GREENPOINT, N. Y.

E. WEISKOPF,-^^ LENSES,

No. 182 CENTRE STREET,
(UP STAIRS)

Cor. Hester Street, NEW YORK.

CAUTION.
THE PUBLIC ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT THE

PHILADELPHIA CARTE ENVELOPE,
Manufactured by Nixon & Stokes, Philadelphia, and sold by the regular

stockhouses (who will not deal in contraband goods), is the only Carte En-

velope that is patented.

ALL OTHERS ARE AN INFRINGEMENT
and parties buying, selling, or using them will be dealt with according to law.

We warn the trade against buying Carte or Picture Envelopes of trav-

ellers who are not connected with the regular stockhouses.

NIXON & STOKES,
JVo. 2400 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
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PHILADELPHIA

ABB ENVELOP
This popular Envelope is now made of a variety of shapes and sizes, to

suit all classes of Cabinet, Victoria, and Carte Photographs, and Ferrotypes.

Excellent Cap Paper of various tints is used, and the openings are oval

arch top, embossed and gilt.

Their manufacture is secured by letters patent, and all others are

INFRINGEMENTS.

FIIUIIUIU

Carte

ENVELOPES.

PHILADELPHIA

Garte

ENVELOPES.

MILLIONS OF THEM ARE SOLD ANNUALLY,

And they are the safest envelope for mailing, the most beautiful to deliver

pictures in, and, when the flap is turned back (see cut), they

form an elegant stand for the picture.

BitP^ Specimens will be supplied by any dealer in the country, with prices.

They are sold in large quantities and kept constantly in stock, by

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY, New York.

WM. B. HOLMES, New York.

C. W. STEVENS, Chicago.

BENJ. FRENCH & CO., Boston.

GEO. S. BRYANT & CO. , Boston.

DODGE, COLLIER & PERKINS, Boston.

F. HENDRICKS, Syracuse, N. Y.

WILSON, HOOD & CO., Philadelphia.
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A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock

18 S. Sixth St., and No. 9 Decatur St.,

PH ILADELPHIA.

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

"White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square

lines, and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Gilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and

Oval Openings, for Cabinet size to 14 x 17 Photographs.

Cards with Oval and Square Openings, for Groups of 3 to 8.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12 x 15|,

Black and Rose Tint.

Thin Gilt, Beveled Edge Cards, for Card and Cabinet size, Black, Bose

Tint, and White.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel" Glace Card Box.

White and Tinted Paper Mats, Oval, Square, and Arch-Top Openings.

Ferrotype Mats. Bon-Ton Cards.

Pitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive Ferrotype Mounts.

Stereoscope Mounts.

Cartes-de-Visite, Victoria, and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enam-
eled, White and Tinted, Plain or with lines, Square and Round-Cornered.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, and Stereoscopic Mounts, with Gilded

Edges; also, with name and address printed by lithography or letter-

press.

Slee Bros.' Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
19



National Photographic Emporium,

No. 46 North Charles Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.,
THE MOST COMPLETE AND BEST EEGULATED STOCKHOUSE

IN AMERICA.,
if* tj zrzlstis tux isr a-

EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO PHOTOGRAPHY
OF THE FINEST AND BEST QUALITY, AT THE LOWEST MAEKET EATES.

A SPECIAL DISCOUNT SYSTEM,
AN IMPOETANT EEATUEE TO CASH BUYEES.

Send for the Neiv Price List, Illustrated, gratis on application.

S. A. HOLMES.

lmprovenrenl In Photograph!* Cameras.

No. 154, 607.

^ig.X.

PHentodSapt. 1,1874.

XH& Sr.
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Tbjs Perspective Tube-Holder, or

Camera Guide, is adjustable to all

camera boxes, and is valuable to cor-

rect the drawings of Photographic

Portraits and Views. Artists wbo

appreciate the swing-back or swing-

front principle as applied wijl see

the importance of this device.

Price, $$, Jio, and $u each-

For sale by Scovill Manufac-

turing Co , No 419 Broome Street,

New York.

20
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PHOTOGRAPHS.

A NEW PROCESS

Originated and introduced by

HECTOR KRAUS.

By the application of this process

every photographer is enabled, at a

trifling expense, to produce a beau-

tiful style of picture having the

appearance of the finest burnt-in

enamel: No knowledge of the art

of painting is required.

For information, etc., apply to

Scovill Mfg. Co.,

NEW YORK.



THE MOST POPULAR IPHOTOGBAPHIC STOCK-HOUSE
IN THE UNITED STATUS.

1

i

1
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.00 PER YEAR.

wSEND YOUR ORDERS to the " GREAT CENTRAL, 1

AND HAVE THEM FILLED

PROMPTLY, WITH BEST GOODS, AT LOWEST PRICES.

21
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We are informed that some of our competitors are advancing the prices of

Photographic

Goods,
And we have been requested to do the same, but have declined to enter into any combination what-

ever. Photographers can rest assured that we shall adhere strictly to our LOW PRICES, as published

in our Catalogue cf August, 1873, until further notice. The prices therein quoted are the Imvest yet

made, and all who have not received that list will please send us their address, when it will be promptly

forwarded. Note our very low prices on

FERROTYPE PLATES, CAMERA BOXES, etc.

Everything sold at bottom figures, and all orders executed .to the letter, and with the greatest of

promptness. Agents for the Northwest for

WESTON'S ROTARY BURNISHERS,

WOODWARD'S SOLAR CAMERAS,

And SCOTCH ALBUMEN PAPER.

We hope all those who have not tried the Scotch Albumen Paper, will give it a trial, as it is giving

universal satisfaction, and is having an immense sale. We have it in White and Pink.

Prices furnished on application for Woodward's Solar Cameras, either the Reflectors or Direct Prin-

ters, with license attached. Any one desiring a license for the use of Solar Cameras, can get the same

of us at the price charged by Mr. Woodward, $40.00.

Don't forget to order a Weston Burnisher ; we are selling large numbers of them, and the fine effect

produced from their use is commending itself to all.

Remember we carry the LARGEST STOCK IN THE WEST, and owning the land and the building

we occupy, we are fully prepared to give you rock bottom prices on everything.

RICE & THOMPSON'S
MAMMOTH STOCK-HOUSE,

259 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
22



Photographers' Posing Furniture a Specialty
AT Till'; INDUSTRIAL AKT WORKS.

C. A. SCHINDLER, Manufacturer and Patentee,

P. O. Box 63, WEST IIUPMi EST, BT. J., opposite West 23d Street, New York City,

Offers to consumers, and the trade at large,

that popular line of goods lately introduced

through the New York market, at reduced in'ices.

Specially recommendable is the

This is the only sliding-back chair yet produced in which the brittle cast-iron in the main part is avoided.
It is constructed of hard wood and wrought-iron. The rigid back rises over twelve inches, making it equal to
six chairs in one. It is luxuriously upholstered and trimmed, and, through its elegance and comfort, gives the
sitter a graceful and natural position without the aid of objectionable head and body braces.
A practical experience of over twenty-five years in manufacturing fine furniture, for New York City trade,

should be a sufficient guarantee for their quality. Special orders promptly forwarded. Novelties constantly
added. Pedestals, Adjustable Curtains, with fixtures, Imitation Rocks, Ivy Vines, Eye Stands, &c, &e.
Material for Re-covering, &c, furnished. The principal New York stockhouses have also adopted my

PRICE LIST—All Articles in Finished Black Walnut.
Position Cbair, upholstered in rep, 6 inch fringe

" ash rail frame, upholstered in terry, 6 inch fringe
" " " spring seat, 6 inch fringe.

Pbenix Posiiu

" " plush, " 8 " "
" " " 10 "

revolving, upholstered in terry, 6 inch fringe

" " plush, 8 " "

Cbair, or Chair of the Future, no arms velvet, 6 inch fringe.

" " " " velveteen, 8 inch fringe
,

" " " revolving, " 8 " "
" " " " plush, 8 " "
" " " with arms, velvet, 6 " "
" " " " velveteen, 8 " "
" " " " plush, 8 " "
" " arms and baby attach't, velvet, 6 inch fringe.
ii u it n a velveteen, 8 " "

Settee Cbair, engraved, paneled, gilded, covered in terry
" " " different patterns " " "

Child's Cbair, velveteen, 6 inch fringe
" " plush, 6 " "

Child's liOunge, in rep
" " velveteen
" " plush

Child's Sofa, three feet long, in rep
" velveteen

" " " " plush
Child's High Chair, velveteen, 6 inch fringe
Baby Attachment, separate

§10 50
12 00
12 50
15 00
16 50
17 50
19 00
14 00
16 50
19 00
21 00
23 00
25 00
27 50
33 00
25 00
29 00
37 50
35 00
40 00
35 00
35 00
18 75
23 00
11 00
12 50
18 00
15 00
17 50
25 00
16 00
12 00

23



Morrison's Wide-Angle View Lenses
Patented May 21st, 1872.

(See our article on page 69 of the May, 1873, number.)

These Lenses are constructed on scientific principles; they embrace an
angle of fully 90 degrees, and are absolutely free from distortion and flare.

No. Size View. Focal Length. Price.

1 3x3 2§ inch. $60 00 per pair.

2 3£x 5 3 " 60 00 "
3 4x 51 4 " 60 00 "

4 41 x 6i 41 « 60 00 «

5 5x8 5 " 60 00 "

6 6£x 8J 6 " 30 00 each.

7 8 xlO 8 « 40 00 "

8 11 xl4 10 " 60 00 "

9 14 xl7 131 " 80 00 "

10 17 x20 151 " 100 00 "

11 24 x30 18 " 160 00 «

BEMABKS.
Nos. 1 to 5 are all made in matched pairs for stereoscopic work. The

shorter-focussed Lenses are especially adapted for street and other views in

confined situations. For general purposes, a pair of No. 5 Lenses will be
found most useful. Equipped with these, and a new Philadelphia Box, the
photographer will be prepared for stereoscopic or the popular 5x8 views.

SC0VILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York, Trade Agents.

T HI IE

.t

PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENS.

ALL SIZES EEADY.

PRICES:
1-4 size, with central stops $12 50

1-2

4-4

Extra 4-4

1-2

4-4

Extra 4-4

24

" 20 00

" 50 00

<< 125 00

" quick acting 40 00

60 00

150 00

These lenses are guaranteed first-class in every respect.

SC0YILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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The Livest and Best

PHOTOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE PUBLISHED
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EACH MONTHLY ISSUE WILL BE A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK IN ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Subscription price, S3 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

positively i advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

banknotes. Clearly give your -Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada sub.-eribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by (he postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month, 6 Months. 1 Tear.

One Page, $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page,. . 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " . . i 00 22 00 40 00

Cards, 61ines,or less, 2 00 1100 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each,

SURE TO PAT!

flgj* Operators desiring situations, no

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,
OFFICE, S. W.. COR. OF SEVENTH AND CHEERY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



THE ENTREKIN BURNISHER PATENTS.
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The proprietor of the Weston & McDonald Patent
for a Photographic Burnisher having advertised that
he has prosecuted all the photographers and dealers in
photographic stock in the New England States who are
making, using, or selling the Entrekin Oscillating
Enavueler for Burnishing Photographs, I take this

method of informing the trade and the public that
there is no foundation whatever for the statement re-

ferred to. I have guaranteed the validity of my patent
to all who make, sell, or use it, and have covenanted
to defend them against any and all suits for infringe-
ment by the following guarantee :

" Whekeas, has purchased Photograph Burnisher
So. of my invention, and made under my Patent No.
145,161, granted December 2d, 1S73, I, William (i. Entrekin,
hereby covenant and agree to warrant and defend the said

< ** ^3 — a

goSoS

o ° e.c| a
So.5 P.S

his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, in

the use of said Burnisher, against the consequences of any
and all suits for infringement which may be brought against
him, by the owner or owners of any other Photograph Bur-
nisher whatsoever.

" Is Witness Wiikbeof, I, the said William G. Entrekin,
have hereunto set my hand and seal this day of

A.D. one thousand eight hundred and
" Witness ."

Threats for the purpose of intimidation have been
freely circulated, but only a single suit has been
brought, and that was commenced at my invitation, in
order that the question of the alleged infringement
might be settled by the adjudication of a court, I deny
that my patent infringes the patent of Weston &
McDonald in any particular, and in support of that
denial cite the above opinions of the eminent counsel.

The Saovttl Gold Medal and the Franklin Institute Silver Medal leas awarded to W. G. Entrekin, for his Oscillating
Enameler for Burnishing Photographs.

PRICES :—6-inch Roll, $25; 10-inch, $40; 14-inch, $50; 18-inch, $75.
If you cannot obtain the Press of , TTT n T?TVTrpT3"DT7'TTn"

^ W. It. LJNlKhKiJN, 4382 & 4384 Main St., Manayunk, Philadelphia.your dealer, send your order to

MOULTON'S RAPID PHOTO-WASHER.

Hew in Principle.—Quick and Reliable in Practice.
Instead of soaking the Prints it applies the water in the form of spray, with considerable force, to both sides

of the paper at each revolution, or from one hundred to one-hundred-and fifty times per minute. Washes with

exact uniformity, and gives more brilliant and permanent work ; is simple, not liable to get out of order, will

last a lifetime, and will' enable you to get out work at short notice, thereby securing many orders that would
otherwise be lost.

Capacity Largest
Size of Cylinder. in Cards. Print. Price.

Diam. 16 in. Length U]4 in S4 14x17 130
" 20 " " 19 in. 144 18x22 40

Size of Cylinder. in Cards. Print. Price.

Diam. 25 in. Length 24 in. 220 22x28 $50
4®* Larger sizes may follow.

SC0VILL MANUFACTURING CO., Trade Agents, New York.

"I write to testify to the satisfaction I feel with the working of your Rapid Print Washer. It is simply per-

fection, as far as my experience with it goes, viz., one vear's constant use. I have washed eight dozen cartes in

ten minutes, and the most accurate test I know of, starch and iodine, failed to show a trace of hypo, remain-

ing. '—L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich., Feb. 10th, 1874. «®" Confirmed by many others.

L. V. M0ULT0N, Inventor and Manufacturer, BEAVEK DAM, WIS.



TRY HERMACIS' FRENCH LENSES.

Number 134. 50 Cents.

THE
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AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,
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< A MAGNIFICENT VOLUME.

H E Volume of the Philadelphia Photographer for 1875, will be
the most beautiful and useful that has ever been published. The pub-
lishers are determined not to be excelled by any other periodical in the

world. Their long experience and their wide connection at home and abroad
with the leading spirits in the Art, enables them to obtain the earliest and best

things that are from time to time made known in all parts of the world. Unless
we can be first and best in all matters which turn up for the benefit of our
subscribers, we shall relinquish all claims to their consideration and patronage.

Ours is the only Photographic Magazine in America which is exclusively in-

terested in the welfare of its patrons ; no private interests ; everything given is for the

;ood of the whole fraternity, and carefully prepared. No sugar coating.

In addition to a monthly feast of practical hints and suggestions from our own home
workers, our foreign subscribers and correspondents will not fail to keep us posted on
everything going on among them, so that we shall hear monthly from France, England,

Belgium, Prussia, Italy, etc., etc.

OUE
PICTURES

FOR THE NEW VOLUME

Will include a number of foreign specimens which will surprise you when you see

hem. But none the less elegant will be those from negatives by our own native artists.

)ur January issue will contain a splendid portrait of WM. H. RXJLOFSON, Esq.,

'resident of the National Photographic Association, to be followed by other splendid

ubjects. In fact, in every respect, we shall try to excel anything we have ever produced
)efore. The subscription price will remain at $5 per annum, and include the postage.

fi®" As we are compelled to prepay the postage, the magazine will not be sent to any
rat those who pay their subscription in advance.

THE EXTRA ATTRACTIONS
"Which we shall add to our new volume will cause us considerable outlay, and we

aust, therefore, necessarily increase our expenses. This being so, we are compelled
o look for MORE SUBSCRIBERS. It would cost us to obtain 500 new subscribers,

hrough news agents and stock-dealers, and by means of premiums, etc., at least $500.



We have, therefore, decided not to offer 15 cent chromos as premiums, but to make to
our present subscribers, or to those -who may become such by

July 1st, 1875, the following

MA&MIFWMMT FMMMENWS& /
A—1 Cash. Present, $100 OO

$18
lO

60 00
2S OO

each, 30 OO
" SO OO
" SO OO

O—IS copies Dr. VogePs Hand-Book, 2d edition, $3.SO, ... S2 SO
H—2S copies Hearn's Practical Printer, $2.SO, 62 SO
I—40 copies Wilson's Lantern Journeys, $2, 80 OO

B—

1

C—

1

»—

2

E—

S

F—lO

Total Amount in Presents, $SOO OO
4@~ A is to be given to the one who sends us the largest number of new subscribers for one year, at $5 each, in

advance, by July 1, 1875 ; B to the one who sends the next largest number, and so on with the whole hundred presents
to the end. Those who send only one will he entitled to one dollar's worth of our publications.

In seeking to extend the circulation of the Photog-
rapher, its publishers find that the best agents they can
interest in the work are its subscribers, who know its

character and can speak intelligently of its merits.

For this reason they offer inducements only to
subscribers, to use their influence and to spend their
time in its behalf.

These inducements are in the form of presents
and of premiums, which are simply given as payment
for work done.

Although the presents and the premiums are very
costly and valuable, and may seem to some persons
extravagant, yet they present what seems to us the best
way of paying commissions for new names; and all

papers are obliged to pay commissions for this purpose,
or to employ agents at heavy salaries.

We must tlo as others do, in order to secure a large
circulation for the Photographer, for its price is so low,

and its publication is so costly, that it could not live a
year unless it had a large subscription list.

The gifts that we offer will be given to the one hun-
dred subscribers to the Photographer who send us the
largest number of new names by July 1, 1875.

The Presents are given to subscribers, not to news-
paper club agents or dealers, for the reason that their
business gives them facilities which a regular subscri-

ber does not possess, and it is not just, therefore, to
place an ordinary subscriber in competition with an
organized business. We wish the presents to be re-

ceived by regular subscribers to the magazine scattered
all over the country, who can only devote intervals of
their time to the work, and who will find the presents
useful.

The Premiums are given alike to all full-paid sub-
scribers to the paper, whether newspaper agents, deal-
ers, or not, who send us new subscribers.

JIBS' Those whoprefer it can have the equivalents of their Presents in any other workspublished by us.

now it cdajst ibie zdozstie.
1. Renew your own subscription for 1875, in order to make yourself eligible to a share

in our offer of presents.
2. Get your operator, and printer, and retoucher to subscribe, or give it to them.
3. Many of your enlightened customers -would take it, for the pictures are worth $5 a year.

4. Try your co-w.orkers in the same town or city with you, or wherever you know them
to be. Spend a few hours writing postal cards.

5. Get your wives and employees to help you.
6. Try all your Public Libraries, and Literary Societies, and Reading Rooms, etc. Ask

everybody. A little effort will pay, and enable us to give you a better Journal, be-
sides thus paying you double.

GO ^T IT 35TO"WI
A Sample Copy will be sent free to any address until January 1st.

must be sent for postage, etc.

After that, 10 cents

NOTICE. -POSTAGE FREE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS IN THE UNITED
STATES, B@*" Persons desiring to renew their subscriptions to

The .Philadelphia Photographer, will much oblige the Publishers by sending in their

names as early as convenient, before the expiration of their present subscriptions. This
will obviate the delay attendant upon re-entering names and mailing back numbers, and
entitle them to compete for the presents offered.

BEMRMAN & WILSON, Photographic PnMMten, 7th & Cherry, PMM'a, Pa.

m~ PLEASE SEND FOB OUB CATALOGUE, -©a



WET BOOKS.
ONLY THE FOLLOWING LEFT:

A few of Linn's Landscape Photography, 25 cents each.
" " Anderson's Photo-Comic Almyknach, 20 cents each.
" " Mosaics, 1866 to 1874, inclusive, 25 cents each.
" " How to Sit for your Photograph, 10 cents each.
" " Dr. VogeVs Reference-Book, 50 cents each.
" " Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses of Photography, 50 cents each.
" " Carbon Manual, 50 cents each.

WHERE ANY FIVE BOOKS ARE TAKEN 20 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

The above goods, for all practical uses are as good as new books.

BENERMAN & WILSON, ^^^fffcSi^fg PHILADELPHIA.

AUG. SCHWARZE. SCHWARZE & VALK WILLIAM VALK.

JSTO. 614 AJRCS STMJSET, PSIJLAD JE X, J°HIA.

most =BfARxsED0PBKT?NEDS o, German Altumen Paper, and Arrowroot Plain Salted Paper.

DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Will mail to any address in the country, post-paid, on receipt of $1, one dozen sheets of Assorted Photo-
graphic Paper, each sheet being numbered for distinction.

GLASS
STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES.
We have received from Messrs. J. Levy & Co. a. consignment of choice stereoscopic

transparencies, which are the

MOST BEAUTIFUL THINGS EVER PRODUCED BY PHOTOGRAPHY.

Sold in lots and at prices to suit purchasers. They are exquisite.

CATALOGUES 15 CENTS.

Also, a special lot of Foreign Paper Stereoscopic Views, which we offer by the package

only. Lists and prices quoted to dealers.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Importers and Photographic Publishers, Philada.



CATALOGUE
OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE
IN THE WORLD OF PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.

There is something for the ivorkers in all branches of the
art,—operators, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.
'

We always find the photographer who reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photographic magazine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Eleventh Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list of articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, wnoi ly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions, from 1866, at same price.

Bigclow's Album of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,

fancy, " Rembrandt " and "Shadow " styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the caaiera were placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

How to Paint Photographs in Water Colors.
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By Gkoege B. Ayres, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbook of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, $3.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of all photo-

handbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer.
Issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest information on all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. No hook was ever more needed.
$2.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography.
Third thousand. 13.75 per copy. A capital hook of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt.

Lookout Landscape Photography

.

By Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good
' for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Himes's Leaf Prints; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrated
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L.. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something JVew.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Book.
By Dr. H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide.
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.



Qr. Vogel's Handbook.

SECOND EDITION.

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. H. YOG EL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

IS NOW READY. "™™Y;TT™trD
PRICE, $3.50.

It is Elegantly Illustrates, witn Pnolograpns and Engravings. Cloth Bound.

The reputatian Dr. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and insures a book of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and 'revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulae, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a Handbook of

the practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs

;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Four photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philada.



HERMAGIS'
Celebrated French

PORTRAIT LENSES
These celebrated lenses, are used by MONS. ADAM SALOMON, of Paris, exclusively

for making his

WORLD-RENOWNED PORTRAITS!

And by the following famed photographers

:

BRAIIN, BINGHAM, DISDERI, HAUFSTAENGEL, HAELMAN,
NADAR, REUTLINGER, VIDAL, WOTHLY, and others,

From whom Mons. Hermagis has the Highest Testimonials.

We now have a FULL STOCK on hand

AT REDUCED PRICES

!

s@~ The Salomon Style, 8 x 10 size, $160.
em~ For Cabinet Size, extra quick, $100.

fi@^ For Cabinet Size, quick, $90.
m~ For Carte Size, extra quick, $50.

®@~ For Carte Size, quick, $40.

THIS REDUCTION, CONSIDERING THEIR ADVANTAGES, MAKES
THEM THE CHEAPEST LENSES IN THE MARKET.

They are Mi introduced in America steadily, and are led ihereyer tiiev go.

They will be sent on trial to responsible parties C. O. D., and instructions to Express
Company to hold money one week for trial. If parties prefer to see the work of a lens

before purchasing, we will make a negative and send with details of exposure, etc., and
reserve the lens until answer is received (if the time is reasonable), on receipt of $1 to pay
cost. Having a skylight of our own we are enabled to do this.

BENERMAJST & WILSON,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.



PlijMiMCTlHigne
419 & 421

Broome St., New York,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Dealers Supplied on the most Advantageous Terms,

With Every Article in the World
Used or Sold in the Art of Photography.

Our facilities are such that we cannot be superseded by any

other house. We make it to the advantage of everyone to deal with us.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR SCOVILL'S GOODS.

Removed to New Store, 419 & 421 Broome. St,

See monthly announcements in, and read the " PHOTOGKAPHIO TIMES."



mTHE
PRIZE

PICTURES.
In order that photographers may have an early opportunity of studying the very elegant

pictures from negatives which have been sent to us in competition for our

COLD MEDAL!
we publish them for sale. There are THIRTY PICTURES IN A SET—of men, women,
and children, groups and single figures—and the following is a catalogue of them, numbered
in the order in which the negatives were received.

1 A. N. Hardy, Boston, Mass.
2 J. McCluee & Co., St. John, N.B.
3 D. Ginter, Conneautville, Pa.
4 W. N. Lockwood, Ripon, Wis.
5 F. B. Clench, Lockport, N. Y.
6 Theo. Niebebg, St. Marys, O.
7 C. Chadbourne, Toledo, 0.
8 E. H. Alley, Toledo, 0.
9 B. Gray, Bloomington, 111.

10 C. D. Moshee, Chicago, 111.

11 E. T. Whitney, Norwalk, Conn.

12 N. H. Busey, Baltimore, Md.
13 M. T. Caetee, Worcester, Mass.
14 W. W. Whiddit, Newburg, N. Y.
15 L. G. Bigelow, Williamsport, Pa.
16 G. M. Elton, Palmyra, N. Y.
17 I. Saunders, Alfred Centre, N. Y.
18 Bradley & Rulofson, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

19 Forrester Clark, Pittsfield,

Mass.
20 Otto Lewin, New York City.

21 F. L. Stuber, Bethlehem, Pa.
22 D. T. Burrill, North Bridge-

water, Mass.
23 J. Barhydt, Rochester, N. Y.
24 Albright Bros., Wooster. O.

25 F. S. Ceowell, Mt. Veruon, U.
26 Teask & Bacon, Philadelphia.
27 G. W. Harris, Lancaster, N. Y.
28 B. Williams, Tunkhannock, Pa.
29 F. Gutekunst, Philadelphia.
30 J. Inglis, Montreal, Can.

It will be seen that a number of our best photographers have competed.

Sm° THE A WARD WAS MADE FOR NO. 18.

Three negatives or more were sent by each competitor. The sets include one example

from each competitor. All the duplicates may be had to order.

Several thousand of these Pictures have already been sold. Get copies

while the Negatives are new.

The prints are supplied at the following rates :

A Set of Thirty in the Improved Photograph Cover, §t4 25
" " without " " " 3 75

Selections, per dozen, r. 2 OO

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOULD GET AND STUDY THEM.

Nothing so really elegant was ever offered for sale.

BENERMAET & WILSON, (p„Eifc,) 7th L Cherry Sts, Phila.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

1EW STEMEOSCOPIC LE1SES.
New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallmeyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$22.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that thev are the best. Read the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried tbose made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy, 208 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

" The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for

my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were, all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

" About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

"Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickeey, Saver-
hill, Mass.

"The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with; they work finely."

—

Goodridge Bros., Fast Saginaw, Mich.

" After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focallength."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.



TW. KURTZ,
Madison Square (23d Street),

BKcmvrcn hiohkst awaedh in

Vienna, Paris, and New York,

FOR PHOTOGRAPHS. Nkw York, July 1, 1874.

MR. CHAS. F. USENER.
Dear Sir.- The Mammoth Tube (No. 9002) which you sent me on trial has been

thoroughly tested, . and has proved itself quite beyond my expectations ; for fine

definition and roundness, or stereoscopic effect, 1 have never seen its equal. You

may readily see by the specimens herewith, of standing figures, that they are as

sharp and as perfect as an imperial carte, although taken on 14 x 17 plates; and

when I add that they were taken at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, in 45 seconds, I

think I can say no more.

Please charge the tube to me, and send bill. Yours truly,

' W. KURTZ.

CHARLES COOPER & CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS,

Mor ISO Chatham Street, New York.

SOUTHERN
Photographic^Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,

cBossGUF&.wESTTpm;^-*s~~~
^~- Drayage, &e.

SEZSTID FOR IF IR, I C IE L I S T.-@a



WAYMOUTH'S

ignetting Papers
ARE NOW MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the light

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

TESTIMOliriALS:
" Waymouth's Improved Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I have been want-

ing for years."

—

Well G. Singhi.

" They readily admit of the gradation already very good, being modified easily to suit the negative.

This, I take it, is a point of great importance."

—

G. Wharton Simpson, M.A., F.S.A.

" From a trial made, we are enabled to say that they answer exceedingly well ; and they are certain

to find favor among photographers—a favor they well deserve."

—

British Journal of Photography.

"I can testify to the exquisite softness obtained from your Vignette Papers, which gradual and
soft effect I have never seen equalled by any other method.''

—

H. A. H. Daniel, Esq., Hon. Sec. ofthe
Bristol and Clifton Amateur Photographic Association.

"The Waymouth Vignetting Paper are a decided success. They are splendid."

—

J. W.
fy

J. S.

Moulton, Salem Mass.

From Professional Photographers.—"First-class." "The sample sent answers perfectly." "I
consider them first rate articles." "I think your Vignette Papers will be a great improvement on
th« old glasses." Ac, &c.

Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERNIAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,
PHILADELPHIA .

(See opposite page.)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

UipttteOF ALL PICTURES, THE Ihl II IF I IP IS THE MOST ARTISTIC,

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,
or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or

it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from the dark tint nearest to the figure, off into the
white background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY AEE NOT CLUMSY ; DO NOT BREAK ; ARE ALWAYS READY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND ARE EASY OE APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,
qr cotton.

PLEASE TBY THE SAMPLE GIVEN IN THIS MAGAZINE FOR FEB. 1874.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use
accompany each parcel.

IP IR. I O IE S :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " _ 100
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " " 125

{SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
When ordering, state the number and color you want. The Waymouth Vignette Papers

are an English invention, and are becoming so universally used in Europe that we have
pleasure in introducing them to our patrons.

BEBERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers, 7th ani Cherry, PMlafla.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.



STEINHEIL'S SONS'

NEW APLANATIC LENSES
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices

:

No. 1, 1-4 size, 3 J inch focus, $25 00
'• 2, 1-2 " 5i " " 30 00
" 3 4-4 " 7 " " 45 00
" 4, 8-10" 10* " " 60 00
" 5, 10-12 •' 13J " " 70 00

• " 6, 13-16 " 16i <« « no 00
" 7 18-22 " 200 00
" 8, 20-24 " 350 00

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

"I always take great pleasure in recommending the Steiuheil Lenses, and "you can say almost anything in
their favor for me. They possess all the merits of higher-priced lenses, and if I was starting again I should
stock myself with them."—B. W. Kilbuen.

" The pair of No. 2 SteinheiPs which I obtained of you, about a year since, have always been my best friends
and give most perfect satisfaction when called upon, both in and outdoors."—W. H. Jackson, Office of the Geo.
Survey of the Territories, Department of the Interior, Washington, D. C, Nov. 6, 1874.

" I can cheerfully indorse all that you claim for the Steinheil Lens. My No. 3 has given entire satisfaction as
a copying, portrait, and landscape tube."—J. H. Bostwigk, Bristol, Pa., Nov. 6, 1874.

"The pair of No. 4 Steinheil Lenses which you sent us, are far in anticipation of what we expected. Stereo,
views in Natural History strain a lens to its utmost, much more than any other work, it requires extreme
sharpness, with great volumes of light. They are the only lens we have found to come up to the requirements."—Huest & Sons, Albany, N. Y, Nov. 12, 1874.

"The Steinheil No. 4 I purchased of you gives complete satisfaction. I use it for large groups in gallery, all

kinds of outdoor work, taking animals, groups, views, etc.; also, inside views, and it works admirably for all."

—J. B. Gibson, CoatcsviUe, Pa., Nov. 9, 1874.
. ,

"The No. 4 Steinheil Lens I bought from you about a year and a half ago gives me perfect satisfaction in
viewing and copying. I have tried a number of lenses, but none will compare (in my estimation) with the
Steinheil; in fact, I would not be without it. For great depth of focus and quick work it cannot be excelled."

—L. B. Kline, Huntingdon, Pa., Nov. 7, 1874.

" I have had in use for over four years a No. 5 Steinheil Lens, and for the use I have applied it to it has given
me the fullest satisfaction. I have mostly used it in reproducing paintings and engravings, and in photograph-
ing machinery. It is the best lens I ever used, its depth of focus is wonderful, the illumination is very even
over the whole plate, and as a view and copying lens it ranks with me as A No. 1."

—

John Caebutt, American
Photo-Relief Printing Co., Philadelphia, Nov. 6, 1874. •

"The No. 5 Steinheil Leus, purchased of you, has been in constant use for copying during several months
arid gives perfect satisfaction. I have made a large number of negatives (including several for the New York
Graphic) which were much admired for their fine definition. Where correct drawing, absolute sharpness, and
rapidity are desired, I think the Steinheil is the best lens with which I am acquainted."—D. A. Paeteidge,
Philadelphia, Nov. 9, 1874.

" I do not know what to say about the Nos. 5 & 6 Steinheil Lenses except that I believe them to be the best
lenses made for all purposes, except portraits indoors. All our copies of engravings and Patent Office negatives
are taken by them, and I always recommend their adoption."

—

Eenest Edwards, Office J. P. Osgood & Co., Bos-
on, Nov. 9, 1874.

"The No. 6 Steinheil purchased of you is very satisfactory. We have it constantly in use copying engravings,
photographs, etc., and could not dispense with it, or replace it with any other lens we know of."

—

Charles
Tabee & Co., New Bedford, Mass., Nov. 11, 1874.

" For several years past I have used a No. 6 Steinheil Lense. There are uses for it about my gallery that no
other instrument would seem to fill, such as copying drawings and maps, and taking negatives of models, ma-
chinery, etc. For short views it works admirably. Every well-regulated gallery should have one."—J. F. Ey-
dee, Cleveland, Nov. 7, 1874.

Original letters containing the above testimonies can be seen on application.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of

your business, and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD * CO.,
Sole Agents for the United States,

822 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Vol. XII. No. 134.FEBRUARY, 1875.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1875,

By BENEEMAN & WILSON,
In the office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.

LATE.
It may not be so, and yet it may be that

our next number will be four or five days

late. If it is, it will be owing to unavoid-

able delay in getting enough of the new
"Promenade" picture printed in time for

our large edition. We are extremely anx-

ious that our readers should have the advan-

tage of seeing an example of this new size as

early as possible. Mr. Hearn is doing his

best, and if the weather continues bright we
shall be out promptly as usual ; so that, after

all, this may be a false alarm. We sound

it, however, in order to save you from grow-

ing alarmed, and writing, if " our favorite

journal" does not reach you on time.

NOW.
To the many who are striving to raise

clubs for us—a word. Send on your sub-

scriptions as you get them—now. We will

open an account with you all, credit you

with what you send, and in each case send

you a memorandum of credit.

We require and request that all who de-

sire to be entered as competitors for these

prizes, notify us as early as possible of, that

fact, even if they have no lists; of subscri-

bers completed as yet. Do this now also.

Say to your friends that we give three

photographic journals for $5, the whole

averaging about 120 pages per month, and

a handsome photograph thrown in.

1. The Philadelphia Photographer, the best

photographic magazine in the world.

2. The Photographic Times, the best one

to learn of commercial photography in the

world.

3. The Magic Lantern, the only one of its

kind in the world.

Surely with these facts thrown at them no

photographer should fail to invest the $5.

Attend to them now:

OUR PICTURE.
Our illustration this month will interest

all who study it well, both as a work of art

and on account of the delineation of char-

acter it represents.

As will be seen it is from the studio of

Mr. Alva Pearsall, of BrookWn, one of the

most painstaking and tasteful artists we
have.

Mr. Pearsall has often contributed to our

pages, and read an excellent paper at the

Buffalo Convention. He also furnished us

an embellishment for our magazine while

he was operator for Mr. Brady in New-

York, where he won a high reputation. In

1872 he opened his gallery in Brooklyn, and

notwithstanding he had many difficulties to

contend with, has made himself a business
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and a reputation that are excelled by few in

the country.

The chief of these difficulties he refers to,

in reply to our letter asking for information

about his gallery and manner of working.

He says: " As to my skylight, it is such an

abomination I would not honor it with a

cut. Judge for yours If. The side-light is

12 feet wide and 18 feet high, perpendicular.

The top-light is the same width, and runs

back nearly flat about 7 feet. The light

faces the east, and is in reality a side-light.

" Three years ago when I started, my
photographic friends predicted a failure on

account of the locality and light ; but 1

think I must have overcome both, for my
enterprise has proved successful far beyond

my expectations. By this do not under-

stand me as advocating such a light, how-

ever, as it took me a long while before I

became master of it. You may ask : ' Why
did I build such a light?' My reply is:

There was absolutely no help for it."

Thus we see what Mr. Pearsall's own
opinion is of his light, and any one familiar

with the subject, to look at the figures, giv-

ing the dimensions, would be disposed to

.predict that failure would await any man
that attempted to do business under it.

This would, doubtless, have been the case

with any one lacking the skill, and not for-

tified with the resources of genius possessed

by Mr. Pearsall.

Many who contemplate our picture will

be led to admire the beautiful lighting, and

conclude it was made under the most favor-

able conditions ; but when the facts are con-

sidered we are more than ever convinced of

the truth that the genius of man may over-

come all obstacles, and compel the most

adverse circumstances to redound to his

glory.

But be it understood that although Mr.

Pearsall has wrought out a success under

his light, he does not advise any one to

build another like it, for while there are

some who might succeed as well as he, there

are many that would be doomed to utter

failure. There is a lesson, however, to be

drawn from this which we may all consider,

and that is, that however much we may be

wedded to theory, it is impossible to draw

a line of limitation as to the conditions

under which our art may be prosecuted, and

that it matters but little how an artistic

picture is produced, other than as it may
serve as a guide and incentive to all who
are striving for the same high attainments.

" The subject of our picture is Gabriel

Harrison, Esq., one of the pioneer da-

guerreotypers in this country. A man
whose face is familiar to every Brooklynite,

having been prominent as a dramatist, art-

ist, and literary writer."

That Mr. Pearsall made a happy choice

in his subject there can be no doubt; for it

is the experience of the best photographic

artists, that their highest conceptions and

most diligent efforts often result in mere

caricatures from a want of sympathy with

the work on the part of the subject.

But Mr. Harrison has evidently entered

into the spirit of the representation, and his

own artistic tastes, together with his grace-

ful manner and stead}1 nerves, have assisted

our artist very materially in securing such

admirable poses, so expressive and so full

of life and action.

The character represented is that of " St.

Pierre;" and the sentiment expressed by

the several positions may be almost read in

the action and expression. As in the three-

quarter figure he seems contemplating some

scene, and we can imagine he speaks:

" 'Tis the land of beauty and of grandeur, lady.

Where looks the cottage out on the domain

The palace cannot boast of."

Or again, with every line expressing a

thought, and with pointing finger he ex-

claims :

"There's the dial, and the sun is shining on

it."

Then the scene, which the following lines

will designate

:

"Duke. What ponderest thou?
,; St. Pierre. The manner best to execute thy

wish."

As a study, we commend this picture to

the attention of all as an example of lighting,

of composition both of lights and shadows,

and composition and balance of lines. There

is a great deal in it that conforms to the

rules of art, and the thought and care of the

artist may be traced in every part.
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As to his formulae, Mr. Poarsall says:

" Mr. Frankenstein, my chemical operator,

informs me they are the same as those in

general use. For practical hints I would

refer 3'ou to the Philadelphia Photographer,

which is generally stocked with them."

As will be seen, the chemical effects are

in keeping with the other excellent qualities

of the picture, and were produced by the

ordinal-
}' processes that are most generally

used.

The prints were made for us by Mr.

"William H. Bhoads, on Albion paper, and

have been printed with the same care and

excellent results with which all his work

for us has been executed.

THE PRINTERS' CORNER.
Charles W. Hearn.*

A very few remarks in reference to the

object of this "corner" first. I hope to

make it useful in improving the products of

the printing department of our art. In order

that we may all be profited thereby, and

to accomplish that object, I .ask your sup-

port, in the way of contributions of short,

useful, and practical matter to its pages, said

contributions being connected with, and

having for their ultimate object, the ad-

vancement of this branch of our art.

Ask what you wish to know, answer

queries when you can, and in all cases be

brief and practical.

"We all know that the time has long since

gone by when mere "botches" in the way
of prints will answer to the demands of an

educated people, and hence we must make
ourselves worthy of patronage, and to do

this, the whole attention of the photographic

printer must be engrossed upon this one

idea, that of the improvement of his prints,

and to do this, he must make it his constant

study, night as well as day!

This may seem to be nonsense, hut let us

for a moment review the lives of one or two

persons who are known as undeniably pos-

sessing vast knowledge in their chosen pro-

fession.

"Who can tell for certain where our art

would have been to-day, if it had not been

* Author of The, Practical Printer.

for the hard study of Daguerre, and after

him that of Talbot and others?

Daguerre got it into his head that pic-

tures of persons and things could be taken,

and to this object he bent all the faculties

of his brain day and night, until he saw his

efforts crowned with success, although in

rather a crude way. But that was his " one

idea," and to this everything had to give

wf»y. Now would it not be a glorious thing

for us all to have a "one-idea " object, that of

advancing in a wonderful degree the already

high standard of our printing, instead of

having a great many ideas? A person

whose head is always full of ideas generally

takes about all of his time to tell every per-

son with whom he comes in contact about

those ideas, and hence is very seldom accom-

plishing anything, but is always telling you

what he is _going to do " after awhile."

Now it becomes us as photographic print-

ers to make this our specialty, our one idea,

and to this end let us all put our shoulders

to the wheel, and hand in hand move on in

unison, one with another. Let us cast aside

all petty troubles and modus operandi secrets,

and do all we can to elevate ourselves and

our beautiful art.

This month our queries and answers are

very meagre, but I hope ere another four

weeks pass by, that this part of this mag-

azine will be crowded.

The first querist says :

" Can you tell me what makes my prints

look dead after drying ? I had a great deal

of trouble a short time ago while using the

single paper, because I could not obtain

much of a glaze to tb.em, for after the prints

were mounted and dried, they appeared to

have a scum all over the face, i. e., the al-

bumen side of them, and I could not obtain

any polish to them with either of the bur-

nishers in the market, that is, either Entre-

kin's or Weston's, and hence we were

obliged to use the double paper, but do not

wish to do that because of the very high

price of it. My formula is as follows : Sil-

ver bath, 50 grains silver to the ounce of

water, quite alkaline with liquid ammonia.

Float 50// . Fume fifteen minutes (cold)
;

ten minutes (warm). Tone in a common
bicarbonate of soda and gold bath, place in

salt, fix in hypo, 1—6. Owing to dull busi-
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ness I discharged my printer, and do my
own printing in the morning, tone out at

noon, and then I generally go viewing in

the afternoon. Tour friend,

U ?l

Such is a sample of the provoking trouble

in which occasionally we are placed.

Upon further inquiry from our friend,

I ascertained that his printer had been in

the habit of toning at about dusk, full six

hours after- the proprietor himself had been

doing, but instead of removing the prints

from the tank at night, they were allowed

to remain in all of the afternoon and all

Sjight, and removed and mounted the next

morning, making fully eighteen hours that

the prints had been soaking. Besides ad-

vising him to remove his prints at night,

I also recommended making his silver and

toning baths a little alkaline, and we had

the satisfaction of learning that everything

worked " lovely."

".Friend Heakn :

. . "I have got myself in a dreadful stew,

and can't get out of it, and if you can get

me out of it I will bless you all of your life.

My negatives are soft and splendid, my
prints are hard and cold as the earth, and if

I fume less my paper prints weak ;
if I fume

longer, worse still ; if I weaken my silver,

it will print weak ;
if I strengthen it and

float less, my paper is either too weak or

tear-droppy ; if I float longer on a strong

bath, my shadows are 'gone up,' and so I

will be if you don't get me out of this mess.

"Yours, ."

My friend, you are certainly in a p-e-c-u-

1-i-a-r scrape. Now did it ever occur to you

to test your bath for alkalinity? Suppose

you do. Ah! quite alkaline. Now add C.

P. nitric acid. What! not by the drop but

quicker. Pour in half an ounce, and then

try it again. Alkaline still ? Yes. Well,

pour in more slowly now; there, it is just

faintly acid. Pretty alkaline, wasn't it?

No wonder it printed blue, is it ? Now add

a drop of ammonia; there, it is alkaline.

Now sail ahead, and let me hear if it does

not work right. I guess it will, don't you ?

Eh?
• The following queries will remain over to

be answered next month by our subscribers:

"What makes my paper all over tear-

drops, and how shall I get over the diffi-

culty ? I am using the S. & M. Extra

Brilliant Dresden Paper."

" How can I make good vignettes, on a

cloudy or rainy day without placing a tis-

sue-paper or two ground-glasses over my
vignette-frame ?"

" Can you tell me how to prevent ' facts '

from appearing constantly on my paper?"

PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMING.
No one will scarcely deny that a neat and

clean edge to the photograph is of any

less importance than a neat appearance of

the card-mount. If it is worth while to

give time or money for the latter it is so for

the former also. In trimming the edge of

the photograph, it should be cut by such

means as shall not give the least tendency

to a ragged edge nor a jagged or irregular

outline. The shape should, therefore, be

perfect in form, and the trimming tool com-

plete in its action.

These essentials are secured in a high de-

gree by the use of Robinson's photograph

trimmer and guides. The latter are cut by

machinery, made expressly for the purpose,

with a view to securing mathematical pre-

cision. The trimmer roller, by pressing

upon a hard surface like a plate of glass or

of sheet iron, severs the paper without any

tendency to drawing as in the knife, and

hence gives no tendency to roughness or

tearing.

A few hints will be given below concern-

ing the use of this trimmer, which it is

believed will render its admirable qualities

more available to photographic artists.

The modus operandi of the artist with his

paper determines in a great measure his

method of trimming. Thus, if the prepared

paper be cut approximately to shape before

printing, the slight margin left for removal

after printing is scarcely sufficient to hold

the print securely for trimming with a

Robinson's trimmer, because the guide,

holding upon that which is removed instead

of the photograph itself, has too feeble a hold

upon the piece of paper.

But this difficulty is entirely obviated by

a slight change in the proceedings. In lieu
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of the double work of trimming or cutting

the paper both before and after printing, let

the sheets of prepared paper be spread out

and held by weights, and then the paper

cut out with the trimmer and guides to the

finished shape for mounting. In this way
there will be no dodging the guide, and the

whole cutting process is finished the first

time over. The waste is thus reduced to a

minimum, and all easily saved for reclaim-

ing the silver. The guide will always have

a good hold upon the paper at one side,

while the other side is brought almost up to

the edge of the last cut. Also two or three

sheets can be cut in this way at once, which

will be found a very important saving.

This plan requires a little more care in

placing the blank upon the negative for

printing, though this is amply compensated

for by the reduction in the labor of trim-

ming. The trimmer cut is so perfect that

the soaking action of the baths cannot dis-

turb or fuzz up the trimmed edge.

This plan works equally well with oval

or square trimming, and for ovals there will

be found a great saving of paper by the

corners being taken up.

If any fear is entertained of the iron

trimmer leaving any traces upon the paper,

causing bad action in the bath, the guide

may easily be covered with some roughish

paper like printing-paper, which will not

only prevent the contact of the iron with

the photographic paper, but will assist in

preventing the slipping of the guide.

The trimmer rollers are made very hard,

to give them durability. For this reason

they sometimes chip the surface of the

glass plate used under the guide. "When-

ever this happens to such an extent as

to cause annoyance, a metal plate will be

found more satisfactory. A piece of sheet

iron can easily be obtained from any tin

shop which will last an indefinite time, and

will perhaps prove even more serviceable

than glass. The slight mark made at one

cut will do no harm at the next cut. The
roller cuts clean in passing it, even after

the plate is covered with the roller tracks.

For a further description of this trimmer

and its uses, see page 346 of the Philadelphia

Photographer for Oct., 1872, and the adver-

tisements and testimonials in every number.

We call attention to it here now, because

its value is not generally known. Those

who use mounts with round-cornered lines

upon them will find the Robinson trimmer

and guides specially desirable, for they trim*

the print with round corners also.

TO THE PROFESSION.
We as a class have been and are imposed

upon by many who think that they can

come in and sit several times just to see how
they look, and never think of paying any-

thing unless they choose to order. A good

many young ladies, if they have a new dress,

want to see how it will look in a photograph;

And we have been so anxious that we would

run all the risk of getting an order, and not

charge anything for making the sitting. I

have always taken extra pains to get the

very best picture possible, by trying three

or four times till I would get one that would

suit me in every particular, and thinking

that they would want to see proofs from all

the negatives, I supposing they would see

the difference, and choose the best. But

almost invariably they would want to take

them and show to their friends. Well,

some would like one, and some another,

and finally they would come to the conclu-

sion that possibly they might get a better

one by trying it all over again, or if they

did order, it would almost always be the

poorest one. Sometimes they would get ou.t

of the notion of having any, or they would

perhaps go and bother some other artist,

and we should lose all our work. I have had

my patience exhausted, and had about made

up'my mind to leave the business unless I

could establish some rules to secure our

rights. I called on the other artists in this

city to see if they would join with me in

charging one dollar for making the negas-

tive, whether they had any pictures or not>;

they agreed to adopt that policy. On the

strength of that, I went and got some large

cards, struck off notices to post up in our

rooms that one dollar would be charged in

advance for all sitters for photographs. I

took them around to the other galleries, sp

we could all have the notice in our rooms.

I found one who had backed down ; he was

afraid that he would lose his custom, but
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the other agreed to stick to it, and would

try to prevail on the timid one. I went

back to work with good courage. My cus-

tomers did not find any fault. I did not

lose but one customer that I know of for

over three weeks. Having a little- leisure

one day, I thought I would call and see how
the other artist was getting along. I found

that he had not got bis notice in sight. He
did not have courage to carry it out. That

did not scare me. I bad resolved to stick

to it at all hazards, but seeing the others

would not join with me, I thought I would

not be so strict but what I would make a

sitting if they did not have the dollar with

them, if they were responsible parties. I

would like to have every gallery in the land

adopt the policy of charging for making the

negative, for it would have an elevating in-

fluence for the whole profession, and then

we could improve our work, raise our prices,

and subscribe for the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher. My notice reads

:

i( All sitters for photographs are required

to pay one dollar in advance, which is the

charge for making the negative."

A. W. KlMBAiL.

PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
BY DR. E. LIESEGANG.

Is panoramic photography at all known
in America ? In Europe it is used profit-

ably by many photographers for taking

large groups in open air with natural back-

grounds, or for panoramic views, bridges,

or other things, suited to the oblong form.

I possess a collection of all the panoramic

apparatus that have been invented : first,

Sutton's box, a queer-looking instrument,

having in front a real globe of glass, but

hollow and filled with distilled water, plate-

holder, bath, cleaning-board, ' printing-

frame, and glass plates, all are bent in a half

circle according to the focus of the lens.

In the year 1860 I was in Jersey, where

Mr. Sutton then lived, and got so enthusi-

astic about the panoramic apparatus, that I

bought the French and Belgian patents

;

since then I have constructed many forms

of panoramic apparatus, and made thousands

of negatives with them, in order to come to

perfect results. Mr. Sutton's curved plates

were of course a great disadvantage, and it

was certainly a great progress when Mr. F.

K. Johnson brought out his pantascopic

camera, which was driven by clockwork.

With this apparatus, Mr. Adolph Braun,

the celebrated Alsatian photographer, has

made splendid views of Alpine scenery and

Swiss views. But the pantastopie camera

was only fitted with a single lens of short

focus, so that the horizontal lines of the pic-

ture were rendered with much curvature

;

for large apparatus of this kind, the clock-

work cannot be made good or strong enough

,

and if it gets out of repair a very clever

mechanician or cloekmaker is required to

mend it, and such would certainly not be

met with where the finest views could be

taken

What I wanted to arrive at was a ma-

chine that would not easily get out of order,

that could be worked with any single,

double, or triple lens, for portraits and

views, and that would make negatives a3

sharp as any of the best cameras now in

use. The beautiful groups and panoramic

views made by Mr. Schultz of Dorpat,

Kussia,and which were honored by a pre-

mium of the jurors of the last year's Paris

Exhibition, the bridges and views taken by

Mr. Sehoenscheidt, of Cologne, as well as

the work of many English, Italian, and

Indian photographers, made with my pan-

oramic box, show how the end in view is

attained.

I use a stand nearly of the common tripod

form, but strong enough. On the stand a

large polished table-board is fixed which

supports the pivot on which the box turns;

this point lies exactly below the centre of

emission of the apparatus. The box is half

as broad as high, and has a slit at the back

through which the rays of light pass, the

opening of the slit being not more than a

quarter of an inch wide, only a little wider

where the first foreground has to act, to give

it the chance of coming equally well with

the other parts. The piate-holder is twenty

inches broad and nine inches high. When
in the box, it is protected all around by a

flexible band, only the slit being left open
;

it travels upon two rows ; by a combination

of strings the whole box turns round the
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lens's • centre, and at the same time, the

holder moves from left to right, so that a

narrow Ions image passes in front of the

plate. 1 he focussing and everything is

done as usual; only during exposure one has

to turn a handle, which goes quite exactly

and without any difficulty. Of course, the

handle and the bellows body of the box

give rise to many curious questions of the

boys, who want to hear some music.

OVERBECK'S AUTOMATIC WASH-
ING APPARATUS.

In our " Views Abroad and Across " last

year, we spoke of having seen a very com-

plete washing apparatus at the establish-

Fig

always liablo to stoppages and consequent

overflow.

The Overbeck machine is constructed on

the siphon principle, and consists of a large

tin bath lying on a rod, which is kept back-

wards by counter-weights, and as soon a3

tilled with water to a certain height will

fall forwards, when a siphon attached is

filled, and will quickly take out all water.

At this stage the counter-weight acts, the

bath falls back, new water flows in, the

siphon plays again, and this continues as

long as there is water flowing in. The

water comes through many small holes that

are cut in lead pipes lying in the batb.

The direction of the holes is such a one

that the water is continually kept in motion,

and the print with it. Sometimes water is

l.

ment of Messrs. Overbeck Brothers at

Dusseldorf on the Khine. We were not

able to give a description of it then as we
wished, because of the non-arrival of some

drawings of it which had been promised us.

They are now in hand, and although the

apparatus seems elaborate compared with

Mr. Moul ton's ingenious and doubtless effi-

cacious machine, we describe it for the

benefit of those who may prefer something

after its plan. It has the advantage of

being self-acting, and is, therefore, more to

be preferred than a simple tank, which is

let on through a rose over the bath, as is

seen in the cut.

A. A cylinder of zinc, 24 inches in diam-

eter and 6 inches high.

B. An inner cylinder, the bottom of which

is pierced by holes.

C. A supply-tube with siphon.

D. A lead tube pierced with holes, the

holes are in such directions that the water

in the cylinder is kept in motion.

E. A rose.

F. A box for the counter-weights.
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G. The stand upon which the machine is

balanced.

The second figure with the first shows the

scene presenting itself, was more than, suffi-

cient to satisfy the cravings of tl<e most

morbid mind. Upon one side, the inmates

Fig. 2.

parts so plainly in detail, that further ex-

planation would be superfluous.

RAMBLING REMARKS.
BY JOHN L. GIHON.

(Continued from page 20.)

Now that I have broached a somewhat

dismal theme, I could extend my remarks

almost indefinitely by the relation of anec-

dotes dependent upon our being called upon

as photographers to perpetuate the scenes

of tragedies, and the appearance of those

who enacted parts in them.

One of the "most-to-be-remembered" oc-

casions of the kind was, when we had to

picture a group of a certain murderer and

suicide, and his three victims. All of the

parties were relatives to each other, and the

instant death of each and all of them left

untold a family history that must have been

of terrible import to its members. The

corpses had been taken charge of by the

authorities, and were placed for our services

in an open court-yard, in the centre of the

chief police station in the city. There, the

watching our every movement, were cage-

like inclosures confining villains_and crimi-

nals of every grade. Very much like wild

beasts they seemed, though actually even

worse, for they merely used their supposed

superior intelligence to indulge in vile

jests at that which they saw. Then there

were priests in their peculiar dresses, and

with their equally as singular attendants,

coming and going, muttering prayers, and

performing their rites. Then again, offi-

cials, policemen, and soldiers augmented

the crowd, and aided in producing an en-

tire group that when seen is indelibly im-

pressed upon one's memory, but that defies

the power of the photographer to make
palpable to others. The skilful draughtsman

can rapidly sketch, and, from recollection

filling in the details, can present character-

istic representations of all such or other

gatherings.

The photographer, on the contrary, must

tacitly admit the want of the capabilities of

his profession. The novice, or one of the

world outside to us, will say, why not use

instantaneous work for such emergencies,?
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I have practiced with rapid exposures prob-

ably as much as almost any others in the

business, and I am sure that those who
have labored in the same direction will join

with me in lamenting their entire inade-

quacy. I have found that instantaneous pho-

tography, speaking of it as literally as the

subject will allow, is suitable only for the

representation of single figures, or of small

groups; and even then, when they are in

such positions as denote rest. All the at-

tempts that I have made, or that I have

seen, intending to convey the impression of

living bodies in motion, I have been forced

to consider as failures. The limbs invari-

ably have a certain painful appearance of

suspension, and we have a vague feeling

that it would be somewhat of a relief if

we could grasp the raised arm or leg and

put it in some other position. I am a great

advocate for rapidity of exposure in outside

eifects, but I also maintain that living groups

should be arranged for that purpose as

strictly as for any other that has pictorial

excellence for its attainment. The artist

seldom or never depicts a scene as he really

sees it, and it is the bane of photography

that the camera cannot be made more read-

ily adjustable to our preconceived desires.

Combination printing becomes, after all, the

only available resource of the man who as-

pires to more than mediocrity in his efforts.

The attempt to condemn it is on a par

with the cry against the retouching of a

negative, and the plea of its •' illegitimacy "

equally as absurd. It is an odd idea, too

generally concurred in, that a positive print

should be nothing more than a simple im-

pression, made from one plate that must be

considered finished when it has left the

dark-room, or been varnished. For myself

I am free to acknowledge that if the re-

sult is good, I do not criticize the means by
which it is produced, and I must also plead

guilty to the inclination for using any de-

vice that my ingenuity can suggest. The
effort to make an exhibition of that which

is talked of as pure photography would

very much resemble the action of a com-

mittee appointed to superintend the hang-

ing of paintings in the water-color gallery

of an art academy, and that condemned
some of the pictures (the best in the col-

lection) because the shadows in certain parts

were glazed or gummed over. Quite recently

I have been called upon to make large

views of public and other buildings. As we
have just been passing through the season of

" Carnival," the display of bunting has been

profuse. All houses have been ornamented

with it, and it has been the universal desire

of the owners of the places that we have

photographed that their respective establish-

ments should exhibit in the pictures their

national emblems. It is probably needless

to assure the most unthinking, that it is quite

impossible to secure upon one plate with one

exposure a well-timed perfect picture of a

stationary building and a fluttering flag or

other banner. I devised a method of ac-

complishing the desired end, and which I

believe to be entirely original, obviating,

as it does, the necessity of double printing.

We will suppose that a decorated house is

to be photographed. My plan is to make
an ordinary view of the building, and take

no immediate notice of the moving embel-

lishments. Afterwards I make careful in-

dia-ink drawings of the latter, imagining

them to be in such positions as they would

naturally occupy. From these sketches I

produce negatives upon gelatin or trans-

parent sheets of mica. Then I carefully cut

away all superfluous portions of such nega-

tives, and laying that which remains upon

its proper place on the original plate, I

mark the outline with a fine needle. Re-

moving it, I scrape away all that is included

within the outline with a sharp-edged knife.

We now have a negative of our building,

with bare patches of glass indicating the

places that are to be occupied by our flags.

It is now a very simple matter to gum or to

glue into these bare spots, the prepared

flexible plates. It is, as it were, a system

of inlaying one negative into another, and

if the operation is skilfully conducted, the

result will be surprisingly excellent, and

the amateur will be somewhat puzzled as to

the means by which it was produced. I

cannot too strongly urge the adoption of

such devices as will tend to insure the pic-

turesque in our published works. Photo-

graphs unfortunately have a most lament-

able family resemblance to each other, and

it is only in exceptional instances that we
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can recognize on the part of their producers

a desire to depart from the orthodox method

of procedure. In the painting of copies

from old-fashioned originals, I have been

time and again annoyed by the persistency

with which so-called artists or colorists re-

produce every fault as well as every neces-

sary feature of the model. The abrasure of

a few awkward wrinkles in a coat or dress,

or the substitution of genteel furniture in

place of the adopted tables and chairs of the

studio, cannot surely interfere with the like-

ness of a copy, nor can a slight alteration of

the foreground of a landscape negative ma-

terially interfere with Ihe resemblance of

the place which it depicts.

The very many useful lessons on compo-

sition, drawing, and kindred subjects that

have been published in the Philadelphia

Photographer, seem to be altogether ignored.

It is difficult to induce photographers to be-

lieve that a plate, before it is varnished, is

capable of being etched and altered to a

considerable extent, and that after it is so

treated, the appearance of prints may be

very much modified by the use of different

layers of tissue-paper or by colored collo-

dions. Book publishers will agree with me
in the assertion that different pressmen will

make very dissimilar results from the same

engraved block or plate, and in photography

all should acknowledge the superior facili-

ties that we have for still further giving

character to our workmanship.

I was considerably amused lately by the

blind faith which three well-dressed and

intelligent-looking countrymen evinced in

the possibilities of our art. They called

together at our gallery, priced the differently

sized pictures, and finally selected the kind

that they desired. "Whilst we were occupied

with other customers, they disappeared, but

two or three days afterwards, again looked

in upon us, in quest of their pictures. The
innocent souls imagined that it was only

necessary to give an order, and that any

further effort on their part was altogether

needless. Examples of this degree of stu-

pidity are not peculiar to this country alone.

I have met with equally as entertaining in-

cidents in other places, and if like experi.

ences from other operators were collected,

matter enough could soon be found for a

book of " humor."

PHOTOGRAPHY IN FRANCE.
BY ERNEST LACAN.

I think that the readers of the Philadel-

phia Photographer will thank me for com-

pleting what I have already said concerning

the process of Mr. Ducos du Hauron, by

giving a summary of the theory upon which

he relies.

Every one knows that a white body is one

which reflects all the luminous rays striking

on its surface. We designate under the name
of black, on the contrary, the body which

absorbs all the luminous rays, and conse-

quently sends none of them back to our

eyes. Finally, a body which appears to us

colored with any particular tint, is one

which sends back the rays corresponding

to these tints, and absorbs the others.

White light is, therefore, composed of rays

of different tints which can be reduced to

three colors called primitive, and which

are red, blue, and yellow. Any tint what-

ever is alwaj's made of one of these three

colors, or of two, or of the three, in pro-

portions varied to infinity.

It results from what precedes, that to re-

produce a colored picture, it suffices to re-

produce separately all the parts that are red,

or containing red, of the picture, to do like-

wise for the blue and yellow, and finally to

blend into one, the three images which have

been obtained; in this manner the picture

will be reconstructed with all its combina-

tion of tints.

Now, what does Mr. Ducos du Hauron
do ? He begins by separating the three

primitive colors of the model, by making a

first negative which will give all the red of

the helio-chromic print; for this, he places

between the objective and the sensitized

plate, a green-colored glass ; this last hav-

ing the property of absorbing all the red

rays allows the passage of those of other

tints only, that is to say, the blue and yellow

rays, or those formed by the combination of

these two colors.

In this first negative, all the parts that are

red, or containing red, are represented by

transparencies, and the other parts by opaci-

ties ; if, therefore, a positive print is made

from this negative, upon a red pigment

paper, a first print is obtained representing

all that is red in the model.
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A negative obtained through an orange-

colored glass, which retains all the blue

rays, will give, if printed on a blue pig-

ment paper, all that is blue in the model.

Finally, the yellow, and all that derives

from the yellow, is obtained by the interpo-

sition in the apparatus of a violet glass,

which absorbs the yellow rays.

It will be understood that, by placing one

over the other, the three transparent posi-

tives thus obtained, their tints blend, as is

the case in nature, and an exact representa-

tion of the model is obtained.

The blacks, it is needless to say, are rep-

resented upon each negative, by transpar-

encies ; now, as they are marked on the

three positive prints, and with equal inten-

sity, the superposition of the three colors

will reproduce them exactly. The whites,

on the contrary, forming opacities on each

of the three negatives, will not mark any of

the positives, and consequently will be rep-

resented by the white ground of the paper,

which serves as the final support of the com-

pound print.

This theory, which is perfectly in keeping

with scientific data upon the decompostion

of light, is confirmed in the most positive

manner by the experiments of Mr. Geymet
described in my last letter. As to the method

of operation adopted by this last experi-

menter here are the exact formulas ,• it will

be seen that they differ in no manner from

those used in the ordinary processes.

The collodion is composed of:

Alcohol,

Ether,

Gun-cotton,

Bromide of Cadmium,

700 c.c. = 3ifl.oz.

100 c.c. = 3£ "

3 grammes = 46 grains.

3 =46 "

The silver batb is strong, 18 per cent.,

and the plates should remain in it at least

five minutes ; the bromide of silver, as it is

known, requiring more time to form than

the iodide. Lastly, this batb should be

acidulated by the addition of a few drops

of nitric acid.

The plates being used dry, are covered

with a preservative composed of:

Water, .

Beer,

Tannin, .

Acetic Acid, .

500 c.c.

500 c c.

30 grammes

50

= 17| fl. oz.

= 174 A- oz.

= 1 oz. Troy.

= U "

After solution add the white of an egg,

agitate strongly and filter.

The developing bath contains :

Pyrogallic Acid, . 10 grammes = 154 grains.

Water, . . .100 c.c. 3j fl. oz.

Acetic Acid, . . 5 c.c. = 1 } fl. dr.

Before developing add a few drops of a

silver bath at 10 percent.

Fix with cyanide at 6 per cent. ; this

attacks first the print, which almost com-

pletely disappears but soon regains its vigor,

and if the development is then continued in

sunlight, the colors obtained acquire their

maximum intensity.

A number of experimenters in France

have sought for a long time for a method of

replacing the glass which serves for the sup-

port of the negative, by a paper sufficiently

transparent, the advantages of which, in all

points of view, would be incontestable.

Some operators go even so far as to propose,

for the want of something better, to return

to waxed paper. One of my provincial cor-

respondents, Mr. Quiquerez, a skilful ama-

teur, submits, for the solution of this prob-

lem, an idea which appears to me to merit

attention.

For this purpose a film of collodion is

taken similar to those used in the transport

of the negatives for the printing of carbon

positives ; this fiim is softened ty means of

an alcohol batb, washed in distilled or rain-

water, and then carefully placed between

sheets of bibulous paper ; it is then floated

upon bromo-iodized albumen, made very

adhesive by the addition of substances capa-

ble of imparting this property to it.

After desiccation the albumenized sheet

is allowed to float for a few minutes upon

an aceto-nitrate of silver bath, and the

operation is terminated by washings in rain-

water, as is done for waxed or other papers.

The sheet is sponged between blotters, and

when still damp, is pasted by the edges on a

pasteboard frame, upon which it perfectly

stretches itself in drying. The exposure

in the camera, the developing and fixing,

are performed in the ordinary manner.

If the coating resisted all these manipu-

lations (and this is very probable), a nega-

tive would thus be obtained the transparency

of which would leave nothing to desire, and

which could be printed, either from the
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front or the back. It is very probable that

the sensitized sheets could be kept for a long

time if they were covered with a preserver,

tannin, gallic albumen, etc., as is done for

the plates destined to be used dry.

In one of my preceding letters (that of

December, 1874), I spoke of the interesting

results obtained by Messrs. Hermann and

Andra, by the aid of an apparatus giving

enlarged images of opaque objects, and con-

sequently the direct amplification of por-

trait cards or any other positive paper

prints. Sinee then the reflectoscope (this

is the name given to the apparatus by the

inventor, Mr. Van Tenac) has been still

further improved. The ingenious construc-

tor has added to it a system of lighting, of

great power, by the use of an oxygen lamp.

This lamp gives a white light, similar to

the oxyhydrogen light, except that the hy-

drogen gas is replaced by a wick and ordi-

nary colza oil. The receiver for the oil is

the same as in ordinar}' lamps, and contains

a spring pump. The burner alone differs

from that of other lamps, and is composed

of several cylindric and concentric tubes,

which conduct to the flame the divers cur-

rents of air or oxygen passing through

them. One, two, or three concentric wicks

may be adapted and arranged so as to burn

either together or separate^, according to

the intensity of the light that it is desirable

to obtain. The currents of air and oxygen

are carefully isolated one from the other,

and only come in contact at the point of

combustion. The jet, or the jets, of oxygen

can be regulated alj will, and the burner is

arranged in such a manner as to allow the

surplus oil to fall without overflow into the

ducts destined for the gas.

It would be preferable to use asbestos

wicks, but they are of difficult construc-

tion and very costly. Cotton wicks may be

used, which have first been rendered as in-

combustible as possible, by steeping them

in special chemical products and carefully

dried This oxygen lamp gives a very bril-

liant and highly photogenic light ; it will

redden a lime cylinder, which considerably

increases its intensity.

I have said, previously, that the shape of

the reflector made by Mr. Van Tenac was

6pherical, but I should have said it is ellip-

soidal. Its form is that of an irregular

eltipse, whose curves are calculated in such

a manner that all the rays emerging from

the focus placed in the interior are projected;

without exception, on the frame which car-

ries the object to be reproduced. '

At the last meeting of the Photographic

Society, Mr. Davanne made use of this ap-

paratus to show, considerably enlarged, the

spots so frequently produced on paper prints.

It is an excellent method for their careful

study and to discover their cause.

As I write this letter there is being opened

on the Boulevard des Italiens, near the new
opera house, a photographic art exhibition.

A considerable number of large stereoscopes

place before the public an immense collec-

tion of splendid photographic views made
by our friend Levy. All the countries of

the globe are there represented, from your

Niagara and its celebrated falls to Borneo,

Sumatra, and Java, traversing the whole of

Europe, Algiers, Egypt, the Holy Land,

India, China, and Japan. It is, in truth, a

voyage around the world that can be made
in less than an hour, giving only the satis-

factions and the teachings of the voyage

without exposure to its fatigues and dangers.

CORNER CENTENNIAL.
We are glad to see that all over the coun-

try the interest in the Centennial Exhibi-

tion of next year is rapidly growing, and

we trust it is so among photographers, es-

pecially. When the whole grand affair is

over, upon photography will fall the prin-

cipal work of keeping the memory of it

fresh among the people, for there will be

millions of pictures made, and a grand lot

of subjects it is going to offer, too.

It is the design of the Commission to

erect a special room for our art in the grand

Art Gallery, thus making a place for pho-

tography which should satisfy its most ar-

dent admirers.

It will be remembered that the principal

buildings in which the Exhibition will be

held are the Main Building, the Art Gal-

lery, the Machinery Hall, the Agricultural

and the Horticultural Halls. In the aggre-

gate they will cover a floor space of about

40 acres.
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The Art Gallery is to bo located on a line

parallel with and northward of the main

Exhibition building, elevated on a terrace

six feet above the general level of the pla-

teau—the plateau itself being an eminence

116 feet above the surface of the Schuylkill

River.

The entire structure will be in the modern

Renaissance, and the materials granite,

glass, and iron. No wood is used in the

construction, and the building is to be

thorough)}1, fireproof. The structure will

be 365 feet in length, 210 feet in width, and

59 feet in height, over a spacious basement

12 feet in height, surmounted by a dome.

We herewith present a drawing of it, and

the following details:

The main front displays three distinctive

features

—

In the centre of the main frieze is the

United States coat-of-arms.

The main cornice issurrnounted by a balus-

trade with candelubras. Ateitherend isan al-

legorical figure representing scienceand art.

The dome rises from the centre of the

structure to the height of 150 feet from the

ground. It is of glass and iron, and of a

unique design ; it terminates in a colo-sal

bell, from which the figure of Columbia

rises with projecting hands.

A figure of colossal size stands at each

corner of the base of the dome. These fig-

ures typify the four quarters of the globe.

Each pavilion displays a window 30 feet

high and 12 feet wide ; it is also ornamented

with tile-work, wreaths of oak and laurel,

thirteen stars in the frieze, and a colossal

easjle at each of its four corners.

First. A main entrance, reached by thir-

teen steps, in the centre of the structure,

consisting of three colossal arched doorways,

40 feet high and 15 wide, opening into a

hall.

Second. A pavilion at each end.

Third. Two arcades, connecting the pa-

vilions with the centre ; central section, 95

feet long, 72 feet high; pavilions, 45 feet

long, 60 feet high; arcades, each, 90 feet

long, 40 feet high.

Between the arches of the doorways are

clusters of columns terminating in emblem-

atic designs illustrative of science and art.

The doors, which are of iron, are relieved

by bronze panels, having the coats-of-arms

of all the States and Territories.

The arcades, a general feature in the old

Roman villas, but entirely novel here, are

intended to screen the long walls of the

gallery.

These each consist of five groined arches
;

these arcades form promenades looking out-

ward over the grounds and inward over

open gardens, which extend back to the

main wall of the building. These garden

plats are each 90 feet long and 36 feet deep,

ornamented in the centre with fountains,

and designed for the display of statuary.

A stairway from the gardens reaches the

upper line of these arcades, forming a sec-

ond promenade 35 feet above the ground.

Its balustrade is ornamented with vases,

and is designed ultimately for statues. The
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cornices, the atticas, and the crestings

throughout are highly ornamented.

The walls of the east and west sides of the

structure display the pavilions and the walls

of the picture and photograph galleries, and

are relieved by five niches designed for

statues^ the frieze is richly ornamented;

above it the central dome shows to great

advantage.

The rear or north front is of the same

general character as the main front, but in

place of the arcade is a series of arched

windows, twelve in number, with an en-

trance in the centre; in all, thirteen open-

ings above, in an unbroken line, extending

the entire length of the structure ; between

the pavilions is the grand balcony—a prom-

enade 275 feet long and 45 feet wide, and

elevated 40 feet above the ground, overlook-

ing northward the whole panorama of the

Park grounds.

The main entrance opens on a hall 82 feet

long, 60 feet wide, and 53 feet high, deco-

rated in the modern Renaissance style; on

the farther side of this hall, three doorways,

each 16 feet wide and 25 feet high, open

into the centre hall ; this hall is 83 feet

square, the ceiling of the dome rising over

it 80 feet in height.

From its east and west sides extend the

galleries, each 98 feet long, 48 feet wide, and

35 feet in height. These galleries admit of

temporary divisions for the more advan-

tageous display of paintings. The centre

hall and galleries form one grand hall 287

feet long and 85 feet wide, capable of hold-

ing eight thousand persons, nearly twice

the dimensions of the largest hall in the

country. From the two galleries, doorways

open into two smaller galleries, 28 feet wide

and 89 feet long. These open north and

south into private apartments, which con-

nect with the pavilion rooms, forming two

side galleries 210 feet long. Along the

whole length of the north side of the main

galleries and central hall extends a corridor

14 feet wide, which opens on its north line

into a series of private rooms, thirteen in

number, designed for studios and smaller

exhibition rooms.

All the galleries and central hall are

lighted from above; the pavilions and stu-

dios are lighted from the sides.

Thus it will be seen that handsome prep-

arations are being made, and we hope it

will be not in vain. Keep the matter in

your minds continually, and get ready.

Meanwhile, do not forget our suggestions

made on page 14 of our last number, with

reference to the medals.

We think the gilt $5 medal is the most

desirable of all, being largest and hand-

somest.

We are ready to send them, including a

neat case, by mail on receipt of price.

The profit on these medals goes toward

the building fund, and photographers who
are not able to do much personally can do

much good for the cause by selling medals

to their customers.

Every man, woman, and child should and

will have one.

LUNAR EFFECTS.
Some time ago, Mr. S. R. Stoddard,

Glens Falls, N. Y., sent us, among other

stereographs, a very pretty lunar effect,

which he calls "On the Beach."

It is a view of Lake George, with the

hills opposite in dark shadow, as well as

the water between them and the shore: and

on the shore in the foreground a prettily

arranged group of figures, also in shadow,

with just a faint intimation of light coming

from above and behind them. The effect is

as pretty as anything we have seen of the

kind, and reminds us of a few notes in the

Bulletin Beige upon this subject, which we
give below for the information of those am-

bitious to secure such results, as follows :

" We know that these effects are obtained

by a short exposure to the sun. But there

are some precautions to be observed in order

to give to these views all the illusion of which

they are capable. Mr. Altobelli, of Rome,

taking up the idea of an English artist, Mr.

Breeze, chooses those hours of the day in

which the sun is nearest the horizon, which

has the effect of lengthening the shadows
;

besides he takes a full front view of the sun,

operating very rapidly, which adds to the

dark tone prevailing in the print. This

position of the sun in relation to the objec-

tive, which shows in the shadows all the ob-
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jects which are parallel to the ground-glass,

separates distinctly the different grades, and

gives an aerial perspective which is aston-

ishing. The shadows are thus carried to

the spectator, which is very natural, for we

like to turn our looks towards the moon, and

we do not fear her mild rays. The sun's

disk always makes a solarized gleam, on

which is -to be pasted a disk of thin paper,

which should not give on the positive a cir-

cle which is completely white. Moreover,

it is necessary to carefully observe the pro-

portional diameter. It is in these small

artifices that we recognize the artist, whilst

the tyro fails in them most signally."

Tabular View of the Progress of

Photo-Mechanical Printing.

It is very difficult to go into a bookstore

now without seeing various works illustrated

by means of one or tbe other of the many
photo-mechanical printing processes, several

of which have been patented in this country.

And since the demand for such work is being

made upon photographers, we present below

a statement concerning the difference be-

tween the processes patented and the claims

made by the several patentees. A worka-

ble, practical process is possible without in-

fringement upon any of these patents, and

presently we shall include an example in

this magazine.

"We do not now include the excellent and

most ingenious of all—the Woodbury pro-

cess—for it is so distinctly different from

those we do name as to make it worthy of

being classed by itself. We adhere, there-

fore, to those processes which are based

upon Poitevin's principle (and which are

ordinarily termed photo-lithographic pro-

cesses), which is, that gelatin, which ordi-

narily absorbs water very readily, yet when
treated with a bichromate and exposed to

the action of light, loses this property and

becomes water-proof to a greater or less

degree, according as the action of the light

is greater or less. So that by allowing light

to act through a photographic negative on a

sheet of bichromatized gelatin, we can com-

municate to the gelatin the same property

which is given to a lithographic stone, by

drawing upon it with greasy ink ; that is to

say, where the light has acted, just as where

greasy ink has been used, water is repelled
;

where light has not acted, water is absorbed

and grease repelled; and where light has

partly acted, as in the half-tones of a nega-

tive, water is partly absorbed, and grease

partly repelled. This important fact must

also be noted, viz., that the gelatin sheet

thus treated has capabilities far beyond

those of the lithographic stone, the latter

being able to deal only with tbe contrasts

of black and white (or lines), while the gela-

tin is able to render all the infinite grada-

tions of shade (or half tints) which appear

in any photographic negative taken from

nature or life. Ordinary gelatin is dissolved

in warm water, and a sufficient quantity of

bichromate of potash is added to render it

sensitive to light, and of alum to make it

very hard and durable. This soldtion is

poured on a level plate, previously rubbed

over with wax, and is dried by means of

heat. As soon as dry, or when required

for use, the sheet of gelatin is stripped from

the plate, and printed under a photographic

negative. When the picture appears suf-

ficiently plain, the sheet of gelatin is taken

from under tbe negative, and made to ad-

here to a metal plate or stone. The method

of adhesion used is that of atmospheric

pressure. The sheet of gelatin and the base

are put together under water ; as much of

the water as possible is got rid of from be-

tween the two surfaces, the gelatin absorbs

the remainder, so that a vacuum is created,

and the picture is thus attached to the base

by the weight of the atmosphere. The su-

perfluous chemicals are soaked out with

water, and the base, with the printing sur-

face of gelatin attached, is placed on an

ordinary platen printing-press, and inked

up with ordinary ink. In printing, it is

necessary occasionally to damp the plate

with water. A mask of paper is used to

secure white margins for the prints; and

the impression is then pulled, and is ready

for issue.

We now proceed with the statement with-

out vouching for its infallibility, or claim-

ing that we have made no mistakes. We
will be glad to be corrected as to the latter

if we have erred.
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GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

The New Artificial Light— The Transit of

Venus and the Daguerreotype Process—
Retouching Process—Education of Photog-

raphers.

Dull weather without ending prevails in

the north of Europe, and I have shuddered

in looking at pictures which, as Christmas

presents, adorned the tables. Photographs

from first-class photographers, nevertheless

horrible for the connoisseur. Light pictures,

which lacked at the first glance in taking

it, the chief matter, sufficient light; dark,

under-exposed, hard, and in consequence of

the long exposure, visibly moved ;
such are

the photographic Christmas productions of

this year. Still they cannot be reproached.

The number of sitters who thronged the

galleries before Christmas was enormous.

Each wanted, by all means, a picture to

offer as a Christmas present. There was no

alternative against a pressing public than

to take the picture, and if not successful

to retake it after Christmas, with fairer

weather. How we envy the American pho-

tographers, with their beautiful blue sky,

under such circumstances. No doubt the

dull weather is the cause that a new light

has sprung up in different heads, i. e., how

to make an artificial light for photographers

;

and that in Berlin and Paris two discove-

ries should simultaneously come forth, while

both employ the same agent, i. e., carbon-

sulphide and oxide of nitrogen.

I have already mentioned the invention

of Dr. Sell. Justice requires that I should

remember the Parisian inventors, Delache-

val and Thermat. They lead the oxide of

nitrogen into the carbon-sulphide and ignite

the mixture. I find that exactly the same

mechanism and preparation were discovered

about twenty years ago by Prof, von Babo,

in Freiburg, and applied to photography.

The description of the simple mechanism,

which any skilful chemist can easily con-

struct, is found in Poppendorf's Annals, 1856,

vol. 97, p. 507, and I hope that this statement

will be the means of preventing any proba-

ble and too broad a patent claim. Babo

observed, twenty years ago, that this flame

of carbon-sulphide was of such intensity and
chemical action, that it was seven times

more actinic than burning phosphorus in

oxygen.

Dr. Sell lately made several experiment

with his lamp before the Society for the

Advancement of Photography, and attained

without a reflector, and an exposure of forty-

five seconds, very satisfactory results. This

light has above all others recommended to

photographers, the advantage of not daz-

zling the eye. The color is decidedly blue,

and can be borne with its greatest intensity

without moving the facial muscles, which is

the case with magnesium light.

By glancing at the telegraphic dispatches,

we find that dull weather prevails unfor-

tunately in other regions besides Europe,

and many of the Venus expeditions have

therefore not accomplished much. In Si-

beria twelve stations were visited with dull

weather, as well as several stations in the

south. In Shanghai and Madras nothing

could be observed, and as I understand,

your American parties were somewhat an-

noyed.

As I mentioned in my last letter, the

French used the daguerreotype process. A
telegram from Nagasaki, Japan, states that

the renowned astronomer, Jansen, has ob-

tained daguerreotypes of such fineness that

they surpasses all pictureson collodion. This

telegram has naturally created a sensation,

and murmurs have been heard from photog-

raphers that a wrong has been committed in

not testing the daguerreotype process previ-

ously, in regard to its use for pictures of the

sun. This reproach is very unjust. First of

all, we should be willing to wait until Jan-

sen's plates arrive in Europe, and are com-

pared accurately with plates of the various

American, English, and German expedi-

tions, then it will be observed whether they

surpass all others. In Nagasaki such com-

parison can hardly be made with accuracy.

The daguerreotype process had in fact been

tried in Germany. R. Pashen, a member of

the commission to observe the transit of

Venus, has not made one but surely a hun-

dred daguerreotypes of the sun, and then

after comparing them very accurately with

collodion pictures, decided for the latter. I

myself have had daguerreotypes of the sun,

and must confess that the sharpness of the

corona was decidedly inferior to the ordi-
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nary collodion picture. We will await the

result.

The year is near its close, and pho-

tography has another name added to its

family register, of which we have so many.

"Whoever wishes to perpetuate his fame,

we would recommend him to publish a

photo-mystic printing process, and christen

it with his name as we have Albertype,

Wortleytype, etc.

This year we have been enriched with the

Lambertype, a new printing process, which

is mainly an extensive application of nega-

tive retouching on both sides of the plate.

I am convinced that a very skilful artist

can thus obtain very good effects, but he

who is not more than a photographic opera-

tor had better not attempt it. With uncer-

tain artistic ideas nothing is attained in this

process but failure, as numerous letters from

principal photographers who have tried it

without avail assure me. A photographer

is, of course, not all, notwithstanding very

various requirements must be combined to

produce a good photographer ; unfortu-

nately no opportunity has as yet been pre-

sented to unite this variety.

The education of photographers is still an

open question, and as yet unanswered in the

•old and new world. Until now there are

photographers of all stations of society that

learned the technicalities of the art in a few

weeks, and then tried their luck with a pub-

lic whose demands they could easily satisfy.

In regard to the latter a small village or

town is generally sought.

Very soon the difference between an artis-

tic gifted operator and a mere mechanical

operator will be recognized. I know of

several cases in which such mechanical

operators did a good business, in some of

the smaller provincial towns, who never

dreamed of being beaten from the field by any

opposition, but whose flourishing business

was ruined in less than six months by the

competition of an artistic, gifted operator.

Those who have artistic feelings are natu-

rally a step in advance of their competitors,

and artists like Adam Salomon, Petsch,

Kurtz, and Robinson have caused a want,

in their age, inducing thousands to emula-

tion. The Rembrandt effects and Salomon's

pictures, etc., were imitated, and those who

had some brains and endurance accomplished

something
;
just like in negative retouching

the most of the older photographers were

their own instructors. Of course there is a

great deal of time and money lost in this

way by unsuccessful trials, and in this re-

spect self-instruction is the most expensive.

This unsystematic cultivation would be ob-

viated by the erection of a photographic

academy. The basis of instruction will

naturally be here to cultivate the technicali-

ties of photography besides the studies of

science and art. Photography as a chemi-

cal technic requires knowledge of chemis-

try. It is laughable when skilful operators

assert that they can get along without a

knowledge of chemistry.

The true state of the case is this : these

operators have a knowledge of chemistry

which they have learned by practice, and

not at school. They observe that gun-cotton

dissolves in ether and alcohol, nitrate of silver

in water, salt precipitates chloride of silver,

etc., etc. Such is about all their knowl-

edge of chemistry. By reading the register

of failures in the manuals of photography,

it will be found necessary to possess a more

thorough knowledge of chemistry to avoid

them. How often have operators committed

the greatest blunders in applying perman-

ganate, albumen, acid, ammonia, simply by

not knowing the action of these substances.

In like manner blunders are committed

from ignorance of the use of the optical

apparatus. Many photographers then go

to work and buy books by the dozen, and

do not read any more than wiser ones who
have only three or four at their disposition.

For this reason it will naturally present itself

that the fundamental doctrine of chemistry

and optics must be regarded, in the photo-

graphic course of instruction.

Then the cultivation of the artistic taste

must next be cared for by practicing draw-

ing ; in this the hand will attain some rou-

tine for retouching, the eye a feeling for

lines and forms, which will be an advantage

in posing. A course of the history of arts

should also be included, which would in-

struct the scholar with the beautiful in the

paintings of the old masters. When origi-

nals cannot be had good copies will answer.

A short course of physiology and anatomy
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must be added to this, to enable the scholar

to study the form of the human body. The

important routine of position and illumina-

tion is, of course, only attained by study

with living models, and this should also be

the task of a photographic academy, inas-

much as art academies make use of them
;

negative retouching goes with this hand in

hand. This would close the course of a

portrait photographer. Dry plates, chromo-

gelatin processes, etc., are only of second-

ary importance to him. When we have

such a photographic academy the complaint,

for the lack of operators, of sufficient tech-

nical and artistic knowledge will soon cease.

Very truly yours,

H. VoGEL.
Berlin, Deo. 30th, 1874.

THE PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH.
Another Argument in its Favor.

One very great reason why the " Prome-

nade " photograph must become very popu-

lar among photographers, is because it costs

less money to produce it, and just as much
may be obtained for it or even more.

The reign of "great heads" which has

prevailed for some time is doomed. While

we should never forget that the head in a

picture should receive the utmost and irst

care, yet we do not mean that it alone should

receive attention, and be allowed only a

small portion of the human bust to be ap-

pended to it as if only to show that the

head really is human, for truly some such

heads are so hideous that one would scarce

suspect them of being human were it not

for said appendages. How often we see a

head large enough for a 1 1 x 1 4 plate crowded

into the squatty limits of a cabinet-card

size. How preposterous ! But that is not

the point we are after. If such heads are

properly made, the negatives must be care-

fully retouched, and there comes in the

matter of expense. At first the photogra-

pher only retouched a few of his negatives,

and charged an extra price for the prints

therefrom ; but presently the demand grew,

these hideous heads became popular, and all

the negatives had to be retouched. Thus

an expensive assistant had to be employed,

and as he had only one pair of hands and

ditto of eyes, none too good, the consequence

was that the orders were always behind-

hand, because the negatives could not be

retouched rapidly enough.

Now, the Promenade picture will dispense

with a portion of this expense, and a great

portion of it. It will not dispense with the

retoucher, but it will enable him to do his

other work better, more expeditiously, and

more of it.
,

But this is not all we have to argue in

favor of the new size and style, and against

the "swell-heads. 1
' Photographers have

been so " head}7 " that they are forgetting

how to pose and compose the human figure.

This is very apparent when we look at some

of their efforts in that direction, and if for

nothing else, we contend that the introduc-

tion of the Promenade style will do good if

it only compels photographers to brush up

their art knowledge, and to learn to have a

harmonious and properly posed object upon

which to place their beautifully lighted and

retouched heads. The old adage, that

" Handsome is that handsome does," may
well be applied to a picture, for be a head

ever so handsome, when can it be made to

look beautiful unless it is made to do some-

thing, and that to give grace and character

to the figure to which it belongs ? But next

month we shall show you an example of the

new size, and then preach it up more.

Mr. F. L. Stufoer, Bethlehem, Pa,, has

sent us some very fine negatives for the pur-

pose, and we shall soon produce more from

Mr. Taber and others. We shall also try

to bring forth effort in this direction by the

offer of another medal next month, after we
have given you a model to work by.

Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co., as will

be seen by our editorial, have already gotten

up some beautiful styles of Promenade
mounts, and they had an order for them in

less than five days after the issue of our last

number. The interest taken in th<? new size

was quick and is lively. Wake up to it.

THE ALBATYPE.
The difficulties so well known to photog-

raphers of producing good and uniform

results on porcelain-glass, has prevented

them from making such pictures. The
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technical excellencies of the porcelain pic-

ture have made them justly very popular,

and hut for the perplexities attending their

production many more would be made.

These perplexities have driven inventive

minds to seek a substitute, and after many
failures at last a surface is produced that

fills all requirements. This is an iron plate

prepared by a patent process, with a surface

like porcelain, as described in the last

number of the Photographic Times, and is

called the Alba plate.

The plate is ready to receive the collodio-

chloride when put into the market, therefore

needs no coating of gelatin or albumen. For

printing, a modified form of the ordinary

spring frame is used, which enables the plates

to be brought in perfect contact with the

negative, thus giving a picture sharp at every

point and full of soft delicate detail. The

iron being flexible permits the photographer

to lift up the picture to ascertain to what

extent it is printed. The process of making

the pictures is very simple (any photogra-

pher of ordinary ability being as sure to

produce a good picture as he would be in

making the ordinary paper print), and there

is no liability of breaking. They can be

richly toned and beautifully vignetted, and

finished in colors the same as porcelain.

They are much cheaper than porcelain glass,

and can be cut with shears to any desired

size or shape for cases, frames, or albums.

They can be produced much quicker than

paper prints, half an hour being sufficient

to complete the picture after the negative is

finished, thus enabling one to deliver them

soon after making the negative. They are

claimed to be very durable, and not to fade

in the least. Similar pictures now in our

possession, made nearly two years ago, are

as white and clear as when first printed.

Of course, collodio-chloride is used, and

Mr. Hearn seems to come into the market

with his just in the right time. The Alba

plate is produced by the Phenix Plate Co.,

Worcester, Mass., and is the result of a

couple of years' patient and persistent exper-

iment. See their advertisement.

It is by no means "a white ferrotype

plate," as some call it. The ferrotype plate

is merely used as a base for the white coat-

ing. The results are exquisite, and the new

picture must become very popular. Take
them up early and push them.

The Magic Lantern as an Enlarging

Apparatus.

Perhaps all of the large number of pho-

tographers who already own a sciopticon,

are not aware of the fact that they can

make it a very useful helper in their pho-

tographic operations, as well as a means of

money-making in giving lantern exhibi-

tions. A correspondent who recently ob-

tained one of our "outfits " expresses great

satisfaction with it, and says : " The lantern

works to a charm, and I find I could have

made it very useful about the holiday

season. One to two minutes will make a

splendid whole-sheet enlargement, which

would have enabled me to fill all my orders

for large work." He further gives his

plan of working as follows :

" I would say, first, that my plan is rather

crude. Where the negative is the proper

size, I cut two thin slips of albumen paper

and fasten to each end of the negative.

Place the negative in a suitable tablet, coat

a good clear glass in the usual manner,

draining well on blotting-paper. Then lay

it in, face to face, on the negative, put the

tablet on the end of the cone I use for en-

larging on the camera
;
put one thumb on

each end of the plate to keep the plate and

negative in position, place the cone within

about five inches of the gas-burner, throw-

ing the light through the cone. Let an

assistant turn on the gas for about fifteen

or twenty seconds, then develop in the

usual way, being careful not to develop too

much. Ambrotype development is nearest

the thing, but by transmitted light. When
the negative is large I lay it in the retouch-

ing-frame with a hood over it to keep off

side-light, and proceed the same as making

any copy. Of course the negative must be

well lighted, and tone with chloride of gold.

"After getting your transparency all

right take any plane board (I use a wooden

dish bottom up), set it on a chair, drive two

brads a suitable distance apart near the

bottom, on which put a thick cardboard

about as thick as your negative glass, and

the size of the intended negative. Set your
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lantern on your camera-stand, and focus on

the cardboard. Coat your negative glass

as usual, and set on your board, resting on

the brads in place of the cardboard; remove

your cap, and expose. Experience will give

right time, say thirty seconds to three min-

utes, according to circumstances. Of course

this work is done in the work-room in the

evening."

Next month we shall give a more elabo-

rate method of doing this work. Mean-

while get a lantern outfit and be ready.

ADVANCE PAY OR NOT.
BY JOHN CADWALLADER.

It seems to me the whole ground is bar-

ren of anything new, or which has been un-

said and published by able and experienced

photographers. Formulae and processes

covering every part of the business have

been published, time and time again, from

many leading and successful photographers.

In my own practice, my knowledge has

come almost entirely from information thus

received.

The various processes published by lead-

ing photographers result, when carefully

compared, in one identical process, which

leads me to think that the different degrees

of excellence are the result more of the man-

ner of their application than in the material

used in the various photographic manipula-

tions. It is useless for me to write the stere-

otyped formulae for collodion, toning bath,

etc. Besides, I think it needless to offer to

teach.

My intercourse with the average photog-

rapher leads me to conclude that he is more

anxious to impart knowledge than to re-

ceive. I take it that the average photogra-

pher of this day is not lacking in " practical

hints." In these he is well posted, or at

least he ought to be, for large opportunities

are daily before him. In my humble belief

his need is in more thorough application of

the knowledge which he has. He needs also

to be invested with a will and a determina-

tion to keep a clean, respectable gallery, in-

stead of the filthy, tobacco-fumed den which

he has.

The average gallery is a disgrace, and

fearfully degrading to the art of photogra-

phy. In the whole category of business en-

terprises there is not one which sinks so low

in tilthiness as the average photograph gal-

lery, whose walls reek with tobacco fumes,

while the furniture and carpets are loaded

with dust. It is no wonder the public can-

not be invested with more respect for pho-

tography. The sooner a reform is made in

this direction the faster will rise the public

esteem for our art and us.

One other matter I would call attention

of gallery owners to, viz., the prepayment

system, which so universally prevails. I

verily believe it to be a clog and a hin-

drance to success. In common with others,

I adopted it and maintained it for many
years. One year ago I abandoned it ; and,

after a twelve-month's trial, I could not be

induced to return to it again. I think the

system was born with imperfect and uncer-

tain photography. Upon general business

principles its adoption is a clog ; a cold, use-

less demand, often amounting to insult to

most estimable patrons. Exceptional cases

do occur which can be met in a cheerful,

proper manner.

Gentlemen, you who have faith and con-

fidence in your skill, abandon the prepay-

ment system for a year, and I think you

will not return to it. Patrons make larger

bills and pay more cheerfully after than be-

fore their work is ready. I feel that I have

something stronger than prepayment to hold

my patrons. I am persuaded that it would

be a step in the right direction, if the better

galleries would abandon the prepayment

system, thereby increasing their hold upon

the better classes of society. The tendency

would work a gradual increase of strength

to those who deserve it, while the " tinker-

ing Jim" class would gradually grow thin-

ner. I have tried both plans, and want no

more prepayment system in mine.

Border Negatives.—Make a saturated

solution of Epsom salts; take an 11 x 14

plate and put a little wax around the edges.

Level your plate and pour the solution over

it and let the water evaporate until the

salts crystallize, then take as many negatives

of it as you need. A very pretty effect is

made by taking a negative of the clouds

before a storm.—E. D. Ormsby, Chicago.
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Answer to Question No. 3.

You should say how you make your am-

monio-nitrate bath ; with ammonio-nitrate

salt, or by adding concent, liq. ammonia.

In the latter case there is probably too

much free ammonia in the bath, which takes

the albumen off the paper, and causes it to

remain in large bubbles on the surface of

the bath.

Kemedy : Take half of your bath and put

C.P. nitric acid to it, until blue litmus-paper

turns decidedly red. Don't be afraid to put

too much acid in. It will require from one

to two ounces, or even more, of the strong

C. P. nitric acid, according to the excess of

ammonia and the quantity of the bath.

After this, add the other half of the bath

and it will work all right.

Charles Gilli.

Questions.

1. Why is it that some prints, from the

same sheet of paper, and treated in all re-

spects the same, will not take a high polish

when burnished ?

2. What is the simplest way of testing

<Jhe print washings for hypo j by the iodine

test?

3. I notice that the Glace pictures,whether

mounted or not, in a day or two lose much
of the brilliancy they possess when first

taken from the glass. What is the reason?

4. I find that the dampness caused by the

paste used in mounting the Glace pictures

causes the cameo to flatten down consider-

ably. How is this prevented ?

Geneva.

Answer to Geneva.

No. 1. I would answer No. 1 by asking

Geneva another. Do your prints all look

equally well before burnishing? If not, it

is doubtless due to the paper being unevenly

albumenized, and some parts of it incapable

of yielding a good print or receiving a high

polish.

No. 2. Take an ounce or so of the starch

and iodine solution in a test-tube, and drop

the water you wish to test into it. See Dr.

Vogel's " Handbook," page 188.

Probabilities.

FIRE.
We regret to learn of a disastrous fire at

the office of the Photo-plate Printing Co.,

Albertype process, Mr. E. Bierstadt su-

perintendent, 58 and 60 Reade Street, New
York.

In answer to our request for particulars,

Mr. Bierstadt says : "My fire occurred on

Wednesday night, January 13th. The cause

of it I cannot account for, as it occurred in

a room that was used entirely for negatives

and retouching, and we never had fire or

even lights in it. The room adjoining

where I had my drying-boxes, and where I

used fire in summer and winter, was only

damaged by smoke. My greatest loss is in

negatives, some of which were to be used

for an illustrated book of Western scenery,

and their loss will make it impossible to do

the work at all. These were negatives

made by Mr. Jackson in the Yellowstone

Park ; also some finished work was de-

stroyed. Lenses all saved, but badly smoked.

Camera boxes spoiled. The whole loss will

be, perhaps, about $2000.

" My lower floor is unharmed. All my
goods were covered with water-proof cloths.

The loss of time will also be serious, for it

will take three weeks to repair damages be-

fore I can do any work, in the meantime I

must be patient.

" I have always favored some of the car-

bon processes, but the 'burnt-in carbon

process,' as tried on the night of the 13th,

is too expensive to be useful."

We trust it will not be long before Mr.

Bierstadt is under full headway again.

A fine large photograph of the Chemical and

Smelting Works of Messrs. Charles Cooper & Co.,

Newark, N. J., has been sent us, and with many

thanks we add it to our office collection.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH THE IRON
DEVELOPER.

In our December number our esteemed

Belgian correspondent, Mr. Charles Wal-
dack, gave us some details concerning some

experiments upon the influence of the va-

rious ingredients composing the iron devel-

oper, which he and Mr. Kottier, the Secre-

tary of the Ghent Section of the Belgian Pho-
tographic Society, were making in behalf of

their Society. We find a further and more

extended account in the last issue of the

Society's journal, which we append, in lieu

of the non-arrival of Mr. Waldack's cor-

respondence, delayed, no doubt, by the long

passage of the steamer, as follows

:

" The experiments which have been en-

tered into, it will be remembered, are for

the purpose of seeking those substances

proper to introduce into the composition

of developers liaving iron salts for their

base, and in what proportions these bodies

should be associated to produce the best ef-

fects.

" In these experiments, which have all

been made with the ordinary wet collodion

process, a comparison has been made. Two
negatives, produced under identical con-

ditions, were developed by means of differ-

ent developers ; one of these reagents was
chosen as a standard of comparison, the

other was the one the value of which was
to be ascertained.

" In order to obtain two latent images as

rigorously similar as possible, the experi-

menters made use of a binocular camera,

and received upon a plate (19c.xllc.) the

double image of some objects grouped before

the apparatus, precisely as would have been

done in making a stereoscopic picture.

" In order to make the successive devel-

opment of the two latent images thus ob-

tained, there was placed towards the middle

of the negative, when this was withdrawn
from the camera, a strip of glass, a kind of

separation which allowed the developer to

be poured upon one of the two images with-

out developing the neighboring image,

which it was easy to make appear by means
of the second developer, when the first had

completely shown itself.

" But the operators did not rest satisfied

with this method, which offers some objec-

tions. Whenever it was necessary to ope-

rate with a certain precision, the following

process was substituted, the effects of which

are more certain :

" The plate was first scratched across the

middle with a diamond, and then prepared

in the ordinary manner. Thus it could be

easily broken when taken from the camera,

allowing the separate development of each

of the two negatives obtained.

" In order to observe a certain system in

the operations, successive examinations were

made of the influence exercised upon the

time of exposure and on the nature of the

images produced by

—

"1. The quantity ofsulphate of iron used.

"2. The acid introduced into the devel-

opers.

"3. The nature of the iron salt used.

" 1. Influence of the quantity of Sulphate of

Iron used.

" The experimenters have found, like

many others, that the quantity of sulphate

of iron contained in the developer exercises

a very great influence upon the nature of

the negative produced. Whilst a reagent

containing but a small quantity of the sul-

phate gives an image which is light, trans-

parent, and violet, concentrated develop-

ers give images of considerable vigor and

opacity.

" With a diluted liquid, the image devel-

ops itself slowly ; with a concentrated bath,

on the contrary, the print shows itself at

once. A weak solution penetrates the col-

lodion and produces a silver deposit in the

whole thickness of the sensitized coating,

whilst a concentrated developer, which acts

quickly, produces the image only on the

surface of the negative.

" Under certain limits of concentration,

the negatives obtained are vigorous in the

proportion that the developers used contain

more sulphate of iron ; these differences of

intensity, very apparent in developers that

contain but moderate doses of sulphate, seem

to weaken when the concentration of the

bath is increased, and when developers are

made use of that contain large quantities of

sulphate, opposite results are produced; in

this case images developed by strong devel-
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opers are less vigorous than those obtained

by means of diluted ones.

" Negatives produced by means of devel-

opers more or less concentrated, differ not

only in the intensity of the images obtained,

but also in the physical nature of the pre-

cipitated silver deposit.

" When the proportion of iron contained

in the reagent does not exceed certain limits,

the metallic particles, the aggregation of

which constitutes the negative, appear to be,

in general, greater in proportion to the

concentration of the developer which has

produced them, and there seems to exist an

apparent relation between the size of these

particles and the degree of concentration of

the developer.

" The accompanying cuts give an idea of

the appearance presented under the micro-

scope, and enlarged to 800 diameters.

"Fig. 1. The ground of a negative ob-

tained by means of a developer at one-half

per cent, of sulphate.

Fig. l.

strong, the deposit is generally composed of

particles that are smaller and closer than in

the half-tones, where the metallic granules

are necessarily less numerous, and where

they present, in general, the aspect of small

polygons, the appearance of which resem-

bles certain crystalline forms of silver.

" Enlargement : 800 diameters.

"The negatives developed with developers

very slightly concentrated are very trans-

parent and of a more or less intense violet

color ; these two effects appear to be the

natural consequence of the excessive small-

ness of the metallic substances forming the

deposit.

" Independently of the degree of concen-

tration of the bath, the manner in which

the development is made exercises a certain

influence upon the nature of the deposit

produced; different effects may be obtained

according as the developer is kept in repose

or in movement, on the surface of the nega-

tive.

Fig. 2.

Hundredths of

"Fig. 2. The ground of the negative

developed by the aid of a developer at eight

per cent.

"The average size of the silver particles

of the second negative is
Tff

2
ff Q

of a millime-

tre. As to the diameter of the granules in

Fig. 1, their extreme minuteness renders

their measurement almost impossible.

" The size of the precipitated particles

can vary, moreover, on the same negative

in different portions of it ; in those parts

where the action of the light has been very

millimetres.

2. Influence of Acids.

" In the experiments above alluded to, use

was made of simple solutions of sulphate of

iron in pure water, without the addition of

acid.

" When an acid is introduced into the de-

veloper, the results obtained are modified,

and the appearance of the image is retarded.

" All the acids tried by the experimenters

have shown this property; but if all retard

the development and allow thereby the re-

agent to act with more regularity, they are
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far from producing images which arc iden-

tical.

" Organic acids in general induce the

formation of black metallic deposits.

" Acetic acid is an exception to this rule,

and gives very pure images, justifying the

favor in which it is held by photographers.

" Crystallizable acetic acid, concentrated

acetic acid of commerce, and pyroligrieous

acid produce effects that are similar; this

last, however, developed foggy prints ; but

this result should probably be attributed to

the presence of some impurities contained

in the sample of acid made use of, and

which was highly colored.

" Sulphurous acid produced a print of no

value. As to sulphuric acid, the trial made
with it gave very satisfactory results ; the

images developed under its action are equal

to those produced by developers containing

acetic acid.

"The more or less acid contained in the

developer exercises a very appreciable action

on the production and the intensity of the

image. This appears slower, weaker, and

seems to require a longer exposure, as the

proportion of acid contained in the reagent

is greater.

3. Influence of ihe nature of the Iron Salt used.

" When other salts of iron are substituted

for the sulphate of the same metal, very

different effects are obtained.

" From the standpoint of the vigor and

beauty of the images produced, the different

salts tried by the experimenters may be ar-

ranged in the following order

:

" 1. Iron Nitrate.—This compound de-

velops images that are pale and without

vigor; it requires a longer time of exposure

than the sulphate, with an equal quantity of

iron contained in the developer.

"2. Iron Sulphate.—Either the sulphate

obtained by means of the action of the metal

upon sulphuric acid, or the salt obtained by

means of pyrites, gives results sensibly

identical.

"3. A mixture of equal equivalents of

sulphate of iron and copper, which acts

nearly as the iron sulphate.

" 4. The double Sulphate of Iron and Am-
monia.—This salt is remarkably superior to

the simple sulphate ; it develops the image

in a shorter time of exposure than does the

preceding substances.

" 5. The Iron Acetate.—This compound is

again superior to the double sulphate; in

identical conditions it gives much better

images, which indicates that it allows the

obtaining of better negatives in a shorter

time of exposure than all the preceding

salts."

(To be continued.)

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Boston Photographic Association.—
January 1st, 1875.

Attention was called to the necessity of

providing some plan for the preservation of

photographic journals, and other works con-

tributed to the Society.

Mr. South worth spoke of the feasibility

of forming, so far as limited opportunities

would allow, a library, presuming that va-

rious persons would contribute from time to

time.

Other remarks were made by Messrs.

Rowell, Black, and Loomis, but no definite

action taken.

In regard to Dr. Rimner's lecture at the

previous meeting, Mr Rowell said he did

not suppose we could reach the high stand-

ard indicated by the Doctor, but hoped we
would labor in that direction. It was evi-

dent that his acquaintance with the practical

duties ®f the photographer was quite lim-

ited, and his criticisms were less just and

applicable in consequence.

No new business being introduced the

members resolved themselves into a com-

mittee of the whole, and spent the remainder

of the evening in posing, and practical sug-

gestions thereunto pertaining.

Indiana Association. — Indianapolis,

January 18th, 1875.

Of this Association Mr. J. Perry Elliott,

Secretary, says :
" I am happy to be able to

report that there was more than a quorum

of the members of the Indiana Photographic

Association present, at our January meeting,

which was held at Harry Fowler's gallery

on the evening of the first Wednesday in-

stant, and although the meeting was not as

large as desired, or as interesting in some
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particulars, there seemed to be a determina-

tion on the part of all present to double our

diligence in the future, and sustain the Asso-

ciation at all hazards. Indeed, there is no

reason why we may not have one of the best

photographic societies that any city, no

larger than ours, can boast of.

" We have quite a nice photographic

library, and plenty of money in the treasury,

which is no mean item; and the artistic

talent, and possibly the literary attainments

of the members of our society will compare

favorably with others.

" We intend holding monthly meetings

as formerly, and have arranged for a magic

lantern exhibition at our February meeting,

and the members are all requested to pre-

pare slides to add a little local interest to

the oceasion. Messrs. Adams, Claflin, and

Elliott volunteered to read papers on pho-

tographic subjects at the same meeting also,

and we expect an interesting time."

Chicago Photographic Society.—Jan-

uary meeting, held in their rooms at No. 158

State Street. The following officers for the

ensuing year were elected : A. Hall, Presi-

dent ; O. F. Weaver, First Vice-President

;

J. Smith, Second Vice-President ; G. A.

Douglass, Secretary ; H. G. Thompson,Treas-

urer; Executive Committee, D. H. Cross,

J. W. Denslow, P. B. Greene. On motion

of Mr. C. W. Stevens, it was decided to

give an annual dinner at the Palmer House,

at the installation of the officers, on Febru-

ary 3d, 1875. Letters were read from the

President of the Boston Photographic As-

sociation, and appointments made for the

reading of papers at the next meeting. Mr.

Stevens offers the following prizes for com-

position during the year : First prize, one

4-4 C. F. Usener central stop camera tube,

nickel-plated, for the best six 4-4 photo-

graphs, the negatives to become the prop-

erty of the Society. Second prize, one 4-4

American Optical Company best portrait

camera box, double swing-back, nickel-

plated, for the best six cabinet photo-

graphs the negatives to become the prop-

erty of the Society. The prizes will be

awarded by a committee designated for such

purpose by the Association, and all mem-
bers will be supplied with copies of the prize

photographs at cost price.

San Francisco.—December 31st and
January 5th.

The photographers of San Francisco are

aroused, and are about to organize a per-

manent association. Very often, in time

of trouble and annoyance, men become

bound more closely together, and what at

one time seemed to be a very heavy and

dark cloud overhanging them has proven a

very blessing in disguise. Thus proved the

" bromide war," a few years ago, from which

arose the great National Photographic As-

sociation ; and a threatened exaction upon

the fraternity on the Pacific coast has

aroused them, and is causing them to unite

against it, and not only this, the result will

be doubtless one of the livest local associa-

tions wc have, for some of our livest men
live there. Let the records of their meet-

ings tell more particularly what has been

done.

First meeting, held Thursday evening,

December 31st, 1874, at the gallery of

Messrs. Bradley & Kulofson. The meeting

was called to order by Mr. Kulofson, who
moved that Mr. Selleck be elected President

of this meeting.

Mr. Selleck declined the honor, but

moved that Mr. Kulofson be elected Chair-

man, and Mr. Rieman Secretary, which

motion was carried.

The President, on taking the chair, stated

in a few concise words the object of this

meeting, which was to resist unusual and

unjust taxation as it was believed, declaring

the action of Mr. Dean, the license and tax

collector, in trying to collect license fees

from photographers, etc., an innovation.

Mr. Kulofson solicited suggestions from

those present, in regard to what action

should be taken in this matter.

Mr. Selleck made an address, and, in re-

viewing the action of Mr. Dean, stated that

by law of Congress passed three years ago,

photographs and works of art were free

from tax or license, and contended that Mr.

Dean cannot legally enforce the, collection

of license from photographers.

Mr. Marden moved, and it was seconded

by Mr. Selleck, that a committee of three

be appointed by the President with full

powers to act, and if necessary to employ

legal talent to wait on Mr. Dean, the tax
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collector, and ask him to postpone further

action regarding the matter in question

until said committee can have an oppor-

tunity to prepare a report as to the legality

of the demand, and then to report to the

meeting next Tuesday night, at half-past

seven o'clock.

The motion was carried, but was amended

by Mr. Selleck, who moved that the com-

mittee be empowered to collect funds to

defray necessary expenses, and called upon

the Chair to appoint such committee.

The President appointed as that commit-

tee Messrs. Shew, Houseworth, and Mar-

den.

Mr. Swart moved, and it was carried, that

the Secretary notify all photographers in

this city through postal cards, that there is

a meeting to be held in the same place at

half-past seven o'clock next Tuesday even-

ing, and inviting all to be present.

On motion of Mr. Selleck, adjourned to

meet as above.

A vote of thanks was given to Bradley

& Rulofson for the kind use of their rooms.

Tuesday Evening, January 5th, 1875.

The meeting was called to order by Mr.

Rulofson, who moved that Mr. Selleck take

the chair. Mr. Selleck declining, moved
that Mr. Rulofson preside over the meet-

ing.

The minutes of last meeting were read

and approved.

The chair then called upon the commit-

tee appointed at last meeting to report what

action they had taken in the question before

them.

Mr. Shew, the chairman of said commit-

tee, not having arrived yet, Mr. House-

worth, as one of the committee, stated that

the committee had sent a telegraphic dis-

patch to E. L. Wilson, the editor of the Phil-

adelphia Photographer, Philadelphia, Pa.,

asking "date of Thorpe's resolution through

Congress declaring photography a branch

of the arts," to which they had received

answer to the effect thai all necessary in-

formation would be sent by mail, and the

committee therefore ask further time to re-

port upon this matter until such answer

from Philadelphia be received.

Mr. Houseworth also stated that they had

called on Mr. Dean, the tax collector, in

regard to the extension of time, which he

had granted them.

Mr. Marden wished to have the commit-

tee employ an expert to search the acts of

Congress for matter bearing upon the sub-

ject before the meeting.

Mr. Selleck reviewed the matter at length,

ending with a move that the committee be

granted further time, so as to enable them
to correspond with Mr. Wilson regarding

this matter, and that when this meeting

adjourns, it adjourn subject to the call of

the President, who was requested to notify

all photographers of the time and place of

next meeting, and Mr. Marden amended
that resolution by adding that the photog-

raphers of the whole State be included, as he

considered that the matter before the meet-

ing not alone affected the photographers of

this city, but also those of the whole State.

The President then read a telegram re-

ceived from Mr. Todd, of Sacramento,

assuring the meeting of his hearty co-opera-

tion financially and otherwise.

The Secretary then, by request of Mr.

Selleck, read a resolution adopted by the

Executive Committee of the National Pho-

tographic Association, in which it was re-

solved that inasmuch as the Association has

been repeatedly urged by the President, Mr.

W. H. Rulofson, to hold the 1875 conven-

tion in San Francisco, he guaranteeing a

hall free of charge, that this Executive Com-
mittee address a communication to the prom-

inent members and exhibitors, asking their

views on the subject, with a request to an-

swer by return mail.

Mr. Shew then moved that the sense of

the meeting be taken on the advisability of

forming a local organization among photog-

raphers, which suggestion met with much
favor.

Mr. Houseworth also discussed the matter

expressing the same ideas.

Mr. Marden spoke at some length upon the

subject which he considered the best thing

that could happen to photography in this

State, and expressed the hope that the Asso-

ciation would meet in this city, and that

we form a local organization, upon which

Mr. Rulofson, in a long and telling speech,

reviewed the matter regarding the National
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Photographic Association and their in-

tended meeting here, in a clear, concise

manner, showing what benefits the Associa-

tion has done for photography, and what

benefits will still further he derived there-

from, and ended by favoring a local organ-

ization for the purpose of elevating pho-

tography, interchange of ideas, mutual

intercourse, etc., etc.

Mr. Selleck complimented Mr. Eulofson

for the enterprise and zeal displayed by him

in behalf of photography, also indorsing

him in his invitation to the National Pho-

tographic Association, to have their next

meeting at San Francisco, and bespoke for

them a hearty and sincere welcome from all.

After considerable debate it was resolved

that Mr. Rulofson be authorized, on behalf

of the photographers of San Francisco, to

extend an invitation to the National Pho-

tographic Association to hold their next

annual convention in this city.

Mr. Marden then moved that the Presi-

dent prepare, or cause to be prepared, circu-

iars, embodying the views of this meeting,

inviting all photographers throughout the

State to be present on Thursday evening,

January 21st, 1875, to receive the report of

the committee on the subject in which all

are interested.

After some further debate it was resolved

that the next meeting be held at Bradley &
Rulofson 's at half-past seven o'clock, Thurs-

day evening, January 21st, 1875.

Upon receiving the above we wrote to

the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in-

quiring what tax photographers are subject

to, and received the following in answer

:

u In reply to your letter of January 18th,

in relation to the United States tax to which

photographers are subject, I have to say

that under the present internal revenue

law photographers are not liable to any

tax."—Ed. P. P.

Photographic Society of Phila-
delphia.—Thursday, January 7th, 1875,

the President, J. C. Browne, in the chair.

The Treasurer reported that the Phila-

delphia Photographer had been mailed to the

Photographic Society of Paris, in accord-

ance with a resolution carried at the last

meeting.

The President exhibited some prints

which had become badly faded within two

months, apparently from having been left

in a box in which some new blankets were

stored. The explanation offered was, that

there were remains of bleaching agents,

such as sulphurous acid, etc., etc., in the

fabric of the goods in quantity sufficient to

give off fumes deleterious to silver prints
;

this was borne out further also by the fact

that ornamental labels made of the baser

metals are frequently found corroded when
left for a time in contact with or near this

kind of goods.

Mr. Sartain mentioned a curious case in

which a water-color drawing had become

badly faded, and then stored away between

the leaves of a book for a lengthened period

of time. When the book was finally opened,

the drawing was found to have regained its

color.

Mr. Wilson exhibited some samples of

Mons. Putteman's neo-oleo portraits, also

some of Ducos du Hauron's carbon prints in

colors, and some very fine cards by Mr. J.W.
Taber, of San Francisco, Cal., called by him

the " Promenade cards."

Mr. Wilson presented a large and fine

view of the new Girard Avenue Bridge, by

Mr. John Reid, of Paterson, N. J.

Mr. Young exhibited an interesting print

from a " pellicle " negative, by Mr. Willis,

of Scarborough, England. The plate had

received but eight seconds' exposure, and

was clean and good.

After adjournment, a series of views in

Egypt, Palestine, and Java were exhibited

by the calcium light by Mr. John Carbutt.

The pictures were from negatives by Messrs.

Frank M. Good and Woodbury, of London,

highly interesting, and a vote of thanks was

tendered to Mr. Carbutt for his kindness.

Filterings from the Fraternity.

Seasonable.

Photographers must be on the alert at

this season of the year, or they will, some

of these fine mornings, find their " crockery

and glassware " all frozen. Bottles are apt

to get on a " bust," and the contents, in case

they do, may be looked for where the

" woodbine twineth." Water is a very
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useful article in the production of photo-

graphs, etc., but it sometimes becomes a

solid, in which condition it is fit only for

skating on, or for cooling your favorite

beverage, or in the sick-room. Very often

it takes upon itself this peculiar condition

when confined in pipes used to convey the

same into photograph galleries, on which

occasion it takes a "severe benign " Chris-

tian to keep from speaking a hard piece.

But, pshaw I what benefit if they do ? it

don't thaw the ice in the pipes. I am free to

say that I have heard very hot words spoken

upon such occasions, which ought to have

had the desired effect, but I never knew it

to succeed except in cases where hot cloths

(made so by hot water) or the spirit lamp

were brought in to assist, and even then the

pipe bursts, which is attended with both

trouble and expense. The best way is to

prevent such an accident, either by turning

off" the supply and emptying the pipe, or to

keep the water running all the time, which

I think is the best and attended with less

trouble. Keep all of your solutions in a

warm place, if possible. About these times

look out for hints.

I. B. Webster.

How I made Yellow Glass for mt
Dark-Room.

I took 24 glasses of 8x 10, my sash hold-

ing 12 of that size. I put them in pairs,

convex sides together, and placed them in

an oven to warm slowly, being previously

cleaned. I then took a small saucepan and

melted slowly some orange-lac (it must not

be burnt, which would spoil its transpar-

ency), and when all were nice and hot, I

took the glass, a pair at a time, opened

them like a book, poured on one a quantity

of the lac, spread it quickly with a hot

knife, closed the two together, rubbed out

the air-bubbles, sometimes having to heat

them again ; cleaned off superfluous lac and

glazed in the usual way. The result was a

good clear yellow light, in every way as

good as stained glass.

Myer Moss.

A few Rules in Difficult Cases.

When the sitter will not be satisfied with

her own face, offer to sell her the picture of

somebody else.

After you have tried all views of a face,

and the sitter " don't like " them, then take

the back of the head ; it may be more ex-

pressive.

When a sitter says she has been tried by

all the big photographers, and "can't be

taken," tell her some faces are too mean to

leave a shadow.

When you have taken some good nega-

tives, and the sitter insists on ordering from

the only poor one, always—well, I give it

up; it's one of those things no fellow can

find out.

Abram Bogardus.

Mr. Charles Gilli, operator, with Messrs.

Perry & Bohm, Denver, Colorado, gives

some good suggestions on avoiding tear-

drops on silvered albumen paper.

In the Philadelphia Photographer for No-
vember, 1874, page 346, Mr. Morgeneier

very generously gives to the fraternity his

process for preventing the silver bath from

drying in drops, or so-called tears. This he

effects by immersing the paper for two

seconds in absolute alcohol, hanging up to

dry, and putting in a portfolio to straighten,

and adds that this is an economical way, as

if the value and loss of absolute alcohol

(costing about $3 per gallon) did not amount

to much.

How so prepared albumen paper works I

cannot tell, as I have never tried the ex-

periment, but I am afraid it will lose its

brilliancy. It has been recommended to

produce electricity on the albumen paper,

just before silvering, by means of rubbing

it with silk or a bunch of cotton.

It seems that electricity has some mechan-

ical influence on albumen when being sil-

vered. I agree with the opinion of others,

that the dry state of the albumen causes the

evil ; but what causes the dryness of the

albumen? The dry air, of course. As it is

a well-known fact that dry air does not ab-

sorb any electricity, but the damp air does

in a high degree, we find the idea of pro-

ducing electricity (which seems to aid the

coagulation of the albumen) by artificial

ways a correct one. Having been troubled

with tear-drops at different times before, I

proceeded to work the rubbing process with

a bunch of cotton, and found it to work sat-

isfactorily. But it has its inconvenience
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in one way. By rubbing, the cotton loses

many of its fibres, which adhere in small

particles to the electricized paper, and thus

are taken into the silver bath.

I remember an experiment, of the time

of my academical studies, that our professor

of chemistry and physics showed us ; a very

simple method of producing electricity. A
mixture of beeswax, turpentine, resin, and

linseed oil was rubbed with a fox's tail, and

the mixture showed a great adhering power

to organic matters. I accordingly rubbed

the albumen paper thoroughly with a dry

fox-tail just before silvering, and the result

was a surprising one. There was no more

tear-dropping of the bath. It is important

to lift such paper slowly from the bath, so

that as little as possible of the silver solu-

tion is carried off. The paper, when so

treated, dries in a moderately warm room

very rapidly without any tear-drops.

This process has been worked in Messrs.

Perry & Bohm's gallery for about a year,

successfully, by using double albumenized

paper and a plain silver solution of sixty

grains strong.

If a fox-tail is not to be had, a cat's skin

will produce a similar effect. Either one,

I think, is more economical than absolute

alcohol.

Mr. Daniel Bendann gives some wide-

awake suggestions on the question,

When shall the Sitter pay for

his Pictures?

" A stride forward in our profession would

be accomplished, were the public to thor-

oughly recognize the fact, that when they sit

for or order a picture, they then and there

incur a responsibility or debt for the

amount of its price. As yet there is a

singular want of responsible feeling, even

amongst the most correct and honorable of

the public, regarding the matter. It is im-

possible to always obtain payment in ad-

vance (especially for pictures of any cost),

or from persons you are acquainted with, old

customers, or those whose position in the

world precludes your asking it, hence, it

often happens that should they not be

pleased with their first effort, they may
probably never sit again, and thus you lose

your labor, time, expense, and good humor,

as well as self-respect, for you are likely to

feel a diminution of the latter when you
are well taken in several times.

" Whose is the fault ? As far as my ex-

perience extends, I decidedly charge it to

ourselves, for whilst I have been troubled

but little in the above respect, yet I have

always been able to trace it to the pernicious

example of some photographer or other,

who having himself but little respect in his

capacity or profession, cringingly offers to

do work on approbation, etc., etc. We all

know the remark, ' Why Mr. So-and-so

will sit me as often as I please, and if I

don't like it I need not take it.' There is

more truth in it than many suppose, for I

have in my mind's eye many such. Hence,

the public is taught to believe that a pho-

tographer's time, labor, material, etc., is

of no consequence, and can you wonder
that it reacts unfavorably ?

" When our art was in its infancy twenty-

five or thirty years ago, it was probably nec-

essary to influence a hesitating seeker after

his shadow to proffer him choice of pay or

not, but the time has long past for that,

and now it ought to be ' Pay your money
and take your choice '

" Photographers of 1875, your path has

been made easy to you by your pioneers of

twenty and thirty years ago. Why will you

not recognize the proper standing of your

profession, and go upon the principle ' that

the laborer is worthy of his hire?' When
you do so, rest assured the public will soon

recognize the fact, that it is not the piece

of paper or cardboard they are expected to

pay for, but your brains, skill, and educa-

tion.''
1

Fern Leap Mottoes.—We have previously

cnlled the attention of our readers to the beauti-

ful mottoes made by Miss Ettie R. Kuhn, Salem,

Ohio. We are in receipt of some specimens of

various sizes which are simply exquisite. They

have doubtless become very popular by this time.

Ferns, beautiful as they are themselves, have

been arranged in elaborate designs to form most

beautiful sentences, and they are sold at very

low prices A catalogue of them may be ob-

tained of Miss Kuhn's agent, Mrs. J. R. Nicho-

las, 910 Spruce Street. Philadelphia. Dealers

in such things should find ready sale for them.
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Pictures Received.—During the first month

of the new year we have been favored with the

compliments of quite a large number of our sub-

scribers, accompanied with specimens of their

work, showing that they are wide awake and

striving to excel.

The first that claims our attention is a real

marvel in the way of portrait photography. It

is nothing less than a group of twelve, live babies,

photographed- almost to perfection. It is the

work of Mr. R. B. Lewis, of Hudson, Mass., who

has named them the "Morning Glories." He

has achieved a wonderful success in the infant

department, every baby being still and the like-

nesses good. Mr. Lewis deserves great credit for

his skill. He is skilful also in other depart-

ments. We have four prints of this group, three

of which were made from carbon reproductions,

and we find it difficult to tell which is the orig-

inal and which the reproduced. The prints were

sent us by Mr. Charles Pollock, of Boston, who

is agent for the sale of the "Morning Glories."

Cabinets from Messrs. Ormsby, of Chicago, F.

M. Spencer, of Mansfield, Pa., and J. Terras,

Markinch, England, all possessing some good

points and indicating effort in some particular

direction.

Cabinets and cards from Mr. E. A. Scholfield,

Mystic, Conn., showing some good effects.

Cards from Messrs. J. Pitcher Spooner, Stock-

ton, Cal., very good of J. Pitcher, Jr. ; Libby,

Keokuk, Iowa, good work for short exposures;

D. C. Burnite, Harrisburg, beautiful portrait of a

child ; W. F. S:iwtell, Wellington, Ohio, speci-

mens of his work now and in 1872. The im-

provement is very marked in every respect, and

shows that Mr. Sawtell has not been idle during

the past three years.

Mr. Mason, Medina, 0., some very good effects.

From Mr. R. Benecke, St. Louis, a 11 x 14

view of the new bridge at St. Louis, and showing

a complete sea of ice on the river ; also several

5x8 views of local scenery, all elegant work
;

one especially, evidently a scene in the park,

showing the fountains playing, is a charming bit

of photography as well as a most artistic com-

position. From Mr. C. R. Savage, Salt Lake

City, a number of stereos of Utah and California

scenery, well chosen and finely executed.

Mr. C. D. Mosher, of Chicago, sends us a neat

circular, containing criticisms and extracts in

reference to his work, from art journals and in-

dividuals. Mr. Mosher has won a high position

as an artist, and deserves the reputation he en-

joys. A photograph of Rev. Dr. Locke's cherubs,

after the style of the cherubs on Raphael's Ma-
donna, is quite successful.

A New Gallerv in Mankato. Min., by Mr.

E. F. Everitt, is evidence of business and enter-

prise in that section. We are glad to see this,

and trust that Mr. Everitt's success in his new
studio will justify all his expectations.

The Practical Printer.—The following tes-

timonial from Mr. Louis de Planque, Corpus

Christi, Texas, to whom we sent the book with

other goods, speaks well for the merits of the

work: "Everything proved satisfactory, but

nothing pleased me more than ' Hearn's Practi-

cal Printer.' I have followed the business since

1852 practically, but never have I received a

more thorough instruction into this most impor-

tant feature of photography, than I did by pe-

rusing Hearn's book. My work has improved

fifty per cent, and my customers are the ones

who find it out. Ten times its value could not

purchase my copy if I could not procure

another.''

Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co. of this

city have just gotten up some fine samples of

gilt and bevel-edged mounts for the new Prome-

nade size. They are neat and beautiful, and

just what are Wanted now.

Mr. E. Von Seutter, Jackson, Miss., has de-

signed a very neat mount for ferreotypes, oval

opening ; also a cardmount with a space for the

name, date, and age on the back. This might be

a very desirable improvement, but as all the la-

dies have one secret that they can keep, it might

be difficult to fill out the last line in all cases.

Another Business Enterprise.— Mr. D. H.

Cross, the talented and skilful operator, who

has been for several years with Mr. C. D. Mo-

sher, of Chicago, has bought out the Armstrong

Hotel Gallery, 224 State Street, where with

abundant facilities for work he hopes to make
one of the most attractive galleries in the city.

That he will succeed there can be no reason to

doubt, as we know Mr. Cross to be a most ac-
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complished artist, operator, and gentleman ; and

as the finest photographic work is a natural re-

sult of his efforts, he will not be long in winning

for himself among the appreciative citizens of

Chicago, a business and a reputation that will

be all that he can desire.

Gratifying.—At this season of the year we

are the recipients of many kind words as well as

renewals of subscriptions. Both are grateful to

us, but the former the most so to our feelings.

Here is an example :
" With this I send you five

dollars to renew my subscription to the only pe-

riodical I cannot do without. I wish to thank

you personally for your kindness and promptness

in your action regarding the application of Wing
for an extension. It is such watchfulness for

our interests that makes the fraternity feel that

you are indeed their friend, and I for one appre-

ciate it, and desire to express my sincere thanks.

Wishing you and our journal a happy and pros-

perous new year in 1875, I am,

" Yours truly.

" Lansing, Mich." "B.F.Hall.

Such words reassure us, and make us very

anxious to improve in our work and to be more

useful.

From Mr. John Reid, Paterson, N. J., we

have received an immense picture of the hand-

some new " Girard Avenue'' bridge across the

Schuylkill River, at Philadelphia. It is very

handsomely done. Mr. Reid seems to have pe-

culiar talent in grappling with such ponderous

subjects which literally require a long exposure.

Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co., Philadelphia,

have sent us a catalogue of stereoscopes and

views, which includes reduced prices of perhaps

the finest collection of such goods in America.

If you wish choice things go to them.

The Press, of late date, says : "The Philadel-

phia Phutographer for January ' carries weight,

'

as a turfman would say, for under its cover we

also have current numbers of two other month-

lies, the Magic Lantern, and the Photographic

Times. The frontispiece to the January number

of the Photographer, beginning vol. xiii, is the

portrait of Mr. Rulofson, of Snn Francisco,

President of the National Photographic Associa-

tion, the next meeting of which body will be

held in San Francisco. Among the woodcuts are

clear representations of both sides of the large

Centennial medal. Mr. Edward L. Wilson,

editor of the Photographer; has published a

pocket volume entitled Wilso?i's Lantern Jour-

neys, which is an ingenious catalogue—histori-

cal and descriptive—of journeys at home and

abroad, for use with views in the magic lantern

or the stereoscope. Published by Benerman &
Wilson.'' Thanks for all kindnesses.

Wrinkled, and contorted, and tivisted, and

ugly faces are wanted at this office, anything that

will show peculiar expressions, features, noses,

eyes, foreheads, and deformities. As we want

photographs of such for the interests of science,

we make bold to ask our readers to send us any

they may have. They are for a distinguished

lecturer on "Artistic Anatomy," of whom we

shall have more to say soon.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers are a grand

success, not only here but in England. We
judge from the pretty illustrated list of testimo-

nials sent us by Mr. Waymouth, the inventor.

You should try them if you have not done so.

An Automatic Print- Washing Apparatus,

of very neat construction, has been sent us by

Messrs. Moore & Newell, whose headquarters

are at No. 182 Avenue C, New York. It is fully

described in the advertisements this month. We
have two in our new printing-rooms, and shall

put them to practical test, and report soon.

The Foreign Medal Award.—We have been

slow in making this award, hoping to receive

several more sets of negatives from parties who

wrote of their desire to compete. We cannot

fairly wait longer. Although there are four

elegant things from Russia, three from Prussia,

three from Holland and two from South Americ:i,

we had hoped for more. The judges awarded

the gold medal to Mr. Julius Schaarwachter of

Berlin. They include some elegant specimens

of photography, and will m;ike handsome em-

bellishments for our future numbers. The Rus-

sian ones are of two classes—the one illustrating

character and the other a special method of

vignetting in the camera. The South American

ones are also character pictures, and those to

which the prize was awarded are very rare speci-

mens of photography. We shall more particu-

larly describe the pictures soon. Meanwhile the

twelve competing subjects printed by Mr. Hearn

will be sent mounted on receipt of $3.



ADVERTISING! KATES FOR SPECIALTIES.—It will be understood that matter under
this head is not to be considered as always having editoi ial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of
anything tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will lind this a beneficial mode of advertising, and
sure to pay largely. Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a
line—in advance. Operators desiring situations, no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure
insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations. J8®-We cannot undertake to mail
answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the advertisement.

For Sale.—A long established, well furnished

gallery ; having the best entrance, the best loca-

tion, and the best reputation of any on this

Avenue. Reception-room and skylight up one

flight only, floor being 94 feet deep. Apparatus,

viz. : American Optical Co.'s boxes and baths;

two Dallmeyer, two Voigtlander, and two Use-

ner's lenses, from 8-4 to 1-4. Has been and is

doing a good business, and only sold for reasons

disconnected with the business. Has rooms that

could be used comfortably by a small family.

Has lease on easy terms. Call on or address, for

further information, Eugene K. Hough,

487 Eighth Avenue, New York-

Photograph Gallery for Rent.—Address,

for information, John Barnes,

Box 2044, Rockford, Winnebago Co., 111.

Wanted to Rent.—After April 1st, a well-

furnished, first-class gallery, in a city with a

population of from 15,000 to 75,000 inhabitants,

by a good operator and practical photographer
;

whose wife colors photographs in oil and water

colors nicely. Or, would take a partnership in-

terest in lieu of services, or work on a salary.

Address, stating full particulars and facilities

for doing large work, A. L. Oakley,

Tiffin, Ohio.

For Sale.—A good gallery, in a town of 12,000

inhabitants. Complete outfit; rent low. Will

be sold for $350. A good opening for a live man.

Address Benerman & Wilson.

For Sale.—A photograph car. Very cheap.

For particulars, address E. P. S.,

89 Hanover St., Trenton, N. J.

Business.—$2000 will purchase a half-in-

terest in the Central N. Y. Copying House. Net

profits, $3000 annually. Address

Central N. Y. Copying House,
• Utica, N. Y.

Try Hermagis' Lenses.
Used by M. Adam Salomon,
Paris. See Advertisement.

Wanted.—A good operator and retoucher.

None need apply except a man that understands

his business. Address

Box 490, Allentown, Pa.

For Sale.—A very fine gallery ; doing a busi-

ness of over four hundred dollars per month.

Everything new and of the best quality. Cost

$3500, and will sell for $2500. Nothing but

money will buy it. For further particulars, ad-

dress Well G. Singhi,

Binghampton, N. Y.

SEAVEY'S NEW AND BEAU-
TIFUL ACCESSORIES.

Antique Cabinet, S40; An-
tique Chair, $40 ; Antique
Wainscoating, $15.

Address
L. W. SEAVEY,

8 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

For Sale.—In a thriving town in Western

Pennsylvania, in which there are no other rooms,

a photograph gallery. Rooms in good order and

conveniently arranged. Apparatus and instru-

ments in good condition. By advice of physician

the proprietor is compelled to abandon the busi-

ness, this alone is the reason for selling. For

particulars, address J. W. Morrison,

Photographic Stock-Dealer, Pittsburg, Pa.

Operator Wanted.—We wish to engage a

strictly first-class operator on or before April 1st

next. We want a man capable of taking charge

of our operating-room, and of turning out uni-

form, first-class negatives. To such a man a

permanent situation and good salary will be

given. Address, with references and all partic-

ulars, E. L. Brand,

596 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Refer, by permission, to Wilson, Hood & Co.,

Philadelphia, and E. & H. T. Anthony & Co.,

New York.

Criswold's Stereoscopic
Compositions. Read advt.

For Sale.—A mammoth Roetger portrait lens,

in good order. Address Geo. Rau,

914 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia.

Wanted.—Will take a good 8x10 D. S. B.

view box in payment for a 25-inch Washer In

writing give full description of box.

' L. V. Moulton, Beaver Dam, Wis,

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.



SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge for advertisements under this head: limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

JS®* We cannot have letters directed to our oare

unless the parties send for them, and send stamps to

pay postage. We cannot undertake to mail them

;

please do not request it.

By a good printer, toner, and negative re-

toucher. Fully competent to fill either place.

Salary moderate. Address G. H. 0., Syracuse,
New York.

As printer or retoucher, in a good gallery.

Address James F. McCarty, Columbiana, Ohio.

' By an old and experienced photographer, in

some Southern gallery, on shares. The very best

of references given, if required. Address C.

Byron, at J. H. Fitzgibbon's gallery, East St.

Louis, 111.

As negative retoucher, working in the largest

gallery in New York ; is desirous of taking a

permanent place. Address Oscar Steehbant, care

of W. Kurtz, Madison Square, New York.

By a young man, of steady habits, and a thor-

oughly competent negative retoucher, printer and
toner, or assistant operator. Will send samples
of work upon request. Address, with terms, R.
W , Photo. Artist, Skaneateles, Onondaga Co.

,

New York, Box 43.

By a young lady, as retoucher or assistant in

waiting room. Western locality preferred. Ad-
dress I. B. A., Lock Box L, Lansing, Michigan.

By a young man as printer, in some first-class

gallery. Address F. M. L., Warren, Ohio.

By an experienced and thoroughly practical

retoucher and operator, can make first-class work
every day in the week. Address, stating terms,

T. D. L., Artist, Carlisle, Pa.

An operator, having over six years' experience,

can operate, print and tone. Speaks German.
Has worked some at copying. Address B_. D.,

care of W. Carriel, Cuba, N. Y.

By an artist in India ink, water color, and
negative retouching, in some Southern city.

Terms. $80 per month and boarded. Address,
with reference, J. F. C, P.O. Box 255, Angola,
Indiana.

Also, brother desires situation as operator and
retoucher, at $60 per month.

By a competent operator and retoucher, four-

teen years' experience in first-class galleries.

Address Photographer, Bayertown P.O., Berks
Co., Pa.
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PATENT AUTOMATIC PHOTO. WASHER.
We take great pleasure in introducing and recommending to the fraternity this new and valuable

invention, built on thoroughly scientific principles, making it simple, durable, and effectual.

Some of the Many Advantages the Automatic Washer has over the old Methods

:

1

.

We guarantee that our automatic machine will

wash photographers' prints more thoroughly in one
hour's time, removing all traces of "hypo," than
can be done by the old sink or vat process in twen-
ty-four hours.

2. Photographs washed in the Automatic Washer
retain all their brilliancy, while the old way of soak-

ing softens the albumen and destroys their beauty.

3. The Automatic Washer being circular in form,

the pictures and water get a thorough circulation
;

thus from one to one thousand prints can be washed
at a time, each and every print getting a thorough
and effectual washing, thereby preventing " matting
down," as in the old sink or vat.

4. The water entering at the top and passing out

at
%
tbe bottom, filling and emptying alternately, will

convince the photographer at once that this is the

only practical way of removing all traces of hypo
from photographer's prints.

In fact, the Automatic Washer is complete in itself. Requires no care or attention when once set in

motion. Impossible to overflow. Manufactured from the best cedar. No possibility of leaking, and

require no plumbing or expense in setting up, and is just what every photographer who is ambitious

to do first-class work will have. Sold at the low price of $10.
All orders will receive prompt attention if addressed to

MOORE & NEWELL, 182 Avenue C, New York.

Or, CHAS. H. MOORE, Box 706, Springfield, Mass.



The Universal

EMBOSSINC PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

PBIOB, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.

[t^* CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that he will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c,
which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, &C.

We also have a full line of CAMERAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMEEA STANDS, HEAD-KESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.

* *



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order
promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

Gihon's Opaque
IS DESIGNED EOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,

RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.

It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

OUT-OUTS (thirty) , $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. CIHON, Inventor,
128 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia, JPa.



HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS.
The THIRD EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new

work.

It Gives the Best and Freshest Instructions to be had on the Subject.

Written by a practical photographic colorist, Mr. Geo. B. Avres.

PRICE, $2.00. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India Ink, or

who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

BENEBMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

G-. SAUTBE/.
No. 138 Soutli Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials

and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
~

No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

TRAPP & MUNCH'S

Ibnmm
Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Yienna Ex-
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

ZMZZEZD^IL, OIF MEBIT
for Albumenized Paper.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCKHOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York.



SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

IN EVERT VARIETY.

Nos. 419 & 421 BROOME ST., NEW YORK,

No. 73 BOLD STREET, LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

DEALERS SUPPLIED WITH THE BEST GOODS ON THE BEST TEEIS.

Our own extensive facilities for manufacturing enable us to produce first quality of goods,

and our extensive connections at home and abroad give us facilities which no one else has.

MA NUFACTORIES

:

Waterbury, Ct.—New Haven, Ct.—New York City.

SEE OTHEE ADVEETISEMENTS IN PHOTOGEAPHIC BOOKS and MAGAZINES

Examine Scoyill's PMootMc Clocts. and Real tie PlologranMc Times.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look

!

The Photographer to his Patrons.
WHAT IS IT?

TIHB
PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

' intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer
knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the best

time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answer. This little book answers
them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which he or she can carry away and study
at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising. What could you want better than to have your business card

so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and
then keep it for reference ? This is what they do with this little "tract." Witness what those who
have tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the

same as the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public
;

that he must be trusted, and that he alone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that he must make
the picture and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a
few of those who have been using our little publication in their business.
We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist just that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.
'

We get " The Photographer to his Patrons" up in neat style, on the best letter cap paper, assorted
tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-

' graphs or chapters—1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come ; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress; 6, how to "behave; 7, the children ; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-
ing, frames, prices, &c.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of
the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please, which printing
we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish.

Cuts for the covers we supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000 "

3000 copies, cover included,

5000 " " "
. $50 00

. 75 00
$20 00

35 00

Over 500,000 have been sold.

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture made, she would
come 'according to directions.' "—A. Bogar-
dus, New York.

"A grand idea."

—

Elbekt Anderson.

" It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body .who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurney &
Son, New York.

"It assists me greatly."

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to
be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

"You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-
fit some of the < hnow-everythings'' in this quar-
ter."—A. C. McIntyre & Co., Ogdensburg.

" They are just the thing to post people up on
what they ought to know in order to secure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book ' hits the nail

on the head.' "— J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have
ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville, O.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



CHARLES BIERSTADT
Photographer

VIENNA MEDAL OF MEEIT.

NIAGARA FALLS,

New York.

An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, Washington,

Hudson River, California,

Saratoga, Yosemite Valley,

Portage, N. Y., Egypt,

Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THEIR

ADAMANTINE VARNISH fir Amtatjp, Natives, anil Melainotypes.

This Varnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the
intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by jj^ j^ LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Cases,
Beveled Matts, Double Matts,

Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,
Fancy Paper Passepartouts.

These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd
sizes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBERG & BEO., 709 GMJ) Broadway, New York.



GRISWOLDS
LIFE COMPOSITIONS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE.
The following subjects are now ready, handsomely mounted.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Blowing Bubbles.

B stands for Bumble-B.
Blackberry Blossoms.
The Hen's Nest.

Let us Have Piece.

Mamma, where was I when you were
a little girl?

Our Domestic's Relations.

She went to the Butchers.

My Lady and My Lady's Maid.
The Mountain Spring.
Unveiling a Statue of Young America.
Young America in the Nursery.
Young America as an Artist.

Young America Asleep.

15. The Sunbeam Fairy.

16. The Picture-Book

.

17. Sitting for my Picture.

18. Young America Bathing.

19. Young Boston's Ambition.
20. Ding-Dong-Ding, Music on a Rubber

String.

21. Reflection.

22. The Loiterers.

23. The Cabin Porch.
24. Beatrice Shoo-Ply.
25. Home Group.
26. A View.
27. The Gleaner.

The titles hardly give an idea of the grotesque humor possessed by these pictui»es. They
are capital. As a sample dozen we should recommend Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16, 19,

20, 22, and 25.

Sent by mail on receipt of price. $2.00 per dozen. Order by number.
DEALERS SUPPLTED ON GOOD TERMS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia,

THE ZENTMAYER LENS,
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80° to 90°
; depth of focus ; extreme sharpness over the

whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying ; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed,
making and closing the exposure.

The larger ones are provided with antinternal shutter for

No. 1, 2| inch focus, 3x3
" 2, 3± " " 4x5
" 3, 5j " " 6£ x 8£
" 4, 8 " 10 x 12

" 5, 12 " 14 x 17

" 6, 18 " 20 x 24

plate, . . $20 00 No. 1 anc

"
. 25 00

<< 2 "

. 30 00
ii 3 i <

" 4 "
" 5 ". 42 00

. 60 00 " 1, 2,

. 90 00 " 3, 4,

" 3
" 4
" 5
" 6

and 3,

and 5,

$33 00
40 00
55 00
75 00

110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2£ to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7x10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

14:7 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.



JOHN DEAN & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,

Worcester, Mass.,

OFFEK AT WHOLESALE, AT LOWEST PEICES, THE

Adamantean

LATES,

BLACK and Patent CHOCOLATE TINTED,

EGG-SHELL and GLOSSY.

The experience and extensive facilities of John Dean & Co. enable them

to produce the most desirable Ferrotype Plates in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,

TRADE AGENTS,

591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.



SPLENDID
LANDSCAPE and ARCHITECTURAL

PHOTOGRAPHS.
We have now in stock a selected assortment of Mansell & Co.'s best views, all whole-

plate size or larger, which we are able to furnish at the remarkably low prices named below.

They are Fine for the Graphoscope,

They are Valuable as Studies,

They are Beautiful for Framing,

They make Attractive Portfolios,

When bound in our Photo-Covers.

EVEEY PHOTOGKAPHIC RECEPTION-KOOM SHOULD BE SUPPLIED
WITH A LOT OF THEM.

Our selected stock has now arrived and includes admirable views from negatives by

England's best landscape photographers, Messrs. Frank M. Good, Payne Jennings, and

others, as follows : Salisbury, Gloucester, Peterborough, Lichfield, Hereford, Winchester

Durham, Wells, Lincoln, Ely, Melgrove Cathedrals, and Oxford ; Westminster, Foun-

tains, and other Abbeys. Also, of House of Parliament, London ; Windsor Castle, Rural

Views in England, Buckingham Palace, and a magnificent series of Good's unrivalled Views

of Egypt.

We made these selections from actual samples and guarantee them to be the best. Mailed

to any address on receipt of price.

Unmounted, per dozen, $3 50
Mounted, " " 4 00
Mounted with Guards and Photo. Cover, " " 5 OO

In the Photograph Cover a dozen makes a very handsome and attractive album for any

photographic reception-room.

All orders should be addressed to the American Agents,

BEJVEBMAN 8? WILSON,
Seventh Sc Cherry, Philadelphia.



ALBA
<
P-<

THE LAST
PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTION

Is the New Alba Plate fully described in the current
number of this magazine.

Ifyou would revive business !

If you would please your patrons I

Ifyou would make money easy !

MAKE THE

ON THE

PHENIX
j^i_,:b.a. plates.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

As these plates are prepared for immediate use, it is not neces-
sary to apply any coating, such as albumen or gelatine—in other
respects they are treated exactly like porcelain glass.

First, flow with collodio-chloride of silver ; this should not be
poured off immediately, but should be allowed to remain on the
plate until everything like a small, bright speck has disappeared.
By thus allowing the collodion to thoroughly combine with the
white surface of the plate, the best results are produced. After
draining off the excess of the collodion, dry the plate by a gen-
tle heat. Then print under a negative very slightly darker
than the picture is desired to be when finished. The plates

may be fumed with ammonia, or not, as may be preferred,
but it is better to fume them a short time, say from one to

three minutes.
After printing, the plates are slightly washed and then put

into either a weak solution of salt andwater. a weak solution
of acetic acid and water, or in mixture of alcohol and water,
half and half, long enough to produce a bright reddish color
upon the surface—then tone very lightly in a very weak alka-
line bath, containing very little gold. Fix in a solution of

one ounce of hyposulphate of soda, to twelve of water, for five

minutes; remove to a saturated solution of salt in water, leav-

ing them in ten minutes. Then wash them for about the
same time and in the same manner as negatives are ordinarily
treated, and dry by a gentle heat.
N.B.—It is very important that fresh and reliable porcelain

collodion, should he used to insure strong, brilliant prints.

PRICE LIST OP ALBA PLATES.

£ per box, of one dozen plates, . $1 00

2 00

3 50

4 00

| per box, of one dozen plates, $8 00

11 00

24 00

As manufacturers of the Alba Plate, and owners
of the patent under which they are made, we desire
to say to the fraternity, unequivocally, that we will
protect any dealer or consumer buying or using these
plates, against any party who may claim them an
infringement of his patent.

PHENIX PLATE 00., Worcester, Mass.

SC0VILL MANUFACTURING CO., r W-w w*vlr
General Trade Agents,

a *w * ° s -



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO

MANUFACTURERS .OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

J

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Warehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.,

See detailed advertisement in this number of the

"Photographic Times."

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION 0# PHOTOGKAPHERS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at hest prices.

JLM TME M&WMMWTEM
are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMONG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or West.

CHAS.I. WILson,'

No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



E. LIESEGANG,
DtfSSELDORF, Gr-E :R/ 3UL" .A. nSTTT.

LARGEST STOCK OP PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

SPECIAL ATTENTION of American Photographers is drawn to

LIESEGAUG'S PANORAMIC APPARATUS.
Which makes splendid CROUPS and PANORAMIC VIEWS on plates 20x9 inches.

Hundreds have been sold in England, Italy, Germany, Russia, America, and India.

For particulars write to
' ED. LIESEGANa, DUSSELDORF, GERMANY.

The beautiful groups made with this Camera, by Mr. Schultz, of Dorpat, created much sensation at
the Exhibition of the Photographic Society at Paris, 1874.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS!
JULIUS KRUGE R'S

>ATS»T <0SM*ITT OotOSS,
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and France (where they have obtained the
highest recommendations), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the
public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

CEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.

Reflecting Solar Camera.

IMPROVED

Solar Cameras.

PATENTED
Feb. 24, 1857,
July 10, 1866,
Feb. 23, 1871, =
May 26, 1874,
Aug. 4, 1874. iSfca

Direct Printing Camera.
Combining ALL THE IMPORTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

PRICES OF DIRECT PRINTING OR REFLECTING SOLAR CAMERAS :

10 inch diameter Condensing Lens, will print picture 18x2.3 in., . .$190 00 . . Boxinc $2 50
25x30 " . . 220 00 . .

" °'
4 00

15 " " " " " " 29x36 " . . 275 00 . .
" 6 00

18 " " " " " " 40x50 " . . 400 00 . .
" 8 00

Can be ordered through any Stockdealer, or directly from the undersigned.

D. A. WOODWARD, Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md.
All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.



PHOTOGRAPHIC

MOSAICS'

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON,
EDITOR "PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER," Etc., Etc.

This favorite and only American annual is NOW READY, fairly crammed with
articles prepared expressly for it by the eminent photographers of

Europe and America, and is just as much as ever

A NECESSITY!
fi@° I200 SOLD THE WEEK IT WAS ISSUED.^

zr,:e.a.:d the ooistteistts.
Discoveries and Improvements, 1874.

The Indifference of Photographers.—A. Bogardus.
The Magic Lantern.—R. J. Chute.
Which Way ?—Young Chloride.
A Negative Bath Three Years Old.—W. H. Sherman.
Blistering of Doubly Albumenized Paper.—C. W.

Hearn.
Collodion and Pyroxyline —G. D. Wakeley.
Defects in our Sitters.—E. D. Ormsby.
Soft Prints from Hard Negatives.—E. Anderson.
A few Practical Suggestions.—R. Goebel.
Health.—J. H. Fitzgibbon.
Bath Renovation made Easy and Sure.—B. W. Kil-

burn.
Over-Iodizing.—E. M. Collins.
How to make a Negative Bath that will work in two-

thirds the usual time.—E. P. Libby.
A Good Varnish.—Wm. H. Tipton.
It is of Service to you.

—

Well G. Singhi.
On the Contrary—Quite the Reverse.—Capt. J. Lee

Knight.
Things Practical.—A. W. Kimball.
How to make a large Negative and Retouch it.—R.

E. Atkinson.
Acid Baths.—J. S. Hovey.
Photographic Saunterings, H. J. Rogers.
Red Lead—Its Uses in a Gallery.—J. GaDWAllader.
Snatches from Old Times.—W. Heighway.
Albumenized Paper; Coagulation of the Albumen

Silver Bath with Alcohol.

—

Ed. Qinqueez.
Keeping the Negative Bath Warm.—R. J. Chute.
Pyroxyline for Photographic Purposes.—W. W.

Seeler.
A Vignette Printing Frame and Plate Holder for

Cleaning Glass.—John Terras.
Stray Streaks from an Auld Reekie Photographer.

—

Alex. Ascher.

A Certain, Expeditious, Economical, and Simple Ap-
paratus for Reducing Silver Wastes to the Sul-
phide.—Wm. T. Bashford.

On the Application of the Dusting Process in Pho-
tography.—J. B. Obernetter.

The Production of Glass Positives by the Dusting
Process.—J. B. Obernetter.

Invisible Photographs.—G. Wharton Simpson.
Formulary.—A. Davanne.
Mississippi Manipulation.—F. C. Hall.
The Everlasting Bath for Negatives.—C. A. Smyth.
A Blunder Broken Down.—I. B. Webster.
Porcelain Pictures a Success.—C. W. Hearn.
Correcting Distortion in Copying.
Hints on the Dust Process.

—

Jno. M. Blake.
Learning by "Hard Knocks."—J. M. Davison.
Notes in and out of the Studio.—G. Wharton

Simpson.
On Producing Developed Prints.—Dr. E. Liesegang.
Photographic Conveniences.—J. H. Lamson.
Plate Boxes for Field Work.—J. C. Browne.
About Finishing, Framing, &c.—I. B. Webster.
An Experiment.—F. S. McKnight.
A Contribution.—E. M. Estabrooke.
Ten Years of Photography.—Geo. B. Ayres.
Proto-Sulphate of Iron.—A. Hall.
Printing and Toning.—A. Hesler.
A Vision.—Mrs. E. W. Lockwood.
Paper Negatives.—J. Nowler.
Art Always.—Old Argentum.
Read and Investigate.—Geo. W. Wallace.
Modification of the Toning Operation.—Prof. J. Tow-

ler, M.D.
Reproducing Negatives by the Graphite Process

without Risk of Breaking.—J. Carbutt.
A Chapter of Practical Matters.—A. Compiler.
Photographic Literature.

—

The Publishers.
Many Mites from Many Minds.

—

Editor.

AND A HOST OF OTHER USEFUL ARTICLES.

Price, in Cloth, $1.00 ; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

"
The Best Little Haniloot of PMoppliyinttieWorU." For Sale by all Dealers.

BJENEBMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



I
J. P.BEARD& Co.,

WE MANUFACTURE

New PEERLESS COLLODION,
FOR FERROTYPES,

PEERLESS COLLODION
FOR NEGATIVES, / ^LA

EUREKA VARNISH / ffr
FOR NEGATIVES, # V

EUREKA VARNISH
FOR FERROTYPES,

'AGENTS

FOR THE

IORTHWEST

FOR

AND

J. P. B. CHLORIDE of GOLD.

PATENT

OSCILLATING

WE HAVE THE
HICHEST

FOR
THE ABOVE.

TRY
THEM!

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

FOR THE

AM. OPT. CO.'S

AND EVEEYTHING PEBTAINING to the AET OP PHOTOGBAPHY.

ll^REMEMBER^air
WE POSITIVELY WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD BY ANY HOUSE

IN THE NORTHWEST.

CHICAGO, ILLS.



JAMES F. MAGEE & CO
MANUPAOTDEERS OF

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

I MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

O COPYING DONE, POS TUB TIME.

E
M ie SOLAR CAMERAS.
E
N
T

EXPEDITIOUS! EXCELLENT!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAS NEGATIVES.

ALBERT MOORE,
|D No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.
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HEAENS COLLODIO-CHLORIDE,
MANUFACTURED BY CHAS. W. HEARN,

Author of the " Practical Printer,"

Is a most excellent Collodion for the pur-

pose of producing, with ordinary care, the

most beautiful "PORCELAIN PICTURES," or

for the "NEW ALBA PICTURE." It is pre-

pared, upon an entirely NEW principle,

which renders it a MOST VALUABLE AID,

Among other merits, it possesses the fol-

lowing, viz. ;

1. It has most excellent heeping qualities.

2. It yields a very brilliant, strong print,

yet one possessing the most velvety softness

throughout the high-lights and shadows,

together with the intermediate half-tints.

3. The -most beautiful tones are attained

with the greatest facility.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Every bottle warranted. None genuine
unless the facsimile of the manufacturers
name is printed on each label. Price, $Jf .

per pound; $2.25 per half-pound bottle.

TAKE NOTICE—Mr. Beam having ar-

ranged with Alfred I. Hance, manufac-
turer of Hance 's celebrated Photographic

Specialties , to conduct the sales of his Col-

lodio- Chloride, dealers and others should

direct their orders for it to

ALFRED L. HANCE,
126 N 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.



"A DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

WILSON'S
LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

Although written more especially for the use of Lantern Exhibitors, and

for those who have collections of stereoscopic prints, this work will be found

entertaining by all who like to read about the beautiful places and things of

this world.

The contents are divided into six " Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows

:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
bleau, and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle,

Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
Pass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,
and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and the United States

of America.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found very entertaining and
instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Photo, Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.



Philadelphia <frame Manufactory

Office and Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story),

PHILADELPHIA,

WHERE THE TRADE "WILL FIND THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

GOLD {

ovaLra
o
rrnd

}FRAMES
In this city, from 5x7 to 29x36, together with a large assortment of

FINE VELVET MATS, WITH or WITHOUT FRAMES,

From 1-6 to 8-4 sizes always on hand ; larger sizes made to order.

fiig?° These Mats are of Lyons Silk Velvet, with Prepared and Gilt, and fine fire Gilt

Rings inside for Porcelains. Also,

ENGLISH MATS, ALL SIZES.

ENGLISH DISPLAY MATS, any size and style, MADE TO OKDER.

Any kind of Fancy or Emblematic Frames made to order.

FINE GOLD OVAL FRAMES, 20x24.
2 in., . . $4 50 to $6 00

3 " . . 5 00 to 7 00
3J in., . . $5 50 to $10 00

4 " . . 7 00 to 12 00

Other sizes in proportion.

4Jin., . . $10 00 to $14 50

5 " . . 12 50 to 15 00

Also, all sizes, Walnut Ovals and Solid Walnut Ovals on hand; Square
Walnut Frames made at short notice.

Walnut and Prepared Mouldings,

Walnut and Gold PIER and MANTEL Looking-Glass Frames,

IN DIFFERENT STYLES AND PATTERNS.

Trial Orders from the trade respectfully solicited

Factory, 820 and 822 Cadwallader St.,

Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story), Philadelphia.



BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

«s^ SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD. <^a$f

NEW EDITION,
WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

UglT Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

jfgap No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

lUgg*- It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, telling exactly how bach picture was made ; where

THE CAMERA AND SITTER WERE PLACED When it IVCtS made ; WHAT CURTAINS

were opened in lighting the subject, £c, $c.

jUgg"
3

* A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

'It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves creditor the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
"I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

by word and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Voge!.

" We do no^know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist."—Philadelphia Photographer.

Ifyou would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigelow's Album.

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



The Last JYew Book!

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING

ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

ooisra?Eiq-Ts.
INTRODUCTION. '

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-
ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.

Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.
Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Filling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense
Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

Together with over 50 Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet Portrait,

from negatives by Mr. F. Gutekunst, printed by the author, Mr. Chas. W.
Hearn.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-
ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Albumenizing the
Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-
tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing
Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Por-
celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the
Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the
Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

It is selling splendidly! Hundreds already gone!

MAILED POST-PAID OH RECEIPT OP $2.50, DT ANY DEALER, OR

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHOTOGBAPHIC PUBLISHERS,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



CAPTAIN ABNBY'S NEW BOOK.

INSTRUCTION IN PHOTOGRAPHY
BT

CAPTAIN ABNEY, R.E., F.O.S., F.R.A.S.,

Instructor in Photography at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, England.

A small edition of this valuable work was originally prepared for private

circulation among the officers and men of the Eoyal Engineers, but some

copies that have become distributed beyond this circle have been the means

of creating such a large demand that the Author has been induced to

reprint it, with considerable modifications and additions, for the benefit of

Photographers generally.

" Captain Abney's manual is unique in its class, in character as well as excellence. All the instruc-

tions, which are as simple, lucid, and easy to apprehend as they are accurate, are accompanied by
explanations of the rationale of the operations to be conducted. The book is singularly valuable in

its completeness, and in that completeness arising out of the practical experiences of a skilled worker
in many varied branches of the art ; the instructions are not, therefore, the work of a mere compiler.
The work isfin short, the most comprehensive and trustworthy guide which has ever been issued

within the same compass, in connection with protography, and will be consulted by experienced work-
ers and beginners with equal advantage.''

—

The Photographic News, February 6, 1874.

"In this manual several of the dry-plate processes are described fully. In addition to the usual
matter which finds a place in every manual of instruction on photography, there is a comprehensive
account of Edward's heliotype process, and also of the photo-mechanical process, described by Cap-
tain Waterhouse, as well as of the processes of photo-zincography, lithography, and papyrotype. '

British Journal of Photography, February 20, 1874.

" Captain Abney's valuable work on photography differs essentially from the ordinary manual. For
while it is, before everything, a practical handbook, such as the most ignorant of photographers would
have no difficulty in following, it encourages the worker to inform himself in the why and wherefore of a
reaction or process, and supplies him with theoretical information without bothering him at the outset

by abstruse and complicated scientific explanations. Captain Abney brings down the information to

a very recent date, his own improved beer process—which is among the most simple of dry-plate

methods, being included. Photo-mechanical printing receives the earnest attention it deserves, and
photography in pigments is not forgotten."

—

Photographic Journal, February 17.

" All the usual branches of photography are exhaustively treated, and especially full information is

given on the subject of photo mechanical printing, in which Captain Abney is an expert. The manual
is one we can commend to all interested in the study of photography."

—

Chemical News, May 1.

Mailed Post-paid on Eeceipt of Price, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON,/^Ki^i^SS? PHILADELPHIA.



PRICE LIST
OF

DIES.

Card Oval, $4 00

Imperial Oval, 8 00

Arch Top,.. 8 00

5x7 Oval, 12 00

5x7Double El'ptc, 12 00

8x10 " " 18 00

8x10 Oval, 18 00

COPYING
PRESS,

Suitable for above work,

furnished at the fol-

lowing prices :

9x12 bed, $6 00

10x13 " 7 00

10x16 " 10 00

12x18 " 12 50
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DIES,
For EMBOSSING, GLACE and other Photographs.

This DIE is beyond doubt the best ever offered to the
trade; having many advantages over all others in the
market. The FIRST, and great advantage is (for the
Glace's), that you can mount and emboss at the same
time, thereby saving much time, both in making and
mounting; by this process you have a solid picture,
and one which will keep flat, which advantage is by
no means to be lost sight of, as you can save at least
50 per cent, in stock and labor, besides making a per-
fect picture. SECOND.—This Die is so constructed as
to gauge the picture without injuring the same; this
you will find to be ofgreat importance. THIRD.—The
plate is made of metal, and nickel-plated, insuring at
all times perfect work, while those made of wood are
sure to warp and injure the picture. I have spent
much time and labor in perfecting these Dies, not
alone for the Glace Picture, but for all other photo-
graphs which you will find much improved by em-
bossing.

REFERENCE TO THE FOLLOWING PARTIES, WILL SUFFICIENTLY ATTEST
THE SUPERIORITY OF THESE DIES :

W. KURTZ, New York,

B. GURNEY,
E. W. BOGARDUS, New York,

A. N. HARDY, Boston, Mass.,

BROADBENT & PHILLIPS,
Philadelphia, Pa.,

J. LANDY, Cincinnati, Ohio,

J. F. RYDER, Cleveland, "

AND MANY OTHERS.
Direct your orders to

JOHN BARNETT,
585 BROADWAY, N. Y.
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A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK.

3D H. VOG
PHOTOGRAPHER'S

POCKET

REFERENCE BOOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery ; selection and trial of lenses and chemicals ; approved formulae for the differ-

ent photographic processes ; tables of weights and measures ; rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

>

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS RECEIVING THE HIGHEST PKAISE WHEREVER IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in most flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket Referenae- Book, of

its great value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon he found in every
gallery."

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon
and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $l.SO, post-paid.

BENERMAN& WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



JUST OUT !

TIKIS

FERROTYPER'S GUIDE

A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,
BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OF VALUE TO THE

FERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction,

The Advantages of the Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,

The Nitrate Bath,

The Collodion,

The Developer,

The Fixing Solution,

Other Manipulations—Pinholes,
Strengthening,

Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,

Drying and Dryers,

Finishing the Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,

Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,

The Skylight and the Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medallions.

NOW READY.

FOR SALE
BY ALL DEALERS. ROW READY.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

SOOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.



REPORT

!

OF THE

1874 N. P. A. CONVENTION.
•

HELD AT CHICAGO, JULY, 187

^

$1.00. Now Ready! $1.00.

PUBLICATION LIMITED TO 500 COPIES,

AND MOST OE THEM ALEEADY TAKEN UP.

s^- Order JEarly or you won't get it. ~@a

Only the PRACTICAL and USEFUL parts are included, such as papers read, discussions

etc. It is well worth the money. All orders should be addressed to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Permanent Secretary,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE REMAINS
OF THE

Photographers' Friend,
AND

PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND ALMANAC,

FOR SALE!
COPIES OF THE PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND, . . . '. .30 cents.

ALMANAC, 1872, 30 "

ALMANAC, 1873, with portrait of Ex-President Bogardus, . . . . 30 "

Sold cheap to close them out, as their publication has been discontinued.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.



HALE, KILBTTZR/IDT & CO.,
M'holesal

LOOKING
GLASS-*

PICTURE
FRAMES.

Patented Solid

Ovals and Spandrels

WAREROOMS,

48 & 50 N. 6th St.

Manufacturers of

Walnut

Mouldings

BACKING,

&c, &c.

Solid Walnut Work
A Specialty.

FACTORIES,

615 & 621 Filbert St.

POWERS & WEIGHTMAM?
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Offer to Stockdealers

A full Assortment of Reliable Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including

:

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),
Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,

Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,
Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,

Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.

UsTIEW SERIES BZEIZCSTGi- PBEPAEED I

SEND FOR THE FIRST ONE, NOW READY.

ANCIENT A.]NTI> MODERN 1VCTJSIC.'
A CAPITAL THING.

F. G. WELLER, Publisher of Stereoscopic Views, Statuary, etc., LITTLETON, N. H.



EVERYTHING
Pertaining to Photography

SCOVILL

Patwfattttrittj} dfflmpnj,

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS

I

OF THE

American

Optical

Company,
419 & 421 Broome Street,

NEW YORK.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TINTED.
(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FEOM 1-9 to 10x14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

ill

i*:elxo:e: list
Size. Eggshell. Glossy. Size. Eggshell. Glossy

er Box of 8 Doz. 1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box of 2 Doz. 4-4 $2.40 $2.70

8 " 1-6 1.25 1.35 " 4 " 5-7 2.40 2.70

8 " 1-4 1.85 2.00 u 2 » 7-10 2.70 2.90

" 4 " 4£x6J 1.85 2.00 " 2 " 8x10 2.70 2.90

" 4 " 1-2 2.20 2.35 Per Sheet, 10x14 .17 .18

" 2 " 4£xl0 2.20 2.35

Keyised, New York, December 28th, 1872

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,
ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-
ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Phenix Plates are for sale ty all Stoci Dealers ttiroiiglioiit lie country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL PG. CO., Apts for tie Trade, 419 & 421 Broome St., N. Y.



TO PKOFESSIONAL PHOTOGEAPHEKS AND THE TEADE.

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

DH ^ n ROHAUT & HUTINET,
• J- JL \^J ±. A X ^ J_-> JL ^ SUCCESSORS,

No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OP

MOUNTSoSLFOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
TRADE MARK, Ch.D.

Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite,
Cabinet Portrait,

Victoria Card,
Stereoscopic Views—all new samples of French

styles.

Bristol Boards of every size and thickness, plain

India Tinted and Fancy Printing.

Book-post and Card Cases.

Stout Blotting Paper Albums.
First-class Kives Albumenized Paper, Ac, &c.

MEDALS AWARDED AT EVERY EXHIBITION.

All orders are to be sent to their establishment, 43 Rue Greneta, Paris, or to Wholesale Houses
of the United States. Samples on application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO WHOLESALE HOUSES.

SPICER'S

LUSTRENE
OLD FURNITURE-RENEW^S ~0LD APPARATUS

OLD FRAMES.

IS INDISPENSABLE IN EVERY GALLERY.

This article is a composition of such substance, that all scratches or bruises

are completely filled, and the surface restored to its originally perfect condition.

PRICE, PER BOTTLE, 75 CENTS.

OHAS. A. WILSON, Sole Agent, 7 lortk Claries Street, Baltimore, ML



ROBINSON'S

PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
The accompanying cut represents the instru-

ment in the act of trimming a photograph. It

does not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and
leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which
facilitates the adherence of the print to the
mount. Try one, and you will discard the
knife and punch at once. For ovals and rounded
corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer Mailed for $3.50.

ROBINSON'S

IMPROVED GUIDES.
The difficulty of procuring exactly true guides

for cutting out prints has induced the inventor
to put up machinery for the production of all

styles of them, guaranteed mathematically true.

Oil the wheel bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.

The Guides are made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass, but Try Prof.

Robinson's Inventions.

Oval, Round, Elliptic, and Square, of all sizes ; various shapes

for Stereoscopic work, Drug Labels, &c, &c.

REGULAR SIZES ALWAYS ON HAND. SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Price, for regular photo, sizes, 10 cents 'per inch the longest way of the aperture.

Special sizes, 15 cents per inch. for sale by all dealers.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA, Pa



THE
PRACTICAL
PRINTER.

A NEW WORK ON

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING,
By CHAS. W. HEARN,

A gentleman who has devoted several years to photographic printing especially, and who is

now engaged at it as his constant occupation.

The work gives all the instructions that a beginner could possibly want
in detail, and is what the title indicates

—

practical.

It will also be found of invaluable service to any photographic printer, be

he ever so skilled.

OVER 800 COPIES ARE ALREADY SOLD!

TESTIMONIALS:
" I consider it the best work on printing and toning that has been published, or at least that has

come into my hands, and until I see a better one I shall give it the first place. If any one wishes to

be helped out of the mud let him read it ; but if he wants to stick there let him keep his money in

his pocket, and stick till doomsday if he likes."

—

John R. Clemons, Philadelphia.

The Photographic News, of July 31st, says : "In the work before us, however, silver printing and
everything connected therewith is treated most exhaustively, and the work is evidently that of a

practical man who speaks out of the fulness of his own experience in every branch of regular work,

as well as with familiarity of the various forms of fancy printing, which have prevailed more in

America than in this country. Mr. Hearn manifestly thoroughly understands his work, and is, more-
over, a clear and vigorous writer."

The British Journal of Photography, of the same date, says :
" It is a considerable period since we

rose from the perusal of a new book on photography with feelings of greater satisfaction than in the

present instance ; and we appreciate the author as a writer, not only thoroughly conversant with the

subject, but as very willing to impart to those less skilled the knowledge he possesses, and who, hap-
pily, has also the ability to do this in a singularly lucid and attractive manner. ' The Practical

Printer' is well 'got up,' and the work cannot fail of being acceptable and useful to all classes of

photographers, the veteran as well as the tyro in our art-science."

With these flattering testimonials the work needs no farther recommendation from us. We are

satisfied that it will stand on its own merits, and that all progressive enterprising photographers every-

where will buy and read the book. No man in business can afford to be without it in his gallery.

A fine example of Photographic Printing, by the author, ac-
companies the work, from negatives by F. Gutekunst, Philada.

zpze^icie, $2.50.

BENERMM & WILSON, Mob* PnMMeni, Seyenth anil Cherry, PMMelpliia.
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Third Thousand

!

We have undertaken the publication of the third thousand of this valuable Text-Book,

and offer it to the photographers in a more attractive and

New Shape.
The author's illustrations now number 150, nearly double the number of the first edition.

The Chapters on Failures have been much elaborated and rearranged, so as to afford a

ready reference in case of almost any trouble or difficulty liable to occur to the photogra-

pher, with appropriate remedies therefor. The following are among other

New Things:
Method of preparing silvered PAPER WHICH WILL KEEP FOR

WEEKS, and with care, even for months; no washing or additional
manipulation of the paper needed.

.

Investigation of Negative Varnishes and formulas for Water-proof Var-
nish, such that negatives varnished with it have been kept for months
under water without injury.
Tables to aid in the construction of glass houses, &c.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
" There is a valuable chapter on the preparation of a sensitive paper that is not liable to discoloration

We close the present notice by cordially commending Mr. Lea's Manual to our readers."

—

British Journal ofPho-

" M. Caeey Lea's excellent ' Manual of Photography ' is a very full and complete work."

—

Philad'a Bulletin.

" If we say that this work is an encyclopedia of its art, we shall hardly exaggerate its comprehensiveness.
.... The author takes every department and every branch of each, and gives that distinct and clear information
that is needed by photographers The worth of the labor is proved in the fact that this new and enlarged
edition follows the first so speedily. Hereafter, those who would excel must master the Manual."

—

North
American.

PRICE, $3.75.
It contains 440 pages on fine toned paper, 150 wood cuts, cloth, beveled edges, and gilt.

EOK SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALEKS,

Sent by return mail, on receipt of price by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABLISHED 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON

1875.
We are now prepared, with a fresh stock, to fill large or small orders for

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, FRAMES,

STEREOSCOPES and VIEWS.

OUR SPECIALTIES:

Wilson's Head Rests,

Bergner Print Cutters,

Acid Dishes, Solid Glass Dippers,
Chute Glace Presses,

=JB Monogram Chemicals,
Fancy Tables, Columns, Urns, etc.

- - SOLE AGENTS OF THE AMERICAN ARTISTS' ASSOCIATION, FOR

Printing, Enlarging, and Coloring, for the Trade.
TRADE MARK.

ALWAYS HAVE IN STOCK :

Entrekin's Oscillating Enamelers,
Brand's Glace Presses, Mason's JVovelties,

A jtier. Opt. Co.'s Apparatus,
Hance's Chemicals,

Benerman Sf Wilson's Publications,

And everything' appertaining- to Photography. Price List gratis, on application.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

822 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.



THE
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The Livest and Best

PHOTOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE PUBLISHED
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EACH MONTHLY ISSUE WILL BE A PHOTOGKAPHIO WOKE IN ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

positively i •» advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

banknotes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month. 6 Mo7iths. 1 Year.

One Page, .... $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " .... 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page,. . 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " . . 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards, 6 lines,or less, 2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each.

SURE TO PAY!

4®= Operators desiring situations, no

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

OFFICE, S.W.COE. OP SEVENTH AND CHEEEY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



THE ENTREKIN BURNISHER PATENTS.

Patented May 20, aud December 2, 1873.
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his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, in

the use of said Burnisher, against the consequences of any
and all suits for infringement which may be brought against
him, by the owner or owners of any other Photograph Bur-
nisher whatsoever.
"In Witness Whebeof, I, the said William G. Entrekin,

have hereunto set my hand and seal this day of

A.D. one thousand eight hundred and
" Witness ."

Threats for the purpose of intimidation have been
freely circulated, but only a single suit has been
brought, and that was commenced at my invitation, in
order that the question of the alleged infringement
might be settled by the adjudication 0/ a court, I deny
that my patent infringes the patent of Weston &
McDonald in any particular, and in support of that
denial cite the above opinions of the eminent counsel.

The Scovill Gold Medal and the Franklin Institute Silver Medal was awarded to W. G. Entrekin,for his Oscillating
Enameler for Burnishing Photographs.

PRICES :—6-inch Roll, $25; 10-inch, $40; 14-inch, $50; 18-inch, $75.
If you cannot obtain the Press of , TXT ri T?ATT"DTP 17"TAT
your dealer, send your order to i VV i u"i .DIN lIUjjVliN 4382 & 4384 Main St., Manayunk, Philadelphia.

MOULTON'S RAPID PHOTO-WASHER.

The proprietor of the Weston & McDonald Patent
for a Photographic Burnisher having advertised that
he has prosecuted all the photographers and dealers in
photographic stock in the New England States who are
making, using, or selling the Entrekin Oscillating
Enameler for Burnishing Photographs, I take this
method of informing the trade and the public that
there is no foundation whatever for the statement re-

ferred to. I have guaranteed the validity of my patent
to all who make, sell, or use it, and have covenanted
to defend them against any and all suits for infringe-
ment by the following guarantee :

"Whereas, has purchased Photograph Burnisher
No. of my invention, and made under my Patent No.
145,161, granted December 2d, 1873, I, William G. Entrekin,
hereby covenant and agree to warrant and defend the said

Patented Aug. 12, 18

Hew in Principle.—Quick and Reliable in Practice.

Instead of soaking the Prints it applies the water in the form of spray, with considerable force, to both sides

of the paper at each revolution, or from one hundred to one-hundred-and fifty times per minute. Washes with

exact uniformity, and gives more brilliant and permanent work ; is simple, not liable to get out of order, will

last a lifetime, and will enable you to get out work at short notice, thereby securing many orders that would
otherwise be lost.

Capacity Largest

Size of Cylinder.

Diam. 16 in. Length 1±}A in
" 20 " " 19 in.

Capacity
in Cards.

Largest
Print. Price.

84
144

14x17
18x22

S30
40

Size of Cylinder. in Cards. Print.

Diam. 25 in. Length 24 in. 220 22x28
.Kg* Larger sizes may follow.

" I write to testify to the satisfaction I feel with the -working of your Rapid Print Washer. It is simply per-

fection, as far as my experience with it goes, viz., one vear's constant use. I have washed eight dozen cartes in

ten minutes, and the most accurate test I know of, starch and iodine, failed to show a trace of hypo, remain-

ing. '—L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich., Feb. 10th, 1874. 4®=" Confirmed by many others.

L. V. M0ULT0N, Inventor and Manufacturer, BEAVER DAM, WIS,
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§§£ A MAGNIFICENT VOLUME.

[E Volume of the Philadelphia Photographer for 1875, will be
the most beautiful and useful that has ever been published. The pub-
lishers are determined not to be excelled by any other periodical in the

eWorld. Their long experience and their -wide connection at home and abroad
with the leading spirits in the Art, enables them to obtain the earliest and best
-things that are from time to time made known in all parts of the world. Unless
'we can be first and best in all matters which turn up for the benefit of our
subscribers, we shall relinquish all claims to their consideration and patronage.

Ours is the only Photographic Magazine in America -which is exclusively in-

terested in the welfare of its patrons ; no private interests ; everything given is for the

good of the whole fraternity, and carefully prepared. No sugar coating.

In addition to a monthly feast of practical hints and suggestions from our own home
workers, our foreign subscribers and correspondents will not fail to keep us posted on
everything going on among them, so that -we shall hear monthly from France, England,

Belgium, Prussia, Italy, etc., etc.
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m PICTURES!
®: FOR THE NEW VOLUME
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Will include a number of foreign specimens which will surprise you when you see

them. But none the less elegant will be those from negatives by our own native artists.

Our January issue will contain a splendid portrait of WM. U. HULOFSON, Esq.,

President of the National Photographic Association, to be followed by other splendid

subjects. In fact, in every respect, we shall try to excel anything we have ever produced
before. The subscription price will remain at $5 per annum, and include the postage.

g@f° As we are compelled to prepay the postage, the magazine will not be sent to any
but those who pay their subscription in advance.

THE EXTRA ATTRACTIONS
"Which we shall add to our new volume will cause us considerable outlay, and we

must, therefore, necessarily increase our expenses. This being so, we are compelled
to look for MORE SUBSCRIBERS. It would cost us to obtain 500 netv subscribers,

through news agents and stock-dealers, and by means of premiums, etc., at least $500.



We have, therefore, decided not to offer 15 cent chromos as premiums, but to make to
our present subscribers, or to those -who may become such by

July 1st, 1875, the following

WA&MIFWMMW PMEMBNTM t
-1 Cash Present, $100 OO

BO OO
" 2SOO
" $18 each, 30 OO
" lO " SO OO
" 8 " SO OO

G—15 copies Dr. Vogel's Hand-Book, 2d edition, $3.SO, ... S2 50
H—25 copies Hearn's Practical Printer, $2.50, 62 50
I—40 copies Wilson's Lantern Journeys, $2, 80 OO

A-
B—

1

C—1-
D—

2

E—

5

F—lO

Total Amount in Presents, $500 OO
4®°" A is to be given to the one who sends us the largest number of new subscribers for one year, at $5 each, in

advance, by July 1, 1875 ; It to the one who sends the next largest number, and so on with the whole hundred presents
to the end. Those who send only one will be entitled to one dollar's worth of our publications.

In seeking to extend the circulation of tbe Photog-
rapher, its publishers find that the best agents they can
interest in the work are its subscribers, who know its

character and can speak intelligently of its merits.

For this reason they offer inducements only to

subscribers, to use their influence and to spend their
time in its behalf.

These inducements are in the form of presents
and of premiums, which are simply given as payment
for work done.

Although the presents and the premiums are very
costly and valuable, and may seem to some persons
extravagant, yet they present what seems to us the best
way of paying commissions for new names; and all

papers are obliged to pay commissions for this purpose,
or to employ agents at heavy salaries.

We must do as others do, in order to secure a large
circulation for the Photographer, for its price is so low,

and its publication is so costly, that it could not live a
year unless it had a large subscription list.

The gifts that we offer will be given to the one hun-
dred subscribers to the Photographer who send us the
largest number of new names by July 1, 1875.

The Presents are given to subscribers, not to news-
paper club agents or dealers, for the reason that their
business gives them facilities which a regular subscri-

ber does not possess, and it is not just, therefore, to

place an ordinary subscriber in competition with an
organized business. We wish the presents to be re-

ceived by regular subscribers to the magazine scattered

all over the country, who can only devote intervals of
their time to the work, and who will find the presents
useful.

The Premiums are given alike to all full-paid sub-
scribers to the paper, whether newspaper agents, deal-
ers, or not, who send us new subscribers.

3$* Those whoprefer it can have the equivalents of their Presents in any other works published by us.

HOW IT O^lsT IBIE IDOILTIE.
1. Renew your own subscription for 1875, in order to make yourself eligible to a share

in our offer of presents.
2. Get your operator, and printer, and retoucher to subscribe, or give it to them.
3. Many of your enlightened customers -would take it, for the pictures are worth $5 a year.
4. Try your co-workers in the same town or city with you, or wherever you know them

to be. Spend a few hours -writing postal cards.
5. Get your -wives and employees to help you.
6. Try all your Public Libraries, and Literary Societies, and Reading Rooms, etc. Ask

everybody. A little effort -will pay, and enable us to give you a better Journal, be-
sides thus paying you double.

G-O .A.T IT IETO"W!
A Sample Copy -will be sent free to any address until January 1st.

must be sent for postage, etc.

After that, 10 cents

IUOTIOF —POSTAGE FREE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS IN THE UNITED
llV/ I IvCb STATES, JS^f Persons desiring to renew their subscriptions to
The Philadelphia Photographer, -will much oblige the Publishers by sending in their
names as early as convenient, before the expiration of their present subscriptions. This
will obviate the delay attendant upon re-entering names and mailing back numbers, and
entitle them to compete for the presents offered.

BENERMAN k WILSON, Photographic Publishers, TO & Cherry, Philafl'a, Pa.

I»- PLEASE SENL> FOR OUH CATALOGUE. ~@a



WET BOOKS.
ONLY THE FOLLOWING LEFT:

A few of Linn's Landscape Photography, 25 cents each.
" " Anderson's Photo-Comic Almyknack, 20 cents each.
" " Mosaics, 1866 to 1874, inclusive, 25 cents each.
" " Dr. VogeVs Reference-Book, 50 cents each.
" " Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses of Photography, 50 cents each.
" " Carbon Manual, 50 cents each.

WHERE ANY FIVE BOOKS ARE TAKEN 20 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

The above goods, for all practical uses are as-good as new books.

BENERMAN & WILSON, *ggS£?ffl3gS8g%g PHILADELPHIA.

AUG. SCHWARZE. SCHWARZE & VALK "WILLIAM VALK.

MO. 614, AJEtCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

M0ST c=rTL%K
T^DS 0F German Allnien Paper, and Arrowroot Plain Sailed Paper.

DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Will mail to any address in the country, post-paid, on receipt of $1, one dozen sheets of Assorted Photo-
graphic Paper, each sheet being numbered for distinction.

soiMiiEiTiHiintsra- zl>t:e"w-i

PATENT AUTOMATIC PHOTO. WASHER.
We take great pleasure in introducing and recommending to the fraternity this new and valuable

invention, built on thoroughly scientific principles, making it simple, durable, and effectual.

Some of the Many Advantages the Automatic Washer has over the old Methods

:

1. We guarantee that our automatic machine will

wash photographers' prints more thoroughly in one
hour's time, removing all traces of "hypo," than
can be done by the old sink or vat process in twen-
ty-four hours.

2. Photographs washed in the Automatic Washer
retain all their brilliancy, while the old way of soak-

ing softens the albumen and destroys their beauty.

3. The Automatic Washer being circular in form,

the pictures and water get a thorough circulation
;

thus from one to one thousand prints can be washed
at a time, each and every print getting a thorough
and effectual washing, thereby preventing "matting
down," as in the old sink or vat.

4. The water entering at the top and passing out

at the bottom, filling and emptying alternately, will

convince the photographer at once that this is the

only practical way of removing all traces of hypo
from photographer's prints.

In fact, the Automatic Washer is complete in itself. Requires no care or attention when once set in

motion. Impossible to overflow. Manufactured from the best cedar. No possibility of leaking, and
require no plumbing or expense in setting up, and is just what every photographer who is ambitious
to do first-class work will have. Sold at the low price of $10.

All orders will receive prompt attention if addressed to

MOORE & NEWELL, 182 Avenue C, New York.

Or, CMAS, If. MOORE, Box 706, Springfield, Mass.



CATALOGUE
OF

RAFMIC PUBLICATIONS.

WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE
IN THE WORLD OF PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.

There is something for the workers in all branches of the
art,—operators, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.

We always find the photographer who reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photographic magazine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Eleventh Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list oi articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, whoi ly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, |1. A few copies of former editions, from 1866, at same price.

Bigclow's Album of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,

fancy, " Rembrandt" and "Shadow" styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the camera were placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

How to Paint Photographs in Water Colors.
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By George B. Ayres, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbook of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, 13.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of all photo-

handbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer.
Issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest, information on all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. No book was ever more needed.
$2.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography.
Third thousand. 13.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt.

Lookout Landscape Photography.
By Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good

for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Himes's Leaf Prints; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrated
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something New.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than ". The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Book.
By Dr . H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide.
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.



STEIKHEIL'S SONS'

NEW APLANATIC LENSES
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices

:

No. 1, 1-4 size 3£ inch focus $25 00
'• 2, 1-2 " 5i " " 30 00
" 3, 4-4 " 7 " " 45 00
" 4 8-10" 10£ " " 60 00
" 5, 10-12 " 13J " " 70 00
" 6 13-16 " 16 4

i " " 110 00
" 7 18-22" 200 00
" 8 20-24 " 350 00

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

"I always take great pleasure in recommending the Steinheil Lenses, and you can say almost anything in
their favor for me. They possess all the merits of higher-priced lenses, and if I was starting again I should
stock myself with them."—B. W. Kilburn.

" The pair of No. 2 Steinheii's which I obtained of you, about a year since, have always been my best friends
and give most perfect satisfaction when called upon, both in and outdoors."—W. II. Jackson, Office of the Geo.
Survey of the Territories, Department of the Interior, Washington, D. C, Nov. 6, 1874.

" I can cheerfully indorse all that you claim for the Steinheil Lens. My No. 3 has given entire satisfaction as

a copying, portrait, and landscape tube."—J. H. Bostwick, Bristol, Pa., Nov. 6, 1874.

"The pair of No. 4 Steinheil Lenses which you sent us, are far in anticipation of what we expected. Stereo,
views in Natural History strain a lens to its utmost, much more than any other work, it requires extreme
sharpness, with great volumes of light. They are the only lens we have found to come up to the requirements."
—Hurst & Sons, Albany, N. Y, Nov. 12, 1874.

"The Steinheil No. 4 I purchased of you gives complete satisfaction. I use it for large groups in gallery, all

kinds of outdoor work, taking animals, groups, views, etc.; also, inside views, and it works admirably for all."

—J. B. Gibson, Coatesville, Pa., Nov. 9, 1874.

" The No. 4 Steinheil Lens I bought from you about a year and a half ago gives me perfect satisfaction in
viewing and copying. I have tried a number of lenses, but none will compare (in my estimation) with the
Steinheil; in fact, I would not be without it. For great depth of focus and quick work it cannot be excelled."
—L. B. Kline, Huntingdon, Pa., Nov. 7, 1874.

" I have had in use for over four years a No. 5 Steinheil Lens, and for the use I have applied it to it has given
me the fullest satisfaction. I have mostly used it in reproducing paintings and engravings, and in photograph-
ing machinery. It is the best lens I ever used, its depth of focus is wonderful, the illumination is very even
over the whole plate, and as a view and copying lens it ranks with me as A No. 1."

—

John Carbutt, American
Photo-Belief Printing Co., Philadelphia, Nov. 6, 1874.

"The No. 5 Steinheil Lens, purchased of you, has been in constant use for copying during several months
and gives perfect satisfaction. I 'have made a large number of negatives (including several for the New York
Graphic) which were much admired for their tine definition. Where correct drawing, absolute sharpness, and
rapidity are desired, I think the Steinheil is the best lens with which I am acquainted."—D. A. Partridge,
Philadelphia, Nov. 9, 1874.

"I do not know what to say about the Nos. 5 & 6 Steinheil Lenses except that I believe them to be the best
lenses made for all purposes, except portraits indoors. All our copies of engravings and Patent Office negatives
are taken by them, and I always recommend their adoption."

—

Ernest Edwards, Office J. B. Osgood <fc Co., Bos-
on, Nov. 9, 1874.

" The No. 6 Steinheil purchased of you is very satisfactory. We have it constantly in use copying engravings,
photographs, etc., and could not dispense with it, or replace it with any other lens we know of."

—

Charles
Taber & Co., New Bedford, Mass., Nov. 11, 1874.

" For several years past I have used a No. 6 Steinheil Lense. There are uses for it about my gallery that no
other instrument would seem to fill, such as copying drawings and maps, and taking negatives of models, ma-
chinery, etc. For short views it works admirably. Every well-regulated gallery should have one."—J. F. By-
der, Cleveland, Nov. 7, 1874.

Original letters containing the above testimonies can be seen on application.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of

your business, and so solicit your orders. «

WILSON, HOOD * CO.,
Sole Agents for the United States,

822 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.



HANCE'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALTIES
AEB SOLD BY ALL DEALEKS, AS FOLLOWS:

HANCE'S BATH PRESERVA-
TIVE. A sure preventive of pinholes,

stains, &c. It preserves the bath in good
working condition, and will be found worth
its weight in gold. See special advertise-

ment. $1.00 per bottle.

HANCE'S DOUBLE IODISED
COLLODION. This is made by com-

pounding the different iodides according to

their equivalents, and producing a new salt.

It is being used by some of the best photog-
raphers, but its general use is retarded, no
doubt, by the extra trouble in making it.

The peculiarities of this Collodion are good
keeping qualities, its improvement by age,

and the richness of effect produced in the

negative, the film being perfectly structure-

less. As it requires time to ripen, I have
the advantage of making a quantity and
keeping it always ready to supply any de-

mand. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per £ ft).

ELBERT ANDERSON'S POR-
TRAIT COLLODION is made ac-

cording to the formula used by Mr. Ander-
son in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York.
R is especially adapted to portrait work.
$1.75 per ft). ; 90 cts. per \ ft).

HANCE'S WHITE MOUNTAIN
COLLODION is adapted more especially

to outdoor work, and for quick working,
delineating foliage, frost-work, or sky, it

stands unrivalled. It is made after the for-

mula used by that celebrated mountain
artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. EL,
whose work is too well known to need any
comments. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per \ ft).

CURTIS' NIAGARA FALLS
COLLODION is another used for land-

scapes. The wonderfully beautiful views
made by Mr. Curtis, of the great cataract,
with this collodion, have a world-wide repu-
tation, and are an indisputable evidence
that he could have nothing better to pro-
duce such magnificent work. $1.50 per ft)

;

80 cts. per J ft).

TRASK'S FERROTYPE COL-
LODION is made especially for positive
pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this

class of work, and this collodion is the result
of his practice and experience for years in
proving what was BEST. It is made after
his formula and ferrotypers will find it all

that can be desired. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts.

per \ lb.

HANCE'S PECULIAR POR-
TRAIT COLLODION is peculiar m
that it is prepared without bromides, and is

adapted for use with Black's acid bath.

To those using the acid bath this collodion

is indispensable. Formula on the bottle.

$1.50 per lb. ; 80 cts. per \ ft).

CUMMINGS' GRIT TARNISH
gives a very fine surface for retouching.
Those that use a varnish of this kind will

find that this has no superior. By it the
retouching is greatly facilitated and the

same amount of work on a negative may
be done with it in half the time that would
be required without it. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bot.

HANCE'S SILVER SPRAY
GUN COTTON is now being used by
many of the best photographers, and the

testimonials I am receiving are sufficient

evidence of its excellence. I prepare it with
great care, and warrant it free from acid,

very soluble, gives good intensity so that

no redevelopment is necessary, gives perfect

detail, and a film pure and structureless.

50 cts. per oz.

HANCE'S DELICATE CREAM
GUN COTTON is adapted to those who
like a very delicate, soft-working collodion,

giving all the modelling especially in the
Eembrandt style, and with light drapery.

Its sensitiveness renders it particularly

adapted for children, or any work that re-

quires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

GILL'S CONCENTRATED
CHROMO INTENSIFIER is in-

tended to strengthen the negative. It im-
parts a beautiful tone and gives excellent

printing qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

HANCE'S GROUND-GLASS
SUBSTITUTE is simply what its name
implies, a substitute for ground-glass for

any purpose that it is used for in the gallery.

To the landscape photographer a bottle of
it is indispensable. If he breaks his ground-
glass, he has only to coat a plate, such as he
is sure to have with him for negatives, with
the substitute, and in a few moments his

ground-glass is replaced and his work goes
on. It is equally useful in the printing
room, and any photographer who has once
used it will never again be without it.

50 cts. per bottle.

HEARN'S collodio-chlo-
TCIDE.—The best for Porcelain pictures.

$2.25 per \ lb. bottle, and $4.00 per lb. bot-

tle. Try it, and get good porcelains.

* *



HANCE'S GROUND GLASS SUBSTITUTE.
The SUBSTITUTE is in the form of a varnish ; is flowed and dried the same as varnish,

but dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

Wherever Ground Glass is Required, Hance's Substitute Answers every Purpose.

For Ground Glasses for Cameras, For Vignette Glasses,

For Glazing Sky and Side-Lights, For a Retouching Varnish,

For Obscuring Studio and Office Boors, For Softening Strong Negatives,

For Printing Weak Negatives, For the Celebrated BERLIN PROCESS.

USE THE "SUBSTITUTE." PKIOE, FIFTY CENTS PER BOTTLE.

LARGE QUANTITIES FOR STUDIO LIGHTS, Sec, SUPPLIED LOW.

HANCE'S SILVER SPRAY GUN COTTON.
FOR PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY.

g@* Is warranted Free from Acid, very Soluble, and gives good Intensity.

PRICE, FIFTY CENTS PEM OUNCE.

HANCES DELICATE CREAM GUN COTTON
Is especially adapted to the Rembrandt Style, and Light Drapery.

ITS SENSITIVENESS 'SX'JL&Z CHILDREN, X^ZXS SHORT EIPOSHRE.

PRICE, EIGHTY CE1TTS PER OUNCE.

USE
HANCE'S BATH PRESERVATIVE,

If you would escape the worries and vexations

of the Dark-Room.

IT MAKES SPOTS, STREAKS, PIN-HOLES, STAINS, AND FOG DISAPPEAR.

Disordered Baths are at once restored, and an occasional evaporation and
strengthening only is necessary to keep them in working condition.

Photographers will find this a great boon. Try it and be convinced.
Full directions for use accompany the Preservative.



TESTIMONIALS.
From tne many commendatory letters testifying to the superior qualities of

HANCE'S SPECIALTIES!
WE HAVE ROOM ONLY FOR THE FOLLOWING :

" I consider the Cotton the best we have ever used as yet.-'—R. Poole, Nashville, Tenn.

" The film of the Cotton you sent me was unusually smooth and firm, being entirely free from glutinosity,

and setting like India-rubber. It was quite powdery and crumbled to pieces in my fingers, ' as if rotten.' It

dissolved almost instantaneously, and it was 'by far' the very best material I have ever used. I sincerely

trust that you will send me the same kind again."

—

Elbert Anderson, Kurtz Gallery, New York.

" I received your Double-Iodized Collodion all right, and in good shape. Have tried it pretty well. It gives

very fine negatives and good detail."—W. E. Hart, Watertown, N. Y.

"We take pleasure in recommending Hance's Double-Iodized Collodion as a first-class article, in fact it is the

best manufactured Collodion we have tried."—Schreiber & Sons, No. 818 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

" The goods by Express came safe to hand. I have tried a part of them and am greatly pleased. Will likely

want more goods in your line."—E. Poole, Nashville, Tenn.

" Your Ground Glass Substitute is the best I have ever tried, and I have tried nearly every kind advertised, as

the long row of nearly full bottles will testify. It works like a charm."—J. N. Webster, Barton, Vt.

" I take pleasure in recommending your Cottons and Collodions, before all others I have used. It is a blessing

to know where you can get good Cotton.''—B. W. Kilburn, Littleton, N. H.

^DOUBLE

^COLLODION. ^x

I can confidently recommend as being possessed of very superior advantages over any other Collodion. The

testimonals that come to me almost every day attest its excellence, and confirm all I have heretofore said of

its superior qualities. The following formulse, for bath and developer, may be nsed with this Collodion

:

{Nitrate of Silver, 1 ounce.
Water, 14 "

Iodide of Potassium, 2 grains.

Slightly acidify with C. P. Nitric Acid.

DEVELOPER: {S^^1
™'.

\ v
\ \ [ [ \ ) \ ) } ] \ \ j^T

Acetic Acid 1^ to 2 ounces, enough to make it flow well.

SPREAD THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT."^
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HEARNS COLLODIO-CHLORIDE,
MANUFACTURED BY CHAS. W. HEARN,

Author of the " Practical Printer,"

Is a most excellent Collodion for the pur-

pose of producing, with ordinary care, the

most beautiful "PORCELAIN PICTURES," or

for the "NEW ALBA PICTURE." It is pre-

pared upon an entirely NEW principle,

which renders it a MOST VALUABLE AID,

Among other merits, it possesses the fol-

lowing, viz. :

1. It has most excellent heeping qualities.

2. It yields a very brilliant, strong print,

yet one possessing the most velvety softness

throughout the high-lights and shadows,

together with the intermediate half-tints.

3. The most beautiful tones are attained

with the greatest facility.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Every bottle warranted. None genuine

unless the facsimile of the manufacturer's

name is printed on each label. Price, $J/,. 00
per pound; $2.25 per half-pound bottle.

TAKE NOTICE—Mr. Hearn having ar-

ranged ivith Alfred L. Hance, manufac-
turer of Hance's celebrated Photographic

Specialties, to conduct the sales of his Col-

lodio- Chloride, dealers and others should

direct their orders for it to

ALFRED L. HANCE,
126 N 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE DECISION.

San Francisco the Choice.

As will be seen by the report of the Na-

tional Photographic Association Executive

Committee further on, the ballot has been

cast, and the decision rendered in favor of

San Francisco as the place for the holding of

the next Convention, and it is to open July

19th, 1875.

We are glad the matter is settled at last

;

for it is a satisfaction always to know where

we are to greet each other during the year.

"We had hoped that 1877 would be chosen

for San Francisco ; but San Francisco seems

to want the Association there now, and, no

doubt, it will result in much good all around.

"We, therefore, cordially accept the deci-

sion, and hope all earnest photographers

will join us in doing all in their power to

make the Convention and Exhibition a

success.

Go, personally, if you can. In any event,

send some of your best work, and cheer up,

and strengthen your co-workers on the Pa-

cific coast in return for the good president

they have sent us. We are working on the

railroad and freight companies, and will

probably be able to report the best arrange-

ments, and regulations for the Exhibition,

in our next. •• ..

Meanwhile get ready, ian4^atsi>. pxej^re

some good instructive papers to read.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
London, February 1st, 1875.

The photographic community in England

is more or less moved by the pending crisis

in the Photographic Society of London,

which crisis will, it is to be hoped, be ended

ere this meets the eyes of your readers.

Although its efficiency has never been very

great or its influence anything like what the

"Parent Society," ascertain of its members
are fond of calling it, ought to have, in a

country where photography has become
such an important element in industrial life,

it has a certain prestige as the oldest and

the best known of the many photographic

societies in England. An offshoot of the

great and active Society of Arts, it began

its labors when photography was still an

object of intense curiosity and scientific in-

terest, and its results far too uncertain (ex-

cept in the daguerreotype), and difficult of

realization not to require an exceptional

talent and application to succeed notably.

It was, then, mainly a society of amateurs

and investigators to whose labors we owe,

mainly, the practical working out of the

formula? and discoveries furnished by the

scientific discoverers, French for the most

part, and its character was really that of a

learning, if not of a learned society.

".}
-itAs^however, photography became a trade,

and the industrial element gained in num-
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bers and influence, when, in short, there

was money to be found in it, the society

suffered the fall of most similar institutions,

and the professional interests gradually

pushed out the original material, science

went ahead and forgot it, or left it wrangling

over questions of mere manipulation and

pseudo-art, and it became, what it has been

since I first knew it until last year, the

property of a "ring," who worked it for

mutual advantage, certain trade and func-

tionary interests being more and more the

object of the Society's existence. The coun-

cil always had on it a number of honorable

and unsuspicious conservatives, who either

never attended the meetings or did not sus-

pect the game which was going on, and

who with the active ring kept always in

ofiice, now and then admitting a new mem-
ber who seemed likely not to make any

trouble, and was dropped out at the next

election if he did ,* the exhibitions were

mainly arranged for the advantage of cer-

tain exhibitors, and the institution seemed

likely to pass into somebody's pockets or

into a confirmed catalepsy. It was impos-

sible to get committees of investigation on

any subject connected with photography,

because certain trade interests were too

strongly represented on the council, and all

questions of the relative merits of trade pro-

ductions were considered as prejudged.

Finally, the effort to give new vitality to

the exhibitions by the award of medals,

brought matters to a crisis by showing how
absolutely the management was in the

hands of a certain clique, who arranged for

the distribution of the medals on a precon-

ceived plan, and with so slight reference to

the real merits of the works exhibited, that

dissatisfaction grew to revolt, and a revolu-

tion was effected, a committee named to

draw up a new and effective constitution,

and the old president, who had been used as

the stalking-horse and executive of the ring,

stumbled into non-official connection with

the Society. The triumph of the reform was

complete, and, if its leaders had been wise,

would have been permanent, but as pro-

posals for a reconciliation of the parties were

made by the old management and accepted

for the sake of the unity of the Society, there

was a truce declared while the discussion of

the constitution went on. The reformers,

thrown off their guard, were remiss in at-

tendance, and when, one evening, they were

in a minority, the conservatives sprung a

trap on them, moved that there was no con-

stitution or government, made a tabula rasa

of the whole proceedings, and appointed on
the spot a new committee, in violation of

every rule, old and new, of the organiza-

tion, and made a constitution to suit them-

selves, fourteen votes of the whole Society

sufficing to carry out the trick.

The last act in the farce is to be played

this month in the election of a council and
officers, the ring having made their arrange-

ments to bring back the old president

(Glaisher) and ring masters, under the ex-

pectation that the country members, a vast

majority of the Society, but who never at-

tend or take any part in proceedings, will

vote by post to support him, in reply to

their canvassing appeals. It is not a mat-

ter of much importance, for the Society has

for a long time done nothing of any conse-

quence for photography, and cannot be more
good for nothing than it has been, and the

tenacity and cohesion of the vested interests

in the old style of doing things are too

strong for the reformers, who, having noth-

ing to gain by reform, are not willing to be

kept in a continual struggle to perpetuate

the Society in its present state of ineffective-

ness. It is not worth the trouble, and there

is a fair chance that at the pending election

it will pass entirely into the hands of the

ring from sheer indifference of a great num-
ber of the members and weariness of others.

The principal discovery of photographic

interest of the season is that of the applica-

tion of the sulphur light, of which two forms

are brought out, one by a committee of the

French Academy of Sciences, and the other

by our most accomplished photographic

chemist, Mr. Spiller, now President of the

Photographic Society, whom we are to lose

from the office if the ring succeeds. The

French plan, proposed by MM. de Lachanal

and Mermet, has the disadvantage of pro-

ducing suffocating fumes, which would pre-

vent its use in ordinary circumstances, while

the plan of Mr. Spiller produces almost no

perceptible odor, and might be used safely

under any circumstances. The form in
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which the French committee found the

flame to develop most actinic power was

that of a simple combustion of sulphur in

oxygen, which develops light of an actinic

power nearly double that of magnesium.

There has been, so far as I know, no com-

parison of this with the light of Mr. Spiller,

which is produced by adding roll sulphur in

fragments to a portion of fused nitre. The

latter, as I can testify from personal observa-

tion, is of an intense brilliancy and of good

actinic power, though the method of pro-

duction employed being very simple and

unregulated, the flame is fitful and not easily

to be measured in any such comparison.

Perhaps Yankee ingenuity will give us a

lamp which will burn nitre and sulphur

together, in such a manner as to give us the

advantage of an unobstructed light and

regular and manageable flame.

As the spring-time comes on, we begin to

rub up our wet collodion apparatus, and try

our dry plate formulae again, to see what

we still lack for perfection for either. In

the former department, the two latest and

most generally approved suggestions for the

attainment of portability and efficiency are

Howard's tripod tent, a triangular pyramid

of black cloth with yellow window, mask

for the eyes and sleeves for the hands, al-

lowing the operator to remain outside the

chamber, and j
7et see and work freely ; and

a folding box in which Howard's mask and

sleeves were adopted, which I brought out

two seasons ago, and have found very satis-

factory in my own practice. Both these

forms have been well tested and approved

during the past season, and for light-handed

and clever manipulation, that of Mr. How-
ard is probably the most convenient dark

chamber ever introduced, on account of its

exceeding lightness and readiness for action.

It will not do for bunglers, however. It is

hung under the camera, between the three

legs of the tripod, and the careless introduc-

tion of a fourth leg by the operator into the

complication may lead to a complete upset.

Edwards's graphogenic apparatus is, I be-

lieve, largely used, and I have seen it, at

the meetings of the Amateur Field Club,

used in the production of excellent nega-

tives. I have, however, a prejudice against

any mechanical contrivance which dispenses

with the hands in manipulation, and leaves

the negative in any degree to an operation

not perfectly under control.

The advances made in dry-plate working

are much greater, and assure, in my opinion,

the entire abolition of the nitrate of silver

bath for their preparation. Emulsion plates

have been, since their first practical intro-

duction by Messrs. Sayce & Bolton, gradu-

ally improving, and the introduction of

nitric acid by Carey Lea, as a remedy for

premature reduction when an excess of sil-

ver is used, was the step which made all

subsequent ones in the direction of increased

sensitiveness possible. The effort to enhance

this to a degree equal to wet collodion, i. e.,

to that which has always been the standard

of sensitiveness, has been continuous and,

so far as my own experience goes, continu-

ously unsuccessful. There has been and is

still a great deal of nonsense talked about

the sensitiveness of dry plates, and we con-

stant!y hear new preservatives proposed as

producing results "as rapid as wet collo-

dion." For all forms of collodion dry

plates, such a claim is utterly untenable.

No form of dry plate has been produced

with collodion which will give equally good

results in anything like the same time as

those given by wet collodion. The intro-

duction of gelatin has been a great advan-

tage in this respect; but I am still inclined

to think that it will remain a substantiajly

impracticable expedient, until some new
chemical conditions are introduced. The
plates are very rapid, not however so rapid

as wet collodion, under careful management,

but quite as much so in the ordinary work-

ing of it, and it gives great delicacy of

image. But when we come to enumerate

the disadvantages, we find them so numerous

as to entirely discourage the average prac-

tical operator. In the first place, the coat-

ing of the glass with the sensitized gelatin

is an operation which demands much more

practice than with collodion, and the glass

must be flat, and even then the gelatin is

liable to thickening atone or the other edge.

This, as we all know, may be concealed in a

certain class of subjects, but. in another

shows itself to the destruction of all natural

gradation. The gelatin is subject to ad-

herence of dust much longer than collodion,
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even when it is used with an aqueous pre-

servative ; but when we use the washed and

redissolved emulsion, we have the minimum
of adhesion of foreign particles and with

gelatin the maximum. Then we have what

is still worse, an occasional and so far inex-

plicable occurrence of red deposit, some-

times partial and sometimes over the whole

film, together with occasional decomposition

of the film in spots, apparently from being

kept too long incompletely dried. Add to

this the tendency of the whole film to de-

compose spontaneously Avhen it happens to

be kept in a damp place—and they cannot

always be kept in perfectly dry air—and the

fact, attested by all who use them, that no

margin of exposure is allowable, if we over-

expose, there is no saving the plate, and

we have a large balance of defects, for

which the rapidity offers no kind of com-

pensation.

I do not, for my own part, understand the

fever for rapidity for out-of-door photog-

raphy. For portraiture and instantaneous

subjects there is, of course, no compensating

advantage to be derived from using a slow

dry plate, for palpable reasons ; but in every-

thing except portraiture, where five seconds

is practicable fifty is also practicable, and in

most cases five minutes as much so. For this

reason I adhere to the last form of emulsion

substantially, that published a year ago by

Mr. Bolton, in which the collodion emul-

sion, once prepared, is washed and redis-

solved. It is not so rapid as the plates pre-

pared by Carey Lea's emulsion with certain

preservatives ; but for certainty, cleanness,

facility of preparation, especially en route,

quality of the negative, and latitude in ex-

posure, there is no process which surpasses

this, and my old favorite, collodio-albumen,

even yields to it for every quality, except

delicacy of the structure of the image.

I succeeded fairly well when in America,

with "Parys's special" pyroxylin, and if

any one who wants to try it will use this

cotton, and make an emulsion as if for Carey

Lea's process, and then pour it in a flat dish

in a film as thick as good card-board, and

wash it twenty-four hours in several changes

of water, finishing with distilled, dry it well,

and then redissolve it in alcohol of 95 per

cent, and best ether, and with precaution as

to the cleanness of the plate and freedom

from dust, giving a border of india-rubber in

preference to substratum, he will, I think,

find a delight in dry-plate working he

never found before. The amount of silver

used should not exceed fifteen grains per

ounce, with the equivalent of ammonium
bromide by preference, though cadmium
answers. In my own practice I used to

dissolve the silver first, and add the bromide

at once in fine powder.

One thing is to be noticed in all emulsions

of collodion, that the action of nitrate of

silver on the collodion, if in considerable

excess, resembles that produced by a high

temperature in making the pyroxylin, and

when there is in the pyroxylin a tendency

to form dusty films, we must be careful not

to allow the silver nitrate to act on it long.

In washed emulsions especially, the quality

of the pyroxylin is of great importance,

far greater than in emulsions used with pre-

servative. If the quality of the cotton is

good, there will be no preservative needed
;

if, however, one is needed, tannic or gallic

acid, one grain per ounce, may be put in.

The redissolved emulsion must be carefully

filtered through cotton or flax. Next month
I shall probably be able to give you a form-

ula for working a washed emulsion wet.

The death of Kejlander removes from the

ranks of professional photographers the most

eminent of the "art-photographers," and

a man to whom much is due in the develop-

ment of a certain art culture in this mostly

too mechanical occupation. "With the at-

tempts of photography to perform the proper

functions of art, composing of pictures from

various negatives, posing models for ideal

subjects, etc., etc., I have no kind of sym-

pathy, and if this were all that Kejlander

had done, he would have left little good be-

hind him ; but he did more than that, he

saw things unconventionally, which is what

few photographers do ; he did not weary us

with insisting on detail where it was not

needed, and he gave full opportunity to the

happy accidents of nature. He loved nature

and art, and though one may differ from his

estimate of the latter, it is impossible not to

give him a leading place amongst the men
who have given photography what it has of

an artistic form.
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There is hardly space to say what I ought

to have said about the battle of the lenses.

There would seem to be little doubt in the

minds of law-makers about the invalidity

of Dallmeyer's patents, for, beside the new
portrait lens of Steinheil, of which we have

no specimen yet for examination, there are

lenses which differ in no essential respect

from the rapid rectilinear now offered by

three opticians in London, while the tiny

symmetrical of Ross & Co. seems to me
likely to displace all competitors for views,

whether landscape or architectural. A few

weeks' practice with one induced me to sell

out all my stock of lenses, more than a

dozen, with the intention of supplying their

place with the symmetrical, and perhaps

one of the still newer rapid symmetrical,

which is very like its rival, the rapid rec-

tilinear, with two or three improvements. I

have not, however, yet tried any lens which

for wide-angle purposes, equals Dallmeyer's

wide-angle rectilinear, and for many uses

of the architectural photographer this is

likely to be a sine qua non.

Yours truly,

W. J. Stillman.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN PRANCE.
BY ERNEST LACAN.

At the last meeting of the Photographic

Society Mr. Davanne was enabled, as I

think I have mentioned in my last letter,

to show to the persons present, by means of

the Van-Tenac reflectoscope, images, con-

siderably enlarged, of the spots which are

produced upon positive prints. This acci-

dent, which occurs so often in our ateliers,

is still the object of general attention, and,

what is most annoying, is that the spots

show themselves on unmounted prints as

well as on those mounted on bristol board
;

the result is that it is very difficult to ascer-

tain the cause. Now, Mr. Davanne has

made known the following facts :

The spots that cover the prints, of which

he showed samples the other night, are for

the most part in regular groups, generally

in straight or curved lines, formed of white

specks upon the albumenized surface of the

paper. "When seen by transparency, and

enlarged, it is found that they correspond

with a black speck existing on the back of

the paper. This speck is nothing more than

a deposit of silver reduced by another me-
tallic particle. These accidents occurring

before the mounting of the prints, Mr. Da-
vanne cannot admit that they proceed from

the bristol board ; he attributes their origin

to the wear either of the wire cloth used in

the manufacture of the paper, or of the cyl-

inders for the drying of the sheets, or to the

processes of calendering.

On the other hand, I received from a very

skilful photographer of the Isle of Jersey,

Mr. Bandoux, observations on the same
subject, and his conclusions are exacts the

reverse. Mr. Bandoux attributes what we
call the small-pox of the prints solely to the

composition of the bristol boards which are

used to mount them upon, and specially of

those which have been made and sold since

the war. In confirmation of this opinion

he sets forth the following facts

:

Before the war, the accident in question

had never occurred in his establishment.

He has a very large number of portraits

mounted for more than eight years, which

show no sign of spots, and the same is the

case with those mounted in registering al-

bums of thick paper. During the war, being

without mounts, and not being able to ob-

tain them in Paris from his regular fur-

nishers, he was obliged to purchase, in Jer-

sey, common white boards. The portraits

mounted on these boards kept very well,

and he has still some on hand that show no

spots; but, having imported twenty thou-

sand sheets in 1871, he states that the

greater number of prints delivered to his

customers, dating from that time, were

attacked with the disease now occupying

our attention.

These two communications, which seem

to contradict each other in the most positive

manner, may nevertheless receive one ex-

planation. It is probable that, in either

case, the spots are produced either directly

or by contact with the metallic deposits ex-

isting in the paper upon which the prints

are made, or in the board upon which the

prints are mounted.

Some months back, Mr. Sutton sent me
the description of a process by means of

which he can keep wet, during a whole day,
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plates prepared with collodion, without their

losing any of their qualities ; thus, a plate col-

lodionized and sensitized in the morning is

exposed during the day, and the image ob-

tained is developed only at night. I need

not dwell upon the advantages of a similar

process to travelling photographers. I learn

that several operators have followed the

directions of Mr. Sutton, and are well satis-

fied with them. I believe, therefore, that

the readers of the Philadelphia Photographer

will thank me for making known to them

a new communication which I have just

received from Mr. Sutton on this subject,

in which he summarizes his process, point-

ing out the improvements which he has in-

troduced therein.

He makes use of a collodion containing at

least seven grammes (108 grains) of bromide

of cadmium for each litre (quart) ; he sensi-

tizes in an ordinary silver bath at 7 per

cent., washing with care the excess of nitrate

of silver which is found on the surface with

very clean rain-water, and he pours on the

film a hygroscopic preservative coating,

composed of:

Albumen, .... 1 part.

Water, 2 parts.

Glycerin, . . . . 1 part.

The albumen and water are mixed and

beaten to a thick froth ; after standing a

few hours it is filtered through a cloth and

the glycerin is added. The plate should

drain for a few minutes before placing it in

the negative frame. The exposure will be

from six to ten times longer than for an

ordinary wet plate.

The development is made by first washing

the film with rain-water and then pouring

upon the surface a mixture of pyrogallic

acid and acetic acid, to which has been

added a few drops of silver solution. The
image shows itself but slowly, but with a

little patience we have a very fine negative
;

very vigorous, with good detail, and of an

excellent yellowish-brown tint.

Mr. Sutton adds that in operating as he

indicates all risk is avoided of producing

mottlings in the film
; and as the latter loses

nothing of its opacity in drying, there is no

danger to fear the so common accident to

which English operators have given the

name of blurring.

In case great rapidity is nece«sary, the

collodion should only contain bromide of

cadmium in the proportion of at least 20

grammes (308 grains) per litre (quart), and

the silver bath should not be under 18 per

cent.

The image should then be developed by

the alkaline process. By this process the

exposure does not exceed one-third the time

required with a good ordinary wet collodion

plate.

I have just received from a photographer

at Marseilles, Mr. Jaubert, the description

of a process which enables him to keep his

wet plates, not for a whole day, but for at

least two hours, and this is very convenient

for professional operators, especially during

the heat of summer. Mr. Jaubert, who for

ten years has lived in the south of Prance,

has often had occasion to deplore the rapid-

ity with which collodionized plates dry in

warm climates, and this is the means that

he has found to obviate this serious trouble.

It consists simply in adding to the ordinary

collodion, powdered sugar in the proportion

of one part by weight to a hundred. When
taken from the sensitizing bath, he places

the plate in the frame without washing it,

and develops the image with iron, in the

ordinary way. Contrary to the opinion of

certain authors, Mr. Jaubert asserts that the

collodion to which sugar has been added

has never injured his silver bath.

The sugar may be dissolved in the alcohol,

or triturated with the iodides and bromides

which are used in the sensitizing of the col-

lodion.

Mr. Joseph Leipold, director of the atelier

of engraving and galvanoplasty of the na-

tional printing establishment of Lisbon, has

presented to the French Photographic So-

ciety very remarkable specimens of photo-

engraving, obtained by a process which is

an improvement upon that invented by

Paul Pretsch.

The plates which serve as a starting-point

for the divers operations, are glass positives,

the essential qualities of which should be

harmony and transparency. Mr. Leipold

takes :

15 grammes (i troy oz.) of glue dissolved in 100

c.c. (3£ fluid oz.) of water.

2 grammes (31 grains) of bichromate of potash in
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50 c.c. (H fluid oz.) of water—1 gramme (15

grains) of nitrate of silver in 50 c.c. (U fluid

oz.) of water.

50 centigrammes (8 grains) of iodide of potash

in 31 c.c. (1 fluid oz.) of water.

Finally he adds eight drops of vinegar , when

the other substances have bpen dissolved

and mixed together. The solution is then

filtered and, whilst warm, poured on a plate

which is dried in an oven ; this requires

three or four hours.

The plates thus prepared should be al-

lowed to remain for a few hours in dark-

ness, so that when in contact with the air,

they may oxygenize, for it is upon their

oxygenation that depends the formation of

the grain which later is to serve as the base

of the image.

The exposure under the positive is made

in the ordinary manner, but practice only

can determine the duration, as it depends

upon divers circumstances. When the ex-

posure is judged to be sufficient, the image

is developed by placing the plate for a few

seconds in a bath composed of fifteen parts

of water and one of alcohol ; at first the

strongest parts of the print alone appear
;

the plate is again placed in the bath and

dried, as at first, upon blotting-paper. It

is now perceived that the picture is more

strongly defined, and the operation is re-

peated until the complete development of

the details.

The final result, after having been dried,

is again washed, to remove all traces of

the bichromate of potash.

To obtain a mould of this gelatin image in

relief, Mr. Leipold substitutes for the rosin,

the gutta-percha, and the other different

substances which have been hitherto used,

a mixture composed of:

Spermaceti, 425 grammes, 13^ troy oz.

Stearic Acid, 200 u
6J " "

White Wax,

.

170 " 5* " "

Asphaltum, . 70 " 2 i .< .«

Graphite, . 70 " 2 i << «

This mixture has the advantages of being

easily fusible, of rapidly hardening after it

has been poured on the image, and of being

easily separated from it. When the gelatin

mould "has thus been made, it is slightly

coated with graphite, and the galvano-

plastic operations are then proceeded with

in the ordinary way.

The plates obtained by this process have

a very fine grain, giving all the delicacy of

the model ; they give very harmonious

prints, as you can judge by the inclosed

specimen, which I select from a number
which Mr. Leipold has kindly sent me.

I do not know of any analogous process

which can give, from nature, a more satis-

factory result.

BLISTERS-ONCE MORE.
In the December No. of the Bulletin,

an article appeared from me on the subject

of "Blisters," their cause and prevention,

and, subjoined, the editor remarks as fol-

lows : "I do not agree with Mr. Eodgers

in his theoretical conclusions ; he seems to

us somewhat confused in his notions of the

various actions of carbonic acid gas ; but

that does not have any injurious effects upon

his other statements " Now, for sixteen

years, printing and toning has been with

me a specialty ; and I have probably had

all the chemical troubles any photographer

has ever experienced ; but perseverance and

determination, working day and night, have

brought the " elements under control."

I would most respectfully intimate to

Mr. H. T. A., that my " conclusions" were

not intended to be " theoretical " but prac-

tical; that is, if daily experimenting would

render them practical ; and as regards my
"notions" being "somewhat confused on

the various actions of carbonic acid gas,"

well! Notions! Harmless and pleasurable

things in themselves ; but if they are manu-
factured in Connecticut (I notice) they sell

well in New York.

Letters to me, approving of the " con-

clusions," from the leading photographers,

are as numerous as they were two years

ago, when I opposed " long washing 1
' of

prints and strong toning baths. About a

month ago I submitted the blister question

to Prof. Joseph Hall, M.A., and a short

time since received the following:

State of Connecticut,

Office of the State Chemist, at the

High School Laboratory.

There are certain principles that always

hold good in every branch of the chemical
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science, and acids and alkalies, or metals

and acids, when brought together, must al-

ways produce the same results in any field

of labor. In the processes which you de-

scribe there is no reason for assuming the

decomposition of water and the consequent

production of hydrogen.

It seems to me to be an impossibility

that metallic silver could be reduced from

the nitrate in a porous paper which con-

tained, at the same time, chlorine (in salt)

and iodine ; if it leaves the nitric acid with

which it is combined, it must combine

either with the chlorine or iodine. If the

paper is soaked in an acid, either sulphuric,

nitric, or acetic even, if it is diluted with

much water, and then, while still moist,

with either one of these acids, and is ex-

posed to a solution containing carbonate of

soda, carbonic acid gas must be set free, the

stronger acid will expel the weaker carbonic

acid (gas), and will take its place, forming

a sulphate, nitrate, or acetate of soda, as the

case may be. Of this you can easily satisfy

yourself by adding a little of the acid used

to the alkaline solution of the gold chloride,

and you will see the carbonic acid gas

escaping in bubbles. It seems to me that

this is just what happens in the substance

of the paper; and if the albumen paper

was kept albumen side up, I should expect

the gas to collect under the surface of the

albumen.
Tours truly,

Joseph Hall,
State Chemist.

When Mr. Henry T. Anthony proves,

beyond a doubt, that the blisters in question

are not caused through the " various ac-

tions " of carbonic acid gas, I do hereby

agree to pay into the treasury of the

National Photographic Association $25 (the

same to be applied to a life-membership),

provided, that if, on the contrary, I sustain

my "conclusions," Mr. Anthony shall do

the same.
Tours truly,

H. J. Kodgers.

N. B. I claim that the gas in question is

generated by means of an excessive use of

acids and alkalies. Bubbles (varying in

size) under the prints in the hypo-bath and

in the final washing, show conclusively the

''action" of gas.

I would not use a hypo bath stronger

than one ounce hypo to 12 ounces water,

nor fix less than twenty minutes. I cannot

be convinced that '
' fuming. " is of any

benefit to the prints. Perhaps some one

will tell me what the difference in the result

is (so long as we expose the paper to suffi-

cient ammonia) ; whether it is in the form

of liquid, or by means of "fumes."

H. J. E.

Photo-Mechanical Printing Processes.

Correction.

Mr. Editor: In the article headed "Tab-
ular View of the Progress of Photo-Me-

chanical Printing," in your last issue, the

subject is treated in such a manner that it

appears more like a puff for one particular

process than a fair exponent of the real

progress made, and in some points quite

erroneous, and as corrections are solicited,

I beg leave to substitute the table as it

should be, and also a correction of the notes

accompanying it.

Referring to page 48, the following note

appears

:

" Albert describes the use of these ma-

terials in this special manner, but sets forth

no claim to their use. Their use for harden-

ing gelatin has been long known and prac-

ticed in every other form of gelatin print-

ing ; in photo-mechanical printing their use

in this way is not possible."

In most European patents the claims are

embodied in the specification, and it was
through an oversight in the translator that

this did not appear in Albert's American

patent; but this has been corrected in a re-

issue which covers the point.

The first use of chrome alum, or equiv-

alent, for hardening a gelatin printing film

made by photographic agency, was unques-

tionably by Albert, and the statement of

the impossibility of its use in the manner

described is quite untenable. There is little

difference between a film composed of a

solution of gelatin in which chrome alum

has been dissolved, and a film of gelatin

which has absorbed chrome alum. If there

is any advantage, it seems to be in favor of
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the latter method ; for by that, more than

double the quantity can be absorbed than

can possibly be mixed in solution and re-

main fluid.

As gelatin printing films are constantly

made by the absorbing method, and have

proved more durable in practice than any

yet made by the mixing process, it is safe

to suppose that its use is not only possible,

but positively preferable.

The note referring to the impossibility of

securing perfect contact, is not in accord-

ance with general practice. A flexible film

is like paper; and all photographic printers

know the trouble in securing perfect contact

between the negative and paper, particu-

larly when large sizes are used, while neg-

atives on plate-glass will always come in con-

tact with another plate of flat-glass ; failures

in this are unknown in the Albert process.

The Fischer patent is left out of the table,

as it was a " provisional protection" only,

which in America is nearly equivalent to

a caveat, and nothing is fully explained.

E. B.

HINTS ABOUT BUSINESS.
BT F. B. CLENCH.

If we lack in anything, the most, I think,

is business qualities. While we labor and

study to make fine work, a little money is a

very good assistant, and I do not know that

I can convey my ideas any better than by

giving my way of doing business for the past

ten years. Mine for the past three years

has been a little different from the ordinary,

and has proved some things of which I had

some doubt.

In 1871 I was out of business, but pre-

vious to that time had been engaged in

the city. I wished to open anew, and

in looking up a location I purchased a

lot out among the residences, some two

squares from the business houses, and erected

a studio and residence together. Business

men on the street were surprised at my loca-

tion, and thought it a poor investment, and

one of which I would be sick. I also con-

cluded to advance prices above what I had

previously been charging, and quit tintypes,

which I figured as one-third of my former

business. I did little or no advertising,

and the first year's work amounted to about

fifteen hundred dollars more than I had

ever done before, and has increased ever

since, and my help has increased from two

to seven, thus proving that location does

not make much difference, where your work

is good and ordinary energy used in con-

ducting your affairs. Three years ago I

commenced making large colored work,

using the solar camera ; my previous trade

in that line indicated only a demand of two

or three small ink jobs a month. I made
an engagement with an ink artist, and when
he arrived I had one 4-4 order for him to

commence on, and he is still here and has

made a living out of the work done ; and I

have a good ink trade, about all one inker

can do. You probably want to know how
my affairs were managed to make it pay.

I put in a home-made solar camera (direct

printer), 12-inch condenser, cost, including

stamp, $125. I commenced making prints

of all my best customers, and filled my re-

ception-room with specimens. Of course, I

selected desirable subjects in the way of

cash. "When any likely subject died a por-

trait was got up if we had a picture or could

borrow one. These pictures soon began to

sell, and parties wanting copies made and

would have been satisfied with small plain

copies had they not seen large colored spe-

cimens. I now have figures on my books

of two, three, and four hundred dollars for

jobs of colored work, that have been ordered

by making one whole sheet picture on

speculation, and without the knowledge of

the subject beforehand. With me some rule

applies to all styles of work when I wish to

increase business. By discarding cheap tin-

types and charging a good price for your

work it enables you to take time, and when

you get a good subject to make the most of

it by making good negatives of the different

sizes, including a good solar. Still, our be-

ing able to make almost all small negatives

available to enlarge from, it is not as essential

as a good negative approved as a likeness.

I am satisfied that the public do not know

what they want in the way of pictures, and

it is for the photographer to decide and

show. The public will buy any amount of

pictures more than they do if they can be

brought to their notice in a proper manner.

In 1863 I bought my first 4-4 camera, and
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it sat in the corner of the operating-room

for a month without being used, business,

of course, being dull. One day I com-

menced figuring the dividends it was return-

ing me sitting there, and the result was not

satisfactory to me. I got it out and cleaned

off the dust, and turned over a new leaf.

The next subject was a young lady for a

card. I also made a 4-4, and when she

came in for her cards I had it framed up on

the wall for a specimen ; I also had an extra

one made for her to buy, but she did not

buy, so I gave her the picture. She then

purchased a frame, on which I made enough

to pay for stock. Time was not worth any-

thing, besides I had practice and that is

knowledge, and knowledge is capital. So

I tried to figure I was ahead on the trans-

action. I filed the negative away, and in

about six months the lady called to see if I

could make six duplicates, also brought her

sister to sit to match it, thus making a good

paying job. Thus, by keeping my spare

time employed in this way I soon had plenty

for my 4-4 lens to do.

I think if those who complain of dull

business would get out the big camera, or

any other camera, they have advertised for

sale for want of use, and put it to work, they

would soon have plenty for it to do. Try for a

month by putting up a card in your work-

room headed speculation work, and on it put

amount of moneys received for speculation

work. Make negatives of all likely subjects

you can get hold of; ask them on the street

or wherever you find them to come in and

give you a sitting, you want to get out some

new styles. Show unfinished proofs, but have

them look as well as possible, for it is hard

to make folks see what you are going to do

by retouching ; they generallyjudge by what
they see in the proof.

The sign that stares one in the face in

almost all studios you enter, " Pictures must

be paid for in advance," I would take down,

for I think to the young and enterprising

photographer seeking to build up a business

and reputation it is a drag. I give this ad-

vice notwithstanding the dangerous ground

on which I am treading in the eyes of the

fraternity, and I am glad to see by the last

Photographer that other parties think as I

do in regard to it.

How to Avoid Unnecessary Waste of

Silver and Gold.

Paper IV".

BY B. Z. WEBSTER.

Again, "after many days," I take up my
pen to bring to a close the series of articles

upon this subject.

A paper which I had prepared, showing

the immense waste of time, silver, and

paper, which might be avoided in the

printing department of photography, I feel

constrained to omit, because I have already

made myself rather prolix. "VVe will take

up the subject where the pictures are ready

for the toning.

Without stopping to discuss the subject

of toning baths, we will suppose that you

are using the common bicarbonate, or sal

soda, or any other toning bath, which is

generally thrown aside when the batch of

prints is toned ; now instead of throwing it

away, pour it into a bottle, and do the same

next time, and again if necessary ,• by that

time enough old toning solution has accu-

mulated with which we can proceed to the

next operation, which will be the

Fixing or hypo bath. Now instead of

using plain water, take the old toning solu-

tion, and make your fixing bath of that,

and when the prints are fixed pour off the

solution into another bottle, add a few crys-

tals of hypo to insure saturation, and let it

stand till the next batch of prints is ready,

and use it again, and even once more if

there be not sufficient old toning solution

to make another. You need not be afraid of

sulphur toning; make it strong, and keep it

so. And when you are done with the old

fixing or hypo solution for prints, pour it

into the tray wherein your negatives are

fixed. The tray should be at least 20 x 24

inches by 3 inches deep, made of wood if

you like, and watertight, of course.

Here you have the routine, now we will

go back and get the whys and wherefores.

In the first place, you know the general

rule for toning is about one grain of gold

to one sheet of paper, but there always re-

mains a goodly portion of the gold in the

solution when you are done, and to utilize

that gold, we will put it into the hypo or

fixing bath, where it adds to the depth and
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beauty of the toning, instead of allowing

the raw soda to destroy a portion of what

the prints already contain, thereby obvia-

ting the necessity of carrying the first ton-

ing so far, and requiring less over printing,

andfrom one-third to one-half less gold.

Secondly. By using the paper " fixing "

solution in the negative "fixing " tray, the

same is not only made to do double duty,

but the silver contained therein has a

beneficial effect upon the negative film, as

it tends to prevent the soda from attacking

the delicate detail in the shadows, and
leaves upon the surface an extremely thin

translucent veil, which adds to the softness

and beauty of the print.

Thirdly.' The negative fixing tray being

large, several negatives can lie in the solu-

tion at once if necessary, and the broad

surface of solution exposed accelerates evap-

oration, by which means the tray is kept

in good working condition, by the addi-

tions from the print " fixing " solution, but

sometimes requiring fresh water, and occa-

sionally getting too full, depending alto-

gether upon the amount of water used in

your toning and " fixing," and the state of

the atmosphere. When the solution becomes

syrupy, pour it off and precipitate the silver

with some pieces of zinc, and submit the

precipitate to the action of hydrochloric

acid, wash the precipitate thoroughly, then

reduce the same with nitric acid, then add

water, neutralize with ammonia and use

it, or you can put a piece of copper into the

fixing tray and let it remain
; the silver

will gradually collect upon the surface of

the copper in the form of pure metallic

silver, requiring only to be submitted to

the action of diluted nitric acid, to be con-

verted into nitrate of silver.

Finally, by following the foregoing rou-

tine more silver can be saved than by any
other means; and that the plan will work I

will guarantee, as several years of constant

use and practice of the same has satisfied me
of its merits.

In these papers I have made it a point to

suggest the simplest possible means adapted

to the ends, knowing that the great mass of

my brother photographers have neither the

means nor inclination to adopt expensive

or complicated measures. I have merely

sketched an outline of a plan, to illustrate

and cover a principle, and that is a simple

and inexpensive means by which you can

avoid unnecessary waste of silver. And if

my efforts should prove beneficial to some

of my poor "shadow catching" brethren,

I shall be satisfied
; however such as it is,

you have it with my best wishes.

RETOUCHING WRINKLES.
BY A. DUMBLE.

Will you allow one, who has derived

much pleasure and profit from your journal,

to offer a few remarks as a partial return,

hoping they may meet some degree of con-

sideration.

Though thoroughly versed in the various

branches of the profession, my attention for

the past few years has been especially di-

rected to the retouching of negatives. This

ground has been so often discussed that I

feel a diffidence in approaching the subject;

but long practice and careful study have

developed a few ideas which I have never

seen in print, and which have been so in-

valuable to me, that by your leave, I pre-

sent them to your readers.

I found, in retouching very freckled faces,

and particularly large negatives, a great

difficulty in making my ground surface take

lead in a becoming manner. All retouch-

ers know that this is a very essential virtue,

where, either through the carelessness of

the operator, or some peculiarity of the

subject, the negative requires a large amount

of work.

By dissolving a portion of Venice turpen-

tine in my varnish, I found that I could

obtain any grain or surface I desired. This,

in a gallery making from thirty to forty

negatives daily the year round, each and

all requiring the most skilful and delicate

handling, was of no little service, as you

may suppose.

In fact, I soon discovered that a few min-

utes spent, once a month in the varnish-

room, saved an infinite amount of labor and

time. Now, a large negative requires a dif-

ferent treatment from a small one ; where

the touch on one is fine and delicate, on the

other it should be bold and effective. So

my varnish simply consists of two brands,
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one giving that fine biting grain so essential

to good and speedy work on small negatives,

the other a coarser, hungrier tooth, which

enables me to go over a life-size in fine

style. There are two great objections to

grinding the surface : 1st. It befogs the

negative. One cannot confine it to those

parts alone requiring lead, but must rub in-

discriminately over eyes, nostrils, portions

of the hair, and background. 2d. The re-

touching is easily marred, either in careless

handling, or the necessary process of print-

ing. And how aggravating, my brothers,

when our annual Exhibition, or the Cen-

tennial, or something comes round, to take

from your racks the choicest fruits of a

year's hard labor, and find them almost in

a state of nature, with but a few disconso-

late particles of lead remaining to speak of

better days.

These difficulties I overcome in this way,

and if there is a better I am open to con-

viction. After retouching I hold the nega-

tive to the fire, butter side to the stove, heat

evenly a few seconds, and presto ! Each

individual particle of lead, that a moment
before was upon the surface, has taken by

its own weight a corresponding position on

the glass, while over it is spread a glossy

coat of varnish. Thus the retouching is

embalmed as it were and secure from harm,

while the varnish interposing between the

lead and the paper gives an admirable soft-

ness and delicacy to the finished print.

But sometimes it is desirable to retain the

extra density caused by grinding the sur-

face, as in a poor copy or a too thin negative

of any kind. In such case, after it is re-

touched, I take a little thin gum arabic,

and with my brush go carefully over those

parts that I wish to print sharp and clear,

viz., eyes, eyebrows, whiskers, mustache,

and the hair and background in the vicinity

of the face. I may say here that this one

practice has enabled me to save many a

negative that would otherwise have been

absolutely worthless.

Some one asks, Is there not great danger

of smashing the negative in the burning-

in process mentioned above ? No ! with any

reasonable amount of care. All the nega-

tives in Mr. Kent's gallery, from card to

life size, are burned in, and that fact alone

will bo sufficient proof of its value. Wo
never break a negative in that way. I shall

bo glad to answer questions on the subject

from any desiring it.

What a thrill your late articles on natu-

ral colors sent through the country ! For

years photographers have turned with eyes

of faith in that direction. It has been the

Mecca of their desires.

Some few years ago I was associated with

a leading photographer in Canada, a very

scientific gentleman, in making some inter-

esting experiments in natural colors. And
at another time, if you give me space, I

shall disclose some curious things we did,

and some still more curious things we did

not accomplish.

Rochester, N. Y.

HOW TO SECURE GLOSSY
PRINTS.

BY CHARLES A. ZIMMERMAN.

Being a dealer in photographic stock as

well as a working photographer, I am aware

that oftentimes much fault is found, and
unjustly, with the different brands of albu-

men papers, the extra brilliant included,

not receiving the desired gloss or polish,

even when treated to the burnisher.

Very few will deny that the burnisher im-

parts a pleasant warmth, and increased

depth and brilliancy to the good photograph,

yet I cannot say that I admire its effect on

the vignette, as it gives it a disagreeable

map-varnish appearance, besides very often

producing soiled whites.

To those who would like to secure an in-

creased gloss, and the lack is not caused by
weak silver, overtoning or over-soaking, I

can offer a suggestion which, from its very

simplicity, has probably not often been

tried.

We will suppose your prints are mounted
wet or damp ; have a book made (or make
it yourself), its leaves of a good quality of

blotting-paper with stiff substantial covers.

Between the leaves of this book neatly place

your newly mounted prints one by one as they

are mounted (while wet). When a page is

covered, turn over a new leaf, and proceed

as before until your prints are all mounted.

Now close the book, and hand it to the per-
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son who is to do the "spotting," with the

instruction to immediately replace them

between the leaves of the book " one by-

one" as they are " touched."

When ready for the burnisher, you will

find them perfectly flat, tractable, dry with-

out the surface hardness and the innumera-

ble cracks so often seen, and lastly, but not

leastly, will take kindly to the burnisher,

and not scratch, for there are no hard lumps

of dry starch on the edges, and have all the

"vulgar shine" you care to give them.

Try it.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Photographic Society of Philadel-
phia.—February 4th, 1875.

Mr. Bell said that he had tried the addi-

tion of mineral naphtha to the developer,

and found that it decreased the time of

exposure materially, but that owing to its

extremely unpleasant odor, he had not been

willing to use it habitually in the dark-

room.

Mr. Partridge had also tried it with sim-

ilar results to those obtained by Mr. Bell.

Mr. Carbutt spoke favorably of the so-

called carbolate of iron developer, and said

that it was very energetic in its action, and

required a large amount of acetic acid to

restrain it; also, that it shortened the time

of exposure by about one-third.

Mr. Young exhibited some lantern pos-

itives made by Mr. George Eau by the

"dust" process. To one hundred parts of

gelatin solution are added ten parts of

citrate of iron, five of citric acid, and two

of tincture of the perchloride of iron. This

is flowed on glass, dried, and exposed under

the negative, by which operation, the parts

acted on by light acquire the property of

retaining any pigment which may be

thrown on in the state of fine powder. In

the case of the proofs exhibited, Indian red

had been used.

Mr. Tilghman exhibited a sample of a

new substance, called "ozokerite," which

closely resembles paraffin, but resists the

action of ammonia and other strongly al-

kaline liquids. As paraffin is much used

for coating baths, troughs, plate-holders,

etc., this* substance might possibly possess

advantages from its want of affinity for

strong alkalies.

Boston Photographic Association.—
Annual meeting at the studio of J. W.
Black, February 5th, 1875.

The President said (concerning the duties

of officers) he thought the Executive Com-
mittee should assist the President, more
than was their custom, in the management
of the affairs, and make the meetings more
interesting to its members.

Mr. Loomis said he had had the honor to

be presiding officer in several bodies, and
he found it to be the case that the President

had three-quarters of the work to do, and
the other quarter was done by the rest of the

officers.

The election of officers took place (Mr.

Loomis distributing and collecting the bal-

lots), which resulted as follows:

For President, Mr. W. T. Bowers, of

Lynn, Mass. ; for Vice-President, Mr. Frank
Rowell, of Boston; for Treasurer, Mr. Ed-
ward F. Smith, of Boston; for Secretary,

Mr. Eugene A. Holton, of Boston ; for Ex-
ecutive Committee, Mr. John W. Black, of

Boston; Mr. Thomas R. Burnham, of Bos-

ton ; Mr. D. K. Prescott, of Boston.

Quite a little discussion arose concerning

the yellow screen now in use in some of the

rooms here, introduced by Mr. Furlong, and

marked, " patent applied for." Some were

in favor of its use, and some were not. He
claims we can get a better and much quicker

light.

Mr. Black, with his stereopticon, enter-

tained the members by showing some Niag-

ara and foreign views that were very fine.

Indiana Association.—On Feb. 3d, the

Indiana Photographic Association met at

Mr. Judkin's gallery, and after the usual

routine of business the Secretary read a

letter from Mr. Bulofson, President of the

National Photographic Association, and

exhibited a splendid cabinet card photo-

graph of King Kalakaua, which the afore-

said President had sent him, and which was

an object of interest to all present. And
after all had examined the picture, on mo-

tion of Mr. Judkins, a vote of thanks was

tendered Mr. Bulofson for the pleasure he

had given us all.
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President Judkins then called for the

volunteer papers that were promised for the

occasion, but Mr. Elliott was the only one

of the three who responded.

On motion of Mr. Adams, the members

were requested to bring burnished photo-

graphs to our next meeting, in order to

compare the burnishing qualities of the dif-

ferent burnishers in use in the city, the dif-

ferent brands of paper, lubricator, etc.

The order of business was then suspended

for the sciopticon exhibition, which proved

quite as successful as the Society expected,

and at the close a vote of thanks was ten-

dered the Stereopticon Committee.

The Secretary suggested that a large field

for investigation and experiment lay before

us, in the direction of the Developer, and

all were requested to experiment somewhat

during the next month, and report.

Two papers were promised for next meet-

THE FOREIGN PRIZE PICTURES.

In reviewing this series, we wish to

notice some of the points that make them

valuable as studies, and show the tendency

of different artists in different sections. We
here have each man's conception of what

might prove of superior merit, and be likely

to carry off the prize.

Mr. C. H. Bergamasco, of St. Petersburg,

sends us two styles. The heads, which il-

lustrate a method of vignetting in the cam-

era, are detracted from by the density of the

background, and, for this reason especially,

fail to make pleasing pictures ; but the full-

length styles he sends show the artist more

at home. These are among the finest speci-

mens of this kind it has ever been our pleas-

ure to receive.

In representation of character, in rich-

ness of costume, in composition and arrange-

ment of accessories, and in the disposition of

light and shade, they are gems that are sel-

dom equalled. Had Mr. Bergamasco sent

us three negatives of either of these, he

must certainly have won the prize.

Messrs. Wegner & Mottu, Amsterdam,
send us standing and three-quarter figures.

The latter is fine in every respect, and is

much the best representation attempted by

the artist. The other two arc standing

figures, but unlike our Russian artist, our

friends of the home of Rembrandt have not

succeeded as well with this style. It is sel-

dom we find a capacity for producing a va-

riety of styles equally well possessed by any

one person. And the lesson to be drawn
from this is that every artist should study

himself, and see, if possible, in what direc-

tion he can excel, and then make his repu-

tation on the class of work he can produce

the best.

From our old townsman, Mr. John L.

Gihon, with Messrs. Chute & Brooks, of

Montevideo, South America, we have some-

thing of an entirely different nature. It is

a representation of character as well as an

illustration of one of the sports of that

country. The subject is a genuine native

specimen, dressed in his hunting suit, and

armed with lasso and other trappings of the

chase. The pictures are finely executed, and

tell the story better than words can do it.

The last and successful pictures of the

series are from Mr. Julius Schaarwachter,

Berlin. His are a full-length standing, a

three-quarter standing, and a three-quarter

sitting. In all these our artist has shown

his ability to treat the subject in either style.

They are three magnificent photographs,

exquisitely executed in every detail. They

are simple, unaffected portraits, and as such

may be studied with profit by all.

We commend this series of twelve model

pictures to photographers everywhere, as no

one who is striving for improvement can

fail to be benefited by them. We sell the

set for $3, handsomely printed and finished.

For further particulars, see advertisement.

THE LENSES OF HERMAGIS.
Mons. Hermagis, the famous optician,

whose portrait objectives we are introduc-

ing into this country, is riot only most

skilled in his special line, but is also a fa-

mous photographic experimentalist and one

of the bright lights of the Photographic

Society of France. This latter fact gives

him great advantages as an optician, and it

is the reason why such men as Salomon of

Paris, Reutlinger, Nadar, and many others

flock around him for their lenses, and again
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give him the benefit of their suggestions,

which we also who use his lenses may
share.

Mons. Hermagis has recently made an

achievement which places him over all

his confreres, as he was the first to adopt

flint glass whose basis is chemically pure

minium. Some photographs he exhibited

to his Society made with his lenses caused

great praise and admiration. Among others

there was one splendid group (called the

" Happy Family,") which was much praised

by the press. The members of the group

were two cats, a greyhound, and four doves,

and all capitally taken, with a lens costing

half the price of "a celebrated English

lens," that does not do as well. "We could

add much in favor of these lenses with many
testimonials, but the space is not ours to do

it. We sell them C. O. D., with instruc-

tions to express agents to allow reliable par-

ties one week to test them ; we have sent a

number, and ive have not had one lens re-

turned to us.

We shall soon show you specimens of

their work by means of one of our pic-

tures.

One of a large size is in use by the lead-

ing artist of this city, who is enthusiastic

over it.

Meanwhile, we only desire to call your

attention to the fact that there is a first-

class lens in the market at a moderate price,

and that you would do well to test them,

especially if you want a lens for making
the new "Promenade " cards.

The Robinson Photograph Trimmer.

In the first place, we do not agree to offer

any article for sale to photographers unless

we know it is to be for their advantage prac-

tically. In the second place, we do not like

to push such articles as we do have for sale

too obtrusively upon our readers for fear of

annoying them. But we must give way
now to a few remarks again, upon the ex-

treme usefulness of and comfort one has in

using the Bobinson Photograph Trimmer.

They are called out by two communications

we have received during the past month.

They are as follows:

Me. Editor.

Dear Sir : I wish to contribute a very

small " mite" for the benefit of the frater-

nity. It is this. Instead of paying $3.50

for a Kobinson Trimmer, that ought to be

sold for $1.00, get a common steel glass-

cutter for 35 cents, and you will never go
back to the knife for cutting ovals.

N. B.
Bowling Green, Ky.

Charleston, S. C, February 5th, 1875.

Messrs. Benerman & Wilson.

Gentlemen : I cannot conscientiously

let the opportunity pass without thanking

you, and at the same time manifesting my
appreciation of the Bobinson Photograph

Trimmer ; also the metallic guides. They
are certainly the most useful articles that

any artist can have in his studio. I have

exhibited it to several artists, who have

unhesitatingly pronounced it a capital in-

vestment. It is valuable, not only for pho-

tographs, but for cut-outs for printing, it

does its work so evenly, and does away with

much trouble and annoyance. I would not

be without one, and advise all photogra-

phers who desire to sell a finished picture

to do as we have done—buy one.

Truly yours,

Prank K. Houston.

The first was probably written by a party

who doubtless never used or even saw a

Bobinson Trimmer, and therefore he is not

a competent judge. The tool he alludes to

is no more like the " Trimmer " than a gem
tintype is like a first-class "Promenade"
card by some good artist. And while we
admit that the price of the Bobinson Trim-

mer seems very high, it is not so in reality,

when it is considered that it is made with

all the care of a surgical instrument, well

and strong, and that it saves its cost in a

week after its purchase.

Mr. Houston (whom we have seen since

receiving his letter) has used the Trimmer,

and speaks what he knows. We commend
what he says to those who really want to

finish their prints expeditiously and beauti-

fully, and who wish to avoid their being

torn to pieces while trimming.
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MORE DODGES.
To while away the time and to fulfil a

promise, I take up my pen and paper to at-

tend to my sadly neglected correspondence.

The weather is very bad and antiphoto-

graphic; the dense smoke filling the atmos-

phere makes it impossible to do decent out-

door work ; the indoor business is dull too,

so you see we have plenty time to experi-

ment, read, and write letters. I have a few

items to communicate to you, which, if you

think proper, you may lay before the many
readers of your valuable journal. I will

just jot them down as they enter my head,

without any more prelude and interludes.

The first thing is a process

—

a sure and

reliable process to reduce the intensity in

overintense negatives, without in the least

destroying the faintest detail in the shad-

ows. I always have been an advocate of

intensifying, for the reason that there was

no practical way known of reducing the

intensity in the high-lights without injuring

more or less the detail in the shadows, or

risking the negative. I am now not more

afraid to get a negative too intense, than I

was formerly to get it too weak. The in-

closed two negatives were taken on one

plate, both developed simultaneously, had

the same intensity ; then the plate was cut,

and one-half treated in the manner pres-

ently to he described. The object taken

was a book resting on a green posing chair,

and having a piece of black velvet by its

side. You can see yourself how little the

half tones have suffered.* The process is

based upon the property of sulphide of sil-

ver, which combination is a very perma-

nent or obstinate substance in regard to the

action of nitric acid or cyanide of potassium,

etc. (the reason why I never meddled with

Shaw's patent). But here it is. Take a

very diluted solution of sulphuret of potas-

sium, pour it over the fixed and washed

negative
; watch it from the glass side. The

sulphuret will penetrate the thin deposit

first, and the sulphide of silver, being of a

darker color than the reduced metallic sil-

ver, the negative will look somewhat like a

positive from the glass side. Now wash and

* Mr. Benecke's process is evidently excellent

to a remarkable degree.

—

Ed.

pour on a solution of mercury and iodide of

potassium (my favorite intensifier), or mer-

cury alone, or iodine and iodide of potassi-

um. The negative will now be very intense;

but never mind, dip it into your cyanide

bath for thirty to sixty seconds, wash it

and examine it. Should it be not quite weak
enough, or did you wish some parts of it

particularly reduced, as for instance a white

dress, etc., you may treat it again with

mercury, especially those parts, locally, you
wish to weaken most, and then, of course,

with cyanide again. Using a developer too

warm has often been the cause with me to

get too much intensity, and so I hit upon

this plan, which I hope will prove a valu-

able addition to the knowledge of our prac-

tical photographers in " re •photographica.'11

The thickest negative can thus be con-

verted into a fast-printing solar negative.

No patent on it

!

Yolumes have been written how to man-

age our customers, but little has been said

of the power of music in obtaining happy

expressions. I have often wondered at it,

and would like to draw the attention of my
photographic brethren to this fact. Every-

body is influenced by it, and while you are

listening to a well-known and familiar air,

the time of the sitting seems to be only half

as long, and the awkwardness of the situa-

tion is forgotten. Shakspeare says:

" The man that hath no music in himself,

Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds,

Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils.

The motions of his spirit are dull as night,

And his affections dark as Erebus :

Let no such man be trusted."

I leave it to my ingenious brethren how
to administer it (piano, good music-box,

etc.), and if they then, in spite of it, get a

customer with savage looks, I say, with

Shakspeare, Let no such man be trusted,

—

make him pay the whole in advance

!

While making some experiments in pho-

tolithography the other day, I felt the want

of a levelling-stand to dry my plates in a

horizontal position. So I made one out of

a wooden box, five screw-eyes and a string.

It answered first-rate. Here is the descrip-

tion of it : Take a box a little larger than

the plate you wish to use. Screw the screw-

eyes about one inch from the top, inside of
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the box, opposite each other, and one in the

corner, thus. Now tie a string to number
one, pass it through three, four, and five,

and tie it to number two. Let it be rather

slack. You can place now your plate on the

cross formed by the string in any position,

-9±

tbat is, you can level it without any trouble,

cover the box with a board to avoid catch-

ing dust, and let it become dry. Simple and

effective, you see

!

In judging of light and shade in arrang-

ing my sitter and accessories, I have found

the following little trick very serviceable :

Turn the instrument considerably out of

focus. Then the detail will not interfere,

and you see at once whether the ligbts and

shades are properly arranged. Try it.

I guess we all bave experienced tbe dis-

turbing influence upon the equanimity of

our minds, wben, in banging up silvered pa-

per, the clothes-pin refuses to bite, and down
comes our paper—fifteen cents gone again !

I have, and to avoid tbis and be more ex-

peditious about it, made a drying-rack of

six strips of wood, eight feet long, nailed on

two semicircles of wood thus. This is cov-

ered with blotting-paper and hung up, one

end a little higher

than the other. After

lifting off slowly the

paper from the silver

solution, I place it

upon tbis rack. If any solution should run

down yet, it will accumulate at one corner,

and be taken up by the blotting-paper.

"When nearly dry, I fasten four clothes-pins

to tbe four corners. Thus I prevent the

cockling of the paper. Probatum est 1

Now I wish to tell you of one more little

apparatus, dear Editor, and I will let you

off this time. It is a contrivance to hold

my card pictures ready for delivery. I do

not put them up in envelopes until called

for, since they will cockle more or less, 1

find. It is merely a box large enough to

hold ten or twelve dozen cards, open on one

side, where a small strip of wood will keep

them from falling out. A leaded weight

put on top keeps them flat. Here is a sketch

of it. My carpenter made it for the sum of

seventy-five cents.

The weight I made
myself. It is made
of dark walnut,and

looks very neat.

Several of my
friends had some made after my pattern,

card and imperial size, and like the idea

very much.

But don't you think that I have taxed

your patience long enough ? I think I

have, and if I write again, I shall ask some

questions of my brother photographers, and

let others have a chance too.

With my best wishes to you and the whole

fraternity, I remain,

Yours very fraternally,

E. Benecke.

THE PRINTER'S CORNER.
BY CHARLES W. HEARN.*

"Friend Hearn : I notice that in the

February number of the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer, there are several queries that re-

main over to be answered i n ' our next, ' and

having experienced the same difficulty, I

think that a few words in this department

of ' our Journal ' may not be amiss, so I will

here contribute a few remarks, hoping that

they will be worthy of a 'corner' in the

aforesaid magazine.

" If the photographic printer were to

weaken the strength of his silver-bath I am
right certain that he will overcome his diffi-

culty, or if reducing the bath will make the

paper print 'mottled' (i e., weak), then it

is reduced sufficiently already, providing he

floats the 'Double S. & M. Dresden Paper '

long enough, which is right easily known

by bearing in mind that during the cold

weather this paper should never be floated

less than from two to three minutes, as on

account of its extra thickness of albumen

more latitude is allowed than with the sin-

gle paper.

" One of the best baths for cold weather

use is plain nitrate of silver of the strength

* Author of the Practical Printer.
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of sixty grains of the silver to the ounce of

distilled water. Often the strength of the

bath is not the trouble at all, for the solution

may he too cold (a very frequent occurrence

during this season of the year), and should

be warmed to not less than the temperature

of 45° to 55° Fahr.

" In regard to ' facts,' I will say that they

are caused by using fuming-boxes that have

no draft, thus keeping the inside of them in

a musty and damp state, which causes a

misty or bluey appearance to the surface of

the paper, forming at times, when bad, little

irregular-shaped spots. Do not have the

fuming-box in a damp, but in a dry place,

or have one of Mr. Shoemaker's boxes

made, which are splendid.*

"Permit me to give a little hint, and

then I am done.

" Do not have your fuming-box in the same

room where the paper is silvered, as the fumes

of the ammonia form oxide of silver on the

freshly silvered •paper as well as on the bath.

"W. E. S."

We thank our friend very kindly for his

interesting contribution, and we feel assured

that our readers will indorse our sentiment

when we say that we would be pleased to

hear from him again.

Besides the above, we have received a

number of other matters in answer to the

queries of last month, but we will quote

only such as differ from the ahove.

" To get rid of ' facts ' use a hot brick in

your fuming-box while fuming the paper.

Am indebted, for this effectual idea, to a

noted New York printer.

"J. A. Freeman.
" Philadelphia, Feb. 19th, 1875."

" To prevent ' tear-drops,' dampen the

paper before silvering, float a sufficient

length of time, dry sloioly at first until the

paper is nearly dry, then finish by artificial

heat.

" Josiah P., Jr.
" Portland, Me., February, 1875."

Mr. J. H. Lamson, Portland, Maine, has

made and has in use a most excellent idea

* We are using one in the printing department

of the Philadelphia Photographer. Will write

concerning its excellencies soon.—C. W. H.

for the purpose of vignetting beautifully in

cloudy and rainy weather, and as quickly

as the regular " bust " or plain down photo-

graphs are printed. We hope soon to be

able to give this good, and, indeed, most ex-

cellent idea to the fraternity. In the mean-

time watch !

Besides the answers to our last, we have

received the following useful hints:

" Never use a hot toning-bath, because it

flattens the prints, neither a freezing one,

but one inclined more towards the latter.

Let the bath be conveniently cool."

" A most important thing to improve the

printing of your negatives in the winter-

time is to print in a warm room, under a

ground-glass sash."

" Strong acetic acid baths weaken the

strength of the prints."

" Soak your prints in a bath of strong

salt water after fixing, so that the salt will,

in a great measure, displace the hypo, thus

rendering the final washing more perfect."

The following questions are contributed

for answering in next month's issue :

" Can you tell me what is the best for-

mulas for printing on single paper during

the winter-time?"

" Does drawing the paper over a rod dur-

ing the silvering process hurt the paper

any?"
" How many sheets of paper can be toned

with fifteen grains of chloride of gold ?"

" What will prevent a mottled appear-

ance to the prints after burnishing?"

" How should a print be toned that is to

be burnished?"

" Does the albumen of the paper soak up

during the washing of the photographs,

and is it worth the trouble to remove the

prints from the washing-tank over night,

after they have washed from three to four

hours?"

OUR PICTURE.
Agreeable to promise, we present this

month, as our embellishment, an example

of the new style and size, originated by Mr.

I. W. Taber, of San Francisco, and christ-

ened by him the " Promenade Card."

So charmed were we with this new size

that we determined to place an example be-
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fore our readers as soon as we could possibly,

in order that they might see what it is, and

where they had sufficient enterprise, to push

it upon their patrons and work up a demand

for it.

Our only drawback was in getting enough

negatives of good quality to enable us to

print enough for our large edition in the

short number of days intervening previous

to the issue of this number. But, thanks to

Mr. Frank L Stuber, of Bethlehem, Pa.,

who is one of our most enterprising and

progressive young photographers, and to his

amiable subject, we were put in possession

of the negatives, and Mr. Hearn, by dint of

great exertion, with this unusually cold and

cloudy season, has produced what you see.

We regret that they are not what we de-

sired to show you, and we frankly confess

it. First, as works of art they are far be-

low Mr. Stuber's standard, but we hurried

him and pushed him, and he unwillingly

allowed us to have the negatives. Ho makes

better work every day ; so let not a word of

censure be upon him. The fault is attribu-

table to our anxiety to bring the " Prom-
enade" early before you. Secondly, owing

to the extreme and unusually cold and

stormy weather, the prints are not what we
hoped to show as the first example of Mr.

Hearn's printing for us. Yet, after all, we
have had very many worse pictures in our

magazine, and they are very fair. But we
already have in preparation some that are

so much better, that we will yet be able to

satisfy ourselves and our readers that the

new size is very attractive and very beauti-

ful.

Next month we hope to have ready prints

from exquisite negatives, already printing,

from Mr. Taber himself. We shall not

spoil them to hurry them, but hope to have

them well done on time. At the same time

we shall give an illustrated article on mak-

ing negatives for the new size, and also one

on printing the same.

We shall also, then, with two examples

before you, offer a prize for the best Prom-
enade pictures sent us during the coming

season. For reasons already stated, we be-

lieve this to be the coming size, and the

sensation, so to speak, in photography.

Take hold of them and push them.

Our prints this month were made on the

"Albion" brand of paper, and burnished

by Mr. W. G Entrekin's unrivalled oscil-

lating enameller. Nothing can do its work
more perfectly, and it will be found a great

helper to those who desire to produce the

best effects.

Another very essential help to this style

of picture is the marbled borders we have

used. The negatives for these were fur-

nished by Messrs. C. D. Fredricks & Co.,

New York, and are the same as those used

by them for their rich Glace picture borders.

Now, if there are any suggestions in this

direction which our readers can make for

the benefit of others, we would be glad to

have them for use in our next number, as

we shall make it the Promenade issue, and

want it to be as complete as possible.

Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co., with

their usual enterprise, have already for mar-

ket some very beautiful styles of mounts for

the Promenade cards, with and without mar-

ginal borders and designs.

A very chaste and beautiful example of

the first style we give with our present pic-

ture, but it is only one of the many choice

styles you may obtain of your dealer.

Whatever you do, use handsome mounts

and finish the pictures in your best style.

In Mr. Stuber's letter, which accompa-

nied his negatives, he made some very valu-

able suggestions, which we append, as fol-

lows :

" In the arrangement of these pictures,

three things have been kept in view : First.

To make a good picture, according to the

rules of artistic composition. Second. To
secure an harmonious effect of light and

shade ; and Third, a good negative.

" It was necessary, many objects being in-

troduced, to give a rich effect to subordinate

them to the centre of interest. This, it will

be observed, has been done in several ways,

by the judicious distribution of light, and

by the contrast of and breaking up of lines

that would otherwise have been too prom-

inent in the picture to secure a good effect;

of chiaro-oscuro it was also desirable that

the picture should have depth and perspec-

tive.

" In regard to chemical effect, it will be

seen that while some of the negatives are
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very clear, others are somewhat fogged.

This is owing to unclean glass; however,

they print well, and the time was too short

to make others.

" The negatives were all made on Tuesday

and Wednesday forenoon, under a great

deal of difficulty, bad weather, and little

time. All the faults could have been reme-

died by having more time; but the work

was commenced too late."

We now leave the new size with you,

and trust it may serve you well.

Besides negatives from Mr. Taber, we are

also promised some beauties by Mr. Henry

Kocher, of Chicago, from whom we have

some splendid specimens of Promenade

cards.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Bisulphide of Carbon and Sulphur Light—

Schultz-Sellak's New Bromide Paper for

Printing—New Eclipse Expedition to Siam
— Wilson's Lantern Journeys.

More light, more light ! were the last

words of the dying Goethe, and are now
the first of all the photographers, when
they gaze at the dreary winter sky in the

morning, and sigh, Sun ! where stayest

thou? for, since the 1st of December, she

only broke gloriously through the clouds

for six days, and we are living in a sort

of permanent eclipse of the sun. More
light ! This pearl has already touched the

heart of the searchers, and new light beams
out of Berlin and Paris, in burning bisul-

phide of carbon. Now London also fol-

lows in the desire for enlightenment. Mr.
Spiller furnishes, instead of the bisulphide

of carbon-lamp, a simple tube which is filled

with molten saltpetre, a piece of sulphur

being thrown in ignites, and a brilliant light

is emitted, which acts chemically energetic,

and it can, therefore, be hoped that the ap-

paratus for the production of light can be

carried in one's pocket in the future, like

the very brilliant-burning, but vapor pro-

ducing magnesium-wire in the past. Of
course, the new light emits a smell of sul-

phurous acid. With what attention the

studies of the artificial light are pursued

here, you can infer from this. My atelier

has been, for the last six weeks, full of the

smell of sulphurous acid. Each one of my
scholars desires to have at least one trial.

This want of light has led to other ideas,

namely, the production of a more sensitive

paper. What benefit are all the artificial

lights, when the best is only applicable

to the negative process, if we cannot print

these negatives, hardly finishing one print

in a day. What desperation ! for the pho-

tographer who has just taken a portrait of

the newly risen star on the horizon of the

ballet, Mile. Linda, at whose feet the

whole world worships, whose portrait is de-

manded by thousands, while he is scarcely

able to furnish a dozen per week. Wood-
burytype and Lichtdruck are the only ones

to help here, but the time, alas ! is yet dis-

tant, when every large city will have Wood-
burytype and Lichtdruck establishments. It

is melancholy but true, that Berlin, the

centre of the German art market, has neither

one or the other.

Once again appears Dr. Schultz-Sellak,

who is also known to the Americans. He
has resigned his professorship in Cor-

dova, South America, and is now experi-

menting here at present. He furnishes us

with a new sensitive paper. His attention

was drawn to the application of the bromide

salts in the positive process, and he has in

fact produced interesting results. If a piece

of albumen paper is salted with bromide of

potassium instead of chloride of potassium,

then silvered, a paper is obtained that has

a yellow tint, which, however, disappears in

the fixing-bath. Such bromo-silver paper

prints very rapidly, but produces flat pic-

tures ; if previously fumed with chloride of

silver, the pictures are more brilliant; how-

ever, not as brilliant as those on chloride of

silver. Under an ordinary negative, fumed

bromo-silver paper shows impressions of

light two or three times quicker than the

chloride of silver paper. The greatest sen-

sitiveness, however, is shown in diffused

light. Yea, it shows itself even with petro-

leum and gaslight. Yet the bromo-silver

surface does not attain the same intensity

of color as the chloride of silver, and does

not show the same shining metallic surface.

For the practical working, therefore, a

mixture of two or three parts of chloride

of sodium with one part of bromide of
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sodium is preferable. In the fumed bromo-

silver paper, the excess of nitrate of silver

performs an important part. The sensitive

bromo-silver paper must not be washed,

while the ordinary sensitive albumen paper,

as is well known, can be washed, and a good

print obtained by fuming with ammonia.

Without fuming, the bromo-silver paper

furnishes also no good results. The toning

is done as usual, the bromo-chloride paper

showing, even under very dense negatives,

exquisite softness. Sellack says, " I believe

that the bromide of silver, aside of the

chloride of silver in the printing process, is

destined to perform an important part, like,

in the negative process, aside of iodide of

silver." At all events his experiments are

worthy of attention from the manufacturers

of albumen paper.

In the midst of the permanent eclipse of

the sun that prevails with us, it will be inter-

esting to hear that, again, an expedition is

being fitted out to observe an eclipse of the

sun at Siam. " What's the use to go to Siam

to see an eclipse ? It is dark enough here,"

I heard some one remark. The king of

Siam, so it is said, has sent an invitation to

the English astronomers to observe the

eclipse, at the same time offering his hospi-

tality. The Royal Society has, in conse-

quence, decided to send an expedition, and

invited three representatives of other na-

tions to participate. I was somewhat sur-

prised, after giving up the Venus expedition

of last year, to hear that I was one of the

invited parties. I did not think that I

should again be called at a distance in the

interest of science. The problem to be solved

is, photographically, a new and interesting

one, not the protuberances and shape of the

corona are to be photographed, but the

spectrum of the same, those mysterious lines

which have hitherto been seen repeatedly

without knowing their nature, cause, and

place. It is intended to fit out three expedi-

tions, one to Siam, one to the Mergin Islands

and Nicobar Islands in the Bay of Bengal,

and one to the Gulf ofCarpentaria, in Austra-

lia. The eclipse will last about three minutes,

and if quick-working apparatus is provided,

the hope is entertained that the desired aim

will be attained. In fourteen days I leave

for Venice, where I spent such happy hours

in.your company, and my next letter I will

pen you probably again from the dreary

and rocky shores of South Arabia, where I

have observed the first eclipse of the sun

photographed six years ago, of which I sent

you an account. If we look back on the

last four years, we notice with satisfaction

to what high significance in science pho-

tography has soared, and day by day en-

larges its circle of usefulness. Think of the

eclipse of the sun observations of the pre-

vious years, the great Venus expeditions,

the photographic acquisitions of the Kohl's

desert expedition, north pole expeditions,

etc., etc. Lately one of my scholars, Dr.

Hildebrandt, returned from the Tomali

country in Africa. He is the only European

that has been spared by those wild people,

and he has succeeded in making a series of

photographs of individuals, which is in high

degree interesting to anthropology. In those

regions, according to Hildebrandt, the pho-

tographing of a person is no easy job. Filled

with superstition, the wild chaps would

kill the photographer if they saw the pic-

tures. Hildebrandt had to obviate supersti-

tion with superstition, according to homoeo-

pathic principles. He introduced himself

as a great doctor, and had quite a quantity

of emetics and medicines with him. There

was no lack of patients in those regions,

and frequently the chief of a tribe presented

himself to be treated. Hildebrandt explained

that he must furnish six of his tribe, which

he would examine through his box, to de-

termine the medicine it would require.

These six fellows were then photographed to

make the hocus-pocus more impressive.

Hildebrandt sang some powerful incanta-

tion song, like "Die Wacht am Bhein !"

The fumes of the ether in the dark-tent

helped to convey the idea; he was pre-

paring the dose. Of course the plates dare

not be shown to the natives, for each would

believe he was furnishing a register of pic-

tures of those which the devil would take.

Finally, the hocus-pocus was ended by

giving the chief a powerful emetic, whose

fearful effects produced by their nature a

conviction that it must help. Hildebrandt

made one hundred and eighty plates in this

manner. How dangerous it is to travel in

that country can be inferred that even
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writing excites their mistrust. Pliilipp

Eemele, the photographer of the Rohl's

desert expedition, had it a great deal easier.

Although Mohammed forbid theportraying

of persons, the inhabitants of the desert

were easily bought over for a shilling. Now,

Eemele pictures, in the shape of a large

album, have appeared. The viceroy of Egypt

has presented one hundred copies to the

principal libraries and learned institutes of

Europe. Very soon, no doubt, we will see

these beautiful pictures as magic lantern

slides, and then you can probably add, in the

second edition of your " Lantern Journeys,"

another chapter, trip through the desert of

Sahara. I cannot but express my sincere

thanks to you for your writing up of the

"Lantern Journeys." What benefit are the

best slides if we have no sensible explana-

tion ? Several years ago Captain Lyon of

India was here, and exhibited a series of

excellent views of scenery and temples in

India in the magic lantern. Unfortunately,

he did not understand German, and the en-

gaging lecturer gave such a meagre explana-

tion of the pictures, which, notwithstanding

their excellence, produced no effect. From
this can bejudged the necessity of a good ex-

planation for magic lantern pictures. Such

is, however, not an easy task. It would be

a troublesome piece of work to gather all

the details of the Pyramids, Niagara Falls,

etc., etc. Who can know all of that ? You
have saved all this work to the lecturer in

3
Tour book, and furnished just that which is

necessary to make an effect with lantern

pictures. Tours, very truly,

H. Vogel.
Berlin, January 29th, 1875.

MATTERS OF THE

Membership costs $2 ; annual dues, $4, in

advance. Employe's half rates. Life mem-
bership, $25, and no dues.

Members are hereby notified that their

annual dues were payable June 1st, 1874.

Employers $4, and employes $2. The
Treasurer urges that prompt remittances

be made. Please remit now. Funds are

necessary to progress the next Convention,

and if you desire its success, even if you

cannot go, remit your dues.

Some subscriptions made to the debt fund

at Chicago are yet unpaid, and the Secre-

tary is ordered to ask for their early settle-

ment also.

The Seventh Annual Convention and Ex-
hibition of the National Photographic As-

sociation will be held in San Francisco,

beginning Monday, July 19th, 1875. Reg-

ulations for exhibitors and railroad arrange-

ments will be given shortly. Meanwhile

please prepare your best work for the Ex-
hibition, and begin to save up funds to go.

All remittances of back dues should be

sent to the Treasurer, Albert Moore, 828

Wood Street, Philadelphia, and fees and

dues for new members to the Permanent

Secretary, Edward L. Wilson, Seventh and

Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.

The Report of the Chicago Convention.—
The copies of this report are nearly ex-

hausted. The price is $1 each, on receipt

of which sum we will mail a copy to any
address. It is full of good things.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the National
Photographic Association.

A stated meeting of the committee was

held in Philadelphia, Tuesday evening,

February 16th. Personally present were

Messrs. Adams (chairman), Bogardus,

Moore, Rhoads, Wilcox, and Wilson; and

by correspondence, Messrs. Rulofson, Hes-

ler, Black, and Webster. From the last

four, letters were read, all but one urging

the holding of the next Convention in San

Francisco. The following was also read :

San Francisco Art Association.

Rooms, 313 Pine Street,

San Francisco, December 30th, 1874.

Dear Sir: Your communication, ad-

dressed to the Board of Trustees of this As-

sociation, requesting the use of its rooms for

the Photographic Convention to be held in

this city next summer, has been received,
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and was laid before the board at its meeting

held the 23d inst.

I am happy to inform you, that the trus-

tees, by a resolution passed at said meeting,

have placed their rooms at the service of your

Convention from July 15th to August 1st,

prox.

I am respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

E. C. Eoqers,
Secretary.

William H. Eulofson, Esq.

After some discussion upon the subject of

the Convention, it was

Resolved, That the 1875 National Photo-

graphic Association Convention and Exhi-

bition be held in San Francisco, beginning

Monday, July 19th, 1875. The ayes and

nays were called, and only one vote was re-

corded against the resolution.

Mr. Moore then moved the following:

"Whereas, This committee has resolved,

by a vote of eight out of its nine members,

to hold the next Convention in San Fran-

cisco. Therefore,

Resolved, That this committee approve of

the acts of our esteemed and able President,

thus far made in behalf of this Convention.

Resolved, That this committee, one and
all, will lend their best efforts to make the

said Convention an entire success, and that

it is their desire to attend in a body.

Resolved, That the Secretary request pho-

tographers and dealers throughout the coun-

try, and members of the National Photo-

graphic Association especially, to make the

best display possible at the Convention, and
to be personally present.

Resolved, That this committee gratefully

acknowledge the kind invitation of the pho-

tographers of San Francisco, to hold the

Convention there, and hereby accept it.

Resolved, That the President be author-

ized to appoint a Local Secretary, and that

they be requested by the Permanent Secre-

tary to suggest to this committee as early as

convenient, the best arrangements necessary

to insure the success of the Convention, and

the probable cost pertaining thereto.

Resolved, That the President be requested

to tender the thanks of this committee to

the San Francisco Art Association, for the

kind offer of their hall from July 15th to

August 1st, 1875, and that the same be ac-

cepted for the purpose of an 1875 Conven-

tion.

On motion of Mr. Bhoads the resolutions

were adopted.

The Secretary was instructed to inquire

of President Eulofson as to the expediency

of making the exhibition free to the public,

and also to inquire of the United States Cen-

tennial Commission what progress had been

made in arranging space for photographers,

etc.

Messrs. Daniel Sewell, Sonora, Califor-

nia, and E. Benecke, St. Louis, were ad-

mitted as life members.

Inasmuch as funds are necessary for car-

rying on the interests of the next Conven-

tion, the Secretary was ordered to call upon

all delinquents to pay their dues, and to ask

those to remit who had not paid their sub-

scriptions to the debt fund.

On motion, adjourned.

Edward L. Wilson,
Secretary.

A CARD.

Various and erroneous rumors being in

circulation respecting my connection with

the National Photographers' Chemical Com-
pany I deem it proper to make a true and

brief statement of the facts.

Some three years or more ago, myself and

a large number of the leading photographers

ofNew York and elsewhere, were sued by J.

Shaw for infringing his patent for saving sil-

ver from waste photographic solutions ; and

as I thought the patent an unj ust one, I con-

tested the suit, and in so doing, I expended

a large sum of money ; and although I ob-

tained a victorjr in defeating the patent as

it then stood, that was a barren victory,

for the Patent Office immediately reissued

amended letters-patent, holding that my
victory was based on technical defects in the

former letters.

Again I was threatened with a lawsuit

;

the matter was brought up before the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the National Photo-

graphic Association, and it was decided to

procure the opinion of E. Y. Bell, Esq., who
was the counsel of the Association, as to the

validity of the last reissue His opinion was
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substantially that in all probability the last

reissue of the patent would be sustained by

the courts.

The matter came up again at the Annual

Convention, held at Buffalo in July, 1873,

and a committee, who at that time investi-

gated the matter, reported that in their

opinion the best course to be pursued was

for the photographers to accept one or the

other of the three propositions submitted to

them by Mr. Shaw as a settlement. The

proposition which seemed to meet with the

most favor, was that photographers should

organize a company and purchase the pat-

ent.

At that time I believed that the general

sentiment of the leading photographers of

this country was, and would be, in favor of

that plan of settlement, and fully believing

that it was decidedly the cheapest and best

way of settling the vexed question, and be-

ing informed that if I went in, the leading

photographic stockdealers would also go

into the company, I authorized my name to

be used as one favoring and having become

a stockholder of the company.

Subsequently, having received many let-

ters from photographers from all parts of

the country, who did not understand the

situation of affairs, expressing dissatisfac-

tion with the course I had pursued, and
charging me with bad faith as President of

the "JST. P. A.," and with "selling out"
to Shaw, etc., etc., I decided I would not

do anything that would even seem to be

derogatory to my standing as an officer of

the Association, and requested that my name
would be withdrawn, and no longer to be

used or recognized by them as that of a

stockholder. The company, hearing the

reason, acceded to my request, unwilling

that this unpleasant position should be forced

upon me.

What I did at the formation of the com-

pany in the way of giving my support to it,

was done without thought of pecuniary ad-

vantage to myself; but I believed every

one would join in what I believed, and still

believe, to be their interest and the wisest

course for all my brother photographers.

I believe that the company is honestly con-

ducted and will be a paying company, and
I desire to say that my retirement from it

is simply because I wish no one to think

that I have " sold out " to any one whomso-
ever.

I hear that some of those who were most
bitter against mo for my past action have,

after investigating the subject, subscribed

for stock in the National Photographers'

Chemical Company as the best means of

avoiding a costly litigation with Mr. Shaw
as well as promoting their own interest.

Even should this reissue be defeated in

any suit which may be undertaken, I do

not see why another reissue may not be

had, and so on through years of vexation.

Let us have peace.

My waste is reduced by Mr. Shaw under

his patent on the usual terms, and I expect

no better contract because of any connection

I may have had, or have, or expect to have
with him or the National Photographers'

Chemical Company.

Abram Bogardtjs.

New York, January 25th, 1875.

CORNER CENTENNIAL.
The interest in the Centennial has grown

wonderfully during the past month all over

the country. The reasons are that persons

from all quarters are visiting our city, and

when they go out to Fairmount Park and
see how the grand Centennial structures are

rising up from the ground as if by magic,

they are astonished, believe that the grand

Exhibition will be a success, and go home
and tell everybody, as well as being careful

to spread the news among those whom they

meet along the way. Thus the interest is

made to grow, and one of the evidences

surely is that photographers are beginning

to awake out of sleep on the subject. This

is well, and we hope to see it go on, for, as

we have said, the photographs of the Cen-

tennial Exhibition, in and out, are going to

be much sought for in the future, and no

such opportunity was ever given to photog-

raphers to advertise their good work, as will

be given on this occasion. It will be a good

opportunity for you, and you should be part

owner of the grand affair by purchasing

stock or medals. You can all do one or the

other, and you will never regret it.
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Below we give you a description of the

main building, and a drawing of it:

There will also be a space 800 feet in width

between this building and the Art Gallery

on the north side, which will be ornamen-

tally treated as ground for special purposes.

The building is in the form of a parallel-

ogram, extending east and west 1880 feet in

feet in height, have been introduced at the

corners of the elevated roof.

The areas covered are as follows

:

Ground Floor, .

Upper Floors in projections,

" " in towers, .

Sq. ft. Acres.

872,320 20.02

37,344 .85

26,344 .60

936,008 21.47

length, and north and south 464 feet in

width.

The larger portion of the structure is one

story in height, and, shows the main cornice

upon the outside at 45 feet above the ground,

the interior height being 70 feet. At the

centre of the longer sides are projections 416

feet in length, and in the centre of the

shorter sides or ends of the building are

projections 216 feet in length. In these

projections, in the centre of the four sides,

are located the main entrances, which are

provided with arcades upon the ground floor,

and central facades extending to the height

of 90 feet.

The Main Portal on the north side com-

municates directly with the Art Gallery,

and the Main Portal on the west side gives

the main passage way to the Machinery and

Agricultural Halls.

Upon the corners of the building there

are four towers 75 feet in height, and be-

tween the towers and the central projections

or entrances, there is a lower roof intro-

duced showing a cornice at 24 feet above

the ground.

In order to obtain a central feature for

the building as a whole, the roof over the

central part, for 184 feet square, has been

raised above the surrounding portion, and

four towers, 48 feet square, rising to 120

Ground Plan.

The general arrangement of the ground

plan shows a central avenue or nave 120

feet in width, and extending 1832 feet in

length. This is the longest avenue of that

width ever introduced into an exhibition

building. On either side of this nave there

is an avenue 100 feet by 1832 feet in length.

Between the nave and side avenues are aisles

48 feet wide, and on the outer sides of the

building smaller aisles 24 feet in width.

In order to break the great length of the

roof lines, three cross avenues or transepts

have been introduced of the same widths

and in the same relative positions to each

other as the nave and avenues running

lengthwise, viz. : a central transept 120 feet

in width by 416 feet in length, with one on

either side of 100 feet by 416 feet, and aisles

between of 48 feet.

The intersections of these avenues and

transepts in the central portion of the build-

ing result in dividing the ground floor into

nine open spaces free from supporting col-

umns, and covering in the aggregate an

area of 416 feet square. Four of these

spaces are 100 feet square, four 100 feet by

120 feet, and the central space or pavilion

120 feet square. The intersections of the

48 foot aisles produce four interior courts
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48 feet square, one at each corner of the

central space.

The main promenades through the nave

and central transept are each 30 feet in

width, and those through the centre of the

side avenues and transepts 1 5 feet each. All

other walks are 10 feet wide, and lead at

either end to exit doors.

The foundations consist of piers of ma-

sonry.

The superstructure is composed of

wrought-iron columns which support

wrought-iron roof trusses.

As a general rule the columns are placed

lengthwise of the building at the uniform

distance apart of 24 feet, and the sides of

the building for the height of 7 feet from

the ground are finished with timber framed

in panels between the columns, and above

the seven feet with glazed sash. Portions of

the sash are movable, for ventilation.

The wrought-iron columns are composed

of rolled channel bars with plates riveted to

the flanges.

The roof trusses are similar in form to

those in general use for depots and ware-

houses, and consist of straight rafters with

struts and tie-bars.

Next month we shall show you a ground

plan perhaps, and give you further particu-

lars.

FIELD WORK.
BY W. H. JACKSON.

In the excellent and abundant photo-

graphic literature of the day, is it not sur-

prising that we see so little, comparatively,

upon landscape photography ? Our breth-

ren of the studio are constantly bringing up

for discussion their formula? and practice,

giving information, and seeking advice

upon every imaginable phase of their sev-

eral specialties ; smoothing the way, and
plucking the thorns from under the feet of

the uninitiated ; most of which is, of course

of direct use to field workers if rightly ap-

plied. In England and upon the Continent

the outdoor men lead in the race, and count

among their ranks some of the best talent

in the land ; but with us, outside of a few

that can be counted upon the fingers, all

have gone under the skylight. They have

mado there, it is true, worldwide reputa-

tions, and, we trust, goodly piles of ducats;

but the incomparable beauties, grandeurs,

and marvellous wonders which characterize

the natural features of our broad domain
above that of all others, have a claim upon the

genius and skill of American photographers

that should not be ignored. It is not entirel}',

and of the few who have shouldered this

laborious specialty, some have mado a repu-

tation much to be en vied by their co-workers.

From these we should hear more. Their

practice under every clime and imaginable

circumstance, must be rich with the gar-

nered fruit of their varied experience, that

would be very interesting as well as in-

structive.

To come down to business. It is with

considerable diffidence that I come forward

with pretensions to any knowledge or special

experience that will instruct or interest the

many readers of the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher. In endeavoring to do so I cannot

help thinking there are many others far

more competent to do justice to the subject;

but, during six annual seasons of wandering

up and down over many a weary thousand

miles, scaling mountains, threading canons,

and exploring valleys in quest of the pic-

turesque and marvellous, something has been

learned, and that little something I will

inflict as lightly as possible, upon the read-

ers of these neatly printed pages.

To show the development, from the germ

up, of a strictly outdoor worker, I will com-

mence at the very beginning of my photo-

graphic practice, back to the fledgling days.

In 1868 I became the possessor of a gal-

lery in Omaha, and although my business

lay properly with the pallet and brush, I

could not resist the temptation to dabble

among the chemicals. Portrait photography

never had any charms for me, so I sought

my subjects from the house-tops, and finally

from the hill-tops and about the surround-

ing country; the taste strengthening as my
successes became greater in proportion to

the failures. A travelling dark wagon was

improvised, but in the one or two trips

made with it, I was so invariably mistaken

for an itinerant showman, that I got dis-

gusted with it.

The opening of the Pacific Eailroad ia
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), rendering easy of access a region rich

in scenic effects and interest, I determined

to photograph it. Two or three years pre-

viously I had gone over the ground on

horseback and afoot with pencil and sketch-

book, acquiring an accurate knowledge of

the whole country, and that with my ama-

teur dabbling of the previous season, gave

me confidence in the undertaking. Made
calculations for three months' work, and to

make 10 x 8 and stereos, putting in about

two hundred plates of the latter size and

one hundred of the former, with all the ac-

companiments of the usual wet -plate process,

taking along besides the paper, cards, etc.,

necessary to finishing up work in the field.

In the light of my late experience that first

outfit was a very unwieldy, bungling affair.

One large stout chest was prepared, into

which was stored all reserve stock, glass,

cards, chemicals, and everything necessary,

and when filled it weighed a ton, more or

less ; making it an object of much vindic-

tive profanity on the part of baggage-men

and porters, at whose hands it suffered se-

verely before getting around home again.

Whether you make your packages light or

heavy, my experience has been that it is an

impossibility to have them go through a

baggage man's hands without suffering in

some way ; but of packing for railway trav-

elling I will say more anon.

My dark-tent was an original contriv-

ance, consisting of a box about 12 x 24

inches square and fifteen deep; the lid when
opened out formed a shallow sink, with a

hose to carry away the waste water. The
deep portion held the bath and all the other

bottles in readiness for work without mov-
ing them from their permanent position.

From the four corners of the box as thus

opened out uprights were erected, and over

them a dark cloth was thrown, with the

usual bag-like entrance upon the tray side,

tying underneath with a cord to exclude

light from below. The plate-box was used

as a seat, which made very convenient work-

ing on level ground. Although too bulky

for anything but railway or carriage trav-

elling it possessed many conveniences, and
was really a very handy contrivance. The
rest of my outfit consisted of a tent with

all of the appurtenances for camping out

when removed from any other accommoda-
tions.

Commenced operations by going at once

to the western limit of the Union Pacific

—

Promontory Point—the scene of the uniting

of the two roads. A more bare, desolate,

and forbidding spot it would be hard to ima-

gine. Working under a hot blazing sun,

on a dry, parched, and dusty sage brush

plain, my first taste of the realities of out-

door photography was not of the rose-water

order. Ketracing my steps eastward, sta-

tion by station along the road, stopping a

few days on the still hotter and more dusty

plain of Corinno, close to Salt Lake, then in

Ogden, Uinta, and Salt Lake City, and so

on, but more slowly, through Weber and

Echo Canons to the summit, when I felt

that my work was nearly done. I was

moved from station to station and from

point to point, by hand-cars, freight and

gravel trains, odd engines, etc., frequently

putting all my traps upon the pilot of an

engine, and then hanging on for dear life,

while being shaken up over a new and rough

road, on a grade of one hundred feet to the

mile. By making it a point to keep on the

right side of all the various employes, I

was enabled to go back and forth, and to

be put off at any point I desired. Through

the canons, points of interest were so abun-

dant that I did not move my camp more

than half a mile a day, sleeping in my tent

at night, and drawing supplies from the

nearest station. About two months were
devoted to this section between Salt Lake

and Wasatch, and with the exception of the

Green Kiver region, it comprised about all

there is of striking interest, on the whole

road. The bold promontories and the pe-

culiar isolated turrets of the sandstones of

Echo—the grander and more imposing lines

of the older rocks of Weber, with quiet

lovely valleys occurring between, possess in

themselves all the varied attractions any

artist could wish for.

Camping life, although it had many at-

tractions, was not always sunshine. I had

many rough experiences with both man and

nature. Once, while encamped in one of

the terminus towns, a row occurred between

two rival factions, and my tent, as bad for-

tune would have it, was between them.
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"When tho shooting commenced, I was

sleeping quietly in my blankets. Two bul-

lets through the tent awakened me to a

realization of tbe situation ; but as it would

have been madness to have gone out, I

drew my boxes around me, and "laying

low," waited for the tide of battle to shift

itself to another quarter. In Echo Canon,

one night, while the elements were war-

ring, a great flood came down a side canon,

and my tent being in its line, I was almost

entirely set afloat, and only by great exer-

tion I saved all my little odds and ends.

At another time I had one box located

under a trestle-work for the sake of the

shade it afforded. While away, exposing a

plate, an engine passed, one which must

have dropped some coals, for when I re-

turned, the tent covering was entirely con-

sumed, and the fire making good headway

on the woodwork.

Pages might be tilled with similar experi-

ences, both grave and gay, but I will not

inflict them. Cold weather approaching,

I returned to Omaha to work up the re-

sults, with fair satisfaction to myself. In

another issue I will endeavor to relate my
experiences in more extended and adven-

turous trips.

Filterings from the Fraternity.

My Glace Process.—Use plate glass

;

immerse over night in nitric acid one part,

to three parts water
;
polish with rotten-

stone and alcohol ; finish with white wax
dissolved in ether; use tissue-paper for the

final polish. Coat with plain collodion, five

ounces of ether to three ounces of alcohol;

cotton, five grains to the ounce. Mount the

prints on plate paper or very thin bristol-

board, and place between damp cloths to

make pliable. Soak sheet gelatin in cold

water until soft, then place it in a small

pitcher and just cover it with water
;
put

the pitcher in a water-bath and melt the

gelatin by heat. Level your plate and pour

a little gelatin along the edge of your plate,

next to you ; take your print in the left

hand and put down on the plate, pressing

the air-bubbles from you as you lower the

print. (I use a roller made out of a broom-

stick.) Let your prints dry from twelve to

twenty-four hours, loosen around the edges

with a knife and tho print will leave the

plate.

N. B. Don't use your gelatin hot; use it

milk-warm.—E. D. Ormsby, Chicaoo.

I notice that in "Filterings from the Fra-

ternity " for February, Mr. Gilli gives us his

ideas regarding the use of alcohol for the pre-

vention of tear-drops on silvered paper. Now
I am a student of photography of twenty-five

years 1 standing, yet think myself capable of

being enlightened, but also consider myself

in possession of some thorough experience.

It is my fixed principle never to spoil the

pages of your magazine by useless matter.

Am ready and able to answer any remarks

concerning my published practice, can con-

vince the fraternity (even if not Mr. Gilli)

that alcohol is more economical than rubbing

the albumen surface with " fox tails or cat

skins" for the prevention of said evil.

J. W. MORQENEIER.

Mr. F. M. Spencer advocates the study

of art with an enthusiasm that deserves the

highest commendation, and we hope there

are many who will partake of the spirit of

his

Plate of Hash.
" Eetouch every negative judiciously, but

avoid giving the print a stippled effect ; let

the direction of the pencil-touch conform to

the natural lines of the face, and blend into

the chemical effects gradually ; destroy none

of the natural lines, but wage war on

freckles and chemical imperfections, and

if you cannot get perfect lighting on the

sitter, remedy the defect with the pencil

as far as may be, but it must be remem-
bered that ' modelling ' requires the knowl-

edge and skill of an artist; attempt it only

with clean hands and holy purpose. Stop

this everlasting twaddle about silver bath,

collodion, developer, etc., etc. Enough has

been written on any one of these, and a

dozen other kindred topics in the chemical

branch of our art to drive us all (but the

owls) crazy ; I repeat, do not be troubled

about formulae, but let a thirst and an hun-

gering after art knowledge burn like an

immortal fever until it fires every fibre of

your being with the love of God, poetry,

and nature, until everything in nature is

vocal with the eternal language of truth.
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" It is well to know how to construct a lens

or build a skylight, but much better to

know how to use them. Remember that the

picture is first constructed by the artist,

under the skylight, in reality as it looks to

be when finished, and is afterwards taken,

and the latter might be accomplished by an

automatic machine, but the former must

even pre-exist the construction under the

skylight in the mind of the artist; he must

comprehend the final result, before one act

has been done, as well as when it comes

finished in all its beauty from your bur-

nisher.

" If you work your shadows right, the

high-lights will take care of themselves

;

strive to make the shadows transparent,

and not the high-lights. I have seen thou-

sands of photographs that told me that their

authors were utter strangers to transpar-

ency, or at least it was a quality belonging

somehow to the whites.

" Neither a mass of white, nor color of the

same even tint can constitute a light or

shadow; it is as much a dead blank in one

case as the other. '

" We should educate and elevate our taste

above that of the common public, and in-

stead of pandering to their taste, strive to

teach them to admire our best efforts, and
if our taste is true, we must succeed.

" We should exhibit no work as our own
but our own, and no work of our own but

we are glad to acknowledge as our own.

We should be courteous, affable, and digni-

fied, even if the heavens fall. We should

exert that self-confidence that will carry

captive the faith and expression of our

sitters.

"We should not discount ourselves by try-

ing to discount our neighbor. The public

will not value our skill higher than we
value it ourselves, and it measures that by

the price we put on it.

" Art principles should be our study,

chemistry our recreation.

" The cheapest thing to buy for either pur-

pose, is Mosaics for 1875, but for my pho-

tographic bread the year around, give me
the Philadelphia Photographer.

"Finally, let there be a grand charge along

the whole line for photographic excellence,

July 4th, 1876."

The Year Books.— The Year-Boole ofPkotog-

rapliy, and the British Journal Photugraphic. Al-

manac, for 1875, have both been received by us,

and we find them replete with short, practical

articles. All the new processes are treated upon,

and many new suggestions and formulas given.

The contributors are among the most advanced

European professional and amateur photogra-

phers, and include the names of Prof. H. Vogel,

Adam Salomon, H. P. Robinson, Stuart Wortley,

Valentine Blanchard, A. Davanne, and a host of

others, each treating on some point with which

experience has made them familiar, and which

is of interest to the craft everywhere.

These annuals both contain so much that is

good and useful, that no photographer should be

without a copy of each in his gallery.

For sale by Benerman & Wilson
;
price 50 cts.

Pictures Received.—From A. Bogardus,

cabinets of the late Prof. S. F. B. Morse and

William Cullen Bryant. The former the father

of photography in this country, and inventor of

the Morse telegraph system ; the latter the veteran

journalist and poet. The pictures are excellent,

and to those who can appreciate these great men,

possess a value that cannot be estimated.

Cabinet from L. Daft, successor to J. M. Cap-

per, Troy, N. J.

Cabinets and cards from J. H. Oakley, Ra-

venna, Ohio. These possess some very fine points,

and show careful, judicious treatment through-

out. Cards from Ormsby, of Chicago ; R. B.

Lewis, Hudson, Mass. ; Frank La Rosh, with J.

Zelner. Mauch Chunk, Pa., and H. J. Rodgers,

Hartford, Conn., all showing some good work.

W. Q. Smith's Photographic Bulletin.—
This is a wideawake little sheet, issued by W. G.

Smith, photographer of Cooperstown, N. Y. In

it he tells his customers what he does, advises

them how to dress, when and how to come, and
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all information they require in connection with

his business, the whole being spiced with witti-

cisms and anecdotes that make it quite enter-

taining.

A finely gotten-up Catalogue and Price List,

from D. H. Hogg & Co., Toronto, Canada, has a

decided business-like appearance, and is an evi-

dence of enterprise on the part of those gentlemen.

Photographers in that section will find this cata-

logue useful in ordering goods.

From Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co., we

have received samples of the Von Seutter Ferro-

type mats. There are three different sizes, and

very neatly gotten up.

The Brooklyn Photograph Company, con-

ducted by F. Waller, issues a neat eight-page

circular, setting forth the items of trade photog-

raphy, and photographic goods they are engaged

in furnishing. Reducing and refining wastes is

included in the enterprise.

The Illustrated Annual of Phrenology

and Physiognomy, is a finely gotten-up pamphlet

of sixty-four pages, freely illustrated with charac-

teristic subjects, and forms a work both instruc-

tive and entertaining to all interested in those

sciences. There are some features of it that

would make it a capital study for photographers,

especially those that treat of the eyes, and the

expressions of the face.

Our London Letter.—Our readers will be

glad to know that we have secured the able co-

operation of Mr. W. J. Stillman, of London, in

getting the best and freshest photographic news

abroad for these pages. Mr. Stillman is an

American, but has long resided in London, and

is one of the most industrious and skilful ama-

teur photographers in Europe, as well as a favor-

ite and able contributor to photographic litera-

ture. We have long coveted him, and now

—

congratulate us—he is ours. During each year

he makes a tour of the Continent ; so that we

shall occasionally be relieved from the tedium

of London fog and society squabbles by fresh

ideas and hints from other parts of the world,

by our new correspondent. Mr. Stillman's first

letter, in our current number, will doubtless be

read with great interest.

Views of Bermuda.—Between the White

Hills of New Hampshire and the banana groves

of Bermuda there is a wide contrast, but just as

he strives for proper contrast in his excellent

negatives, so Mr. B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton,

N. H., also strives for contrast and pleasing va-

riety in his already large assortment of views,

and he secures it personally by doing the work

with his own hands. His last batch of " precious

gems" was made in Bermuda, and a lot of the

proofs lie before us.

As we wander around among these tropical

gardens and stroll through the palm groves, on

this cold, wretched February day, with our ste-

reoscope, we feel glad that there is something

to bring scenes more cheerful to our mind, and

we feel thankful for such places as Bermuda,

such men as Mr. Kilburn, and such a blessed art

as photography. For further particulars, send

to Mr. Kilburn for one of his special catalogues

of this splendid series of views.

From Mr. Frank Robbins, Oil City, Pa., we
have some splendid views of the oil regions, made
on 11 x 14 plates. They are very creditable, and

very interesting, too. Mr. Robbins has sent us

a description of his dark-tent, which we shall

give in our next number.

Sundries.—Mr. E. D. Ormsby, Chicago, has

sent us a very funny child-picture, which he has

dubbed his -'$1000 chamber set."— " Alba,"

and not albatype, is the name of the Phenix Plate

Co.'s last triumph. The old battle of " White

versus Black" is being fought over again

among the photographers. This time the vhites

are " the innocent cause of the war."—Busi-

ness is very dull in Chicago, certainly, for the

Tribune of February 20th, devotes nearly three

columns to "The Picture Galleries of Chicago."

When a reputable newspaper condescends to

stoop so low as to even notice our art, then, in-

deed, it must be sadly in want of matter. For

shame !—We have not room for the promised

second article on the magic lantern as an enlarg-

ing apparatus, and must let it lie over, with

many other good things, until our next.—Our

next number will be a brilliant one, and one

which every photographic portraitist should be

sure to study.—Landy, of Cincinnati, has won
his suit against "Little Nell." the actress, who
wouldn't pay him $75 for photographs she or-

dered.—Some of our subscribers say the Moore

& Newell washing-tank is not a new thing, and

one sends a fac simile he used three years ago.

But Mr. Moore says he has used them fourteen

years and sold them nearly as long.

"Menu" is the fashionable word for "bill of

fare" now, and we received a very handsome

one of the annual dinner of the Chicago Photo-

graphic Association, held February 3d. We
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hope there were not, on that hilarious occasion,

any "removes" for over-development; no "en-

trees" of spots and blisters (the latter being

Chicago's curse) ; that no one failed to be

"game" at the proper time ; that all got their

" desserts," and that there were neither Shawnee

Indians nor their winged arrows there to disturb

development or digestion.

Probable Postponement of the Berlin Ex-

hibition.—Dr. Vogel has accepted the invitation

of the English government and that of Siam

to join the Eclipse Expedition to the latter coun-

try in April. This will probably delay the Ber-

lin Exhibition, as he is chief director. If so, we

shall give the particulars in our next.

Anderson's Skylight and Dark-room is out

of print. If any of our readers have copies in

good condition, to dispose of, we will be glad to

exchange other books for a few copies. Please

address us, if you have any.

We have received a very fine picture of the

firm of Wilson, Hood & Co., Philadelphia, made

by Messrs. Gilbert & Bncon, Phila., with a Ross

Cabinet Lens, which is most lifelike. Moreover,

it came to us nicely framed.

Fire Again.—We regret to learn that our

friends, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Lockwood, Ripon,

Wis., have lost their entire gallery by fire, to-

gether with their fine library. The fire occurred

on February 7th, and is the third one which

these good people have experienced. They write

cheerfully, however, and will soon be going again,

for they are not the kind to despair.

Artistic Anatomy.—Dr. W. W. Keen, one of

the most distinguished surgeons of this city, has

just closed a course of lectures to a class of artists

on artistic anatomy, illustrated by charts, pho-

tographs, skeletons, and the living and dead

body (dissection), which we wished many times,

while listening to them, all photographers

could have the privilege of attending. The lec-

turer's style is most graphic, and pleasing, and

instructive, and his demonstrations most satis-

factory. We regretted the ending of his course.

The human frame is full of most exquisite art-

works itself. It contains rich gothic structures,

wondrous mechanical constructions, beautiful

lines and forms that fascinate the lovers of the

fine arts, and what not, which Dr. Keen reveals

with consummate skill.

who died after a long illness, in the seventy-third

year of his age, on Saturday, January 9th, at his

residence, near Liverpool. Mr. Atkinson was
one of the honored ones of our trade. He many
years ago called his the American Photographic

Warehouse, which name is perpetuated by his

son, Mr. J. J. Atkinson.

We regret to learn of the death of one of pho-

tography's eldest friends, John Atkinson, Esq.,

To Photographers.—
San Francisco, February 9th, 1875.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Dear Sir: I desire, through the columns of

your journal, to say that I am constantly receiv-

ing communications from photographers asking

for information concerning California, etc. , all of

which are answered promptly, but in many cases,

through neglect of the writers to give their ad-

dress in full, I am dependent upon the post-mark

on the envelope for the Stnte from which they

come. Several answers have been returned to

me through my not having the correct address.

Mr. H. says he "knows all such letters go in

the waste-basket, " but hopes I will "make an

exception " in his case, but fails to hint at which

of the many States having a town of the same

name as his, from which his letter comes. His

letter is answered ; that he will receive it I dare

not hope.

By calling attention to the above you will save

your readers some disappointment, and relieve

your humble servant from the suspicion of having

neglected a plain duty.

Very truly yours,

William H. Rulofson,

President National Photographic Association.

Southern Stereoscopic Views.—We have

received a, series of most beautiful and interest-

ing views from Mr. J. A. Palmer, Aiken, S. C,
illustrative of Southern plantation life : cotton-

fields, negro cabins, cotton picking, etc., together

with some admirable views of the wondrous moss-

covered avenues of trees at Bonaventure.

Another Humbug.—Several of our readers

have sent us a flaming postal card from one

Robert Price, New York City, whereon it is

claimed that a "discovery" has been made

whereby "every photographer can be his own

retouchey, " and that "you can retouch fifty in

the time you would do five i-n the old way."
" Samples and instructions sent on receipt of $1 ;

and $2, in addition, after you have received the

instructions and sample. This is no humbug."

Permit us to say that we have seen samples of

the work alluded to, and that they are most vil-

lanous. Do not be trapped by any such humbug.



ADVERTISIJVO RATES FOR SPECIALTIES.—It will be understood that matter under
this head is not to bo considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of
anything lending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and
sure to pay largely. Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a
line—in advance. Operators desiring situations, no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure
insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations. -6®" We cannot undertake to mail
answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the advertisement.

The Year-book of Photography, for 1875,

has been received by us. Those wishing it should

order promptly, as the stock is limited. Price,

50 cents. Benerman & Wilson.

Wanted, for Cash.—A fine gallery, with

plenty of room and large north lights. State

all the invoice, rents, inhabitants, amount of

business doing now, the class of customers, send

sample of work and prices, how many other gal-

leries in town or city ; also, the climate. In case

of buying, I will hold the seller responsible for

bis answer to the above. Address P. K.,

P. 0. Box 91, Hazleton, Luzerne Co., Pa.

Criswold's Stereoscopic
Compositions. Read advt.

Motjlton Washers.—Larger size ready soon.

Cylinder, 32 x 31 ; 340 cards. 30 x 40 print, $70.

Moulton's Washers use only about two

quarts of water to the dozen, or about enough

to fill a tank arrangement once.

fAYIOUTH'S VMETTE PAPERS.
" I am using and like them very much

thus far."—A. MARSHALL, Boston.

"A sensible improvement."—GEO. S.

COOK, Charleston, S. C.

For Sale.—A gallery, with north, top and

side light ; rent low ; no opposition. Population

2500. Sold at a bargain. W. P. Bacon,

St. Johnsville, N. Y.

Northern New York Stock Depot,

Glens Palls, N. Y.

Photographic goods at New York prices.

'

' Crystal '

' Stereographs,

Of Northern New York scenery.

Photographic studies for artists. Publisher of

the " Adirondacks," "Lake George," " Ticon-

deroga," etc. S. R. Stoddard,

Glens Palls, New York.

Wanted.—A photograph gallery, in a town of

from 3000 to 50,000 inhabitants. Will pay cash.

Address C. L. Lovejoy, Rome, N. Y.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

For Sale.—I now offer for sale my fine photo-

graphic studio, in this city. Population 120,000.

Location the very best. All on ground floor.

Operating room 24 x 30 ; large top and side lights
;

the best instruments, boxes, etc. Now doing a

good business. For reasons that will be sais-

factorily explained (to those who mean business)

I will sell this gallery for one-half its value.

This is a fine opening for one who wants a first-

class gallery, in the best city for business in the

United States. Call upon or address

W. C. Eaton,

709 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

" We are well acquainted with Mr. W. C. Ea-

ton and his gallery, and would advise those of

our friends who may want a good place, to in-

vestigate. It is no second-rate affair.

" Yours,

"C. J. McCarty, with Scovill Mfg. Co."

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.
A fine job lot of choice

Foreign Stereoscope Views,
Statuary, Croups, &c, for
Sale lOW, BY THE PACKAGE
only. For list and prices
apply to Benerman & Wilson,
Philadelphia.

A No. 6 Steinheil Lens for Sale.—It is in

perfect order, and without damage or scratches,

as it has been used but little. For farther par-

ticulars, apply to H. Rocher,

724 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Try Hermagis' Lenses.
Used by M. Adam Salomon,
Paris. See Advertisement.

For Sale.—One of the most complete galle-

ries in the west. In a city of 3500 inhabitants.

Everything complete. Reception-room on ground

floor. Location central, and doing a good busi-

ness ; stand first-class. Good reasons for selling.

For particulars, address Lock Box 36,

Dayton, Ohio.

For Sale.—A well-paying gallery, in good

location, at low rent, with good custom. For

particulars, apply to P. E. Thdemjiler,

138 Reed Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



Photographic and Fine Art Gallery for

Sale, in the city of Toronto, Ontario. Doing a

business of nearly $30,000 per annum. The gal-

lery is centrally situated, on the principal street.

Splendid shop, with imposing front. There is a

magnificent show-room and two photo, galleries

on ground floor
;

printing and artist's rooms

above. The stock comprises a choice and care-

fully selected stock of pictures, mirrors, fancy

goods, etc. Reasons for selling, present proprie-

tors desiring to devote their whole attention to

their wholesale business. Capital required, at

least $10,000. Address

Ewing & Co., Toronto, Canada.

Or, E. & H. T. Anthony, Broadway, N. Y.

SEAVEY'S NEW AND BEAU-
TIFUL ACCESSORIES.

Antique Cabinet, S40; An-
tique Chair, $15; Antique
Wainscoating, $15.

Address
L. W. SEAVEY,

8 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

To Photographic Publishers.—A landscape

photographer, of 14 years' experience, having

first-class portable apparatus of his own (up to

8x10 size), is desirous of making engagements

to take views during the coming season, in any

part of the country, on moderate terms.

Address R. W. Anderson,

45 Alexander Street, Toronto, Canada.

Operator Wanted,—A good, permanent situ-

ation is offered to an industrious, capable opera-

tor, in a gallery where only first-class work is

made ; or, to the right man I will sell an interest

in my prosperous business, on advantageous

terms. For particulars, address

C. D. Mosher,

951 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

For Sale, at Half Price.—One pair of

Marcy's Sciopticons, with dissolving apparatus
;

100 plain photograph slides, 50 Woodbury, 26

finely colored, 8 comic slips, 1 chromotrope, and

1 snow slide. All mounted in walnut or cedar

frames; together with screen, boxes, etc. All

are in good order. Without the front lenses on

Sciopticons, will sell for $150, cash. Will sell all

or part. Address, with stamp,

J. W. Morrison,

Stock-dealer, 10£ Sixth St., Pittsburg, Pa.

For Sale.—A good gallery, in a town of 12,000

inhabitants. Complete outfit; rent low. Will

be sold for $350. A good opening for a live man.

Address Benerman & Wilson.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

For Sale.—In a thriving town in Western

Pennsylvania, in which there are no other rooms,

a photograph gallery. Rooms in good order and

conveniently arranged. Apparatus and instru-

ments in good condition. By advice of physician

the proprietor is compelled to abandon the busi-

ness, this alone is the reason for selling. For

particulars, address J. W. Morrison,

Photographic Stock-Dealer, Pittsburg, Pa.

Try Hermagis' Lenses.
Used by M. Adam Salomon,
Paris. See Advertisement.

Operator Wanted.—We wish to engage a

strictly first-class operator on or before April 1st

next. We want a man capable of taking charge

of our operating-room, and of turning out uni-

form, first-class negatives. To such a man a

permanent situation and good salary will be

given. Address, with references and all partic-

ulars, E. L. Brand,

596 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Refer, by permission, to Wilson, Hood & Co.,

Philadelphia, and E. & H. T. Anthony & Co.,

New York.

For Sale.—A mammoth Roettger portrait

lens, in good order. Address Geo. Rau,

914 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia.

Lea's Manual of Photog-
raphy, $3.75. See Advertise-
ment. Third Thousand.

The Robinson Trimmer.—The wheel and

shank of this little instrument are the parts that

carelessness first breaks, and as we frequently

have applications for these parts we have ar-

ranged to supply them. The price of the wheel

alone, is $1.00; the wheel and shank, $1.25.

Every one who uses the trimmer should have

extra ones of these in reserve.

Benerman & Wilson.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge for advertisements under this head : limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

J$B>- We cannot have letters directed to our care

unless the parties send for them, and send stamps to

pay postage. We cannot undertake to mail them

;

please do not request it.

As operator or printer, No. 1 negative re-

toucher. Would take charge of gallery. Ad-
dress C. F. Blacklidge. Box 593, Lincoln, 111.

By a lady in a photograph gallery* can retouch

negatives and work up photographs in crayon,

does not object to taking charge of reception-

room. Address H. C, 43 North Eighth Street,.

|
second floor, Philadelphia.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



As operator, by a practical photographer of 14

years' experience. Specimens sent on applica-

tion to those only in need of help. Address Pho-
tographer, P.O. Box 984, Tiffin, Ohio.

As operator or general assistant in a good gal-

lery, city or country. Address Barker, Bed
Bank, Monmouth Co., N. J.

By a young man, as assistant printer orgen-
eral assistant, in a first-class gallery, in the state

of New York. Good references. Address A. F.

Horton, Box 242, Skaneateles, Onondaga Co.,

New York.

By a first-class retoucher and water colorist.

Address Miss A. B., Box 105, Fall River, Mass.

By a printer, toner and retoucher, or no ob-

jections to general gallery work ; about the first

of April. Address, with terms, J. A. Blessing,

Lyons, Wayne Co., N. Y.

By a young man, as printer and general assist-

ant ; one year experience. Will work for mod-
erate wages. Address William Cornell, New
Market, New Jersey.

By a competent operator, fourteen years' ex-

perience in first-class galleries. Address J. M.
Box 425, St. John, N. B.

By a first-class retoucher of negatives, can do
good work. Address Herman B., Auburn, N.Y.

As operator, or to take charge of a small gal-

lery ; have had five years' experience in a first-

class gallery. No objection to the country. Ad-
dress H. B. Hansbury, 4119 Lancaster Avenue,
West Philadelphia, Pa.

By a young man, by the first of April, in a
good gallery as printer and toner, or operator.
Address James M. Kirk, Monmouth, 111.

By a young lady, of four years' experience, as

retouoher or printer, the former preferred. Ad-
dress K. L. M., Lock Box 25, Marlboro, Mass.

By a first-class retoucher, in a first-class gal-

lery ; is an A No. 1 hand. Address Francois,
care of Debeauvais, 2, 4, and 6 Howard St., N.Y.

As first-class printer. Best of reference. Long
experience. Address Wm. Sutter, 918 Sargent
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

By a young lady, as India ink retoucher, can
work on albumen. Address Cornelia, office of

the "Philadelphia Photographer."

As mounter, by a young lady of several years'

practice in leading places; an extra good hand.
Address "Mary," care "Philadelphia Photog-
rapher." Will not leave Philadelphia.
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FOREIGN PRIZE PICTURES.
One Dozen Elegant Portraits for $3!

FINISHED IN THE BEST STYLE.

A Eussian Lady in Eastern Costume.

A Eussian Lady in Fancy Ball Costume.

A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Yignettes).

A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Yignette).

A Holland Lady, three-quarter figure.

A Holland Lady, full figure.

A Holland Lady, Fancy Dress.

A Berlin Lady, standing.

A Berlin Lady, sitting.

A Berlin Lady at a Window (best).

A South American Composition.

A South American Composition.

fi@^" Handsomely Mounted and Burnished.

BENEKMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.
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The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

PBIOB, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.

H^ CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that lie will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c,
which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF AIL PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, «ftc.

We also have a full line of CAMEEAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMERA STANDS, HEAD-RESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.

#



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Onts, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order

promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

8^$*" No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

Gihon's Opaque
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCUEING THE IMPEKFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,

RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OE CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND EOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.

It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. CIHON, Inventor,
128 JV. Seventh St., Philadelphia, P<*.



HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS.
The THIRD EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new

work.

It Gives the Best and Freshest Instructions to be had on the Subject.

Written by a practical photographic colorist, Mr. Geo. B. Aykes.

PRICE, $2.00. FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India Ink, or

who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

BENEBMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

Q-. SATJTBR.
No. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials
and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

TRAPP & MUNCH'S

Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better knowu and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Yienna Ex-
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

zlvieid.a.ii, oif1 :vc:e:r,it
for Albumenized Paper.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCKHOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York.



THE LAST
PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTION

Is the New Alba Plate fully described in the current
number of this magazine.

Ifyou would revive business!

Ifyou wou Id please your patrons !

Ifyou would make money easy!

MAKE THE

New Alba Pictures
ON THE

PHENIX
ALBA PLATES.

DIKECTIONS FOR USE.

As these plates are prepared for immediate use. it is not nece
sary to apply any coating, such as albumen or gelatine—in other
respects they are treated exactly like porcelain glass.

First, flow with col lodio-chloride of silver ; this should not he
poured off immediately, but should be allowed to remain on the
plate until everything like a small, bright speck has disappeared.
By thus allowing the collodion to thoroughly combine with the
white surface of the plate, the best results are produced. After
draining off the excessof the collodion, dry the plate by a gen-
tle heat. Then print under a negative very slightly darker
than the picture is desired to be when finished. The plates

may be fumed with ammonia, or not, as may be preferred,
but it is better to fume them a short time, say from one to

three minutes.
After printing, the plates are slightly washed and then put

into either a weak solution of salt and water, a weak solution
of acetic acid and water, or in mixture of alcohol and water,
half and half, long enough to produce a bright reddish color
upon the surface—then tone very lightly in a very weak alka-
line bath, containing very little gold. Fix in a solution of

one ounce of hyposulphate" of soda, to twelve of water, for five

minutes ; remove to a saturated solution of salt in water, leav-
ing them in ten minutes. Then wash them for about the
same time and in the same manner as negatives are ordinarily
treated, and dry by a gentle heat.
N.B.—It is very important that fresh, and reliable porcelain

collodion, should be used to insure strong, brilliant prints.

£ per box, of one dozen plates, .

£ " " " "

PRICE LIST OF ALBA PLATES.

| per box, of one dozen plates,$1 00

2 00

3 50

4 00

_7_
10
1

$8 00

11 00

24 00

As manufacturers of the Alba Plate, and owners
of the patent under which they are made, ive desire
to say to the fraternity, unequivocally , that we will
protect any dealer or consumer buying or using these
plates, against any party who may claim them an
infringement of his patent.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

General Trade Agents, New York.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look

!

The Photographer to his Patrons.
WHAT IS IT?

TIHE
PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

\ intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer
knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the best

time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answer. This little book answers
them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which he or she can carry away and study
at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising. What could you want better than to have your business card
so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and.
then keep it for reference? This is what they do with this little "tract." Witness what those who
have tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the

same as the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public
;

that he must be trusted, and that he alone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that he must make
the picture and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a
few of those who have been using our little publication in their business.
We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist just that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.

We get " The Photographer to his Patrons" up in neat style, on the best letter cap paper, assorted
tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-
graphs or chapters— 1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come ; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress; 6, how to "behave; 7, the children ; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-
ing, frames, prices, Ac.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of
the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please, which printing

we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish.

Cuts for the covers we supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000 " "

. . $20 00 3000 copies, cover included,

. . 35 00 5000 " " "

Over 500,000 have been sold.

$50 00

75 00

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture made, she would
come 'according to directions.' ''—A. Bogar-
dus, New York.

"A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

"It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurney &
Son, New York.

"It assists me greatly."

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to
be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

"You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-
fit some of the ' Icnow-everythings ' in this quar-

ter."—A. C. McInttre & Co., Ogdensburg.

"They are just the thing to post people up on
what they ought to know in order to secure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book ' hits the nail

on the head.' "— J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have
ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville, 0.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



CHARLES BIERSTADT
Photographer

NIAGAKA FALLS,

New York.

VIENNA MEDAL OP MERIT.
An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, Washington,

Hudson Kiver, California,

Saratoga, Yosemite Valley,

Portage, N. T., Egypt,

Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

AND

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THEIK

ADAMANTINE VARNISH for Aitetjpes, Negatives, anil Melainotypes.

This Varnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the
intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by jj_ j^ LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Oases,
Beveled Matts, Double Matts,

Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,
Fancy Paper Passepartouts.

These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd
sizes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBERG & BBO., 709 (»&) Broadway, New York.



GRISWOLD'S
LIFE COMPOSITIONS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE.
The following subjects are now ready, handsomely mounted.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Blowing Bubbles.

B stands for Bumble-B.
Blackberry Blossoms.

The Hen's Nest.

Let us Have Piece.

Mamma, where was I when you were
a little girl ?

Our Domestic's Relations.

She went to the Butchers.

My Lady and My Lady's Maid.
The Mountain Spring.

Unveiling a Statue of Young America.
Young America in the Nursery.
Young America as an Artist.

Young America Asleep.

15. The Sunbeam Fairy.'

16. The Picture-Book.
17. Sitting for my Picture.

18. Young America Bathing.

19. Young Boston^s Ambition.
20. Ding-Dong-Ding, Music on a Rubber

String.

21. Reflection.

22. The Loiterers.

23. The Cabin Porch.
24. Beatrice Shoo-Fly.
25. Home Group.
26. A View.
27. The Gleaner.

The titles hardly give an idea of the grotesque humor possessed by these pictures. They
are capital. As a sample dozen we should recommend Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16, 19,

20, 22, and 25.

Sent by mail on receipt of price. $2.00 per dozen. Order by number.
DEALERS SUPPLIED ON GOOD TERMS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publ.shers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

THE ZENTMAYER LENS,
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

"Width of visual angle, ranging from 80" to 90°
; depth of focus ; extreme sharpness over the

whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying ; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed,
making and closing the exposure.

The larger ones are provided with an internal shutter for

No. 1, 2£ inch focus, 3x3 plate, . . $20 00

" 2, 3i " " 4x5 " . . 25 00

" 3, H " " 6£x 8£ " . . 30 00

" 4, 8 " 10 x 12 " . . 42 00

" 5, 12 " 14 x 17 " . . 60 00

" 6, 18 " 20 x 24 " . . 90 00

No 1 and No. 2 combined, . . . $33 00
•• 2 " " 3 " . . . 40 00
" 3 " " 4 . . . 55 00
<< 4 " " 5 . . . 75 00
«' 5 " " 6 . . . 110 00
<<

. . . 48 00
". 3, 4, and 5, . . . 88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic "Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2£ to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7x10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

14:7 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.



JOHN DEAN & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,

Worcester, Mass.,

OFFEE AT WHOLESALE, AT LOWEST PEICES, THE

Adamantean

LATES

BLACK and Patent CHOCOLATE TINTED,

EGG-SHELL and GLOSSY.

The experience and extensive facilities of John Dean & Co. enable them

to produce the most desirable Ferrotype Plates in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,

TRADE AGENTS,

591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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PROPRIETORS OF THE

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S WORKS.

SEND ORDERS TO

419 & 421 Broome St., New York.

73 Bold St., Liverpool, England.

Ask your Dealer for Scovill Manufacturing Co.'s Goods,



Reflecting Solar Camera.

IMPROVED

Solar Cameras.

PATENTED
Feb. 24, 1857
July 10, 1866
Feb. 23, 1871
May 26, 1874,

Direct Printing Camera.

Combining ALL THE IMPORTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

TESTIMOH-IALS.
" I have now had the Solar Camera in use over three months, and take pleasure in saying it has fulfilled all

my expectations. I was promised, and I am sure, I have received one of the finest instruments of the kind in
America. With the negative of proper intensity, it works ' quick, accurate, and with certainty.' I neither
expect or ask anything more."—A. Bogardus, 1153 Broadway, New York.

" I am much pleased with my Solar Camera, and know it to be the best I ever used, and will cheerfully say so
upon all occasions."—D. R. Stiltz, National Copying Company, Williamsport, Pa.
"I like my Solar Camera better everytime I use it."^JoNT. Mendenhall, Salem, Ohio.

Can be ordered through any Stock-dealer, or directly from the undersigned.

SEND J?OE PRICE LIST.

D. A. WOODWARD,
Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md.

fig^ All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

GLASS
STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES.

We have received from Messrs. J. Levy & Co. a consignment of choice

stereoscopic transpakencies, which are the

MOST BEAUTIFUL THINGS EYER PRODUCED BY PHOTOGRAPHY.

Sold in lots and at prices to suit purchasers. They are exquisite.

CATALOGUES 15 CENTS.
Also, a special lot of Foreign Paper Stereoscopic Views, which we offer by the package

only. Lists and prices quoted to dealers.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Importers and Photographic Publishers, Philada.



HERMAGIS'
Celebrated French

PORTRAIT LEHSE
These celebrated lenses, are used by MONS. ADAM SALOMON, of Paris, exclusively

for making his

WORLD-RENOWNED PORTRAITS

!

And by the following famed photographers :

BEAUN, BINGHAM, DISDEKI, HANFSTAENGEL, HAELMAN,
NADAK, REUTLINGER, VLDAL, WOTHLY, and others,

From whom Mons. Hermagis has the Highest Testimonials.

We now have a FULL STOCK on hand.

s@~ The Salomon Style, 8 x 10 size, $160.

m~ For Cabinet Size, extra quick, $100.

m° For Cabinet Size, quick, $90.

jb@* For Carte Size, extra quick, $50.

fi@~ For Carte Size, quick, $40.

They are fteing introflucefl in America steadily, anfl are lei wherever ttey p.

They will be sent on trial to responsible parties C. 0. D., and instructions to Express
Company to hold money one week for trial. If parties prefer to see the work of a lens

before purchasing, we will make a negative and send with details of exposure, etc., and
reserve the lens until answer is received (if the time is reasonable), on receipt of $1 to pay
cost. Having a skylight of our own we are enabled to do this.

IKir Not a single person to whom we have sent these Lenses on trial, as
above, has returned them.

BENERMAJST & WILSON,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.



WAYMOUTH'S

Vignetting Papers
ARE NOW MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the light-

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

TESTIMONIALS:
"Waymouth's Improved Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I have been want-

ing for years."

—

Well (x. Singhi.

" They readily admit of the gradation already very good, being modified easily to suit the negative.

This, I take it, is a point of great importance."

—

G. Wharton Simpson, M.A., F.S.A.

" From a trial made, we are enabled to say that they answer exceedingly well ; and they are certain

to find favor among photographers—a favor they well deserve."

—

British Journal of Photography.

"I can testify to the exquisite softness obtained from your Vignette Papers, which gradual and
soft effect I have never seen equalled by any other method.''

—

H. A. H. Daniel, Esq., Hon. Sec. ofthe
Bristol and Clifton Amateur Photographic Association.

" The Waymouth Vignetting Paper are a decided success. They are splendid."

—

J. W. <$- J. S.

Moulton, Salem, Mass.

From Professional Photographers.—"First-class." "The sample sent answers perfectly." "I
consider them first rate articles." "I think your Vignette Papers will be a great improvement on
the old glasses." &c, Ac.

Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,
PHILADELPHIA

.

{See opposite page,)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

OF ALL PICTURES, THE fijttette IS THE MOST ARTISTIC.

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing thern,

or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or
it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from the dark tint nearest to the figure, off into the
tvhite background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY AKE NOT CLUMSY ; DO NOT BEEAK ; ABE ALWAYS BEADY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND ABE EASY OP APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,
or cotton.

PLEASE TBY THE SAMPLE GIVEN IJST THIS MAGAZINE FOB FEB. 1874.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use
accompany each parcel.

IE5 IR, I O IE S :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " "

„, 1 00
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " " 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
When ordering, state the number and color you want. The Waymouth Vignette Papers

are an English invention, and are becoming so universally used in Europe that we have
pleasure in introducing them to our patrons.

BENERMU & WILSON, Manufacturers, m mi Cherry, Philafla.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.



SPLENDID
LANDSCAPE and ARCHITECTURAL

PHOTOGRAPHS.
We have now in stock a selected assortment of Mansell & Co.'s best views, all whole-

plate size or larger, which we are able to furnish at the remarkably low prices named below.

They are Fine for the Graphoscope,

They are Valuable as Studies,

They are Beautiful for Framing,

They make Attractive Portfolios,

When bound in our Photo-Covers.

EVERY PHOTOGRAPHIC! RECEPTION-ROOM SHOULD BE SUPPLIED

WITH A LOT OF THEM.

Our selected stock has now arrived and includes admirable views from negatives by

England's best landscape photographers, Messrs. Frank M. Good, Payne Jennings, and

others, as follows : Salisbury, Gloucester, Peterborough, Lichfield, Hereford, Winchester,

Durham, Wells, Lincoln, Ely, Melgrove Cathedrals, and Oxford; Westminster, Foun-

tains, and other Abbeys. Also, of House of Parliament, London
;
Windsor Castle, Eural

Views in England, Buckingham Palace, and a magnificent series of Good's unrivalled Views

of Egypt.

We made these selections from actual samples and guarantee them to be the best. Mailed

to any address on receipt of price.

I ninounted, . per dozen, $3 50
Mounted, ........." " 4 OO
Mounted witli Guards and Photo. Cover. " " 5 OO

In the Photograph Cover a dozen makes a very handsome and attractive album for any

photographic reception-room.

All orders should be addressed to the American Agents,

BEJVERMAJY $ WILSON,
Seventh 3r Cherry, Philadelphia.



G. GENNERT,
53 Maiden Lane, New York,

IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. & M. DRESDEN

ALBUMEN PAPERS
Rives and Steinbach—White, Pink, and Blue.

Every one says it WORKS THE MOST UNIFORM, ECONOMICAL, and GIVES
FINER RESULTS than any other. To satisfy yourself that it is the best, send to your

stock-dealer for a sample dozen. Kept by all stock-dealers in the United States.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Class Baths,

Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

and French Filter Paper.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE

EXTRA BRILLIANT, OR DOUBLE GLOSSY PAPER,

Which is recognized by the best artists all over the world as the

FINEST ALBUMEN PAPER IN THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE.



Peerless ^Morrison

s
c

GOODS
OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION
BEQUIEED IN

J"
PHOTOGRAPHY.

MANUFACTUR'G CO.
UNEQUALLED FACILITIES.

THE BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES.

MANUFACTORIES :-Waterbury, and New Haven, Conn.

WAREHOUSE :—419 & 421 Broome St., New York.



PhiladelphiaJrame fManufactory

C? Jtp" j3l fei iii Jfcrfc. 9

Office and Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story),

PHILADELPHIA,

WHERE THE TRADE WILL FIND THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

GOLD {.^"S&H FRAMES
In this city, from 5 x 7 to 29 x 36, together with a large assortment of

FINE VELVET MATS, WITH or WITHOUT FRAMES,

From 1-6 to 8-4 sizes always on hand ; larger sizes made to order.

g^° These Mats are of Lyons Silk Velvet, with Prepared and Gilt, and fine fire Gilt

Rings inside for Porcelains. Also,

ENGLISH MATS, ALL SIZES.

ENGLISH DISPLAY MATS, any size and style, MADE TO OEDE.

Any kind of Fancy or Emblematic Frames made to order.

FINE GOLD OVAL FRAMES, 20x24.
2 in., . . $4 50 to $6 00

3 " . . 5 00 to 7 00

31 in., . . $5 50 to $10 00

4" . . 7 00 to 12 00

Other sizes in proportion.

4Jin., . . $10 00 to $14 50

5 " . . 12 50 to 15 00

Also, all sizes, Walnut Ovals and Solid Walnut Ovals on hand; Square
Walnut Frames made at short notice.

Walnut and Prepared Mouldings,

Walnut and Gold PIER and MANTEL Looking-Glass Frames,

IN DIFFERENT STYLES AND PATTERNS.

Trial Orders from the trade respectfully solicited

Factory, 820 and 822 Cadwallader St.,

Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story), Philadelphia.



BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

is^* SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD.?3*

NEW EDITIOOT,
WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

jfgg^ Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

jtgg^ No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

$£§=- It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, idling exactly how each picture was made ; where

THE CAMERA AND SITTER WERE PLACED when it WCLS made ; WHAT CURTAINS

avere opened in lighting the subject, £c, $c.

gggp A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

' It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
"1 confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

byword and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated
to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist.''

—

Philadelphia Photographer.

Ifyou would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigelow's Album.

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



HEARN'S

jT*^—""'

A COMPLETE MANUAL OP ^^"""^t/V

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING
ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

COIsTTEZSTTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-
ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.

Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Filling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense
Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-
ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Albumenizing the

Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-

tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing

Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Por-

celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the

Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the

Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

Together with over SO Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet
Portrait, from negatives by Mr. F. Gutekunst, printed by
the author, Mr. Chas. W. Mearn.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Warehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.

PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH CARDS.
SIZE 4£x7i SQUARE CORNERS. •

White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black—Plain.

"White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black, with Gilt Borders.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Borders.

Thin White, Rose Tint, and Black, with Gilt Beveled Edges.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Beveled Edges.

'Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge Glace, Black and Rose Tint "J."
Glace Card Boxes, for the Thick Beveled Edge.

Cards 7 x 10, with Gilt Borders, opening 4^x 7^.

Cards 7 x 10, with India Tint and Gilt Borders, opening 4£ x 7-^

See detailed advertisement in this number of the

"Photographic Times/7

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



PRICE LIST
OF

DIES.
Card Oval $4 00

Imperial Oval, 8 00

" Arch Top,.. 8 00

5x7 Oval 12 00

5x7 Double Elptc, 12 00

8x10 " " 18 00

8x10 Oval, 18 00

COPYING
PRESS,

Suitable for above work,

furnished at the fol-

lowing prices :

9x12 bed $6 00

10x13 " 7 00

10 x 16 " 10 00

12 x 18 " 12 50
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DIES,
For EMBOSSING, GLACE and otber Photographs.

This DIE is beyond doubt the best ever offered to the
trade; having' many advantages over all others in the
market. The FIRST, and great advantage is iforthe
Glace's), that you can mount and emboss at the same
time, thereby saving much time, both in making and
mounting; by this process you have a solid picture,
and one which will keep flat, which advantage is by
no means to be lost sight of, as you can save at least
50 per cent, in stock and labor, besides making a per-
fect picture. SE€OJTD.-This Die is so constructed as
to gauge the picture without injuring- the same ; this
you will find to be of great importance. THIRD.—The
plate is made of metal, and nickel-plated, insuring at
all times perfect work, while those made of wood are
sure to warp and injure the picture. I have spent
much time and labor in perfecting these Dies, not
alone for the Glace Picture, but for all other photo-
graphs which you will find much improved by em-
bossing.

REFERENCE TO THE FOLLOWING PARTIES, WILL SUFFICIENTLY ATTEST
THE SUPERIORITY OF THESE DIES :

W. KURTZ, New York,

B. GURNEY,
E. W. BOGARDUS, New York,

A. N. HARDY, Boston, Mass.,

BROADBENT & PHILLIPS,
Philadelphia, Pa.,

J. LANDY, Cincinnati, Ohio,

J. F. RYDER, Cleveland, "

AND MANY OTHERS.
Direct your orders to

JOHN BARNETT,
585 BROADWAY, N. Y.
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A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK.

DR.. VOGEL'S
PHOTOGRAPHER'S

POCKET

REFERENCE BOOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery ; selection and trial of lenses and chemicals ; approved formula? for the differ-

ent photographic processes ; tables of weights and measures ; rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS EECEIVING THE HIGHEST PEAISE WHEEEVEE IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in most flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket Reference- Book, of

its great value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon be found in every
gallery."

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon

and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $1.50, post-paid.

BENEMMAN& WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



INSTRUCTION IN PHOTOGRAPHY,
AN ENGLISH WORK,

BY CAPTAIN ABNEY, R.E., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.,

Instructor in Photography at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, England.

" Captain Abney's manual is unique in its class, in character as well as excellence. All the instruc-

tions, which are as simple, lucid, and easy to apprehend as they are accurate, are accompanied by
explanations of the rationale of the operations to be conducted. The book is singularly valuable in

its completeness, and in that completeness arising out of the practical experiences of a skilled worker
in many varied branches of the art ; the instructions are not, therefore, the work of a mere compiler.
The work is, in short, the most comprehensive and trustworthy guide which has ever been issued

within the same compass, in connection with protography, and will be consulted by experienced work-
ers and beginners with equal advantage.''

—

The Photographic News, February 6, 1874.

"In this manual several of the dry-plate processes are described fully. In. addition to the usual
matter which finds a place in every manual of instruction on photography, there is a comprehensive
account of Edward's heliotype process, and also of the photo-mechanical process, described by Cap-
tain Waterhouse, as well as of the processes of photo-zincography, lithography, and papyrotype. '

British Journal of Photography, February 20, 1874.
" Captain Abney's valuable work on photography differs essentially from the ordinary manual. For

while it is, before everything, a practical handbook, such as the most ignorant of photographers would
have no difficulty in following, it encourages the worker to inform himself in the why and wherefore of a
reaction or process, and supplies him with theoretical information without bothering him at the outset

by abstruse and complicated scientific explanations. Captain Abney brings down the information to

a very recent date, his own improved beer process—which is among the most simple of dry-plate

methods, being included. Photo-mechanical printing receives the earnest attention it deserves, and
photography in pigments is not forgotten."—-Photographic Journal, February 17.

" All the usual branches of photography are exhaustively treated, and especially full information is

given on the subject of photo mechanical printing, in which Captain Abney is an expert. The manual
is one we can commend to all interested in the study of photography."

—

Chemical News, May 1.

Jg^*" Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of Price, 75 Cents.

BENERWIAN & WILSON, p5^1ffig'<£gg» PHILADELPHIA.

"the"

FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPM, BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER,

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OF VALUE TO THE

FERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction—The Advantages of the Ferrotype—The Manipulations—The Nitrate

Bath—The Collodion—The Developer—The Fixing Solution—Other Manipulations,
Pinholes—Strengthening—Tinting and Coloring—Varnishing—prying and Dryers-
Finishing the Work—Ferrotype Envelopes—Ferrotype Supports—Ferrotype Plates
—The Apparatus—The Skylight and the Dark-Room—Vignettes and Medallions.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.



REPORT

!

OF THE

1874 N. P. A. CONVENTION.
HELD AT CHICAGO, JULY, 187J^.

$1.00. Now Ready! $1.00.

PUBLICATION LIMITED TO 500 COPIES,

AND MOST OF THEM ALKEADY TAKEN UP.

s^° Order Early or you won't get it. °^a

Only the PRACTICAL and USEFUL parts are included, such as papers read, discussions,

etc. It is well worth the money. All orders should be addressed to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Permanent Secretary,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE REMAINS
OF THE

Photographers' Friend,
AND

PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND ALMANAC,

FOR SALE!
COPIES OF THE PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND, ' 30 cents.

ALMANAC, 1872, . 30 «

ALMANAC, 1873, with portrait of Ex-President Bogardus, . . . . 30 "

Sold cheap to close them out, as their publication has been discontinued.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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LOOKING
GLASS**

PICTURE
FRAMES.

Patented Solid

Ovals and Spandrels

WAREKOOMS,

48&5DI.IM

Manufacturers of

Walnut

Mouldings

BACKING,

&c, &e.

Solid Walnut Work
A Specialty.

FACTORIES,

615 & 621 Filbert St.

POWERS & WEIGHTMAN^
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Oifer to Stockdealers

A full Assortment of Reliable Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including :

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),
Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,

Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,
Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,

Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.

isrttw s:e:e&i:es b^ji^nto- :f:r,:e;:e:>^.:r,:e:d i

SEND FOR THE FIRST ONE, NOW READY.

-A- 3NTCI 3E3 2XTT ^Sl.3NTX> modern music
A CAPITAL THING.

F. G. WELLER, Publisher of Stereoscopic Views, Statuary, etc., LITTLETON, N. H.



EVERYTHING
Pertaining to Photography

SCOVILL

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS
OF THE

American

Optical

Company,
419 & 421 Broome Street,

NEW YORK.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TINTED.
(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FEOM 1-9 to 10x14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

PRICE XjIST
Size. Eggshell. Glossy. Size. Eggshell. Glossy

Per Box of 8 Doz. 1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box of 2 Doz. 4-4 $2.40 $2.70

" 8 " 1-6 1.25 1.35 u 4 " 5-7 2.40 2.70

" 8 " 1-4 1.85 2.00 " 2 " 7-10 2.70 2.90

" 4 " 4£x6J 1.85 2.00 << 2 " 8x10 2.70 2.90

" 4 " 1-2 2.20 2.35 Per Sheet, 10x14 .17 .18

« 2 " 4^x10 2.20 2.35

Kevised, New York, December 28th, 1872

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-

ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Mx Plates are for sale by all Stoct Dealers Unrajfliont lie country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCOYILL MFG. CO., Apts for the We, 419 & 421 Broome St., I Y.



TO PEOFBSSIONAL PHOTOGEAPHEKS AND THE TKADE.

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

DK-1 J \^ H ROHAUT & HUTINET,
• JL JL \~s M. __ Jl ^ J_-> JL * SUCCESSORS,

No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MOUNTS&FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
TRADE MARK, Ch.D.

Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite,

Cabinet Portrait,

Victoria Card,
Stereoscopic Views—all new samples of French

styles.

Bristol Boards of every size and thickness, plain
India Tinted and Fancy Printing.

Book-post and Card Cases.

Stout Blotting Paper Albums.
First-class Rives Albumenized Paper, Ac, Ac.

MEDALS AWARDED AT EVERY EXHIBITION.

All orders are to be sent to their establishment, 43 Rue Greneta, Paris, or to Wholesale Houses
of the United States. Samples on application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO WHOLESALE HOUSES.

SPICER'S

LUSTRENE
OLD FURNITURE-RENEW^S ~0LD APPARATUS

OLD FRAMES.

IS INDISPENSABLE IN EVERY GALLERY.

This article is a composition of such substance, that all scratches or bruises"

are completely filled, and the surface restored to its originally perfect condition.

PRICE, PER BOTTLE, 75 CENTS.

CHAS. A. WILSON, Sole Agent, 7 North Charles Street, Baltimore, M.



ROBINSON'S

PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOE A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
•ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
The accompanying cut represents the instru-

ment in the act of trimming a photograph. It

does not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and
leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which
facilitates the adherence of the print to the
mount. Try one, and you will discard the
knife and punch at once. For ovals and rounded
corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer Mailed for $3.50.

ROBINSON'S

IMPROVED GUIDES.
The difficulty of procuring exactly true guides

for cutting out prints has induced the inventor
to put up machinery for the production of all

styles of them, guaranteed mathematically true.

Oil the wheel bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.

The Guides are made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass, but Try Prof.

Robinson's Inventions.

Oval, Round, Elliptic, and Square, of all sizes ; various shapes

for Stereoscopic work, Drug Labels, &c, &c.

REGULAE SIZES ALWAYS ON HAND. SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO OEDEE.

Price, for regular 'photo, sizes, 10 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

Special sizes, 15 cents per inch. for sale by all dealers.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.



THE
PRACTICAL
PRINTER.

A NEW WORK ON

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING,
By CHAS. W. HEARN,

A gentleman who has devoted several years to photographic printing especially, and who is

now engaged at it as his constant occupation.

The work gives all the instructions that a beginner could possibly want
in detail, and is what the title indicates

—

practical.

It will also be found of invaluable service to any photographic printer, be

he ever so skilled.

OVER 800 COPIES ARE ALREADY SOLD!

TESTIMOUIALS
" I consider it the best work on printing and toning that has been published, or at least that has

come into my hands, and until I see a better one I shall give it the first place. If any one wishes to

be helped out of the mud let him read it; but if he wants to stick there let him keep his money in

his pocket, and stick till doomsday if he likes."

—

John R. Clkmons, Philadelphia.

Tlie Photographic News, of July 31st, says: "In the work before us, however, silver printing and
everything connected therewith is treated most exhaustively, and the work is evidently that of a
practical man who speaks out of the fulness of his own experience in every branch of regular work,
as well as with familiarity of the various forms of fancy printing, which have prevailed more in

America than in this country. Mr. Hearn manifestly thoroughly understands his work, and is, more-
over, a clear and vigorous writer."

The British Journal of Photography, of the same date, says :
" It is a considerable period since we

rose from the perusal of a new book on photography with feelings of greater satisfaction than in the
present instance ; and we appreciate the author as a writer, not only thoroughly conversant with the

subject, but as very willing to impart to those less skilled the knowledge he possesses, and who, hap-
pily, has also the ability to do this in a singularly lucid and attractive manner. ' The Practical

Printer ' is well 'got up,' and the work cannot fail of being acceptable and useful to all classes of
photographers, the veteran as well as the tyro in our art-science."

With these flattering testimonials the work needs no farther recommendation from us. We are

satisfied that it will stand on its own merits, and that all progressive enterprising photographers every-

where will buy and read the book. No man in business can afford to be without it in his gallery.

A fine example of Photographic Printing, by the author, ac-
companies the work, from negatives by F. Gutekunst, Philada.

ZPIR/IOIE, $2.50.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photographic Misters, Seventh and Cherry, Philadelphia.



Jtea's Jplanual
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Third Thousand!
We have undertaken the publication of the third thousand of this valuable Text-Book,

and offer it to the photographers in a more attractive and

New Shape.
The author's illustrations now number 150, nearly double the number of the first edition.

The Chapters on Failures have been much elaborated and rearranged, so as to afford a

ready reference in case of almost any trouble or difficulty liable to occur to the photogra-

pher, with appropriate remedies therefor. The following are among other

New Things:
Method of preparing silvered PAPER WHICH WILL KEEP FOB

WEEKS, and with care, even for months; no washing or additional

manipulation of the paper needed.
Investigation of Negative Varnishes and formulas for Water-proof Var-

nish, such that negatives varnished with it have been kept for months
under water without injury.
Tables to aid in the construction of glass houses, &c.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
" There is a valuable chapter on the preparation of a sensitive paper that is not liable to discoloration

We close the present notice by cordially commending Mr. Lea's Manual to our readers."

—

British Journal of Pho-
tography.

" M. Carey Lea's excellent ' Manual of Photography ' is a very full and complete work."—Philad'a Bulletin.

" If we say that this work is an encyclopedia of its art, we shall hardly exaggerate its comprehensiveness.

.... The author takes every department and every branch of each, and gives that distinct and clear information

that is needed by pho'tographers The worth of the labor is proved in the fact that this new and enlarged

edition follows the first so speedily. Hereafter, those who would excel must master the Manual."—North
American.

PRICE, $3.75.
It contains 440 pages on fine toned paper, 150 wood cuts, cloth, beveled edges, and gilt.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

Sent by return mail, on receipt of price by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABLISHED 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON

1875.
We are now prepared, with a fresh stock, to fill large or small orders for

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, FRAMES,

STEREOSCOPES and YIEWS.

OTTR SPECIALTIES:

Wilson's Head Rests,

Bergner Print Cutters,

Acid Dishes, Solid Glass Dippers,
Chute Glace Presses,

Monogram Chemicals,
Fancy Tables, Columns, Urns, etc.

4 SOLE AGENTS OF THE AMERICAN ARTISTS' ASSOCIATION, FOR

Printing, Enlarging, and Coloring, for the Trade.
TRADE MARK;

ALWAYS HAVE IN STOCK :

Entrehin's Oscillating Enamelers,
Brand's Glace Presses, JVason's JVoveliies,

Amer. Opt. Co.'s Apparatus,
Hance's Chemicals,

Benerman Sc Wilson's Publications,

And everything' appertaining: to Photography. Price L.ist gratis, on application.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

822 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.



THE
PRIZE

PICTURES.
In order that photographers may have an opportunity of studying, the very elegant

pictures from negatives which have been sent to us in competition for our

C3K32L.ID IVC :H3 H>A IL, !

we publish them for sale. There are THIRTY PICTURES IN A SET—of men, women,
and children, groups and single figures.

Several thousand of these Pictures have already been sold.

A Set of Thirty in the Improved Photograph Cover, $4 25
" " without " " " 3 75

Selections, per dozen, 3 00

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOULD GET AND STUDY THEM.

BENERMAIT & WILSON, (pflfrj 7th & Cherry Sts., Fhila.

E. LIESKG A1VTG,
DtJSSELDORP, Q-IE IR, IMI .A. 1ST "Y*.

LARGEST STOCK OP PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

SPECIAL ATTENTION of American Photographers is drawn to

LIESEGANG'S PANORAMIC APPARATUS.
Which makes splendid CROUPS and PANORAMIC VIEWS on plates 20x9 inches.

Hundreds have been sold in England, Italy, Germany, Russia, America, and India.

For particulars write to

ED. LIESEGANG, DUSSELDORF, GERMANY.

The beautiful groups made with this Camera, by Mr. Schultz, of Dorpat, created much sensation at

the Exhibition of the Photographic Society at Paris, 1874.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS!
JULIUS KRUGER'S

pATSVT Csf&SWT. C<0*-OSS,
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and France (where they have obtained the

highest recommendations), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the

public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

CEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.

* *



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OF PHOTOGRAPHERS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at best prices.

AM& TME W&WMMWIMW
are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMONG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or West.

CHAS. A. WILSON,
No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



XW. KLITHTZ,
Madison Square (23d Street),

BECEIVED HIGHEST AWAEDS IN \

Vienna, Paris, and New York,

FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.
New York, July 1, 1874.

MR. OHAS. F. USENER.
Dear Sir.- The Mammoth Tube (No. 9002) which you sent me on trial has been

thoroughly tested, and has proved itself quite beyond my expectations ; for fine

definition and roundness, or stereoscopic effect, 1 have never seen its equal. You

may readily see by the specimens herewith, of standing figures, that they are as

sharp and as perfect as an imperial carte, although taken on 14 x 17 plates; and

when I add that they were taken at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, in 45 seconds, I
think I can say no more.

Please charge the tube to me, and send bill. Yours truly,

W. KURTZ.

CHARLES COOPER & CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS,

Nor ISO Chatham Street, New York.

X>. J. X*3TAN"S
SOUTHERN

Photographici^Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,

cRosscupkwEST7PHA:5^
:-i-^^-~^~' Drayage, Sec.

S IE 1ST ID IE1 O^IR, PBIOE LIST.



PHOTOGRAPHIC

MOSAICS]

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON,
EDITOR " PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER," Etc., Etc.

This favorite and only American annual is NOW READY, fairly crammed with
articles prepared expressly for it by the eminent photographers of

Europe and America, and is just as much as ever

A NECESSITY!
tef I200 SOLD THE WEEK IT WAS ISSUED.^

tveiajd thiie oonsrTiEiEsrTS.
Discoveries and Improvements, 1874.

The Indifference of Photographers.—A. Bogardus.
The Magic Lantern.—B. J. Chute.
Which Way?

—

Young Chloride.
A Negative Bath Three Years Old.—W. H. Sherman.
Blistering of Doubly Albumenized Paper.—C. W.

Hearn.
Collodion and Pyroxyline.—G. D. Wakeley.
Defects in our Sitters.—E. D. Ormsby.
Soft Prints from Hard Negatives.—E. Anderson.
A few Practical Suggestions.—E. Goebel.
Health.—J. H. Fitzgibbon.
Bath Eenovation made Easy and Sure.—B. W. Kil-

burn.
Over-Iodizing.—E. M. Collins.
How to make a Negative Bath that will work in two-

thirds the usual time.—E. P. Libby.
A Good Varnish.

—

Wm. H. Tipton.
It is of Service to you.

—

Well G. Singhi.
On the Contrary—Quite the Eeverse.

—

Capt. J. Lee
Knight.

Things Practical.—A. W. Kimball.
How to make a large Negative and Eetouch it.—E.

E. Atkinson.
Acid Baths.—J. S. Hovey.
Photographic Saunterings, H. J. Eogers.
Eed Lead—Its Uses in a Gallery.—J. Cadwallader.
Snatches from Old Times.—W. Heighway.
Albumenized Paper; Coagulation of the Albumen

Silver Bath with Alcohol.

—

Ed. Qinqueez.
Keeping the Negative Bath Warm.—E. J. Chute.
Pyroxyline for Photographic Purposes.—W. W.

Seeler.
A Vignette Printing Frame and Plate Holder for

Cleaning Glass.

—

John Terras.
Stray Streaks from an Auld Eeekie Photographer.

—

Alex. Ascher.

A Certain, Expeditious, Economical, and Simple Ap-
paratus for Eeducing Silver Wastes to the Sul-
phide.—Wm. T. Bashford.

On the Application of the Dusting Process in Pho-
tography.—J. B. Obernetter.

The Production of Glass Positives by the Dusting
Process.—J. B. Obernetter.

Invisible Photographs.—G. Wharton Simpson.
Formulary.—A. Davanne.
Mississippi Manipulation.—F. C. Hall.
The Everlasting Bath for Negatives.—C. A. Smyth.
A Blunder Broken Down.—I. B. Webster.
Porcelain Pictures a Success.—C. W. Hearn.
Correcting Distortion in Copying.
Hints on the Dust Process.

—

Jno. M. Blake.
Learning by " Hard Knocks."—J. M. Davison.
Notes in and out of the Studio.—G. Wharton

Simpson.
On Producing Developed Prints.

—

Dr. E. Liesegang.
Photographic Conveniences.—J. H. Lamson.
Plate Boxes for Field Work.—J. C. Browne.
About Finishing, Framing, &c.—I. B. Webster.
An Experiment.—F. S. McKnight.
A Contribution.—E. M. Estabrooke.
Ten Years of Photography.—Geo. B. Ayres.
Proto-Sulphate of Iron.—A. Hall.
Printing and Toning.—A. Hesler.
A Vision.—Mrs. E. W. Lockwood.
Paper Negatives.—J. Nowler.
Art Always.

—

Old Argentum.
Eead and Investigate.—Geo. W. Wallace.
Modification ofthe Toning Operation.—Prof. J. Tow-

ler, M.D.
Eeproducing Negatives by the Graphite Process

without Eisk of Breaking.—J. Carbutt.
A Chapter of Practical Matters.—A. Compiler.
Photographic Literature.

—

The Publishers.
Many Mites from Many Minds.

—

Editor.

AND A HOST OF OTHER USEFUL ARTICLES.

Price, in Cloth, $1.00 ; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

" The Best Little Handbook of Photography in the World." For Sale ly all Dealers,

BENERMA2T & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



IMPRO VED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS.

Fig. 1.

The Outside Appearance.

Fig. 2.

A. Zieaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or. a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND- IN THESE COVERS.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the
perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the
whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Fig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph. Per dozen. Per hundred.

Card Size, $1.50 $10.00
Cabinet Size, 2.25 13.50

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, 4.50 ...... 33.00
4-4 " 6.00 40.00
8-10 " 8.00 56.50

11-14 " 9.00 ...... 65.00
Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples

mailed at dozen price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



JAMES F. MAGEE & CO.

MANUFAOTUKEBS OF

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

ZPHIL.A.DIEIjI'IIIjaL.

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

I MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

q COPYING DONE, FOR THE TRADE*

E
M 18 SOLAR CAMERAS.

EXPEDITIOUS! EXCELLENT!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAK NEGATIVES.

E
N
T* ALBERT MOORE,
|3 No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

Woigtlatuler& Jtotiis^adof

NEW STE1E0SC0PIC JLMSES.
New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallmeyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$22.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that they are the best. Read the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried those made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy, 208 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

" The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for
my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Bakee, Buffalo, iV. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

' About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

"Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Haver-
hill, Mass.

"The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."—Goodridge Bros., Fast Saginaw, Mich.

"After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.



"A DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

WILSON'S
LANTERN JOURNEYS.

• By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

Although written more especially for the use of Lantern Exhibitors, and

for those who have collections of stereoscopic prints, this work will be found

entertaining by all who like to read about tbe beautiful places and things of

this world.

The contents are divided into six " Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
bleau, and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle,

Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
Pass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,
and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and the United States

of America.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found very entertaining and

instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENEKMAN & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.
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EACH MONTHLY ISSUE WILL BE A PHOTOGKAPHIO WORK IN ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

positively i i advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

banknotes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month. 6 Months. 1 Year.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page,. . 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " . . 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards, 6 lines.or less, 2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each.

SURE TO PAY

!

JUST Operators desiring situations, no

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

OFFICE, S. W. COR. OF SEVENTH AND CHEEEY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



THE ENTREKIN BURNISHER PATENTS.

Patented May 20, and December 2, 1873

The proprietor of the Weston & McDonald Patent
for a Photographic Burnisher having advertised that
he has prosecuted all the photographers and dealers in
photographic stock in the New England States who are
making, using, or selling the Entrekin Oscillating
Enameler for Burnishing Photographs, I take this
method of informing the trade and the public that
there is no foundation whatever for the statement re-
ferred to. I have guaranteed the validity of my patent
to all who make, sell, or use it, and have covenanted
to defend them against any and all suits for infringe-
ment by the following guarantee :

" Wherkas, has purchased Photograph Burnisher
No. of my invention, and made under my Patent Is'o.

145,161, granted December 2d, 1873, I, William G. Entrekin,
hereby covenant and agree to warrant and defend the said

his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, in
the use of said Burnisher, against the consequences of any
and all suits for infringement which may be bioughtagainst
him, by the owner or owners of any other Photograph Bur-
nisher whatsoever.
" In Witnkss Whkekof, I, the said William G. Entrekin,

have hereunto set my hand and seal this day of
A.D. one thousand eight hundred and

" Witness ."

Threats for the purpose of intimidation have been
freely circulated, but only a single suit has been
brought, and that was commenced at my invitation, in
order that the question of the alleged infringement
might be settled by the adjudication of a court, I deny
that my patent infringes the patent of Weston &
McDonald in any particular, and in support of that
denial cite the above opinions of the eminent counsel.

The Scovill Gold Medal and the Franklin Institute Silver Medal was awarded to W. G. Entrekin,for his Oscillating
Enameler for Burnishing Photographs.

PRICES :—6-inch Boll, $25; 10-inch, $40; 14-inch, $50; 18-inch, $75.
If you cannot obtain the Press of , TTT PI "PTVT rP"D "DT7"TTVT
jour dealer, send your order to 5 VV • \j, XilN lltXiAllN , 4382 & 4384 Main St., Manayunk, Philadelphia.

MOULTON'S RAPID PHOTO-WASHER.

Patented Aug. 12, 1873.

Hew in Principle.—Quick and Reliable in Practice.

Instead of soaking the Prints it applies the water in the form of spray, with considerable force, to both sides

of the paper at each revolution, or from. one hundred to one-hundred-and fifty times per minute. Washes with
exact uniformity, and gives more brilliant and permanent work ; is simple, not liable to get out of order, will

last a lifetime, and will enable you to get out work at short notice, thereby securing many orders that would
otherwise be lost.

Canacitv Lareest Capacity Largest
Size of Cylinder. in Cards. Print. Price.

Diam. 25 in. Length 24 in. 220 22x28 $50
/OfS* Larger sizes may follow.

Size of Cylinder.
Capacity
in Cards.

Largest
Print. Price.

Diam. 16 in. Length 14^ in
" 20 " " 19 in.

84
144

14x17
18x22

$30
40

" I write to testify to the satisfaction I feel with the working of your Rapid Print- Washer. It is simply per-

fection, as far as my experience with it goes, viz., one year's constant use. I have washed eight dozen cartes in

ten minutes, and the most accurate test I know of, starch and iodine, failed to show a trace of hypo, remain-
ing. '—L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich., Feb. 10th, 1874. *SP Confirmed by many others.

L. V. MOULTON, Inventor and Manufacturer, BEAVEK DAM, WIS.



TRY HERMAGIS' FRENCH LENSES

Number 136. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

ta00ra$lm\
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

THE OPPIOIAL ORGAN OP THE NATIONAL PHOTOGEAPHIO
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

April, 13 73,

PHILADELPHIA:
BENEKMAN & WILSON,

PUBLISHERS,
S. "W. cor. Seventh and Cherey Sts.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Sherman & Co., Printers, Philadelphia,



We have, therefore, decided not to offer 15 cent chromos as premiums, but to make to
our present subscribers, or to those •who may become such by-

July 1st, 1875, the following

MA&MIFWMMW PMBMEMTM

I

A—1 Cash Present, $100 OO
B—1 " " SO OO
C— 1 " " 25 OO
D—2 " " $15 each, SO OO
E—5 " " lO " 50 OO
F—lO " " S " SO OO
G—15 copies Dr. Vogel's Hand-Book, 2d edition, $3.50, ... 52 50
H—25 copies Hearn's Practical Printer, $2.50, 62 SO
I—40 copies Wilson's Lantern Journeys, $2, 80 00

Total Amount in Presents, $500 OO
4JSF* A is to be given to the one who sends us the largest number of new subscribers for one year, at $5 each, in

advance, by July 1, 1875 ; B to the one who sends the next largest number, and so on with the whole hundred presents
to the end. Those who send only one will be entitled to one dollar's worth of our publications.

In seeking: to extend the circulation of the Photog-
rapher, its publishers find that the best agents they can
interest in the work are its subscribers, who know its

character and can speak intelligently of its merits.

For this reason they offer inducements only to
subscribers, to use their" influence and to spend their
time in its behalf.

These inducements are in the form of presents
and of premiums, which are simply given as payment
for work done.

Although the presents and the premiums are very
costly and valuable, and may seem to some persons
extravagant, yet they present what seems to us the best
way of paying commissions for new names; and all

papers are obliged to pay commissions for this purpose,
or to employ agents at heavy salaries.

We must do as others do, in order to secure a large
circulation for the Photographer, for its price is so low,

and its publication is so costly, that it could not live a
year unless it had a large subscription list.

The gifts that we offer will be given to the one hun-
dred subscribers to the Photographer who send us the
largest number of new names by July 1, 1875.

The Presents are given to subscribers, not to news-
paper club agents or dealers, for the reason that their
business gives them facilities which a regular subscri-

ber does not possess, and it is not just, therefore, to

place an ordinary subscriber in competition with an
organized business. Wc wish the presents to be re-

ceived by regular subscribers to the magazine scattered
all over the country, who can only devote intervals of
their time to the work, and who will find the presents
useful.

The Premiums are given alike to all full-paid sub-
scribers to the paper, whether newspaper agents, deal-
ers, or not, who send us new subscribers.

*3~ Those whoprefer it can have the equivalents of their Presents in any oilier works jniblished by vs.

HOW IT (DJ^IST IBIS IDOHSTIE.
1. Renew your own subscription for 1875, in order to make yourself eligible to a share

in our offer of presents.
2. Get your operator, and printer, and retoucher to subscribe, or give it to them.
3. Many of your enlightened customers would take it, for the pictures are worth $5 a year
4. Try your co-workers in the same town or city with you, or wherever you know them

to be. Spend a few hours writing postal cards.
5. Get your wives and employees to help you.
6. Try all your Public Libraries, and Literary Societies, and Reading Rooms, etc. Ask

everybody. A little effort will pay, and enable us to give you a better Journal, be-
sides thus paying you double.

GH3 .A-T IT HSrCfWI
A Sample Copy will be sent free to any address until January 1st.

must be sent for postage, etc.

After that, 10 cents

|U/"\TItf"*F —POSTAGE FREE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS IN THE UNITED
llV I ivCi STATES, B^g** Persons desiring to renew their subscriptions to
The Philadelphia Photographer, will much oblige the Publishers by sending in their

names as early as convenient, before the expiration of their present subscriptions. This
will obviate the delay attendant upon re-entering names and mailing back numbers, and
entitle them to compete for the presents offered.

BENERMAN & WILM, PMowMc PnMishers, 7th & Cherry, Plilail'a, Pa.

JS^~ PLEASE SEND FOB OUM CATALOGUE, °©a



Peerless ^Morrison

OF EVERY
DESCR I PTION

REQUIRED IN
J"
PHOTOGEAPHT.

MANUFACTUR'G CO.
UNEQUALLED FACILITIES.

THE BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES

MANUFACTORIES :-Waterbury, and New Haven, Conn.

WAREHOUSE :—419 & 421 Broome St., New York.



CATALOGUE
OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS

"WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE
IN THE WORLD OF PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.

There is something for the workers in all branches of the
art,—operators, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.

We always find the photographer tvho reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photographic niaga&ine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Eleventh Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies', free.

Photographie Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list oi articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, wrioi ly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions, trorr. 1866, at same price.

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,

fancy, " Rembrandt" and "Shadow" styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the camera were placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

How to Paint Photographs in Water Colors.
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By George B. Ayres, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbooh of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, $3.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of aU photo-

handbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer.
Issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest information on all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. No book was ever more needed.
$2.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography.
Third thousand. $3.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt.

Lookout Landscape Photography.
By Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good

for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Rimes'S Leaf Prints; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrate
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something New.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Booh.
By Dr . H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide.
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.



Dr. Vogel's Qandbook.

SECOND EDITION.

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. H. VOGEL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

KTTftTTTr T5T? A TW although it is much enlarged OBTf^Tj' $0 CH
IN U VV SXLilXjJ I l WE OFFER IT AT THE OLD AiUlUill, M>O.OU.

It is Elegantly Illustrated, with Pliotograplis and Engrayings. Cloth Bounfl.

The reputation Dr. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and insures a hook of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulae, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a Handbook of

the practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs

;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Four photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts.. JPhilada.



SPLENDID
LANDSCAPE and ARCHITECTURAL

PHOTOGRAPHS.
We have now in stock a selected assortment of Majstsell & Co.'s best views, all whole-

plate size or larger, which we are able to furnish at the remarkably low prices named below.

They are Fine for the Graphoscope,

They are Valuable as Studies,

They are Beautiful for Framing,

They make Attractive Portfolios,

When bound in our Photo-Covers.

EVEBYPHOTOGBAPHIC RECEPTION-BOOM SHOULD BE SUPPLIED

WITH A LOT OF THEM.

Our selected stock has now arrived and includes admirable views from negatives by

England's best landscape photographers, Messrs. Frank M. Good, Payne Jennings, and

others, as follows : Salisbury, Gloucester, Peterborough, Lichfield, Hereford, Winchester,

Durham, Wells, Lincoln, Ely, Melgrove Cathedrals, and Oxford ; Westminster, Foun-

tains, and other Abbeys. Also, of House of Parliament, London
;
Windsor Castle, Eural

Views in England, Buckingham Palace, and a magnificent series of Good's unrivalled Views

of Egypt.

We made these selections from actual samples and guarantee them to be the best. Mailed

to any address on receipt of price.

Unmounted, per dozen, $3 50
Mounted, " " 4 OO
Mounted with Guards and Pboto. Cover, " " 5 OO

In the Photograph Cover a dozen makes a very handsome and attractive album for any

photographic reception-room.

All orders should be addressed to the American Agents,

BENERMAN $ WILSON,
Seventh Sc Cherry, Philadelphia.



LONDON 1851. LONDON 1862. PARIS 1867.

ROSS'
PORTRAIT

.A. 1ST ID

VIEW LENSES.
We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lens, and by our

increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the convention held at Buffalo, July 15, many fine

photographs were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lens, which
attracted great attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also

keep up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and
improving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock
of, a new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be
quiet. We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 15 x IS. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Jios. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
€ard Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best , as well as the cheapest Foreign Lens ever offered

to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINHEIL'S SONS' NEW IPUUTIC LENSES.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at thefollowing prices

No. 1, 1-4 size 3£ inch focus $25 00
'• 2, 1-2 " 5i " " 30 00
" 3 4-4 " 7 " " 45 00
" 4, 8-10 " 10^ *' " 60 00

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work

No. 5, 10-12 size 13£ inch focus,.
" 6 13-16 " 16i <<

" 7, 18-22 "
" 8 20-24 "

.$70 '00

.110 00

.200 00

.350 00

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,

and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

SOLB AGENTS FOR
THE UNITED STATES, 822 Arcli St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE

iJInlaiWiita ^yUyxnyfax.

Vol. XII. APRIL, 1875. No. 13 6.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1875,

By BENEEMAN & WILSON,
In the office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.

I

GOLD MEDAL PRIZE FOR PROME-
NADES.

We offer to our subscribers all over tbe

world, a large, heavy gold medal, the same

kind as awarded by the National Photo-

graphic Association, and the same as the

Scovill and Holmes medals, and costing

nearly $100, for the best six negatives sent us

by July 20th, 1875.

The size and figure must be appropriate

for the new " Promenade " style, and the

negatives delivered to us free of expense.

A mounted print from each negative will be

required. A jury of competent, practical

judges will examine the work and make the

award, and will throw out any pictures not

equal to those made by Messrs. Stuber and

Taber, which have lately appeared in our

magazine. Good as they are, we want to

see them excelled.

Each party admitted to competition will

receive an entire set of the competing pic-

tures, i. e., one from one negative from each

competitor. We prefer that each six nega-

tives should be from the same subject, al-

though we do not insist upon it.

We have given you two admirable ex-

amples of the work we wish to see .you-suc-

ceed in, and wish that th^ competition #nay'

be earnest and extensive, and the results

worthy of those who send them.

Waymouth's Vignette-Papers.

Improved.

Notwithstanding the many changes in

styles of photographs, the Vignette is always

popular, and when prettily and properly

printed is one of the most beautiful products

of photography. The majority of such pic-

tures, however, are spoiled in the printing

by means of the clumsy devices used for

vignetting. Mr. Waymouth did us a good

turn when he introduced his lithographed

vignetting-papers, but even they, especially

as made in this country, had their draw-

backs. The main one was that the paper on

which the designs were printed was too

opaque, and made the operation of printing

very slow, although the results were fine.

This has now been overcome, and the qual-

ity of the " papers " much improved by the

substitution of a peculiar French, fibrous,

hard-calendered paper, which is not only

less opaque but has other qualities which

produce quickly the most lovely and soft

vignettes possible. We consider this a great

improvement, as do others to whom we
have sent samples. Below we give a letter

from one of them, Mr. Ormsby, who has

sent us also some exquisite vignettes :

Chicago, March 16th, 1875.

f .
-

._ The package.of. vignette-papers has been

received and tried ; they are just the thing.

They are a great improvement over th©
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others^ they will print in a little more than

half the time required for the others, and

the results are everything that can be de-

sired, as you can see by samples inclosed.

Please fill my order and send bill. I like the

pear-shape best. Send them all that shape.

Respectfully yours,

E. D. Ormsby.

"ANOTHER HUMBUG."

Under the above caption last month we

alluded to a "discovery," the existence of

which had been made known to many of our

readers by means of a postal card, on which

the discoverer stated that, " by this discov-

ery, every photographer can be his own re-

toucher, and do away with the hiring of re-

touchers, and the work done better," and so

on. Price, $3.

We also stated that we had seen "sam-

ples" of the work of this Price (less?) dis-

covery. Since then we paid our dollar, and

we have the whole process, which is liter-

ally as follows :

" Take a peace of thin, fine paper and stick

it to the back of your Negitive at the four

corners, then take your Negitive and hold

over a looking-glass or retuching-frame, or

up to the "Window, or at Night by holding it

up to a lamp so that the light will pass

through the glass and paper ;
now take a

fine Brush and aniline colour and go over the

Paper the Shawdows you wish to soften

down, then if you do Not get the Desired

Densety with the Couler, use any kind of a

penciel on top of the coulor and you will get

any Densety you want, and if you should get

it so Dence that it prints slow, go over the

paper with a peace of cloth soked in oil or

terpintine, then it will print faster."

Comment is unnecessary.

THE FERRO-PORCELAIN A
FAILURE

!

The genuine porcelain, when well made,

I regard as the finest picture photography

has yet produced. Some that I made ten

years ago are as beautiful to-day as ever,

and are a pleasure to look at.

Seeing the new white ferro-plate praised

so highly, I invested in a package; but

after printing a number, threw them aside.

They are a very poor imitation, indeed, they

fall below a good burnished photograph.

They have a dead white surface, and
none of that beautiful, soft opaline effect so

peculiar to porcelains ; if any doubt it,

make a print from some negative on each

plate. The public do not recognize them,

without being told, and the photographer

who makes them, will be under the neces-

sity of labelling them, something on the

style I once saw in a gallery I visited.

The artist (!) had the names of sitters writ-

ten under the pictures, and also, " This is a

fotegraf," " This is a jem fore for a 25,"

" this is a ink picter iV. Scroggs artest!"

And now he will have to add another
" picter" to his specimens, and label it

porcelain, or alba, or " beau ideal" (Van
Loo), or some other name, so that people

will know what they are.

I hope the readers of the Photographer

will pardon me for thus speaking out in

behalf of my pet favorite. I think we
should endeavor to preserve this picture in

all its purity, and not degrade and confound

it with such poor, miserable imitations as

the " ferro-porcelain."

J. Harper.

We print the above because of our will-

ingness to give all sides a fair show
;
yet

we do not think it will entirely demolish

the prospects of the new picture made on

the Phenix Plate Company's "Alba"
plates. If a person does not succeed in

working a process, it does not follow that

the process is not good, though photog-

raphers are very prone to jump at such a

conclusion. Notwithstanding the testimony

of our correspondent to the contrary, we
have seen excellent pictures made on the

Alba plates, fully equal to anything we ever

saw on porcelain, and we are quite sure

that they must become very popular. True,

they are not entirely like pictures on porce-

lain. If they were, they would be no im-

provement. But they are as a usual thing

better, and although not as soft, perhaps,

because more sharp in detail, they are

richer and rounder, having more body to

them, so to speak, than it is usually possible

to get on porcelain glass. We have been
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shown by Scovill Mfg. Co., the publishers

of the Photographic Times, some testimo-

nials concerning the Alba photographs from

leading photographers, and that are pub-

lished in this month's Times, which those

" on the fence" would do well to read.

—

Ed.

A GOOD-BYE WORD FOR THE
"SWELL-HEADS."

BY A. E. DUMBLE.

What a sudden onslaught every one'
1

is

making on our gentle friend Swell-head I

How wickedly they lunge, thrust, and stab

at her ! What hard names are called ! How
the eggs fly ! And yet it seems rather a

one-sided affair, for she openeth not her

mouth, she revileth not again. Gad ! I've

half a mind to crack a lance against the

wind-mills for her honor.

How heavy the blows fall, above the belt

and below it, without reference to age, sex,

or condition.

Has she no friends? Heave a brick at

her ! No one to speak a kind word ? Kick
her when she's down !

She came to us a wanderer from a far-off

shore; won by her beauty and her virtues,

we took her in. We adopted her as our

very own. How we lavished our affections

upon her, and cherished her in the deepest

recesses of our photographic hearts. No
expense was too great for her sake. We
toiled night and day to chase the look of

care, to remove the frown from the troub-

led brow, to smooth the insidious wrinkles

from her face, and now ! alas ! how are the

mighty fallen ! With Brutus we can say,

" Swell-head was our friend and we loved

her ; she was ambitious and we slew her."

Standing by the empty chair is one dress-

ed in rustling silk and flaunting feather. A
soft light from a hidden window steals over

the exquisite proportions of her figure, so

coquettishly suggested through the ample

folds of her drapery. One gloved hand

rests lightly upon the richly carved wood, the

other, with fan half raised, seems at once to

exorcise the shade of the departed and to ask

our kindly suffrages.

So may it be ! Welcome to the new-

comer, but let us bury our dead with honors.

De mortuis nil nisi bonum.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, March
15th.

The committee appointed to wait on Mr.
Carbutt, in reference to his acceptance of

the Presidency of the Association, reported

favorably; and Mr. Carbutt being present,

was escorted to the chair, and duly installed

into office. On taking the chair, the Pres-

ident addressed the meeting in a few well-

chosen and encouraging remarks.

The question of prizes for monthly com-
petition was introduced, and it was voted

that monthly awards be made by a vote of

the Association, and the competitor having

the largest number of awards at the end of

the year be given a gold medal, to cost not

less than twenty dollars. It was ordered,

also, that all pictures entered for competi-

tion must be accompanied by the negatives,

and no member shall be entitled to the medal

award who has not contributed pictures for

competition at least four times during the

year. Mr. Marston exhibited a cabinet pic-

ture with a medallion margin copied from
a block of coal ; it was very neat and effect-

ive. Mr. demons exhibited some prints on

plain paper prepared with silica ; they pos-

sessed fine depth and detail.

The President addressed the meeting on
the importance of procuring a permanent
place of meeting. He said that the societies

in other cities, and those he visited when
abroad, had their own rooms, where the

walls were hung with specimens of their

work, and fine libraries were collected for

the benefit of the members. He thought

that the one thing necessary to create a re-

newed interest in the Association, was a

room in which to meet, even if it were but

an humble one, where a collection of pic-

tures and books could be made, and by sub-

scribing for all the journals published on
photography, the members could have an

opportunity of becoming acquainted with

everything new relating to the art ; whereas,

now, many of them may see but one publi-

cation, and a great deal that is published

in the foreign journals, especially, never

reaches them.

Remarks were also made on this subject

by Messrs. Gilbert, McCollin, Phillips, and

Chute, to the effect that the matter assumed '
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greater importance in view of the Centen-

nial Celebration next year. We should

procure suitable apartments, that should be

a sort of photographic headquarters for the

photographers that shall gather here, not

only from all parts of our own country, but

from all parts of the world. Such rooms to

be kept open day and evening, so that a

daily convention might be held of all those

who wished to avail themselves of the priv-

ileges of such a resort, for rest, study, or in-

formation. To further this object, a com-

mittee was appointed to see about procuring

a room, and consider the best means of de-

fraying the expenses of the same.

On the suggestion of the President, it was

voted to procure a question-box, in which

questions may be deposited by those who
do not care to ask them before the meeting.

The President said he had heard of this

method being used in some of the European

societies, and believed it could be made pro-

ductive of much good.

TheSecretary read acommunication from

Messrs. Thomas Houseworth & Co., of San

Francisco, saying they had formed an Asso-

ciation there, called the " Photographic Art

Society of the Pacific " They hope to have

the pleasure of greeting the National Pho-

tographic Association there at its next

meeting, and promise complete preparations

and a hearty welcome.

Pending proposed amendments to the

Constitution and By-laws, it was voted to

suspend the rule whereby we meet on the

third Monday in each month, and meet on

the second Tuesday.

Photographic Society of Philadel-
phia.—March 4th.

The President, J. C. Browne, Esq., in

the chair; Mr. E. Wallace, Jr., Secretary.

On behalf of the Committee appointed

at the last meeting, Mr. Corlies reported

that the sciopticon had been repaired, and

was now in good working order.

The Secretary read a paper, by M. Carey

Lea, Esq
, on " A New Emulsion Process."

On motion, a vote of thanks was tendered

to Mr. Lea, for his able communication.

Mr. J. W. Bates, Jr., was elected to

membership.

Mr. Bell exhibited an experimental dry

plate, which had been preserved with Ken-
nett's Gelatin Pellicle.

Mr. Carbutt exhibited some further trial

plates, with the " carbolate of iron " devel-

oper.

Mr. Bau exhibited some card views of the

workrooms and apparatus of the Transit of

Venus Expedition, at Chatham Island.

The President exhibited two negatives,

which had been made on the same day and

by the same process, and had been left

wsapped in paper in a box for about eleven

years. One of the negatives was in good
condition, while the varnish of the other

was covered with semicircular cracks. It

was suggested that perhaps dampness on the

film before varnishing might have caused

the trouble.

Dr. Seiler exhibited a plate-holder for

wet work, in which the plate is both sensi-

tized and developed. The solutions are in-

troduced by a gutta-percha funnel, and the

holder is furnished with yellow windows,
through which the development can be

watched.

Two sample-books of views by Frith, of

England, were sent to the Society for exhi-

bition. The series comprised views in

many parts of Europe, the East, and Amer-
ica. Complimentary remarks were passed

upon the faultless manipulation and taste of

selection of this most remarkable series of

views.

A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr.

F. Gutekunst, of this city, for a fine por-

trait of the President of the Society. The
portrait is an excellent sample of the new
style called "glace."

German Photographic Society of

New York.—Annual meeting, March 4th.

Messrs. Muraour and Tarenin exhib-

ited a negative retouching machine, and

kept it in operation during the meeting.

Its action is similar to that of a sewing-

machine, and is set in motion either by the

foot or clock-work. There \yere different

opinions expressed as to the capacity of the

machine, and it was concluded that a final

opinion should be given after a careful ex-

amination into the merits of the same.

Mr. Kleinhaus, of the firm of Charles

Cooper & Co., presented a photographic

view of their chemical works at Newark.
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Mr. Stock exhibited a new camera-box,

on which the objective and the diaphragm

for the card or card-imperial are to be moved

at the same time, so as to make the moving

of the plate-holders unnecessary.

The following named officers were elect-

ed for the ensuing year, to wit:

President, Wm. Kurtz; Vice-President,

P. F. Weil ; Recording Secretary, Otto Low-
in : Corresponding Secretary, Ernst Krue-

ger ; Treasurer, Fred. Ulrich; Financial

Secretary, G. Gennert; Curators, Messrs.

Trapp and Martin.

At the request of Mr. Lewin, Mr. Ohm
was elected to act as stenographer.

Several propositions were made as to the

interest of the Society and members thereof.

Mr. E. Krueger proposed that each mem-
ber should receive—free of all expenses

—

the Photo Mittheilungen, from Professor Dr.

H. Vogel of Berlin, and this newspaper to

be held as the official organ of the German
Photographic Society. This would keep

the members united, and at the same time

keep them well informed; also that the

money to be paid by each member should

not exceed $4.00 per annum.

The proposition found favor by almost all

the members.

Mr. Gubelmann's proposition—to forward

to all photographers in the United States

circulars and invitations to become mem-
bers of this Society, so as to make the

Society stronger, and also to be secured for

any deficit—found the favor of all the mem-
bers present.

Therefore, Mr. "Weil, as chairman, ap-

pointed the following named Committee:

Mr. Kleinhaus, Mr. Gubelmann, and Mr.

Krueger, for the purpose of sending a cir-

cular as indicated by Mr. Gubelmann, and

also to do everything in their power to pro-

mote the union of the Society.

After a magic-lantern entertainment was

given, the meeting adjourned.

Boston Photographic Association.—
March 5th, 1875.

On motion, it was voted that Mr. Frank

Powell be critic for the evening.

Mr. Prescott criticized a group of his own
production in a very able manner. Mr.

Rowell made some remarks on the same pic-

ture, also on some exhibited by Mr. Hardy.

Mr. Barry, Secretary of the Boston Art
Club, was introduced ; he made remarks

on the pictures from an artistic point of

view, and said one of the rules of art was

not to have the shadow of the nose touch

the upper lip, neither that of the eyebrow
touch the upper eyelid ; he looked on pho-

tographers as artists, and advised them to

study composition. One of the best works

on that subject he thought was " Burnett on

Composition ;" he spoke of Sarony's pic-

tures and the necessity of combining a

knowledge of art with that of photography
;

he attributed his success to that knowledge,

and recommended his pictures as studies.

Mr. Burnham brought forward some of

his large pictures, and said they were made
by a lens which he called " half and half,"

the front combination being an Usner, the

other being a part of the nine-inch Clark

instrument, lately owned by Mr. Whipple.

He claimed they gave him great depth with-

out excessive sharpness. Mr. Barry com-

plimented the pictures very highly.

Mr. Rowell spoke of the difference of

photographic light andlightfor a drawing,

and the difficulty of obtaining middle tints
;

said he lit the shadows and toned down the

light to correspond. Also of the difficulty of

the want of appreciation by the public of

artistic productions.

Mr. Barry thought we should see a change

for the better in the course of a few years,

as there were now 45,000 children in the

public schools of Boston being taught the

art of drawing, and in a few years we shall

see the effects of it in the appreciation of

artistic work.

Mr. Stevens spoke of the trouble some

photographers have with the blistering of

the albumen surface, and said if you im-

merse the prints after washing and before

toning in a solution of alcohol and water

about equal parts, that this trouble would

be entirely avoided, no care after fixing

being required, the expense being compara-

tively nothing, as you use the solution over

and over again, occasionally adding a little

alcohol when the solution ceases to make the

print semi-transparent.

Mr. Burnham then introduced a lady who
had kindly volunteered to be posed, so as to

give a practical illustration of posing and
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lighting, she being attired in a rich evening

dress suitable for showing the arrangement

of drapery.

Messrs. Burnham, Prescott, Black and

Barry posed the lady and commented there-

on. In the course of his remarks Mr. Barry

said that another rule of art was to oppose

a straight line with a curve, and vice verstl.

After about three-quarters of an hour be-

ing spent in this manner, Messrs. Bowell

and Burnham illustrated the trials of pho-

tographers with "green" subjects, which

occasioned considerable merriment.

On motion of Mr. Hardy, it was voted

that the Executive Committee notify cer-

tain members to bring pictures at each of

our meetings for friendly criticism. In ac-

cordance with the above Messrs. Allen and

Kowell, Phillips, Metcalf and Weldon,

Hardy and Holton were notified to bring

pictures to our next meeting.

On motion, a vote of thanks was tendered

Mr. Barry for his attendance and able re-

marks during the evening, also to Mrs.

Burnham, who was instrumental in procur-

ing our subject for the evening, and to the

lady herself.

The meeting was well attended, and con-

siderable interest manifested, between forty

and fifty members being present.

A NEW EMULSION PROCESS *

BY M. CAREY LEA.

I have for some time past been experi-

menting on the introduction of silver iodide

into emulsions, and have succeeded in this

way in obtaining dry plates of extraordinary

sensitiveness, exceeding anything that has

been hitherto obtained by any process, wet

or dry. The high sensitiveness of these

plates is not their only good quality ; they

are clean, brilliant, full of rich half tints,

and have great latitude of exposure. In

this last very important quality they exceed

any plates I have ever tried. Two plates

which I tried, giving one thirty times the

exposure of the other, gave results so very

similar that it would be difficult to decide

by inspection which had the longer and

* Read before the Photographic Society of

Philadelphia, March 4th, 1875.

which the shorter time. This quality is

very valuable in avoiding the necessity of

hitting the exact exposure, so great a draw-
back in wet plate work.

Some theoretical investigatons in which
I have been engaged during the past winter,

convinced me that if silver iodide could be

introduced into my chloro-bromide emul-
sion, the advantage would be very great.

There was the difficulty that silver iodide

is more difficult to emulsify than bromide
or chloride, and there has been a general

conviction, which I myself shared, that a

fine enough division of the iodide to make
a really useful emulsion could not be ob-

tained. If silver nitrate be added to a

bromized collodion, a very slight shaking

will cause the precipitate to diffuse itself

equally through the liquid and form a

smooth emulsion. When this is tried with

an iodized, or an iodo-bromized collodion,

the precipitate sinks at once to the bottom

as a yellow, half curdy, half crystalline

mass, falling so completely that the liquid

over it remains clear and transparent. If

it receives a moderate shaking up, it falls

again, and the sides of the bottle above the

liquid instead of exhibiting, as in the case

of the bromide, a uniform coating, show a

clear liquid with yellow flakes scattered

through it, which have instantly separated

out of the fluid.

I tried the addition of various substances

to assist in emulsifying; but I presently

found that all that was really necessary was

violent shaking. The results of this are

exceedingly curious. The yellow crystals

of silver iodide are converted into the finest

possible powder, and change in color from

a deep to a pale yellow. They show but

little disposition to return to their former

condition, but make a smooth and perma-

nent emulsion.

The emulsion of silver iodide is capable

of yielding good negatives, but it has no

practical importance, as it is less sensitive

than the plates in use. When mixed with

silver bromide, either in equal proportions

or portions corresponding to the chemical

equivalents, the resulting emulsion shows

no higher degree of sensitiveness than the

chloro-bromide emulsion, or the difference

has no great importance. But when the
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quantity of iodide added is a good deal

reduced, a wonderful change takes place,

especially in presence of silver chloride.

Collodion- Formula.

Dried Cadmium Bromide, . 8 grains.

Ammonium Bromide, . . 24 "

Ammonium Iodide, . . 2 "

Copper Chloride, . . . 2 "

Aqua regia, 2 drops to the ounce.

The above quantities are for one ounce of

collodion. They represent a very heavy

salting, not too heavy when the collodion

is old, but with some collodion the mixture

may be too thick. I have preferred to give

a formula for a strong salting, because,

when the collodion will bear it, the result

is better; when it gives too thick an emul-

sion, it is easy to thin it with plain collo-

dion. This salting requires a little over

twenty grains of silver nitrate to exactly

decompose it. As the method requires an

excess of silver, I use twenty-four or twenty-

five grains of silver nitrate to the ounce.

After standing ten or twelve hours, the

emulsion is ready for use.

In the formula I have mentioned dried

cadmium bromide. The cadmium bromide

that is found in the shops is transparent,

and contains a good deal of water. Its form-

ula is CdBr -f- 4HO. These four equivalents

of water separate from the salt when the

silver nitrate is added, and render the emul-

sion more watery. I therefor prefer to dry

the cadmium salt at a gentle heat below

that of boiling water, when it becomes

opaque and resembles starch, having lost

one-half its water. This is a good precau-

tion to take whenever cadmium bromide is

used for any purpose, and it would be better

by far if the manufacturers would deliver

it dry.

The collodion should be made with excess

of ether, because the silver nitrate needs to

be dissolved in alcohol, to allow for which

a larger proportion of ether may be used in

the collodion. It may be calculated that

for five ounces of emulsion, an ounce of

alcohol will be needed to get the silver into

solution, and it can only be got into solution

in this quantity by going the right way
about it. A large test-tube should be used,

seven or eight inches long, and near an inch

in diameter. (The German test-tubes are

the only ones that are safe never to crack

when suddenly heated. They may be had

of Bullock & Crenshaw.) The silver nitrate

in fine powder is thrown into the bottom of

the test-tube, and two or three drachms of

alcohol poured over it. This is then boiled

over a gas flame. (The great length of the

tube avoids danger of boiling, over.) "When

by boiling and shaking the hot alcohol is

judged to be saturated, it is poured into the

collodion and shaken up. Upon the residue

of silver nitrate more alcohol is poured, but

not so much as at first, and this is repeated

three or four times until the whole is dis-

solved. It sometimes happens that a grain

or two at the last seems obstinately to resist

dissolving. This will not be very impor-

tant. It may be allowed for by weighing-

out a grain or two> more at the beginning.

The cotton should be of the very intense

sort. That which Mr. Peter Parys makes-

for the emulsion process is the best 1 have

met with ; seven or eight grains of pyroxy-

lin to the ounce of solvents. It is to be re-

marked that it is best to add the copper

chloride after the silver, otherwise the collo-

dion becomes dark and discolored through

formation of copper iodide.

Preservative.

Any of the usual preservatives may be

employed. That which I prefer is made as

follows : Prepared albumen is made by

shaking up the whites of fresh eggs with an

equal bulk of water, and adding for each

ounce of white of egg 25 minims of acetic

acid No. 8. The mixture is to be shaken up

in a stout bottle with bits of broken glass,

then let to settle, and the clear part poured

off and filtered through sponge. This pre-

pared albumen, placed in a well-corked vial,

seems to keep indefinitely. That which I

used for the very sensitive plates, which I

am now describing, was nearly a year old.

I take-

Water, 8 ounces.

Thick solution of Gum Arabic,

with a little sugar, . . 1£ *'

Prepared Albumen, . .. f "

60 gr. solution of Gallic Acid in

alcohol, . . . . | "

I think this is improved by adding a lit-

tle tannin, half an ounce of 60-grain sola-
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tion. It is essential to remark that the in-

gredients of this bath must be added in the

above order, otherwise the mixture will

turn thick and muddy, and be worthless.

The plates after coating are to be put in

without any washing as soc?i as set, and to

be left in, with frequent tilting of the pan

to wash the liquid over the film, for five

minutes. They are then to be dried either

spontaneously or otherwise. The glass

should have an edging of india-rubber dis-

solved in benzole.

Exposure.

Those who may try this process will be

almost certain to over-expose their plates in

the camera by not realizing their extreme

sensitiveness. The best advice I can give

is to estimate what would be a proper ex-

posure for wet plates, and then give one-half

as much.

I generally test my plates by making

transparencies ; by exposing under a stand-

ard negative to a gas flame. With plates

prepared in the manner here described, I

have found a single second of exposure suffi-

cient to give a fully exposed plate, a result

that certainly could not be got with wet

collodion. The plate developed easily with

the alkaline developer, came up in three or

four minutes to full density by the alkaline

developer alone, and when taken out was

still continuing to develop rapidly, indicat-

ing thereby that any amount of density de-

sired could be got.

I spoke before of the great latitude of ex-

posure permitted by these plates. As an ex-

ample, three plates were exposed under the

same negative and at the same distance from

the same flame, one for one second, one for

four, and one for thirty. All three gave

equally good plates, remarkable as all these

plates are for great depth of tone and great

richness of half tones.

Development.
It is convenient to keep the three substan-

ces used in solution, ammonia carbonate dis-

solved in water, 80 grains to the ounce, po-

tassium bromide in water, 30grains to ounce,

and pyrogallic acid in alcohol, 60 grains to

ounce.

For a 6J x %\ plate measure 4 ounces water

into a 7 x 9 pan, add half a drachm of pyro

solution, and put in the plate; let the bath

wash evenly over the film. Lift it out and

add half a drachm each of the ammonia and

bromide solution. When the image ap-

pears, add another half drachm of ammonia
solution with half as much bromide, and

finally, to increase density, half a drachm or

a drachm more of ammonia without bro-

mide. Fix with hyposulphite, one ounce to

8 or 10 of water. I have never seen one of

these plates require redevelopment with acid

silver even with the shortest exposures,

though when these are very short it is best

to use the developer warm, adding a little

more bromide than with a cold developer.

Or what is still better, pour into the de-

veloping-bath some thick gum-water, about

half an ounce to four ounces of bath. The

same solution used for adding to the preser-

vative bath will answer. I prefer to de-

velop in a bath rather than on the plate,

both because it is less trouble, and because

in this way the plate is good up to the edg-

ing, whereas with a development on the

plate one is less sure of an equal action at the

edges.

Although this process is of course chiefly

intended for making negatives with the

camera, it is also well suited for making
transparencies by exposure under negatives,

both because of the great facility with which

any desired intensity is got, and because of

the fine color of the image. This is a rich

deep black, requiring neither redevelopment

nor toning, and the variety of half tone is

remarkable. It is curious how total a change

is produced by the addition of so small a

quantity of iodide. Not only is the sensi-

tiveness tripled, but the color and appear-

ance of the negatives are totally changed.

The chloro-bromide process gives, with the

preservative here recommended, a film

which, in the finished plates, is light-gray

on the surface and brown by transmitted

light. The chloriodo-bromide process here

described gives films which are black both

on the surface and when seen through.

Dr. Vogel's Handbook of Photography,

second edition, should be in the hands of

every .photographer. It has many new
things in it. f3.50.
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ABOUT GENIUS.

I. B. Webster.

Chap. I.

As a class, there is a greater amount of

"genius" among photographers than any

other profession of equal numbers. This

may at first appear to be a very broad asser-

tion, but if you will look about you and ex-

amine all of the little devices got up to over-

come difficulties, you will be convinced that

my beginning is a truth. What were some

of our difficulties? Among the tirst was the

long exposure, requiring as it did five minutes

in the sunshine, and outside of the building

at that, generally on the housetop. Of course

when the sun was obscured with clouds life

could not be copied with the camera, and of

course this rendered portraiture impracti-

cable. Something must be done, and in a

very short time it was done by the use of

what was then called an " accelerator," and

resulted in producing full exposed impres-

sions in 30 seconds in a diffused light. " Pres-

to, change," how the shadow-catchers did

spring up and flourish with their little old

"cigar box" cameras and one-quarter size

lenses. That was some forty years ago, and

to this day we are asked the question, when
clouds intervene between us and the sun,i/^

is not " too cloudy to take a picture ?" Why,
my friend, that was once, long ago, a stopper

upon our "picture-taking," but does not now
interfere. "Well, I have always heard you

couldn'tdoaswell." Who told you? "Why
some photographer!" Alas, alas, this was a

damper. There it came right from the

fountain-head. Some photographers have

the happy faculty of never making a fail-

ure themselves ; it is either too cloudy, too

light, too hot, too cold, or the sitter moves,

or the camera is out of fix, or—oh, dear me,

something is doing wrong, it can't be me, for

" you know I am used to it." Why not tell

the true reason, if you must tell, and then

try again. Then there was another diffi-

culty to overcome, and that was to prevent

the impression from fading, and to add to

it softness and rotundity. Another genius

sprang up just in time to introduce the

"layer of gold" over the surface, so that

when the impression was finished, the

image was imbedded in a couch of pure sil-

ver, and had for its covering a spread of pure

gold, and a rich, beautiful treasure it was.

You old Daguerreotypers, did you ever

think what a pretty idea that was when de-

positing that layer of gold by evaporation,

as we used to do? and do not your hearts

leap in ecstasy even now when one of those

gems are brought up to your delighted eyes ?

Methinks I hear you say, oh, for those good

old picture-days. Well they are passed

away, and we are still "copying nature,"

but with far better tools than were then to

be had.
(To be continued.)

BELGIUM CORRESPONDENCE.
Ghent, Feb. 24th, 1875.

An International Photographic Exposi-

tion is to be held this summer in Brus-

sels, under the auspices of the Association

Beige de Phutographie. The hall secured is

the large salle of the Cercle artertegar et

litteraire, situated in the well-known Brus-

sels Park. The exposition will open on the

15th of July, and close on the 15th of Sep-

tember. The officers of the exposition are

anxious to have America represented.

Could not some of our friends enter the

lists ? Medals will be awarded only to for-

eign exhibitors. All the different processes

in printer's ink will be represented ;
also

the carbon processes, burnt-in enamels, etc.

It would be very desirable to have speci-

mens of cameras of American manufacture,

and American novelties, such as burnish-

ing apparatus, light screens, sciopticons, etc.

The cabinet work on the Continent does

not come up to that of our best manufac-

turers, and such work as they make could

not be produced here at the moderate prices

charged in America. For although labor

is much cheaper here, and skilled artisans

are numerous, manufacturing is not done

on a scale sufficiently large to employ suita-

ble machinery. We all know that the Eng-

lish work is of great superiority, but even

that falls behind American work in the

perfection of the plate-holders. I have no

doubt but that a market can be found here

for our best class of apparatus. Manufac-

turers of hand stereoscopes might also find

it to their advantage to have their goods
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known here. The Holmes scope is almost

unknown on the Continent, and cannot be

made here at the price it is sold in America,

unless the manufacturing of it be under-

taken on a large scale, which is not very

likely to happen for some time to come. I

have no doubt in my mind that the dul-

ness in the stereoscopic trade here is owing

principally to the imperfections of the old

stereoscope, which is still in use, and that

the introduction of our hand 'scope will

create a revival in the trade. Few are the

homes where stereoscopic pictures are found

on the centre-table. Views of American

scenery create the greatest wonder, but are

not to be found except, perhaps, in some of

the largest centres. In Brussels, which

although not one of the most populated, is

still one of the most visited capitals, no

American views can be purchased.

It will, perhaps, be well to inform intend-

ing exhibitors, that two lines of steamers

exist between Belgium and the United

States; the Red Star Line, with vessels

sailing alternately from New York and

Philadelphia, and the "White Cross Line,

with vessels sailing from New York. The
first line is the most reliable, the vessels

crossing the ocean in twelve days, on an

average, and the freight rates being very

moderate, forty shillings for forty cubic

feet. With all expenses, the freight from

New York or Philadelphia to Brussels

could not exceed half a dollar in paper a

cubic foot. (Brussels is situated at a dis-

tance of thirty miles from Antwerp.)

The autotype or carbon process is gradu-

ally working its way on the Continent. The

number of photographers adopting it in-

creases every day. All of those make silver

prints at their old prices, but charge from

one-half to twice as much more for carbon

prints. I alwaj's had an idea that the pro-

cess was not suitable for small prints, on

account of a certain coarseness This cer-

tainly was the case with the old Swan pro-

cess, but since the modifications introduced

by Johnson, prints as fine as any on silver

can be produced. I was surprised at the ex-

cellence of the carte and cabinet work of sev-

eral establishments in Brussels and Antwerp.

Many of our enterprising friends in America,

would certainly set to work if they saw these

results. The process is certainly simple,

more mechanical than the silver printing,

and gives more regular results. One of my
friends in Ghent, after experimenting with

it in a small way for about three weeks, un-

dertook the job of making six hundred copies

each of three paintings, for the Ghent So-

cieti. des Arts, and is carrying on the work

to a successful termination. All carbon

printers here use the tissue (why tissue I

cannot understand ; tissue coming from

tisser, to weave, and meaning a woven

fabric) of the Autotype Co., Spencer, Saw-

yer, Bird & Co., 36 Bath bone Place, Ox-

ford Street, London, W. The tissue can be

had in six different tints or colors : engrav-

ing black, standard black, warm black,

sepia, purple, or photographic color, and

red chalk. The firm above named have

published a pamphlet describing the process,

and undertake to give instructions free, at

their workship, to all who buy the material

from them.

I do not remember to have seen repro-

duced in the Philadelphia Photographer a

wet preserved bromide process, described by

Thomas Sutton, in his correspondence to

the British Journal of Photography. This

process I have tried lately with the most

promising results. It requires a collodion

with eight or nine grains of bromide of cad-

mium to the ounce, and an eighty-grain silver

solution. The plate is left in the bath

about five minutes. It is then washed in a

dish of distilled or filtered rain-water ; then

again washed under a tap, immersed in a

very weak salt solution, washed again, and

covered with a mixture of albumen, glyc-

erin, and water. In this state it preserves

its sensitiveness from one to several days,

according to the weather. The exposure

is about the same as when the ordinary wet

process is used. Short or over-exposure can

be remedied in the development, which is

carried on by the alkaline method, that is,

with pyrogallic acid, ammonia, and bromide

of potassium. The image, as in all processes

with alkaline development, is formed en-

tirely out of the bromide of silver on the

plate. The process is very well suited to

be used on short excursions, for interiors,

and in all cases where a longer exposure is

required than can be given with the ordinary
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process. It does not require a particular

kind of cotton, like the dry process. Any
good cotton will answer. But a small quan-

tity of the eighty-grain silver solution is

required when the tilting, flat dishes arc

used, such as are in common use here. The

solution needs no acidifying, and no iodizing

nor bromizing. The great point of impor-

tance seems to be that the water which is

used for the first washing should be as pure

as possible. I have found rain-water, fil-

tered through gravel, answers very well;

but would, for greater security, recommend

adding a few drops of silver solution, and

sunning.

I have found the number of photographers

here who make their own collodion com-

paratively few. In Great Britain every one

buys his collodion. The reason is obvious.

It is impossible, with the materials one is

able to purchase here, to make collodion

which is as sensitive as that of some of the

makers. "Whether the materials are of a

less degree of purity than in America, or

whether the manufacturers possess trade se-

crets, by which greater sensitiveness is ob-

tained, I am unable to tell. I find that

several samples which I have had occasion

to try, work one-third quicker than that of

my own make ; that is, that ten seconds, for

instance, of Mawson's bring out a negative

as well as fifteen seconds of my own. I

never found the same difference in America.

When there was any at all it was very

slight. The collodions of which I can

speak with knowledge, are Mawson's and

Thomas's, in England, and Van Monck-
hoven's, on the Continent.

Small dodges have often much to do with

success. Here is one which I used a few

days ago. I do not know whether it is new
or not, but it is good. To avoid the un-

pleasant white line on one side of your me-

dallion, owing to the oval mark overlapping

the edge, cut it out of moist paper. When
dry, it will have shrunk slightly, and will

fit nicely inside. The paper requires to

be cut with a Robinson's trimmer, which,

by the way, is another Yankee device which

is becoming universally used.

In speaking of Sutton's bromide process,

I have mentioned the general use of hori-

zontal dishes for holding; the silver solution.

The editor of the Philadelphia Photogra-

phe> %

,
in his " Views Abroad and Across,"

also makes mention of them. Whether
they are preferable to dipping baths or not,

depends entirely on the habit of using either

of them. For large plates, when these are

but occasionally used, the flowing bath pre-

sents a great advantage in the small quan-

tity of silver solution which is required.

One quart is enough to flow a plate 16 by

20. They can be easily made, by putting a

glass bottom to an oblong wooden frame

about three inches high, and lining the sides

with glass. The glass is cemented to the

wood by means of marine glue. When
made with a reservoir at the end to hold

the silver when the dish is tilted, they are

as convenient as the dipping-bath.

Charles Waldack.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN FRANCE.
BY ERNEST LACAN.

Decidedly, carbon photography is mak-
ing much progress in France, and we may
prophecy that before long it will ultimately

replace here the printing processes with

silver-salts.

This transformation should have been

made long ago, as for some years past prac-

tical methods have been known which leave

nothing to desire ; but, it must be confessed,

our photographers keepin the beaten tracks,

and are frightened beyond measure at what

may seem to require change in their cus-

tomary work. It was in vain that magnifi-

cent results were shown to them, and as-

surances given that the operating difficulties

were easily overcome; their distrust re-

mained the same. It was necessary that a

man possessed of more than usual intelli-

gence and activity should force them, so to

sp3ak, to go to work.

Such a man is Mr. Lambert: he commenced

by experimenting, in the presence of pho-

tographers, with his enlarging and retouch-

ing process; when they saw what he there

produced, and how he produced it, they

consented to repeat the experiment, and, as

they succeeded as well as the professor, they

no longer hesitated in following him in an-

other path—that of carbon printing or chro-
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motypy, which completes the enlargement-

process called Lambertypy.

From that day revolution commenced.

Elated at their success, the former stubborn

ones became enthusiasts and loudly pro-

claimed the excellence and simplicity of the

carbon process; and now all are preparing

to follow their example.

In truth, when we see to-day portraits of

all kinds (cartes de visite, album, and larger

sizes, enamelled or not) coming from the

ateliers of Messrs. Franck de Villecholle,

Liebert, Pierson, Braun, etc., etc., the new
adepts in carbon, and when we see with

what facility these prints are produced, we

ask ourselves how it is possible that prints

should yet be made with the salts of silver.

In support of what I advance, I send

you, with this letter, some specimens taken at

random from what are called current prints.

Mr. Leon Vidal has sent me, in order

that I may show them to the French Pho-

tographic Society, some new specimens of

his method of photochromy, which has made
still further progresss. They consist of two

portraits, card size, and two reproductions

of industrial objects—a set of mantel orna-

ments and a steam engine; the whole from

nature, and so truthful in color that they

might be taken for the works of a skilful

painter. The mantel ornaments especially,

excited much admiration; they consist of a

clock and of two candelabra of bronze, gilt,

matt and brilliant, with blue porcelain, dec-

orated with paintings in enamel. The
metal, in some places matt and in others

burnished, is reproduced with a fidelity

that is truly marvellous. Mr. Leon Vidal

asserts that prints of this kind, when taken

in considerable number, could be delivered

at ten cents each. It is easy to understand

what success would obtain in such condi-

tions of price, in the industrial arts, such a

mode of reproduction furnishing as it does,

at moderate prices, the finest sample albums

possible to conceive. If I am not much
mistaken, before long, photochromy will be

used in France on a very extensive scale.

For more than fifteen years experimenters

have been seeking an artificial light which

could not supplant that of the sun, but re-

place it when it is wanting; the making of

enlargements during cloudy days, or even

at night, and especially the printing of pos-

itives in the long winter evenings would

furnish sufficient application for a light of

this kind. Unfortunately, up to the pres-

ent time, nothing very satisfactory has been

found ; of all the artificial lights proposed

to photographers, no one fulfils entirely the

essential conditions ; all are expensive,com-

plicated in their operations, of uncertain

regularity, and especially of insufficient in-

tensity ; some of them offer serious dangers :

thus, lately, the attention of photographers

has been called to a lamp invented by

Messrs. Delachanal & Mermet, for light-

ing by the use of binoxide of nitrogen and

sulphide of carbon. The light produced by

this apparatus was very active and of* suffi-

cient regularity ; but the combination of the

two gases used being highly explosive, there

was serious danger for photographers.

Two experimenters, Messrs. Pache &
Bardy, asked themselves if it was the car-

bon or the sulphur of the combination

which produced a photogenic light, and

the question once answered, they thought

that they could construct a more simple

lamp and one offering no danger.

The experiments they made are very

curious.

The plates, prepared with dry collodion

by Mr. Stebbing, were cut into strips two

centimetres (f inch) broad by ten (4 inches)

long ; these were placed at fifty centimetres

(20 inches) from the source of light and in-

closed in a frame under a screen formed of

ten sheets of waxed paper, superposed, two

centimetres (| inch) broad and of variable

lengths: one measured ten centimetres (4

inches), and, consequently covered exactly

the sensitive plate; the second measured nine

centimetres (3£ inches); the third, eight (31

inches),and so on until the tenth sheet,which

was but one centimetre( T
5^ inch) long. These

sheets were pressed between a plate of glass

on one side and a sheet of horn on the other.

The latter had marked upon it, in black, the

figures from 1 to 10, placed at equal dis-

tances, in such a way that the figure No. 1

was under the part corresponding to a sin-

gle sheet, while the figure No. 10 was under

that portion corresponding to the ten super-

posed sheets.

In this manner a screen was obtained, the
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opacity of which was in proportion to the

number of sheets superposed, and was indi-

cated by the numbers. If, for example, it

was found, after an experiment, that the

figures 1 and 2 were visible, and that in an-

other the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, it might be

concluded that the photogenic power of the

second light is to that of the first as five is

to two.

The exposure lasted sixty seconds, which

were registered by means of a chronometer.

All the plates were developed together.

The following table gives the principal

results

:

Nature of the light. Numbers seen.

Oxyhydrogen light, . . . .1
Drummond light, . . . 3

Zinc burning in oxygen, . . .4
Magnesium lamp, . . .5
A current of binoxide of nitrogen

in a flask containing sulphide of

carbon, . . . . . 6

A jet of binoxide of nitrogen upon

a vessel containing sulphide of

carbon, . .... 7

A jet of oxygen upon a vessel con-

taining sulphide of carbon, . . 7

A jet of oxygen upon a vessel con-

taining sulphur, .... 8

It appears, therefore, to be well proved

that it is the light obtained by the action of

oxygen upon sulphur which possesses the

greatest activity upon bromide of silver.

In practice, it offers no danger of explosion.

It is not costly, as it only requires a small

earthen vessel, in which the sulphur is light-

ed, and a bag filled with oxygen, a gas

which, you know, is easily made at home

or which now may be readily purchased of

the manufacturer

The surface of combustion may be in-

creased by substituting, for the small earth-

en vessel, a long one, in which several jets

of oxygen are introduced by a number of

burners upon the same metallic tube.

This process (as in all the processes in

which sulphide of carbon is used) offers a

great drawback in the suffocating odor of

sulphurous gas. It is easier, however, to

obviate this by placing the light in the lab-

oratory, under the funnel of the chimney;

in large apartments the fumes are not to be

feared, but, in small ones, they should be

avoided. The most simple remedy consists

in placing over the vessel containing the

sulphur a large funnel, communicating

with the chimney by means of a tube in

which a current of air is kept up by means

of a lamp or of a gas-light placed under a

lateral tube; or, what is preferable, burn-

ing the sulphur in a glazed case communi-
cating with the chimney.

Messrs. Riche & Bardy experimented

with this new light before the French Pho-

tographic Society, and every one could see

its regularity, its photogenic power, and

the facility with which it could be pro-

duced.

REMARKS ON DARK-ROOM
GLASS.

BY CHARLES GILLI.

When Messrs. Perry & Bohm were build-

ing their new gallery, I was anxious to get

the most suitable non-actinic glass for the

dark room window, because I did not like

to obstruct the splendid view over the city,

the plains, and the Rocky Mountains, with

their beautiful snowy range, by pasting

yellow paper over ordinary glass. Among
the colored glass I found in the glass shop

were samples of a light-yellow and of a

dark-red color. The dark-room window
having a free southeastern exposure, so as

the sun can strike it directly from morning

till afternoon, I thought the tint of the yel-

low sample too light, and omitted a chemi-

cal test, but gave the dark-red one a trial.

1 exposed a sensitive plate in it, allowing

direct light to pass through (as in the

positive process). After an exposure of

sixty seconds I tried to develop the plate,

but it had not been affected at all by the red

light. I also exposed sensitized albumen

paper for about one hour in direct sunlight

under it with the same result, consequently

I gave the red glass full confidence, and the

window was made of it. To state the ex-

periment, during the first dayT
s of operating

in the new rooms I often exposed a sensitive

plate to the direct sun rays behind the red

glass without being affected by them. After

about two months my plates showed a light

fog on sunny days ;
the negative bath stand-

ing right behind the window the sun could

strike the plates before going in the plate-
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holder. I repeated the experiment I had

made first, allowed the direct sun-rays to

act upon a sensitive plate for sometime, and

the result was an intense fog after develop-

ing. By close examination I found that

the red color had slightly changed to a

lighter shade, and thus lost some of its non-

actinic power. I was obliged to put up a

shade, which I made of white muslin, mov-

able, in the shape of an awning, directed

by a cord from the inside, protecting the

upper part from direct sunlight. For the

lower half I put a yellow paper on a frame

of the same width as the window, hanging

inside on a cord, and balanced by a counter

weight, as in an ordinary window arrange-

ment, which makes it slide very easily, and

fixed so that I can hook it on the wall when

not in use. When the sun has passed

the window, and on cloudy days, the red

glass retains enough of the actinic daylight,

then I pull the shade back, which is done

in two seconds.

ALBUMEN AS A SUBSTRATUM
FOR NEGATIVES.

Br JOHN 5f. BLAKE.

The ease with which a large number of

plates can be, in effect, cleaned for the pur-

pose of taking negatives, by applying a

preliminary coating of albumen, has caused

a pretty general adoption of the plan

Many, however, complain of spots upon

their negatives, which can be traced directly

to the use of albumen ; and also, that the

bath is injured; and they, therefore, still

prefer to rub up and polish their plates.

Now, in order to insure clean negatives,

free from the peculiar dust-specks that albu-

men gives, it is necessary to make the albu-

men strong enough. The use of one of al-

bumen to thirty of water, or more dilute, as

some say will answer the purpose, I have

generally found to produce these spots.

Sometimes they were not noticeable with

ordinary observations; but when a broad

patch of white occurred in the subject, for

instance in copying an engraving, the spots

were almost sure to be noticeable, and be-

sides there were irregularities in density,

that made the negatives very unsatisfactory.

Clean plates were sometimes obtained with

albumen one to twenty, if care was taken

in flowing the albumen on the wet plate;

but not with the certainty that was attain-

ed when it was used in the proportion of

one to sixteen.

Some of the practical details are as fol-

lows : the plate must have a preliminary

immersion for a suitable time in potash or

acid, followed by a thorough rubbing under

water, so that the water will remain on its

whole surface in a thin sheet as it is drain-

ed for an instant, and then the albumen is

to be poured over the plate, not as collo-

dion would be poured, but made to follow

the upper edges of the plate, and to sur-

round the water that remains on its surface,

and then drive it before it to the lower cor-

ner. Care must be taken that the corner

by which the plate is held as it is set up to

dry, shall be nearly as low as the pouring-

off corner ; so that no water may run from

the hand down across the plate, for if this

occurs, the peculiar albumen spots and a

streak of different density may be expected

to appear on development. No special

pains need be taken to avoid running the

albumen on the back of the plate, the reason

for which will appear further on.

If the drying and storing of the albu-

menized plates be properly conducted, the

dust-brush need never be used, and there

will be less dust to be carried off by the col-

lodion into the bottle, to run out again and

lodge on some following plates, than it is

possible to have with rubbed-up plates. It

is first important that the plates should dry

with the face inclined a little downwards,

and then they should be removed just as

soon as they are dry, and before much dust

has had an opportunit}' to accumulate on

their backs, and then stood up in an inclin-

ed position, face down, in the angle formed

by tacking two pieces of board together at

right angles, one piece being vertical and

the other to lie on the table and act as a

base. One or two dozen plates can be thus

placed with the bottom edges separated a

quarter of an inch, or- less, to prevent the

dust which is almost sure to have settled on

the backs from being transferred to the faces

by contact.'

Finally, a piece of paper can be laid over

the top edges to keep off falling dust, and
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the plates can be set away in any convenient

place till wanted for use. It will be seen

that this plan has some advantages over a

common method of standing the plates up

on the bench, where they must remain sub-

ject to various accidents when not actually

in use.

Next in regard to the second objection.

My experience has been that albumen does

injure the bath; but what is singular, this

effect is produced only after the lapse of

some time. It is for this reason that the

use of albumen is admissible.

A moment's consideration will show that

this injury is not immediately produced,

for on a sensitized plate with an albumen

substratum we may develop a perfectly clear

image, provided the bath was in perfect

condition to begin with ; and yet we here

have albumen present in larger proportion

to the amount of bath solution on the plate,

than could occur through the whole bulk of

the bath after the immersion of a very large

number of plates.

It was found that after forty strongly al-

bumenized plates had been sensitized in a

small glass bath, so as to have as little bath

solution as possible to cover the plates, that

the last plate worked perfectly clear, al-

though several hours had been occupied in

their preparation and use. The next morn-

ing, however, the bath fogged most out-

rageously, with streaks in the direction of

the dip. It was found on many occasions

that after a very few albumenized plates

had been used in a bath in perfect condition,

that more or less of these fog streaks would

appear the next morning. It was certain

that no light had come to the bath in the

meantime, for it had been kept well covered.

In some cases the immersion of a single

albumenized plate has been followed by no

perceptible fog on the next da}', and there

is probably a limit to the amount of albu-

men that may be introduced into a bath

without apparent injury ;
which, if not ex-

ceeded, the bath may recover from, even

when kept in the dark. This may be the

case in practice where a very large bath is

used for small plates.

It seems much the best plan to use the

smallest bath-holder that will take the size

of plate used, and to till this up every morn-

ing with thoroughly sunned and filtered

bath. We are thus sure of perfectly clear

negatives, and it will certainly require less

capital invested in nitrate of silver, since

this small portion of bath solution will do a

great deal of work if put to it within a cer-

tain time. How short this time may be on

a hot summer day I have not exactly de-

termined. When a bath is thus worked to

its full capacity, the accumulation of alcohol

and ether will probably be sufficient to make
it worth while to evaporate the bath one-

half and dilute ; but after a moderate day's

work, thorough sunning, and allowing the

sun to heat the solution up, will be sufficient

to restore the solution to good working con-

dition.

It was observed that with the same small

bath-holder rubbed-up plates could be used,

a few each day, for three or four days in

succession, and it continued to do clean

work. In this special case, where the pains

was taken to observe, a portion of the same
purified bath solution and the same col-

lodion were used, so that the inevitable fog

that followed the use of albumenized plates

was unmistakably due to the albumen.

There are times when rubbed-up plates

may be best to use ; for instance, when only

two or three are to be sensitized for the day,

and one does not feel inclined to run any

risk with a bath in good condition for them

alone. Again, thoroughly cleaned plates

seem safer for long keeping, between sensi-

tizing and development. But the albumen

substratum, when properly managed, is too

valuable to be dispensed with for general

work. The strong adhesion of the collodion

film to the glass is not the least of the ad-

vantages to be gained by its use, on account

of the safety with which all the operations

may be conducted, up to the final drying

and varnishing.

The Hermagis " Promenade " Lenses.

—We have received from Mons. Hermagis

some lenses which are admirably adapted

for the full-length "Promenade" figures.

Mr. H. Rocher, Chicago, sends us some ad-

mirable "Promenades" made with one,

—

sharp, head to foot.
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THE TRANSIT OF VENUS
At Hobart Town, Tasmania.

Dear Wilson : We left New York on

the 7th of June on board the U. S. ship

Swatara ; she carried four other transit par-

ties beside our own, for the following places:

Crozet Island, Kerguelen Island, New Zea-

land, and Chatham Islands. We made good

sailing to Bahia, Brazil, where we arrived

on the 10th of July; after staying there

fuur days we struck across the Atlantic to

Africa, reaching the Cape of Good Hope on

the 6th of August. We were warmly re-

ceived by the Capetonians, enjoying their

hospitalities for twelve days. The evening

of 18th of August we saw the grand head-

lands of Africa fading from our sight,

gilded with the glory of the setting sun.

Sailing into the Indian Ocean we made the

Crozet Islands on the last day of August,

but a landing of the party was not effected
;

the reasons I will explain another time.

September 8th found us safely at anchor

in Royal Sound, Kerguelen Island. After

landing this party safely we then sailed for

Hobart Town on the 13th of September,

where we came to anchor in the Derwent

River, on the 3d of October. The coast of

Tasmania was sighted ; on the night of the

2d, the engines were stopped, and we "lay

to" until morning. Striking the coast near

what is known as the Southwest Passage, we

took the Dentrecastaux Channel for Hobart

Town instead of Storm Bay, which is the

usual course taken to the city. Storm Bay

is divided from the Southwest Passage by

Bruni Island. Softly rounded and sweetly

wooded hills inclose Dentrecastaux Channel

all the way from the sea to the city; and

the banks, clothed as they were with the

tints of spring, looked to us intensely beau-

tiful, after the desolation of Crozet and

Kerguelen. Our first business in Hobart

was to find a home for the next three

months. We got one at Webb's Hotel,

which became the rendezvous for the officers

of the ship as well as the civilians who were

yet to be landed at Chatham and New Zea-

land. In two days we got all our instru-

ments and materials ashore, safely stowed in

the government arsenal, which the authori-

ties placed at the service of our professor,

until he selected a site for an observatory.

I must digress a little. The Swatara re-

mained a week at Hobart Town, and then

sailed for Chatham Island and New Zealand,

to land the two other transit parties ; after

landing them safely and erecting houses for

the Chatham party she returned to Hobart

on the 13th of November, where sbo re-

mained until the 18th of December, when
she again sailed to Chatham and New Zea-

land to pick up the parties left there. During

the Swatara's long stay at Hobart Town,
balls, parties, and picnics were the order of

the day, and were of almost nightlj- anddaity

occurrence. The officers of the ship also gave

a reception and ball on board the Swatara,

which was attended by all the elite of the

city. The transit party, originally destined

for Crozet Island, was brought to Tasmania,

and the place selected by Captain Raymond
for his party was Campbelltown, eighty

miles from the city of Hobart. The Tas-

manians felt themselves greatly compli-

mented in having two American transit

parties on their soil, and their acts of uni-

form kindness showed that the honor was

highly appreciated.

The following were the gentlemen com-

prised in our party ; Prof. William Hark-

ness, Chief Astronomer ; Leonard Waldo,

Assistant Astronomer; John Moran, Chief

Photographer; William Churchill, First

Assistant; Walter B. Devereaux, Second

Assistant. The site chosen by our professor

for the observatory was within the inclosurc

of the old barracks, on an eminence rising

above the town ; the top so smooth and flat

that it seemed levelled for our purpose.

From the ground was commanded a fine

view of the noble Mount Wellington, with

its mist rainbows of the morning and grand

cloud effects of sunset, the town, harbor, and

the beautiful shimmering Derwent on its

winding course to Storm Bay.

Our first work was to measure and stake

off the places for the equatorial transit, pho-

tographic houses and piers, of which there

were three, one for the transit instrument,

built of stone; the other two were hollow

iron cylinders, about eight feet long, which

we brought with us. One was used to sup-

port the heliostat, the other for the reticule

and photographic plate. We dug down to the
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solid rock on which the columns were put

and a wall of brick was built around them.

These being firmly in place we commenced

the erection of the houses. In two days we

had them all up, much to the surprise of the

people, who saw them spring up like magic.

We brought them with us, and the joints

and different sections being carefully num-

bered, the operation of putting them to-

gether was very quick. Then came the

most nervous operation of all to me, un-

packing the chemicals. We were, however,

fortunate in the transportation, losing

nothing of any amount by breakage, except

thirty-five negative-glasses. The instru-

ments unpacked equally well, the only

damage was the loss of a spirit-level, and we

nattered ourselves that we had done some

careful packing in the thirty-seven boxes

and packages which we brought from Wash-

ington.

A shed, thirty feet long, supported on

trestle-work, was also built, to cover the iron

measuring-rod, which extended from the

reticule to the heliostat lens, and to pro-

tect the tube's used ter cut off extraneous

light from the plate. A large board painted

black was also put upon the end of the

trestle near the heliostat lens. An aper-

ture was cut just sufficient to let the light

from the lens pass through ; this simple de-

vice acted excellently in cutting off light we
did not want. The iron rod mentioned was

used to measure the exact distance from the

heliostat lens to the inner face of the

reticule on the day of the transit, both be-

fore it occurred and after. The known dis-

tance between the lens and photographic

plate is one of the important factors in the

after computations from the photographic

negative. The reason for taking the meas-

urement on the day of the transit is that the

distance between the two given points is

not constant. The earth's crust, though it

be the solid rock, is shrinking and expand-

ing constantly, hence the importance of the

measure before and after the transit.

The appearance of our little colony when

all things were up, the houses painted lead

color, the shed whitewashed, and the ground

cleared of the rubbish, presented a very

neat and respectable look, and the work was

as good as it looked, for our chief has a

peculiarity in having all things done for

him well done.

In about three weeks we had the build-

ings, instruments, chemicals, and the ar-

rangement of everything about the room in

complete order. We made a large number

of sun pictures to test the working of our

apparatus. When this work was done, our

photographic duties became light until the

week previous to the transit. As many of

the people of Hobart Town had become very

much interested in the transit of Venus by

our advent amongst them, we had a great

many visitors daily, and from different parts

of the island. The American astronomers,

as we were all called (sometimes astrolo-

gers), and our doings, were the greatest

sensation Hobart Town could boast. It

became rumored through the town, while

the houses were in course of erection, that

we had been seen playing leapfrog. As
rumor spreads fast, it soon became known

by the whole town, and great was the won-

der how such heavy scientists could indulge

in trifling sport like leapfrog. As time

went on, the visitors became more numer-

ous, as we thought it proper to explain the

uses of the various instruments, and how
the pictures were made, sometimes making

a sun picture in their presence; lecturing

on astronomy became the daily duty of the

photographers.

On the 3d of December we announced

to the public, by advertisement in the paper

and a placard on the gateway of our in-

closure, that visitors would no longer

be permitted to enter until after "transit

day."

I purposely delayed making the chemicals

until the beginning of December, except

the bath solution, which 1 put out to sun

two weeks before this time, and now I pre-

pared sufficient collodion and other chemi-

cals for two hundred and fifty plates. The

plates were flowed with dried albumen,

which was delayed to the last days. The
glass was all numbered with a diamond,

from one to two hundred
; they were also

marked with Indian ink on the unalbumen-

ized side ; we then placed them in grooved

boxes in the order of the numbers.

Silver solution, enough for six baths, was

mixed. They were tested by exposing a

8
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plate from each, and we found them to be

in right condition.

The formula of the printed instructions,

a copy of which was supplied to each of the

photographers (and is printed in your jour-

nal for December, 1874), was rigidly fol-

lowed, except in the proportions of the de-

veloper. This is the formula I used

:

Sulphate of Iron and Am-
monia, . . . .1 ounce.

Glacial Acetic Acid, . 4 drachms.

Alcohol, . . . .4 "

Water, . . . .16 ounces.

I found the above produced a more evenly

developed image than that from the printed

instructions, which in my hands acted with

too much energy.

The Jansen Plates.—As it was important

to make as many images as possible of the

"ingress and egress" of Venus, Professor

Harkness invented a quick-exposing appar-

atus, which could easily be placed in front

of the reticule and taken off again. It be-

came desirable to call in additional assist-

ance, as we could thus produce much more

work. The Professor therefore requested

three of the officers of the Swatara to " bear

a hand," which they willingly agreed to

do. Major McMahon, of the army of In-

dia, offered his services. As the major is a

skilled amateur photographer, we were glad

to have his aid. The gentlemen from

the Swatara were : Lieutenant Wilkins,

Navigator; Mr. Stevenson, Second Assist-

ant Engineer ; and Dr. Kirshner. I dis-

tributed the several duties to my little army

thus: To Mr. Devereaux, flowing plates

and immersion ; Major McMahon, attending

to coating of plates, taking them out, and

putting on reticule; Dr. Kirshner, moving

the frame for Jansen plates; Mr. Stevenson,

expo-ing plates, and giving signal to re-

corder; Mr. Wilkins, recorder of time by

chronometer ;
while the duty of developing

the plates and sliding them outside for fix-

ing fell upon me; Mr. Churchill fixed the

plates with cyanide; Mr. Waldo attended

to the heliostat and chronograph.

We had several drills previous to transit

day, so that each one was familiar with his

duty. The balance of the narrative I tran-

scribe from my memorandum-book.

December 8th. Everything is ready for

to-morrow. If the day is clear Ave shall

make from a thousand to fourteen hundred

images of Venus, as we can make the Jan-

sen images in one and a half seconds. The
town seems as much excited about the tran-

sit as we are ; everybody looks at us, and

then at the sky. Telescopes, binoculars,

and smoked-glass are extensively provided

for the great day. The weather has been

cloudy for two days past, but at this time it

looks a little more favorable.

8 p.m. Heavy clouds all around; looks

bad for to-morrow. All our apparatus and

chemicals are in the best order. This after-

noon we had a rehearsal of the transit party.

December 10th. The transit is over. The

morning of the 9th arose with a most

wretched prospect for work—all over, heavy

leaden clouds and rain—in fact, one of the

worst days we have had while in Tasmania.

This morning, going to the observatory,

every one we met looked at us with a

mournful expression. We gave up all hope

of getting a sight or of making a negative.

At 11.30 a.m. the clouds broke a little, and

the Professor flew to the equatorial. In a

short time he caught a glimpse of Venus

on first contact. The sun was then lost

under heavy clouds. We all wandered

about the grounds downhearted and sorrow-

ful. A crowd had collected around the in-

closure, and gazed on us sympathizingly.

A little before 3 p.m., the clouds again

broke. We rushed wildly to duty, and

in five minutes were expo>ing plates. On
the first three plates Venus was not visi-

ble—clouds the reason ; but after that the

image of Venus came out splendidly, and in

the next forty-three minutes we made
thirty-nine large plates.

As the time for the third and fourth con-

tact was approaching, the quick apparatus

for the Jansen plates was placed in front of

the reticule, and we commenced exposing

quick plates for contact pictures. As but

one square inch is used for each exposure,

we got twenty-five exposures to each plate

of seven inches square. Ten of these plates

were exposed, and we got seventy-four good

images of the third contact. For ten min-

utes before the last contact the sun was ob-

scured, and we lost the last of the transit of
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Venus. We made altogether a hundred

and thirteen images of Venus.

We were all wild with joy with what we

had accomplished, heing so near to utter

failure, or as Captain Raymond put it, who

at Campbelltown had similar conditions of

weather, " We snatched victory from the

jaws of defeat."

Fig. 1.

There was no observation or measurement

of any value made by the telescope. Com-
putations, therefore, based on the Hobart

Town work, will depend solely on the art

of Photography. We ended this important

day, big with the fate of future scientific

induction, by a dinner on board the Swa-

tara, which was given in honor of the transit

party, by the officers of the wardroom mess.

In going aboard, we were received by the

lieutenant commanding and the officers of

the deck. The ship wore her best holiday

attire in honor of the day and the occasion,

Fig. 2.

K _j!

and thus ended the transit of Venus day at

Hobart Town.

In the drawings herewith, Fig. 1 repre-

sents a Jansen plate of twenty-five expo-

sures. Each white part is a portion of the

lower limb of the sun, and the dark spot is

Venus "going off" near the end of the

transit.

Fig. 2 represents the sun and Venus in

transitu, and gives one an idea of the com-

parative size and luminosity as well, of the

two planets. The lines shown are the " spi-

der lines," used in all such cases for meas-

urement.
John Moran.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RIGHTS.

BY E. K. HOUGH.

We hear on all sides the assertion of

rights, "human rights," "civil rights,"

"women's rights," "patent rights;" why
not photographic rights ?

Two of your correspondents, Messrs.

Kimball and Bendann,have entered strong

protests against prevailing customs, and

backed them by good arguments, yet Mr.

Cad walader takes precisely opposite ground,

and cites a favorable experience. But, al-

though experience must be. the ultimate

test of all theories, it is general, not isolated

individual experience, that decides.

The question therefore is open, and I

think worthy of our serious consideration,

forourrightsseem to be very imperfectly un-

derstood, both by the public and ourselves.

What do people go to a photographer for?

" A pictorial representation of themselves

according to artistic principles as truthfully

applied in photography," you will answer.

Not always, not often; generally they go

with a vivid but indefinite idea of how
they ought to look, or how they would

like to look, and determined to sit till

they get it, and the photographer has

humored them in this until he is bound by

the custom, and often brought into a most

humiliating position, when, alter careful

conscientious work, be is forced to stand in

a half menial spirit before persons who, how-

ever educated in other respects, are wholly

ignorant of all the principles of artistic rep-

resentation, yet who set up their uncultured

taste in judgment on his work, and con-:

demn it by simply saying they do not like
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it, asserting that it must or ought to be re-

peated until they are pleased, although by

any just rule he has fully earned already

what they are to pay him.

Every sentiment of manly and artistic

pride should revolt against such indignity,

unless we at once abandon all claim as

artists, and like menial laborers, dig here

and dig there, as we are ordered. Many do

revolt, but the general subservience binds

all but the strongest. A few persons, how-

ever courageous, cannot control public sen-

timent, nor carry out a revolution of estab-

lished customs; it needs united action.

I believe the best interests of the photo-

graphic art would rapidly advance if it

were relieved from the hampering influence

of this false theory that the customer's ipse

dixit, "I like it," or "I don't like it," is

the sole criterion of excellence. Any man
can stand before the best painting of the

greatest masters, and say, " I don't like it,"

and no one can dispute it, but if he says

because " I don't like it" the picture is not

good, any one may dispute it, for pictures

are good or not good according to well-

established artistic principles, independent

of the whims and fancies of individuals.

But, it will be said as regards the sitter

for the photograph, "He pays his money,

and he takes his choice," and he wants what

suits him.

Then, I say, if the customer's individual

taste is the court of last resort in each case,

and we are bound by its decisions, the taste

of a "Heathen Chinee," or a "red-mouthed"

Irishman is as much a law unto us as that

of the educated gentleman or the refined

lady, and we make unjust discrimination

when we yield that deference to one which

we deny to the other.

I think all will agree that no man can do as

good work in any cause, who works to the

idea of another and not his own, certainly

not in photography
;
he is fettered, his exe-

cution becomes hesitating and uncertain, like

one groping in partial blindness ; his very

judgment becomes confused, and he trusts

to chance, instead of working up to definite

principles, and comes finally to believe that

is always good which pleases ; and all this is

fatal to the self-respect of the artists, and

the rapid progress of the art.

It is always much easier, however, to see

the difficulty than the way to remedy it, if

remedy is possible. And I only hope to

make a suggestion, that could be modified

and improved into a system better than our

present business methods, if the fraternity

should marshal its combined wisdom and
experience in united action. Then, with

your permission, I will, next month, give

the outlines of a system, as a nucleus of sug-

gestion, with some reasons for adoption.

New York, February 20th.

"PROMENADE" STUDIES,

When- we present our readers with the

four handsome photo-lithographs of out-

lines of some of the best works of the im-

mortal sculptor Canova, we do not mean,

understand, to hold them up to you as ex-

amples for positions which we expect you

to imitate in your studios. No, no; not

that. But by placing before you some such

choice examples, we hope to lead you in the

proper direction towards art photography

;

to make them, as it were, guides which you
can approach without stumbling over, and
which shall influence you more or less in

your work.

One reason why we feel it our duty to

bring the new size so prominently and

persistently to your notice is because we feel

that photographers, as a general thing, are

falling back in matters of art culture, and

such should not be the case. Too much
attention has been given to the eccentric

lighting of the heads of the poor people,

which have been battered and splattered

with sunbeams, and india-ink and lead-pen-

cils, until they are scarcely recognizable by
their friends, and the grace and beauty of

the human figure have been entirely neg-

lected. This is wrong, and we urge upon
you the necessity of "awaking out of sleep,"

and walking out of the rut into which you
have fallen. Brain should and does hold

the balance of power over the body, but it

should not be so in the picture.

At the Buffalo Convention (and you would

do well to read over the report again) a

great many valuable art hints were given

which we hoped would have a good effect, but
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the "swellheads " were beginning to have

a hold there, and they have continued to

turn the scales in their favor, until now, we
trust, there is a thirst for something better.

We know well enough that it is more dif-

ficult to pose a whole figure than to make
a picture of the head only, but that is no

excuse for neglecting the body. Do you

neglect to wash your prints because it is

easier not to do so ?

You will excuse us then if we hop upon

our old hobbj' again, and direct your atten-

tion to the management of the lines in your

pictures. Of course the great beauty of the

"Promenade" style consists in the grace-

ful, tasteful, and appropriate posing of the

whole figure. There should not only be a

certain degree apparent of action in the

figure, but the draperies, and the lines

thereof, internal and external as well, should

all be made to assist in harmonizing that

action and in perfecting it.

For 'this reason, as we are able to give

you but one photographic example at a time,

we have chosen four outlines from Canova
for our further guidance.

The fascinating influence which the grace

and beauty of his female figures particu-

larly exercises on the senses, and the emo-
tion produced by their tender and voluptu-

ous expression, have caused him to be called

by many, the sculptor of Venus and the

Graces.

Truly the four examples of his works we
have chosen bear out such an assertion.

Would that all of you may some day have

your souls stirred by the originals, as was

ours but a little over a year ago.

And by the proper study of these and all

other works of art which you can lay your

hands upon, we hope you will become bet-

ter able to mould the human models who
appeal to your taste and feeling to do them
justice.

Action, and variety of action, as you know,

is produced by the lines of the composition.

As we have said, we do not hope to see our

fraternity attemptingtoo much in this direc-

tion, for our acquirements are limited by

our means, but we want to see a measure of

it apparent in photographic works.

Here we have four human figures, the

three females especially being much the

same in anatomical make-up. Yet what

a variety of graceful compositions our sculp-

tor has made of them. Study the lines, and

approach them as you can.

By the placing of the hands ; the carriage

of the body ; by giving the hands something

to do; by giving the whole body some ap-

pearance of business on hand: by a thou-

sand and one changes, give life, give go,

to your figures. Keep the word promenade

in your mind; give way to its influence;

let your feelings bubble out; grow warm
and interested in your work; and then see

how ashamed you will feel a year hence of

the work you are making now, and with

what supreme contempt you will look upon

your thin, empty, dilapidated pocket-book

of to-day, as you compare it with the well-

filled one which energy and ambition have

brought you.

Are we understood? If we have stirred

up one of you we are satisfied. Let us hope

that many will join in the Promenade now.

A few allusions to the. pictures, and then

we must close.

Of the Ferdinand: We have our model

in the act of making a rather demonstra-

tive speech. The arrangement of the dra-

pery is particularly fine, shows the figure,

and falls in graceful folds. A number of

interesting hints may be obtained from it.

Drop the arm and arrange it across the

body, or at the side, thrown back, and a

graceful pose is obtained. Study it.

In Hebe we have a view of the figure,

which is peculiarly appropriate for the

Promenade style—a side view—and which

admits of many pleasing positions. The

arrangement of the drapery is particularly

worthy of notice, as greatly helping the

action of the figure.

The Dancing Girl gives us very many in-

teresting bits to study, both in the pose and

in the arrangement of the drapery. Modi-

fications of it could be well introduced into

a photograph, and some beautiful things

obtained.

From the Terpsichore we may also learn

much in the pose of the figure : the bend-

ing of the side inwards on one side and out-

ward on the other in an easy and graceful

manner. She is supposed to be under the

influence of music, and altogether presents
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a very pretty and not impossible pose for

the photographer.

One thing remember. Do not form an

idea of your pose, carry it out in the figure,

and then let the face of your model stare

into the camera. Head and body should

harmonize. In this respect all of our four

Canova pictures are also models.

We submit them all to you, trusting they

may be useful, not forgetting to commend
them as very perfect examples of the art of

photo-lithography by Mr. J. Carbutt, Phila-

delphia, who does all sorts of such work for

the trade.

SCOVILL MANUFACTUKING
COMPANY.

The Daily Graphic of March 18th in-

cludes an " extra number," which is devoted

entirely to the city of Waterbury, Conn.,

giving twenty-eight large cuts of the vari-

ous manufactories there, and portraits of

some of the officers. Among them arc

views of the Brass and German Silver

Works of the Scovill Manufacturing Com-
pany, and a portrait of the President, F. J.

Kingsbury, Esq. With these is an interest-

ing article describing the inception, growth,

and present resources of this great company,

to whom we, as photographers, look for the

major portion of our supplies.

From it we make the following extracts,

which will doubtless be of interest to our

readers.

"The works of the Scovill Manufacturing

Company present a continuous line of seven

hundred feet, being for the most part three

stories in height, and substantially built of

brick. To the rear extend wings and many
outbuildings; a canal, half a mile in length,

leads water to their wheels, improvements

of the water power costing the company

$60,000 within a few years. The water

drives two wheels, one two hundred and

the other one hundred horse-power. Addi-

tional to this there is a steam engine of one

hundred horse-power. Four hundred ope-

ratives are constantly employed. The value

of goods continually on hand, made, or in

process of manufacture is more than half a

million of dollars. The capital employed

by the company is about a million and a

quarter. The growth of the concern to its

present size forms an interesting part of

the history of American manufactures, and

one extremely creditable to mechanical in-

genuity, energy, and skill. Their goods go

now to all parts of the world, and are sold

in Birmingham itself, in the very face of

the British Lion.

" Photographic Material.
" This company has, from the earliest in-

ception of the art of photography, employed

a heavy amount of capital, and able and

intelligent talent for the development of the

various requirements of the craft, and have

manufactured and imported every article

used in the business. Divided into its re-

spective heads, the departments may be

named as follows : Photographic apparatus,

embracing the camera obscura, or camera

box, with its various styles of holders, or

dark slides, and stands for gallery and field

photography. The principal factory of the

company devoted exclusively to this depart-

ment is that of the American Optical Com-
pany, which deservedly enjoys the reputa-

tion of turning out the most perfect appa-

ratus which has ever been produced. Apart

from the very extensive demand in our own
country for the products of this factory, the

exports to the principal countries of Europe

form no inconsiderable proportion of the

business of the company. Paris, the actual

birthplace of the art of photography, was

amongst the first to discover the superiority

of the inventions of this establishment, while

Germany, England, and Scotland followed

closely in her wake, evidencing the high

estimation in which these wares are held in

the very art centres of the Old World. In

the photographic department of the Daily

Graphic the goods of the Scovill Manufac-

turing Company have been quite exten-

sively used with satisfaction. The officers

of the company are F. J. Kingsbur}', Presi-

dent ; M. L. Sperry, Secretary ; C. P. Goss,

Treasurer. General Aug. Gaj'lord is the

New York agent, assisted by Mr. W. Irving

Adams. The company's principal ware-

rooms are located at 419 and 421 Broome

Street, New York. The building measures

fifty by one hundred and nine feet in area,

is steam-heated, and supplied with steam-

elevators and every modern business con-
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vonience. They also have depots for the

sale of their manufactures at No 137 State

Street, Chicago, and No. 112 Federal Street,

Boston.

" Frederick John Kingsbury, one of the

leading men of Waterbury, and President

of the Scovill Manufacturing Company, was

born in Waterbury in 1823, and has always

been prominently identified with the growth

and prosperity of the city since his return

from college in 1849. He became Presi-

dent of the Scovill Manufacturing Company
in 1868. He procured in 1850 a charter for

the Waterbury Savings Bank, and has

always managed its business as treasurer

and manager. He also established and is

President of the Citizens' National Bank,

besides being extensively interested in many
of the important manufactories of the city.

His residence is on Prospect Street, and his

extensive library and other surroundings

bear evidence of the refined literary tastes

of Mr. Kingsbury."

The portrait of Mr. Kingsbury is a libel

upon that gentleman, and makes us very

desirous of setting him right before the

public by asking for his photograph to em-

bellish our magazine.

If we can overcome his natural disposi-

tion to shrink from publicity, we may be

able to give our readers his picture some

day.

MATTERS OF THE

The Sax Francisco Convention.— The

Rules and Regulations to govern exhibitors

will be very similar to those on former oc-

casions, and will be given shortly. Photog-

raphers, dealers, and inventors, in all parts,

whether they can attend upon the Conven-

tion or not, are cordially invited to make
the best exhibit they can, and ample space

will be accorded them.

Bailroad arrangements are pending,which

we trust will result in a very liberal reduc-

tion. Already it is arranged that the round-

trip tickets from Omaha and return will

cost only $125, a reduction of $75.

Further particulars soon as possible, and

the usual circular will be issued in good

time.

It is earnestly hoped that the kind invi-

tation of our co-workers in the " Far West "

will be cordially and largely responded to,

and that a most gratifying Convention and

Exhibition will result.

Practical papers are invited from all, and

in this direction, also, liberal responses are

hoped for.

Let every one join the worthy President

and his staff in securing a grand, good time.

For a special reason the President would

like to hear at once from those who hope

to be present. He has "something good"
in his mind.

The following will reassure all those who
will go to the Convention.

Photographic Art Society op the Pacific,

Organized March 5th, 1875.

San Francisco, Cal., March 17th, 1875.

W. H. Kulofson, Esq.,

President National Photographic Association,

San Francisco, Cal.

Dear Sir : It becomes my pleasant duty

to acknowledge receipt of your letter, em-

bodying an official notification from E. L.

Wilson, Permanent Secretary of the Na-

tional Photographic Association, of the ac-

ceptance by that most worthy body of our

invitation to hold their next Convention in

San Francisco, and in so doing I am further

instructed to congratulate you upon the suc-

cess of your efforts in our behalf in this

direction. Knowing that you will spare no

effort in securing a large attendance, it

affords me great pleasure to add that, deeply

feeling the great honor thus conferred upon

our young organization, we feel justified,

from the light thus before us, in promising

a most hearty welcome from the photog-

raphers of the Pacific.

Permit me, dear sir, to hope that through

the fostei-ing care of the parent body our

local organization may grow in strength and

usefulness, in disseminating photographic

knowledge, and promoting the growth of

advanced photographic ideas. With best
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wishes for yourself, and the prosperity of

the Association you so worthily represent,

permit me, in behalf of the Photographic

Art Society of the Pacific, to subscribe my-
self,

Your obedient servant,

KOBERT A. MARDKN,
Corresponding Secretary

Photographic Art Society of the Pacific.

Dues and membership fees : For informa-

tion on these points, please refer to our last

numbers.

TALK AND TATTLE.

Our Say.

Our correspondents have so much to say to

each other that we do not as often have room

to say anything to them as we would like. Do
not accuse us of indifference. It is not that.

Our natural disposition is a quiet one. We
were born that way and forgot to enter a

protest. One of our early paternal lessons

was from the text, "Keep your mouth shut,"

and we find it a good sound formula, even

at this age and stage of our art. There is

art too in doing it. But to the point, for

we must be brief.

Signs of Life.

Does not our present number seem to

evince a very healthful state of affairs pho-

tographic in this country? We think so,

and although it has been a remarkably dull

winter, there is evidence that photographers

all over are studying to improve themselves,

and to make better work. The Boston pho-

tographers surely inaugurated an excellent

plan at their last meeting, i. e., that of hav-

ing a living model present whom all could

have an opportunity of posing or seeing

posed for the purpose of study. This is a

capital idea. We hope to see it followed up

at the San Francisco Convention, and that

other societies will devote their meetings to

such practice rather than the discussion of

" parliamentary rule " and personal diffi-

culties. As a rule, societies ought to limit

their business sessions to half an hour, and

all work left over should be referred to com-

mittees.

Mr. Hough makes some excellent sugges-

tions on " photographic rights " this month,

and will follow it up next month. We are

glad to see him take up the cudgel in this

direction. Photographers have rights, and

it is high time they assume a dignified po-

sition with relation to their patrons, and in-

sist upon their " rights." A fair price should

be put upon your work, conscientious care

should be taken in producing it, and then

have a fair understanding with your patrons,

that if they come to you for your work they

are to accept what you produce, and pay
your price. What you ask money for is the

best you can do, and you cannot do it over

twice for one price. Do let us have a code

of practice in these things, and if any pho-

tographer is so weak as to make a breach of

it, "shoot him on the spot," if he has any

brains left for a ball to penetrate.

Mr. Moran gives us a very interesting

paper on the transit of Venus. He was

chief of one of the most successful "Venus "

photographic parties, and will follow this

paper with others of equal interest and

value.

Our friend Waldack sends us another one

of his fresh letters. He places American

photographers and things photographic at

the head. This was not so a few years ago.

We wish that some of our best artists would

respond to his call, to exhibit in the Brussels

Exhibition, and show our Flemish friends

what they can do. No doubt Mr. Waldack
would take charge of all such parcels. We
shall make him a shipment soon, and will

forward anything sent us for him.

The Promenade picture is developing some

new talent. How glad we are of it, and how
we wish all of you could see the superb speci-

mens from various quarters' which lie here

before us as we write. They are wonder-

fully ahead of anything yet done, and we
try this month to give you all the points

how to do them. Mons. Hermagis's lenses

are going to help much. They are praised

wherever they go.

Our Printer's Corner seems to be well

patronized. Use it, and make it useful to

you. Still room for improvement in this

quarter. There is more in printing and ton-

ing "than you ever dreamed of in your
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philosophy," unless you have practically

found it out.

Dry plates grow more into favor. Mr. Lea

gives us an excellent process this month,

and several others are alluded to. Look into

it. The American Optical Company, always

awake to the wants of the fraternity, are

constructing some capital boxes for dry-plate

work.

The San Francisco photographers have

formed a prosperous local society, and are

opening their arms wide to receive their

brethren from " the East." No doubt there

will be a grand time there in July.

Signs or Death.

Yet with all these signs of life, and vigor,

and health, there are signs of degeneracy

among us. Scarcely a day passes but what

we are convinced of this. When we first

entered our " wild career " as the conductor

of this magazine, photographers were brow-

beaten and beridden by a posse of hungry

process-venders and secret formula sharps.

We at once made war upon all such, and

the fraternity seconded us until the process

business was broken up. Now, alas ! the

days when our waste-basket was drowned

with the tears of the victims are returning,

we fear. Photographers "bite" at the

tempting bait, and as soon as they feel the

hook, they sit down and crowd their postal

cards and their sheets of paper with local

advertisements on the back, and send

them to us with criss-cross complaints,

and "warnings to the craft," and "catch

the rascal," and "hang him on the first

tripod," and " how can we get our money

back ? " and " cannot something be done? "

and "what would you do?" and "why
cannot this thing be stopped ? " and so on,

until we are compelled to scream for

mercy.

Be assured, ye victimized ones, we grieve

for you. We will do anything you say.

We will build a savings bank for you, and

take the presidency, and be all the officers,

and run away with your money, if it will

only save you from these "sharks and

scoundrels." We will buy out all these

peddlers. We have already published every-

thing they have to sell. We will take them

into partnership with us (in the savings

bank), and give them all the profits; we
will devote our " whole time" and " re-

searches "to finding out what these "sharks

and scoundrels" do peddle; we will give

them all the cyanide they will drink; we

will shut them up in a sulphuretted room,

and refuse to open the door; we will daub

their faces over with nitrate of silver, and

put them in the sun so you won't recognize

them when they "call again;" we will

thus prevent you from being ever victim-

ized again; we will Uy a dose of cyanide

ourselves ; anything—only do, do, DO—and

we say it sympathetically—do, do; and we

make the request briefly, but earnestly—do,

do, do—not—write us any more letters

about these naughty, naughty men. The

price of waste paper has gone down so dur-

ing the dull season that it don't pay our

office-boy to save it, and consequently we
are becoming all cluttered up. We could

pack magic lantern slides with it, but that

would be a breach of confidence, and it

might break the slides too. Spare us ! If

you must write, do so, and paste it up in

your dark-room. It will remind you of

something. Look at it every time a process-

vender comes in. It will cause him to va-

cate absolutely—he will go. If you will do

this, and will remember how very often we

have cautioned you not to buy secret pro-

cesses, you will not only save enough to pay

for our magazine, but you will draw us

nearer than ever to you ; our memory of

you shall be sweet; we will all have more

money ; we will love you, and come and

help you build your galleries, and fix up

your baths, and come and "stay a week

or two" with you, each and every one,

and help you "get to rights generally."

We will make all the dealers give you

goods at wholesale price ; we will " indorse

your notes;" "guarantee your accounts ;"

mix all your solutions for you; give you

each a free magic lantern exhibition each

month ; steal or beg pictures for j
tou from

the best artists for specimens; kill all the

patents; annihilate your competitors and

drive them from your town ; refine all your

wastes, and do everything else we can to

show you our gratitude and our interest in

you, if you will only spare us from reading

your maledictions upon the process-man.
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THE PRINTER'S CORNER.
By Charles W. Hearn.*

Promenade Photographs.

This new style of photographic picture,

which is, I think, destined to become very

popular among the fraternity, forms the

subject of our illustration this month,

and thinking that a few words in refer-

ence to the mode of printing them may
not be amiss, I will write out such infor-

mation as may be of service to those who
may not at once perceive how they are pro-

duced.

As is readily noticed, the Promenade pho-

tograph is principally a product of the print-

ing department (as are the beautiful " pho-

tographs in gray"), but yet it concerns the

operating-room in one instance, viz., that

of the poser in posing his subjects ; but in no

other, because the same cameras, etc., are

used as with the common cabinet card, and

hence there is no great expense required in

the pushing of this most tasty and neat de-

sign or style. It should, therefore, in a

short space of time, find its way in every

photograph gallery in the land, which we
trust will be the case.

In the first place, we will suppose that the

negative is made suitable to the idea to be

conveyed, and then placed in the care of the

printer to be attended to. Now we desire

cut-outs for the purpose of masking the out-

side, thus producing an inside picture with

a white margin.

To make these, procure, first, some non-

actinic paper, and lay the glass form (Fig. 1)

FlG j
thereon. This form is

somewhat that of a

parallelogram, being

three inches in width

by six inches in length,

bevelled edges. The

corners are very likely

to either run down sud-

denly or to be nickey

in the grinding of the

forms, and so it will be

necessary to reject them unless they are

ground over again, and made with true

edges.

* Author of the Practical Printer.

Fig. 2.

The form is laid on the paper and held

there with the left hand, while with the

other a clean and even cut is made
around it. It would be a good plan to

so mark both the inside and outside that

they could be told from each other if so de-

sired.

Lay the border mask to one side, and then

with the inside cut-out and glass proceed to

trim the inside, which

is done as is shown in

Fig. 2, by moving the

form one-eighth of

an inch up, and a like

distance to one or the

other of the sides. In

the annexed cut the

dotted line shows the

glass form, and the

other the paper. After

moving the form as

advised, then trim the projecting paper off

with the knife, and the inside as it is

placed within the outside mask will be

one-sixteenth of an inch smaller on all

sides than what the margin-mask is, thus

giving a very pretty effect as shown in

Fig. 3.

Adjust the margin-mask to the negative,

and place the paper on to print, after making

certain that the paper

of the mask projects

beyond the opening

fully an inch on all

sides, and that the sen-

sitive paper itself is

fully as large as that

of the mask. A good

plan to make sure that

the paper placed on the

negative is not too small

for the trimming, is to lay the form that

the prints are to be trimmed with (which

should measure 3| x 6£ inches), on the paper

margin-mask, and with a lead-pencil mark

all around it. This will serve for a guide to

the printer.

To cut or trim the paper economically

for the Promenade photographs, and also to

cut it with the grain, we should advise the

following plan :

By a glance at the annexed cut, the

reader can understand more fully what I

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4.

22 inches.

: .9

: 05

•4 in.

mean. The size of the sheet is supposed to

be 18 x 22

inches, but

itisseldom

that exact

size, often

beinga tri-

fle larger,

while some papers the width is less. The

narrow strips indicated by the two dotted

lines on either side are to be trimmed off

from the sheet, as this is the edge of the

albumen surface, which never yields as fine

a print as the rest of the paper. There is a

way to obtain twelve pieces of this size out

of a sheet, but as it is not advisable to have

the pieces too small, I will not give it. I

advise cutting the paper, so that the grain

will run with the length of the print.

Fig. 5.

1

The print as printed presents an appear-

ance somewhat similar to that of the cut

(Fig. 5), a printed picture, with a white

margin, as in common medallion printing.

The printing of the outside is a matter in

which great taste can be displayed, both in

the design, negative used, and the depth

towards which they are printed. In the

latter case, as a rule, I should advise, if

the background of the print itself is light,

to print the margin lighter still, if it can be

so done with justice to the design itself, as

it gives a delicacy to the whole print whicb

cannot fail of being pleasing. If the back-

ground is dark, why, of course, the margin

is to be printed lighter. Avoid all same-

ness between the background and margin.

In selecting the marginal negatives, I

should advise the photographer to pur-

chase such as are used in the printing of

this month's issue, and the same which

are used in the printing of Fredricks'

celebrated Glace photographs. If, how-
ever, the photographer should prefer to

make his own negatives, such designs are

the common yellow tissue-paper, all crum-

pled up in the hand, and then tolerably

well smoothed out, more at the top than at

the bottom, and tacked on to a board, and

then a negative made of it. Filling an 8 x

10 size porcelain dish with saturated solu-

tion of hyposulphite of soda, and permit-

ting it to evaporate, leaving the crystals on

the bottom of the dish, may be found most

acceptable. Stained glass, frosted panes,

etc., would all be productive of excellent

results in the hands of a wide-awake and

ingenious artist.

Supposing that you have selected your

border negative, you can proceed to print

the margin as is done in the case of regular

medallion printing, by using the negative

as the plain glass, and the cut-out as the in-

side in the medallion printing. Care should

be exercised in doing this part of the work,

so that the finished print will have the x^th

of an inch on all sides of it, thus showing

great taste and feeling on the part of the

printer (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6.

After the prints are washed and dried

they are trimmed with a glass form, which

should measure 3f- x 6-J inches. They are

then mounted dry, and burnished.

iSTewell's Photographic Ware.

It is our intention to here occupy a few
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lines of the "Printer's Corner "in writing up

the advantages of these dishes over those of

the cumbersome porcelain ones. We have

several in use in the printing department of

the Philadelphia Photographer, and have

always been elated that we have obtained

them. They are well made, of light wood,

well put together, and finally coated with

the Newell acid-proof composition, which is

most excellent for every purpose connected

with the printing, and, indeed, the other

departments of the art. All of our sinks

and washing tanks are coated with this com-

position, and it has been found to answer our

purpose completely. We should like all pho-

tographers to try one of these dishes, feel-

ing confident that they will find them very

handy in many more ways than one.

We will now take up the questions in our

last, and pass on to the other matter before

us. We are pleased in having obtained for

a correspondent, one who ranks among the

very first printers and toners both in this

country and in the old, and we feel quite

encouraged that the "Printer's Corner"

has already become, as we anticipated it

would, a valuable corner of this journal.

Our above referred to correspondent

writes us as follows:

Friend Hearn: I will comply with

your request, and will answer the questions

relating to photographic printing in the

March number of the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher. I take them in order.

The best formula for silvering single albu-

men paper will depend much on the paper

itself.

If the ordinary German or Morgan's pa-

per is used, I would recommend a bath

composed of silver, 45 grains, and nitrate of

ammonium, 20 grains, to the ounce of dis-

tilled water ; float from one to one and a

half minutes ; fume German paper ten min-

utes, Morgan's twentj7 minutes. It will

be best to keep the silver solution just neu-

tral. I have found Morgan's " Brilliant

Paper" to work well on this bath, if the

temperature of the silvering-room is not

lower than 45° or 50°.

Drawing the paper over a glass rod does

not injure the surface of the albumen paper.

It certainly saves the silver solutions, and

makes the paper dry quicker and more
evenly.

The quantity of chloride of gold generally

allowed for a sheet of paper is half a grain,

but I think this too much. I have fre-

quently toned, in a single day, from eighty

to one hundred sheets with 20 grains of

gold.

If the prints are not mottled before mount-

ing, it must arise from uneven pasting and

rubbing down on the cards. Paste care-

fully, and rub down with a small block of

ebony wood, having a perfectly smooth and

very slightly convex surface.

Carry the tone of prints to be burnished

a little further than those that are not. The
burnishing warms the tone.

Prints should not be left soaking in water

all night, not because it would injure the

albumen paper so much, but because long

soaking certainly tends to produce yellow-

ness and flatness of the print. Wash thor-

oughly for three hours, and then either

mount at once or hang up to dry, two prints

together, back to back, by fastening them

to two spring clothes-pins.

To prevent "tear-drops," I have always

found the simplest and best plan is to well

rub the surface of the paper, before silvering,

with a tuft of clean cotton. I see it is recom-

mended in a late number of the Philadelphia

Photographer to use a cat's tail for the pur-

pose. This is undoubtedly a very good way
if pussy would let you; if she don't like it,

cut her tail off, and wrap a clean piece of

rag around the thickest end.

I would contribute this month a simple

and effective way of clearing a discolored

printing bath :

Take saturated solution of chloride of so-

dium—common salt—and add about \ ounce

to 80 or 100 ounces silver solution. Shake

well, and let stand some hours before filter-

ing ; then filter, and test for strength, using

Pile's test-tube. This is the most reliable

test for silver solution that has been used

for sensitizing paper.

I am glad to see that photographic print-

ing is beginning to occupy the position it

ought long ago to have reached, and that

our leading journal has devoted some space

to this subject ; and I trust that this depart-
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ment under your management will be of

great service to the fraternity.

Yours, B. C. H.

Besides the above, we have a number of

other letters, including one from Mr. L. T.

Wilt, which we would like to insert, but

limited space admonishes us not to do so.

The questions sent to us below, we hope will

meet with many responses before our next

issue.

"Does a silver bath, containing nitrate

of ammonium, lose the latter upon boiling

the bath? And should a nitrate of silver

and ammonium bath be made up according

to first formula after boiling?"

" Does long fuming bleach the pink of the

tinted paper, or is it only a supposition on

my part?"

"Does long fuming affect the toning of

the prints?"

"Is there any way in which half an

hour's fuming, with double paper, can be

shortened during the cold weather?"

" Does the rectifier, known as the ' gum-
camphor solution,' hurt the bath any?"

OUR PICTURE.

We have pleasure in placing before our

readers this month another example of the

new size and style of picture christened the

"Promenade," this time from negatives

made by Mr. I. W. Taber, the gentleman

who suggested this style to us. One and all

will agree with us that no ordinary work-

men made this picture. It is decidedly one

of the best we have ever been able to secure

for our magazine, and reflects great credit

upon the artist and the manipulator.

Twelve single negatives were sent us by

Mr. Taber, each one of which is a model in

itself. All are clear and clean, and rich

and round are the images, while the color

of the film is of that rich bloom which the

printer loves to see because of the good

printing qualities thereof. We do not re-

member having ever seen an equal quantity

of negatives of one subject so uniform in

the pose, lighting, and chemical manipula-

tion as are these. They are a study and a

delight. They are not intensified or rede-

veloped ; they are barely touched with the

pencil ; they are as near perfect as the pres-

ent state of negative making enables any

one to produce. As works of art they are

also triumphant. The attitude is most nat-

ural ; the figure has a charming grace and

"go" about it which we like; the lighting

is perfect; and the background effect is very

agreeable, and in accord with the figure.

This latter is due to a new form of back-

ground, the invention of Mr. Taber and

his dark-room assistant, Mr. Boyd. But

as we have further information on these

points in letters from Mr. Taber, we will

quote from them, on the principle that no

one can describe his inventions so well as

the inventor himself. Of the making of

the negatives, Mr. Taber speaks first as fol-

lows :

San Francisco, February 5th, 1875.

Dear Sir : At last I have secured a sub-

ject and made the negatives for a Promen-

ade photograph for the journal. The lady

is Miss Jennie Lee, a clever little actress,

now engaged at the California Theatre.

Another lady promised to come in some

weeks ago, but has broken several appoint-

ments with me since, which has been the

cause of delay. Miss Lee called the other

day, and I secured her at once, without her

having any preparation. The negatives

were taken between two and three o'clock,

with rather a dull light; time of exposure

thirty seconds ; Ross cabinet lens. In the

early part of the day I could make the

same style of negative in fifteen seconds.

These are a fair sample of our everyday

work; no extra preparation, but run through

quickly as possible. I will here mention

that Thomas H. Boyd, who works with me,

has had charge of a dark-room only two

years. He commenced work with me when

I was in business at No. 12 Montgomery
Street in this city. I gave that up and

made an engagement with Mr. Morse, and

Mr. Boyd came with me. His department

can always be relied upon. In fact, it is

a pleasure to do work here, as every depart-

ment is first-class in all of its appointments.

The wire-cloth background used in taking

the«e negatives (for which a patent has been

allowed to Mr. Boyd and myself) has many
advantages. First. Besides giving beautiful

effects upon the picture or card, it will be
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more durable than the cloth screens at pres-

ent used. It cannot be scratched or marred

by contact of the head-rest, owing to the

semi-transparency of the wire-cloth. Sec-

ond. We can also regulate the tone or sharp-

ness of the scene on the wire cloth by placing

back of it different-colored backgrounds;

for instance, by placing a dark-colored plain-

painted cloth behind it, tbe outline of the

scene on the wire-cloth is rendered sharper

and more distinct; while, by employing a

light backing, the picture on the wire-cloth

will be rendered soft and light in the back-

ground of the photograph, so the tone of

the background can be regulated as desired.

Third. Another advantage to be obtained

by the use of the wire-cloth background is,

that different scenery can be introduced

back of the wire-cloth, which can be seen

in combination with the scene painted on

the wire, which gives a very pleasing and

novel effect, as it blends beautifully with

the foreground as seen through the meshes

of the cloth. A variety of scenes is thus

obtained by the combination, and ail are

protected by the wire from injury when at

work. The background used in these neg-

atives was painted here, and can be much
improved upon by more experienced artists.

The longer I use mine the better I like it.

What is there used in a gallery so liable

to injury as a background ? It is a constant

care to the operator, for every scratch is

reproduced on every photograph made. The
customer gets his dozen pictures, which are

elegantin every otherrespect butthatscratch.

The photographer don't feel able to cast it

aside and buy a new one, for he knows a

similar fate awaits it, perhaps the first day

it is used. In making vignette heads he can

avoid showing the defects, but in producing

the promenade or other plain photographs,

his background should be without a blemish.

Therefore the wire-cloth background should

be used in every gallery, both for economy

and neatness in photographic work. This

is my candid opinion from the experiences

I have had with it. Mr. Kulofson, Presi-

dent of the National Photographic Associa-

tion, has called in to see it, and expressed

his opinion by requesting me to furnish one

for his gallery.

But this is not the only improvement.

Mr. Boyd and myself have just secured a

patent on a silver saving plate-holder, which

is to be called the " Bonanza " Plate-Holder.

We have two in use in Mr. Morse's gallerj'.

Mr. Rulofson also has two in his gallery.

The first one we put on trial in Mr. Morse's

gallery, and made a saving of $12.50 the

first month, in drippings from the plates.

Every drop is saved. No more silver spots

on the floor. We also do away with the

inside kit of frames for the different sized

plates. The receptacle that holds the plates

and receives the drippings, moves to and

from the centre of the plate-holder to ac-

commodate the different sized plates, and

give them their proper positions.

Yours truly,

I. W. Tabkr.

We are quite captivated by the back-

ground invention. We have before us some

prints sent us by Mr. Taber, showing first

the background scene shown in our picture,

painted on the wire cloth, and back of it,

at various distances in as many pictures,

suitable landscape scenes, which are seen

through the wire. The effect is very fine,

and may be modified, according to the scene,

from nearness, so to speak, to a dim, hazy

distance, soft and beautiful. We really

think there is invention in this patent at

least, and in the hands of a good back-

ground artist like Mr. Seavey, mu>t become

a great step forward in the background line,

without speaking paradoxically.

Mr. Taber has also sent us some fine ex-

amples of Large size " Promenades" which

are six inches by twelve inches inside of the

border. He says of them: " We have

been making them for some time, and can

say they are a success. The style is so

marked they immediately attract the atten-

tion of our customers. We get $15, this

size, first copy, and $12 per dozen for the

cabinet size Promenade. For the old style

cabinet, full length, we get but $8 per dozen.

But we have no call for them now, as every-

body wants the Prom-enade."

We have now given you two examples of

this new style of picture, and this month
particularly, give up a good deal of our

space to matter bearing upon it, so that the

present may be considered our Promenade
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issue—one which we hope will be useful, for

we have spared no trouble to make it so.

Mr. Hearn gives some very practical and

useful hints on printing the new style in

" The Printer's Corner." We give a skel-

eton article of our own on composition,

with a photo-lithograph illustrating it, and

we also offer a prize for negatives of the new
size, all of which should be incentives to our

readers to practice, to say nothing of the

lift to business which we believe the " Prom-

enade" is bound to make.

As soon as they can be printed, before the

prizes appear, doubtless, we shall present

another example from the beautiful nega-

tives in hand by Mr. Henry Kocher, the

well-known Chicago artist.

"VVe must not close without a word con-

cerning the paper upon which our picture

is printed this month. It is of the brand

known as the " S. & M. Double Glossy or

Extra Brilliant Dresden," for which Mr.

G. Gennert, No. 53 Maiden Lane, New
York, is the American agent. Mr. Hearn

speaks in unqualified praise of this paper,

and the prints and tones upon it are cer-

tainly mysteriously beautiful. The pro-

duction of such a paper is a triumph, and
no doubt Mr. Gennert will find it to become
very popular. The color used for our pic-

ture was delicate pink. The paper is easy

to work, and as will be seen, enables one to

produce most exquisite tones. It preserves

its gloss so wonderfully that it was hardly

worth while for us to apply the Entrekin

Enameller to it, except to smooth down the

rough parts left by the mounter. With such

paper and an Entrekin Burnisher, surely

the photographer has no excuse for produc-

ing prints without gloss.

We would call attention, too, to the new
style of " Mottled " mount used, one of the

last innovations of Messrs. A. M. Collins,

Son & Co., Philadelphia, the card mount
manufacturers, which we also consider very

tasteful.

Now push Promenades of all sizes, and

with the return of spring and spring cloth-

ing, may business also take a spring and

make us all busy and happy.

Read our offer of a gold medal on the

first page.

From the indications as signified to us by the

letters, pictures, circulars, catalogues, notices,

etc., received from photographers, denlers, and

others, which, like pulsations, seem to indicate

the condition of the body photographic, we con-

clude that business prospects must be brighten-

ing. There seems to be a waking up, as indi-

cated by the number of items on our t;ible. We
have received a larger number of pictures than

usual, each maker apparently striving to excel

all pievious efforts, and to arrive at a higher

standard. Some, we believe, have succeeded in

a marked degree.

The Wing patent suit against J. H. Tomp-
kins, of Grand Rapids, Mich., has not yet been

disposed of, but it is expected a decision will be

reached before many weeks.

"The Amateur's Photographic Guide-

book," being a complete resume of the most

useful Dry and Wet Collodion Processes, by W.
J. Stillman. Published by Mr. P. Tench, Lon-

don. This is a very neat little work, by our

London correspondent, well written, and contains

much that will be useful to the practical as Well

as the amateur photographer.

"Electricity and Electrical Illumina-

tion, with Illustrations."—The above is the

subject of a lecture by Prof. George F. Barker,

M D., of the University of Pennsylvania, in the

" Star Course,'' in this city, to which we had

the pleasure of listening on the evening of March

22d. With one of Prof. Morton's Vertical Col-

lege Lanterns, he demonstrated, by some beau-

tiful experiments, the magnetic forces of the

earth and their action. His lecture treated on

magnetism, electro-magnetism, and magneto-

electricity, concluding with some brilliant electri-

cal experiments ; the electricity being produced

by a Gramm machine, recently imported from

Paris, and the only one in this country, which
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being run by a two-horse power engine, produces

an electric light far superior to any heretofore

obtained, and at a trifling cost in the consump-

tion of fuel to run the engine. With this ma-

chine, the Professor said his object was to de-

monstrate how the coarse, mechanical power of

steam may be elevated, and through this medium

concentrated into an element so subtle and deli-

cate, that only the retina of the eye is capable

of taking cognizance of its lightning flashes.

This element is light, produced by electricity,

and denominated by the lecturer the illumina-

tion of the future.

Removal.—Mr. Charles Pollock, with whom
many of our readers :ire personally acquainted,

has removed from No. 132 to more commodious

quarters at No. 164 Washington Street, Boston,

where he now has, perhaps, the finest establish-

ment there is devoted to the stereoscope and

views therefor. We are glad to see this evidence

of healthy growth. AtFoxboro ("near Boston,"

like every other place in New England), Mr."

Pollock has a large photo-printing establishment.

It consists of a substantial frame building, 22 by

30 feet, with L 16 by 20, two and a half stories in

height, and is capable, when run to its full ca-

pacity, of producing 3000 completed stereo views

per day.

We have received from Mr. J. F. Ryder,

some splendid Promenade cards, and a photo-

graph showing what he calls his " boarded-wp

front.'
1

'' The glass was broken in consequence

of the explosion of a powder m\\\ five miles dis-

tant. The size of the glass was 9 feet in width,

10£ feet high, and seven-sixteenths of an inch in

thickness—a pretty smart concussion to reach

that distance. The reports were heard fifty miles.

It is a pitiable sight to see such a complete

wreck made of such a beautiful front as was that

of Mr. Ryder's art palace, doubtless the hand-

somest in America. We notice a placard on the

board, which says, " We do a ' smashing ' busi-

ness.' There's millions in it. Come in and try

your luck."

More Promenades.—During the present writ-

ing we have received from Messrs. Bradley &
Rulofson, San Francisco, several samples of their

work in this new style. We have felt enthusiastic

over some others we have received, and they

were deserving of all the praise we gnve them
;

but we must say these last fully equal, if not

excel, in exquisite beauty, grace, and perfection,

any specimens of photography we have ever seen.

We would call attention to our prize offer, and

hope the competition will be lively with just such

pictures as these. It will be only the best of work

that will gain in this contest.

Mr. Charles W. Stevens, of the Great Central

Photographic Warehouse of Chicago, has issued

a new catalogue and price list of his goods, which

we have received. It is elegantly gotten up,

bound in morocco, and presents an appearance

in keeping with the growing and prosperous busi-

ness of this enterprising house.

Gallery for Sale.—We would call the

attention of those in want of a substantial and

paying business, to the advertisement under the

head of "Specialties," by our assistant, Mr.

Robert J Chute. We believe this gallery to be all

that is claimed for it, and an investigation only

is necessary to satisfy any one interested, that it

is really a valuable business.

Baltimore is favored in having a reliable

stockdealer also, in Mr. Charles A. Wilson, No. 7

North Charles Street, who is now fully estab-

lished there, and each month acquiring new trade

and new friends. He is prepared to supply

goods at the very lowest prices, and of the best

quality, promptly. Please read his advertise-

ments nlso. Baltimore is very convenient to a

large class of photographers, and Mr. Wilson will,

be found all you could wish in a fair stockdealer.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. H. Rocher,

of Chicago, some very elegant samples of the

new Promenade photograph. They are the best

we have seen made this side of San Francisco,

and we are happy to say Mr. Rocher has kindly

furnished us several negatives from which we

hope soon to embellish the journal, when all will

have an opportunity to admire and study their

artistic qualities.—Cabinets from Messrs. A. B.

Comstock, Waverly, N. Y., and C. 0. Gott, of

Fitchburg, Mass. The latter possess many good

qualities, and show Mr. Gott to be a careful and

intelligent worker.—Cabinets and cards from

Messrs. Well G. Singhi, of Binghamton, N. Y.
;

G. A. McDonald, of Coshocton, Ohio, and E. M.
Collins, Oswego, N. Y., each showing evidence

of care and skill.—Cards from Messrs. Ormsby,

of Chicago ; Clark & Lindsay, Laconia, N. H.
;

Palmer's Gallery, Lansing. Iowa; George Moore,

Seattle, W. T. , and W. T. C. Kimball, Concord,

N. H. There are some very pretty effects among

these, and the artists all deserve praise and en-

couragement for their efforts.—Stereos from Mr.

J. N. Webster, Barton, Vt.. of Dartmouth Col-

lege and other scenery, well executed ; also from

Mr. A. A. Baldwin, Ludlow Vt., showing a sec-

tion of the Green Mountain Gold Mines.
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Offer to Stockdealers

A full Assortment of Reliable Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including

:

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),
Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,

Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,
Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,

Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.

SEND FOR THE FIRST ONE, NOW READY.

"ANCIENT j^.JST3Z> MODERN MUSIC."
A CAPITAL THING.

P. &. WELLER, Publisher of Stereoscopic Views, Statuary, etc., LITTLETON, N. H.



EVERYTHING
Pertaining to Photography

SCOVILL

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS
OF THE

American

Optical

Company,
419 & 421 Broome Street,

NEW YORK.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TUTTED.
(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, PBOM 1-9 to 10 x 14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

PRICE LIST
Size. Eggshell. Gloisy. _ Size. Eggshell. Glossy

Per Box ©f 8 Doz. 1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box of 2 Doz. 4-4 $2.40 $2.70

« 8 " 1-6 1.25 1.35 <( 4. (< 5-7 2.40 2.70

" 8 " 1-4 1.85 2.00 u 2 " 7-10 2.70 2.90

a 4 « 4£x6£ 1.85 2.00 « 2 " 8x10 2.70 2.90

" 4 " 1-2 2.20 2.35 Per Sheet, 10x14 .17 .18

« 2 " 4£xl0 2.20 2.35

Keyised, New Tork, December 28th, 1872

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-

ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Phenix Plates are for sale by all Stock Dealers HirougMt tlie country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL MFG. CO, Apts for lie Me, 419 & 421 Broome St., 1

1



TO PEOFESSIONAL PHOTOGKAPHEES AND THE TKADE.

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

DH MX H ROHAUT & HUTINET,
• -- JL \^y A __ X ^ JL-> J. t) SUCCESSOBS,

No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OP

MOUNTSol^FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
TRADE MARK, Oh.D.

Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite,

Cabinet Portrait,

Victoria Card,
Stereoscopic Views—all new samples of French

styles.

Bristol Boards of every size and thickness, plain

India Tinted and Fancy Printing.

Book-post aud Card Cases.

Stout Blotting Paper Albums.
First-class Rives Albumenized Paper, &c, Ac.

MEDALS AWARDED AT EVERY EXHIBITION.

All orders are to be sent to their establishment, 43 Rue Greneta, Paris, or to Wholesale Houses
of the United States. Samples on application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO WHOLESALE HOUSES.

SPICER'S

LUSTRENE
OLD FURNITURE-RENEW^S _0LD APPARATUS

OLD FRAMES.

IS INDISPENSABLE IN EVERY GALLERY.

This article is a composition of such substance, that all scratches or bruises

are completely filled, and the surface restored to its originally perfect condition.

PRICE, PER BOTTLE, 75 CENTS.

CHAS. A. WILSON, Sole Apt, 7 Norffi Charles Street, Baltimore, IL



ADVERTISING RATES FOR SPECIAI/TIES.—It will be understood that matter under

this head is not to bo considered as always having editoiial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of

anything tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and

sure to pav largely. Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a

line—in advance.
'

Operators desiring situations, no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure

insertion Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations. >8Sf-We cannot undertake to mail

answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the advertisement.

TO PHOTOGRAPHERS!
I have on hand a quantity

of Albumen Paper which is

very slightly smoked on the
edge, but its printing quali-
ties cannot be excelled. I

offer it for sale at the low
price of $24 per ream.

JOHN R. CLEMONS,
Manufacturer of Albumen Papers,

915 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

Off to Europe with the
Camera

!

Annual European tour! Summer vacation.

Round trip from New York to Rome, etc., and

back, $450, gold. Send for circular to

Prop. Towleb, M.D., Geneva, N. Y.

Fob Sale.—In the beautiful city of Lowell,

my old and well-established gallery. Looation

the best in the city, being at the corner of the

two principal streets, directly opposite the post-

office. Best collection of instruments, from

mammoth to the quarter ; water and gas. A
long lease, if desired. Call and see, or address

D. K. Smith,

Cor. Central and Merrimack Streets,

Lowell, Mass.

Fob Sale.—An old-established photograph

gallery in Cincinnati, Ohio. Rooms for resi-

dence attached, if desired. East light ; instru-

ments from 1-4 size to 14 x 17. For particulars,

address '
' Cincinnati, '

'

Care P. Smith & Co., 121 W. Fifth St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Try Hermagis' Lenses.
Used by M. Adam Salomon,
Paris. See Advertisement.

Foe Sale, Cheap.—The following photogra-

phic apparatus : Weston burnisher ; four head-

rests ; one 14 x 17 box and stand ; 8 x 10 box and

stand; mammoth tube, 4x4 tube, 1-4 tube, 1-3

tube ; also, one pair Willard stereo, tubes, Sar-

ony chair, head-rest, etc. ; one 14 x 17 glass bath

and box. For particulars, address

James MacGeegob,
269 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

Foe Sale, Cheap.— (By lot or in part), one

5x8 American Optical Co.'s stereo, box, with

imitation Dallmeyer lenses, one 14 x 18 view box,

and one deep, full-sheet porcelain silvering tray.

Address F. S. Jaquith,
70 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

Foe Sale.—A very fine gallery, doing a bus-

iness of over four hundred dollars per month.

Everything new and of the best quality. Cost

$3500, and will sell for $2500. Nothing but

money will buy it. For further particulars, ad-

dress Well G. Singhi,

Binghampton, N. Y.

Lea's Manual of Photog-
raphy, $3.75. See Advertise-
ment. Third Thousand.

Wanted.—A first-class operator. A single

man and one who speaks German preferred.

Address L. M. Williams,

Columbia, Lancaster Co., Pa.

I have on hand one pair of Harrison's stereo,

tubes, with box, which I will exchange for pho-

tographic printing from my own negatives.

L. W. Seavev, 8 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Wanted.—One second-hand C. C. Harrison

or H. B. & H. 2-3 quick-working lens.

Geo. S. Beyant & Co., Boston, Mass.

Foe Sale oe to Rent.—A photograph gal-

lery in complete running order, in a thriving

little city. Price $450, or twenty dollars per

month, if rented. Only one other gallery in the

town. Reasons for selling : I am in other busi-

ness. Call on, or apply to

Wm. H. Millee, Vergennes, Vt.

Foe Sale.—A $5000 gallery ; will be sold for

about $3000. Located in one of the best cities of

Illinois. Address Long & Smith,

Dealers in Photo. Stock, Quincy, 111.

Foe Sale.—A new, first-class photographic

car, with revolving top light and a large side

light. The car is set on springs and the tracks

same width as a bnggy. It must be sold regard-

less of cost to settle up business. Address

Judkins or Gill, Photographers,

Geneva, Kane Co.., 111.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



For Sale at a Bargain.—One 10 in. H. B.

Castle reflecting solar camera (stamped) ; one

1-2 and 1-4 camera boxes and holders; one 1-2

and 1-4 Voigtlander & Son lenses and tubes, with

central stops ; one gem box and holders, fitted

with four 1-9 lenses and tubes
; one large Stod-

dard camera stand ; one Bigelow revolving back-

ground
j four Jenny Lind head-rests ; with dishes,

bath-holders, dippers, funnels, collodion filter,

bottles, etc. All the above goods are nearly new,

and will be sold for $250, cash. Address

0. Smith, Mt. Eaton, Wayne Co., Ohio.

SEAVEY'SNEWAND BEAU-
TIFUL ACCESSORIES.

Antique Cabinet, $40; An-
tique Chair, $15; Antique
Wainscoating, $15.

Address
L. W. SEAVEY,

8 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

For Sale.—A splendid business in a city of

30,000 inhabitants, situated on Massachusetts

Bay, and in immediate proximity to three of

the most popular watering places in New Eng-

land. While most galleries do but little in the

summer, this, from its location, does a magnifi-

cent business, and has its customers from all

parts of the country, who continue to order the

year around. The gallery is situated in a quiet

section of the city and near where
" The restless sea resounds along the shore,
The light land breeze flows outward with a sigh."

It consists of operating-room, reception-room,

dressing-room, retouching, printing, and two

store-rooms, all on the second floor, and a large,

dry cellar. The gallery is handsomely furnished

and well fitted with apparatus, including a mam-
moth camera and lens for a 20 x 24 plate. There

are about 20,000 negatives. The business for

several years has averaged $10,000 a year ; the

rent is $450 per year, with a two years' lease.

Included in the sale will be a nearly new, $650,

parlor grand piano.

The reasons for selling are that the junior

partner has become interested in land business

in the West ; and the senior, who is the artist

and retoucher, is interested in patents (owns two

in Europe which are valuable and continually

pressing him for attention).

This excellent business will be sold for $4500,

and any live man that will keep up the quality

of the work, which has always been first class,

can more than pay for it in one year. I have

consented to assist in the sale of this gallery

because I know from personal observation that

it is really a valuable business, and is only sold

for the reasons given. For further information,

address Robert J. Chute,

Care Benerman & Wilson, 124 N. 7th St.,

Philadelphia.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

For Sale.—Second-hand lenses for groups,

copying, and views, by Ross, Dallmeyer, and

Steinheil; also, English-made cameras. Send

stamp for list to Mr. Edwards,

93 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

The Year-book op Photography, for 1875,

has been received by us. Those wishing it should

order promptly, as the stock is limited. Price,

50 cents. Benerman & Wilson.

Criswold's Stereoscopic
Compositions. Read advt.

Mor/LTON Washers.—Larger size ready soon.

Cylinder, 32 x 31 ; 340 cards. 30 x 40 print, $70.

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
" I am using and like them very much

thus far."—A. MARSHALL, Boston.
"A sensible improvement."—GEO. S.

COOK, Charleston, S. C.

Northern New York Stock Depot,

Glens Falls, N. Y.

Photographic goods at New York prices.

'
' Crystal '

' Stereographs,

Of Northern New York scenery.

Photographic studies for artists. Publisher of

the " Adirondacks," "Lake George," " Ticon-

deroga," etc. S. R. Stoddard,

Glens Falls, New York.

For Sale.—I now offer for sale my fine photo-

graphic studio, in this city. Population 120,000.

Location the very best. All on ground floor.

Operating room 24 x 30 ; large top and side lights

;

the best instruments, boxes, etc. Now doing a

good business. For reasons that will be sais-

factorily explained (to those who mean business)

I will sell this gallery for one-half its value.

This is a fine opening for one who wants a first-

class gallery, in the best city for business in the

United States. Call upon or address

W. C. Eaton,

709 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

" We are well acquainted with Mr. W. C. Ea-

ton and his gallery, and would advise those of

our friends who may want a good place, to in-

vestigate. It is no second-rate affair.

" Yours,

"C. J. McCartt, with Scovill Mfg. Co."

The Robinson Trimmer.—The wheel and

shank of this little instrument are the parts that

carelessness first breaks, and as we frequently

have applications for these parts we have ar-

ranged to supply them. The price of the wheel

alone, is $1.00; the wheel and shank, $1.25.

Every one who uses the trimmer should have

extra ones of these in reserve.

Benerman & Wilson.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



Moulton's Washers use only about two

quarts of water to the dozen, or about enough

to fill a tank arrangement once.

Try Hermagis' Lenses.
Used by M. Adam Salomon,
Paris. See Advertisement.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge for advertisements under this head : limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

46^» We cannot have letters directed to our care

unless the parties send for them, and send stamps to

pay postage. We cannot undertake to mail them

;

please do not request it.

By a first-class retoucher and water colorist.

Address Miss A. B., Box 105, Fall River, Mass.

As operator and retoucher. Work first-class.

References from present employers. Address S.,

care of H. D. Marks, Rochester, N. Y.

As printer and toner, or assistant operator.

Will work reasonable and make himself useful.

Address D. H. Vollmar, Bellevue, Ohio.

As operator, by a young man that can make a
good negative every time, and do good printing

and toning, and who is a good general man in

the gallery. Address J. C. Mann, 809 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.

As operator or printer. Six years' experience.

References furnished. Address C. F. Voigt, 207
W. Water Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

By a crayon artist of ability and good repu-

tation, and the highest testimonials, who is a
careful negative retoucher as well as poser. Ad-
dress S. P., care Peter Gilsey, 697 Broadway,
New York City.

As operator or first-class retoucher. Nearly
five years in the business. Address Clyde Hunt,
248 Green Mountain Ave., Baltimore, Md.

As assistant operator or printer in a good gal-

lery. Address M. D. Boardman, Plymouth,
Richland Co., Ohio.

As operator or printer. No. 1 negative re-

toucher. AVouId take charge of a gallery. Ad-
dress C. F. Blacklidge, Metamora, Ind.

As printer and assistant in the dark-room.
Uziel F. Lawrence, 1123 Broadway, South Cam-
den, N. J.

As retoucher or printer, by a young lady of

four years' experience. Vicinity of Boston pre-

ferred. Address Box 258, Newton, Mass.

As operator, in a town of seven or eight thou-
sand inhabitants, or assistant in a large gallery.

Address S. F. R., Scranton, Pa.

By a lady a situation as negative retoucher.
Can spot out, tint, and make herself generally
useful about a gallery. Address E. Grey, 2057
Third Avenue, New York.

By an experienced retoucher. Would take
charge of the reception-room and retouch nega-
tives. Is a good colorist on both plain and
albumen paper. Can give good references, if

required, and will send specimens of work on
application. Address, stating terms, Miss A. L.

,

Box 79, Mottville, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

By a first-class negative retoucher and printer
on albumen and porcelain, where wages will be
given according to ability. Address Augustus
Schmidt, care of F. Pezzuolo, 132 Third Ave.,
New York City.

By a first-class operator of fifteen years' expe-
rience in some of the best galleries in America,
to operate or take entire charge of a gallery.

Salary moderate. Best of references. Address
Robert A. Goodwin, 77 E. Genesee Street, Syr-

acuse, N. Y.

By a first-class operator and retoucher, in some
large city. Can furnish the best of references.

Address J. P. D., Post-Office, Baltimore, Md.

By an operator, printer, and toner of long ex-

perience. Address, with terms, James McKeown,
Anderson, Ind.

WET BOOKS.
ONLY THE FOLLOWING LEFT:

A few of Linn's Landscape Photography, 25 cents each.
" " Anderson's Photo-Comic Almyknack, 20 cents each.
" " Mosaics, 1866 to 1874, inclusive, 25 cents each.
" " Dr. VogeVs Reference-Pook, 50 cents each.
" " Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses of Photography, 50 cents each.
" " Carbon Manual, 50 cents each.

WHERE ANY FIVE BOOKS ARE TAKEN 20 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

The above goods, for all practical uses are as good as new books.

BENERMAN & WILSON, ^°^^f#i%^7^IIf PHILADELPHIA.



WILSON'S
BALTIMORE
STOCK DEPOT
THE MOST POPULAR IN THE SOUTH.

Best Goods! Best Prices!

Best Personal Attention

!

BEFORE PURCHASING, SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CATALOGUE TO

CHARLES A. WILSON,

No. 7 N. Charles Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

PLEASE BEAD OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS.



ROBINSON'S

PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
The accompanying cut represents the instru-

ment in the act of trimming a photograph. It
does not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and
leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which
facilitates the adherence of the print to the
mount. Try one, and you will discard the
knife and punch at once. For ovals and rounded
corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer Mailed for $3.50.

ROBINSON'S

IMPROVED GUIDES.
The difficulty of procuring exactly true guides

for cutting out prints has induced the inventor
to put up machinery for the production of all

styles of them, guaranteed mathematically true.

Oil the wheel bearings ivith Sewing Machine Oil.

The Guides are made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass, but Try Prof.

Robinson's Inventions.

Oval, Round, Elliptic, and Square, of all sizes ; various shapes

for Stereoscopic work, Drug Labels, &c, &c.

EEGULAK SIZES ALWAYS ON HAND. SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO OKDEK.

Price, for regular photo, sizes, 10 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

Special sizes, 15 cents per inch. for sale by all dealers.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.



THE
PRACTICAL
PRINTER.

A NEW WORK ON

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING,
By CHAS. W. HEARN,

A gentleman who has devoted several years to photographic printing especially, and who is

now engaged at it as his constant occupation.

The work gives all the instructions that a beginner could possibly want
in detail, and is what the title indicates—practa'caZ.

It will also be found of invaluable service to any photographic printer, be

he ever so skilled.

OVER 800 COPIES ARE ALREADY SOLD!

TESTIMONIALS
" I consider it the best work on printing and toning that has been published, or at least that has

come into my hands, and until I see a better one I shall give it the first place. If any one wishes to

be helped out of the mud let him read it ; but if he wants to stick there let him keep his money in

his pocket, and stick till doomsday if he likes."

—

John R. Clemons, Philadelphia.

The Photographic News, of July 31st, says : "In the work before us, however, silver printing and
everything connected therewith is treated most exhaustively, and the work is evidently that of a
practical man who speaks out of the fulness of his own experience in every branch of regular work,

as well as with familiarity of the various forms of fancy printing, which have prevailed more in

America than in this country. Mr. Hearn manifestly thoroughly understands his work, and is, more-

over, a clear and vigorous writer."

The British Journal of Photography, of the same date, says: "It is a considerable period since we
rose from the perusal of a new book on photography with feelings of greater satisfaction than in the

present instance ; and we appreciate the author as a writer, not only thoroughly conversant with the

subject, but as very willing to impart to those less skilled the knowledge he possesses, and who, hap-
pily, has also the ability to do this in a singularly lucid and attractive manner. ' The Practical

Printer ' is well 'got up,' and the work cannot fail of being acceptable and useful to all classes of
photographers, the veteran as well as the tyro in our art-science."

With these flattering testimonials the work needs no farther recommendation from us. We are

satisfied that it will stand on its own merits, and that all progressive enterprising photographers every-

where will buy and read the book. No man in business can afford to be without it in his gallery.

A flue example of Photographic Printing, by the author, ac-
companies the work, from negatives by F. Gutekunst, Philada.

ZPZR/IOIE, $2.50.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photographic Publishers, Seventh and Cherry, Philadelphia.



Jtea's jptanual

iHilUi II lUibf niAiriini T

Third Thousand I

We have undertaken the publication of the third thousand of this valuable Text-Book,

and offer it to the photographers in a more attractive and

New Shape.
The author's illustrations now number 150, nearly double the number of the first edition.

The Chapters on Failures have been much elaborated and rearranged, so as to afford a

ready reference in case of almost any trouble or difficulty liable to occur to the photogra-

pher, with appropriate remedies therefor. The following are among other

New Things:
Method of preparing silvered PAPER WHICH WILL KEEP FOB

WEEKS, and with care, even for months; no washing or additional
manipulation of the paper needed.
Investigation of Negative Varnishes and formulas for Water-proof Var-

nish, such that negatives varnished with it have been Tcept for months
under water without injury.
Tables to aid in the construction of glass houses, &c.

NOTICES OF THE PBESS.
" There is a valuable chapter on the preparation of a sensitive paper that is not liable to discoloration.

We close the present notice by cordially commending Mr. Lea's Manual to our readers."

—

British Journal of Pho-
tography.

" M. Caeey Lea's excellent ' Manual of Photography ' is a very full and complete work."

—

Philad'a Bulletin.

" If we say that this work is an encyclopedia of its art, we shall hardly exaggerate its comprehensiveness.
.... The author takes every department and every branch of each, and gives that distinct and clear information

that is needed by photographers The worth of the labor is proved in the fact that this new and enlarged

edition follows the first so speedily. Hereafter, those who would excel must master the Manual."—North
American.

PRICE, S3.75.
It contains 440 pages on fine toned paper, 150 wood cuts, cloth, beveled edges, and gilt.

EOE SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALEES.

Sent by return mail, on receipt of price by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABLISHED 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON'

^CoUNCEfe

1875.
We are now prepared, with a fresh stock, to fill large or small orders for

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, FRAMES,

STEREOSCOPES and VIEWS.

OUK SPECIALTIES:

Wilson's Head Rests,

Bergner Print Cutters,

Acid Dishes, Solid Glass Dippers,
Chute Glace Presses,

mp. Monogram Chemicals,
Fancy Tables, Columns, Urns, etc.

SOLE AGENTS OF THE AMERICAN ARTISTS' ASSOCIATION, FOR

Printing, Enlarging, and Coloring, for the Trade.

ALWAYS HAVE IN STOCK :

Entrekin's Oscillating Enamelers,
Brand's Glace Presses, Mason's JVovelties,

Amer. Opt. Co.'s Apparatus,
Hance's Chemicals,

Benerman fy Wilson's Publications,
And every tiling appertaining1 to Photography. Price List gratis, on application.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

822 Arch Street, Philadelphia, JPa.



Philadelphia Jrame Manufactory

Office and Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story),

PHILADELPHIA,

WHERE THE TRADE WILL FIND THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

GOLD f

oa
soro

rrnc,

lFRAMES
In this city, from 5 x 7 to 29 x 36, together with a large assortment of

FINE VELVET MATS, WITH or WITHOUT FRAMES,

From 1-6 to 8-4 sizes always on hand ; larger sizes made to order.

JJgjf These Mats are of Lyons Silk Velvet, with Prepared and Gilt, and fine fire Gilt

Kings inside for Porcelains. Also,

ENGLISH MATS, ALL SIZES.

ENGLISH DISPLAY MATS, any size and style, MADE TO OKDER.

Any kind of Fancy or Emblematic Frames made to order.

FINE COLD OVAL FRAMES, 20x24.
3£ in., . . $5 50 to $10 00 4|in., . . $10 00 to $14 50

4 " . . 7 00 to 12 00 5 " . . 12 50 to 15 00

Other sizes in proportion.

2 in., . . $4 50 to $6 00

3 " . . 5 00 to 7 00

Also, all sizes, Walnut Ovals and Solid Walnut Ovals on hand; Square
Walnut Frames made at short notice.

Walnut and Prepared Mouldings,

Walnut and Gold PIER and MANTEL Looking-Glass Frames,

IN DIPPEKENT STYLES AND PATTEKNS.

Trial Orders from the trade respectfully solicited

Pactory, 820 and 822 Cadwallader St.,

Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story), Philadelphia.



BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

»«* SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD. -Sir

NEW EDITION,
WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

jfggr Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

j|@* No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

fljgg*' It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, telling exactly how each picture was made ; where

THE CAMERA AND SITTER WERE PLACED when it.WCtS made; WHAT CURTAINS

were opened in lighting the subject, $c, cfc.

ggir A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

'It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
"I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

byword and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Vogel.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist."

—

Philadelphia Photographer.

Ifyou would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigelow's Album.

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



HEARN'S

A COMPLETE MANUAL OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING
ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

COlsTTE^TTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-
ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.

Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Filling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to tbe

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense
Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-

•ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Alhunaenizing the

Porcelain Plates. Making tbe Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-

tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing
Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Prr-

celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the

Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the

Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

Together with over SO Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet
Portrait, from negatives by Mr. F. Gutekunst, printed by
the author, Mr. Chas. W. Ream.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CARDS II CARD BOARDS,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Warehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.,

PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH CARDS.
SIZE 4£x7£. SQUARE CORNERS.

White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black—Plain.
"While, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black, with Gilt Borders.

Light Buff and Amber, with Red Borders.
"Thin White, Rose Tint, and Black, with Gilt Beveled Edges.

Light Buff and Amber, with Red Beveled Edges.
Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge Glace, Black and Rose Tint "J."

Glace Card Boxes, for the Thick Beveled Edge.
Cards 7x10, with Gilt Borders, opening 4£x7^.

Cards 7x10, with India Tint and Gilt Borders, opening 4£x7^.

See detailed advertisement in this number of the

"Photographic Times."

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



G. GENNERT,
53 Maiden Lane, New York,

IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. & Ml. DRESDEN

ALBUMEN PAPERS
Eives and Steinbach—White, Pink, and Blue.

Every one says it WOKKS THE MOST ITNIFOKM, ECONOMICAL, and GIVES

FINEK KESULTS than any other. To satisfy yourself that it is the best, send to your

stock-dealer for a sample dozen. Kept by all stock-dealers in the United States.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Class Baths,

Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

and French Filter Paper.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE

EXTRA BRILLIANT, OR DOUBLE GLOSSY PAPER,

Which is recognized by the best artists all over the world as the

FINEST ALBUMEN PAPER IN THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE.



A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK.

333FL. VOGEIL'S
PHOTOGRAPHER'S

POCKET

REFERENCE ROOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery ; selection and trial of lenses and chemicals ; approved formulae for the differ-

ent photographic processes ; tables of weights and measures ; rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS KECEIVING THE HIGHEST PEAISE WHEEEVEK IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in most flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket Reference- Book, of

its grent value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon be found in every

gallery."

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon

and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $1.50, post-paid.

BENEKMAN& WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



INSTRUCTION IN PHOTOGRAPHY,
AN ENCLISH WORK,

BY CAPTAIN ABNEY, R.E., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.,

Instructor in Photography at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, England.

" Captain Abney's manual is unique in its class, in character as well as excellence. All the instruc-

tions, which are as simple, lucid, and easy to apprehend as they are accurate, are accompanied by
explanations of the rationale of the operations to be conducted. The book is singularly valuable in

its completeness, and in that completeness arising out of the practical experiences of a skilled worker
in many varied branches of the art; the instructions are not, therefore, the work of a mere compiler.
The work is, in short, the most comprehensive an,d trustworthy guide which has ever been issued
within the same compass, in connection with protography, and will be consulted by experienced work-
ers and beginners with equal advantage.''

—

The Photographic News, February 6, 1874.

"In this manual several of the dry-plate processes are described fully. In addition to the usual
matter which finds a place in every manual of instruction on photography, there is a comprehensive
account of Edward's heliotype process, and also of the photo-mechanical process, described by Cap-
tain Waterboufe, as well as of the processes of photo-zincography, lithography, and papyrotype. '

British Journal of Photography, February 20, 1874.
" Captain Abney's valuable work on photography differs essentially from the ordinary manual. For

while it is, before everything, a practical handbook, such as the most ignorant of photographers would
have no difficulty in following, it encourages the worker to inform himself in the why and wherefore of a
reaction or process, and supplies him with theoretical information without bothering him at the outset

by abstruse and complicated scientific explanations. Captain Abney brings down the information to

a very recent date, his own improved beer process—which is among the most simple of dry-plate
methods, being included. Photo-mechanical printing receives the enrnest attention it deserves, and
photography in pigments is not forgotten."

—

Photographic. Journal, February 17.
" All the usual branches of photography are exhaustively treated, and especially full information is

given on the subject of photo mechanical printing, in which Captain Abney is an expert. The manual
is one we can commend to all interested in the study of photography."

—

Chemical News, May 1.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of Price, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, ^Ki^i^S^f^ PHILADELPHIA.

THE

FERBOTYPER'S G UIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING, BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OF VALUE TO THE

FERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction—The Advantages of the Ferrotype—The Manipulations—The Nitrate

Bath—The Collodion—The Developer—The Fixing Solution—Other Manipulations,
Pinholes—Strengthening—Tinting and Coloring—Varnishing—Drying and Dryers-
Finishing the "Work—Ferrotype Envelopes—Ferrotype Supports—Ferrotype Plates
—The Apparatus—The Skylight and the Dark-Room—Vignettes and Medallions.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

S00VILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.



REPORT

!

OF THE

1874 N. P. A. CONVENTION.
HELD AT CHICAGO, JULY, 1874.

$1.00. Now Ready! $1.00.

PUBLICATION LIMITED TO 500 COPIES,

AND MOST OP THEM ALKEADY TAKEN UP.

fl@~ Order Early or you won't get it. ~@a

Only the PRACTICAL and USEFUL parts are included, such as papers read, discussions,

etc. It is well worth the money. All orders should be addressed to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Permanent Secretary,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE REMAINS
OF THE

Photographers' Friend,
AND

PHOTOGEAPHEES' FEIEND ALMANAC,

FOR SALE

!

COPIES OF THE PHOTOGEAPHEES' FEIEND, . . . . .30 cents.

ALMANAC, 1872, 30 "

ALMANAC, 1873, with portrait of Ex-President Bogardus, .. . . . 30 "

Sold cheap to close them out, as their publication has been discontinued.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.



The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

PBIOE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.

K^" CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that he will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

"We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &C,

which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF AIL PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, «&C.

We also have a full line of CAMERAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMERA STANDS, HEAD-RESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.

# #



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order
promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

J8^° No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

Gihon's Opaque
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OP COPIES,

RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.

It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

OUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. GIHON, Inventor;
128 JV. Seventh St., Philadelphia, J?a.



HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS.
The THIRD EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new

work.

It Gives the Best and Freshest Instructions to be had on the Subject.

Written by a practical photographic colorist, Mr. Geo. B. Ayres.

PRICE, $2.00. FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India Ink, or

who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

EENEBMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

C3-. SATJTER.
No. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials

and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

TRAPP & MUNCH'S

gJlMtttW
Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now bettor known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from, the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Ex-
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

IMIIEIXAXj oie1 mbbit
for Albumenized Paper.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCKHOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
„ GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York.



THE LAST
PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTION

Is the New Alba Plate fully described in the current
number of this magazine.

Ifyou would revive business !

Ifyou would please your patrons !

Ifyou would make money easy I

MAKE THE

New Alba Pictures
ON THE

PHENIX
AXjIB-A. plates.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

As these plates are prepared for immediate use, it is not neces-
sary to apply any coating, such as albumen or gelatine—in other
respects they are treated exactly like porcelain glass.

First, flow with collodio-chloride of silver ; this should not be
poured off immediately, but should be allowed to remain on the
plate until every tiling like a small, bright speck has disappeared.
By thus allowing the collodion to thoroughly combine with the
white surface of the plate, the best results are produced. After
draining off the excess of the collodion, dry the plate by a gen-
tle heat. Then print under a negative very slightly darker
than the picture is desired to be when finished. The plates
may be fumed with ammonia, or not, as may be preferred,
but it is better to fume them a short time, say from one to

three minutes.
After printing, the plates are slightly washed and then put

into either a weak solution of salt and water, a weak solution
of acetic acid and water, or in mixture of alcohol and water,
half and half, long enough to produce a bright reddish color
upon the surface—then tone very lightly in a very weak alka-
line bath, containing very little gold. .Fix in a solution of
one ounce of hyposulphate of soda, to twelve of water, for five

minutes ; remove to a saturated solution of salt in water, leav-
ing them in ten minutes. Then wash them for about the
same time and in the same manner as negatives are ordinarily
treated, and dry by a gentle heat.
N.B.—It is very important that fresh and reliable porcelain

collodion, should be used to insure strong, brilliant prints.

I; per box, of one dozen plates,

1 u u u ti

PRICE LIST OF ALBA PLATES.

J per box, of one dozen plates, .$1 00

2 00

8 50

4 00

$8 00

11 00

24 00

As manufacturers of the Alba Plate, and owners
of the patent under which they are made, we desire
to say to the fraternity, unequivocally, that we will
protect any dealer or consumer buying or using these
plates, against any party who may claim them an
infringement of his patent.

PHENIX PLATE 00., Worcester, Mass.

SC0VILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

General Trade Agents, New York.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look

!

The Photographer to his Patrons
WHAT IS IT?

TIHE
PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

] intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer
knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the best

time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answer. This little book answers
them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which he or she can carry away and study
at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising What could you want better than to have your business card
so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and
then keep it for reference ? This is what they do with this little "tract." Witness what those who
have tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the

same as the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public
;

that he must be trusted, and that he alone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that he must make
the picture and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a
few of those who have been using our little publication in their business.
We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist just that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.

We get " The Photographer to his Patrons " up in neat style, on the best letter cap paper, assorted
tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-
graphs or chapters— 1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come ; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress ; 6, how to "behave; 7, the children; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-
ing, frames, prices, Ac.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of
the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please, which printing
we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish.

t®° Cuts for the covers we supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000 " " "

$50 00

75 00
. $20 00 I 3000 copies, cover included,

. 35 00 5000 " " "

Over 500,000 have been sold.

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture made, she would
come 'according to directions.' "—A. Bogar-
dds, New York.

"A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

"It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurney &
Son, New York.

" It assists me greatly."

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to
be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

"You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-
fit some of the 'k?iow-everythings' in this quar-
ter. "—A. C. McIntyre & Co., Ogdensburg.

" They are just the thing to post people up on
what they ought to know in order to secure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book ' hits the nail

on the head.' "—J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have
ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville, 0.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



CHARLES BIERSTADT
Photographer

NIAGARA FALLS,

New York.

VIENNA MEDAL OF MEEIT.
An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, Washington,

Hudson Kiver, California,

Saratoga, Yosemite Valley,

Portage, N. Y., Egypt,

Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold tvith a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THEIR

ADAMANTINE YAENISH for Autotypes, Negatives, ai Melainotjp.
This Varnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the

intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by R A LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Cases,
Beveled Matts, Double Matts,

Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,
Fancy Paper Passepartouts.

These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd
sizes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBERG & BRO., 709 (BffiSD Broadway, New York.



21.

22.

23.

GRISWOIiD'S
LIFE COMPOSITIONS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE.
The following subjects are now ready, handsomely mounted.

1. Blowing Bubbles.

2. B stands for Bumble-B.
3. Blackberry Blossoms.
4. The Hen's Nest.

5. Let us Have Piece.

6. Mamma, where was I when you were
a little girl ?

7. Our Domestic's Kelations.

8. She went to the Butchers.

9. My Lady and My Lady's Maid.
10. The Mountain Spring.

11. Unveiling a Statue of Young America.
12. Young America in the Nursery.
13. Young America as an Artist.

14. Young America Asleep.

The titles hardly give an idea of the grotesque humor possessed by these pictures. They
are capital. As a sample dozen we should recommend Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16, 19,

20, 22, and 25.
^

Sent by mail on receipt of price. $2.00 per dozen. Order by number.
DEALERS SUPPLIED OF GOOD TERMS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

THE ZENTMAYER LENS,
For Views and Copying.

15. The Sunbeam Fairy.

16. The Picture-Book.
17. Sitting for my Picture.

18. Young America Bathing.

19. Young Boston's Ambition.
20. Ding-Dong-Ding, Music on a Eubber

String.

Reflection.

The Loiterers.

The Cabin Porch.
24. Beatrice Shoo-Fly.
25. Home Group.
26. A View.
27. The Gleaner.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80" to 90°
; depth of focus ; extreme sharpness over the

whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying ; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed. The larger ones are provided with an internal shutter for
making and closing the exposure.

No. 1, 2 5 inch focus, 3 x
" 2, 3± " " 4 x
" 3, 5J " " 6^ x
" 4, 8 " " 10 x
" 5, 12 " " 14 x
" 6, 18 " " 20 x

3 plate, . . $20 00

5 " . . 25 00

8* "
. . 30 00

12 "
. . 42 00

17 "
. . 60 00

24 "
. . 90 00

No 1 and No. 2 combined, . . . . $33 00
" 2 " " 3 " . . . 40 00
" 3 " " 4 " . . . . . 55 00
t < 4 " " 5 " . . . 75 00
i' 5 " " 6 . . .110 00
'<

. . . 48 00
"

3, 4, and 5, " . . . 88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2| to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7x10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.



JOHN DEAN& CO.,

aMtfajjtmm,

Worcester, Mass.,

OFFEK AT WHOLESALE, AT LOWEST PfilOES, THE

*SM!Ml£4/jf

FEBB TYPE

$£ATE%
BLACK and Patent CHOCOLATE TINTED,

EGG-SHELL and GLOSSY.

The experience and extensive facilities of John Dean & Co. enable them

to produce the most desirable Ferrotype Plates in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,

TRADE AGENTS,

591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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COMPANY.

Photographic Goods.
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PROPRIETORS OF THE

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S WORKS.

SEND ORDERS TO

419 & 421 Broome St., New York.

73 Bold St., Liverpool, England.

Ask your Dealer for Scovill Manufacturing Co.'s Goods.



Reflecting Solar Camera.

IMPROVED

Solar Cameras.

PATENTED
Feb. 24, 1857
July 10, 1866
Feb. 23, 1871
May 26, 1874,

Aug. 4,1874.

Direct Printing Camera.

Combining ALL THE IMPORTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I have now had the Solar Camera in use over three months, and take pleasure in saying it has fulfilled all

my expectations, i" ivas promised, and I am sure, I have received one of the finest instruments of the kind in
America. With the negative of proper intensity, it works ' quick, accurate, and with certainty.' I neither
expect or ask anything more."—A. Bogardus, 1153 Broadway, New York.

" I am much pleased with my Solar Camera, and know it to be the best I ever used, and will cheerfully say so

upon all occasions."—D. R. Stiltz, National Copying Company, Williamsporl, Pa.
"I like my Solar Camera better everytime I use it."

—

Jont. Mendenhall, Salem, Ohio.

Can be ordered through any Stock-dealer, or directly from the undersigned

SEND FOR PEICE LIST.

D. A. WOODWARD,
Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md.

All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

GLASS
STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES.

We have received from Messrs. J. Levy & Co. a consignment of choice

stereoscopic TRANSPARENCIES, which are the

MOST BEAUTIFUL THINGS EVER PRODUCED BY PHOTOGRAPHY.

Sold in lots and at prices to suit purchasers. They are exquisite.

CATALOGUES 15 CENTS.
Also, a special lot of Foreign Paper Stereoscopic Views, which we offer by the package

only. Lists and prices quoted to dealers.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Importers and Photographic Publishers, Philada,



ROBINSON'S

-fj
mm

FOR USE WITH THE ROBINSON PEINT-TEIMMEE.

(See advertisement of Trimmer herein.)

These Guides are made of Stout Iron and are turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass, but try Prof. Robinson's Invention.

OYAL, HOUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQTJAKE, of all sizes ; various shapes for Stereo-

scopic work, Drug Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch the longest way
of the aperture.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

MJEGULAM SIZES:

OVALS. SQUARE OR ROUND-CORNERED.

2x2{ 3Jx4i 5fx7f 2TVx3| 2f\ x H dg- X 0^

2£x3£ 3fx5£ 6x8 2£x3f 2fx4i 4x5f

2£x3J 4x5| 61-X81 2J x 3J 2f x 4£ 4|x5J-

2§ x 3f 4fx6| 6£x8£
2T

56^3if
2T̂ x3f

2i x 4-| 3|x6
4 x 6*

2£x3f 5x7 7x9

2|-x4£ 5-l-x7|r 7i x9i FOR STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Bound Cornered. Bound.

3fx4| 5j x 7^ 7£x9£ 3TVx3| 3_i_ x sa 3x3
3fx4f 5|x7| 7f x9f 3x3 3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can

be always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes

accord, as orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



WAYMOUTH'S

ignetting Papers
ARE NOW MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the light-

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

RECENTLY IMPROVED.
Two kinds are now made. Please state which you prefer, when ordering, and Read the Following :

The quality of the " papers " has just been much improved by the substitution of a peculiar French,
fibrous, hard calendered paper, which is not only less opaque but has other qualities which produce
quickly the most lovely and soft vignettes possible. We consider this a great improvement, as do
others to whom we have sent samples. Below we give a letter from one of them, Mr. Ormsby, who
has sent us also some exquisite vignettes :

CHICAG O, March 1 6t7i, 1875.

The package of Vignette Papers has been received and tried ; they are
just the thing. They are a great improvement over the others ; they will
print in a little more than half the time required for the others, and the
results are everything that can be desired, as you can see by samples
inclosed. Please fill my order and send bill. I like the pear-shape best.

Send them all that shape. 2?. D. ORMSBY.
Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,
PHILADELPHIA.

{See opposite page.)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOTJTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

fijjttetteOF ALL PICTURES, THE Thl I i Pi P IS THE MOST ARTISTIC.

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,
or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or

it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from the dark tint nearest to the figure, off into the
tvhite background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY AEE NOT CLUMSY ; DO NOT BREAK ; ARE ALWAYS READY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND ARE EASY OE APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,

or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directionsfor use

accompany each parcel.

IP -J& I O IE S :

In parcels containing one of each size, Kos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00

Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen ; 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 73
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " 1 00
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " " 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers, 7tH ani Cherry, PMIata.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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HEEMAGIS'
Celebrated French

PORTRAIT LENSES.
CABINET SIZE, ARE JUST THE LENS EOE THE NEW

PROMENADE PICTURE.
Mr. Henry Rocher, the renowned Chicago photographer, says of them : "In my opinion they are

truly lenses of great capacity, and must surely satisfy every purchaser." Mr. Rocher has purchased

two Hermagis lenses.

Mr. F. Gtjtbktjnst, the celebrated Philadelphia photographer, was sent a Salomon Lens to try for

us. and wont part aoith it. It cuts sharp a 9 iach standing figure, and beats a lens that has been his

favorite many years, and where many makes of lenses have failed to equal it. The Hermagis is there-

fore ahead. TRY THEM.

These celebrated lenses, are used by MONS. ADAM SALOMON, of Paris, exclusively

for making bis WORLD-RENOWNED PORTRAITS, and by the most

famed photographers of Europe, from whom Mons. Hermagis has the Highest Testimonials.

We now have a FULL STOCK on hand.

jg^- The Salomon Style, 8 x 10 size, $160.
j§@~ For Cabinet Size, extra quick, $100.

im~ For Cabinet Size, quick, $90.
js@~ For Carte Size, extra quick, $50.

im* For Carte Size, quick, $40.

They are Mi introflucefl in America steadily, anl are 1M wlereyer they p.

They will be sent on trial to responsible parties C. O. D., and instructions to Express
Company to hold money one week for trial. If parties prefer to see the work of a lens

before purchasing, we will make a negative and send with details of exposure, etc., and
reserve the lens until answer is received (if the time is reasonable), on receipt of $1 to pay
cost. Having a skylight of our own we are enabled to do this.

$g^* Not a single person to whom, we have sent these Lenses on trial, as
above, has returned them.

BENERMAJST & WILSON,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.



WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHERS
SHOULD NEVER FORGET THAT THEIR WANTS CANBE SUPPLIED PROMPTLYAND CHEAPLY BY

LONG & SMITH,
520 ZMCA^IIISr STIR-ISIET, Q,TJIlSrCY

7
ILL.

m~ Finest Stock of FRAMES, ALBUMS, etc., in the West.

THE BROOKLYN PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

35 Fulton St., Brooklyn, JV, Y.

Oo^riDTJCTEiD b^- 3J1
. "W.A-T iT iZEEil^.

TRADE PHOTOGRAPHY and SPECIALTIES, SOLAR PRINTING,
NEGATIVE RETOUCHING, COPYING and ENLARGING,

COLORING, and GLACE WORE, at lowest Rates.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

AUG. SCHWARZE. ' SCHWARZE & VALK WILLIAM VALK.

NO. 614 AKCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

most==L0F
BR
T
?N
E
DS 0F German Aim Paper, ani Arrowroot Plain Salted Paper.

DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Will mail to any address in the country, post-paid, on receipt of $1, one dozen sheets of Assorted Photo-
graphic Paper, each sheet being numbered for distinction.

FOREIGN PRIZE PICTURES.
One Dozen Elegant Portraits for $3!

PRINTED AND FINISHED IN THE BEST STYLE.

No. 1, A South American Composition, by J. L, Gihon, Montevideo.

2. A South American Composition. " "

3. A Holland Lady, three-quarter figure, by P. A. Mottu, Amsterdam.

4. A Holland Lady, full figure, " "

5. A Holland Lady, Fancy Dress, " "

6. A Eussian Lady in Eastern Costume, by A. Bergamasco, St. Petersburg

7. A Eussian Lady in Fancy Ball Costume " "

8. A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Vignettes), " "

9. A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Yignette), " "

10. A Berlin Lady, standing, by J. Schaarwachter, Berlin.

11. A Berlin Lady, sitting. " "

12. A Berlin Lady at a Window, " "

The Gold Medal was awarded to Mr. Schaarwachter.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia,
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Hrade Supp]ied cheerfully.



THE
PRIZE

PICTURES.
In order that photographers may have an opportunity of studying the very elegant

pictures from negatives which have been sent to us'in competition for our

Q-O TLm ID 3VC 3E3 33 J± X_* !

we publish them for sale. There are THIRTY PICTURES IN A SET—of men, women,
and children, groups and single figures.

Several thousand of these Pictures have already been sold.

A Set of Thirty In tlie Improved Photograph Cover, $4 25
" " without " " " 3 75

Selections, per dozen, a 00

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOULD GET AND STUDY THEM.

EEHERMAH & WILSON, (JAP 7th & Cherry Sts., Fhila.

El. LIESEGANG,
DtfSSELDORF, Q-IE IR, IMI .A. ZLST "Y\

LARGEST STOCK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

SPECIAL, ATTENTION of American Photographers is drawn to

LIESEGAHG'S PANORAMIC APPARATUS.
Which makes splendid CROUPS and PANORAMIC VIEWS on plates 20x9 inches.

Hundreds have been sold in England, Italy, Germany, Russia, America, and India.

For particulars write to

ED. LIESEGANG, DUSSELDORF, GERMANY.

The beautiful groups made with this Camera, by Mr. Schultz, of Dorpat, created much sensation at
the Exhibition of the Photographic Society at Paris, 1874.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS!
JULIUS KRUGE R'S

frATMT C&Wt&MT CotOSSi
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and France (where they have obtained the

highest recommendations), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the

public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

CEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.

* *



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OF PHOTOGRAPHERS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at best prices.

are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMONG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or West.

CMS. A. WILSON,
No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



X\T. KTTRTZ,
Madison Square (23d Street)

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS IN

Vienna, Paris, and New York,

FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.
New York, July 1, 1874.

MR. CHAS. F. USENER.
Dear Sir: The Mammoth Tube (No. 9002) which you sent me on trial has been

thoroughly tested, and has proved itself quite beyond my expectations ; for fine

definition and roundness, or stereoscopic effect, 1 have never seen its equal. You

may readily see by the specimens herewith, of standing figures, that they are as

sharp and as perfect as an imperial carte, although taken on 14 x 17 plates; and

when I add that they were taken at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, in 45 seconds, I
think I can say no more.

Please charge the tube to me, and send bill. Yours truly,

W. KURTZ.

CHARLES COOPER & CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS,

Nor ISO Chatham Street, New York,

T>. J.
SOUTHERN

Photographic^Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,
cRossGuptwESTrpHA:^

—

ci=' Drayage, &e.

SEITD FOB PBIGB LIST



PHOTOGRAPHIC

MOSAICS.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON,
EDITOR " PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER," Etc., Etc.

This favorite and only American annual is NOW READY, fairly crammed with
articles prepared expressly for it by the eminent photographers of

Europe and America, and is just as much as ever

A NECESSITY!
B@°I200 SOLD THE WEEK IT WAS ISSUED.^

IR/IE^-ID TIKIE OOISrTIEJIKrTS.
Discoveries and Improvements, 1874.

The Indifference of Photographers.—A. Bogardus.
The Magic Lantern.—It. J. Chute.
Which Way?—Young Chloride.
A Negative Bath Three Years Old.—W. H. Sherman.
Blistering of Doubly Albumenized Paper.—C. W.

Hearn.
Collodion and Pyroxyline.—G. D. Wakeley.
Defects in our Sitters.—E. D. Ormsby.
Soft Prints from Hard Negatives.—E. Anderson.
A few Practical Suggestions.—R. Goebel.
Health.—J. H. Fitzgibbon.
Bath Renovation made Easy and Sure.—B. W. Kil-

burn.
Over-Iodizing.—E. M. Collins.
How to make a Negative Batb that will work in two-

thirds the usual time.—E. P. Libby.
A Good Varnish.—Wm. H. Tipton.
It is of Service to you.

—

Well G. Singhi.
On the Contrary—Quite the Reverse.

—

Capt. J. Lee
Knight.

Things Practical.—A. W. Kimball.
How to make a large Negative and Retouch it.—R.

E. Atkinson.
Acid Baths.—J. S. Hovey.
Photographic Saunterings, H. J. Rogers.
Red Lead—Its Uses in a Gallery.—J. Cadwallader.
Snatches from Old Times.—W. Heighway.
Albumenized Paper ; Coagulation of the Albumen

Silver Bath with Alcohol.

—

Ed. Qinqueez.
Keeping the Negative Bath Warm.—R. J. Chute.
Pyroxyline for Photographic Purposes.—W. W.

Seeler.
A Vignette Printing Frame and Plate Holder for

Cleaning Glass.

—

John Terras.
Stray Streaks from an Auld Reekie Photographer.

—

Alex. Ascher.

A Certain, Expeditious, Economical, and Simple Ap-
paratus for Reducing Silver Wastes to the Sul-
phide.—AVm. T. Bashford.

On the Application of the Dusting Process in Pho-
tography.—J. B. Obernettee.

The Production of Glass Positives by the Dusting
Process.—J. B. Obernetter.

Invisible Photographs.—G. Wharton Simpson.
Formulary.—A. Davanne.
Mississippi Manipulation.—F. C. Hall.
The Everlasting Bath for Negatives.—C. A. Smyth.
A Blunder Broken Down.—I. B. Webster.
Porcelain Pictures a Success.—-C. W. Hearn.
Correcting Distortion in Copying.
Hints on the Dust Process.—Jno. M. Blake.
Learning by " Hard Knocks."—J. M. Davison.
Notes in and out of the Studio.—G. Wharton

Simpson.
On Producing Developed Prints.

—

Dr. E. Liesegang.
Photographic Conveniences.—J. H. Lamson.
Plate Boxes for Field Work.—J. C. Browne.
About Finishing, Framing, &c.—I. B. Webster.
An Experiment.—F. S. McKnight.
A Contribution.—E. M. Estabrooke.
Ten Years of Photography.

—

Geo. B. Ayres.
Proto-Sulphate of Iron.

—

A.Hall. .

Printing and Toning.—A. Hesler.
A Vision.

—

Mrs. E. W. Lockwood.
Paper Negatives.—J. Nowlee.
Art Always.

—

Old Argentum.
Read and Investigate.

—

Geo. W. Wallace.
Modification of the Toning Operation.—Prof. J. Tow-

lee, M.D.
Reproducing Negatives by the Graphite Process

without Risk of Breaking.—J. Carbutt.
A Chapter of Practical Matters.—A. Compiler.
Photographic Literature.

—

The Publishers.
Many Mites from Many Minds.—Editor.

AND A HOST OF OTHER USEFUL ARTICLES.

Price, in Cloth, $1.00 ; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

11

The Best Little Handbook: of PMopuby in lie World." For Sale by all Dealers.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



IMPROVED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS.

Fig. 1.

The Outside Appearance.

Fig. 2.

A. Xeaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we- think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVEES.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Eig. 1 represents the cover, with the

perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the

whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Eig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. Eor
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph.

Card Size, .

Cabinet Size,

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

Per dozen. Per hundred.

$1.50 $10.00
2.'45 13.50

5-8 Size, . 4.50 ...... 33.00
4-4 <•- 6.00 40.00
8-10 " 8.00 56.50

11-14 " 9.00 65.00
Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates.

mailed at dozen price.

Samples

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



JAMES F. MAGEE & CO.

MANUFACTDEERS OF

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

PHrLADELPHIA.

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

I MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

q COPYING DONE, FOR THE T8AD8*

E
M 18 SOLAR CAMERAS.
E
N
T .ALBERT MOORE,

EXPEDITIOUS ! EXCELLENT

!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAE NEGATIVES.

s No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

X.331MSE

HEW STEMEOSCOPIC JLEW8ES.
New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallmeyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$22.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that thev are the best. Read the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried those made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy, 208 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

" The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with One, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for
my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

" About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

"Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Saver-
hill, Mass.

"The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."

—

Goodridge Bros., East Saginaw, Mich.

"After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.



"A DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

WILSON'S
LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

Although written more especially for the use of Lantern Exhibitors, and

for those who have collections of stereoscopic prints, this work will be found

entertaining by all who like to read about the beautiful places and things of

this world.

The contents are divided into six "Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
bleau, and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle,

Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
Pass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,
and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and the United States

of America.

It has been cai'efully prepared, and will be found very entertaining and

instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENERMAJST & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.
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EACH MONTHLY ISSUE WILL BE A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK Iff ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

positively i-i advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

banknotes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month. 6 Months. 1 Year.

One Page, $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " ..... 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page,. . 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " . . 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards, 6 lines.or less, 2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each.

SURE TO PAY

!

J6®" Operators desiring situations, no
charge.

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

OFFICE, S. W. COR. OF SEVENTH AND CHERRY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



THE ENTREKIN BURNISHER PATENTS.
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;

Patented May 20, and December 2, 1873

The proprietor of the Weston & McDonald Patent
for a Photographic Burnisher having advertised that
he has prosecuted all the photographers and dealers in
photographic stock in the New England States who are
making, using, or selling the Entrekin Oscillating
Enanieler for Burnishing Photographs, I take this
method of informing the trade and the public that
there is no foundation whatever for the statement re-
ferred to. I have guaranteed the validity of my patent
to all who make, sell, or use it, and have covenanted
to defend them against any and all suits for infringe-
ment by the following guarantee:

" Whekeas, has purchased Photograph Burnisher
No. of my invention, and made under my Patent No.
145,161, granted'December 2d, 1873, I, William U. Entrekin,
hereby covenant and agree to warrant and defend the said

his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, in
the use of said Burnisher, against the consequences of any
and all suits for infringement which may be brought against
him, by the owner or owners of any other Photograph Bur-
nisher whatsoever.
"In Witness Whereof, I, the said William G. Entrekin,

have hereunto set my hand and seal this day of
A.D. one thousand eight hundred and

" Witness ."

Threats for the purpose of intimidation have been
freely circulated, but only a single suit has been
brought, and that was commenced at my invitation, in
order that the question of the alleged infringement
might be settled by the adjudication of a court, I deny
that my patent infringes the patent of Weston &
McDonald in any particular, and in support of that
denial cite the above opinions of the eminent counsel.

The Scovill Gold Medal and the Franklin Institute Silver Medal was awarded to W. G. Entrekin,for his Oscillaiing
Enameler for Burnishing P/icftgraphs.

PRICES :—6-inch Boll, $25; 10-inch, $40; H-inch, $50; 18-inch, $75.
If you cannot obtain the Press of . TXT ff "n XTnTD TTTTIVT

to ; W. It. ±iJNlll£iAlJN , 4382 & 4384 Main St., Manayunk, Philadelphia.• dealer, send your order to

MOULTON'S RAPID PHOTO-WASHER.

Patented Aug. 12, 1873

New in Principle.—Quick and Reliable in Practice.

Instead of soaking the Prints it applies the water in the form of spray, with considerable force, to both sides

of the paper at each revolution, or from one hundred to one-hundred-and fifty times per minute. Washes with

exact uniformity, and gives more brilliant and permanent work ; is simple, not liable to get out of order, will

last a lifetime, and will enable you to get out work at short notice, thereby securing many orders that would
otherwise be lost.

Size of Cylinder.

Diam. 16 in. Length U]4 in
" 20 " " 19 in.

Capacity
in Cards.

Largest
Print.

84
144

14x17
18x22 40

Size of Cylinder.

Diam. 25 in. Length 24 in.

flSS* Larger sizes may follow

Capacity
in Cards.

Largest
Print. Price.

220 22x28 850

" I write to testify to the satisfaction I feel with the working of your Rapid Print Washer. It is simply per-

fection, as far as my experience with it goes, viz., one year's constant use. I have washed eight dozen cartes in

ten minutes, and the most accurate test I know of, starch and iodine, failed to show a trace of hypo, remain-

ing. '-L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich., Feb. 10th, 1874. #&- Confirmed by many others.

L. V. M0ULT0N, Inventor and Manufacturer, BEAVER DAM, WIS.
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A MAGNIFICENT VOLUME. £fe»

'HE Volume of the Philadelphia Photographer for 1875, will be
the most beautiful and useful that has ever been published. The pub-
lishers are determined not to be excelled by any other periodical in the

^world. Their long experience and their wide connection at home and abroad

I

with the leading spirits in the Art, enables them to obtain the earliest and best

things that are from time to time made known in all parts of the world. Unless

>we can be first and best in all matters which turn up for the benefit of our
subscribers, we shall relinquish all claims to their consideration and patronage.

Ours is the only Photographic Magazine in America which is exclusively in-

terested in the welfare of its patrons ; no private interests ; everything given is for the

good of the whole fraternity, and carefully prepared. No sugar coating.

In addition to a monthly feast of practical hints and suggestions from our own"home
workers, our foreign subscribers and correspondents will not fail to keep us posted on
everything going on among them, so that we shall hear monthly from France, England,

Belgium, Prussia, Italy, etc., etc.

OTTIR,

IPICTURESI
FOR THE NEW VOLUME

T"
"•••^•-",-v^^^>-v-

--••••

---f

Will include a number of foreign specimens which will surprise you when you see

them. But none the less elegant will be those from negatives by our own native artists.

Our January issue will contain a splendid portrait of WM. H. RJJLOFSON, Esq.,

President of the National Photographic Association, to be followed by other splendid

subjects. In fact, in every respect, we shall try to excel anything we have ever produced
before. The subscription price will remain at $5 per annum, and include the postage.

j$Hr As we are compelled to prepay the postage, the magazine will not be sent to any
but those who pay their subscription in advance.

THE EXTRA ATTRACTIONS
Which we shall add to our new volume will cause us considerable outlay, and we

must, therefore, necessarily increase our expenses. This being so, we are compelled
to look for MORE SUBSCRIBERS. It would cost us to obtain 500 new subscribers,

through news agents and stock-dealers, and by means of premiums, etc., at least $500.



We have, therefore, decided not to offer 15 cent chromos as premiums, but to make to
our present subscribers, or to those who may become such by

July 1st, 1875, the following

MA&MMWEMT PBM&BMW /
A—1 Cash. Present, $100 OO
B—1 " " SO OO
C—1 " " 25 OO
D—2 " " $13 each, SO OO
E—S " " 10 " BO OO
F—lO " « B " SO OO
CS—IB copies Dr. Vogel's Hand-Book, 2d edition, $S.SO, ... B2 BO
H—23 copies Hearn's Practical Printer, $2.BO, 62 SO
I—40 copies Wilson's Lantern Journeys, $2, 80 OO

Total Amount in Presents, $SOO OO
/&§= A is to be given to the one who sends us the largest number of new subscribers for one year, at $5 each, in

advance, by July 1, 1875 ; B to the one who sends the next largest number, and so on with the whole hundred presents
to the end. Those who send only one will be entitled to one dollar's worth of our publications.

In seeking; to extend the circulation of the Photog-
rapher, its publishers find that the best agents they can
interest in the work are its subscribers, who know its

character and can speak intelligently ot its merits.

For this reason they offer inducements only to
subscribers, to use their" influence and to spend their
time in its behalf.

These inducements are in the form of presents
and of premiums, which are simply given as payment
for work done.

Although the presents and the premiums are very
costly and valuable, and may seem to some persons
extravagant, yet they present what seems to us the best
way of paying commissions for new names ; and all

papers are obliged to pay commissions for this purpose,
or to employ agents at heavy salaries.

"We nm st do as others do, in order to secure a large
circulation for the Photographer, for its price is so low,

and its publication is so costly, that it could not live a
year unless it had a large subscription list.

The gifts that we offer will be given to the one hun-
dred subscribers to the Photographer who send us the
largest number of new names by July 1, 1875.

The Presents are given to subscribers, not to news-
paper club agents or dealers, for the reason that their
business gives them facilities which a regular subscri-

• ber does not possess, and it is not just, therefore, to
place an ordinary subscriber in competition with an
organized .business. We wish the presents to be re-

ceived by regular subscribers to the magazine scattered
all over the country, who can only devote intervals of
their time to the work, and who will find the presents
useful.

The Premiums are given alike to all full-paid sub-
scribers to the paper, whether newspaper agents, deal-
ers, or not, who send us new subscribers.

&S~ Those whoprefer it can have the equivalents of their Presents in any other workspublished by vs.

HOW IT CAJST IBIS ZDOnSTE!.
1. Renew your own subscription for 1875, in order to make yourself eligible to a share

in our offer of presents.
2. Get your operator, and printer, and retoucher to subscribe, or give it to them.
3. Many of your enlightened customers would take it, for the pictures are 'worth $5 a year.
4. Try your co-workers in the same town or city with you, or wherever you know them

to be. Spend a few hours writing postal cards.
5. Get your wives and employees to help you.
6. Try all your Public Libraries, and Literary Societies, and Reading Rooms, etc. Ask

everybody. A little effort will pay, and enable us to give you a better Journal, be-
sides thus paying you double.

O-O .AJT IT lEJ-OW!
A Sample Copy will be sent free to any address until January 1st.

must be sent for postage, etc.

After that, 10 cents

ftlATI^P —POSTAGE FREE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS IN THE UNITED
IHV^ I l\^Ca STATES, J@° Persons desiring to renew their subscriptions to
The Philadelphia Photographer, will much oblige the Publishers by sending in their
names as early as convenient, before the expiration of their present subscriptions. This
will obviate the delay attendant upon re-entering names and mailing back numbers, and
entitle them to compete for the presents offered.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photographic Publishers, 7th & Cherry, PhiM'a, Pa.

m* PLEASE SEND FOB OUM CATALOGUE. ~m



Peerless and Morrison

s
c

GOODS
OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION
REQUIRED IN

J"
PHOTOGRAPHY.

MANUFACTUR'G CO.
UNEQUALLED FACILITIES.

THE BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES

MANUFACTORIES:—Waterbury, and New Haven, Conn.

WAREHOUSE :-419 & 421 Broome St., New York.



CATALOGUE
OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE
IN THE WORLD OP PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.

There is something for the workers in all branches of the
art,—operators, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.

We always find the photographer who reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photographic maga&ine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Eleventh Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list of articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, whoi ly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions, from 1866, at same price.

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,

fancy, " Rembrandt " and " Shadow " styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the caaierawere placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

How to Paint Photographs in Water Colors.
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By Geokge B. Aykes, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbook of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, $3.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of all photo-

handbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer.
Issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest information on all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. No book was ever more needed.
$2.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography.
Third thousand. 13.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt.

Lookout Landscape Photography.
By Prof. K. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good

for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Himes's Leaf Prints; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrate
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something JVew.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Photographers' Pocket Refere?ice-Booh.
By Dr. H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide.
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.



])r. Vogel's Handbook.

SECOND EDITION.

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. H. YOG EL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

IS NOW READY. 4M^si"^SSr° PRICE, $3.50.

It is Elegantly Illustrated, with Pliolirais ani Engravings. Cloth Bound,

The reputation Dr. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and insures a hook of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and'revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulae, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a Handbook of

the practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs

;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings ?,re numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Pour photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts., JPhilada.



SPLENDID
LANDSCAPE and ARCHITECTURAL

PHOTOGRAPHS.
We have now in stock a selected assortment of Mansell & Co.'s best views, all whole-

plate size or larger, which we are able to furnish at the remarkably low prices named below.

They are Fine for the Graphoscope,

They are Valuable as Studies,

They are Beautiful for Framing,

They make Attractive Portfolios,

When bound in our Photo-Covers.

EVEKY PHOTOGRAPHIC KECEPTION-KOOM SHOULD BE SUPPLIED

WITH A LOT OF THEM.

Our selected stock has now arrived and includes admirable views from negatives by

England's best landscape photographers, Messrs. Frank M. Good, Payne Jennings, and

others, as follows : Salisbury, Gloucester, Peterborough, Lichfield, Hereford, Winchester,

Durham, Wells, Lincoln, Ely, Melgrove Cathedrals, and Oxford; Westminster, Foun-

tains, and other Abbeys. Also, of House of Parliament, London ; Windsor Castle, Kural

Views in England, Buckingham Palace, and a magnificent series of Good's unrivalled Views

of Egypt.

We made these selections from actual samples and guarantee them to be the best. Mailed

to any address on receipt of price.

Unmounted, per dozen, $3 50
Mounted, " " 4 OO
Mounted with Guards and Photo. Cover, " " 5 OO

In the Photograph Cover a dozen makes a very handsome and attractive album for any

photographic reception-room.

All orders should be addressed to the American Agents,

BENERMAN $ WILSON,
Seventh $ Cherry, Philadelphia:



LONDON 1851. LONDON 1862 PARIS 1867.

ROSS
PORTRAIT

j^isr ti

VIEW LENSES.
We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lens, and by our

increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the convention held at Buffalo, July 15, many fine

photographs were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lens, which
attracted great attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also

keep up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and
improving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock

of, a new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be
quiet. We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Louses, from 1-4 to 15x18. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Sos. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, > os. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, 3f os. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetrical*. Rapid Symmetrical*. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the dveapest Foreign Lens ever offered

to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINHEIL'S SONS' NEW IFUIITK LENSES.

We noio have afull stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices

:

No. 1 1-4 size, 3 £ inch focus, $25 00
'•

2 1-2 " 5i " " 30 00
"

3, 4-4 " 7 " " 45 00
"

4, 8-10 " 10J " " 60 00

No. 5, 10-12 size, ...... 13J inch focus, $70 00
" 6 13-16 " 16 4

a " " 110 00
" 7 18-22 " 200 00
" 8, 20-24 " 350 00

Nos. 1 A 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,

and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.
SOLE AGENTS FOE

j
THI UNITED STATES

, 822 Arc! St., PMlaflelpMa, Pa.
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THE CALIFORNIA CONVENTION.

All matters pertaining to the California

Convention are to be found this month in

' the back parts of this magazine. President

Rulofson lives at a "considerable distance"

from us, and we desired to " keep open " for

him as long as possible. It will be seen

JLk.tuat our co-workers on the Pacific Coast

- -have gone into the matter with earnestness,

v and we hope to see them responded to with

,jJteke spirit. No one can afford to miss this

"golden opportunity" who can afford to

*go. The prospects are certainly more prom-

ising than we had any right to expect they

Would be.

LETTER FROM DR. VOGEL.

On board of the " Boroda," before

Alexandria, February 25th.

Journey to Observe the Eclipse of the Sun—
On the Fluctuations of the Chemical Action

of the Sun's Spectrum—A Simple Method

of Photographing the Spectrum—Simple

Dry Bromide-Process—A Icoholic-Alkaline

Developer—Berlin Exhibition adjourned.

Heke I am again on a journey to the

golden South ; the waves of the Mediterra-

nean surround me, and one day more, and

I will be in the land of the Pharaohs ! in,

that to me already known land, Egypt. It

is almost like a dream to me, how I came
here, after declining to participate in the

Transit of Venus expedition of the previous

year, and with it had given up the idea of

again participating in scientific expeditions

in the future. But many events occur con-

trary to our expectations, and as the tempter

in the shape of an honorable invitation from

the Eoyal Society appeared before me, I

could not resist. I am in fact a wander-

vogel (a travelling-bird). On the 16th of

February I left Berlin midst rain and snow,

and crossed the fatherland via Munich,

where friend Obernetter received me late

at night. As I went over the Alps, it was

icy cold ; it was in Verona that a more
pleasant sky greeted me for the first. Beau-

tiful Italy lay before me, and in a few hours

I was in Venice. "What recollections of

joyous hours spent here with you arose in

my soul ; of course it is now different

from what it was then. The air was now
cool, and required the use of overcoats. The
city was empty of strangers, and looked

like an enchanted fairy castle. Neverthe-

less, the Doges' palace, St. Mark's place,

etc., etc., exercised their power over me,

and brightened the old recollections of you
anew. In the same inn where we resided

together, I again halted. I called on Mr.
Naya; but, alas I I found neither him or his

amiable wife at home. In direct contrast
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was this sunny afternoon to the day of my
departure. A terrible snowstorm arose

during the night, enveloping the whole

city, covering palaces, statues, gondolas, in

fact, everything. The grand canal was

angry, and the stormy waves caused me
great exertion and difficulty before I reached

the ship of the P. and 0. Co., the " Boroda."

The Asiatic crew of this vessel were not

used to such wintry weather. The black

and brown fellows crawled into the engine-

room, half-frozen, and could not be induced

to go to work. We, therefore, had to wait

until the next morning, when the storm

had somewhat subsided, before we could

leave the harbor. But, outside somewhat

worse awaited us. The sea was fearfully

agitated, even the hardy officers of the ship

were attacked with sea-sickness, and I too

had to capitulate. Early the next morn-

ing the sea quieted, and we gradually pro-

ceeded southward into warmer breezes. In

Brindisi, we landed and received a large

number of passengers. The ship was over-

loaded. Ail sexes and ages were represented.

In this manner we arrived at Alexandria.

The view of the African coast, the clamor

of the Arabian rabble, that crowded itself

on board in variously colored costumes,

were nothing new to me. We had two

hours' time to roam the city or surround-

ings, so passed through the Arabian ba-

zaar, saw Cleopatra's needle, Pompey's pil-

lar, and numerous photographs, which were

brought on board by enterprising peddlers.

The photographs of architecture and land-

scapes which were offered to us were very

good ;
the portraits, however, were horri-

ble. The viceroy of Egypt has a very nice

theatre, with a selected troupe of French

ballet girls, some really pretty faces, which,

however, have been fearfully distorted by

photography. In the interest of the travel-

ling public, who could not very well pack

them, the photographs are offered for sale

unmounted; an 8 x 10 picture is sold for one

shilling. On the evening of the same day,

an extra train brought us to Suez The ride

lasted twelve hours. There were several

lists made out for those wishing a compart-

ment in company to make their selections.

A coupe was found containing only Ger-

mans, who in true German style snored the

whole night. Under such circumstances, the

majority saw very little or nothing of Egypt,

but the desert of Suez, over which the sun

rose with great magnificence. We were to

take the steamer "Surat" at Suez, which

in the meantime was to come through the

canal from Southampton. We, however,

received a telegraphic dispatch, that the

" Surat " had lost its screw in the canal, and

we were for the time without a ship. The
steamship company, the so-called P. and
O. Co., gave us permission to take tempor-

ary quarters on board of the " Teheran,"

which was lying in the dock, which, how-
ever, steamed off within twelve hours ; in

the meantime the disabled "Surat " arrived,

and was placed on the docks; we migrated

on board of it. The company had, however,

sent telegraphic orders for the "Boroda"
(which had brought us to Alexandria) to

come to our relief, which arrived on the

third day of our stay, and relieved us from

our peculiar situation, for the sojourn on

the "Surat" was anything but agreeable,

from the terrible noise created by unloading

its freight.

I fled from the tumult, on the second day,

into the Arabian Desert. Here lies, far

away from the busy scenes of the world,

the spring of Moses. Its waters arise in a

small and beautiful oasis, where tamarisks,

palm, onions, garlic, radishes, etc., were

thriving luxuriously, and supported an

Arabian and his numerous family ; here

we sipped the coffee his Sarah prepared for

us, and rode back on his camels. Suez is a

miserable nest, one-half consisting of tum-

bled-in huts ; the surroundings are desolate,

and only where the sweet water camels

spend their fertilizing moisture, vegetation

thrives. Nevertheless, the neighborhood

has a wonderful charm through its emerald-

green Red Sea, and the picturesque

brown-tinted range of Attaka Moun-
tains, namely, when the morning and

evening illumination throw their red tints

upon them.

On the 1st of March, we finally left Suez,

and steered for the Red Sea ; to the left of

us was the many-pronged Mount Sinai, and

to the right the less popular Dybel Charrieb.

The land dwindled gradually from our

sight; only desolate rocky islands, visible to
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the top, greeted us. All the land visible is

without water or vegetation, and is bleak

and dreary as the surface of the moon. In

this manner we cross the tropic of Cancer,

and the further we proceed towards the

south, the more pleasant becomes the tem-

perature. My winter overcoat I used for

the last time the night I was in Egypt;

now, when the thermometer, at seven o'clock

a.m., points to 86° Fahrenheit, the lightest

summer clothing is used, for the dull sky of

Europe has disappeared. Every one has

been made comfortable on deck. The ladies,

who are largely represented, promenade

with their toilets. The piano has also been

brought on deck, and numerous amateurs,

whose desire is greater than their skill, are

tormenting our ears with their singing. You
can see by this we have plenty of pastime

and entertainment.

The sea is smooth and quiet ; hardly a

breath of air is stirring
;
you can almost roll

tenpins on board. How much worse was

it the first time I crossed the Red Sea ! It

was in the month of August, the warmest

month. The first day already, the terrible

suffering commenced from the prickly heat,

a breaking-out on the skin which itches

terribly. The whole body is covered with

perspiration, and you feel as though you

were in a steam-bath for seven days. I was

only relieved when we entered the Indian

Ocean, when we had a change of weather.

A sky as blue as this is also adapted to

chemical experiments, and I had, luckily,

made arrangements that I could make some

without much trouble. I have already writ-

ten to you of the remarkable wavering of the

chemical action in the sun-spectrum. If

exposures are made on clear days, the effect

is sometimes more energetic in yellow, or

in the blue, or violet. And these effects ex-

tend from some inexplicable cause, some-

times more or less, to the violet and ultra-

violet. This variation I prepared to study

on my journey. Eor this purpose I con-

structed a spectral apparatus, as simple as

it possibly can be conceived ; and, as I sup-

pose, there are plenty of photographers in

America, who have scientific interest, and

probably would like to make similar ex-

periments, I will describe it.

Take a small camera, which can be drawn

«• B

[ 1

It

out about six inches, and fasten to it, at a. a

small Brown-
ing's pocket

spectroscope,

B. This con-

sists of two

parts, a front

part, n, which has a slit in it, and can be

drawn out, and a back part, a, which holds

the prism. If the ground-glass at/ is rubbed

with oil, and the instrument directed to-

wards the sun, the tube, n, drawn out, you
will suddenly see on the ground-glass the

celebrated Frauenhofer's lines, which can

be easily photographed. On iodide of silver,

the lines will act only in the indigo blue,

violet, and ultra-violet; on bromide of sil-

ver, however, it acts also on the light blue

and green. In making exposures, I take

the small camera in my hand, holding the

spectroscope, B, towards the sun, so that it

throws no shadow anywhere. It is easy to

follow the sun, and even on an easily going
ship observations can be made. My slit is

one-tenth of a millimetre, and I generally

expose one minute. The front part of the

camera, on which the instrument, B, is

fastened, I have arranged with a sliding

movement, so that I am enabled to make
five spectral exposures, one above the other,

on a small plate of 11 x 8 centimetres.

These I make daily, at seven or ten o'clock

and noon, and two and five o'clock in the

afternoon.

For this purpose I have taken one hun-

dred dry bromide of silver plates with me
;

these are prepared in the simplest manner.

Take 1 part of bromide of cadmium dis-

solved in 15 parts of alcohol, filter, and

dilute with three times its volume of a plain

collodion containing 2 per cent, of cotton.

The plates are coated with a preliminary

coating of 1 part of gutta percha in 1000

parts benzin, then collodionized and silvered

for five minutes in a silver bath of 10 gram-

mes silver, 80 grammes water, 1 drop of

nitric acid, then dipped in two baths of dis-

tilled water, then rinsed under the tap, and

finally flowed again with distilled water,

then placed in a dr}'ing closet, which must

not be opened until all plates are dry. Any
covering of morphia, gum, tannin, or albu-

men, as generally recommended, is wholly
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superfluous, and only prejudice the keeping

of poor bromide plates, whose sensitiveness

is one-quarter of the wet plates (with dry

plates containing iodide of silver it is a dif-

ferent thing; here the covering is of a de-

cided and positive advantage). The above

prepared plates are developed generally with

the alcoholic ammonia recommended by me.

This preparation I have used on nearly one

hundred plates, and always with excellent

result. It works exceedingly clean and

clear; very little bromide need be added.

My developer I make as follows

:

A.

Strong Liquor Ammonia, . 10 c. c.

Water . 10 "

Alcohol, .... . 80 "

B.

Pyrogallic Acid, . 1 gramme.

Alcohol . 10 grammes

c.

Bromide of Ammonium, . . 1 gramme.

Water, ..... 5 grammes.

I take 8 drops of B, 2 drops of C, and 7

cubic centimetres of A, and pour this over

the plate, which has been previously moist-

ened with alcohol. The picture appears

red, and is strengthened by leaving the re-

maining developer flow back into a glass,

and add its bulk of A. In this manner I

have prepared six dark slides for my photo-

chemical experiments ; the necessary chemi-

cals, dry plates, and camera I have packed

altogether in a box of one cubic centimetre

capacity. The plates I expose during the

day I develop in the evening without a

dark-tent, fix and varnish. I would rec-

ommend the above process also for taking

landscapes, in which, however, an intensi-

fying with citrate of silver and pyro would

be necessary at times. From the results at-

tained with my apparatus I can give you

some information. The difference between

the light in the morning and afternoon, first

of all, is very striking. The morning light

is richer in violet rays than the afternoon

light ; in like contrast is noon. It has here-

tofore been believed that, afternoons, prin-

cipally the violet rays are weakened, the

yellow and red not; this is an error. I ex-

perimented in the Red Sea with plates which

were made sensitive for the yellow rays by

the addition of naphthali red, which showed

that the chemical action of the yellow and

green rays was considerably less afternoons

than in the morning. The growing of the

chemical intensity is enormous the further

we proceed towards the south. In the

Mediterranean violet rays were only per-

ceptible at noon, here they manifest them-

selves from early in the morning until late

in the afternoon. I hope to be able to in-

form you more fully at some later date.

Our journey is from here to Aden, then

to the Wonder Island, Ceylon ; from there

a British man-of-war will transport us to

the solitary Island Camorta, of the Nicobar

Islands, where I will remain about fourteen

days, and after taking the observations will

proceed to Calcutta. Probably I will get

as far as the Himalayas, and in Simla make
a series of spectral photographs. The Pho-

tographic Society in Berlin has in the mean-

time, in consideration of my absence, ad-

journed the original project of having an

exhibition in September. More in my next.

Tours very truly,

Dr. H. Vogel.
Closed at Aden, March 5th, 1875.

LONDON CORRESPONDENCE.
London, March 9th, 1875.

Since writing my last we have progressed

a step in the affairs of our photographic

society, and held an election which has pro-

duced some results which no one expected,

but on which, as I am personally called into

the government of the society by them, I

cannot any farther make comment. No
doubt there are those who will feel person-

ally very much relieved that my position on

the council, though to them a great annoy-

ance, will exclude me from the field of

newspaper polemics, either in the pages of the

Philadelphia Photographer, or in my hitherto

favorite champs de battaile, the British Jour-

nal of Photography.

You will naturally conclude that in a

British writer, whose qualities you know by

repute if not by experience, there will be

little to be done in the way of working out

practical discoveries. All suggestions of the

writer's study are in the bud ; a lot of emul-

sions have been waiting in my dark-room for
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a month or more for a single day of light

sufficient, either in brilliancy or steadiness,

to allow of the exposing a dozen plates in

succession, with the assurance that they

would get equal light. What, under such

circumstances, can one do ?

I have been for years satisfied that in the

perfection of emulsion processes lay the

future of practical photography, and since

the discovery by Carey Lea of the use of

mineral acid?, in controlling the tendency of

an emulsion containing free nitrate of silver

to spontaneous decomposition resulting in

fog on the plate, we have made rapid prog-

ress in arriving at better and quicker work.

I made from that time, at intervals, trials of

different methods of treatment of different

pyroxylins, and I consider that certain very

curious results are established by them. One
of these is that when bromide of silver is

formed in the presence of a considerable

excess of nitrate of silver, the bromide so

formed is not only more sensitive than when

formed with an excess of bromide, but that

it retains its superiority when the excess of

nitrate is removed or converted by the ad-

dition of bromide. Then I made an emul-

sion with an excess of alcohol, which per-

mitted me to add an excess of silver of ten

grains to the ounce, and after keeping this

for periods reaching sometimes to several

weeks, I found that in every case I got a

clear, brilliant (not always intense) image

with the maximum rapidity, when I had

converted this excess by adding a consider-

able excess of bromide, amounting in some

experiments to three grains of bromide of

ammonium per ounce with three minims of

nitric acid added in the beginning. In this

state the emulsion was unaffected, even by

directsunlight, and a plate coated would not

darken in open day until water was poured

over it. With these plates I could make
quicker work than with any dry plates I

could get hold of, and with one sample of

pyroxylin, I got films that, though weak

in the image, were actually more sensitive

than ordinary wet collodion. The impossi-

bility of intensifying the image, however,

made the experiment of no practical value.

In all these cases nitric acid was used to

restrain the fogging, and after most careful

and exact comparisons, I found that there

was really no advantage in the use of hy-

drochloric acid with the nitric; in some ex-

periments, the addition of a chloride proved

an advantage in density, but in others the

reverse. If either the nitric acid or bro-

mide in excess were omitted, the emulsion

would darken in the light.

These experiments led me to a simplifica-

tion of the process by which nitric acid was

avoided, and the emulsion, though sensitive

to white light, still had no tendency to fog.

This was in the dissolving of the nitrate of

silver first, which I did by prior solution

in alcohol, as suggested first by Carey Lea,

and using a minimum of ether in the emul-

sion, and adding the bromide subsequently

in tine powder so as to have a slight excess

of bromide. In this case the silver was in

excess until the last portions were converted,

as the granular condition of the bromide

only allowed it to be dissolved slowly, and

converted as fast as dissolved until all the

nitrate had been exhausted. It was equiva-

lent, in fact, to adding it in small quantities,

but in all cases the essential fact is, that the

action of an excess of silver during forma-

tion of the bromide conferred a sensitive-

ness which no subsequent addition of bro-

mide removed. This I published in the

British Journal of Photography two years

ago or more, and with it another fact, that

by the action of nitrate of silver on the py-

roxylin, the film acquired certain physical

qualities which enabled the developer to act

on it more readily and energetically. By
the aid of these two devices, I made plates

far more rapidly than any I could make in

any other way, or obtain of any other manu-

facture.

The complete conversion of the free silver

in this way, both by keeping the emulsion

a considerable time, and by addition of

excess of bromide, and the careful filtration

of the emulsion when complete, also gave

me entire immunity from comets and

opaque spots ; and the spongy condition of

the film made washing so easy, that the

removal of the free bromide was effected in

less time than was required with the old

close texture of the film ; and the bromide

was effectually washed out, as well as all

other salts, as soon as the alcohol and ether

were.
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I then turned my attention to the further

simplification of the emulsion hy the re-

moval of the free soluble salts produced by

combination. The addition of bromide of

silver to plain collodion gave no results,

and I then tried the plan of washing the

completed emulsion by precipitation. In

this way I got exquisite films, but in ra-

pidity and density inferior to those made
from the ordinary emulsion. The loss of

the soluble elements of the pyroxylin by

precipitation was undoubtedly in large

measure the cause of this, and by Mr. Bol-

ton's subsequent ingenious device of allow-

ing the emulsion to set before washing, the

washed emulsion became a fixed fact by the

retention in washing of those substances

which gave intensity. His success and sug-

gestion induced me, at the request of the

Liverpool Drj'-Plate Company, to take up

again these experiments, and, based on Mr.

Bolton's plan, I have worked out for the

company a method of procedure which is

now a commercial process.

But in this process there is more than

usual importance in the quality of the

pyroxylin. A pyroxylin which with Mr.

Carey Lea's process will do very well, will

not make a good washed emulsion. There

are enormous differences in sensitiveness

and density of the image, and some samples

of great excellence for wet collodion, will

not give even an image in the washed

emulsion. Prom a few experiments I made

in America, I conclude that the special

cotton of Parys will answer, and if an

emulsion be made with this as if for Lea's

process, with an excess of about two grains

of silver, and this be converted, about

twelve hours after, by the addition of an

equal weight of bromide of ammonium,

and then poured out in broad dishes to set,

and then washed well, dried at a moderate

heat, and redissolved with the addition of a

grain of tannic acid {neutral to test paper,

and if not so, to be made so by being dis-

solved, neutralized by ammonia, filtered,

and dried again) to each ounce of emulsion.

This must, when fully dissolved, be filtered.

I have had made, for the Liverpool com-

pany, long narrow filters, which are closed

by a plate of glass ground to the top, and

which, with cotton put loosely in the tube,

filter efficiently, and with sufficient rapid-

ity. The alcohol and ether must be of the

highest commercial standard.

Now there is one thing in this transfor-

mation which I hope to turn to good ac-

count; yet in adding to the excellent qual-

ities of this emulsion some of those which

I got in my long-kept nitrate of silver

emulsion, I found that by washing the

emulsion in certain states, by Mr. Bolton's

plan, I preserved the original physical qual-

ities, and if I can determine that exact

state of the emulsion, where the sensitive-

ness from the long keeping, combined with

intensity, will remain in the washed state,

I shall be able to give a highly exalted sen-

sitiveness to the permanence and certainty

which now are properties of the Liverpool

company's emulsion.

The use of bromide of ammonium, in

place of cadmium, is to be recommended in

all cases practicable, not only, as I showed

in my experiments two years ago, giving a

bromide of silver of a much finer quality,

and less liable to deposit rapidly, but as

conducive to density of image and clearness

of shadows. In case of the pyroxylin per-

mitting it, it would be always better to

make the emulsion by dissolving the silver

first, and then adding the bromide (as

above) as in this case ; not only do we thus

get the silver more perfectly dissolved, but

the conversion is effected everywhere in

the collodion and not at the bottom, and the

use of bromide of ammonium is allowable,

as the portion first dissolved being at once

converted, the solution goes on in this way
till all are dissolved, while in the first in-

stance only two or three grains would dis-

solve. But in preparing an emulsion for

washing, an alcohol with considerable water

may be used, making the solution of the

salts a much easier matter. As much water

may be added as the pyroxylin will stand,

or alcohol of low strength may be used

from the beginning.

"W. J. Stillman.

A Danbury (Conn.) photographer promises to

revolutionize the business by the introduction of

a gas which renders the sitter unconscious during

the taking of a picture. He has already issued

cards announcing, "Photographs in all styles

taken without pain."
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PHOTOGRAPHY IN FRANCE.

BY ERNEST LACAN.

In a series of articles which he is now
publishing in the Moniieur de la Photogra-

phic, Mr. Ernest Boivin (one of the first

experimenter^ who have thoroughly studied

carbon photography), describes the different

operations by means of which it is possible

to obtain the splendid results now so much
admired. This work is in reality a practi-

cal treatise, in which all the directions are

given in the most precise, and at the same

time, the most succinct manner.

To sum up, the principal points upon

which the author insists, to reach certain

success, are the following :

1st. Sensitizing the pigment paper in a

bath of bichromate cold.

2d. Drying the paper in a room that is

warm, well ventilated, and not damp.

3d. Analysis of the solubility of the pig-

ment paper before placing it under the

cliche. For this purpose pour into a vessel a

few cubic centimetres of water (a drachm

or two), in which immerse a small piece of

the paper to be analyzed; now slightly heat

in the flame of an alcohol lamp. If the

paper has preserved its properties it soon

dissolves; if, on the contrary, the film has

become insoluble, nothing is dissolved, and

the paper feels under the touch like a piece

of oil-cloth. This very simple test renders

failure impossible.

4th. Exposure under the cliche, for a

time determined by the aid of the pho-

tometer.

5th. Kapid washings of the exposed pig-

ment paper, and placing in perfect contact

with the transfer paper.

6th. Development of the image in filtered

rain-water, not too warm.

7th. Fixing with alum at 3 or 4 per cent.

We know that to obtain an image that is

not reversed, it is necessary to make a double

transfer. This is Mr. Boivin's manner of

operation.

He rubs the glass which has been previ-

ously cleaned, first with a piece of flannel

soaked in benzin, or essence of petroleum,

in which a little wax has been dissolved
;

after this solvent has evaporated, which

takes place in a few minutes, the glass

is to be rubbed uniformly with another

piece of very dry flannel so as to leave but

very little wax. The plates are preserved

in this state, and at the moment of the

transfer they are covered with old collodion,

rendered very fluid by the addition of ether

and alcohol. Each plate is placed in a dish

of water, while the exposed pigment paper

is washed in another dish ; then the pig-

ment paper is withdrawn and applied on the

coating of collodion ; both are withdrawn at

the same time, covered with blotting-paper,

and perfect contact secured by means of the

squegee
; after having remained an instant

under pressure the image may be developed.

After fixing with alum, the print may be

gelatinized or not, in a gelatin bath of 6

per cent. When the gelatin thickens, place

the plate on which is the image, in a dish

of water, with a sheet of paper which is to

serve as the final support. Both are with-

drawn at the same time, and after contact,

by means of the squegee, are allowed to

dry spontaneously. When desiccation is

complete the print detaches itself from the

plate with the greatest facility. The images

thus obtained are in right position, and are

gelatinized at the same time. This process

is well adapted for card pictures.

The following general rules should, in

practice, guide the adept carbon printer : A
sensitizing bath, rich in bichromate, gives

soft prints; the weak bath gives prints with

contrast; the more coloring matter in the

pigment paper, the less strong should be the

bath of bichromate.

To sum up : With soft cliches, use a weak

bath of bichromate and a strongly colored

pigment ; with cliches of good intensity, use

a stronger bath of bichromate and less color

in the pigment ; with hard negatives, use a

pigment with very little color and a strong

bath of bichromate.

As Mr. Boivin remarks, the great stum-

bling-block in carbon printing is generally

the great variation of the colors used. It

would be well therefore, to adopt one or two

tints, a pigment of the same intensity of

coloration, and the bath of bichromate at the

same degree; maintaining always the same

conditions, the result will be certain.

It is indispensable that the contact of the

exposed pigment paper with the plate or the
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transfer paper should always be made in

very cool water. The sensitizing baths

should also be kept in a cool place.

The dark-room serving as a laboratory in

carbon photography should be spacious,

very dry, and well ventilated ; the temper-

ature should vary as little as possible, and

should be kept between 15° and 20° Centi-

grade (50° to 77° Fahr.). It is especially

with 15° Centigrade (59° Fahr.) that the

best results are obtained.

The yellow panes of glass forming the

windows of this laboratory should be of a

very dark tint, otherwise the light acting

upon the sensitized bichromate paper, which

is much more sensitive than that prepared

with chloride of silver, would destroy in a

short time the sensibility of the colored

gelatin. This is one of the causes that pre-

vent pigment paper from keeping. That

which has been dried with care and kept

from the light, preserves, on the contrary,

its properties, that is to say, its perfect solu-

bility, during from ten to fifteen days in

winter, and from five to ten in summer.

The theory of the carbon process appears

to me to be very clearly set forth in the fol-

lowing extract from the Gauserie Photo-

graphique, sent to me by C<5unt de Courten.

In carbon photography, which is specially

used to obtain the half-tones, it is the coat-

ings first in contact with the cliche" which

form the background. The image gains

in intensity, and the lights and shades which

form it become more strongly defined, as

the luminous action progresses from the

surface of the preparation towards the paper

that supports it. It is necessary in this case,

that the portion of the coating adherent to

the paper should not have been acted on,

and we can understand that such an image

(since it does not hold to the paper which

has served for its first support), requires a

temporary support, so that the washings

which are to free it from the matter not

acted upon by the light, should not carry

off the very thin pellicle which forms the

picture. The print is then reversed and ap-

plied to a temporary surface, so that the dis-

gorgement can be effected. It should then

be turned a second time, which fixes it in

its final position upon a paper prepared with

gelatin.

According to Mr. J. Fleury Hermagis,

the eminent optician and practical photog-

rapher as well, whose unrivalled lenses I

am glad to see you are introducing into

America, boric acid, which no treatise on

photography has yet recommended, could

be advantageously used to acidulate slightly

and in a constant manner, negative baths.

We know that with a bath acidulated

with nitric acid, the best collodion is ex-

posed to partial raisings, and loses a portion

of its sensibility; we also know that acetic

acid, less active it is true, evaporates very

quickly, so that the fogs averted for a mo-

ment by its presence, appear again at the

most inopportune moment.

Boric acid has the threefold advantage

of acidulating to the exact degree, to cause

no raisings, and to preserve to the film of

bromo-iodide of silver a sensibility equal

to that obtained by neutral baths, whose

use in practice is so delicate.

This is the mode of proceeding recom-

mended by Mr. Hermagis, entire: The bath

is first brought to a neutral state, by means

of a concentrated aqueous solution of bicar-

bonate of soda ; a few drops for 100 grammes

(3£ ounces) suffice ; moreover, it is easily

seen when there is enough by the slight

turbidness of the solution. The bath is then

to be filtered and an addition made of 2 or

3 grammes (31 to 46 grains) of boric acid

for each litre.

The author of this communication assures

me, that by this process he diminishes the

time of posing by one-sixth ; he recommends

to make this addition of boric acid only for

new baths, as old baths which have already

been manipulated offer but little resource,

which is easily understood.

It is also important not to change the

nature of the iodides used in the sensitizing

of the collodion, or otherwise, to have a

special bath for each collodion that is differ-

ently iodized.

In a communication just addressed to me
by one of the subscribers to my journal,

who for a number of years has successfully

practiced photography, he calls the atten-

tion of his co-workers to the advantage of

fixing baths for positive prints, to which

acetate of soda has been added.

Twelve or thirteen years ago this process
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had already been published, and my corre-

spondent has still in his possession prints

thus treated; they have preserved their

whites and their freshness, while other

prints, treated with the gold bath and or-

dinary fixing, have almost entirely faded

away.

We may conclude from this that acetate

of lead will preserve prints. A print can

remain thirty minutes or even more in a

hath of hyposulphite, to which acetate of

lead has been added, and containing 10 per

cent, of bicarbonate of soda, without any

injury to the whites.

The old prints spoken of by the author of

this communication were passed, only, in an

old gold bath containing acetate of soda, no

longer in use, then without washing plung-

ed into the hyposulphite prepared as above.

They remained there at least twenty

minutes, and acquired a beautiful violet

tone, which they have preserved up to the

present time. The whites have remained

pure, and the albumen of the paper has, up

to the present hour, lost none of its bril-

liancy. With this process, it is true, the

washings require great care. It would be

almost necessary to constantly renew the

water, for a print that had not been rapidly

washed would acquire in drying a, yellow-

ish tint.

OUR PICTURE.

As appropriate to the season which is be-

fore us we grace our present number with a

study in outdoor photography, hoping that

it may be of some service to a greater por-

tion of our readers, and benefit them all more

or less in some useful way. We hope we
may be pardoned if we are urgent in this

matter. We have always felt that our

country is far behind in the matter of land-

scape photography, although the number of

good landscape workers is on the increase.

The height of the ambition of most of them

scarcely reaches beyond a stereoscopic view,

while abroad the majority of views sold are

whole size and larger, and are known by the

name of "scraps." Why cannot our pho-

tographers enjoy such a trade if they choose

to do so ?

Two things are necessary before the sale

of such things caw be obtained, namely, first

that the views be made; and second, that

they be well made.

And it is the hope that we may help in

these directions that we make landscape

photography the leading feature of our pres-

ent number, as we did the new "Promen-
ade " card in our last.

It seems almost superfluous to give any

instructions in the matter, since we have

already devoted so much space to the sub-

ject, and we will only do so, so far as adding

a few leading thoughts on the subject of

composition, and calling attention to Mr.

Chute's excellent article on another page.

In the Photographic World, volume II, we

contributed a series of "Landscape Les-

sons," which were profusely illustrated, and

ran through the whole year. We believe

it would be of service to study them anew.

As we have, in those lessons, already inti-

mated, there is quite as much scope for the

exercise of artistic principles in outdoor work

as there is in portraiture, and very especi-

ally in the selection of the point from which

the picture is to be taken. We should learn

to select and combine and arrange the ma-

terial before us, so as to secure the most

pleasing result, if we wish to obtain a view

of a river we must not attack it broadsides.

That would give us a very fine view of the

bank opposite, but only an insignificant por-

tion of the river. We should first decide

upon what we desire to secure and then view

the subject from various points, and decide

upon the one which will come nearest to our

desires. Harmony, unity, the balancing of

the lines, and a careful choice of light and

arrangement of the light and shade, should

all be considered most carefully. Some
points, of course, should be more prominent

than the others, and vice versa, and all this

can be regulated by attention to the prin-

ciples named.

We have not space to go into the subject as

deeply as we wish ; we have already done

it, and beg you to refer if you need more light.

We will only go so much farther as to add

one illustration, already familiar to many
of you, to bring to your minds the all-im-

portant principle of balance.

The drawing below is a very perfect

model in this respect.
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" What a lovely little gem of a picture it

makes, possessing nearly all the elements of

the large entire composition. The artist

has conformed strictly to the customs of art,

and we will soon see how his picture gains in

value by such a course, when we remove

part of it, and it presents the shape shown

in the second figure. You will observe that

the two figures are identical, with the ex-

ception that the dark group of shrubs, etc.,

on the right foreground, and a part of the

river-bank, which appear in the one, are

removed in the other.

"It will be observed in the first figure that

there are two diagonal lines nearly parallel

with each other, which rise from the right-

hand lower corner of the picture—the one

starting from the dog behind the man firing

at the ducks, following on over his head,

over the shrub to his left, behind which he

is kneeling, across the stream to the old

castle nearest the water, over the church

spire, on up to the moun-
tain top. The other starts

in the highest shrub on the

right, whence the eye is car-

ried across the picture by
the white cloud in the sky,

which completes the second

diagonal line. Now, in the

second figure, these shrubs

and the figures of the man
and dog are removed, with

a part of the river-bank,

and observe the wondrous

difference. Our lines are

destroyed
; the necessary

balance is removed, and the

group of buildings looks as

if it had nothing to stand upon, and was

about to topple over into the water. The lines

running to a point in the distance, appear

to want collecting together and regulating;

the distance itself comes forward into the

foreground, and the parts do not take their

proper relation to each other. There is a

sense of completeness and finish in the one

which we cannot recognize in the other.

Mr. Cuyp, the painter of the original pic-

ture from which our model is engraved,

almost always adopted this form of compo-

sition, and it is quite easy in most cases for

the photographer to follow

it or nearty approach it.

In his pictures, it was his

habit to place the point of

dark near to, and opposed

to the point of the greatest

illumination, thus securing

the extremest value to his

highest lights. Many illus-

trations of this will be found

in our model picture."

We now leave the matter

with you.

As to our illustrations

proper they come from the

large series of views pub-

lished by Messrs. W. A.

Mansell & Co., of London. No fifty of our

readers will get the same view, for the

reason that we are compelled to use a great
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variety of subjects, but all will have an ex-

ample of good outdoor work from which

something may be learned, be it rock or

steeple, church or field.

Those who are not interested in this

special class of work will be compensated

for any extra patience they find it necessary

to exercise towards us, when they receive

the fine specimen of foreign portraiture,

which we hope to present in our next num-

ber, from the negatives which were sent in

competition for our gold medal.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY.
BY K. J. CHUTE.

With the returning season when all na-

ture puts forth into newness of life, and all

lovers of the beautiful are invited to select

and admire, there are none to whom the

invitation comes more irresistibly than to

the artist, whether he work with the pencil

or the camera.

But the latter we will choose as the

most unerring, expeditious, and reliable,

though it necessitates the carrying of a

considerable amount of apparatus. With
dry plates this may be greatly reduced ; but

• I propose to consider a trip with the wet

process, which is in the hands of every pho-

tographer, and which may be transferred to

the field with but little preparation.

In preparing for field work, photogra-

phers are very apt to carry much more than

is required, with the precaution in view of

providing for emergencies, which seldom or

never arise.

In his Pocket Keference-book, Dr. Vogel

gives a list of thirty-seven articles as neces-

sary for a landscape equipment; but for a

single day's work, or a few views of a cer-

tain locality, this list might be somewhat

curtailed. It is not always in the number
of articles, however, that a photographer is

burdened, but in the quantity of each. On
this point Dr. Vogel says, in some of his

later writings, that " for forty plates, meas-

uring seven inches by nine, I only had one

pound of iodized collodion, and this proved

ample for the purpose. For the same sur-

face of glass I had but one pound of proto-

sulphate of iron, half a pound of alcohol,

half a pound of acetic acid, a quarter of a

pound of ether, an ounce of citric acid, and

half a pound of negative varnish."

In order to get everything together, and

be sure that nothing wanted is left out, it

is well to have a list of articles made out,

commencing with the first handling of the

plate, and going through the whole opera-

tion of making a negative.

In making out such a list, which should

be done at leisure, when everything can be

thought of, it is not enough to simply say

" camera," and have it understood that the

attachments will be thought of, but the

plate-holder, the landscape lens, and every

separate article is to be specified. It is no

unusual occurrence for a photographer U
travel miles to take a view, or photograph

some particular subject, and on going to

work find that his lens or plate-holder has

been left behind. It is the same with the

prepared chemicals. To get to your desti-

nation and find an empty bath- holder, and

remember that your bath was left filtering

in the dark-room, will have a tendency to

ruffle the most amiable disposition. The

importance, therefore, of seeing that nothing

wanted is overlooked will be readily under-

stood.

It is well to make a trial of all prepared

chemicals before leaving the gallery, so

that their exact working condition may be

known, and the operator be enabled to

govern himself thereby.

Once in the field the work should be pro-

ceeded with carefully, judiciously, and with

deliberation. One of the greatest misfor-

tunes is to feel in a hurry and get nervous

over the work; it is then almost sure to

prove a failure.

Fortunate is the artist if the beauties of

nature possess a charm for him that will

fill his very soul with inspiration, and ex-

cite in him such enthusiasm as will make
him forget self, while every impulse is in

harmony with the beauties around him,

and he is enabled to choose and secure

every charm that each scene may present.

But all must be done intelligently; admi-

ration, enthusiasm, and love of the beauti-

ful will be of little avail if they are not

tempered and controlled by judgment. The

scene presented to the eye is often not as

attractive in the picture. This occurs
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when there is considerable foreground and

middle distance intervening between the

spectator and principal subject of the view.

When tbe former overbalance the latter in

perspective, the point that was intended to be

the charm of the whole is reduced to a sub-

ordinate place, while a barren or unmean-

ing expanse is presented as the principal

objects of interest. Then again the fore-

ground and middle distance play an impor-

tant part in the composition of the picture,

when properly introduced. The foreground

particularly should not be neglected
;
some

dark object, such as a tree, or part of a

tree, a rock, stump, or log, in this part of

the picture, adds much to the beauty of the

whole.

But the first and highest consideration of

all is the light ; and in this connection it

would be well if the artist could visit the

scene previous to taking the view, and de-

termine the hour of the day that would

present the most favorable light. To arrive

on the scene and find that its beauty had

departed for that day, and only a flat unin-

teresting picture could be secured, is not a

pleasant reflection.

With architectural subjects especially,

this matter of lighting should be the first to

be looked after.

In photographing buildings in .sunlight,

one side, or some considerable portion, should

be in shadow, in order to get proper relief,

and secure a vigorous and attractive pic-

ture.

When once all these favorable conditions

are secured, the photographer should not be

satisfied to leave the spot with one nega-

tive, but should secure two, three, or four,

according to the importance of the subject,

as in this way the condition of the chemi-

cals, the time of exposure, the development,

etc., may be regulated so as to secure the

best possible results.

With some such suggestions as these to

guide him, and the picture in this number

of the journal to study, let every man who
has been shut up all winter in studio or dark-

room, determine to take one day at least to

enjoy the sunshine and breathe the health-

giving air of heaven, while at the same

time he secures some of the gems of scenery

that from time to time may have attracted

his attention, and which may not only be a

source of pleasure to him all the year round,

but may bring him orders for similar work

with profitable remuneration.

DARK-TENT.
BY FRANK ROBB1NS.

Viewing has been my specialty for the

past five years. (It has always been my
hobby and favorite pastime.) In fact,

Tripod has so long been my travelling com-

panion that I cannot look upon a fine bit of

scenery without feeling a strong desire to

" take" it along in my plate-box.

Having used the various devices for de-

veloping wet plates in the field, including

the cumbersome " view-wagon," I always

wished something more convenient for this

purpose, especially when obliged to waste

valuable time and pleasant weather in driv-

ing long distances, and, after arriving at

the field of operations, to be detained several

days by bad weather.

When I look back at the odd styles and

shapes of dark-tents, they seem like relics

of the dark ages, when compared with the

one I now use, which permits me to travel

by railroad, steamboat, or stage-coach, and

always like a gentleman, and not like a

drudge.

As the cut represents, my dark-tent is in

Fig. 1.

the form of a commercial traveller's trunk,

and contains everything required for both

stereo and 11 x 14 views. Having delivered

it to the tender care of the baggage-smasher

and received a check, I need take no further

thought of it till my destination is reached,

where a dray or hack", or, if the distance

from the railroad station is considerable, a

light wagon is obtained from a livery stable.

In forty minutes after my arrival, I am
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ready to expose a plate, which I can manip-

ulate with as much ease and certainty as

if standing in my own dark-room. During

the past two years I have developed several

hundred negatives in this Bohemian device,

often in quite windy weather, and never

fogging the plate.

Fig. 2.

And although I once went through a

railroad accident, wherein the trunk was
thrown from the baggage-car, I was able

to make views the next day as if nothing

had happened, and report "contents unin-

jured."

On Packing Plates for Field Work.

BY FRANK ROBBINS.

"While preparing for a trip to the Adi-

rondack Mountains four years ago, I albu-

menized a hundred stereo plates, thinking

I would have no further trouble preparing

plates while in the woods. But after a long

journey, on unpacking the plates, I found

them covered with a fine wooden powder or

dust worn from the grooves of the plate-

boxes. And while albumenizing those plates

the second time I contrived a better plan for

packing plates, that has since been of great

service to me.

Cut some thin cardboard in strips half an

inch wide and as long as the ends of plates
;

bend them the full length, making of each

strip a U-shaped trough. Put the plates in

packages of about one dozen each, placing

one of these strips on each end of every

second plate, which will keep all the plates

slightly apart; wrap with clean stout paper

and tie firmly with twine. These plates

will be found free from dust after any

amount of travel. After making the nega-

tives they can be varnished and packed same

as before. But I prefer placing them in the

grooves of the plate-box, for I am extremely

careful of new negatives.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RIGHTS.
BY E. K. HOUGH.

II.

In natural history we have an interesting

description of the Crustacea, who shed their

rigid coats when growth makes them un-

comfortable.

First there are symptoms of uneasiness

and a desire to escape from the general

feeling of constraint and oppression, and

finally a gathering of all their energies for

determined effort, and the old bonds are

burst, letting the creatures into larger life.

The photographic fraternity is now fast

approaching one of those periods of growth,

when the old hard shell of habit and custom,

formed in an earlier stage of development,

has become cramping to all its energies,

producing general uneasiness and irritation.

There is no help for it; we must obey the

laws of growth and progress, and begin a

new era of nobler effort and larger liberty.

But it must be a united effort of all the

reliable members of our craft, or we shall

fail.

It were as much folly for one or two or

three to set up single-handed against the

settled customs and prejudices of society in

such regard, as for two or three soldiers of

an army to dash out alone against the ad-

vancing host, only to be overpowered and

driven back. But if the whole line advances

in solid column, every man feeling sure,

his comrades, whose elbows he touches, are

true as steel, and will die before they will

desert him, victory is sure. So with us,

when we make our inevitable advance to a

higher and more self-respecting position in

our art, if every one can feel sure of the full

co-operation of all his associates, success can

not be doubted.

Our products are a luxury, to be sure, but
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a luxury that has become a necessity. Our

art appeals to the most active feelings of

our human hearts, and ministers to our

affections, our vanities, and our desire for

easy immortality, too strongly to be lightly

discarded. It has become the fashion, and

fashion is even stronger than civil law.

Therefore, if our advance is made without

arrogance or disrespect toward the public,

but only with a self-respecting demand for

simple justice, they will not only grant it

readily, but respect us for having made it.

The question then is, to what position

shall we advance, and how and when shall

that advance be made?
For the "how," it should be a well-con-

certed understanding between all the lead-

ing photographers in the towns and cities

of our country, that the advance position

once decided and taken, should be main-

tained at all hazards ; to which they should

pledge each other with name, reputation,

and " sacred honor."

For the " time," a very appropriate occa-

sion would be the Centennial Exhibition at

Philadelphia.

Our art would then be some more than a

quarter century old, and might well claim

it had attained majority, and demand the

rights and privileges pertaining thereto.

But now, as I come to the plan of action,

I hesitate, because I am so well aware that

it will seem at first totally inadequate to

produce the desired results, and that many
objections can be urged against it. But I

think when carefully considered, you will

largely agree that it is a long step in ad-

vance, and in the right direction.

The point at issue is the too general im-

pression in the public mind, that photog-

raphers are simply mediums, who operate

the mechanism of their trade as the attend-

ant at a lottery whirls the wheel and draws

the chances, and that they have so little

honor they will give their customers what-

ever they happen to get, unless said custo-

mers look sharp not to be imposed upon.

This estimate we must transform into a

belief that the photographer has self-respect

and honest pride ; that he is not a mere

mechanical go-between for them and the

forces of nature they wish to invoke ; that

he has active inteligence, which directs

and controls, chooses and combines, with

definite purpose ; that his chemicals, instru-

ments, and light, are materials in his hands
to produce artistic representations of natu-

ral forms, as much as the painter's colors,

brushes, and canvas ; that every branch of

art has its possibilities, and its limitations;

that every artist has learned much, when he

knows what he can do, and what he should

not attempt, and that the true way to get

his best effort is to trust him—leave him
free to choose, arrange, and decide for him-
self.

The plan I would propose is simply this :

First. To discard at once and forever the

practice of showing unfinished proofs.

Second. To make the prices of all pho-

tographs usually sold by the dozen, cards

or larger, at first for one only, to be finished

and delivered, as a complete transaction.

Third. The customer to distinctly under-

stand that after the kind, size, and general

style was decided, the artist in all cases

would be the judge of his own work, show-

ing nothing, neither negative nor proof,

until finished.

Fourth. Every such order to be paid for

invariably in advance, whether by friend or

stranger, as strictly as a railroad journey,

or a theatre admission.

Fifth. If other sittings of same party

were desired then, or later, for comparison

before ordering a dozen or more, because

they wished to wear a different dress or a

different smile, or for any other reason, the

subsequent sittings might be for such lesser

price as would seem both politic and equita-

ble; say, one-half the first, but invariably

for a price also in advance.

Sixth. When a finished picture thus ob-

tained is satisfactory to the customer, and

a number of duplicates are ordered, the

understanding in his interest should justly

be, every one as good as the first or no sale,

in which judgment he should have an equal

voice with the artist.

Now, while believing that if photogra-

phers unitedly adopt and faithfully adhere

to these few simple rules or their equiva-

lents, a large share of their present diffi-

culties would disappear, I am well aware

of many objections that could be urged

against them. But I shall not attempt to
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anticipate and reply to these objections now.

My present object is to excite interest, and

provoke discussion on the subject; being

well persuaded that from a multitude of

counsel some wise action must result. If

1 am right in believing that the photo-

graphic mind is nearly ripe for some such

movement, this article may help its progress.

Let us hear your opinions, gentlemen.

How many think such a movement advisa-

ble, and will pledge themselves to sustain it?

A TALE OF TIGHT TIMES.
My friend Jones is an artist, a sunshine

artist. He didn't make any pictures before

Daguerre, but afterwards ; and some folks

think the mantle of Daguerre has fallen on

Jones, so Jones says.

Jones " learned the business " away up in

a fourth story garret in his native town,

Canecadea. Canecadea was and is a small

town consisting of several stores, two tav-

erns, and another grogshop, and is situated

almost anywhere along the line of the Erie

railway, a little way off. The name Cane-

cadea is the Indian for "skunk-water," and
the population think the name has stunted

the growth of the place. Jones's garret, or

gallery, was intentionally located in the

only tall building in town, because all pre-

cedent at that time accorded the artists of

the day such lofty elevations, because it

made the pictures so much better, you know.

Naturally Jones was imbued with some
high notions, but some three years ago he

got down off his high perch and hopped into

rooms up one flight of stairs, in a town big

enough to gobble Canecadea with nothing

more than a wry face—a whisky grin. It

seems that Jones had become contented with

a little lower elevation, but needed a few

more artists to elbow when he showed him-

self abroad. There were two pairs of art-

ists' elbows in this Newtown besides Jones's.

There were elbows tenanting another gal-

lery in town, but it so happened that these

elbows didn't belong to any real artist, not

quite. Perhaps Jones's didn't. I always

had an affection for Jones, and in friendly

frankness I must denominate his work at

that time about "average," average about

$2 per day, or $2 per dozen.

Four galleries fitted this town a little

"too much." One floated, another swain,

another dragged along, while Jones himself

felt the bottom bob up and bump him every

few days. Matters appeared serious, and

Jones wished he hadn't come. He debated.

Receipts so much, expenditures so much.

Perhaps receipts might be increased by ju-

dicious efforts, but it would require some
time to feel results, and it also must cost

something. Couldn't expenses be lessened ?

Eent, for instance. Jones wondered what
he could give up. Operating-room? Cer-

tainly not to be thought of. Dark-room ?

Might develop in one's hat ! Heard of sav-

ing silver that way. Work-room? Not
absolutely indispensable, but "dreadful in-

convenient." Rather go without a jack-

knife. Reception-room? Didn't take much
room to hold his patrons

;
perhaps could

hold them all, one at a time, say, in his

toilet-room adjoining the skylight. Hated

to give up reception-room though. Every
body had one.

Precedent is the banner under which we
fight.

Jones decided to shut off the reception-

room leak, and thereby save a hundred and

fifty dollars yearly. Not much per day,

only fifty cents, but it was all " clear profit,"

and then Dr. Franklin (impious old kite-

flyer) had said, " A penny saved is two pence

earned," though Jones didn't exactly see

how that worked on decimal currency.

So Jones shrunk. It pinched some, but

he found it had some compensating advan-

tages. One fire less. He sold a stove.

Found small galleries saved steps, and also

brought him more in the society of his pat-

rons. He was oftener on hand to explain

pictures to customers, and found more leisure

with no less business. Had a few extra

cents in his pocket to feel brave on.

Then he commenced quietly to alter or

adapt the arrangements of his rooms to his

contracted space, and found unsuspected

odds and ends of room tucked away here

and there. Commenced to comprehend and

esteem the advantages of drawers and closets

for various things hitherto standing around

loose and fishing for dust.

But the plan of "no reception-room"

seemed heretical, and as occasion offered,
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Jones risked conversion by visiting other

galleries which boasted of elegant reception-

rooms. One in particular he was anxious

to see. Humors of its grandeur floated with

the flood of travel through his town. It

had been fitted up a year or two previously.

The route to the National Photographic

Association Convention led him past its

door. On. returning he went in. The door

opened into a large room overlooking the

street and gaudily hung with expensive gilt

paper, the lustre of whose expanse was

dimmed here and there with dusty pictures

hung in rather stingy scarcity. A carpet,

whose beauties were faded and whose vices

needed correction with the rod, covered the

floor. The room contained a lounge, chairs,

a counter and show-case and one of the pro-

prietors, and was the reception-room. Back

of it was another large room, ill lighted and

tolerably bare, except carpet and wall-paper.

The toilet-room escaped Jones's observa-

tion. Next came the operating-room, the

corner farthest from the sitter being occu-

pied as dark-room. The skylight seemed

to be regarded as a necessary evil, and was

consequently put up high and out of the

way, and mostly obscured by dark-blue cur-

tains. The panes of glass lapped three or

four inches "to shed water," and another

one of the proprietors, in response to Jones's

impertinent query as to the dust lodging in

and obscuring this lap, suggested that the

glass was being chemically discolored by the

light, or that the light itself possessed less

actinic properties than formerly. The work-

room was a small and inoffensive room in

the rear, and the boy printing there in-

formed Jones that the third proprietor was

out amusing himself in making a stereo-

scopic view. Jones summed up the advan-

tages of this establishment as consisting in

the fact that the gallery occupied as much
room as the large store beneath it, and took

three proprietors to pay the rent ; and he

went away content to stay small till his in-

creased business burst the walls of his con-

finement.

Of course when Jones got home from the

Convention he was stuffed full of new ideas.

He commenced making better pictures, be-

cause having had good opportunities for

comparison he had learned to detect the

difference between pictures and pictures,

and had an opinion as to the cause. There

is a certain fruit borne by the American
branch of the human family. It is called

"cheek." As Jones made better pictures

he blossomed out somewhat with cheek, and
he actually put specimens of his pictures

outdoors where people could see them and
find fault, because some of them were novel.

Next he procured 10 x 12 cards, printed

with detailed advantages possessed by his

gallery. Bragged on his pictures, telling

people how good his light and instruments

were, how quick he took a picture, and

how good-natured he was about it. Also,

he invited visitors if only to amuse them-

selves with his various attractions. The
cards had each in the centre a picture of his

gallery, and on the four corners card photo-

graphs in various styles.

The public crowded his rooms (it only

took three or four to make a crowd, you

know), and they wondered why so good an

artist contented himself with so little room.

Many advised him to swell ; but he didn't,

as he had found himself free from many
disadvantages labored under by various

artists whom he had met at conventions.

Jones found himself converted into an

entertainer of visitors, and in order to get

time enough for business he provided several

matters for amusement. Chief among these

were pictures, framed on the wall, flat in

portfolios, stuffed into albums, and pasted

into scrap-books. Also a stereoscope and
pictures. Papers, books, and magazines

—

fashion and otherwise. A kaleidoscope and

a magneto-electric machine to give shocks.

Flowers and plants, of course, as they were

so grateful for existence that they oft'ered

to do more for a dollar than any other

investment. These, perched upon wall-

brackets of rustic but artistic form, and ivy

twined the frames. Birds and a hanging

globe of gold-fish occupied no floor space,

and they made things less lonesome. Cheap
novelties suggested themselves and displaced

others as time served.

Business grew, and Jones employed a re-

toucher and a printer. Things flourished,

and almost shook Jones's grip from his

small rooms, but still he clung, and was

glad of it when the "panic" came. This
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made business dull, and Jones "got scared."

Money got scared, too. Money didn't like

pictures any more and wouldn't play. They

had a speaking acquaintance, but didn't

fraternize much. Still business paid ex-

penses, as the printer was discharged, but

Jones's pile didn't heap up fast, as of yore,

and his interest slackened. Surroundings

lost courage, and got dusty and careless.

The broom and duster didn't frisk about as

formerly, but sulked in a corner. The stove

felt so poor that it couldn't pay a dime for

a shine. The oilcloth got dirty, and hated

the very sight of the mop, so "set in its

ways" was it. The skylight got tired let-

ting light through all day for an occasional

customer, and in sheer stinginess wouldn't

wash its face. The clock got lonesome and

stopped ticking seconds and got asleep,

Avhile the cameras gathered dust, and as

allies of the skylight worked slow. The
chemicals sympathized ; the pictures on the

walls rejoiced in the dust accumulating on

their friendly frames, and stopped swapping

places with newcomers. The carpet fell to

moralizing and to making conundrums,

such as, What man's best work is most trod

upon ? and then got dizzy and mixed as to

whether " carpet-maker " was the right an-

swer.

Finally, Jones took sick—very sick, in-

deed—of the business, and wanted to sell

out. Advertised. JSice, oily advertisement,

concluding with " satisfactory reasons given

for selling."

Got enough replies to frighten him into

the idea that perhaps somebody might drop

in on him and ask for confirmation of his

seductive statements. Held a secret session

with his nose and thumb, and unanimously

decided to "slick up." Easier said than

done. Did you ever " post up " books sadly

in arrears? Jones remembered hearing

somewhere that the devil was always pre-

pared to see company. Things "looked

like the devil," and ought to be "prepared."

Commenced by sweeping out thoroughly,

and otherwise irritating dust. (Heap,

much-ee job.) Took a dose of house-clean-

ing and felt better. Rubbed off the cost

marks left by the flies on his picture-frames,

etc. Put up a few new specimens. Thought

his camera-boxes and plateholders would

sell better if cleaned up and varnished.

Show case, too. Doctored a sick operating-

chair, so that it felt well as new. Ditto,

head-rest. Shook the clock till it threw up
its dust, and was glad to go to work and

be companionable. Squandered an hour's

valuable time on the stove, till it shone

bright without ever a fire in it.

Jones got into a frenzy, and tried to see

how much time he could find place to dis-

play about his premises. Used a little paint

about his skylight and elsewhere. Jones

got to hating dust so bad that his retoucher

says he has been known to pick up a grain

of it and put it outdoors if it got in his

way.

It struck Jones that it would have a fine

effect if his business could be made to ap-

pear better, while possible purchasers were

hovering around his gallery. He advertised

as of old, and invited the calls of mere vis-

itors, whether they wanted pictures or not.

Evenings, he and his retoucher canvased

the town with specimens, " merely to exhibit

work." Eather undignified for a local art-

ist, and without acknowledged precedent.

But, then, it helped business.

Somehow the tight times seemed to be

loosening up. Perhaps spring was coming.

Possibly the sun had been shining warm
some time, while he had kept in the shade.

Jones got to thinking the price of his gal-

lery too low. Appearances were favorable

to a prospective purchaser. Anyhow, ha

would raise just a little.

Artists called, were pleased with all ap-

pearances, but had hoped to buy a gallerv

for nothing—on time. Others, with cash,

called; but Jones had raised his bid, and

they thought the price big and the gallery

small. One suggested that Jones was " gas-

ing," and didn't want to sell, or was "on
the make." Jones was finding fault with

one of Jones's best pictures at' the time, and

half-inquiringly said, " Yes ! like that?" as

he handed him the picture.

Jones's price is a trifle higher than it was

six months ago, but he still wants to sell.

Says he shall advertise his gallery for sale-

every time he renews his subscription to-

the Pliotogrcipher. There is something stim-

ulating about it; thinks it helps business

somehow. And, then, perhaps he might.

10
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sell out at his own price to an appreciative

customer, and if so he should like to build a

fine gallery to suit himself; that is, smaller,

and still more convenient.

Carl Myers.

P. S. I have just read this article over

to Jones. He don't think it is much of an

article, and is afraid that the proprietors of

that big gallery will think he is personal,

and lick him (or me) ; but I've seen too

many galleries like it to imagine such a

thing.

THE ALBA PICTURE.
We are moved to say a few words more

concerning this new candidate for photo-

graphic favor, by the presence in our office

of a number of beautiful examples, which

have been received during the past month,

and by many others which we have seen,

from various photographers. We are more

and more impressed in their favor, and

more and more certain that they not only

give photographers a new opportunity of

producing exceedingly beautiful results

from their negatives, but also a chance to

make an increase in their income.

A picture on a " white" ferrotype plate

is no new thing. We have some that were

made by Mr. V. M. Griswold several years

ago, which still retain all of their original

beauty, because they have been carefully

kept. Mr. Griswold, however, found a great

drawback in the practice of his invention,

which proved it to be wrong in principle.

He began with the ordinary black plate,

which he coated with a collodio-chloride

charged with a white pigmented liquid,

which gave to the black plate, in one oper-

ation, the white surface, and the sensitive

coating upon which to print. The white,

sensitive film, however, would continually

flake off or peel away from the black plate,

giving the most provoking failures; and

here was the drawback, and somehow it

could not be overcome, so that the " ferro-

porcelain," so called, fell into disfavor and

disuse. Mr: Griswold had followers, whose

failure also followed.

The Phenix Plate Company, with char-

acteristic persistence, knowing the wants of

the fraternity, and knowing the difficulties

to be overcome before those wants could be

supplied, went to work, and after many
experiments and many failures as well, have

held on until they have produced the most

perfect surface for direct photographic

printing that there is in existence. And
not only that, they have entirely overcome
the drawback alluded to above, and have a

film which adheres to the plate most em-
phatically. Moreover, the plate is supplied

white, ready for the application of the col-

lodio-chloride as wanted.

The pictures well printed on these plates

are, as we have said before, simply ex-

quisite. They possess a softness, a delicacy

of detail, and a roundness of image which

are most fascinating to those even who know
not where to look for the excellencies of a

picture. And there is just where the pho-

tographer needs to get power over his cus-

tomer, and the Alba plate gives him a ready

means. The coloring surface of the Alba
plate is also most capital. Since the results,

then, are so beautiful and the plates so near

perfect, where is the enterprising photog-

rapher who will not only make but push

the new Alba picture ?

The Scovill Manufacturing Company,
New York, are the trade agents for the

Alba plates, and have a full, fresh stock on

hand.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, April

13th, 1875.

Met at the gallery of Messrs. Gilbert &
Bacon.

Mr. Charles Evans exhibited a couple of

colored pictures on the new Alba plates.

The President in passing them to the

members, remarked that they were very

fine, and beautifully illustrated the capa-

bilities of these plates. The pictures exhib-

ited would bear the closest examination.

Mr. Evans has attained the highest suc-

cess with the Alba plates, as nothing more

exquisitely beautiful has ever been produced

on porcelain or by any similar process.

Mr. Evans at once became the target for

a volley of questions from all sides, showing

the great interest felt in the New Alba pic-

ture, and desire to make it. In answer, Mr.
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Evans said he was not yet prepared to re-

port much about his method of working,

but he replied on the following points :

They require printing about the same

depth as a porcelain, perhaps a trifle less.

They tone very easy, more like paper prints,

and require a very weak bath. They must

not be washed in acetic acid before toning.

One of his prints was washed with salt

water before toning, and the other was not,

but in the latter case the salt was put in the

toning bath ; there was no difference in the

result.

Mr. Clemons exhibited a number of

prints on his new paper prepared with

silica. Mr. Marston also exhibited some

on the same paper. They possess a peculiar

softness and detail that have seldom been se-

cured on any plain paper heretofore.

Mr. Clemons said he had had some of

them treated by the Glace process, and they

were very fine.

One picture only was entered for compe-

tition, and some discussion arose on the

practicability of awarding medals by the

Association, as there was but little interest

taken in the matter, and on motion it was

voted to abolish the system of competition

for medals.

Mr. Gilbert was appointed to read a pa-

per on photography at the next meeting.

Mr. Phillips exhibited some stereos of a

lady, which were very fine, and admired by

all.

The elegant work of Messrs. Gilbert &
Bacon, which adorned their exhibition room,

was examined and praised by all present.

Some 11 x 14 pictures of children were

charming in light, pose, and composition.

They also have some fine specimens of the

Promenade style, of various sizes, which

they are taking hold of very successfully.

Mr. Wilson agreed to repeat his lecture

on " How to Manage the Lines," similar to

the one he deHvered at Buffalo, before the

National Photographic Association, with

lantern illustrations, and the next meeting

designated as the time it should be given.

The President called attention to the re-

port of the Boston Society as published in

the Philadelphia Photographer, which the

Secretary was directed to read. Some such

practical method of criticism, and demon-

strations of the methods of posing, etc., are

just what we want in our meetings to make
them interesting and educational.

Photographic Society of Philadel-
phia.—Stated meeting held Thursday, April

1st, 1875, the President in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved.

The Secretary read a paper by Mr. M.
Carey Lea, entitled " A New Method of

Emulsion Work." On motion, a vote of

thanks was tendered to Mr. Lea for his

communication, and it was ordered that the

paper should remain at the room for one

week previous to publication.*

Several of the members reported that

they were experimenting with the emulsion

process containing iodides and chlorides.

Mr. Clemons exhibited some prints made
on plain paper prepared by a new process

of his own. They were characterized by

remarkable brilliancy and depth of tone.

Mr. Rau exhibited some samples of the

" Aubeldruck " process, consisting of copies

of maps, plans, pencil sketches, engravings,

etc., besides sample cards of different objects

for advertising purposes. The work was

remarkable for clearness, definition, and

brilliancy, and was pronounced to be unsur-

passed by any of the kind ever exhibited

before the Society.

Mr. Bates stated that Mr. Marcy had

kindly offered to give an exhibition of his

sciopticon with lime light for the entertain-

ment of the members, and that as it would

be desirable to have the exhibition in a

larger room, he moved that a committee of

three be appointed to engage a room, and

notify each of the members of time and

place. Carried.

The chair appointed Messrs. Seiler, Wal-

lace, and Hewitt to serve as committee.

A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr.

McCollin for framing the portrait of the

President presented at the last meeting.

Mr. E. L. Wilson sent for exhibition

some "Promenade Cards," by Mr. I. W.
Taber, Mr. H. Rosher, and Mr. J. F. Ryder,

* We have Mr. Lea's article in type, but are

obliged to lay it over a month.

—

Eb.
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and some " Boudoir cards " by Mr. Blan-

chard, of London, of similar proportions to

the Promenade card.

Mr. McCollin exhibited a miniature

camera mounted with a Dallmeyer wide-

angle rectilinear lens of one and one-quarter

inch focus.

After adjournment, Mr. Alfred Garrett

and Mr. Thomas H. McCollin, assisted by

Mr. Young, gave a very interesting exhibi-

tion of slides from negatives made by Messrs.

Garrett & McCollin in the Yosemite Yalley.

The pictures were shown in a pair of

Marcy lanterns by lime light, and were well

described by Mr. McCollin.

Boston Photographic Association.—
April 2d, 1875.

Meeting called to order at 7.30, President

Bowers in the chair.

An interesting paper was read by Mr.

Prescott in regard to practical photography,

but we have only room for an abstract re-

port of its leading points.

He thought that most photographers go

into the business to realize that competency

which is or should be the aim of all. It

was commendable to provide for the future,

and for those dependent upon us. Failure,

he thought, was often due to not attending

to the work personally, and the disposition

to pass work that might be done better with

the remark, "It will do." He thought this

phrase the curse of photographers, and suc-

cess depended upon the opposite of this, the

keynote of which is " It will not do."

He thought advertising did not pay us as

it did merchants who bought and sold; yet

energy will do as much for us as for others,

and if well directed is never thrown away.

Our work advertises itself, and here a man
is literally "known by his works." Poor

pictures will not sell, no matter how much
they are puffed, while good ones speak for

and sell themselves.

Those parties will get the trade who make
the best pictures, and take the most pains to

please their patrons. It will be found that

those who are exceptionally successful, not

only do good work, but they keep up with,

or a little ahead of the times.

We may not all become great artists, but

we can improve by study and care. I think

it was Webster, who on once being asked

if the legal profession was overcrowded re-

plied, "There is always room upstairs,"

and in photography especially there is also

plenty of room upstairs. Then, too, it is

essentially a personal business; that is, the

customer likes to deal directly with the

principal, and as they often express it, be

taken by him. I cannot urge too strongly

upon you the importance of making friends

of your customers.

In reference to art culture and the appli-

cation of the rules of art to photography,

he said it must be remembered that success

in a pecuniary sense is what we are all

after, and everything must bend to that, if

the artistic standard of our productions are

not quite so high. He thought the direc-

tion in which the greatest improvement

could be made is in the light-room. To
make clean chemical effects is compara-

tively easy; but to well light and pose is

always the result of careful and intelligent

study. The hardest thing is to learn to see

light and shadow photographically. A
great deal can be done by careful examina-

tion of the pictures of the acknowledged

masters in our art, and trying to imitate

them. Keep well up in the literature of the

business, that you may not be working in

the dark.

At the close Mr. Prescott showed the

pictures referred to in his paper; also some

very line foreign ones, which he thought

were worthy studies.

President Bowers said he had tried Mr.

Stevens's alcohol solution, and found it

worked well, he being able to use some

paper which he had laid aside on account

of its tendency to blistering.

Mr. Hallenbeck said a good way to avoid

blisters was to add about two ounces chlo-

ride of ammonia to the hyposulphite.

On motion of Mr. Holton, it was voted that

Mr. Southworth be critic for the evening.

The committee appointed at the last meet-

ing presented the pictures, which they had

brought for criticism. Mr. Rowell's were

two large carbon prints enlarged from small

negatives. Mr. Hardy's a half-dozen of the

new Promenade size, which were very fine,

and showed great taste in the printing.
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Mr. Phillips's a number of different sizes,

all of which were criticized.

Mr. South worth recommended very

strongly the use of a certain amount of dif-

fused light from the floor to lighten the

shadows, which may be obtained by a piece

of soiled cotton cloth or pieces of paper,

care being taken not to injure the eye.

Indiana Photographic Association.

—Met at D. L. Clark's gallery, on the first

Wednesday evening in April. The attend-

ance was not large, and the interest only

moderately encouraging.

Mr. W. Bishop presented his name for

membership in the Association and was

unanimously elected. Others were present

who signified their desire to become mem-
bers at no distant day.

The Librarian stated that the members

were tardy about availing themselves of the

advantages afforded by our library of photo-

graphic books, but still thought we ought to

have a copy of " Hearn's Practical Printer,"

and the Secretary was authorized to order

one, and also any other work that he

thought advisable.

On motion, the time of holding our

monthly meetings was changed to the first

Friday evening in each month.

Mr. Judkins exhibited a novel and inge-

nious device for tinting the backgrounds in

vignette photographs, which he calls a

photo-tinter, together with some photo-

graphs showing the effect, which seemed to

be favorably regarded by all present. I

believe he has applied for a patent on it,

and we hope he may reap as largely as he

deserves of the profits of his invention.

The Secretary notified the members that

the next meeting would be the time for

election of officers, and hoped it might be

an interesting occasion.

The naughty ferrotype came in for a

share of abuse, as it often does, or at least a

great deal o£ surprise was manifested on

the part of a few that so many city people

—

not the poor, but the aristocratic class—call

for ferrotypes instead of photographs. This

reminds me of some silly twaddle indulged

in at the St. Louis Convention of the Na-
tional Photographic Association, about pe-

titioning the manufacturers of plates to

raise the price on them, etc., etc. Of course

the plate-makers needed only the hint, and

the result has been that thousands, if not

millions, of dollars have gone into the

pockets of these monopolies from the pock-

ets of photographists, for the ferrotype is

still an institution, and will not down at

any one's bidding. And photographists

find it almost out of the question to raise

the price, although the price of plates has

nearly quadrupled. The fact is this is a fast

age, and the people catch at passing thoughts,

as it were, and therefore these ferrotypes

fill a void, or prevent one, and I am only

sorry that the mantle of V. M. Griswold

did not fall upon the shoulders of some

worthy and enterprising man, who would

knock the bottom out of these bloated mo-

nopolies as thoroughly as the lamented

C-riswold did out of the proud patent pre-

tensions of Peter NefF.

On motion, adjourned to meet at J. Perry

Elliott's gallery the first Friday evening in

May.
J. Perry Elliott,

Secretary.

THE CALIFORNIA CONVENTION.

But about two months will elapse after

this reaches our readers till the time when
all who intend to visit the Pacific coast, to

attend the National Photographic Conven-

tion, must be packing their trunks and

turning their faces westward.

We have been highly gratified at the

general expressions of favor with which

the California arrangement has been com-
mented on, and not a little surprised at the

number who have signified their determin-

ation to go.

From San Francisco, too*, we have the

most encouraging reports. President Kulof-

son says :
" From present indications there

will be an immense crowd. Photographers

from all parts of the country have been and

are writing to me and others, asking for

information, and saying they will be here

in July."

We rejoice at these signs of life and in-

terest in the fraternity, and applaud the

spirit of those who are determined that no

obstacle of distance, time, or expense,

shall prevent them from going wherever.
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the National Photographic Association may
meet. That it will be a delightful excursion

there can be no doubt, and such an oppor-

tunity to visit the Golden State will not be

presented soon again. This meeting of the

National Association but presents the invi-

tation in an attractive form, and stirs anew

in many of us the desire that has been cher-

ished for years to visit

" That famous, fabled country

Away off in the West.''

To breathe the air of that salubrious cli-

mate ; to glide over the waters that swell

in and out through that beautiful " Golden

Gate;" to revel amid the scenery of the

wonderful Yosemite Valley, with its un-

approachable heights and grandeur of rocks

and waterfalls ; to stand surrounded by

those monarchs of the forest, whose tower-

ing tops seem to commune with the very

heavens, and upon whose giant forms have

beaten the storms of centuries, and whose

ages are estimated to be that of the Chris-

tian era; to enjoy all these, to say nothing

of the dear old friends—and who has not

one there—that will greet us beyond the

Kocky Mountains, has come to be almost a

fascination, and there are hundreds who
have only been waiting for some call like

this to bid them come.

The feeling and interest in the matter in

San Francisco are indicated by notices of it

that have already appeared in the local

papers. We have extracts from several of

the San Francisco dailies, the substance of

which is embodied in the following from

the Evening Bulletin of April 3d

:

" The Photographers.—At a meeting

of the Photographic Art Society of the

Pacific, held last night, Messrs. Marden,

William Shevy, and Winters, and the Pres-

ident of the San Francisco Art Association,

were appointed a committee to arrange

matters regarding the coming Convention

of the National Photographic Association

in our city in July next. It is expected

that some three hundred to five hundred

Eastern photographers will visit our slope,

and a grand time is anticipated. The Con-

vention will last two weeks, and will prove

of great benefit to not only all photogra-

phers, but San Francisco itself. A steamer

excursion around the bay, a ride to the

Cliff, a visit to the California Theatre, and

a grand dinner, are some of the principal

features of the occasion."

Thus we see the ball is fully in motion,

and it becomes us of the East to rally and

make sure of the three or five hundred that

are expected of us.

As an indication of some of the rallying

words we have received, we extract the fol-

lowing from a communication from Mr.

Harry Humelbaugh, of Greenville, Pa. :

" Come, lads, wake up ! Don't you know
that the N. P. A. meets in Frisco this

year? Let's all go, and when we come
home we will feel ten years younger, and

live twenty years longer.

" We have been there, and know whereof,

we speak. Save up the dollars until we get

started for the land of gold !

" You will never regret it. We are going

for physical strength as well as mental."

We have also another, which has in it the

true ring, and the suggestions of which we
hope will be accepted and acted upon by

all.

"An Echo erom Plattsburgh, N. Y.

"My dear Sir: 'Not having seen you

since the gathering at Buffalo, and having

been during the past six months hermeti-

cally sealed at home by snow and ice, I can

restrain no longer in applauding the action

of the Executive Committee in selecting

San Francisco as the next gathering place

for the N. P. A. It was my choice when

with you at St. Louis, as well as at Buffalo,

yet wiser heads thought it 'too far.' I am
now glad an opportunity has presented to

visit the Western domain of the 'Stars and

Stripes,' and it now remains with the mem-
bers of the N. P. A., throughout the States

east of the Pocky Mountains, to visit upon

easy terms that distant shore to which many
of our friends have ventured for a -home

that were once one of our number. And an

opportunity is now afforded to make the

brethren and our friends on the ' Golden

Slope ' proud of us, and we shall merit their

consideration, by doing a very little that

lies within our power, either by attending

the Exhibition or contributing towards its

success. In a very humble way, as becomes

one situated far north and in the midst of
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mountains, I would suggest and urge upon

each member to do what he can in the way

of securing a small collection of pictures to

the Exhibition of an interesting character,

of scenes and faces familiar to those that

were once among us. For instance, a pic-

ture of the old school-house, where science

first dawned on the powers of reflection
;

the village church, where heaven with all

its blessings were pictured to our young

minds, when religion was religion without

high-toned style, and kissing was kissing,

and hugging was hugging, which always

produced the desired 'inspiration.' Send

also a picture of the gray-headed veterans

of the village, as well as one of the village

hotel, with the bummers and beats awaiting

a stranger to furnish the treats ; the old mill

and pond, where the boys used to fish; and

the village green, where the girls and boys

used to play. These are scenes that every

Californian is interested in. Show him

some one familiar face or place of the sun-

shine of his youth and be will thank you,

and think more of it than of all the finely

retouched portraiture you can drain from

the avenues of the metropolis. Scarcely is

there a town or village of any size through-

out the land but has a representative in the

' Golden State,' and whose heart throbs big

at the sound of the home of his childhood.

Let us, then, make these veterans in their

new home realize that we think of them,

we honor them, and cherish their memory,

and strive to beguile a tear by showing

them the scenes of their childhood, whose

fond recollection in friendship outstretches

their hand to our welcome.

"James Howard."

We like Mr. Howard's eloquent sugges-

tions, and have no doubt that familiar

scenes in towns and villages, with portraits

of some of the " veterans," might meet with

a response from some wanderer, to whom
it might seem like returning home, and

would bring in delightful review all the

associations of his early days.

Now every photographer is able to do

something. If he sends but one picture it

may be one that will be appreciated and do

him honor.

It is time now to take hold of the matter

in earnest, if you have not done so before,

and prepare to go yourself, or send some of

your work. We want to show our friends

of California that we can act as well as

talk, and if some of us should fail to go, we
must endeavor to make up in the character

of the Exhibition what may be lacking in

numbers in the Convention.

For the convenience of those who may
have small parcels to send, we will desig-

nate in our next a place in the East, either

in Philadelphia or New York ; and another

in the West, in Chicago or St. Louis, where

they may be sent, and forwarded altogether,

with the advantages of the lowest rates.

Now read President Kulofson's " procla-

mation," and then go to work in earnest,

and let us give the Californians the grand-

est Convention the National Photographic

Association ever had.

MATTERS OF THE

No meeting of the Executive Committee

of the N. P. A. has been held during the

past month. Although one was called for

April 23d in New York, no quorum was

present, the Chairman and the Secretary

only being on hand. #

The fact that the " Pacific mails " have

been " snowed up," at this writing for

some time, has caused some delay in ar-

ranging the plans between the Executive

Committee and the President and the Lo-

cal Secretary for the California Convention,

and we are compelled to go to press with

what we have thus far received. The
President's " proclamation " will be found

below, and other communications, which

we trust will keep up the interest in the

matter, and encourage those who wish to

go to keep getting ready. Although Presi-

dent Rulofson alludes to certain railroad

arrangements having been made, he does

not tell us what they are. The best we
have heard of, so far, is $125 for the round

trip from Omaha and return, with the regu-

lar fare to and from that point added.
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It is very difficult to secure any arrange-

ment with any railroad company without

stating about how many will take the trip

;

therefore it is important that all who will

surely go should hand in their names at

once.

We therefore ask to be informed by May
15th as follows :

1. Who will go if the round trip from

Chicago and return costs $150?

2. Who will go if it costs $125?

3. Who will go if it costs $100?

In addition would be the expense of eat-

ing and sleeping car, amounting to perhaps

$50 more all told for the round trip.

Now let us know definitely what you pro-

pose to do. If no one is going, it is better

to postpone the whole thing until 1877.

Mr. A. Hesler sends the following to

the Executive Committee.

Evanston, Cook Co.. III., April 21st, 1875.

In reference to going to California with

the N. P. A., I think that if proper pres-

sure is brought to bear, we can get the

round trip from Chicago and back for $100,

or at most $125. The Chicago ticket agents

tell me they will do as well by us as the

roads west of Omaha. Before much could

be done, we would have to know about how

many expect to go. I think that at $100

from here we could get a goodly number to

go ; but at $150 very few would go. More

soon. If you have any instructions for me,

or wish me to move in the matter, command
me, and I will do what I can.

A. Hesler.

The New Local Secretary.—Presi-

dent Rulofson has appointed Mr. Silas Sel-

leck as Local Secretary. Mr. Selleck is

one of the oldest and most enterprising

photographers of the West, and will make

a capital officer. Support him in his ardu-

ous work.

Dr. Vogel's Hand-Book, the second edi-

tion of which we have recently issued, is

the best photographic instruction book in

print, either for the beginner or the prac-

ticed worker. It is widely varied and en-

larged from the first edition. Price, $3.50,

post-paid.

Proclamation by the President of the

National Photographic Association.

Office of the President of the National Photo-

graphic Association, 429 Montgomery St.,

San Francisco, April 9th, 1875.

Whereas, The Executive Committee of

the National Photographic Association did,

on the 16th day of February, by a unani-

mous vote of its members, resolve that the

next annual convention should be held in

San Francisco, commencing July 16th,

1875, and

Whereas, Arrangements have been con-

cluded with the Central and Union Pacific

Railroad for the conveyance of members to

the Pacific,

Now therefore I, William H. Rulofson,

President of the National Photographic

Association, with view to diffusing reliable

information in the premises, and securing

harmony of action on the part of its mem-
bers, do hereby issue this my proclamation :

First. All members and other persons

desirous of participating in the proceedings

of this Convention are earnestly requested

to report in person, to Silas Selleck, Local

Secretary, at his office in San Francisco, on

or before the 19th day of July next.

Seco?id. All persons entitled to the privi-

leges, and desirous of availing themselves

of the advantageous arrangements with the

railroad companies, are requested to report

their names to E. L. Wilson, Esq., the Per-

manent Secretary, in Philadelphia, by May
15th, or earlier.

In addition to the above, relating exclu-

sively to the conveyance of members across

the continent, I take occasion to impress

upon all the importance of being present at

this meeting of our national body on the

shores of the Pacific, the far-off ocean of

our boyhood days. Come, then, from the

most remote corners of America, occupy

this hall, accept the hospitalities of the

artists, photographers, and citizens of San

Francisco. You come from the spots dear

to us, where we were born and our loved

ones sleep. Twixt you and us there is a

spiritual communion, of which we know
better than you.

The photographers of San Francisco in-

vite you to come and join hands with them,

renew the friendships of our youth, enter
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into new and closer fraternal relations, and

while you breathe this exhilarating air, and

derive fresh inspirations from this vigorous

country, let us, by a free and unreserved in-

terchange of ideas, each assist the other in

mounting higher in the scale of excellence.

Knowing what has been done we are not

wanting in guarantees for the future, and

in order that the objects held in view by the

founders of this noble institution may be

more fully realized, I would most earnestly

recommend that the photographers in each

locality throughout this broad land, set

aside all business asperities, and come to-

gether, raise funds to meet expenses, and

appoint one or more of their number to at-

tend the Convention at San Francisco, and

that all be invited and requested to send

samples of their productions to be viewed

in a new light—the light of the far, far west-

ern sun.

The success of the Convention is already

well assured by the mass of letters which

come pouring in touching this matter, and

it will be a never-ceasing source of regret to

those localities which neglect to have at

least one representative present to. contribute

to the high ends sought.

William H. Rulofson,
President National Photographic Association.

A NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER.

BY PROF. DB SCHULTZ-SELLACK.

The material used in the chemical pho-

to-printing process is exclusively chloride

of silver. The principle of the process,

which was known at the commencement of

this century (that paper impregnated with

chloride of silver, especially in the presence

of an excess of nitrate of silver, would become

dark by exposure to light), excited great

attention. In rotation, the rough surface of

the paper was substituted by a stratum of

albumen, starch, or collodion. The color in

these strata appears more lively, similar

to the colors in a painting which is varnished.

The fuming of the albumen paper with am-

monia has been the next important consum-

mation of this process. It has since been

found, that in the paper impregnated with

ammonia, the presence of an excess of ni-

trate of silver is not necessary
; that the

sensitive paper can be washed, and the

chloride of silver stratum again receives

the capacity of changing color, by the ab-

sorption of ammonia. It is known, more-

over, that nitrate of silver is sensitive on

paper without the presence of chloride, in

fact, if albumen paper is prepared without

salt (by shaking the albumen previously

with carbonate of silver), by being silvered

and fumed in the usual manner, you will

obtain likewise pictures which are distin-

guished by their harshness, and not having

sufficient depth of color. Yea, you can wash

such sensitized paper in clean water, and it

will remain sensitive. One part of the ni-

trate of silver is retained in the albumen

stratum insoluble, and is dissolved in the

ordinary process, probably in the hypo-

sulphite of soda bath. Always, to my
knowledge, chloride of silver has been the

essential material in the silver printing

process. I have found that the chloride of

silver can be advantageously substituted by

bromide of silver. It is generally sup-

posed that chloride of silver changes color

in the light quicker than bromide or iodide

of silver. If, however, albumen paper is

prepared with chloride, iodide, and bro-

mide salts, silvered and fumed with ammo-
nia in like manner, it will be found by ex-

posing to daylight, that chloride of silver

is by far the most sensitive, coloring al-

most immediately, and becoming quite dark;

the iodide of silver paper colors very

slightly. Under an ordinary negative the

bromide of silver paper shows a plain im-

pression in one-third the time of chloride

of silver. The greater sensitiveness of the

bromide of silver paper steps forth particu-

larly in a subdued light ; even with petro-

leum and gas it shows distinct impressions,

when the ordinary chloride of silver paper

scarcely shows a trace. The later behavior

is in conection with the different sensitive-

ness of chloride and bromide of silver for

the colors of the spectrum. In the fumed

bromide of silver paper, the excess of ni-

trate of silver forms an important part ; the

sensitive bromide paper, which, moreover

is a light canary color, must not be washed

previous to toning ; the fuming with am-

monia is absolutely necessary. It can be
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toned in an alkaline toning bath, and takes

by preference a purple tone. Nevertheless

the bromide of silver paper does not attain

quite as intense a color as the chloride of

silver, and does not show chiefly by long

exposure the metallic surface color. For

practice, it would be better to use a mixture

of bromine and chloride salts (two to three

parts of chloride of sodium, and one part

of bromide of sodium) to salt the paper.

Such paper shows an exquisite softness

under harsh negatives, and is capable of

very intense coloring. I believe that now
bromide of silver, beside the chloride of

silver, will perform as important a part in

the silver printing process, as it has in the

negative process, beside iodide of silver in

the past.

We translate the above from Dr. Vogel's

Mittheilungen. In a private letter to us,

Prof. Sellack says

:

"I wish to make some remarks about

this subject, which may be interesting to

the readers of your journal. Pure bromide-

paper does indeed not produce so energetic

tints of the shadows as common paper does.

But for this same reason, and more particu-

larly for its great impressibility, it is very

useful for solar prints, which are popular in

your country. My experiments make me
believe that, with pure bromide-paper, care-

fully fumigated, it will be possible to get

decent solar prints from negatives prepared

for regular common printing. As larger

pictures of this style are generally re-

touched, some lightness of the shadows may
be considered rather an advantage for the

artist."

THE PRINTER'S CORNER.

BY CHARLES W. HEARN.*

Ahead or Time.

Now before the hot season comes upon

us, I will proceed to write a few thoughts

in reference to the troubles of the photo-

graphic printer during the summer months,

for there will not probably be more than

another issue of the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher before they will be upon us, " and it

* Author of the Practical Printer.

behooves us all to be up and stirring " (not

the silver-bath, but our brains), so that we
will be ready to attack it whenever it may
come.

Albumen Paper.

All albumen paper, before it is floated

upon the positive bath, should be subjected

to severe criticism, for it is often here, even

in the very beginning of photographic

printing, that troubles arise that are laid

to one thing and another, and it is often a

long time before the right cause is dis-

covered.

We are aware that considerable blame is

attached to different brands of albumen

paper, which is unjust; yet there are some
troubles that are really the fault of the

paper, a few of which I will name.

Coarseness of course is bad, and all paper

that is coarse should be laid aside, and other

brands used.

Another one of the troubles which is very

noticeable, and gives rise to the most aggra-

vating results, is the little spots or minute

bubbles that appear much redder than the

rest of the paper (especially so when the

paper is that of the pinkish tint), and con-

tinue still to be so, even during the ex-

tended operations of the printed photo-

graphs, giving an appearance in the toning

bath of weak paper in places, as the spots at

that time very much resemble those pro-

duced by weakness. I have very frequently

seen the surface of the albumen paper so

thoroughly covered by these spots, that it

has seemed to me that a mere novice would

surely notice it. All such paper should be

rejected.

I would not give the idea to the photo-

graphic printer, that this poor albumeniz-

ing is characteristic of summer months, for

it is the case at all times, but as it occurred

to my mind, I have here inserted it.

Another and a greater cause of trouble

during the summer months, is the discolor-

ing of the sensitive albumen paper so very

rapidly, as to be a great source of annoy-

ance to the printer.

There are many excellent papers in the

market, which discolor very rapidly during

hot weather, yet if a peculiar treatment of

the same be adopted, they can be kept in ex-

cellent condition for the whole day. That
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known as the " German paper " can be most

successfully treated as follows:

Make a very slightly alkaline bath of ni-

trate of silver, forty grains to the ounce of

distilled water; float three-quarters of a

minute, dry thoroughly, and as quickly as

possible without placing it in such a ridicu-

lous affair as an iron oven just large enough

to hold about a half-dozen sheets of paper,

as the writer has seen done often, and then

a great wonder why the paper discolors so

rapidly, when it is almost literally baked

or roasted. Here the drying-room of a dry

atmosphere, and not damp, and then asmall

gas-stove about three feet below the paper,

will dry it thoroughly and quickly, and will

not discolor a particle. After drying, fume

in a dry fuming-box about ten minutes if the

positive bath is a trifle alkaline, but if neu-

tral fifteen minutes, and if slightly acid, as it

is used by some photographic printers, then

twenty minutes will be required. Long
fuming discolors, so it would be best to have

the bath a little alkaline, and fume less.

"When fumed keep in a cool place, and the

most difficult paper to work will, be found

to keep very nicely. More anon on this

score.

In the last issue, I referred to a vignet-

ting glass, which was used by the well-

known photographer, Mr. J. H. Lamson,
Portland Maine, in the printing depart-

ment of his studio, and here give a descrip-

tion of the same, which he has kindly con-

tributed to our columns.

Vignetting in Dull and Cloudy
"Weather.

It is well known that the most general

popular style of photographic printing is,

and justly so, the vignette. It is also equally

well known, that «a beautifully graded and
artistically proportioned vignette print, is

the most difficult and tedious style of pho-

tographic portraiture, requiring the most
taste, experience, and care on the part of the

regular photographic printer.

.
Having an unusually large amount of this

style of printing to do, and having rainy or

very cloudy weather to do it in, I, by the

aid of my "thinking cap," succeeded in

making this style of printing, of at least

equal rapidity with the ordinary plain down

printing in dull weather. I cheerfully give

my method to the fraternity, hoping that

it will be found of service to my brethren

in our beloved art. In an ordinary box

printing-frame of a large size, place a plate

of clear glass, free from scratches and bub-

bles, etc. Upon this lay a piece of white

sensitive albumen-paper, and clean up the

back as usual.

Reverse your frame and raise the outside

edges or rabbets about an inch from the

glass, by tacking along the sides and ends

wooden strips. Tack upon this raised frame

your regular vignetting-board, being certain

that it is of a large size and suitable shape
;

cover with tissue-paper, and print until the

centre of the vignette print is bronzed, and

until the edges have blended oat very softly.

Wash, tone, fix, and mount in the regular

way, and you have all that is necessary to

produce any number of vignetting-glasses

you may desire.

I produce them by simply making very

intense negatives of the above-described

black vignette oval print. Use a good

strong-bodied old collodion. Flow your

plate very slowly, so as to obtain a good

even film. The centre of the negatives

should be in appearance about clear glass,

with quite dense outside edges. With these

negatives placed over my ordinary printing-

frames, and held in place by a couple of

tacks upon the outside edges, or rabbets of

said printing-frames, which will of course

raise them about a quarter of an inch from the

face of the regular portrait negative in such

printing-frames, I can print vignettes with

exactly the same rapidity as ordinary plain

down prints. As the centres of these vignet-

ting negatives are clear glass, you can easily

see exactly where to place them, to take in

as little or much of the bust or shoulders

as you desire. By placing a piece of ordi-

nary plain glass over the varnished side of

these vignetting negatives, and binding the

edges, they are thus preserved from all

danger of being scratched or defaced, and

can be used indefinitely with ordinary care.

J. H. L.

Columbia, Md.

I am in trouble, and would be pleased if

some of the readers of the " Printer's Cor-

ner " would assist me out of it.
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My trouble is this: I have been working

the S. & M. double gloss paper, and have

used it successfully on a 60-grain bath until

a short time ago. My paper pictures are

full of black spots, and thinking that is the

sign of a strong bath, I reduced it to 35

grains, with no better results, but worse if

anything. I here send you some prints.

The solution is just alkaline. Part of the

paper will print rich and nice, and the rest

bad. Fraternally, F. T.

The prints sent by F. T. are marked on the

back the way they were treated. One says:

"Floated 3 minutes on 60-grain bath; fumed

3 minutes." Another: "Floated 1£ min-

utes on 35-grain alum bath ; fumed 3 min-

utes." " Floated 2 minutes on 30-grain

alum bath ; fumed 3 minutes." "Floated

1J minutes on 35-grain alum bath." No
time of fuming specified on the latter.

I wrote a letter advising a way of over-

coming his difficulty, which I have strong

reason for believing was effectual. Will

give its substance in the next "Corner."

In the meantime, let us hear from others.

The following will be found valuable:

I notice in the March number, under the

heading "The Printer's Corner," page 82,

the question is asked, " How many sheets of

paper can be toned with fifteen grains

chloride of gold?" In answer would say

six dozen sheets or more, by using Sarony's

toning formula and J. C. Browne's sensitiz-

ing for albumen paper. The latter formula

has been in use in our gallery ever since it

was first published in the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer, 1867, page 60. The Sarony ton-

ing formula never was published in the

Philadelphia Photographer. The formula is

as follows :

Liq. Chloride of Gold, . . 15 grs.

Whiting, ... .a teaspoonful

"Water, . . . . . 2 oz.

Pour on boiling water until the yellow dis-

appears. You will then have about half a

gallon solution ; let stand till cool, then

filter into a stock-bottle. To prepare the

toning for use, take of the stock solution,

one ounce to every four ounces of water.

Keep warm while toning. If it tones too

fast, add more water ;
if too slow, add more

gold solution from the stock-bottle. The

toiling is simple and yet much more eco-

nomical than all the other formulas put

together, and can be used again and again,

simply by adding more gold stock occasion-

ally. An aggregate of two thousand five

hundred and thirty-six cards (cartes-de-

visite size) have been toned with one bottle

of gold after the two foregoing formulas.

In 1859, when I first commenced photo-

graphing, a photographer who could tone

four hundred cards with one bottle of ordi-

nary chloride of gold was considered among
the first. A few words in regard to the sen-

sitizing and I am done. Browne's original

formula reads eighty grains of silver. Now
we use about sixty. The success of this for-

mula depends upon the purity of the chemi-

cals. Obtain pure crystallized nitrate of sil-

ver, and pure crystallized nitrate of ammo-
nia, a little care in the manipulations, and

you will have a solution that will last for

years, adding the different chemicals as you

deem necessary, judging from the strength

and tone of the print. After this solution

has been in use a long time, and full of albu-

men, etc., boil down to nearly dryness ; then

add alcohol and set fire to it. This will co-

agulate the albumen into a dark precipitate,

which filter out; then it can be remodelled

the same as a new bath. This latter idea

we are obliged to credit to J. R. Clemons.

I have given you the cause, now I refer you

to Browne's " Marine Views," in the Phila-

delphia Photographer, 1867, followed by

Sarony's "Studies for Effect."

Very truly, L. T. Wilt,
Of Wilt Brothers.

Franklin, Pa.

Boston, March 19th, 1875.

Inclosed please find samples of prints.

Can and will you tell me through the jour-

nal what the matter is? One day the

paper worked all right with the exception

of a mistiness over certain parts of some of

the sheets, which rubbed off with cotton,

and did not seem to affect the printing quali-

ties. Next day I silvered ten sheets ; every-

thing the same, except the weather was

colder, and three sheets of the ten printed

as you see here. Had the trouble many times

before, and so have many other photogra-

phers here. I think that I have had these

spots when the paper was not misty; the
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paper prints all right Avhcn it is a day old,

as you see by the inclosed. My way of

working is this: Silver solution sixty grains,

made slightly alkaline with ammonia, sil-

ver from two to four minutes, dry by heat,

fume fifteen minutes. What are "facts ?"

These spots are serious facts to me. H.

I am sorry that your article arrived too

late for our last issue. Your trouble is too

much bath and too long silvering, and the

day being so much colder than the day be-

fore, you should have had your room in

which the paper was silvered at least of a

temperature of 60° F., and before silvering

you should have strengthened your bath,

say about five grains to the ounce of water.

Are you sure that your bath was 60°? I

don't think it was. Do you test with Pile's

test? The hydrometer will not tell you.

Too long silvering gives also the same re-

sults. I have had the same trouble, and

have found that the above treatment has

always cured it.

" Oneida Community, March 29th, 1875.

" "Will you be kind enough to .tell me the

cause of the spottedness on the inclosed

prints ?

"I floated Hovey's paper in a 60-grain

bath one-half, one, two, three, and five

minutes; temperature 60°
; fumed ten and

fifteen minutes. Prints all spotted. Paper

thoroughly dried ; the paper has been on

hand some time."

Your trouble is nothing less than too

weak a bath, and approaching if anything

too near an acid bath at that ; 60 grains is

plenty strong
;

your 60-grain bath with

hydrometer may be 80 grains more than the

real strength itself.

I have had many private letters asking

for information like yours, and I have al-

ways found out that the fault has been with

the hydrometer, for the bath was never

the strength thought to be.

I wish that all photographers would use

a surer test than the actinic hydrometer,

for their own good, for the latter is only

adapted to the negative bath, and is not

very good even for that.

On page 125, Philadelphia Photographer,

I noticed a few questions from correspond-

ents of the author of the Practical Printer.

I will answer them according to my views.

1st. A silver bath does lose a portion of

the nitrate of ammonia by boiling, and
should be made up by the use of about half,

and in extended boiling and fusing, the

whole of the ammonia that was originally

used.

2d. Long fuming will bleach the tint of

the paper (Hardwich's seventh edition,

page 35).

3d. Yery long fuming does affect the

toning of the prints, especially if the bath

is strong of silver.

4th. To shorten the time of fuming in

cold weather increase the temperature, and

increase the strength of the bath.

L. T. Wilt.
Franklin, Pa.

Will you please ask, through the journal,

for a formula for printing on wood, so our

engraver can work from it, and oblige,

I. N. Webstek.
Barton, Vt.

Will you please ask through the Photog-

rapher the following question

:

" What is the cause of prints turning red

under the burnisher that appear to be fully

toned?"

O-VlLLE, IND.

"Treasure Spots of the World."—This is

the title of a work just issued by Messrs. Ward,

Lock & Tyler, London, and edited by Mr. Walter

B. Woodbury, which contains twenty-eight ad-

mirable photographs, by the Woodbury process,

of the beauties of nature and art in this country

and in the old, including Spain, Egypt, Java,

England, Germany, Switzerland, India, Portu-

gal, Belgium, Italy, America, Holland, Siam,

and China. Such an elaborate collection of

"treasures" we have never seen in one volume

before. Each picture is accompanied by inter-

esting text, and each one is a gem. We have also

among them, what is most interesting to photog-

raphers, enlargements from small negatives, re-

ductions from large ones, copies from glass and

paper pictures, and prints on blue and other cold

and warm tints of paper, the whole making up a

splendid and most interesting gift-book, proving

Mr. Woodbury not only up to all the " dodges ''

in our art, but also a man of capital taste in

choosing his subjects, and a most interesting

writer as well. We congratulate him on this

work, and trust it will be followed by many
similar ones.
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Mb. Edwin E. Eckstein, a gentleman very

well and favorably known in the book trade in

Philadelphia, has formed a connection with the

house of Altemus & Co., wholesale manufactu-

rers of blank books and photograph albums, at

806 Market Street, Philadelphia. Messrs. Alte-

mus & Co. are proprietors of the celebrated

hinge-back album. Dealers will do well to

confer with Mr. Eckstein before making pur-

chases elsewhere.

The Photographic Art Society of the

Pacific have sent us a copy of their beautifully

printed "Constitution and By-Laws." They

call upon the craft to become members of their

society. The entrance fee is $2, and the annual

dues $3. Apply to Mr. George B. Rieman,

Recording Secretary, Box 1297, San Francisco.

Promenade Cards of Large Size.— Messrs.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co., have sent us some

mounts for Promenade photographs of large size,

of beautiful designs and styles of card. They

are for prints 9 x 15 inches—admirable propor-

tions for a standing figure.

Card.—Mr. George R. Richardson, whom it

will be remembered was, for a number of years,

the principal assistant and manager in the

photographic department of Messrs. E. & H. T.

Anthony & Co., N. Y., desires to inform his old

friends that he has returned from the South, and

has engaged with Scovill Manufacturing Com-

pany, N. Y., where he is better prepared than

ever before to fulfil any demand made upon him

for photographic necessities.

Obituary.—Mr. Thomas Sutton, a gentleman

well known as a photographic writer, died in

London in March, after a brief illness. He was

also editor of the Photographic Notes, the publi-

cation of which was discontinued some time ago.

Pocket Cameras for Dry Plates.—While

at Scovill Manufacturing Company's store a few

days ago, we were shown some beautiful pocket

cameras made for Mr. William H. Jackson,

Washington, D. C, which seemed to be perfec-

tion. They certainly combined more in a small

space than we ever beheld before. Not a con-

venience was forgotten, every ounce of weight

possible was dispensed with, and the whole fitted

in a leather case, with strap for the shoulder and
a walking-stick tripod at hand to accompany
them, "ready for anything." The American
Optical Company surely deserve great credit for

producing such apparatus.

Mr. W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y., with char-

acteristic enterprise, has evidently "taken hold"

of the Promenade size in earnest, judging from

tne many beautiful examples he has sent us.

Mr. Baker's subjects are always judiciously

posed and very skilfully lighted, but these seem

to have unusual charms. In each case the hands

especially have had particular care given them,

so much so as to draw the attention to them, and
to excite pleasure and admiration.

Mr. B. W. Kilburn, Littleton, N. H., has

sent us some stereographs of " ice grottoes,'' in

which figures representing the "Ice King," the

"Winter King," "Winter Queen," etc., are

posed as though part of the natural scene. We
confess our preference for those where the figures

are unseen. There is one, however, which is

true to nature and the gem of the lot. It is No.

1948, and is a winter view of the Profile House,

and an old gray-bearded man in the foreground,

representing Winter. It is very good. Two
lines underneath it speak plain truth, viz. :

" Haste thee, Winter, haste away,

Far too long has been thy stay.''

The Photographic Society of Philadelphia

gave a complimentary exhibition of lantern

slides on Thursday evening, April 15th, 1875, at

the hall of the Franklin Institute. Marcy's sei-

opticon was used, a gas jet taking the place of

the oil lamp, in which was burned oxygen and

ordinary house-gas taken from the pipes. The
light was powerful and easily managed. A large

number of pictures were shown upon a screen

twelve feet square, embracing about forty views

of the Yosemite Valley and gigantic trees of

California, made by Messrs. McCollin & Gar-

rett of Philadelphia. These views were much
admired, and differed essentially in selection of

view from those usually exhibited. Mr. Thomas

H. McCollin gave a graphic description of this

wonder of the world. The audience were agree-

ably surprised by having presented to their view

a fine collection of glass pictures, made by Mr.

John Morau, the photographer-in-chief to Prof.

Harknoss's Transit of Venus Expedition. The
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pictures were made at Cape Town, Cape of Good
Hope, also at Hobart Town, Tasmania, the lo-

cality at which the transit was observed by this

party. Several of the slides deserve especial

mention for their exquisite beauty :
" Sunset on

the Coast," several instantaneous pictures taken

in mid-ocean during stormy weather, from the

deck of the steamer when running at full speed,

also groups of Tnsmanian ferns growing to the

height of twenty-five feet. Mr. Marcy then

exhibited some colored slides by Briggs, and a

variety of foreign views fully equal to any that

have been produced.

It has been our fortune to be present at several

public exhibitions given by the Photographic

Society of Philadelphia, and we but echo the

remark that has frequently been expressed, when

we say " that the Society is doing a good work

by these entertainments."

Presto.

Pictures Received.—Promenades from W.
J. Baker, Buffalo, displaying his usual care

and artistic skill ; Promenades and cabinets

from J. Pitcher Spooner, Stockton, Cal. Cab-

inets from D. G. Munger, Oconomewoc, Wis.
;

C. F. Lufkin, with J. A. Mather, Titusville, Pa.;

J. C. Moulton, Fitchburg, Mass. ; and Gore &
Frees, Tiffin, Ohio. Cabinets and cards from G.

M. Carlisle, Providence, R. I. ; and Promenade,

cabinets, and cards from E. F. Everitt, Mankato,

Minn. Cards from Alfred Freeman, Dallas,

Texas; Thomas Naughton, Champaign, III.;

Jas. H. Steffey, Mt. Union, Ohio. Stereos from

Charles Bierstadt, Niagara Falls, made on dry

plates during the past winter, and showing some

wonderful effects of frost and ice. From H. L.

Bingham, San Antonio, Texas, stereos from dry

plates of scenery in that section, including some

of the old missions and ruins, that remind us of

some of the scenes in Holy Land. Also some

beautifully made stereos of Southern scenery,

and of Richmond, Va. , by Messrs. G. S. Lump-
kin & Co. of that city. The view of the Con-

federate monument and of the frozen fountain

in the public square, are specially fine.

Legislative Photography.—Mr. E. Von
Seuter, Jackson, Miss., has been making business

by photographing the Legislature. He has sent

us some samples of the work, which display a

good deal of taste, skill, enterprise, and color.

The new gallery of Mr. A. H. Plecker, Salem,

Va., presents a very neat appearance in a photo-

graph, and we hope it may prove to him a suc-

cess.

Burnet's Works on Art for Sale.— "The
Education of the Eye," "Composition in Paint-

ing," "Light and Shade in Painting," and

"Color in Painting," four volumes in one. This

is a most rare work, and none more useful to the

photographer was ever published.

Chemistry for Photographers.—We desire

to call attention to the following communication,

and trust that as many as can will avail them-

selves of the proffered privilege :

Cincinnati, April 6th, 1875.

To the Editor of the

Philadelphia Photographer.

Dear Sir: Last summer, at the Hartford

meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, a new constitution was

adopted, and under its provisions a permanent

subsection of " chemistry, chemical physics,

chemical technology, mineralogy, and metal-

lurgy " was organized. Professor S. W. Johnson,

of Yale College, was elected chairman of the

new subsection for the ensuing year, and the

undersigned was deputed to make the necessary

efforts to insure a full attendance of chemists

and others interested in the applications of chem-

istry. The meeting for this summer will be held

at Detroit, commencing August 11th, and con-

tinuing about a week. It is very desirable that

there should be a full attendance in the new sub-

section in order to make it a success. Will you

be so kind as to call the attention of your read-

ers to the subject, either by printing this card or

by an editorial notice. Any one who is interested

in chemistry, mineralogy, or any application of

these sciences will be welcome. Hitherto chemis-

try has been but little represented in the proceed-

ings of the Association, and now the time seems

to have arrived in which some good work can be

done.

Respectfully,

F. W. Clarke.

Burned Out.—Mr. S. H. Parsons, St. Johns,

N. F., has been a sufferer, but is " at it " again

cheerful and undismayed. He has our sympa-

thies and best wishes.

Allegorical Stereographs.—Mr. F. G. Wel-

ler, Littleton, N. H., has sent us a series of

stereographs, which are similar in design to Mr.

Kilburn's, so fur as being views of artificial figures

and posed in tiny ice-caverns is concerned, but

representing different subjects, such as " Frost-

workers Painting Windows," "Santa Claus at

Home," etc., etc. They will doubtless prove
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very attractive to buyers, though not strictly in

harmony with art principles.

A very complete and finely printed catalogue

and price list in English has been issued by Mr.

D. Hutinet, of Paris, manufacturer of card

mounts and photographic requisites. Very useful

to his English and American patrons.

The United States Patent Association is

an organization formed last year in the patent

interest. It has issued its first volume, com-

posed of two parts, the first being '' A Defence

of the United States Patent System," by John

S. Perry, of Albany ; the second, " Our Country's

Debt to Patents," by H. Howson, of Philadel-

phia. The work is published by James R.

Osgood & Co., of Boston, and contains many
valuable statistics, besides much other useful

information for those interested in patents.

A portrait of the artist, M. Fortuny, recently

deceased, has been presented to us by Mr. S. J.

Ferris of this city. It is a collodion etching by

Mr. Ferris, and was executed with a pen. It is

very finely done.

Items of News.— Ca.pt. J. Lee Knight, of To-

peka, Kansas, has been elected a member of the

City Councils. Good for photography. Messrs.

Hoard & Tenney, Winona, Minn., have just

opened a magnificent place of business. An
"old photographer'' says, " The man who gave

us Robinson's Photograph Trimmer should have

a monument as high as Bunker Hill." Mr. E.

D. Orrnsby, Chicago, has sent us some more

beautiful vignettes printed with the Improved

Waymouth's Vignette Papers. We never saw

more beautiful prints. Mrs. E. N. Lockwood,

Ripon, Wis., says : "We have been making pho-

tographs again for over a month." We hope

she and her good husband are making up their

fire losses. We saw a load of Entrekin's Enam-
ellers going to Europe the other day. Grea,t

shines on " the other side " will follow, of course.

Mr. George H. Hastings is to succeed Mr. F. B.

Gage at St. Johnsbury, Vt., and we hope he

will become as popular and useful as his re-

spected predecessor. <

" Jeetus Pipes," in the Alta, Californian of

April 4th, writing from London, says :

"Passing along Regent Street the other day I

saw a crowd looking at some photographs and

pictures of views on the Pacific coast, and upon

going in I found they were by your townsmen,

Bradley & Rulofson, and I thought how the

pleasant face of the President of the American

Photographic Association, W. H. Rulofson, Esq.,

would have glowed with delight and satisfaction

upon hearing the Englishman say to me : 'Yes,

sir j the finest photographs in the world are

taken in San Francisco. I have seen nothing

like them for clearness and beauty anywhere,

and Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson ought to be very

proud of their work, for they are first-class art-

ists, and their pictures are universally admired

here.' So hurrah for ' Frisco's ' fame in the

photographic line, and long life and health to

B. &R."

Mr. Leo. Daft, Troy, N. Y., has sent us

some very beautiful photographs of the discharge

between the terminals of a Holtz Electrical Ma-

chine. As the sparks were nine inches long and

occupied but about one one-millionth of a second

in passing, Mr. Daft declares truly that " they

may fairly be called instantaneous."

Messrs. Long & Smith, No. 520 Main Street,

Quincy, 111 , stand among the dealers in photo-

graphic goods as first-class. Being practical

photographers as well as business men of in-

tegrity, they are very popular, and we have

great pleasure in referring to their advertisement.

Anatomical Studies.—Thanks to the friends

who have so kindly responded to our request for

photographs showing curious freaks of nature,

of aged and wrinkled persons, old faces, etc.

Among those received, the " knobbiest " is from

Messrs. G. T. Williams & Bro., Columbus, Ga.,

of a man with two "club feet" and two "club

hands." Very curious.

We regret to learn that Mr. L. Gilmore, Bing-

hamton, N. Y., has been burned out. The

photographers there seem to be unfortunate in

that respect. We hope Mr. Gilmore may soon

be started again and regain his losses.

Mr. Frank Jewell informs us that he has

bought the gallery in Hyde Park, formerly owned

by E. A. Heermans, where he hopes soon to be

ready for business, and where we wish him all

the success he can anticipate.

Messrs. Charles Cooper & Co., manufactur-

ing chemists, have removed from their old quar-

ters to 191 Worth Street, New York, where they

occupy the whole building. Their growing busi-

ness has demanded this change, which will no

doubt prove advantageous.

"A Few Practical -Hints and Ideas on

Photography,'' is the title of a little work in

pamphlet form, written and published by Mr.

Frank L. Cross, of Newark, Ohio. It is embel-

lished with a card portrait of the author.



AI>VEKTISING RATES FOB SPECIALTIES.—It will be understood that matter under
this head is not to be considered as always having editoiial saucti though we shall endeavor to clear it of
anything tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and
sure In pay largely. Six lines. One insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a
lino—in advance. Operators desiri/ng situations, no charge. Matter must lie. received by the 23d to secure
insertion. Advertisers will please 'not ask us for recommendations. 4Sf"We cannot undertake to mail
answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the advertisement.

My New Style Dark Tent costs only $40,

and will work any size plate as easily and quickly

as in a photo, wagon, costing $200 to $300. It

occupies but very little room when not in use;

and your view traps are safely packed and ready

for the field at any hour. One day's work will

pay for it. Frank Robbins,

Oil City, Pa.

For Sale.—One of the first established and

leading galleries in Kansas City, completely fitted

and doing first-class work ; occupying second and

third floors, on the main business street. Selling

cheap. Proprietor returning to Europe.

Apply to B. Schluter,

51fi Main Street, Kansas City, Mo-

L AT EST!
Backgrounds for the new

style

"Promenade" Card
at Seavey's.

THE KURTZ GARDEN BALUSTRADE,

with a double base, is the
best accessory for the

" Promenade."
Inclose stamps for samples.

Address
L. W. SEAVEY,

8 Lafayette Place, N.Y. City.

For Sale.—A photograph gallery* stock, fix-

tures, etc., located at one of the very best stands

in the City of Pittsburg, Penna. This gallery

has been doing a good trade ; but on account of

an accident to the proprietor, which compels him

to quit the business, will be sold cheap. For

further particulars, inquire of

John W. Morrison,

10J Sixth St., Pittsburg, Penna.

For Sale.—The leading gallery in the City

of Holyoke, Mass. Everything new and in first-

class order. No opposition to speak of. A chance

seldom met with for a live man that can make
first-class work. Satisfactory reason given for

selling. Call on, or address,

Buchholz & Andrews,

Holyoke, Mass.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

A Rare Chance.—I offer for sale, very low

for cash, my well established gallery, in St.

Louis, on an active business street ; five years

standing
; doing an excellent business. Two re-

ception-rooms, cosily furnished ; north skylight

;

operating-room, with all modern appurtenances,

and in good running order. Good reasons for

selling. Address, immediately,

Chas. Hammersley,

1313 Franklin Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Wanted.—A first-class operator. A single

man, and one who speaks German preferred.

Address L. M. Williams,

Columbia, Lancaster Co., Pa.

Try Hermagis' Lenses.
Used by M. Adam Salomon,
Paris. See Advertisement.

Wanted, Operator.—A young man of good

address, steady habits, and thoroughly good in

the business. A permanent situation to the right

man. Address, with terms, which must be low,

samples of work and of self,

Photographer,

Box 278, Athens, Geo.

Wanted.—A good colorist, in ink and water

colors, at a moderate salary. Address, with

references, etc., J. E. Rich,

Charles City, Iowa.

For Sale.—The only ground-floor gallery in

this place j best light, Well fitted, fine location,

low rent, good business. With the above, or

separate, a fine direct solar, stereoscopic, extra

4-4, Ross No. 2, Gem outfit, etc., at low prices.

Wirt Williams,

Box 519, Houston, Texas.

For Sale.—In the beautiful city of Lowell,

my old and well-established gallery. Location

the best in the city, being at the corner of the

two principal streets, directly opposite the post-

office. Best collection of instruments, from

mammoth to the quarter ; water and gas. A
long lease, if desired. Call and see, or address

D. K. Smith,

Cor. Central and Merrimack Streets,

Lowell, Mass.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



Off to Europe with the
Camera

!

Annual European tour! Summer vacation.

Round trip from New York to Rome, etc., and

back, $450, gold. Send for circular to

Prof. Towler, M.D., Geneva, N. Y.

Try Hermagis' Lenses.
Used by M. Adam Salomon,
Paris. See Advertisement.

For Sale.—A splendid business in a city of

30,000 inhabitants, situated on Massachusetts

Bay, and in immediate proximity to three of

the most popular watering places in New Eng-

land. While most galleries do but little in the

summer, this, from its location, does a magnifi-

cent business, and has its customers from all

parts of the country, who continue to order the

year around. The gallery is situated in a quiet

section of the city and near where
"The restless sea resounds along the shore,
The light land breeze flows outward with a sigh."

It consists of operating-room, reception-room,

dressing-room, retouching, printing, and two

store-rooms, all on the second floor, and a large,

dry cellar. The gallery is handsomely furnished

and well fitted with apparatus, including a-mam-

moth camera and lens for a 20 x 24 plate. There

are about 20,000 negatives. The business for

several years has averaged $10,000 a year ; the

rent is $450 per year, with a two years' lease.

Included in the sale will be a nearly new, $650,

parlor grand piano.

The reasons for selling are that the junior

partner has become interested in land business

in the West ; and the senior, who is the artist

and retoucher, is interested in patents (owns two

in Europe which are valuable and continually

pressing him for attention).

This excellent business will be sold for $4500,

and any live man that will keep up the quality

of the work, which has always been first class,

can more than pay for it in one year. I have

consented to assist in the sale of this gallery

because I know from personal observation that

it is really a valuable business, and is only sold

for the reasons given. For further information,

address Robert J. Chute,

Care Benerman & Wilson, 124 N. 7th St.,

Philadelphia.

fAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
" I am using and like them very much

thus far."—A. MARSHALL, Boston.
"A sensible improvement."—GEO. S.

COOK, Charleston, S. C.

Northern New York Stock Depot,

Glens Falls, N. Y.

Photographic goods at New York prices.

"Crystal" Stereographs,

Of Northern New York scenery.

Photographic studies for artists. Publisher of

the " Adirondacks," "Lake George, " " Ticon-

deroga," etc. S. R. Stoddard,

Glens Falls, New York.

Lea's Manual of Photog-
raphy, $3.75. See Advertise-
ment. Third Thousand.
The Robinson Trimmer.—The wheel and

shank of this little instrument are the parts that

carelessness first breaks, and as we frequently

have applications for these parts we have ar-

ranged to supply them. The price of the wheel

alone, is $1.00; the wheel and shank, $1.25.

Every one who uses the trimmer should have

extra ones of these in reserve.

Benerman & Wilson.

Modlton's Washers use only about two

quarts of water to the dozen, or about enough

to fill a tank arrangement once.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge for advertisements under this head: limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, wiless by request.)

-8®= We cannot have letters directed to our care
unless the parties send for tliem, and send stamps to

pay postage. We cannot undertake to mail them;
please do not request it.

By a printer and toner (first-class), in a good
gallery. Refers to leading galleries in New York
and Brooklyn. Address R. Hodge, care of G.

E. Pell, Third Avenue opposite 143d Street, N.Y.

By a young man, as a first-class printer and
toner, or retoucher and operator. I. 0. Sles-

inger, 1S9 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

By a young man of three years' experience,

as general assistant in a good gallery. Address
Box 10, Crawfordsville, Indiana.

An operator, having six years' experience,

wants a situation as operator or printer, or to

take charge of a gallery. Address James W.
Freedle, Carlisle, Pa.

As printer and toner; also, can assist in the

dark-room. Steady employment desired, not
high wages. Address J. Leon Pease, Box 583,

Oneida, N. Y.

As printer and toner, by a young man who can
give best of reference ; also, can retouch nega-

tives. Address C. R. Sturns, Lock Box 130, La
Crosse, Wis.

By an artist in water colors, India ink, and
crayon. Has the highest ability, good reputa-

tion, and is also a careful negative retoucher.

Address H. Jaeger, No. 51 Hazel Street, Charles-

ton, S. C.

By young man of experience, as operator, re-

toucher, and printer, of irreproachable morals.

First-class references. Familiar with general

gallery work, especially the dark closet. Moder-
ate salary. Garvey Donaldson, South Olive,

Noble Co., Ohio.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



By a young lady, in a first-class gallery, to

learn the business. Address J. M., 2044 Bain-
bridge Street, Philadelphia.

As dark-room operator, in a first-class gallery.

Good references given. Address Herman Leid-

loff, care A. Bogardus, 872 Broadway, N. Y.

As first-class operator; can take entire charge
of gallery. Address Bronson, care G. H. Perrior,

64 South Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y.

By a young man of steady habits, as assistant

operator or printed. Five years' experience,

four in a gallery, one year landscaping. Will
work in field or gallery. Can come recommended.
Wages very moderate. Address A. M. K., Pho-
tographer, P. 0. Box 193, Bellaire, Ohio.

As printer and toner in a small gallery, or

assistant printer and toner in a large one. By a

young man of steady habits, who could make
himself generally useful. Wages moderate. West
preferred. Address Photographer, Eeensburgh,
Wabash Co., Illinois.

By an operator, with over six years' experi-

ence, speaks German, and of steady habits. Can
operate, print, or tone, and make himself gener-

ally useful. Northern states preferred. Address
B. D. , in care of W. Carriel, Cuba, Alleghany
Co., N. Y.

By a young man of six years' experience, etc.

As operator or printer. Address C. P. Voigt,
207 W. Water Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

Criswold's Stereoscopic
Compositions. Read advt.

ALBA PLATES.
PRICES REDUCED.

From this date the prices are as follows

:

1-6 $1 00

1-4 ; 1 50

1-2 3 00

5-7 3 25

4-4 6 00

7-10 8 00

10-14 18 00

PHENIX PLATE CO.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., Trade Agents, New York.
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WET BOOK
ONLY THE FOLLOWING LEFT:

A few of Linn's Landscape Photography, 25 cents each.
*" " Anderson's Photo-Comic Almyknack, 20 cents each.
" " . Mosaics, 1866 to 1874, inclusive, 25 cents each.
" " Dr. VogeVs Reference-Book, 50 cents each.
" " Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses of Photography, 50 cents each.
" " Carbon Manual, 50 cents each.

WHERE ANY FIVE BOOKS ARE TAKEN 20 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

The above goods, for all practical uses are as good as new books.

BENERWIAN & WILSON, pZg£S&%%S!££gg^ PHILADELPHIA.



CELLOIDIN
COLLODION.
Made with Celloidin, the new substitute for gun cotton, as recommended by Dr. Vogel,

at Schering's Chemical Works, Berlin, Prussia.

We have received a small lot of this admirable collodion which we offer at

S1.50 PER FLASK.
BENERMAN & WILSON,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.

COPY YOUR LETTERS

!

All good business men should copy their letters and use the

COPYING INK ACTIIUIC COPYINQBQOKS

Made in Berlin by Talbot & Jacobsen's process. Five copies may be made from one

letter. Actinic Copying InJc, $1.50 per pint.

Actinic Copying BooJes—Note size, $1.75 ; full Letter size, $2.50.

For sale by the American agents,

BENERMAN k WILSON, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hermagis Lenses

!

A New Lot Received April 29th—Infinitely Superior.

ggp~ Mr. ADAM SALOMON, of Paris (although he was presented with a very fine

four-inch lens by the great London optician, with the request to use it for his usual work),

says: " The English objective-is good, but not as good as my four-inch Hermagis."

figi^ The four-inch Hermagis ($160) will cut a nine-inch standing figure sharp, HEAD
TO FOOT!

!

See Other Advertisement.

BENERMAN & WILSON, American Agents,
PHJLADELPHIA, PA.



K-AXjIE, ZECIILIBTTIR/Isr Sc CO.,
Wholesale ^^^^IT^vvt o^

1 /^/-T^^^-^ Manufacturers of

LOOKING
GLASS-*

PICTURE
FRAMES.

Patented Solid

Ovals and Spandrels

WAREROOMS,

48&50N. 6tllSt.

Walnut

Mouldings

BACKING,

Solid Walnut Work
A Specialty.

FACTORIES,

615 & 621 Filbert St.

POWERS & WEIGHTMAW,
do

P-i

t=a

1=3

t=3
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Offer to Stoekdealers

A full Assortment of Reliable Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including

:

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),
Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,

Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,
Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,

% Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.

WELLER'S ALLEGORICAL SERIES
OF

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.
SOMETHING NEW ! Very attractive and entirely original

;
producing unequaled effects,

the following subjects, which must be seen to be appreciated

:

655. Jack Frost in his Glory.

They consist of

651. The Fairy Court.
652. Frost Workers Painting Windows.
653. Santa Claus at Home.
654. Santa Claus starting on his Christmas Jour-

ney.

656. Water Nymph in her Palace.
657. Happy New Year.
658. January.
659. Spring.

These pictures will be mounted upon cards printed with a neat and appropriate design. Having from eight
to ten negatives of each subject, and with the facilities for making I now have, I expect to be able to meet
the demand. Price, postpaid, $2.00 per set. Send for new Catalogue of

F. C. WELLER'S VIEWS, LITTLETON, N. H.



EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO

Photography.

419 & 42 1 Broome St.,

New York.



WILSON'S
BALTIMORE
STOCK DEPOT
THE MOST POPULAR IN THE SOUTH.

Best Goods! Best Prices!

Best Personal Attention

!

BEFOEE PUECHASING, SEND FOE PEICE LIST AND CATALOGUE TO

CHARLES A. WILSON,

No. 7 N. Charles Street,

BALTIMORE, MR

PLEASE BEAD OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS.



ROBINSON'S

FOR USE WITH THE ROBINSON PRINT-TRIMMER.

(See advertisement of Trimmer opposite.)

These Guides are made of Stout Iron and are turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass, but try Prof. Robinson's Invention.

OVAL, BOUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUAKE, of all sizes; various shapes for Stereo-

scopic work, Drug Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch the longest way
of the aperture.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

REGULAR SIZES:

2x2|-

2£x3£

2£ x 3J

2g x 3g

2fx3|
2£x4£

3|x4f

3fx4f

OVALS.
8J x 4f

3f x5|

4x5|

4fx6f

5x7
5i x7£

"2 x 7j

54x71

5§x7f

6x8
6Jx8i

6£x8£

7x9

7^ x 9^

7* x9J

SQUARE OR ROUND-CORNERED.

2TVx3| 9 5 -y 9.1 3Jx5J
2ix3| 2fx4i 4x5f
2jx3£ 2f x4£ 4ix5J

2T
56^3^ 2|x4| 3|x6

2fVx3| 4x6^

FOR STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Kound.

3TVx3| 3TVx3| 3x3
3x3 3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can

be always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes

accord, as orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

gg^ An allowance of ten inches ($1 worth) of regular sizes of guides will be given with

every Trimmer purchased. (See opposite page).

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



GIVEN AWAY!!
WITH EACH

ROBINSON'S
PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
WILL HEREAFTER BE GIVEN Ten Inches of Metallic Guides, your choice from the regular sizes

named on the opposite page. The manufacturers and agents finding that they can save money by
manufacturing in large quantities, make this liberal offer to the trade, as they want everybody to have
these capital inventions in use. They are no hnmbug and are not glass cutters or anything like them.

THE ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.

The accompanying cut represents the instru-ment in the act of trimming a photograph. It does
not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which facilitates
the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

Oil Ike wheel bearings with Serving Machine OH.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA PA



JOHN DEAN& CO.,

C^

Worcester, Mass.,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE, AT LOWEST PBICES, THE

tSSSMIf^

FERR TYPE

?tATe|
BLACK and Patent CHOCOLATE TINTED,

EGG-SHELL and GLOSSY.

The experience and extensive facilities of John Dean & Co. enable them

to produce the most desirable Ferrotype Plates in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,

TRADE AGENTS,

591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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Third Thousand!
We have undertaken the publication of the third thousand of this valuable Text-Book,

and offer it to the photographers in a more attractive and

New Shape.
The author's illustrations now number 150, nearly double the number of the first edition.

The Chapters on Failures have been much elaborated and rearranged, so as to afford a

ready reference in case of almost any trouble or difficulty liable to occur to the photogra-

pher, with appropriate remedies therefor. The following are among other

New Things:
Method of preparing silvered PAPER WHICH WILL KEEP FOR

WEEKS, and with care, even for months; no washing or additional
manipulation of the paper needed.
Investigation of Negative Varnishes and formulas for Water-proof Var-

nish, such that negatives varnished with it have been kept for months
under tvater without injury.
Tables to aid in the construction of glass houses, &c.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
" There is a valuable chapter on the preparation of a sensitive paper that is not liable to discoloration

We close the present notice by cordially commending Mr. Lea's Manual to our readers."

—

British Journal of Pho-
tography.

" M. Carey Lea's excellent ' Manual of Photography ' is a very full and complete work."—Philad'a Bulletin.

" If we say that this work is an encyclopedia of its art, we shall hardly exaggerate its comprehensiveness.

.... The author takes every department and every branch of each, and gives that distinct and clear information
that is needed by photographers The worth of the labor is proved in the fact that this new and enlarged

edition follows the first so speedily. Hereafter, those who would excel must master the Manual."—North
American.

PRICE, $3.75.
It contains 440 pages on fine toned paper, 150 wood cuts, cloth, beveled edges, and gilt.

EOE, SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

Sent by return mail, on receipt of price by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABLISHED 1865- WM. D. H. WILSON.

IFOIR,

1875.
We are now prepared, with a fresh stock, to fill large or small orders for

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, FRAMES,

STEREOSCOPES and YIEWS.

OTJR SPECIALTIES:

Wilson's Head Rests,

Bergner Print Cutters,

Acid Dishes, Solid Glass Dippers,

«
Chute Glace Presses,

p Monogram Chemicals,
Fancy Tables, Columns, Urns, etc.

SOLE AGENTS OF THE AMERICAN ARTISTS' ASSOCIATION, FOR

Printing, Enlarging, and Coloring, for the Trade.
tha.de mask;

ALWAYS HAVE IN STOCK :

Entrehin's Oscillating Enamelers,
Brand's Glace Presses, JVason's Novelties,

Amer. Opt. Co.'s Apparatus,
Hance's Chemicals,

Benerman fy Wilson's Publications,

And everything appertaining: to Photography. Price last gratis, on application.

WILSON, HOOD & 00.,

822 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.



THE
PRIZE

PICTURES.
In order that photographers may have an opportunity of studying the very elegant

pictures from negatives which have heen sent to us in competition for our

Q-OJL-ID HVE DE3 ID^ 1L. !

we publish them for sale. There are THIRTY PICTURES IN A SET—of men, women,
and children, groups and single figures.

Several thousand, of these Pictures have already been sold.

A Set of Thirty in the Improved Photograph Cover, $4 25
" " without " " " 3 75

Selections, per dozen, 2 00

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOULD GET AND STUDY THEM.

BENERMA1T & WILSOU, GJSSk) 7th & Cherry Sts., Phila.

E. LIESEGANG,
DtfSSBLDOBI1

, G-IE :R, IMI^ 2sT T.
LARGEST STOCK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

SPECIAL ATTENTION of American Photographers is drawn to

LIESEGANG'S PANORAMIC APPARATUS.
'

Which makes splendid CROUPS and PANORAMIC VIEWS on plates 20x9 inches.

Hundreds have been sold in England, Italy, Germany, Russia, America, and India.

For particulars write to

ED. LIESEGANG, DUSSELDORF, GERMANY.

The beautiful groups made with this Camera, by Mr. Schultz, of Dorpat, created much sensation at

the Exhibition of the Photographic Society at Paris, 1874.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS!
JULIUS KRUGE R'S

^AT8ft Cwim&WT 0'0£<OS&,
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and France (where they have obtained the

highest recommendations), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the

public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

GEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.

* *



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OF PHOTOGKAPHERS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at best j)rices.

JLM TME M@WMMWJIMM
arereceived as soon as by any one in the market.

AMOKG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. ' My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or West."

No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



'§Qtiu of HUmrrraL(4j

We have removed our Office and Salesrooms to 191 WORTH
STREET, near Chatham Square. Occupying the entire building,

we have increased facilities for transacting business. Besides a

full line of Photographic Chemicals, we keep in stock, and are

headquarters for EVAPORATING DISHES, GERMAN GLASS-
BATHS, USENER'S PORTRAIT LENSES, DRESDEN ALBUMEN
PAPER, Etc.

All the Dresden Albumenizers having formed one Stock Com-
pany, they adopted as Trade-mark, two crossed swords. This

Mark appears now in the water-line of the RIVES PAPER, and
supersedes all other Brands.'

CHARLES COOPER & CO.,

191 Worth Street, New York.

SOUTHERN
Photographici»Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,
cRosscuptwESTTpHAs^-*-^^—

~^~ Drayage, &e.

SZEHSTID FOB ZFIE^IQIE LIST



PHOTOGRAPHIC

MOSAICS .

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON,
EDITOR "PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER," Etc., Etc.

This favorite and only American annual is NOW READY, fairly crammed -with
articles prepared expressly for it by the eminent photographers of

Europe and America, and is just as much as ever

A NECESSITY!
» I200 SOLD THE WEEK IT WAS ISSUED.^

E,H^.3D THE COTsTTZEZLsTTS.
Discoveries and Improvements, 1874.

The Indifference of Photographers.—A. Bogaedus.
The Magic Lantern.—R. J. Chute.
Which Way?

—

Young Chloride.
A Negative Bath Three Years Old.—W. H. Sherman.
Blistering of Doubly Albumenized Paper.—C. W.

Hearn.
Collodion and Pyroxyline.—G. D. Wakeley.
Defects in our Sitters.—E. D. Ormsby.
Soft Prints from Hard Negatives.—E. Anderson.
A few Practical Suggestions.—R. Goebel.
Health.—J. H. Fitzgibbon.
Bath Renovation made Easy and Sure.—B. W. Kil-

burn.
Over-Iodizing.—E. M. Collins.
How to make a Negative Bath-that will work in two-

thirds the usual time.—E. P. Libby.
A Good Varnish.

—

Wm. H. Tipton.
It is of Service to you.

—

Well G. Singhi.
On the Contrary—Quite the Reverse.

—

Capt. J. Lee
Knight.

Things Practical.—A. W. Kimball.
How to make a large Negative and Retouch it.—R.

E. Atkinson.
Acid Baths.—J. S. Hovey.
Photographic Saunterings, H. J. Rogers.
Red Lead—Its Uses in a Gallery.—J. Cadwallader.
Snatches from Old Times.—W. Heighway.
Albumenized Paper ; Coagulation of the Albumen

Silver Bath with Alcohol.

—

Ed. Qinqueez.
Keeping the Negative Bath Warm.—R. J. Chute.
Pyroxyline for Photographic Purposes.—W. W.

Seeler.
A "Vignette Printing Frame and Plate Holder for

Cleauing Glass.

—

John Terras.
Stray Streaks from an Auld Reekie Photographer.

—

Alex. Ascher.

A Certain, Expeditious, Economical, and Simple Ap-
paratus for Reducing Silver Wastes to the Sul-
phide.—Wm. T. Bashford.

On the Application of the Dusting Process in Pho-
tography.—J. B. Obernetter.

The Production of Glass Positives by the Dusting
Process.—J. B. Obernetter.

Invisible Photographs.—G. Wharton Simpson.
Formulary.—A. Davanne.
Mississippi Manipulation.—F. C. Hall.
The Everlasting Bath for Negatives.—C. A. Smyth.
A Blunder Broken Down.—I. B. Webster.
Porcelain Pictures a Success.—C. W. Heaun.
Correcting Distortion in Copying.
Hints on the Dust Process.

—

Jno. M. Blake.
Learniug by " Hard Knocks."—J. M. Davison.
Notes in and out of the Studio.—G. Wharton

Simpson.
On Producing Developed Prints.—Dr. E. Liesegang.
Photographic Conveniences.—J. H. Lamson.
Plate Boxes for Field Work.—J. C. Browne.
About Finishing, Framing, &c.—I. B. Webster.
An Experiment.—F. S. McKnight.
A Contribution.—E. M. Estabrooke.
Ten Years of Photography.—Geo. B. Ayees.
Proto-Sulphate of Iron.—A. Hall.
Printing and Toning.—A. Hesler.
A Vision—Mrs. E. W.Lockwood.
Paper Negatives.—J. Nowler.
Art Always.

—

Old Argentum.
Read and Investigate.—Geo. W. Wallace.
Modification of the Toning Operation.—Prof. J. Tow-

ler, M.D.
Reproducing Negatives by the Graphite Process

without Risk of Breaking.—J. Carbutt.
A Chapter of Practical Matters.—A. Compiler.
Photographic Literature.—The Publishers.
Many Mites from Many Minds.—Editor.

AND A HOST OF OTHER USEFUL ARTICLES.

Price, in Cloth, $1.00 ; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

"
The Best Little Hanibooi of PMoppliyintlieWorU." For Sale ly all Dealers.

BBXERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



IMPROVED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS

Fig. 1.

The Outside Appearance.

Fig.

A. I,eaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVERS.

They are made with expanding* backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Eig. 1 represents the cover, with the
perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the

whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Eig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph. Per dozen. Per hundred.

Card Size, $1.50 $10.00
Cabinet Size, 2.25 13.50

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, . . .

4-4 '«'...
8-10 "

. . .

11-14 " . . .

4.50 ...... 33.00
6.00 40.00
8.00 56.50
9.00 65.00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Eurnished with card board at best rates.

mailed at dozen price.

Samples

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



JAMES F. MAGEE & CO
MANUFACTURERS OP

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

I MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

q COPYING DONE, FOR THE TEftDE*

E
M 18 SOLAR CAMERAS.
E
N
T* ALBERT MOORE,
lO No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

EXPEDITIOUS! EXCELLENT! •

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAE NEGATIVES.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

liEitfSs:

NEW STEREOSCOPIC ILEUSES.
New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallmeyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$23.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that they are the best. Read the following

Testimonials.

"I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-
strument I have ever seen, aud I have tried those made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
eluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy, 208 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

" The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried'many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for
my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

" About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time, has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

"Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Haver-
hill, Mass.

"The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."

—

Goodridge Bros., East Saginaw, Mich.

"After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.



CA DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

Although written more especially for the use of Lantern Exhibitors, and

for those who have collections of stereoscopic prints, this work will be found

entertaining by all who like to read about the beautiful places and things of

this world.

The contents are divided into six " Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
bleau, and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aide la Chapelle,

Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
Pass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,
and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and the United States

of America.
It has been carefully prepared, and will be found very entertaining and

instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.



The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

IFZE^iaiE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.
0^°* CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that he will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c,

which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC TIEWS OF ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, «fcc.

We also have a full line of CAMERAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMERA STANDS, HEAD-RESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order
promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OTJTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

Gihon's Opaque
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPEKEECT BACKGROUNDS OE COPIES,

RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND EOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.

It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 GENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. CIHON, Inventor,
128 JW. Seventh St,, Philadelphia, JPa,



HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS.
The THIKD EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new

work.

It Gives the Best and Freshest Instructions to be had on the Subject.

Written by a practical photographic colorist, Mr. Geo. B. Ayees.

PRICE, $2.00. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India InK, or

who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

BENEKMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia,
"

Gh SATJTEB.
-ZVo. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials
and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK 1 CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

TRAPP & MUNCH'S

gJtmmM
Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Ex-
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

imiieid^ii. or imiieir/It
for Albumenized Paper.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCKHOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York.
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THE LAST
PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTION

Is the Hew Alba Plate fully described in the current
number of this magazine.

Ifyou would revive business !

Ifyou wou Id please your patrons !

Ifyou would make money easy !

MAKE THE

New Alba Pictures
ON THE

PHENIX
ALBA PLATES.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

As these plates are prepared for immediate use, it is not neces-
sary to apply any coating, such as albumen or gelatine—in other
respects they are treated exactly like porcelain glass.

First, flow with collodio-chloride of silver; this should not be
poured off immediately, but should be allowed to remain on the
plate until every thing like a small, bright speck has disappeared.
By thus allowing the collodion to thoroughly combine with the
white surface of the plate, the best results are produced. After
draining off the excess of the collodion, dry the plate by a gen-
tle heat. Then print under a negative very slightly darker
than the picture is desired to be when finished. The plates

may be fumed with ammonia, or not, as may be preferred,
but it is better to fume them a short time, say from one to

three minutes.
After printing, the plates are slightly washed and then put

into either a weak solution of salt and water, a weak solution
of acetic acid and water, or in mixture of alcohol and water,
half and half, long enough to produce a bright reddish color
upon the surface—then tone very lightly in a very weak alka-
line bath, containing very little gold. Fix in a solution of
one ounce of hyposulphate of soda, to twelve of water, for five

minutes; remove to a saturated solution of salt in water, leav-
ing them in ten minutes. Then wash them for about the
same time and in the same manner as negatives are ordinarily
treated, and dry by a gentle heat.
N.B.—It is very important that fresh and reliable porcelain

collodion, should be used to insure strong, brilliant prints.

PRICE LIST OF ALBA PLATES.

\ per box, of one dozen plates,

X u a u a
$1 00

2 00

3 50

4 00

| per box, of one dozen plates, . $8 00

11 00

24 00

As manufacturers of the Alba Plate, and owners
of the patent under which they are made, ive desire
to say to the fraternity, unequivocally, that zve will
protect any dealer or consumer buying or using these
plates, against any party who may claim them an
infringement of his patent.

PHENIX PLATE 00., Worcester, Mass.

SC0VILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

General Trade Agents, New York.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look

!

The Photographer to his Patrons.
WHAT IS IT?

TIHE
PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

y intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer
knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the best

time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answer. This little book answers
them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which he or she can carry away and study
at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising What could you want better than to have your business card

so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and
then keep it for reference? This is what they do with this little "tract." Witness what those who
nave tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the

same as the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public
;

that he must be trusted, and that he atone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that he must make
the picture and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a

few of those who have been using our little publication in their business.
We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist just that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.

We get " The Photographer to his Patrons " up in neat style, on the best letter cap paper, assorted

tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-

graphs or chapters— 1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come
; 4, how to

come ; 5, how to dress ; 6, how to " behave ; 7, the children ; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-
ing, frames, prices, &o.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of

the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please, which printing

we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish.

Cuts for the covers we supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000 "

. $50 00

. 75 00
$20 00 3000 copies, cover included,

35t 00 5000 " ' "

Over 500,000 have been sold.

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture made, she would
come 'according to directions.' "—A. Bogar-
dds, New York.

"A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

" It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurney &
Son, New York.

" It assists me greatly."

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to
be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

" You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-

fit some of the k know-everythings' in this quar-

ter. "—A. C. McIntyre & Co., Ogdensburg.

"They are just the thing to post people up on

what they ought to know in order to secure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book 'hits the nail

on the head.' "—J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have
ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville, 0.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BEKERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



CHARLES BIERSTADT
Photographer

NIAGAKA FALLS,

New York.

VIENNA MEDAL OP MERIT.
An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, Washington,

Hudson Kiver, California,

Saratoga, Yosemite Valley,

Portage, N. T., Egypt,

"Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THBIE

ADAMANTINE VARNISH for Artrotjpes, Neiatlves, and Melainotypes.

This Varnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the
intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by jj_ j^_ LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Oases,
Beveled Matts, Double Matts,

Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,
Fancy Paper Passepartouts.

These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd
sizes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBEEG & BEO., 709 Qi* «0 Broadway, New York.



GRISWOLDS
LIFE COMPOSITIONS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE.
The following subjects are now ready, handsomely mounted.

15. The Sunbeam Fairy.

16. The Picture-Book.
17. Sitting for my Picture.

18. Young America Bathing.
19. Young Boston's Ambition.
20. Ding-Dong-Ding, Music on a Rubber

String.

Reflection.

The Loiterers.

The Cabin Porch.
Beatrice Shoo-Fly.

25. Home Group.
26. A View.
27. The Gleaner.

21.

22.

23.

24.

1. Blowing Bubbles.

2. B stands for Bumble-B.
3. Blackberry Blossoms.

4. The Hen's Nest.

5. Let us Have Piece.

6. Mamma, where was I when you were
a little girl ?

7. Our Domestic's Relations.

8. She went to the Butchers.

9. My Lady and My Lady's Maid.
10. The Mountain Spring.

11. Unveiling a Statue of Young America.
12. Young America in the Nursery.
13. Young America as an Artist.

14. Young America Asleep.

The titles hardly give an idea of the grotesque humor possessed by these pictures. They
are capital. As a sample dozen we should recommend Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16, 19,

20, 22, and 25.
^

Sent by mail on receipt of price. $2.00 per dozen. Order by number.
DEALERS SUPPLIED ON GOOD TERMS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry StsM Philadelphia.

THE ZENTMAYER LENS,
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80° to 90°; depth of focus; extreme sharpness over the
whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying ; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed. The larger ones are provided with an interna ! shutter for

making and closing the exposure.

No. 1, 2| inch focus, 3x3 plate, . . $20 00 No. 1 and No. 2 combined, . . . . $33 00

2,

3,

4,

3* " "

8 "

4x5 " .

6£ x 8| " .

10 x 12 " .

. 25 00

. 30 00

. 42 00

" 2 " " 3
" 3 " " 4
" 4 " " 5

. . . 40 00

. . . 55 00

. . . 75 00

. . .110 00

5, 12 " 14 x 17 " . . 60 00 . . . 48 00

6, 18 " 20 x 24 " . . 90 00 " 3, 4, and 5, " . . . . . 88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2| to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7 x 10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.



TO PEOFESSIONAL PHOTOGEAPHEES AND THE TEADE.

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

Dl-i ^ H ROHAUT & HUT I NET,
• A JL V_/ JL JL ±. ^ J_-> JL

j SUCCESSORS,

No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MOUNTSoSTOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
TRADE MARK, Ch.D.

Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite,

Cabinet Portrait,

Victoria Card,
Stereoscopic Views—all new samples of French

styles.

Bristol Boards of every size and thickness, plain

India Tinted and Fancy Printing.

Book-post and Card Cases.

Stout Blotting Paper Albums.
First-class Rives Albumenized Paper, &c, &c.

MEDALS AWARDED AT EVERY EXHIBITION.

All orders are to be sent to their establishment, 43 Rue Greneta, Paris, or to Wholesale Houses
of the United States. Samples on application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO WHOLESALE HOUSES.

SPICER'S

LUSTRENE
OLD FURNITURE—RENEW^S _OLD APPARATUS

OLD FRAMES.

IS INDISPENSABLE IN EVERY GALLERY.

This article is a composition of such substance, that all scratches or bruises

are completely filled, and the surface restored to its originally perfect condition.

PRICE, PER BOTTLE, 75 CENTS.

CHAS. A. WILSON, Sole Apt, 7 Mb Charles Street, Baltimore, II
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Photographic Goods.

C=3

£3o_
P-.
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pa

nliniill llii

f3

c—

PROPRIETORS OF THE

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S WORKS.

SEND ORDERS TO

419 & 421 Broome St., New York.

73 Bold St., Liverpool, England.

Ask your Dealer for Scovill Manufacturing Co.'s Goods.



Reflecting Solar Camera.

IMPROVED

Solar Cameras.

PATENTED
Feb. 24, 1857,

July 10, 1866,
Feb. 23, 1871,

May 26, 1874,

Aug. '4, 1874.

Direct Printing Camera.

Combining ALL THE IMPORTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I have now had the Solar Camera in use over three months, and take pleasure In saying it has fulfilled all

my expectations. I was promised, and I am sure, I have received one of the finest instruments of the kind in
America. With the negative of proper intensity, it works ' quick, accurate, and with certainty.' I neither
expect or ask anything more."—A. Bogardus, lln3 Broadway, New York.

" I am much pleased with my Solar Camera, and know it to be the best I ever used, and will cheerfully say so
upon all occasions."—D. R. Stiltz, National Copying Company, Williamsport, Pa.

" I like my Solar Camera better everytime I use it."

—

Jont. Mendenhall, Salem, Ohio.

Can be ordered through any Stock-dealer, or directly from the undersigned

SEND FOE PRICE LIST.
D. A. WOODWARD,

Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md.

All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

THE REMAINS
OF THE

Photographers' Friend,
AND

PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND ALMANAC,

FOR SALE

!

COPIES OF THE PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND, . . .

ALMANAC, 1872,

ALMANAC, 1873, with portrait of Ex-President Bogardus, ....
Sold cheap to close them out, as their publication has been discontinued.

30 cents.

30 «

30 "

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.



TIKIS

FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPIM, BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OP VALUE TO THE

PERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction—The Advantages of the Ferrotype—The Manipulations—The Nitrate

Bath—The Collodion—The Developer—The Fixing Solution—Other Manipulations,
Pinholes—Strengthening—Tinting and Coloring—Varnishing—Drying and Dryers-
Finishing the Work—Ferrotype Envelopes—Ferrotype Supports—Ferrotype Plates
—The Apparatus—The Skylight and the Dark-Room—Vignettes and Medallions.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.

REPORT
S 1874 N. P. A.

CONVENTION
HELD AT CHICAGO, JULY, 1874.

$1.00. Now Ready! $1.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Permanent Secretary,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSTRUCTION IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
An English work, by CAPTAIN ABNEY, R.E., E.C.S., F.R.A.S., Instructor in Photog-

raphy at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, England.

" The book is singularly valuable in its completeness, and in that completeness arising out of the

practical experiences of a skilled worker in many varied branches of the art ; the instructions are not,

therefore, the work of a mere compiler, and will be consulted by experienced workers and beginners
with equal advantage.''

—

The Photographic News, February 6, 1874.

"In this manual several of the dry-plate processes are described fully. In addition to the usual
matter which finds a place in every manual of instruction on photography, there is a comprehensive
account of Edward's heliotype process, and also of the photo-mechanical process, described by Cap-
tain Waterhouse, as well as of the processes of photo-zincography, lithography, and papyrotype."
British Journal of Photography, Feb. 20, 1874. JpH?

1
" Mailed post-paid on receipt of price, 75 cts.

BENERMAN & WILSON, p^£^a
£S£$gffig PHILADELPHIA.



WAYMOUTH'S

ignetting Papers
ARE NOW MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the light-

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

RECENTLY IMPROVED.
Two kinds are now made. Please state which you prefer, when ordering, and Read the Following :

The quality of the "papers" has just been much improved by the substitution of a peculiar French,

fibrous, hard calendered paper, which is not only less opaque but has other qualities which produce

quickly the most lovely and soft vignettes possible. We consider this a great improvement, as do

others to whom we have sent samples. Below we give a letter from one of them, Mr. Ormsby, who
has sent us also some exquisite vignettes :

CHICAGO, March 16th, 1875.

The jmcJeage of Vignette Papers has been received and tried ; they are
just the thing. They are a great improvement over the others ; they will

print in a little more than half the time required for the others, and the

results are everything that can be desired, as you can see by samples
inclosed. Please fill my order and send bill. I like the pear-shape best.

Send them all that shape. e. d, ORMSBY.
Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,
PHILADELPHIA

.

{See opposite page.)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

ftgttetteOF ALL PICTURES, THE Ihl II - P I P IS THE MOST ARTISTIC.

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,
or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or
it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from the dark tint nearest to the fif/ure, off' into the
white background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY AEE NOT CLUMSY ; DO NOT BREAK ; ABE ALWAYS BEADY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND ABE EASY 'OF APBLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,

or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to "Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use
accompany each parcel.

IP IR, I O IE S :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " 1 00
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " " 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers, m and Clerry, Ffflaia.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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HERMAGIS'
Celebrated French

PORTRAIT LENSES.
CABINET SIZE, ARE JUST THE LENS FOR THE NEW

PROMENADE PICTURE.
Mr. Henry Rocher, the renowned Chicago photographer, says of them : "In ray opinion they are

truly lenses of great cnpacity, and must surely satisfy every purchaser." Mr. Rocher has purchased
two Hermagis lenses.

Mr. F. Gutekunst, the celebrated Philadelphia photographer, was sent a Salomon Lens to try for

us. and wont part with it. It cuts sharp a 9 inch standing figure, and beats a lens that has been his

favorite many years, and where many makes of lenses have failed to equal it. The Hermagis is there-

fore ahead. TRY THEM.

These celebrated lenses, are used by MONS. ADAM SALOMON, of Pabis, exclusively

for making his WORLD-RENOWNED PORTRAITS, and by the most

famed photographers of Europe, from whom Mons. Hermagis has the Highest Testimonials.

We now have a FULL STOCK on hand.

fl@~ The Salomon Style, 8 x 10 size, $160.
b^~ For Cabinet Size, extra quick, $100.

®^- For Cabinet Size, quick, $90.
fl@~ For Carte Size, extra quick, $50.

b@~ For Carte Size, quick, $40.

Bey are leiu introflaced in America steadily, and are lei wherever Die? 10.

They will be sent on trial to responsible parties C. O. D., and instructions to Express
Company to hold money one week for trial. If parties prefer to see the work of a lens

before purchasing, we will make a negative and send with details of exposure, etc., and
reserve the lens until answer is received (if the time is reasonable), on receipt of $1 to pay
cost. Having a skylight of our own we are enabled to do this.

$@&~ Not a single person to whom we have sent these Lenses on trial, as
above, has returned them.

BENEKMAN & WILSON,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Fa.



WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHERS
SHOULD NEVER FORGET THAT THEIR WANTS CANBE SUPPLIED PROMPTLYAND CHEAPLY BY

LONG & SMITH,
520 ZMZ-A-IZCsT STIRIEIET, Q,UXl<TCir

7 ILL.

fi@~ Finest Stock of FRAMES, ALBUMS, etc., in the West.

THE BROOKLYN PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

35 Fulton St., Brooklyn, JST* T.

COUDTJCTED BY IEP. ^WJLT-iT-t'B^^Rj

.

TRADE PHOTOGRAPHY and SPECIALTIES, SOLAR PRINTING,
NEGATIVE RETOUCHING, COPYING and ENLARGING,

COLORING, and GLACE WORK, at lowest Rates.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

AUG. SCHWARZE. SCHWARZE &. VALK WILLIAM VALK.

NO. 614 jLKCH STMEET, Pffll4B XSX PHIA.

German Altomen Paper, and Arrowroot Plain Sailed Paper.
IMPORTERS OF THE

MOST CELEBRATED BRANDS OF
J

DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Will mail to any address in the country, post-paid, on receipt of $1, one dozen sheets of Assorted Photo-
graphic Paper, each sheet being numbered for distinction.

FOREIGN PRIZE PICTURES.
One Dozen Elegant Portraits for $3!

PRINTED AND FINISHED IN THE BEST STYLE.

No. 1. A South American Composition, by J. L. Gihon, Montevideo.
4

2. A South American Composition. " "

4
3. A Holland Lady, three-quarter figure, by P. A. Mottu, Amsterdam.

< 4. A Holland Lady, full figure, " "

' 5. A Holland Lady, Fancy Dress, " "

' 6. A Eussian Lady in Eastern Costume, by A. Bergamasco, St. Petersburg
4

7. A Eussian Lady in Fancy Ball Costume " "

' 8. A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Vignettes), " "

' 9. A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Vignette), " "

' 10. A Berlin Lady, standing, by J. Schaarwachter, Berlin.
4 11. A Berlin Lady, sitting. " "

4 12. A Berlin Lady at a Window, " "

The Gold Medal was awarded to Mr. Schaarwachter.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, PMladelphia.
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Philadelphia
<frame Manufactory

Office and Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story),

PHILADELPHIA,

WHERE THE TRADE "WILL FIND THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

GOLD r^or*} FRAMES
In this city, from 5 x 7 to 29 x 36, together with a large assortment of

FINE VELVET MATS, WITH or WITHOUT FRAMES,

From 1-6 to 8-4 sizes always on hand ; larger sizes made to order.

jgggp" These Mats are of Lyons Silk Velvet, with Prepared and Gilt, and fine fire Gilt

Eings inside for Porcelains. Also,

ENGLISH MATS, ALL SIZES.

ENGLISH DISPLAY MATS, any size and style, MADE TO OEDEE.

Any kind of Fancy or Emblematic Frames made to order.

FINE GOLD OVAL FRAMES, 20x24.
2 in., . . $4 50 to $6 00

3 " . . 5 00 to 7 00

3£ in., . . $5 50 to $10 00

4 " . . 7 00 to 12 00

Other sizes in proportion.

4Jin., . . $10 00 to $14 50

5 li
. . 12 50 to 15 00

Also, all sizes, Walnut Ovals and Solid Walnut Ovals on hand; Square
Walnut Frames made at short notice.

Walnut and Prepared Mouldings,

Walnut and Gold PIER and MANTEL Looking-Glass Frames,

IN DIFFERENT STYLES AND PATTERNS.

Trial Orders from the trade respectfully solicited

Factory, 820 and 822 Cadwallader St.,

Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story), Philadelphia.



BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

*S=* SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD.*®(r

NEW EDITIOM,
TfITi? ilJV ENLARGED KEY, AND NEABLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

ggg^ Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

jUip No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

jf@°> It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, telling exactly how each picture was made ; where

THE CAMERA AND SITTER WERE PLACED when it Was made ; WHAT CURTAINS

were opened in lighting the subject, $c, $c.

f$^° A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

' It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
"I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

byword and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Vogel.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist."

—

Philadelphia Photographer.

If you would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigeloiv^s Album.

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



HEARN'S

jL^S> A COMPLETE MANUAL OF ""^1/1

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING
ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

COE"TE]SrTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-
ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.

Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Pilling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense

Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-

ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Albumenizing the

Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-

tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing

Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Por-

celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the

Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the

Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

Together with over SO Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet
Portrait, from negatives by Mr. F. Outekunst, printed by
the author, Mr. Chas. W. Hearn.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CARDS AND CARD BOARDS,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Warehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.,

PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH CARDS.
SIZE 4£x7|. SQUARE CORNERS.

White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black—Plain.

"White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black, with Gilt Borders.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Borders.

Thin White, Rose Tint, and Black, with Gilt Beveled Edges.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Beveled Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge Glace, Black and Rose Tint "J."
Glace Card Boxes, for the Thick Beveled Edge.

Cards 7 x 10, with Gilt Borders, opening 4|-x 7£.

Cards 7 x 10, with India Tint and Gilt Borders, opening 4J x 7^

a
See detailed advertisement in this number of the

Photographic Times."

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



G. GENNERT,
53 Maiden Lane, New York,

IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. & M. DRESDEN

ALBUMEN PAPERS
Eives and Steinbach—White, Pink, and Blue.

Every one says it WORKS THE MOST UNIFORM, ECONOMICAL, and GIVES

FINER EESULTS than any other. To satisfy yourself that it is the best, send to your

stock-dealer for a sample dozen. Kept by all stock-dealers in the United States.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,

Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

and French Filter Paper.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE

EXTRA BRILLIANT, OR DOUBLE GLOSSY PAPER,

Which is recognized by the best artists all over the world as the

FINEST ALBUMEN PAPER IN THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE.



A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK.

. -XTOGE Hi'S

PHOTOGRAPHER'S
POCKET

REFERENCE BOOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery ; selection and trial of lenses and chemicals ; approved formulas for the differ-

ent photographic processes ; tables of weights and measures ; rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS RECEIVING THE HIGHEST PRAISE WHEREVER IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances'.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in m«st flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket Reference-Book, of

its great value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon be found in every
gallery."

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon

and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $l.BO, post-paid.

BENERMAN& WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, FA.

%



Phenix Ferrotype Plates
EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TUTTED.

(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FEOM 1-9 to 10x14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

I* JE*. I G J5S LIST
Size. Eggshell. Glossy. Size. Eggshell. Glossy

Per Box of 8 Doz. 1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box of 2 Doz. 4-4 $2.40 $2.70

" 8 " 1-6 1.25 1.35 4 " 5-7 2.40 2.70

" 8 " 1-4 1.85 2.00 a 2 " 7-10 2.70 2.90

" 4 " 4£x6| 1.85 2.00 " 2 " 8x10 2.70 2.90

" 4 " 1-2 2.20 2.35' Per Sheet, 10x14 .17 .18

" 2 " 4JxlO 2.20 2.35

Eevised, New York, December 28th, 1872

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, ''Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-

ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Plenix Plates are for sale ty all Stock Dealers tbroilioiit tlie country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL m. CO, Apts for tie Trade, 419 & 421 Broome St., N. Y.



THE
PRACTICAL
PRINTER.

A NEW WORK ON

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING,
By CHAS. W. HEARN,

A gentleman who has devoted several years to photographic printing especially, and who is

now engaged at it as his constant occupation.

The work gives all the instructions that a beginner could possibly want
in detail, and is what the title indicates

—

practical.

It will also be found of invaluable service to any photographic printer, be

he ever so skilled.

OVER 800 COPIES ARE ALREADY SOLD!

TESTIMONIALS
" I consider it the best work on printing and toning that has been published, or at least that has

come into my hands, and until I see a better one I shall give it the first place. If any one wishes to

be helped out of the mud let him read it ; but if he wants to stick there let him keep his money in

his pocket, and stick till doomsday if he likes."

—

John R. Clbmons, Philadelphia.

The Photographic News, of July 31st, says : "In the work before us, however, silver printing and
everything connected therewith is treated most exhaustively, and the work is evidently that of a
practical man who speaks out of the fulness of his own experience in every branch of regular work,
as well as with familiarity of the various forms of fancy printing, which have prevailed more in

America than in this country. Mr. Hearn manifestly thoroughly understands his work, and is, more-
over, a clear and vigorous writer."

The British Journal of Photography, of the same dnte, says :
" It is a considerable period since we

rose from the perusal of a new book on photography with feelings of greater satisfaction than in the
present instance ; and we appreciate the author as a writer, not only thoroughly conversant with the
subject, but as very willing to impart to those less skilled the knowledge he possesses, and who, hap-
pily, has also the ability to do this in a singularly lucid and attractive manner. ' The Practical

Printer' is well 'got up,' and the work cannot fail of being acceptable and useful to all classes of
photographers, the veteran as well as the tyro in our art-science."

With these flattering testimonials the work needs no farther recommendation from us. We are

satisfied that it will stand on its own merits, and that all progressive enterprising photographers every-

where will buy and read the book. No man in business can afford to be without it in his gallery.

A fine example of Photographic Printing, by the author, ac-
companies the work, from negatives by F. Gutekunst, Philada.

PBIOE, $2.50.

BENERMAN & WILSON. Photographic Pnhlishers, Seventh and Cherry, Philadelphia.
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EACH MONTHLY ISSUE WILL BE A PHOTOGEAPHIO WORK IN ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

positively i n advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

banknotes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month. 6 Months. 1 Year.

One Page, .... $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " .... 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page,. . 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " . . 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards, 6 lines,or less, 2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each.

SURE TO PAY!

JdfiS" Operators desiring situations, no

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,
OFFICE, S. W. COB. OF SEVENTH AND OHEEEY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



THE ENTREKIN BURNISHER PATENTS.

Patented May 20, and December 2, 1S73. ^S-- uc: Mio os o.;

The proprietor of the Weston & McDonald Patent
for a Photographic Burnisher having advertised that
he has prosecuted all the photographers and dealers in

photographic stock in the New England States who are
making, usiug, or selling the Entrekin Oscillating
Enameler for" Burnishing Photographs, I take this

method of informing the trade and the public that
there is no foundation whatever for the statement re-

ferred to. I have guaranteed the validity of my patent
to all who make, sell, or use it, and have covenanted
to defend them against any and all suits for infringe-
ment by the following guarantee :

his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, in

the use of said Burnisher, against the consequences of any
and all suits for infringement which may be brought against
him, by the owner or owners of any other Photograph Bur-
nisher whatsoever.
"Is Witness Whebeof, I, the said William G. Entrekin,

have hereunto set my hand and seal this day of

A.D. one thousand eight hundred and
" Witness ."

Threats for the purpose of intimidation have been
freely circulated, but only a single suit has been
brought, and that was commenced at my invitation, in
order that the question of the alleged infringement
might be settled by the adjudication of a court, I deny
that my patent infringes the patent of Weston &
McDonald in any particular, and in support of that
denial cite the above opinions of the eminent counsel.

The Scovill Gold Medal and the Franklin Institute Silver Medal was aicarded to W. G. Entrekin, for his Oscillating

Enameler for Burnishing Photographs.

PRICES :—6-inch Roll, $25; 10-inch, $40; H-inch, $50; 18-inch, $75.

" Wheheas, has purchased Photograph Burnisher
No. of mv invention, and made under my Patent So.
145,161, granted'December 2d, 1S73, I, William G. Entrekin,
hereby covenant and agree to warrant and defend the said

° f

I W. G. ENTREKIN, 4382 & 4384 Main St., Manayunk, Philadelphia.your dealer, send your order to

MOULTON'S EAPID PHOTO-WASHEE.

Patented Aug. 12, 1873.

New in Principle.—Quick and Reliable in Practice.

Instead of soaking the Prints it applies the water in the form of spray, with considerable force, to both sides

of the paper at each revolution, or from one hundred to one-hundred-and fifty times per minute. Washes with

exact uniformity, and gives more brilliant and permanent work ; is simple, not liable to get out of order, will

last a lifetime, and will enable you to get out work at short notice, thereby securing many orders that would

otherwise be lost.

Size of Cylinder.

Diam. 16 in. Length 14 1
.; in

" 20 " " 19 in.

Capacity
in Cards.

Largest
Print. Price.

S4
144

14x17
18x22

830
40

Size of Cylinder.

Diam. 25 in. Length 24 in.
" 32 " " 31 "

Capacity
in Cards.

Largest
Print. Price.

220
340

22x28
30x40

$50
70

" I write to testifv to the satisfaction I feel with the working of your Eapid Print Washer. It is simply per-

fection as far as my experience with it goes, viz., one vear's constant use. I have washed eight dozen cartes in

ten minutes, and the most accurate test I know of, starch and iodine, failed to show a trace of hypo, remain-

ing.'—L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich., Feb. 10th, 1874. 4®" Confirmed by many others.

L. V. M0ULT0N, Inventor and Manufacturer, BEAVER DAM, WIS.



t£TRY HERMACDS' "PROMENADE" LENSES

Number 138. 50 Cents.
THE

PHILADELPHIA

hot0|raph^r.
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

THE OPHOIAL OKGAN OF THE NATIONAL PHOTOGKAPHIO
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

Tune, 1875.

PHILADELPHIA:
BENEEMAN & WILSON,

PUBLISHES S,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Sherman & Co., Printers, Philadelphia.
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A MAGNIFICENT VOLUME, g
HE Volume of the Philadelphia Photographer for 1875, will be

the most beautiful and useful that has ever been published. The pub-
lishers are determined not to be excelled by any other periodical in the

^world. Their long experience and their wide connection at home and abroad

I

with the leading spirits in the Art, enables them to obtain the earliest and best

f
things that are from time to time made known in all parts of the world. Unless

»we can be first and best in all matters which turn up for the benefit of our
subscribers, we shall relinquish all claims to their consideration and patronage.

Ours is the only Photographic Magazine hi America which is exclusively in-

terested in the welfare of its patrons ; no private interests ; everything given is for the

good of the whole fraternity, and carefully prepared. No sugar coating.

In addition to a monthly feast of practical hints and suggestions from our own home
workers, our foreign subscribers and correspondents will not fail to keep us posted on
everything going on among them, so that we shall hear monthly from France, England,

Belgium, Prussia, Italy, etc., etc.

%

OTTIR,

ru
FOR THE NEW VOLUME

j PICTURES I

Will include a number of foreign specimens which will surprise you when yott se

them. But none the less elegant will be those from negatives by our own native artists.

Our January issue will contain a splendid portrait of WM. H. RULOFSON, Esq.,

President of the National Photographic Association, to be followed by other splendid

subjects. In fact, hi every respect, we shall try to excel anything we have ever produced
before. The subscription price will remain at $5 per annum, and include the postage.

#@P
=

' As we are compelled to prepay the postage, the magazine will not be sent to any

but those who pay their subscription in advance.

THE EXTRA ATTRACTIONS
Which we shall add to our new volume will cause us considerable outlay, and we

must, therefore, necessarily increase our expenses. This being so, we are compelled

to look for MORE SUBSCRIBERS. It would cost us to obtain 500 new subscribers,

through news agents and stock-dealers, and by means of premiums, etc., at least $500.



We have, therefore, decided not to offer 15 cent chromos as premiums, but to make to
our present subscribers, or to those who may become such by

July 1st, 1875, the following

WABM1WWEMT WMEBMMWB t
A— 1 Cash Present, $100 OO
B— 1 " " 50 OO
C— 1 " " 25 OO
D—2 " " $15 each, . .

"" 30 OO
E—5 " " lO " 50 OO
F—lO •' " 5 " 50 OO
CJ—15 copies Dr. Vogel's Hand-Book, 2d edition, $3.50, ... 52 50
H—25 copies Hearn's Practical Printer, $2.50, 62 50
I—40 copies Wilson's Lantern Journeys, $2, 80 OO

Total Amount in Presents, .... $500 OO
4®" A is to be given to the one who sends us the largest number of new subscribers for one year, at $5 each, in

advance, by July 1, 1875 ; B to the one who sends the next largest number, and so on with the whole hundred presents
to the end. Those who send only one or less than ten subscribers, however, will only be entitled to one dollar's

worth of our publications for each subscriber.

In seeking1 to extend the circulation of the Photog- and its publication is so costly, that it could not live a
rapher, its publishers find that the best agents they can year unless it had a large subscription list,

interest in the work are its subscribers^ who know its
| Tne gifts that we offer will be given to the one bun-

character and can speak intelligently ot its merits.

For this reason they offer inducements oxly to

subscribers, to use their influence and to spend their
time in its behalf.

dred subscribers to the Photographer who send us the
largest number of new names by July 1, 1875.

Tbe Presents are given to subscribers, not to news-
paper club agents or dealers, for the reason that theirThese inducements are in the form of presents business gives them facilities which a regular subscri-

and ot premiums, which are simply given as payment ber does not p0SsesSi an <i it j s not just! therefore, to
for work done. place an ordinary subscriber in competition with an

Although tbe presents and the premiums are very organized business. We wish the presents to be re-

costly and valuable, and may seem to some persons ceived by regular subscribers to the magazine scattered
extravagant, yet they present what seems to us the best all over "the country, who can only devote intervals of
way of paying commissions for new names; and all their time to the work, and who will find the presents
papers are obliged to pay commissions for this "purpose, useful.
or to employ agents at heavy salaries.

j
Tne premiums are given alike to all full-paid sub-

TTe must do as others do, in order to secure a large scribers to the paper, whether newspaper agents, deal-
circulation for the Photographer, for its price is so low, ' ers, or not, who send us new subscribers.

US' Those who prefer it can have the equivalents of their Presents in any other works published by vs.SOW IT ORIENT IBIS ZDOZLsTE].
1 Renew your own subscription for 1875, in order to make yourself eligible to a share

in our offer of presents.
2. Get your operator, and printer, and retoucher to subscribe, or give it to them.
3. Many of your enlightened customers would take it, for the pictures are worth $5 a year.
4. Try your co-workers in the same town or city with you, or wherever you know them

to be. Spend a few hours writing postal cards.
5. Get your wives and employees to help you.
6. Try all your Public Libraries, and Literary Societies, and Reading Rooms, etc. ABk

everybody. A little effort will pay, and enable us to give you a better Journal, be-
sides thus paying you double.

*? YOU HAVE BUT FOUR WEEKS MORE TO TRY.
BE UP AND DOING. THIS OFFER POSITIVELY EXPIRES June 30, 1875.

A Sample Copy will be sent free to any address until January 1st. After that, 10 cents
must be sent for postage, etc.

ttlf%1"|f%p —POSTAGE FREE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS IN THE UNITED
IH\# I Iv#Eb STATES, JS®"" Persons desiring to renew their subscriptions to
The Philadelphia JPhotoc/rapher, will much oblige the Publishers by sending in their
names as early as convenient, before the expiration of their present subscriptions. This
will obviate the delay attendant upon re-entering names and mailing back numbers, and
entitle them to compete for the presents offered.

BBTCRMAK & WILSON, PhotprjliicMM, 7th & Cherry, PM lafl'a, Pa.

m» PLEASE SEND FOB OUM CATALOGUE. ~m
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Offer to Stoekdealers

A full Assortment of Reliable Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including

:

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),

Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,
Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,

Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,
Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.
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WELLER'S ALLEGORICAL SERIES
OF

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.
SOMETHING NEW ! Very attractive and'entirely original

;
producing unequaled effects,

the following subjects, which must be seen to be appreciated

:

They consist of

651. The Fairy Court.
652. Frost Workers Painting Windows.
653. Santa Glaus at Home.
654. Santa Claus starting on his Christmas Jour-

ney.

655. Jack Frost in his Glory.
656. Water Nymph in her Palace.

657. Happy New Year.
658. January. •

659. Spring.

These pictures will be mounted upon cards printed with a neat and appropriate design. Having from eight
to ten negatives of each subject, and with the facilities for making I now have, I expect to be able to meet
the demand. Price, postpaid, $2.00 per set. Send for new Catalogue of

F. C. WELLER'S VIEWS, LITTLETON, N, H.



EVERYTHING

PERTAINING TO

Photography

419 & 42 1 Broome St.,

New York.



WILSON'S
BALTIMORE
STOCK DEPOT
THE MOST POPULAR IN THE SOUTH.

QUICK TRANSIT. , CHEAP FREIGHTS.

Best Goods ! Best Prices

!

Best Personal Attention

!

Baltimore, the " City of Advantages " now, especi-

ally to the Photographer.

BEFORE PURCHASING, SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CATALOGUE TO

CHARLES A. WILSON,
No. 7 N. Charles Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

TRY BALTIMORE! IT WILL PAY!!

PLEASE READ OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS.



ROBINSON'S

FOR USE WITH THE ROBINSON PRINT-TRIMMER.

(See advertisement of Trimmer opposite.)

These Guides are made of Stout Iron and are turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass, but try Prof. Robinson's Invention.

OVAL, BOUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUAKE, of all sizes; various shapes for Stereo-

scopic work, Drug Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch the longest way

of the aperture.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

REGULAR SIZES:

OVALS. SQUARE OR ROUND-CO RNERED.

2x2f 3Jx4f 5fx7f 2TVx3| 2A x 3| 3fx5i

2£x3£ 3fx5£ 6x8 2£x3f 2fx4i 4x5|

2| x 3i 4x5f 6|-x8i 2^x3i 2f x H 4*x5f

2g x 8^ 4|x6| 6Jx8£
9 5 tc 9 1 5

95 Y Q3
2|x4f • 3£x6

4x6i
2f x3f 5x7 7x9

FOR S^
2|i4| 51- x 7J 7\ x9£

Arch Tops. Eound Cornered. Eound.

3|x4f 5Jx7£ 7£x9J 3TVx3| 3TVx3| 3x3
3fx4f -

5f x 7| 7|x9| 3x3 3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can

he always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes

accord, as orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

j|@?° An allowance of ten inches ($ 1 worth) of regular sizes of guides will be given with

every Trimmer purchased. (See opposite page).

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



GIVEN AWAY!!
WITH EACH

ROBINSON'S
PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
WILL HEREAFTER BE GIVEN Ten Inches of Metallic Guides, your choice from the regular sizes

named on the opposite page. The manufacturers and agents finding that they can save money by
manufacturing in large quantities, make this liberal offer to the trade, as they want everybody to have
these capital inventions in use. They are no humbug and are not glass cutters or anything like them.

THE ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER

IS A SUBSTITUTE FOE A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE. -

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.

The accompanying cut represents the instru-ment in the act of trimming a photograph. It does
riot cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which facilitates
the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

Oil the wheel bearings with Serving Machine OH.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOB SALE BY ALL J>EALEBS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.



CELLOEDIN
COLLODION.
Made with Celloidin, the new substitute for gun cotton, as recommended by Dr. Vogel,

at Schering's Chemical Works, Berlin, Prussia.

We have received a small lot of this admirable collodion which we offer at

S1.50 PER FLASK.
BENERMAN & WILSON,

Seventh and Cheery Streets, Philadelphia.

COPY YOUR LETTERS

!

All good business men should copy their letters and use the

COPYING INK ACTIWIC^™6 BOOKS

Made in Berlin by Talbot & Jacobsen's process. Five copies may be made from one

letter. Actinic Copying Inh, $1.50 per pint.

Actinic Copying Boohs—Note size, $1.75 ; full Letter size, $2.50.

For sale by the American agents,

BENERMAN & WILSON, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hermagis Lenses!
A New Lot Received April 29th—Infinitely Superior.

$g^ Mr. ADAM SALOMON, of Paris (although he was presented with a very fine

four-inch lens by the great London optician, with the request to use it for his usual work),

says : " The English objective is good, but not as good as my four-inch Hermagis."

g@" The four-inch Hermagis ($160) will cut a nine-inch standing figure sharp, HEAD
TO FOOT!! See Other Advertisement.

BENERMAN & WILSON, American Agents,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Third Thousand

!

We have undertaken the publication of the third thousand of this valuable Text-Book,

and offer it to the photographers in a more attractive and

New Shape.
The author's illustrations now number 150, nearly double the number of the first edition.

The Chapters on Failures have been much elaborated and rearranged, so as to afford a

ready reference in case of almost any trouble or difficulty liable to occur to the photogra-

pher, with appropriate remedies therefor. The following are among other

New Things:
Method of preparing silvered PAPER WHICH WILL KEEP FOB,

WEEKS, and with care, even for months; no washing or additional
manipulation of the paper needed.
Investigation of Negative Varnishes and formulas for Water-proof Var-

nish, such that negatives varnished with it have been kept for months
under water without injury.
Tables to aid in the construction of glass houses, &c.

NOTICES OF THE PBESS.
" There is a valuable chapter on the preparation of a sensitive paper that is not liable to discoloration. ....

We close the present notice by cordially commending Mr. Lea's Manual to our readers."

—

British Journal of Pho-

" M. Carey Lea's excellent ' Manual of Photography ' is a very full and complete work."

—

Philad'a Bulletin.

" If we say that this work is an encyclopedia of its art, we shall hardly exaggerate its comprehensiveness.
.... The author takes every department and every branch of each, and gives that distinct and clear information
that is needed by photographers The worth of the labor is proved in the fact that this new and enlarged
edition follows the first so speedily. Hereafter, those who would excel must master the Manual."

—

North
American.

PRICE, $3.75.
It contains 440 pages on fine toned paper, 150 wood cuts, cloth, beveled edges, and gilt.

FOE SALE BT ALL STOCK-DEALEKS.

Sent by return mail, on receipt of price by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.
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1875.
We are now prepared, with a fresh stock, to fill large or small orders for

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, FRAMES,

STEREOSCOPES and VIEWS.

OTTR SPECIALTIES:

Wilson's Head Rests,

Bergner Print Cutters,

Acid Dishes, Solid Glass Dippers,
Chute Glace Presses,

Monogram Chemicals,
Fancy Tables, Columns, Urns, etc.

SOLE AGENTS OF THE AMERICAN ARTISTS' ASSOCIATION, FOR

Printing, Enlarging, and Coloring, for the Trade.
TRADE MASK;

ALWAYS HAVE IN STOCK :

Entrefoin's Oscillating Enamelers,
Brand's Glace Presses, JVason's JVovelties,

Amer. Opt. Co.'s Apparatus,
Hance's Chemicals,

Benerman §- Wilson's Publications,

And everything appertaining to Photography. Price Iiist gratis, on application.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

822 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE CALIFORNIA CONVENTION.

Full particulars on this score will be

found further on. We have delayed our

issue a few days in order to give the " latest

news," for the reason that the mails require

"sometime" to reach us after they leave

the headquarters of our worthy president

;

and as this is the last issue of our magazine

that will reach our readers generally before

the time fixed for the Convention, we take

the liberty of delaying it a short time for

" the latest." What that will be, we cannot

at this early writing even surmise. It will

probably be postponed.

OUR PICTURE.

We have the pleasure of presenting to

our readers this month the long-promised

foreign prize pictures. Our desire in pro-

curing this series was to draw from the old

world some of the best work of the leading

artists there, and possibly to bring out some

new styles, some higher artistic attainments

than we have heretofore had, that we might

compare with our American prize series of

last year, and note the relative standing of

the art on either side of the ocean.

But with the work of the two countries

before us, we are struck with the change

that a few years have wrought. It seems

but yesterday that the Berlin heads created

such an excitement among our photograph-

ers, and when nearly all the specimens de-

serving to be called works of art that came
to us, bore the names of such men as Adam
Salomon, Loescher & Petsch, Eeutlinger,

and other European artists. But this is all

changed now, and were it not for the differ-

ences in costume and accessories that usually

distinguish the European from the Amer-
ican , the most discerning critic could not tell

in which country the work was made.

The progress made by our American
artists has been something wonderful, and,

as a whole, they are now fully up with those

of Europe. In artistic treatment, in the

management of the light, in chemical effects,

there are no differences peculiar to either

country, and with this comparatively equal

standing, we shall look for a grand effort on

either side for the goal of excellence which

the Centennial will present here next year.

We hope photographers everywhere will

keep that event in view, and prepare to

bring together the grandest exhibition of

photographic works of art that has eyer

\been seen..

But we are digressing. In embellishing

our magazine with these foreign prize pic-

tures, we have been obliged to depart from

our usual custom, and print from the nega-

tives of all the competitors except one. This

was rendered necessary by having so few

11
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negatives of each, and so few good printing

days through this unusually boisterous

spring season.

We have printed from nine negatives in

all.

The prize prints by Mr. Julius Schaar-

wachter, Berlin, Prussia, to whom the medal

was awarded, are a full-length standing

figure of a lady in light evening dress, charm-

ingly posed with face in profile, a half-length

standing figure of a lady at an open window,

a most beautiful production, and a three-

quarter sitting of a lady, with face in profile,

a perfect work in every respect.

Those by Mr. 0. H. Bergamasco, St.

Petersburg, Russia, are a full-length sitting

figure of a lady in Asiatic costume, a fine ex-

ample of angular composition, and another

full-length standing in fancy costume, very

elegant, an equally fine example of pyrami-

dal composition.

These pictures are both exquisitely beauti-

ful, and an honor to the artist that produced

them. A head, also, by the same artist, being

a vignette on a dark ground, is the only one

of this style we publish in the series.

Those by Messrs. Wegner& Mottu, ofAm-
sterdam, Holland, are two standing figures

of ladies and one three-quarter sitting, all in

dark drapery. One standing has bare arms,

and the other has her hands resting on a

book. The one sitting has her hand resting

on a portfolio of portraits. We give these

details so that the work of the different

artists may be designated.

We would have much preferred to print

only from the prize negatives, but the num-

ber of competitors being so small, and for

reasons already stated, we felt obliged to

do otherwise, fully believing, however, that

they all possess interesting merits, and will

prove suggestive studies to every one who

is striving to excel.

We would call attention to our review of

this series in the March number, and the

lessons to be drawn from it, as there sug-

gested.

The other picture of the series, by Mr.

Gihon, of Montevideo, will be published in

a future number.

The prints were made on the Morgan H.

extra paper, which, Mr. Hearn says, is

"splendid." It is sold by Mr. Thomas H.

McCollin, of this city. The prints are burn-

ished with the Entrekin Enameller.

ENTERPRISE IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
In every kind of business, the man who is

the most enterprising is the one who succeeds

the best ; and of no profession is this truer

than of photography. It is especially sus-

ceptible to periods of activity, or languish-

ing. It being in some measure a luxury,

though it is much more a necessity now
than formerly, it depends very much upon

the introduction of new styles to give it an

impetus that will make it especially re-

munerative.

All photographers who have been fifteen

years in the business, are familiar with the

immense sensation produced by the intro-

duction of the cartes de visite, and the pro-

duction of pictures by the dozen for about

the same price that they had been accus-

tomed to pay for one. Then came the beau-

tiful porcelain picture, with its charming

softness and brilliancy, which captivated

all who saw it, and added greatly to the

business and reputation of those who were

successful in making it. Later on came
the cabinet size, which supplied a want that

had long been felt, and was a great advance

in popularizing photography, and stimu-

lating artistic effort among the fraternity.

Then came the retouching improvement,

as a sort of necessity, in order to subdue or

remove the rugosities or imperfections that

became so glaring in the larger heads that

were demanded.

In all these movements there was especial

enterprise shown by somebody in developing

and introducing these new styles and im-

provements. By especial enterprise we mean
the originating and introducing of improve-

ments. The inventor, for hisskill andgenius,

is usually awarded the highest honors as a

benefactor; but the success of his invention

may depend entirely upon the push and

enterprise of other parties who have a way
of making the world see that iu is a good

thing.

It does not require much enterprise to

introduce a new thing after your patrons

have all found it out, and come and demand

it of you. Enterprise, especially in photog-
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raphy, consists in making the demand; in

introducing new styles; in being on the

alert for every new thing that comes out

;

in reading carefully the methods of working

any new process or improvement, and im-

mediately putting it into practice to test its

value; in short, it consists in keeping fully

up with the times, and if possible a little

ahead.

The want of this grand business qualifi-

cation consists in sitting down with folded

hands to see what Mr. So-and-so is going

to do about it, or whether the new thing,

whatever it may be, is likely to be popular

;

in allowing dirt and dust to accumulate till

some friend has the kindness to suggest that

the place is horridly dirty; in keeping the

same old pictures on exhibition till faded,

yellow, and all out of style, they fail to

either attract attention or business.

We make these preliminary remarks by

way of introducing an item of enterprise of

the genuine sort, and which we trust will

serve as an incentive to many others to

reach after something beyond the beaten

circle of routine in which they have been

accustomed to work.

We have named the several improve-

ments which have marked the enterprise

shown, and the progress made in the growth

of photography down to within a few years.

Since the introduction of retouching, there

has been but little that was new or novel,

except it was that which called for more re-

touching, viz., the immense heads; and

these have been pushed by many with a

zeal that deserved a liberal reward, but it

became irksome at last ; there were calls

for something different, some new style

must be introduced. It came in a right

about face, and from a source the least ex-

pected. We had all been looking for relief

from the Old World, whence most of the

new things in art originate, but it came in

the opposite direction. From the Golden

State of the Pacific, we have the last sensa-

tion in photography in the form of the

beautiful " Promenade Photograph," which

we have already shown you as the embel-

lishment of our April number. As we have

before said this style was originated and in-

troduced by Mr. I. W. Taber, of San Fran-

cisco, who seems to possess both the inven-

tive faculty, and the enterprise to make a
new thing go. He has recently sent us

some cabinets made by him some three

years ago, which show that new designs

with him are a matter of business. In ref-

erence to these, and his opinions as to how
business should be conducted, we will let

him speak for himself.

"Photographers must think as well as

work, if they wish to progress in our beauti-

ful art; new styles must be introduced oc-

casionally to make business lively. I will

forward to you by mail, a few cabinet pic-

tures taken when I was in business three or

four years ago. The lighting of the ' Stat-

uesques,' and the design of the < Pictorials,'

as I style them, may be novel to you, as they

are to most photographers.

"Tourists visiting California at that time

were quite taken with the Pictorials, as places

they had visited could be illustrated with

their own portrait. In an order for a dozen

cabinets, the window scene could be changed

in every one without extra trouble to the

printer, as the views would all be selected

and laid out for him. I had a large selec-

tion of views taken from all parts of the

State visited by tourists ; the British ship

' Zealous,' one of the ships seen from the

window, was lying in our harbor, and all

the officers, from the admiral down, had

their photographs taken in this style. Many
merchants had their pictures taken, with

their place of business and street seen from

the window. I would make an extra

charge to go out and take the negatives.

Had a man for that purpose, and found it
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to pay well, for while taking one view of a

store, other merchants would get after him

to take theirs, and I found about all of the

employes would have their pictures taken

too, after the same style, so you see that

every move a photographer makes in a new
direction makes business. Since going out

of business I have made no Pictorials and no

one else has attempted it. Any photographer

who is not employed all of his time can in-

crease his business in this way. I had a

negative of one of the Pacific Mail steam-

ers, which paid me well, as almost every day

some one attached to that line would be in

to have a picture taken with the steamer

in sight from the window. I had negatives

of several principal streets in the the city,

which were used a great deal ; some would

have stores on these streets, others would

want them because they were in the habit

of walking on such a street every day

;

every person has a fancy for something ; it

may be a fine house with elegant grounds,

it may be a boat, or a fine horse, or a dog

;

all of these I have illustrated in the Picto-

rials.

" I send you these pictures to show you

about what kind of work I was doing at

that time, as well as the novelty of some of

them. I think it would be well to revive

them for the benefit of photographers gen-

erally. I submit this suggestion to you to

act upon as you may desire ; any assistance

I can be to you please command.
" Truly yours,

"I. "W. Tabek."

We had the above cuts made of these pic-

tures, that photographers might get a better

idea of how it was done. The background

is painted to represent the window, and in

the printing this is covered, and the small

picture printed in afterwards, the main pic-

ture being protected, of course, in turn.

The outdoor picture must be made small

;

that is, a distant view, in order to give the

effect of distance. Any one with a little

practice, or at all familiar with double

printing, can readily take hold of these Pic-

torials, and make them go.

This is an example of enterprise that we
would commend to all who want to make
business or wish to progress. We do not

expect that all can originate and display

the tact that Mr. Taber has, but all can be

wide awake if they will ; all can follow up

some such suggestion as he gives for work-

ing up trade ; all can come to the conclusion

that sitting down and waiting for people to

find out that you are a fine artist is not the

way to do business ; all can form a resolu-

tion, that "if the mountain will not come

to Mohammed, Mohammed will go to the

mountain."

Filterings from the Fraternity.

A Voice from Texas.

I offer the following to the fraternity,

hoping that they may be of use to some

brother in tribulation over the shortcom-

ings of a rather light purse ; and although

these ideas may not be new to every one, I

can say that I have invented them for my-
self, as I have never seen either in print or

received any suggestions on the subject.

First, to work with certainty and without

the least annoyance, a tube with foci of dif-

ferent lengths. Place any number of cards

in frontof the camera, one behind the other,

and focus on the one in the centre, and make

a picture. With a sharp knife make a mark

on the bed-frame of the camera to determine

the position of the carriage; next focus on

that card which came out sharp in the pic-

ture, and mark the position of the carriage

as before ; and the distance between the

marks will be the exact difference in the

length of the chemical and optical focus.

Next move your ground-glass to or from

the lens as the case may require, and fasten
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permanently in the swinging frame, and

your lens will always work well in a box so

corrected. This is less troublesome than

making a mark on the tube, and making the

allowance with every picture taken, and less

expensive than putting your lenses under

the hammer.

Bath for Silvering Large Plates.

Operators who have not the means to

procure bath-holders for large plates may
find something of utility in the following :

Take your silvering dish, wash clean,

and pour in your nitrate solution. Get

two pieces of heavy silver wire (or steel

wire tipped at the ends with silver), about

two feet long, bend in the shape of

f) a U or a long horseshoe, turning

// up the ends about one-fourth of

L L an inch ; next drill two holes in

each piece on opposite sides about

three or four inches from the top of curve

(wires being flattened, if necessary). Slip

one of the wires inside of the curve of the

other, so that the four holes will correspond,

and run a small wire through, and bend

both ends to prevent its slipping out. Your
dipper is now complete, and has the appear-

ance of the following figure. Collodionize

your plate, and place it

in the dipper face down,

and grasp both curves in

one hand, and you will

find that the plate is

firmly held without ef-

fort, and may be immersed

vertically or diagonally as preferred ; the

ends of the dipper forming rests for the plate

while in the dish. When coated, it can be

raised, drained, and placed in the holder

without the least trouble.

A jeweller can make the above dipper for

$2 ; a great saving over the $50 bathtub-

stand, and dipper. As to the $48 saved,

well, if you are already a subscriber to the

Photographer, Bulletin, and News, use them

in surrounding your family with comforts.

Now a word to brother photographers in

my own behalf, and I close. I have under-

taken the production of an album of Amer-

ican photographers of note. I have written

hundreds of letters, and received a variety

of answers, while at least one-half of my

letters have remained unanswered. I have

a fine collection of cartes, cabinets and im-

perials. These specimens of art are admired

by all who see them
; any photographer

wishing to contribute his carte and auto-

graph, is invited to do so. I shall return the

compliment when desired. My address is,

Box 17, Blanco, Texas.

A. M. Mettetal.

Mr. E. M. Collins, Oswego, N. Y., tells

us about tear-drops, and how he gets rid of

them.

I have silvered all the paper that has

been used in my gallery for the past ten

years, and have found that I never had the

tear-drop or mottled appearance on my
paper unless my silver was too strong for

the paper, and as I bought my paper in

small parcels I was troubled a great deal.

At one time my silver would be too strong,

and would make tear-drops. I would re-

duce it till it worked all right, and the next

time I bought paper would buy another

brand, and then my silver was so weak it

would dissolve the albumen and the solu-

tion turn red, and then it had to be doctored

with kaolin or citric acid, till I felt like

quitting the business, and calling it too much
a business of chance for my use. I tried

everything I could think of to cure the two

evils, and get something that was reliable,

and I have got it, or, at least, it has never

failed me for the last four years. I make
my silver 30 grains to the ounce ; to each 8

ounces of solution I add 1 ounce 95 per cent,

alcohol and 1 drop ammonia cone, and
float from 20 to 60 seconds, according to the

weather and kind of paper I use. I have used

Hovey's,Trapp & Munch's,Dresden, S. &M.
H. Extra, Anthony's Diamond, and Clem-

ons's. I am using Clemons's White Stein-

bach at this time, and you can see the effect.

I used the Brilliant Dresden on the same

bath ; it was silvered sufficiently, only it

blistered with me ; it is the only paper I

have ever seen blister with this bath. I

have used the same bath for four years by

simply adding silver, water, and alcohol,

and it has never been red nor failed to work

on either plain or albumen paper. I use

Clemons's arrowroot paper by floating it the

same as I do my albumen paper, and use the
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same silver solution, and it is always in order

if I have enough solution to float the paper

clear of the bottom of the dish. I am always

sure of my paper being silvered right unless

I am called away and leave a piece on too

long. In regard to the brilliant paper, I

used only the Dresden. I found that the

same bath, raised to 80 grains to the ounce,

would silver that so it would not blister

with me in any of the after operations of

toning, fixing, and washing.

Mr. H. J. Kogers, of Hartford, gives his

method of treating prints before toning

;

also "Another Dodge," as follows:

Take 5 lemons, extract the juice, and add

it to 1 pint (or more) of water; also add J

ounce acetate soda ; mix all together, and

filter. When ready to "acidify," take 1

ounce (or more) of the above solution, add

it to 3 or 4 quarts of water, and immerse the

prints as you would in acetic acid and water.

I really think you will be pleased with the

effect of your method of toning.

Another "dodge" — without wrinkles.

This "dodge" is warranted to modify

about 50 per cent, of the " wrinkles," frec-

kles, moth, and other blemishes on the

human face, and save retouching. Stain a

portion of the side light in your operating-

room with carmine (mixed in alcohol, water,

and glue, or turpentine, as you prefer), and

a beautiful red light will be reflected upon

the sitter. For a very white or sallow com-

plexion, or a face bronzed or reddened by

exposure to the weather (while the forehead

is white), the effect is charming, and the

time of exposure is only two or three seconds

longer. Brother Photographers, try it, and

if you are as pleased as I am, you will want

the days lengthened out, that you may op-

erate longer—like the Irishman ; he said he

wished his throat a yard long, the whisky

tasted so good all the way down.

Methylated Alcohol in Photo-

graphic Manipulations.

At a recent meeting of the French Pho-

tographic Society, M. G. Noel, an amateur,

called attention to the advantages that may
be derived from the employment of methy-

lated alcohol, or wood spirit, in the opera-

tions of developing and intensifying the

image. The cost of methylated spirit is, of

course, much less than that of the pure al-

cohol, being only about a fifth of the price
;

but this is not the main point. M. Noel

states that by using wood spirit in his de-

veloper he is able to reduce the exposure of

the plate in the.camera very considerably

—

from fifty-eight seconds to eight, or even

six, he tells us.

M. Noel's formula for preparing his de-

veloper with methylated spirit is the fol-

lowing :

Water 10 ounces.

Ammoniacal Sulphate of Iron, £ "

Acetic Acid No. 8, . . . 2 "

Methylated Spirit, . . • i "

He affirms that a developer thus composed

may be used with confidence with very

short exposures, and afford results quite

equal to those given by an ordinary devel-

oper with a prolonged pose. In compound-

ing his intensifier M. Noel also uses methy-

lated spirit, making up his solution as

under

:

Water, . • 6f ounces.

Pyrogallic Acid, . 2 "

Citric Acid, . 2 "

Methylated Spirit, . • 21 drachms

M. Noel has such confidence in both these

solutions, that he has ceased to employ any

other in his photographic work.

Albumenizing Plates.

Dear Sir: I doubt not that many of

your readers who may be interested in prac-

tical photography, particularly when pre-

paring plates for the " dry process," have

often experienced difficulty in smoothly

applying the preparatory coating of albu-

men, unless they resort to the careless gen-

eral practice of first dipping the plate into

water, which so largely dilutes the mixture

as to seriously lessen, when it does not en-

tirely destroy its efficacy
;
and the result is,

that the film will subsequently slip during

development, and ruin thj negative.

For a long time I experienced great an-

noyance myself from this source, until I

discovered that all difficulty could be re-

moved by simply breathing upon the plate

before pouring on the albumen, when the

solution will run as smoothly and evenly

as the best collodion. If, during the oper-

ation, the fluid shows any hesitation at any
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point, it is only necessary to breathe upon

that particular spot, and the difficulty will

be obviated.

I remain yours respectfully,

J. Henry Whitehouse.

As promised in my notice in December
number of this Journal I send my formulae

for printing on porcelain, by which, with

care, any one can produce fine prints. Use :

Albumen,.... 1 ounce.

Water, .... 2 drachms.

Chloride of Strontium, . 5 grains.

Beat to stiff froth, and let settle, filter, and

coat plates, and dry. Use :

Nitrate of Silver, . . 1 ounce.

Water, .... 2 ounces.

Alcohol 10 ounces

Dissolve silver in the water, pour off five

drachms, and add liquid ammonia till the

precipitate is dissolved, add to the other

eleven drachms and clear with nitric acid,

then add to the alcohol and filter, dip the

dry albumenized plates in this solution for

one minute, remove, drain, and wash off

with alcohol, dry by heat, fume five to ten

minutes, print and tone as usual.

W. A. Cox.
Baltimore.

To keep your collodion for an indefinite

time, after your collodion is in good work-

ing condition add one-half ounce of albu-

men to the quart of collodion, pour the albu-

men in it just as it comes from the shell, after

which shake it well, stand aside for ten

hours, and then filter through cotton. By
using this method you will never have any

decomposed collodion on hand.

Yours, etc.,

One That Knows.

Practical Hints for Ferrotypers.—
Some ferrotype plates are perfectly flat, but

some are bent inwards, i. e., the glossy side

concave, the back convex. Photographers

who work small plates already cut will have

no trouble in getting sharp pictures, as

these are flat enough to secure good results.

Among the whole plates, 10 x 14, we find

sometimes samples which are considerably

bent, and bend still more when cut in the

ordinary way. If, then, the pressure from

the spring fastened on the slide door is not

strong enough upon the glass—respectively

the ferrotype-plate, the pictures will lack

sharpness. In such cases I found a remedy

by tracing the lines, whereby the plates are

to be cut, on the back side, and cutting them

in this position (face down) with sharp

shears. The plates when so cut flatten con-

siderably.

I think all know that new plates are not

always clean enough to be worked without

preliminary polishing. For this purpose I

cut the corners round, thus preventing them

from catching the Canton flannel. If any

small thread from the flannel sticks to the

edges, I pass them through the flame of a

spirit-lamp and burn them. The ashes can

easily be removed with the camel's-hair

brush.

—

Charles Gilli.

Ketouching Formula.—I wish you

would publish in the next number of the

Photographer, a retouching formula, that

was published in the World for June, 1871,

page 191 and 192, over the initials of A.

B. C. .

There is a party negotiating through the

country for the sale of the same or very

nearly so, consequently, by publishing it,

you will do the fraternity a favor.—J.

Parker, Jr., Southbridge, Mass.

Agreeably to the above request we re-

publish the following :

We paid $5 for the following " retouch-

ing formula."

Pigment.

No. 1.

Nitrate of Silver, . £ ounce.

Water,

No. 2.

. 30 ounces

Pyro Acid, . . 40 grains.

Water, . 30 ounces

Dissolve separately ; mix. Precipitate in

the sun; pour off, fill again, and decant as

before. Evaporate to dryness. Moisten

with solution (below), and spread on ground

porcelain. To use, take :

Spirits Turpentine, . . 1 ounce.

Oil Lavender, . . . a "

Gum Dammar, . . . | "

Moisten the brush in the solution, and

with it apply the pigment, much or little,

as the negative needs. A. B. C.
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Silvering Paper.—Having never any-

where seen a rule given for the length of

time paper should be silvered, and having

many times seen articles contain instruc-

tions which said, "silver the requisite time,"

and being at a loss to know what a " green

hand " would do with such indefinite in-

structions, I am constrained to give the

following, which, as far as tested, has

proved O. K. Paper which, when re-

moved from the solution, and held by one

corner curls back, is under-silvered ; that

which cur\s front, is over-silvered, and that

which stands straight " a jif," and then

curls back, is just right; 'tis better to under-

silver than over, for paper which has been

silvered too long is very prone to turn yel-

low.—E. F. Phillips, Little Rock, Ark.

Preserving Wet Plates during Long
Exposure.—We have a method of pre-

serving wet plates, which is more simple

and convenient than anything we have seen

in print, and is as follows : Flow the sensi-

tive plate (without washing) with bath so-

lution, seven parts; glycerin, one part; as

you do a redeveloper, until it flows smoothly.

Flow again before developing if the plate

has stood long, and the developer will flow

a little better than if it is omitted. Plates

will keep two or three hours treated in this

way.

—

Porter Bros.

Copying Ferrotypes.— I would not

know how to get along without the Pho-

tographer, and I think it grows better

every number. Here is something for Fil-

trations if you think it worth putting in.

To copy ferrotypes first warm them ; then

varnish with thin varnish, which removes

all traces of marks on the varnish, unless

they are deep, and makes the picture as

bright as when new.

MY WASHING TANK.
BY GEORGE L. WASHBURN.

I did not subscribe for our magazine until

late this year, thinking perhaps I would not

take it, but soon found it useless to try and

get along without it, and so gave Messrs.

Tucker & Co. my name, and now the back

numbers are greatly missed, so please be

kind enough to send them at once.

You may perhaps remember my sending

you a cut representing a washing tray a

year ago, which you acknowledged by re-

turn mail, stating that you would be glad to

use it, but for some reason it never was
used ; it may have been mislaid. At any rate

seeing a patent washing-tub advertised in

the March Photographer made me think of

it, and so make bold to present it again.

This is not a patent, and if considered worth
anything to any one they are entirely wel-

come.

Let A represent the frame or foundation
;

B the box, which is hung on pivots a little

below and behind the centre, so that when
the box is filled with water -to a certain

height the heft in the front end of the box

will be the greatest, and will cause it to tilt.

Its tilting will fill the siphon C, which will

carry a larger stream than is coming in at

the top through faucet D. Two inches or

so from the bottom is a perforated board, E,

on which the prints are placed, and are

allowed to drain when the siphon has drawn

all the water out ; this I claim to be an ad-

vantage over the tub advertised. F is a

perforated tin on top, sunk in about one

inch, to cut the stream ; G is a weight suffi-

ciently heavy to tilt the box back in position

as soon as the water is drawn out. Any
carpenter will make one for $2.50 or $3.00,

and it is a nice thing to have in the family.

THE MOTTUTYPE.

A New Photo-mechanical Printing
Process.

Step by step, those experimenting and

practicing in the direction of photolithog-

raphy, have been progressing towards the

production of plates which could be printed
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in the ordinary printing press with letter-

press matter.

A number of persons have had partial

success, but the many drawbacks have

forced them to abandon the field.

More persistent than some others, Mr.

P. A. Mottu, of Amsterdam, Holland, has

succeeded in working out a method, the

results of which are most encouraging, and

far ahead of anything done by his com-

petitors, we believe, and he has put it in

our power to show our readers one of his

examples, which will be found in our cur-

rent number. A much " prettier picture "

could have been shown, but Mr. Mottu

preferred to choose a subject from nature,

which is infinitely more difficult than tak-

ing for the original to be reproduced, a

line or steel engraving, or a drawing.

With his proofs he sends us a letter,

which so nearly says what we want to say,

further, that we append it in closing, first

calling the attention of publishers and book

printers to the value of the Mottu process.

Mr. Mottu writes as follows

:

Amsterdam, 2d February, 1875.

My dear Sir : Having been informed

by your last letter that you received the

samples I had the pleasure to send you

some time ago, and that you found them

worthy to figure in your excellent period-

ical, the Philadelphia Photographer, I make
haste to send you, with some other samples,

the number wanted for one of your issues.

Instead of sending you copies of those

prints which seemed to you to be the best

results, as, for instance, reproductions of

woodcuts or steel engravings, I preferred

to select for the Philadelphia Photographer

something which, as far as I know, has

never yet been done, namely, illustrations

printed with the Typographical Press, the

copper block of which has been obtained

directly from Nature by means of photog-

raphy and galvanoplastie. I hope they

will please your readers as a novelty, and

hope another time to find the opportunity

to make for you an illustration reproduced

from a woodcut, or any other line subject

made with the pencil or the pen. This will

demonstrate the advantage of my invention

above the old manner of wood-cutting,

which gives so much work, requires a long

time before it is ready, costs so much,

and is never so exact as the results obtained

by photography.

Should somebody among your readers

take interest in the invention, please be

kind enough to show him the other proofs

I sent you. In a short time I will send

you more.

Details about the manner of producing

these copperplates would lead me too far if

I clearly described the process ; besides

that, I am not yet quite decided if I will

keep the process a secret or take letters-

patent; but about this point more at some

future time.

Yours truly,

P. A. Mottu.

ABOUT GENIUS.

Chapter II.

It was genius that overcame the difficulty

of producing more than one impression upon

the same plate of the same object. The
prosecution for infringement of the sliding-

box patent started the inquiry, upon the

part of those prosecuted, among the old

practitioners as to whether they ever pro-

duced more than one impression upon the

same plate, and if they ever did, then how ?

It is perfectly wonderful to see the various

devices "dug up" by this query; and let

these suits terminate as they may, there is

one benefit to accrue to all of us in these

evidences of " Simon-pure genius." Noth-

ing can be more interesting than would a

book containing photographs or cuts of these

various devices, with a description of their

manipulation, to those who know the ups-

and downs of the business. Will not those

who have, been in the fight start this ball

in motion, using what they now have for a

nest egg ? What say you, Grand Kapids,

Mich., and Troy, N. Y. ?

The fraternity may ask why so much
attention was paid to this multiplying. At
that time minatures for special friends were

all the go, and only one was needed. Well,

the answer is, that while only one was

needed, if we could make two or more im-

pressions upon the plate that had cost us so
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much time and patience to prepare, we could

give a choice in expression without prepar-

ing another plate.

The fact of deriving a multiplicity of im-

pressions attracted the attention of genius

to overcome the trouble of producing them.

Hence the great improvement in camera-

boxes.

Perhaps in this single article of general

use (necessarily so) there is the very highest

evidence of ingenuity, for the assertion can-

not be refuted that there are camera-boxes

in use, in nearly every gallery, which are

most elegant pieces of furniture, and exhibit

the most perfect mechanical workings even

in the smallest detail. Look back only a

few years and see what was once in use, and

called nice, too. The extension was a great

invention, even when it was all made of

wood, with "a box within a box." At one

time there was a little interior box with

two or three places to hold the ground-glass,

and then the shield when about to make an

exposure. Now we have the " rubber bel-

lows," with very little wood (and the less

the better), which are a long way the most

durable, as well as lighter and neater.

There is also in the matter of lenses very

great improvement, and especially in the

" central stops." Here genius came to our

relief, and instead of taking out the front

lens to get the stop where it ought to be,

we can in a "jiffy" slip in or out the stop

wanted, and besides get it into the right

place. Still there is more to follow, and

—

but wait for Chapter III.

I. B. Webster.

A NEW METHOD OF EMULSION
WORK.

(Read at the April meeting of the Photographic

Society of Philadelphia.)

In my last communication to the Society,

made a month ago, I described a method

which gave plates of extraordinary sen-

sitiveness, arising from the introduction of

an iodide into the emulsion. Since then,

aiding myself with this principle, I have

been endeavoring to work out a method of

operating which should reduce the labor of

dry-plate work to a minimum, whilst afford-

ing the best possible results. My special

object was to find means of making an
emulsion which should require nothing

more than to be poured out on a glass

plate, and which as soon as dry should be

ready for exposure, requiring no bath or

after-treatment whatever, and no backing

or staining of the film, and which, never-

theless, should possess a high degree of sen-

sitiveness. This result I have succeeded in

obtaining, and it is the purpose of the pres-

ent paper to give such explanations as will

enable any one to prepare these plates.

A year or more ago, Mr. Bolton devised

a very ingenious new mode of managing
emulsions. He poured them out, allowed

them to dry, then with water washed out

all the soluble salts, dried the pellicle, and

dissolving it with alcohol and ether made a

new emulsion, which needed only to be

poured out on glass plates, and, after back-

ing, was ready for use. "With all its in-

genuity, this system had the fatal fault of

affording plates deficient in sensitiveness

and needing long exposures. From my own
trial, I should say that these plates needed

as many minutes of exposure as those which

I am about to describe need of seconds.

Moreover these plates required to be backed

to prevent blurring, and of course to be

washed off again before developing.

One reason for this want of sensitiveness

lay in the fact, that Mr. Bolton did not

succeed in applying to his plate the prin-

ciple of using an excess of silver nitrate with

a chloride and aqua regia. He reported

that the result of such treatment was fail-

ure, and that the operator must be content

with the degree of action resulting from the

use of bromides only, with an excess of al-

kaline bromide.*

By using an iodide in the collodion as

* Mr. Bolton says : "I have never been able

to obtain any satisfactory result with emulsions

which contain no soluble bromide."

—

British

Journal, 1874. p. 159.

And again, in the British Journal Almanac

for 1875. p. 55 : "A very fair degree of sensi-

tiveness may be obtained by allowing the silver

to be in excess during a portion only of the time

during which the emulsion is sensitizing ; but

let there be invariably an excess of bromide

before pouring out. Disregard on this point

will entail a host of troubles."
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well as a chloride, and aqua regia with an

excess of silver nitrate, I obtained a con-

siderable degree of sensitiveness, but still

not sufficient. With further experiment,

I discovered a new principle of treatment,

which at once solved the difficulty, and laid

the foundation of a process combining the

highest degree of sensitiveness and the

utmost facility of execution. This new
principle consists in applying at once to the

whole mass of collodion the same -preservative

(or rather accelerator, as it should more

property be called), the same treatment that

is usually applied to each plate in detail.

That is, instead of applying an albumen,

gallic, tannin, gum, etc., preservative to

each separate plate, it can be applied to a

pound or a hundred pounds of collodion at

once, and then be washed out again. Of
course the saving of labor is something

prodigious, and the result is a uniformity

of plates, a certainty and regularity of ac-

tion, which is perhaps an equally great

gain with the saving of labor; and using

this method in connection with the emul-

sion process, which I described last month,

one obtains plates of the same exceptional

sensitiveness, and with greatly less labor.

Let us for a moment compare the amount
of work involved in this process with tbat

required for making a dry plate with a neg-

ative bath.

In the latter method, the plate must be

coated, and then plunged into a nitrate

bath. After remaining for some time in

this, it is taken out, carefully washed in

several waters, and then placed in a preserv-

ative solution, where it must remain nearly

ten minutes. If a batch of plates is being

prepared they get much in each other's way,
and to go on regularly

(/
one needs two or

three baths; I generally used three, finding

it less trouble than to wait. Or if one pours

the preservative over the plate, this takes

some considerable time, and without care

and dexterity the action is not uniform, and
there results the irregularity of action

which has done so much to render dry
plates unpopular.

Next the plate is to be dried. The watery,

and often stick}' solutions with which the

plate is covered, make its drying slow.

Small plates may be dried by heat, but

larger ones are apt to dry irregularly. So

a drying box is needed, and much trouble

with it. Then there is the backing. And
after exposure there is the backing to be

washed off; this I have always considered

the most disagreeable part of the whole

work, and a single drop that gets round the

edge ruins the plate.

In the way which I here describe, the

plate is coated, and then is done. No wash-

ing, no bath of preservative, no drying box,

no backing, no washing off. The films

being only moist with alcohol and ether dry

rapidly. Ten or fifteen minutes dries them,

or, to make sure, they may be let to stand

half an hour in a rack, and can then be

transferred to the slides or plate box. The
iodide of silver, which by my new mode of

working is introduced into the film, makes

it opaque and yellowish, and prevents both

internal reflections and irradiation, the

causes of blurring. And so the troublesome

and vexatious operation of backing is got

rid of.

The cost of obtaining this extreme sim-

plicity, is that of taking a very moderate

amount of trouble with the emulsion, once

for all. As these emulsions will soon doubt-

less be manufactured commercially, even

this trouble will be spared the dry-plate

worker. In travelling, for example, what

a simplification to carry a bottle of emulsion,

and prepare plates in an hour in the even-

ing, enough to last for perhaps a week's

work. As everything soluble is washed out

of the emulsion, there appears every reason

to expect that these plates and the emulsion

itself will keep indefinitely. Moreover,

the dried material may be sealed up in bot-

tles, and probably will keep good for years,

ready at any time to be placed in alcohol

and ether for use.

In preparing the emulsion, I recommend

a very close adherence to the following di-

rections. They have been arrived at by

very long and laborious work, and a de-

parture from them, seemingly very unim-

portant, may have the effect of producing

plates requiring a fivefold or tenfold ex-

posure.

As the emulsion is to be dried, it may be

prepared a little stronger than eventually

needed. I usually make it so that three
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ounces of the first emulsion make four of

the final.

Concentrated Collodion.

In equal parts of alcohol and ether, dis-

solve eight or ten grains of a suitable intense

pyroxylin (that made for the purpose by

Mr. Peter Parys* is what I have found

answer best).

To each ounce of mixed solvents take

Ordinary Crystallized Cadmium
Bromide, ... .7 grains.

Ammonium Bromide, . . . 2£ "

Ammonium Iodide, . . . 2 "

Add to each ounce two drops of aquaregia,

sensitize with twenty-five grains of fused

silver nitrate, and then add for each ounce

two grains of cobalt chloride dissolved in

alcohol.

It will be found best to put the first three

salts together into a large test-tube (for

small quantities) or a flask for large ones

;

cover with a proper quantity of alcohol, and

heat. The ammonium bromide does not

dissolve very easily in alcohol, but much
more so in the presence of the other salts

than alone.

Fused Silver Nitrate.—I have always found

an advantage in using the fused nitrate. It

can, I believe, be bought fused, or it is easy

to fuse it in a small porcelain basin over a

good gas flame; a Bunsen's burner is the

best. It should be kept in a state of fusion

about ten minutes, and then be let cool in

the capsule.

[I may remark in passing, that the pro-

portions of silver nitrate which I am using

at this day as the best that I can find, are

exactly those which I recommended just five

years ago, viz., in April, 1870. To three

ounces of the concentrated collodion just de-

scribed, I add seventy-five grains silver

nitrate. And as this affords four ounces of

finished collodion, there is exactly eighteen

grains and three-quarters of silver nitrate to

the ounce, the only difference being that to

avoid unnecessary waste of solvents, the

collodion is made at first in a more concen-

trated form. Again, this quantity of silver

gives, after saturating the soluble haloids,

between fourteen and fifteen grains excess

# Sold by Scovill Mfg. Co., New York, and

Wilson, Hood & Co., Philadelphia.

—

Ed.

for the four ounces, or between three and
four grains excess to the ounce. So that both

in actual quantitjr of silver, and in actual

excess, I use now within a fraction of a

grain the same quantities as in 1870. This

has not prevented Colonel Wortley, who
has been endeavoring for years past to ap-

propriate the results of my labors, from

charging me with copying these propor-

tions from him. As his first publication on

the subject was in June, 1871, it will be seen

how baseless is this allegation. The gen-

tleman just named had in fact appropri-

ated my work and my ideas so completely,

that I was not to be allowed to use them

myself.]

Cobalt Chloride.—As a chloride, in my
last paper, I recommended cupric chloride,

known in commerce as muriate of copper.

But the commercial salt varies so much, that

I think it best to use cobalt chloride, which

resembles cupric chloride in dissolving very

easily in alcohol.

The silver nitrate is to be ground up and

dissolved in alcohol by putting it into a

test-tube and boiling it with alcohol, shak-

ing well. As soon as the first portion of

alcohol is saturated, it is poured off into the

collodion and well shaken up. More alco-

hol is poured over the silver and boiled

again. Generally three heatings with al-

cohol will be required.

Aqua regia may be obtained from any

druggist, by directing him to put into a

stoppered vial an ounce of muriatic, and half

an ounce of nitric acid, both of ordinary

strength.

The aqua regia should be added to the

collodion before the silver ; the cobalt chlo-

ride half an hour or an hour after adding

the silver.

The emulsion should be well shaken up

at intervals, and is ready for use by leaving

it stand over night, shaking it as often as

convenient. Its preparation seems a little

complicated to describe, but is in reality

simple enough.

The emulsion being made, it is next

poured out to set. It must not be too deep

in the pan: a 7 x 9 will answer for three

or four ounces, and larger ones in propor-

tion. It should be once in awhile moved

about to equalize the drying, and prevent
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the formation of a leathery film on the sur-

face. Or this may be allowed to form and

then be pierced with holes, and the liquid be

let flow through, and soften it again. The
object is to get the whole into a gelatinous

and not a hard condition. As soon as it no

longer moistens the tip of the finger, it is

ready (this will take, from one to three

hours, according to temperature and quan-

tity).

The preservative, whatever is preferred,

is next to be poured over the film in the

pan, and the film itself broken into flakes

with a porcelain or bone spatula, ploughing

it up and separating it completely from the

bottom ; then transfer the whole, bath and

flakes, to a large deep glass jar, and stir well

at intervals. A contact of ten or fifteen

minutes will be sufficient, reckoning from

the time of pouring the preservative into

the pan. The preservative is then poured

off, water poured in, and the whole well

stirred. After several changes of water, the

flakes are let to lie and soak for an hour,

then several changes, then.soak for another

hour, several more changes, and then dry,

first squeezing out all the water possible.

As the flakes dry very slowly, this may
be hastened by putting the porcelain pan in

which they are spread out to dr}^, on a stove

or other warm place, taking care that the

bottom of the pan is not made warmer than

the hand can conveniently bear.

The dried flakes are not white like the

emulsion, but gray, still they give a white

emulsion again. To emulsify them, put

them in a vial with a mixture of equal parts

alcohol, ether, and plain collodion, in such

quantity that there shall be four ounces of

liquid for each three ounces of original

emulsion. The new emulsion should be

often and sharply shaken ; it should not be

used for at least two days, and is much
better to keep for four or five.

Preservatives.—A few words are needed

as to the preservative to be employed. That

which I very much prefer is made as follows

:

Water, 12 ounces.

Thick Gum Solution containing

about one-quarter as much
Sugar as Gum, . . .1 ounce.

Prepared Albumen, . . . 1 "

Sixty-grain Solution Gallic Acid

(in Alcohol), . ... 1 ounce.

Sixty-grain Solution of Tannin

(in Water), . . . . } "

It may seem a little complicated, but is

worth the trouble of making. It is for all

dry-plate work the best preservative that I

know by a great deal It is essential that

the ingredients should be added in the above
order.

The prepared albumen is madeb}' shaking

up white of egg with an equal bulk of water,

and adding twenty-five minims of number
eight acetic acid for each ounce of white of

egg, filtering through a sponge. It keeps

indefinitely.

Gum-gallic preservative does not answer
well ; it gives a very sensitive plate, but

one that is easily over-exposed and spoiled.

It needs the albumen and tannin to prevent
this.

Coffee and Gallic Acid. — Decoction of

burnt coffee with some gallic acid gives a

very good preservative, but not equal to the

first mentioned.

Tannin alone does not do well; there is

apt to be a granular deposit when tannin is

used, unless there is albumen present to

prevent this.

In a word, those who wish to get the best

results for negatives will do well to use the

first described preservative, also for trans-

parencies for the lantern. For ordinary

transparencies, to be viewed as held up to

the light, the coffee and gallic acid will do

very well ; in this way a more intense

image is got.

Development is the same as described last

month.

This is a most fascinating process. The
facility with which the plates are made,

.

their sensitiveness and their easy develop-

ment, the getting rid of the trouble of

backing and cleaning, renders the work

particularly pleasant. The trouble and

labor of photography seems to be elimin-

ated, and only the pleasant part left.

I have found another method of prepar-

ing this sort of emulsion, which can be only

very briefly mentioned here, partly because

my paper is already so long, and partly be-

cause I have not yet determined the best
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mode of managing the details. It is likely,

however, to become an important process.

It bears the same relation to the making

of dry plates with a bath, that the process

already described does to making them with

an emulsion. In fact, it may be briefly

characterized as an alteration of the ordi-

nary bath dry-plate process, in such a way

as to perform all the operations once for

all on a quantity of collodion instead of

on each separate plate. Instead of going

through every separate operation on each

one of a thousand dry plates, the collodion

with which they are to be made undergoes

the treatment once for all.

Thus, a quantity of any collodion what-

ever is poured out into a pan, say half a

pound into an 11x14 inch pan, or let set.

Then a silver bath is poured over, the film

broken up into flakes and lumps, and after

a sufficient time, say from twenty to forty

minutes, according to the strength of the

bath, the latter is poured off again. Then

a preservative is applied, and washed out

again, and the flakes are dried. Lastly,

they are emulsified with alcohol and ether.

This emulsion needs, like the first described,

only to be poured out on glass, and let dry.

If the collodion used contains an iodide,

there will be no backing needed.

It will be seen, I think, at a glance, how
very popular this method is likely to be-

come. 1 have already made a large number

of emulsions in this way with different pre-

servatives, and the plates made with them

have shown about the same degree of sen-

sitiveness as those ordinarily made with a

silver bath. This is considerably inferior

to the high sensitiveness obtained by the

method first described in this present paper.

I am desirous of bringing up the sensitive-

ness of the second method to the same point

as the first, and this is a matter upon which

I am now engaged, and may probably make
report at the next meeting of this Society.

I have described in this paper two meth-

ods of work, of which the principles are so

new that they could be easily and com-

pletely covered with a patent ; and as I be-

lieve that emulsions made in this way will

be largely manufactured commercially for

the use of photographers (perhaps even to

some extent taking the place of wet collo-

dion), such patents would be very valuable.

I have preferred, however, to lay no re-

strictions on their use, but to give them to

all who may wish to use them.

M. Carey Lea.

A FEW THOUGHTS FROM THE
COUNTRY.

'
' Photography ;

" " Business ;" " Common
Sensef Justice.

Dear Photographer : It has been a long

time since last I troubled your readers with

my squibs. I read every word in each Pho-

tographer, and get much good from the glean-

ings, and try to profit by them. I am glad to

see so much diffusion of knowledge among
your readers; that the day of process-mongers

is gone by, and bogus patents fast travelling

the same road. It seems to me that of " for-

mulae," "receipts," "hints and dodges,"

" modus operandi," "posing and lighting,"

" skylights and dark-rooms " we have had

plenty. A man has only to study, read,

think, practice, experiment, to become at

least a " fair artist." What we now want

is more " art culture." In this department

I am not competent even to suggest. We
want better business habits, more self-re-

spect, and harmony.

Why is it that so much jealousy exists

among photographers, amounting often to

bitter hatred and mortal enmity? Why is

it that photographers are the only men on

earth that are thought to possess no rights

that others are bound to respect? Why is

it, we are asked to work, to rework, to make,

to remake, and finally get no pay unless, per-

chance, some conceited fop, or vain, silly

girl, and all her friends, be " perfectly satis-

fied." Why so many of us have no rules

of business above a " barber" or " boot-

black," catching a penny here and there,

when graciously thrown to us by some kind-

hearted person in mere pity?

Photographers are to blame. They have

thought the world amiss,, and it will take

a strong united effort to unteach it. In the

rush of competition we have forgotten the

respect due us as men, and due our art as a

calling. A banker will tell you of his rules
;
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you must comply. A merchant will tell

you his terms
;
you submit. A tradesman

holds a mortgage upon his wares until you

satisfy his demands. A lawyer must be paid,

though his client be hung. A doctor must

get his pay, though his patients die, and j
ret

these same men will come to us and demand,

that we must submit to their terms, and re-

ceive no pay unless it suits them. I am
glad the cudgel has been raised against such

infraction of our rights. I have seen but

little trouble in these respects, for I have

never submitted to an imposition from any

source, yet I have occasionally lost friends

and business, because I have had to stand

alone against these popular whims. You
men in the cities, dealing as you do mostly

with strangers, do not have half the diffi-

culties to contend with that we country

artists do, because we deal mostly with our

acquaintances, and daily we meet with the

answer, " We did not bring the money, you
know, Mr. Brown," or, "Papa says, send

the pictures and bill to his office," etc., and
if they are " bad pay,'' 1 send a little girl or

servant for the pictures, with " Mr. Jones

will call and settle for them," which prob-

ably he will never do.

I know of a number of photographers

who advertise " Satisfaction guaranteed, or

the money refunded." This is all wrong,

and is one of the chief sources of our present

troubles. I know a lady who sat several

times to one of these artists, got an equal

number of specimen prints, finally ordered

half a dozen cards, paid for them, threw them

in the fire, not at all pleased with them
;

afterwards sat to me at my gallery, told me
about it, saying "he was very kind and

patient; tried hard to please me. The poor

fellow did the best he coujd. I disliked to

hurt his feelings, and hence ordered and

paid for half a dozen." She paid him not as

a right due him for labor, but as a gratuity

from pity. He may love that sort of pay.

I'll none of it in mine !

Some months ago an elegant lady came
into my gallery, and asked me, "Do you

compel a person to take their pictures,

whether they are pleased with them or

not?" I told her most certainly, and asked

her if it was right for her to ask me to spend

my time, labor, and chemicals for her with-

out any remuneration ? Could such pay
feed my wife and children ? How could I

know that my ability was equal to her ex-

pectations, or to her standard of excellence ?

1 did not pretend to be a " great artist " like

Sarony, Kurtz, etc., but an humble worker.

I then referred her to my printed rules on

the walls (see below) ; told her I would do

my best to please her, and having done so,

wanted a stipulated price for my work.

She seemed surprised at her own want of

common sense; said my terms were all she

could ask ; sat for her picture, was pleased
;

pronounced them the best she had ever had

made of her, and has ever since been a friend

and patron. Some may have taken offence,

doubtless have, but they are mostly dead

beats, who only moan because their occupa-

tion is gone. We can live without their

patronage. The following is printed on a

large card, and hung in my gallery and ope-

rating-room. If some such notice was hand-

somely gotten up on cards 14 by 17 size,

and sold to artists, it would aid them

greatly in this contest.

Take Notice.

Pay required in advance.

Proofs will be printed from negatives

when asked for, and if not satisfactory, a

new negative will be made free of charge.

Proofs will not be printed until the nega-

tive is paid for.

No pictures will be retaken after the

whole lot are printed.

g^" I desire to give satisfaction in every

instance. A compliance with the above rules

will insure satisfaction to the patron, and

pay to the artist. H. B. H.

Let the ball be kept moving until unity

shall prevail, and the world is taught that

.

although a mechanic's lien may be good on

a house, or even a pair of boots, but is

worthless on a lot of photographs, and hence

we must be paid in advance. If we have no

reputation for honesty or ability, they had

better withhold their patronage.

Yours truly,

H. B. H.

Buy Dr. Yogel's Hand-Book of Photog-

raphy, $3.50.
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PHOTOGRAPHY IN FRANCE.
BY ERNEST tACAN.

To-day I have to announce to you an im-

portant and good bit of news.

A few days ago Mr. Leon Vidal, Secre-

tary of the Marseilles Photographic Society,

arrived in Paris to attend the congress of

scientific societies, then in session. Mr.

Vidal brought with him an album tilled

with colored prints of all styles, obtained

by his process of photochromy, which I have

already brought to the notice of the readers

of this journal. These results were so start-

ling that wherever he showed them
;
to the

scientific congress, to the general assembly

of the Acclimatation Society, to the monthly

meeting of the Photographic Society, to the

minister of public instruction, the author

was the object of veritable ovations, for,

inspecting these brilliant and varied images,

one understood that not only the problem

of photographic printing in colors was

solved, but that it was evidently done so in

a simple and practical manner.

The best proof that can be given of this

last assertion is, that before a month, pho-

tochromy will be commercially worked on

a vast scale in Paris itself. One of the most

important establishments in France, and I

might say in all Europe, has treated with the

inventor for the extensive working of his

process. This important establishment is

that of the Society of Periodical Publica-

tions, under the direction of Mr. Paul Dal-

loz. The Society owns several journals, of

which three are illustrated (and prints a

great number of copies), besides a large

number for the account of others, notably

the Moniteur de la Photographic This

company uses all the most perfect processes

of engraving, of galvanoplasty, and of print-

ing, and it has several hundreds of artists,

workmen, and employes of all kinds. Its

appliances are altogether exceptional, and

comprise, notably, presses for running off

large editions, which are unique in France.

Its ateliers may be ranked as among the

industrial curiosities of Paris. It is there

that photochromy will be inaugurated, and

the inventor is making suitable arrange-

ments to commence work with a special set

of hands. It is the chromo-lithographers

who will not be pleased. Since Mr. Vidal

has published his first treatise, photochromy

in becoming daily more perfect has under-

gone transformation. It is still light that

does the work, but by methods much more
simple and rapid. On seeing the inventor

operate, one is no longer astonished that it

is possible for him to undertake the delivery

of a large number of prints, and to furnish

them at prices lower than those obtained for

the ordinary plain prints.

I shall soon send you new. specimens and

more precise details. What I want now to

say is, that photographic art and industry

count from to-day another branch which

will certainly be neither the less important

nor the less productive.

Mr. Le"on Vidal took advantage of his

presence in Paris to communicate to the

French Photographic Society important

observations on carbon photography, which

he was one of the first to praise and prac-

tice in France. He remarked, that in his

experience, the temperature exercised a

great influence upon the degree of sensitive-

ness, or rather of solubility, of the bi-

chromatized pigments. So much so, that

a determined time of posing, for certain

cliches, in summer, is not at all the same,

if the printing is done in winter, and vice

versa. Mr. Vidal has arrived at the con-

clusion that it is indispensable, in practice,

to make use both of the thermometer and
photometer for the timing of a cliche ; and

as this indefatigable amateur is not deterred

from any task, however arduous it may be,

he has undertaken the preparation of tables

which will give, for any degree of these two

instruments, the time of exposure necessary

for any other degree of temperature, taking

into consideration also the richness more or

less great of the bichromate bath which

has been used. The indications furnished

by these tables will only be exact for pig-

ments that are perfectly dry, a condition

moreover that is indispensable for the suc-

cess of the operation.

The double scale made by Mr. Vidal will

include pigments, containing from one to

six per cent, of bichromate of potash, and

for temperatures varying from 10° to 30°

Centigrade (32° to 86° Fahr.). These tables

will soon be available to carbon printers.
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In regard to the permanence of prints made

with inert powders, the coloring matters of

which they are composed, being indelible,

their solidity can only be affected by one

cause,—the separation of the carbon print

from its support. It is true that this acci-

dent may occur when the transfer of the

print is made from the temporary support

to the final one, and when the two surfaces

are plunged into water that is too cold. To

obviate this difficulty, it suffices to maintain

at all times the transfer surfaces at 15°

Centigrade (59°Fahr.) at least. In this case,

not only the gelatin is swelled, but it is

dissolved superficially. The two coatings

in contact penetrate each other, and adher-

ence is established between them as if they

were soldered together.

Mr. J. Fleury Hermagis, the skilful Paris

optician, has recently presented to the Pho-

tographic Society a small pocket photo-

graphic apparatus which will certainly be

well received by amateurs.

The camera is composed of four mahogany

planehets joined by hinges, and with mitred

edges, forming when opened a perfect rect-

angle. This square is maintained besides

by the planchet of the objective, which

forms the front of the box, and by the frame

forming the back part. When it is shut,

the apparatus has the size and the appear-

ance of an artist's album, and can very

well be carried in the pocket. The stand

resembles those canes used by tourists in

Switzerland for ascending the mountains.

The frames are made of wood, and com-

bine strength with lightness. They are

double and multiplying, which arrangement

allows the making of four prints on the two

plates placed in the same frame. The ob-

jective, which is nickel mounted, has this

advantage, that it is the tube itself that forms

the screw and works in the piece, having

the thread, so that the rack is done away

with. This is a very ingenious novelty.

The instrument may be focussed from two

metres to any required distance.

The stand has three branches, and a head,

on which is fixed the camera. This screw-

head has a hole, through which passes a

rope knotted on top, and carrying at the

lower end, when the three branches are open,

any weight whatever, such as a stone or bag

of earth, which gives the equilibrium re-

quired by the instrument, and which may
be thrown away after use. I need not say

that this apparatus is to be used with dry

plates.

I have just seen at Mr. Nadar's rooms a

new style of photographs : they are animated

portraits, giving, by a very simple and in-

genious means, the illusion of movement.

Thus, when one of these portraits is seen in

the special apparatus called by Mr. Nadar a

bioscope, one sees at first a serious face with

downcast eyes, for example ; but, if the in-

strument is moved so that the light which

at first strikes upon the print directly, now
lights it onl}r by transparency, then one is

surprised to witness a smile playing on the

lips, the eyelids to raise themselves, the eyes

to be directed towards the observer, and a

complete change in the physiognomy.

It is easy to obtain the most varied and

curious effects, as all grimaces may be re-

produced. What is most remarkable is,

that this result is obtained from a single

image, and not from a number of different

prints, passing rapidly before the eyes of the

observer, as was the case in the phenakisti-

scope of our regretted friend, Claudet.

I hope it will soon be allowed me to reveal

to the readers of the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher the very simple means by which

these singular portraits are obtained.

THE CALIFORNIA CONVENTION
POSTPONED.

It will be seen by reference to the pro-

ceedings of the Executive Committee, that

the California Convention has been post-

poned until 1877. The reasons are given

by the Executive Committee, and of course

as a member thereof we accord entirely.

As the time approached it was very evi-

dent to those whose duty it is to watch the

indications, that it would be a mistake to

hold any convention this year. Business

has been dull, and want of the usual pa-

tronage has made every one feel that al-

though heartily wishing the welfare of the

Association in every way, they could not

feel justified in going to so great expense as

attendance upon the Convention involves.

Moreover all want to be represented at

12
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the great Centennial Exhibition of 1876,

both personally and by their work, and

wish to " save up" for that.

With these facts inevitably before us, who
can doubt the wisdom of our officers, even

at this late date, in postponing the Conven-

tion.

Let 1876 be the " red letter " year of the

National Photographic Association. Stand

by it. It is not dead, but alive, as you will

soon see. After that—Hurrah I for San

Francisco.

The Photographic Department at the

Centennial.

Another good thing the National Pho-

tographic Association Executive Committee

are about, is the effort to have the art of

photography well represented at the Cen-

tennial Exhibition, i. e., made a distinct

and beautiful and attractive feature of that

great display.

It can be done as suggested if those who
are interested will now put their shoulders

to the wheel, and help move the great work

on.

We are assured you will get back every

dollar you subscribe, and when you visit

Philadelphia you will be prouder than ever

you were in your life before of your blessed

art. You will feel a certain ownership in

the Exhibition too, and it will do you great

good.

When called upon do not say no, but act

promptly and liberally, and you will be glad

of it.

Read over our former articles on the Cen-

tennial, and be ready when called upon, and

look for more and good news soon.

To give you an idea of what a magnifi-

cent affair the Centennial Exhibition will

be, and of the interest now being taken in it

in all quarters, we make a brief extract be-

low from an address made by Hon. Morton
McMichael a few days ago to the merchants

of New York and Boston, who visited this

city to examine Centennial affairs, viz.

:

" Gentlemen of New York, and you too,

gentlemen of New England, who have done

us the great honor of accompanying our

nearer neighbors, and of thus contributing,

largely contributing, to the satisfaction we

experience—entertaining the feelings I have

attempted to indicate, it is almost superer-

ogatory to assure you, that at any time and
in any place, a visit from you must be to us

both a favor and a pleasure. But to this

visit, at this time and in this place, apart

from its grateful personal aspects, we at-

tach a special significance. You have come

here to-day not alone for recreative pastime,

not alone to escape for a brief season of

holiday relief from the pressing cares of

business, but, as we fondly .trust, to show in

addition the interest which, as patriotic

citizens of the United States, you cannot

but feel in the august national celebration

Which is appointed to take place in these

historic grounds. August, I call it, for

then the swarming millions of a mighty

people, whose domain stretches from ocean

to ocean and embraces all climates, condi-

tions, pursuits, and occupations, will come

together to commemorate with civic parade

and military pomp—with speech and song

and festivity—with prayer and praise and

thanksgiving the hundredth anniversary of

their glorious birth-time ; then, in the

stately and spacious halls whose columns

under our very eyes already lift their heads

toward the sky, will be displayed in mar-

vellous variety and exuberant profusion the

products of the soil, the mines, the quar-

ries, the hills, the forests, and the streams

of the goodly land which God has given

them for an inheritance, and the manifold

creations of their invention, their skill and

their labor; then, too, from far Cathay and

Eastern India, dusky Africa, and imme-

morial Asia—from the isles of the sea and

the continents of both hemispheres—from

scorching tropic and gelid pole and tempe-

rate zone, will come relics of antiquity,

treasures of art, mysteries of mechanism,

massive works of imposing splendor, dain-

tiest devices wrought by deftest fingers, tis-

sues of silk brighter than the rainbow, tis-

sues of wool softer than eider down, tissues

of lace lighter than gossamer, vessels of

gold and vessels of silver curiously fashioned

and inlaid, with store of rarest gems and

priceless jewels ; and along with these will

come representatives of the thrones and

dominions and principalities and powers of

the earth, some of them speaking strange
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tongues, some of them wearing quaint cos-

tumes, but all joining in a supreme effort

to make the Centennial Exposition of the

young Republic the crowning World's Fair

of the nations.

" And, friends, better than all else ; better

than the shows, however gorgeous ; better

than the best examples of ingenuity and

perseverance ; better than the most impres-

sive results of unmatched felicity in design

and exquisite care in execution ; better for

us, at least, than these and all besides ; then

will our brethren from the South and the

North, and the East and the West, past

animosities forgotten, past wrongs forgiven,

reunited and reassociated, gather round the

altar of the country, and recalling the cher-

ished memories of our earlier era, and in-

voking the sainted shades of our illustrious

dead, with full hearts and fervent voices,

swear before all the living, that the Union,

founded by the fathers and restored by the

sons, must and shall be perpetual I"

OUR $500 OFFER OF PRIZES.

We again call the attention of our readers

to our "red-letter" sheet, which is in our

advertising department—the last time it

will appear, for our offer expires the 30th

day of this month.

You have only one more month to work,

and we trust we are to receive during that

time some immense clubs of new subscribers.

We have striven to make the conditions

of the offer very plain, and beg you to read

them over to avoid any possible misunder-

standing. We may say that we believe we
have fulfilled our promises thus far, and

that we are continuing to improve the quality

and usefulness of our magazine. You can

urge its claims upon those who do not take

it now with good conscience, and we will

follow you by making your promises good.

We want our circulation increased one-

half, at least, this month. The presents

are ready for your demands.

Our large Gold Medal for Prom-
enades.—The time expires July 20th. See

April number, and go to work now.

THOUGHTS ON ART, NATURE,
AND PHOTOGRAPHY.

BY JOHN MORAN.

Whatever may be the classification of

photography, whether it is one of the sci-

ences or a branch of the fine arts, it is cer-

tain that good work cannot be produced

unless the workman has the instincts, feel-

ings, and education akin to those of the art-

ist; even though one had all the scientific

knowledge of a Newton, without a cultured

taste the work will be commonplace and

prosaic. This assertion cannot be too fre-

quently put forward, although like other

important teachings, there is no great

novelty in it; it is simply a truth, but one

which some never knew, and some who know
are apt to forget, except they get an occa-

sional reminder ; and as this is the season

when the fields, the woods, and brooks are

most inviting, a few seeds of thought scat-

tered may not be wasted.

It is a fact well known that the painter

is only a painter, and not an artist, until

he is master of the grammar of his art,

that is, he draws and colors with facility,

and has a thorough knowledge of the sepa-

rate objects composing his picture
; when he

has attained to this facility of painting with-

out much effort or nervousness, his thoughts

are untrammelled and free to exercise them-

selves upon the great relations of the picture,

breadth of light and shade, quality and

balance of color, as well as the greater

unities throughout the separate parts of his

work.

This freedom and power over his materials

once acquired, great and good work is then

possible but not before. Now this necessity

of a perfect mastery over the materials holds

equally good with the photographer as with

the painter. The mere manipulation of

chemicals and instruments should be little

or no effort to the mind ; it is then free, and

its best power should be spent where it will

tell—in selection of subject, foreground that

will contrast or harmonize with the princi-

pal theme, choice of light, disposition of

figures, exposure, and still most important

of all, the eye should be able to take in at

one glance the great relation of lines and

parts of the subject as forming one whole
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picture. When the photographer can face

nature with calmness—the calmness of

knowledge—this stuborn nature will seem

to mould itself to the forms and shapes of

his own mind.

Looking at landscape photography from

the painter's point of view, doubtless ninety

per cent, of the work would be pronounced

worthless ; they may have a value to some

by association, or to science as a record of

certain facts of nature, but as a language

addressed to the art ideas, they are as a dead

language of which the key is lost ; but when
we see nature translated by men of whom
"Wilson and Blanchard are types, how differ-

ent seems the world we live in ; wherever

they lead us, it is to scenes of light and

beauty. No inanimate dry bones here, but

all quickened to life by their own spirit and

intelligence, and speaking the universal

language of art.

Art in all its forms is the form of thought,

and the photographic work which rises to

this plane, is the expression of the ideas of

the photographer. Nature in some sort

becomes plastic to his touch, and he moulds

her to his judgment ; this, however, he does

by selection rather than construction
; this

happy selection comes from the power to see

the beautiful, and results from a highly

trained taste.

The thought has often found expression

in poetry, that nature is coy and does not

reveal herself to the unworthy. Now this

thought is really as true as it is beautiful

;

for if we consider aright, nature in herself

speaks neither a language nor reveals a

beauty ; it is the ideas and beauty of the

mind that find their exercise in nature ; and

all this so-called beauty and grandeur of

nature is but the measure of the human
mind. If nature was a great gallery of

beauty, then assuredly the earnest student

should always succeed in the production of

those "joys forever ;" but how many nomi-

nal artists, both of camera and pencil, spend

their lives yet never find this "thing of

beauty." The patent maxim then, "study

nature," does but mislead ; the great nature

to be studied and observed is one's own mind,

and through that the form and works of

other minds. It is the mind that gilds and

beautifies this world of ours; lacking that,

nothing is—it is the beginning and the

end.

"Why this is paradoxical," says some
one, "to thus eliminate nature." Granted,

but it is equally so to leave out mind, which
is done in the ordinary conception of na-

ture
;
this is the great unsolved life puzzle.

To come to more specific remarks on land-

scape art studies, the engraved works of

Turner and Kembrandt I esteem as of the

most value, and which are accessible; the

works of J. D. Harding, Colame, and a

series of plates by Lessing, should not be

forgotten. In less complex subjects, there

are many lithographs of the French paint-

ers, interesting from their lighting; among
the best are those of Rousseau, Dupre, Bon-
nington, and the etchings of Jacque. When
the works of Corot or Courbet meet one,

they should both be avoided, the first for

their stupidity, the other for their brutality.

Dore", though wonderful as a designer, his

subjects are outside the limits of the camera.

Like a giant among art writers, stands John
Buskin; his works are an art library in

themselves. Hamerton, though far below

Ruskin, is very interesting, and has written

some good thoughts. Of the authors who
have attempted to formulate to laws and
rules the fine arts, Burnet and Harding are

the best, and to a person quite untrained in

art no other works are more instructive or

intelligible. From whatever source comes

an art thought, be it book, newspaper, paint-

ing, or engraving, read it, study it ; for it

is only by the appropriation and assimila-

tion of the fine thoughts of other minds,

with our own mind and feelings, that taste

is acquired ; there is no recipe for it, alas,

but earnestness and a loving stud}'.

Nor should the studies be limited to the

pictorial, for like light, heat, and electricity,

the fine arts in their different forms, are but

varying modes of one common principle,

and to know one of its forms thoroughly we
should have a relative knowledge of the

sister arts, music and poetry.

Just here a word more strictly photo-

graphic on the lighting of a subject. There

are many effects which produce the most

beautiful results, which are almost neglected

by photographers, under the mistaken no-

tion that nothing can be done with them. I
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allude to times when there is a heavy fog

over the subject ; under such circumstances,

if a subject can be found that is broad in its

masses, and strong in its lines of contrast

and local color, for instance, masses of rock

in the bed of a stream are so arranged as to

be thrown boldly against deep masses of

shadow ; by an exposure sufficiently pro-

longed to give force of light to the rocks,

letting the hazy distance take care of itself,

the most beautiful aerial effects are pro-

duced, fully equalling the delicate work of

the painter. Showery weather is also favor-

able for the best effects on foliage, where the

subject is one of a dark and gloomy charac-

ter ; this result comes, of course, from the

greater reflective power of the leaves when
covered with moisture. Early morning and

evening are favorable for exposing ; in short,

those uncertain and doubtful times of light,

are those in which one may get, by proper

judgment, the most unique results.

(To be continued.)

THE PRINTER'S CORNER.
BY CHARLES W. HEARN.*

Since the last issue, I have heard other

complaints in connection with the albumen

paper, and as one in particular seems to be

a source of great worriment to all photo-

graphic printers (especially those who would

like to use a certain kind of paper, but can-

not on account of its great failing), I will

here simply refer to it, without designating

the kind.

This failing, that I have reference to, is

none other than albumen streaks, which

show themselves partly during the process of

silvering, but more often during the print-

ing, and extended operations of the paper.

"We hope that the manufacturers of paper

will take measures to prevent these streaks

from appearing on the paper, as they are a

source of considerable annoyance to the

printer. To those manufacturers only whose

paper is streaky does the above remark

apply; and, hence, all "others sleep the

blessed sleep of innocence," for they do not

apply to you.

* Author of the Practical Printer.

The Positive Silver Bath.

The treatment of the printing bath during

the hot summer months is often a source of

trouble and annoyance, but I think if a

proper treatment is adopted there will be

none whatever, or at least none except

what can be remedied in a very few hours.

The discolorizing of the bath is due, as is

generally known, to the organic matter,

which, during the process of silvering and

various local causes, gets into the bath, thus

affecting the purity of it, which is noticed

by the discoloring of the solution, as well

as by the appearance of the printing paper,

and during the process of toning. Why
the bath discolors more during the summer
than during the winter is owing to the high

temperature of the former months, which

has the result of hastening the operations.

The cause, however, is most generally

known, but the remedy is what we desire

most, and to this result we labor and ex-

periment, and think, especially the latter, as

we will all agree in saying.

There are various methods adapted for

the purpose of rectifying the bath (see Prac-

tical Printer), and about all will be found

to be more or less effectual. Besides the

permanganate of potash solution, the kaolin

and other well-known rectifiers, there is

one, which I mentioned in this department

of a very recent issue of the Philadelphia

Photographer, from the pen of a skilled

printer, which is comparatively a new
thing among us, and to this I refer

; but for

the sake of those who may not have the

Journal at hand, I will here again give it

:

" Saturate some common table-salt in

distilled water, and to every eighty ounces

of solution pour in about one-quarter of an

ounce of the saturated solution, and shake

the bottle containing the solution until con-

siderable froth has appeared on the surface

of the bath. Let stand a few hours, and

filter the decanted solution. The sediment

save, as it is chloride of silver with foreign

substances in connection with it. Test the

bath for strength and alkalinity, and after

correcting go ahead."

The writer uses permanganate of potash

in connection with the above rectifier, in

the following manner: First add enough of

the regular permanganate of potash solution
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to make the bath completely black in color,

or nearly so, and shake well. Then add the

chloride of sodium solution, still continuing

to shake the bottle all the while until it is

all added. Let it stand over night, then

filter the decanted solution, and proceed as

usual. No other failures with printing dur-

ing the summer months occur to our mind

at present, and hence we will pass over to

other matters, promising to return to this

again as occasion warrants.

I have the following query

:

Salem, Ohio.
Me. C. W. Hearn.

Dear Sir : Can you tell us the cause of

the metallic appearance of these prints ?

"We lose more pictures from this cause than

from any other.

We have received no light upon the sub-

ject, either from our Journal or from any

of the works upon printing, to which we

have had access.

By perseveringly filtering, skimming,

and boiling the bath, we can somewhat lessen

the amount, but we are never entirely free

from it.

Streaks like those upon the mounted

print, marked "1," are the most common
form.

We are also greatly troubled with blue

spots like those upon " 5," and with mottled

or speckled prints like that marked " 4."

We use Haworth's extra brilliant paper,

also Anthony's, and have the same trouble

with both.

Have our silver bath sixty grains to the

ounce, float two or three minutes, and fume

twenty minutes.

Cannot discover that long or short float-

ing and fuming, or strong or weak silver

makes any difference with the mottling.

Of pictures printed at the same time, and,

as nearly as we can tell, under the same

circumstances, some will be perfect, others

miserable. I hope you will be able to help

us out of these difficulties.

The trouble with print marked "1" is

due partly to uneven silvering of the paper

itself, and then again to having the face

of the paper escape the rod at different parts

of the sheet as it is drawn off from the

bath, thus having a superfluous solution

when the paper escapes the rod, making the

paper at these places bronze during the

printing. All such appearance is caused by

this. Is your rod straight and even ? Look
to it and see. Then again after each sheet

of paper is floated, stir the bath well so as

to have every sheet silver properly. As the

paper leaves the bath, are you sure that it

does not touch any surface except that of

the smooth glass rod ? It looks as though

it got scratched very lightly, or rubbed

against something, that would have the

same result. The bath that this sheet of

paper was floated upon was too strong.

Weaken it a trifle, if you remember exactly

how the print was produced, and float a few

seconds less. The print you sent marked
" 2 " wasflat, looked as though you had ex-

posed it to the light to tint a trifle, and had

overdone it a trifle. The print No. 3

looks as though the bath was not properly

scummed. The trouble with No. 4isnothing

else than too long silvering upon too weak a

bath. For Morgan's double paper, use an

alkaline bath of forty-five grains of silver

to the ounce of water, and float three-

quarters of a minute for this time of the

year. The cause of the trouble with No. 5

is due to uneven drying of the silver on the

surface of the paper. This print is also

indicative of too strong a bath, for the

print has bronzed, and in such a style of

negative as those you use this injury is

especially bad. You desire good dark

(black) surface, but by no means an ugly

bronze appearance. I would advise you

to lessen the strength of the bath, float a

little less, draw over a rod, care being taken

that the rod is perfectly smooth and straight.

Do not use paper for such prints that has

not been drawn over a rod, as above said,

as the results will be much worse. Again,

in that kind of printing,* a useless excess

of silver is very bad, as it causes an injury,

hence I should advise to blot the surface

of the paper as it leaves the rod, between

large clean sheets of white bibulous paper

such as printer's use. I do so altogether,

and would not care to dispense with it.

Do you use Pile's test-tube and solutions ?

Please let me know of your success, and let

* Leaf printing.
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me hear from you again. In conclusion to

your letter I would say that I am right

glad to see that you are so particular, and

think if you were to follow out the treat-

ment of Morgan's double paper, as recom-

mended above, that you will have no more

trouble.

One correspondent desired to know where

Pile's test-tube and solution can be obtained.

I would answer, at any reliable stock-house.

The tube, with directions how to use it, is a

very useful affair, and for the sake of pre-

cision in description, I wish that our corre-

spondents in requesting information, would

state how they tented their bath, whether' it

was with Pile's test or the ordinary actino-

hydrometer, so I can judge about the real

strength of the bath.

Charitan, Iowa.

Can you tell me the trouble with these

prints, through "The Printer's Corner,"

and oblige.

For the long strip of printed paper you

sent me, in which you state that the paper

was floated two and a half minutes on a

sixty-grain bath, I do not think that the bath

was over thirty-five grains strong at most,

for it is a plain case of oversilvering on a

weak bath. Make up a new bath for single

paper, about forty grains to the ounce, for

double forty-five grains; float in the former

case one-half minute, in the latter forty-five

seconds. All of your prints are as the one

just described. Try the above-reeommended

method, and I think that your trouble will

disappear. Keep your bath as pure as pos-

sible from all organic matter.

A new toning bath from one of our brother

photographic printers I give below. I have

not as yet tested it, but our correspondent

claims for it the beauty of tone that the

acidifying of the finely prepared sensitive

paper often gives to the prints ; the tone, of

course, being in a great measure different,

yet having the same warmth.

To one quart of water add thirty grains

acetate of soda, sixty grains chloride of

sodium, eight minims acetic acid to every

grain of gold added.

The night before the bath is desired to be

used add four grains of gold, and just be-

fore commencing to tone neutralize with

bicarbonate of sodium.

It is, as it is seen, an acid bath, being

kept so, until just before toning, when it is

only just made alkaline, and then placed

away, which our correspondent says, will

in a few hours become acid again, requir-

ing to be made alkaline again before use.

It appears to me to be a muddled affair, but

I have seen some magnificent prints thus

made by the use of this bath. In the next

issue I hope to give more of it, and in a

clearer light.

I will lay over for another month the

two questions in the last issue, until I re-

ceive more satisfactory answers.

Barton, Vt.

Will you please ask, through the Journal,

for a formula for printing on wood, so our

engraver can work from it, and oblige,

I. N. Webster.

O-VlLLE, IND.

What is the cause of prints turning red

under the burnisher, that appear to be fully

toned ?

WlLKESBAREE, PA.

What is the cause of my prints looking

sandy after toning and finishing?

New York.

Does the color of the negative affect the

printing qualities any?
Salem, Mass.

Can you tell what is the reason that

my bicarbonate of soda toning bath looks

muddy, and oblige.

THE TRANSIT OF VENUS EXPE-
DITION.

II.

B\T JOHN MORAN.

Dear Wilson : It is said to be a good-

rule to always commence at the beginning,

but in this case it seemed to me a better one

to commence my theme in the middle; yet

having violated the natural order of com-

position last month, I will now make a

fresh start, from the beginning.

For two months previous to sailing, the

different parties who were to assist at the

transit were busily engaged rehearsing their

various parts in Washington. The ground

attached to the United States Naval Ob-

servatory was the site whereon was erected
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the houses and instruments of the eight

different parties who were to assist at the

transit. This preliminary practice was

very necessary, as all the instruments em-

ployed were entirely different from those

ordinarily used in photography. There

was also erected an artificial transit for the

study of the astronomers. They were thus

made familiar with what the real appear-

ance would be when the day of the transit

came.

"When all were found to be well up in

their various parts, the houses, instruments,

and chemicals were carefully packed, and

transferred by water to the United States

ship Swatara, lying at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard. On the 7th of June, all things being

aboard, the newly built ship Swatara slowly

steamed down the calm bay to the sweet

chimes of the church bells. Keaching

Sandy Hook, we dropped anchor, as there

was a heavy fog on the water.

The following comprised the members of

the transit parties:

Crozet Island : Chief Astronomer, Cap-

tain Raymond ; Assistant, Lieutenant Till-

man ; Chief Photographer, Mr. Pywell
;

First Assistant, Mr. Campbell ; Second As-

sistant, Mr. Ritchie.

Kerguelen Island : Commander Ryan,

Chief Astronomer ; Assistant, Lieutenant

Train; Chief Photographer, Mr. Holmes;

First Assistant, Mr. Dryer ; Second Assist-

ant, Mr. Stanley.

Hobart Town, Tasmania: Prof. Hark-

ness, Chief Astronomer ; Mr. Waldo, As-

sistant ;
Chief Photographer, Mr. Moran

;

First Assistant, Mr. Churchill ; Second As-

sistant, Mr. Devereaux.

New Zealand: Dr. Peters, Chief Astron-

omer; Assistant, Mr. Bass; Chief Photog-

rapher, Mr. Phillipi ; First Assistant, Mr.

Russell ; Second Assistants, Messrs. Pierson

and Ayme.
Chatham Island: Mr. Smith, Chief As-

tronomer; Assistant, Mr. Scott; Chief Pho-

tographer, Mr. Seebohm ; First Assistant,

Mr. Biehler ; Second Assistant, Mr. Ruu.

Next morning, June 8th, the fog having

lifted, we hoisted anchor, hailed a pilot boat,

put our pilot aboard of her, and headed for

sea, under steam and sail. At sundown we
sadly saw the Highlands of Neversink fading

from our sight, and inwardly murmured
farewells to those we left at home. We had

pleasant sailing until the 24th of June,

when we were caught by the first heavy

weather. Many of the party who had made

their offering to Neptune on the early days

of the voyage, found to their grief that the

old sea god called for still further devotions.

Without duties on board a ship, time

hangs heavy, and to me a storm was always

an interesting break in the monotony of

ship life, but when they come day after day

for a week, even storms lose their points

of interest.

It is a usual occurrence when a number

of parties are long together at sea, that they

divide into cliques ; a week's time will

broadly mark the party lines, and this

comes about very naturally; for one who is

a nonentity as a thinker, the intellectual bill

of fare he offers ceases to be wholesome

when taken too often ; hence they divide ac-

cording to their intellectual affinities. It

may be remarked further, that men become

more moody and irritable at sea than is

habitual with them on land, and having so

few outside sources of interest, they are

obliged to live more within themselves,

and become like the inhabitants of a small

village, who, for lack of better matter, fall

back on criticism of their neighbors.

June 26th, we spoke a French merchant-

man, who hove to on being signalled, and

kindly took letters for us. We had, two

days previous, crossed the path of an Eng-

lish vessel, but either she did not or would

not recognize our signals.

July 1st, we reached the latitudes known
as the Doldrums ; they extend from about

8° north to the equator. These regions are

remarkable for their almost perpetual rains

and calms ;
the mean temperature is about

82°. But this character of weather is not

common to all parts of the equatorial belt,

as longitude makes a vast difference. Cross-

ing the equator in the Pacific in longitude

150°, there was a stiff breeze blowing, and

an almost total absence of rain-clouds. To
get over these calm warm latitudes quickly,

we got up steam. It may be imagined that

with fires going in this temperature, sleeping

was not pleasant below ; most of us took to

the poop-deck for sleep. I went one night
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down to the engine-room, that I might ex-

perience the feeling of great heat ; the ther-

mometer stood at 140°, but I did not go

again. It is asserted that if the brain gets

to a temperature of 112°, sunstroke is pro-

duced. I asked our doctor if this was true,

how a man could live for four hours in a tem-

perature of 140° ? He stated that it is the

profuse perspiration, which, by producing

evaporation, lowers the heat of the body,

and makes it possible to live
; a fireman will

drink about one gallon of water per hour,

but this quantity cannot be drank unless

oatmeal is used in it, otherwise vomiting is

the result.

We crossed the equator on the night of

the 4th of July, but old Neptune did not

come aboard. The custom of shaving all

those who cross the equator for the first

time is not practiced nowadays, as it was

thought to introduce demoralization among
the crews. We passed the Island of St.

Paul on the 4th of July. The heavens

were very interesting to us that night. At
sunset the immense cumulus clouds were a

sublime sight : the glorious purple, crimson,

scarlet, orange, and pearly-gray of the sky,

with the olive tints of the sea dashed with

crimson and orange of the setting sun,

that but to approach the effect on canvas,

would be fame and fortune to the artist.

As the night was very clear, we saw for the

first time the constellation southern cross,

zodiacal light, and the coal sack in the

milky way.

To celebrate the Fourth, we burned a

number of signal lights from the main yard-

arm. When they were burned, all hands

were piped to perform another function,

and one at which the sailor always will-

ingly assists, namely, to splice the main-

brace. Perhaps some of your readers, who
are far away from ships, may not under-

stand the full meaning of this technical

term ; I will therefore attempt to describe

the august ceremonial of "splicing the

main-brace." A volatile fluid is brought

up from the lower depths of the hold in an

open vessel, made of wood; it is carefully

placed on the deck, by the mainmast, while

two or more oflicers keep watch over it.

Then the names of the crew are called.

At the call of each name, the lieutenant

commanding who "stands by,'' immerses

into the abovementioned fluid, another ves-

sel of glass, which holds two ounces ; it is

filled and passed to the sailor whose name is

called, which he passes down his throat (not

the vessel, mind, but the fluid). I would
state, in further explanation, that the

wooden vessel is a bucket and the volatile

fluid is whisky. On the 6th of July we
passed the island of Fernando de Noronah
in latitude 4° south ; it is noted for a re-

markable peak about 1000 feet high. The
island is owned by Brazil, and is used as a

penal colony. On the 10th, the white sandy

headlands of Bahia loomed up to the sight,

and in the afternoon we dropped anchor in

the beautiful Bahia de Todos os Santos (Bay
of All Saints). The town presents a very

picturesque appearance from the bay, with

its bold brown cliffs, its roadways and walls

climbing to the upper city, palm trees, the

banana, and a multitude of green creepers

contrasting with the rugged bluffs.

The city is divided by a range of bluffs

about 200 feet high. The lower town is

the mercantile part of the city. The upper

city is reached by several very steep road-

ways—too steep for horses or vehicles—as

well as a steam elevator, besides that an-

cient method of carrying, the Sedan chair.

In front of the city is a round fortification,

Port de Mar, but from its dilapidated and

mouldy appearance it looks more pictur-

esque than useful. The city also revels in

the luxury of passenger railways (vehiculos

economicos) as well as telegraphs.

Partly on account of the situation of the

city, which makes it impossible to take ad-

vantage of the horse, the African slave

takes his place as a beast of burden, and all

heavy goods are slung on poles, which two,

four, or six of them will shoulder, trotting

in unison of step ; singing, not for joy, but

to relieve the pain of the heavy burden.

Such muscle as these men display is not

seen elsewhere than in Brazil.

Female slaves are much occupied as ped-

dlers of small domestic and household

wares. They are to be seen everywhere in

the city and suburbs, with their baskets on

their heads. The females are also employed

as assistants to stone-masons, and in carry-

ing materials necessary in house-building.
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After the present generation of slaves are

dead, slavery in Brazil will be dead; as all

children born of slave parents are free.

The number of churches are a feature in

Bahia. Every eminence in the city seems

crowned with a church. The church of Bom
Fim is the most celebrated, not for its beauty

of architecture, but for the large number of

its votive offerings. We visited it, and were

obligingly shown through. One room be-

side the altar contains several hundred wax
models of parts of the human body, such as

legs, arms, trunk, and head. They are col-

ored in imitation of the different diseases

which have been cured. The walls are also

covered with rude sketches, representing the

various dangers by sea and land from which

the donors have been saved by the special

interposition of our Lord of Bom Fim.

And all these offerings are placed in this

church in fulfilment of vows made in those

times of diseases and dangers. These simple

evidences of faith in a special providence

are somewhat shocking to our ideas of pro-

priety ; and principally, I think, on ac-

count of their barbarous crudity as well as

inexpensiveness. But if each of these gifts

was a noble and expensive work of art, we
should not then think them inappropriate,

nor objects to be scoffed at, as many of us

were inclined to do. The intelligent Chris-

tian may pity, but he cannot, reasonably,

ridicule those simple evidences of faith in

Divine providence, for that, after all, is the

ultimate meaning of them.

The houses of the wealthy are very beau-

tiful, light, and airy, being mostly faced

with variegated tiles. They have a very

cheerful appearance ; and the tiles reflect-

ing so much light, they are thus kept cool.

The Sunday .we were in Bahia was the

festival of the independence of Brazil. The
most popular way of keeping the day is

masquerading in some burlesque costume.

Thousands took part in the procession that

was formed. The number and variety of

the costumes showed an immense amount of

invention. The most jolly humor prevailed,

and everybody taking all the practical jokes

as a matter of course. One of our young
photographers, whose beauty is not to be

sneezed at, was seized upon by a dark Bra-

ziliano and passionately kissed. He never

winced under the operation, but bore the

kisses like a martyr.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

BY L. T. WILT.

I.

Collodion.

Plain collodion is made as follows

;

Ether, Con. Sulph.,

Alcohol At. Pat.,

Pyroxylin, .

8 ounces.

8 ounces,

4 to 8 grains.

Bromo-iodizing for Negatives.

Plain Collodion, . . .1 ounce.

Iodide of Ammonium, . 5 grains.

Bromide of Cadmium, . 3 graiDS.

When making plain collodion add the

pyroxylin to the alcohol, then add the ether

The sensitizing agents can be added to the

alcohol before the pyroxylin is added, or

after the plain collodion is made. For large

negatives the collodion must be thin to set

well on the plate. For small negatives the

collodion can be rather thick, which will

give more intensity and in less time ; a thick

layer of collodion will absorb more from

the bath, and, as a sequence, must be more

sensitive to light, which is an advantage in

making negatives from children and nerve-

shaken subjects. Collodion that forms a

ridge or double layer near the margin of the

plate is too thin ; allow it to evaporate until

it flows slower. Collodion for ferrotypes

should be of the proper consistency, not too

thick or too thin. If it is a little on the

thick order it will give the best results. A
very highly iodized collodion is apt to de-

velop cloudy ; a highly bromized collodion

is apt to develop clear and weak. Collodion

that gives flat or gray pictures is often, on

account of the collodion being too thin,

evaporated, and if the result is no better

it then may be the fault of some of the

other chemicals. If collodion gets too

thick, and has been good working collodion,

take equal parts ether and alcohol, and add

the sensitizing agents in the same propor-

tions as the original, then add of this iodo-

bromized ether and alcohol to the collodion,

a small portion at a time, until the collodion

has been restored to a good working condi-

tion.
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If collodion gets old and insensitive it

should be discarded at once. Collodion will

not work as long in summer as in winter.

If comets should appear in the resulting

picture, which is supposed to arise from free

alkali, add hydrobromic acid. If the col-

lodion should give more contrast add tinc-

ture of iodine.

In the next issue we will talk upon the

Negative Bath.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Boston Photographic Association.

—Studio of J. W. Black, Friday, May 7th.

Meeting called to order at 7.45, President

Bowers in the chair.

Mr. Loomis spoke of our next National

Convention. He urged all members to go

who were able, especially those who ever

intended to visit the Pacific -

State, as there

would probably never be a better time, or

when the expense would be less, as probably

the fares on the railways would not be more

than one-half, and the members in San

Francisco are preparing to give all a hospit-

able welcome.

Mr. Southworth spoke in regard to the

same.

On motion of Mr. Black, it was voted, a

committee be appointed to make arrange-

ments and prepare resolutions for the Na-
tional Convention, said committee to report

at our next meeting.

The President appointed Messrs. Loomis,

Southworth, and Prescott as that commit-

tee.

A very fine 11 x 14 picture of a lady,

made by W. J. Baker, of Buffalo, was

shown and criticized. It was a specimen

of Bembrandt so-called. The general opin-

ion was that it was one of those pictures

for which you could cut a circle out of the

cheek and reverse it, and not perceive the

change.

Mr. Burnham showed six 24x44 prints

of Niagara, which he has just made. They

were made under great difficulties, and his

success is wonderful. His views are very

free from mist, which is so apt to be the

fault with views of the Falls. He was gone

two weeks, and got ten 24x44 negatives

and about as many 20 x 24. The views were

made with the front lens of his nine-inch

instrument reversed. It took about six

ounces of collodion to coat one of the large

plates ; his bath-dish was made of pine, and

coated with tar; it was made in the form of

a tray, about nine inches longer than his

glass ; about eight inches from the end are

two wooden pins to rest the glass against;

one end of the tray is covered over for about

seven or eight inches, so to hold the silver

when it is stood on end. He used it in this,

way: Stand the tray oh the end, which

allows the silver to run into the receptacle,

coat the plate with collodion, and set it in

the tray face out, resting on the pins (he

tried one face down to get rid of dust, etc.,

but it had not coated smooth in three-quar-

ters of an hour, so he turned it over and

finished on the other side), and then gradu-

ally lower the tray down ; the advantage of

this is the small amount of solution it re-

quires. He took away twenty quarts 40-

grain silver solution and brought back nine-

teen quarts 30-grain.

After discussing these pictures and some

others the meeting adjourned.

Indiana Photographic Association.

—Met at J. Perry Elliott's gallery, Friday

evening, May 7th. President Judkins oc-

cupied the chair, and the attendance was

larger than at any meeting for several

months.

The Secretary presented the copy of

Heam's Practical Printer, which the Asso-

ciation authorized, and also read his report

for the term ending with the occasion, which

was accepted.

Mr. Fowler, for committee on collecting

back dues, reported that so far as he could

ascertain nearly all the members were in

arrears one dollar and fifty cents each, but

suggested as a compromise measure that

each member pay into the treasury one

dollar, and all who refuse to do this shall

be dropped from the roll, and that hereafter

all moneys of the Association shall pass

through the hands of the Secretary, as our

constitution contemplates, so that a correct

account may be kept between the Associa-

tion and its members. Report and sugges-

tions concurred in.

On motion of Mr. Adams, the constitution

was amended so as to make the term of
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office one year instead of six months as

heretofore ; and then, on motion of Mr.

Claflin, the Society proceeded to ballot for

officers for the ensuing year, with the fol-

lowing result : President, D. 0. Adams
;

Vice-President, Harry Fowler; Eecording

Secretary, J. Perry Elliott ; Corresponding

Secretary, M. Bishop ; Treasurer and Li-

brarian, L. D. Judkins.

It was agreed that each member shall

have at least one specimen of his handiwork

at our next meeting.

Adjourned to meet at D. O. Adams's gal-

lery the first Friday evening in June.

Photographic Society op Philadel-
phia.—Stated meeting held Thursday, May
6th, the President in the chair.

On behalf of the committee appointed at

the last meeting, Dr. Seiler reported that

an exhibition of slides, with lime light, had

been given at the Franklin Institute on the

evening of April 15th, to the satisfaction of

those present.

Mr. William Hacker was elected to mem-
bership.

Dr. Seiler exhibited an apparatus for mi-

croscopic enlargements, designed by him-

self, consisting of a large pasteboard tube

about ten inches in diameter, with extra

pieces of slightly larger calibre attached at

the end, so that the tube could be shortened

or lengthened at will, the whole being

mounted on legs of wood turned for the

purpose, and resembling an ordinary dining-

tabie in its capability of extension. For

the fine adjustment, an ingenious friction

gear was adapted, also a movable stage

with jointed rods working back to the

ground-glass. An ammonio-sulphate of

copper cell, made of plates of glass ce-

mented with a mixture of glue and molasses,

and containing a solution of the salt in

ice-water, to prevent crystallization, was also

adapted.behind the mirror. The apparatus

was capable of enlarging up to twelve hun-

dred diameters.

Mr. F. A. "Wenderoth exhibited some

exceedingly fine specimens of photo-electro-

types, in which the impression from the

negative is received first on gelatin, then

on plaster, then, on wax, and finally elec-

trotyped. The proofs were remarkable for

cleanness and sharp lines. Some samples of

photo-zincographs were also exhibited.

Mr. Carbutt exhibited an admirable spec-

imen of photo-lithography, an engraving

and its copy which closely resembled the

original.

The President read a notice isssued by

the United States Centennial Commission,

on proposals for taking and selling photo-

graphs within the limits of the exhibition

grounds.

Mr. E. L. Wilson exhibited some very

fine samples of " Promenade cards," by Mr.

Kocher, of Chicago, the negatives having

been made with the Hermagis " Prome-

nade" lens. The prints, which were made
by Mr. Hearn, deserve an honorable men-

tion ; and in excellent manipulation and

artistic lighting the negatives are very supe-

rior. They are for a future issue of the

Philadelphia Photographer.

The President exhibited some prints on

Mr. Clemons's new "matt surface," plain

paper.

On motion of Dr. Seiler, it was

Resolved, That a complete list of the hon-

orary, corresponding, and active members

of the Society should be legibly written and

hung on the walls of the room, and that the

matter be referred to the Treasurer with

power to act.

After adjournment, Mr. Anthony. Wen-
deroth exhibited some microscopic enlarge-

ments of sections of minerals collected by

Prof. Frazer, of the State Geological Sur-

vey. The pictures were exhibited by the

scioptieon, and were highly interesting.

Proceedings of the Executive Com-
mittee of the N. P. A.

A special, meeting of the Executive

Committee was held in Philadelphia, at the

office of the Philadelphia Photographer, on

Monday evening, May 17th, 1875. Present:

Messrs. W. Irving Adams, Chairman; A.

Bogardus, A. Moore, W. H. Khoads, V.

M. Wilcox, and Edward L. Wilson.

The minutes of the last meeting were

read and approved.

The chairman announced that owing to

facts which are named in the resolutions

further on, correspondence had been had
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with the President, Mr Rulofson, through

the Secretary, as to the expediency of post-

poning the Convention, and the result was

the receipt on the 15th instant of the follow-

ing telegram :

" San Francisco, May 15th, 1875.

" Postponing Convention to 1877 will in-

convenience no one here.

" Wm. H. Rulofson."

After some discussion on the subject the

following preamble and resolutions were

offered :

Whereas, The continued depression in

business circles has not failed to affect pho-

tographers as well as those who largely pat-

ronize them, and

Whereas, The aforesaid depression has

continued so much longer than the Execu-

tive Committee could anticipate, when they

voted to hold the next Annual Convention

of the National Photographic Association

in San Francisco; and

Whereas, When the members of the

Association were asked to give their opin-

ion and desires as to the holding said Con-

vention as aforesaid, the large majority an-

swered in its favor, now when they are

publicly called upon to signify their purpose

as to attendance, less than one dozen of them

respond that they are not situated so as to

go ; and

Whereas, We should regret to see the

Convention held without a proper represen-

tation from the East, which now seems im-

possible for the reasons stated ; and

Whereas, Communication with the

president and railroad companies .has been

entirely cut off for a time by recent and

unusual floods and snow, until it is too late

to make proper arrangements for the success

of the Convention

;

Whereas, Some of the members have

through the magazines discouraged holding

the Convention as above; and

Whereas, The coming International

Centennial Exposition in 1876, wiil require

a great deal of time and expense from the

photographers, who will want to do the best

they can in that direction, for the proper

representation of our art; and

Whereas, The President of the Associ-

ation, VV. H. Rulofson, Esq., telegraphs

that " Postponing Convention to 1877 will

inconvenience no one here;" and

Whereas, Certain reductions in railroad

fares which were offered us but cannot now
be secured unless a certain number guar-

antee to make the trip
;

Therefore, while wo regret the necessity,

Be it Resolved, and it is hereby resolved,

that no Convention of the National Photo-

graphic Association be held during the year

1875.

Resolved, That the members of this Asso-

ciation be urged to make active and earnest

preparation for a creditable representation

of our art, at the International Exhibition

of 1876 in Philadelphia, and that our next

Convention be held in that city some time

during the term of said Exhibition, and

that our usual Exhibition be merged into

that.

Resolved, That the Convention and Exhi-

bition of this Association in the year 1877,

be held in San Francisco, if the way be

clear.

Every member present voted in the af-

firmative, and the resolutions were declared

adopted.

The Secretary was directed to telegraph

President Rulofson accordingly, and reso-

lutions of thanks were offered to the Presi-

dent and his coworkers, for their efficient

and energetic action in the matter of the

Convention.

Mr. Wilson, of the Committee on Inter-

national Centennial Exhibition, reported

that the Centennial Board of Finance fa-

vored a special department for photography,

in a separate building, if the photographers

would subscribe for enough stock to erect it.

All the members present favored the project,

and were appointed a committee to provide

ways and means, with full power to carry

it out. Several plans were discussed, and

the advantages of a separate department for

our art were warmly discussed, and the

whole fraternity will soon receive all the

facts through the committee.

Mr. Wilson had arranged for a further

meeting with the Director-General to-mor-

row, and the interests of photography will

be carefully looked after in the great Ex-

hibition.

On motion, adjourned.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RIGHTS.
I think Mr. Hough's plan in May Pho-

tographer very good with one exception, a

serious one, at least in towns of from eight

thousand down. In the first place, country

people have a deep-rooted prejudice about

paying for anything in advance ; and,

secondly, in places of that size the people all

know the photographer, and he knows them,

and it is as impossible to make all pay in

advance, as it is to run a store in the country

without giving credit. I know it can be

done, but the establishment will soon die.

As Mr. Hough says, if all adhere I think

by the next generation it might be accom-

plished ; but all will not adhere. As for

theatres and railroads, this generation at

least never knew any other plan but to pay

in advance; that makes considerable differ-

ence.

The plan I propose is to charge for the

sitting, making that a complete transaction

(showing the negative or a proof as desired),

and a lesser sum for each sitting after, and

when suited, duplicate price for the finished

pictures.

In short I propose to bring it before the

public in such a way that it would be to

their advantage, the present mode being as

unjust to them as to us, for we are bound to

make a profit they know, and we simply

overcharge the good subjects to make up

for the loss on the bad.

Put your present price down, say $1 less

per dozen, presuming the first sitting suits,

and give them a chance for two more sit-

tings, or even three, before it will cost them

as much as your present price, and I think

they will soon stop trying experiments with

different styles of dress, etc., as they do

now. I have tried this plan and find that

many who feel insulted at being asked to

pay in advance, make no objection to pay-

ing for every sitting, provided they see a

chance to save a dollar. This plan no

doubt has defects, but the public must see

it to their advantage to take to it easily,

and this is favorable to the good public ; let

the others go. I only offer it, hoping it will

help excite interest in forming some plan,

and a combination that will give an official

look to it, so if all do not go into it we
would not feel alone who do adhere. It

could be gradually brought before the peo-

ple through the local papers, before the

"strike" commenced, and I will be one to

go in, and should a plan be adopted, will

guarantee its publication in ten different

papers in my section, if I have to pay for it

as an advertisement.
J. H. Folsom.

The reason I favor showing the negative,

is that in towns of the size mentioned many
of our customers drive several miles from

the country, and should one hair or ringlet

be not to their liking, it would save them a

second journey.

^^'^^^t^^^'^^'n^'^^'-.^^^^un^uni^u^

Query.

I have of late been troubled by a dark
stain on my negatives, generally commenc-
ing at the lower edge and extending upward,
in a straight line, near the centre. By tak-

ing the finger and rubbing the film off will

leave the streak firm to the glass; with 4-4

and £ size tube the same trouble. I cannot

attribute the cause to anything, only some
reflection. My room is painted blue, with

side-window. I use Bird's head-screen.

Kemove the screen, not quite as bad.

Why is it that photographs when burn-

ishing will blister from the card ? I follow

the directions Mr. Weston gives, mount
with starch and use the pink enamelled

cards. In using other cards will do the

same.
A. E. K.

Will pure ether alone dissolve gun cotton
;

and is that a test for the purity of the

other?

W. E. B.

Will some one please to give a receipt for

a varnish that does not require grinding to
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do any amount of retouching. I have tried

several that was claimed to possess the above

quality, but failed with me. Si.

As a remedy for the stains on your nega-

tives, examine carefully your plate-holder;

see if the door or slide has a crack in either.

Look to the camera also ; there may be a

chink in that.

Sphynx.

In answer to " G.," question No. 3, Jan-

uary Philadelphia Photographer, would say

his silver solution was too strong ; at least,

I found it so, in my experience with same

brand of paper, until I reduced to thirty-

five or forty grains. Floating one minute.

Get good effects. No trouble then about

albumen dissolving; am using alum bath.

George K. Gilchrist.
Fairfield, Iowa.

The Gold Medal Prize for Promenades.

—We ask the attention of photographers every-

where to the offer in our April number, and hope

they will read it carefully, and then go to work

in earnest to win the prize. The time is now

getting short, and we expect the competition will

be spirited. Let no one hold back because he

may think there will be no chance for his getting

the prize. Every competitor will be benefited

by the effort, and he may not be aware how well

he can do till he tries his strength with others.

Pictures Received.—Large Promenade and

Cabinets, from A. M. Bachman, Allentown, Pa.

Groups and standing figures of children are con-

sidered the photographer's most difficult work,

but Mr. Bachman seems to handle these with a

success that proves him equal to any occasion.

Promenade, cabinet, and card samples from

Falsom, Danbury, Conn., all well executed.

Cabinets also from Comstock, Waverly, N. Y.,

D. J. Wilkes, Baltimore, Md., and A. T. Hunt,

Knoxville, Tenn., all showing careful work and

possessing a good deal of merit. Cards from C.

D. Mosher, Chicago ; Howard &Co., Plattsburg,

N. Y. ; Liesenring, Fort Dodge, Iowa, and J. P.

Neiler & Co., Sharon, Pa. All of these deserve

commendation, and bear testimony to the fact

that we are not to look for good work only from

certain quarters ; it is no longer the exception,

but the rule, and the remote sections are often

fully up with the large cities and more favored

localities, in the quality of the work sent us.

Reduction in the Price of Alba Plates.

—Scovill Manufacturing Company have issued

a circular making the above announcement,

which will be good news to thoBe who are in-

terested in their use.

Mr. Walter C. North, formerly of the firm

of Limpert & North, Columbus, Ohio, informs

us that he has dissolved his connection in that

city, and that his address is now care of Mr.
Decker, photographer, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr.
North informs us also that his determination to

serve as a teacher of photography is not changed,

and that his new arrangements will enable him
to give his services at the studios of his pupils.

He found, while he was at Columbus, that many
needed his services who could not afford to close

their galleries and come to him, and therefore

he has arranged to go to them. As a teacher he

is apt and thorough and capable, and we have

no hesitancy in recommending him.

Our copyrights are frequently infringed upon

by other publishers, and we hereby give notice

that we shall take all legal means to protect

ourselves. Much of one of our entire books by
Dr. Vogel has been pilfered, and we caution

photographers not to buy and use the same, as

seller and buyer are equally liable.

Mr. W. Irving Adams, the able manager of

the photographic department of Scovill Manu-
facturing Company, has recently made us a

visit, independent of his errand on the business

of the Executive Committee, yet in the interests

of our art. Though little heard of and seldom

heard from, Mr. Adams is one of the most un-

tiring workers for the growth and good of our

art at present connected with it, and the growth
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of his special interests proves his wisdom and

capability.

"Abraham Bogardus. Removal.—Please

take notice ! My establishment is removed from

Twenty-seventh Street to southeast corner Broad-

way and Eighteenth Street." The foregoing is on

a postal card received from Mr. Bogardus. He
was obliged to vacate his magnificent apartments

on Twenty-seventh Street, on account of the

erection of a high building adjoining, that ob-

structed his light to such an extent as to render

it quite useless for photographic purposes.

Valuable Instruments for Sale.—We
would ask the attention of our readers to the

advertisement of Mr. F. D. Langenheiin, in our

advertising pages. Mr. Langenheim. and his

brother have long been in the business, and the

apparatus they have accumulated is not only the

best of its kind, but very valuable indeed, and

will not be misrepresented. If you are in want

of what they advertise, we are sure you can buy

to advantage.

Mr. Oscar Foss, San Francisco, has recently

bought out the stock business of Messrs. John

Taylor & Co., also of that city, and will continue

the business in their old stand Mr. Foss is

showing the kind of enterprise that will soon

build him up a good business.

Messrs. Smith & Motes, Atlanta, Ga., who
were recently burned out, are refitted again, and

according to the very flattering report of a local

paper, in better condition than before. We are

glad to hear this, and hope their success may be

in keeping with their improved surroundings.

Captain Marks, Austin, Texas, is winning a

high reputation in photography, if we may judge

from the complimentary notice of a local paper.

This is the way to make business : Do good work,

as Captain Marks is doing, and get an occasional

notice in your daily or weekly paper, then people

will soon find you out.

It is always gratifying to receive words of ap-

proval, or evidences of improvement from our

readers. The following speaks for itself, but the

pictures sent by Mr. Steffey bear the most con-

clusive testimony to the improvement he has

made :

Mt. Union, O., March 29th, 1875.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

I take the liberty of sending you a few cards

of my work, showing what a man can do outside

large cities by reading and studying. I give the

credit to my improvement by reading your ex-

cellent journal, which I have always had the last

five years. I would nearly as soon think of mak-

ing pictures without silver {which would be im-

possible) as to do business without the Photogra-

pher. May your prosperity continue.

Very truly,

James H. Steffev.

Messrs. Bullock & Crenshaw, druggists

and chemists of this city, have issued their cata-

logue and price list for 1875, which makes a

pamphlet of 140 pages. Everything in the way
of chemicals, chemical apparatus, magnetic,

electrical, and telegraphic apparatus, spectro-

scopes, microscopes, etc., are enumerated here.

Those interested will find it very complete.

We have a novelty in ferrotype plates, from

Mr. Peter Neff, of Gambier, Ohio, who sends us

samples and specifications of his patent. It con-

sists of an ornamental border or mat, printed in

colored pigments, leaving an oval space on which

the picture is to be made. They will give va-

riety, and may help business in this direction.

Mr. B. W. Kilbdrn, Littleton, N. H., has

issued a catalogue of his Bermuda views, com-

prising nearly one hundred subjects, photo-

graphed by him personally, during his recent

visit to the islands. The catalogue also contains

a fine description of the islands, the climate,

products, people, etc., copied from Harprr's

Magazine, which becomes very interesting in

connection with the views.

Another illustration of the uses of photogra-

phy comes to us in a school report from Potts-

ville, Pa., which is illustrated with a portrait of

the superintendent of the schools, photographed

by Mr. George M. Bretz. Others should go and

do likewise.

In Dr. Vogel's Photographie Mittheilungen,

we have a pair of pictures illustrating the capa-

bilities of the dust process in reproducing, one

being the original, and the other the reproduc-

tion. The difference between the two pictures

is so slight that it requires an experienced eye

to detect it.

A voung man in Michigan sued a photog-

rapher for " retouching away

'

; his moustache

in his photographs. The photographer made

oath that he did not see it.
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For Sale.—The popular photograph gallery

of Miller & Tankersley, Bloomington, McLean

Co., Illinois. City of 20,000 inhabitants. Best

location in the west. Two colleges, average at-

tendance nearly 1000. Satisfactory reasons for

selling. Address Miller & Tankersley,

Bloomington, Ills.

Criswold's Stereoscopic
Compositions. Read advt.

For Sal e.—Apparatus, -lenses, printing

boards, camera boxes (one nice box, 8-10 plate,

swing-back both ways) ; negative glass, 17x21,

14x18, 11x13; three sets stereo, gems (Globe),

1J Voigtlander portrait lens, etc., owned by J.

S. Whipple. All will be sold cheap for cash.

Apply to T. R. Bornham,

627 Washington St., Boston.

Attention is requested to my
new PROFILED COLUMN
SLIPS.

PROFILED REVERSIBLE
SET-GROUND PIECES, for

breaking the straight line occa-

sioned by the meeting of the

background and the floor.

Also to the KURTZ BALUS-
TRADE, the most artistic and
popular accessory yet produced.

And to my new PRACTICA-
BLE WINDOW.
N. B. — All Promenade Back-

grounds & Accessories are equal-

ly suitable for other purposes.

CAUTION.—My new designs are being copy-

righted. Inclose stamp for samples. Address

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
8 Lafayette Place, New York.

Ill
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I will Exchange a Magic Lantern and Slides

for a Solar Camera or other apparatus. Also,

will exchange Real Estate, in Texas, for a good

gallery in a town in the southern or western

states. When you write for further particulars,

give a correct description of what you wish to

exchange. A. M. Mettetal,

Box 17, Blanco, Texas.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

If yov are making portraits, in a tent, or out-

door groups, my dark tent and trunk is the most

convenient dark-room ; if on a summer vacation,

it is a very graphic traveling companion. See

cuts in May number Philadelphia Photographer.

Patent applied for. Frank Robbins,

Oil City, Pa.

Wanted.—A first-class operator and printer.

Both must retouch fine. Address, with speci-

men of work, D. H. Anderson,

Richmond, Va.

For Sale.—A splendid business in a city of

30,000 inhabitants, situated on Massachusetts

Bay, and in immediate proximity to three of

the most popular watering places in New Eng-

land. While most galleries do but little in the

summer, this, from its location, does a magnifi-

cent business, and has its customers from all

parts of the country, who continue to order the

year around. The gallery is situated in a quiet

section of the city and near where

"The restless sea resouiids along the shore,
The light land breeze flows outward with a sigh."

It consists of operating-room, reception-room,

dressing-room, retouching, printing, and two

store-rooms, all on the second floor, and a large,

dry cellar. The gallery is handsomely furnished

and well fitted with apparatus, including a mam-
moth camera and lens for a 20 x 24 plate. There

are about 20,000 negatives. The business for

several years has averaged $10,000 a year ; the

rent is $450 per year, with a two years' lease.

Included in the sale will be a nearly new, $650,

parlor grand piano.

The reasons for selling are that the junior

partner has become interested in land business

in the West ; and the senior, who is the artist

and retoucher, is interested in patents (owns two

in Europe which are valuable and continually

pressing him for attention).

This excellent business will be sold for $4500,

and any live man that will keep up the quality

of the work, which has always been first class,

can more than pay for it in one year. I have

consented to assist in the sale of this gallery

because I know from personal observation that

it is really a valuable business, and is only sold

for the reasons given. For further information,

address Robert J. Chute,
'

Care Benerman <fc Wilson, 124 N. 7th St.,

Philadelphia.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



Moulton's Washers use only about two

quarts of water to the dozen, or about enough

to fill a tank arrangement once.

Northern New York Stock Depot,
Glens Falls, N. Y.

Photographic goods at New York prices.

" Crystal " Stereographs,

Of Northern New York scenery.

Photographic studies for artists. Publisher of

the " Adirondaeks," "Lake George," " Ticon-

deroga," etc. S. R. Stoddard,

Glens Falls, New York.

Lea's Manual of Photog-
raphy, $3.75. See Advertise-
ment. Third Thousand.
The Robinson Trimmer.—The wheel and

shank of this little instrument are the parts that

carelessness first breaks, and as we frequently
have applications for these parts we have ar-

ranged to supply them. The price of the wheel
alone, is $1.00; the wheel and shank, $1.25.

Every one who uses the trimmer should have
extra ones of these in reserve.

Benerman & Wilson.

Try Hermagis' Lenses.
Used by M. Adam Salomon,
Paris. See Advertisement.

ALBA PLATES.
PRICES REDUCED.

From this date the pi-ices are asfollows:

1-6 $1 00
1-4 1 50
1-2 3 00
5-7 3 25
4-4 8 00
7-10.. 8 00

10-14 18 00

O^* See regular advertisement.

PHENIX PLATE CO.
SCOVILL MFG. CO., Trade Agents, New York.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge for advertisements under this head : limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

As printer and toner; also, can assist in the
dark-room. Steady employment desired, not
high wages. Address J. Leon Pease, Box 583,
Oneida, N. Y.

As operator or printer. Can speak German-
Address Henry Brandt, 233 Spruce St., Philada-

By a young man of experience and steady
habits in a gallery, in New York state preferred.

Willing to make himself generally useful
; wages

moderate. Good reference given. Address O.

K., 187 Park Avenue, Utica, N. Y.

By a young lady, as negative retoucher, who
understands India ink retouching and water
coloring. High wages less an object as a good,
permanent home. For particulars, address Ph.
E. Thuemmur, 387 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

A first-class artist in India ink, crayon, water
colors and pastel, wants a situation in one of the

leading galleries. Negative retouching a per-

fection. Address P. B., care of B. Schluser,

Kansas City, Mo.

As operator, in a first-class gallery. Address
Photographer, care W. H. Roloson, Beloit, Wis.

By an operator of eleven years' experience,

and who can furnish the best of New York city

reference. Address Photo. Chemist, care of A.

Jones, room 139, Trinity building, New York.

By a young man of four years' experience ; is

willing to assist in all the general work in a
good gallery. Address Wm. N. Sprenger, Lan-
caster, Erie Co., N. Y.

By a man of steady habits, who can make a
clean, artistic negative every day in the week,
and retouch the same in a first-class style. East-

ern or middle states preferred. Must have a
positive engagement for some definite length of

time. Address W. E. E. , care Leon Van Loo,
Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

As operator, or any work in the photographic
business. Good reference given. All commu-
nications must be addressed J. M. Kiester, Par-

ker City, Penna.

By a lady, as retoucher, desires a permanent
situation. Has had three years' experience.

Also, understands printing and toning. Address
J". M., Oneida, Madison Co., N. Y.

I am desirous of a situation ; have had eighteen

years' experience in the picture business, have
been two years with my present employer. I

will give satisfactory recommendation as regards

my capability. Address J. T. Ostrander, Artist,

Kingston City, N. Y.

By a young man, as negative retoucher and
printer. Good recommendations and first-class

work. Canada or bordering states preferred.

Address, with terms, Photo. Artist, Box 208,

Brockville, Ontario, Canada.

By a young man, thoroughly conversant with

photography, as traveling agent for a photo,

stock house. Would prefer to travel in Canada.
Address, with terms, Photographer, in care Box
208 Brockville, Ontaria, Canada.

As operator, retoucher, or Ink artist; can
paint fancy backgrounds, and willing to make
myself generally useful about a gallery. Ad-
dress 0. W. Osborn, Oswego, Kansas.

By a young lady, of four years' experience, as

retoucher, in Boston or vicinity. Address K. L.

M., care A. L. Rice, 411 Main St., Worcester,

Mass.

By a young man, in a good gallery, as opera-

tor, printer, and toner, or general assistant ; is

a No. 1 crayon artist and negative retoucher,

and can work in ink some. Address C. C. S.,

Lock Box 47, Minonk, Woodford Co., Ills.

By an operator, with over six years' experience.

Speaks German, and of steady habits. Can ope-

rate, print, tone and make himself generally use-

ful, work in or out doors. Northern states pre-

ferred. Address B. D., Cuba, .N. Y.

In a photograph gallery, either as saleslady

or to work under instructions. Has given con-

siderable time to the art and has considerable

experience. Should prefer the West. Mrs. S.

D. Tomlinson, 1329 S. Broad St., Philadelphia.

As first-class operator and printer. Address
J. E. Williams, New Athens, Har. Co., Ohio.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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GOODS
OF EVERY

DESCR I PTION
REQUIRED IN

J-
PHOTOGBAPHY.

MANUFACTURE CO.
UNEQUALLED FACILITIES.

THE BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES

MANUFACTORIES :-Waterbury, and New Haven, Conn.

WAREHOUSE :-419 & 421 Broome St., New York.



CATALOGUE
OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PI

WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE
IN THE WORLD OF PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.

There is something for the workers in all branches of the
art,—operatoi*s, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.

"We always find the photographer who reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photographic magazine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Eleventh Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list of articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, wnoi ly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions, lrom 1866, at same price.

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,

fancy, " Rembrandt" and "Shadow" styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the ca.nerawere placed iri the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

How to Paint Photographs in Water Colors.
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By George B. Ayees, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbook of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, $3.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of all photo-

handbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer.
Issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest information on all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Heabn. No book was ever more needed.
i'2.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography

.

Third thousand. $3.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt.

Lookout Landscape Photography.
By Prof. K. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manifal for the outdoor worker, and full of good

for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Himes's Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrate
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something JVew.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Booh.
By De . H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide.
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.



])r. Yogel's Handbook.

SECOND EDITION,

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. E. YOG EL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

IS NOW READY. i^?,iV?IT™tr,>

PRICE, $3.50.

It Is Elegantly Illustrated, with PMograjbs ana" Eirayiis. Clotli Bond.

The reputation Dr. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and. insures a hook of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and'revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulas, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a Handbook of

the practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs

;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Four photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philada.
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4r A sacR1fic£:
The following Instruments formerly used by the late firm of

W. & F. LANGENHEIM,
in the manufacture of their Stereoscopic and Magic Lantern pictures, Microscopic Photo-

graphs, and Enlargements of microscopic objects, are offered for sale at a sacrifice, to close

the affairs of the late firm. The possession of which would enable purchasers to establish

remunerative branches in the photographic business. The prices are fixed without any

instructions, for which, when required, separate arrangements have to be made.

1. One pair of Zentmeyer Stereo. Lenses (three focal changes), and Stereo. Camera
Box and Stand, and one pair of Schnitzer's Stereo. Globe Lenses, cost $80.00, $30 00

2. One Voigtlander Orthoscopic View Lens, cost $24.00, at 12 00

3. Apparatus for making enlargements of microscopic objects, made expressly for

that purpose -by Gounow, consisting of three Microscopic Lenses, adapted for

the different purposes ; Illuminating Apparatus, arrangements for taking

stereoscopic pictures of small objects, Camera Box, etc., cost $450.00, . . . 175 00

4. Apparatus for making microscopic photographs of large objects, such as views

from nature, printed matter, etc., consisting of three different sets of the finest

Microscopic Lenses, Adjustments, Focussing Microscope, Examining Micro-

scope. The lenses were expressly made for the purpose by Grunow, and with

this instrument the invisible Lord's Prayer and the microscopic Declaration of

Independence were produced by the late firm. Original cost of the instru-

ments, $500.00, at 200 00

5. Apparatus for making Microscopic Photographs, made by Chevalier, of Paris,

arranged to produce eighteen microscopic photographs on one plate in rapid

succession, consisting of extra fine microscopic lens and Focussing Microscope

Camera Box, etc., cost $150.00, at 50 00

6. Apparatus, etc., for making Stereo, and Magic Lantern pictures on dry plates.

This apparatus, etc., have been used by the late firm in their extensive busi-

ness of producing Stereoscopic and Magic Lantern pictures during the last

twenty-one years.

Further particulars on application to

F. D. LANGENHEIM,
1018 WOOD ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.



LONDON 1851. LONDON 1862

ROSS'
PORTRAIT

.A. 1ST ID

VIEW LENSES.
We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lens, and by our

increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the convention held at Buffalo, July 15, many fine

photographs were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lens, which
attracted great attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also

keep up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and
improving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock

of, a new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be
quiet. We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 15 x IS. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, los. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Xos. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, a, 6, and 7. Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetrical!,. Rapid Symmetrical!,. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the cheapest Foreign Lens ever offered

to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINHEIL'S SONS' NEW IPUUTIC LENSES.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the follovring prices :

No. 1 1-4 size, 3 i inch focus, $25 00
'• 2, 1-2 " bi " " 30 00
" 3, 4-4 " 7 " - " 45 00
" 4 8-10 " 10j- " " 60 00

No. 5, 10-12 size, 13 2
l inch focus,

" 6 13-16 " 16> "
" 7 18-22 "
" 8 20-24 "

$70 00
110 00
200 00

350 00

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,

and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD & CO., ,£
SOLE AGENTS FOR

UNITED STATES,, 822 Arch St., Philaflelpliia, Pa.



ADVANCE IN P RI CE!

THE
J? Si IZE

PICTURES.
Are now printed at our own establishment, by Mr. Hearn, and are finished in the best

style. The prices, hereafter, are (advanced) as below. There are THIRTY PICTURES
IN A SET—of men, women, and children, groups and single figures.

Several thousand of these Pictures have already been sold.

A Set of Thirty in the Improved Photograph Cover, $6 00
" " without " " " 5 50

Selections, per dozen, 3 00

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOULD GET AND STUDY THEM.

BEUERMA1T & WILSON, (pJSSU.) 7th & Cherry Sts., Phila .

E. LIESEGANG,
DtJSSELDORI1

, Q- DS IR; MI .A. 2sT "Y\
LARGEST STOCK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

SPECIAL ATTENTION of American Photographers is drawn to

LIESEGANG'S PANORAMIC APPARATUS.
Which makes splendid CROUPS and PANORAMIC VIEWS on plates 20x9 inches.

Hundreds have been sold in England, Italy, Germany, Russia, America, and India.

For particulars write to

ED. LIESEGANG, DUSSELDORF, GERMANY.

The beautiful groups made with this Camera, by Mr. Schultz, of Dorpat, created much sensation at

the Exhibition of the Photographic Society at Paris, 1874.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS!
JULIUS KRUGERS

^AfStT C$iti:WT (CotO»«»
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and France (where they have obtained the

highest recommendations), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the

public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

CEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.

* *



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OF PHOTOGKAPHERS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all' orders, large or small, promptly at best prices.

JLU TME W@WEMJIE$
are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMONG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or "West.

No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



Ptftfa 4 lUttumal(£j

We have removed our Office and Salesrooms to 191 WORTH
STREET, near Chatham Square. Occupying the entire building,

we have increased facilities for transacting business. Besides a

full line of Photographic Chemicals, we keep in stock, and are

headquarters for EVAPORATING DISHES, GERMAN GLASS-
BATHS, USENER'S PORTRAIT LENSES, DRESDEN ALBUMEN
PAPER, Etc.

All the Dresden Albumenizers having formed one Stock Com-
pany, they adopted as Trade-mark, two crossed swords. This

Mark appears now in the water-line of the RIVES PAPER, and

supersedes all other Brands.

CHARLES COOPER & CO.,

191 Worth Street, New York.

ID. J.
SOUTHERN

Photographic™ Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,

eiiosscwkwEsT.rHA:^—^—'~~ Drayage, &e.

SEND FOE- IF IE2- 1C El LIST



John])ean& Qo.

Worcester, Mass.,

^TJVIsrTJF-A-OTTJK-EE/S OB1 THE

mtpml §kte
A substitute for Porcelain. The new NONPAREIL PICTURES nave elicited

the most general expressions of approval and admiration. The latest improve-
ment simplifies tne formula and insures success. Our Plates are stamped.
Patented July 29, 1873, and June 16, 1874. All others are spurious.

ALSO, THE CELEBRATED

ADAMANTEAN sCH * E

PLATES.

BLACK, AID PATENT CHOCOIiATE-TIITEB,

Eee-SMELL, AND GLOSSY.

The experience and extensive facilities of JOHN DEAN A CO. enable them to

produce the most desirable FERROTYPE PLATES in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., Trade Agents,

591 Broadway, New York.



IMPROVED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS.

Fig. 1.

The Outside Appearance.

Fig. 2.

A. Zieaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVEKS.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the

perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the

whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Fig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph.

Card Size, . .

Cabinet Size, .

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

Per dozen. Per hundred.

$1.50 $10.00
2.25 ...... 13.50

5-8 Size, 4.50 ...... 33.00
4-4 " 6.00 40.00
8-10 " 8.00 56.50

11-14 " 9.00 65.00
Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates,

mailed at dozen price. Send for some.
Samples

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



JAMES F. MAGEE & CO.

MANUFACTUREBS OP

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

I MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

q COPYING DONE, FOR THE TRADE*

E
M 18 SOLAR CAMERAS.
E
N

EXPEDITIOUS ! EXCELLENT

!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAE NEGATIVES.

T ALBERT MOORE,
S No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

ILEUSES.
HEW STEREOSCOPIC LEISES.

New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallmeyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
§122.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that they are the best. Bead the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried those made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy, 208 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

"The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-
ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for
my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Bakek, Buffalo, N. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same, brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

" About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

"Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Saver-
hill, Mass.

"The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."

—

Goodridge Bros., East Saginaw, Mich.

"After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.



"A DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

WILSOF'S

PJW
By EDWARD L. WILSON,

Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

This work will be found entertaining by all who like to read about the

beautiful places and things of this world.

The contents are divided into six "Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows

:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
bleau, and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle,

Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
Pass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,
and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and the United States

of America.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very enter-

taining and instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENEEMAN & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.



The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

PRICE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.
0^= CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that he will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES fOVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET GASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c,

which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF AIL PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, Ac.

We also have a full line of CAMERAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMERA STANDS, HEAD-RESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.

* *



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

eut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order

promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

JP§^" No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

Gihon's Opaque
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OE COPIES,

RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,
FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,

COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,
BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,

COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAdUE.

It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. GIHON, Inventor,
128 JVi Seventh St., Philadelphia, I*a.



HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS,
The THIRD EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new

work.

It Gives the Best and Freshest Instructions to be had on the Subject.

Written by a practical photographic colorist, Mr. Geo. B. Ayres.

PRICE, $2.00. FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India Ink, or

who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

Or. SATJTBR
No. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials
and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK 1 CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

TRAPP & MUNCH'S

Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Yienna Ex-
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

:m::e:d.a.:]i, oif merit
for Albumenized Paper.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCKHOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York.



THE LAST
PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTION

Is the New Alba Plate fully described in the current
number of this magazine.

Ifyou would revive business!

Ifyou would please your patrons!

Ifyou would make money easy !

MAKE THE

New Alba Pictures
ON THE

PHENIX
.a.Ij:b^ :edi_._a.t:es.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

As these plates are prepared for immediate use, it is not neces-
sary to apply any coating, such as albumen or gelatine—in other
respects they are treated exactly like porcelain glass.

First, flow with collodio-chlor'ide of silver ; this should not be
poured off immediately, but should be allowed to remain on the
plate until everything like a small,bright speck has disappeared.
By thus allowing the collodion to thoroughly comhine with the
white surface of the plate, the best results are produced. After
draining off the excess of the collodion, dry the plate by a gen-
tle heat. Then print under a negative very slightly darker
than the picture is desired to be when finished. The plates

may be fumed with ammonia, or not, as may be. preferred,
but it is better to fume them a short time, say from one to

three minutes.
After printing, the plates are slightly washed and then put

into either a weak solution of salt and water, a weak solution
of acetic acid and water, or in mixture of alcohol and water,
half and half, long enoiigh to produce a bright reddish color
upon the surface—then tone very lightly in a very weak alka-
line bath, containing very little gold. Fix in a solution of
one ouuce of hyposulphate' of soda, to twelve of water, for five

minutes; remove to a saturated solution of salt in water, leav-
ing them in ten minutes. Then wash them for about the
same time and in the same manner as negatives are ordinarily
treated, and dry by a gentle heat.
N.B.—It is very important that fresh and reliable porcelain

collodion, should be used to insure'strong, brilliant prints.

PRICE LIST OP ALBA PLATES REDUCED

!

^ per box, of one dozen plates,lates, . . f 1 00 f per box, of one dozen plates, . . $6 00
IC 1 50 7 (i u (( ff

10 . 8 00
"

. 3 00 10 (< (( ff ff
. 18 00

( i 3 25

As manufacturers of the Alba Plate, and owners
of the patent under which they are made, we desire
to say to the fraternity, unequivocally, that we will
protect any dealer or consumer buying or using these
plates, against any party who may claim them an
infringement of his patent.

PHENIX PLATE 00., Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

General Trade Agents, New York.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look!

The Photographer to his Patrons.
WHAT IS IT?

TIHE
PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

^ intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer
knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the best

time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answer. This little book answers
them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which he or she can carry away and study
at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising. What' could you want better than to have your business card

so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and
then keep it for reference ? This is what they do with this little "tract." Witness what those who
have tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the

same as the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public
;

that he must be trusted, and that he alone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that /temust make
the picture and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a
few of those who have been using our little publication in their business.
We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist just that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.

We get " The Photographer to his Patrons" up in neat style, on the best letter cap paper, assorted

tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-
graphs or chapters— 1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come ; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress ; 6, how to "behave; 7, the children; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-
ing, frames, prices, &o.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of

the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please, which printing

we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish

Cuts for the covers we supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000 "

$20 00

35 00

3000 copies, cover included,

5000 " " "
. $50 00

. 75 00

Over 500,000 have been sold.

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture *nade, she would
come 'according to directions.' ''—A. Bogar-
dus, New York.

" A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

"It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurnet &
Son, New York.

"It assists me greatly."

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to
be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

" You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-

fit some of the ' know -every'things ' in this quar-

ter."—A. C. McIntyre & Co., Ogdensburg.

'
' They are just the thing to post people up on

what they ought to know in order to seoure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book 'hits the nail

on the head.' "— J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have
ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville, O.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BENERMAN" & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



CHARLES BIERSTADT
Photographer

NIAGAKA FALLS,

New York.

VIENNA MEDAL OF MERIT.
An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, Washington,

Hudson River, California,

Saratoga, Yosemite Valley,

Portage, N. Y., Egypt,

Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THBIK

ADAMANTINE TARNISH for Mrotjpes, Negatives, and Melainotypes.

This Varnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the
intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by jj_ j^ LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, MTe.w York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Cases,
Beveled Matts, Double Matts,

Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,
Fancy Paper Passepartouts.

These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd
sizes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBERG & BRO., 709 6SM) Broadway, New York.



GRISWOIiD'S
LIFE COMPOSITIONS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE.
The following subjects are now ready, handsomely mounted.

15. The Sunbeam Fairy.

16. The Picture-Book.
17. Sitting for my Picture.

18. Young America Bathing.
19. Young Boston's Ambition.
20. Ding-Dong-Ding, Music on a Kubber

String.

21. Keflection.

22. The Loiterers.

23. The Cabin Porch.
24. Beatrice Shoo-Fly.
25. Home Group.
26. A View.
27. The Gleaner.

1. Blowing Bubbles.

2. It stands for Bumble-B.
3. Blackberry Blossoms.

4. The Hen's Nest.

5. Let us Have Piece.

6. Mamma, where was I when you were
a little girl ?

7. Our Domestic's Kelations.

8. She went to the Butchers.

9. My Lady and My Lady's Maid.
10. The Mountain Spring.

11. Unveiling a Statue of Young America.
12. Young America in the Nursery.
13. Young America as an Artist.

14. Young America Asleep.

The titles hardly give an idea of the grotesque humor possessed by these pictures. They
are capital. As a sample dozen we should recommend Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16, 19,

20, 22, and 25.
,

Sent by mail on receipt of price. $2.00 per dozen. Order by number.
DEALERS SUPPLIED ON GOOD TERMS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

THE ZENTMAYER LENS,
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80° to 90°
; depth of focus ; extreme sharpness over the

whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying ; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed. The larger ones are provided with an interna'1 shutter for
making and closing the exposure.

No. 1,

2, 3

3, 5

4, 8

5, 12

6, 18

2i inch focus, 3x3 plate, . . $20 00 No. 1 and No. 2 combined,

4x5 " . . 25 00
» 2 " "3

6£ x 8i " . . 30 00
" 3 " "4 "
i< 4 " " 5 "

10 x 12 " . . 42 00 " 5 " "6
14 x 17 " . . 60 00 " 1, 2, and 3,

20 x 24 " . . 90 00 " 3, 4, and 5,

$33 00
40 00

55 00
75 00

110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2£ to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7 x 10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.



TO PEOFESSIONAL PHOTOGKAPHEKS AND THE TKADE.

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

D. H ^ H ROHAUT & HUTINET,
JL -*- V^ X. A X li M-^J _. ^ SUCCESSORS,

No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OP

MOUNTSWLFOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
TRADE MARK, Oli.D.

Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite,

Cabinet Portrait,

Victoria Card,
Stereoscopic Views—all new samples of French

styles.

Bristol Boards of every size and thickness, plain

India Tinted and Fancy Printing.

Book-post and Card Cases.

Stout Blotting Paper Albums.
First-class Rives Albumenized Paper, Ac, &c.

MEDALS AWARDED AT EVERY EXHIBITION.

All orders are to be sent to their establishment, 43 Rue Greneta, Paris, or to Wholesale Houses
of the United States. Samples on application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO WHOLESALE HOUSES.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

FOR 187 5.

EDITED- BY EDWARD L. WILSON,
EDITOR "PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER," Etc., Etc.

This favorite and only American annual is fairly crammed with articles prepared

expressly for it by the eminent photographers of Europe and America,

and is just as much as ever A NECESSITY

!

Price, in Cloth, $1.00 ; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

"The Best Little Hoot of Photography in the Worm." For Sale tiy all Dealers.

BENEBMAJST & WILSOJST, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



'hiladelphia cframe Manufactory

O. FASEH,
Office and Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story),

PHILADELPHIA,
WHERE THE TRADE "WILL FIND THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

GOLD {

0¥a
so,r var

d

! FRAMES
In this city, from 5x 7 to 29 x 36, together with a large assortment of

FINE VELVET MATS, WITH or WITHOUT FRAMES,

From 1-6 to 8-4 sizes always on hand ; larger sizes made to order.

Jg@f° These Mats are of Lyons Silk Velvet, with Prepared and Gilt, and fine fire Gilt

Eings inside for Porcelains. Also,

ENGLISH MATS, ALL SIZES.

ENGLISH DISPLAY MATS, any size and style, MADE TO ORDER.

Any kind of Fancy or Emblematic Frames made to order.

FINE GOLD OVAL FRAMES, 20x24.
2 in., . . $4 50 to $6 00

3 ".. 5 00 to 7 00
3J in., . . $5 50 to $10 00

A " . . 7 00 to 12 00

Other sizes in proportion.

4Jin., . . $10 00 to $14 50

5 " . . 12 50 to 15 00

Also, all sizes, Walnut Ovals and Solid Walnut Ovals on hand; Square
Walnut Frames made at short notice.

Walnut and Prepared Mouldings,

Walnut and Gold PIER and MANTEL Looking-Glass Frames,

IN DIFFERENT STYLES AND PATTERNS.

Trial Orders from the trade respectfully solicited

Factory, 820 and 822 Calwallader St.

Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story), Philadelphia.



BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

»®* SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD. *=&K

NEW EDITION
WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

jfgg^ Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

jfgp-
35 No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

Hgg* It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, idling exactly how each picture was made ; where

the camera and sitter were placed when it ivcis made ; WHAT CURTAINS

were opened in lighting the subject, $>c, $c.

Ugl^ A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,'

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

* It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
"I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

by word and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Vogel.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist."

—

Philadelphia Photographer.

Ifyou would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigelow's Album.

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



HEARN'S

V^>"
"

A COMPLETE MANUAL OF ^^^C/l
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING

ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

CO^rTElsTTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-
ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.
Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.
Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Filling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense
Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-
ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Albumenizing the

Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-

tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing
Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Prr-

celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the

Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the

Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

Together with over 50 Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet
Portrait, from negatives by Mr. F. GuteJsunst, printed by
the author, Mr. Chas. W. Mearn.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CARDS 11 CARD BOARDS,

OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

W*arehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.,

PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH CARDS.
SIZE 4£x7£. SQUARE CORNERS.

White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black—Plain.

"White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black, with Gilt Borders.

Light Buff and Amber, with Red Borders.

Thin White, Rose Tint, and Black, with Gilt Beveled Edges.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Beveled Edges.

"Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge Glace, Black and Rose Tint "J."
Glace Card Boxes, for the Thick Beveled Edge.

Cards 7x10, with Gilt Borders, opening 4Jx7J.
Cards 7x10, with India Tint and Gilt Borders, opening 4Jx7^

See detailed advertisement in this number of the

"Photographic Times."

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



G. GENNERT,
53 Maiden Lane, New York,

IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. & M. DRESDEN

ALBUMEN PAPERS
Eives and Steinbach—White, Pink, and Blue.

Every one says it WOEKS THE MOST UNIFOEM, ECONOMICAL, and GIVES

FINER EESULTS than any other. To satisfy yourself that it is the best, send to your

stock-dealer for a sample dozen. Kept by all stock-dealers in the United States.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,

Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

and French Filter Paper.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE

EXTRA BRILLIANT, OR DOUBLE GLOSSY PAPER,

Which is recognized by the best artists all over the world as the

FINEST ALBUMEN PAPER IN THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE.



A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK.

DR. VOGSL'S
PHOTOGRAPHER'S

POCKET

REFERENCE BOOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery ; selection and trial of lenses and chemicals ; approved formulae for the differ-

ent photographic processes ; tables of weights and measures ; rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS KECEIVING THE HIGHEST PKAISE WHEKEVEK IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in most flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket 'Reference-Book, of

its great value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon he found in every
gallery."

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon

and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $1.50, post-paid.

BBNEBMAN& WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TINTED.
(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FEOM 1-9 to 10x14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

I*3EtICDE3 IjIST
Size. Eggshell. Glossy. Size. Eggshell. Glossy

Per Box of 8 Doz. 1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box of 2 Doz. 4-4 $2.40 $2.70

" 8 " 1-6 1.25 1.35 a 4 " 5-7 2.40 2.70

" 8 " 1-4 1.85 2.00 u 2 " 7-10 2.70 2.90

a 4 u 4**6* 1.85 2.00 u 2 " 8x10 2.70 2.90

(i 4 u 1-2 2.20 2.35 Per Sheet, 10x14 .17 .18

u 2 " 4AxlO 2.20 2.35

Kevised, New York, December 28th, 1872.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-
ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Phenix Plates are for sale by all Stocfc Dealers tlroilioiit the country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCC7ILL m. CO, Apts fir tie Me, 419 &421 Broome St., 1

1



THE
PRACTICAL
PRINTER.

A NEW WORK ON

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING,
By CHAS. W. HEARN,

A gentleman who has devoted several years to photographic printing especially, and who is

now engaged at it as his constant occupation, by Benerman & Wilson.

The work gives all the instructions that a beginner could possibly want
in detail, and is what the title indicates

—

practical.

It will also be found of invaluable service to any photographic printer, be

he ever so skilled.

OVER IOOO COPIES ARE ALREADY SOLD!

TESTIMONIALS
" I consider it the best work on printing and toning that has been published, or at least that has

come into my hands, and until I see a better one I shall give it the first place. If any one wishes to

be helped out of the mud let him read it; but if he wants to stick there let him keep his money in

his pocket, and stick till doomsday if he likes."

—

John R. Clbmons, Philadelphia.

The Photographic News, of July 31st, says: "In the work before us, however, silver printing and
everything connected therewith is treated most exhaustively, and the work is evidently that of a
practical man who speaks out of the fulness of his own experience in every branch of regular work,
as well as with familiarity of the various forms of fancy printing, which have prevailed more in

America than in this country. Mr. Hearn manifestly thoroughly understands his work, and is, more-
over, a clear and vigorous writer."

The British Journal of Photography, of the same date, says :
" It is a considerable period since we

rose from the perusal of a new book on photography with feelings of greater satisfaction than in the
present instance ; and we appreciate the author as a writer, not only thoroughly conversant with the
subject, but as very willing to impart to those less skilled the knowledge he possesses, and who, hap-
pily, has also the ability to do this in a singularly lucid and attractive manner. ' The Practical

Printer' is well 'got up,' and the work cannot fail of being acceptable and useful to all classes of

photographers, the veteran as well as the tyro in our art-science."

With these flattering testimonials the work needs no farther recommendation from us. We are

satisfied that it will stand on its own merits, and that all progressive enterprising photographers every-

where will buy and read the book. No man in business can afford to be without it in his gallery.

A fine example of Photographic Printing, by the author, ac-
companies the work, from negatives by F. Gutekunst , Philada.

ZPZE^IOIE, $2.50.

BENERMAN & WILSON. Photographic Publishers, Seventh and Cherry, Philadelphia.
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PROPRIETORS OF THE

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S WORKS.

SEND ORDERS TO

419 & 421 Broome St., New York.

73 Bold St., Liverpool, England.

Ask your Dealer for Scovill Manufacturing Co.'s Goods.



Reflecting Solar Camera.

IMPROVED

Solar Cameras.
Direct Printing Camera.

Combining ALL THE IMPORTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I have now had the Solar Camera in use over three months, and take pleasure In saying it has fulfilled all

my expectations. I was promised, and I am sure, I have received one of the finest instruments of the kind in
America. With the negative of proper intensity, it works ' quick, accurate, and with certainty.' I neither
expect or ask anything more."—A. Bogardus, 1153 Broadicay, New York.

" I am much pleased with my Solar Camera, and know it to be the best I ever used, and will cheerfully say so
upon all occasions."—D. R. Stiltz, National Copying Company, WUliamsporl, Pa.
"I like my Solar Camera better everytime I use it."

—

Jont. Mendenhall, Salem, Ohio.

Can be ordered through ant Stock-dealer, or directly from the undersigned

SEND FOE PRICE LIST.
D. A. WOODWARD,

Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md.

All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

THE REMAINS
OE THE

Photographers' Friend
AND

PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND ALMANAC,

FOR SALE!
COPIES OF THE PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND,

ALMANAC, 1872,

ALMANAC, 1873, with portrait of Ex-President Bogardus, ....
Sold cheap to close them out, as their publication has been discontinued.

30 cents.

30 "

30 "

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.



THE

FERBOTYPER'S G UIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING, BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER,

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OF VALUE TO THE

FERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction—The Advantages of the Ferrotype—The Manipulations—The Nitrate

Bath—The Collodion—The Developer—The Fixing Solution—Other Manipulations,
Pinholes—Strengthening—Tinting and Coloring—Varnishing—Drying and Dryers-
Finishing the "Work—Ferrotype Envelopes—Ferrotype Supports—Ferrotype Plates
—The Apparatus—The Skylight and the Dark-Room—Vignettes and Medallions.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING 00., New York.

REPORT
S 1874 N.P.A.
CONVENTION

HELD AT CHICAGO, JULY, 187Jf.

$1.00. Now Ready! $1.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Permanent Secretary,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSTEUCTION IN PHOTOGEAPHY.
An English work, by CAPTAIN ABNEY, E.E., E.C.S., E.R.A.S., Instructor in Photog-

raphy at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, England.

" The book is singularly valuable in its completeness, and in that completeness arising out of the

practical experiences of a skilled worker in many varied branches of the art ; the instructions are not,

therefore, the work of a mere compiler, and will be consulted by experienced workers and beginners

with equal advantage."

—

The Photographic Neivs, February 6, 1874.

"In this manual several of the dry-plate processes are described fully. In addition to the usual

matter which finds a place in every manual of instruction on photography, there is a comprehensive
account of Edward's heliotype process, and also of the photo-mechanical process, described by Cap-
tain Waterhouse, as well as of the processes of photo-zincography, lithography, and papyrotype."
British Journal of Photography, Feb. 20, 1874. J@T' Mailed post-paid on receipt of price, 75 cts.

BENEBMAN & WILSON, *£^g^ffig^ PHILADELPHIA.



WAYMOUTH'S

ignetling Papers
ARE NOW MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the light-

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

RECENTLY IMPROVED.
Two kinds are now made. Please state which you prefer, when ordering, and Read the Following :

The quality of the *' papers " has just been much improved by the substitution of a peculiar French,
fibrous, hard calendered paper, which is not only less opaque but has other qualities which produce
quickly the most lovely and soft vignettes possible. We consider this a great improvement, as do
others to whom we have sent samples. Below we give a letter from one of them, Mr. Ormsby, who
has sent us also some exquisite vignettes :

CHICAGO, March 16th, 1875.

The package of Vignette Papers has been received and tried ; they are
fust the thing. They are a great improvement over the others ; they will

print in a little more than half the time required for the others, and the

results are everything that can he desired, as you can see by samples
inclosed. Please fill my order and send bill. I like the pear-shape best.

Send them all that shape. je;. D. ORMSBY.
Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,
PHILADELPHIA

.

(See opposite page.)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

Wx%ntitOF ALL PICTURES, THE II PIP IS THE MOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,
or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or

it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from the dark tint nearest to the figure, off into the
tvfiite background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY AEE NOT CLUMSY ; DO NOT BEEAK ; ARE ALWAYS BEADY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND AEE EASY OF APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,

or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directionsfor use

accompany each parcel.

IP IR, I C IE S :

la parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " 100
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " " 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers, 7tl and Cherry, PMlai.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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HEEMAGIS'
Celebrated French

PORTRAIT LENSES.
CABINET SIZE, AKE JUST THE LENS FOE THE NEW

PROMENADE PICTURE.
Mr. Henry Rocher, the renowned Chicago photographer, says of them : "In my opinion they are

truly lenses of great capacity, and must surely satisfy every purchaser." Mr. Rocher has purchased
two Hermagis lenses.

Mr. F. Gutekunst, the celebrated Philadelphia photographer, was sent a Salomon Lens to try for

us. and wont part with it. It cuts sharp a 9 iach standing figure, and heats a lens that has been his

favorite many years, and where many makes of lenses have failed to equal it. The Hermagis is there-

fore ahead. TRY THEM.

These celebrated lenses, are used by MONS. ADAM- SALOMON, of Paris, exclusively

for making his WORLD-RENOWNED PORTRAITS, and by the most

famed photographers of Europe, from whom Mons. Hermagis has the Highest Testimonials.

We now have a FULL STOCK on hand.

m* The Salomon Style, 8 x 10 size, $160.
$®~ For Cabinet Size, extra quick, $100.

m~ For Cabinet Size, quick, $90.
J8@~ For Carte Size, extra quick, $50.

fi@~ For Carte Size, quick, $40.

They are being introduced in America steadily, and are liM wherever they p.

They will be sent on trial to responsible parties C. O. D., and instructions to Express
Company to hold money one week for trial. If parties prefer to see the work of a lens

before purchasing, we will make a negative and send with details of exposure, etc., and
reserve the lens until answer is received (if the time is reasonable), on receipt of $1 to pay
cost. Having a skylight of our own we are enabled to do this.

gilT' Not a single person to whom we have sent these Lenses on trial, as
above, has returned them.

BENEKMA2* & WILSON,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Fa.



WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHERS
SHOULD NEVER FORGET THAT THEIR WANTS CANBE SUPPLIED PROMPTLYAND CHEAPLY BY

ImONG & SMITH,
520 ZMZJLUST STREET, QTJIisrOY, ILL.

m~ Finest Stock of FRAMES, ALBUMS, etc., in the West.

THE BROOKLYN PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

35 Fulton St., Brooklyn, If* T.

TRADE PHOTOGRAPHY and SPECIALTIES, SOLAR PRINTING,
NEGATIVE RETOUCHING, COPYING and ENLARGING,

COLORING, and GLACE WORK, at lowest Rates.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

AUG. SCHWARZE. SCHWARZE 8l VALK WILLIAM VALK.

NO. 614 AMCH STMEET, PHII AT)E X JPHIA.

most ssssTbSS* o- (Jeraan Allien Paper, ani Arrowroot Plain Salted Pajer.

DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Will mail to any address in the country, post-paid, on receipt of 11, one dozen sheets of Assorted Photo-
graphic Paper, each sheet being numbered for distinction.

FOREIGN PRIZE PICTURES.
One Dozen Elegant Portraits for $3

!

PRINTED AND FINISHED IN THE BEST STYLE.

No. 1. A South American Composition, by J. L. Gihon, Montevideo.
" 2. A South American Composition, " "

" 3. A South American Composition, u "

" 4. A Holland Lady, three-quarter figure, by P. A. Mottu, Amsterdam.
" 5. A Holland Lady, full figure, " "

" 6. A Holland Lady, Fancy Dress, " "

" 7. A Eussian Lady in Eastern Costume, by A. Bergamasco, St. Petersburg
" 8. A Eussian Lady in Fancy Ball Costume " "

" 9. A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Vignettes), " "

" 10. A Berlin Lady, standing, by J. Schaarwachter, Berlin.

" 11. A Berlin Lady, sitting. " "

" 12. A Berlin Lady at a Window, " "

The Gold Medal was awarded to Mr. Schaarwachter.

BENEKMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.
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EACH MONTHLY ISSUE WILL BE A PHOTOGRAPHIC! WORK IE ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

positively i n advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

banknotes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-
panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING- sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month. 6 Months. 1 Tear.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " .... 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page,. . 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " . . 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards, 6 lines,or less, 2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each.

SURE TO PAY!

JSjgg" Operators desiring situations, no

BENEBMAN & WILSON, Publishers
>J

OFFICE, S.W. COB. OF SEVENTH AND CHEERY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



THE ENTREKIN BURNISHER PATENTS.

Patented M

The proprietor of the Weston & McDonald Patent
for a Photographic Burnisher having advertised that
he has prosecuted all the photographers and dealers in
photographic stock in the New England States,who are
making, using, or selling the Entrekin Oscillating
Enameler for Burnishing Photographs, I take this
method of informing the trade and the public that
there is no foundation whatever for the statement re-
ferred to. I have guaranteed the validity of my patent
to all who make, sell, or use it, and have covenanted
to defend them against any and all suits for infringe-
ment by the following guarantee:

" Whereas, has purchased Photograph Burnisher
No. of my invention, and made under my Patent No.
145,161, granted December 2d, 1873, I, William (}. Entrekin,
hereby covenant and agree to warrant and defend the said

his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, in
the use of said Burnisher, against the consequences of any
and all suits for infringement which may be brought against
him, by the owner or owDers of any other Photograph Bur-
nisher whatsoever.
"In Witness Whebeof, I, the said William G. Entrekin,

have hereuuto set my hand and seal this day of

A.D. one thousand eight hundred and
" Witness ."

Threats for the purpose of intimidation have been
freely circulated, but only a single suit has been
brought, and that was commenced at my invitation, in
order that the question of the alleged infringement
might be settled by the adjudication of a court, I deny
that my patent infringes the patent of Weston &
McDonald in any particular, and in support of that
denial cite the above opinions of the eminent counsel.

The Scovill Gold Medal and the Franklin Institute Silver Medal was awarded to W. G. Entrekin, for his Oscillating
Enameler for Burnishing Photographs.

PRICES :—6-inch Roll, $25; 10-inch, $40; 14-inch, $50; 18-inch, $75.
If you cannot obtain the Press of , TTT fi T> ATrTTn T? T7"TAT
your dealer, send jour order to / VV i Ui SjiS 1 Ilij A. 1J>| , 4382 & 4384 Main St., Manayunk, Philadelphia.

MOULTON'S RAPID PHOTO-WASHER.

Patented Aug. 12, 1873

New in Principle.—Quick and Reliable in Practice.

Instead of soaking the Prints it applies the water in the form of spray, with considerable force, to both sides

of the paper at each revolution, or from one hundred to one-hundred-and fifty times per minute. Washes with

exact uniformity, and gives more brilliant and permanent work ; is simple, not liable to get out of order, will

last a lifetime, and will enable you to get out work at short notice, thereby securing many orders that would
otherwise be lost.

PanaAl.v l.ayaoet. CnnSlCltV Lamest
Price.

$50
70

"1 write to testify to the satisfaction I feel with the working of your Rapid Print Washer. It is simply per-

fection, as far as my experience with it goes, viz., one vear's constant use. I have washed eightdozen cartes in

ten minutes, and the most accurate test I know of, starch and iodine, failed to show a trace of hypo, remain-

ing.'—L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, 31ich., Feb. 10th, 1874. US' Confirmed by many others.

L. V. MOULTON, Inventor and Manufacturer, BEAVER DAM, WIS.

Size of Cylinder,

iam. 16 in. Length 14% in
" 20 " " 19 in.

Capacity
in Cards.

84
144

Largest
Print.

14x17
18x22

Price.

830
40

Size of Cylinder.

Diam. 25 in. Length 24 in.
" 32 " " 31 "

Capacity
In Cards.

220
340

Largest
Print.

22x28
30x40



t£TRY HERMAGIS' "PROMENADE" LENSES,

Number 139. 50 Cents.
THE

PHILADELPHIA

tata0ra#lt^t\
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

THE OmOIAL ORGAN OP THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION OP THE UNITED STATES.

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

Jul y, 1 G "Z S-

PHILADELPHIA:
BENERMAN & WILSON,

PUBLISHEKS,
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Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Sherman & Co., Printers, Philadelphia..
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POWERS & WEIGHTMAItf,
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Offer to Stockdealers

A full Assortment of Reliable Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including

:

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),
Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,

Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,
Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,

Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.

CELLOIDIN
COLLODION.
Made with Celloidin, the new substitute for gun cotton, as recommended by Dr. Vogel,

at Schering's Chemical Works, Berlin, Prussia. We have received a small lot of this

admirable collodion which we offer at $1.50 PER FLASK.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Philadelphia, Pa.

COPY YOUR LETTERS!
All good business men should copy their letters and use the

COPYING INK ACTINIC C0PYIN&B00ES

Made in Berlin by Talbot & Jacobsen's process. Mve copies may be made from one

letter. Actinic Copying Inlc, $1.50 per pint.

Actinic Copying Books—Note size, $1.75 ; full Letter size, $2.50.
For sale by the American agents,

BENERMAN & WILSON, Philadelphia, Pa.



EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO

Photography

419 & 42 1 Broome St.,

New York.



^T A SACWFIC£.

The following Instruments formerly used by the late firm of

W. & F. LANGENHEIM,
in the manufacture of their Stereoscopic and Magic Lantern pictures, Microscopic Photo-

graphs, and Enlargements of microscopic objects, are offered for sale at a sacrifice, to close

the affairs of the late firm. The possession of which would enable purchasers to establish

remunerative branches in the photographic business. The prices are fixed without any

instructions, for which, when required, separate arrangements have to be made.

1. One pair of Zentmeyer Stereo. Lenses (three focal changes), and Stereo. Camera

Box and Stand, and one pair of Schnitzer's Stereo. Globe Lenses, cost $80.00, $30 00

2. One Yoigtlander Orthoscopic View Lens, cost $24.00, at 12 00

3. Apparatus for making enlargements of microscopic objects, made expressly for

that purpose by Gounow, consisting of three Microscopic Lenses, adapted for

the different purposes; Illuminating Apparatus, arrangements for taking

stereoscopic pictures of small objects, Camera Box, etc., cost $450.00, . . . 175 00

4. Apparatus for making microscopic photographs of large objects, such as views

from nature, printed matter, etc., consisting of three different sets of the finest

Microscopic Lenses, Adjustments, Focussing Microscope, Examining Micro-

scope. The lenses were expressly made for the purpose by Grunow, and with

this instrument the invisible Lord's Prayer and the microscopic Declaration of

Independence were produced by the late firm. Original cost of the instru-

ments, $500.00, at 200 00

5. Apparatus for making Microscopic Photographs, made by Chevalier, of Paris,

arranged to produce eighteen microscopic photographs on one plate in rapid

succession, consisting of extra fine microscopic lens and Focussing Microscope

Camera Box, etc., cost $150.00, at 50 00

6. Apparatus, etc., for making Stereo, and Magic Lantern pictures on dry plates.

This apparatus, etc., have been used by the late firm in their' extensive busi-

ness of producing Stereoscopic and Magic Lantern pictures during the last

twenty-one years.

Further particulars on application to

F. D. LANGENHEIM,
1018 WOOD ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.



CATALOGUE
OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE
IN THE WORLD OF PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.

There is something for the workers in all branches of the
art,—operators, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.

We always find the photographer who reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photograpliic magazine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Twelfth Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list of articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, wnwly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions, lrom 1866, at same price.

Bigelow's Alburn of Lighting and Posing.
This is not .exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,

fancy, " Rembrandt" and "Shadow" styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together •

with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the caaiera were placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies o rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

Sow to Paint Photographs in Water Colors.
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By George B. Ayres, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbooh of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, $3.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of all photo-

handbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer.
Issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest information on all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. No hook was ever more needed.
12.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography.
Third thousand. $3.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt.

Lookout Landscape Photography

.

By Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good
for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Himes's Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrate
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something New.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Booh.
By Dk . H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, f1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper 's Guide.
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward-L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia,



Dr. Yogel's Handbook.

SECOND EDITION.

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. H. YOGEL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

TC! ytC\TRT "DTTAT^V although it is much enlarged T5T^T^I ^I, $9CfliW IN U VV XVJJAiJIl WE OFFER IT AT THE OLD JTltlUjll, vPO.OU.

It is Elegantly Illustrated, with Plotograplis and. Engravings. Clotli Bounfl.

The reputation Dr. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and insures a book of the best quality. That bis Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and 'revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulas, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a Bankbook of

the practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs

;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Four photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

S. W, cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philada,



Peerless and Morrison

s
c

GOODS
OF EVERY

DESCR I PTION
REQUIRED IN

J-
PHOTOGRAPHY.

MANUFACTURE CO.
UNEQUALLED FACILITIES.

THE BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES

MANUFACTORIES:—Waterbury, and New Haven, Conn.

WAREHOUSE :—419 & 421 Broome St., New York.



john g. hood. Established 1865. wm. d. h. wilson.

Wilson, Hood & Co,

Ho. 822 AECH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HAVE IN STOCK, AND ARE PEEPAEED TO SELL TO THE PHOTOGEAPHEES
OF THE UNITED STATES, THE

ENTREKIN
BWMMMMBM oi'PLANISHEB

MANUFACTURED UNDER AN EXCLUSIVE LICENSE GRANTED BY

W. E. L00KW00D,
{Assignee of J. F. SCHUYLEM), whose patent bears date February 2d,

1863, reissued June 1, 1875, at the following prices (our Circular

bearing date of June 1, is withdrawn)

:

Cabinet Size, 6 inch Roll, $2S OO
4-4 « lO « : 40 OO
lO x 12 " 14 " . . SO OO
14x17 " 18 " 75 OO

Pamphlets containing Mr. Entrekin's CAUTION, and Messrs. How-
son & Son's opinion furnished free to all applicants.

Philadelphia, July 1, 1375. WILSON, HOOD & CO.
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itidtpuftet.

Vol. XII. JULY, 1875. No. 13 9.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1875,

By BENERMAN & WILSON,
In the office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.

OUR PICTURE.

Again we present our readers with an

example of the new Promenade style, which

seems to be growing wonderfully into favor,

and is the style in which all full-length fig-

ures will soon be taken.

There are several points about this picture

that give us peculiar satisfaction to enumer-

ate. The first of these is, that it is a work

of art that we can commend to the study of

all that are interested in introducing this

element into their work. And right here

we ask such interested ones to go carefully

over this picture, and determine, if possible,

in what respects it corresponds to the rules

of art, and in how far we can discover the

design or intent of the artist in the various

effects produced. In the composition is

there a proper balance of lines, and do those

lines form a pyramidal or angular composi-

tion ? Do the lights and shadows balance

well ? Do the gradations of light and shade

on the background harmonize with and give

proper support to the principal subject of

the picture? Is the pose natural ?

In suggesting the studying of our picture

in this way we would not do so for the pur-

pose of having any one take it as a guide to

be followed, or imitated in all its details^but.

rather to see how much can be found in rif
-

to answer affirmatively the questions as

given above.

Should any one discover any inconsis-

tency, any want of conformity to the re-

quirements of art, as he supposes, let him
study that point carefully ; and not simply

be satisfied with his own conclusions, but

let him demonstrate it by actual trial ; make
a similar picture, and correct the faulty line

or misplaced light or shade; then compare

with this, and see if he has made an im-

provement.

In this way the benefit we wish to confer

by this picture may be secured to every one

who is striving to enlarge his capacities, and

understand the why and wherefore of what

he does.

We have not advised this dissection and

criticism of our picture with the advice or

consent of Mr. Kocher, by whom it was

made, but we know he is too good an artist,

and has too much love for the principles we

are advocating, to misconstrue our motive.

Mr. Rocher is one of the brightest lights of

photography in Chicago, if not in the West,

and has exerted a wide influence by the ex-

ample of his elegant work, which he has

always produced, in promoting the growth

of our art in that section, and in diffusing

a knowledge of art principles not only

anion^ pBotographers, but among the people

at large, till" the West is outrivalling the

East in the general excellence of its photo-

graphic productions.

13
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Mr Rocher at once caught the spirit of

the Promenade style, and with his ready-

perception of the fitness of things, produced

for us the beautiful negatives from which

the present embellishment of our magazine

was printed.

Our picture being the work of an artist

of such high standing, whose reputation is

not limited to the extent of our own coun-

try, but is known wherever our art is prac-

ticed, is another of the points we referred

to at the beginning, about which we feel a

satisfaction in speaking. It also assures us

that the excellent results produced here were

not accidental, but the thoughtful, careful

work of a master hand.

But all the knowledge and skill of the

artist might be lost in execution were it not

that he had instruments to reproduce in all

their perfection the real as well as the ideal

of the subject he had in hand. And this

brings us to our third point, which is, that

our picture was made with one of the famous

Hermagis lenses, " Promenade " size, which,

in this connection, needs but little praise

from us, as the picture tells the story better

than we could write it. It is but just to say,

however, that these lenses are winning favor

wherever they go. The prints were made

at the printing rooms of the Philadelphia

Photographer, on Gennert's single pink

paper, and burnished with the Entriken os-

cillating enameller. Four negatives were

used, each representing the lady who kindly

served as the model in a different position.

They are all most charming.

We wish especially to call attention to

the quality of the prints, as examples for

them to emulate, and to urge them not to

be satisfied with anything short of this, but

to excel it as much as they can. As prints

also they are models.

One word more in reference to our prize

offer and we are done. We trust this pic-

ture will stimulate many to make an effort

for the prize who may not have thought of

doing so before. Remember, this is the

style, the Promenade, and this beautiful ex-

ample may be taken as a standard to work

by, and, we trust, with the determination

to produce something as good, and better if

it be possible to do so. We are well aware

the time will be short after receiving this

number, as the 20th of July is the limit, but

there will be time to produce some magnifi-

cent results if the skill and energy, that we
know is not wanting, can be brought to bear

in this generous emulation, which is not so

much a contest for a prize of gold as for

that other higher and greater prize, viz.,

the advancement and elevation of our art

to the proud position we think it destined

to, and believe it capable of attaining.

THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

No doubt there will be many regrets

among the members, that we are to have

no meeting of the Association this year. In

some respects it may be unfortunate, as a

suspension of active operations in any enter-

prise often produces a lack of interest. But,

on the other hand, it is much better to have

no convention, than to meet in San Fran-

cisco with a small gathering that would

have a depressing effect upon the members

at large, as well as upon our California

friends, for whom we all entertain the most

cordial respect. Again, without the meet-

ing the members are spared the expense of

attending and exhibiting, and with the ad-

ditional attention to their business, and the

money in their pockets, which they might

otherwise have spent, they ought to be all the

better prepared to pay their dues promptly,

and go to work earnestly for the great ex-

hibition in Philadelphia next year. That

event should now be kept constantly in

view, and as there is nothing in connection

with the National Photographic Association

to divert the attention from that eventful

time, everything else should be made to

bend to it ; our resources should be hus-

banded, and all our energies set to work to

make the photographic department of the

Centennial worthy of the occasion, and

worthy of the associations with which it

will be connected. Photography is one of

the youngest of the children of the century

just closing, and we must display its full

developments, so that the w.orld may see

that it is a child of vigorous, healthy growth,

and gives promise of a brilliant maturity.

Our exhibition next year will be not merely

for the members of the Association, and a
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few of the citizens of Philadelphia that

may be interested in visiting it, but it will

be for the assembled nations of the world

to inspect, to admire, and to criticize. How
it becomes us then to look the matter full

in the face and comprehend, if possible, its

full importance.

The time will be found none too long to

accomplish all we will want to do.

The Executive Committee are maturing

plans that will necessarily incur some ex-

pense, and their hands will be greatly

strengthened if every member will prompt-

ly remit his dues. Let no one forget that,

in the absence of a convention, his obliga-

tions remain the same, and the payment of

his dues is the strongest evidence we can

have of his interest in the Association, and

his determination to help it sustain an hon-

orable position in the coming Centennial

celebration of American Independence.

The English Eclipse Expedition.

*It is no pleasure to report the ill-success

of any undertaking, and in this position I

am at present placed, as I intend to write

about the English expedition to observe the

eclipse of the sun in India. You know that

I arrived safely at Aden, the same place

where I remained during the first German
expedition to observe the eclipse of the sun,

which fact awakened many old recollections.

From here we steered for the Wonder Island,

Ceylon, where I saw for the first time the

tropical vegetation in all its splendor, a

sight which I never will forget.

In Ceylon I was to await the arrival of

the expedition ship Enterprise, on board of

which was Prof. Tachini, the invited Ital-

ian. Capt. Waterhouse, and Dr. Pedler, of

Calcutta, Meldola, and Eeynolds from .Eng-

land joined us, making in all six members.

On the rather small ship of the expedition

the room, alas! was rather limited, even

the necessary comfort was wanting which

would be expected on a man-of-war. Beds

we did not have any, but slept on the sofa

cushions. We had no medical doctor aboard,

and this, alas, was to be another source of

inconvenience. The station selected for us

was Camorta, one of the Nicobar Islands

north of Sumatra. These are much infested

with fever. Not a very pleasant prospect

ahead. However, we fared still worse. Ta-

chini's assistant became sick with the small-

pox on the journey. In this manner we

arrived at Camorta ; here we found a colony

of convicts, numbering about 250; luckily,

we also found a sort of a medical assistant,

who took charge of our patient ; but our

situation was very critical on account of the

contagious disease. We were soon relieved

by an expedient; the Indian government

had previously despatched Herr von Roeps-

torff to Camorta, to make preparations for

our arrival. He removed the patient to a

lighter, which isolated him from us, and at

the same time removed him from shore.

Nevertheless, we had later a case of infec-

tion, which kept us in continual apprehen-

sion.

We also had a good taste of the fever. We
expected to be able to keep free from it by

not sleeping on shore, but on board of the

ship, and by taking daily a few grains of qui-

nine. Alas, all of little avail ! After fourteen

days Tachini was attacked with the fever,

then the ship captain, one of the officers,

and several sailors, and even after we left

the island the fever followed us. Pedler

took sick on our way to Calcutta, so our

ship finally was more like a hospital ship

than an expedition.

The sleeping for the night on board of

the ship had many inconveniences connected

with it. We were separated from our in-

struments ; this circumstance aggravated

our labors largely. Not every hour of the

day could be embraced to make experi-

ments. The not very agreeable imprisoned

criminals rendered us assistance in the trans-

porting, unpacking, and setting up of our

instruments. The work, however, pro-

gressed very slowly, the damp climate of

the island being very depressing, although

the temperature was in no wise very high

(86-90° F.). The labor at the optical in-

struments in the burning rays of the sun

affected our eyes painfully, and the sojourn

in the photographic dark-tent was worse

than being in a steam bath.

As I wrote to you in a previous letter,

our special problem was to photograph the

spectrum of the corona. Only two obser-

vers had other aims. Tachini observed with
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the eye ; Waterhouse wanted to photograph

the figure of the corona. The latter used

for his purpose a rectilinear lens of thirty-

inch focus, which was attached to a long

and narrow camera. The camera was ar-

ranged like an equatorial, and followed the

course of the sun by clockwork. Pedler

had a reflecting telescope, of Pogson, in

Madras, of about six feet focus, also with

clockwork attachment, to which was fas-

tened a spectral apparatus with quartz lenses

and prisms. Medola had Lockyer's tele-

scope, which produced a picture of the sun

about one inch in diameter, which was

thrown on the slit in the spectroscope, the

latter being very small, containing a quartz

prism, and furnished a short spectru.m, in

which, however, the ultra violet rays were

quite plainly visible. You now will, no

doubt, desire a description of my instru-

ments. I required two kinds, a telescope

and a spectroscope; the latter I brought

from Berlin, and it was an excellent instru-

ment ; the former (a telescope) was promised

me from England. Instead two non-achro-

matic lenses were sent, and a reflector to

throw the sun's rays, to be used by hand.

As bad luck would have it, both lenses were

lost in Ceylon, and I stood perfectly help-

less. Later, however, a rapid rectilinear

lens, of two feet focus, was found, for which

there was no use, also a small hand-turning

equatorial tripod. With the aid of this in-

strument I put some sort of a telescope to-

gether. "With the aid of a Chinese cab-

inetmaker, I fastened the objective on

with small laths of wood. On the other

end I placed my spectroscope, so the pic-

ture of the sun, which was about the size

of five millimetres, fell on the slit of the

instrument, when I threw the rays of the

sun with the reflector on the lens. I re-

ceived in fact a very long and very intense

spectrum, and one-quarter second was suffi-

cient to secure it photographically.

The eclipse lasted a little over four min-

utes. I could, according to that, expose no

longer than one thousand quarter seconds.

There was, therefore, prospect of securing

a photograph of the spectrum of such a

dimly illuminated appearance as the corona.

In this respect, notwithstanding the insuffi-

cient outfit with instruments, I could tran-

quilly look forward to the eclipse. The
weather, alas, gave us little hope of success

;

we never had a clear sky, but clouds daily,

very often heavy tropical rain showers. On
the day of the eclipse we even saw water-

spouts, which are always a precursor of bad

weather.

On the morning of the eclipse we saw the

sun clear for several hours. Tachini was

investigating it yet, to discover protuber-

ances, but found very few. We were then

in the period when the spots on the sun

are scarce, and, therefore, large protuber-

ances are scarce. We saw the moon enter

the disk of the sun, and then a large black

cloud obscured the sun, and destroyed all

our hopes of further observation. The to-

tality could only be noticed by the darkness

that prevailed, it being about as dark as on

a bright moonlight night, only the horizon

appeared much lighter. Stars could not be

observed on account of the clouds. It was

a pity that we lost the valuable four min-

utes, for which we undertook a long, trouble-

some, costly, and dangerous journey ; the

more pity, as such an eclipse of such length

will not occur again for some time. The
American eclipse of 1878 will last only two

minutes and forty seconds. Only in 1886

one occurs of six minutes' duration. Pho-

tographing the spectral lines can only be

done with an exposure of long duration.

It was a great mistake that all six obser-

vers were concentrated on one point. The
Royal Society had decided that the expedi-

tion should be divided, one part to go to

Mergui, in Burmah, and the other to the

Nieobar Islands. If one would have had bad

weather there would still be a chance for

the other. For some reasons unknown to

me the orders of the Boyal Society were not

obeyed, the consequences of which we had

to suffer.

Dejected and ill-humored we packed up

our instruments. This, however, did not

pass off without anj' mishap. Before the

eclipse the new governor of the island, Mr.

Homfray, had arrived. This man showed

a very peculiar behavior. He withdrew a

part of the workmen, which we necessarily

needed in repacking our instruments; later

he reduced the working hours of those left

us, and on Sunday, the day before our de-
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parture, ho withdrew, by the way, the Hin-

doo workmen altogether. Many other tricks

which he passed off on us I will not men-

tion. The reason for his behavior remained

an enigma. Only one expression of the

man throws some light on the subject. He
remarked, after the failure of our observa-

tions, that the heavens had sent the clouds

out of revenge, because all the astronomers

were atheists. He seemed, according to this,

to have been selected to continue the re-

venge of the heavens on us, on his own re-

sponsibility.

Only on the seventh day after the eclipse

could we leave the island. A sailor sick

with the small-pox we left ; a second, doubt-

ful one, we took along. One day later we

arrived at the Andaman Islands, on which

there is a large convict settlement, having

eight thousand convicts. There is a large

number of English officers and officials here,

and the islands offer something of interest

in their large population, vegetation, state

of the soil, etc. Alas! the permission for

uS to land was denied us, the port physician

declaring our patient to have symptoms of

the small-pox, so we were excluded, and

had to leave the harbor as speedily as pos-

sible.

We then sailed for Calcutta. On the way
there two members of the expedition were

attacked very severely with the Nicobar

fever. I thanked God that He had spared

my health out of all these misfortunes, and

was glad when I could leave the ill-fated

enterprise in Calcutta. As discouraging

as the expedition was in regard to the main

issue, we were not wholly without photo-

graphic booty. The gorgeous scenery, and

the unique exuberance of the vegetation,

offered plenty of objects to photograph, be-

sides the very crowded population, which

offered numerous and interesting points fur

the photographer. There was then of course,

as far as the fearful heat would permit,

every available hour made use of to pho-

tograph. I had taken a number of Col-

onel Stuart Wortley's dry plates along,

and as I had a welcome opportunity to try

them, I used about thirty-six plates. They
have shown uniformly a very surprising

sensitiveness. In the open air they worked

almost as rapidly as wet plates, but on dark

objects in interiors, their sensitiveness was
rather inferior to wet plates. One dozen of

plates are generally used up in trials. I

was pretty well posted in regard to the time

of exposure. The majority of the plates

turned out to be good ; only a few showed

dark spots and streak's. I found it, how-

ever, better to deviate from the original

receipt, by not using such enormous quan-

tities of pyrogallic acid, and reducing it to

one-half. The alcoholic developer, previ-

ously mentioned by me, is, alas ! not applic-

able for these plates, as they contain an

enormous quantity of added coloring mat-

ter, which is dissolved flocculently by the

alcoholic ammonia during development.

For hot climates, dry plates are of a decided

advantage. To work in a tent of 90° to

100° F. is a torture, which not every one

can stand, namely, in the steambath climate

of the Nicobar Islands.

I would here remark that I used the or-

dinary collodion, which in nowise was more

alcoholic than that given in my Handbook,

nevertheless, works well at this temperature.

I sealed or fastened all my bottles with a mix-

ture of molten sulphur and brickdust, and

brought the ether safely here, without notic-

ing any perceptible signs of evaporation,

notwithstanding the temperature of the air

was very near the boiling-point of ether.

The silver bath I made a little more acid

than at home. The varnishing of negatives

was very inconvenient. I had brought the

best varnishes from home that I could hunt

up, and tried them before leaving, never-

theless, I always produced clouded films in

this steambath climate. English varnishes

produced the same result. I was necessi-

tated to varnish either very hot, or to repeat

the operation. The preliminary coating of

gutta-percha has proved excellent in place

of cleaning or albumenizing. They often

look horrid enough, spotted, streaked, etc.,

furnishing, however, very excellent and

clean plates.

A task of a peculiar kind were the an-

thropological photographs that I had made

as an aim. These photographs are portraits.

It matters not much to obtain an artistic

picture, but to convey a correct idea of the

proportions of an individual of any foreign

tribe or race. For this purpose, a bust pic-
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ture of the individual is taken with the

body bared, en face, so that the breast can

be seen ; then one is taken profile. Aside

of the individual a scale is placed, so that

the size of the individual parts could be

approximately determined. A white back-

ground, on which all parts of the figure stand

out in relief, is important. Such pictures

do not look artistic in the least, but are,

scientifically, very important. American

photographers who come in contact with

wild or native tribes, can gain great merit

in the cause of science by taking such pho-

tographs when at leisure. It is important

also to get the color of the skin, hair, and

eyes. Samples of such photographs I will

always accept for the Anthropological So-

ciety in Berlin, with thanks.

Very truly yours,

H. Vogel.

On board the Teseharour, in the Indian Ocean,

May 1st, 1875.

BELGIUM CORRESPONDENCE.
Ghent, May 10th, 1875.

Mr. Editor : It is my purpose to-day,

having no photographic news of importance

to communicate, to have something to say

about the different methods used in en-

larging. Many of your readers remember

the introduction of the solar camera ; no

establishment was complete without it ; to-

day three-fourths of the solars are relegated

in the lumber-room. European photogra-

phers had their period of excitement over

the solar camera, only it came several years

after the introduction of Woodward's in-

strument, and culminated with the appear-

ance of Monckhoven's dyalitic enlarging

apparatus. And here I may be allowed to

digress to say a few words concerning this

apparatus. Most of the American solar

cameras are rude apparatus, mechanically

and optically imperfect, although they

answer most purposes for which they are

intended. Monckhoven's apparatus, on the

c mtrary, in both respects, mechanical and

optical, comes near perfection. It stands

in the same relation to the apparatus which

preceded it as a Dallmeyer or Ross lens

stands to an old Jamin. Its qualities, how-

ever, have not saved it from oblivion more
than other solar cameras, and to-day all in-

struments of the kind are seldom used by
any but professional enlargers. The reasons

for this are various. In northern and in

middle Europe, the sun is so low during the

winter months, and the actinic power of the

light so feeble, that for direct printing the

solar camera is useless. The same may be

said of a large part of the North American

continent. Processes by development of

course can be used, but these require con-

tinuous and not occasional practice to be

attended with success. Another great draw-

back is that for direct printing in the solar

camera, a negative is required possessing

special qualities, which the photographer

does not always find easy or convenient to

make, and that such a negative is unfitted

for ordinary work. A third objection,

and a very important one, is the impossi-

bility of retouching the solar negative in a

suitable manner. The solar camera will

always be used, no doubt, for prints on paper

or on canvas which have to be worked up

in crayon or painted in oil, but the neces-

sity of using processes in which the portrait

photographer has no time and but little op-

portunity to acquire skill and practice, will

always make this branch of photography a

specialty.

The process of enlarging from a transpar-

ent positive has in late years been generally

adopted. The positive is made in the camera

or by contact. But to make a good positive

in the camera is not such an easy matter.

It requires conditions of the chemicals dif-

ferent from those required in the ordinary

process. It is also difficult to judge whether

the positive obtained will copy in a good

negative. The general fault is hardness.

A positive should be thin and possess all the

half tones, and these qualities are easier

obtained by the use of a contact process.

The contact processes used are the collodio-

chloride, dry collodion process, and the car-

bon process. This last is greatly to be pre-

ferred, on account of its simplicity and the

perfection of the results obtained, which

perfection is in some degree due to the close

contact it is possible to obtain between the

negative and the carbon paper. As I have

not seen a description of the process in any
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of the numbers of your journal, I will here

give it as I practice it.

Carbon Transparencies for Enlargements.

—The carbon paper is sensitized in a three

per cent, or fifteen-grain bichromate of

potash solution, dried and printed under the

negative, then transferred to a plate of glass

and developed as any other carbon print,

with warm water. The transparency ob-

tained in this manner with the ordinary car-

bon paper has too much relief, which inter-

feres with the definition of the negative

made from it. The Autotype Company
prepare for the purpose a kind of paper

coated with less gelatin and containing more

colored matter. The paper should be left

in the bichromate solution until it is well

softened, which may take three or four

minutes, after which it is hung up to dry in

a dry and cool place. The drying takes five

or six hours. The best way is to prepare

the paper in the evening, to use it the next

morning. It is a mistake to suppose, as has

been asserted, that the light has no action

on the bichromate gelatin as long as it is

wet. Both sensitizing and drying should

thus be done in a dark-room. All kinds of

negatives can be used then, and dense ones.

It is all a matter of more or less exposure.

When negatives are made for the purpose,

it is best to use them unvarnished, butsimply

protected to some extent with albumen or

gum arabic, for the least imperfection in

the varnishing will be reproduced in the

transparency, and will necessitate retouch-

ing in the enlarged negative. The edges

of the negative should be covered with

opaque paper, so that the print has a white

or transparent border. Unless this be done

it will be difficult to get the gelatin film to

adhere to the glass. The exposure should

be from one-fourth to one-half that required

to make a print on albumen paper. Con-

siderable latitude can be allowed as to ex-

posure, much more so than in making car-

bon prints on paper. The paper being taken

out of the printing-frame the gelatin film

is now to be transferred to a glass plate.

Put the glass in a basin of clean water at

the ordinary temperature, about 60° or 70°

Fahrenheit, and put the paper in the same
basin, gelatin side down, and get rid of air-

bubbles
; in a minute or so it will be soft

enough to flatten out; now bring the glass

and paper together under the water, and in-

sure contact by passing a squeegee over the

back. A squeegee is a strip of rubber fastened

between two thin pieces of hard wood so as

to project about one-third of an inch. The
great point is to perform the operation at

the right time ; if the carbon paper is left

too long in the water it will curl up again,

and it will be impossible to secure adherence.

The glass to which the paper adheres is now
taken out of the water, and the develop-

ment may be proceeded with. The adhe-

rence will, however, be all the better if it

be left ten or fifteen minutes, so as to be

surface dry. The development is done in a

tin, zinc, porcelain, or copper pan; the last

is the most expensive but the more durable.

Pour into the pan water, at a temperature

of 120° or 130°, about two inches deep ; lay

in it a thick glass tube, or anything that will

remain in the bottom, and on this rest one

end of your glass, paper side down, and rest-

ing the other end on the bottom. Leave it

there for about ten minutes or longer ; do

not be in a hurry, but let the paper soften

well ; then take the glass out and peel the

paper off carefully ;
the image imbedded in

undissolved gelatin will remain adherent to

the glass
;
put the glass back in the water,

film side down ; the gelatin which has not

become insoluble will dissolve and the image

will be left ; do not shake or coax during

the operation, but leave it go on without in-

terference. The transparency is then washed

with clean tepid water and set to dry. The

transparent positive thus obtained is full of

finedetail, which is sometimes hardly visible,

but which is fully brought out in the nega-

tive made from it. The process of making

the transparency is so simple and easy that

I would advise all photographers who have

an opportunity to give it a trial. The first

time I tried it I made several transparencies

of the same negative, with more or less ex-

posure ; none seemed to me satisfactory, the

detail being so faint ; in trying negatives

from them, however, I found all were good.

Do not be deluded in the same way.

Mr. V. Blanchard has lately communi-

cated' to the London Photographic Society

a process of enlarging, which I have had no

opportunity to try, but which seems to be
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excellent. Instead of making a small trans-

parency by contact, a transparency of the

size of the negative to be produced is made

in the camera. This transparency should

have the same density as a negative, and is

retouched with pencil or color in the same

manner as a negative. From this transpar-

ency a negative on paper is produced, which

should be deeply printed and fixed in hypo-

sulphite without toning; this negative is to

be made transparent with wax ; it is made

very hot by means of a flat-iron and rubbed

with a cake of white wax ;
alternate ironing

and waxing will soon give sufficient trans-

parency to the paper : this requires some

skill, as all who ever tried the old waxed

paper process will testify. It is possible that

the operation of waxing would be facilitated

by using a solution of wax or paraffin in

benzine, and brushing it over the negative

with a flat brush. "Whatever be the process

used in waxing, the excess of wax should be

removed by putting the negative between

sheets of thick blotting-paper and passing

the hot flat-iron over it again ; the advantage

of this process is that both the transparent

positive and the negative can be retouched,

so that no retouching whatever will be re-

quired on the print, and that in case of a large

number of prints being wanted a number of

negatives can be made with little trouble.

Another American invention is making

much headway in Europe, principally in

Great Britain,—the hot burnisher. Pho-

tographers here all use large plate presses
;

few of the plates are in good order after

having been used some time, and to repolish

a big steel plate is not a small matter. The

small burnishing tool when injured is re-

polished in a few minutes; add to this the

greater finish of the prints, the small labor

required, and the comparatively small cost

of these machines, and no doubt can be en-

tertained that they will come in general use.

Charles Waldack.

Dry Plates.—We desire to call atten-

tion to the advertisement of Mr. J. Car-

butt, who offers to make dry plates for sale.

We have seen a number of his negatives,

which excel any dry plates we think that we
have ever seen.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN FRANCE.

Br ERNEST LACAN.

I incline to the belief that the readers

of the Philadelphia Photographer will be

thankful to me for giving them, to-day, a

description of one of our opticians, whose

name is the best known to them, Mr. Her-

magis, and to lead them through his estab-

lishment. First I shall very rapidly sketch

the biography of the founder of this house.

Hermagis was apprenticed to the cele-

brated optician Lerebours, when the da-

guerreotype made its appearance. The

foreman, under whose directions he worked,

had received lessons from Daguerre himself,

and was full of enthusiasm for the new art
;

for want of other subjects for his experi-

ments he made use of the young apprentice,

and, as the processes at that time were far

from being rapid, he made him often pose

for hours at a time in full sunlight. This

torture did not discourage Hermagis, whose

reward was in being able to operate occa-

sionally alone in his turn, but it must cer-

tainly have contributed to impress him with

the necessity of making the operations less

long, and it was towards this end that all

his efforts were directed when he became

the head of the house. Already at that

time Germany had commenced sending us

special portrait objectives, constructed ac-

cording to the formulae of Petzval, but soon

Claudet pointed out the serious objection

to these instruments, namely, the double

focus, and which even to-day certain opti-

cians have not been able to correct. Her-

magis labored to resolve the problem, and

succeeded in readily furnishing objectives

with foci of perfect coincidence. This suc-

cess was the starting-point of his reputa-

tion.

When "Woodward's solar camera was

brought to us from America, Hermagis

hastened to study it in order to improve its

mechanism. He dispensed with the forked

part of the frame which carried the reflec-

tor, the shadow of which was objectionable,

added a spiral spring facilitating the ad-

justment of the mirror, and increased the

diameter of the condensers to one metre.

It was by using a lens of this size that a

well-known amateur was enabled to am-
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- plify to natural size a negative, represent-

ing a two-horse carriage with four persons

inside and the coachman on his seat. I

still remember this gigantic print, which

was shown at one of the exhibitions of the

French Photographic Society.

Hermagis improved also the stereoscope

by substituting prisms for lenses. Con-

trary to the opinion expressed by Sir David

Brewster and Claudet, it was this last system

that prevailed.

But objectives excited the especial atten-

tion of the ingenious optician. It was nec-

essary to follow the progress made in other

countries. England had just obtained signal

success in this important direction, and from

Germany came combinations which at first

seemed strange, but the real superiority of

which was soon made manifest.

Among the number of new formula?

(pantoscope, periscope, doublet, and trip-

let) which towards 1862 commenced to

spring up on all sides, Hermagis apprecia-

ted the importance of the Globe lens of

Harrison, the celebrated optician of New
York, and of the old orthoscopic of Petzval.

"Without seeking to deceive the public by

new names he improved these instruments,

and was able to deliver to the trade his ex-

cellent objectives, extra rapid, and his Globe

lenses with internal rotators, which not-

withstanding their low price bear compari-

son with the best foreign instruments, the

prices of which are much higher ; even now
they have nothing to fear from any rivalry,

and I do not know that any one has ever

surpassed the magnificent prints of large

size, obtained directly with the six-inch

objectives of Hermagis, by Bingham, Car-

jat, and so many others, and the same may
be said of the admirable portraits of Adam
Salomon, which are all made with a four-

inch objective of this manufacturer.

The fame acquired by Hermagis is there-

fore perfectly legitimate, and when he died,

still in his prime, a few years ago, it was to

be feared that his loss might be irreparable.

Happily he had for son-in-law a man ac-

tive, intelligent, and well informed, Mr.
Fleury, who, as far back as 1864, had the

direction of the establishment, and who, in

taking the name of the founder, possessed

all the necessary qualities to bear it worthily.

Now, as formerly, the same care is ob-

served in seeking the- best formula?, and in

the smallest details of manufacture. Mr.

Fleury-Hermagis is careful that everything

that comes from his ateliers is irreproacha-

ble.

Now, if the reader is willing, we will con-

duct him through this establishment, in

which are performed so many interesting

operations.

It is at the top of one of the highest houses

of the Rue Rambuteau, in the very centre of

the business quarter adjacent to the Hotel

de Ville, that it is located. We pass first

through a vast wareroom, the walls of

which are covered with glass show-cases,

all filled with different kinds of objectives,

from the eight-inch, which resembles a can-

non, to the micrographic instrument, which

might almost be carried as a charm to a

watch-chain. We find here aplanatics,

Globe lenses, extra rapids, the brilliant

mountings of which shine in the sun ; fine

magnifying glasses on the principle of

Archimedes' screw ; condensers of extreme

clearness, notwithstanding their great thick-

ness, etc., etc. Alongside of the cameras of

polished mahogany and oak, intended for

first-class ateliers, we find the new pocket

apparatus for tourists, a little gem which

can be placed in a case shaped like a book,

and which the amateur photographer can

carry in his excursions as the painter carries

his album of sketches.

The adjoining apartment to this ware-

house is arranged for the practical working

of Woodward's solar camera, which is used

now by Mr. Fleury-Hermagis for making

remarkable enlargements with fatty ink on

canvas or on panel. These enlargements,

which are to be painted, are far from hav-

ing the finish of silver prints, but they cost

less to paint them in oil than would cost

the retouching of paper prints with India

ink ; they have besides the charm of color,

hence their great success.

Further on we pass into a room filled with

cameras, frames, stands, and boxes of all

kinds, and thence to another, containing

the accessories, head-rests, glass, papers,

etc., to finally reach in the upper story the

optical instruments.

In a long narrow room, well lighted, are
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placed twenty opticians' lathes, for the most

part operated hy young workmen, although

we find among them but few apprentices, as

the work requires skilled hands. At the

two extremities of this long room are placed

shelves, upon which rest, carefully num-
bered by millimetres, the copper forms of

all diameters, which there after the day's

work find their place.

Near each workman is placed a large

earthen pot filled with water, in which he

steeps the glass during its manipulation on

the lathe, in order to free it from the emery,

which by friction gives to the glass already

smoothed down the necessary curvature.

This emery is saved with the same care as

the wastes of photographers, as it can be

used again. Every year this emery is treated

in the most simple manner. It suffices to

wash it, and shaking the barrel which con-

tains it, and from which the bung has been

withdrawn, we obtain in two minutes a

coarse-grained emery ; repeating the oper-

ation of shaking, we obtain in thirty min-

utes an emery of the finest kind, which

serves to bring nearer and smooth the grain

of the glass. Polishing is then done either

with English rouge and with paper, after

rubbing with tripoli, or with cloth and

resin.

As to the roughing off, it is a curious op-

eration to witness, and not without danger

to the workman. He takes a piece of square

glass, which he first roughly rounds by re-

moving the four corners with the diamond;

and then, with a pair of tongs bearing a

strong resemblance to the fluting-iron of

the laundress, or to the curling-iron of the

hairdresser, he removes, for making a bi-

convex lens for example, the edges of the

glass disk, tapering it off by degrees, so as

to give it an approximate lenticular shape
;

then the two surfaces are rubbed with wet

sandstone grit in the concavity of a kind of

iron basin, after which the piece is ready

for the emery operation.

The room for the initial operation is sepa-

rated from the polishing-room, as the least

particle of dust might scratch the glass dur-

ing this last operation, and the work would

have to be begun anew.

A laboratory and a photographers' operat-

ing-room, and a wareroom for the glass

complete this story. In the latter room we
were shown disks of fourteen inches, which,

seen on edge, seemed, notwithstanding their

enormous thickness, absolutely colorless.

Mr. Fleury-Hermagis assures us that they

are samples of French flint, made by Mr.
Eeil, of Paris, and that his manufacture is

to-day preferred by Messrs. Eoss, Dallmeyer,

and Steinheil. We see here rough slabs

three inches in diameter, which cost twenty

francs each, on account of their exceptional

quality. This enables us to understand the

high price of choice objectives.

We ascend still higher, for Mr. Hermagis

has constructed at great expense, in the

sixth story, an open-air terrace for the work-

ing of his special system of solar camera

without reflector, which he has called the

Photographic Meridian.

Near this terrace we see a pigeon-house,

which played an important part during the

siege of Paris. Since 1869, the foreman of

the establishment, Mr. Derouard, kept there

a flock of carrier-pigeons, and was enabled,

at the time of the investment, to offer to the

government of national defence the assist-

ance of these valuable messengers, which,

carried away in balloons, returned to Paris

loaded with news from the provinces. These

services gained for Mr. Derouard the cross

of the Legion of Honor.

Mr. Eleury-Hermagis had also conceived,

for corresponding, a very simple process of

microscopic photography on a special film.

Mr. Levy, the skilful manufacturer of lan-

tern slides and glass stereos, had undertaken

its application, and had left Paris in a bal-

loon to place himself at the disposal of the

government of Bordeaux. But Mr. Dagron

was already at work, and remained alone in

charge of the dispatches.

OUR BRITISH LETTER.
Merstone, Isle op Wight,

May 11th, 1875.

The month which especially delights the

photographer is on us, and we are having

weather which, if it were possible, would

compensate us for the fog of the past months.

To-day, while I write, the air is as clear as

in the White Mountains in June, and as

mild as Newport at the same season ; out
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of my window are the vivid green meadows

of the "garden of England," here and there

dashed with clouds of daisies and buttercups;

the trees in their tender first green, with

silvery willows and hedgerows of hawthorn

like green waves on a green sea breaking

into foam of blossom. In the distance, the

rolling downs with great golden drifts of

gorse come up against the sky, a blue,

almost cloudless, but with a misty tender-

ness which we so rarely find in the American

half of the blue expanse.

I look out of my window and despair of

photography, it gives so little of all that is

most entrancing in nature. But a little

glimpse here and there is my consolation
;

a farm-yard, just seen amongst the towering

elms; a bit of a lane where the trees over-

arch, and where we may sometimes catch a

carter with his heavy train, and stop him

long enough to get the pose ; a nook of

green field where the brook borders it, with

flag and wild flowers rich in details of vege-

tation. These crumbs of comfort fall to me
frorn the broad table, and I am consoled that

though the higher motives are to be realized

only by the infinite labor of art and the

complications of the palette, I can render

justice to some of the qualities of these minor

beauties, such as no man can give with the

pencil ; and if it were not for my duty co

the Photographer I should be to-day on a

cruise amongst the farm-yards, and nooks,

and corners aforesaid, with the comfortable

satisfaction of trustworthy dry plates and a

Scovill Company's dry-plate box, knowing
that I have a dozen and a half chances for

a picture on the full size of my plate ; and

if I want to work a small size (4x4) I have

room for six dozen pictures, or of panoramic

views on the half of the plate (8x4) half

as many, and so on. I will send you in

another letter a description with sketch of

my arrangement and camera, which does

everything that camera can, and which,

with a Scovill box and a set of Boss's sym-
metrical lenses, make a load that I have

no great difficulty in transporting about

wherever I want to go within the range of

my walks.

And, apropos of dry plates, I have been

experimenting with emulsion on the Bolton

plan, with reference to substratum, and find

that the albumen lias a curious capacity of

doing the contrary of what it was intended

to do. It would seem that the albumen,

whether from not being sufficiently coagu-

lated by free silver, or some other reason, is

dissolved by the ammonia in the devoloper,

and by an endosmose and exosmose action

manages to coax the water and ammonia
through the collodion film, and thus forms

huge blisters, which finally, if development

continues long enough , connect together and

leave the whole film floating. The very

same emulsion when poured on a clean plate

with a border of India-rubber, not only

does not blister, but with some samples is

exceedingly difficult to rub off even while

fixation is going on, and this with all dry-

plate films is the critical moment, and one

in which the film will fail if it is going to.

Since I have given up using a substratum

I have not had a film slip, while before that

I used to add a border of rubber after coat-

ing, though what is better, and even I think

better than rubber, is a rub with a common
tallow candle, which you run round the edge

of the plate. M. Franck, the eminent pho-

tographer of Paris, showed me this, and I

can assure you that its efficiency is complete.

As, however, I have now and then found

a sample of pyroxylin which nothing would

hold to the plate, and under which the hypo-

sulphite would gather in little blisters very

difficult to get rid of, and ruinous to the

negative when dry, I may as well say that

for such films the best procedure is to use

cyanide instead of hyposulphite, and make
it weak enough to take about a minute to

fix the film, say five to ten grains per ounce

of water, and wash it off as soon as the

negative is fixed. In this case, as the fixing

fluid is little denser than that which worked

under the film during development there is

little endosmosis, and the fixing agent does

not work under as otherwise it would. The

stronger the fixing solution, i. e., the denser,

the greater is the tendency to work under,

so that the cyanide which requires only five

grains per ounce of salt, is less objection-

able than the hypo, which needs not less

than twenty to fifty.

"Where the film is very leathery it is

necessary to use the border of rubber before

coating, as the fluids have, in some of my
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experiences, worked under both film and

rubber, where the latter was put on after

coating, and developed a faint image from

the under side, as well as detaching the film.

In such a case as this, use a bordering of

negative varnish first, and then india-

rubber to protect the varnish.

Not to forget the faithful few who will

cling to wet collodion for all their outdoor

work, I want to recommend a device of

mine which they may have seen before, for

economizing water in field operations. It is

the use of a weak solution of acetate of soda

or ammonium, with a few drops of glyce-

rin after development. A ten-grain solu-

tion of acetate of ammonia well flowed

over the plate at once decomposes both iron

and silver solution, and stops all chemical

action
;
pour this off and flood again with a

second dose and then drain, and your plate

will stand daylight without washing and

keep in a state to be fixed and intensified at

home, the nitrate and sulphate of ammonia
formed on the film keeping it from drying

even without the use of glycerin. In this

way absolutely no washing water is required

between plates except for the fingers. It has

the advantage over the glycerin and golden

syrup solutions which have been recom-

mended, that there is no need to wash the

plate at all, not even after the iron solution,

in order to make it safe against light. This

will, if there is a minimum of bromide in

the film, even enable one to expose the

plate to a full blaze of sunshine without any

ill effects, and I have left them so for hours

without any. Where there is, however, much
bromide hi the film it darkens by direct ac-

tion of the light, without any developing

agent, and though it would not be affected

by common daylight for any reasonable

length of time, it would be perceptibly

darkened by a few minutes' exposure to di-

rect sunlight.

I must say a word for the new Eoss lens.

Its minute size and convenience therefrom

resulting is a very great attraction, and it

is most consoling therefore to find that it

works most admirably. I use mine, what-

ever the focus, with full aperture, for views

on the square of the focus ; i. e., 8x8 views

for an eight-inch focus lens, and with the

smallest stops for the square yard, and a

half the focus, i. e., with a 4-inch lens, I

work up to six inch square.

But it is in vain to recommend them
here, as it is impossible to get them when
your orders were booked months ago. I

am waiting since December for a ten-inch

lens, and have yet no immediate promise of

it. As to the later rapid symmetrical, I

have not even been able to get one to try,

so can only speak of it as like the rapid

rectilinear, with one or two external im-

provements. I hope to report in my next

some rigidly exact experiments with Mr.
Lea's chlorido-bromide process.

Yours truly,

W. J. Stillman.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RIGHTS.

III.

BY E. K. HOUGH.

The earnest, intelligent manner with

which two of your correspondents treated

this subject of discussion last month is en-

couraging. Could the entire subject be

brought to the thoughtful consideration of

all the photographers of this country, I be-

lieve more than half their number would be

ready to give their adhesion to the move-
ment by this time another year.

All I know or hear regarding it convinces

me that the whole fraternity feel the humil-

iation and injustice of their present rela-

tions to the public, and are rapidly gather-

ing courage and resolution to break their

bondage.

I also believe all we need is well-consid-

ered concert of action among the prominent

and influential members to give it sure suc-

cess.

The time is coming when photography

will be recognized as a profession, a learned

profession if you will, for even now the

majority of its practitioners are compelled

to know nearly as much of general science

and its modern developments as half the

young lawyers and doctors turned out

yearly.

Yet we all know that to speak of a young

lawyer or doctor would convey a very dif-

ferent idea to a stranger than reference to

a young photographer.
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Primarily, because they are compelled to

education at special schools, under legal re-

strictions, receiving diplomas that give them

assured legal and social standing, with well-

recognized rights guaranteed to them, both

by law and established custom.

Secondarily, because they adhere together

with the vital spirit of living organism, in-

stead of facing the world, " each man for

himself and the devil take the hindmost,"

as photographers mostly do, each one too

often conscious that many of his competing

brethren would be sincerely glad to see him

drop behind, and not at all averse to the

devil getting him. (?)

Lawyers and doctors have that esprit

du corps which makes them sustain each

other professionally against all public in-

vasion or disregard of their rights, and also

compels respect and deference toward each

other in professional intercourse. But they

have the benefit of hundreds of years of or-

ganization and precedent, while photog-

raphy has not yet existed half a century, and

most* of its present practitioners have re-

ceived no especial education for their pro-

fession, but have fought their way up to any

positions attained of precedence in skill or

knowledge in the most isolated and inde-

pendent manner, like bushwhackers fighting

on the frontiers instead of soldiers in an or-

ganized army. Yet always the most effec-

tive campaigns are carried on with the

most systematic united effort.

The photographer of the future will finish

his education at schools and colleges ex-

pressly for him ; receiving diplomas that

will give him the legal and social rights of

an organized profession. And if the editor

of this journal and others who already see

the needs of the future, could prevail, that

time would not be far distant. As it is we

must do what lies in our power now, and all

this talk and complaint will be less than the

wind that blows, unless we do something,

and whatever we do must be done in con-

cert, with determined purpose, always re-

fraining from any demand we cannot justly

maintain. By the present methods, the ultra

fastidious and the more impudent and un-

scrupulous customers obtain or extort from

photographers four or five times as much
labor and expense of time and material in

gratifying their whims and fancies as are

given to average people of honesty and
sense for the same money, and that is essen-

tially unjust, as Mr. Folsom well says ; then

who will deny that what is most just will

surely be best for all concerned?

As regards advanced pay in small towns,

etc., I think what is most difficult to get

over is the idea of great difficulty.

" It is the first step only that costs." I

will ask Mr. Folsom, or any other photog-

rapher, if he does not believe more custom-

ers are lost, and more hard feelings created,

by urging the collection of small bills, either

by importunity or legal redress, than by a

courteous refusal in the first instance to

make any such bill, preferring to lose the

order rather than break the rule made in-

variable to all. No one complains of strict

impartiality ; it is trusting some and re-

fusing to trust others that causes trouble.

I will further ask if, in those places where

credit is the universal habit with shop-

keepers, where customers for photographs
41 have not the money now, must wait till

such or such a time when the money comes

in, etc., etc.," those same people will find

money to pay for railroad, theatre, and cir-

cus tickets, for lectures, and shows of all

kinds, always in advance and no grumbling,

simply because they must.

It is often said photographs are a luxury.

You cannot be too strict, or people will not

have them ; and, as Mr. Folsom says, es-

tablishments that try it will soon die.

Now, theatres and shows of all kinds are

purely a luxury. You do not even get any-

thing tangible for your money, and carry

away only the memory of a short-lived

sensation, while in photographs you have

what lasts for years, often increasing in

compound ratio of value, and pleasure given

as the years go on—as in pictures of chil-

dren, which, whether dead or living, can

never be seen again as then.

How would theatres flourish if the people

were admitted free to see the play, and only

required to pay as they went out, if they

liked the acting ; and so on night after night,

anxiously inquiring their tastes and opin-

ions, modifying and changing accordingly,

until they were so perfectly satisfied that

conscience would not permit them to go
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away without paying. Do you think the

character of the dramatic effort would be

ennobled and improved by such a system?

Do you think the enjoyment of the audi-

ence would be more hearty, or their memory

of it more pleasing? Is it not perfectly

absurd? Do we not know they would be

captious, critical, and cross, to the utter de-

struction of their own pleasure, while the

actors would be like yoked pigs for grace

and freedom ? Yet things equally absurd

are called all right to photographers, be-

cause in maintaining their rights they lack

the courage and self-respect of even play-

actors.

But the public says we pay when the work

is done ; we do not owe anything until the

pictures are delivered ; we will pay then, if

they suit. We say, but you do owe. The

moment you order your debt begins. Tou
take the artist's time and skill

;
you use his

apparatus and chemicals
;
your pictures are

made of his material ; and when made they

have this peculiarity over almost every

other product of human labor, that they are

utterly useless to every one else but the person

ordering, and could not be sold for the cost

of the white paper on which they were

made, except to him. "Who then dares to

say he ought not to pay when he orders?

These are the kind of arguments we can

use to convince them our claim is just.

Moreover, as H. B. H. says, lawyers are

paid, whether they win or lose; doctors,

whether they kill or cure; and are they

so much more honest or more infallible

than photographers. Yet would not the

client be held in ridicule who should insist

that his lawyer must get up and make his

plea all over again because he did not quite

like it, or that should refuse to pay because

some other lawyer pleaded better. If you

go to a lawyer for his opinion, you want it

honestly expressed as encouraging as may
be, but truthful always; and whether it

suits you or not you must pay.

And what is a photograph but an artistic

opinion of you pictorially expressed, and

do not you want it honestly done ? as favor-

able as majr be, but truthful above all?

Opinions differ, and to make people see

themselves as others see them, is not always

a grateful or rumunerative task. But it is

sure in photography as in everything else,

that he who tries to please everybody will

end by pleasing nobody fully, and lose cus-

tom and credit in the bargain.

Make your customer a good likeness ac-

cording to well-defined principles, which

you can explain and defend to all, and if

not quite satisfied at first he will show it to

his friends, and though nineteen out of

twenty may be fools and condemn it, the

twentieth will be sensible and approve it,

and his opinion will outweigh all the others,

and finally convert them to praise it also.

Thus, in the end you will stand better than

if you tried to please all the capricious fan-

cies of the nineteen fools, to be condemned

by the sensible one.

Require your just pay in advance; treat

all alike, rich or poor, proud or humble,

beautiful or homely
;
give every one your

best attention, with an honest, earnest effort

to give him a correct representation in re-

turn for his money and his confidence, then,

the present transaction being complete,

without vexatious or unseemly dispute if

fault is found, go on as earnestly and sin-

cerely with the next work in hand, sure

that time and truth will decide the majority

in your favor.

If the Editor grants space, I will next

month give some facts in the experience of

myself and others that will illustrate the

point at issue.

PHOTOGRAPHIC WRONGS.
BY H. J. RODGBES.

A good deal has been said of late (un-

doubtedly with the best of motives) in refer-

ence to "our rights." I cannot conceive

how any of these specified "rights" and

rules, if enforced, will insure pecuniary

success ; but, on the contrary, the effect

of any arbitrary measure grafted into the

business would prove a serious drawback.

If there are photographers who conduct

business solely for the maintenance of their

"dignity" and exquisite love for the art,

with wife and little ones looking to them

for "bread and butter," well, they must be

blood descendants of Angelo, Correggio, or

Da Vinci. What I am working for is to

please the people and make money. This
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is my first aim; secondly, to strive to ele-

vate the art consistent with the above.

What I have to say is from a long experi-

ence, as many well know, and is prompted

by a financial success, resulting mainty from

photography. Whether it be in the city or

country (it makes but little difference) when

a patron or visitor enters your gallery, rec-

ognize them ;
"show them around;" make

them feel at home; be polite, affable ; study

human nature, that you may talk to suit

each individual case; for, be assured, finan-

cial prosperity depends more upon this

knowledge than of skylights, curtains, and

developers.

If you are warm, kind, and approachable,

your patrons, and would-be patrons, will

respect you and your art, and your advice

and suggestions, if they are founded on con-

sistent rights and rules. Many photog-

raphers are too cold and chilling in their

presence, and I think sometimes that this is

the cause of many so affected, making cold

negatives, metallic prints, and living in

third story three-room tenements. Talk

about "rights," "dignity," etc. Non-

sense ; make people love and respect us,

and we feel the real dignity creeping

through our bones. A short time since I

called at the gallery of one of these self-

assured dignitarians; he was standing be-

hind the show-case trying to assume either

the expression of an owl or a tombstone.

After a few moments I began to reflect on

Sir John Franklin's expedition, and im-

agined I was the only surviving explorer,

and was facing the North Pole. I had re-

turned to consciousness when a lady with

her baby entered the room ; she was lovely

and winning in her manner as she slowly

and hesitatingly approached the show-case

smiling. She said she would like little

Eddie's picture taken to surprise his father

with a birthday present. The iceberg (with

the effect of a March blast upon a tender

flower) vehemently exclaimed, " We don't

take babies at this time of the day !" point-

ing to the "rights" and "rules" which

comprised the papering upon the walls.

"Young uns don't keep still! Try it in

the morning—that's our rules!" She left.

I left, and the man of rules was left to won-

der how it was that he had to do " menial

"

labor for the "heathen Chinee" and "red-

mouthed Irishman." Is there any way that

we can elevate and ennoble this beautiful art

more than by pleasing our patrons? If

they like you, your judgment will be re-

spected ; ask their advice in regard to posi-

tion and many other little things. Let the

wife come into the operating-room, and

gratify her whims in fixing the lock of hair

or pretty necktie of her husband, and if they

make any suggestions, compliment them for

their good taste, no matter how incompati-

ble they may be to true artistic results, and

they will take pains to tell their friends that

yours is the place. The people generally

will never be j udges of the photographic art,

any more than we are competent judges of

the products of their industry. When we
call on a tailor or a bootmaker for a coat or

fine pair of boots, of course we know we are

not judges ; we do not think it good policy

to buy without consulting his judgment;

nevertheless, if he be overbearing in his

demeanor, assuming false dignity, we inspect

closer for ourselves, suspecting something

wrong
; but if he is bland, courteous, and

gentlemanly, our confidence is fully mutual,

and we tell him to select as he would for

himself; we get a good article. Now, brother

photographers, " put the shoe on the other

foot."

N. B.—Our patrons will not be compelled

to pay wholly in advance. If it is con-

venient for them to call and see proofs, they

do not object to "making a deposit of one

dollar." On the other hand, if they reside

abroad and request pictures sent by mail,

they invariably pay in advance of their own

free will. If a photographer gets the good

will of his customers, I feel safe in saying

that he will not be obliged to consider his

so-called "rights," and will be contented

with himself and satisfied with all the rest

of mankind.—R.

Inside Shutter for the Camera.

I send you two photographs of an in-

side shutter for the camera. The slide is

permanently attached to the inside of the

camera front, as shown in the photographs.

When placed in the camera, it is opened by
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pulling the string, which is hooked to the

under edge of the slide, and passes through

a hole in the hottom of the front of the box

and the top of the camera-stand ; a cloth

screen tacked to the front of the camera-

stand hides the position and movement of

the hand while making the exposure. This

No. 1.

arrangement is especially useful in photo-

graphing children, as the exposure is made
without attracting their attention. It is very

No. 2.

simple, and can be made by any operator who
has any mechanical ingenuity. The slide is

made of a little strip of wood, half or three-

fourths as wide as the diameter of the lens.

A strip of black silk is pasted to the lower

edge of the slide, and made fast to the bot-

tom of the front. When the shutter is up,

as in No. 1, all light is shut out of the box ;

when down, as in No. 2, it is open. There

is no use for a cap or cover for the front of

the lens. Believing that this little inven-

tion will be of great use to many photog-

raphers, and knowing that you are ever

ready to publish anything which will benefit

the fraternity, I send it to you, hoping that

it may meet with your favor.

K. A. Hickox.
Emporium, Kan.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

II.

BY L. T. WILT.

(Continued from page 187.)

The Negative Bath.

Pure Water, .... 1 ounce.

Nitrate of Silver, . . .45 grains.

Iodide of Potassium, ... J grain.

Make slightly acid with nitric or glacial

acetic. Dissolve the iodide of potassium in

the whole amount of the water intended for

the bath ; then add the silver, let stand at

least twenty-four hours before filtering

;

then add the acid until it turns blue litmus-

paper slightly red, or until it makes a clear

negative.

The proper acidulation of the bath has

much to do with the fine qualities of the

resulting negative. If pin-holes should

appear in the negative, make a plain silver

solution, and add to the bath, which will

turn the bath milky; filter immediately

through German filtering-paper. When a

bath shows raw lines up and down the plate,

set it aside until it has lost the odor, which

is on account of an overdilution of alcohol

and ether from the plates coated with collo-

dion. The volatile part, during an excess

of time, will evaporate, and part of the or-

ganic matter will be found in a black pre-

cipitate at the bottom of the bottle ; when

set aside for months, and no odor can be de-

tected, filter, and the bath will be found to

produce equal, if not better, negatives than

a newly made bath.

When the foregoing does not produce the

desired effect, place the bath into an evapo-

rating dish, and boil to dryness
; when cool

add water to bring it to the proper strength,
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filter, and add acid until it works clear.

Sometimes the bath may want reiodizing.

The proper way to set a bath aside that

does not give satisfaction is to label it when

set aside, and for what reason ;
also the kind

of acid used. Much has been said in regard

to neutral baths ; but the universal cry is

acid baths.

A word on developing in the next issue.

K". B. In chapter I, four to eight grains

of pyroxylin to the ounce was intended.

WRINKLES AND DODGES.

I hate received many useful hints under

the head of " wrinkles and dodges.^' I

have two, I think too valuable, to me at

least, to keep them to myself. Others may
have used them, but I have never heard of

them doing so, so I send them.

First. Instead of an eye-rest, I use an

adjustable mirror on a tripod, so arranged

that it can be raised or lowered, and also

worked on a pivot vertically. This I place

some six feet or more from my sitters, and

request them to keep up just such an ex-

pression, during the exposure, as they

would like to have in the finished picture.

The results are most gratifying, as I have

no re-sittings to make on account of ex-

pression, and there are several other advan-

tages.

1st. The sitter can see when any of the

drapery, such as collar, ties, bows, etc., are

disarranged, which may be overlooked by

the operator.

2d. The operator can see if the head of

the sitter is in proper position while adjust-

ing the rest, thereby save several trips to

and from the camera.

3d. It is not so painful to the eye as look-

ing at a blank, or small object.

Most persons rather like the idea, and

I have succeeded in getting good results

where others failed. Some few will object,

saying that they cannot look at themselves

in the glass; but it is only those who can do

so most effectually when they think no one

sees them.

Try it, ye photographers, who are, as I

have been, annoyed by making re-sittings

because the expression was not satisfactory,

only to find that the second and third sit-

tings are no better than the first.

Second. My light is a little west of north,

and I have had some trouble in keeping

the sun out, and had quite a number of cur-

tains and shutters arranged, and even they

were ineffectual. This spring I gave my
skylight an even coat of whitevmsh on the

inside, and no sooner done than I exclaimed

" Eureka," took down most of the curtains,

for the sun could not enter then, and I can-

not see that it requires a longer exposure,

unless it may be in very heavy cloudy weather.

I have no trouble in making negatives of

children in from two to five seconds. I

have used it now some three months. I

gave it a fresh coat a few days ago, as some

of it had become a little thin from leaks,

etc. To make the wash, use fresh white

lime, slack it by covering with boiling

water sufficient to keep the lime from be-

coming dry, otherwise it will be difficult to

make it spread smoothly, redu2e to the con-

sistency of cream, and apply with a good

brush. The advantage of the limewash

over frosting, etc., is this: It is very cheap,

easily applied, and when not needed it can

be easily washed off with water.

If you think the above items of sufficient

interest to the fraternity, please insert in

your valuable journal.

H Noss.

AN IMPROVED "SILVER SAVER."

Inclosed is a drawing which I have

made of an invention of mine, which I wish

you to have properly engraved and pre-

sented before the fraternity on the table of

the photographic feast. This is a silver saver,

and I expect it will save gold, too, for some-

body. The " tablet " does not differ from

that in common use, only that the vertical

bars at the side beneath the door rabbet

have the wedge-shaped rests cut into them

for receiving the horizontal bearing bars,

the ends of these being made so that they

fit neatly into them. About an eighth of

an inch of wood is left along the back side

next the shutter for a bearing, against which

the spring presses the whole concern when

the door is shut, care being taken to gauge

this evenly with the face of the "tablet."

14
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If you want to put in a different size of

glass you shift the horizontal sticks up and

down in the rabbets until you have a proper

size for your glass. The upper one has a

single hard rubber point, A, set in a gimlet-

hole, and the bottom one has two hooked-

shaped bearing-points, B and C (of hard

rubber), set crosswise the trough in this

one, something like the wires in a negative

"drip-box." This trough or groove runs

the whole length of the lower piece almost,

and will catch every drop of silver from the

plate. B and C are concave across the

trough, so that any drop will follow them

inwardly. This tablet was made and used

several years before Buchtel's; though I

do not wish to detract anything from the

merit of his invention whatever; the ideas

are entirely different, and do not in any way
clash. Now, Mr. Photographer, present

this to the fraternity for their free use and

behoof forever, as I never intend to patent

it, and want to present my mite toward the

general betterment of the " art."

Yours, etc.,

Charles B. Talbot.
Portland, Oregon.

P. S.—I will give you a description of a

paper stretcher for the solar camera next

time.

THE BURNISHER CONTROVERSY.
The dispute between Messrs. Entrekin

and Bass, the latter being the owner of the

Weston patents for burnishers, would ap-

pear to have assumed a new aspect, owing

to the discovery of a patent dating back to

February 24th, 1863.

With the view of keeping our readers

posted up as to the condition of affairs in this

connection, we publish the following letter

to Mr. Entrekin from Messrs. Howson &
Son, patent lawyers and solicitors, whose

successful services in opposition to the Bro-

mide and Wing extension cases photog-

raphers will remember.

Philadelphia, June 16th, 1873.

W. G. Entrekin, Esq.

Dear Sir : In reply to yours of yester-

day we have to state that the Weston Patent

for Burnisher (we refer more especially to

the last reissue of the patent, dated Septem-

ber 10th, 1872) appears to have been founded

on the supposition that the said Weston was

the first to make a burnishing machine by

which " a surface is given to the article to

be burnished by feeding it under pressure

over the surface of a planishing tool."

After a careful examination of the subject,

however, we ascertained that the patent of

W. E. Lockwood, assignee of J. J. Schuy-

ler, dated February 24th, 1863, described a

planishing or burnishing machine in which

the paper to be planished is fed under pres-

sure over the surface of the planisher.

We procured from Mr. Lockwood, for

you, the exclusive right and license to man-

ufacture photograph burnishing machines

under this patent, and reissued the same

with the following as the main claims:

" First. As an improvement in the art of

planishing paper, submitting the paper to

friction under pressure between a roughened

feed-roller and a planisher substantially as

described.

" Second. The combination in a paper

planishing machine of a planisher with a

draw-filed roller for controlling the paper

while it is under pressure between the said

roller and planisher, all substantially as

described."

It will be seen that the Lockwood patent

was granted nearly ten years before the

date of Mr. Weston's patent.

Respectfully yours,

Howson & Son.
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THE PROMENADE PRIZE.

Our readers are reminded that al! who

wish to compete for the Gold Medal wo

have offered for the best negatives of Prom-

enade size, must have their negatives in our

hands, free of charges, by July 20th ;
so

there are less than twenty days more of

time left.

We believe that the result of this offer

will be the issue of more beautiful pictures

in the Philadelphia Photographer for the

coming months than we have ever had

before.

The judges will act their part on the 21st

instant, so that their report may be expected

in our next number, and if all goes "well,

the best picture will be presented in our

September issue.

Each competitor will receive free a print

from a negative of each fellow-competitor

to compare with his own.

The judges will reserve the right to rule

out any negatives which are not up to a

fair standard of work.

Some elegant things we know are already

made, and we hope for many of them.

THE PRINTER'S CORNER.

BY CHARLES W. HEARN.*

Already the letters are pouring in in

regard to printing troubles during these hot

months, and I would here like to ask the

indulgence of my correspondents for seem-

ing neglect in answering the same, for, as

the weather has been so fine of late, I have

been unusually busy printing, and hence

have found no fitting opportunity for an-

swering by letter, but will here attempt to

do so. I will commence The Printer's

Corner this month with a few hints, which

may be found of service to those who may
not at first think of them, but which will

have the effect, perhaps, of bringing them

up again in their memory.

At all times sensitive paper prints better

when it is the freshest, but at no season of

the year does it become more apparent than

during the summer months, at which time

it should, if possible, be printed up as soon

* Author of the Practical Printer.

as it is fumed, and then placed in a cool,

dry, and dark place until it is to be placed

in the washing; hence, do not prepare any

more paper in the morning than what will

start the printer or printers, and keep them

at work for about an hour or so, thus keep-

ing it so during the whole day, so that all

paper will be printed up in an hour after it

is prepared. If business is large, it will

pay to have one person watch this part, and

prepare the paper as it is needed, for it will

more than pay in the excellence of the fin-

ished work over what would have been the

result if thirty or fifty sheets were prepared

in early morning and made to answer all

day. Try it, and you will find it worthy of

all I claim.

As is the case in preparing the sensitive

paper for printing, it is also the same in

having the washing of the prints done in

as quick a time after printing as possible,

and in as short a time before toning as it

can be properly done, for the shorter the

time of the washing of the prints before

toning (providing it is well done) the better

will be the action of the toning-bath on the

prints, and hence the finer results.

There is considerable complaint among
photographic printers in using pink paper,

in keeping the pink color to the paper dur-

ing the printing operations, yet if the above

is faithfully carried out no trouble ivhatever

will be experienced, for it is the keeping of the

sensitive paper three or four hours before

printing that kills the beautiful pink color

(which gives a rich bloom to the shadows)

by causing the paper to turn yellow [even if

it is only slightly so), and hence the bad re-

sult mentioned above. More next month.

I have the following query:

"Waukesha, Wis.

" Will you please tell us the cause and cure

for the dark spots on this print. They are

much more prominent before toning.

Double brilliant Dresden paper S. & M.
;

50-grain neutral bath, hydrometer test;

fumed twenty minutes. The spots are

bluish, and look altogether different from

weak paper."

The cause is the result of too long silvering

in a weak bath, for there is not the least

indication of strength to the shadows, and

the print withal is "woolly." You say
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" 50-grain hydrometer test." If the bath is

more than two or three days old, probably

the real strength is not more than 35 grains.

Make it 45 grains by Pile's test, and just

a little alkaline. Float three-quarters of a

minute, and dry moderately quick, and

fume fifteen minutes.

"Seneca Falls.

" Will you be so kind as to tell me your

formulae, if you do not desire to keep it

secret, and oblige,

A. H. P.

" P. S.—The inclosed print was made by

the use of formulae contained in the Prac-

tical Printer.'1
'

1

The print, I think, is very nice indeed.

The formula you desire is: Morgan's H.

extra paper, floated on a 40-grain plain

silver bath made slightly alkaline, for the

space of thirty-five seconds, toned in a plain

bicarbonate of sodium toning bath.

Mr. J. W. Bock well, of "Washington, Pa.,

writes a very nice letter, passages of which

I will here quote. I wish that there were

many more photographers throughout the

country who would do as this gentleman does,

viz., he is continually on the alert to im-

prove his already excellent work. Let us

all do so, and it will not be a very long

time before printing will take a tremendous

big stride towards greater perfection.

Mr. Rockwell says

:

"Received your letter in answer to my
last to you, and have, as you requested, ob-

tained Pile's test-tube, and find it indispen-

sable. I am now satisfied that the trouble

was as written by yourself.

" I have lately been on a trip to New
York, and while there had the pleasure of

seeing most excellent work from many of

our finest photographers, and it was a great

pleasure to me to see it, and it has had

the effect of stimulating me to do better

work. I love photography, and desire that

it should continually be on the improve,

and I will do all I can towards accomplish-

ing the result. I lay more stress really

upon the final print than about all else in

photography, for it is really the finishing

touch to all our anxiety. I have often been

inclined to think that we are likely to be

too particular in little things which are

never noticed by the un practiced ej'e, but

have thought again that it is these little

things that make the excellent print, and
hence have always endeavored to be very

careful in my work. Far be it from me to

sponge on anyone, but if you will help me
to lessen the uncertainties of printing, I

will also do likewise, and if all of the pho-

tographers will do likewise, what a glorious

result we will have."

After many other things of a more pri-

vate nature Mr. Rockwell concludes his re-

marks thus

:

" I should like to say to our brother pho-

tographers that we never can be too partic-

ular in our work, for there is no such thing

as having an eye open to further excel-

lence."

Trenton, June 3d, 1875.

In reply to O-Yille, Ind , I would state

that I was troubled the same way as he, in

prints turning red under the burnisher, but

overcame the trouble by toning a little

more, and fixing well in the hypo, then burn-

ish the pictures when quite damp. I now
get any tone I desire.

I think that Wilkesbarre, Pa., uses his

silver bath for paper either too acid or not

strong enough ; or likely his toning bath is

too acid; would like to know his formula,

and could then tell better.

If "New York" has ever taken notice,

he will find that in making a negative with

a new bath it looks cream-colored after fix-

ing with hypo, but in making a negative

from an old bath it has a bluish tint ; the first

negative prints stronger, and has finer half

tints. In the Salem, Mass. case, the trouble

arises from not washing his prints enough,

or using too much bicarb, soda in toning.

If he would wash in four or five waters,

and then soak his prints in a weak solution

of salt and water, or acetic acid solution,

he would not be troubled with a muddy ton-

ing bath.

Edward E. Seeler,
Trenton, N. J.

A short time since, I happened to take up

a copy of the Philadelphia Photographer,

and the article on the " Berlin Process "

(see page 65, March, 1873), attracted my
notice.

I have very often printed negatives by
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coating the back with Hance's ground-glass

substitute, thus helping to increase the

beauty of our finished prints. I can fully

indorse all of the merits that are claimed

for it. There are many galleries I know of

(one of which is about the largest in the

country) that uses this ground-glass substi-

tute altogether. More about it presently.

The following queries I insert, to be an-

swered by correspondents. Any matter for

these columns that will tend toward diffus-

ing information to all of our readers will

be gratefully received.

Wyoming Co., Pa.

What is the best silvering formula for

printing on undertimed negatives ; also for

overtimed ones?

Carbondale, Pa.

Does washing the prints in a weak solu-

tion of acetic acid, with water, convert the

salt of silver into pure acetate of silver, or

not?
Boston, Mass.

In spotting my prints before burnishing,

I find that the spots touched out always

show black, because the print reddens up in

burnishing. How can I overcome it?

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.—May
11th, 1875. Met at the gallery of Messrs.

Gilbert & Bacon.

Mr. Charles Evans exhibited a number
of plain prints on Alba plates, which for

exquisite delicacy, combined with brilliancy,

could not be excelled. Mr. Evans has at-

tained a high degree of success with these

plates, and indisputably demonstrated their

excellent qualities.

Mr. Wilson gave his lecture on " Manag-
ing the Lines," which treats on Harmony,
Unity, and Balance, together with the sev-

eral forms of composition, viz., the Angular,

the Pyramidal, and the Circular. The lecture

was illustrated by over forty appropriate

pictures, thrown upon a thirteen-feet screen

by one of Professor Morton's magnificent

"College" lanterns, with the lime-light.

It was very interesting and instructive, and
might be repeated with profit before every

photographic association in the country.

Pictures from nature or from life, taken

from the ordinary every-day work of pho-

tographers, and displayed in this way with

the lantern, is undoubtedly one of the best

methods yet devised for illustrating the

good and bad qualities, and imparting in-

struction in the principles of art as applied

to photography.

At the conclusion of the lecture, Mr.

Wilson applied the vertical attachment to

the lantern, and demonstrated its working

by a tank of small fish, which he caused

to sport their shadows on the screen, on the

floor, and on the ceiling, in true aquatic

style, to the interest and amusement of all

present.

June 8th, 1875.

Met at the store of Mr. Thomas H. Mc-
Collin.

Mr. Saylor suggested a photographic ex-

cursion, to be participated in by the mem-
bers of the Association, as something that

he thought might do us a great deal of

good. He did not mean to go out merely

for a day or a few hours, but go for several

days or a week. Let some convenient spot

be chosen that would be easy of access to

most of the members, and where some at-

tractive scenery would be within working

distance. Here we might meet, and by
each one taking such apparatus as he could

conveniently furnish, we might be well

supplied for photographic operations, and

all who wished could have an opportunity

to practice outdoor photography, and secure

some representations of the surrounding

scenes.

Such a gathering as this would also bring

the members closer together ; they would

have an opportunity of becoming better

acquainted ; they could improve by an in-

terchange of ideas; and, best of all, gain

recreation and health by exercise in the

open air.

The proposition was commented on favor-

ably by Mr. McCollin and President Car-

butt, who thought the matter should not be

passed lightly over, as such an excursion

might be made productive of much good)

and combine pleasure with profit.

On motion, it was voted that the matter

be referred to the Executive Committee for

their consideration, and such action as they

may deem expedient.

Mr. Carbutt exhibited a number of re-
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productions by his new photo-lithographic

process, that were truly remarkable for their

correctness of line and perfection of detail.

An enlargement of a map, from 8JxlOJ
to 22x27, challenged the admiration of all

present. It was copied in four sections, and

transferred to the lithographic stone so as to

form one complete impression. The diffi-

culties of the operation were greatly in-

creased by the lines of latitude and longi-

tude crossing the map, all of which regis-

tered perfectly, and were as true as if

drawn by a rule or compass.

Besides this there was a map of Philadel-

phia one hundred years ago, 22x27, repro-

duced same size by two negatives. A copy

of a drawing of right-angled lines, the

squares formed being about half an inch,

which demonstrated unquestionably the

geometrical correctness of these copies.

This could be folded so as to bring the out-

sides together either way, or the outsides in

the middle, and the lines coincided perfectly,

proving that there was no distortion what-

ever. A copy of an engraving of an " Old

House, at Chester," same size, and several

architectural prints, were all executed in

the same perfect manner, and proved the

excellence of Mr. Carbutt's process,

i The Secretary distributed among the

members a map of a portion of California,

showing the location of the principal places

of interest in the State, such as the leading

cities, the Yosemite Valley, the Big Tree

Groves, etc., etc., together with the various

routes of travel. A number of copies of

the map were sent to the Association by

Messrs. Thomas Houseworth & Co., San

Francisco, for which they were tendered a

vote of thanks.

The Secretary read a list of delinquent

members, but definite action was postponed

till October.

At the conclusion of the business exer-

cises of the meeting, Mr. McCollin enter-

tained the members with a lantern journey

over the Pacific Railroad to California,

showing the important points along the

route, at Salt Lake City, and the grand

scenes of the wonderful Yosemite Valley,

all of which Mr. McCollin has visited, and

of which he gave a lucid and interesting

explanation. The apparatus used was a

Marcy oil sciopticon, which did its work
handsomely.

A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Mc-
Collin for his excellent entertainment and

for the use of his store.

Adjourned till September.

Philadelphia Photographic Society.

—Stated meeting held June 3d, 1875.

The minutes of the last meeting were

read and- approved.

The Treasurer reported that a frame for

the list of members of the Society, to be

hung on the wall of the room, had been or-

dered, and would be in its place by next

meeting.

The President said that he had investi-

gated the fading of prints packed in blan-

kets, as reported some time ago. He had

taken a print, and divided it into two parts,

one of which was placed between new blan-

kets in a box, while the other was hung up

in the counting-room of the establishment,

in which the first fading had been noticed.

After three months the picture on the wall

was in perfect condition, while the print

between the blankets had faded consider-

ably. He gave as a reason of this that

blankets of this kind are bleached by means

of sulphurous acid.

Mr. Tilghman asked if chlorine would

have the same effect.

The President replied that chlorine gas,

even in small quantity, would fog a nega-

tive.

Mr. McCollin showed a print with cu-

rious spots at one corner, which were in the

negative, and over which the developer

would not run. It was thought they were

produced by careless washing of the plate.

Mr. Carbutt said that he had lately been

troubledwithpin-holes,andthattheordinary

remedies had utterly failed. He then used

nitrate of baryta, ten grains to one ounce of

bath, with no effect. He finally used hydro-

chloric acid c. p., five drops to one hundred

ounces of bath, with the desired effect of re-

moving the pin-holes.

Mr. Sartain made a motion to adjourn,

to meet again on the first Thursday in Oc-

tober, 1875.

Motion carried.

C. Seiler,
Recording Secretary, pro tern.
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Boston Photographic Association.—
Studio of J. W. Black, Friday, June 4th,

1875.

President Bovvers spoke in regard to his

resolution presented at last meeting, also to

the misrepresentation of the proceedings of

our last meeting by the report in Anthony's

Bulletin. At this point, owing to the word-

ing of the report of last meeting, it was

thought best to formally call up the resolu-

tion, which was done by vote of the society.

Mr. Loomis spoke at some length in re-

gard to it: he thought it was cruelty to

animals to ask any journal to publish the

proceedings of the National Association

free of charge; he thought there ought to

be individual enterprise enough to do it.

Mr. Southworth moved that Mr. Loomis

be appointed a committee to draw up a reso-

lution leaving it to individual enterprise to

publish the report, as he thought the matter

ought to be put in proper shape.

On motion of Mr. Loomis it was voted

that the matter be indefinitely postponed.

The Committee on Delinquents presented

the following report:

"Boston, June 4th, 1875.

"Your committee appointed on the mat-

ter of members in arrears, have attended

to that duty, and beg leave to report that

we deem any further action in the matter

inexpedient."

It was voted that the report be accepted,

and in accordance with the by-laws, all

members in arrears were dropped from the

rolls.

Mr. Burnham called for the reason of the

postponement of the National Convention.

Mr. Black said his advice for some time

had been to postpone it, and then read the

reasons given by the Executive Committee,

and published in the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher.

Mr. Loomis spoke of the report that the

Committee on Convention were intending

to make, but as it had been postponed they

had not completed it.

On motion of Mr. Black, it was voted that

when we adjourn it shall be until October.

Mr. Hatstat thought there was too much
time taken up with discussions which were

of no benefit to the younger members ; what
they wanted was something practical.

Mr. Prescott thought the resitting busi-

ness was overdone in Boston, and gave a

humorous account of a scene he was witness

to in Mr. Black's studio.

A few pictures were shown and criticized

by Mr. Southworth. He said : " Never have

any controversy with your customers; he
never had any but what he was sorry for

afterwards, even if he got the best of it;

there were but few who would treat you ill,

not more than one in a hundred ; treat them
as you would an ugly dog, shy from them a

little, rather than have them snap at you
;

also, that it was not too early to plan for

the Centennial Exhibition, if we did not

want to be behind, as there would be pic-

tures there from all parts of the world, and
that they would be judged as works of art."

There being no further business the meet-

ing adjourned at 10 o'clock.

Indiana Photographic Association.—
Met at D. 0. Adams's gallery, Friday even-

ing, June 4th. President Adams occupied

the chair, and the attendance was larger

than usual—especially is this true of the

number of ladies present, which is an en-

couraging indication.

The Secretary read a communication

from G-. A. Douglas, Secretary of the Chi-

cago Photographic Association, stating that

he had, on behalf of their Society, sent us

some photographic contributions, and stat-

ing further, that the pictures sent from our

Association, and intended for them some

two years ago, had never been received by
them. The communication was received,

and the Secretary authorized to answer it.

Later in the meeting, the Secretary pre-

sented the pictures received from the Chi-

cago Photographic Association, and during

a short recess they were examined with in-

terest by all the members present, and then

a vote of thanks to the Chicago Photo-

graphic Association was passed, and it was

agreed that an effort be made to trace up

our pictures through the express companies,

and on failure to find them, that we shall

make up and send another lot at an early

day.

Mr. Dryer exhibited several negatives of

the "Transit of Venus," which were ex-

amined with unusual interest. The Pres-
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ident appointed Messrs. Dryer and Brent

additional members of the Committee on

Progress of Art. Another recess was had

for the purpose of partaking of the de-

licious ice-cream and the appetizing cake,

so generously provided for the entire com-

pany by President and Mrs. President

Adams, and although ordinarily many of

our members are diffident, during the prog-

ress of this festival all bashfulness seemed

to vanish, and even our young members

took hold with zeal and enthusiasm.

The meeting being again called to order,

the committee announced as the subject for

discussion at our next meeting, one that

was agreed upon months ago, but for some

reason was never discussed, namely, " The

relative merits of solar and contact prints,

11 x 14 busts, and larger."

Adjourned, to meet at Mr. Brent's gal-

lery on the first Friday evening in July.

J. Perry Elliott,
Secretary.

Eastern Ohio Photographic Associa-

tion.—Met at Mackey's Gallery, Guernsey,

Ohio, Friday evening, June 4th.

This Society has held six meetings, and

just closed its first year. Let us see what

good it has done. Mutual improvement is

its principal object, and a careful investiga-

tion shows that the work of every member

has improved fully a hundred per cent, since

the first meeting. Another object is mutual

friendship ; and this, too, has been accom-

plished. The meetings have been very

pleasant ones, and the members are more

than mere fraternal friends.

Much money has been saved to the pub-

lic by the exposure of a fraud.

At the last meeting the following officers

were elected for the coming year : Presi-

dent, I. N. Knowlton ; Secretary, H. M.
Sedgwick ; Treasurer, T. M. Mackey ; Ex-

ecutive Committee, H. M. Sedgwick, J. A
Forsythe, and F. G. Steele,

i

Mr. John R. Clemons, of Philadelphia,

was present, and delivered an address of

three hours.

The next meeting will be held in Cum-
berland, at Knowlton's, on the first Thurs-

day in August. Photographers are invited

to attend.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCURSION TO
GLEN ONOKO.

At an informal meeting of the Photo-

graphic Society of Philadelphia, it was or-

dered that the Society should hold an out-

door meeting at some place not far distant

from the city, and that the members and

their friends should be invited to partici-

pate in the excursion. A committee was

appointed, and in due course of time the

following note was sent to each of the

members

:

Photographic Society of Philadel-

phia.

It is proposed to have an outdoor meet-

ing of the members of the Photographic

Society and their friends. " Glen Onoko,"

on the Lehigh Valley Bailroad, has been

selected as the locality ; Thursday, June

17th, as the time. Train leaves at 8.30 a.m.

from the depot of the North Pennsylvania

Railroad, arriving at the Glen at noon, re-

turning at 4.25 and 7.20 p.m.

Some of the members prefer to take the

evening train on Wednesday, stopping at

Mauch Chunk over night, and have a longer

time to photograph, arriving at the Glen at

8.10 a.m. Fare for the round trip, $4.45.

Bring luncheon and camera.

Please advise the committee as soon as

possible if you can be present.

George B. Dixon, Chairman,

1330 Chestnut Street.

In response to this card, about a dozen

members and friends, armed and equipped

ns required, appeared at the depot of the

North Pennsylvania Railroad, on Wednes-

day afternoon, and purchased excursion

tickets for Glen Onoko, the railroad officials

wondering no doubt why so many passen-

gers should carry exactly the same kind of

bundles wrapped in black or yellow cover-

ings ; but everything was comfortably

stowed away, and off the party started.

The day was delightful, and the ride to

Bethlehem soon accomplished. From that

point, to a long distance above Mauch
Chunk, the journey is made close alongside

the Lehigh River, following all its twists

and curves with snake-like sinuosity. Few
railroad rides can surpass in beauty the

ever-changing panorama as seen from the
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car windows of the swiftly-moving trains

on the Lehigh Valley. On this river are

located some of the largest iron interests of

America, being of easy access to the coal

fields, with iron and limestone deposits close

at hand ; and last, but not least, within a

short distance of a market makes the selec-

tion of this locality, with its two lines of

communication by rail, and the canal of

the Lehigh Navigation Company, one of

the best points for the cheap production of

iron in the United States.

After riding for about an hour, the tourist

approaches a spur of the Alleghany Moun-

tains, or Blue Bidge as it is named, the rails

still following the river, which has cut its

way through the mountains, making the Le-

high Gap. The scenery at this point is grand,

and continues with charming variety far

beyond, until theWyoming Valley is passed.

Mauch Chunk, on the Lehigh Kiver, is

thirt3'-four miles northwest from Bethle-

hem, and is a very picturesque town. The
valley is so contracted, that the houses are

built upon the hillsides, with but few streets,

and they very precipitous. Conspicuous

among the residences are those of Judge

Packer and son, also Mr. Leisenring's.

Very prominent is the Episcopal Church,

built of light-colored stone, evidently placed

in its position by an artist It is visible

from almost every point of high ground in

the vicinity, and appears to great advantage

standing out from its dark-green mountain

background.

The views in the immediate neighborhood

are fine, and well worthy of the attention

of the artist. From the hilltops can be

seen the Lehigh and Wind Gaps, and off in

the far distance the Delaware Water Gap
is visible in clear weather. Mount Pisgah,

with its elevated railroad, having two towers

on its summit, is seen from almost every

point of view. Mauch Chunk was the place

from which the old Lehigh Navigation

Company used to ship all of its coal to

market, and it was long the centre of the

coal trade. Now that interest is so scat-

tered that no one town can claim to be the

centre of operations.

The Mansion House is a good hotel, and
provided well for the wants of the photo-

graphic party. Each train brought addi-

tions to the number, so that at breakfast,

on the 17th instant, the Society was well

represented.

While wandering about the town we
chanced to stop at the "Switchback Bazaar

and Curiosity Emporium," and there, among
a mass of pretty things, saw some most ex-

cellent photographs of the surrounding

country, made by G. F. Gates, of Watkins,

New York. Among them Glen Onoko was

admirably reproduced. It has never been

the privilege of the writer to examine a

better assortment of Glen pictures than

those made by Mr. Gates. The printing

and mounting deserve especial mention,

but the negatives were taken from well-

selected points, and must have been first-

class to produce such pictures.

Taking the 8 a.m. train from Mauch
Chunk, in ten minutes we arrived at our

destination, and stepped from the cars into

a rustic waiting-house, quite tasteful in ap-

pearance. After a short walk we passed

under a rustic gateway, over the top of

which appeared the words, " Glen Onoko,"

very neatly arranged by tacking pieces of

twigs together. It was much admired as

being in such perfect keeping with the sur-

roundings. At this point the roll was

called, and it was found that the following

were present: Messrs. Carbutt, Seiler,

Moore, Shoemaker, Joseph M. Wilson,

Hewitt, Young, Learning, McCollin, and

Browne, together with a number of invited

friends.

Upon comparing notes all of those pres-

ent had brought dry plates only, and few

of the number had lenses of very wide

angle. Mr. Dixon, chairman of the com-

mittee, having delayed his departure from

Philadelphia until 8 30 A.M. of the day of

meeting so that he could look after any of

the members who should take that train,

was provided with a tent and complete wet-

plate apparatus, but as that train would not

arrive until 12 noon the party started into

the glen, armed with their dry weapons only.

All glens are alike in one respect, being

the channel of a watercourse, and having

very precipitous sides, the ascent and ex-

ploration of which are attended with much
climbing. But all glens differ in points of

interest. Glen Onoko certainly deserves
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to be classed with Watkins Glen among
places deserving of a visit. Onoko differs

from Watkins in having more water pass-

ing through it, and, if we mistake not,

having much higher falls. The side cliffs

are less contracted than at "Watkins, and

large trees are growing close to the water's

edge. One charming feature at Glen Onoko

is the number of small rustic bridges thrown

across the stream before every waterfall.

To carry a photograph instrument through

this glen with comfort to the artist requires

that the individual shall be accustomed to

walking, as the path is oftentimes very

steep, and the exertion requisite very great.

In one case the ascent of a sharp grade is

accomplished by a huge tree trunk resting

against the bank. Steps are cut in its face,

enabling the visitor to climb the ascent as

easily as by ordinary steps. The principal

falls may be mentioned as, Chameleon, fifty

feet high ; Onoko, seventy-five feet high
;

and Cave, forty-five feet high. And over

a distance of half a mile are interspersed a

succession of smaller falls and rapids, mak-

ing altogether just such a spot as an artist

would revel in with enjoyment.

Having marshalled our party, and started

upon our exploring expedition (it was the

first visit any of the party had made to Glen

Onoko), we were soon lost in admiration

of the beauties of the place. Here and

there some delighted photographer would

stop, unlimber his gun, and fire. Thus one

after another, was dropped, until by the time

we had climbed to a point overlooking the

highest fall, but two members were present.

We passed and repassed each other in the

ascent or descent. Sometimes half a dozen

would be grouped around some particularly

favorite view, waiting their turns to cap-

ture the image. After climbing to the sum-

mit, Packer's Point greeted our eyes, and

a magnificent view was obtained of the val-

ley looking towards Mauch' Chunk, with

Mount Pisgah plane standing out in bold

relief. Owing to the day being hazy, it

was impossible to attempt such a distant

view. After enjoying a rest the party re-

traced their steps to a place suitable for

having luncheon. It was provided with all

things requisite for a large pic-nic. Our

ample refreshments were enjoyed, as the

scramble through the glen had given us

glorious appetites. We then started to work
again, as the light is very precious in local-

ities similar to Onoko. After 3 p. M. it is

almost useless to expose dry plates, as the

light is so non-actinic.

Shortly after luncheon, Mr. Dixon, ac-

companied by Mr John Sartain, S. F. Cor-

lies, Esq., Samuel Sartain, and other friends,

arrived, bringing with them a dark-tent,

which was at once put into active use; but

the light had so far gone by this time, that

full justice could not be done to wet photog-

raphy. It was the regret of most of the

members that they were not provided with

lenses of wider angle, as many lovely pictures

had either to be crowded upon the plate or

abandoned altogether. Many ludicrous in-

cidents occurred to the party, which caused

shouts of laughter to echo through the glen

;

but time and space will not allow such a

detailed description. Some of the members,

early in the afternoon, returned to Mauch
Chunk, and exposed quite a number of dry

plates, from the hills overlooking the town,

and met the remainder of the party at 4.30

p.m. Here a division was again made, the

majority returning at once to Philadelphia,

while a portion started off upon a trip over

the Switch-back, going in a car up Mount

Pisgah plane, 2322 feet long, and descend-

ing by gravity to Mount Jefferson plane,

to be hoisted to Summit Hill, then to run

by gravity back to Mauch Chunk—the first

party arriving at home at 8.20 p.m., the

second at 10 30 p.m. The expedition was

gotten up on the impulse of the moment,

and carried out to the letter. No drawback

of a serious nature interfered to prevent a

full enjoyment of the day. The weather

was perfect for photographing the glen,

and the attendance, although not large,

was sufficient to insure pleasant company.

Now, it may be reasonably asked, what was

the practical result attending the first out-

door meeting of the Photographic Society

of Philadelphia? Upon counting the num-

ber of plates carried into the field, it was

found that sixty-three exposures had been

made, ranging in time from three minutes

to twenty minutes, all but four of the ex-

posures being dry. The plates were pre-

pared with gum-gallie, albumen, emulsion,
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having excess of silver, and excess of brom-

ide, albumen and ale, coffee, etc., and at the

present writing (although all the plates are

not developed), we have seen enough to say

that photographically the day was a suc-

cess. Some of the members show with

pride a good negative for each exposure,

which speaks well for the dry process.

In the next issue of the Photographer a

continuation of this paper may be expected.

John C. Browne.
June 19th, 1875.

MATTERS OF THE

The National Photographic Association

is neither dead nor sleeping, but "still

lives," and will take its place among the

Centennial attractions next year. The Ex-

ecutive Committee are actively at work with

the view of making our department one of

the most attractive of the whole 1876 Ex-

hibition. Next months doubtless, they will

have a full report to make of their plans

and expectations, in which it is hoped all

earnest photographers will unite.

Dues.—The members of the Association

who are not life members are reminded that

the annual dues are payable June 1st, 1875,

to Mr. Albert Moore, Treasurer, No. 828

Wood Street, Philadelphia—$4 for employ-

ers, and $2 for employes. Prompt payment
will reassure the Executive Committee that

their efforts to secure a proper representa-

tion of our art in the Centennial Exhibition

are substantially approved. New members

should remit to the Permanent Secretary.

Entrance fee, $5; dues as above.

Suggestions as to the arrangements de-

sirable for the Centennial department of

Photography are invited by the Executive

Committee. Let us have the matter fully

and freely discussed.

Pelics.—Although our art is only a little

over forty years old, yet we may look to it

for many " old things " of considerable in-

terest. Effort will be made to have on ex-

hibition in 1876 an example of every known

accomplishment photography has ever made
by any and all processes, and we call upon

"the fathers" and their sons, who have

such objects of interest which they are will-

ing to lend for the purpose, to send a cata-

logue of them to the undersigned, giving

their date of production, size, condition, etc.

Both pictures and apparatus are wanted, but

especially the former.

Edward L. Wilson,
Permanent Secretary, Philada.

In another place we devote an article to

the National Photographic Association,

which all should read. Next year it is hoped

to fill you so full of good things that you

will forget your deprivations of this year.

It has been a year of deprivations in many
ways, but we believe the future will be a

bright one. Keep cheerful.

TALK AND TATTLE.

We get letters of all sorts from our sub-

scribers, but it is a long time since we have

received one which is so full of real good

suggestions as the following :

New York, June 5th, 1875.

I feel as though I must, in a friendly way,

take you to task for publishing in your Pho-

tographer such inartistic photographs as

have appeared lately, and from time to time

heretofore.

Your illustrations should be the standard,

and a high one, for the multitude to follow,

and whenever you publish a hurried print,

a careless pose, or anything but the best

artistic result, you lower the standard, or

at least do not elevate it. My view of the

teachers of photographic art is that they

should be and are those who are not only

artists by profession, but by practice, who

can wield the pencil as well as direct the

camera.

Now, to come directly to the point, my
reasons for finding fault with the pictures

published is, that they either lack taste in

composition or are faulty chemically, which,

by the way, is seldom the case in a picture

otherwise good ; that they are frequently

badly posed, incorrectly lighted, have inap-

propriate accessories or crude backgrounds

out of drawing, and backgrounds which
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are not backgrounds, like the April num-
ber; and lastly, that you commend the pic-

tures to the public as worthy of study, when

your duty would require careful and impar-

tial criticism.

I had intended to sign my name in full

to this letter, but for fear it might break or

mar our friendship, I take refuge under an

assumed name.

Truly yours,

Jenkins.

Ah Jenkins ! you have thrust at us

where we are thinnest clad. You are right

in many respects, and that is true. No one

is so painfully aware of the truth of your

statements as are we, and yet, since you

accuse us of dereliction of duty, since we
freely and frankly publish your letter, we
must be allowed also to answer it.

We agree entirely that our illustrations

should be the very best examples of photog-

raphy that are made. You shall have such,

Jenkins, cost what they may, if you will

but provide them. Never did the "surgeon

in charge" of any school of anatomy have

such trial in procuring dead bodies for dis-

section as do we in procuring negatives of

living persons for the embellishment of our

innocent and harmless magazine. If you

have never tried it, Jenkins, ask one of

your lady patrons to permit you to make
negatives of her—such as you describe—for

our purpose, and see with what wrathful

visage she will answer thee. Try it once.

We have offered medals, and money, and

many other things for negatives up to the

Jenkins standard, and you have the best we

can secure. Will you tell us how we can do

better ? We have tried to solve the prob-

lem, and we confess we are not a success in

that direction. We have tried to persuade

photographers that it was their duty to

their art to make us better negatives. And
you, Jenkins, good critic and fair-handed

writer that you are, have refused with the

rest. Now we call upon you, Jenkins, to

come oid and show us your best negatives,

and let us have them for our use, and let it

be known that they are yours. And we
promise you that you shall have "careful

and impartial criticism " too. This latter

we dare not undertake in all cases, lest we

offend the parties who make us the nega-

tives. We are under obligations for them

usually, and it would be discourteous to

measure them too rigidly by Jenkins's

standard.

But after the negatives are secured, the

trouble does not end with us. It is no easy

job to produce several thousand prints per

month, and when, as is sometimes the case,

we get a great portion printed and lose them

all by accident, there is no other way to

"catch up" and "issue on time" than to

gather up the best negatives we can get in

number sufficient to get printed in time.

Jenkins is doubtless a good photographer,

for he writes a good hand ; but publishing

a work, illustrated monthly by photogra-

phy, doubtless Jenkins never did. If his

interest in our art is as genuine as his letter

indicates, he will do his duty in the prem-

ises, give us better negatives, and by his

example induce others to follow suit.

In that respect at least, Jenkins, we
would excuse you for acting anonymously

;

only let the good negatives come in.

Better Work.

We accidentally picked up a copy of the

first issue of our magazine the other day,

and sat us down to examine it. It left us

full of wonder that anybody ever subscribed

for that magazine, and that from that mis-

erable specimen, at whose issue we had no

subscribers, the immense circulation we now

have should ever have been reached. Per-

haps it never would have been, had we not

striven from the beginning to do better

work. And although an issue of our mag-

azine never leaves us entirely satisfied with

it, yet we feel that we are bettering it, and

we commend to you the policy of striving

always to make better work, just as you

strive to better your personal condition.

Is it Fair to Either of TJs?

A correspondent recently sent us some

examples of his work "for criticism," add-

ing, "they are odds and ends of orders, and

consequently the poorest." • This is no un-

usual thing, and the man who does it is pot

honest. He wants praise, yet, fearing that

his work will not merit it, makes the state-

ment that it is his "poorest." Now, is it
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fair to either of us that he should send us

his "poorest" work and expect us to take

up our time in "criticizing" it? "What is

to be gained by it? and why should we?

Heaven knows we see enough of the "poor-

est " work, enough to drive us to dejection

and desperation, after twelve years of hard

labor in striving to lead photographers to

take pride in doing the best of work. Please

do not expect your letters to be answered

when you write thus and send your "poor-

est."

BEgg5BBEg5EE!SBB5BSSBS5BBBt3
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Dear Sphynx: Unlike your namesake,

dumb, and immovable, you are ever speak-

ing words of wisdom, and easily moved by

the troubles of us poor photographers. Help

me now, I beseech you , in my hour of need,

and you shall always have a corner in my
heart.

I send a negative, that you may see the

cause of my trouble. Those small spots

occur more or less on all my negatives ; of

late they show themselves worse than ever.

Have tried different kinds of collodion, made
new developer, changed my bath, but the

same effect occurs with every change. I

lay it to my cistern, which is lined with

lead. I used Anderson's collodion for this

negative, with a bath 45 grains strong,

slightly acid
; developer 30 grains strong; to

every 8 ounces of the stock solution I add

1£ ounces of acid ; fix with hypo. The most

singular part of it is, that the negative looks

clear, without a sign of a spot, until it is

dried; my negative rack is lined with tin.

Do you suppose that the lead in the cistern

causes this effect? The same thing will

sometimes show on a ferrotype with differ-

ent collodion.

Will await impatiently the next issue of

the Photographer, when I shall hope to see

your opinion. C. A. M.

Has C. A. M. tried a new fixing-bath?

"We have seen this same, or a similar effect,

produced by an old hypo bath, and have at-

tributed it to the bath having become im-

pregnated with iron from the developer,

either from the plates being imperfectly

washed after developing, or from the devel-

oper being spilled into the hypo. It is well,

also, to see that these salts, i»e., iron and

hypo, do not get mixed by using the same

scoop or scales for both when preparing

them for solution. Sphynx.

A young man, who has been but a short

time in the business, writes the following

as to the benefit he has derived from the

Journal, and then seeks for more light in

the questions which follow. If any of our

readers can help him we hope they will do

so.

" I must say I have gained more practi-

cal information from the Photographer dur-

ing the nine months I have been a subscri-

ber than all the lessons I took under an old

school teacher. I am greatly indebted to

the 'Printer's Corner' for many things,

from which I find that others have had to

contend with the same troubles that I have."

I would like to ask through the columns

of the Sphynx which is the best way to

utilize my light, i. e., to get the best effect,

it being only small—side-light 5 feet square,

top-light 5x10 feet. I cannot as yet get

that nice effect of light and shade which

characterizes an artistic picture. Of course,

I am only green in the business, which you

will easily see, but then I am aiming to be-

come brown or ripe, so that if I cannot adorn

the profession 1 do not want to disgrace it.

J. W. M.

In answer to A. E. K., Question No. 2, in

June number of Philadelphia Photographer,

I would say to our friend, if he will exam-

ine closely the blisters he will find them to

be in the mounts, and not in the paper blis-

tering from the card. The cause is the bur-

nisher being too hot. Kemedy—when warm
enough to give gloss, diminish the flame,

only using enough to keep up the desired

heat.

In answer to Si, I would say he needs no
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receipt if he will follow up my directions.

Do not varnish your negatives in the even-

ing, so as to gain time next day; only var-

nish a few at a time, say ten minutes before

wanted for retouching, and there will be no

necessity for grinding, as the varnish will

take the pencil readily.

H. C. Norman,
Operator at Gurney's Gallery.

Answer to W. R. B. Gun-cotton is very

sparingly soluble in the ordinary sulphuric

ether used by photographers, from the fact

that it contains a trace of alcohol. Abso-

lutely pure ether will scarcely effect a solu-

tion at all. To test ether for purity, put one

drop of tincture of iodine in an ounce of

ether, and if the resulting color disappears

after an hour or two, the sample contains

methyl or wood spirit, and is not to be

trusted. Sphynx.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. I.'W. Taber,

with Mr. G. D. Morse, Sun Francisco, Imperial

Promenade photographs. These are an appli-

cation of the proportions of the new size to large

pictures. The picture proper is 6x12 inches,

with a two-inch plain tinted margin. Tbey are

very finely executed, and in keeping with Mr.

Taber's smaller work, of which he also sends us

seme new specimens.

Promenades and cards from Mr. H. J. Rodgers,

Hartford, Conn., full of new ideas and good

points. Cabinets from Mr. John L. Gihon, Mon-

tevideo, S. A., very finely executed. Cabinets

from Mr. H. R. Marks, Austin, Texas, some fine

effects, including a capital portrait of Jefferson

Davis. Cabinets and cards from Mr. A. B. Corn-

stock, Esq., Waverly, N. Y. ; and cards from

Messrs. R. A. Hickox, Emporia, Kan. ; Henry

Butler, Vermilion, Dakota; and H. C. Norman,

with Gurney, Natchez, Miss., all showing effort

in the right direction. From Mr. J. L Gihon,

with Chute & Brooks, Montevideo, S. A., a num-

ber of stereo views, showing the manner of life

and customs in that country. A number of ste-

reos also, from Mr. E. W. Beckwith, Plymouth,

Pa., giving vivid scenes on the rivers during the

recent breaking up of the ice, which threatened

destruction by the immense gorges that were

formed.

Mr. W. E. Bowman, Ottowa, 111., sends us a

characteristic picture, entitled "Fannie, the

Belle of the West," illustrating his propensity

for novelties, as well as the wonderful effects of

the Ottowa mineral spring water. It must be

seen to be appreciated. Also some cabinet por-

traits and instantaneous stereos, all of which

show great progress. And why not? for Mr.

Bowman is a progressive man. He has been

enlarging his gallery and putting in a new light,

to accommodate his increasing business. We
are glad to hear this

; it is only a natural con-

sequence of Mr. Bowman's enterprise. We hope
he may continue to prosper.

The grasshopper celebration out West is illus-

trated by three pictures, sent us with the compli-

ments of Mr. J. T. Hicks, Liberty, Mo. In the

first we have the Grasshopper Wedding of 1874
;

then the Grasshopper Feast of 1874 : and thirdly,

the Grasshopper Family of 1875. The family

is very large.

Mr. John A. Todd, of Sacramento, Cal., sends

us four pictures from as many different negatives,

of the State Capitol of California, at Sacramento.

As an architectural subject this building is not

surpassed by any in this country, away from the

Capitol at Washington. The photography is first-

class in every respect. We gladly availed our-

selves of Mr. Todd's offer to furnish the nega-

tives for illustrating the Journal. They are print-

ing, and we will defer any further comments till

we present our readers with the pictures.

Mr. H. J. Newton, New York, has favored

us with some charming views of Central Park

scenery, made on emulsion dry plates, with the

Morrison lenses, 10 to 30 seconds' exposure, the

latter with | opening. They leave little to be

desired ; and a dry process that will produce such

work as this should claim the attention of every

photographer, especially those who do outdoor

work. See Mr. Newton's paper on Emulsions in

the supplement to the Photographic Times for

June, and the Times with this number.

"Photographic Pictures op the English

Lakes, by Payne Jennings, Artistic Series."

This is the title of a catalogue received by us,

accompanied by a number of the most exquisitely
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beautiful prints it has ever been our good fortune

to inspect. They are artistic in the highest sense

of the word. A further review soon. Published

by Messrs. W. A. Mansell & Co., London.

Mr. A. Lesage, Printseller, Framemaker,

Publisher and Photographer, Gallery of Fine

Arts, and Artists' Repository, Dublin, Ireland.

Mr. Lesnge's circular, setting forth the above

and ranch more that will be found interesting to

his patrons, has been received. We commend

him to our friends in and out of Ireland who

want anything in his line, and wish him con-

tinued success. ^___^

The Schools of Art and Design of the Maryland

Institute, Baltimore, celebrated their twenty-

eighth annual commencement on the evening of

June 15th. The schools are represented as very

successful, the scholarship during the past year

having numbered five hundred. Mr. D, A. Wood-

ward, inventor of the solar camera, is principal

of the school.

The Mottutype, referred to on pnge 168 of

our last number, was inadvertently left out by

the binders, and many of our readers, no doubt,

looked for it in vain. It will be found in our

present issue.

A masquerade party, forming a composi-

tion picture, by Mr. Otto Lewin, of New York,

is well executed in the grouping and the general

arrangement of accessories. The print sent us

is copied from the original, which is 3 1 x 36 inches

in size, and finished in water colors. Some cards

also from Mr. Lewin are very fine specimens.

A fine example of commercial photography

was laid on our table a few days ago by Messrs.

R. Newell & Son of this city, in the shape of a

book of photographs of watchcases, executed by

them for Messrs. Booz, Hagstoz & Thomas, manu-

facturers, also of Philadelphia. A fine group

picture, 11 x 14 size, made with their Garden

Terrace, of the firm of Messrs. R Newell & Son,

photographers, with four of their assistants, mak-

ing six in the group, has also been received by us.

The picture is finely executed.

Willard's Monthly for May. 1875, is a com-

plete catalogue and price-list of the photographic

stock sold by Messrs. Willard & Co., 746 Broad-

way, New York. Included in this catalogue is

a list of photographic publications, embracing

all the leading works published on photography.

This is as it should be, and no stockdealer's cata-

logue should be considered complete without it.

The stoekhouse of Messrs. Gatchell & Hyatt,

St. Louis, has recently removed from 18 North

Fourth Street to 11 South Fifth Street. This

change calls forth a flattering and extended no-

tice of the house in a local paper.

Scovill Manufacturing Company, New
York.—It may not be generally known among
photographers that this house is engaged in any

other than the manufacture of photographic ap-

paratus. But we have before us a price-list of

fifty-three pages, filled with cuts and lists of the

following varieties of goods: Brass butts, sheet

brass, German silver wire, copper rivets and

burrs, escutcheon pins, tubing, furniture casters,

handle ferrules, jack chain, door rail, reflectors,

picture nails, chess and checker men, thermome-

ters, etc., etc. This price-list is beautifully got-

ten up on tinted paper, and well represents the

character and business of the house in this espe-

cial department.

The Sixth Cincinnati Industrial Exposition

will open on Wednesday, Sept. 8th, and continue

till Saturday, Oct. 9th, 1875. Intending exhibi-

tors will do well to make a note of this, and

prepare in season.

We have received a pamphlet containing the

argument of Mr. J. H. Tompkins, of Grand

Rapids, Mich., in a suit between Wing and Dun-

shee, of Boston. It will be remembered that

Mr. Tompkins has a case pending against him,

which has run so long, and made him so familiar

with the Southworth and Wing patents, that he

ought to be the most competent counsel that

could be found to defend a brother photographer.

"How to Use the Microscope " is a small

book of 131 pages, intended for beginners, by
Mr. John Finn, editor of the Technologist. It will,

no doubt, serve a useful purpose to those inter-

ested in that instrument.

Among the good words that come to us from

time to time, we extract the following from a

letter from Mr. H. J. Rodgers, Hartford, Conn.,

who is one of our rising artists, and is fast climb-

ing the ladder of improvement. He says :

'"The Philadelphia Photographer is really a

blessing, and a stimulant in art study, and so

long as it lives no photographer will venture to

say his work is good enough.''

If all would read our magazine as carefully as

Mr. Rodgers does, we should see much more of

the fruits of our labor, in the advancement of

those who are most wanting in that knowledge

which is a power to overcome difficulties and

conquer success.
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Photographic Excursion.—The Philadelphia

Photographic Society has inaugurated a very

pleasant vacation for its members. The first of

a series of "outdoor meetings" was held last

month, which was a most enjoyable affair. It is

fully described in another place by the President,

J. C. Browne, Esq., who promises to give us a

record of the practical results of the excursion

next montb. Of the latter, an example is already

before us—a beautiful photograph of Glen Onoko.

by Mr. Browne, from a gum gallic dry plate, 4%

minutes" exposure. It is of a lovely little cascade,

and as a photograph it is excellent.

Filterings from the Fraternity. — Our

funnel is growing empty of these good things.

Will our practical men, who have been so kind

all this year, please fill it up?

The Chicago Journal correspondent, from

Evanston, says

:

" Mr. A. Hesler, Chicago's oldest photograph-

ist, and now the principal artist in that line in

Evanston, occasionally gives attention to the

scientific and high-art achievements of photog-

raphy. He has recently been taking photographs

of the heavens very successfully, including

views of the sunlight through storm-clouds, and

other striking sky scenery. He is also combin-

ing with the art of photography that of enlarg-

ing and coloring portraits, making them true to

life, in size and aspect. Mr. Hesler is very de-

servedly recognized by the members of the pro-

fession of the country as one of the most accom-

plished photographists in the United States."

Scotill Manufacturing Company, New
York, desire to have the trade assured of the

superior excellence of their glassware, and noti-

fied of the reception of a new and fine lot of

German glass baths.

A correspondent says :
" "Will you please to

state, in your coming July number of Philadel-

phia Photographer, the most reliable place to

have silver wastes recovered for the benefit of

many of your readers ; also, what are the charges

for the reduction of the same ?"

Messrs. J. F. Magee & Co., No. 108 N. 5th

Street, Philadelphia, and Messrs. Charles Cooper

& Co., No. 191 Worth Street, New York, are both

responsible and able to attend to all such work,

and their charges are from ten to twenty per

cent., according to the quantity and quality of

the waste. The smaller the quantity, of course

the greater the charges in proportion.

Dr. Vogel's Return.—Do you not all rejoice

with us to hear from Dr. Vogel again ? A hard

time he has had of it, but we trust he is now safe

at home. We hope soon to hear that such is the

fact, and next year that be will visit us again.

The beautiful Promenade mount used for '
' Our

Picture'' this month, as our readers may have

taken for granted, is the product of Messrs,

A. M. Collins, Son & Co., the photographic card

makers of Philadelphia and of America. To our

notion it is very neat and appropriate.

We had heard much about it, but had never

seen it until a few weeks ago we visited Cleve-

land, Ohio, and had the pleasure of seeing the

splendid art palace of Mr. J. F. Ryder of that

city. It is, indeed, handsome. The front is a

noble one—a triplet of arches, with a great plate-

glass bulk back of the centre one, and a doorway

each side leading into a noble art gallery and

reception-room filled with all sorts of works of

art. Back of this are the chromos and other de-

partments, while from the main hall rises a fine

stairway leading to the waiting-room and sky-

light. The whole is convenient and beautiful.

Mr. Ryder publishes a great many amusing pho-

tographic pictures from Willard's (the Pluck

artist) crayon drawings, and from nature.

Among the former are the '

' Spelling Bee " (spell

Kerneemiel) and ''His Honor and Bijah in

Court'' are the funniest. Some photographs of

quaint and queer colored people are also admi-

rable. One called "Civil Rights William," is

as splendid a Rembrandt effect as we have seen

for awhile.

Mr. Chas. W. Stiff, St. Paul, Minn., has sent

us some of the most judiciously lighted cabinet

pictures we have had the pleasure of looking at

for a good while. His work is round and bold

and brilliant, yet soft and pleasing. We are

glad to see him keeping up to the standard which

he attained in Massachusetts, and even going in

advance of it.

Those who were familiar with the Crawford

Notch, White Mountains, N. H., wishing to see

how its beauty has been destroyed forever by

"Railroad Kings," who have blown it to pieces

to make a passage for the iron horse, may do so

by referring to the most romantic series of stereos,

just made there by Mr. B. W. Kilburn, of Little-

ton, N. H. A grand ride must it be too.

Messrs. Wager & Churchill, Erie, Pa.,

send us a photograph from a "pen drawing of an

organ being built in that city by the Burdett

Organ Company for the Centennial, which is to

be 14 feet high, 6£ feet wide. It is very beauti-

ful.
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Printer Wanted.—II. J. Rodgers, of Hart-

ford, Conn., wants a young man who makes print-

ing and toning a sperititt

v

, and can retouch and
assist in operating if necessary. Send samples
of work, stating wages, experience, etc.

For Sale.—A nice Photo. Car, everything

first-class, at a very low figure ; car and furni-

ture only $ 1 50, with instruments, $250. Splendid
chance for a man of small means. Satisfactory

reason for selling. Address
F. B. Bugbee, Wilton, N. H.

For Sale.—Cheap for cash, a good Ferrotype

Gallery, in the city of Newburgh, on the Hud-

son, up one flight of stairs. Also, a Photo. Car,

good as new, for $175, in a good country for

business. Call on, or address with stamp,
F. H. Bronson, Newburgh, N. Y.

For Sale.—The splendid business in Massa-

chusetts, advertised in the April, May, and

June numbers, is not yet sold, from the fact

that its merits are not fully known. Several

parties are negotiating for it, and any one want-

ing a first-class paying business will do well to

investigate this at once. See numbers of this

journal referred to above, and address
Robt J. Chute,

Care Benerrnan & Wilson, 124 N. 7th St.,

Philadelphia.

For Sale.—A first-class Gallery, in San Jose,

Cal. Price, $5000, currency ; it cost $7000,

gold. Fitted with Dallmeyer and Ross lenses
;

it is an A.-No.-l gallery, and doing a fine busi-

ness, and is offered very cheap. Sa?i Jose is the

garden spot of California, and contains 22.000
inhabitants, and is growing rapidly. For par-
ticulars address B. F. Howland,

San Jose, Cal., P. 0. Box 141.

Wanted.—Any party having a good Dry
Plate Changing Box and Shield to sell, will

please send description and price. Address
A. F. Chase,

Croton Landing, Westchester Co., N.Y.

Wanted.—A competent artist in India ink,

and water colors, to work on copies and solar

prints. For particulars, address
P. O. Box 1075, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Wanted to Purchase for Cash.—Second-

hand lenses—Voigtlander, Ross, or Dallmeyer

—

one 14x17, one ex. 4-4, one 1-2, or 2 B. Ad-
dress, stating price, J. C,

Care L. S. White, Stock-dealer,

Indianapolis, Ind.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

The only good Photographic Room in the city

of Steubenville, Ohio, for sale, for one-half its

cost ; is in the best location possible, in fine new

building, every convenience; Brussels carpet,

cameras, solar (8x4), down to Gem. Will sell

for $1200 cash ; room is now doing a good busi-

ness. Address Photographer,
Box 94) Steubenville, Ohio.

First-Class Photograph Rooms for Sale,

in Malden.—Established nine years. The best

of locations ; with a rent of only $200. All in

running order. Population 10,000. Increase of

population 1000 yearly. No opposition. Expe-
rience not necessary. A rare chance for a live

and business man with a small cash capital.

Reasons for selling, going into an out-do^r busi-

ness. Apply to E. C. Swain,
Maiden Centre, Mass.

Attention is requested to my
new PROFILED COLUMN
SLIPS.

PROFILED REVERSIBLE
SET-GROUND PIECES, for

breaking the straight line occa-

'

sioned by the meeting of the

background and the floor.

Also to the K.URTZ BALUS-
TRADE, the most artistic and

popular accessory yet produced.

And to my new PRACTICA-
BLE WINDOW.
N. B. — All Promenade Back-

grounds & Accessories are equal-

ly suitable for other purposes.

CAUTION.—My new designs are being copy-
righted. Inclose stamp for samples. Address

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
8 Lafayette Place, New York.

Wanted.—A first-class operator and printer.

Both must retouch fine. Address, with speci-

men of work, D. H. Anderson,
Richmond, Va.

Northern New York Stock Depot,
Glens Falls, N. Y.

Photographic goods at New York prices.

"Crystal" Stereograpbs,

Of Northern New York scenery.

Photographic studies for artists. Publisher of

the " Adirondacks," "Lake George," "Ticon-
deroga," etc. S. R. Stoddard,

Glens Falls, Kew York.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



A Large Photograph Cab fob Sale.—In

the heart of the Pennsylvania Coal Regions. It

is entirely new ;
30 feet long by 9 feet wide, 7

feet high. Rare chance for a live photographer.
Photographs command $2.50 per dozen. For
further information, address H. A. Paul,

Shenandoah City, Schuylkill Co., Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge for advertisements under this head : limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

In a first-class gallery as operator, retoucher,
or both ; can do crayon work ; seven years' ex-

perience. Good reference. Add--"ss A. Lorenzo
W., care P. Smith Co., Fifth St , Cincinnati, 0.

By a first-class artist in crayon, water-colors,

India ink, etc. Address Artist, Wellerhouse, S.

Cherry Street, Nashville, Tenn.

A young man with 13 years' experience, con-
stant employment, in only first-class galleries at
printing, toning, and reception-room, and at

present employed in managing the printing of
one of the largest stereoscopic factories in the

country, desires a situation. Would take a
partnership in gallery or in manufacturing, or

would print stereos on contract. No objection
to California or South. Only responsible par-
ties who can pay a good salary and wish an
active man to do good service, need apply. E.

R. Myers, St. James Hotel, Marion, Jersey City,

N. J., or care of J. D. Merritt, Poughkeepsie,
New York.

With some good reliable photographer. Have
had two years' experience, and can give best of
references ; can print and tone ; also, good re-

toucher. Address W. C Grafton, Bellaire, 0.

In a first-class gallery. Understands all

branches of the business ; retouching and crayon
work a specialty ; ten years' experience. Ad-
dress W. L. W., care G. A. Lauer, 108 West
Fifth Street, Cincinnati, O.

By a young lady of four years' experience, a
situation as retoucher, in a first-class gallery.

Address Lock Box 25, Marlboro', Mass.

By an operator with over six years' expe-
rience. Can operate, print, and tone, and is

willing to make himself generally useful. North-
ern States preferred. Speaks German. Address
B. D., Cuba, Allegheny Co., N. Y.

By a good and ambitious operator ; can re-

touch negatives and print, and make good nega-

tives every day. Address W. J. E., care of C.

Shreoder, 708 Market Street, Philadelphia.

By a young man, as general assistant. Can
do fair retouching and operating. Also, am
good printer and toner. Address D. R. Drenkle,

Jr., Oneida, III.

By a young man, thorough in every branch
of photography. Has conducted a gallery for

seven years. Does not use liquor or tobacco in

any way. Address Photographer, Box 129,

Shelbyville, Tenn.

An operator with first-class references, is open
for an engagement with a first-class gallery only.

Address Photo- Chemist, care of A. Jones, room
139, Trinity Building, New York.

A good operator, retoucher, and steady worker,

honest and reliable, wants a situation. Address
S., care Scovill Manufacturing Co.

After July 15th. As printer, or dark-room
assistant. First-class reference. Eight years'

experience. H. M. J., Box 300, Amherst, Mass.

DRY PLATE
PHOTOGRAPHY.

J. CARBUTT,
PHOTO-MECHANICAL PRINTER, AND MANUFACTURER

OF SENSITIVE DRY PLATES,
Having an experience of over twelve years in the preparation and use of Sensitive Dry Plates, is now sup-

plying amateurs and the trade with Dry Plates of undoubted excellence, possessing good keeping qualities,
both before and after exposure, easy to develope, and for each plate properly exposed and developed a good
negative may be relied upon. These plates also produce a first-class quality of transparencies, either for the
magic lantern, or to reproduce negatives from.

LIST OF PRICES.
Per doz.

Z%TL<fyi $1 50

4J^x7^ 3 00

5x8 , 3 50

6^x834 4 50

Per doe.

8x10 T. 17 00

11x14 12 00

14x17 18 00

17x20 25 00

Sizes not mentioned in the list are cut from and charged as the next size larger. Full instructions for expo-
sure and developing accompany each package of plates.

The above is the price at our works in light-tight wrappers ; packing for expressage in metal
wrappers and box, Jive cents per inch the long way of the plate, in addition.

Orders to be addressed to

J. CARBUTT,
624 North 24th St., Philadelphia, Pa.



LONDON 1851.

i\ PORTRAIT
.A. ICsT D

VIEW LENSES.
We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lens, and by our

increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the convention held at Buffalo, July 15, many fine

photographs were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lens, which
attracted great attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also

keep up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and
improving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock

of, a new series of Card Lensps, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be
quiet. We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 15 x IS,. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetrical^. Rapid Symmetrlcals, New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the Cheapest Foreign Lens ever offered

to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINHEIL'S SONS' NEW 1PUUTIC LENSES.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the folloioing prices :

No. 1 1-4 size, Si inch focus, $25 00 No. 5, 10-12 size,

'• 2, 1-2 " 5ir " " 30 00 " 6, 13-16 "
" 3, 4-4 " 7 " " 45 00 " 7, 18-22 "
" 4, 8-10 " 101 « << 60 00 " 8, 20-24 "

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

13J- inch focus, $70 00
16^ .. << no 00

200 00

350 00

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,

and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

j
THE UNITED STATES , 822 Arcl St., PhilaflelpMa, Pa.



GIVEN AWAY!!
WITH EACH

ROBINSON'S

PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
WILL HEREAFTER BE GIVEN Ten Inches of Metallic Guides, your choice from the regular sizes

named on the opposite page. The manufacturers and agents finding that they can save money by
manufacturing in large quantities, make this liberal offer to the trade, as they want everybody to have
these capital inventions in use. They are no humbug and are not glass cutters or anything like them.

THE ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOB A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGEAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.

m

The accompanying cut represents the instru-ment in the act of trimming a photograph. It does
not cut, but piuckes of the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which facilitates
the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

Oil the wheel bearings xoUh Sewing Machine OH.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOB SALE BY ALL DFALEBS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.



ADVANCE IN PRICE!

THE
PRIZE

PICTURES.
Are now printed at our own establishment, by Mr. Hearn, and are finished in the best

style. The prices, hereafter, are (advanced) as below. There are THIRTY PICTURES
IN A SET—of men, women, and children, groups and single figures.

Several thousand of these Pictures have already been sold.

A Set of Thirty in the Improved Photograph Cover, $6 no
" " without " - " " 5 50

Selections, per dozen, 3 00

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOULD GET AND STUDY THEM.

BENERMAET & WILSON, GJK&J 7th & Cherry Sts., Phila.

WELLER'S ALLEGORICAL SERIES
OF

STEREOSCOPIC VIE
SOMETHING NEW! Very attractive and entirely original; producing unequaled effects. They consist of

the following subjects, which must be seen to be appreciated:

651. The Fairy Court.
652. Frost Workers Painting Windows.
653. Santa Claus at Home.
654. Santa Claus starting on his Christmas Jour-

ney.

655. Jack Frost in his Glory.
656. Water Nymph in her Palace.
657. Happy New Year.
658. January.
659. Spring.

These pictures will be mounted upon cards printed with a neat and appropriate design. Having from eight
to ten negatives of each subject, and with the facilities for making I now have, I expect to be able to meet
the demand. Price, postpaid, |2.00 per set. Send for new Catalogue of

F. C. WELLER'S VIEWS, LITTLETON, N. H.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS

!

JULIUS KRUGE R'S

Jatwt Cbimbstt C<0*.<o«i%
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and France (where they have obtained the
highest recommendations), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the

public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

CEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OP PHOTOGRAPHERS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at best prices.

are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMOKG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or West.^^
No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



|tcrtto af ILemmraLA
We have removed our Office and Salesrooms to 191 WORTH

STREET, near Chatham Square. Occupying the entire building,

we have increased facilities for transacting business. Besides a

full line of Photographic Chemicals, we keep in stock, and are

headquarters for EVAPORATING DISHES, GERMAN GLASS-
BATHS, USENER'S PORTRAIT LENSES, DRESDEN ALBUMEN
PAPER, Etc.

All the Dresden Albumenizers having formed one Stock Com-
pany, they adopted as Trade-mark, two crossed swords. This

Mark appears now in the water-line of the RIVES PAPER, and
supersedes all other Brands. •

CHARLES COOPER & CO.,

191 Worth Street New York.

SOUTHERN
Photographici^Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,
crosscup41westTpha:S^^<s;^-^=' Drayage, &e,

^SEUD FOB ZFIRICIEi LIST



John £)ean & Qo.

Worcester, Mass.,

I^-A-InTUF-A-CTTJE-EE/S oie1 the

JJtfttpmt Ilate

A substitute for Porcelain. The new NOJfPAREII PICTURES have elicited
*

the most general expressions of approval and admiration. The latest improve-
ment simplifies the formula and insures success. Our Plates are stamped.
Patented July 39, 1873, and June 16, 1874. All others are spurious.

ALSO, THE CELEBRATED

ADAMANTEAN ^PE
F

O
PLATES.

BLACK, AIB PATEIT CMOCOLATE-TIlfED,

EGG-SHEIJL, AID aL0)gg¥9

The experience and extensive facilities of JOUST DEAN A CO. enable them to

produce the most desirable FERROTYPE PLATES in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., Trade Agents,

591 Broadway, New York.



IMPROVED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS.

Fig. 1.

Tlie Outside Appearance.

Fig. 2.

A. Leaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVEKS.

They are made with expanding hacks, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted
and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the
perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the
whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Pig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. Por
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph.

Card Size, .

Cabinet Size, .

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, . .. .

4-4 <«.-..
8-10 " . . .

11-14 " . . .

Per dozen.

$1.50
2.25

4.50
6.00
8.00
9.00

Per hundred.

. $10.00
. 13.50

. 33.00

. 40.00
. 56.50
. 65.00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates,

mailed at dozen price. Send for some.
Samples

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



JAMES F. MAGEE & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OP

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

I MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

q COPYING DOME, FOB THE TRADE.

E
M 18 SOLAR CAMERAS,
E
N
T"* ALBERT MOORE,

C) No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

EXPEDITIOUS ! EXCELLENT

!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAK NEGATIVES.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

Wointlaiukr & $ou™<§M\at

S$:$fS%
IEW STEREOSCOPIC PEISE8.

New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallnieyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$32.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these Jenses, is sure guaran-

tee that thev are the best. Read the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried those made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy, 208 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

" The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for
my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

;< About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

"Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Haver-
hill, Mass.

" The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."

—

Goodridge Bros., East Saginaw, Mich.

"After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.



A DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

WILSOFS

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

This work will be found entertaining by all who like to read about the

beautiful places and things of this world.

The contents are divided into six " Journej-s/' each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows:

JOURNEY A—Havre, JParis, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
bleau, and Switzerland. *

JOURNEY R—Compiegne, Brussels, Aide la Chapelle,
Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, JPotsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
JPass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—lake Maggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Fompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Futeoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,
and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and the United States

of America.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very enter-

taining and instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.



hiladelphia^rame ^Manufactory

O. FASE3R.,
Office and Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story),

PHILADELPHIA,
WHERE THE TRADE WILL FIND THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

GOLD {°
va
L
s
.rovar) FRAMES

In this city, from 5 x 7 to 29 x 36, together with a large assortment of

FINE VELVET MATS, WITH or WITHOUT FRAMES,

From 1-6 to 8-4 sizes always on hand ; larger sizes made to order.

These Mats are of Lyons Silk Velvet, with Prepared and Gilt, and fine fire Gilt

Kings inside for Porcelains. Also,

ENGLISH MATS, ALL SIZES.

ENGLISH DISPLAY MATS, any size and style, MADE TO ORDER.

Any kind of Fancy or Emblematic Frames made to order.

FINE COLD OVAL FRAMES, 20x24.
2 in., . . $4 50 to $6 00

3 " . . 5 00 to 7 00

3§ in., . . $5 50 to $10 00

4 " . . 7 00 to 12 00

Other sizes in proportion.

4£in., . . $10 00 to $14 50

5 " . . 12 50 to 15 00

Also, all sizes, Walnut Ovals and Solid Walnut Ovals on hand; Square
Walnut Frames made at short notice.

Walnut and Prepared Mouldings,

Walnut and Gold PIER and MANTEL Looking-Glass Frames,

IN DIFFEKENT STYLES AND PATTEENS.

Trial Orders from the trade respectfully solicited

Factory, 820 and 822 Cadwallader St.
,

Salesroom, 822 Arch St. (second story), Philadelphia.



BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

MB*> SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD.*S(r

NEW EDITION
WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

jggl^ Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

f^g* No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

fl@* It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, telling exactly how each picture was made; where

the camera and sitter were placed when it ivas made; what curtains

were opened in lighting the subject, efc, cfc.

jggg™ A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

' It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it iu the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
"I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

by word and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Vogel.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist.''

—

Philadelphia Photographer.

Ifyou would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigelow's Album.

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



HEARN'S

V^> A COMPLETE MANUAL OP ^^^^t/l
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING

ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative malting.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

COlsTTEIsTTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-
ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.

Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Pilling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense

Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-
ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Albumenizing the

Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-

tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing
Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Pcr-

celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the
Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the

Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

Together with over 50 Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet
Portrait, from negatives by Mr. F. GuteJeunst, printed by
the author, 3Ir. Chas. W, Mearn.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, PhiladelpMa*



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CARDS 11 CARD BOARDS,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

W*arehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.

PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH CARDS.
SIZE 4£x7$. SQUARE CORNERS.

White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black—Plain.

"White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black, with Gilt Borders.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Borders.

Thin White, Rose Tint, and Black, with Gilt Beveled Edges.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Beveled Edges.

'Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge Glace, Black and Rose Tint "J."
Glace" Card Boxes, for the Thick Beveled Edge.

Cards 7 x 10, with Gilt Borders, opening 4|x 7£.

Cards 7x10, with India Tint and Gilt Borders, opening 4Jx7^.

See detailed advertisement in this number of the

"Photographic Times'7

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



G. GENNERT,
53 Maiden Lane, New York,

IMPORTER OJ? THE CELEBRATED

S. & M. DRESDEN

ALBUMEN PAPE
Eives and Steinbach—White, Pink, and Blue.

Every one says it WORKS THE MOST UNIEOKM, ECONOMICAL, and GIVES

EINER RESULTS than any other. To satisfy yourself that it is the best, send to your

stock-dealer for a sample dozen. Kept by all stock-dealers in the United States.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,

Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

and French Filter Paper.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE

EXTRA BRILLIANT, OR DOUBLE GLOSSY PAPER,

Which is recognized by the best artists all over the world as the

FINEST ALBUMEN PAPER IN THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE.



A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK,

VOGE
PHOTOGRAPHER'S

POCKET

REFERENCE BOOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery
;
selection and trial of lenses and chemicals ; approved formulae for the differ-

ent photographic processes ; tables of weights and measures ; rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS EECEIVING THE HIGHEST PEAISE WHEEEVEE IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in most flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket Reference-Book, of

its great value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon be found in every
gallery."

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon

and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $1.50, post-paid.

BENBJR31AN& WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TUTTED.
(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FEOM 1-9 to 10x14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

PRICE UXST
Size. Eggshell. Glossy. Size. Eggshell. Glossy

Per Box of 8 Doz. 1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box of 2 Doz. 4-4 $2.40 $2.70

" 8 " 1-6 1.25 1.35 (( 4 " 5-7 2.40 2.70

" 8 " 1-4 1.85 2.00 n 2 " 7-10 2.70 2.90

« 4 " 4}x6J 1.85 2.00 it 2 " 8x10 2.70 2.90

« 4 « 1-2 2.20 2.35 Per Sheet, 10x14 .17 .18

« 2 « 4£xl0 2.20 2.35

Kevised, New York, December 28th, 1872

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-

ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Mi Plates are for sale ly all Stock Dealers tliroilioiit tie country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., Apts for tie Me, 419 & 421 Broome St., 1

1



WILSON'S
BALTIMORE
STOCK DEPOT
THE MOST POPULAR IN THE SOUTH.

QUICK TRANSIT. Z CHEAP FREIGHTS.

Best Goods! Best Prices!

Best Personal Attention

!

Baltimore, the City of Advantages" now, especi-

ally to the Photographer.

BEFORE PURCHASING, SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CATALOGUE TO

CHARLES A. WILSON,
. 7 N. Charles Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

TRY BALTIMORE! IT WILL PAY!!

PLEASE BEAD OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS.



The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

PBIOB, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.

[EF* CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business ot

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWOETH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that he will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c,

which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, «fcc.

We also have a full line of CAMEEAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMEEA STANDS, HEAD-RESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE ERAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.

* #



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Onts, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order

promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

g@P No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE JVOW READY! £™™™
m£.

Gihon's Opaque
IS DESIGNED EOR

COMPLETELY OBSCUEING THE IMPEKFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,

EETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OE CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAE NEGATIVES,
COVEEING VIGNETTING BOAEDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE EEQUIEEMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGEAPHEE IN THE
PEODUCTION OF AETISTIC EESULTS IN PEINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.

It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. CIHON, Inventor,
128 JV. Seventh St,, Philadelphia, JPa,



HOW fO PAINT PHOTOCRAPHS.
The THIRD EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new

work.

It Gives the Best and Freshest Instructions to be had on the Subject.

Written by a practical photographic colorist, Mr. Geo. B. Ayres.

PRICE, $2.00. FOB SALE BY ALL BEALEBS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India InK, or

who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

EENEBMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

Gh SATJTER.
i^To. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

m-anufactureiTand wholesale dealer in

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials

and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

TRAPP & MUNOH'S

jMlmmen
Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Ex-
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

IMIIEID^ILi oif :mhe:r,it
for Albumenized Paper.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCKHOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York
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ALBA
^
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THE LAST
PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTION

Is the New Alba Plate fully described in the current
number of this magazine.

Ifyou -would revive business!

Ifyou wouldplease your patrons!
Ifyou would make money easy !

MAKE THE

New Alba Pictures

PHENIX
ALBA PLATES.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

As these plates are prepared for immediate use, it is not neces-
sary to apply any coating, such as albumen or gelatine—in other
respects they are treated exactly like porcelain glass.

First, flow with collodio-chloride of silver ; this should not be
poured off immediately, but should be allowed to remain on the
plate until everything like a small.bright speck has disappeared.
By thus allowing the collodion to thoroughly combine with the
white surface of the plate, the best results are produced. After
draining off the excess of the collodion, dry the plate by a gen-
tle heat. Then print under a negative very slightly darker
than the picture is desired to he when finished. The plates

may be fumed with ammonia, or not, as may be preferred,
but it is better to fume them a short time, say from one to

three minutes.
After printing, the plates are slightly washed and then put

into either a weak solution of salt and water, a weak solution
of acetic acid and water, or in mixture of alcohol and water,
half and half, long enough to produce a bright reddish color
upon the surface—then tone very lightly in a very weak alka-
line bath, containing very little gold. Fix in a solution of
one ounce of hyposulphate of soda, to twelve of water, for five

minutes; remove to a saturated solution of salt in water, leav-
ing them in ten minutes. Then wash them for about the
same time and in the same manner as negatives are ordinarily
treated, and dry hy a gentle heat.
N.B.—It is very important that fresh and reliable porcelain

collodion, should be used to insure strong, brilliant prints.

PRICE LIST OF ALBA PLATES REDUCED!

£ per box, of one dozen plates, $100
1 50

3 00

3 25

| per box, of one dozen plates, $6 00

8 00

18 00

As manufacturers of the Alba Plate, and owners
of the patent under ivhich they are made, we desire

to say to the fraternity, unequivocally, that we will

protect any dealer or consumer buying or using these
plates, against any party who may claim them an
infringement of his patent.

PHENIX PLATE 00., Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

General Trade Agents,
New York.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look!

The Photographer to his Patrons,
WHAT IS IT?

TIHE
PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

y intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer
knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the be.-.t

time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answer. This little book answers
them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which he or she can carry away and study
at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising. What could you want better than to have your business card

so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and
then keep it for reference ? This is what they do with this little "tract." Witness what those who
have tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the

same as the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public
;

that he must be trusted, and that he alone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that he must make
the picture and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a
few of those who have been using our little publication in their business.
We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist just that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.

We get " The Photographer to his Patrons" up in neat style-, on the best letter cap paper, assorted

tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-

graphs or chapters—1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come ; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress ; 6, how to "behave; 7, the children; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-
ing, frames, prices, &c.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of

the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please, which printing

we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish.

Cuts for the covers we supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000 "

. . $20 00 3000 copies, cover included,

. . 35 00
I

5000 " " "

Over 500,000 have been sold.

$50 00

75 00

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture made, she would
come 'according to directions.' ''—A. Bogar-
dus, New York.

"A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

"It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurnet &
Son, New York.

"It assists me greatly."

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to
be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

"You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-

fit some of the 'know-everythings' in this quar-

ter."—A. C. McInttre & Co., Ogdensburg.

"They are just the thing to post people up on

what they ought to know in order to secure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book ' hits the nail

on the head.' "—J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have

ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville, 0.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BENEKMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



CHARLES BIERSTADT
Photographer

NIAGARA FALLS,

New York.

VIENNA MEDAL OF MERIT.
An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, Washington,

Hudson River, California,

Saratoga, Tosemite Valley,

Portage, N.Y., Egypt,

Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

AND

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THEIR

ADAMANTINE VARNISH for Amtotyp, Negatives, aii Melainotypes.

This Varnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the
intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by j^ ^_ LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Oases,
Beveled Matts, Double Matts,

Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,
Fancy Paper Passepartouts.

These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd
sizes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBERG & BBO., 709 (SffifiSD Broadway, New York.



GRISWOLDS
LIFE COMPOSITIONS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE.
The following subjects are now ready, handsomely mounted.

15. The Sunbeam Fairy.

16. The Picture-Book.
17. Sitting for my Picture.

18. Young America Bathing.
19. Young Boston's Ambition.
20. Ding-Dong-Ding, Music on a Rubber

String.

21. Reflection.

22. The Loiterers.

23. The Cabin Porch.
24. Beatrice Shoo-Ply.
25. Home Group.
26. A View.
27. The Gleaner.

1. Blowing Bubbles.

2. B stands for Bumble-B.
3. Blackberry Blossoms.

4. The Hen's Nest. '

5. Let us Have Piece.

6. Mamma, where was I when yo*u were
a little girl ?

7. Our Domestic's Relations.

8. She went to the Butchers.

9. My Lady and My Lady's Maid.
10. The Mountain Spring.

11. Unveiling a Statue of Young America.
12. Young America in the Nursery.
13. Young America as an Artist.

14. Young America Asleep.

The titles hardly give an idea of the grotesque humor possessed by these pictures. They
are capital. As a sample dozen we should recommend Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16, 19,

20, 22, and 25.

Sent by mail on receipt of price. $2.00 per dozen. Order by number.
DEALERS SUPPLIED ON GOOD TERMS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

THE ZENTMAYER LENS,
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80° to 90 Q ; depth of focus ; extreme sharpness over the
whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying : portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed. The larger ones are provided with an internafl shutter for

making and closing the exposure.

No. 1, 2k inch focus, 3x3
2, 3£ "- " 4x5
3, H " " 6£x 8£

4, 8 " 10 x 12

5, 12 " 14 x 17

6, 18 " " 20 x 24

plate, . . $20 00

. 25 00

. 30 00

. 42 00

No

ii

<<

it

. 60 00

. 90 00 «.

1 and No. 2 combined, . . . . $33 00

2 " " 3 " . . . 40 00

3 " " 4 . . . 55 00

4 " " 5 " . . . 75 00

5 " " 6 . . .110 00

. . . 48 00

. . . 88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2£ to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7 x 10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

14:7 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.



TO PEOFBSSIONAL PHOTOGEAPHEES AND THE TEADE.

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

Dl—

I

M\^ H ROHAUT & HUTINET,
• JL J. \^S JL JL X ^ JL-> JL ^ SUCCESSORS,

No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OP

MOUNTS^FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
TRADE MARK, Oh.D.

Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite,

Cabinet Portrait,

Victoria Card,
Stereoscopic Views—all new samples of French

styles.

Bristol Boards of.every size and thickness, plain
India Tinted and Fancy Printing.
Book-post and Card Cases.

Stout Blotting Paper Albums.
First-class Rives Albumenized Paper, <fec, &c.

MEDALS AWARDED AT EVERT EXHIBITION.

All orders are to be sent to their establishment, 43 Rub Greneta, Paris, or to Wholesale Houses
of the United States. Samples on application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO WHOLESALE HOUSES.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

MOSAICS.
FOR 1875.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON,
EDITOR "PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER," Etc., Etc.

This favorite and only American annual is fairly crammed with articles prepared
expressly for it by the eminent photographers of Europe and America,

and is just as much as ever A NECESSITY

!

Price, in Cloth, $1.00 ; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

The Best Little Handlioot of PMoirajly in tie Worli." For Sale ly all Dealers.

BENERMA2T & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.
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PROPRIETORS OF THE

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S WORKS.

SEND ORDERS TO

419 & 421 Broome St., New York.

73 Bold St., Liverpool, England.

Ask your Dealer for Scovill Manufacturing Co.'s Goods.



Reflecting Solar Camera.

IMPROVED

Solar Cameras.

PATENTED
Feb. 24, 1857,
July 10, 1866,
Feb. 23, 1871,

May 26, 1874,

Aug. 4, 1874. =^gg

Direct Printing Camera.
Combining ALL THE IMPORTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I have now had the Solar Camera in use over three months, and take pleasure In saying it has fulfilled all

my expectations. I was promised, and I am sure, I have received one of the finest instruments of the kiud in
America. With the negative of proper intensity, it works 'quick, accurate, and with certainty.' I neither
expect or ask anything more."—A. Bogardus, 1153 Broadway, New York.

" I am much pleased with my Solar Camera, and know it to be the best I ever used, and will cheerfully say so
upon all occasions."—D. R. Stiltz, National Copying Company, Williamsport, Pa.

" I like my Solar Camera better everytime I use it."

—

Jont. Mendenhall, Salem, Ohio.

Can be ordered through any Stock-dealer, or directly from the undersigned

D. A. WOODWARD,
Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md.SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

S^° All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

THE REMAINS
OP THE

Photographers' Friend
AND

PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND ALMANAC,

FOR SALE

!

COPIES OP THE PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND, .....
ALMANAC, 1872,

ALMANAC, 1873, with portrait of Ex-President Bogardus, ....
Sold cheap to close them out, as their publication has been discontinued.

30 cents.

30 "

30 "

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.



THE

FERROTYPERS G UIDE
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING, BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OP VALUE TO THE

FERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction—The Advantages of the Ferrotype—The Manipulations—The Nitrate

Bath—The Collodion—The Developer—The Fixing Solution—Other Manipulations,
Pinholes—Strengthening—Tinting and Coloring—Varnishing—Drying and Dryers

—

Finishing the "Work—Ferrotype Envelopes—Ferrotype Supports—Ferrotype Plates
—The Apparatus—The Skylight and the Dark-Room—Vignettes and Medallions.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.

REPORT
S 1874 N.P.A.
CONVENTIO

HELD AT CHICAGO, JULY, 187J^.

$1.00. Now Ready! $1.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Permanent Secretary,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSTRUCTION IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
An English work, by CAPTAIN ABNEY, K.E., E.C.S., F.K.A.S., Instructor in Photog-

raphy at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, England.

" The book is singularly valuable in its completeness, and in that completeness arising out of the

practical experiences of a skilled worker in many varied branches of the art j the instructions are not,

therefore, the work of a mere compiler, and will be consulted by experienced workers and beginners

with equal advantage."

—

The Photographic News, February 6, 1874.

"In this manual several of the dry-plate processes are described fully. In addition to the usual

matter which finds a place in every manual of instruction on photography, there is a comprehensive
account of Edward's heliotype process, and also of the photo-mechanical process, described by Cap-
tain Waterhouse, as well as of the processes of photo-zincography, lithography, and papyrotype."
British Journal of Photography, Feb. 20, 1874. J$^> Mailed post-paid on receipt of price, 75 cts.

BENERMAN & WILSON, ^Si^#i%SSIf PHILADELPHIA.



WAYNIOUTH'S

ignetting Papers
ARE NOW MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinio paper, and are the light-

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

RECENTLY IMPROVED.
Two kinds are now made. Please state which you prefer, when ordering, and Read the Following :

The quality of the *' papers" has just been much improved by the substitution of a peculiar French,
fibrous, hard calendered paper, which is not only less opaque but has other qualities which produce
quickly the most lovely and soft vignettes possible. We consider this a great improvement, as do
others to whom we have sent samples. Below we give a letter from one of them, Mr. Ormsby, who
has sent us also some exquisite vignettes :

CHICAGO, March 16th, 1875.

The package of Vignette Papers has been received and tried ; they are
just the thing. They are a great improvement over the others ; they will

print in.a little more than half the time required for the others, and the

results are everything that can be desired, as you can see by samples
inclosed. Please fill my order and send bill. I like the pear-shape best.

Send them all that shape. j$, jy, ORMSBY.
Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,
PHILADELPHIA.

{See opposite page.)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

ftjjtteiteOP ALL PICTURES, THE Thill W\ P IS THE MOST ARTISTIC.

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,
or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or
it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from the dark tint nearest to the figure, off into the
white background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VICNETTE PAPERS.
THEY AEE NOT CLUMSY ; DO NOT BREAK ; ARE ALWAYS READY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND ARE EASY OE APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,

or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directionsfor use

accompany each parcel.

IE3 IR, I G IE S :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors '. $1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen 1 00

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes und colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50
" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " 100
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " " ~
1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers, m and Cherry, PbiMa.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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HERMAGIS'
Celebrated French

PORTRAIT LENSES.
CABINET SIZE, AKE JUST THE LENS FOE THE NEW

PROMENADE PICTURE.
Me. Henry Rocher, the renowned Chicago photographer, says of them : "In my opinion they are

truly lenses of great capacity, and must surely satisfy every purchaser." Mr. Rocher has purchased
two Hermagis lenses.

Mr. F. Gutekunst, the celebrated Philadelphia photographer, was sent a Salomon Lens to try for

us. and wont part with it. It cuts sharp a 9 inch standing figure, and beats a lens that has been his

favorite many years, and where many makes of lenses have failed to equal it. The Hermagis is there-

fore ahead. TRY THEM.

These celebrated lenses, are used by MONS. ADAM SALOMON, of Paris, exclusively

for making bis WORLD-RENOWNED PORTRAITS, and by the most

famed photographers of Europe, from whom Mons. Hermagis has the Highest Testimonials.

We now have a PULL STOCK on hand.

m~ The Salomon Style, 8 x 10 size, $160.
s^° For Cabinet Size, extra quick, $100.

J8@~ For Cabinet Size, quick, $90.
jb@~ For Carte Size, extra quick, $50.

fi^Por Carte Size, quick, $40.

They are leing introicel in America steadily, and are liked wbereyer He? p.

They will be sent on trial to responsible parties C. O. D., and instructions to Express
Company to hold money one week for trial. If parties prefer to see the work of a lens

before purchasing, we will make a negative and send with details of exposure, etc., and
reserve the lens until answer is received (if the time is reasonable), on receipt of $1 to pay
cost. Having a skylight of our own we are enabled to do this.

8®° Not a single person to whom, we have sent these Lenses on trial, as
above, has returned them.

BENEKMA2T & WILSON,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Fa.



WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHERS
SHOULD NEVER FORGET THAT THEIR WANTS CANBE SUPPLIED PROMPTLYAND CHEAPLY BY

LONG & SMITH,
520 ^/LJ^nisr st:r,:e:et

7 quin-ct, ill.

jb@- Finest Stock of FRAMES, ALBUMS, etc., in the West.

THE BROOKLYN PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

35 Fulton St., Brooklyn, & T.

OoiKTZDTXCTIEID IBY IE"
1

. "V7"-A-I_iI_iE!K/.

TRADE PHOTOGRAPHY and SPECIALTIES, SOLAR PRINTING,
NEGATIVE RETOUCHING, COPYING and ENLARGING,

COLORING, and GLACE WORK, at lowest Rates.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

AUG. SCHWARZE. SCHWARZE & VALK WILLIAM VALK.

NO. 614 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

(rerman Albumen Paper, and Arrowroot Plain Salted Paper.
IMPORTERS OF THE

MOST CELEBRATED BRA*NDS OF
J

DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Will mail to any address in the country, post-paid, on receipt of $1, one dozen sheets of Assorted Photo-
graphic Paper, each sheet being numbered for distinction.

FOREIGN PRIZE PICTURES.
One Dozen Elegant Portraits for $3

!

PRINTED AND FINISHED IN THE BEST STYLE.

No. 1. A South American Composition, by J. L. Gihon, Montevideo.

2. A South American Composition, " "

3. A South American Composition, " "

4. A Holland Lady, three-quarter figure, by P. A. Mottu, Amsterdam.

5. A Holland Lady, full figure, " "

6. A Holland Lady, Fancy Dress, " "

7. A Eussian Lady in Eastern Costume, by A. Bergamasco, St. Petersburg

8. A Eussian Lady in Fancy Ball Costume " "

9. A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Vignettes), " "

10. A Berlin Lady, standing, by J. Schaarwachter, Berlin.

11. A Berlin Lady, sitting. " "

12. A Berlin Lady at a Window, " "

The Gold Medal was awarded to Mr. Schaarwachter.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.
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MPHOTOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE PUBLISHED!-
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EACH MONTHLY ISSUE WILL BE A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK IN ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

banknotes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be aceom-
panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month. G Months. 1 Tear.

One Page, .... $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " .... 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page,. . 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " . . 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards, 6 lines,or less, 2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each.

SURE TO PAT

!

jjj£g=" Operators desiring situations, no

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Publishers,
OFFICE, S. W. COB. OF SEVENTH AND CHEERY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



The Entrekin Burnisher or Planisher
MANUFACTURED UNDER AN EXCLUSIVE RIGHT AND LICENSE GRANTED BY W. R.

LOCKWOOD {assignee of J. F. Schuyler).

a n

Photographers will please note the following reissued claims of Lockwood's Patent:

First.—As an improvement in the art of planishing paper, submitting it to friction under pressure between
a roughened feed-roller and a planisher, substantially as described.

Second:—The combination in a paper planishing machine of a planisher with a draw-filed roller for con-
trolling the paper while it is under pressure between the said roller and planisher, all substantially as described.

The sole right of manufacturing machines in which the object to be bur-

nished or planished is fed under pressure by a feed-roller over the surface of

a planisher, as vested in the undersigned W. Gr. Entrekin, is based on a patent

nearly ten years older than the first burnisher patent of Weston.

) CAUTION. (

While the undersigned are willing to treat with liberality all those who have been induced by

threatening circulars and advertisements to purchase the Weston machines, and will be content

with a small license fee for the continued use of the same, photographers and dealers in photo-

graphic goods are notified that all makers, sellers, or users of burnishing machines which comply
with the terms of the above claims will be promptly and urgently prosecuted. All those who are

engaged in making, using, or selling the " Champion" burnisher render themselves liable not

only under the said patent of Lockwood, but also under the patent for Oscillating Burnisher
granted to me December 2, 1873. W. G-. Entrekin, Sole Licensee.

Under a grant by W. E. Lockwood, Patentee.

The Scovill Gold Medal and Franklin Institute Silver Medal were awarded to

W. G. Entrekin for his Oscillating Enameler for Burnishing Photographs.

PRICES:
6 INCH EOLL, $25 00 I 14 INCH KOLL, $50 00

10 " " 40 00 18 " " 75 00

If you cannot obtain the press of your dealer, send your orders to the undersigned,

W. G. ENTREKIN, Sole Manufacturer,

4382 £ 4384 Main St., Manayunk, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE BY THE LEADING STOCK-DEALERS.



£tTRY HERMACIS' "PROMENADE" LENSES,

Number 140. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

iftgrafftp
AH ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

THE OFFICIAL OKGAN OP THE NATIONAL PHOTOGKAPHIO
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

j&. 13L & "UL & % 18 75.

PHILADELPHIA: .

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PUBLISHEKS,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cheeky Sts.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Sherman 4k Co., Printers, Philadelphia.
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VIEW LENSES.
We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lens, and by our

increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the convention held at Buffalo, July 15, many fine

photographs were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lens, which
attracted great attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also

keep up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and
improving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock
of, a new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be
quiet. We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE" NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lensos, from 1-4 to 15 x IS. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Bios. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, BTos. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, Mos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetrical*. Rapid Symmetrical*. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the cheapest Foreign Lens ever offered

to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEIIIEIL'S SONS' NEW 1H1HTIC LENSES.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the follovdng prices :

No. 1 1-4 size, 3£ inch focus,
'• 2, 1-2 " 5± " "
" 3 4-4 " 7 "
" 4, 8-10 " 1<H " "

No. 5, 10-12 size, 13J inch focus, $70 00
" 6, 13-16 " 161 << » no 00
" 7, 18-22 " 200 00
" 8 20-24 " 350 00

$25 00

30 00

45 00

60 00

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,
and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

SOLE AGENTS FOR
THE UNITED STATESJ2ArcI St., Philadelphia, Pa.



EVERYTHING

PERTAINING TO

Photograpjhy

419 & 42 1 Broome St.,

New York.



PR^OTIO^L

HINTS ON COMPOSITION
ILLUSTKATED BY

EXAMPLES FROM THE GREAT MASTERS
OF THE

ITALIAN, FLEMISH, AND DUTCH SCHOOLS.

By JOHN BURNETT, 1822.

The above work is the very best authority on " Composition," but, owing to the fact that

it has long been out of print, few are privileged to enjoy its advantages. We propose to

reprint and republish it by means of a photo-lithographic process, if we are encouraged to

do so. We desire that the cost to purchasers shall be as small as possible, and therefore pro-

pose to sell the work by subscription only. It will contain 48 pages, larger than the Phila-

delphia Photographer, and include 38 illustrations—sketches of the best pictures by the mas-

ters of the schools named above.

Subscription Price, S3, in advance.

It will be handsomely bound in cloth, and can be had only by subscription from us direct,

positively. $20 cannot purchase a copy of the original work. We desire that all subscrip-

tions shall be in hand by August 15th, and in sixty days thereafter, or less, the book will

be ready for delivery.

As a Help to Photographers in Making Positions it cannot be Overestimated.

It teaches you the practical elements of composition, and places the best examples in your

hands. It has been of infinite value to us, and was first recommended to us by Mr. Wil-

liam ISTotman, the eminent Montreal artist, whose work bears the evidence of art culture

all through.

We already have a number of subscribers to this work, but more must be had to cover the

outlay necessary to print it. If they are not obtained by the time named, the money will

be returned to those who have subscribed, as we only undertake the work to oblige some

who have long urged us to at least make the effort.

There is no reason why there should not be hundreds of Notmans, and Eochers, and Era-

sers, and Kurtzs, and Bakers, and Bigelows, and Tabers, and so on, in America. All that

is needed is careful art training.

This work will give you a good push forward.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



CATALOGUE
OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS

WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE
IN THE WORLD OF PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.

There is something for the workers in all branches of the
art9—operators, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.

"We always find the photographer who reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photographic niaga&ine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Twelfth Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list oi articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages,on all departments of the art, whoi ly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions, lroirt 1866, at same price.

Bigelow's Alburn of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,

fancy, " Rembrandt " and "Shadow " styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the camera were placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

How to Paint Photographs in Water Colors.
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By Gbokge B. Ayees, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbook of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, $3.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of all photo-

handbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer.
Issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest information on all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. No book was ever more needed.
$2.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography.
Third thousand. 13.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt.

Lookout Landscape Photography.
By Prof. B. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good

for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Himes's Leaf Prints; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrate
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something New.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Booh.
By Dr . H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide.
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.
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Wilson, Hood & Co,
No. 822 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HAVE IN STOCK, AND ARE PREPARED TO SELL TO THE PHOTOGRAPHERS
OF THE UNITED STATES, THE

ENTREKIN
BURNISHER trP&AKESMBB

MANUFACTURED UNDER AN EXCLUSIVE LICENSE GRANTED BY

W. E. L00KW00D,
(Assignee of J. F. SCHUYLER) , whose patent bears date February 24,

1863, reissued June 1, 1875, at the following prices (our Circular

bearing date of June 1, is withdrawn)

:

>£

CO

Cabinet Size, 6 inch Roll, $25 OO
4-4 " lO " 40 OO
lO x 12 " 14 " . . BO OO
14x17 " 18 " .. 75 OO

Pamphlets containing Mr. Entrekin's CAUTION, and Messrs. Sow-
son & Son's opinion furnished free to all applicants.

Philadelphia, July 1, 1875. WILSON, HOOD & CO.
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The Photographic Department of the

Centennial Exhibition.

Shall we have a Separate Building?

As the great work of preparation for the

Exhibition next year progresses, and the

vastness of the enterprise develops in the

immense and magnificent structures that are

rapidly approaching completion, we are

more and more impressed with the impor-

tance of securing for our beautiful art a rep-

resentation that will be in keeping with the

position it has gained as an art, as a science,

and as an industry.

The question of a separate department for

photography, in a separate building, was

brought before the Executive Committee of

the National Photographic Association, and

warmly discussed and advocated at its last

meeting, as reported in the Philadelphia

Photographer for June. Since then, the

committee have presented the matter to the

Centennial Commission, and that body has

furnished plans, and agreed to erect a build-

ing, if the necessary funds can be supplied

by means of subscriptions to Centennial

stock. The means, then, to carry "out this,

project is the next consideration, and we
would here call attention to the Appeal of

the Executive Committee on another page.

We want every one connected with or

interested in photography to read it care-

fully, and take the matter into serious con-

sideration. If you will but carry through

this enterprise, it will be one of the grandest

achievements in the history of our art. It

will secure such a photographic exhibition

as never was seen before, and such a one as

will reflect the highest credit upon A meriean

photographers, and be in keeping with the

true American spirit.

As we believe, this Centennial Exhibition

is on a more colossal scale than any indus-

trial exhibition or world's fair that has ever

preceded it in any country, and here the

grand achievements, not only of our own
country, but of the civilized world, will be

more fully illustrated than ever before, so

we wish that photography might be given

a place, where all its beauty, its profusion,

and its utility may be demonstrated to the

assembled nations of the earth, by a concen-

tration of all the magnificent productions,

we are sure will be produced for the occa-

sion.

Without such a department, photography,

although bound to have space somewhere for

its exhibit given by the ofiicers of the Exhibi-

tion, will necessarily be scattered, and entire-

ly shorn of the prestige it would acquire, if

^bijpught together and exhibited in a separate

building. Aside from the imposing display

it would make, which we believe would be

second in interest only to the great art gal-

lery itself, in Memorial Hall, there are many
advantages to be considered ; the first and

15
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most important of which is, that in a

building constructed especially for the pur-

pose, the best possible light would be se-

cured for the most favorable exhibition of

all work presented. This, of course, could

not be expected in the main building, and

the want of it has been the most serious

drawback to photography in many of the

great exhibitions that have been held. It

has often occurred that some of the finest

works our art has ever produced have been

robbed of all their value by being badly

hung or placed in a bad light.

Secondly; an entire separation from the

other departments of the Exhibition would

insure greater safety to any elaborate ex-

hibits our enterprising artists might get up,

and secure good and ample space, to which

each one could have prompt and independ-

ent access, both in entering and removing

his goods.

Thirdly; with photography brought to-

gether in this way, every visitor would have

an opportunity of comparing the work of

different sections and different countries.

The photography of San Francisco could

be studied beside that of Italy ; that of Chi-

cago or New York with that of .Russia or

Japan ; and that of Philadelphia compared

with the photography of Berlin. The old

world would stand side by side with the

new, under the same roof and under the

same conditions.

Here would be gathered the disciples of

Daguerre, Niepce, and Talbot from all parts

of the world, to study, to dwell upon, and

to admire the grand collection of works of

art which would appear as the result of

their genius, perseverance, and discoveries.

Here would be impressed upon them' all the

wondrous success that has been wrought

through trials, failures, and discourage-

ments, such as every practical photographer

has experienced, till the mind would be filled

with an inspiration, imparted, as it were,

by the genius of the place, and lifted far

above all questions of process or formulae, to

revel in the charms of the surrounding

scene.

Thus will photographers be benefited

who visit this exhibition ; they will go

home stronger, with new ideas, new energy,

a refined and elevated taste, and a greater

capacity for grasping and applying the

subtle principles of our art than ever before.

Yea, their whole business will be elevated

to a standard we all devoutly wish for.

Let each one, then, come to this ques-

tion as if it were one that affected his

own personal interests, which, in fact, it

does. Let him look at it on all sides,

and make it a matter of personal pride.

It is a glorious opportunity, such as none of

us will probably ever have again, and, to

improve it now, will be an honor to every

one who puts his hand to the work, as it

must mark a glorious era in the history of

our art, that will be remembered with satis-

faction for all time to come. You invite

France, and Great Britain, and Germany,
and Italy, and Russia, and India, and all

the countries of the globe to come and ex-

hibit with you in your own separate Photo-

graphic Hall.

Other industries are moving for separate

departments, and why not photography?

As we would frame a beautiful picture,

all by itself, surrounding it with such ac-

cessories as would give it its greatest value,

and hang it in the best possible light, so let

us frame this beautiful work of ours which

may be called art-photography, and sur-

rounded, as it will be, by all that is attrac-

tive and beautiful in nature and art, and

situated in a most commanding and acces-

sible location among the magnificent build-

ings of the great Centennial, we can invite

the brethren of our craft everywhere to

bring the products of their skill to exhibit

with us, and to all the world we can say

:

" Come and see."

Now, in conclusion, we do not wish to

urge you upon this business. We are not

going to try to impress you with your duty

in the matter, although it has been a pet

project of ours ever since the Exhibition

was talked of, and we made up our mind

that it was our duty to bring the matter be-

fore you, give you the chance to do a grand

good thing if you wanted to do it, and then

press the whole responsibility down upon

your shoulders, and leave it there. The

money you subscribe will be an investment

and not a gift, and the officers say you will

get it all back. You have but little time to

do it, but we think that is an advantage. In
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such cases we believe the peremptory plan

is surest and best. At this writing we ex-

pect to give you a rough plan of the pro-

posed building and its locality, to which

please refer. Let it be understood that this

is no affair of the National Photographic

Association, but of the whole fraternity.

The whole matter will be under the Director-

General, and subject to the same rules as all

other parts of the great Exhibition.

OUR PICTURE.
For the first time in the history of our

magazine we illustrate it this month with a

picture from the southern continent of

America. The far-off South greets the

North and all the rest of the world with a

contribution to our art that possesses gen-

uine characteristics, and is interesting in

its novelty, as a departure from the long

line of illustrious men and beautiful women,

of more civil bearing, that have graced our

journal in times past. .But even this is a

product of North American or Yankee en-

terprise.

Our old townsman, Mr. John L. Gihon,

has now been a resident of Montevideo for

over two years, and is in the employ of

Messrs. Chute & Brooks, who went there

from Massachusetts seven years ago, and

have built up a large and prosperous busi-

ness. Our picture is from their gallery,

and was gotten up especially for our maga-

zine by Mr. Gihon, who is not only an ex-

cellent photographer but an artist of fine

feeling and more than ordinary capacity.

He has a talent for the pen as well as the

brush or the camera, as our readers well

know from the interesting letters he has

written us from time to time. Mr. Gihon

has a host of friends in this city as well as

in the West who will be glad to see this

specimen of his genius.

We will only call attention to the har-

monious relation of the parts of this picture

to each other. There are no inconsistencies,

no absurdities. Further than this, we will

let Mr. Gihon tell the story, as he can do it

much better than we could.

Montevideo, S. A., October 5th, 1874.

My dear Sir : At last I am able to keep

one of my many promises to you, and send

you a thoroughly characteristic picture,

typifying a somewhat celebrated class of

our population. I have been almost two

years endeavoring to catch you a really

good specimen, and this time have to thank

a chance opportunity more than my own
exertions.

I have entitled the little portrait "El
Gaucho de las Flores," for the man is better

known by this than by his own patronymic,

a tremendously long accumulation of Span-

ish words. He has gained the former by

his evident passion for flowers, and the bud

in his mouth and the bouquet on his breast

are as inseparable accompaniments as any

other part of his attire. This might be ac-

cepted as strong evidence of his possession

of a mild, pacific disposition, but unfortu-

nately there are many rumors afloat of his

having been concerned in certain dark deeds

that put an entirely different phase to his

character.

The weapons with which he is incum-

bered are by no means brightened up show-

pieces, but bear the marks and scars of hard

usage. They have probably been handed

down from generation to generation. This

is what you might term a gentleman

Gaucho, for he is neither dirty nor lousy,

and his feet, although partially bare, are

nevertheless entirely clean. He owns, by

right of possession, most likely, a large

estate near the city that has been lived on

by his forefathers from time immemorial.

It is noticeable, from its splendid arable

land, destitute of the slightest attempt at

cultivation, and by its having upon it an

exceedingly small tumble-down house sur-

rounded by an inversely proportionate great

wall with a correspondingly great gateway.

As to occupation, who ever heard of a

Gaucho that had any ? I have heard that

he breaks and sells horses. He most cer-

tainly rides splendid ones, and does it well,

too.

If the photograph was critically sharp (a

quality for the want of which many of your

subscribers will condemn it) I could par-

ticularize every item of the dress and its

accompaniments and tell you of their uses.

Here there are two leading political par-

ties : the whites (Biancos), and the reds

(Colorados). Our friend belongs to the
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former, and does not hesitate to proclaim

his proclivities. The neckerchief and sash,

so ostentatiously displayed, should show

upon them stripes of light-blue color, but

notwithstanding the boast of the truthful-

ness of photography, it objects to indicating

those stripes. The immense pistol, upon

which one hand of our subject rests, would

be an elegant arrangement for a Fourth of

July demonstration. I don't doubt its

capacity for making a noise, but I should

not like to trust to its efficiency in real

danger. You can scarcely see anything of

the enormous knife which is carried behind.

Men of the class to which this one belongs

have an exceedingly skilful way of carving

with them.

The really formidable and most to be

dreaded weapons are the bunch of balls

hanging from one side of our hero, and the

coiled " lasso " grasped in his other hand.

The legs and feet are partially incased in

raw skins, the toes being left bare. I stuck

the foot and leg up in rather an awkward
pose for the purpose of showing one of the

huge spurs that adorn the heels. Under-

neath there is a somewhat indistinguishable

pile of straps, etc. I am sorry that I can-

not pick each article out, but as a general

thing it is all horse gear. The horn drink-

ing-cup and the "mate" may be discerned,

but I shall not attempt to label or number
either.

I have seen fit to send you these nega-

tives, entirely wrcretouched, and can scarcely

let the opportunity pass without expressing

my pleasure at the counter-movement that

is now taking place against the excessive

use of the pencil. I do not wish to be un-

derstood as unconditionally condemning

the practice of "the retouch," but the

abominable excesses to which it has been

carried has really done much to degenerate

photography. It has almost entirely de-

prived it of one of its formerly claimed

chief merits : truthfulness in the represen-

tation of a face. When I paint a picture I

invariably insist upon having a print from

a crude negative, and when I ask for the

photograph of a friend or acquaintance, I

generally accompany it with the request

that it shall be unimproved.

There is nothing sufficiently peculiar or

admirable about the pictures, photographi-

cally considered, to call forth any descrip-

tion of formula?. The outdoor effect was

secured in less than ten minutes' time of

preparation, and only required the slight

alteration of one of our backgrounds and

the use of a little loose hay and dirt.

I send the plates as genuine "curios"

and hope that they will be accepted as such.

Very truly yours,

John L. Gihon,

With Chute r Brooks,
Calle 25 de Mayo, 278.

Photographic Excursion to Glen Onoko.

Mr. Editor : I propose, in the present

number of your journal, to conclude a paper

on the subject of the Photographic Excur-

sion to Glen Onoko, made by the Philadel-

phia Society, which appeared in the July

issue, and to give a short account and result

of the development of the dry plates exposed

upon that occasion.-

It has been generally conceded that the

first honors belong to the albumen and ale

process, as manipulated by Mr. John Car-

butt. He exposed four plates in the Glen,

using a pair of Dallmeyer's rapid rectilinear

lenses, 5£ inches focus, f of an inch stop,

and 4J minutes as the average time of ex-

posure. The remaining two plates were ex-

posed at Mauch Chunk, at about 4 p.m.,

giving respectively two and three minutes'

exposure ; same lenses, \ of an inch stop.

The quality of these six negatives was so

excellent that it appears doubtful if better

could be obtained by any process of photog-

raphy. All the finest details were visible

upon the negatives, while the high-lights

were peculiarly delicate and pleasing. The

average time of exposure was much quicker

than was successfully given to any dry pro-

cess during the day.

The albumen process in the hands of Mr.

G. W. Hewitt produced fine results. The

time of exposure was from eight to fifteen

minutes, on Glen pictures, and of shorter

duration upon open views. French lenses

were used, f of an inch opening, 5 inches

focus. Unfortunately, the after treatment

of these negatives with silver and pyrogallic

acid had been carried a little too far, mak-
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ing the high-lights of several of the Glen pic-

tures a trifle hard. All the plates had full

time, and were very near in quality to the

albumen and ale.

Plates prepared with collodio-bromide

(excess of silver) gave Mr. Young some ex-

cellent results, with time of exposure rang-

ing from six to fifteen minutes, in the Glen,

using a pair of Morrison's lenses, four inches

equivalent focus, with stops from T
x
5 to ^

of the focal length, and five minutes' ex-

posure, upon views around Mauch Chunk.

Mr. Young had provided himself with a

pair of Eoss's wide-angle lenses of 2\ inches

focus, which were very useful in many

cases.

The coffee process was used entirely by

Mr. E. W. Learning, with time of exposure

from ten to twenty minutes, Eoss 6 inch

focus lenses. I have seen but two prints

from these negatives, which are admirable,

but I cannot speak of the others except to

say that Mr. Learning considers his results

very satisfactory.

Dr. Seiler exposed four 6J x 8£ coffee

plates, with a Dallmeyer rapid rectilinear

lens, 11 inches focus, \ to £ inch stop, three

to ten minutes' exposure. Owing to a de-

fect in the changing apparatus light pene-

trated to the dry plates, otherwise they

would have shown good results.

Mr. Thomas H. McCollin showed several

good coffee plates, but was unfortunate in

others. Other members met with variable

successes with different dry plates. In the

hands of the writer, some of Mr. Stuart

Wortley's English dry plates (over two years

old) were exposed upon well-lighted subjects

for three minutes, but failed to develop a

satisfactory negative in comparison with

gum-gallic plates.

This outdoor excursion was not intended

as a competition among the members, but

simply for the purpose of spending a day in

the woods with the camera, and it has been

productive of much pleasure and practical

benefit to those who attended the meeting.

An opportunity has been given for compari-

son between the different outfits, embracing

cameras, lenses, size of plate, changing

boxes, double backs, tripods, etc., in a way
that can only be given when working to-

gether in the field. And the after-examina-

tion of negatives and prints was of profit to

all.

In conclusion, permit me to express the

wish that the members of the Photographic

Society of Philadelphia may have derived

so much pleasure and benefit from this ex-

pedition that they may in the future organ-

ize other trips for a like purpose.

John C. Browne.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RIGHTS.

IV.

BY E. K. HOUGH.

In relating a few facts of photographic

experience, sustaining the theories I ad-

vance, this article will necessarily be some-

what personal, but I trust never offensively.

That with good business talent, and active

push, money can be made in photography

without any knowledge of art, and very

little of science, there is abundant proof.

I know a photographer, in a small town,

who is worth at least $50,000, all made

from his photographic gains and their judi-

cious investment, and yet I do not think

he ever made a really good photograph,

evan by mistake, nor would he be offended

if told as much. He has succeeded financi-

ally, which is to him the highest form of

success. He can afford to be complacent,

and say, "Let those laugh who win," and

from his point of view he is right. He
never had any pride in his business as an

art, and would just as soon have been a

barber or a shoemaker if he could thereby

have made as much money with the same

labor.

I know another who started without any

knowledge of art, and only such knowledge

of photography as he could acquire in six

weeks from one who himself knew but little.

He said he should not spend time in learn-

ing; the public must pay for his lessons,

and it did. He travelled in a car, and made
tintypes^ and made money too. He had

some knowledge of human nature, which

he skilfully applied. " In his day and gen-

eration he was wiser than the children of

light." His cardinal principle was never

to argue with a woman ; but if she expressed

the slightest dissatisfaction, to take her again
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instanter, with the least possible waste of

time, for if she did not like it at first sight,

she never would. He knew people did not

like shadows, and his pictures had the least

possible. His car had top-light, and a light

on each side down to the floor, and he opened

them all. His faces, square front, had little

three-cornered shadows under the nose and

chin, none elsewhere, and he would have

put glass in the floor to avoid these, could

any light have come that way. He was a

jolly, good-natured, kind-hearted man, and

people liked him, for he humored and flat-

tered them to the top of their bent, carrying

out every suggestion they made, however

ridiculous, only so they were willing to pay

for it. He was sometimes laughed at by

other artists, but he did not care, for he

made money rapidly, and now is able to

live without labor, has money in bonds, and

runs a gallery by proxy, living on the pro-

ceeds of both. He has achieved all he aimed

at, financial success, and who shall say he

is not right? Only if he is right, shysters

among lawyers, and quacks among doctors,

who make money without any knowledge

of either law or medicine, are also honor-

able and successful men. These are photo

types of a class, too large still, though

growing smaller every year.

I will give a few incidents to show that

people generally are not competent judges

of portraits, followed by a few more to show

how arrogant they are in judging, if per-

mitted.

I know of many second-class photogra-

phers whose customers are largely Irish,

usually of the lowest order in artistic taste,

and of course giving the most trouble with

their unreasonable exactions, especially by'

insisting on their right to sit two or three

times for choice, however good the first

may be. In such cases thi'y often deceive

them, where tintypes are wanted, by plac-

ing them again and taking a dummy, going

through the motions without a plate, then

showing the first again, to have what had

been pronounced " horrid," now declared

" splendid." The deception is fair, but

humiliating. Yet this ignorance of art,

and this trouble in pleasing, making ser-

vility.and deception often necessary, is not

confined to the lesser lights in our art.

A few months ago, at a photographic

meeting of the American Institute, in a

discussion about the especial difficulties of

making burnt-in colored porcelains, I heard

Mr. Kurtz—an artist whose work, as we
all know, is almost above criticism—say he

did not remember to have ever made a col-

ored picture of any kind in which changes

were not desired before acceptance, some-

times repeated changes, " until," as he added

good humoredly, "what were originally

very good pictures, came at last to be very

poor ones."

Another instance of a rich and influential

family at one of our largest galleries who
sought for a crayon copy of a deceased rela-

tive.

They came in force, with five different

pictures. They liked one best in a general

way, b'jt they wanted the eyes of the sec-

ond, the mouth of the third, the hair of the

fourth, and the intellectual expression of

the fifth all combined in the large copy.

The artist who was to finish it, was called

in, and asked if it could be done. He as-

sured them there was not the slightest diffi-

culty, and the order was given.

He ordered the first one, which they most

generally approved, enlarged, and when it

came to his hands, he finished it carefully

by the first, without paying the slightest

attention to the other four, and when done,

stood it face to the wall.

In a few days he was sent for, with the

picture, to meet the whole family. They
were all in a critical mood ; so, while all

admitted that generally it was very good,

nothing was quite right. One wanted the

eyes changed a little, and instructed the

artist how ; a second wanted the hair modi-

fied a little, and told him where; a third

wanted the mouth improved, and all agreed

that the expression could be greatly bene-

fited.

He listened deferentially to all they said,

and assured them he would carry out the

ideas of each and all. They departed. He
took the picture to his room, turned it face

to the wall, and went on with his other work.

In due time all came again ; all criticized

and compared it closely with all the original

pictures, and although he had not touched

it, all agreed it had been much improved.
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But nil suggested yet other improvements,

which he promised to make; took it to his

room, and stood it to the wall as before.

This was three times repeated with varia-

tions, when finally they pronounced it per-

fect, although exactly as they first saw it,

and took it away all perfectly satisfied.

More next month.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.
III.

BY L. T. WILT.

(Continued from page 209.)

Developing.
Water, . . . . .16 ounces.

Protosulphate of Iron, . . 1
"

Acetic Acid, No. 8, . . . 3
"

Pulverize the iron, then filter into the

stock-bottle. When preparing for use, take

2 ounces of the stock solution, and add 3

drachms acetic acid. This should not be

used over twenty-four hours for negatives,

after the acid has been added. For ferro-

types, etc., it can be used for several days,

owing to the condition of the collodion and

bath. If the developing solution should

refuse to flow, which is apt to be the case

with old collodion and old baths, add a

little alcohol to the developing solution.

For short exposures, the developing solu-

tion should have more iron and less acid;

also in winter less acid, in summer more.

If the negative should require redevelop-

ing, take any old bath (an ounce will be

sufficient), and reduce one-half with water,

filter, and, after the plate has been slightly

washed after the first developing, pour over

this re-developing solution and flow back

into the bottle ;
then pour over the regular

acid iron developing solution, very quick,

to prevent any lines that may occur from

insufficient flowing. By this process any

amount of intensity can be obtained.

A word on Clearing in the next issue.

Franklin, Pa., July 12, 1875.

WRINKLES AND DODGES.

Mr. W. B. Critcheield gives the fol-

lowing as his method of managing the ton-

ing bath :

"I keep one toning bath in use all the

time. After I am done toning, I just add

enough C. P. acid to turn litmus-paper red;

by so doing, I never have to throw any gold

baths away, and it is always ready by neu-

tralizing and adding sufficient gold each

time I wish to use it."

Oneida Community, July 5th, 1875.

Dear Editor: I send you by to-day's

mail a few of the best samples of my pho-

tographic work. I don't succeed in reach-

ing my ideal, or in equalling work found in

large cities. Still, my present work is vastly

better than that of a few years ago. But I

wish to progress faster, and perhaps you

will be kind enough to give me some hints

that will assist me. My knowledge of the

art is almost entirely derived from publica-

tions. My library contains everything in

your catalogue of publications, except Lan-

tern Journeys, and that I shall add soon
;

besides bound volumes of the Photographer,

Times, and Humphrey's Journal; besides

all the Mosaics, British and News Almanacs,

etc.

I pity the patrons of the photographer

who does not read and study, and with his

book knowledge use plenty of common
sense.

I began the taking of ferrotypes a few

years ago in an ordinary family sitting-

room, using one window and a large mirror

to light the subject, and a sheet for a back-

ground. After awhile, I sat my subjects

on the porch. Now, I have a nice little

skylight, now curtained after the manner
described in Bigelow's key to his Album of

Ligfding and Posing, its only fault being its

smallness. I am satisfied I could get better

effects with a broader and somewhat higher

light. Another drawback to my getting

the best results, is the little practice I have.

Other duties prevent my working in this

fascinating art but about one day in the

week, and not at all during the winter.

I am quite a hand to experiment and try

new things. I should like to testify my
appreciation of the rapid bath mentioned

\i\. Mosaics for 1875,- and originally in the

British Almanac for 1874. The formula is :

Nitrate of Silver,

Water,

Nitrate of Baryta, .

Iodide of Potassium,

2J ounces.

30

90 grains.

20 '•
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Nitric acid enough to show slight acidity.

Filter, and the bath is ready for use. The
filtering-paper containing the undissolved

iodide of silver must not be thrown away,

but used every time the bath is filtered. To
obtain the full effects of this bath, it is nec-

essary to have an excess of iodide of silver.

This is really a good, rapid bath. By the

uee of this bath, Anthony's instantaneous

collodion, a quick-acting Peerless lens, and

the quick-acting developer described in the

April number of the Times, a fully-exposed

negative of a child can be taken, with a

good light, in three seconds ;
in the best

light, two seconds is sufficient.

Newell & Son's bath-holder for outdoor

work with wet plates, as now perfected, is

a nice thing. It combines the three requi-

sites, lightness, strength, and tightness, and

I might add cheapness.

I know of no better trays than those

made of pine and coated with coal-tar (roof-

ing) ; it forms a surface nearly as hard and

insoluble as glass, and the cost is trifling.

My tent for outdoor work is a combina-

tion of ideas gleaned from the Photographer,

World, Mosaics, etc ; but perhaps enough

has been written already on that subject.

For amateurs making prints from nega-

tives, no larger than 8 x 10, I can recom-

mend my fuming-box, which consists of an

oblong dry-goods box, set on end, with a

door in place of the cover. Thin, broad

pieces of cork are tacked on the inside, with

pins in them, on which to hang the paper

as it comes from the silver bath. A lamp

quickly dries it, when a dish of ammonia

is placed on the bottom, and the paper seems

to be evenly fumed. The sheets are pinned

at each corner to prevent curling.

I think the future of photography lies in

dry plates prepared by stockdealers. I shall

try some of Carbutt's soon.

Hoping that you will be bountifully re-

warded in your labors to advance this val-

uable art, I remain,

Very truly yours,

D. E. Smith.

PS.—I also send you a leaf print of a

basket, with the portrait of a little boy in

it. Although I send my best work, I en-

deavor to excel it each new negative.

D. E. S.

Mr. Smith's work proves him to be a

careful and cleanly operator, and he does far

better than many who have more practice.

Such men as he are always improving.

BURNETT'S PRACTICAL HINTS
ON COMPOSITION.

We have been so frequently solicited to

reprint this valuable book, that during last

month we sent to those of our subscribers,

whom we thought would be interested, a

postal card announcing our willingness to

undertake the work, by means of photo-

lithography, provided enough copies were

subscribed for to warrant it by July 1st.

Although quite a number of responses

have been received, there are not nearly

enough to return to us half the cost. We
had hoped that it would not be necessary

to call attention to the matter at all in these

pages; but since we are into it thus far, we
are disposed to go further, and extend the

time to August 15th. If any of those who
have already sent their money object to

this, we will immediately return it upon

their order.

We therefore ask your attention to the

advertisement in proper place, without tak-

ing more of your space here, further than

to say, that if you are so fortunate as to

secure a copy of this work, and it does you

as much good as it has done us, you will be

thankful for having your attention called

to it. It was first recommended to us by

Mr. Notman, of Montreal, who considers it

priceless.

SECRET PROCESSES.

It hardly seems credible, but it is never-

theless the fact, that we are continually re-

ceiving complaints from parties who have

been victimized by what are known as

" hawkers of secret processes."

The wonder is, that men will allow them-

selves to be so victimized after the repeated

warnings they have had, and the greater

wonder is that they do not ask for advice

until after the mischief is done.

These hawkers are always in a hurry.

They are bright. They only give their

wouldbe victims a short time to think over
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the tempting offers they make ; and the

poor ignorant photographer, rather than

" miss a good thing," as he supposes, " runs

the risk anyway," bites, and when he finds

he has swallowed a hook and no fly, he

wriggles and flounders and runs with his

complaints to his favorite magazine, and

begs help to "catch the scoundrel" who
has hooked him.

Now there is a sure way to prevent

trouble in such matters, and loss too. If

you are waited upon by these hawkers, and

do not know that the process they offer is

good and new, your safest and only wise

plan is to wait until you can find out the

truth about it. If the hawker is not will-

ing to wait until you investigate, then be

assured he is dishonest, and shun him as

you would a dose of cyanide.

Here is a sample circular issued by a

party whom we do not wish to advertise, so

we withhold his name :

" A retired photographer who has just

returned from an extended tour in foreign

countries has ascertained a few secrets in

photographic formula that are of great im-

portance to any practical photographer.

One is the ' L'Ombra ' toning-bath, that

will enable any one to produce a brilliant

tone that cannot be attained by any of the

old and uncertain baths that have been in

vogue for the past few years. It is the

knowledge of this bath that secures to a few
photographers in this country $6 to $8 per

dozen, while other artists (who use the or-

dinary baths) can only command $2 to $5

per dozen, strive as they will. This new
bath is cheaper than any of the old ones,

and is guaranteed to give entire satisfaction.

In conjunction with the above is a new
method of silvering paper, making chloride

of gold, etc. Will send formulas with full

instructions for using for the small sum of

two dollars. Will send to only one photog-

rapher in any city or town.

" Do not neglect to send, as money will be

saved and business increased by it. Money
should be sent by money order, express or

draft.

" Write your full address plainly, giving

State, county, and city or town. All let-

ters will be promptly answered."

Now can it be that anyone is so foolish as

to be led on by such a circular ? Yes ; such

indeed is the fact ; and we arc always glad to

have copies ofsuch circulars and letters to aid

us in putting a stop to this nefarious business.

In a letter which the author of this offer

has written he intimates that the success of

Mora, Sarony, and others is due to his

toning process ! We are striving to get it,

and if we do our readers shall have it If

we do not, do not buy it.

Another process is offered, we believe,, as

a secret, which is the old method of paint-

ing a print on the back, after it has been

sealed to glass by balsam of fir.

None of such things, good people, con-

sider vou.

OUR BRITISH LETTER.
Meestone, Isle of Wight,

July 6th, 1875.

I notice in the June number of the Pho-

tographer Mr. M. Carey Lea's paper on

emulsions. The author does not seem to

pay much attention to what other people

have been doing in emulsions, or he would

hardly have put forward certain suggestions

as original or worth what he claims for

them. The chief ideas included in this

communication are not novel. The emul-

sifying of iodides was accomplished in the

most perfect manner by Mr. Koche, of An-
thony & Co., and noticed by me in the

British Journal of Photography in a letter

from America last year. This publication

Mr. Lea ignores. All, therefore, that he

can claim beyond Mr. Roche is that by the

modification of the proportions of the iodide

and bromide greater rapidity is obtained

than with a bromide alone. Several of my
friends, who are constant workers in emul-

sions, having tried the plan on the publica-

tion of it, pronounced it a failure, as most

people aware of the fact, long ago demon-

strated by Major Eussel, that any admixture

of an iodide with a bromide in dry plates

is fatal to rapidity, when used with salted

collodion and a bath, believed it would be.

On my first visit to London and my dark-

room, I went over Mr. Lea's experiments

with the greatest precision possible, with

loosely drawn up formulae, and giving them

the advantage of a decided excess of silver

in the emulsion, and the results were tested
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by simultaneous exposures with plates pre-

pared in my own way, and with others

prepared from emulsions made by Mr.

Mawdsley, manager of the Liverpool Dry-

Plate Company, and I found, as I expected,

that the bromide plate beat the iodo-bro-

mide in every case, and in some trials prov-

ing three times as rapid as the n^w emul-

sion. The instances in which the best

results were obtained with an iodide, were

those in which the pyroxylin was unfit for

a bromide emulsion. These are detectable

by the color of the film when seen by trans-

mitted light, which approaches violet in-

stead of the red or orange of a good bro-

mide emulsion. The addition of an iodide

to such an emulsion gives it. a power of

stopping light which it had not before, and

so producing an image with an emulsion

which would not have produced one with a

bromide alone.

This I believe to be the extent of the

value of Mr. Lea's formula. Its best re-

sults I have not found to be comparable

with the best of the pure bromide. Mr.

Mawdsley, who tried the experiment, hop-

ing for success and ready to utilize it if suc-

cessful, estimates it lower than I do. There

is no halation, but I made plates more than

two years ago with the same amount of sil-

ver which Mr. Lea uses, but in the form of

bromide alone, which were absolutely free

from halation, under circumstances where a

wet plate would have failed from halation
;

and the Bolton emulsion as I make it, with

only fifteen grains of silver to the ounce,

shows less halation than wet collodion.

Made with twenty-five, it is, as far as I have

been able to find, absolutely free. I have

not for a long time backed a bromide plate

for any purpose, or recommended backing,

except for very long exposures.

I inclose you a print of a lane scene*

which was obtained by an exposure of one

hour of a Ross symmetrical, No. 3 stop, on

a bright spring day. I forgot my camera,

and only remembered it after an hour, and

when I came to develop I found the lights

all visible on the plate. The open views, also

inclosed, have been taken with exposures

purposely prolonged, to test the same point.

* See editorial notice.

—

Ed.

So much for the iodide, as to halation

and rapidity. The appearance of the iodo-

bromide plate during development is de-

ceptive, and has probably blinded some ex-

perimentalists with a promise which final

results have not fulfilled in any case I can

hear of. As to the further plan of " re-

ducing the labor of dry-plate work to a

minimum," by soaking the mass of emul-

sion prepared by Bolton's plan at once, it

has not been published, and may therefore

be justly claimed by Mr. Lea, but it was

thoroughly tried and worked bj the Liver-

pool Dry Plate Company a year ago, and

found to make a slower plate than when a

good pyroxylin was used without any pre-

servative. When a pyroxylin does not

give density this means will sometimes

give it, but the introduction of a grain of

tannin to the ounce of redissolved emulsion

is much better, giving the same density

with a firmer and more compact film, less

liable to injury from the dusting-brush,

which is sometimes necessary. The tannin

for this purpose must be free from resin or

acidity. If you cannot get it pure, dissolve

it in as little distilled water as possible, test

it for acidity, and correct with ammonia if

necessary; then filter, and dry down in a

bainmarie, or in an oven. If you prefer to

wash out the tannin, there is a simpler way
even than Mr. Lea's, which is to introduce

it in the emulsion before washing, and wash

it out with the alcohol and ether. This, of

course, supposes that there is no free silver,

but, as I have long ago pointed out, emul-

sion prepared with an excess of silver and

left for a certain time (three or four days

will do), and then treated with bromide

and washed, whether in plates or in the

Bolton emulsion, will not lose any of their

sensitiveness, and may be treated further

with tannin or any other reducing agent

without producing fog.

It is not true, as Mr. Lea says, that the

Bolton emulsion lacks sensitiveness or fails

when used with excess of silver. I have

repeatedly made it with large excess of sil-

ver and without final .conversion by bro-

mide, and found no difficulty whatever in

getting somewhat greater sensitiveness than

with the same emulsion when used with

washed plates.
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Mr. Mawdsley, who has followed my ex-

periments practically, says that the emul-

sion, washed and treated with tannin, is

slower than without any preservative, and

that plates prepared from emulsion in which

excess of silver has been entirely converted,

are slightly quicker than those prepared

from the identical emulsion without final

conversion. As Mr. Mawdsley has to ex-

periment constantly in testing the plates

and emulsion for the public, his trials run

over a much greater field than mine, and

as almost every sample of pyroxylin shows

slight differences from any other, his re-

sults are of greater value than mine from

their immense number.

Mr. Lea's complications are frivolous and

useless. The question of excess of nitrate

of silver is far simpler than he would state

it. Mr. Newton, of New York, has proved

in a simple and conclusive manner, what I

long ago showed in another way, that the

value of excess of nitrate of silver is in the

action on the collodion. This fact was de-

veloped by Colonel Wortley long a<;o, and

the use of nitrate of uranium, which he

proposed, was to enable the emulsion to de-

velop this high degree of sensitiveness with-

out fog. He proved conclusively that the

more silver was added the greater the phys-

ical effect on the collodion. This fact was

never suspected by Mr. Lea, who clings to

his chloride, as he probably will to the

iodide, though both the one and the other

are in most cases a decided detriment.

Colonel Wortley showed practically and

conclusively that the addition of a chloride

produced insensitiveness, and that a much
quicker plate could be prepared without

chloride than with it; and Mr. R. M. Gor-

don, who followed my experiments with

nitric acid, substituted for the aqua regia of

Mr. Lea, and nitrate of uranium of Colonel

Wortley, proved that the addition of chlo-

ride invariably tended to fog.

Mr. Gordon's experiments were far more

minute and exact than mine, or than those

of any other experimenter, so far as I know.

He condemned, first chloride, then uranium,

and finally emulsion altogether, as inferior

to bath plates in quality of work ; and in a

letter just received he informs me that, by

a recent improvement, he makes his bath

plates quicker than wet collodion, with a

ten-grain iron developer, but they yield to

the same with a thirty-grain iron solution
;

and he adds (what I have always main-

tained) that a slower plate is preferable, as it

gives a larger margin of over-exposure. Mr.

Gordon is not only the highest living au-

thority in photographic practice, but the

best photographer, and by far the best dry-

plate worker whom I know anything of.

The persistence of Mr. Lea in recom-

mending complications, which merely em-

barrass without in the least aiding a learner,

and which have been tried and condemned

by the most careful experimenters, can

only be accounted for by the supposition

that he does not read or respect the experi-

ments recorded elsewhere, a supposition

which gains strength by his publication of

a method of forming an emulsion by sub-

jecting salted collodion en masse to the ac-

tion of a nitrate bath, published and ex-

ploded here months ago and absolutely

worthless.

I intended to say something about Mr.

Lea's preservative of tannin and albumen,

which dry-plate workers this side can only

account for by supposing that he mistook

gallic acid for tannin. But my letter is too

'

long already. I will only say now that

tannin is the only agent which is to be

recommended for a Bolton emulsion, unless

it be an organic salt of silver formed before

washing, such as the oleate or lactate, but

with a good pyroxylin none is necessary.

Mr. Lea's assertion that tannin alone does

not do well, is contrary to my experience,

running over several years, with more than

a year's experience of the working of Bol-

ton emulsions, which I prepared by Mr.

Lea's new method, as I can prove, eighteen

months ago. Nor is there any truth in

what has been said of the addition of tannin

to a Bolton emulsion, that it makes it de-

teriorate.

One more hint and I have done. Pour

the emulsion when made into a flat dish,

and keep it in agitation till the whole mass

grows gelatinous or curdy and coheres tol-

erably, then cover it with water and leave

it till it is disposed, when a corner is de-

tached, to remain at the bottom, where it

may be broken into large fragments and
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put into a funnel, and water from a tap

allowed to run through it for an hour or

two, finishing by a soaking over night in

distilled water.

W. J. Stillman.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN FRANCE.
BY ERNEST LACAN.

Among Parisian photographers Mr.
Frank de Villechole enjoys a well-de-

served reputation. Gifted with remark-

able intelligence and great activity, he

neglects no opportunity for study and no

means tending to progress. His skill as

an artist, his gentlemanly manners, have

gained for him the sympathy of the public,

while, on the other hand, his amiability,

his obliging disposition, and his courteous

manners with his associates, have secured

for him their esteem and affection, a rare

thing, for, it must be confessed, that with

us, when two photographers are spoken of,

it may be safely asserted that they are

rivals, if not enemies.

Mr. Frank is an active member of the

Photographic Society and of the Syndical

Chamber, where, taking advantage of a

fluency of expression, too rare in France,

he often makes interesting communications,

highly practical, and he is almost always

chosen as expert, arbitrator, or referee, in

those questions which pertain to the art or

interest the corporation. He reads every-

thing that is published in our special mag-
azines, and is continually making experi-

ments with the new processes. His atelier

is therefore one of the most curious to be

visited in Paris ; this is why I propose to

lead thither to-day the readers of the Phil-

adelphia Photographer, and I am persuaded

that they will glean some valuable hints

from this visit.

Although not located in a private house

like those of Messrs. Liebert, Walery, and

Nadar, Mr. Frank's establishment is quite

as large and as well organized. He occu-

pies the second and third stories of a fine

house in the Rue Vivienne, that is to say,

between the Exchange, the Bank, the Palais

Eoyal, and the National Library. There

is but one reception-room, but it is one of

the largest in Paris
; all the other apart-

ments are entirely given up to work. The
glass house is of the same size as the recep-

tion-room, over which it is placed, and

measures 12 metres by 7 metres. The light

comes from the north through sliding

sashes. Those that are to remain station-

ary have ground-glass, the others are cov-

ered during the. operation by frames of the

same size, upon which is stretched a dioptric

cloth, which produces the same effect. These

frames move in grooves, and may be placed

in any manner desired. Mr. Frank has

ascertained by comparative experiments

that light when thus sifted acts quite as

rapidly, and gives negatives more soft and

harmonious. By the way, this is a system

which is becoming more general in France.

Curtains of a blue material, working hori-

zontally, allow the lighting to be varied as

may be desired.

Mr. Frank believes that one of the prin-

cipal points to be observed to obtain a good

negative is to make sure that the plates are

perfectly clean ; for this, particular care is

paid to the cleaning, which is done in a

special room, where there is no dust. The
plate is first cleaned in the ordinary man-
ner, and is then rubbed with pumice-stone

reduced to an impalpable powder, wet with

iodized water, and which in no manner

scratches it. It is then left to dry, and

after having removed this coating, which

has freed the plate from all dampness, the

surface is finally rubbed with talc by means

of a leather buffer. We obtain thus plates

which are absolutely clean, and upon which

the collodion spreads and adheres in the

most perfect manner.

The collodion used by Mr. Frank has

nothing special about it except that it is

highly bromized. His silver bath is of the

usual strength, but he develops with sul-

phate of iron to which a few drops of am-

monia have been added. By this system

the appearance of the image is more grad-

ual and more easily regulated. When he

poses his sitter Mr. Frank is careful that a

little light should come in behind ; in this

manner the subject stands out much better

from the background and the hair appears

much less heavy on the lighted side, on

which it forms in certain pictures an un-

natural mass. For printing the positives
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on albumenized paper Mr. Frank uses the

ordinary formula;, toning with acetate of

soda. He has excluded cyanide from his

work-room since the accident which cost

him the first joint of his right thumb, and

came near crippling him for the remainder

of his days. Moreover he makes but few

silver prints, for he was one of the first to

adopt carbon printing, which has become

so popular in France, and he is so well

pleased with it that he utilizes it in all its

applications.

Besides the ordinary public, Mr. Frank

has for patrons the National Assembly,

the Polytechnic School, the St. Cyr School,

and the School of Arts and Manufactures,

He has also the privilege of reproducing

objects of art composing certain large col-

lections. He has, therefore, not only a

large number of precious negatives to keep,

but he has also to make a large number of

prints. It is the carbon process that he

makes use of, and all his portraits that are

destined co be published, or all his valuable

reproductions, are countertyped, and it is

from the second carbon negative that all

the prints are made ; if an accident should

occurs the original negative, at least, re-

mains unimpaired. It is in the same

manner that Mr. Frank obtains the nega-

tives of clouds which he uses to complete

his views.

The arrangement of everything that con-

cerns the new method is of the most simple

character ; there are but two rooms, one of

which has a dry house, heated to the desired

temperature by means of gas-burners.

The first support upon which is applied,

to develop it, the image obtained on the

coating of bichromatized gelatin, Mr.

Frank uses opal glass in preference to

ground-glass, and especially to transparent

glass. All the details of the design may
be better seen as the hot water gradually

dissolves all the portions which have not

been impressioned. These opal glass plates

have been first coated with a thin film of

wax dissolved in benzine, and of thin col-

lodion.

When the image is entirely developed it

is allowed to dry spontaneously, then is

placed upon it the sheet of paper which is

to serve as its final support. The removal

is done with great facility, and a paper

print is obtained marvellously Glace. No-
thing is more interesting than to behold

these different operations.

The carbon transparent positives on glass

are also made use of by Mr. Frank to obtain

negatives enlarged to the natural size, with-

out the use of the solar camera or other

special apparatus, by the system invented

by Mr. Lambert. The instrument is an

ordinary camera reversed ; the back end is

placed against a window having but one

opening of corresponding size. Outside, a

mirror, placed at an angle of 45°, acts as the

reflector, and sends all the light through the

transparent positive placed in the position

ordinarily occupied by the ground-glass.

The objective throws the enlarged image
upon a prepared plate placed upon an easel.

The room in which this operation is per-

formed is in complete obscurity. This

simple and easy process is almost every-

where adopted in France.

The carbon process allows also Mr. Frank
to transform the greater part of his nega-

tives into film negatives by making count-

ertypes of them, so that he not only no

longer fears to break his unique subjects,

but besides, he economizes space, which is

always too confined in an establishment of

this importance. His negatives on gelatin

are of very great firmness.

Among the ingenious appliances invented

by Mr. Frank, I shall mention the one he

has adopted for the tank in which are

washed the paper positive prints obtained

with chloride of silver.

This tank is divided in a horizontal di-

rection by an open-work separation forming

a sieve, and which prevents the prints from

sticking at the bottom of the tank. A tap

allows the water which fills the lower por-

tion to flow into the waste trough ; a neck

placed at the top of one of the sides allows

the excess of water in the upper compart-

ment to empty itself, so that the water fur-

nished by a cock placed over the tank is

continually in motion. It is needless to

say that the sieve may be removed at will.

Mr. Frank preserves his wastes in barrels

that have been used for petroleum, that he

purchases at a very low price, and which

have the double advantage of being in good
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condition and of resisting the effects of heat

and cold, owing to the oily coating with

which they are lined.

I will finish this short notice hy adding

that Mr. Frank has heen intrusted for sev-

eral years with the course of practical pho-

tography at the Central School (School of

Civil Engineers), and that he fulfils this

mission with great skill.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Vienna Exposition—Photography in Berlin

— Philadelphia Exposition—Difference be-

tween Dry and Wet Plates — Objections

against the Observations about the Action

of Colored Substances on the Sensibility of

the Silver Salts.

Berlin, June 28th, 1875.

After a journey which was of little

success, and much fatigue and discomfort,

I have returned safely to Europe, and can

again devote myself to my old occupations,

which have become dear to me. Many
photographic occurrences have taken place

in my absence, which I hope will manifest

a more lasting effect than the unfortunate

Eclipse expedition. I will therefore take,

in the first line, the exhibitions. "Great

events cast their shadows ahead," says an

old proverb. This is also applicable to

the great exhibition in Philadelphia. Vi-

enna has gone in advance of your city in a

great International Exhibition, and lately

with a Photographic Exhibition. The lat-

ter was opened during the month of May,

and if the number of competitors did not

come up to the expectations, the reason lies

in the too short space of time intervening

between it and the International Exhibi-

tion. Not every photographer had an op-

portunity to produce new and interesting

photographs in such a short time, and the

old ones, which had once been exhibited in

Vienna, could of course not be sent again.

From Berlin three only competed, Schaar-

wachter, Riickwardt, Pauly; the produc-

tions of the first, still young, but improving,

ought to be better known in America, as he

received the gold medal from there, as one

of the competitors lately. Riickwardt is an

architectural photographer exclusively, who
traverses Berlin with his large double-

teamed wagon, fitted up as a dark-room,

and photographs the handsomest monu-
ments of architecture, of which Berlin has

lately been very largely enriched. His jour-

nals serve as inestimable studies for the

architect, and are, tec-hnically, both artistic

and masterly. Pauly, or Madame Vogel-

sang, is one of the few lady photographers

we have in Germany. As mother of two

charming daughters, she excels in children's

pictures, and has in her own the prettiest

models. These gave her an opportunity of

a wonderful tableaux, fifty-two pictures of

one child, from the first to the tenth year.

As a curiosity, I would mention that Madame.
Vogelsang has reproduced a picture of

Braun in Dornach, called Alsace and Lor-

raine, by taking a group of two peasants,

after living models, stereoscopic, which

have received great approbation in Alsace.

In this manner the French patriotism of

the inhabitants of Alsace and Lorraine is

made a subject for photographic speculation

in Berlin. The celebrated children's pho-

tographers, Loescher & Petsch, did not ex-

hibit at Vienna ; so much the surer I hope

they will exhibit at the American Exhibi-

tion.

The photographers here, and among these,

namely, Loescher & Petsch, Priim, Schaar-

wachter, and Reichard. have, during the

last quarter year, had a highly thankful,

artistic, and exceedingly original task. It

was the taking of various character masks

of the grand Masked Festival of our Crown
Prince (Fritz), the handsomest masked ball

which has been held in Europe for some

time. The first artists in Berlin had drawn
the historic costumes for the masked ball,

and selected the drapery and decorations of

the saloons. Thus the guests appeared in

the magnificent costumes of the time of the

Medici in Florence; another group in the

costume of Loui3 XIV; others again in old

Venetian and old Germanic costume, all of

wonderful splendor and accuracy. These

masterpieces of art deserved, above all

others, to be perpetuated by photography,

and Loescher & Petsch devoted themselves

to the task with all inspiration, and all their

grand accessories. Hartmann sketched for

many of the figures architectural back-

grounds, from the time of which the cos-
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tume dates. He brought forth from his

collection of antiquities the furniture suit-

able, weapons, utensils, wall pictures, and

drapery, and has thus produced works of

art, whose wonderful historic truth fills

every beholder with astonishment. They

are probably the handsomest that have ever

been produced by artistic photography, and

a similar opportunity will not present itself

very soon. Next year you will see the

pictures in America.

Aside of these prominent occurrences in

the portrait line, we have no lack of other

important productions. It appears that the

reproducers of oil paintings have no fear

on account of the size of plate any more.

The Photographic Society of this place has

boldly taken a series of pictures in the

Dresden gallery, in the original size up to

thirty-six inches; soon plates of four feet

will be issued. Photography will be mam-
moth, and mammoth must be the business

if the enormous expense of the plates should

be made to pay. Photography of oil paint-

ings is in fact a great industry; she has

conquered the world, notwithstanding the

hue and cry of art critics, who howled that

the copper-plate engraver would be without

bread through it, a laughable prediction, for

a good copper plate will constantly find a

purchaser, while a poor one of course must

draw in its sails aside of a photograph.

There is here an art dealer, of some im-

portance, who has published long articles

in the newspapers of the pernicious influ-

ence of photography on art, and who, sev-

eral years ago, solemnly stated that he had

no photographs in his store on principle,

only genuine works of art, such as copper-

plate engravings, steel engravings, litho-

graphs, etc. The man continued his oppo-

sition for ten years, but it availed him as

much as the opposition of the stage-drivers

to the railroad thirty years ago. To-day I

visited the establishment, and, to my sur-

prise, I found there not only the latest pho-

tographs of oil paintings, but on his roof a

new atelier, which had been rented by a

photographer. Such screech owls are im-

possible in America.

The eyes of all the men of industry are

turned at present towards America. The
invitations to exhibit at the International

Exhibition at Philadelphia have been ex-

tended some time ago; but, to tell the truth,

the interest manifested in it hitherto has

been very lukewarm. Now, suddenly a new
feature appears. The governments have

taken the organization in hand, and re-

solved, for the furtherance of the undertak-

ing, to appropriate considerable sums of

money. Germany appropriated 500,000

marks; Austria, 150,000 florins; Sweden,

450,000 marks; Belgium, 200,000 francs;

France, 500,000 francs; England, £40,000,

for the assistance of their exhibition com-

mission. This has produced a grand effect.

Here such undertakings are conducted by

the government, and, when such is the

case, the public have faith in it. After this

late change of events, you can expect the

Philadelphia Exhibition to be grander than

it at first even appeared. Under such cir-

cumstances, we may count on a lively com-

petition and large representation of the

photographers.

On my journey I have made, as I wrote

to you previously, many exposures with dry

plates. I partly made use of simple washed

bromo-silver collodion films, which were

prepared in the bath, and partly Stuart

Wortley plates. The bromo-silver plates,

which were, bear in mind, without a cov-

ering preservative, worked exceedingly well

the first eight days; after that spots ap-

peared ; they are, however, not durable.

The Wortley plates kept very well, and in

regard to sensitiveness, are very nearly

equal to wet plates.

I received plates which, on the first glance,

were fully equal to wet plates. If, how-

ever, I tried the dry and wet plates together

on one object, I found the dry plates more
sensitive to light parts and less sensitive for

dark parts than the wet plates. In land-

scapes, therefore, the dry plates showed a

very dense sky and background, but a per-

ceptibly weaker foreground than the wet

plates. If 1 exposed the Wortley plates until

the foreground was equal to the wet plates,

the distance (background) in the dry plates

appeared considerably over-exposed, while a

wet plate produced a more harmonious pic-

ture, and the tones in the fore and back-

ground were in proper relation. I am con-

vinced that with a suitable change in the
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sensitive mixture, by adding iodide or bro-

mide, this fault can be obviated. For the

present the wet process is for all cases where

it depends on true artistic effect far ahead of

the dry process. I see in the journals which

were issued during my absence, various

gentlemen have taken great pains to doubt

my discovery, that the sensitiveness of the

silver salts for the so-called non-actinic rays,

by the addition of an absorbing substance, is

perceptibly increased. Such doubts only

excite my humor. I have on my journey

again exposed about one hundred colored

bromide plates before a number of witnesses,

and developed many of the plates in the

presence of witnesses. I have photographed

the spectral lines in the yellow and orange

again and again, and if others have tried it

without any result, the fault is certainly not

mine, but with the gentlemen themselves.

Without overrating myself, I believe I

have sufficiently proven that I do not suffer

from hallucination any more than Captain

Waterhouse, Professor Tachini, Professor

Pedler, Mr. Medola, Professor Schuster, in

whose presence I exposed and developed my
plates, as well as Professor Becquerel, of

Paris, who has tried my experiments re-

peatedly, with the greatest success. Facts

which I have tried daily with the greatest

certainty, and which I have shown numer-

ous men of science by trial, cannot be re-

moved by such phraseology. Whoever

does not want to believe me can leave it

alone. I am not at all anxious to teach

persons who are versed who do not want to

be taught, and who stubbornly persist in

their prejudices.

Mr. Carey Lea has opened an article

against my theory, in the British Journal of

21st of May, in which I only deplore the

remarkable superficiality he betrays in opti-

cal matters. Such sentences as Mr. Lea

publishes, i. e., corallin transmits strong red

light, and consequently the sum of its ab-

sorption spectrum must be green, a sentence

which he, in reference to naphthalin-red

(with which he has not made a single trial)

repeats, and is, for those who are acquainted

with the absorption spectra, nothing else

than sheer nonsense. No man can draw

out of the color a body possesses, an infer-

ence in regard to its absorbing capacity in

the spectrum. Erbium salts and didymium
are quite colorless, but show a powerful

absorption-line in the spectrum. Chloride

of uranium (UC1) is green, and yet it not

onlj' shows an absorption line in the red, but

two very powerful ones in the green, right

and left of the line. Fuchsin is red
; ac-

cordingly, if Lea is right, "the sum of its

absorption spectrum " lies in the green. If,

however, a reduced solution of fuchsin is

observed in the spectrum, it will be found

that the main absorption-line is in the yellow,

and if you take an ethereal or collodion

solution, the absorption-line will move over

into the orange, beyond the line D. These

are all matters which can be read in any
good handbook on optics, and the knowl-

edge of which I thought could be pre-

supposed by Mr. Lea. Just as superfici-

ally Mr. Lea speaks of my publications.

He says I experimented with only three

coloring matters. This is not true. I ex-

perimented with corallin, fuchsin, naphtha-

lin-red, picrat green,* and two kinds of alde-

hyde green, and later yet, with chlorophyll.

With the latter Becquerel also experimented,

and produced the same result as I did. He
further asserts that "one of the three sub-

stances cited by Dr. Vogel, that which he has

principally worked, and on which he princi-

pally has relied, is corallin." This also is not

correct. With corallin I made my first at-

tempts, but found very soon that this sub-

stance changes very easily ; that a trace of

acid is capable of moving its absorption

capacity totally, and that different kinds of

corallin offered possess different qualities,

therefore I laid this substance aside already

after the first attempt, and the substance with

which I have principally worked is not coral-

lin, but the more durable naphthalin-red.

Mr. Lea confesses that he has made no trials

of this substance, therefore it follows that

he does not know the absorption-spectrum of

naphthalin-red from personal inspection. If

he, notwithstanding, boldly asserts that the

sum of its absorption-spectrum must be

green, this assertion is worth as much as the

tales of the kingdom. in the moon, and I

need scarcely call attention to it, and in the

* See Reports of the German Chemical So-

ciety, v-ol. vii, p. 976.



AN APPEAL TO PHOTOGRAPHIC PATRIOTISM.

To the Photographers of the United Slates in be-

half of a separate Photographic Building at

the Centennial Exhibition of 1876.

Gentlemen and Ladies : It was the original

intention of the United States Centennial Com-

mission to devote a portion of the Memorial or

Art Hall, to the exhibition of Photography at

the International Exhibition of 1876, but the

demands upon them for space in that building,

by the votaries of the older arts of painting and

sculpture, compelled them to abandon the pro-

ject, and to place our art in the Main Exhibition

Hall, where it would be virtually lost in bad

light amid the myriads of other things.

A proposition was, therefore, made by the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the National Photographic

Association, to the Centennial Board of Finance,

to make an effort to secure subscriptions to the

Centennial stock, sufficient to erect a separate

btdlding "for the exhibition of photographs and

all articles pertaining to their production,' 7

if

the said board would sanction it.

This project was favorably entertained by the

Board of Finance, who have submitted plans and

drawings for a building to cost $20,000, which

they agree to erect for the purposes named on

the conditions named. An answer must be given

by August 23d, to secure the place most desir-

able for the building. Others want it.

You are, therefore, called upon for subscrip-

tions to the Centennial stock, which is $10 per

share, and to make your investment as large as

possible before the date named. The handsomely

engraved certificate will be sent to every subscri-

ber. If you cannot even take one share, send $5,

and receive a Centennial medal.

On the other side are plans of the proposed

building. The system of lighting will be excel-

lent,—the same as that in the Art Hall. Mr. H.

J. Schwarzman is the architect of both build-

ings. The interior will have three grand ave-

nues, and lines of apartments and uprights on

all sides. It will be very fine in appearance.

The locality cannot be excelled. It is a spot

every visitor must see, right next to the Art Hall

and the Main Building.

We believe the advantages of a separate build-

ing will be seen by you at once. It will place

our art most prominently before the people with

the other arts. It will give our entire business

a push forward, the advantages of which cannot

be overrated. We, the photographic fraternity

of America, will have the means of offering to

our co-workers abroad the opportunity of exhib-

iting their works by and with our own.

At no World's Fair has this been done by any

nation, nor has Photography ever been given a

separate building, or been made of any special

interest to the public. Here we have the privi-

lege of that still greater advantage, namely, you

who visit the Exhibition can in this way see the

entire exhibit of everything pertaining to Photog-

raphy in one superb building. What photog-

rapher may not come here then and learn enough

to make him rich?

Now, it is right that we should secure this

great opportunity if we can.

The amount of money required is inconsider-

able, compared with the advantages and the

amount invested in our art as a business, and

there is no time to lose. We must say yes or

no by August 23d.

The money you subscribe is not a gift, but an

investment, and the Board of Finance say there

is every assurance that it will all be returned to

you with interest. If one-third of the fraternity

of the United States will take one share each

the work will be done.

The dealers and manufacturers cannot do all.

Operators must help. As a matter of patriotism

you should each show interest in this great na-

tional enterprise ; as a matter of pride you should

join in the project ; as a matter of business you

will find it to your great advantage to have part

in doing what was never done before.

Deny yourself, if you have to, but let us ac-

complish this object.

The photographers of America, and not the

National Photographic Association members,

alone are asked to come in for equal interest.

Come one, come all

!

We know it is an unpropitious time. If it were

not we would ask for a $40,000 building. As it

is, every one can„help, if disposed. Business will

soon be better, but we cannot wait. We must

decide now, or we lose our site.

Philadelphia will bear over one-fourth the bur-

den, and has already subscribed near $5000.

In sending your money for shares, state that it

is for Photographic Hall, and send it to your stock-

dealer or to either of the undersigned before

August 23d, 1875 :

W. Irving Adams, 419 Broome Street, N. Y.

A. Bogardds, 872 Broadway, N. Y.

J. W. Black, 157 Washington Street, Boston.

A. Hesler, Evanston, Illinois.

A. Moore, 828 Wood Street, Philada.

W. H. Bulofson, San Francisco.

W. H. Bhoads, 1800 Frankford Avenue, Phil-

adelphia.

I. B. Webster, Louisville, Kentucky.

V. M. AVilcox, 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Edward L. Wilson, 124 N. Seventh Street,

Philadelphia.

John Welsh, Esq., President Centennial Board

of Finance, 904 Walnut Street, Philada.,

or Frederick Fralev, Esq., Treasurer

United States Centennial Commission, 904

Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
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by me observed facts on the effect of certain

coloring matter, it depends on the position

of the actual absorption-line, and not on

empty theories about "the sum of absorp-

tion-spectrum." If, finally, Mr. Lea, in

reference to the sensitive effect of colorless

substances which I have been bespeaking,

claims his priority, I would refer to my
publication of 1873, p. 1302, of the Eeports

of the German Chemical Society, where

mention is made that wet bromide of silver,

i. e., bromide of silver in the clear nitrate

of silver solution, possesses a different sensi-

tiveness to color from dry bromide of silver,

and that Mr. Lea had not yet worked with

morphia, I mentioned expressly.

Mr. Lea has, therefore, no cause to be

jealous of his right to priority, especially

as he does not respect the priority of others

very much. So he publishes in the British

Journal of May 28th, 1875, as the result of

his latest experiments AgBr and Agl are

sensitive to all visible rays of the spectrum,

and fully ignores that I published the same

already in April, 1874, in the Keports of the

German Chemical Society, p. 550, in my
article, which Mr. Lea no doubt elsewhere

himself cites; likewise I have, in June,

1874, at the same place, stated that certain

rays of a special exciting or a special continu-

ing power do not exist, and if Mr. Lea lately

published the same, an acknowledgment of

priority might well have accompanied it.

Prof. H. Vogel.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the N. P. A.

A special meeting was held on Thurs-

day evening, July 22d, 1875, in Philadel-

phia. Present, Messrs. W. Irving Adams,

Chairman ; Black, Bogardus, Moore, and

"Wilson.

After routine business, a telegram to Gen-

eral C. B. Norton, of the United States Cen-

tennial International Exhibition, was read,

as follows

:

New York, July 22d, 1875.

General C. B. Norton :

Announce to committee this evening that

we offer a prize of five thousand dollars,

to be awarded by a properly constituted

committee, to any person who shall discover

and perfect a process for the production of

photographic prints in colors.

J. H. GOODSELL.

Mr. Goodsell is one of the publishers of

the Nev> York Daily Graphic. His com-

munication was received and ordered to be

published with the proceedings of the com-

mittee. A vote of thanks was also tendered

Mr. Goodsell for his magnificent offer in be-

half of photographic progress.

Letters were read from President Eulof-

son to the Secretary approving of the action

of the committee in postponing the Conven-

tion to 1877, and a communication from the

Photographic Art Society of the Pacific to

the President, which will be found else-

where.* Letters were also read from Messrs.

Hesler and Webster, of this committee,

also approving of the aforesaid postpone-

ment.

The special order of business now came

up, namely, the erecting of a Photographic

Hall in connection with the United States

Centennial Exhibition of 1876. The. cor-

respondence between the Secretary and the

Board of Finance and Director-General

Goshorn was read (the substance of which

is given elsewheref ) and discussed at length.

Plans for Photographic Hall were also pre-

sented and approved, a sketch of which is

also given elsewhere.

It was resolved finally that effort be made

at once to secure the erection of the separate

building, by soliciting subscriptions to Cen-

tennial stock from the photographers, man-

ufacturers, and dealers, in the form of an

appeal, stating the facts of the case, etc., etc.,

and the organization of committees in all

parts of the country to help do the work, as

the time is short. The Secretary announced

that he already had $1500 subscribed from

one leading manufacturing firm. [Cheers.]

With such a heading the sum cannot fail to

be made up promptly.

The Secretary was authorized to ask the

use of the Centennial Hall, inside the Ex-

hibition grounds, for four days, for the 1876

* See "The Right Spirit," page 246.

f " An Appeal to Photographio Patriotism."

16
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Convention of the National Photographic

Association.

On motion adjourned.

Edward L. Wilson,
Secretary.

THE PROMENADE PRIZE.

The competition on another prize offer

has closed, and the result is before us. The
only regret we have in this connection is

the small number of competitors, there

being but eight in all. But this is not sur-

prising when we consider that this style of

picture is not yet a year old, and there ap-

pears to be not more than one photographer

out of a hundred throughout the country

that pretends to make them. But notwith-

standing the numbers that entered the con-

test are few, the quality of the work is good.

Last year, in the cabinet prize competition,

there were some pictures that were con-

spicuous for their badness. We have faith

to believe, however, that taste and culture

in the right direction are being so diffused

among the fraternity that even those that do

poor work are aware of their deficiencies, and

have too much good sense to send work for

competition that they know lacks the essen-

tial merits of excellence Consequently, in

this contest, a higher aim has seemed to

actuate all who took part in it.

We name the competitors in the order in

which their pictures were received, as fol-

lows :

No. 1. J. H. Folsom, Danbury, Conn.

No. 2. E. H. Alley, Toledo, Ohio.

No. 3. I. W. Taber, San Francisco, Cal.

No. 4. L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich.

No. 5. Core & Frees, Tiffin, Ohio.

No. 6. E. M. Collins, Oswego, N. Y.

No. 7. C. M. French, Youngstown, Ohio.

No. 8. H. Rocher, Chicago, 111.

Of these, Nos. 1, 2, 5, and 6, are good

creditable specimens of photography, show-

ing a good deal of care and taste in execu-

tion, and in many respects such work as

ought to command business anywhere. The
authors are deserving of praise for their

efforts, and we have no doubt they will all

be benefited.

No. 3 are in Mr. Taber's usual neat and

elegant style, clear, brilliant, and perfect,

very similar and equal to the embellishment

in our April magazine.

No. 7 are also worthy of much praise, as

they show that very thoughtful and careful

attention has been given, and are doubtless

examples of Mr. French's best work. Let

all these try again, and try harder.

In No. 4 Mr. Bigelow has made a new
departure. He has struck a new vein, as

refreshing as it is artistic. His figures in

full length are only about half the whole

height of the picture. The style is emi-

nently recherche, and with the elegant and

well-chosen accessories, presents an effect

that is at once fine and imposing. There

are two of Mr. Bigelow's that deserve espe-

cial mention ; one is an opera-box scene,

presenting a group of two ladies, with fans

and opera-glasses, and both apparently in-

terested in some attractive feature of the

performance. The art, the photography,

and the sentiment we have rarely seen ex-

celled. The other is a single figure of a

lady in walking costume, with sun-umbrella

as a cane ; the pose graceful and full of ac-

tion. The background is a landscape scene,

representing a lake or river bordered with

foliage, and a sloping hill in the distance

;

a broad expanse of sky, with a subdued

cloud effect, and the fine perspective giving

an atmosphere to the whole, which forms a

picture most charmingly life-like and natu-

ral.

The eighth and last, from Mr. Rocher, we
have noticed on another page.* These and

Mr. Bigelow's were so nearly equal in merit

that it seemed a little difficult to decide, but

the high artistic excellence, the sentiment,

the consummate taste and skill, the witchery

of his compositions, the life in his lines, the

art feeling that pervaded the whole of Mr.
Rocher's, gave his the preference in the

minds of the judges, and to him was awarded

the medal.

Thus has ended the first competition on

the Promenade style. There is a great deal

in it for which we have reason to feel satis-

fied. The high character of the work it

has developed, though representing a very

few in numbers, will be of incalculable im-

portance in the influence it will have on our

* Photography, Art, Excellence, page 243.
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art, in raising it to a higher and more cul-

tivated standard.

We commend the comparison and study

of the worst with the best—Burnett in hand

—and give you the opportunity by placing

sets on sale as per advertisement.

Being so well pleased with the results of

this prize offer, we now make another for

the same style of work, and on the 6ame

conditions, viz.

:

Gold Medal Prize for Promenades.

We hereby offer to our subscribers all

over the world, a large, heavy Gold Medal,

the same kind as awarded by the National -

Photographic Association, and the same as

the Scovill and Holmes medals, and cost-

ing nearly $100, for the best six negatives

sent us by November 20th, 1875.

The size and figure must be appropriate

to the new "Promenade" style, and the

negatives delivered to us free of expense.

A mounted print from each negative will

be required. A jury of competent practi-

cal judges will examine the work and make
the award, and will be authorized to ex-

clude any work that in their judgment is

not of a sufficiently high standard to be re-

ceived as examples of first-class photogra-

phy. See our March, April, and July

numbers.

Each party admitted to competition will

receive of the competing pictures, one from

one negative from each competitor. We
prefer that each six negatives should be

from the same subject, although we do not

make this imperative.

In packing negatives to send we would

advise photographers to use a box somewhat

larger than the negative, and then use some

soft packing, such as cotton, or soft paper,

which should not be packed any closer than

is necessary to keep the negatives from mov-
ing about.

In our last competition three negatives

were broken ; two from their fitting the

box so closely that when the cover was
nailed on, a nail turned in so as to come in

contact with the edges of the plates.

The other was broken by being packed

too tightly. Excelsior was used, and crowded
in with such force as to break the outside

negative. We trust this caution will be

heeded.

This new offer applies to all those who
entered the last competition, and we hope

they will each make another effort and do

as much better as possible.

We feel quite confident that this offer will

be taken hold of more generally than the

other was, and hope it will bring something

as much ahead of those we now have as they

are ahead of any we ever had before.

Photography, Art, Excellence.

These three it has long been our desire

to see combined, or the two former so

blended as to produce the latter. Scarcely

was our ink dry, in writing of the beautiful

work produced on the shores of the Pacific

—which notice may be found on another

page—when we received from Mr. Henry
Eocher, of Chicago, a number of samples

of his work. There are three 14 x 17, one

11 x 14, and thirteen Promenades, all por-

traits.

Those who have made themselves familiar

with our picture, in the July number, may
form some idea of the character of these

pictures, though we consider them superior

to those. Mr. Rocher has risen to a higher

scale, has struck a higher note on the ar-

tistic staff, than any photographer in this

country has heretofore reached. At least,

this is the impression it has made upon us.

We have grown to be so sensitive in these

matters that each line of beauty, each grada-

tion of tone, affects us as sensibly as do the

musical melodies, and not since the days when
the good Dr. Vogel used to send us exam-

ples of Berlin pictures, have we felt moved
as wedonowover this workof Mr. Rocher's

;

it has touched a chord that has seldom been

made to vibrate by anything photographic
;

in short, they are the most artistic photo-

graphs, as a whole, that we have ever seen.

The large pictures are some Mr. Rocher

had prepared for the California Convention,

and we regret that the members of the Na-
tional Association have been deprived of

the privilege of studying and profiting by

an inspection of them this year. Every

one is aware of the difficulties that seem

to accumulate as the size of the picture
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increases, but in these the skill of the artist

has been equal to every emergency ; the

same deftness of handling, the same ex-

quisite rendering of every detail, is as ap-

parent in these as in his Cabinets or Prom-

enades. They are all so equally fine that it

seems difficult to particularize ; but one of

these large specimens deserves especial men-

tion. It is a group of two ladies, one seated

in front of a mirror and the other standing

behind, arranging some flowers in her hair.

The lines of the group are as near faultless

as can be, both external and internal, and

yet all is perfectly natural. There is no

appearance of effort ; all art is lost sight of

in the perfection of nature,; everything

seems to have fallen into place of itself, even

to the hand-mirror and the fan upon the

table Both figures are in light drapery,

which is rendered here with a perfection

that we have seldom seen equalled in pic-

tures of this size.

Mr. Kocher has introduced a feature here

which we believe is new in portraiture.

He uses a polished floor, which reflects the

light drapery and is peculiarly effective.

The Promenades we hardly know how to

describe. The more we look at them the

more we are charmed. There is so much in

them that cannot be described which must be

seen or felt. But each one has its meaning,

tells its own story. All of them are of

ladies, beautiful and graceful, as most of

them are. One inhales the sweet perfume

from a vase of flowers; another is in the

act of opening a sideboard and taking from

a fruit-basket a bunch of grapes ; another

admires a picture on the mantelpiece; an-

other, in character and costume, sits at an

old-fashioned spinning-wheel, a veritable

Marguerite; another, beneath the foli-

age and shade of the garden, has dropped

her book on the rustic seat beside her,

and is apparently happy in the land of

dreams; again, she is in her boudoir,

and with bewitching smile and roguish

eyes, in the act of setting the clock either

forward or back, in order to hasten some

wished-for event, or detain her lover, who
is disposed to heed the admonition, that

twenty minutes past one—if it be a.m.—is

time for him to go.

Others equally interesting and expressive

have their meaning, and all are jewels of

artistic excellence, such as make us free to

rejoice that photography has risen to sd high

a standard, and is patronized by hands so

skilful.

One feature of Mr. Bocher's pictures is

very noticeable, and that is the fitness and
elegance of his accessories ; but even these

might be a source of evil were they not

used judiciously. But we cannot but be im-

pressed with the arrangement of the lines

and the perfect balance and harmony be-

tween the parts that is observed through-

out the whole. He works by rule.

This selection is composed partly of ce-

lebrities, including some members of the

Daly Fifth Avenue Troupe, among which

we have portraits of Miss Jeffreys-Lewis

and Miss Emily Eigl. Among them also

is a portrait of Mrs. Lieut.-General Phil.

Sheridan and other ladies, and of Miss

Heilbron of the Italian opera.

Here we may say a word about the lens

with which these were made, viz., one of

the Hermagis "Salomon" style. We
quote from Mr. Kocher : " The instrument

is a very good one, and answers completely

my expectations of it. For an 8 x 10 or

Promenade it is just the thing. My first

pictures with it were those of Mrs. Lieut.-

General P. H. Sheridan, and every one

found grace before the eyes of him."

We can hardly express our gratitude in

any fitting terms to Mr. Kocher for sending

us these splendid specimens of his work,

and we only regret that they cannot be seen

by every photographer in the land, that'

they might fill them all with the same en-

thusiasm they have inspired in us. But
such work as this gives us new hope, and

when we consider the progress that ha9

been made in the past, we feel sure that

when such master - spirits as Mr. Kocher

lead off to some loftier height, there are

hosts of others who are striving for some-

thing better than they have heretofore at-

tained, who will gladly follow till they have

reached the same grand goal of excellence.

As an indication of how such work as this

is received, how photographers study and

profit by it, we give the following from one

of our intelligent, progressive New England

artists:
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"Honor to whom Honor is due."

The Promenade picture in the July num-

ber of your journal, by H. Rocher, of Chi-

cago, is par excellence, and fills a long-

wanted space in my photographic mind,

being, but for the want of perspective in

the shaded part of the background and re-

lief from panel, a perfect picture.*

I have studied it long and carefully, and

it grows in interest. In answer to your

queries, given in connection with the pic-

ture, I would remark, 1st, that, in my judg-

ment, the lines are pyramidal; figure well

balanced; the picture strikes you at sight as

being complete and harmonious. 2d. The

design of the artist was to represent prepar-

ation for a promenade; witness the button-

ing of the glove, the open parasol, the al-

most moving figure, ready, when the second

glove is adjusted, to catch up the veil from

the chair, take one more look in the glass,

pick up the parasol, and walk out.

Naturalness in photography is the great

want of the age, and this picture is a long

step in that direction. I thank Mr. Rocher

for that picture, and I think we photogra-

phers ought all to be thankful to the journal

for its publication, and for the unceasing in-

terest its editor takes in elevating our beau-

tiful art. E. T. Whitney.

Nokwalk, Conn., July 8th, 1875.

MATTERS OF THE

Would it not be fine to have the next

National Photographic Association Conven-

tion inside the Centennial grounds ? It can

be done.

Mr. Bigelow starts the "suggestions"

as to the arrangements for the department

of photography at the Centennial with a

good one. Let us have more.

Relics.—Hunt them up, and report what

you have to the Secretary.

* We should say that there were five negatives

used in printing for our July number.

—

Ed.

Dues.—The members of the Association

who are not life members are reminded that

the annual dues are payable June 1st, 1875,

to Mr. Albert Moore, Treasurer, No. 828

Wood Street, Philadelphia—$4 for employ-

ers, and $2 for employes. Prompt payment

will reassure the Executive Committee that

their efforts to secure a proper representa-

tion of our art in the Centennial Exhibition

are substantially approved. New members

should remit to the Permanent Secretary.

Entrance fee, $5; dues as above.

Please pay your dues this month, to ena-

ble the Executive Committee to arrange for

the Centennial and the 1876 Convention.

There is really no time to lose. Make
other things wait.

A Few Words with "Jenkins" & Co.

Dear Mr. Editor: Not at all consider-

ing that you are in need of a champion, or

that even if you were I should feel myself

to be the proper man to interpose my puny

body between you and your assailants to

ward off their hard knocks, yet I think

"Jenkins" having dealt you a playful kick

in the July number of the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer, it seems a pity not to have a little

kicking match all round. I have no doubt

you will receive many angry letters on the

subject, especially from those whose good

nature has prompted them to furnish you

with the embellishing cliches for your little

gallery; especially the poor April man
whom Jenkins ungenerously pushes back

into his own background.

There is a great deal to be said on the

subject of criticism, and a great deal to be

learned too. When a man publishes a book

or a picture, or what not, I hold that it be-

comes fit subject for honest criticism (nor

do I wish to be supposed to hint that Jen-

kins has overstepped this) ; but the relations

between the editor and illustrators of the

Philadelphia Photographer are of so delicate

a character, that such a letter as the one I

quote will tend rather to the effect of making

photographers unwilling to exhibit their

work as specimens. The editor urges men to

hand over their treasures with that seductive
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persuasiveness, those who have come within

reach of his blandishments know it is im-

possible to struggle against, and they are

placed at once in the unpleasant and un-

thankful position of target for all sorts of

criticism.

And where is the fault ? Few of the pho-

tographs are so bad that they did not serve

their purpose of embellishing the Journal

;

therefore not the photographer, or the edi-

tor (unless it can be proved that he did not

make a wise selection), but I am of opinion

the fault rather lies at the door of those who
step beyond the bounds of criticism in pass-

ing judgment on these works.

One of the drawbacks of the agitation

for artistic photography is the hypercriti-

cism indulged in at the present time. If it

would only induce some wielders of pens

(one is almost tempted to call ill-natured),

to study first that their own work is perfect

before they begin to criticize, and then be

careful how they do it, would be indeed

well, but I fear the excellence which begets

modesty is rather a long way off.

Somebody will, I fear, think I am now
claiming for these pictures, given us month

by month in our Journal, entire exemption

from the pains and penalties of their promi-

nence; not at all! Only that forbearance

a. just critic must know, is due to works pro-

duced under the peculiar circumstances these

photographs are, of which every photogra-

pher must be fully aware if only when he

remembers how difficult it is to stock his

show cases.

Many of the best negatives a man makes

he is not at liberty to publish ; many others

are not suitable in the character of the sub-

ject, etc., so that one over-persuaded by the

honeyed arguments of the editor finds his

choice restricted to a small percentage of

his stock of negatives.

To clear up one or two points I may say

that my protest is the disinterested effusion

of a tender heart. I never exhibited any

pictures myself nor have any of my rela-

tions, so that I am quite free from bile on

that score; and in the matter of Jenkins's

objections, " though I most powerfully and

potently believe, yet I hold it not honesty to

have it thus set down.' 1

In conclusion, I must say that I feel the

editor has inaugurated a wise and healthy

scheme in this matter, in his prize compe-

titions. In them he stimulates kindly ri-

valry, and all who contend are benefited

quite apart from the prize to be won, and

whether successful or not they are encour-

aged to study and do their very best. The
prize pictures, too, serve as models of the

best work, and as such are useful.

Think not, oh Jenkins, it is from fear of

consequences that I adopt the role of the

anonymous scribbler, for a wide sea between

us rolls, but merely in imitation of your

own charming confidence that I subscribe

myself the editor's

Most faithfully,

Double Yoxj Aitch.

THE EIGHT SPIRIT.

That our brethren of San Francisco

should have been disappointed at the post-

ponement of the National Photographic As-

sociation Convention, was no more than

could be expected. They had done much
towards perfecting the arrangements, and

were enthusiastic in their purpose to give

us of the East such a reception as we had

never met before. We were aware of this,

the Executive Committee were aware of it,

and it was with deep regret that we felt

compelled to give our decision in favor of a

postponement ; but it was mainly to save

our California friends a greater disappoint-

ment, which we fear they would have ex-

perienced, had the convention been held,

and only an insignificant number presented

themselves to partake of their hospitalities.

But we commend the spirit they have

manifested as worthy of imitation every-

where. It was not confined to the photog-

raphers of that section, but found expres-

sion through the press, from the people at

large, and best of all from the " San Fran-

cisco Art Association," who with unexam-

pled generosity placed their rooms at the

service of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation. With all this good feeling, this

enthusiasm, and the promised hospitality,

the spirit expressed in the letter which we
print herewith, is in perfect accord. Noble
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hearts often appear more noble under dis-

appointment or adversity, than when hope

and success smile upon them. It gives us

pleasure in our official capacity to receive

this letter, and present it to our readers,

accepting it as we do as a representative

expression of the good feeling among our

brethren of the Golden State; and we are

sure every member of the National Associa-

tion will feel his heart warm towards our

California friends, and be disposed to resolve

in his own mind that in 1877 they shall

have no reason to regret that the convention

for 1875 was postponed.

Let us all then, as we read this letter,

catch the generous spirit it breathes, and

begin now to make ready for the great Cen-

tennial next year, as well as for the happy

meeting which awaits us in San Francisco

in 1877.

Photographic Art Society of the Pacific,

San Francisco, Cal., June 14th, 1875.

"William H. Rulofson, Esq.,

President National Photographic Association.

Dear Sir : Your communication to our

Society and inclosed report of proceedings

of the Executive Committee of the National

Photographic Association at Philadelphia,

came duly to hand. I beg leave to ac-

knowledge the receipt of the same, and to

tender to you the thanks of our Society for

your kindness in giving us such timely no-

tice of the postponement of the Convention

until 1877. I assure you, dear sir, it was

with feelings of profound regret that we
learned the Executive Committee had

deemed it advisable to postpone, and our

feeling of disappointment is all the greater

from the fact that so much work which had

been completed, has to be abandoned, and
the work done over again. Prom every

direction we had assurances that a mag-
nificent welcome would have been given to

the Society, not only by the members of the

local Society, but by our fellow-citizens in

general, and the members of that conven-

tion would have reason to remember as one

of the pleasant things in their lives, their

visit to the land of the setting sun, and the

welcome which they would have received

from the inhabitants thereof. In conclu-

sion, I would assure you that the members
of this Society deeply sympathize with you

for the disappointment you have met with

in this postponement, for we all know (and

your subscriber in particular) how hard you

have worked for the success of the conven-

tion, and how much you had desired that

San Francisco should be the place and 1875

the year for extending our hospitality to our

Eastern brethren.

Hoping that the change has been for the

best, and renewing through you our assu-

rances, that whenever the Society does desire

to come, they will find with us no diminu-

tion of our welcome but rather an accumu-

lation thereof, for having been compelled to

store it away for so long a time.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Robert A. Marden,
Corresponding Secretary.

Photography on the Pacific Coast.

With every thought or reference to the

Golden State, or to matters connected with

our art in that section, there is one house

that always seems prominent, and is usually

first to be presented to the mind ; we allude

to the one with which the worthy President

of our National Photographic Association is

connected, viz., that of Bradley & Rulofson.

They have long held a leading position in

our art in San Francisco, and the high repu-

tation they won there has now become na-

tional, and we might almost say world-

wide. This has been secured among the

people at large by the superior excellence of

the work they have sent out, which has at-

tracted to their gallery nearly every promi-

nent visitor to California, from whatever

part of the world he might come. They
have become prominently known among
photographers by their winning our gold

medal last year, and by Mr. Rulofson being

chosen President of the National Associa-

tion ; attention having been directed especi-

ally to him, first by his presence at the

Cleveland Convention, then by the medal

award, and by the magnificent productions

which he exhibited at the Chicago conven-

tion.

Mr. Rulofson is truly a representative

man in our art. He was one of the pioneers

of California, and by his indomitable energy,

artistic attainments, and unswerving integ-
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A SUGGESTION.
In many of our galleries and exhibition

halls it has been customary to hang large

pictures, finished in ink, crayon, oils, etc.,

in close proximity to photographs made by

contact. In such cases the large pictures

do not suffer by the contrast, but alas for

the 16 x 20's and under. Artist finished

solar prints are not photography, and ought

never to be allowed to hang in the same

room with what I would call plain photo-

graphs. Take, for instance, a 14 x 17 plate

photograph, appropriately framed and hung

in a room with other pictures of the same

size and smaller, and it will show its full

value ; but placed with larger pictures, in

colors, may-be, and half its beauty is gone,

unless by a powerful effort the mind is kept

awake to an unbiased appreciation of its

merits.

At the coming Centennial Exhibition, I

hope, and others have the same desire, that

the photographic department will be strictly

photographic, and that no artist-finished

work will be permitted a place in the same

room with it.

Crayons are now the style, but how much
credit is due the photographer for his share

in their production ? All that is retained

of the original picture is the outline, per-

haps, and that even unworthy to be called

a photograph, but a skilful artist soon burys

the photograph beneath his crayon and pro-

duces a charming picture. Who made it?

The artist, of course, and is entitled to all

the credit for doing it.

It is well enough to exhibit artist-finished

photographs as a branch of photography

and tributary thereto, but to place them

together is to appoint the artist to the office

of grave-digger to the photographer, for

does he not bury all the virtue there is in

his work beneath his colors; leaving no

more trace of him than an outline of the

mound he has raised above him ? Poor

photographer, not even a slab to tell the

world that he ever lived ! But perhaps the

artist is called in to cover the defects of the

photographer, and thus give him a name in

the community to which he is not entitled.

"Who has not seen that most ridiculous ar-

tistic, I should say photographic, forgery

practiced, and by which the photographer

gets the credit of making a really fine paint-

ing by having his name placed upon it, and

to which he is no more entitled than the

hod-carrier who assists in the building of a

palace is entitled to be called its architect.

Legitimate photography, as I understand

it, is limited to the print produced from the

retouched negative, and no more work is

allowable on the print than is indicated by

the general term "spotting" Photogra-

phers are sometimes artists, and vice versa,

but if we are entitled to call ourselves any-

thing besides "photographers," let it be

"photographic artists," or "artistic pho-

tographers," either of which titles express

all the dignity we may ever hope to attain

to in our profession.

Being at a recent meeting of artists, I

was obliged to hear some hard but true say-

ings, regarding the fraternity of which I

am a member and relating to this very sub-

ject, of the pretensions and claims photog-

raphers set up, hence I felt like saying

what I have regarding the appropriateness

of the title of artist to professors of photog-

raphy.

At the coming exhibition I hope the

classification spoken of can be made, for I

believe it will show our productions to the

best advantage. Let others speak ; 1 will

be glad to have the suggestion seconded, or,

if wrong, I am willing to be convinced.

L. G. Bigelow.

THE PRINTER'S CORNER.
BY CHARLES W. HEAHN.*

First, a few suggestions on the manage-

ment of the silver bath, judged by the ap-

pearance of the freshly printed paper.

Now the mere matter of floating a sheet

of paper upon the silver bath is not, at first

thought, a matter seemingly of much con-

sequence, as regards the fine appearance of

our prints (providing, for example, we do

not float so that it will have the mottled,

weak appearance), but I would here en-

deavor to show that it is a just and sufficient

reason why our whole attention should be

turned to this fact in the very beginning of

photograph printing.

* Author of the Practical Printer.
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Paper should never be floated a long time

to get rid of the so-called vieakness, for in

ninety and nine cases out of a hundred it is

not the time that the paper is floated that

causes weakness, but it is the fault of the bath

itself. Well, you say, but we can use a

weaker bath, and float a longer time, and

thus not only save silver, but will also pre-

vent weakness by so doing. Permit me to

say, with all gentleness of expression, that

this view of things is wrong, because by

preventing one thing you cause another

which is equally as bad, if not in many cases

worse, for paper can only be floated just so

many seconds (according to the strength of

the bath), and no more nor any less, because,

in the first instance, if you float too long

you make the printed picture have a sunk-in

appearance, lose brilliancy, and cause the

paper, in this hot weather especially, to turn

yellow, whereas, in the latter case it will

not have taken up sufficient silver in the

short space of time allotted to it to properly

convert the salt into a rich surface of

chloride of silver.

Who of my readers have not time and

time again experimented with floating pieces

of paper different times upon the silver bath,

and what has been the result ? Simply the

settling of a question, according to their

views, of how long paper should be floated,

for which purpose you have gone to the

labor and expense of so doing. Now to get

some idea of what is the right time to float

a sheet of paper, and to illustrate my point,

let us suppose that you have a new silver bath

of exactly 40 grains strong of silver and 20

grains of nitrate of ammonium, made
slightly alkaline with liquid ammonia

; how
long would you float a sheet of single albu-

men paper upon it ? About three-quarters

of a minute ?

"Yes, about that time," you uncommit-

tingly answer, " but that is altogether too

strong for this hot weather, and should be

reduced down to 35 grains (at most) of sil-

ver alone, and float, as before said, about

three-quarters of a minute."

Let us see how this would work, and so

we will try it just as you propose. Dry the

paper after it has been drawn over a rod,

fume say ten minutes, and place out to print.

The print is done, and now let us examine it.

" Well, nothing is the matter with that!"

you may say.

We will see. Yes, it is as I thought,

for the print is utterly ruined so far as get-

ting any very fine result from it during the

toning and other operations through which

it is destined to go.

" Well, how is that? Explain, please."

In the first place, the print is most wofully

" woolly," and looks as though it had almost

been floated a week upon the bath, so bad is

it, for there is no richness whatever. In

fact it looks dead, for there is not any relief

to it, but all together looks alike, flat and

mean.

Yes, I understand what you are going to

say, and it is the following, is it not ?

About the negative not being so very bold,

and hence a very bold print cannot be ex-

pected from such, was not that it ? Yes, I

thought so. Well , let us place out this other

negative to print, and see if the print is any

bolder printing it on a piece of the same

sheet of paper. Now is this print as bold

as might be obtained from the very rich

negative ?

"No; I must confess that it is not. How
can I make it, by floating longer so as to

get more silver on it?"

" No ! For you make it worse in every

respect than what it is now, for there is now

too much silver on the paper."

"Why, how is that? I thought that it

was a great deal of silver that made the

prints so bold."

" You are right, if it is worked in har-

mony with other things, such as the time

of floating, which is the point under discus-

sion now; but we are wandering from our

subject, and let us return to that now, and

we will take this up after awhile. I said a

short time ago, that the print was not bold,

but sunk in, and to make it bold, you

wanted to know if it should be floated

longer. I answered, no! but will say, that

to make it bold, it must be floated not

longer, but shorter. Oh ! I see you look

surprised, but this is by no means a new
thing; on the contrary, it was an accepted

rule some two or three years ago, and to-

day it is followed out in a measure, but not

by any means is it done as it should be. Of

all the prints that have been sent to me
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thus far, in regard to some trouble or other

that they have got into, there is only one

print that I have seen as yet that is not

'woolly;' all the others are floated too

long ; in fact, the general run of galleries

intrust their silvering to boys or girls, who
really know not what importance is at-

tached to it. But this is not their fault,

for you should tell them to silver the paper

to a seco?id of a specified time, and you

should be certain that you give the right

time, which is governed by the strength of

the bath, which should always be tested

every morning before use; not with such a

detestable thing as the common actino-hy-

drometer, but with some test that tells you

somewhere nearer than twenty grains of

the real strength of the bath.

"Now, in the above case, instead of float-

ing your paper three-quarters of a minute

in a thirty-five-grain bath, just float it

twenty-five seconds; fume ten minutes, and

in every respect let the two sheets be treated

as near alike as possible, with the exception

of the difference in the time of floating.

Now, note the difference how much more

brilliant the shorter-timed sheet of paper

prints than what the other does ; and what

is the difference except that of time ? Noth-

ing ; and the reason why the shorter-timed

piece of paper prints best, is because you

have all of the silver on the surface, instead

of far into it, and this has had the beneficial

results that you have seen. But is there

nothing the matter with this print? We
have boldness, but the shadows are too

weak, and how shall we get over this?

Not by floating longer at all, because the

result will be as was seen above when the

paper was floated three-quarters of a min-

ute, but we will increase the strength of

the bath itself. Try it at forty grains

strong, and if the paper is Morgan's, it

will be found to answer, but do not float a

second longer than thirty seconds after it

has laid on the bath. I have noticed a very

great change in the appearance of paper

floated thirty seconds and that floated thirty-

five seconds, the latter sheet printing de-

cidedly ' woolly.' As a rule, take this for

a calculation to determine as to the time of

floating paper

:

"Summer-time, 85° to 90° F.

Strength of Bath. Time of Floating.

30 grains float 20 seconds.

35 " " 23

40 " " 25

45 ' float from 28 to 30 "

" Winter-time, 35° to 40° F.

Strength of Bath. Time of Floating.

50 grains float 45 seconds.

55 " " 50

60 " " 60

70 " " 75 "

"In winter-time, the room in which the

silvering is done should be about a temper-

ature of 60° F. The above calculations

are made for single albumen paper, and

with the understanding that the paper is

to be dampened thoroughly, that it will

not repel the solution and cause tear-drops.

Kubbing the paper quite briskly with a tuft

of cotton will have the result of making it

lay on to the bath.

" Of course in the winter-time the solution

itself has got to be of about 60° tempera-

ture, and in fact during that season of the

year (winter), there are many things, as we
all know, that have got to be contended

with. A good way to judge whether the

paper is floated too long, is to look at the

back of it after it is printed, and if it is at all

discolored, or if the picture shows through

it any, as we look at it, then you may be

assured that the paper is floated too long,

whereas if it is of a pure white, then it is

not floated too long. It is told also by ex-

perienced printers, by simply looking at the

surface of the paper as it leaves the bath,

and if the paper is ' woolly ' it will show it.

Try to determine this, never mind how
much the trouble, and you will notice a

decided improvement in the look of your

prints."

I will here insert a short paragraph from

a private letter received from Mr. Frank

Jewell, Scranton, Pa., which I know will

be received with pleasure by all of our

readers. I hope that he will contribute

some more to our pages. Mr. Jewell re-

marks as follows

:

" There are many photographers who are

troubled with unaccountable scratches on

their paper previous to printing, and after

silvering, but cannot tell how they appear.

I have noticed it several times, and at
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once traced it to a very simple affair, but

which when guarded against has always

had the effect of utterly removing them. It

was simpty the result of pausing for a sec-

ond while the process of laying the paper on

the bath was conducted. By being very

careful I noticed the scratches no more.

The same is noticeable in dipping a plate

into the nitrate bath, if the hand is stayed

even an instant while lowering it down."

In last month's issue I said that I would

have more reference to the albumen paper

losing its beautiful pink tint before the

toning operations. I would simply say, that

long floating also has the result of losing

the pink color to the paper, as well as keep-

ing it too long after it is dried before it is

fumed and printed.

I said in my answer to A. H. P., in the

last number of the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher, that the paper was floated thirty-five

seconds; it should have been twenty-five

seconds instead. I also noticed a process

called the "Berlin process," and as this is

a very fitting opportunity I will make a few

more statements in regard to it.

It is simply a process for obtaining fine,

soft, and beautifully printed pictures, from

negatives which have a ground surface at

the back.

Owing to the cost of obtaining good

ground-glass, the process came into disuse,

but has long since been revived by the use

of Hance's ground-glass substitute, which

gives to glass coated with it a most beauti-

ful ground-glass surface. Because it may be

applied at any time, when necessary, it has

come into general use ; one of our best gal-

leries I understand ordering alone gallons

at a time.

As a practical illustration of its working

qualities, I would refer the reader to the

April number of the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher, which was printed from negatives

which had the reverse side coated with this

substitute. It is a most excellent thing, and

I do not doubt but that my readers, after

having once tried it thoroughly, will use it

altogether in the future.

As the answers to our last from our cor-

respondents have not been satisfactory, they

will be laid over again with the following

ones, from parties who have "got into a

stick."
Philadelphia, Pa.

"Why is it that my prints look dead'm the

final washing, and why do they not tone up

prettier and finer?
H , New York.

"What kind of a toning bath will give me
rich purplish-black tones?

What kind of tones are best suited to

vignette pictures ?

TALK AND TATTLE.
Clubbing.—Every one has a right to con-

duct his business to suit himself, provided

he agreeth also to take upon himself the

consequences, yet we do believe it to be our

duty to enter a protest against what is at

least a degrading system, namely, that of

"clubbing," at low p?'ices.

The term may be new to some of our

readers, so to explain we print in full a

slip that appears to be torn from the col-

umns of some country (it can hardly be a

city) newspaper, without any intention,

however, of giving offence to the author of

it, and whose name does not appear with it,*

as follows :

CLUBS.

One dozen best Card Photographs

for One Dollar I

{Regular Price $4 to $6.)

Warranted the best. Those who may be

disposed to doubt it have only to call and

see for themselves.

Club Prices.

Keep it before the People that this is the

first and only establishment in this State

making photographs on the

Club Principle.

We know we shall please you with good

pictures, and isn't there a greater satisfac-

tion in saving three or four dollars than in

telling your friends what a big price you

paid, and how good they must be?

Twenty-five Names
will constitute a

Club,

and any person, either in city or country,

* We would be glad if the party who sent us

, this slip would also send us its author's address.
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can deposit $1, and subscribe tbeir names,

or send $1 with their names, and will re-

ceive a receipt for the same, and a check for

the photographs.

We Guarantee
a club of twenty-five to be filled in one

week. Any member of a club can sit for

their photographs in six days from the time

they become a member, or from the time

they subscribe or send their names. The

pictures will then be finished in the usual

time allowed for first-class work.

Any ^Responsible Person
who will solicit for a club, by depositing

with, or sending to us twenty-five names

and $25, will receive from us one dozen

photographs, and $2 cash, and such clubs

may be called by a name of his or her choice.

Solicitors of clubs will not include chil-

dren under four years of age.

If this is not the last step to destruction,

after selling nude and "spirit" pictures,

we are not capable of judging. No doubt

the "studio" is in a fourth story, and it

will soon come down with a crash, even if

its work is "best." Our duty is done.

Heaven forbid that we should set others to

" clubbing " thus, rather than making them

ashamed to resort to any such profitless,

belittling method of "pushing things."

HEAD AND SIDE-SCREEN.
A small screen over or near the sitter,

to regulate the light, has now come into

such general use, that every photographer

considers it necessary either to buy or make
one.

To those who like to tinker and fix up

things for themselves,

we have a suggestion

from Mr. J. S. Mason,

Medina,Ohio,for mount-

ing one of these screens,

which he says is " not

patented," and may be

of service to some of our

readers.

The stand is that of

an ordinary head-rest, and on the rod is

placed the arrangement shown in the cut,

the whole being fitted so as to turn as de-

sired. The rod which passes through the

ball has the screen on one end, and a small

weight on the other to balance it, so that it

may be placed horizontally or inclined,

either way, and it retains its position.

Mr. Mason has our thanks for so gener-

ously giving this little device to the frater-

nity, and we hope it may merit for him the

gratitude of many others who may find it

to meet their wants. Such hints we always

welcome.

A $5000 Prize.—Mr. J. H. Goodsell, of the

New York Daily Graphic, has, we believe, made

the most tempting offer ever yet made for any pho-

tographic discovery, namely, that of $5000 to the

person who will discover and perfect a process

for photographic printing in natural colors. See

proceedings of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation Executive Committee, page 241. We
know that there are those who are working in

this direction, and who have already expended

years of experiment. Let them go on, for here

is a new incentive. "Impossible" has been

stricken from the langunge of all nations. Who
shall say that some day the Graphic shall not

come to us printed in natural colors, giving us

to-day the counterpart of the gaudy sunset of

yester eve, or the color of the noses and hair and
eyes of all those who assisted at the inauguration

of the perpetual president—grant it or not, as

you will—the possibility, we mean.

Mr. John Carbutt, of this city, Superinten-

dent of the American Photo-Relief Works, has

laid on our table several stereos from his dry-

plate negatives, made on the recent excursion of

the Philadelphia Photographic Society to Glen

Onoko. Four of them are views in the Glen, of

foliage, rocks, and waterfalls, and are remark-

ably successful dry-plate work. Indeed, they

are excellent in every respect, and, considering
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the subject and unfavorable light in such a lo-

cality,we question whether anything better could

be produced by any process. Besides the Glen

views are two views at Mauch Chunk ; one giving

a panoramic view of the town, and the other a

view on the Lehigh River, showing the bridge,

the dam, the canal, and railroad, forming a

charming bit of scenery. One of these was made

at 3.45 p.m., in two minutes' exposure, and the

other at 4 o'clock, in three minutes. Both are

excellent specimens of photography, and speak

well for Mr. Carbutt's dry plates. Mr. Carbutt

has also shown us a fine negative of a machine

made with only twice the exposure of a wet

plate. This ought to satisfy any one.

Pictures Received.—Cabinets from Messrs.

John A. Todd, of Sacramento, and E. A. Kusel,

Oroville, Cal. ; the former possess some good

qualities, but they are not up with the pictures

of the State Capitol, by him, which we noticed

last month. The latter are from quite successful

negatives of babies, but the printing or toning

process is at fault. The surface of the paper

looks woolly, and has the appearance of having

been toned in a bath strongly alkaline.

Cabinets and cards from Mr. Otto Lewin, New
York, all finely executed.

Promenade, cabinet and cards from Core &
Frees, Tiffin, Ohio. The work of these gentlemen

evinces care and skill in all its departments, and

shows them to be enterprising and progressive.

Cards from Messrs. J. C. Haring, Massillon,

Ohio ; Farr & Goodman, Prairie du Chien, Wis.
;

H. J. Rodgers, Hartford, Conn., and W. E Butler,

Minneapolis, Minn ; all giving evidence of good

progress on the scale of excellence.

Stereos and cards from Mr. M. Herbert Kenyon,

Ashaway, R. I. Stereos very successful, but we

shall look for improvement on the cards.

Mr. W. E. Bowman, Ottawa, 111., writes us

full of hope and enthusiasm. He has recently

remodelled his gallery, and it is now in first-class

order, with all recent improvements. He has

put in a light 14 x 16 feet, at an angle of 60°,

the lower side coming within three feet of the

floor. He says it "works well." Another

feature Mr. Bowman has added to his well-

arranged apartments is one which should be

considered indispensable in every gallery, and

we hope he will have many imitators in this

respect. We quote :

"I have also fitted me up a very fine private

office for my library, writing-room, etc. I have

all the photographic magazines, books, etc., and

think I am all 0. K. for business, comfort., etc."

Mr. Bowman sends us some cards of babies,

showing that infants in arms are admitted to

test his skill and make him happy over grand

achievements.

He also sends us a full catalogue of his stereo-

scopic views, together with " Hints to the Public,"

and numerous flattering notices from the press.

The solar cameras of Prof. D. A. Woodward
seem to claim attention outside of photography,

as indicated by the following from the Olney

Ledger. Olney, 111.:

"Prof. I). A.Woodward, of Baltimore, Md.

,

the original inventor and patentee of the Solar

Camera, has sold to Jacob Rush, of this city,

one of his reflecting solar printers, it being

the first one sent into Southern Illinois, and is a

handsome piece of mechanism, being composed

almost wholly of iron and glass. The printer,

Mr. Baker, remains comfortable inside the room

and makes twenty enlargements in a few hours

of good light, thereby avoiding the heat of

summer and cold of winter. It is in keeping

with the other fine photographic apparatus and

fixtures that Mr. Rush has brought to Olney

since he began his new gallery. This enables

him to compete with any city rooms on large

work. In fact, they are now filling a large

contract of enlarged work for a cumpany away

from here. This is what Olney needs as a busi-

ness town, and we hope to see more such enter-

prises."

Executive Committee of the U. S. Centen-

nial Commission.—The following resolution,

offered by Dr. Loring, of Massachusetts, was

adopted at the meeting held last evening :

Resolved. That the use of the Assembly room

in the Judges' Hall be granted to all Associations

which desire to hold sessions during the contin-

uance of the Exhibition.

Provided, that such Associations shall furnish

the Commission with well-prepared reports of

their objects and history, and of the proceedings

of their sessions. The question of granting this

privilege, and the time to be allowed each Asso-

ciation for the use of the hall, to be decided by

the Director-General, to whom application should

be made.

This will be a good thing for the N. P. A. Con-

vention of 1876. Application has already been

made for four days in July or August, and doubt-

less there is where the next Convention will be

held. More in our next.

From Mr. C. D. Mosher, of Chicago, we have

received a most daintily gotten up card of invi-
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tation to his "Thirteenth Annual Receptions,"

which were to be held on the evenings of June

29th and July 1st. We are just as grateful as

though we had been able to attepd, and have no

doubt the occasion was very enjoyable. These

receptions are an institution peculiar to Mr.

Mosher, and, as it requires no very keen philo-

sophical perception to see that they must be a

good investment, we wonder they are not more

generally indulged in. We should be glad to

have such an invitation nearer home.

Me. L. W. Roberts, Urbanna, Ohio, sends us a

very complimentary notice of his work, from a

local paper. He seems to be making himself a

good reputation in that section, and we hope he

may continue to merit all the praise and patron-

nge he receives.

A stereo from Mr. E. H. Alley, Toledo, Ohio,

gives us a view of the interior of his gallery.

Neatly fitted and furnished, cosy and comfort-

able, it seems cheerful and inviting. We are

glad to see such evidences of prosperity among

photographers, and trust the time is not far dis-

tant when every studio in the land will be a

treasure-spot of art, both in quality of work

displayed, and in the general neatness and taste

of the surroundings.

1000 at $20 each, or 2000 at $10 each, could

(photographers we mean) pay for Photographic

Hall, at the Centennial Exhibition. See to it

that you have a share in that grand enterprise.

Read the appeal and examine the plan. It will

pay you.

It will be remembered that Photographic Hall

is to be erected by the Centennial Commission,

and to be wholly under the general rules of the

Director-General

.

A really first-class operator, of good char-

acter, capable of overseeing every branch of a

large city gallery, can find a good situation

with a promising future ahead, by addressing

W., care of the publishers. Confidential.

Dr. J. Fletcher Woodward, McMinnville,

Tenn., desires us to say that he is again prepared

to sell his photographic tents, dark-trunks, etc.

Full descriptive circulars sent on application.

We had a too brief call the other day from

Mr. Charles J. Warner, the popular stockdealer

of Rome, Ga. We hope he will come in '76 and

stay longer.

One of the first to take up and make the Prom-

enade size was Mr. E. T. Whitney, Norwalk, Ct.,

and his examples before us testify to his entire

ability to keep up with the fashions. Mr. Whit-

ney is a man of excellent taste, and one of the

"fathers" of our art who has never lost his

thirst for improvement.

"Two good pictures for ten cents," says an

advertisement before us. We could not under-

stand it until, at the foot of the circular, we saw

appended " We labor for the public good." No
" operator and agent " could do such a business

for his ''own good."

Mr. L. V. Mouxton, manufacturer of the

famed washing machine, has moved to Grand

Rapids, Mich., where he is prepared to receive

orders for solar work, in which line he is famed.

Try him.

One of the sweetest groups we ever saw, a

mother and three children, has been sent us by

Mr. A. Bogardus, New York, with one of Don-

aldson, the aeronaut.

Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co. 's August

list is very neatly gotten up.

Mr. E. W. Beckwith, Plymouth, Pa., has

sent us some refreshing stereoscopes of Scranton,

and of some of the many cascades thereabouts.

Our esteemed English correspondent, Mr. W.
J. Stillman, has sent us some very beautiful

" bits " of English landscape scenery from some

of his emulsion negatives, which assuredly back

up his claims in behalf of his method, although

the plates themselves are without backing. The

one of the lane scene, alluded to in his letter as

being from an over-exposed (forgotten) plate, is

a lovely thing in softness and detail. Those who

know what an English lane is will also know that

almost any exposure will do for a lane scene, for

the shadow is almost as dense as in our own for-

ests. We could not wish for anything better

than this is.

Our esteemed friend Mr. Walter B. Woodbury,

has likewise favored us with some excellent gems

of Devonshire scenery, which cannot be excelled

by any process or any man, we think. They are

from emulsion plates also. Mr. Woodbury says :

" I find the emulsion a pretty safe process."

Read the "Appeal" and examine the plan

for Photographic Hall. It will pay you.



ADVERTISING RATES FOR SPECIAETIES.—It will be understood that matter under
this head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of
anything tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and
sure to pay largely. Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a
line—in advance. Operators desiring situations, no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure
insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations. 4®=We cannot undertake to mail
answers to parties who advertise: Please always add your address to the advertisement.

Wanted.—To purchase two or three solar

cameras. Address, giving full particulars of

camera and lowest cash price,

Henry J. Stover,
Station D, New York City.

A Rare Chance.—A half or whole interest of

a first-class photograph room, well furnished
with all necessary apparatus, saloon, etc. Large
room, good light, and low rent. Best location

in town. Doing a good business. Population,
35,000. Address, for particulars,

J. B. Smith, Utica, New York.

On account of declining health I will sell my
fine rooms in Steubenville, Ohio (a place of fif-

teen thousand inhabitants), for one-half th"e real

value. For particulars address
J. S. Young, Steubenville, Ohio.

For Sale.—A gallery in Western Pennsyl-
vania, on line of railroad. There are no other
galleries in the place. A good opportunity for

any one wishing to go into the business. Will
be sold cheap if applied for soon. Address

C. Gr. DuPPEV,
Freeport, Armstrong Co., Pa.

For Sale.—The only gallery at Waveland,
Ind., consisting of a complete outfit; situated

in a small town of 1000 inhabitants, with rich

farming country around it. Will be sold cheap.
For further information address

W. A. Stallarjd, Waveland, Ind.

Wanted.—A good operator, and a No. 1 re-

toucher. Application, with specimen of work,
to be sent to A. P. H., this office.

For Sale.—English view cameras, and lenses

by Bobs, Dallmeyer, Steinheil, etc., at one-half
to two-thirds of price. For particulars send
stamp to Mr. Edwards,

No. 93 Federal Street, Boston.

Stereoscopic cabinet and 11x9 views in

London and neighborhood (from nature), some
two hundred various, for sale or exchange,
mounted or unmounted. There are some 500
dozen. Will close the lot very low.

Theo. J. Harbach,
Importer of Magic Lantern Slides and Photos.,

809 Filbert St., Phila., Pa.

For Sale.—The splendid business in Massa-
chusetts, advertised in the April, May, and
June numbers, is not yet sold, from the fact
that its merits are not fully known. Several
parties are negotiating for it, and any one want-
ing a first-class paying business will do well to
investigate this at once. See numbers of this
journal referred to above, and address

Bobt. J. Chute,
Care Benerman & Wilson, 124 N. 7th St.,

Philadelphia.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

HERMAGIS
LENSES.

Splendid Testimonial from
Mr. HEIVRY ROCHER,

The Eminent Chicago Artist,

to the excellencies of

THE HERMAGIS LEIS,
"Salomon" Style,

$160.
Chicago, June 28, 18*5.

"It answers completely my
expectations of it. I don't ex-

pect to cut a 9-inch figure

with it, hut for 8xlO size, and
4 FROME1VADE ' style it is just

the thing. My first pictures

with it were those of Mrs. Et.

Gen. P. H. Sheridan, and every

one found grace before him."
HEMY ROCHER.

Mr. F. GUTERUIST,
The Eminent Philadelphia

Artist,

Had a "pet lens"* he had used

many years, and replaced it by
a " Salomon " style Hermagis
lens, because it excelled his

old one.

$160.
A few only left.

BENEBMAN & WILSON, Agents,

PHILADELPHIA.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE SITUATIONS WANTED.
B « OI?nf> ^° charge for advertisements under this head : limited to four
rArCnSi lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

TESTIMONIAL.
It is useless for me to say that I like

them ; I should not order them if I did

not. Furthermore, I use them to make
the Cameo Vignette, and I can afford to

use them, for I get $5.00 per dozen for

card size, and but $4.00 per dozen for

the ordinary medallion.

Respectfully yours,

A. S. BARBER, Agt.

For Sale.—A first-class Gallery, in San Jose,

Cal. Price, $5000, currency; it cost $7000,

gold. Fitted with Dallmeyer and Ross lenses
;

it is an A.-No.-l gallery, and doing a fine busi-

ness, and is offered very cheap. San Jose, is the

garden spot of California, contains 22,000 inhab-

itants, and is growing rapidly. For particulars,

address B. F. Howland,

San Jose, Cal., P. 0. Box 141.

Attention is requested to my
new PROFILED COLUMN
SLIPS.

PROFILED REVERSIBLE
SET-GROUND PIECES, for

breaking the straight line occa-
sioned by the meeting of the

background and the floor.

Also to the KURTZ BALUS-
TRADE, the most artistic and
popular accessory yet produced.
And to my new PRACTICA-

BLE WINDOW.
N. B. — All Promenade Back-

grounds & Accessories are equal-

ly suitable for other purposes.

CAUTION.—My new designs are being copy-

righted. Inclose stamp for samples. Address

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
8 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Northern New York Stock Depot,

Glens Falls, N. Y.

Photographic goods at New York prices.

"Crystal" Stereographs,

Of Northern New York scenery.

Photographic studies for artists. Publisher of

the " Adirondacks," "Lake George," "Ticon-

deroga," etc. S. R. Stoddard,

As operator. Good reference given. Address
Box 462, Greenville, Penna.

By a good operator, printer, and toner, in some
good gallery. Can give best of references. Ad-
dress W. M. S., East Schuyler, N. Y.

On or before August 1st, by a man of experi-

ence, a fine retoucher, and now printing and
toning from two to three hundred prints a day.

Address Arthur A. G., 7 Oak Street, Boston.

In some good gallery, wages no object. Have
had three years' experience in ferrotyping. Ad-
dress T. T. Phlieger, Snowville, Pulaski, Co. Va.

As printer and toner ; will make himselfgener-
ally useful. For terms, etc., address Will Scott,

6 Stark Street, Utica, N. Y.

As operator in a first-class gallery ; has general

knowledge of the art, and can give good recom-
mendations. Address D. Frank Barry, Mar-
quette, Mich.

By a young man of experience and steady

habits, in a gallery in New York State preferred.

Willing to make himself generally useful. Good
reference given. Address M. J. F., 196 Genesee
Street, Utica, N. Y.

In a gallery, by a first-class negative retoucher.

Address H. G. Rupp, Jackson C. H., Ohio.

By a printer and toner. Has had experience

in first-class galleries. Address F. R. Jones,

23 N. Common Street, Lynn, Mass.

In a gallery, by a young man.. Can retouch

negatives. Reference and photograph of self

sent to those that mean business. Address L. W.
Zuver, care J. P. Orr, photographer, Butler, Pa.

In a good-class gallery, as operator and
retoucher. Highest references. Address J.

Forward, Mt. Vernon, Knox Co., Ohio.

By a young man of steady habits, a situation

in a good gallery. Has had two years' experi-
.

ence. Address Will Singer, Freeport, Pa.

By a young man, six years' experience, a •

position as operator, assistant operator, or re-

toucher—Buffalo or Detroit preferred ; or will

travel for a stock-house. Address Box 43,

Skaneateles, N. Y.

By a young man of two years' experience in

printing and toning, and working solar camera,

or would like a position as dark-room assistant.

J. J. W., care M. Wolfe, Richmond, Ind.

By a young man of one and one-half years'

experience in photography, as printer ; can also

do operating. A good, permanent situation

more of an object than high wages. Address F.

Wager. P. 0. Box 295, Marengo, McHenry Co.,

III.

As general assistant. Can retouch. Is re-

commended by last employers as a very clean

and careful workman- in all branches of the

business. L. B. Fitzmiller, P. 0. Box 88, Get-

tysburg, Pa.

By a first-class negative retoucher, India-ink

worker, and water colorist. Would attend re-

ception-room. Salary moderate for a permanent

situation. Address Miss C. F. D., 15 Rock St.,

Pall River, Mass.

To do negative operating in a first-class room
Address Geo. S. Bryant & Co., Boston, MassGlens Falls, New York.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.



PRIZE PICTURES

To enable all photographers to study these "Ge/HS of Art, we offer prints from the com-

peting negatives, for sale at the prices below.

They are the most exquisite things we ever offered, and loill teach any one, be he a good or

poor operator. They include

Six Elegant Studies by H. Mocher, Chicago,

Nine " " L. G. Bigelow, Detroit,

Sine " " I. W. Taber, San Francisco,

Twenty-seven varied Studies, all worthy,

"By the other competitors. (See review on page 242 Philadelphia Photographer for August).

THE GOLD MEDAL
Was awarded for the best six negatives to Mr. Henry Rocher, Chicago, III., whose

pictures are marvels of beautiful photography. The studies are all mounted in tasteful

style, on Collins' Mounts, and printed at our own rooms by Mr. Chas. W. Hearn.

The whole set of 48, $12 OO
In two Photo. Covers, 13 SO
Selections, per dozen, 4 OO

" per two dozen, 7 OO
The 21 of Messrs. Roeher, Bigelow, and Taber, 6 OO
Book Covers and Binding, 7 5

Address all orders to

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



J. A. ANDERSON'S

Camera goxES
NOT SXCEIIjLESD!

EEAD THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIALS:
Office of Cross & Carson, Chicago.

J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir : We have used large boxes of other

makers, but will frankly say that the 20x24
made by you is ahead, and those who have seen

it agree with us. Respectfully,

Cross & Carson.

Cross's Patent Holder saves all
the Silver.

Mendota, III., June 15, 1875.

Mr. J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir : The 5x8 Stereo Box and other ap-

paratus reached me last Tuesday, and am well

pleased with ihem. The lenses seem good.

Very truly, Wm. Blakeslee.

Cross's Patent Holder
any Booc.

made for

Charlotte, Mich., April 19, 1875.

Mr. J. A. Anderson :

Allow me to say the 8x10 Improved Box gives
perfect satisfaction ; the more I use it the better

I like it. The other goods are all K. Success
to you in your endeavors to give us first-class

apparatus at reasonable prices.

Yours truly, A. J. Whalen.

Those who use the Cross Holder
like it.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir: The 17x20 Camera received all

safe. I am well pleased with it, and shall recom-
mend your work wherever I can.

Tours truly, J. Carbott.

Save your Carpets and use the
Cross Holder.

Urbana, Ohio, June 29, 1875.

J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir: The double-bellows, 14x17, D. S. B.

Camera Box and extension stand came to hand
all right. I like it very much and am well
pleased with it. Tours truly,

L. W. Roberts.

Cross's Holder THE BEST for
large plates.

Richmond, Ind., April 30, 1875.

Mr. J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir : The 18 x 22 D. S. B. Camera, with

the Cross patent silver-saving tablet, received all

right. It is a perfect beauty. Never saw a box
finer finished or superior to this. The stand, also,

is satisfactory, and the extension top is a good
improvement. Inclosed find draft for amount.

Tours, M. Wolfe.

Cross's Holder will pay for itself.

Elgin, III.

Mr. J. A. Anderson.
Sir : The Camera Boxes prove to be all that

I expected. The 11 x 14 is superior to any that

I ever used. It is a beauty, and I am proud of

it. The cheapness, too, is an item with me at

this time, having lost all the contents of my gal-

lery by fire. I am obliged to you for your
favor. Tours,

G. H. Sherman.

Cross's Holder will last
than any other.

longer

Richmond, Ind., May 15, 1875.

J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir: The 1 1 x 14 Camera Box, Tube,

and Stand received. The box got a little jammed
in transportation, but have fixed it, and it now
works all right. Inclosed find draft to balance

account. Tours,
G. W. Stigleman.

Cross Holder made only by J. A.
Anderson.

Prairie du Chien, Wis., April 26, 1S75.

J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir: We are well pleased with the box

(8x10, D. S. B. view), think it a fine piece of

workmanship—much better than we expected.

Shall look to you for any further work in your
line that we may need.

Very truly yours, Farr <fc Goodman.

Having undertaken the manufacture of CROSS'S PATENT SILVER-
SAVING PLATE HOLDER, I am prepared to furnish this Holder,
with my Boxes, without extra charge, when so ordered.

65 E. INDIANA STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.



ea's Jflanual

PIH OITIOIGIRIAIPSHIY

Third Thousand!
We have undertaken the publication of the third thousand of this valuable Text-Book,

and offer it to the photographers in a more attractive and

New Shape.
The author's illustrations now number 150, nearly double the number of the first edition.

The Chapters on Failures have been much elaborated and rearranged, so as to afford a

ready reference in case of almost any trouble or difficulty liable to occur to the photogra-

pher, with appropriate remedies therefor. The following are among other

New Things:
Method of preparing silvered PAPER WHICH WILL KEEP FOR

WEEKS, and with care, even for months; no washing or additional
manipulation of the paper needed.
Investigation of Negative Varnishes and formulas for Water-proof Var-

nish, such that negatives varnished with it have been kept for months
under water without injury.
Tables to aid in the construction of glass houses, &c.

NOTICES OP THE PBESS.
" There is a valuable chapter on the preparation of a sensitive paper that is not liable to discoloration

We close the present notice by cordially commending Mr. Lea's Manual to our readers."

—

British Journal of Pho-
tography.

"M. Caeey Lea's excellent ' Manual of Photography ' is a very full and complete work."

—

Philad'a Bulletin.

"If we say that this work is an encyclopedia of its art, we shall hardly exaggerate its comprehensiveness.
.... The author takes every department and every branch of each, and gives that distinct and clear information
that is needed by photographers Tbe worth of the labor is proved in the fact that this new and enlarged
edition follows the first so speedily. Hereafter, those who would excel must master the Manual."

—

North
American.

PRICE, $3.75.
It contains 440 pages on fine toned paper, 150 wood cuts, cloth, beveled edges, and gilt.

FOE SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALEBS.

Sent by return mail, on receipt of price by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Offer to Stockdealers

A full Assortment of Reliable Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including

:

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),
Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,

Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,
Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,

Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.

CARBUTT'S

ry Plates!
Me. Carbutt having an experience of over twelve years in the preparation and use of Sensitive Dry Plates,

is now supplying amateurs and the trade with Dry Plates of undoubted excellence, possessing good keeping

qualities, both before and after exposure, easy to develop, and for each plate properly exposed and developed

a good negative may be relied upon. These plates also produce a first-class quality of transparencies, either

for the magic lantern, or to reproduce negatives from.

LIST OF PRICES.
Per doz.

Z%*-±lA $1 50
4x5 2 00

4^x6^ 2 75

4Kx7J4 3 00
5x8 3 75

Per doz.

6% 3.814 *5 00
7x9 6 00
8x10 7 50
10x12 10 50
11x14 12 00

4®=" Larger sizes made to order.

Sizes not mentioned in the list are cut from and charged as the next size larger. Full instructions for expo-
sure and developing accompany each package of plates.

The above is the price at our works in light-tight wrappers ; packing for expressage in metal

zorappers and box, Jive cents per inch the long way of the plate, in addition.

Orders to be addressed to

J. CARBUTT,
624 North 24th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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GIHON'S
PROMENADEffiCUT-OUTS.
SQUARE—ARCH TOP—ROUND CORNER.

NOW BEADY!—50 Cents per Dozen.

BENERMAN & WILSON", Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

GRASSHOPPERS.
We have fine negatives illustrating the Grasshopper plague in the West, by J. T. Hicks,

Liberty, Missouri, as follows:

The Grasshopper's Portrait.
" " Wooing.
" " Wedding of 1874.
" " Feast of 1874.
" " Family of 1875.

Lantern Slides of these furnished at $1, each; and card photographs at 25 cents, each.
Sold for the benefit of the sufferers from the ravages of the 'hoppers.

BENERMAN & WILSON, 124 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
WAGON

WANTED!
MUST BE IN GOOD ORDER AND CHEAP.

Any person having such an one, and no use for it,

may find a purchaser.

Send description and price to

G. W. W.
Care of BBNERMAN & WILSON,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philada.



The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

PRICE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.

KP^* CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that he will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c,
which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF AIL PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, «&C.

We also have a full line of CAMERAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMERA STANDS, HEAD-RESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insidea,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICK, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order

promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot coating less than $1.00 made at a time,

Uil^ No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE NOW READY! 50 cts. per dozen.

Gihon's Opaque
IS DESIGNED EOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPEEEECT BACKGROUNDS OE COPIES,

RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

EAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,.

COATING THE INSIDE OE LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,
BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,

COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPACIUE.

It is applied with a brusb, dries quickly and sticks.

OUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 GENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. GIHON, Inventor,
128 JST. Seventh St,, Philadelphia, JPa,



HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS.
The THIRD EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new

work.

It Gives the Best and Freshest Instructions to be had on the Subject.

Written by a practical photographic colorist, Mr. Geo. B. Ayres.

PRICE, $2.00. FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India Ink, or

who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

EENEEMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

Gk SATJTER
No. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials

and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
Mo. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

TRAPP & MUNCH'S

Ibumm
Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better knowu and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Ex-
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

:m::e]:id_a_i_. oif merit
for Albumenized Paper. For Sale at all the Stockhouses.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York
SPECIAL AGENTS:

Scovill Mantteg. Co., New York.
E. & H. T. Anthony, " "

G. Gennert, New York.

"Wilson, Hood & Co., Philadelphia.
H. W. Bradley, San Francisco.
G. S. Bryant & Co., Boston.



THE LAST
PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTION

Is the New Alba Plate fully described in the current
number of this magazine.

Ifyou would revive business!

Ifyou would please your patrons !

Ifyou would make money easy !

MAKE THE

New Alba Pictures
ON THE

PHENIX
ALBA PLATES.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

As these plates are prepared for immediate use, it is not neces-
sary to apply any coating, such as albumen or gelatine—in other
respects they are treated exactly like porcelain glass.

First, flow with collodio-chloride of silver; this should not be
poured off immediately, but should be allowed to remain on the
plate until everything like a small. bright speck has disappeared.
By thus allowing the collodion to thoroughly combine with the
white surface of the plate, the best results are produced. After
draining off the excess of the collodion, dry the plate by a gen-
tle heat. Then print under a negative very slightly darker
than the picture is desired to be when finished. The plates
may be fumed with ammonia, or not, as may be preferred,
but it is better to fume them a short time, say from one to

three minutes.
After printing, the plates are slightly washed and then put

into either a weak solution of salt and water, a weak solution
of acetic acid and water, or in mixture of alcohol and water,
half and half, long enough to produce a bright reddish color
upon the surface—then tone very lightly in a very weak alka-
line bath, containing very little gold. Fix in a solution of
one ounce of hyposulphate of soda, to twelve of water, for five
minutes; remove to a saturated solution of salt in water, leav-
ing them in ten minutes. Then wash them for about the
same time and in the same manner as negatives are ordinarily
treated, and dry by a gentle heat.
N.B.—It is very important that fresh and reliable porcelain

collodion, should be used to insure strong, brilliant prints.

PRICE LIST OP ALBA PLATES REDUCED

!

£ per box, of one dozen plates, . . $1 00 J per box, of one dozen plates, . . $6 00

i "
11 It (< 1 50 7 (1 it (i <(

10 . 8 00

* "
II (( ((

. 3 00 10(f (( (( 11
. 18 00

5 [£

7
(( U (< 3 25

As manufacturers of the Alba Plate, and owners
of the patent under ivhich they are made, we desire
to say to the fraternity, unequivocally, that we will
protect any dealer or consumer buying or using these
plates, against any party who may claim them an
infringement of his patent.

PHENIX PLATE 00., Worcester, Mass.

SC0VILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

General Trade Agents,
New York.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look

!

The Photographer to his Patrons,
WHAT IS IT?

TIHE
PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

y intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer
knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the best
time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answer. This little book answers

them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which he or she can carry away and study
at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising. What could you want better than to have your business card
so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and
then keep it for reference ? This is what they do with this little " tract." Witness what those who
have tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the
same as the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public

;

that he must be trusted, and that he alone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that he must make
the picture and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a
few of those who have been using our little publication in their business.
We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist just that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.

We get " The Photographer to his Patrons'''' up in neat style, on the best letter cap paper, assorted
tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-
graphs or chapters— 1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come ; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress; 6, how to "behave; 7, the children ; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-
ing, frames, prices, &c.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of
the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please, which printing
we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish.

Cuts for the covers we supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000 " " "

. $20 00

. 35 00

3000 copies, cover included,

5000 " " "
$50 00

75 00

Over 500,000 have been sold.

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture r*\ade, she would
come 'according to directions.' "—A. Bogar-
dus, New York.

"A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

"It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurney &
Son, New York.

"It assists me greatly."

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to
be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

'
' You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-

fit some of the ' know'-everythings ' in this quar-

ter."—A. C. McIntyre & Co., Ogdensburg.

"They are just the thing to post people up on
what they ought to know in order to secure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book 'hits the nail

on the head.' "—J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have
ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville, 0.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BENERMAN" & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



CHARLES BIERSTADT
Photographer

NIAGARA FALLS,

New York.

VIENNA MEDAL OF MERIT, ft

An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, Washington,

Hudson River, California,

Saratoga, Yosemite Valley,

Portage, N. Y., Egypt,

Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THEIR

ADAMANTINE VARNISH for Mrotjpes, Negatives, ai Melainotypes.

This Varnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the
intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful glo3S and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by jj_ j^ LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Oases,

Beveled Matts, Double Matts,
Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,

Fancy Paper Passepartouts.
These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd

sizes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBEEG & BBO., 709 (BffiS) Broadway, New York.



GRISWOLDS
LIFE COMPOSITIONS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE.
The following subjects are now ready, handsomely mounted.

1. Blowing Bubbles.

2. It stands for Bumble-B.
3. Blackberry Blossoms.
4. The Hen's Nest.

5. Let us Have Piece.

6. Mamma, where was I when you were
a little girl ?

7. Our Domestic's Relations.

8. She went to the Butchers.

9. My Lady and My Lady's Maid. .

10. The Mountain Spring.

11. Unveiling a Statue of Young America.
12. Young America in the Nursery.
13. Younsr America as an Artist.

15. The Sunbeam Fairy.

16. The Picture-Book.
17. Sitting for my Picture.

18. Young America Bathing.

19. Young Boston's Ambition.
20. Ding-Dong-Ding, Music on a Bubber

String.

21. Reflection.

22. The Loiterers.

23. The Cabin Porch.
24. Beatrice Shoo-Ply.
25. Home Group.
26. A View.
27. The Gleaner.

14. Young America Asleep.

The titles hardly give an idea of the grotesque humor possessed by these pictures. They
are capital. As a sample dozen we should recommend Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16, 19,

20, 22, and 25.

Sent by mail on receipt of price. $2.00 per dozen. Order by number.
DEALERS SUPPLIED ON GOOD TERMS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh, and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

THE ZENTMAYER LENS,
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80° to 90°; depth of focus; extreme sharpness over the
whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying

;
portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed. The larger ones are provided with an internal shutter for
making and closing the exposure.

No. 1, 2h inch focus, 3x3
2, 3* " " 4x5
3, Si " " 6£ x 8£

4, 8 " 10 x 12

5, 12 " 14 x 17

6, 18 " " 20 x 24

plate, . . $20 00 No. 1 and No. 2 comb

. 25 00

. 30 00

. 42 00

" 2 " " 3
" 3 " " 4
" 4 " " 5
" 5 " " 6

. 60 00 " 1, 2, and 3,

. 90 00 " 3, 4, and 5,

$33 00
40 00
55 00
75 00

110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2£ to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7 x 10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.



TO PEOFESSIONAL PHOTOGEAPHEES AND THE TEADE.

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

Dl—

I

^ H ROHAUT & HUTINET,
• -"-J. \^y ±- J. X ^ M-^J J. ^ SUCCESSORS,

No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OE

MOUNTS^FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
TRADE MARK, Ch.D.

Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite,

Cabinet Portrait,

Victoria Card,
Stereoscopic Views—all new samples of French

styles.

Bristol Boards of every size and thickness, plain

India Tinted and Fancy Printing.

Book-post and Card Cases.

Stout Blotting Paper Albums.
First-class Rives Albumenized Paper, Ac, &c.

MEDALS AWARDED AT EVERY EXHIBITION.

All orders are to be sent to their establishment, 43 Rue Greneta, Paris, or to Wholesale Houses
of the United States. Samples on application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO WHOLESALE HOUSES.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

MOSAICS.
FOR 1875.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON,
EDITOR " PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER," Etc., Etc.

This favorite and only American annual is fairly crammed with articles prepared
expressly for it tjy the eminent photographers of Europe and America,

and is just as much as ever A NECESSITY!

Price, in Cloth, $1.00; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

" The Best Little Hanitook of Photography in the World." For Sale ly all Dealers.

BENERMAJV & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



wp,.., COMPANY.

Photographic Goods.
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PROPRIETORS OF THE

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S WORKS.

SEND ORDERS TO

419 & 421 Broome St., New York.

73 Bold St., Liverpool, England.

Ask your Dealer for Scovill Manufacturing Co.'s Goods.



Reflecting Solar Camera.

IMPBOVED

Solar Cameras.

PATENTED
Feb. 24, 1857,

July 10, 1866,

Feb. 23, 1871,

May 26, 1874.

Aug. 4,1874!

Direct Printing Camera.

Combining ALL THE IMPORTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I have now had the Solar Camera in use over three months, and take pleasure in saying it has fulfilled all

my expectations. I was promised, and I am sure, I have received one of the finest instruments of the kind in
America. With the negative of proper intensity, it works ' quick, accurate, and with certainty.' I neither
expect or ask anything more."—A. Bogardus, 1153 Broadway, New York.

" I am much pleased with my Solar Camera, and know it to be the best I ever used, and will cheerfully say so
upon all occasions."—D. E. Stiltz, National Copying Company, Williamsport, Pa.
"I like my Solar Camera better everytime I use it."

—

Jont. Mendenhall, Salem, Ohio.

Can be ordered through any Stock-dealer, or directly prom, the undersigned.

SEND EOE PEICE LIST.
D. A. WOODWARD,

Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md.

All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

THE REMAINS
OF THE

Photographers' Friend,
AND

PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND ALMANAC,

FOR SALE

!

COPIES OF THE PHOTOG-KAPHEKS' FRIEND, ....
ALMANAC, 1872 .

ALMANAC, 1873, with portrait of Ex-President Bogardus, . . .

Sold cheap to close them out, as their publication has been discontinued.

30 cents.

30 "

30 "

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.



COPY YOUR LETTERS!
All good business men should copy their letters' and use the

COPYINfi INK JlEyiMlC^OPYiNGBO^S
Made in Berlin by Talbot & Jacobsen's process. Five copies may be made from one

letter. Actinic Copying InJc, $1.50 per pint.

Actinic Copying JBooks—$ot& size, $1.75 ; full Letter size, $2.50.
For sale by the American agents,

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE

FERROTYPERS G UIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPM, BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OF VALUE TO THE

FERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction—The Advantages of the Ferrotype—The Manipulations—The Nitrate

Bath—The Collodion—The Developer—The Fixing Solution—Other Manipulations,
Pinholes—Strengthening—Tinting and Coloring—Varnishing—Drying and Dryers-
Finishing the Work—Ferrotype Envelopes—Ferrotype Supports—Ferrotype Plates
—The Apparatus—The Skylight and the Dark-Room—Vignettes and Medallions.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.

INSTRUCTION IN PHOTOGEAPHY.
An English work, by CAPTAIN ABNEY, R.E., E.C.S., F.R.A.S., Instructor in Photog-

raphy at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, England.

" The book is singularly valuable in its completeness, and in that completeness arising out of the

practical experiences of a skilled worker in many varied branches of the art; the instructions are not,

therefore, the work of a mere compiler, and will be consulted by experienced workers and beginners
with equal advantage."

—

The Photographic News, February 6, 1874.

"In this manual several of the dry-plate processes are described fully. In addition to the usual
matter which finds a place in every manual of instruction on photography, there is a comprehensive
account of Edward's heliotype process, and also of the photo-mechanical process, described by Cap-
tain Waterhouse, as well as of the processes of photo-zincography, lithography, and papyrotype."
British Journal of Photography, Feb. 20, 1874. J$^" Mailed post-paid on receipt of price, 75 cts.

BENERMAN & WILSON, ^SS^£SS» PHILADELPHIA.



WAYMOUTH'S

ignetting Papers
ARE NOW MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of aon-actinio paper, and are the light-

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

RECENTLY IMPROVED.
Two kinds are now made. Please state which you prefer, when ordering, and Read the Following :

. The quality of the "papers" has just been much improved by the substitution of a peculiar French,

fibrous, hard calendered paper, which is not only less opaque but has other qualities which produce
quickly the most lovely and soft vignettes possible. We consider this a great improvement, as do

others to whom we have sent samples. Below we give a letter from one of them, Mr. Ormsby, who-

has sent us also some exquisite vignettes :

CHICAGO, March 16th, 1875.

The pac7cage of Vignette Papers has been received and tried ; they are
just the thing. They are a great improvement over the others ; they will

print in a little more than half the time required for the others, and the

results are everything that can be desired, as you can see by samples
inclosed. Please fill my order and send bill. I like the pear-shape best.

Send them all that shape. e. D. ORMSBY.
Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,
PHILADELPHIA

.

{See opposite page.)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
FAF£jIId*

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

©igptteOF ALL PICTURES, THE Thill W I I V *S THE MOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,
or rather for Mending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or
it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from the dark tint nearest to the figure, off into the
white background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY AKE NOT CLUMSY ; DO NOT BREAK ; ABE ALWAYS BEADY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND ABE EASY OE APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,
or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use

accompany each parcel.

PRICES :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " "^ 100
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " " 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers, 7th and Cherry, Plilaia.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.



Dr. Yogel's Handbook.

SECOND EDITION.

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. H. YOG EL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

TC! TTfiTJW TJTT'ATVV although it is much enlarged WBTPT? (UQ CHIQ 1NUVY iX&£llJ 1 I WE OFFER IT AT THE OLD jTltlwIj, CPO.Qv.

II is Elegantly Illustrated, with Pliotograplis and Eirayinis. Cloth Bound.

The reputation Dr. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and insures a book of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and "revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulas, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a -Handbook of

the practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs

;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Four photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philada.



WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHERS
SHOULD NEVER FORGET THAT THEIR WANTS CANBE SUPPLIED PROMPTLYAND CHEAPLY BY

LONG & SMITH,
520 UUCA-HN" STIR-IEIET, Q,TJIIsrO"2", IHLL.

fi@p Finest Stock of FitAMES, ALBUMS, etc., in the West.

THE BROOKLYN PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

. 35 Fulton St., Brooklyn, J¥, T.

OOZN-ZDTTCTIEID IBY IT. "W.A.T iT iIEjIR/.

TRADE PHOTOGRAPHY and SPECIALTIES, SOLAR PRINTING,
NEGATIVE RETOUCHING, COPYING and ENLARGING,

COLORING, and GLACE WORK, at lowest Rates.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

AUG. SCHWAEZE. SCHWARZE &. VALK WILLIAM VALK.

NO. 614 JUtCB STMEET, PHILADELPHIA.

German Aflnunen Paper, ani Arrowroot Plain Mel Paper.
IMPORTERS OF THE

MOST CELEBRATED BRANDS OP
J

DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Will mail to any address in the country, post-paid, on receipt. of $1, one dozen sheets of Assorted Photo-
graphic Paper, each sheet being numbered for distinction.

FOREIGN PRIZE PICTURES.
One Dozen Elegant Portraits for $3

!

PRINTED AND FINISHED IN THE BEST STYLE.

No. 1. A South American Composition, by J. L. Gihon, Montevideo.

2. A South American Composition, " "

3. A South American Composition, " "

4. A Holland Lady, three-quarter figure, by P. A. Mottu, Amsterdam.

5. A Holland Lady, full figure, " «

6. A Holland Lady, Fancy Dress, " "

7. A Eussian Lady in Eastern Costume, by A. Bergamasco, St. Petersburg

8. A Eussian Lady in Fancy Ball Costume " "

9. A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Vignettes), " "

10. A Berlin Lady, standing, by J. Schaarwachter, Berlin.

11. A Berlin Lady, sitting. " "

12. A Berlin Lady at a Window, " "

The Gold Medal was awarded to Mr. Schaarwachter.

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.



• -Rns.—A No. 1.

supplied cheerfU iiy.



GIVEN AWAY!!
WITH EACH

ROBINSON'S

PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
WILL HEREAFTER BE GIVEN Ten Inches of Metallic Guides, your choice from the regular sizes

named on the opposite page. The manufacturers and agents finding that they can save money by
manufacturing in large quantities, make this liberal offer to the trade, as they want everybody to have
these capital inventions in use. They are no humbug and are not glass cutters or anything like them.

THE ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER

IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.

ifiti

The accompanying cut represents the instrument in the act of trimming a photograph. It does
not cut, hut pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which facilitates
the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3,50.

Oil the wheel bearings ivith Serving Machine Oil.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.



BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

f®- SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD. «=S|r

NEW EDITION,
WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

jt@^ Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

jg®" No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

jlg^ It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, telling exactly how each picture was made ; where

THE CAMERA AND SITTER WERE PLACED when U WCLS made / WHAT CURTAINS

were opened in lighting the subject, £c, <fc.

jlgg^ A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

' It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should beglad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
"I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

by word and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Vogel.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist."

—

Philadelphia Photographer.

If you would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigeloiv's Album.

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SAIE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



HEARN'S

f
££CTICAL_PR^^

\y>~^~ A COMPLETE MANUAL OF
"""""

^^/\
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING

ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

GOI^TTEISrTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan,

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan,

ing Room, with a Plan.

The Silver-

The Dry-

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Alhumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.

Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Filling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense
Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-
ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Albumenizing the

Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Faming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-

tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing
Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Prr-
celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the
Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the
Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

Together with over 50 Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet
Portrait, from negatives by Mr. F. Gntekunst, printed by
the author, Mr. Chas. W. JBLearn.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CARDS AND CARD BOARDS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Warehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St.. and 9 Decatur St.,

PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH CARDS.
SIZE 4£x7£. SQUARE CORNERS.

White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black—Plain.
White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black, with Gilt Borders.

Light Buff and Amber, with Red Borders.
Thin White, Rose Tint, and Black, with Gilt Beveled Edges.

Light Buff and Amber, with Red Beveled Edges.
Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge Glace, Black and Rose Tint "J."

Glace
1

Card Boxes, for the Thick Beveled Edge.
Cards 7 x 10, with Gilt Borders, opening 4£x 7$.

Cards 7 x 10, with India Tint and Gilt Borders, opening 4J x 7^

.

u
See detailed advertisement in this number of the

Photographic Times."

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



G. GENNERT,
53 Maiden Lane, New York,

IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. & M. DRESDEN

ALBUMEN PAPERS
Rives and Steinbach—White, Pink, and Blue.

Every one says it WORKS THE MOST UNIFORM, ECONOMICAL, and GIVES

FINER RESULTS than any other. To satisfy yourself that it is the best, send to your

stock-dealer for a sample dozen. Kept by all stock-dealers in the United States.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,

Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

and French Filter Paper.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE

EXTRA BRILLIANT, OR DOUBLE GLOSSY PAPER,

Which is recognized by the best artists all over the world as the

FINEST ALBUMEN PAPER IN THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE.



A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK.

DR. VOGESLj'S
PHOTOGRAPHER'S

POCKET

REFERENCE BOOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery ; selection and trial of lenses and chemicals ; approved formulae for the differ-

ent'photographic processes
; tables of weights and measures ; rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS RECEIVING THE HIGHEST PEAISE WHEREVER IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in most flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket Refere?ice-Book, of

its great value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon be found in every

gallery."

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon

and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $l.SO, post-paid.

BENERMAN& WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TINTED.
(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FROM 1-9 to 10x14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

\ \\\V' III if'/,/ .,y-
x\\\\ ,!:.'/ -. /- :

Per Box of 8 Doz.

Eggshell. Glo&sy.

LIST
1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box of 2 Doz.

1-6 1.25 1.35 " 4 "

1-4 1.85 2.00 " 2 "

4£x6£ 1.85 2.00 « 2 "

1-2 2.20 2.35 Per Sheet,

4JxlO 2.20 2.35

Revised, New York, December 28th, 1872.

Size.

4-4

5-7

7-10

8x10

10x14

$2.40

2.40

2.70

2.70

.17

Glossy

$2.70

2.70

2.90

2.90

.18

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-

ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Phenix Plates are for sale by all Stock Dealers throughout tie country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCOYILL .MFG. CO., Apts for tie Trade, 419 & 421 Broome St., I Y.



WILSON'S
BALTIMORE
STOCK DEPOT
THE MOST POPULAR IN THE SOUTH.

QUICK TRANSIT. Z CHEAP FREIGHTS.

Best Goods! Best Prices!

Best Personal Attention

!

Baltimore, the " City of Advantages " now, especi-

ally to the Photographer.

BEFORE PURCHASING, SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CATALOGUE TO

CHARLES A. WILSON,
No. 7 N. Charles Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

TRY BALTIMORE! IT WILL PAY!!

PLEASE BEAD OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS.



ADVANCE IN PRICE!

THE
PR I Z E

PICTURES.
Are now printed at our own establishment, by Mr. Hearn, and are finished in the best

style. The prices, hereafter, are (advanced) as below. There are THIRTY PICTURES
IN A SET—of men, women, and children, groups and single figures.

Several thousand of these Pictures have already been sold.

A Set of Thirty in the Improved Photograph Cover, $6 00
" " without " " " 5 50

Selections, per dozen, 3 00

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOOLD GET AND STUDY THEM.

BENERMAN & WILSON, «&„,) 7th & Cherry Sts., Phila.

WELLER'S ALLEGORICAL SERIES
OF

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.
SOMETHING NEW ! Very attractive and entirely original

;
producing unequaled effects. They consist of

the following subjects, which must be seen to be appreciated:

651. The Fairy Court.
652. Frost Workers Painting AVindows.
653. Santa Claus at Home.
654. Santa Claus starting on his Christmas Jour-

ney.

655. Jack Frost in his Glory.
656. Water Nymph in her Palace.

657. Happy New Year.
658. January.
659. Spring.

These pictures will be mounted upon cards printed with a neat and appropriate design. Having from eight
to ten negatives of each subject, and with the facilities for making I now have, I expect to be able to meet
the demand. Price, postpaid, 12.00 per set. Send for new Catalogue of

F. C. WELLER'S VIEWS, LITTLETON, N. H.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS!
JULIUS KRUGE R'S

fA»»T <0**«*WT C<OakO*«,
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and Prance (where they have obtained the

highest recommendatioDs), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the

public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

GEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OF PHOTOGRAPHERS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am pi-epared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at best prices.

are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMONG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or West.

No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



Atfte of $Utruroal

We have removed, our Office and Salesrooms to 191 WORTH
STREET, near Chatham Square. Occupying the entire building,

we have increased facilities for transacting business. Besides a

full line of Photographic Chemicals, we keep in stock, and are
headquarters for EVAPORATING DISHES, GERMAN GLASS-
BATHS, USENER'S PORTRAIT LENSES, DRESDEN ALBUMEN
PAPER, Etc.

All the Dresden Albumenizers having formed one Stock Com-
pany, they adopted as Trade-mark, two crossed swords. This

Mark appears now in the water-line of the RIVES PAPER, and
supersedes all other Brands.

CHARLES COOPER & CO.,

191 Worth Street, New York.

SOUTHERN
Photographic^Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah., Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,
cRbsscup^wESTTPHA^^^^s^^^1^ Drayage, &e.

SEISTID IFOIR, IPIE^ICIE LIST



John J)ean & Qo
Worcester, Mass.,

IVC.A/CTTXIF-A.aTTTIR.BIR/S OF THE

nonpareil §hk
A substitute for Porcelain. Tbe new NONPAREIL PICTURES nave elicited

the most general expressions of approval and admiration. The latest improve-
ment simplifies the formula and insures success. Our Plates are stamped.
Patented July 39, 1873, and June 16, 1874. All others are spurious.

ALSO, THE CELEBRATED

ADAMANTEAN r<H * E

PLATES.

BLACK3 AID IPATEIT CHOCOLATE-TIITEB.

EG^MEHj, AID GLOSSY.

The experience and extensive facilities of JOHN DEAN A CO. enable them to

produce the most desirable FERROTYPE PLATES in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., Trade Agents,

591 Broadway, New York.



IMPROVED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS.

Fig. 1.

The Outside Appearance.

Fig. 2.

A. Zieaf Shoiving the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE OOVEES.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the

perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the

whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Fig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph.

Card Size, .

Cabinet Size,

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, . .

4-4 " . . .

8-10 "
. . .

11-14 " . . .

Per dozen.

. $1.50
. 2.25

Per hundred.

$10.00
13.50

4.50 ...... 33.00
6.00 40.00
8.00 56.50
9.00 65.00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates,

mailed at dozen price. Send for some.
Samples

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



JAMES F. MAGEE & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

I MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

q COPYING DONE, FOB THE TBADE*

E -

M 18 SOLAR CAMERAS.
E
N
* ALBERT MOORE,

No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

EXPEDITIOUS ! EXCELLENT

!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAE NEGATIVES.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

NEW STEREOSCOPIC LEISES.
New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly far us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallrneyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$22.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that they are the best. Read the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried those made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy, 208 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

" The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for
my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

" About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

"Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Haver-
hill, Mass.

"The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."

—

Goodridge Bros., Mast Saginaw, Mich.

"After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.



"A DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

wilson's

PWW
By EDWARD L. WILSON,

Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

This work will be found entertaining by all who like to read about the

beautiful places and things of this world.

The contents are divided into six " Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
bleau, and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aide la Chapelle,

Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
Pass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,
and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and the United States

of America.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very enter-

taining and instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENEEMAN & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.



/*""""--—-. THE ^___^-^^ \

PHOTOGRAPHER
^$ tfVEST and B££?

Photographic Magazine Published.

The 1875 volume exceeds all others. A handsome
specimen photograph is in each issue, which is both a

study in pose and manipulation, and inprinting also,

in the highest style ofthe art. The latestphotographic

news from home sources, on all subjects of value and
interest. Correspondence from all parts. Letters

from England, France, Germany, Belgium and Italy.

Processes, Formulas, Wrinkles, Dodges.

Illustrations on ivood of all articles used in the Art.

Elaborate drawings of Skylights in all parts of the

ivorld. The earliest information on all matters of

use to its readers. JVo photographer can afford to do

without it. We give present subscribers $1 zvorth of

our books for each new subscriber for one year.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGKAPHIC WOEK IN ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

•positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-
panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month. 6 Months. 1 Year.

.$20 00 $110 00 $200 00

. 12 00 66 00 120 00

. 7 00 38 50 70 00

. 4 00 22 00 40 00

One Page, . .

Half "

Quarter Page,

Eighth "

Cards, 6 lines.or less, 2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each.

charge.

STJKE TO PAY

!

' Operators desiring situations, no

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,
OFFICE, S. W. COR. OF SEVENTH AND CHEEEY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



CENTENNIAL!

PHOTOGRAPHERS OF THE UNITED STATES
You are asked to subscribe for Centennial Stock, or to buy medals to supply

funds for the erection of PHOTOGRAPHIC HALL.

It will cost TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS, and must be subscribed in
LESS THAN THIRTY DAYS.

TAKE HOLD! PROMPTLY! LIRERALLY ! PATRIOTICALLY! and lift your
ART from oblivion ! Tbere never was sucb a cbance. Read tbe APPEAL,

AND EXAMINE THE PLAN INSIDE, AND ACT ACCORDINGLY.



44TRY HERMACIS' "PROMENADE" LENSES.

Number 141. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

IxBtfflvmktr.
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

THE OPPIOIAL OEGAN OP THE NATIONAL PHOTOGEAPHIO
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

September, 187S.

PHILADELPHIA:
BENERMAN & WILSON,

PUBLISHEKS,
S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Sherman & Co., Printers, Philadelphia.
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Branch Office,

605 Seventh Street,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. HOWSOX,
Engineer and Solicitor ofPatents.

€. HOWSOX,
Attorney at Law, and Counsel in

Patent Cases.

WANTED.—Situation in a photograph gallery, by a ladv who has had experience. Address
"CRAYON ARTIST," William Street, Cleaveland, Ohio.

FOR SALiE.—A Gallery, with or without instruments, one or two hundred dollars down, balance on easy terms.
This is a rare chance for a fair workman with small capital, being twelve miles from any opposition, in a railroad
town, and good prospects of a cross road within a short time. For full particulars, address

C. O. CHAPMAN, Lagrange, Indiana.

FOR SAEE.-—Extra mammoth tube German Lens, 7-inch diameter Camera Box, double swing-back and side move-
ment, with two holders for 12 x 15 plate, and inside holders in first-class order. Will be sold for one-quarter of origi-

nal cost. SCHWARZE & VALK, 614 Arch Street, Philadelphia.



LONDON 1851. PARIS 1867.

FORTHAIT
VIEW LENSES.

We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lens, and by our
increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the convention held at Buffalo, July 15, many fine

photographs were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lens, which
attracted great attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also

keep up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and
improving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock
of, a new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be
quiet. We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 15 x IS. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, N os. 1, 3, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereograpbic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetrical*. Rapid Symmetrical*. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the cheapest Foreign Lens ever offered

to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEIHDL'S SONS' NEW IPIill LENSES.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices

:

No. 1,.. .. $25 00
" 2,.. ...1-2 "

. ...,5± " " .. .... 30 00
" 3,.. ...4-4 "

. ....7 " " .. ... 45 00
" 4,.. ...8-10 " .. ....10! " " .. ... 60 00

No. 5, 10-12 size, 13J inch focus,. ...,.$70 00
" 6 13-16 " 16| " " HO 00
" 7, 18-22 " 200 00
" 8 20-24 " 350 00

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,

and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

SOLE AGENTS EOR
THE UNITED STATES.mArcUUMMelpMaJa.



EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO

Photography.

419 & 42 1 Broome St.,

New York.



PRACTICAL

HINTS ON COMPOSITION.
ILLUSTRATED BY EXAMPLES FROM THE

GREAT MASTERS OF THE ITALIAN, DUTCH,
AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.

By JOHN BURNETT, 1822.

THE ABOVE WORK IS THE "VERY BEST AUTHORITY ON

POSITION AND COMPOSITION,
But, owing to the fact that it has long been out of print, few are privileged to enjoy its

advantages. We shall at once reprint and republish it by means of a photo-lithographic

process. We desired that the cost to purchasers should be as small as possible, and therefore

proposed to sell the work by subscription only. But not enough have subscribed to pay us

for the outlay, and we shall offer the book to the trade in the usual way.

JS® " Those tvho have subscribed will get the tvorJe at $3.00. To all

others, the price ivill be $3.50, post-paid.
It will contain about 48 pages, and include 38 illustrations—sketches of the best pictures

by the masters of the schools named above.

IT WILL BE HANDSOMELY BOUND IN CLOTH.

.$20 CANNOT PURCHASE A COPY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK.

IT WILL BE READY FOR DELIVERY OCTOBER 1.

AS A HELP TO PHOTOGRAPHERS IN" MAKING POSITIONS IT CANNOT BE OVERESTIMATED.

It teaches you the practical elements of composition, and places the best examples in your

hands. It has been of infinite value to us, and was first recommended to us by Mr. Wil-

liam Notman, the eminent Montreal artist, whose work bears the evidence of art culture

all through.

There is no reason why there should not be hundreds of Notmans, and Bochers, and Fra-

sers, and Kurtzs, and Bakers, and Bigelows, and Tabers, and so on, in America. All that

is needed is careful art training, and this book will greatly help. it will

GIVE YOU A GOOD PUSH FORWARD.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



CATALOGUE
OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE
IN THE WORLD OF PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.

There is something for tlie workers in all branches of the
art,—operators, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.

We always find the photographer who reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photographic magazine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Twelfth Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number; 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list oi articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, wrioily by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions, from 1866, at same price.

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,

fancy, " Rembrandt" and "Shadow" styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the camera were placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies o rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

How to Paint Photographs in Water Colors,
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By George B. Ayres, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbook of the Practice and Art of Photography

.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, $3.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of all photo-
nandbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer.
Issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest information on all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. No book was ever more needed.
$2.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography.
Third thousand. 83.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt

Lookout Landscape Photography

.

By Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good
for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

mines'S Leaf Prints; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrated
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something JVew.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Book.
By Dr. H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide-
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.
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MAGIS'
Celebrated French

PORTRAIT LENSES.
CABINET SIZE, AKE JUST THE LENS FOE THE NEW

PROMENADE PICTURE.
Mr. Henry Rocher, the renowned Chicago photographer, says of them : "In my opinion they are

truly lenses of great capacity, and must surely satisfy every purchaser." Mr. Rocher has purchased
two Hermagis lenses of card size and one Salomon style. See further splendid testimonial from Mr.
Rocher in Specialties.

Mr. F. Gutekunst, the celebrated Philadelphia photographer, was sent a Salomon Lens to try for

us. and wont part with it. It cuts sharp a 9 inch standing figure, and beats a lens that has been his
favorite many years, and where many makes of lenses have failed, on trial, to equal it.

The HERMAGIS IS THEREFORE AHEAD
TRY THEM!

These celebrated lenses, are used by MONS. ADAM SALOMON, of Pabjs, exclusively

for making his WORLD-RENOWNED PORTRAITS, and by the most

famed photographers of Europe, from whom Mons. Hermagis has the Highest Testimonials.

We now have a FULL STOCK on hand.

s^° The Salomon Style, 8 x 10 size, $160.
s@~ For Cabinet Size, extra quick, $100.

s@~ For Cabinet Size, quick, $90.
J8@~ For Carte Size, extra quick, $50.

s^ For Carte Size, quick, $40.

Bey are leiiig introicei in America steadily, and are lei wherever tliev p.

They will be sent on trial to responsible parties C. O. D., and instructions to Express
Company to hold money one week for trial. If parties prefer to see the work of a lens

before purchasing, we will make a negative and send with details of exposure, etc., and
reserve the lens until answer is received (if the time is reasonable), on receipt of $1 to pay
cost. Having a skylight of our own we are enabled to do this.

8@" Not a single person to wJiom we have sent these Lenses on trial, as
above, has returned them.

BENEKMAJST & WILSON,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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GOODS
OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION
REQUIRED IN J" PHOTOGRAPHY.

L
MANUFACTUR'G CO.
UNEQUALLED FACILITIES.

THE BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES

MANUFACTORIES :-Waterbury, and New Haven, Conn.

WAREHOUSE :-419 & 421 Broome St., New York.



JOH1V G. HOOD. Established 1865. wm. d. h. wilson.

Wilson, Hood & Co,
No. 822 AE.CH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HAVE m STOCK, AND ARE PREPARED TO SELL TO THE PHOTOGRAPHERS
OF THE UNITED STATES, THE

ENTREKIN BURNISHER OR PLANISHER, at following prices

:

Cabinet size, 6 inch Roll,.

4-4 " 10

$25 00 I 10 x 12 size, 14 inch Roll,.

40 00 14x17 " 18
m oo
75 00

AEE ALSO AGENTS FOE THE SALE OF THE

Patented January 5, 1875.

Pig. 1. Pig. 2.

Every one has felt the want of an arrangement, for viewing pictures through a hand Stereoscope, that would ob-
viate the inconvenience of placing and removing each picture from the wire guards, as heretofore constructed.
The arrangement that I have invented, and named the Multiscope (many to see), has elicited very favorable
commendation, and is pronounced the only complete arrangement extant, having the following merits:

1. It can be adapted to all stereoscopes and graphoscopes. 2. Its cheapness ; for by purchasing the Multi-
scope and inserting your Hand Scope at (A) fig. 1, as in fig. 2, you have a complete stereoscope and stand.
3. The large range of adjustability of focus. 4. It is a perfect and neat receptacle for views, preserving them
from the hard usage when thrown about promiscously. 5. It is an arrangement in which the views and pic-

tures, after they are sorted and arranged in series, will maintain that order, thus obviating a great annoyance
heretofore existing when the pictures are thrown promiscuously on the table.

PRICE, PER DOZEN, $12.

OUE LATEST NOVELTIES AEE THE

PATENT ADJUSTABLE BASE, BRONZE FRAMES.
An entirely new article, in black and green, and green and gold bronze. Prices as follows :

Card size, arch top, per doz., $2.00 Cabinet, oval, per doz., $5.50, Cabinet, arch top, per doz., $6.00.

For style and finish, durability, and beauty, they excel anything ever offered" for sale by us. Soliciting your
orders, we are Yours truly,

Philadelphia, Sept. 1, 1875. WILSON, HOOD & OO.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC HALL.

. Shall we Fail to Secure It ?

• • « On this the 23d day of August the verdict

• seems to be against the erection of a special

hall for photographic exhibits at the Cen-

.. .tennial Exhibition next year, for the reason

~."that the time allowed by the Director-Gen-
* eral to " say yes or no " has expired, and at

the outside not more than one-half the
•" amount ($10,000) has been subscribed and

guaranteed for the project.

And yet we do not feel that the photog-

raphers of America want this matter to fall

through, to their great loss and utter dis-

grace. We are justified in this belief by

the many enthusiastic letters we have re-

ceived from those who have already sub-

scribed, and from those with whom we have

conversed, and who back up what they say

by liberal subscriptions. We could quote

from these if it would do any good. A
number of employers not only take shares

of stock for themselves, but they also sub-

scribe for more in the name of their em-

, ploj'es, and present them with the certifi-

cates. This is handsome, and will secure a

return which will alone pay in extra willing

service and good will hereafter.

On the other hand we have objections

made to the effort, because the parties think

there is no necessity for it, and because it

is hampering the work of the Centennial

Commission.

As to the necessity of the matter, this

was explained in the appeal made to you

last month, namely, there is no room in the

Art Hall, and we must, therefore, go into

any corner which the Commission find nec-

essary to put us, because of the pressure

upon them for space. Moreover, in that

event the foreign work must be separated

from the American, and be scattered about

among the exhibits of the several countries.

As to the interference with the other work
of the Centennial people, we are assured by
them that if this matter is carried through

it will be a great help to them, for they want

funds and they want space, and the erection

of Photographic Hall would be of great

service in securing both to them.

The Advantages to Photographers.—On this

score we expatiated so fully last month that

we have but little more to say. We feel

and believe that general regret and loss of

money and reputation to the craft will fol-

low failure. To us personally it is a matter

of no importance further than that we shall

feel abashed, and deplore the lack of inter-

est shown by the members of the craft them-

selves in what we consider to be the most

splendid opportunity of elevating them-

selves that was ever offered to them.

With this feeling we have interceded with

17
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the Centennial authorities for more time,

and it has heen granted. You have until

September 20th to make another effort, and

to complete the enterprise. "Will you not

do it? Will it not be a burning shame if

it is allowed to be said that an itinerant

process-monger can go about this country

and "befool" a few of the leading members

of the fraternity out of $17,000 in two

weeks, and yet a project that will raise pho-

tography and its votaries a hundred years

ahead must fail for lack of interest ?

Once more we place the opportunity be-

fore you. Our duty is now done, and no

blame shall rest upon us if the second effort

fails, and you afterwards find out you have

blundered.

"We know the time is short, but it must

be so on account of the necessity of secur-

ing the space for the building.

"We know the times are hard, but the

amount required is so small when divided

among so many, that it need not pinch any

one to help the work.

"We suppose the National Photographic

Association Executive Committee will take

further action in the matter, and we refer

to what they say elsewhere.

Think well over the matter now, and gov-

ern yourselves accordingly.

A PROJECTED RAPID PROCESS.

BY D. WINSTANLEY, F.R.A.S.

There are many chemical bodies which

after exposure to the light are seen to emit

a radiant effulgence, if looked at in the

dark. Such bodies are said to be " phos-

phorescent," and the effulgence is known
as "phosphorescence." The fact, which

must have been observed at a very remote

period, is mentioned by Benvenuto Cellini,

in his treatise on jewelry, which was pub-

lished early in the sixteenth century. Cel-

lini informs us that he had seen a carbuncle

shine in the dark, and that a colored stone

of the same kind had been found in a vine-

yard near Rome, by the light which it

emitted in the night. In 1663, Mr. Boyle

observed that a diamond gave out a light

similar to that of a glowworm under the

influence of heat, of attrition, or even of

simple pressure. The number of substances

now known to exhibit the phenomenon of

phosphorence is considerable, and embraces

the sulphides of the alkaline and alkaline

earthly metals, fluorspar, arragonite, chalk,

heavy spar, and other minerals.

The length of time during which the lu-

minosity continues, as might be expected,

is very variable; in some cases lasting for

many hours, and in others disappearing in

a few seconds.

The colors emitted are likewise different,

and embrace the entire spectrum, from red

to purple. I have lying by me as I write

two hermetically sealed tubes, procured

from Paris, containing each a light gray

powder, said to be an alkaline or an alka-

line earthy sulphide. I have not yet made
an analysis of the material, but whatever it

may be its phosphorescence is considerable.

If kept in a closed box all night and then

examined in a perfectly dark chamber, both

tubes are quite invisible. If exposed, how-

ever, for a single second only to the radi-

ance of the sun and then re-examined in the

dark, both tubes glow with a splendid ra-

diance, one emitting a vivid green and the

other a charming purple ray, bright enough

to reveal the indication of a watch. It

occurred to me to try if either of the tubes

emitted light of photographic power.

Placing them accordingly in full daylight,

I prepared a plate, and when ready for re-

moval from the bath, carried the tubes with

me into the yellow chamber.

Resting the plate in a vertical position I

placed both tubes near but not touching it,

and inclined across the plate at an angle of

forty-five degrees. After three minutes had

expired the developer was used, when I was

gratified to find that the tube emitting pur-

ple light had left a strong impression, which

had developed into an image of intensity.

The tube whose emitted light was green,

had left no trace. Now, upon the fact

which I have named, it seems to me the

foundation of a new and sensitive process

may be laid.

Suppose, for instance, an emulsion to be

prepared, containing the powdered sulphide

in suspension, and this emulsion to be

poured upon a plate. "Where the action of

the light is felt the phosphorescence will take

place, and after the cap has been replaced
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will continue the photographic action which

has heen commenced, conferring on a film

insufficiently exposed the advantage of a

full exposure. At least it appears to me
that this will be the case. Possibly some

other method of applying the phosphores-

cent body may in practice be required, as for

instance, by the application of a lower film,

but I quite believe in placing this matter

before your readers.

I am furnishing them with the basis of a

valuable photographic process of the future.

Unfortunately it is no one's business 'to

work the matter out, and worked out we
cannot reasonably expect that it would be

without an expenditure alike of labor and

of time, which, so far as I have seen, pho-

tographers are not overquick to compre-

hend.

The New Emulsion Process, with New
Improvements.

BY SIGMUND SINGER.

In my opinion there is no process, not

even the wet one, so simple and so uniform

in its results as the one I am about to de-

scribe. The negatives are of a great deli-

cacy and of beautiful non-actinic color. If

my way of developing is adopted, the process

of development is shorter than in the wet

process, and the negatives develop. to the

full intensity with the ammonia solution

alone, and one to three drops of a sixty-grain

pyro solution added.

Mr. Newton has made the great disco-very

that an everlasting bromide emulsion can

be prepared by using an excess of nitrate of

silver at first, which is permitted to ripen

until it turns creamy; the excess of silver

is then turned by adding a chloride, so as

to have an excess of chloride.

Such an emulsion is very sensitive and

works clear from fog. Another advantage

of this emulsion is, as no free nitrate exists

the plates do not need any extra washing;

a simple transferring to the preservative

bath being all that is necessary.

I have discovered still a new feature and

improvement, in connection with an emul-

sion of this nature, by which the whole pro-

cess is still more simplified and more cer-

tain, and superior results are obtained. It

consists in adopting an alcoholic organifier

(preserver) instead of an aqueous solution.

Such an article being prepared, it is put in

a convenient vial, and, after the film has

set, flow it over the same, as collodion,

allowing it to remain a few seconds on the

film, which can be used right off, or allowed

to dry, which it does in a short time. No
stains or marks will appear. The plates

are more sensitive and the development

actually beautiful, and more especially so if

my mode of development is adopted.

I will now give my formulae. In the

first place, an emulsion^is prepared accord-

ing to Mr. Newton's process, whose excel-

lent paper on emulsions everybody ought to

read:

1. Bromized Collodion.

Absolute Alcohol, . . 3 ounces.

Ether 5 "

Parys's Cotton, . . .36 grains.

Double Bromide of Cadmium
and Ammonium, . .80 "

2. Emulsion.

Bromized Collodion, . . 1 ounce.

Nitrate of Silver, . . 17 grains

(dissolved in two drachms of hot alcohol).

The emulsion is formed in the usual way.

This emulsion will have now an excess of

free nitrate of silver of from two to three

grains per ounce. It is set away to ripen,

for about ton or twelve hours, then it will

get creamy and reach its maximum of sen-

sitiveness. After this time one and a half

grains pulverized chloride of calcium is

added, shaken up, and the emulsion set

aside for about six hours longer. It is then

filtered as usual, and fit to use.

1. Alcoholic Organifier.

Alcohol, . . . . 3 fl. ounces.

Tannin, . . . .12 grains.

Salicin, . . . . 12 "

Gallic Acid, '. . .5 "

After the solution add a piece of caramel

sugar, and leave in the liquid until the same

assumes an orange color, then pour off and

filter.

Manipulatory Details.

Coat the plates evenly with the emulsion

as usual ; the film sets almost instantly.

Have the alcoholic organifier in a con-

venient vial, and flow over the solution the
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same way as collodion. Leave the solution

in contact with the film a few seconds, to

let it absorb some, and drain off" the surplus

in the same Vial. The organifier does not

get spoiled by this, on the contrary it keeps

improving all the while. The plate can be

used right oft'; or, what is in my opinion

better, it can be set away to dry, which will

take place in a very short time. Drying

stains or air-bubbles will not happen, and

the film dries up to a clean bright surface.

It can be hastened in drying by using a

moderate heat, but it will not be necessary,

as there is no objection to using the semi-

moist plates. The exposure can be a short

one, but a full exposure produces the best

results.

THE DEVELOPMENT.
1. Ammonia Solution.

Distilled Water or Rain Water, 12 ounces.

Concent. Aqua Ammonia, . £ fl. ounce.

Bromide of Ammonium, . . 12 grains.

2. Pyro Solutio?i.

Pyrogallic Acid, . . .60 grains.

Alcohol, . . . . .1 ounce.

My development differs entirely from the

modes of alkaline development I have seen

described. It is as follows : After having

wetted the film with water and drained

again, I pour a sufficient quantity of the

ammonia solution (1) in the developing-

cup (say, for instance, half an ounce) and

apply to the film, and keep it on the film a

few seconds to insure uniformity of action.

I now drop a single drop of the pyro solu-

tion (2) in the cup, pour back the ammonia
solution from the plate to the cup and re-

apply. If the exposure has been full, the

picture appears with vigor in all its details,

and one or two drops of pyro applied as be-

fore will furnish the density of the negative.

In fact, by the gradual addition of pyro

you can make it so dense that you cannot

see through it without danger of fogging
;

but it is recommended to stop when the

picture is vigorous, and get oft" the yellow

semi-transparent tint, as it dries up to a

beautiful non-actinic color, and the deepest

shades will then be represented by clear

glass, with all the delicate modulations of

the middle tints.

Fixi?ig Solution.

Hypo, ..... 1 ounce.

Water, 8 ounces.

I have given this alcoholic organifier,

which, with my system of working, has

given me beautiful results, but almost any

other alcoholic extracts will give good re-

sults. I have tried alcoholic extract of

coffee; also of tobacco. One ounce of alco-

hol with two grains acetate of morphia is a

simple preparation and gives good results.

I have also tried Mr. Newton's preserving

substances, laudanum and nux vomica, put

up in alcohol, with good results. I have

not had the least trace of blurring with

those plates, which I ascribe to the coloring

properties of the caramel sugar. But should

an inconvenience with some emulsions take

place, the alcoholic organifier can be tinted

to any intensity required by an alcoholic

solution of sandalwood, alkanet root, or

perhaps by anilin colors. This will also

prove an easy way to tint the film, for the

purpose of Dr. VogeVs spectrum experiments

in various colors, without spoiling the emul-

sion itself, by adding this coloring sub-

stance to the same, as proposed by him.

With care no substratum is needed, more

especially if these plates should be exposed

in the semi-moist state; otherwise albu-

menized plates can be used, but the albumen

solution must not contain any ammonia, as

this strong ammonia developer redissolves

the substratum prepared with ammonia.

Use one quart of water and one egg albu-

men, to which add one-half drachm acetic

acid No 8, or one-half drachm carbolic

acid ; both preparations will keep in a cool

place a long while and will stand my mode

of development. A one-grain gelatin solu-

tion with a little alcohol added can be used,

though I prefer the albumen/

. I believe that with the adoption of the

alcoholic organifier, as proposed by me, and

an emulsion of such composition as de-

scribed, there will be no need of the ex-

pensive and laborious pellicle process; the

plates being finished just as fast, and are a

great deal more sensitive than the pellicle.

But even to the pellicle process an alcoholic

organifier can be applied with advantage,

which certainly will "be safer, and just as

fast and efficacious, as to add the organic

substance to the emulsion, which deterio-

rates the latter and is the cause of stains.

How far an alcoholic organifier can be
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used with emulsions prepared with excess

of nitrate or bromide I have not tried yet,

as the process described has given me the

highest satisfaction, but I have no doubt it

can be modified so as to ansiver for these

emulsions.

In the whole process 1 have not met with

a single failure, and had not the least trace

of fog on the plates with the most careless

manipulation. In fact the coated plates, be-

fore being -flowed by the organifier, can even

stand a little white light without great in-

jury. It is the organic substance which

gives to these plates their high sensitive-

ness, and I am confident that we will find,

in connection with our alcoholic organifier,

some alkaloid yet which will give those

plates such an exalted sensitiveness as to

enable them to compete successfully with

the wet process in this respect, as it does

already excel it in simplicity of manipula-

tions and uniformity of results.

I can also recommend every worker to try

my system of alkaline development, as the re-

sults are better, and certainly cheaper, than

when the development is commenced with a

three, or even sl six-grain pyro solution. I

have also tried this system of development

for gelatin-emulsion plates with good results.

How long these dry plates will last I

have had no chance to test. I think they

will last as long as any, but this is of minor

importance, as by the simplicity of the pro-

cess a great many plates can be finished in

an hour. A vial loith emulsion and a vial

ivith the preserver are .all the paraphernalia

necessary, and it is therefore useless to pro-

duce a large stock of plates for future use.

To make Caramel Sugar.

Sugar, . . . . . £ ounce.

Water, . . . . .1 drachm.

Heat in an evaporating dish until it

attains a brownish-black color, and exhales

an empyreumatic odor. Let it cool, when

it will harden up to a black mass. I add

this to the alcohol, for the double purpose

of coloring the solution, to prevent blur-

ring, and on account of the bitter principle

contained in it.

To Prepare Double Bromide of Cadmium and

Ammonhim, used in my Formula-

Am. Bromide, . . . 196 grains.

Cad. Bromide, . . .276 "

Dissolve in smallest quantity of water

possible and evaporate to dryness in a dish,

by a moderate heat, stirring with a glass

rod at the end to granulate the salts.

Finally, I think I will confer a boon to

all emulsion workers, who are not aware of

it, that the stains of the alkaline developer

can be effectually removed by a saturated

solution of oxalic acid. This solution will

also remove most of the other stains which

are met in photographic practice, such as

ircn stains, bichromate solution, etc.

THE TRANSIT OF VENUS
EXPEDITION.

III.

We sailed from Bahia on the 15th of

July, staying there five days to get ship

stores. Mr. Seebohm, the ehief photogra-

pher of the Chatham Island party, was left

at Bahia, as he had been sick since leaving

New York; he was so broken down in

health by the voyage that he was a fit sub-

ject for tropical fevers, of which he died

ten days after we sailed. Poor fellow.

The next objective point was the Cape of

Good Hope; our voyage there was marked

by the usual proportion of heavy gales and

light breezes, with a lower temperature

ever}r day. As we ncared the cape, we en-

countered large numbers of Cape pigeons;

they area beautiful bird, and were a pleasant

companionship to us. The winds gradually

became more furious, and the wave lines

were much longer, which showed a larger

volume of water and less local interruption

of the great ocean currents.

We had one very heavy gale, during

which the ship was under close-reefed top-

sails for twenty-four hours, and were blown

out of our longitude 2°
; it was miserably

cold and damp, so that we started the

heaters.

On August 2d, at 4 a.m., an incident oc-

curred, which started all hands from their

slumbers; the ship was "taken aback,"

which means that we were struck by a squall

of wind, 130° from the course we were

going. We were under full sail at the

time and going about ten knots an hour,

which made it one of the most dangerous
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positions in which a vessel can be placed

;

for there is the double force of our own
movement and that of the adverse squall

telling against the ship. The danger is,

that as in the collision of two locomotives,

the ship's bow is raised out of the water, and

the vessel if not properly bandied, and the

sails suddenly changed to meet the adverse

wind, she goes down stern foremost, leaving

none to tell the story.

The officer in command, during tbis little

episode of ours, did himself great credit by

his efficiency and promptness ; for in four

minutes, and before balf the parties on

board knew what was the occasion for orders

coming so quick and imperative, the ship

was safely on her course again. Many
thought the ship was on fire, as the galleys

had just been lighted, and the smoke came

rushing aft, filling the steerage and ward-

room. There was no damage done, how-

ever, except the loss of a stunsail outrigger.

I mentioned in a previous letter that we
arrived at the Cape of Good Hope on the

6th of August, which made the time two

months from New York. We had some

difficulty in getting into the docks on account

of so many vessels being in port ; but when

the port wardens found out who we were,

and what our mission was, they soon found

us dockage. It is a very unusual thing for

a man-of-war to go into a dock, as it thor-

oughly demoralizes a crew ; but Table Bay

being quite unprotected from the sea on one

side, no ship at anchor in Table Bay can

safely ride out a Cape Town gale ; it is

said to be terrific. Fifteen years ago, dur-

ing a gale, sixty vessels were wrecked and

two hundred lives lost in one night.

It would be difficult to imagine a place

more grandly surrounded than is Cape

Town. Table Mountain is the great cen-

tral feature of the view, rising apparently

vertical about five thousand feet; no signs

of vegetation to soften its rugged face, noth-

ing but the carving of the rains and the

winds of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans,

which they have done to forms most grand.

To the left is the point called the " Devil's

Peak," and to the right is the "Lion's

Head," with its carved and graceful dome;

but far grander than domes built by human
hands. An amphitheatre is formed by the

various hills in which lies Cape Town, with

its low squat buildings, built so on account

of the fierce tornados that rush over the

mountain. Altogether the appearance of

the Cape of Good Hope is a noble termina-

tion of a continent.

The population is about 75,000, equally di-

vided between the Dutch Boers (the first

colonists), the English shopkeepers, the Ma-
lays, and Africans. The Dutch are the

slow non-progressive farmers, who do not

3
7et know that the earth is round. The
English shopkeepers lose nothing of their

push by transplanting to the Cape ; they are

always obliging, always in a hurry; they

are so brief in their speech that they en-

tirely drop the pronouns, and one hears

constantly " beg pardon," " thanks." Their

haste is too great to say, " I beg your par-

don," or " I thank you." The Malays are

the manual laborers of the place; they seem

to havfc a monopoly of the hack business

also, or rather the hansom, for that is the

vehicle most in use ;
everybody rides in a

hansom, just as we use the passenger car.

They maintain many of their national pe-

culiarities. Mohammedanism is the religion

they profess. There are three or four tem-

ples in the town. Pilgrimages to Mecca are

not unfrequent amongst the wealthy. The
Chinaman once had a foothold here, but he

has been completely supplanted by the Ma-
lay. I visited the Chinese cemetery, but

found it quite neglected ; it is now a graz-

ing-ground for goats and cows.

The Africans play the least important

part of society at the Cape ; they are virtu-

ally driven from their native heath. There

is one race of the Africans here called

Krumen, coming from the shore-line of

Africa; they have quite a reputation for

manning boats in a surf; they are a low

squat people, the tallest not being more

than five feet six. All of them carry the

tribal mark, which is a tattoo line reaching

from the forehead to the tip of the nose.

As the ship lost by desertion and drunken-

ness eighteen of the crew, twelve of this

tribe were engaged for boat service in land-

ing the different parties ; but they were not

found to be at all equal in strength or effi-

ciency to the average white sailor. When
it rained " white snow," as they called a
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snow-storm, they were almost benumbed,

several being frostbitten. The Kaffirs are

a noble-looking and intelligent race, lithe

and straight as an arrow ; for this reason

many of them are employed by the provin-

cial government, for police duties, in the

different provinces. Many of the public

works which are in progress at the Cape are

carried on by convict labor, and some of

these men are employed in the machine

and carpenter shops ; but it is not a pleasant

sight to see these gangs of poor wretches,

their rags of clothing branded all over with

their prison number, and guarded by a sol-

dier with loaded musket.

Wineberg, Constantia, and Seabright are

the suburban towns of the Cape, and very

pretty they are, reminding one, with their

wind-mills, cottages embowered in trees,

and fruitful gardens, of the old Dutch pic-

tures; and naturally so, for they are the

same people, having the same customs al-

most unchanged as those whom Eembrandt

and Teniers painted. Grape culture, and

the manufacture of wine and alcoholic

liquors, are the principal work of the two

first-named villages, but Seabright is the

home of the Cape Town merchants. The
principal street winds along thesea-beach for

four miles, through which runs a tramway,

the other side flanked by the Lion's Head.

Such a large number of pretty gardens and

cottages are a constant source of admiration

to the visitor ; they all have the same ap-

pearance, and are on such a scale that each

family can do their own gardening, which

I believe most of them do, for the English

show a great passion for gardening and

flower culture.

Cape Town being the last place we could

touch at previous to landing two of the

parties, we took in large supplies of stores,

coal, sheep, etc., etc., besides several dogs;

in fact, the ship was crammed from stem to

stern, and the deck was littered over with

coal-bags, timber, boats, and houses. We
also took on board a man who had spent

three years as a seal fisher on the Crozet

Islands, for which he was engaged as a pilot.

On the 18th of August we waved our last

adieus to the Capetonians, who crowded the

docks to watch our departure, and by sunset

we saw the last of the bronzed cliffs of

Africa. As we got well into the Indian

Ocean, then came the heavy weather, such

as we had not met before; it was almost a

constant gale, and close-reefed topsails and
mainsail was the regular sailing trim of

the ship, with hatches frequently battened

down. One night we were caught with the

hatches open; a heavy thud was heard; the

vessel shivered a little, and then ten thou-

sand gallons of water came rushing down
the gangway into the ward-room, breaking

everything before it. The dining-table and

chairs were a wreck
;
jugs, mugs, and glasses

suffered in the crash of -waters ; in short,

everything that could be moved was moved,

including the fears of some of the passen-

gers, whose tremblings responded to those of

the ship. There was such a racket, rolling,

and pitching, that it made the nervous

blanch with fear ; but with a good ship,

well manned, there are no serious grounds

of alarm in a storm at sea; but the timid

heart does not reason, it but feels.

There was a constantly lowering tem-

perature as we went south until it reached

33°, and heavy snow-storms were frequent

By the 27th of August we were quite near

the Crozet Islands, though they were not in

sight. A heavy gale arose which lasted all

night, during which we "hove to," as we
were getting too near land to be rushing

through darkness on the wings of a storm.

The morning of the 28th there was a tremen-

dous swell and a dense fog, and no wind; the

sea looked wonderfully like a chain of

mountains, with mist in the valleys; the

long swelling waves rising dark against the

gray fog resting on the water, and magni-

fied by the dense air. In the night still

another gale, and very cold. On the 29th

the wind abated, we got up steam, and by

noon sighted one of the Crozet group of

islands (called Hog Island). After passing

it our navigator came on deck and said " it

was going to blow like seventeen little

devils," as the barometer commenced fall-

ing suddenly ; and fiercely it did blow, the

snow and fog clouds flying wildly with their

jagged and tattered edges, and all the sea-

waves actually beaten down to a froth. At
night we "lay to," as usual, under storm

mizzen, with our teeth to the wind, for it

behooved us now to be cautious at nisrht.
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When daylight came the wind slackened a

little, and when an observation was taken

at 8 a.m., it was found that the ship had been

drifted fifty miles to leeward by the gale.

The engines were now put to their full

power to recover what was lost during the

night, and by noon the long-looked-for

Island of Ascension (on which Captain .Ray-

mond's party were to land) was sighted.

As we approached the island more nearly

it was a. grand sight, with its snow and ice-

bound peaks rising above a mile into the

clouds, gilt with the rosy tints of sunset.

The shore-line, at the side we approached

the land, is littered over with the shattered

remains of a mountain, upheaved and crum-

pled to fragments by volcanic force, and

which makes a gap in the island that might

be thought to be a glacier valley.

The ship was all day kept to her best

speed, so that we might make harbor be-

fore night set in. It was a race against

time, and as twilight came over the scene

we dropped anchor in American Bay. The
wind was low and the ship without motion,

and oh how pleasant and soothing it seemed

to rest once more in quiet waters, heedless

of what to-morrow would bring forth, feel-

ing glad that part of our work was as good

as done.

The bay we anchored in has no landing-

place, there being high bluffs along the

shore-line, so that next morning we up an-

chor and made for a little bay five miles

to the east, called Ship Bay ; but before

we got under way there was a stiff breeze

blowing, which kept on increasing until

there was quite a sea on, so that we were

obliged to lay off, drifting about. We could

see the little bay, with its narrow rocky

entrance, and a shanty or two, formerly

occupied by seal fishers. In the afternoon

the vessel approached nearer to the bay,

within a mile ; but a closer view of the

rocky barriers guarding the entrance, with

the heavy wind and sea, brought the cap-

tain to the conclusion that it was too great

a risk to attempt a landing under such cir-

cumstances. With the approach of night,

the wind having increased to a gale, the

ship was headed to sea for safety, and get-

ting sixteen miles from land was " hove to"

in hopes of better weather to-morrow The

gale had continued all night raging furi-

ously, and in the morning we were sixty

miles from the island, with a heavy sea on.

The chances of getting into Ship Bay, if

we returned, were hopeless, and under such

circumstances, the landing of the Crozet

Island party was therefore abandoned
and the Swatara was headed for Kerguelen

land.

John Moran.

On Restoring Iron Developers.

Kingston, Ontario, Canada,
June 18th, 1875.

Dear Sir : Permit me a few words,

though but an amateur, on the subject of

restoring the reddened solutions of sulphate

of iron.

I made it a study for some few weeks
lately to try and restore a lot of iron red-

dened, as some say, through formation of

persalts. I, myself, am skeptical as to the

term persalts, and I think, perhaps, others

may agree with me in thinking that oxide

may be in the future the better term to apply

to solutions of iron which have become red-

dened by long keeping. I am, I need
scarcely say, no chemist, so practical men of

that "dissuasion," as Mrs. Partington calls

it, may very probably disagree with me, yet

I think it worth while to lay before your
readers the. results of my experiments in

endeavoring to restore my iron solutions.

It is this : Drop by drop add hydrochloric

acid to the iron solutions, shaking vigorously

between each addition, until the iron re-

turns to its pristine color, that of chlorine;

now you will observe what an exquisite

green it is; moreover you will observe it

has either taken up all sediment, or precipi-

tated in some cases where no sediment was
before you commenced. Well, I hear you
ask, oh, practical professional, what of that ?

it was probable it would do something of

the sort. Now that was the very old gen-

tleman to me, for it bothered me extremely

to know what it meant ; so I turned to

friend Fowne, and I put on my considering

cap, and I concluded, first, that the deposit

must be an organic or other impurity that

the chlorine would not dissolve ; secondly,

that original deposit must be something
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that would combine with the chlorine (for,

of course, the chlorine imparted the green

color to the solution); so I filtered, in the

first case, before I proceeded with my experi-

ment. Now came the tug of war. How to

get quit of the chlorides which caused the

general precipitation over the plate in de-

veloping with the solution was now my
trouble. Well, thought I to myself, some-

thing must go in that will cause the chlorine

to leave the iron and attach itself to that

something ;
moreover, it must be something

that will precipitate the chlorides. So, Mr.

Editor, Fowne was again consulted, and

argent nitrate dropped in, grain, or crystals,

very small, by grain ; when, behold and be

joyful, down went the chlorides, but only

by degrees, you must know. The solution

first turns milky, then precipitation com-

mences, and remember this silver nitrate

must be added until it will take no more

chlorides down with it. It takes but very

few grains of silver, from twenty to fifty for

sixty ounces of solution of iron, provided

you do not put too much hydrochloric acid

in.

Now, friends, professional and amateur,

what do you intend presenting me with for

my experiment? All I ask for is, try it,

and be thankful.

Excuse my long epistle, sir, but I have

one more question to put. Have any of your

readers ever tried G. Wharton Simpson's

substitute for albumen, page 111, Philadel-

phia Photographer, 1874? If so, did you

find that the gelatin seemed to make the

image very thin-looking, yet works hard in

printing ? 1 have tried it now for some

plates, with all conceivable kinds of collo-

dion, bath, and developer, and have made
tne gelatin exactly to the grain, a little

weaker, very much weaker, and stronger,

and yet the same result, and I have not ar-

rived at the Q. E. D. of Euclid on the

matter. Some one please explain, and

oblige,

Yours faithfully,

Richard W. Barrow,
Amateur Landscape Photographer.

$10 invested in Photographic Hall will

secure you a Centennial certificate and help

your business wonderfully.

Our Recent Prize Competition—What
it Teaches.

In the contest which was decided last

month, when a gold-medal prize was con-

tended for, the casual observer may not see

any result of sufficient importance to war-

rant the effort and expense incurred on all

sides. But to us, who see from a different

standpoint from that of most others, it is

fraught with an interest and exerts an in-

fluence that can scarcely be over-estimated.

As far as the object of our offering a prize

is concerned, we never had it more fully

accomplished than in'the late competition.

Those eight competitors have done more,

by their efforts, by their genius, by their

art, by their skill, and success in the pic-

tures sent us, to awaken an interest and

arouse the fraternity to a sense of the possi-

bility of something higher and better than

has yet been generally attained to, than a

hundred contestants would have done who
simply followed the old beaten track to

which we were all accustomed, and in

which the maximum of attainment had

probably been reached.

This competition teaches us then that

there are always progressive men, and our

art is sure to advance with more rapid

strides than it has ever before done if we

can but draw out the latent talent that

often lies hidden and unrecognized even by

the possessor himself, and is only brought

into full play by some strong incentive that

stirs the ambition and brings every power

into active operation. This has been our ob-

ject in offering prizes. We know that the

same capacities, the same qualifications, are

not possessed hy all ; that one lives among

and appropriates to his use all that is classic

in literature and art, while another struggles

with its A B C's and monosyllables; that

one rises as if on eagle's wings to the loftiest

heights, while another grovels in the dust

unable to even see the eminence to which

his neighbor has attained. And yet this

last is capable of improvement ; he often

possesses those latent talents and capacities

that only require calling into action to en-

able him to achieve fame and fortune.

Now, our purpose in these prize efforts is

to bring the highest and best products of

our art, from the hands of those that are
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capable and accomplished, within the reach

of those who are striving for light and

knowledge, that they may be guided out of

obscurity and induced to make the effort

to rise to the same high standard of excel-

lence to which the}' may see others have led

the way. We want these competitions to

be educational, we want to diffuse the

knowledge possessed by the few among the

many, we want to lift up those that are

lowly to a higher position, and so continue

to improve and elevate the whole fraternity,

until the grand goal of perfection in photo-

graphic art has been reached or approxi-

mated in the highest possible degree.

In what we may have heretofore said in

reference to some of the beautiful specimens

in our last competition, we would not be

understood as claiming that they are per-

fect, or above criticism, but comparatively

they lead us a long way in advance of any-

thing we have heretofore attained. But

it must be remembered they were produced

by men that are fallible, the same as we all

are, their subjects were possessed of the

same fallibility, the same consciousness that

all human models are subject to in some

degree everywhere; and no one understands

the difficulties that have to be encountered

and overcome on all sides to produce such

work as this, better than the experienced

photographers.

We trust, therefore, that all who may
study these pictures will do so, not merely

to see what faults can be found in them,

but rather to find what there is good, what

there is instructive—in this sense the faults

are instructive—what there is that may be

taken as a guide and a help in producing

better work.

As there is scarcely any limit to the pos-

sibilities of our art, and we see it constantly

enlarging and expanding, it becomes the

duty of eveFy one who wishes for improve-

ment to study our prize pictures, for the

benefit he may derive from them rather

than for the purpose of finding self-satis-

faction with his own work, which may in-

duce a feeling of contentment with his

artistic attainments, and prove fatal to any

thought or desire for improvement.

If these pictures are studied with a right

purpose, they cannot but be instructive,

and to many will teach more in the direc-

tion of artistic photography than all the

volumes' that have ever been published. A
set of them should be in the hands of every

photographer. We are sure they would
stimulate many to efforts they have never

yet dreamed of, and induce a host of com-
petitors for the next prize, for the condi-

tions of which see our last month's issue.

We cordially invite all photographers,

everywhere, to make an effort for this

prize, and let us see how much improve-

ment we can get out of it. Go to work
now

;
keep the ball in motion. Every one

who makes an effort will be benefited by it;

every one who enters the competition has

a chance for the medal, and is quite sure of

a set of the pictures.

Let us have a spirited contest.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RIGHTS.

V.

BY E. K. HOUGH.

In the New York Times of Sunday, Au-
gust 8th, I found the following paragraph.

It illustrates so aptly the principles I am
trying to advocate, that I introduce it here

:

A Photographer Wins.

" Recently H. C. Sexton, of San Fran-

cisco, took a photograph of his dead sister

to a photographing firm in that city to have

an enlarged copy taken, and agreed to pay

$25 for it. When the picture was done

Sexton declined to take it, saying that the

work was not well done. The photogra-

phers brought an action in the Justices'

Court to recover the amount. The court

rendered judgment for the defendant, and

plaintiffs carried the case to the County

Court. Plaintiffs introduced experts, who
testified that the photograph was a fine

work of art. Relatives of the deceased tes-

tified that they would not recognize the

picture as her likeness. The court gave

judgment for the plaintiffs for the amount

claimed."

The name of the photographer is not

given, but we ought to know it, for we

should hold him worthy of honor, in that,

knowing his rights, he dares to maintain

them. Let each of us remember his own
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experience, and that of all the other artists

he knows, and then say if, in ninety-nine

cases of every hundred, they would not

have hacked down, and either surrendered

the order or repeated the work at the pref-

erence or dictation of the customers.

But this photographic hero chose to

" fight it out " on the line of his rights " if

it took all summer," and he "won," as

justice and courage combined usually does
;

and won against the greater odds, that the

relatives were willing to testify under oath

that they would not jjnow the likeness.

What better evidence that pictures should

be judged good or not good, according to

well-defined rules, independent of individ-

ual fancies; and that to say, " I don't like"

it," does not prove a picture bad by any

means.

Photographers have been too subservient,

have deferred too much to the demands of

false and uneducated taste, and thousands

of good pictures have been rejected and de-

stroyed, while poor ones have been given

in their place, because the rule of custom

is so strong that few have the courage to

assert their rights single-handed, and united

action seeming impossible, evasion, decep-

tion, or surrender, has been the photo-

graphic rule.

Let us hope this may be the beginning of

a new era for better things.

As illustration of the present attitude of

photography to the public, I will relate a

few instances in my own knowledge.

A few years ago, in Pernambuco, Brazil,

a French photographer, newl}' arrived,

named Maurice, made a dozen cards for the

wife of a Baron, high in political station.

She paid in advance, and was not handsome.

"When the cards were sent, he did not like

them, and went to the photographer angrily

demanding the money back, which Maurice

declined to give. An hour after the Baron

came in with the chief of police and two

armed policemen. The chief ordered him

to return the money instanter under pen-

alty of arrest and imprisonment. Of course

it was paid, but the common sense of the

community condemned the action as arbi-

trary and unjust, and such legal action is

not sought anywhere; people only claim

the right to sit, and re-sit, until tired out

or satisfied. 1 am acquainted in a large

gallery of this city, where the rule is, pay
in advance, sit, and see proof, and if they

wish, for any reason, may sit again and
again, as often as they desire; no restriction

whatever. A few years ago, when their

average business was over fifty negatives a

day, more than half the customers sat from
three to five times, frequently more, before

ordering. One instance occurred, where a

lady—in that medium age, neither young
nor old—sat sixteen times, on. an order for

one dozen cards.

At that time they took four card nega-

tives on one plate; so, to get that dozen,

there were sixty-four negative impressions

made. As in more than half the sittings

two trials were made, to be sure of getting

the best possible result, say thirty-two more
impressions. There were thirty-two proofs

printed, two from each plate ; and when
finally ordered, sixteen were printed from
which to select the dozen as usual ; making
about twelve dozen impressions in silver to

get one dozen cards. The operators in-

sisted that she sat nearly every time in a

different dress, and with her hair "done"
in a different style, and at last more than

half the rejected negatives were better, in

every way, than the one from which she

ordered. About the eighth or tenth sitting

the operators began to remonstrate with the

proprietor, wanting him to "stop her," but

he declined, insisting that they should treat

her with all politeness, and use every en-

deavor to please her to the last, saying,

" This is an extreme case, of course, but we
agree to re-sit our customers until they are

satisfied, and it will benefit our business

more than ten times the cost to have it

known that, at whatever sacrifice, we keep

to our bargain." And he was right. If

that is the agreement expressed or under-

stood, honorable dealing will keep both the

letter and the spirit of the bargain ; and it

is a violation of both, when, after two or

three re-sittings, subsequentones,though not

refused, are made in such an ungracious or

evidently careless mood as to render the

customers hopeless of further honest inten-

tion, and thus indirectly compelling them

to accept what still does not satisfy them.

The only honorable way is not to make such
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agreements, nor permit them to be under-

stood, unless we mean to stand by them to

tbe end, like honest men and gentlemen.

Feeling the injustice and humiliation of

tbis menial attitude, in which we are com-

pelled to do our work over and over gratis

at ignorant or selfish dictation, some en-

deavor to assert their independence and

artistic self-respect in various ways, each

according to his taste, character, and sur-

roundings.

I know of one wbo has diplomas and

medals to attest his fame, who, if one of the

servant-girl class complies with his terms of

payment in advance, takes her likeness with

the same care and fidelity as for richer cus-

tomers, but when finished if she begins to

find fault, and wants to sit again, as some-

times happens, he receives the cards from

her without haste or anger, and to her as-

tonishment tears them in pieces or burns

them, then quietly orders her money re-

turned to her; when, as generally occurs,

she says: " But I want them, if they don't

quite suit. 1 won't say a word more. Keep

the money, and please make them again the

same." He answers politely but firmly,

"No! you have said they were not good,

when I think they are as good as I can

make of you. Now, you cannot have pic-

tures here at any price. There is a little

gallery down the street" (giving name and

number) " where you can get pictures that

will just suit you for half what I charge "

She goes away overwhelmed and speechless,

for there is nothing to be said. He has re-

turned her money, although he has fully

earned it, preferring to lose it rather than

to submit to her exaction.

She reports to her friends of the " beau-

tiful pictures " he destroyed, just because

she found a word of fault, and they go to

him, pay, and make no trouble, fearing the

same treatment.

He conquers their respect, and therefore

obtains their confidence.

I am not sure that he ever treats any of

his richer patrons, of high social position,

in that high-handed manner, though often

they are fully as ignorant of art and more

arrogant in judging it than the lower classes.

And perhaps that is not a style altogether

worthy of imitation with any class, though

we must respect the independent spirit that

actuates it.

There is another method which seems

nearer to a true solution of the problem how
to do equal justice to all, and yet maintain

some degree of artistic self-respect. It is

the plan of one whom we all know as a

gentleman, and an artist of the highest

order ; I refer to Mr. Kocher, of Chicago.

I do not know it personally, but I am in-

formed that he requires payment for small

work invariably in advance, and for dozens

makes negatives of e**ery sitter until two
are obtained with which he is satisfied, then

gives a finished proof of each; negatives

fully retouched, and proofs mounted, fin-

ished.

From these a choice is made, and the

order filled from the one preferred. In

extreme cases, where reasonable fault is

found, he makes yet two more finished like

the first. If still dissatisfied he neither re-

turns the money nor holds further parley

with them, counting himself free of all ob-

ligation to make other sittings unless fur-

ther payment is made. This plan has the

sure merit of producing a distinct under-

standing. It puts the customers on a footing

of equal rights, and relieves the photogra-

pher from that wide uncertainty regarding

his obligations to his patrons, dependent

not on his skill and good work but on their

unknown and unlimited whims and fancies.

Can any one offer a better plan ?

(To be continued.)

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.
IV.

BY L. T. WILT.

(Continued from page 231.)

Clearing No. 1.

Water, . . . . 8 ounces.

Cyanide of Potassium, . . | ounce.

This solution should be used carefully,

as it is very poisonous. The constant in-

halation of the fumes of this deadly poi-

son will in time afl'ect the whole system,

and the result may be serious. I have dis-

carded the above entirely, and use the fol-

lowing :

Clearing No. 2.

Water, any quantity ; hypo soda, more
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than will dissolve. Take a five-pound

wide-mouth bottle for the stock solution :

after this solution has been prepared for

some time, shaking the bottle occasionally,

filter into any bath-tub, and place the plate

to be cleared into this hypo bath, which

will clear the plate evenly and in a very

short time. If the bath clears too slow,

pour back into the stock-bottle every even-

ing and filter back next morning, always

keeping an overplus of hypo in the stock-

bottle. This is the safest process of clear-

ing that I know of. For the negative,

after being cleared, especially negatives re-

produced, or copies, make a weak solution

of bichloride of mercury, also a strong so-^

lution : first use the weak solution ; if this

does not produce the requisite intensity,

add of the strong solution, or use the strong

entirely, as the circumstances may require.

A word on varnishes in the next issue.

Franklin, Pa., August 12th, 1875.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN FRANCE.

BY ERNEST LACAN.

At the last meeting of the French Pho-

tographic Society experiments were to have

been made relating to the properties of tem-

pered glass, and to its use in photography.

This announcement had attracted a goodly

number of amateurs, for since a year this

new product has been much spoken of not

only in France and in England, but also on

your side of the Atlantic, as you well know.
To the great disappointment of the audi-

ence, Mr. de La Bastie, or his representative,

owing to a misunderstanding, did not put

in an appearance, therefore no experiments

were made.

As the question is an interesting one, both

in a scientific and practical point of view,

I thought it proper to study it, and to assure

myself personally of the merit of the praises

and criticisms which have been published

on the subject. An article, full of very se-

rious objections, recently published in a

Boston journal, and sent to me by its author,

Mr. GafBeld (a most competent authority),

especially directed my attention to the sub-

ject, and I now give you the results of my
investigations.

Tempered ulass, as the readers of the

Philadelphia Photographer already know, is

glass which has been plunged into a bath

composed of mineral, vegetable, or animal

oils, to which have been added grease, wax,

tar, resins, etc. The composition of this

bath varies according to the nature of the

glass to be operated upon. A great diffi-

culty, which Mr. de La Bastie had to over-

come from the very start, consists in the

effect produced by the difference of tem-

perature of the glass that he wished to

temper and that of the oleaginous bath.

After numerous trials'he has succeeded in

heating the pieces of glass that he wished

to temper to a degree at which they become

malleable, and in raising to a certain fixed

point the temperature of the bath ; in es-

tablishing thus an equilibrium between the

two temperatures he is enabled to avoid

breakage, notwithstanding that there is, be-

tween the heat of the oven from which the

glass object is taken and that of the boiler

in which the bath is heated, a difference

sufficiently great for the tempering, or the

contraction of the molecules, to take place

with complete success. It is to be observed

that the temperature of the bath, as well as

its chemical composition, must be modified

according to the nature of the glass, thus:

the glass chimnej's which are now sold are

made from scraps of flint and common glass

collected by the chiffonniers ; their temper-

ing is consequently impossible, for the differ-

ent elements which enter into their compo-

sition require each a special bath.

It has been said that when tempered the

glass could not be broken ; this is an exag-

geration , against which the inventor himself

protests ; the result obtained is simply the

making -more malleable or tough, a sub-

stance which is eminently fragile.

It has been calculated that the resistance

of tempered glass is fifty times greater than

that of ordinary glass, and manifests itself

not only against a "violent blow, but also

against the most violent heat. Here are

some experiments that were made before

me.

Some very thin candle-sockets were

thrown on tbe floor or on marble, at dis-

tances or heights of several metres, without

fracture ; they rebounded, producing an
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almost metallic sound; but if they were

allowed to fall flat at the height of one

metre they broke into fragments. Plates of

glass five millimetres thick resist the shock

given to them in falling to the ground, or

to that produced by a weight from two hun-

dred to five hundred grammes falling upon
them at the height of one metre.

This is what I saw, but I also ascertained

that all the pieces of tempered glass that

were given to me—disks, more or less thick,

candle-sockets, plates, and other articles

—

had a pinkish tint more or less marked, and

seen by transparency did not possess the or-

dinary limpidity of glass. If, therefore, in

the application of this new product to the

photographer's use it is possible to make
dishes, bottles, and other accessories of great

solidity, I question if the invention of Mr.

de La Bastie can be made use of for the

manufacture of plates. It would be very ad-

vantageous to have plates that were almost

unbreakable for the making of valuable

negatives, but the essential condition being

that light should pass through them with

all its intensity, the coloration and doubtful

transparency alluded to above appear to me
to be most serious objections. Besides, the

peculiar sound given by articles of tem-

pered glass, the special appearance presented

by the fragments of this substance when
broken, show that its physical constitution

is entirely modified.

It is, therefore, very probable, in the

operation of photographic printing, that

light should have to pass through a medium
entirely different from that met with in

ordinary negatives ; this is what prevents

the use of tempered glass in the construc-

tion of optical instruments. It is barely

possible this new invention could be made
use of for the manufacture of plates for

transparent positives.

From all that precedes I must conclude

that, in the actual condition of things, pho-

tography will not obtain many advantages

from the very ingenious invention of Mr.

de La Bastie.

In one of my preceding letters, in allud-

ing to the atelier of Mr. Franck de Ville-

cholle, I said that his glass-house was glazed

with ground-glass. This system seems to

be gaining more and more favor with our

photographers. Instead of seeking as for-

merly a northern exposure, and conse-

quently the absence of the sun, our opera-

tors have reached the conclusion that they

will have more advantage, on the contrary,

by making use of all the possible light work-

ing at the south, the rays of the sun being

sifted by this kind of sash. It is certain'

that in these conditions the rapidity is much
greater. Mr. Fleury Hermagis, the talented

optician, mentioned to us the other day a

fact confirming this opinion, viz.

:

A naturalist, well known in Paris, had
requested him to take the picture of a young
living orang-outang which he had in his

possession. The sitter was rather indocile,

and would not remain quiet; after several

unsuccessful trials Mr. Hermagis conceived

the idea to pose the turbulent animal in full

sunlight, placing it under a large plate of

ground-glass
; the operation was almost in-

stantaneous, owing to the intensity of the

light, which, however, did not incommode
the impatient sitter, and the result was per-

fect. This mode of lighting is, moreover,

the best adapted for children's pictures, and

for everything that requires rapidity of exe-

cution.

In a small volume that he has just pub-

lished, and having for its title the complete

elements of photography, Mr. Geymetgives,

among other formulae, a very simple method

to obtain chlorophyll, a vegetable substance

that several experimentalists have recom-

mended to be mixed with the collodion when
it is required to reproduce the leaves of

trees, yellow and red flowers, or paintings

in which these anti-photogenic colors have

been used. Mr. Geymet advises to simply

boil spinach in water. The plant is then

pressed to express the water ; the leaves are

then plunged in alcohol, which takes a green

color. A few drops of this liquid mixed

with the collodion render the iodide and

bromide of silver very sensitive to the red,

yellow, and green rays.

We find, in the same volume, a descrip-

tion of a process now generally adopted for

the transfer of the negative prints, or their

transformation into pellicle negatives. Rub
with a flannel buffer dusted with talc the

previously cleaned plate on which the nega-

tive is to be made, then proceed as usual

;
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but when the negative is finished, and after

the last washing, cover the print with a

coating of gelatin at 20 per cent.; allow

this to dry, and pour on another coating of

normal collodion. After several hours cut

with the point of a knife the edges of the

negative, and raising the film by one of its

corners the print is removed with great fa-

cility. To succeed well, care should be taken

to pass a soft brush over the plate after it

has been rubbed with talc to remove the

excess of the powder ; it is also necessary,

before pouring the gelatin upon the nega-

tive, to remove on the edges a strip of about

one centimetre of the previous collodion

coating, so that the gelatin should be in dU
rect contact with the glass. The pellicle

cliches thus obtained have the advantage

of not curling up after having been de-

tached.

OUR BRITISH LETTER.
Merstone, Isle of Wight,

July 31st, 1875.

I promised in a former letter to give an

explanation of my manner of getting several

pictures on one plate, which is in certain

respects quite my own, and in all is original

with me, though subsequent to having had

it made for myself I found that J. R. John-

son, the inventor of the pantascopic camera,

had anticipated the principle and had made
a multiplying front on it.

It may be applied to any form of camera,

but I invariably use a square one, which,

Fig. 1.

after trying several forms, I find to oner

the greatest conveniences. But whatever

the form, the camera front must be nearly

or quite the size of the plate
;
as will be seen

by the diagram, F F is the front of the cam-

era, supposed to be here of the same size as

the plate to be worked, as shown in N N,

Fig. 2. A A is a rabbeted frame screwed on

to F F and raised half an inch or so from it,

so as to allow the smaller frame B B to slide

up and down in the rabbets at each side ; a

small brass spring at each end of B B, suf-

ficing to keep it at any given point by its

pressure. At top and bottom of B B are

attached narrow gussets, like those of the

bellows-camera, but very thin, so that as

the frame B B moves up and down in A A,

the lenses, which are on a movable panel,

P P, fastened into B B by studs and buttons,

may range from a point a little less than a

quarter of the height of the plate from its

upper edge to about the same distance from

its lower, so that it will answer as a sliding

front for the horizontal halves of the plate

as well as for the whole plate.

The camera is fitted with internal gusset-

partitions, as shown in Fig. 2, the longer

one, C C, being capable of dividing it into

two, vertically or horizontally ; the side

slips S S being arranged to divide these sec-

tions into two each, as shown in Fig. 2.

The flanges of the lenses are screwed on the

panel or on a set of panels, one for each

flange or pair of flanges, if small views or

stereoscopes are wanted, and the panels can

be changed at a moment's notice.

As will be seen from the diagram, Fig. 2,

Fig. 2.
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the main partition will give, when placed

at C C, two vertical pictures simultaneously
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on the lateral halves of the plate, using a

pair of lenses; if placed at SS, with one

lens in the position of L, in Fig. 1, it will

give two horizontal views hy successive ex-

posures, with admirable effect for panoramic

pictures, as the camera may be turned round

to match the two halves of the negative to-

gether. In this way, with a five-inch focus

wide-angle lens, one may get on one plate

8x8 inches two views fairly matched in

exposure with the same development, which

will include 180° on the finished prints

mounted as one. Or hy putting the main

partition horizontally, with one of the short

partitions below, the upper half of the plate

may be given to one view and the lower

half to a steroscopic negative. ,In this case

all three flanges should be on one panel, as

suggested in practice by Mr. Taylor, of the

Britiah Journal of Photography, who adopted

my plan and improved it by this arrange-

ment of the lenses on one panel. (Care

must be taken that the wrong lens is not

uncapped by accident or mistake.) Or by

the use of all the partitions we have two

stereo negatives, necessarily duplicates, with

wet collodion, but of different subjects if

working dry plates, or, with four exposures,

we may have four views of widely sundered

subjects on one dry plate.

This arrangement also gives me a mathe-

matically precise method of testing the com-

parative sensitiveness of dry plates, by coat-

ing the two halves of a full-sized plate with

the different preparations to be tried, and

putting them vertically into the holder, so

that, with a pair of similar lenses, I can get

simultaneous exposures on the two slips of

glass
;
giving the maximum exposure on

one end and the minimum on the other.

This arrangement gives also the greatest

range of sliding front which can be got on

any given camera.

The front of the camera must be fixed

rigidly at right angles to the bottom and

the front and back parallel, when using the

partitions for duplicate negatives, or the

focus must be adjusted for each, which per-

haps would not be lost time on the whole.

In my camera the wood of the frame A A,

at the sides, is only half the thickness shown

in the diagram, or to the dotted line, and

instead of being rabbeted has a brass slip

screwed on it on the face. This is stronger

with the same weight. The inner front of

the camera should be open as far as the

outer edges of the flanges L L, and the

inner surfaces carefully blackened, to pre-

vent light turning the corner.

An error in my letter for July made part

of my allusion to the new Koss lens seem

very queer, i. e., "with the smallest stop

for the square yard, and a half the focus,"

should have been, " with the smallest stops

for the square of the focus and a half, i. e.,

with a four-inch lens I work up to six inch

square."

I have just succeeded in getting an eight-

inch lens, which I ordered in December.

My ten-inch came two weeks ago, and it is

impossible, in sober language, to say how
much they please me. One or two of my
friends have complained of astigmation,

and the first I had, a five-inch, certainly

had a good deal of that fault, but a read-

justment of the lenses, which were too far

apart, cured it perfectly. It is not surpris-

ing, with the pressure on the working re-

sources of the factory, that some lenses

should have slipped by without sufficient

testing; but since that first instance not a

lens has come into my hands that- would

not do all, and more than all, that the

makers promised for it. For landscape or

architectural work I would not exchange

my symmetrical for any lenses I have ever

seen, no matter what the difference in price.

And when a man uses, as I do, various

lenses, of focus from four to ten inches, the

convenience of having all screw into one

flange, though at first sight it may seem a

trivial advantage, is one which comes to

weigh a good deal in the course of a day's

dry-plate working.

I have lately been trying a series of ex-

periments in development, suggested by the

discussions on alkaline development and its

modifications. I find that there is no need

of restraining bromide with films that are of

pure bromide of silver. If the solution of

pyrogallic acid be allowed to act on the film

for a short time, or untilthe lights begin to

appear, and a trace of ammonia be then

added, say a single drop of a 1 : 10 dilution,

the image will appear, and by slow addi-

tions of drop after drop full intensity may
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be attained with no fog. The reason of

this apparent contradiction of the results of

previous experience is, no doubt, that by

the action of the pyrogallic a trace of bro-

mide of silver is reduced, liberating bro-

mine, which is absorbed by the pyrogallic

solution. Where there is the least trace of

free silver in the film fog would of course

be inevitable.

On experimenting further, to see if any

advantage resulted from treating the plate

in this way, I found that the difference be-

tween two simultaneously exposed plates,

one developed by ammonia alone and the

other with bromide added to the ammo-
nia, was imperceptible, and that a consid-

erable dose of bromide, say five or six drops

of a twenty-grain solution to one drop of

ammonia, as above, used after applying the

pyro alone, did not retard development in

any noticeable degree, and that after the

formation of the image was well begun, bro-

mide might be added with the utmost free-

dom without loss of detail.

In another series of experiments I found,

much to my surprise, that if I developed

one of two simultaneously exposed plates

with a one-grain solution of pyrogallic, and

the other with a solution increasing in

strength from three to ten grains or more,

that the detail in the deepest shadow came

out with more intensity in the former case

than in the latter, so that if there w'as any

difference it was in favor of the weaker

solution. In this respect pyrogallic acid

seems to act like tannic, a strong solution

giving density, but restraining the deposit

where the action of the light has been

feeble.

Speaking of tannin, I am reminded that

the British Journal of Photography is pub-

lishing a series of biographical notices of

photographic investigators, which, so far as

I can judge, are very discriminating and

just, but the cuts which accompany them

are certainly as villanous examples of cheap

wood-cutting as I ever saw, and a disgrace

to the enterprise of the journal. Why,
with the cheapness of Woodburytype and
the large circulation of the British Journal,

these portraits should not have been true

photographs it is difficult to understand.

Apart from the fitness of the photographic

illustration for a journal devoted to photog-

raphy, there would have been some satisfac-

tion in possessing the series of portraits in

permanent photography, but as to these one

can only pity the victims whose heads are

placed on these blocks.

But it was not to find fault that I took

up this theme, but to unite my voice to that

of the editor in giving one of the most

thorough and scientific of English amateurs

of photography the credit of those practical

investigations which have done more, in

my humble opinion, than those of any other

living man to make dry-plate photography

what it is. In his discovery of the value of

^ the pure bromide film
;
of tannin as a pre-

servative ; the use of gallic acid in the albu-

men processes, and in his working out prac-

tically the alkaline development, he put

successful dry-plate working in many forms

within the reach of thousands, I think I

may say, of amateurs who lacked either

time or scientific acumen to have worked

out for themselves any reliable method.

The tannin preservative, pure and simple,

remains to this day, on the whole, the best

of all the applications known, whether for

an emulsion or a bath plate.

Complaints have been made that it makes

plates slow and hard, and that it develops

insensitive spots in the film, but a pure

tannin in moderate strength does neither

the one nor the other. Bad samples of

tannin are acid, and produce a hard, red

image requiring long exposure; and also

contain resins which add to both these

effects of the acid, and, being insoluble in

water, segregate and form points of extreme

insensitiveness. There are preservatives

which make quicker plates than tannin, but

this is owing more to the advantage they

give for the action of the developer. Gum,
for instance, in a bath plate allows the de-

veloper to permeate the film, while tannin

leaves it close and compact, almost as if

there were no preservative ; but gum, in re-

turn, blisters badly, while tannin does not.

The late Mr. Sutton gave me a formula

for a quick bromide bath plate which, I

imagine, cannot be surpassed (except per-

haps by an unpublished process of Mr. R.

M. Gordon's) for rapidity and perfection of

general result by any plate to me known,

18
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and which he obtained from Major Russell.

The collodion is bromized, 8 grains bro-

mide of cadmium with an 80-grain bath,

thoroughly washed and coated with a solu-

tion of gelatin, 5 grains to the ounce, with

1 grain carbonate of soda.

In using tannin for bath plates, I can

recommend two expedients I used -to em-

ploy many years ago, when I used it: one

being a wash of bromide of potassium, be-

fore the tannin, to eradicate any trace of

free silver ; and the other, shaking up the

dissolved tannin with a little albumen,

which in its coagulation entangles the insol-

uble resins, etc., and settles, leaving the

tannin in a perfectly clear solution. This

is, of course, only necessary when the tan-

nin is impure. I used to put the tannin

into a very dilute albumen, say one ounce

of albumen to thirty of water, and shake it

up vigorously, and then let it stand to set-

tle, decanting the top as I wanted it, or

filtering it at once, which is, however, a

slow operation, unless it be run first through

a sponge to get rid of the coagulated albu-

men.

W. J. Stillman.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
The Promenade Style— Vienna Medals—New

Electrical Photometer—On the Variation

of the Transparency of the Atmosphere—
Aubeldruck—Curious Things in Austria.

Berlin, July 28th, 1875.

In the July issue of your interesting jour-

nal I find an admirably executed picture by

qur mutual friend Kocher, in Promenade

style, which induces me to make several re-

marks on the use of this new style. There is

no doubt that, for many cases, the ordinary

cabinet size is too broad, especially for stand-

ing and slender figures ; for instance, gentle-

men whose toilette does not help to fill up the

picture as with the ladies. For such cases

a narrower style is desirable, for, often

enough, a slim figure in a cabinet size neces-

sitates the disposition of a number of requi-

sites to fill it up, which finally do not add

much to the beauty of the picture.

It is different for three-quarter length,

and more so with a vignette ; for these the

cabinet size is very useful, and the desire

for a more slender style is only justified for

certain cases. The question now arises, if

such a slender size need be as high as the

Promenade style, which is twice as high as

wide. There is nothing pretty in this ; the

most agreeable proportion of height to width

is 5 x 8, which is nearly that of the so-called

Golden Cut. The Promenade picture differs

from this quite perceptibly; that is, it is

too high. Mr. Rocher has arched the

top slightly, whereby the defect is some-

what ameliorated. If the Promenade style

were not already here, I would propose

rather a somewhat shorter style, about

78 x 140 millimetres ; this would, however,

have somewhat less area than the cabinet

size, and as the public tax the pictures ac-

cording to their size, it will take a stand to

pay just as much as for a cabinet size, and

this may be the cause for the inventor of

the Promenade size to give a little more in

height, for the purpose of maintaining his

price. Let us take the Promenade style as

it is and see what can be made out of it.

There will be no trouble in this narrow

style in filling up the sides, but this will

leave plenty of room at the top and bottom.

In Eocher's picture there is much space, and

almost too much. It is known if much
space is left above the figure in a picture it

appears lower
;
just so if very much space is

left to the right and left, the figure appears

slimmer. It follows from this that the same

figure would appear broader and shorter in

a Promenade than in a cabinet picture.

This, again, is one reason that the Promen-
ade style should rather be used on tall and

slender figures. The error produced by the

space above the head, making the figure it-

self appear smaller, can be obviated by giv-

ing more foreground. In the cabinet pic-

ture the figure is cut out very close to the

feet, which in the Promenade is not neces-

sary ; the figure can be placed up higher,

so that the feet are about three centimetres

and more from the lower edge of the pic-

ture ; the figure then appears, in consequence

of the large foreground, further away from

the beholder, who rates it higher than if

less foreground was left ; besides, the space

above the head becomes smaller, and there-

by the greatest defect is remedied. If it is
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desirable to have a large foreground, it

must be as sharp as possible, which is easily

done by tilting the ground-glass. Further,

a piece of tapestry or oil-cloth of a tasty de-

sign must be provided, as it comes more in

play in a large foreground than in a cabinet.

Lately the list of medals awarded at the

late Vienna Photographic Exhibition has

been published. Of the one hundred and

seven photographic exhibitors just one hun-

dred have received awards, and only seven

were left without any. There were sixteen

silver medals awarded, of which not one

was for portraits ; only Kobinson received

such, for combination prints. Forty-five

bronze medals, among which is Dr. Wood- >

ward's, of Washington, D. C, for micro-

photographs. The remainder received hon-

orable mention.

Lately there has been constructed by Herr

Siemens, of this city, the celebrated elec-

trical and telegraphic manufacturer, an in-

teresting photometer. Lieutenant Sale dis-

covered several years ago that crystalline

soda possessed the peculiar property of con-

ducting electricity better when lighted than

in the dark. Sale further found that the

conducting property is increased with the

intensity of the light, and that the rays

which have the most effect on our eyes, i. e.,

yellow, green, and red, also have the strong-

est effect on the soda plates. It is singular

that the soda is not materially affected by

the warm rays. Siemens has applied this

property to the construction of an electrical

photometer. He incloses crystalline soda

between two mica plates, and places it at

the bottom of a tube. The soda is placed

between two wires, of which one side is

connected with a galvanometer and the

other with a thermo-electrical battery. The

latter generates electricity by warming,

which the needle of the galvanometers di-

verts. As soon as the tube is opened the

diversion immediately becomes greater,

even if the flame of a gas jet shines in the

tube, for the diversion increases with the

intensity of the light. Siemens has already

used the apparatus repeatedly, and, its sen-

sitiveness is quite astounding. I am satis-

fied that this invention will yet be of some

significance to photography. It would only

depend here, that the soda should be exposed

to the blue rays. This could be done in a

manner suitable for practice by covering

the tube with a cobalt glass. It is then

only necessary to place the tube in such a

place in the atelier where the person to be

photographed is standing; the other parts,

battery and galvanometer, can readily be

placed somewhere else, from whence they can

be placed in connection with the tube with

wires. If the tube is opened a short time

before a sitting, and notice is taken of the

galvanometer, you have immediate informa-

tion of the state and intensity of the light,

and can regulate your exposure accordingly.

It is moreover highly probable that other

elements besides soda contain similar prop-

erties.

In your May issue I wrote you about my
spectro-photometrical observations in the

Eed and Indian Oceans, and about the ex-

traordinary changes of the light-intensity

of the single colors. I have pursued these

phenomena, and have proven repeatedly

that which is in direct opposition to the

hitherto general opinion. It is universally

conceded by photographers that the light in

the morning is better than that in the after-

noon. On the ocean I observed repeatedly

just the opposite, i. e., the chemical inten-

sity of the light was greater at 5 p.m. than

at 7 a.m. The reason for this can be found

in the atmosphere of the ocean being clearer.

On shore, and especially in large cities, the

transparency of the atmosphere is dimin-

ished as the day advances. Smoke issues

from innumerable chimneys, which colors

the atmosphere yellow
;
dust arises from the

streets, which also has a yellow color, and

at noon the atmosphere is filled in such a

degree that the effective photographic rays

are absorbed, to a certain extent, more than

in the morning. According to the ordinary

perception, the chemical intensity increases

with the rising of the sun. This is correct,

if the atmosphere retains the same trans-

parency. In fact, however, the atmosphere

changes quite perceptibly through the vapor-

bubbles floating in the air. These are pres-

ent even on clear days, and cause the so-

called air prospection. They weaken the

effect of the direct rays of the sun very

perceptibly, and sometimes the blue ray is.

weakened more than the yellow. On the-
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5th of March I observed, for instance, in

the Bed Sea, that the yellow acted more

energetically than the blue and violet rays.

It must here, however, be remarked that

when the chemical action of the direct rays

of the sun are weakened by vapor-bubbles

and delicate foggy clouds, the light of the

blue sky, on the contrary, receives a

strengthening. It is of course known that

scattered white clouds on the sky have a

more energetic effect than the clear sky.

For some time past a new printing pro-

cess has been the source of some talk, which

is evidently produced by the aid of photog-

raphy, of the particulars of which, however,

very little is known. The process was in-

vented by Aubel, of Cologne; and is called

Aubeldruck. The prints are mostly reduced

reproductions of line and crayon drawings
;

some in the style of Lichtdruck, and others

in the style of a lithograph, and are of an

astounding fineness. The firm furnishes not

only finished prints, but also transfers on

zinc, which can be readily etched in with

acid, and can then be printed in an ordin-

ary printing press. There have been many
of these processes published here, and the

subject forms the theme of animated discus-

sion in typographical circles, without any

one being able, however, up to this date, to

gain any idea of the secret. I hope to be

able to send you some samples in the next.

In Austria another object is the cause of

animation in photographic circles. It is

the prohibition of transporting gun-cotton

on the railroad, even in a moistened state,

on the ground of being dangerous. The
comical part of it is, that the transportation

of the far more dangerous compound, dyna-

mite, is allowed in Austria.

Very truly yours,

H. VOGEL.

OUR PICTURE.

Even to the most ardent lover of por-

traiture it will be a pleasant relief to find

in our magazine this month an example of

first-class work in another branch of pho-

tography. We have learned that on the

Pacific coast as good portraits are made as

anywhere else, and that such is the case also

with outdoor work, as the fine architectural

subject we present this month testifies. We
are surprised to find how many photogra-

phers there are who are good portraitists,

and who can make a tolerably fair land-

scape picture, but who are utterly at sea

when thejT proceed to make an architectural

subject; for there is so much in the choice

of the lens as to angle, length of focus,

correctness of figure, etc. ; as to the choice

of the point of sight, and as to the eleva-

tion of the camera because of the frequent

distortion shown, the light, etc., that a pho-

tographer must not only "act well" his

" part," but think well also.

We are indebted to that capital photog-

rapher, Mr. John A. Todd, of Sacramento,

Cal., for the excellent negatives from which

we have printed, and he writes us as follows

:

Sacramento, Cal., July 5th, 1875.

Dear Sir: I thank you for the high

compliment paid me in your last letter, also

informing me that you had received the

negatives I forwarded, of the State Capitol

of California, all safe. I now hasten to

give, at your request, the formula by which

the same were produced.

I believe a never-failing desire to carry

out the oft-repeated maxims of your very

valuable journal, as well as a faithful ad-

herence to a few of your excellent recipes,

combined as well with a true love of our

beautiful art, is all that I have found nec-

essary to accomplish the little I have done

for the advancement of our profession.

Iodide of Ammonia, . . .5 grains,

Bromide of Potassium, . . 2i .

''

Anthony's Cotton (added to a

fluid ounce), . . . .5 "

Ether and Absolute Alcohol, . equal parts,

is my collodion. For indoor or outdoor

work ; for all seasons, hot or cold
; for tak-

ing blooded horses when flies are bother-

some, or for crying babies that have nothing

in the world to bother them
; indeed, for

every kind of work, all the time, I have

never found its equal. Develop, with proto-

sulphite of iron and acetic acid : a few drops

of alcohol added will make the solution

flow more evenly, and in no way does it

affect the properties of the iron. As re-

gards the strength of the developer, I have

never been able to distinguish the difference

between a strong or a weak one, except in
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the time required to complete the reaction
;

provided a proper amount of light and

shade has first been secured, and a sufficient

exposure allowed to produce like effects on

the negative.

Of the strength of my negative bath I

have no correct means of ascertaining.

When it was made I allowed forty grains

of silver to the ounce of water, and such

it indicates to-day; but this is certainly in-

correct as regards the silver, for I have had

the bath in use several years ; therefore, it

must now contain more or less iodides and

bromides, from the constant insertion of

salted collodion-plates. The negative bath

is purposely made acid with C. P. nitric"

acid.

The negatives were taken about 1 o'clock

p.m. (the thermometer nearly up to 100° in

the shade), with a No. 4 Steinheil lens,

twenty seconds' exposure, and developed to

their utmost, without going so far as to

produce a general precipitation or fog,

fumed, dried, and varnished. On the backs

of the negatives a piece of tissue-paper is

secured, the whole size of the negative;

and on the tissue-paper the clouds are pen-

cilled in, using the finger-end as a blender :

exercising the utmost care and attention in

all stages of manipulation, from albumen-

izing the thoroughly cleansed glass-plate to

the final act of varnishing the negative.

John A. Todd,
Photographer.

The prints were made at our own estab-

lishment by Mr. C. W. Hearn, and are

mounted without a line, in order to give as

much picture as possible.

Next month, Mr. Kocher's medal picture.

THE PRINTER'S CORNER.

BY CHARLES W- HEARN.*

Belation or the Silvering to the
Toning Baths.

There are a great many photographic

printers and toners who are daily in the

habit of silvering and toning photographic

paper, both plain and albumen, who do not,

nor never have, paid the least particle of

attention to several matters, viz.

:

* Author of the Practical Printer.

1st. The relation of the silver to that of

the toning-bath.

2d. The relation of the silvered paper to

the toning-bath.

3d. The different effects caused by the

preparation of the toning-bath.

Taking up these three topics in their .

order, I will endeavor to show, in the first

place, why these two baths ought to be

worked in harmony, and also what disas-

trous results follow their discordance.

To a careful observer of the results of a

peculiarly made nitrate of silver printing-

bath, there is always much valuable infor-

mation derived, and which from inference

has often led the party to adopt or discard

some particular chemical, as the case may
be ; and when wisely done is very instruc-

tive, besides being strongly indicative of a

sound judgment. This is especially the

case when experimenting with differently

compounded negative collodions.

Now, seemingly the fact, whether our

silver printing-bath is alkaline in a greater

or less degree, does not seem worthy of con-

templation as long as it is alkaline, for as

long as it is so, it will be "all right," by

which is meant that the paper will not print

"red and flat," but, as is often said, of a

"rich color" when it is of a decidedly

"dingy blue." To suit another class of

printers, I will soften the above expressed

opinion, and say " the paper bath is 'all

right' as long as it prints neither 'red nor

flat,' nor ' blue or dingy.' "

Now, without regard at present as to how
the paper prints, for that will be treated of

hereafter, let us notice the action of a prop-

erly made toning-bath upon the silvered

paper.

We will suppose the print placed in the

toning-bath has a rich red color. You
watch the action of the gold bath upon it,

and admire its beauty as this color com-

mences to disappear and assume a richness

and delicacy of tone that will cause a thrill

of pleasure to run through your entire being.

If your nature is a sensitive one to the

admiration of the beautiful bordering on

the delicate, you will at this time behold

new beauties in the art, that will stimulate

you to greater and loftier attainments in

your calling, and for the time being you
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will be utterly oblivious to augbt else but

the work upon which you are engaged.

(Alas 1 that such concentration of the mind

cannot at all times be commanded is a fact

for us all to deplore.) Visions of the fu-

ture, all of which will flatter your vanity

immensely, will continually be passing

through your mind as you contemplate

the beautiful appearance of the print in

the bath. "Why will not such thoughts

come to our assistance when the body is

more or less prostrated, and the brain gives

indications of approaching exhaustion

through ceaseless toil, and seemingly with

so little accomplished, that we are "far

below par" in our own, and long ago in

others' opinion? If like thoughts were to

come to our aid at such times, with what

greater rapidity would we get all things

righted again, and everything would then

run as smoothly as oil upon the troubled

waters.

Now the time has come when the print,

placed in the gold bath, is ready to be re-

moved to a tank of running water until

ready for the soda bath. In the mean-

time you proceed to tone the rest with a

hopeful heart, congratulating yourself the

while that your prints on the following

morning will be "splendid."

They are toned ; they are fixed
;
you are

disgusted; you are mad; and what for?

Simply because your prints are "over-

toned." And why do you blame " the boy ?"

who probably had not taken interest enough

to have anything to do with them (strange

to relate). Is it not rather a surprising

fact to note what credence is always given

to the blame attached to " the boy," if any-

thing happens to go wrong with any of the

" skilled workmen ?" So do not blame that

much to be pitied assistant, but attach the

blame to yourself. "Well," you may ask,

"how can that be? for I toned them just

exactly as red as I did last night, and here

they are as blue as an indigo-bag. No, the

fault is not with me, for the reason I have

just stated, but with the chemicals, and

most probably with that toning-bath."

Poor soul, you do not think that the

trouble is not with your toning-bath, and

were in great trouble until time changed

it for the better, and ever afterwards it

remained a fact, that this was only one

illustration of the much-quoted remark

about the (1 fickleness of chemicals."

Now, why did you overtone ? Was it be-

cause you were mistaken about letting the

prints remain in as long and until they

reached the same tone, as they did the pre-

ceding evening, or not?

No, you did right there; the trouble was

nothing else than that the silver bath was

more alkaline than it was the preceding day.

Probably you had either thought that the

bath for sensitizing was not alkaline enough

,

and had placed some more in, or had made
up a new one, which was, when ready for

working, more alkaline than the one used

on the day previous, and was either the re-

sult of ignorance or intention ; if the latter

was the case, then ignorance was displayed

at the toning-bath by the party operating

upon it.

There is another way in which the de-

sired alkalinity of the silver bath may be

changed, and, coming as it does, from an

unsuspected source, has often made the

solution, sometimes rapidly but more gen-

erally gradually, alkaline, and the bewil-

dered toner finds he is continually over-

toning, and that he is at times very uncer-

tain about the result of his labors. This

trouble arises from the stock solution, or,

as is sometimes called, "adding solution,"

which is nothing else than a fresh bath of

nitrate of silver and water, of a greater

strength than the one in use. If care is not

exercised in the preparation of this solution,

it is very likely to be made right alkaline,

and being a new and pure bath also, it will

gradually change the regular solution to a

state that will very often mislead the party

or parties working with it. For this reason,

and others too numerous to mention here, it

is always advisable to test the bath every

morning before use, to see how the strength

is as well as the alkalinity of it.

Now, why does the alkalinity of the sil-

ver bath affect the tone of the prints? you

•may ask. It is a well-known fact, with

many of the solutions used in photography,

that the nearer the baths approach to alka-

linity, the quicker will be the action of light,

etc., upon it.

This is seen in the case of the negative
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bath. The nearer this bath approaches to

an alkaline state the quicker will it work,

as regards exposure, and the more acid it is

the slower. When we desire to keep our

stock gold solution from "throwing down,"

we do not make it alkaline, but acid, be-

cause in the latter state the acid holds it in

suspension. When we desire to sun our

bath, whether negative or positive, we first

make it alkaline, so that the organic matter

will be precipitated. When we boil our

bath we also make it alkaline. When we

tone prints we make our gold solution alka-

line, so that it will tone both with rapidity

and ease, and be also economical and deli-

cate.

So it is readily seen that alkalinity has-

tens operations, and hence the conclusion

that the more alkaline the solution may be .

the quicker the deposit.

Now this is evident in the case of the sil-

ver bath. When it is only slightly alka-

line, and the toning-bath is likewise, then

the harmony between the two will result in

excellent work. When the silver-bath is

quite alkaline and the toning-bath is slightly

so there is then no perfect harmony between

the two. The action of the toning-bath on

prints printed upon paper floated on a very

alkaline silver-bath is as follows, viz.

:

The gold in the toning-bath commences

of course to precipitate on the print, and if

the bath is not too strong, why it is done in

a gentle and delicate way to all perceptible

appearances, and at this state of affairs, it is

always done in a way that will call forth

very frequently admiration from the work-

man.

Now, the way the print was prepared,

previous to its entering the toning-bath, has

rendered it so that it is in a state to take up

the gold much more rapidly than what is

perceived by the eye, or supposed by the

judgment, owing to our knowledge of the

strength and alkalinity of the toning-bath,

and the result is simply an overtoiled print.

But space will not permit me to write

further this time. Next month I will con-

clude.
Boston, August 21st, 1875.

C. W. Hearn : I see that some one asks,

through the " Printer's Corner," what

makes the prints red up in burnishing ? and

as I have seen no answer, will send the in-

closed.

The burnisher is too hot. Inclosed are

two prints toned the same ; one put through

very hot, the other when it had cooled a

little. See the difference!

Yours truly,

E. A. Holton.

Allentown, Penna.

I send to you, for publication if you

wish, a little "dodge" in finishing prints.

It is this : Many persons are troubled with

a green bronze to the shadows of prints after

burnishing. I will not go into a lengthened

discussion about the cause, but will give a

remedy for it. It is this: Prepare some

encaustic paste as per directions in your

Practical Printer, and rub the prints with

it, and it will be found to remove it in a

great measure.

Yours, E. S. Wertz.

The Use of Brass in Photography.

We are all familiar with the uses and

value of gold and silver in photography.

We know the absolute necessity of the va-

rious metallic salts used in our art, and

some of us used to be very familiar with

cast-iron negatives, but we think a Kansas
'

photographer is entitled to the credit of

having made a real invention in photogra-

phy, namely, that of the use of brass, "in

the manner," etc., "specified" below.

Wo have no light as to his success, but he

has evidently "experimented" very much,

and hence his perfect right to a patent. We
have an example of his work before us. It

was sent to a well-known photographer, and

here it is

:

Kansas, June 28th, 1875.

Dear Sir: I am going to move into a

new building in a few days, and I would

like to begin anew in every particular. I

would like to know your process, from mak-
ing the bath up to burnishing the photo-

graphs in every particular. I take you to

be an artist that would cheerfully help a

fellow-artist out of the suds, or rather the

fog. Hoping you will answer soon, I am,

Very respectfully, yours,

Lock Box 34.
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In sending the above to us our corre-

spondent writes, viz.

:

Dear Wilson : I inclose you the fore-

going, as a specimen of neighborly admira-

tion that has assumed so practical a phase

that I am unable to spare the time to post

up this party. I have about fifty volumes

in my library of works on the subject, and

am adding to my collection from time to

time, but fear his cape would not be reached

by sending my entire collection, so suggest

that you send him a catalogue that he may
get something to cover " every particular,"

and allow him to do as others have done,

absorb his knowledge gently.

The idea he seems to have, that a state-

ment of another man's processes will make
him all at once a successful and competent

operator, is what has played the d—1 with

business out here, and I expect in many
other places.

I have become so disgusted that I am
thinking seriously of abandoning the busi-

ness, and engaging in something where

competition would be cut off by these pre-

sumptuous asses, that think they know
enough to compete in a legitimate business,

and have run prices so low ($1.50 per dozen

here now) that no man can make a good

living at the business.

J. Lee Knight,
Topeka, Kansas.

THE APPRENTICE SYSTEM.

One word about the "apprentice " system,

and I am done for this time. Four years

ago I took a boy, six months later another,

and six months after that still another. I

can go away and be perfectly easy while

aw«y, knowing these boys will carry on the

work, and keep the rest of our employes

straight. Indeed, first thing on coming

back, I had a splendid compliment from one

of our most particular patrons on the effi-

cient "operator" I had " secured to help

me." Having been an apprentice myself,

and having had as above success with others

in turn, I must say to photographers in gen-

eral, get good boys, and see to it they re-

main so. Give them first, last, and all the

time, good example, and the days of cheap

pictures, club rates, and " 72 for twenty-five

cents," are surely numbered.

J. P. Spooner.

BEWARE OF IRON PIPES.

BY J. B. BTTTTERFIELD.

Last winter I began to be troubled with

minute black specks being deposited all

over the albumenized surface of my paper

while washing my prints before toning,

and could not discover at the time the cause.

I inquired from a number of photographers

in regard to my trouble, and all seemed to

agree that it was the paper, so I procured a

sample of two or three different makes of

paper, and still the same trouble. The
paper appeared to be clear when printing,

but after washing was full of those black

specks, which, on rolling after being

mounted, would have a metallic appearance.

I began to get very much discouraged, hav-

ing been troubled for about two months,

and experimenting all the time to find the

cause of the trouble, having made different

silvering solutions, but still the same result,

when at last I thought I would silver a

piece of paper and not print it, but after

drying place it in a porcelain-dish, and

leaving plenty of light in my room, drew

some water directly on it from the tap, and

by examining closely I could see small par-

ticles depositing all over the surface, and

which on examination proved to be iron-

rust, having been loosened from the inside

of a short piece of iron pipe by the frost

over night, the moisture in the pipes freez-

ing after the water was turned off. I caught

and filtered some of the water, and was

satisfied from the deposit on the filter that

I had found the cause of my trouble, and

have not used water for washing from that

tap since, and have had as clear pictures

as I ever had, and shall hereafter discard

the use of iron pipes entirely.

The Recent Prize Contest as the

World Sees It.

Dear Journal : In travelling a little

by sea and land we get an outside view of

things, and meet with all sorts of people.

In considering your recent prize compe-
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tition there is a disposition to take a sport-

ive view, to make parodies and pun names.

Had there been nine instead of eight in the

contest, somebody would undoubtedly have

made it represent our national game, so-

called, but that is too base ; and as it could

not be made to fit any way, a punster—pun-

sters are horrid—at my elbow suggests that

it represents exactly that fascinating sport,

a horse race.

Now, as we all love the horse better

probably than any other animal, and some

men are said to love their horses better than

their wives, we can be somewhat reconciled

to this interpretation. This is the wretched

way in which he illustrates it.

The nags are all brought out, and seem

in fine trim. The crowd looks on with

great expectation while the preparations are

being made for the start. One fine-looking

animal seems rather shy (chi) as a crow

from a neighboring fence screams caw (ca),

and the word is given, " go." Away they

bound at a tremendous pace, and all is en-

thusiasm and excitement. A delighted

darkey in the crowd, noticing the peculiar

and original manner in which one of the

principal strugglers threw out one of his

feet, exclaimed, " Dat fus one what come

nex to de head one he tro-it good." And
as they spin away towards the half-mile

pole a little Frenchman cried out: " I bets

my monies on ze little zitty nag, by gar !"

As they passed round on the home stretch,

a burly Englishman pointed to one that

seemed to be doing his best, but was rather

falling behind, and said in his cockney dia-

lect, " That is the os-we-go for." But on

they came towards the stake that should de-

cide the race, with the San Francisco pony
in a good position, and loudly cheered by

all China; Danbury was not looked upon

in a serious light at all, but from association

the faces of the audience grew broader,

while a few threw up their hats as Tiffin

made a good showing, and shouted, o!

hi! o! But a jolly tar in the crowd be-

came interested in one that had hardly been

noticed before, and was heard to express

himself after this sort: "Shiver my tim-

bers, but I believe if they had only gone

the other way that craft astern there would

ha' been like to-led-o' the whole course."

Thus remarks were passed as they dashed

up to the judges' stand, and amid the wild-

est excitement the teams driven by Rocher

and Bigelow passed the stake, the former

but a neck in advance, and the race was

won.

Thus ends this simile, and as I notice you

have offered another prize, I can only ex-

press the hope that,

"When another race comes off,

May I be there to see."

St. Johns, N. B.

The Education of Photographers.

When photography was a new inven-

tion, its disciples were recruited from all the

branches of human activity. By prefer-

ence, the first who took hold of the matter

were artists and designers, who possessed

more business than artistic qualities, and

used it as a gold-mine. Later, every rank

and vocation furnished a contingent of men
(and women), who cultivated the new art,

and made their fortunes so much easier, be-

cause the claims of the public were com-

paratively small. In the early part of the

invention, the enthusiasm for the magic

effect of the sun's rays was so great, that a

good sum was willingly paid for a copy, may
it have been good or bad. Moreover, the

artistic taste of the public is of no very high

degree. The number of judges of the fine

arts are vanishing small. Artisticjudgment

can only be attained by studying celebrated

works of art. But who has the opportunity

for it, especially in small towns? and how
many take advantage of it in large cities?

Every person possesses a certain quantity of

inborn taste, the one much, the other less.

By education, the one is somewhat finished

in Germany, very strongly in a musical

direction ; in reference to plastic art, how-

ever, very little or not at all, for no one

will maintain, that the tuition in drawing,

as at present conducted in the schools, will

cultivate a taste for fine art. They learn

to draw lines, a little pastel will copy, in

case of necessity, a plain head, or a flower
;

but what a work of art is, they do not find

out. They probably hear the names of Ra-

fael, Michael Angelo, and all other great

artists, mentioned, but why they are great
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artists is never revealed to them, though

nothing would be easier than for each school

to have a photographic collection of works

of art of the great masters, from which

the scholars could obtain an idea what the

great masters have rendered. It is no secret

that many a talented photographer specu-

lates with this ignorance of the public in

regard to art, and delivers pictures, without

any scruples, whose artistic mistakes and

failures are well known to him, with the

hope the public does not see it. This may
do often, but not always. After photog-

raphy stepped out of its infant shoes,

after accomplished artists took hold of the

matter, and put an artistic stamp on the

mechanical productions of the' camera, the

cultivated public gradually learned to dis-

cern the difference between a good and a

bad picture, and if they could not exactly

tell the shortcomings or cause of their dis-

pleasure, their instinct told them which was

good or bad. The artistic photographer

gained thereby very soon an advantage

over the mechanical working one. It often

occurred that a good paying business was

quickly ruined by the appearance of an

artistic photographer who soon gained the

confidence of the public. To keep up with

the times, these mechanical operators had

to post themselves in the principles of art.

Retouching was learned very laboriously

by itself; curtain effects of Petsch imitated
;

light effect, a la Rembrandt and A. Sal-

omon, were tried, and the energetic suc-

ceeded after a few trials to obtain the effect.

Of course, in this, the one having the most

natural talent and inborn artistic taste, had

the advantage, and there is now such a

mass of knowledge essential to a portrait

photographer, that its acquirement requires,

in fact, years of study. The times in which

a portrait photographer was fully posted in

six weeks are passed. From the perfect

portraitist there is more, decidedly more,

expected. Very few, however, have the

patience to acquire the amount of knowl-

edge necessary in a systematic manner.

This is, of course, not necessary for every

one
;
just as there is a high and low career in

military life, there is also in photography

;

the man endowed with little schooling and

little energy, will advance as far as print-

ing, one a little more active to a mechan-
ical operator. These people do not want to

learn any more, they abide in their easy

position, and are probably glad, if they

have nothing to do with the public be-

fore whom they do not know how to

behave themselves. "We are acquainted

with good retouchers who are totally unfit

for anything else ; also good operators who
cannot pose, much less know anything

of lighting. Very frequently such people,

nevertheless, attain an independence ; they

secure a class of customers, whose artistic

claims are not of a high order, who find

pictures of a second quality nice, and pay

therefor.

Therefore the education of a young man
will depend entirely on the aim he has

taken. Now the case often occurs that the

son of a photographer learns photography

with a view of succeeding him, or establish-

ing a similar business. In this case the aim

is pretty high. It concerns the young man
first of all to learn the routine of business,

for the main thing is not only to make pic-

tures, but also to sell them ; it concerns him
further to learn the technicalities of the

process, to be able to operate, to practice an

intercourse with the public, and in posing

and lighting ; finally, to acquire the necessary

skill in retouching. All this can only be

obtained with success when a certain scien-

tific foundation is laid. Photography, as a

chemical technic, requires chemical knowl-

edge. It is laughable when skilful opera-

tors assert they will get along without chem-
istry. The true state of things is that these

operators possess chemical knowledge,

which they have learned by practice and not

at school, such as gun-cotton dissolves in

ether and alcohol, nitrate of silver in water,

salt precipitates nitrate of silver as a chlo-

ride, etc., etc. This is all of their chemical

knowledge. By scanning the register of

failures in the photographic books it will be

found that more, much more chemical

knowledge is necessary to avoid these fail-

ures. How often has it occurred to us

that routine operators have committed the

grossest blunders in the application of per-

manganate, caoutchouc, albumen, acid, or

ammonia, by not having any idea of their

chemical action. In like manner the great-
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est errors are committed on account of ig-

norance of the optical apparatus. Many
photographers buy lens upon lens, and ex-

pect impossibilities, and produce not more

in the end than one that is wiser, who has

only One or two lenses at his disposal.

For this reason it is self-evident that the

main fundamental doctrine of optics and

chemistry must be regarded in the education

of the photographer who wants to advance

further than the ordinary workman. Then,

above all, the development of a taste for art

must be provided for. This is done in a

twofold manner, one by practice in draw-

ing. In this the hand acquires a routine,

the eye an idea of forms and feeling for

lines, which will be an advantage in posing.

Again, a course of art history is impor-

tant, in which the beautiful, of works of art

or copies from the old masters, is produced,

and the scholar gains an idea for art. To
this must be added a short course of per-

spective and anatomy, for the latter in-

structs in the build of the really main ob-

ject of photography, the human body. Such

a course of study is, of course, only avail-

able to one of means. As long as we have

no photographic academy, we would recom-

mend those that wish to educate themselves

in the manner indicated above, a year's so-

journ in Berlin. Here the various institu-

tions that foster art industry give sufficient

opportunity to learn the different brandies,

such as anatomy, drawing, art history,

chemistry, photographic chemistry and op-

tics, at the Academy of Artisans, and studies

of original works of art at the City Museum.
The education would be, as is self-evi-

dent, somewhat different for a landscapist,

or one studying photography for scientific

purposes. For photography has already

stepped far out of its province, and has been

made accessible to every one as a light de-

scribing art, and physicians, anthropolo-

gists, geographers, astronomers, engineers,

lithographers, copper-plate printers, etc.,

learn it to apply to their calling. The cul-

tivation for such would naturally take a

different direction from the cultivation of a

portraitist, for what benefit to the natural-

ist is the artistic element?

Again, on the other side, the ordinary wet

process will answer for a portraitist, while

the other branches demand a knowledge of

dry-plate photography, or in pigment print-

ing, Lichtdruck, powder process, anilin

printing, iron printing, etc., etc., processes

which, in their practical working, have been

regarded at the Koyal Academy of Artisans.

He who makes good use of his time can

gain the required scientific knowledge in

six months. A whole year would not be

too much for the majority. It is a heart's

desire of all young and assiduous photogra-

phers to obtain a position in a large and

well-patronized gallery ^in one of the prin-

cipal cities, to work as volunteer or assistant.

Such good luck, alas, is not open for many,

for the number of such establishments

where something can be learned is very

small, and the proprietors can only be in-

duced, in isolated cases, to accept of learn-

ers. This is not in consequence of ill will,

but from a matter of fact experience that a

third person is unnecessary at a sitting.

The time in a much-frequented gallery is

too valuable, and requires the concentrated

attention to the public in such a high degree

that the inclination towards the learner is

not thought of. Therefore complaints are

often heard from young beginners that they

have to touch out pictures, clean glass, and

do other work, without being permitted to

enter the skylight, which they could have

learned at another place just as well. Here

only an actual photographic academy would

be the remedy, which would instruct the

scholars in lighting and posing on living

models.

—

Correspondenz.

THE "BASTIE GLASS."

A shobt notice in a recent issue of an-

other photographic paper, speaking in favor

of this new invention, terminates in saying

"that photographers who depend so much

on glass will be the parties most materially

benefited."

We all hope to, and will be benefited if a

successful application of the (new?) tough-

ening process can be realized on photo-

graphic goods and utensils, as baths, dippers,

dishes, bottles, etc. ; but as far as it con-

cerns glass plates for negatives, it seems

that there is no prospect for an improve-

ment in this direction, if a statement of an
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expert in glassware, seemingly well posted

in the matter, as reported in an article in

reference to the suhject in the columns of

the Scientific American of July 10th, is cor-

rect. There we read :

. ..." 5. It does not preserve its trans-

parency after its transformation by temper-

ing, as most of the specimens exhibited- were

only translucent. The glass is thus robbed

of one of its chief beauties, rendering it

unfit for any use where clearness and trans-

parency are required.

"6. The glass cannot be cut with a dia-

mond, making it of little or no value for

window-glass or photographic uses, both of

which purposes frequently require the pieces

to be cut more than once before exactly

fitting the frame or the window-sash."

Yours with respect,

Charles Gilli,

Box 344, Denver, Col.

N. B.—The other photographic paper

here mentioned, is Mr. Anthony's Bulletin

of June, 1875.

.. .. . ... ......—.- X~;
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The following is an answer to a query

in Sphynx in the June number.

A. E. K. will find a remedy for blistering

of the prints from the cardmounts, when
burnishing, by preparing paste in the fol-

lowing manner

:

Soak white glue, two drachms, in a suffi-

cient quantity of water for several hours

;

then pour the water off; put the soft glue

in a saucepan. Add

—

Starch,

Water,
i ounce.

Put on the fire, and stir the contents con-

tinually until it boils ; then put the pan in

cold water to cool. By stirring about till

the paste gets stiff, it will become smooth

and white like ice-cream, and not get skin-

ned on the top. This paste sticks and keeps

well. During the hot summer months,

however, it is advisable to add a few drops

of carbolic acid when cooling, which will

increase its keeping quality.

Charles Gilli.

Query.

If you know of any good way of cleaning

bottles of the various stains that get upon
them in our business will you, fellow-

workers, please tell it to Sphynx, and oblige,

Oxford.

Filterings from the Fraternity.

Our funnel is growing empty of these

good things. Will our practical men, who
have been so kind all this year, please fill it

up?

We have seldom received anything more
refreshing than the honest, manly confes-

sion in the following letter. A card photo-

graph accompanied it; and, for once, we
rejoice to say, we have received a sample of

a photographer's work that was none of his

odds and ends, but the best he could do. We
trust others will profit by his example, and,

as he says he is doing, always try to do

better.

Mr. Moss gives some excellent sugges-

tions, and his points are so original and

practical that we give his letter entire. A
perusal of it may not be without benefit:

Annapolis Royal, N. S.

Dear Sir : I inclose a picture of a rough

man in rough clothes, not that I am fishing

for praise, but to let you judge if my work

is worth anything. It is not one of my
odds and ends, but as good as I can do.

But I am striving to do better. I must tell

you that I am self taught. Lea's Manual

and the Philadelphia Photographer, together

with my own perseverance, have been my
only tutors. I have been at it two years,

mostly as an amateur. This course has led

me into some little discoveries, in fact al-

most all my advances have been inventions

to me. I often see questions in the Phila-

delphia Photographer, and I think to myself

if that man only had half the trouble I had

to find that out he would never forget it.
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S. I., in the June number, wants a var-

nish that will take the pencil without rub-

bing up. Do this: Add camphor to any-

ordinary varnish till it smells distinctly of

it; if too much is added it will make it a

little tacky ; but camphor is so volatile that

it soon evaporates, leaving the varnish quite

hard. If much retouching is to be done, it

is however better to rub up with rosin pow-

der, applied with the end of the finger (rub

in circles). Camphor imparts a fine gloss

to varnish for ferrotypes. I have tested

Venice turpentine, Canada balsam, etc., to

temper varnish, but nothing comes up to

camphor.

Let me say one thing more. There is no

.

need of sending to Borneo for litmus ; make

it yourselves, or rather something better, in

this way : Take a pint of blue-berries and

boil in a pint of soft water till one-third is

boiled away ; sweeten with white sugar

;

strain through a white cotton rag into a flat

dish. Now float some white unsized paper

(blotting-paper is best) till it is wet through,

dry in the shade, cut up in small squares fit

for use, and bottle up. It turns red with

acid, blue with alkalies—you can change

the color a dozen times; it will not bleach

like litmus-paper.

I may as well fill up the sheet with some-

thing more that may be of use to some one,

and that is about warty lumps on paper. I

was never troubled with my paper until I

adopted Mr. Hearn's method of damping it

before sensitizing ; since then I have had

my share of warty lumps, etc., and have

abandoned doing it, and my vexations have

deserted me. I float my paper dry, though

I do lose my temper often with its obstinacy,

but I manage it, and when dry I have my
paper white and glossy. I find that the

warts or pimples are caused by particles of

dust settling and sticking on the damp al-

bumen, for by observation I find each pim-

ple has a speck of dust as a nucleus, which

holds the bath-solution while the other

parts are drying; the uneven contraction

of the paper causing the uneven surface.

If you can keep the dust off, damp it ; I

can't.

Yours truly,

Myer Moss.

Mr. Editor : Perhaps I should have

added, in my former note, that from the

fixing-bath I pass my prints through a bath

of fresh water into a saturated solution of

alum bath, where they remain eight min-

utes. Then I pass them quickly through

three or four changes of fresh water, and

mount on Slee's prepared cards. Time only

can tell as to their permanence.

Yours, for improvement,

D. E. Smith.

Franklin, Pa., Aug. 7th, 1875.

Dear Sir: We are now dipping and

clearing our negatives and ferrotype plates

in hypo soda solution as strong as we can

make it, thus obviating the use of cyanide

of potassium. We use a glass bath-tub,

through which we can see the plate clear-

ing. Have been clearing thus for some time

now, and like the plan as well as any we
have yet tried.

Wilt Brothers.

A WORD FROM TEXAS.

Our old and honored Texas correspond-

ent sends us the following :

Alvaeado, Johnson Co., Texas,

August 17th, 1875.

With great pleasure do I peruse and re-

peruse our favorite Photographer. I believe

I may safely say that photographing is

rather looking up in Texas.

The rush of photograph artists to Texas as

it was three or four years ago has subsided
;

more than half (the cheap cloth tent, cross-

road, itinerant, gem artist) have changed

occupations, and those who have stood firm,

maintained living prices, made the art their

study, are now doing better.

Providence has smiled this year upon the

crops of Texas, and I confidently anticipate

more flush times than for the two past years.

The country, too, as it becomes more settled

up, is more healthy.

I have for two years past been operating

in a portable gallery. Can be taken down
in sections, four feet by eight, piled on to a

two-horse wagon, and go where and when

I please. My little daughter, 13 years of

age, keeps house for me, consequently gal-

lery rent and board bill amount to about a

cipher. Customers are very ready to bring
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in chickens, eggs, butter, and even green-

backs occasionally.

But sad to say my feeble eyesight and de-

clining years admonish me of the neces-

sity of a change of occupation. With deep

regret, mingled with pleasant recollections

of the past, do I reluctantly retire.

If the fever of emigration possesses the

head of some northern or western aspiring

artist, let him make it known to me, and I

will leave my old shoes for him to wear out

while I turn Granger.

I hope, however, to have the pleasure of

a cordial grasp of your hand at the coming

great Centennial. I wish to pay my last

tribute of respect to the triumphant and

victorious stars and stripes of my fathers,

by mingling in the joyous celebration of its

first centennial birthday.

Very respectfully,

E. Finch.

MATTERS OF THE

We are glad to be informed by the Treas-

urer that " the dues are beginning to come

in." This is necessary; as, if there is to

be a Convention next year, the Executive

Committee are none too early to make their

arrangements.

The term of office of all the officers of

the National Photographic Association, ex-

cept the President, by virtue of the consti-

tution, expired June 1st, and the President

has reappointed the whole body of them to

serve until their successors are elected.

Mr. J. Hanson Jones, Hillsboro', 111.,

has arrived at the age of a "Veteran,"

having been twenty-five years in the busi-

ness of photography.

Dues.—The members of the Association

who are not life members are reminded that

the annual dues are payable June 1st, 1875,

to Mr. Albert Moore, Treasurer, No. 828

Wood Street, Philadelphia—$4 for employ-

ers, and $2 for employes. Prompt payment
will reassure the Executive Committee that

their efforts to secure a proper representa-

tion of our art in the Centennial Exhibition

are substantially approved. New members

should remit to the Permanent Secretary.

Entrance fee, $5; dues as above.

Please pay your dues this month, to ena-

ble the Executive Committee to arrange for

the Centennial and the 1876 Convention.

There is really no time to lose. Make
other things wait.

Photographic Hall.—If half the mon-

ey can be procured in one month, surely

two months should bring more than enough

for this enterprise ; for the first of a work

is always the hardest. Let success attend it.

PROCEEDINGS

Executive Committee of the N. P. A.

A special meeting of the Executive

Committee was held in New York on Au-
gust 27th. Present, Messrs. Adams, chair-

man, Bogardus, Black, Wilcox, and Wilson.

A letter was read Irom President Rulof-

son appointing all present officers of the

Association to serve until their successors

are elected, as required by the constitution.

A communication was also read from

General A. T. Goshorn, Director-General of

the 1876 Centennial Exhibition, with refer-

ence to holding the next convention inside

of the exhibition grounds in the Juror's

Pavilion, promising a decision soon;

Also, another from President Rulofson,

pledging one thousand dollars for Photo-

graphic Hall, or as much as any other pho-

togi'aphic firm in America would give!

(Applause.)

The special order of business now came

up, which was the consideration of the Pho-

tographic Hall project.

The Secretary read the lists of subscrip-

tions that had so far been received, and said

they would not amount to over $10,000.

Seeing this result he had asked the Director-

General for more time, and had succeeded

in getting until September 20th, by which

date the matter must necessarily be decided,

for if the building is to be erected, work

must be commenced shortly to get it under

cover before winter, and to secure the local-

ity desirable for it—next to the Art Hall.
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The best way to secure the $10,000 addi-

tional needed was now discussed at length.

The impression seemed to be that it would

never do to let the project fail, for the ad-

vantages of it were beyond measure. Two
sub-committees were therefore appointed,

—

Messrs Adams and Wilcox to work upon

the dealers and manufacturers, and Messrs.

Bogardus, Black, and Wilson, to struggle

with the photographers. Their hope is that

by issuing special circulars to the most able

of the fraternity, suggesting a moderate

subscription from each, that the desired end

may be accomplished quickly and surely.

So may it be.

It is the sense of the Executive Commit-

tee that, hard as the times are, and dull as

business is, we cannot afford to fail in erect-

ing Photographic Hall, and. it is therefore

hoped that all who are applied to will re-

spond, to the best of their ability, and a

little more if necessary.

The Secretary read an extract from the

Philadelphia Ledger, and was asked to pub-

lish it.

On motion adjourned.

Edward L. Wilson,
Secretary.

ENCOURAGING.
The Philadelphia Ledger (Mr. G. W.

Childs's paper) often speaks kindly of our

art, and seems much interested in it. A
new evidence of this will be found in the

following extract from its editorial columns

of August 27th :

" The photographers of this country have

been among the most energetic promoters

of that spirit of co-operation and generous

rivalry which is sure to rapidly advance any

profession or trade, and one of the best

fruits of their enterprise has been the proj-

ect to build a separate building on the Cen-

tennial grounds for the exhibition of their

work. It is a gratification to learn that the

appeal for the money necessary to build

'Photographic Hall ' is meeting with a

generous response, and it is to be hoped that

there will be no delay in obtaining the full

amount asked by the committee. This

building has no connection with the pho-

tographers' building to be used by those

who are to photograph the Exhibition, but

will be used entirely under the direction of

the Director-General for the exhibition of

photographs and objects connected with

photography. It is quite as necessary that

a building should be specially constructed

for artistically lighting photographs as for

other works of art, and without the gener-

ous enterprise of the photographers in pro-

viding such a building, one of the hand-

somest and most interesting features of the

Exhibition would have suffered for want of

a proper display. The National Photo-

graphic Association proposes to hold its

Annual Convention of 1876 on the Centen-

nial grounds, and it will be eminently grati-

fying to the members to find that the exhi-

bition in their department of work is

grouped in a building specially adapted to

the purpose, and having all the conveni-

ences for a successful and brilliant display."

—Public Ledger.

This view of the Photographic Hall proj-

ect from an outside looker-on should en-

courage us all to make every effort we can

during the next twenty days to secure the

erection of our Hall beyond a doubt.

Scovill Manitac Turing Company have sent

us their August price list of lamp-burners and

trimmings, closing with a fine cut and descrip-

tion of Lawrence's patent measuring funnel, an

article most useful to photographers.

Me. L. V. Mouxton offers his washing ma-

chines at greatly reduced prices. We have one

in our printing department, and wonder that

more photographers do not avail themselves of

this quick method of washing prints.

We have had our usual summer ramble. We
saw the incorrigible and indomitable photogra-
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phers everywhere, and with some of them had

many pleasant days. We closed our journey by

a visit to New Haven, Conn., where we inspected

the S. Peck & Co. (Scovill's branch) factory,

where clocks and apparatus photographic which

work like clockwork are largely and beautifully

made. But as we were away on a rest trip

(literally head-rest), we allowed us to be more

inclined towards the fine productions of Messrs.

C. F. Dibble & Co., carriage builders, at New
Haven. We never saw such graceful beauties

;

there is a fine art display in them as well as in

pictures. Twice in our life we came near own-

ing a "buggy," but chemical interferences pre-

vented us, once bromide, and once silver waste,

etc., still we run along without. Good health is

better than a "buggy," and with the former

increased we are back to our work, as you may

have discovered. If all the photographers in

America would buy a carriage of Mr. Dibble,

we believe he would have a photographic book

of styles in place of the one he uses now.

We have had agreeable calls from Messrs.

Peirce, of Water Valley, Miss., and Braid, of

Nashville, Tenn. They speak very hopefully of

their prospects in the South the coming season.

We wish them well.

We have received examples of their work

from Messrs. Orrnsby, of Chicago ; Conaut, of

Portland, Maine ; Cadwallader, of Marietta, 0.
;

Wilson, of Cherokee, Iowa, Wilson, of Washing-

ton, III., and Lingo, of Uniontown, Pa. From
the first three a number of fine " Promenades"

are sent, all evidencing good manipulation and

taste in arrangement and lighting. All these

parties ought to compete for our next medal,

and all deserve a good business for being able to

make such work. Mr. Lingo also sends us a pic-

ture of his new gallery, which looks very conve-

nient.

Most of our readers have seen samples of the

beautiful work made by Messrs. Bradley & Ru-

lofson, of San Francisco, and can judge of its

merits ; but it appears that pure, plain photog-

raphy is not the only department in which their

house has acquired a reputation. In our article

last month entitled " Photography on the Pacific

Coast " we said, in referring to some samples

sent us :
" The snow scene, representing Miss

Dickie Lingard as Louise, in the ' Two Orphans,'

is a masterpiece of plain photography, both in

composition and effect." This picture has been

reproduced in crayon, and has created quite a

sensation among the connoisseurs of art on the

Pacific. It is the work of Mr. Carl Schultz,

photo-crayon artist, with Messrs. Bradley &
Rulofson. We extract the following from a

local paper as a specimen of the praise bestowed

upon it

:

"The picture is rather more than life-size,

and is the most perfect thing in crayon we have

ever seen. The likeness is exact, and as a work

of art the picture would elicit admiration and

surprise if placed in the first art academy of

Europe. The highest praise that could be be-

stowed upon it was unintentional, and in this

wise : Mr. Bradford, the celebrated ' Arctic

artist,' who is now sojourning among us at the

Occidental, upon seeing the portrait, remarked,
' It is beautiful ; but, although I am shy of criti-

cizing, I notice one fault. The eyes lack life
;

they appear as if the subject's sight was affected.

'

'Why,' said a friend standing by, 'it is the

Blind Orphan.' 'Then it is perfect,' said Mr.

Bradford, with emphasis."

Mr. S. Singer, of Milwaukee, whose article

on emulsions appears in this issue, has sent us a

negative made by his process, which seems to

verify what he claims for it; the negative being

overdone with ten seconds' exposure in a cloudy

day.

Mr. James Mullen, of Lexington, Ky., is

making good use of these summer months by
photographing the picturesque scenery of moun-

tains and valleys, at" Cumberland Gap." We
hope he may find health, pleasure, and profit in

his enterprise.

Willard's Monthly for August has been

received, and is a very complete catalogue of

photographic material. It is only twenty-five

cents per year, and every photographer should

have it. They offer premiums of our publica-

tions, and say some good words for us, to which

we would call attention.

In an Illinois paper before us is a letter from

Mr. C. D. Mosher, of Chicago, written from

Washington, on his recent trip East, which

shows him to be equally ready as a correspond-

ent as he is with the camera.

We have received from Mr. E. Steiger, book-

seller and publisher, 22 and 24 Frankfort Street,

New York, a classified catalogue of American,

British, German, and French periodicals, which

will be found useful to those interested in the

periodical literature of the day. Accompanying

it is also a catalogue of " Kindergarten Gifts and

Occupation Material, " for educational purposes

in families and schools. These catalogues are

mailed free to all persons writing for them.
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FOR SALE.
CANADA PATENT

For Morgeneier's Celebrated Ground
Surface Negative Retouching Varnish.

This is one of the most useful and paying

photographic specialties in the market. 20,000

bottles sold yearly in the United States. This

valuable invention will be sold low, as the in-

ventor cannot attend to its introduction into

Canada. The price of patent can be cleared

within six months of its purchase. Those mean-

ing business, address J. W. Morgeneier,

Sheboygan, Wis.

For Sale.—One of the largest and best pho-

tographic galleries in Chicago. It has a large

operating room, large reception room and dres-

sing room, and six rooms now used as a residence.

Everj'thing is new and attractive, with a good

paying business and constantly increasing. The
location is admitted to be one of the best in this

city, on the principal thoroughfare, and central

to the leading business houses, hotels, and R.R.

depots. Sold only on account of the health of

he owner. Address

Photo,

Care of Carrier No. 23, Chicago, P.O.

I offer for sale my portable 2)hotograph gal-

lery, 12x32 feet, for $175. Invoice of entire

outfit (including 1-4, 1-2, and 4-4 lenses, etc.)

will sell for cost. Any person wishing to emi-

grate to Texas to engage in the photograph busi-

ness would do well to walk in. Declining eye-

sight compels the change. With deep regret do

I leave my favorite occupation.

Address E. Finch,

Alvarado, Johnson Co., Texas.

For Sale.—Best gallery in Northern Ohio.

Handsomely furnished, well supplied with appa-

ratus, and doing a splendid business. Work is

strictly first-class and prices to correspond. This
is an opportunity seldom offered. Will be sold

at- a bargain if disposed of soon. Address, for

particulars, P. C. Nason,

No! 4 P.O. Arcade, Columbus, 0.

Wanted.—A first-class photographer, steady

employment. One who speaks German preferred.

Address P. Smith & Co.

,

121 West Fifth St., Cincinnati, 0.

HERMAGIS
LENSES.

Splendid Testimonial from
Mr. HE1VRY ROCHER,

The Eminent Chicago Artist,

to the excellencies of

THE HERMAGIS EEJVS,
"Salomon" Style,

$160.
Chicago, June 2S, 1875.

"It answers completely my
expectations of it. I don't ex-

pect to cut a 9-inch figure

with it, but for SxlO size, and
' PROMENADE ' style it is just

the thing. My first pictures

with it were those of Mrs. Et,

Gen. P. H. Sheridan, and every

one found grace before him."
HENRY ROCHER.

Mr. F. GUTEK.UHTST,

The Eminent Philadelphia
Artist,

Had a "pet lens 77 he had used

many years, and replaced it by
a "Salomon" style Hermagis
lens, because it excelled his

old one.

$160.
A few only left.

BENEBMAN & WILSON, A|
PHILADELPHIA.

USE WAYMOUTH^S VIGNETTE PAPERS.



Fob Sale.—A splendid bargain is offered to a

photographer who wishes to buy a photographic

gallery, doing a first-class business, in the finest

fruit and wine valley in California. Climate un-

surpassable, no snow nor ice. County seat, with

only two photographers in the county. It is

within three hours railroad and steamboat travel

to San Francisco. Rent only $12 per month,

with lease. Ground floor ; splendid light. From
$1200 to $1500 cash will buy it. Reason for sel-

ling, too much other business. For particulars,

address

P.O. Box 217, Napa City, California.

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

Foe Sale.—A first-class Gallery, in San Jose,

Cal. Price, $5000, currency; it cost $7000,

gold. Fitted with Dallmeyer and Ross lenses
;

it is an A.-No.-l gallery, and doing a fine busi-

ness, and is offered very cheap. San Jose is the

garden spot of Califorjiia, contains 22,000 inhab-

itants, and is growing rapidly. For particulars,

address B. F. Hotvland,

San Jose, Cal., P. 0. Box 141.

Attention is requested to my
new PROFILED COLUMN
SLIPS.

PROFILED REVERSIBLE
SET-GROUND PIECES, for

breaking the straight line occa-

sioned by the meeting of the

background and the floor.

Also to the KURTZ BALUS-
TRADE, the most artistic and
popular accessory yet produced.
And to my new PRACTICA-

BLE WINDOW.
N. B. — All Promenade Back-

grounds & Accessories are equal-

ly suitable for other purposes.

CAUTION.—My new designs are being copy-

righted. Inclose stamp for samples. Address

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
8 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Northern New York Stock Depot,

Glens Falls, N. Y.

Photographic goods at New York prices.
'

'

Crystal '

' Stereographs,

Of Northern New York scenery.

Photographic studies for artists. Publisher of

the " Adirondacks," "Lake George," " Ticon-

derogn," etc. S. R. Stoddard,

Glens Falls, New York.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

THE ROBINSON TRIMMER.

Richmond, Ind., August 11, 1875.

Mr. Bdw. L. Wilson.

Dear Sir : I feel as though I should say a few

words in praise of the Robinson Trimmer and

Guides I received from you. The trimmer does

its work admirably, do not know how I should

do without it ; and the round-cornered guides,

for cards, is something new, and makes the pic-

ture look much neater when compared with the

old square cut kind, from a glass pattern.

The guides, all sizes, are the nearest perfect of

any I ever used. But what I wish to request of

you in particular is, to publish in your Journal

the right way for sharpening the trimmer, I am
certain this will be looked for by a great many
with interest. I have used mine now constantly

for some time, and it does not need it yet ; but,

in case it does, would not like to spoil it with

any experimenting.

Yours respectfully,

M. Wolfe.

Mr. Charles Waldack, who is known to many
of our readers, writes in the Photographic Times

as follows: "As Robinson's trimmer is getting

to be used universally, I think I will do a good

turn to photographers in telling them how to

sharpen the little wheel when it gets dulled by

use. I owe it to a photographic friend here, and

although some may know it, I am sure many do

not. Make a groove in a piece of lead by means

of the trimmer, put in it a little fine emery and

a drop of oil, and run the trimmer forward and

back in the groove until it is sufficiently sharp.

There is something else about the trimmer ; as-

certain by trial which side of the wheel should

be on the inside of the zinc or iron matt to cut

best, and mark it."

PRICE REDUCED.
Rapid Photo-Washer. 20

per cent, discount until Nov.
1st, to reduce stock on hand
and raise funds to fit out a
new gallery. Will exchange
for any apparatus that I may
want. L. V. MOULTON,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Peter Parys, 613 Hallowell Street, Philadel-

phia, manufacturer of Negative Cotton. Special

cotton, for the dry process. Prepared cotton for

photographers' use. Photo, enamel, or burnt-in

pictures, made for the trade. Established 1856.

N.B.—On receipt of 25 cents, half an ounce

as sample will be forwarded, free of charge, to

any part of the United States.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



For Sale.—A gallery in a city of 10,000 in-

habitants. Reception-room 15 x 28 feet ; opera-

ting-room same size, with large north top and

side light. Will be sold cheap, with or without

instruments. Address

J. Hinds,

Lock Haven, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge for advertisements under this head : limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

As operator, or to run a gallery on shares, or
will hire same furnished-; or will furnish instru-

ments, or furniture, if situation is profitable to

do so. Nearly seventeen years' experience, and
No. 1 work guaranteed. Please correspond with
C. H. Hall, Amenia, N. Y.

In some Southern city, by a first-class printer

and toner. Good references. Address John
Kavanagh, 25 Colfax Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

By a printer, toner, and retoucher, or no ob-
jections to general gallery work ; about the mid-
dle of September. Address, with terms, S. P.

Harris, P.O. Box 115, Carthage, Illinois.

As printer, in some good gallery, at a moder-
ate salary. Address "Printer," care of Henry
W. Foster & Co., Monmouth, Illinois.

By a good printer, toner, and retoucher. In
the South preferred. Best of references and
samples of work furnished. Moderate salary for

permanent position. J. A.R., Box 60, Ridgway,
Elk Co., Penna.

By two young ladies, one as printer and toner,

and the other as toucher and finisher of photo,
prints ; either capable of attending reception-
room. Both highly experienced and well rec-

ommended. Address communications to Robert
Wilson, Brockville, Ont.

By a No. 1 negative retoucher ; can work in
ink

;
prefers, when he can, to assist in operating

or printing. Address Retoucher, care William
Buehenbender, 31 St. Markes Place, New York.

"Centennial operator" wants a situation in
some good gallery, or would not object to taking
charge of a gallery ; can retouch negatives. Ad-
dress C. P. Wesley, Box 58, Nebraska City.

By an operator of experience, one who is com-
petent to take charge of any department of pho-
tography. A situation in Philadelphia or vicinity
preferred. At present employed as operator in
a leading St. Louis gallery. Good reference.
Address J. D. M., Photographer, St. Louis, Mo.

By a thoroughly competent young lady, a posi-
tion as retoucher, or printer, in a first-class pho-
tograph gallery ; understands printing and put-
ting up porcelaines ; also, solar printing. New
York city or Philadelphia preferred. Address
Miss K. M. Rose, Gloversville, Fulton Co., N. Y.

By one who can take entire charge of a gallery.
Can show nice clean work every day. For terms
and samples, address Photographer, Waynetown,
Indiana.

As attendant, by Miss Conrad, 52d and Torr
Avenue, west, Washington, D, C.

By a good negative retoucher, printer, and
toner. Can furnish good references. Salary
moderate, but must be sure. Address "Re-
toucher," 814 Market St., Wheeling, West Va.

By one who can operate, retouch, print, tone,

and make himself generally useful. Address
Cass. F. Blacklidge, Uniontown, Pa.

As retoucher, by a young lady of four years'

experience. Address Lock Box 25, Marlboro,
Mass.

By a young man, of seven years' experience,

a position as operator, assistant operator, or re-

toucher. Middle or Southern states preferred.

A permanent situation more of an object than
high wages. Address "Photographer," 64 St.

Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.

By a young man of five years' experience in

business ; can retouch negatives, in fact am ca-

pable of taking charge of a first-class gallery.

Will work on percentage. Address, if you mean
business, C. L. Y. , care of Robert Benecke, St.

-Louis, Mo.

In a gallery where, if convenient to both, he

can buy the gallery after learning the rest of the

trade ; have worked at it one year, and have
plenty of capital. Address C. W. Miller, Gans-
wood, Saratogo Co., N. Y.

As operator, or assistant. Would have no ob-

jection to going to the country. Address David
W. Sands, 1914 North Thirteenth St., Philada.

By a lady of experience, in a first-class gal-

lery. Can retouch negatives. Address A. M.
D., 2313 Madison Square, Philadelphia.

In a first-class gallery, by an experienced

artistic, negative retoucher and colorist. West-

ern or Southern city preferred. Address Paul,

24 Sixth Avenue, New York.

As positionist, in a first-class gallery ;
twenty

years' experience with C. D. Fredricks & Co.

Address John De Banes, care C. D. Fredricks &
Co., 587 Broadway, New York.

As printer, toner, and assistant operator.

Wages moderate. Address Will Scott, 6 Stark

Street, Utica, N. Y.

By a fine operator, poser, or chemical man

;

can print, tone, and retouch ; of eight years' ex-

perience, and up with the times. Wages $10
a week, with board. Address H. F. Prichard,

Rutland, Vt.

By a first-class printer, toner, retoucher, India

ink, water and crayon colorist. Would work
for small wages if a permanent situation is given.

Address John A. Bunch, Peoria, Ills.

As operator and retoucher. Satisfactory ref-

erences as to abilities. Address Chas. Turner,

Box 883 Janesville, Wis.

An operator and retoucher of large experience

in city galleries desires a situation at once.
,

Ref-

ence exchanged. Address E, 194 Bar Street,

Cincinnatti, Ohio.

By a photographer of ten years' experience.

Will either operate, print and tone, work in the

field, or anything pertaining to the business.

Wages reasonable. Address H. H. H., Box 505,

North. Adams, Mass.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.



J. A. ANDERSON'S

Camera Boxes
3XT O T EXCELLED!

KEAD THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIALS:

Office of Cross & Carson, Chicago.

J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir : We have used large boxes of other

makers, but will frankly say that the 20x24
made by you is ahead, and those who have seen

it agree with us. Respectfully,

Cross & Carson.

Cross's Patent Holder saves all
the Silver.

Mendota, III., June,15, 1875.

Mr. J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir : The 5x8 Stereo Box and other ap-

paratus reached me last Tuesday, and am well

pleased with them. The lenses seem good.

Very truly, Wm. Blakeslee.

Cross's Patent Holder
any Pox.

made for

Charlotte, Mich., April 19, 1875.

Mr. J. A. Anderson :

Allow me to say the 8x10 Improved Box gives

perfect satisfaction ; the more I use it the better

I like it. The other goods are all K. Success
to you in your endeavors to give us first-class

apparatus at reasonable prices.

Yours truly, A. J. Whalen.

Those who use the Cross Holder
like it.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir: The 17x20 Camera received all

safe. I am well pleased with it, and shall recom-
mend your work wherever I can.

Yours truly, J. Carbutt.

Save your Carpets and use the
Cross Holder.

Urbana, Ohio, June 29, 1875.

J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir: The double-bellows, 14x17, D. S. B.

Camera Box and extension stand came to hand
all right. I like it very much and am well
pleased with it. Yours truly,

L. W. Roberts.

Cross's Holder THE PEST for
large plates.

Richmond, Ind., April 30, 1875.
Mr. J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir : The 18 x 22 D. S. B. Camera, with

the Cross patent silver-saving tablet, received all

right. It is a perfect beauty. Never saw a box
finer finished or superior to this. The stand, also,

is satisfactory, and the extension top is a good
improvement. Inclosed find draft for amount.

Yours, M. Wolfe.

Cross's Holder will pay for itself.

Elgin, III.

Mr. J. A. Anderson.
Sir : The Camera Boxes prove to be all that

I expected. The 11 x 14 is superior to any that

I ever used. It is a beauty, and I am proud of

it. The cheapness, too, is an item with me at

this time, having lost all the contents of my gal-

lery by fire. I am obliged to you for your
favor. Yours,

G. H. Sherman.

Cross's Holder will last longer
than any other.

Richmond, Ind., May 15, 1875.

J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir: The 11x14 Camera Box, Tube,

and Stand received. The box got a little jammed
in transportation, but have fixed it, and it now
works all right. Inclosed find draft to balance

account. Yours,
€1. W. Stigleman.

Cross Holder made only by J. A.
Anderson.

Prairie du Chien, Wis., April 26, 1875.

J. A. Anderson.
Dear Sir: We are well pleased with the box

(8x10, D. S. B. view), think it a fine piece of

workmanship—much better than we expected.

Shall look to you for any further work in your
line that we may need.

Very truly yours," Farr & Goodman.

Having undertaken the manufacture of CROSS'S PATENT S1LVEM-
SAVING PLATE HOLDER, I am prepared to furnish this Holder,
with my Poxes, without extra charge, when so ordered.

65 E. INDIANA STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Third Thousand

!

We have undertaken the publication of the third thousand of this valuable Text-Book,
and offer it to the photographers in a more attractive and

New Shape.
The author's illustrations now number 150, nearly double the number of the first edition.

The Chapters on Failures have been much elaborated and rearranged, so as to afford a

ready reference in case of almost any trouble or difficulty liable to occur to the photogra-

pher, with appropriate remedies therefor. The following are among other

New Things:
Method of preparing silvered PAPER WHICH WILL KEEP FOB

WEEKS, and with care, even for months; no washing or additional
manipulation of the paper needed.
Investigation of Negative Varnishes and formulas for Water-proof Var-

nish, such that negatives varnished with it have been 7cept for months
under water without injury.
Tables to aid in the construction of glass houses, &c.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
" There is a valuable chapter on the preparation of a sensitive paper that is not liable to discoloration

We close the present notice by cordially commending Mr. Lea's Manual to our readers."

—

British Journal of Pho-
tography.

" M. Caeey Lea's excellent ' Manual of Photography ' is a very full and complete work."

—

PhilaoVa Bulletin.

"If we say that this work is an encyclopedia of its art, we shall hardly exaggerate its comprehensiveness.
.... The author takes every department and every branch of each, and gives that distinct and clear information
that is needed by photographers The worth of the labor is proved in the fact that this new and enlarged
edition follows the first so speedily. Hereafter, those who would excel must master the Manual."

—

North
American.

PRICE, S3.75.
It contains 440 pages on fine toned paper, 150 wood cuts, cloth, beveled edges, and gilt.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

Sent by return mail, on receipt of price by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



POWERS & WEIGHTMAN^

p=j

MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Offer to Stoekdealers

A full Assortment of Reliable Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including

:

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),
Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,

Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,
Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,

Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.

CARBUTT'S

Rapid Dry Plates!
Mr. Caebutt having an experience of over twelve years in the preparation and use of Sensitive Dry Plates,

is now supplying amateurs and the trade with Dry Plates of undoubted excellence, possessing good keeping

qualities, both before and after exposure, easy to develop, and for each plate properly exposed jind developed

a good negative may be relied upon. These plates also produce a first-class quality of transparencies, either

for (he magic lantern, or to reproduce negatives from.

LIST OF PRICES.
Per doz.

33^x414 $1 50
4x5 2 00

414X6U 2 75
4j|x7% 3 00
5x8 3 75

Per doz.

6^x8^ • $5 00
7x9 6 00
8x10 7 50
10x12 10 50
11x14 12 00

QSf Larger sizes made to order.

Sizes not mentioned in the list are cut from and charged as the next size larger. Full instructions for expo-
sure and developing accompany each package of plates.

The above is the price at our works in light-tight wrappers ; packing for expressage in metal

wrappers and box, five cents per inch the long wag of the plate, in addition.

Orders to be addressed to

J. CARBUTT,
624 North 24th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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PRIZE PICTURES.
To enable all photographers to study these Gems of A.rtt

we offer prints from the com-

peting negatives, for sale at the prices below.

They are the most exquisite things we ever offered, and
will teach any one, be he a good or

poor operator.

THE GOLD MEDAL
Was awarded for the best six negatives to Mr. Henry Kocher, Chicago, III., whose

pictures are marvels of beautiful photography. The studies are all mounted in tasteful

style, on Collins' Mounts, and printed at our own rooms by Mr. Chas. W. Hearn, and are

fine studies in posing, lighting, printing, and toning.

THE SETS INCLUDE:

Nos. 1 to 7, Studies by H. Kocher, Chicago.

8 to 16, " L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich.

17 to 22, " I. W. Taber, San Francisco, Cal.

23 to 27, " C. M. French, Youngstown, O.

28 to 31, " Core & Frees, Tiffin, O.

32 to 37, " E. M. Collins, Oswego, N. T.

38 to 42 " J. H. Folsom, Danbury, Conn.
43 to 48, " E. H. Alley, Toledo, O.

See Review in August number Philadelphia Photographer, page 242.

The whole set of 48, $12 OO
In two Photo. Covers, 13 SO
Selections, per dozen, 4 OO

" per two dozen, 7 OO
The 21 of Messrs. Roeher, Bigelow, and Taber, 6 OO
Book Covers and Binding, 7 5

Address all orders to

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



GIVEN AWAY!!
WITH BACH

ROBINSON'S

PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
WILL HEREAFTER BE GIVEN Ten Inches ofMetallic Guides, your choice from the regular sizes

named on the opposite page. The manufacturers and agents finding that they can save money by
manufacturing in large quantities, make this liberal offer to the trade, as they want everybody to have
these capital inventions in use. They are no humbug and are not glass cutters or anything like them.

. THE ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER

IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.

The accompanying cut represents the instrument in the act of trimming a photograph. It does
not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which facilitates
the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

Oil the wheel bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.



BIGELOWS ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD.

NEW EDITION,
WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

jfgg^ Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

j|@» No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

Jigf It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, telling exactly how each picture was made ; where

THE CAMERA AND SITTER WERE PLACED when it IVCIS made ; WHAT CURTAINS

were opened in lighting the subject, $c, cfc.

j|@- A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARCED. NEW PICTURES.

' It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
"I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

byword and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Vogel.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist."

—

Philadelphia Photographer.

Ifyou would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigelow's Album.

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



HEARN'S

f
£K£TlCAL_PRJS^\i>*~ A COMPLETE MANUAL OP ^"^^C^l

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING
ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention lias heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, "and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

COlsTTEIsTTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-
ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.

Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Filling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense
Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-
ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Albumenizing the
Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

• dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-

tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing
Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Por-
celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the
Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the
Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

Together with over 50 Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet
Portrait, from negatives by Mr. F. Gutekunst, printed by
the author, Mr. Chas. W. JELeam.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

BENEKMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Warehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH CARDS.
SIZE 4£x7£. SQUARE CORNERS.

White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black—Plain.

White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black, with Gilt Borders.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Borders.

Thin White, Rose Tint, and Black, with Gilt Beveled Edges.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Beveled Edges.

"Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge Glace, Black and Rose Tint "J."
Glace Card Boxes, for the Thick Beveled Edge.

Cards 7 x 10, with Gilt Borders, opening 4£x 7£.

Cards 7 x 10, with India Tint and Gilt Borders, opening 4J x 7\

See detailed advertisement in this number of the

"Photographic Times."

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



G. GENNERT,
53 Maiden Lane, New York,

IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. & M. DRESDEN

ALBUMEN PAPERS
Eives and Steinbach—White, Pink, and Blue.

Every one says it WORKS THE MOST UNIFORM, ECONOMICAL, and GIVES

FINER EESULTS than any other. To satisfy yourself that it is the best, send to your

stock-dealer for a sample dozen. Kept by all stock-dealers in the United States.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Class Baths,

Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

and French Filter Paper.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE

EXTRA BRILLIANT, OR DOUBLE GLOSSY PAPER,

Which is recognized by the best artists all over the world as the

FINEST ALBUMEN PAPER IN THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE.



A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S
POCKET

REFERENCE BOOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery ; selection and trial of lenses and chemicals ; approved formula? for the differ-

ent photographic processes ; tables of weights and measures ; rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS RECEIVING THE HIGHEST PEAISE WHEREVER IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in most flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket Reference- Book, of

its great value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon he found in every
gallery." »

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon

and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $1.50, post-paid.

BBNERMAN& WILSOJST, Photo. Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TINTED.
(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FROM 1-9 to 10x14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOAV MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

:e* a=L i

o

:e list
Size. Eggshell. Glossy. Size. Eggshell. Glossy

er Box of 8 Doz. 1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box of 2 Doz. 4-4 $2.40 $2.70
" 8 " 1-6 1.25 1.35 ii 4 i< 5-7 2.40 2.70

8 " 1-4 1.85 2.00 ii 2 " 7-10 2.70 2.90

4 ii 4£x6J 1.85 2.00 ii 2 " 8x10 2.70 2.90

4 ii 1-2 2.20 2.35 Per Sheet, 10x14 .17 .18

ii 2 " 4£xl0 2.20 2.35

Revised, New York, December 28th, 1872

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-

ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Phenix Plates are for salB by all Stoci Dealers througliOut tie country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., Aleuts for tie Me, 419 & Broome St., N. Y.



WILSON'S
BALTIMORE
STOCK DEPOT
THE MOST POPULAR IN THE SOUTH.

QUICK TRANSIT. ^ CHEAP FREIGHTS.

Best Goods! Best Prices!

Best Personal Attention

!

Baltimore, the City of Advantages" now, especi-

ally to the Photographer.

BEFORE PURCHASING, SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CATALOGUE TO

CHARLES A. WILSON,
No. 7 N. Charles Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

TRY BALTIMORE! IT WILL PAY!!

PLEASE BEAD OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS.



The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

PBIOB, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.

II^" CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that he will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c,

which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF AEIi PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, «ftc.

We also have a full line of CAMERAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMERA STANDS, HEAD-RESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLUN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.

# *



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean
cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top. •

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order
promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

JHIf No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE NOW READY! 50 cts. per dozen.

Gihon's
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OP COPIES,

RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 GENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. GIHON, Inventor,
128 JV. Seventh St., Philadelphia, JPa.



HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS.
The THIRD EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new

work.

It Gives the Best and Freshest Instructions to be had on the Subject.

Written by a practical photographic colorist, Mr. Geo. B. Ayres.

PRICE, $2.00. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India Ink, or
who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

BENEBMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

Gk SAUTBR ~"

-ZVo. 138 South Eighth Street, JPhilajlelphia,
MANUFACTURER AND "WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials
and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

TRAPP & MUNOH'S

Mwutett
Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Ex-
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

zm::e:d.a.:lj oif mbbit
for Albumenized Paper. For Sale at all the Stockhouses.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York
SPECIAL AGENTS:

Scoyill Manttfg. Co., New York.
B. & H. T. Anthony, " "

G. Gennert, New York.

Wilson, Hood & Co., Philadelphia.
H. W. Bradley, San Francisco.
G. S. Bryant & Co., Boston.



ALBA
^
Ph

THE LAST
PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTION

Is the New Alba Plate fully described in the current
number of this magazine.

Ifyou would revive business!

Ifyou would please your patrons !

Ifyou would make money easy!

MAKE THE

New Alba Pictures
ON THE

PHENIX
ALBA PLATES,

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

As these plates are prepared for immediate use, it is not neces-
sary to apply any coating, such as albumen or gelatine—in other
respects they are treated exactly like porcelain glass.

First, flowwith collodio-chlor'ide of silver ; this should not he
poured off immediately, but should be allowed to remain on the
plate until everything like a small.hright speck has disappeared.
By thus allowing the collodion to thoroughly combine with the •

white surface of the plate, the best results are produced. After
draining off the excess of the collodion, dry the plate by a gen-
tle heat. Then print under a negative very slightly darker
than the picture is desired to be when finished. The plates

may he fumed with ammonia, or nrft, as may be preferred,

but it is better to fume them a short time, say from one to

three minutes.
After printing, the plates are slightly washed and then put

into either a weak solution of salt and water, a weak solution
of acetic acid and water, or in mixture <*f alcohol and water,
half and half, long enough to produce a bright reddish color

upon the surface—then tone very lightly in a very weak alka-
line bath, containing very little gold. Fix in a solution of

one ounce of hyposulphate of soda, to twelve of water, for five

minutes ; remove to a saturated solution of salt in water, leav-
ing them in ten minutes. Then wash them for about the
same time and in the same manner as negatives are ordinarily
treated, and dry by a gentle heat.
H.B.—It is very important that fresh and reliable porcelain

collodion, should he used to insure'strong, brilliant prints.

PRICE LIST OF ALBA PLATES REDUCED

!

^ per box, of one dozen plates,

5 c( <f If <<

7

$1 00

1 50

3 00

3 25

J per box, of one dozen plates,

_7_ it it ti n
$6 00

8 00

18 00

As manufacturers of the Alba Plate, and owners
of the patent under ivhich they are made, we desire

to say to the fraternity, unequivocally, that we will
protect any dealer or consumer buying or using these
plates, against any party who may claim them an
infringement of his patent.

PHENIX PLATE 00., Worcester, Mass.

SG0VILL MANUFACTURING 00., ) w _w v^vlr
General Trade Agents,

}J*ew XOl'K.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look

!

The Photographer to his Patrons,
WHAT IS IT?

TIHE
PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

' intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to 'those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer
knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the best

time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answer. This little book answers
them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which he or she can carry away and study
at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising. What could you want better than to have, your business card
so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and
then keep it for reference ? This is what they do with this little "tract." Witness what those who
have tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the

same as the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public
;

that he must be trusted, and that he alone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that he must make
the picture and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a
few of those who have been using our little publication in their business.
We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist just that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.

We get " The Photographer to his Patrons" up in neat style, on the best letter cap paper, assorted
tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-
graphs or chapters— 1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come ; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress; 6, how to "behave; 7, the children ; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-
ing, frames, prices, <fec.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of

the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please, which printing
we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish.

Cuts for the covers tve supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000 "

$20 00

35 00

$50 00

75 00
3000 copies, cover included,

5000 " "

Over 500,000 have been sold.

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one put West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture made, she would
come 'according to directions.' "—A. Bogar-
Dus, New York.

"A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

" It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurney &
Son, New York.

" It assists me greatly."

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to
be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

"You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-

fit some of the ' know-everythings'1 in this quar-

ter. "—A- C. McIntyre & Co., Ogdensburg.

" They are just the thing to post people up on
what they ought to know in order to secure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book 'hits the nail

on the head.' "— J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have
ever found."—H. M. SEdgewick, Granville, 0.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts. t Philadelphia.



CHARLES BIERSTADT
Photographer

NIAGAEA FALLS,

New York.

VIENNA MEDAL OF MERIT.
An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, "Washington,

Hudson River, California,

Saratoga, Yosemite Valley,

Portage, N. T., Egypt,

Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

AND

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THEIK

ADAMANTINE VARNISH for Aitootjjes, Neptives, ani llainotyjes.
This Tarnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the

intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by jg_ ^ LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Cases,
Beveled Matts, Double Matts,

Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,
Fancy Paper Passepartouts.

These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd
siaes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBERG & BBO., 709 (5SW) Broadway, New York.



GRISWOLD'S
LIFE COMPOSITIONS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE.
The following subjects are now ready, handsomely mounted.

The Sunbeam Fairy.

The Picture-Book.
Sitting for my Picture.

Young America Bathing.
Young Boston's Ambition.
Ding-Dong-Ding, Music on a llubber

String.

Reflection.

The Loiterers.

The Cabin Porch.
Beatrice Shoo-Fly.
Home Group. -

A View.
The Gleaner.

1. Blowing Bubbles. 15.

2. B stands for Bumble-B. 16.

3. Blackberry Blossoms. 17.

4. The Hen's Nest. . 18.

5. Let us Have Piece. 19.

6. Mamma, where was I when you were 20.

a little girl ?

7. Our Domestic's Relations. 21.

8. She went to the Butchers. 22.

9. My Lady and' My Lady's Maid. 23.

10. The Mountain Spring. 24.

11. Unveiling a Statue of Young America. 25.

12. Young America in the Nursery. 26.

13. Young America as an Artist. 27.

14. Young America Asleep.

The titles hardly give an idea of the grotesque humor possessed by these pictures. They
are capital. As a sample dozen we should recommend Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16, 19,

20, 22, and 25.

Sent by mail on receipt of price. $2.00 per dozen. Order by number.
DEALERS SUPPLIED ON GOOD TERMS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publ.shers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

THE ZENTMAYER LENS,
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80° to 90°
; depth of focus ; extreme sharpness over the

whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying ; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed,
making and closing the exposure.

No.

The larger ones are provided with an interna"! shutter for

1, 2 5 inch focus, 3x3
2, 3* " " 4x5
3, 5J " " 6i x 8i

4, 8 " 10 x 12

5, 12 " 14 x 17

6, 18 " 20 x 24

ate, . . $20 00

"
. . 25 00

"
. . 30 00

" . . 42 00

" . . 60 00

" . . 90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
" 2 " " 3
" 3 " "4
a 4 << « 5
" 5 " "6
"

], 2, and 3,
"

3, 4, and 5,

$33 00
40 00

55 00
75 00

110 00
48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2\ to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7 x 10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

14:7 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.



M&~ TO PEOFBSSIONAL PHOTOGKAPHEKS AND THE TEADE.

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

D|—

T

|\| FT ROHAUT & HUTINET,
• J- JL V_/ -B- A X ^ M-^J X. o SUCCESSORS,

No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OF

M0UNTS°^»F0R PHOTOGRAPHY.
TRADE MARK, Ch.D.

Bristol Boards of every size and thickness, plain
India Tinted and Fancy Printing.

Book-post and Card Cases.

Stout Blotting Paper Albums.
First-class Rives Albumenized Paper, &c, &c.

Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite,

Cabinet Portrait,

Victoria Card,
Stereoscopic Views—all new samples of French

styles.

MEDALS AWARDED AT EVERY EXHIBITION.

All orders are to be sent to their establishment, 43 Rue Greneta, Paris, or to Wholesale Houses
of the United States. Samples on application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO WHOLESALE HOUSES.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

MOSAICS.
FOR 1875.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON,
EDITOR " PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER," Etc., Etc.

This favorite and only American annual is fairly crammed with articles prepared

expressly for it by the eminent photographers of Europe and America,

and is just as much as ever A NECESSITY!

Price, in Cloth, $1.00 ; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

"
The Best Little Hanlloot of Photography in the World." For Sale hy all Dealers.

BBNEBMAUT & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



ADVANCE IN PRICE!

THE
FEIZE

PICTURES.
Are now printed at our own establishment, by Mr. Hearn, and are finished in the best

style. The prices, hereafter, are (advanced) as below. There are THIRTY PICTURES
IN A SET—of men, women, and children, groups and single figures.

Several thousand of these Pictures have already been sold.

A Set «f Thirty in the Improved Photograph Cover, $6 00
" " without " " " 5 50

Selections, per dozen, 3 00

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOOLD GET AND STUDY THEM.

EEUERMAN & WILSON, GJB&J 7th & Cherry Sts., Phila.

WELLERS ALLEGORICAL SERIES
OF

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS.
SOMETHING NEW ! Very attractive and entirely original

;
producing unequaled effects. They consist of

the following subjects, which must be seen to be appreciated:

651. The Fairy Court.
652. Frost Workers Painting Windows.
653. Santa Claus at Home.
654. Santa Claus starting on his Christmas Jour-

ney.

655. Jack Frost in his Glory.
656. Water Nymph in her Palace.

657. Happy New Year.
658. January.
659. Spring.

These pictures will be mounted upon cards printed with a neat and appropriate design. Having from eight
to ten negatives of each subject, and with the facilities for making I now have, I expect to be able to meet
the demand. Price, postpaid, $2.00 per set. Send for new Catalogue of

F. C. WELLER'S VIEWS, LITTLETON, N. H.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS

!

JULIUS KRUGE R'S

f4T$IT CSM$1T CoXiOStS^
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and Trance (where they have obtained the

highest recommendations), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the

public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

CEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OF PHOTOGRAPHERS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at best prices.

are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMONG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or West.

No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



The only genuine brand of DRESDEN ALBU-

MEN PAPER is the CROSS-SWORD BRAND,
all others are superannuated. We heep a full as-

sortment of Single and Extra Brilliant always

on hand.

CHAS. F. USENER'S Celebrated PORTRAIT
LENSES are unexcelled. Before purchasing be

sure and try a Usener.

CHARLES COOPER & CO., Wholesale Agents,

Manufacturing Chemists and Importers,

191 Worth Street New York.

x>. J. R
SOUTHERN

Photographic^Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,

Drayage, &e.CROSSGUPi-WESTiPHA:

SEZLSTID IFOIR, PBIOE LIST



John J)ean & Qo.

Worcester, Mass.,

Manufacturers of the

Nonpareil Plate,
A substitute for Porcelain: The new NONPAREIL. PICTURES nave elicited

the most general expressions of approval and admiration. The latest improve-
ment simplifies the formula and insures success. Our Plates are stamped.
Patented July 29, 1873, and June 16, 1874. All others are spurious.

ALSO, THE CELEBRATED

ADAMANTEAN r<H * E

PLATES.

BJLA(CK
3
AID PATEIT CMOCOLATE-TIITEB,

EeO-SMEIiIi, AMD GLOSSY.

The experience and extensive facilities of JOHN DEAN & CO. enable them to

produce the most desirable FERROTYPE PLATES in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., Trade Agents,

591 Broadway, New York.



IMPROVED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS.

Fig. 1.

The Outside Appearance.

Fig. 2.

A. Ijeaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVERS.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures arc mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the

perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the

whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Fig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph. Per dozen. Per hundred.

Card Size, $1.50 $10.00
Cabinet Size, 2.25 13.50

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, 4.50 ...... 33.00
4-4 " 6.00 40.00
8-10 " 8.00 56.50

11-14 " 9.00 65.00
Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples

mailed at dozen price. Send for some.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



JAMES F. MAGEE & CO.

MANCFAOTUBEB8 OF

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

I'lIIL.A.IDEIjIPm.A..

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

1 MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

q COPYING DONE, FOB THE TH^DE*

E
M 18 SOLAR CAKERAS.
E
N
IXI
*- ALBERT MOORE,

EXPEDITIOUS! EXCELLENT!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAE NEGATIVES.

S No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

Utaujtlatultr & jswn™jlariot

NEW STE1E0SC0PIC LENSES.
New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallmeyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$32.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that they are the best. Read the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried those made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy, 208 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

"The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for
my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

" About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

" Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Haver-
hill, Mass.

" The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."

—

Goodridge Bros., East Saginaw, Mich.

"After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.



CA DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

WILSOITS

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer."

This work will be found entertaining by all who like to read about the

beautiful places and things of this world.

The contents are divided into six "Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows

:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
bleau, and Switzerland.

JOURNEY JB—Compiegne, Brussels, Aide la Chapelle,
Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
JPass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, avid Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,
and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and the United States

of America.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very enter-

taining and instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.
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AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S WORKS.

SEND ORDERS TO

419 & 421 Broome St., New York.

73 Bold St., Liverpool, England.

Ask your Dealer for Scovfll Manufacturing Co.'s Goods,
* *



Reflecting Solar Camera.

IMPROVED

Solar Cameras.
Direct Printing Camera.

Combining ALL THE IMPORTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I have now had the Solar Camera in use over three months, and take pleasure in saying it has fulfilled all

my expectations. / was promised, and I am sure, I have received one of the finest instruments of the kind in
America. With the negative of proper intensity, it works ' quick, accurate, and with certainty.' I neither
expect or ask anything more."—A. Bogardus, 1153 Broadway, New York. •

" I am much pleased with my Solar Camera, and know it to be the best I ever used, and will cheerfully say so
upon all occasions."—D. R. Stii/tz, National Copying Company, Williamsporl, Pa.

" I like my Solar Camera better everytime I use it."

—

Jont. Mendenhall, Salem, Ohio.

Can be ordered through any Stock-dealer, or directly prom the undersigned

D. A. WOODWARD,
SEND FOR TRICE LIST. Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md.

S^° -All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

THE REMAINS
OF THE

Photographers' Friend,
AND

PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND ALMANAC,

FOR SALE

!

COPIES OF THE PHOTOGRAPHERS' FRIEND, . . . . .30 cents.

ALMANAC, 1872, 30 "

ALMANAC, 1873, with portrait of Ex-President Bogardus, . . . . 30 "

Sold cheap to close them out, as their publication has been discontinued.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.



COPY YOUR LETTERS!
All good business men should copy their letters and use the

COPYING INK JtEyjytE'COPYmGBOOKS
Made in Berlin by Talbot & Jacobsen's process. Five copies may be made from one

letter. Actinic Copying Ink, $1.50 per pint.

Actinic Copying Books—Note size, $1.75 ; full Letter size, $2.50.
For sale by the American agents,

BENERMAN So WILSON, Philadelphia, Pa.

FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPIM, BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OP VALUE TO THE

PERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction—The Advantages of the Ferrotype—The Manipulations—The Nitrate

Bath—The Collodion—The Developer—The Fixing Solution—Other Manipulations,
Pinholes—Strengthening—Tinting and Coloring—Varnishing—Drying and Dryers

—

Finishing the Work—Ferrotype Envelopes—Ferrotype Supports—Ferrotype Plates
—The Apparatus—The Skylight and the Dark-Room—Vignettes and Medallions.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

SGOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.

INSTRUCTION IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
An English work, by CAPTAIN ABNEY, E.E., F.C.S., F.E.A.S., Instructor in Photog-

raphy at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, England.

" The book is singularly valuable in its completeness, and in that completeness arising out of the

practical experiences of a skilled worker in many varied branches of the art ; the instructions are not,

therefore, the work of a mere compiler, and will be consulted by experienced workers and beginners
with equal advantage.''

—

The Photographic News, February 6, 1874.

"In this manual several of the dry-plate processes are described fully. In addition to the usual
matter which finds a place in every manual of instruction on photography, there is a comprehensive
account of Edward's heliotype process, and also of the photo-mechanical process, described by Cap-
tain Waterhouse, as well as of the processes of photo-zincography, lithography, and papyrotype."
British Journal of Photography, Feb. 20, 1874. g@f Mailed post-paid on receipt of price, 75 cts.

BENERMAN & WILSON, p£?S?§^Sg» PHILADELPHIA.



WAY MOUTH'S

ignetting papers
ARE NOW MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the light-

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

MECEJrTLY IMPROrED.
Two kinds are now made. Please state which you prefer, when ordering, and Read the Following :

The quality of the '' papers " has just been much improved by the substitution of a peculiar French,
fibrous, hard calendered paper, which is not only less opaque but has other qualities which produce
quickly the most lovely and soft vignettes possible. We consider this a great improvement, as do
others to whom we have sent samples. Below we give a letter from one of them, Mr. Ormsby, who
has sent us also some exquisite vignettes :

CHICAGO, March 16th, 1875.

The package of Vignette Papers has been received and tried ; they are
just the thing. They are a great improvement over the others ; they ivill

print in a little more than half the time required for the others, and the
results are everytiling that can be desired, as you can see by samples
inclosed. Please fill my order and send bill. I like the pear-shape best.

Send them all that shape. 22. D. ORMSBY.
Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,
PHILADELPHIA .

{See opposite page.)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

figttetteOF ALL PICTURES, THE 8 | 3 B'l ! I I I \ V IS THE MOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,
or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or
it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from, the dark tint nearest to the figure, off into the
tvhite background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.'
THEY AKE NOT CLUMSY ; DO NOT BEEAK ; AEE ALWAYS EEADY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND AEE EASY OE APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,

or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directionsfor use

accompany each parcel.

IP IR, I O IE S :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " 1 00
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " " 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers, 7th and Cherry, Philafla.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.



Dr. Vogel's Handbook.

SECOND EDITION.

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. H. YOG EL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

IS NOW READY. iL
T«T™S.

,^r™T„tr° PRICE, $3.50.

It is Elegantly Illustrated, with PMoajapbs ana" Enajayiis. Clotn Bonni,

The reputation Dr. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and insures a book of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulae, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a Handbook of

tbo*practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere ;•

How to make the best Photographs

;

How to select and use your lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Four photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON. Photo. Publishers,, 1UUIU. J. UWllOllWB,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts., JPhilada.



WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHERS
SHOULD NEVER FORGET THAT THEIR WANTS CANBE SUPPLIED PROMPTLYAND CHEAPLY Bi

IsOWG & SMITH,
520 UVCA-IIEsT STEEET, QTTZOsTClT, ILL.

fl@~ Finest Stock of FRAMES, ALBUMS, etc., in the West.

THE BROOKLYN PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

35 Fulton St., Brooklyn, m T.

OoZLsnDTTCTZEID by ZET. "W.A.T iT iER.
TRADE PHOTOGRAPHY and SPECIALTIES, SOLAR PRINTING,

NEGATIVE RETOUCHING, COPYING and ENLARGING,
COLORING, and GLACE WORK, at lowest Rates.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

AUG. SCHWARZE. SCHWARZE & VALK WILLIAM VALK

NO. 614 AltCH STMJEJET, PHILADELPHIA.

German AMmen Paper, anfl Arrowroot Plain Salted Pajer.
IMPORTERS OF THE

MOST CELEBRATED BRANDS OF
5

DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Will mail to any address in the country, post-paid, on receipt of $1, one dozen sheets of Assorted Photo-
graphic Paper, each sheet being numbered for distinction.

FOREIGN PRIZE PICTURES.
One Dozen Elegant Portraits for $3

!

PRINTED AND FINISHED IN THE BEST STYLE.

No. 1. A South American Composition, by J. L. Gihon, Montevideo.
' 2. A South American Composition, " "

' 8. A South American Composition, " "

' 4. A Holland Lady, three-quarter figure, by P. A. Mottu, Amsterdam.
' 5. A Holland Lady, full figure, " "

' 6. A Holland Lady, Fancy Dress, " "

' 7. A Russian Lady in Eastern Costume, by A. Bergamasco, St. Petersburg
' 8. A Eussian Lady in Fancy Ball Costume " "

' 9. A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Vignettes), " "

' 10. A Berlin Lady, standing, by J. Schaarwachter, Berlin.

' 11. A Berlin Lady, sitting. " "

1 12. A Berlin Lady at a Window, " "

The Gold Medal was awarded to Mr. Schaamvachter.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.
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PHOTQGRAPHER

Photographic Magazine Published.

The 1875 volume exceeds all others. A handsome
specimen photograph is in each issue, which is both a

study in pose and manipulation, and'inprinting also,

in the highest style ofthe art. The latestphotographic

news from home sources, on all subjects of value and
interest. Correspondence from all parts. Letters

from England, France, Germany, Belgium and Italy.

Processes, Formulae, Wrinkles, Dodges.

Illustrations on wood of all articles used in the Art.

Elaborate drawings of Skylights in all parts of the

world. The earliest information on all matters of

use to its readers. JVo photographer can afford to do

without it. We give present subscribers $1 worth of

our books for each new subscriber for one year.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGRAPHIC WOKK IN ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month. 6 Months. 1 Tear.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " .... 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page,. . 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " . . 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards, 6 lines,or less, 2 00 1100 20 00

The atten tion of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each.

SURE TO PAY!

fgg" Operators desiring situations, no

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,
OFFICE, S.W. COR. OF SEVENTH AND CHEEKY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



CENTENNIAL !
PHOTOGRAPHERS OF THE UNITED STATES

Ton are asked to subscribe for Centennial Stock, or to buy medals to supply
funds for the erection of PHOTOGRAPHIC HALL.

It will cost TWENTY' THOUSAND DOLLARS, and must be subscribed in
LESS THAN TWENTY DAYS.

TAKE HOLD! PROMPTLY! LIBERALLY! PATRIOTICALLY! and lift your
ART from oblivion ! There never was such a chance.

Read the APPEAL! Examine the PLAN inside of our last issue (also
EDITORIALS in this), and act accordingly.

The Entrekin Burnisher or Planisher
MANUFACTURED UNDER AN EXCLUSIVE RIGHT AND LICENSE GRANTED BY W. R.

LOCKWOOD {assignee of J. F. Schuyler).

M CO

H I
.

"1

,

8
!25 O O rg

1

t» g
S cS S
3 H ft

Photographers will please note the following reissued claims of Lockwood's Patent:
First.—As an improvement in the art of planishing paper, submitting it to friction under pressure between

a roughened feed-roller and a planisher, substantially as described.
Second.—The combination in a paper planishing machine of a planisher with a draw-filed roller for con-

trolling the paper while it is under pressure between the said roller and planisher, all substantially as described.

PRICES:
6 INCH ROLL, $25 00 1 14 INCH ROLL, $50 00
10 " " 40 00 18 " " 75 00

If you cannot obtain the press of your dealer, send your orders to the undersigned,

W. G. ENTREKIN, Sole Manufacturer,

4382 ^ 4384 Main St., Manayunk, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE BY THE LEADING STOCK-DEALERS.



UkTRY HERMACiS' "PROMENADE" LENSES,

Number 142. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

IwtMriite,
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

THE OPPIOIAL ORGAN OF THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

Ooto"fc>er, 1875.

PHILADELPHIA:
BENEEMAN & WILSON,

PUBLISHES S,

S. "W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Sherman & Co., Printers, fhilndelphia.
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LONDON

ROSS
9 PORTRAIT

JL IDsT ID

VIEW LENSES.
We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lens, and by our

increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the convention held at Buffalo, July 15, many fine

photographs were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lens, which
attracted great attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also

keep up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and
improving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock
of, a new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be
quiet. We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 15x18. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Uos. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereograpbic Lenses, all sizes.
Svmmetrieals. Rapid Symmetricals. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the cheapest Foreign Lens ever offered

to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINDL'S SONS' NEW MIMIC LENSES.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices

:

No. 1, 1-4 size, 3 £ inch focus, $25 00
" 2, 1-2 " 5* " " 30 00
" 3 4-4 " 7 " " 45 00
" 4 8-10 " 10i " " 60 00

No. 5, 10-12 size, 13J inch focus, $70 00
" 6, 13-16 " 16^ " " 110 00
" 7, 18-22 " 200 00
" 8, 20-24 " 350 00

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,

and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.
SOLE AGENTS EOK

j
THE UNITED STATES

, 822 Arch St., Philaflelphia, Pa.



EVERYTHING

PERTAINING TO

Photography

419 & 42 1 Broome St.,

New York.



PEACTICAL

HINTS ON COMPOSITION.
ILLUSTRATED BY EXAMPLES FROM THE

GREAT MASTERS OF THE ITALIAN, DUTCH,
AJVD FLEMISH SCHOOLS.

By JOHN BURNETT, 1822.

THE ABOVE WORK IS THE VERY BEST AUTHORITY ON

POSITION AND COMPOSITION.
IT IS NOW READY.

Owing to the fact that it has long heen out of print, few are privileged to enjoy its

advantages. We have reprinted and republished it by means of a photo-lithographic

process. We desire that the cost to purchasers should be as small as possible, and therefore

proposed to sell the work by subscription only. But not enough have subscribed to pay us

for the outlay, and we offer the book to the trade in the usual way.

PRICE, $3.50.

It contains about 48 pages, and includes 38 illustrations—sketches of the best pictures

by the masters of the schools named above.

IT WILL BE HANDSOMELY BOUND IN CLOTH.

$20 CANNOT PURCHASE A COPY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK.

AS A HELP TO PHOTOGRAPHERS IN MAKING POSITIONS IT CANNOT BE OVERESTIMATED.

It teaches you the practical elements of composition, and places the best examples in your

hands. It has been of infinite value to us, and was first recommended to us by Mr. Wil-

liam Notman, the eminent Montreal artist, whose work bears the evidence of art culture

all through.

There is no reason why there should not be hundreds of Notmans, and Eochers, and Fra-

sers, and Kurtzs, and Bakers, and Bigelows, and Tabers, and so on, in America. All that

is needed is careful art training, and this book will greatly help, it will

GIVE YOU A GOOD PUSH FORWARD.

Read the article on "Our Picture" this month.

BENEBMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



CATALOGUE
OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE
IN THE WORLD OF PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.

There is something for the workers in all branches of the
art,—operators, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.

We always find the photographer who reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photographic magazine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Twelfth Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list ot articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, whoj ly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions, from 1866, at same price.

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,
fancy, " Rembrandt " and " Shadow " styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the camera were placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

How to Paint Photographs in Water Colors.
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By George B. Ayres, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbook of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, $3.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of all photo-

nandbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer-
Issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest information on all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. No book was ever more needed.
$2.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography.
Third thousand. $3.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt

Loohout Landscape Photography.
By Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good

for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Himes's Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrated
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something JVew.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Booh.
By Dr . H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide-
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.



JOHN G. HOOD. Established 1865. wm. d. h. wilson.

Wilson, Hood & Co,
No. 822 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HAVE IN STOCK, AND ARE PREPARED TO SELL TO THE PHOTOGRAPHERS
OP THE UNITED STATES, THE

ENTREKIN BURNISHER OR PLANISHER, at following prices:

Cabinet size, 6 inch Roll, $25 00 I 10 x 12 size, 14 inch Boll,.

4-4 " 10 " 40 00
J
14x17 " 18 "

$50 00
75 00

ARE ALSO AGENTS FOE THE SALE OP THE

Patented January 5, 1875.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Every one has felt the want of an arrangement, for viewing pictures through a hand. Stereoscope, that would ob-
viate the inconvenience of placing and removing each picture from the wire guards, as heretofore constructed.
The arrangement that I have invented, and named the Multiscope (many to see), has elicited very favorable
commendation, and is pronounced the only complete arrangement extant, having the following merits:

1. It can be adapted to all stereoscopes and graphoscopes. 2. Its cheapness ; for by purchasing the Multi-
scope and inserting your Hand Scope at (A) fig. 1, as in fig. 2, you have a complete stereoscope and stand.
3. The large range of adjustability of focus. 4. It is a perfect and neat receptacle for views, preserving them
from the hard usage when thrown about promiscously. 5. It is an arrangement in which the views and pic-

tures, after they are sorted and arranged in series, will maintain that order, thus obviating a great annoyance
heretofore existing when the pictures are thrown promiscuously on the table.

PRICE, PER DOZEN, $12.

OUR LATEST NOVELTIES ARE THE

PATENT ADJUSTABLE BASE, BRONZE FRAMES.
An entirely new article, in black and green, and green and gold bronze. Prices as follows

:

Card size, arch top, per doz., $2.00 Cabinet, oval, per doz., $5.50, Cabinet, arch top, per doz., $6.00.

For style and finish, durability, and beauty, they excel anything ever offered for sale by us. Soliciting your
orders, we are Yours truly,

Philadelphia, Sept. 1, 1875. WILSON, HOOD & CO.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC HALL.

The way in which American photog-

raphers will be honored, if they erect Pho-

tographic Hall, may be inferred by reading

Dr. Vogel's letter, on page 303. Will you

allow the project to fail ? Oh ! if we could

only go to you personally and explain fully

what you would certainly gain by being

enterprising in this matter, we believe you

would no longer hesitate. Consider this

such a personal appeal, and read what is

said further on. More than half enough

money is subscribed. Don't let us fail in

the rest.

OUR PICTURE.
We take pleasure in presenting our

readers this month with the picture for

which our Gold Medal was awarded in the

recent prize competition, hence we call it

the Prize Picture. It is the picture that

will stand as the representative of our art

at this time, showing its progress and
attainments in the year 1875. We say

we take pleasure in presenting this pic-

ture, chiefly because it invites us up into a

higher sphere of art than we have hereto-

fore been familiar with photographically
;

it marks a new era in- photographic art

culture, the influence of which will' be felt*

wherever our art is known, and stimulate its

votaries to renewed efforts, and the apprecia-

tion of a higher standard of excellence. Mr.
Kocher has made a most valuable contribu-

tion to photography in this beautiful work,

and we only wish it might inspire in all the

same feeling of enthusiasm, of lofty hopes,

of higher purpose, and a determination to

elevate our art everywhere, to the same high

level that he has attained to, that it did in

us. To this end we are preparing a work .

which we trust will, in some measure, re-

alize our hopes, and diffuse among the

fraternity that knowledge which we know
is so essential to success, and which is yet

so difficult to acquire. It is no less than

the reproduction by a photographic process

(photolithography) of Burnet's Practical

Hints on Composition; a work which con-

tains more of the sound practical instruction

that is needed among photographers than

any other that has ever been published.

Notwithstanding much has been said

about feeling, intuition, and all that, as the

influences to govern the artist in portraying

the beautiful of nature in art, it is, never-

theless, set down by the highest authorities

that all these must be governed by rules.

In the work to which we refer the author

quotes from Sir Joshua Eeynoldsas follows:

"ft -must of necessity be, that even works

of genius, like every other effect, as they

must have their cause, must likewise have

their rules ; it cannot be by chance, that

19
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excellencies are produced with any con-

stancy or any certainty, for this is not the

nature of chance ; but the rules, by which

men of extraordinary parts, and such as

are called men of genius work, are either

such as they discover by their own peculiar

observations, or of such a nice texture as not

to be expressed in words. It is true, these

refined principles cannot always be made
palpable, like the more gross rules of art;

yet it does not follow, but that the mind

may be put in such a train that it shall

perceive, by a kind of scientific sense, that

propriety which words can but feebly sug-

gest." This is precisely what we hope to

do by the reproduction of this work, and

by the issue of such pictures as this under

consideration. Although it may not be

possible to make clear to the student at

once all the subtle principles and theories

of art, yet, if the mind can but be opened

to a conception of some of the more clear

and simple rules that govern it, it will then

be in condition to grasp those that relate to

the higher senses, and which can only come

by diligent study and patient practice. In

Mr. Roeber's elegant work, as well as in

all works of art that possess genuine merit,

there is displayed much of that quality that

cannot be explained by rule, or scarcely ex-

pressed in words other than as we define

the word taste.

In a very excellent work entitled, A
Theory of Fine Art, by Joseph Torrey, late

Professor of Moral and Intellectual Phil-

osophy in the University of Vermont, taste

is defined as " the intuitive faculty or sen>e,

either original or acquired, and rendered

instructive by habit, which in each case

perceives what is befitting, discerns that

just proportion, that union and interpreta-

tion of the universal and the particular,

which alone and everywhere constitutes

excellence in art; and which, whenever

perceived, invariably produces that com-

placency and satisfaction whivh grows out

of the reconciliation and harmony of sense

with reason." Now to acquire this taste,

this ability to judge of the fitness of things,

this sort of spontaneous sense of the beauti-

ful, is what we would like to enable every

student of photographic art to do. But we

know it is often difficult, without a special

instructor, to know just where, and how to

begin, so as to comprehend the true import

of what the author or artist would convey.

The more clear and easily defined rules of

art, such as form, balance, unity, breadth,

harmony, etc , maybe soon acquired by the

student ; but there is a something beyond

these that he must grasp before he will

possess the key to the stores of art that

present themselves to him in nature, in

pictures, in books, and above all, if he be a

student of portraiture, in humanity every-

where. In studying books or pictures the

important point is to catch the spirit and

intent of the author or artist. Especially in

works of art there are usually two sides

which should be discovered if possible. To
these Prof. Torrey refers as "something

characterized, and something which char-

acterizes ; something expressed, and some-

thing which expresses ; something associa-

ted, and something which associates ; some- .

thing which is one, and at the same time

manifold. That which is characterized, ex-

pressed, associated, and one, is the main

thing. In art, it is that which the artist

looks at, strives after ; it is that which we
feel who contemplate his work. Now we

may call this what. we please, the concep-

tion, the idea, as it lies, whether in the

more vague form of feeling, or the more

perfect form of intuition, in the artist's

mind, or as it is awakened in ours by the

sight of his work, yet it has no existence,

as the beautiful, either for him or for us, ex-

cept so far as he lias succeeded in bringing

it out and realizing it in his production."

Now, when this feeling or conception of

the artist is realized and brought out in a

real work of art, " there is no end to the

images it suggests, to the associations it

awakens. We are never tired of looking

at it, of pursuing it. We never return to

it but to find something new, and to ex-

perience fresh delight." " What is the

secret of this endless charm ? I do not

hesitate to say it may be expressed in a

single word, and that is Truth." Truth is

beauty. Our conception of the beautiful

and true, however, depend very much upon

the light we have, and the aim and object of

our efforts. If, like the Iroquois sachem,

who, after having been led to the most per-
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feet specimens of architecture in Paris, said

he saw nothing so beautiful as the cook's

shop, we see nothing in all the charming

pictures we may examine, so beautiful as

the combination of figures and colors that

make up the face of a greenback, then all

efforts at art culture are likely to be lost on

us ; but we have faith to believe that but few

are actuated by such motives as this in the

practice of our art, but that, on the contrary,

the great majoritysee only the highest re-

wards in the highest attainments.

Would that we could impress upon every

student of the art photographic, especially

the young, the importance of self-reliance,^

of cultivating his resources, and acquiring

the ability to make and maintain a name and

reputation for himself. What we would say

is well expre.-sed by Prof. Torrey : " To find

out by actual trial the exhaustless fund of

the resources which lie hidden in the hu-

man spirit itself, so as to draw upon them

with a confident reliance, instead of ser-

vilely depending on what has been fur-

nished ready to hand by the mental activity

of other men—requires careful, patient, un-

wearied self-education This is particu-

larly the case in art. The man's style, it

is said, is himself. What that deeper self

is, which is to be expressed by his style, if

he has any of his own, can never be reached

in any other way than by the most assiduous

cultivation of such powers of expression as

he has. This is a labor which no other man
in the world can do for us. But it is precisely

the sort of labor of which we are so apt to be

impatient. Hence the tendency to resort to

theories and rules of other men, as mechani-

cally learned as they were in the first place

mechanically conceived, and which at best

could never serve any other purpose than

the mere negative one of warning against

false directions. Cicero wrote an elabor-

ate work on Rhetoric, but unhappily that

work never did, and never could, produce

a second Cicero."

So in studying this, " Our Picture," strive

to catch the spirit, the feeling, the ex-

pression, so as to appropriate it and mould

it into a work of your own, without any at-

tempt to copy or imitate.

We believe Mr. Rocher's picture has in

it all the elements that admit of its being

studied as we have suggested, and we trust

that by it many will be induced to come

up higher, and that our whole fraternity

will feel the elevating influence, and all

be brought up to an advanced standard of

excellence.

The following extracts from a letter from

Mr. Rocher, show how he views the in-

troduction of such work as this. He says :

" It will assuredly evoke a different spirit

among photographers, and lead them into a

path where they can give more life, action,

and truthfulness than in an ordinary pose.

" What, after all, is the best, photograph,

if it cannot be called a picture?

" I know too well how our American pho-

tographers will go at it, and strive to excel,

and I should not wonder if they overcame

the sesthetieal difficulties, and learn to work

out a composition picture bearing the right

expression. Then America will be sure to

be ahead of the old country, as our Ameri-

can photographers are better and more con-

scientious technical workmen than most of

the so-called first-class European workers.

We do in this country immensely more to

overcome technical difficulties than what

any one ever thinks he should do on the

other side of old Atlantic."

In reference to the difficulty so generally

experienced in getting good subjects for our

magazine, he says: " It is for me now less

trouble to get ladies of the best families for

such purpose than it was formerly. This is

due to two causes: first, and before all,

establish a good, yes, an A 1, reputation

among the public; let no stain whatever

cloud it, and m}' word ladies won't refuse if

you use the right kind of persuasion. The
second cause, just touched in the first, ap-

plies to the right kind of persuasion. Show
them, for instance, in one number of the

Berlin Mittheilungen, the picture of the

Crown Princess of Prussia, who gladly con-

sented to sit for such a picture. They will

at once see the folly of their refusing to sit

to a good photographer, and the natural

consequence of all this will be, you will have

more graceful subjects to adorn your maga-

zine, subjects who understand the photog-

rapher, and aid him better in carrying out

his designs than awkward ones. Let the

photographer choose among his patrons such
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as are on the most intimate terms with him,

and don't look at a fine, costly dress or

rather pretty face. The principal demands

upon a subject for a Genre picture are natu-

ral gracefulness and intelligence to under-

stand at once the photographer's sugges-

tions."

In reference to Mr. Rocher's work, and

the Promenade style, Dr. Yogd makes some

observations in our September issue, which

may be found interesting and instructive.

We would call the attention of all to the

prize offer now pending, the competition

for which will close on the 20th of Novem-

ber, and trust that each one will do his best,

with the hope that he may become the sub-

ject of Mr. Rocher's wish. He says : "Let

another brother become just as happy as I

became on receipt of your first notice ; it will

do any one good to be thus honored."

How many will make the effort? "Our
Picture" was made with the celebrated

Hermagis lens, "Salomon" style, one of

which Mr. Rocher has, and speaks well for

its capacity and excellence. Printers are

invited to study the quality of the printing.

An effort at imitation in this department

may be a benefit to some who, we know,

are not satisfied with .their work! The

prints were made at the printing-rooms

of the Philadelphia Photographer, by Mr.

Charles W. Hearn, on Morgan's pink paper

;

floated thirty-five seconds on a bath forty

grains strong, and slightly alkaline.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN CALIFORNIA.
I AM heartily ashamed of myself when I

think that it has been so long since I re-

ceived your last kind letter ; but when I

did receive it, I thought I should see you

very soon in California. I find the photog-

raphers here well up in everything. The

new "Alba" plates "took" well, because,

the photographers of San Francisco are

" way up," as they say here, and are on the

alert for anything that is new, beautiful, and

good. I think it rather strange that so

many good photographers should get into

one city in the far West, while so many
cities of great size are without one really

good artist. Why, there are pictures made
here by men who only get $1 50 per dozen

for cards that are first-class, while the men
who claim to be A 1 get from $5 to $8.

This, you know, is not the case as a rule.

I can attribute it to no other cause than that

the Philadelphia Photographer is found in

nearly every California gallery. I was much
struck with this, as I asked in every place

if they took the Photographer, expecting to

be able to do you a good turn in that way,

but had a chance in only a veryjew cases to

advise an early subscription to the same, as

I had no authority to take money for you.

I am rather sorry, on the whole, that the

Convention was not held this year, as was

decided upon, as there could have been no

such thing as failure in this country, even

if there had not been an Eastern man there.

I had the pleasure of meeting Messrs. I. W.
Taber, Morse, Rulofson, and many others,

with whom I passed several days right

pleasantly. Mr. G. D. Morse showed me
very many marked attentions, and I shall

ever feel indebted to him. He is a first-

class man, and his place and manner of

doing business is a pattern for any one.

This immense business is done as quietly as

some would do a business of $50 per week,

while his payroll for help alone is $785 in

gold each week, and rents are aiofulty high
;

yet he makes money, and there is no hurry

or bustle visible. Mr. Rulofson is a very

near neighbor to Mr. Morse, and also does

an immense business, and in his place you

perceive a great bustle and hurry all the

time. His work is equal to any, and things

are done on the high-pressure principle.

Mr. Taber has invented a silver-saving

arrangement to take the place of the " nest

"

in the dark slide, which, I think, is the

best thing ever invented for that purpose,

and I have seen in my travels the past two

years a great many devices for that work.

Some Eastern apparatus-maker should take

hold of that and apply it to their apparatus,

for it will be a great point in favor of their

boxes. They (Morse and Taber) have also

another new and good thing in the way of

backgrounds, consisting of a wire-screen

in front of the cloth about three or four

inches, yet on the same frame. Mr. Seavey,

I understand, is making arrangements to

put them in the market.

Mr. Morse has another man with him,
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whose name I have forgotten, who has in-

vented a process by which he can make a

background on something not thicker than

a thin dried collodion film, to print in

grounds the same as Bendann's, but much
more beautiful

;
yet this thin film is so

tough that one the size of a 10x10 plate

could be crushed up to less than the size of

a walnut and come out smooth again. He
had one in his vest pocket, that he had

carried for some months, which the boy

smoothed out, and made a print from in a

moment's time. He says he shall be able

to furnish them very much less than the

glass, and I am sure they will not be as

cumbersome to take care of when not in

use. Thus I have run on to a great length*

already, so I will now "subside" and
" give you a rest." Thko.

PROF. VOGEL'S HANDBOOK OF
PHOTOGRAPHY,

Versus a "Work that is not a Handbook.

The excellent work known as Dr. VogeVs

Handbook of Photography, which is now
in its second edition, both in this country

and in Germany, is in the hands of hundreds

of photographers who can testify as to its

merits The second edition was thoroughly

revised by the author, and includes all his

recent discoveries, together with improved

formulas for every department of photog-

raphy, making it the most complete and

useful work, as a guide in photographic

practice, that has ever been published.

This book is intended especially for the

gallery, for the laboratory, and the printing-

room, and in these departments it is a credit

to its author ; but we are sorry to see that a

work has been issued in this country in Dr.

Vogel's name that does him great injustice

before the fraternity. A reputable A merican

house has published a translation of a new
work by Dr. Vogel on " Light," but instead

of giving it the correct title, have given

it one which makes it appear to be a

work on photography, viz., The Chemistry

of Light and Photography. This book is

being sold to photographers as a photo-

graphic work, in opposition to Dr. VogeVs

Handbook, of which we are the publishers.

This coming to our knowledge, as publishers

of his photographic works in this country,

we wrote to Dr. Vogel for an explanation,

and in his letter of reply he says: "The
book is not a Handbook of Photography

for the practical photographer, but only a

popular work to give the public an idea of

our art and its applications. It is quite dif-

ferent from my Handbook ; only some of the

woodcuts from the last are used in it." . . .

" Please declare in my name that the Ap-

pleton book is not a Handbook of Photog-

raphy
; that it is only a popular work in the

sense above mentioned, and quite different

from the Handbook. For this reason ask

the Messrs. D. Appleton & Co. to give

the work the German title, which rightly

translated is. The Chemical Action and

Photography of Light, in its Application

to Art; Science and Industry. With this

title nobody will confound' the new book

with the Handbook."

Thus we have Dr. Vogel's positive dec-

laration in reference to the nature of the

book, and we trust that no photographer

will be deceived by any representation that

may be made to the effect that it is a

book similar to our Handbook. It should

be sufficient to our readers to say that there

is not a. practical photographic formula in

the whole work. It treats of photography

in a general way, referring to the various

processes and the chemicals used, without

giving any instructions as to the quantities

or proportions, or the methods of manipula-

tion to be observed, such as are always con-

sidered necessary in the elements of practical

photography.

In discussing the subject of the chemical

action of light, photography must be intro-

duced, for the chemical action of light as

far as known is photography
; but this does

not necessarily imply instruction in photog-

raphy, such as is required by those practi-

cally engaged in it.

But we are sure enough has been shown
to make clear the intention of the author,

and his own theory of the book under con-

sideration. As to the purpose of the pub-

lishers, the fact that the work has been put

in the photographic market, would indicate

that they were either ignorant of its con-

tents, or intentionally selling to the fra-
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ternity a book that thoy know is not what

they sell it for. Their classification of this

work in the publisher's catalogue of "The
International Scientific Series," indicates

that they supposed the work to treat only

of one subject. However that may be, they

have used bad grammar in saying " The

Chemistry of Light and Photography in its

Application to Art, Science, and Industry."

Thus endeth this chapter ; let no one be

deceived.

REFLECTIONS ON ART.
BY JOHN MORAN.

Of all the doubts and troubles that beset

the life of a young artist, the greatest is

that which is due to want of judgment and

of decision of what constitutes true art.

The great panorama that surrounds him

does but confuse, and he is uncertain in the

production of the imagery of Nature, which

is the noble and the true, as distinguished

from the ignoble and the false.

With the painter the difficulties are a

hundred times greater than with those of

the photographer, for by abstraction he

may make color the medium of his thoughts

at the expense of form, or form at the ex-

pense of color. He may generalize by put-

ting a thousand forms into ten, or realize

(or attempt to) with scientific accuracy; he

may exaggerate and emphasize those forms

and things most pleasing to his taste, leaving

those to which he is indifferent; he may
use his eye and brains as a machine, and

paint all he sees, without love or hate, in-

differently.

As a rule, the realist is so from necessity,

for, not having the poetic faculty, he can-

not grasp those higher relations of truth

and beauty which are possible to the poetic

mind, which spring from imagination, and

which appeal to the imagination of the

world. The realist is a reasoner, is logical,

scientific, and analytic, and his art must be

an offshoot of his mind, showing its shape

and quality in every respect, if he works

honestly.

The larger number of art students not

having the strong reasoning and analytic

power of the realist, or the still higher

reason of the poetic artist, flounder about

from style to style, thinking that it is man-

ner, and not matter ; that is the reason

of their failures; but it is forbidden them

to ever produce original work ; they be-

come, therefore, feeble copyists of the ideas

of others.

Photography, as a mode of the fine arts,

belongs to the school of realism. Those

truths which are possible to it are given

with strength and vigor, but are scientific

simply, and without love. The parallelism

between the lens and the human eye as an

instrument is perfect ; but there it stops, for

the images produced by the lens, in man}'

cases, do not accord with the artistic ideas.

Now, which is right or which is wrong, is

not for me to say; but I can't but think

that, while we are human, if our ideas tell

us that a mountain looks large, we shall

continue to think that its representation

should look large. The instruments of

science show us that it is small. It must

be an experience familiar to most landscape

photographers, of a feeling of disappoint-

ment, in looking in the camera at a distant

chain of mountains. This loss of a sense of

magnitude in photographic representations

of mountains is one of the most disappoint-

ing feelings in photography ; but we can

overcome it in part, by the use of lenses of

longer focus. Lenses of seven-inch focus for

the stereoscope are not at all too long. In

late days we have carried the use of wide-

angle lenses entirely too far. Inasmuch as

we are obliged to take all things without

fear or favor which happen to be in a view,

it becomes our highest duty to choose our

subjects with judgment and taste Con this

all depends), whether works of art or works

of topography are the result of our labors.

But if we have not an educated taste, we

cannot possibly know a noble subject when

it is before us ; hence, if we take a good

subject, it is simply by accident. True art

in landscape painting is interpretation, and

not imitation ;
the artist becomes a brilliant

commentator on the book of Nature, hold-

ing up to our vision harmonies and beauties

that are invisible to ordinary mortals, and,

giving us the power to see beyond our

natural vision, he is a prophet-poet, and in

an ideal sense, a creator. So of the musi-

cian in another department of nature.
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Sound is a common thing, but why cannot

we all symbolize and chain a number of

them together, and call them " a L'ci

Darem " of Don Giovanni, or a "Robert

toi que Jaime?" There is the poet, the

seer, who take common sound and chain it

to interpret human feelings So, Homer
or Shakspeare do but take an alphabet

and common humanity, with which the

newspapers are filled every day. Are the

local reporters Byrons and Shelleys, yet

they tell but truth? But the difference

is that the artist or poet (for they are the

same) sees with a wider vision than ordi-

nary beings, harmonizes and co-ordinates

in one common direction through colors or

sounds ideas that sweeten life, and move alb

mankind alike; to do that, is high art. Now,
imitation even in landscape does not have

any feeling, nor does it pretend to lead us

;

its only aim is to reproduce in another form

a given fact, or number of facts, so that

the producer makes no wise commentary

for us, does not lead us by the brilliancy of

his own thoughts, but simply gives us a

diluted version of Nature.

Photography is a realistic art, and within

its sphere no human hand can rival it: it

is a translator, not a creator, and we, the

translators, ought to look to it that we take

noble themes, not false and artificial sub-

jects ; Nature, as it were, done up in curls.

How poor is the clean-shaven lawn, with

its individualized varieties of trees, com-

pared to the wild breadth of the forest.

Think of a painter taking for a subject a

Park scene, with a smooth-rolled, formal-

curved road for a centre of his subject,

rather than some wild brook, with its purply-

gray boulders, or an undulating road,water-

washed and dappled by sunshine and shadow.

There is one subject upon which I feel im-

pelled to make a few remarks, namely, on

retouching, and to direct the attention of

those engaged in portraiture, and ask them

whether they are not carrying the use of the

pencil a little too far. To my mind this ex-

cessive retouching is a step backwards, and

a few more such so-called advances will lead

photographic portraiture outside the pale of

the fine arts. The great power of our art to

delineate character, expression, texture, and

personal identity, is forgotten. Now, the

ambition is to substitute for those traits the

imbecility and vacuity of the faces of a

fashion plate.

Sans character, sans expression, false tex-

ture, and sans personality, to do this is but

to debase the art and pander to a vulgar

public taste. Such pictures, which might

be properly called " rejuvenated lies," are,

no doubt, very agreeable to a certain class

of the public, and they are willing to pay

well for this mask of fraud that is put over

their faces ; but are we, as artists, justified

in making these "false faces" to please

them ? I say not, andjthe sooner a reaction

starts against the practice, the better for

photography as a fine art, however it may
be in a pecuniary sense. The more intelli-

gent of the public already begin to find a

deficiency in these pictures. I was shown

last week, by three different persons, por-

traits made at one of our very highest-

priced galleries ; they each thought that

the pictures were poor, so poor that they

would not circulate them, yet all of them

said that the proofs shown were very good.

The pictures were so sugar-coated and pol-

ished that all individuality was lost, and

nothing remained but the vacancy of a

waxen figure. I hope to say in a year hence,

we have changed all that.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RIGHTS.

VI.

BY E. K. HOUGH.

With regard to pay in advance, I have

myself had but little trouble, as for many
years 1 have required deposits on all photo-

graphic orders; and I have invariably

found the most intelligent and honorable of

my customers ready to pay without objec-

tion, recognizing without debate the entire

justice of the rule. Moreover, I have the

least difficulty in pleasing that class, because,

being intelligent, they know and can ex-

plain what they want, and are satisfied when
they get it, and being satisfied honestly say

so, having none of that ignorant pride which

fears to express satisfaction, lest it be thought

not artistically critical. When not satisfied

they express that also, frankly but kindly,

and give intelligible reasons; and, not to
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meet such in like spirit, would be churlish

indeed. Almost invariably those who hesi-

tate or refuse to pay anything in advance

are those who wish to hold the photographer

in their power, to make him yield to their

caprices and requirements, however unrea-

sonable; perhaps compel him to make half

a dozen sittings, with proofs 'of each for

inspection and choice ; or, if they please, to

reject them all, and try the same elsewhere

;

and, what is worse, not even feeling they act

dishonorably, holding the photographer's

proofs as mere samples, like the bits of silk

and calico merchants send out for orders,

for which no debt is incurred if nothing

is ordered. And this want of moral under-

standing is widespread. I have known
many instances where toned,' and even un-

toned, unmounted proofs, often yellow and

discolored, have been brought for copies

after death of the parties, generally children,

it appearing on inquiry they had never paid

for the sitting, nor returned for the pictures,

but had preserved what was given them.

Such dishonorable conduct is not confined

to poor people either. I know personally

of an officer in the military service of the

State having imperial cards taken in full

uniform at a Broadway gallery, where, from

position and acquaintance, he was not re-

quired to pay in advance; then taking the

fresh, untoned proofs to a smaller gallery,

where good pictures were made at lower

rates, and desiring them copied, evidentl}'

thinking to obtain all the advantage from

a higher style of posing and lighting at

the lower price. When assured it could

not be done successfully, he evidently re-

gretted the failure of what he thought a

shrewd idea.

Not long since I heard the proprietor of

one of our largest galleries telling of a

"high-toned," " upper circle " lady, calling

on him to take an old gentleman relative

in cards, but demurring at pay in advance.

When assured that all required it she de-

nied it, and in evidence produced five finished

cards from different negatives, all bearing

the imprint of an artist most generally ac-

knowledged our very best; she assuring him

nothing had been paid, and none of them

were liked. Seeing they were all good, he

declined resolutely to break tne rule, but

promised an especially careful attempt to

please her. She finally paid, and, receiving

proofs of two sittings, chose one. When
the cards were delivered she expressed satis-

faction, although the photographer stated

that, in his opinion, the other five were all

as good, and some of them better, than his

own
; but he received his full pay for less

labor, while the other, from his weak com-

plaisance, lost all. These are not exceptional

cases, but fair illustrations of the public atti-

tude in that regard, where inclination and

opportunity occur. Where the rule of ad-

vance payments is generally maintained,

opportunities are not so frequent The
greatest difficulty, then, comes with pre-

tended friends. Of course we can always

safely trust our true friends ; the only trouble

is to know them. But. unfortunately, real

friends often have a vain pride in proving

confidence by overriding all rules and re-

strictions, just to show how well they are

known and trusted, and through their breaks

in our rules, pretended friends rush in and

take unjust advantage.

One cannot well set himself as a moral

detective, constantly judging the honesty

and good faith of those who claim special

privileges on the score of acquaintance. But
the invariable rule of an advance payment
on all orders becomes a moral touchstone

that soon tells the false from the true. Our
true friends will submit to the restrictions

of just rules for preventing the swindles of

pretenders, as honest men submit to be

searched at the customs, because there are

smugglers. An honest man never hesitates

to give his bond where he has pledged his

word, because his word, once given, nothing

can bind him stronger than his own honor.

Those who say, " My word is good," yet

hesitate to give a material guarantee, are

the ones not to be trusted.

I might give scores of instances illus-

trating this truth as applied to photography,

but these articles have already extended far

beyond their original intention. We all

know that each gallery, from the largest to

the smallest, suffers more or less from the

causes I have tried to set forth. To be sure,

most photographers,like the ancient Spartan

soldiery, prefer to hide their wounds and

make no outcry ; but, nevertheless, their
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wrongs rankle in the photographic soul, as

most strongly expressed in the jocular reply

of a well-known photographer, lately re-

tired from business with a competency

;

when asked how he made so much money
in our business, he answered, " By licking

the dust off people's feet;" adding, with

bitter pleasantry, "and, now that I have

the money, they can lick the dust off mine."

That one sentence expresses more of this

deep feeling than all I have said or can say.

The only question then is, some method,

neither expensive nor too troublesome, by

which our condition can be improved most

readily in the present, with extensive pos-

sibilities of benefit in the future. I would

recommend the formation of a society,under -

the guidance of our acknowledged leaders.

to be called a Society for the Improvement
of Photography, Photographic Union, or

something equivalent. All its members to

be received only on giving the most sacred

and binding pledges to keep all its rules

inviolate, and maintain the most profound

secrecy regarding all its plans and purposes,

except where publicity is authorized. To
have the purpose of organization and the

benefits sought for set forth in a preamble

and resolutions, with a clause binding the

honor of every signer to carry out said pur-

pose. The autograph of every member to

be obtained. The whole to be copied in

photolithography, and a copy hung in the

rooms of every member for reference in

explanation. To have an ornamental motto,

monogram, or coat of arms, adopted and

registered for the exclusive use of members

as a trademark, and all infringement rigor-

ously punished. To have it publicly under-

stood that every member is bound by the

strongest pledges not to put this mark on

any picture that he does not himself con-

sider good, both as a photograph and a like-

ness. That he is likewise bound not to put

this mark on any picture not ordered and

paid for in accordance with the rules of this

society. That every artist shall be the judge

of his own work, and make a fully finished

picture when he obtains a negative satisfac-

tory to himself; yet recognizing the fact

that every picture after the first from every

negative is a duplicate, and the customer

may order duplicates or not as he pleases,

but he must pay for the first, that he may
see if it pleases.

This is the plan, and is not intended to

place photographers in arrogant antago-

nism with the public, much less to favor a

system by which incapable men can palm
off inferior work.

It is intended to incite the photographer

to his highest efforts, with liberty sufficient

for the exercise of all his powers. To com-

pel him to artistic self-criticism, yet relieve

him from that most depressing fear that

after all his care and labor his best work
may be carelessly rejected in the unfinished

proof, and .therefore never fully seen and

appreciated, and, worst of all, never paid

for. To stimulate the pride and ambition

of photographers, and obtain increased re-

spect for their artistic judgment, without

any arrogant self-assertion or conflict with

established customs.

On the contrary, this slight veil of secrecy

will have a mysterious charm for the general

public, and this mark on pictures will be-

come the fashion. People will come and

ask for pictures with it on, and comply

eagerly with all rules necessary to obtain

it ; and, sooner or later, all members would

become strong enough to refuse all orders

not made in accordance therewith.

Moreover, as every member would be

strongly pledged to absolute secrecy, this

society could deal with many questions of

great interest to all photographers, now
impossible from publicity and want of unity.

The meetings could be yearly, at the same

time and place as the National Photographic

Association, with no extra expense of time,

and with but little of money ; the rest of

its business by correspondence.

I have written because it seemed proper

and necessary. As the boy said to his

teacher, "I did not whistle; it whistled

itself."

If it proves of no avail, I shall stand no

worse than many wiser men in more im-

portant matters.

Eestoration of the Developer.

Since writing my letter of June 18th ult.,

I have discovered another more simple way
of restoring the reddened developing solu-
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tions of iron ; one also more lasting in its

effects, several hundred per cent, cheaper,

and therefore better. It is simply this : drop

by drop add to the reddened iron solution

sulphuric acid, when it immediately assumes

its original color and quality, and what is

best gains stability, as it takes longer to re-

turn to its red state again. Now this led

me on to another experiment with iron, and

landed me in the belief that an addition of

from 10 to 15 drops of sulphuric acid to

every ounce of iron crystals used, with a

less quantity by half an ounce of acetic acid

in every three ounces usually used, makes a

better keeping solution than any yet made

;

and yet you do not lose the effect of the

acetate of iron, which is the actual combi-

nation in the solution.

Since I wrote in June, I have had a

glorious time with the camera, and I in-

tend to send you some specimen prints as

soon as I come back from my next trip, and

have time to get to work at the printing.

Permit me a few friendly remarks on

"Our Picture" of this month's Photog-

rapher in the interests of art, for though

only an amateur in the photographic art,

yet since childhood I have been accustomed

to the paintings of the first masters of the

old, and also of the new school.

The print is exquisite in its tout en-

semble, and the view is pretty ; but, it

wants just the one thing, that from one to

two hours later in taking the negative would

have given it, namely, the shadow end in

deeper shadow. Had Mr. Todd only had

the time I suppose which is so valuable to

all except we loafing amateurs, he would

most probably have waited for the deepen-

ing of the shade end of the building.

I trust I may not be mistaken for a carp-

ing critic, which I am not, nor ever wish to

be, because I think a little friendly criticism

is one of the best producers of good work I

know. Of course I know that the light on

some kinds of stone will produce just the

very effect 1 complain of, as I have long

since found out, but yet there are days when
a heavy shading can be got even on that

very stone.

Yours, very faithfully,

KlCHARD W. BARROW,
Amateur Landscape Photographer.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

V.

BY L. T. WILT.

(Continued from page 269.)

Best Negative Varnish.

Alcohol any quantity ; two parts bleach-

ed lac; one part picked sandarac; one ounce

oil of lavender to the quart.

First dissolve the lac in the alcohol by a

gentle heat; then filter through sponge pre-

viously moistened with alcohol ; add the

sandarac heat, and when dissolved, filter and

add the oil of lavender. If the varnish should

have a tendency to stick to the paper after

the negative has been varnished, reduce the

amount of oil of lavender, and when the

varnish gets too thick it will also stick.

The negative or plate should be made warm
before applying the varnish, and should be

kept warm until dry enough for the retouch-

ing pencil. If the negative should be re-

touched immediately, keep the negative

warm long enough until it takes the pencil

nicely; a few trials will soon give any one

an idea when the negative is in the right

condition. When quite a number of nega-

tives are taken during the day and varnish-

ed in the evening, they should not be dried

too hard, and then they will be just right

for the pencil next morning. A little judi-

cious retouching is all that is required.

Some retouch the beauty of the picture

away. A negative from a good subject

should require no retouching. Eetouching

comes in nicely when photographing sub-

jects that give unevenness in the fleshy tex-

ture, or spots of different density in the re-

sulting picture.

How to prepare glass for negatives in the

next issue.

Fkanklin, Pa., September 11th, 1875.

Dr. Voxel's Reception by the Berlin

Photographic Society.

It gives us pleasure to notice the warm
reception accorded to our friend, Dr. Vogel,

by the Berlin Photographic Society, on his

return from the recent Eclipse Expedition,

where he seems to have fared so badly and

met with such ill success.

This reception took place at the last meet-
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ing held before the summer vacation. The
President's desk was decorated with beau-

tiful flowers, and the Society received their

returning President with demonstrations of

joy that must have been as cheering to him

as they were spontaneous. Dr. Vogel, on

taking the chair, thanked the members for

their warm reception, and gave a very in-

teresting account of his journey.

We believe the Berlin Society not only

expressed their own sentiments of joy and

welcome at the Doctor's return, but the

feeling of his friends everywhere. We
know his many friends in this country fol-

lowed his journeyings with a great deal of

solicitude, sympathized with his failures and
hardships, and rejoiced when they knew he

had returned safely to his home, his friends,

his duties, and his usefulness.

We have the promise of a visit from the

Doctor to our Centennial next year, prob-

ably in an official capacity, and we can assure

him of a hearty welcome, and an endevor

to make his sojourn here a pleasant one.

"PHOTOGRAPHIC RIGHTS."

Our readers have no doubt been in-

terested, in some measure, in the excellent

and well-written articles of Mr. E. K.
Hough, on this subject. They are timely,

and the suggestions they contain worthy of

consideration. That photographers every-

where have been imposed upon in times

past, and have submitted to a great deal of

this imposition, all who have been in the

business any length of time will testify to,

and many from sad experience. If any have

felt little of it, or see but little necessity for

reform, it must be confined chiefly to those

who have made dollars their object rather

than good work or an artistic reputation.

But the days for this class to make money
are numbered, except it may be in some re-

mote or isolated localities. The call is for

a higher standard of work; more of art,

more of feeling, more of culture, and it is

becoming that the methods adopted by our

photographic artists in dealing with their

patrons, should be such as to command re-

spect, and be in keeping with the advanced

and elevated position to which our art is

fast risinir.

To bring this about seems to be the object

of Mr. Hough's papers, and we trust that

if they do not lead to any united action,

they may lead to the adoption of individual

methods of self-protection that may be bene-

ficial. It does not follow, because a man
adopts just and reasonable rules for the safe

conducting of his business, that he must be

stern or severe in executing them. It has

generally been observed by those who have

adopted rules of prepayment, or part pre-

payment, that their best customers and

best friends were always the most ready to

comply with them. Those that object are

almost invariably the ones that would

make after-trouble by refusing to take the

pictures, or never being ready to pay the

bill, in either of which cases the photog-

rapher must mourn over or after the work
he has done. Many photographers appear

to shrink fr.pm facing this question. They
dare not enforce any such rules lest they

should lose their customers. But this fear

is more in the imagination than in the reality.

We know a photographer who, more than

eleven years ago, in one of our Eastern cities,

adopted the rule of one dollar in advance.

It was at the time when the fraternity were

being most unmercifully preyed upon by

sitters, who secured all the pictures they

wanted by going to different galleries and

getting proofs, from which they never

ordered. Our friend hesitated some time

before putting this "protective tariff"

method into practice, as he knew of but

one or two others that had ever made any

such move, and he did not know what the

effect had been with them, only he saw

that they "still lived." So he finally

determined to give it a trial "make or

break," and the first day he made more new
sittings than he had done any day before

for a month, and at night had a dollar for

each one of them in his drawer. His rule

worked well, and was never objected to, ex-

cept by those who he felt satisfied would

have given him trouble without it. Since

that time prepayment, either in part or

the whole, has been adopted by nearly all

our best photographers, especially in the

East ; while many have protected themselves

still further by some such method as that

said to be pursued by Mr. Rocher, of
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Chicago. We know of others who have

made it a rule to make a second sitting,

after seeing the first proofs, to accommodate

the sitter in any change of dress, hair, ex-

pression, or otherwise, after which any ad-

ditional sittings required, on the same order,

are subject to an additional charge. Also,

if more than one negative is ordered from

in a dozen pictures, the customer is charged

with the retouching. Thus we notice, that

while the status of photography is every-

where being elevated, our best artists are

conducting their business on business prin-

ciples; and while they abate none of their

affability, none of their kind attentions,

none of their effort or skill to please and

satisfy their patrons, they yet take measures

to have it understood that their services can

only be secured by being paid for.

"We trust this subject will receive from

all the attention its importance demands.

The suggestions made by Mr. Hough in

our May number, will lead to thought

about this matter, and in the absence of

any concerted movement, may lead each

one to adopt the plan best suited to his

trade and locality. We would have no

hesitation, however, in assuring any one

that any reasonable precautions against

fraud or imposition will never be objected

to by any honest or right-minded person.

COPYRIGHTS.

This subject we have alluded to before,

but, as we continue to have inquiries from

photographers respecting it, we make the

following extracts from the "Revised Act
of Congress, which took effect August 1st,

1874."

"A print of the photograph to be copy-

righted must be sent, prepaid, address-

ed, ' Librarian of Congress, Washington,

D.C"
This must be done before the publication

of the picture.

" A fee of fifty cents for recording the title

must be inclosed, with the title of the pic-

ture
;
and fifty cents in addition (or $1 in

all) for each certificate of copyright under

seal of the Librarian of Congress, which

will be transmitted by return mail."

" Within ten days after the publication

of the picture, or other article, two com-
plete copies must be sent to perfect the copy-

right with the address," as above.

No copyright is valid unless notice is

given, by having printed on the mount, if

it be a photograph, the following words,

viz. : "Entered according to Act of Congress,

in the year 1875, by . in the office

of the Librarian of Congress at Washington. "

Or, at the option of the person entering the

copyright, the words : " Copyright, 1875, by

We have made this to apply to photo-

graphs, but for anything else subject to

copyright the conditions are the same, with

the exception of such changes as may be re-

quired by the nature of the subject.

OBITUARY.
Jesse H. Whitehtjrst,

Died in Baltimore, Md., September 8th, 1875.

The deceased was born on the Eastern

Shore of Virginia about fifty-five years ago,

and was one of the earliest daguerreotypists

in the South, if not the pioneer. Having a

friend who visited New York City on the

first advent of the art in this country to

learn, he and this friend opened a gallery

at Norfolk, and, as he relates, tried for a

week to produce a picture by the iodine pro-

cess, and not getting any result, he in the

absence of his partner at dinner tried his

luck, having had only the stolen opportu-

nities of learning from this friend, and he

succeeded and produced a good picture. He
then purchased the whole of the gallery,

and soon succeeded and added to his busi-

ness gallery after gallery, until he had a

half dozen in active operation at one time,

viz., in New York City, Baltimore, Wash-

ington, Richmond, Norfolk, Wilmington,

etc., and, with his large corps of operators

of the first-class and good agents, he soon

acquired gold and silver medals from all

the fairs and expositions for superior work;

the World's Fair in London, England,

having given him a medal for the first suc-

cessful panoramic view of Niagara Falls;

and, when the celebrated Jenny Lind ar-

rived in this country, he was ready to ad-

vance his reputation to notoriety—author-
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ized the purchase of the first choice of seats

for himself and a lady at a cost of seven hun-

dred and fifty dollars, and afterwards made

a fine Daguerreotype likeness of her, which

realized him a large profit. He was not

fortunate in all of his speculations, for

risking too much in his ventures he some-

times did not realize his expectations, par-

ticularly the marine ventures ; seeking for

discoveries of guano, he claiming an island

in the Caribbean Sea—Attevela, said to have

immense deposits, of incalculable wealth,

engaged vessels to obtain it, but sunk all his

earnings in art in the unsuccessful efforts,

which deserved a better result. He was con-

tinually trying new schemes, all at the ex-

pense of his savings in the photographic art.

During all this time—from 1850 to the

present—he has led a life of activity and

enterprise seldom equalled. He imported

many excellent artists to this country from

Europe, and employed them in making per-

haps more likenesses than any other artist

in the United States. His corps of artists

embrace some of the best of the country,

including Hugh O'Neil, Eobert W. Addis,

Albert Parks, Thomas Nimms (now at

Frostburg, Md.), Daniel Cowell (now at

New Haven, Conn.), Samuel Holman (who

went into the ministry), Julian Vannerson

(now with Anderson, at Norfolk and Rich-

mond), and Lucien, his brother; L. A.

Morse, of Iowa ; J. A. Joslin, of Boston
;

Daniel Bendann (now of Baltimore) ; L. C.

Dillon, of Washington (successor to Addis);

George Minnis, of Lynchburg; T. W.
Clark, at Norfolk; William and Benjamin

Harrison, and C. P. Wilhelm, at Wilming-

ton ; Col. J. R. Johnson, of Cincinnati ; T.

Van Gantt, at Baltimore ; Prof. Brainard,

at New York ; John Golden, at Washington
;

Hunt, Moneberger, Dandello, and Wirze,

coloring artists; Solon Jenkins, of Boston
;

Edgar, at Petersburg, Va.; Mallen, at Wil-
mington; D. R. Stiltz, Williamsport, Pa.

The above all aided in obtaining his

worldwide reputation, and he was seconded

by his business agent, Benjamin E. Hawkes,

of Boston, Mass., and his bookkeeper, Prof.

F. H. Gallagher, of Baltimore, Md.

Mr. Wbitehurst had the most able com-

petitors at all times, and while running his

Baltimore gallery had to compete with

Messrs. Marks (now of Austin, Texas), Pol-

lock, and Perkins. In other cities, Gurney,

Meade Brothers, Boot, Brady, Lawrence,

and Fredericks & Brother, New York

;

McClees & Germon, Philadelphia; and

Whipple & Black, Boston. His collection

of negatives of public and distinguished

characters, if not distributed, would be

greater than any other in the country.

BELGIAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Ghent, September 4th, 1875.

Mr. Editor: The Bmssels International

Exposition of Photography, which has now.

been opened over a month, is the most in-

teresting and remarkable one ever held on

the continent. Most if not all branches of

photography are represented : Portraits

and views, enlargements and reproductions,

silver and carbon prints, Woodburytypes,

and the different processes in fatty inks,

etc. The exhibitors are from Belgium,

Great Britain, France, Germany, Austria,

the United States, Russia, Portugal, Spain,

etc. Anthony and Bierstadt exhibita num-
ber of their splendid stereoscopic views,

which excite the admiration of all visitors.

Theirs are the only specimens of large size

stereoscopic views exhibited. Gutekunst is

theonly exhibitor of portraits from America,

and his show is among the best. Unhappily,

the glass of one of his frames was broken on

the road, badly scratching the pictures, which

were all finished in the Glace style. The
American Optical Company exhibit several

camera boxes, which excite the admiration

of all beholders. The English cabinet work

may be as fine, but the English and conti-

nental systems do not come up to the

American one. Not one of the English

manufacturers use glass corners, and all

the plateholder slides are made on the old

hinged system. Anthony further exhibits

American stereoscopes, almost unknown on

the continent, and a Success camera. We
have also from America one of Entrekin's

enamellers, and a number of Alba or Non-

pareil pictures, exhibited by the Scovill

Manufacturing Company, and by Anthony.

The Autotype Company exhibit a number
of very fine enlargements in carbon ; Braun,

of Dornach, a large number of reproduc-
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tions of paintings, cartoons, etc. There are

in all fourteen exhibitors in carbon, of

which eleven are from Belgium, six of

which exhibit portraits. This proves that

the carbon process is taking a good hold in

Belgium. The large portraits are very-

fine, but the cabinets and cartes all lack

definition. This is owing to the inferiority

of the tissue which is available. This' tissue

is all supplied by the Autotype Company,

and owing to the want of definition of the

prints made with it, is only suitable for large

work. The Autotype Company have put

in the market a new flexible support to

take the place of glass and zinc plates, and

a new permanent support of great white-

ness, in view of being used for small work.

For the same purpose they are manufactur-

ing tissues of a brown and of a purple color,

to imitate the tone of silver prints. "Why

they do not supply tissue giving definition

at the same time, it is difficult to under-

stand. The manufacture of such a tissue is

no impossibility, for it is made for the pur-

pose of producing transparencies for en-

larging, and if it was not for its pure

black color, it could be used for small

work. The ordinary tissue made by Braun,

of Dornach, is much superior in this respect

to that of the Autotype Company, and some

which has been made in Belgium in an ex-

perimental way, without giving the same

sharpness as albumen paper, gives just suffi-

cient diffusion to obliterate the marks of the

retouching pencil. This great lack of def-

inition complained of, seems to be owing

to the thickness of the layer of gelatin, and

on the insufficient quantity of pigment used.

The Autotype special transparency tissue has

a thin layer ofgelatin much charged with pig-

ment ; the tissue made in Belgium, alluded

to above, has also the layer of gelatin, but

less colored. A number of the enlarge-

ments exhibited have been made by the

Lambert process, which creates such a stir

just now in Great Britain. As no doubt

it will soon be introduced in the United

States, it will be opportune to give a short

description of it. The manner of producing

the enlarged negative is identical with that

given in one of my former letters. A trans-

parency is produced in carbon, not by means

of the Autotype transparent tissue, but by

means of a tissue specially prepared for the

purpose, and which gives a very faint posi-

tive. From this faint positive a very thin

negative is made in the copying camera.

This negative is not suitable for printing

as it is. Mr. Lambert covers it on both

sides with a very thin paper called mineral

paper. The paper which covers the glass

is worked upon with powdered graphite by

means of a stump; that which covers the

film is worked upon with the pencil to give

sharpness. The manner of using the paper

on both sides in the way described is patented.

Mr. Croughton, however, several months

before the patent was taken out, communi-

cated to one of the London societies a pro-

cess of enlarging, in which tracing-paper

is used on both sides of the negative, so

that after all the patent may not be worth

anything. The great value of the Lam-
bert process seems, however, to consist in

the manner of working on the paper, which

is only communicated to the licensees.

Only these can procure from authorized

agents the special tissue, mineral paper and

powder, and without these, it is, as it seems,

impossible to produce good results. Of Lam-
bert's chromatype, a modification of the

carbon process, also the subject of a patent,

I will speak in my. next letter. Among
the best portraits exhibited, we find those

of Luckhardt and Angerer, of Vienna,

Schaarwachter, of Berlin (silver), Decbamps
(carbon prints), Ganz (carbon and silver

prints), Geruzet (carbon), of Brussels, Zeyen

(carbon), of Liege, Reutlinger (silver), of

Paris. Denier, of St. Petersburg, exhibits

portraits in the so-called mezzotint or por-

celain style, of which the large ones are very

fine. In the small ones, however, there is

a painful lack of definition. The peculiar

effect is produced by the use of a sheet of

mica, or a thin film of gelatin or collodion

cuir, between the negative and paper. Also

by using a very thick varnish, or by keep-

ing the paper at a small distance from the

negative, by the use of a peculiar printing-

frame. What process is used by Denier

does not transpire. The Lichtdruck and

other similar processes in fatty inks are

well represented. The largest collection of

specimens is that of Thiel, aine & Co
,

Paris. All are copies of paintings and
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drawings in charcoal. The Autotype Com-
pany have by far the best views made by

that process. The cathedrals and land-

scapes are equal to the best prints on albu-

men paper, and have the advantage of ab-

solute permanency. Bran neck & Maeyer,

of Mayence, exhibit Lichtdruck impressions

made by the steam press; the Etablissement

Polygraphique, of Brussels, exhibit licht-

druck and litho-photograph impressions.

In my next further details.

Ch. Waldach.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Preparation for the Philadelphia Exhibition

—German Exhibitors—P?'ogress of the

Carbon Printing Process and Lichtdruck

—Neiv Aubel Printing Process—Compara-

tive Merits of Wet and Dry Plates.

With the greatest interest we have re-

ceived the news, in the August number of

your excellent Philadelphia Photographer,

of a grand resolution of the Executive Com-
mittee of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation, a truly commendable and worthy

project, which we all hail with ecstasy,

namely, the erection of a separate Exhibi-

tion Hall for photography. As flattering,

and to our art deserving, as the admission

of photographs in the Art Gallery was, it

would have been the cause of man}' difficul-

ties which we all would have felt heavily.

There belongs the banishing of the appar-

atus from the pictures for whose production

they serve, and many other things. I hope

sure that the grand project will be achieved,

the more so as I from my own intuition

know the patriotism, the liberality, and the

cheerfulness of ottering of the American

photographer. The idea of the undertaking

alone, does the greatest honor to the Amer-
ican nation. Whoever has crawled around

in the thousands of corners of the Vienna

Exhibition, with trouble and difficulty, to

gather together everything appertaining to

photography, and then, after much waste

of time, overlooked many things, will fully

know the significance of a photographic

exhibition. The American project opens a

new era for the arrangement of photography

at international exhibitions. Future exhi-

bitions will follow your example. In the

meantime the interest for your Interna-

tional Exhibition is growing more and
more.

The Berlin Society for the Advancement
of Photography has a collective exhibition

in view, and applied for 100 square metres

= 1000 square feet. The following firms

have already made application for Phila-

delphia: Riickwardt, in Berlin; Tiede-

mann, Reinecke, in Hanover (architec-

ture) ; Holzamer, in Worms ; Strumper, in

Hamburg; Obernetter & Albert, in Mun-
ich (Lichtdruck) ; Falk, in Berlin (helio-

graph) ; Braun, in -Dornach (pigment

prints and reproductions of works of art)
;

Bush, in Rathenow ; Herzog, in Bremen;
Henning,in Berlin (apparatus, chemicals)

;

Scholy, in Gcerlitz ; Remele, in Gasten-

donk (landscapes) ; Loeseher & Petsch
;

Schaarwiichter, Reichardt & Lindner, in

Berlin ; Schule & Suck, in Carlsruhe

;

Kiewening, in ; Mischewsky, in

Danzig (portraits) ; Schwier, in Weimar
(reproductions); the undersigned (scientific

photographs). Further applications are

yet expected, and the erection of a separate

photographic art gallery will win many a

one who, till now, held back for fear his

pictures might be lost in an obscure corner

and a poor light. Unfortunately, the great

reproducing establishment of oil paintings,

the photographic firm of Schauer & Hanf-

stangl, in Berlin, have as yet not decided

whether to exhibit or not.

I do not know what applications have

been received from England, France, and

Belgium. It is, however, probable that the

establishments in pigment printing will

make a particularly grand display. In Vi-

enna we had, besides Braun, in Dornach,

only several Belgian firms, which distin-

guished themselves in this printing process.

Lately, however, various photographic firms

have given this process some attention.

Spencer, Sawyer & Co. have exhibited, at

the late Brussels exhibition, enlargements

in pigment (carbon) of great brilliancy. I

heard the abovementioned firm intends the

erection of a large establishment for pig-

ment printing in Paris. The real Eldorado

for pigment printing seems to be Brussels
;

there it has found such favor among the

public that it demands large pictures made
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only by this process, and often steps into

the atelier of a photographer with the ques-

tion, " Do you make pigment prints ?" and

even withdraw their order if the answer is in

the negative. Not only dark pictures, but

tinted portraits on porcelain glass are made
in pigment prints

;
and, in fact, the process

is now so simple that every printer that has

a little ingenuity can practice it.

As I have heard Spencer & Sawyer in-

tend introducing the process into Berlin,

I am anxious in regard to the success

of the undertaking. My worthy colleague,

Monckboven, has, in correct estimation of

the state of the times, issued a handbook on

pigment printing, which ought to spread

the process more easily. As it is now prac-

ticed, I need not describe, as I have de-

scribed the various operations in the second

edition of my Handbook. The Lichtdruck

is now making just as sure progress here

as the pigment print. Hitherto Munich

was the emporium of it, and in the im-

perial city there was not a single " Licht-

drucker ;" however, large establishments

in Dresden, Hamburg, and on the Khine.

Now there are two establishments in prog-

ress of starting here. What can be ac-

complished in this sphere, in regard to

elegance, my new portrait may show, which

Obernetter publishes in the next number of

my journal, which puts the finest silver

prints in the shade. Obernetter has also

excited great and universal admiration, at

the Geographical Congress in Paris, with

his "Lichtdruck Map." One of the most

popular " Lichtdruckers " is Jacobi, in

Neuendorf. He has simplified the process

to such a degree, that he offers to teach

any silver printer to become a practical

" Lichtdruck " printer. The Woodbury-

type has not been found to spread much in

Germany as yet. The firm of Bruckenman

has published large genre works in this;

they are the only firm practicing the Wood-
burytype in Germany. A new printing

process has very lately produced a very

great sensation, and is called after the in-

ventor, Aubeldruck. It is executed by

Aubel & Kaiser, Lindenhohe near Cologne

on the Khine, and has for its purpose the

reproduction of drawings, engravings, and

lithographs, in enlarged and diminished

scale. One year ago, I already received

from the firm a reproduction of an illus-

trated newspaper, reduced one-tenth, show-

ing all the woodcuts, the printing being dis-

tinct and legible. Lately, this establishment

furnishes numerous reproductions of wood-

cuts. The prints are printed, part in the

lithographic, and part in the type press,

and it appears to be a fact, that the great

problem of the easy production of a type-

plate by photography is solved. Aubel

furnishes not only finished prints, but also

printing-plates on zinc or stone. I saw

lately several of these plates on which

Aubel, through his process, produced a print

in fatty ink. This was then etched by the

parties ordering it, and furnished a stone-

printing plate in lithographic manner,

and a zinc plate, for type-press printing.

Aubel & Kaiser have already large orders

from illustrated newspapers. Probably they

will also exhibit in Philadelphia. Details of

the process are as yet not known.

My explanation in the August number of

your journal, of the comparative merits of

negatives from wet and dry plates, has, as I

see, aroused a contradiction from our contem-

porary, the British Journal of Photography.

As you already know, I have not the pleasure

of belonging to the favorites of this amiable

journal, and to this circumstance I can

be thankful for occasional fatherly advice

and punitory correction, which are very

amusing to me. My experience that under

similar circumstances wet plates produce

more harmonious pictures than dry plates,

the British Journal interprets that I am
not thoroughly acquainted with dry-plate

work; aye, it goes still further, and declares

boldly that my judgment is just the opposite

of truth, when applied to a drj- plate manip-

ulated by one who thoroughly understands

how to manage it. In opposition to this, it

must be wondered that, in landscape work,

the dry plates have not supplanted the wet

plates long ago. The most celebrated land-

scape photographs of Bedford, Robinson

& Cherrill, Mr. England, and other English

landscape workers, were made with wet

plates. If dry plates really furnished better

results than wet plates, these gentlemen

would certainly not hesitate to adopt the

dry process. Every year I come in the
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situation with my scholars to have them to

go through a course of dry plates, and my
old experience always repeats itself, i. e.,

under favorable circumstances the dry plates

furnish as good results as the wet plates,

but never better, and on objects with strong

contrasts the results on wet plates are de-

cidedly better. The British Journal says

further: "As a curious illustration of the

true position of dry-plate work on the con-

tinent, we may say that Dr. Vogel gives as

one of the last stepsAn dry-plate work the

fact that we may now purchase the pre-

pared films, forgetting, apparently, that

such plates have been articles of commerce

here for at least twenty years." The Brit-

ish Journal seems to possess a friendly pas-

sion to wish to instruct me. I am very

thankful to them for it, but would remark

that I know for the last twelve years that

dry plates can be bought already prepared

in England. Finally, it is thrown up to me
that I would rather buy dry plates than

prepare them myself, and the selfpreparation

of the plates is recommended to all " who
aim for the highest class of work." This

reminds me of the times about fifteen years

ago, when it was recommended to photog-

raphers " who aim for the highest class of

work" to prepare their own cotton and

albumen paper. How many photographers

do this nowadays ? To set at rest the

writer in the British Journal, who is so

very anxious in regard to my photographic

soul's welfare, I would state that more than

three-fourths of the dry plates with which

I work I prepare myself. In my letter in

the August number, especial mention is

made of such prepared plates, and of which

1 was writing.

Very truly yours,

H. Vogel.
Berlin, Sept. 26th, 1875.

The Photographer to his Patrons.

From the numerous orders recently re-

ceived, a renewed interest seems to have

awakened in this little work. Over six

hundred thousand have been sold and dis-

tributed among the patrons of photography

—a most magnificent tribute to its merits.

And the fact that the demand for it still

continues, proves that it has not been super-

seded by anything else, but still maintains

its popularity.

To those not already familiar with the

work we would say, The PhotograpJier to his

Patronsisix little book or pamphlet of twelve

pages, the intention of which is : To en-

able the photographer to say a few words

in a kindly way to those who have photo-

graphs taken, in order that the intercourse

between them and their photographer may
be pleasant and result in the most success-

ful pictures. Every photographer knows

that he is constantly beset with a lot of

questions, as to the proper way to dress, the

best time to come, and so on, which take a

great deal of his time to answer. This little

book answers them all, and the mere hand-

ing of a copy to the questioner, which he

or she can carry away and study at leisure,

serves as admirably as a half-hour's conver-

sation.

We get The Photographer to his Patrons

up in neat style, on the best letter cap

paper, assorted tints, green, pink, and buff.

Eight pages are devoted to the body of the

work, which contains paragraphs or chap-

ters—1, on the object of the work; 2, on

photography; 3, when to come; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress ; 6, how to " behave ;"

7, the children ; 8, general remarks on color-

ing, copying, frames, prices, etc.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same
kind of paper, the pages of which are at the

service of the photographer who orders

them to have printed thereon anything he

may please, which printing we do without

extra charge. We publish this leaflet in

English, German, and Spanish.

Cuts for the covers we supply free.

We invite you to examine the good words

which our patrons have sent us concerning

this publication

:

TESTIMONIALS.

"I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she

came here to have a picture iu:ide, she would

come 'according to directions. ? "—A. Bogar-

dus, New York.

"A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

"It assists me greatly.''

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

20
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" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to

be beneficial to both photographer and patron."

—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, West Virginia.

" You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will benefit

some of the ' Tcnow-everythings ' in this quar-

ter."—A. C. McIntyre & Co., Ogdensburg.

" They are just the thing to post people up on

what they ought to know in order to secure good

pictures.''—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I renlly think your little book ' hits the nail

on the head.' "—J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

" It is the best advertising medium I have

ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville,

Ohio.

"I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good.''—G.

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book to any

who may desire it.

For further particulars, rates, etc., see

our advertising department.

Mr. Newton's Emulsion Process

Condensed.

For albumenizing the plates take the

white of one egg, or 90 grains of dry al-

bumen, if the latter be used, and dissolve

in 8 ounces water ; in another vessel con-

taining 8 ounces water put 16 drops of

carbolic acid. When the albumen is thor-

oughly dissolved, add the 8 ounces contain-

ing the carbolic acid. Filter carefully, and

flow as usual. Plates prepared with this

albumen are not affected by the alkaline

developer, and show no tendency to blister.

To prepare the emulsion, take

Ether,

Alcohol,

Cotton,

5 ounces.

3 "

56 grains.

To each ounce of collodion, add

Bromide of Cadmium,

Nitrate of Silver,

12 grains.

18 "

The silver is added by boiling in alcohol in

a test-tube.

After eight or ten hours, add to each

ounce 3 grains of chloride of cobalt. This

may be added dry if finely pulverized, and

the emulsion frequently shaken for a few

hours after.

The preservative is composed of

Water, . . . . .16 ounces.

Tincture of Nux Vomica, 5 drachms.

Laudanum, 3 "

Alcohol, .... 2 ounces.

This preservative is simple, easily pre-

pared, and will keep.

Plates prepared with this emulsion need

no washing, but should be put into the pre-

servative as soon as the emulsion is suffi-

ciently set.

This emulsion gives a dense film, and
requires no backing.

For developer, take

Water, f ounce.

Concentrated Ammonia, }
"

Bromide of Ammonium, . 5 grains.

This is No. 1.

Then take for No. 2, pyrogallie acid from

3 to 6 grains to the ounce of water, using it

strong if the exposure has been short.

To develop, put into a wide-mouth vial

\ ounce of No. 2.

This is for a plate 5x8; and flow the

plate after it has been thoroughly washed.

If the exposure has been right, the image

will soon appear ; as soon as the outlines of

the picture are visible, pour off the solution

of pyro into another vial, which has pre-

viously been supplied with 4 to 6 drops of

solution No. 1, and again flow the plate

with the compound solution. The intensity

of the negative comes up rapidly to the re-

quired strength. Care must be taken not

to let it become too intense, as the color of

the film after fixing renders it very non-

actinic.

Another method of development is to pro-

ceed in this way : Make a solution of pyro-

gallie acid and water, anywhere from six

to twelve grains to the ounce. After the

plate has been washed, flow it with this

pyro solution until the image appears and

the detail is all out; then pour the pyro

back into the bottle, as it can be used for

any number of plates, its developing power

not being exhausted by repeated using.

Then flow the plate with a solution of tan-

nin and pyrogallie acid, six grains each to

the ounce of water ; after flowing off and

on a few times, or until the action has be-

come even over the plate, pour it off into a

bottle containing eight or ten drops of a
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plain silver solution in water, twenty grains

to the ounce (this is for a 5x8 plate), and

again flow the plate. The intensity will

immediately begin, and go on until the sil-

ver is exhausted. If sufficient density has

not been attained, wash the plate and repeat

the operation, using, however, one-half the

strength of the developing solution and sil-

ver. You will not find it necessary to re-

peat the operation more than twice. I am
of opinion that more satisfactory negatives

can be obtained in this way than by using

an alkali. If after fixing they should be

found too weak, they can be readily strength-

ened by proceeding as follows: Make a

strong solution of iodine in water with

iodide of ammonium, and to three ounces of

this solution add half an ounce of muriatic

acid. Add enough of this stock solution to

an ounce of water to give it a good orange

color, and flow the plate with it a few times

and wash off. If the plate has become dry,

wet it before flowing with the acid iodide

solution ; after thoroughly washing, flow it

with the pyro and tannin solution, using

half strength
;
pour off as before into a vial

containing a few drops of the silver solution,

and proceed as when developing in the first

instance. A little acetic acid should be

added to the pyro and tannin solution.

TALK AND TATTLE.

"We do not suppose that any magazine is

conducted in a manner to suit every one of

its subscribers. We do not suppose there

ever was a magazine that did not lose some

of its subscribers because they were offended

at its course. We do not suppose the man
lives who could, or would undertake to,

conduct any magazine so that none of its

subscribers would ever leave it. We do not

suppose either that any one man who is a

subscriber to any magazine can possibly

realize fully and exactly all the circum-

stances which induce the editor of said

magazine to conduct it just as he does, and

to allow to appear in its pages just what he

does. Neither do we suppose there is an

offended subscriber who will believe that

his editor is an honest, upright, and consci-

entious man, who tries to give his subscri-

bers the full worth of their money, and to

do the best he knows how for them, for

when people are angry and dyspeptic men-

tally or physically they are obstinate and

obdurate, and they wont believe anything.

Hence, it seems hardly worth while for us

to bring up a matter which is almost a per-

sonal one, yet inasmuch as " Talk and Tat-

tle " is for a sort of free and easy chat be-

tween us, we will give way and make a

statement, and that is, that we frequently

get letters from parties whom we have in

one way or another failed to please, who
aver that this magazine " should be devoted

wholly to the interests &f photographers,"

and " not for advertising the wares for sale

by the publishers and others."

Not feeling "guilty" in the matter, we
answered one of these letters a short time

ago, stating frankly to the author that we

believed our subscribers received the full

amount of matter for which they paid, and

a great deal more too ; for if they will

look back through former volumes they will

find a number of them greatty in excess of

the 12 x 32 pages, which we agree to give

them. Moreover the Times is given them

free, which is, with the other, of considera-

ble actual cost to us, because of concessions

we make to secure it free to our subscribers.

Moreover, that we have never taken a col-

umn for our own use, even in noticing mat-

ters of value to our subscribers, which we did

not return in full measure. Lest we should

be mistaken, we asked him to examine the

matter himself, and if his charge could be

sustained to kindly send us a "bill of par-

ticulars." We received in response the fol-

lowing very frank and manly letter:

Wakefield, Mass., June 25th, 1875.

Dear Sir : Tours of the 19th came duly

to hand, and I take the first opportunity to

reply. I may say that although I have

heard such criticism as I mentioned, I can-

not name the specific articles referred to by

the parties, as they did not so specify them

to me. I will, however, say frankly that I

was much of their opinion in regard to the

matter, but since receiving your letter, I

have looked over the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher for 1874 and 1875, and take pleasure in

confessing that in the main I was mistaken

in such opinion. You perhaps rather over-

did the Practical Printer business, but aside
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from that I think your puffing during that

time was quite reasonable. I am unable to

say, however, how much of this which by

itself seems reasonable enough, consisted of

duplications of puffs in previous volumes, as

I have not bad time to examine.

You are quite right in thinking it for our

advantage to be posted on novelties, but one

fair presentation of a given thing should be

enough.

In regard to the Magic Lantern and Times,

although they contain items of interest, I

think most photographers rightly regard

them as advertising sheets, pure and simple,

and as thus paying their own way.

C. F. RlCHARDSON.

We give it all, without altering a word,

and onlj' desire to answer it by pointing to

what we have already said, namely, that we
never took a line from our subscribers for

our own use that was not fully made up,

count them as you will. How gladly we
would " run " the magazine " in the inter-

ests of photographers only," we need not

assure, if the aforesaid intelligent and re-

spectable class of people would enable us

thus to secure a proper support for us and

those depending upon us, by their patron-

age. But they do not, and these "side

issues" area necessity. We have devoted

our life, and the best part of it, to the art

we love, and through thick and thin have

stood by it. Our record is in our pages.

We stand or fall by that, full of mistakes

and blunders as it is. If you would have a

model magazine you can, but it will costyou

more than it does now lest it fail very shortly.

Of the real interesttakeninthe matter judge

ye, when you are informed that for six

months we advertised $500 worth of prizes

for new subscribers, and no one took the

prizes, simply because no one sent us any

clubs. With shame we confess it, but it

would be shameful to hide the facts. But

if the cause was false impressions, pray go

more deeply into facts before you judge

harshly. Even with such insinuations', and

an unusually dull year, we are glad to an-

nounce that this magazine was never in a

more prosperous condition than it is now.

.
But it might be more so if the desire was

real to have a magazine "devoted wholly

to photographers." Keally we are sorry for

having taken up so much of your space in

this matter, but it shall be made up to you,

Jenkins, in pictures or aught else you wish.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.*

Photographic Art Society of the
Pacific.—Minutes of a special meeting,

held Friday, August 20th, 1875, at the rooms

of William Shew, 115 Kearney Street, San
Francisco.

At 8 p m. the meeting was called to order,

Mr. Jacob Shew presiding, Mr. Houseworth

being absent.

The minutes of the previous meeting were

read and approved.

The following gentlemen were proposed

for membership ; Harry W. Stringer, Wil-
liam H. Town, and Frank Abell.

Messrs. Kipps and Silva were appointed a

committee to report upon the eligibility of

the candidates for membership.

Mr. Kulofson then took the floor, stating

that he was in receipt of important com-

munications from the Executive Committee

of the National Photographic Association,

in which they assert that the managers of

the Centennial Exhibition had offered to

construct a specialbuilding for the sole pur-

pose of displaying photographs ; that they

will erect a hall to cost twenty thousand

dollars, provided the National Photogra-

phic Association would obtain subscriptions,

of Centennial stock to that amount, and in

conclusion called upon the Society and the

individual members to put their hands in

their pockets, and help along this worthy

cause.

Mr. Kulofson then presented a series of res-

olutions, asking the photographers at large

to subscribe for stock, which on motion of

Mr. Godeus was adopted.

He also submitted a list of subscribers,

amounting to about three hundred dollars

(collected in his firm alone), which by ad-

ditional subscription was being swelled to

five hundred dollars, but at the suggestion

of Mr. Rulofson, to" have California repre-

* We would consider it a favor if the Secre-

taries of all the Societies would send us copies

of their records.
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sented in the sum of one thousand dollars at

least, Messrs. Winter and William Shew

were appointed a committee to assist Mr.

liulofson in canvassing the city for addi-

tional subscriptions.

Messrs. Houseworth and Leavenworth

sent in their resignations, which were ac-

cepted.

No other business being before the Society,

the meeting adjourned till the first Friday

in September.
George B. Rieman,

Secretary.

Photographic Art Society of the
Pacific —Minutes of a general meeting,

held Friday, September 3d, 1875, at Wil-

liam Shew's art gallery.

At 8 p.m. the meeting was called to order,

Mr. Jacob SheAv presiding.

The minutes of the previous meeting were

read and approved.

Mr. H. Borneman was proposed for mem-
bership, and Messrs. Fickett and Town
were appointed a committee to report upon

the eligibility of the candidate at the

next general meeting. Messrs. Harry W.
Stringer, William H. Town, and Frank

Abell were unanimously elected members

of this Society, the Secretary casting the

vote.

Mr. Jacob Shew was unanimously elected

President to fill the unexpired term of Mr.

Houseworth, resigned.

Mr. Vaughan was unanimously elected

Vice-President, to fill the unexpired term of

Mr. Jacob Shew, promoted. Both gentle-

men acknowledged the honor by replying in

a few happy remarks.

Considerable interest being manifested in

the question of retouching, on motion of

Mr. Kulofson, that theme was made the sub-

ject-matter of debate for the next meeting.

Mr. Kulofson stated that, in view of the

recent calamity experienced last week, the

committee had been unable to do anything

in Centennial matters, but asked for further

time, which was granted.

He alluded to the death of William C
Kalston, and on motion, a committee of

three, consisting of Messrs. Vaughan, Per-

kins, and Kulofson, were appointed to draft

suitable resolutions of respect to his mem-

ory, and to lay the same before the Execu-

tive Committee for their action.

No other business being before the Soci-

ety, the meeting adjourned to meet again

the first Friday in October.

Respectfully, etc.,

George B. Rieman,
Secretary.

Resolutions of Respect to the Memory of

William C. Ralston.

" At a meeting of the Photographic Art

Society of the Pacific, held September 3d,

1875, Messrs. Rulofson, "Vaughan, and Per-

kins were appointed to draft resolutions ex-

pressing the sorrow of this Society for the

death of the late William C. Ralston, where-

upon the following resolutions were pre-

sented and adopted:

" Whereas, By one of the unforeseen and

to us inscrutable acts of Providence the great

heart of William C. Ralston has, by an

accidental circumstance, ceased to beat, and

his presence on earth will be known to us

no more; therefore be it

" Resolved, That this Society desires to

recognize by a public voice, the great

amount of gratitude which it owes to its

departed friend, and to recall the many
kindnesses which it has experienced at his

hands. To his energetic and philanthropic

spirit many of the photographers of San

Francisco are proud to acknowledge mate-

rial business obligations, and on the recent

projected visit of the National Photographic

Association in this city, the subscription

of Mr. Ralston individually exceeded the

amount collected from all other sources

together. *

" Resolved, That in view of such an ex-

ample of public enterprise and encourage-

ment to the profession which we represent,

it is our duty, as it is the desire of our sor-

rowing gratitude, to record our sense of his

inestimable worth, and to inscribe upon the

scroll of his fame this poor tribute of affec-

tion for his memory.
" Resolved, That our expression of heart-

felt sorrow for the loss which we, in com-
mon with the whole community, have sus-

tained by his untimely death, be communi-
cated to his widow and family, and with it

our hope that they will find consolation for
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their irreparable loss in the unbounded grief

which possesses the hearts of those among
whom he so long lived and labored.

" Resolved, That a copy of these resolu-

tions be forwarded, with sincere respect and

sympathy, to Mrs. Ralston, and that they

be published in the Call, Chronicle, and Post.

" Wm. H. Rulofson,
" H. W. Vauohan,
" A. J. Perkins.

" George B. Rieman,
" Secretary."

Pennsylvania, Philada.—Among the

amendments to the constitution and by-laws,

proposed some months ago, and adopted at

this meeting, was the following in the order

of business: "Provided, that the time for

transacting business be limited to thirty

minutes, unless by special vote it is deemed

expedient to extend it. " This amendment
is intended to favor the introduction of such

matter as will make the meetings interesting

and profitable to the members, instead of

having the time taken up indefinitely by

some item of business, that under a definite

rule might be disposed of in a few minutes

Mr. Cremer introduced the Centennial

question, and said we had but a few days

left in which to decide whether we should

have a Photographic Hall. The responses

to the call for subscriptions seem to be com-

ing in a little better. He had just heard

that California hoped to raise $1000. He
also had good reports from New York, and

other places. He thought it was the duty

of the Association to do something. Had
not Pennsylvania done so much, the great

work would not now have been so far

along ; and as the State had honored itself

in contributing so largely to the success of

the Centennial he thought the Pennsylva-

nia Photographic Association should show
what they can do to maintain the honor of

the fraternity in this city. An extra effort

should be made on the part of the Associa-

tion. The Centennial Commission had done

more than could hardly have been expected,

in giving us another month in which to get

subscriptions to this work.

Photographic Hall would be exclusively

for photographers, notwithstanding reports

have been circulated to the contrary. The

photographic exhibition in a separate build-

ing would give us such a display as would
place photographers in a better position be-

fore the people than ever before, and he

thought it the duty of every member to

make an effort, and use all his influence to

insure the success of this enterprise.

Mr. Saylor thought it would be well that

each member should accredit the Associa-

tion with whatever amount he had, or

might subscribe, so that in the aggregate it

might be presented as so much from the

Pennsylvania Photographic Association.

This proposition was received with favor,

and a number of the members present sub-

scribed in the name of the Association.

THE PRINTER'S CORNER.
BY CHARLES W. HEARN.#

In the "Printer's Corner" of the last issue

of the Philadelphia Photographer, I wrote

about several matters pertaining to the re-

lation of the silver and toning baths to each

other, and also about other matters more or

less related to them, but, as space did not

permit my finishing at that time, I will

again take up the same.

A sheet of salted paper, whether albu-

menized or not, when floated upon a bath

composed mainly of silver and water, be-

comes influenced, of course, during the pro-

cess of printing and toning, by the state of

the sensitizing bath. The salted wnalbu-

menized paper is subject to about the same

results as the salted albumenized, but not

exactly, for the preparation of the plain

paper renders the results to be desired an

especial matter of considerable thought in

the preparation of the bath for the purpose

of plain paper printing.

A sheet of albumen paper is floated upon

the silver bath, and in what state it will

come off is a question for us to decide.

This is, of course, as above stated, sub-

ject to the preparation of the bath itself,

and in a greater or less degree the paper has

also something to do with it. If the bath

is pure, then it is easy to see that the sheet

* Author of the Practical Printer.
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of paper when silvered will also have im-

pregnated in its surface of albumen a cor-

respondingly pure sensitizing solution. If

the bath is impure (i.e., if it has a great

quantity of matter in it that is foreign to

the object of the solution), it will then con-

taminate the sheet of paper as floated upon

it while the bath is in this state. The reason

is very obvious.

All foreign matter in the bath is in solu-

tion, and thus is utterly lost in the liquid;

and hence, when the paper takes to itself

some of the liquid, it must needs take some

of the impurities of the bath also. Now,

all impurities in any solution not only re-

tard the action, but also affect the purity

of the finished results. The negative bath,

when it is full of dirt, iodine, etc., never

works so quickly or so beautifully as it does

when all of these impurities are more or

less taken out of it So it is the case with,

the positive silver bath.

All impurities in it make the paper print

poorly, as well as a poor negative bath

makes a bad negative. After the paper is

floated, dried, and fumed, we commence to

print it. It looks, how?
The print is not at all brilliant, but dull,

flat, and very " woolly." Look at the shad-

ows; they are of a brown-dirt color ; whereas

they should look bright and warm in tone,

and, indeed, exactly the reverse of dirty. So

much for the printing ; we are dissatifled

with the prints, now let us notice the further

operation through which the paper is des-

tined to pass.

"We make a hath of acetic acid and water,

and place the prints therein, desiring them

to remain there until acetate of silver is

formed on the surface of them.

As we are all aware, the purity of the sil-

vered paper is now known by the readiness

with which the acetate of silver is formed.

If the prints will not "red up," which is

an indication of the conversion of the silver

on the surface of the paper (chloride, albu-

minate, and nitrate) into the acetate of sil-

ver, then we can conclude at once that some-

thing is the matter with the positive bath,

unless the process of fuming has been im-

properly done.

There is no part of the process of washing,

toning, etc., where the result of a poor silver

bath is so noticeable as it is in the acidifying

of the prints I will attempt to state the

looks and actions of the prints while in the

water, and to trace their shortcomings to

their causes.

When first placed in, it is at once noticeable

that the prints are in a state where the deli-

cate chemical action is destroyed, and, if

they "red up" at all, it will be the result

of their being forced; and all such action

of chemicals is very injurious, in photog-

raphy at least, for, as a rule, it is desired

by all authorities that all chemical action

should be gentle, yet certain, and attainable

without any difficulty whatever. The usual

small quantity of acetic acid is placed in the

sink where the acidifying is conducted, and

really without any effect upon the prints,

for their color either has not changed per-

ceptibly, or if at all, then only slightly so.

Then more acid is placed in the sink, and

the prints are moved about for some min-

utes more. It is at this time that we often

hear the complaint about how the prints will

not " red up," and the novice will at once

lay the reason either (as said in my last,

article) to the " fickleness of chemicals " or

to overfuming, and yet he will continue to

let the same occur again and again without

putting himself to the trouble to inquire

into the difficulty, and thus be a gainer in

acquiring information thereby.

After a long time, and by the use of much
acid, the prints will finally change their

color to a red ; and what kind of a red is

it? Is it warm and pretty, or is it a sort

of a muddy and ugly-looking color ? The
latter is the case ; and now how do we com-

mence to tone? Is it with a hopeful coun-

tenance, or with a dissatisfied air? Prob-

ably the latter, if the operator has any feel-

ing or care about how his prints come out

,
when finished. If he does not, he had better

quit photography and go to digging on the

streets, for the latter occupation is nearer

his forte ; surely not photography. Why
is it that experienced printers and toners

desire to have their prints acidify beauti-

fully? Is it not because, as I have stated

above, that gentle and easy action of chem-

icals is a sure indication of the purity of the

prepared paper ? If this is so, is it not also

an indication of the purity of the silver
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bath ? I think you will all agree with me
in saying that it is. Endeavor to make and

keep your silver bath as pure as possible,

and you will henefit yourself greatly in

your work. Never 'mind the trouble.

It will thus be seen by the above that the

harmonious relation of the silver to that of

the toning bath is of great importance even

here in the acidifying of the prints, since so

very much depends upon how the prints will

tone by their appearance when removed

from the acetic acid bath. Never mind if

the toning hath does contain chloride of

sodium in its composition, and thus have

the result of "redding" them when first

placed in it, and then commencing to tone;

that makes no difference. The action of the

salt is much better when the prints are

acted easily upon by the acid in the first

bath than when they are not. Who desires

to tone prints which are ugly in color be-

fore they are placed in the toning bath ?

Suppose they do "red up," does not the

print contain in its composition some of the

impurities of the silver bath just the same?

In my last article I attempted to show

the relation of the silver and the toning

baths one to another, and thus far, in this

" Corner," the relation of the silvered paper

to the toning bath ; but there are one or

two things more which I will mention :

1st. Endeavor to keep your silver bath free

from all impurities.

2d. Endeavor to have the action of the

chemicals gentle and easy.

3d. Endeavor to put (as Elbert Anderson

calls it), brains into your work, and to study

the relations of one part of your work to

another, and that to the next, etc., and to

thus try to draw the whole thing down to a

practical basis.

The different effects caused by the prep-

aration of the toning bath I will mention

in my next.

St. Charles, Mo., September 13th, 1875.

Mr. Charles W. Hkark.

Dear Sir : Please be so kind and inform

me what formula you used for the M. Paper,

a specimen of which is in the July number of

the journal ; negative by Mr. H. Rocher.

By so doing you will greatly oblige.

Reed Goebel.

The formulae you desire is as follows :

Silver bath 45 grains strong of the silver

to the ounce of distilled water, made slightly

alkaline with ammonia. Float thirty to

thirty-five seconds. Fume ten minutes.

Toning bath is simply a bicarbonate of

soda bath used over and over again, and

replenished before use by the addition of

gold and soda, so as to tone in ten minutes.

Fixing Bath.

Sat. Sol. Hyposulphite of Soda. . 1 ounce.

Water, 6 "

Bicarbonate of Soda, . . .1 grain.

Chaeitan, Iowa .

I would like a solution of the spotted

effect of the print sent. You will see that

part of it is as spotted as a turkey's egg. I

have been troubled considerably with such.

W. B. Critchfield.

The spots referred to are such as are

known by the name of "black measles."

They are caused by a too strong silver

bath and too long floating. Keduce your

bath from 65 to 55 grains, and float the

double paper forty-five seconds.

CORNER CENTENNIAL.
It was our intention this month to pre-

sent a drawing of the ground plan of the

main exposition building, showing the space

apportioned to the several countries, but we
are informed that there will be very many
alterations made from the present plan, and

have decided to postpone until later the

publication of the drawing alluded to.

We are in communication with the chair-

men of the several committees before whom
the interests of our art and its co-workers

will and do come, and are striving to secure

for them all the representation and position

and consideration which they are entitled

to. We are to have a handsomely lighted

Hall accorded to Photography, where its

products and the materials and apparatus

used in the art from all parts of the

world will be exhibited close together ; and

second, we hope all interested in such ex-

hibits in all parts of the globe will send a

display of their best productions to place

on exhibition. We ask for the members of

the Centennial Commission the co-operation
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of all who are interested. In due season we

shall announce more particularly the ar-

rangements for this department. Mean-

while, please to keep your mind upon it and

be getting ready.

We enjoin upon photographers the wis-

dom and necessity of sending their appli-

cations for space now, for it is being rapidly

taken up, and you will not want to be left

out.

Blank applications for space may be had

of Director General A. T. Goshorn, 903

Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

No charge will be made for space. A
great amount of money, however, will be

needed for the expenses of the Exhibition,

and we once more make bold to call your

attention to our first article on this subject

and to partially repeat it, so far as to suggest

HOW YOU CAN HELP.

First, subscribe for the stock at $10 a

share. Every man, woman or child in the

country should do something, and a way
has been opened to those least able to sub-

scribe to stock. The Centennial Bureau of

Revenue have had prepared at the United

States Mint, by special direction of Con-

gress, memorial medals, which have been

manufactured at such prices as to admit of

their purchase by every one ; these medals

are of two sizes, the larger in bronze. $2,

and gilt, $5, the smaller in silver, $3, and

gilt, $1 each. This price covers the cost of

neat morocco cases, in which they are de-

livered, or sent by mail free of charge, on

receipt of the amount specified, which can

be remitted direct to the Centennial Bureau

of Kevenue, 904 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

Have all you send credited to Photographic

Hall.

Every one, high or low, rich or poor, can

become associated with this great patriotic

occasion, and leave, to be preserved to the

second Centennial of the Kepublic, evidence

in his family of his devotion to our country

and its flag and to their interests.

Rules and Information for Exhibit-

ors in the Main Building.

The space granted to an exhibitor within

the building is available floor space, exclu-

sive of the intermediate passages between

the exhibits. It may be utilized in various

ways, as follows:

By placing the products exhibited directly

upon the floor.

By constructing a low platform upon

which they may be placed.

By erecting counters on which they may
be arranged.

By erecting ornamental columns, pyra-

mids, cones, and partitions to obtain

"wall space.

By erecting show cases in which the ex-

hibits may be tastefully displayed.

There will be no charge for space ; but

all platforms, counters, ornamental parti-

tions, show cases, and appurtenances, must

be erected at the expense of the exhibitor.

No particular form or design is prescribed for

the cases, counters, etc., but they must not

exceed thefollowimr heights, withoutspeeial

permission from the Chief of Bureau :

Show Cases a?id Partitions.—Fifteen feet

above the floor.

Counters.—Two feet ten inches above the

floor, on the side next to the passage way.

Platforms.—One foot above the floor.

In order to insure the advantageous and

satisfactory location of products exhibited,

applicants for space desiring to erect show

cases, counters, or partitions, must furnish

to this Bureau a scale drawing or tracing,

showing clearly the elevation and ground

plan of the same, and especially indicating

the sides of the cases intended to be open

for inspection.

Exhibitors will have the privilege of

placing railings of approved design around

the space allotted to them. All such rail-

ings must be of the uniform height of two

feet six inches above the floor level, and

may be attached to the case by projecting

brackets, or be supported by posts from the

floor. In every instance the floor space

granted includes the area embraced by the

railing. The line of the railing will be

placed upon the line of the passage-way,

and no railing will be allowed to project

beyond the case or counter into the passage-

way.

Exhibitors desiring to display products

pendent from the roof trusses, must in every

case obtain special permission to that effect,

from the Chief of Bureau.
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No exhibitor will be permitted to display

products in such a manner as to obstruct

the light or vistas through the avenues and

aisles, or occasion inconvenience, injury,

or disadvantageously affect the display of

other exhibitors.

Signs will not be allowed to project be-

yond the floor area of the space allotted, nor

will signs made of canvass or paper be' per-

mitted. The size of all signs will be sub-

ject to approval.

The nave, avenues, aisles, and public pas-

sage-ways remain under the control of the

United States Centennial Commission ; and

no trophies, decorations, portals, fountains,

or other special exhibits, will be permitted

in them, except by special permission of the

Director-General.

Each column within the building will be

lettered and numbered
; the letters desig-

nating the lines of columns lengthwise, from

east to west, and the numbers, the lines

crosswise, from north to south. Each ex-

hibitor will have his location defined with

reference to the nearest column, and the

official directory of the building will give

the positions according to this system.

Exhibitors having space granted in close

proximity to the columns or outer wall of

the building, will be furnished from this

Bureau with drawings showing the form

of the columns, the water spouts, and the

available wall space.

Cards supplied by the Centennial Com-
mission may be affixed to goods, stating the

exhibitor's name, address and place of manu-

facture, class of objects, catalogue number,

and price.

All products arriving at the doors of the

building by rail, wagon, or otherwise, will

be received by the Bureau of Transporta-

tion, and delivered on the space granted.

Each exhibitor will then be expected to un-

pack and arrange his goods without delay.

Provision has been made for the removal

and safe storage of empty boxes and cases

immediately after unpacking.

All exhibits must be in position, and

finally arranged, not later than May 1st,

1876.

The Chief of the Bureau of Installation

has charge of the allotment of space to ex-

hibitors in the United States section.

The right to alter or amend these rules is

reserved.

A. T. Goshornt,

Direetor-General.

Henry Pettit,
Chief of Bureau of Installation.

Similar rules will apply to Photographic

Hall.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the N". P. A.

A special meeting of the committee was

held at 419 Broome Street, New York, on

the 24th of September. Present, Messrs.

Adams, Chairman, Bogardus, Black, Wil-

cox, and Wilson.

The special business bringing the com-

mittee together was the matter of the erec-

tion of Photographic Hall. Messrs. Adams
and Wilcox, of the Committee on Dealers

and Manufacturers, reported that they had

not been favored with many subscriptions.

Mr. Black, of the Committee on Photog-

raphers, reported about $500 from Boston

and vicinity Mr. Bogardus thought New
York would subscribe $2000 to $3000, and

Mr. Wilson said Philadelphia would take

$5000, and that he had near $1000 scatter-

ing, and $1000 was promised by President

Rulofson from California. All told, it was

found that not over $10,000 could be raised,

when it was proposed to give up the proj-

ect, for it was evident that the fraternity

could not or would not enter into the enter-

prise. This motion was pleaded against, and

the result was a resolution to state the facts

to the Centennial Board of Finance, offer

the $10,000 subscribed, with the promise to

strive to raise the balance, and upon such

offer ask them to proceed to erect Photo-

graphic Hall, and thus secure to our art the

representation due it.

It was also resolved to appeal to the fra-

ternity once more in behalf of the project,

and to go on and work for the same until

January 1st, 1876. Also, to invite the pho-

tographers of foreign countries to meet us

with their works in competition next year
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in Photographic Hall, if the Centennial

Board of Finance agree to erect it.*

On motion adjourned.

The Memorial and Art Hall at the

Centennial.

A Structure of Perfect Proportions.

A letter from this city to the New
York Times says

:

" The Philadelphians, who are unani-

mously enthusiastic over the approaching

Centennial, do not seem to be much exer-

cised about their magnificent Memorial
Hall, which is also to be the Art Hall of

the occasion.

" Probably one of the reasons for this

lack of triumphant pride in a very remark-

able building arises from the fact that its

colossal character cannot yet be discerned,

on account of the neighboring main hall.

It is impossible that a building 365 feet

long should appear grand when confronted

by another building nearly 1900 feet long.

Moreover, the proportions of the masses

are so just and so symmetrical that the eye,

unaided by instruction, is powerless to

gauge its dimensions. It has, for example,

four pavilions, one at each corner, in each

of which an ordinary Philadelphia mansion

could be stowed away comfortably. The
facade of the main entrance is sixty feet in

height, and yet it does not seem thirty feet.

The three doorways, the grand entrances,

are more than thirty feet to the centre orna-

ments in the keystone of each arch, and yet

they make no such impression of colossal

height upon the eye. They are, without

exception, the most tremendous openings of

modern architecture, such as would make
us gasp and stare if we were to see them at

Baalbek or Luxor, because we have the

idea of enormous dimensions fixed in our

minds, and our eyes see everything through

the coloring of that idea. Here in Amer-
ica, where we are accustomed to immense

heights and commonplace details, colossal

detail and moderate height take us so com-

* We would call attention to the editorial on

page 318, where it will be seen that Photographic

Hall is to be erected.

—

Ed.

pletely off our feet that we cannot master

them. There is not a bit of sculpture, there

is not a projection, there is not a balustrade,

nor a window, nor piece of ornamentation

anywhere which is not in such exact pro-

portion to the mass of the whole as to seem

an ordinary thing. For example, the key-

stone of each arch over the entrances is a

colossal female head, twice the size of life,

surrounded by wreaths of foliage. Being

exactly proportioned to its height of more
than thirty feet, its colossal character is im-

possible of detection, and from the correct

manner in which it has been designed, the

features are not lost by the distance. They

have been roughly, rudely cut, but the at-

titude fills in all the cavities, softens all the

asperities, and makes each face beautifully

refined and feminine. Had it been drawn on

any other scale it would have been meaning-

less and inexpressive."

MATTERS OF THE

We are glad to be informed by the Treas-

urer that " the dues are beginning to come
in." This is necessary; as, if there is to

be a Convention next year, the Executive

Committee are none too early to make their

arrangements.

Dues.—The members of the Association

who are not life members are reminded that

the annual dues are payable June 1st, 1875,

to Mr. Albert Moore, Treasurer, No. 828

Wood Street, Philadelphia—$4 for employ-

ers, and $2 for employes. Prompt payment
will reassure the Executive Committee that

their efforts to secure a proper representa-

tion of our art in the Centennial Exhibition

are substantially approved. New members
should remit to the Permanent Secretary.

Entrance fee, $5 ; dues as above.

Please pay your dues this month, to en-

able the Executive Committee to arrange for

the Centennial and the 1876 Convention.

There is really no time to lose. Make
other things wait.
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Photographic Hall—is to be. What a

glorious thing it will be for our art. If you

haven't faith enough in us to believe it, why
wait and see. A little opposition makes

every good thing grow. If you don't help

build it you will regret it, be assured When
we write its history we will add your tears.

The National Photographic Association

should be able to subscribe $2000 to Photo-

graphic Hall, but it cannot do so unless the

members pay their dues. Treasurer Moore

states the following ugly facts:

"Amount of dues unpaid by members,

$4500 to $5000.

" There are 766 members who never paid

more than one year's dues "—to get all the

privileges of a Convention cheap and then

stop.

The Future of the National Photo-

graphic Association.—Is its usefulness

gone? We trust, we believe not. There

are many who are dissatisfied with it, how-

ever; and we don't wonder. Yet we be-

lieve it will be more useful hereafter than

it has ever been before, and that its future

will be brighter. Some do not like it for

various reasons ; but of all the novel ones

given, the following is the most novel. We
find it in the St. Louis Globe, among our

reminiscences of the last convention, and

is too good to be lost. It is part of an inter-

view between a noted (doubtless very ill)

member of the National Photographic As-

sociation and a Globe reporter, as follows :

A Private Opinion or the National
Photographic Convention, now in

Session at Chicago.

Mr. ,* standing in the very front

rank of St. Louis photographers, was found

at his residence by a Globe reporter, who
was desirous of learning something regard-

ing the Photographers' National Conven-

tion now in session in Chicago. Mr.

was in his shirt-sleeves, and ushered the

Globe reporter into the parlor, where, in

the dark, the photographer was made the

victim of an interview.

"I don't believe it will amount to any-

thing," said Mr. , when the re-

porter had announced the object of his visit.

# Using this for the sake of illustration only,

we omit the mention of any name.

—

Ed.

" I am going up there, in a day or two, to

meet the stockdealers there, but not to at-

tend the convention. There is too much
talk there, and too little work to suit me."

" The convention isn't what it used to

be?"
" No, it has degenerated a good deal of

late years. The best one, I believe, we ever

had was that in St. Louis, two years ago.

Since then we have had one in Buffalo, and

this, in Chicago, is the next. And I believe

" It will be the last."

" What has been the cause of the degen-

eration ?"

" Too much talk. I don't believe in

them. I, for one, ain't going up to those

conventions and tell secrets which it has

taken me years to work up, before a con-

vention where anybody is admitted who
has got two dollars to pay the admission

fee. That is all that is required. If the

fee was fifty dollars, or one hundred dollars,

I would like it a good deal better. I would

like it a good deal better if there were only

about a hundred members, instead of the

thousands that are in it now. There are too

many speculators in it for me. The first

convention that we had was the best one of

them all. Then there were only about fifty

of us, who met together in Boston ; and we
all took pride in it too. But I and a good

many others won't go up and explain our

secrets before a big body, which any man
can get into who has fifty dollars."

" Country photographers?"

" Yes, and I am sorry for it, too. It

lost me one good man, who was working

for me. He wanted to go up and explain

some things, and I told him if he went I

would discharge him. He went, and I dis-

charged him."
" What keepsit up, then ?"

" The only thing that keeps it up is

—

" The Stockdealers.

" They go on whenever the conventions

are held; and if it wasn't for them the

whole thing would fall through. And they

know it, too. They tell them, the photog-

raphers, if it wasn't for us where would

you be?"

Here endeth the quotation.

Afraid of the National Photographic
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Association ! The National Photographic

Association a thief and a robber ! Horrible !

Shut your lips and shut your doors, ye city

proprietors of "art palaces," lest ye lose

all you have, ye misers ! What a dreadful

thing it would be if ye should, once in your

lives, give a single thought for the benefit of

the fraternity which has given so much to

you freely and without cost.

He who "went" and was "discharged"

was "a good man," not only, but a brave

one, and we trust he is better situated now.

Such men hold the future of photography

in their power. Let them uphold the Na-

tional Photographic Association and it will

uphold them. Come next year, and see.

BURNET'S PRACTICAL HINTS
ON COMPOSITION.

As we are about to issue a reproduction

of this work (each page, line,.and engrav-

ing being an exact photolithograph of the

original), we here propose to make a brief

review of its contents, that our readers may

the better understand its purpose, and our

object in its republication.

To define composition may seem almost

superfluous, and yet there are, doubtless,

many who are not familiar with the appli-

cations of the term ; we will, therefore,

give the author's definition. " Composition

is the art of arranging figures or objects, so

as to adapt them to any particular subject.

In composition four requisites are neces-

sary : that the story be well told ;
that it

possess a good general form ; that it be so

arranged as to be capable of receiving a

proper effect of light and shade ; and that

it be susceptible of an agreeable disposition

of color. Theform of a composition is best

suggested by the subject or design, as the

fitness of the adaptation ought to appear to

emanate from the circumstances themselves,

hence the variety of compositions."

"With this general definition of the sub-

ject, we proceed to notice the various forms

of composition treated upon. The first is

the Angular, which is applicable to land-

scapes, grouping, and even to single figures.

As illustrations of this style of composi-

tion, we have sketches from landscape

paintings, by Cuyp, Potter, Claude, Ru-

bens, De Laer, and figure groups by Ostade,

Burnet, Terburg, De Laer, Metzu, Rem-
brandt, Rubens, and Correggio. These con-

tain many examples useful to photographers

in either department of the work, and are

accompanied with explanations touching the

arrangement of lines, and the effect of light

and shade produced.

Circular Composition.

Burnet says, this form is applicable to the

highest walks of art, from its simplicity and

extensive sweep; and to the lowest, from

its being finely adapted for the purposes of

light and shade.

As examples of this style, we have a

copy from the celebrated painting by Raf-

faelle, entitled the " Death of Annanias,"

one of the most complete illustrations of

this form that could be selected. Besides

this there are groups by Correggio. Guido,

Rubens, West, Rembrandt, Domenichino,

Burnet, Wilkie, and Ostade.

Among these are many fine examples of

pyramidal composition, forming parts of

the principal group, some of the most

prominent of which, may be found in West's

"Death of General Wolfe," and Wilkie's

" Blind Fiddler."

In all these the student will observe that

the most unimportant object in the picture

serves an important purpose; and if this

work be studied with a view, not to copy,

but that the mind may gain new conceptions

of art, it will become capable of compre-

hending the artistic qualities of all pictures

wherever seen. When this point has been

reached, the student no longer feels the dis-

position to copy, but is able to frame a work

of his own, according to the rules which

the laws of art require should be ob-

served.

We feel in commending this work to our

art photographers, that the subject will be

presented in a somewhat different form from

any that has heretofore claimed their atten-

tion. The sketches here are the important

feature, and it is to a study of them espe-

cially that the author invites the attention

of the student. In photography as in paint-

ing, he " can hope to derive advantage from

theory, only when rendered obvious by

ocular demonstration."
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Photography at the International

Exhibition.

Photographic Hall to be Erected—
Photography to be Honored by the
World.

And so on we might write ; head-line after

head-line of rejoicing over the fact that we
are to have a space given our art at the

International Exhibition next year that is

commensurate with the requirements and

the necessities of it. Photographic Hall is

to be erected! Those who have devoted so

much time and energy to the matter are to

be congratulated on the arrangements they

have secured.

It seemed almost a mad absurdity to at-

tempt to collect $20,000 for such a project

from a fraternity with whom business has

been so long depressed ; but, owing to the

incoming of winter, and to the fact that the

whole time was needed to prepare, it was pos-

itively necessary that the effort be made, and

the matter decided for or against the proj-

ect at this none too early day.

"With all sorts of discouragements the

projectors went on, however. They suc-

ceeded in securing subscriptions to about

$10,000 worth of stock, and there they fal-

tered. No more could be raised, now at

least. Perhaps towards the holidays, when
the times were easier and business better,

they could do more, but the matter must be

decided now; it was imperative. Therefore,

with the subscriptions already received, they

went to the Centennial Board of Finance,

told their story, argued their case, and the

result was that the board agreed to go on

with the erection of the hall at once upon

the payment of the subscriptions received,

and relying on the enterprise of our frater-

nity to make up the balance. The official

fiat of the Board of Finance is, viz.

:

Centennial Board op Finance.

Committee on Grounds, Plans, and Buildings.

904 Walnut Street.

Philadelphia, Sept. 30th, 1875.

Edward L. Wilson.
My dear Sir: The Centennial Board of

Finance have to-day passed a resolution

authorizing the Building Committee to ask

for proposals, and contract for the erection

of Photographic Hall. We will push the

work forward, and construct it upon the

plan for a building 75 x 240, and in accord-

ance with the elevation and details given to

the readers of the Philadelphia Photographer

(August number).

We do this relying upon the good faith of

your profession to raise the balance of the

sum proposed ($20,000), before January 1st,

1876.

Tours truly,
'

Thomas Cochran,
Chairman of Building Committee.

Resolved, That the Committee on Grounds,

Plans, and Buildings are hereby authorized to

ask for proposals, and contract for the erection

and construction of the building to be known as

the Photographic Hall.

Now, fellow-photographers, we will give

a list of the stockholders in Photographic

Hall next month, and since you are to

have the greatest opportunity you will ever

have to do yourselves credit, to do a hand-

some act, to elevate your art and your-

selves in public estimation, will you not do

your full duty in the matter? Attribute

our plainness of speech to our earnestness.

We do want to see Photography honored at

the great International Exhibition. Will
you not, therefore, 1. Do all you can, by
personal subscription and by appeal to

others to aid in making up the deficit of

$10,000 by January 1st, 1876 ? A dealer in

fishing-tackle told us, a few days ago, that

one of the best business transactions he ever

made was in contributing twenty-five dol-

lars towards stocking a river a hundred

miles away from him, with bass. The bass

increased and grew, and so did the trade in

fishing-tackle, and he has had his twenty-

five dollars returned a hundred times. Phila-

delphia may seem a great ways off to some
of you, but never mind. This is an Inter-

national, not a Philadelphia, exhibition.

Your patrons will all come to see it. They
will examine Photographic Hall carefully

and enjoy its attractions. Then they will

go home to you and order pictures like they

saw there, which you must prepare to sup-

ply. Now as it is no longer doubtful about

the hall being erected, let the reluctant sub-

scriptions come in. Do as did our corres-

pondent, from whose letter we quote as fol-

lows :
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Cumberland, Md., Sept. 13th, 1875.

Friend Wilson: Your circular, "in

behalf of Photographic Hall," is before me
;

and while I always kno.w that things in this

world couldn't wag along well without me,

it has made me " feel my importance " till

I begin to think I am a "bloated aristo-

cratic bondholder."

The thing depends on "you" (that's

me), in great big black caps, as a printer

would say ; and I suppose you all have been

"waiting orders" to go ahead from me!

Well, I am glad you let me know before

"time's up," for, I agree with you, the thing

should be built by all means. Tell 'em they

have my permission to go on with the work,

and to drive ahead at once. I inclose the

amount which you say will do the job.

"Hang the expense," as the boy buying

peanuts said when he treated his crowd of

five with a cent's worth. Push the thing

along ; let's have a good hall, and next year

we'll have lots of fun ! R.

2. Will you not join in inviting your co-

workers all over the world to come over

with their best works, and help fill Photo-

graphic Hall with the finest products of the

art possible to create? In your name you

cannot do this unless you supply the funds

for the hall. But you will do this, and

therefore in your name we invite all of our

foreign friends to send their very best works

in competition with us. See what a list Dr.

Vogel sends from Germany 1 Now, we have

heard of them coming from all parts of the

Old World. Let them come. We cannot

claim a hundred years of age for Photog-

raphy, but we can claim to have made as

much progress as any other art or industry

has in any one century.

3. Apply for your space for exhibition

now. We will send blanks to all who haven't

them, free of charge. It is understood that

the funds all go to the-Treasurer of the Cen-

tennial Board of Finance, who will send a

certificate of stock to all who subscribe ten

dollars and over, or larger sums may be

divided up, to secure certificates for various

persons. If you cannot send ten dollars,

send one dollar, three dollars, or five dol-

lars, and get a medal. For prices, see page

313. Then apply for your space. No charge

for that. Those who subscribe to the stock

may naturally expect a choice of locality.

The whole matter is under the care of the

Director-General. No private parties will

have any direction in the matter at all. It

will be part of the general exhibition, and

used entirely for exhibition purposes. All

photographers from all countries who ex-

hibit at all will be obliged to exhibit there.

Graphoscopes.—A trade circular, from Sco-

vill Manufacturing Company, gives a complete

list of the sizes and prices of Samuel Peck & Co.'s

Graphoscopes, with which they are prepared to

supply the trtide. These are in a great variety

of styles, many of them being elegantly trimmed

and finished. Dealers and others will do well to

consult their list.

Error.—In Dr. VogePs letter, in our Sep-

tember number, the translator made an error,

which he has since discovered. On page 375,

first column, second paragraph, "crystalline

soda" should read, "crystalline selenium."

Those interested will please make a note of it.

Mr. D. C. Burnite, of Harrisburg, has re-

cently built and fitted up a new gallery at 1125

Ridge Avenue. We are glad to see this evidence

of his success, and hope his prosperity may con-

tinue. Dull times seem to have little effect upon

men of push and enterprise.

Our new photographic covers are meeting with

a large sale, and we are constantly receiving

orders from dealers and photographers. Any
photographer can sell these to his patrons, as

they answer every purpose of an album, at a very

trifling cost. For sale by Benerman & Wilson.

See advertisement.

Dissolution or Copartnership.—The copart-

nership heretofore existing under the firm of

Dodge, Collier & Perkins, of Boston, was dis-
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solved on the 21st of July, 1875, by the retire-

ment of the senior partner, Mr. John F. Dodge.

The business of manufacturing, publishing, and

importing photographic materials, frames, chro-

mos, views, and stereoscopes, will be continued

at 255 Washington Street, under the firm name

of Collier & Perkins. We wish them success.

Another New Gallery.—Mr. John Cadwal-

lader, of Indianapolis, has just moved into a new

gallery in that city. A notice in the Daily Sen.-

tinel speaks of it as something superior in furni-

ture and fittings. He opened with a grand public

reception, with music, etc., on the evening of the

6th of September. We congratulate Mr. Cad

wallader on his advancement, and the excellent

reputation he has acquired. He sends us a fine

picture of Robert D.ile Owen.

Willard's Monthly, for September, comes

to us well filled with matter interesting to pho«

tographers. It is a very complete catalogue and

price-list of photographic goods, publications,

etc. , etc.

We are glad to see that Mr. S. Root created

quite a sensation at the State Fair in Dubuque,

Iowa, by a fine display of his photographic work.

He was awarded the first premiums for the best

display, for the best single plain photographs,

and for the best twenty photographic cards. The

local papers give glowing descriptions of his ex-

hibit. This is the kind of advertising. Why
cannot somebody else do as well ?

Pictures Received.—From Mr. J. D. Cad-

wallader, Marietta, Ohio, a number of finely exe-

cuted Promenades, evincing a good deal of care

and taste in the production. Also, a laughing

and crying child, card size, capitally done. Of

equal merit are some Promenades, also, from Mr.

Ormsby, of Chicago ; Promenades and cabinets

from Conant, Portland, Me., very successful

;

Bradley & Rulofson, San Francisco, several cabi-

nets, consisting of a group of heads of distin-

guished personages, prominent in the centre of

which are the portraits of the senior and junior

partners of the firm of Bradley & Rulofson
; por-

traits of the late Hans Christian Andersen and

the late William C. Ralston ; copies from the

drawings of the great Palace Hotel, just erected

there, and the proposed new gallery for Messrs.

Bradley & Rulofson. The group of heads is a

study ; the portraits are very interesting from

associations, and the buildings are magnificent.

Cabinets from Mr. Well G. Singhi, Binghamton,

N. Y., some fine specimens ; also samples of Mr.

Singhi's advertising cards, which are decidedly

original and unique. Cabinets and cards from

Mr. E. A. Kusel, Oroville, Cal. Some of these

were made with the temperature at 108° in his

gallery ; they are of a icarmer tone than some

received before. Stereoscopes from Mr. Julius

Hall, Great Barrington, Mass., all interiors of

private residences, and most charmingly exe-

cuted. We congratulate Mr. Hall on the excel-

lence of his work.

Messrs. Smith & Motes,, of Atlanta, Ga.,

have a very flattering notice in a local paper,

being placed at the head of a list of business

houses in that city. We are glad to see such

evidences of their popularity and success.

Mr. Jacoby, of Minneapolis, sends us some

fine stereos of the interior of his gallery, which

appears to be elegantly and profusely fitted and

furnished. Conspicuous in the view under his

skylight is the elegant mammoth camera and lens

which he drew at the Chicago Convention last year.

The camera, it will be remembered, was one of

the American Optical Company's boxes, furnished

by Scovill Manufacturing Company, and the lens

a mammoth Voigtlander, from B. French & Co.,

Boston. We congratulate Mr. Jacoby on his fine

surroundings, and wish him continued success.

Canadian Journal op Photography, new

series. This is a little sixteen-page pamphlet,

published monthly by Messrs. Ewing & Co. , stock-

dealers, of Toronto. It contains a variety of

practical matter, with a liberal exhibit of pho-

tographic requisites sold by them, and will, no

doubt, prove useful to both dealers and patrons.

The New York Daily Graphic is about to issue

a supplement photograpltic with one of its issues
;

the last October number containing many mat-

ters of interest to us all. It will insert busi-

ness cards also at a low rate for photographers,

which the enterprising will not fail to take advan-

tage of.

An Excellent Business Opportunity.—We
desire to call attention to the special advertise-

ment of "W. B I.'' We can assure all of the

entire responsibility of the party, who is well

known to many of you.

Photographic Hall is to be erected. Apply

early for space. You who have subscribed to

build it apply early, for we fear it is not going to

be big enough for all demands.

Mosaics.—We respectfully invite contribu-

tions to our little year book, and would like them

at once. " Short and practical " are the condi-

tions.



ADVERTISING RATES FOR SPECIALTIES.—It will be understood that matter under
this head is not to be considered as always having editoiial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of
anything tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and
sure to pay largely. Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a
line—in advance. Operators desiring situations, no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure,

insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations. 4©=- We cannot undertake to mail
answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the advertisement.

A Rare Chance.—To close a co-partnership.

One-half, or the whole, of a first-class gallery, in

Richmond, Va , doing the largest business of any

in the city, and it is one of the oldest established

in the South ; has about thirty thousand nega-

tives on hand, made since the war. The oper-

ating room is 43 x 33 feet, with a due north sky

and side light, 15x18 feet. All the necessary

apparatus, from the mammoth camera down.

Price moderate. Address Gallery,

Care J. B. Newell.

Wanted.—I want to buy a good paying pho-^

tograph gallery, in a town of not less than 10,-

000 inhabitants. Income must average over

$200 per month. Address, with particular de-

scription, R. W.,

Care Benerman & Wilson, Philada.

For Sale.—A first-class photograph gallery,

in West Philadelphia, will be sold cheap on ac-

count of other business ; a splendid chance for

the Centennial. Price, $1000. Call or address

L. P. Marshall,

3208 Market St., Philadelphia.

Special Notice.—$400 will buy a gallery

well fitted, in a lively city of 35,000 inhabitants,

in central Pennsylvania
;
greatest railroad cen-

tre in the State
;
good business, fine instruments,

large light, best location, wide entrance, well-

established, every convenience. Address, with

stamp, Photo.,

Box 166, Harrisburg, Pa.

A photographer would give instruction in

the business, such as retouching, or making neg-

atives and Glace pictures, and everything per-

taining to the business. Can be engaged by the

week on reasonable terms. Address

Negative, Pottstown, Pa.

For Sale.—First-class photograph rooms, es-

tablished nine years and doing a good business
;

population of town 11,000 and increasing at the

rate of 1000 annually; also, picture framing

business connected with it, paying large profits.

No opposition in either. The best opening in

New England. Rent only $200. Will sell for

the extremely low price of $1800. Reason for

selling, must have outdoor occupation.

Address B. C. Swain, Maiden, Mass.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

HERMAGIS
LENSES.

Splendid Testimonial from
Mr. HENRY ROCHER,

The Eminent Chicago Artist,

to the excellencies of
THE HERMAGIS LEJfS,

"Salomon" Style,

$160.
Chicago, June 28, 1875.

"It answers completely my
expectations of it. I don't ex-
pect to cut a 9-inch figure
with it, hut for Sxlu size, and
' PROMENADE » style it is just
the thing. My first pictures
with it were those of Mrs. Et.

Gen. P. H. Sheridan, and every
one found grace before /nm."

HENRY ROCHER.

Mr. F. GUTEKUNST,
The Eminent Philadelphia

Artist,

Had a " pet lens " he had used
many years, and replaced it by
a " Salomon " style Hermagis
lens, because it excelled his
old one.

$160.
A few only left.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Apt*
PHIL4DELPHIA.

A man with plenty of vim, shove, and energy,

can find a splendid opportunity for business, in

one of our largest cities in the South-west,*that

was ever offered. A "new broom" can sweep

in the best trade of the city, by making superior

work. Will sell the whole or a part interest.

Address W. B. I.,

Care "Philadelphia Photographer.''

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



Wanted.—An operator, one who is thoroughly

posted in all of the different branches. Address,

with references, F. K. Houston,

307 King St., Charleston, S. C.

Baltimore, August 31, 1875.

Bbnerman & Wilson.

Gents : The Hermagis cabinet lens suits very

well. Inclosed find the amount for the same.

J. HOLYLAND.

To Photographers, and others concerned.

—

Beware of the Swindler. On the 23d day of

August, 1875, a man in my employ, calling him-

self Henry Clifford, a Canadian by birth, about

24 to 28 years old ; 5 ft. 8 in. high ; black hair

and small black goatee ; blue eyes, sharp features,

quick, nervous temperament ; well educated, and

calculated to deceive ; made collections in the

city of Peoria, for work done by him for me and

delivered, amounting to from $150 to $250. He
also left his board bill unpaid at Mrs. Hack's, a

widow lady, 917 South Adams Street; carrying

away one of his feliow-boarders' coats. He bor-

rowed from the book store, on the day he left,

a fine stereoscope and failed to return the same.

Any information of his whereabouts will be

thankfully received. Address

I. B. Martin,

First National Gallery, Paris, Ills.

Carl Meyers' Patent Head Screen is the

latest, best, cheapest, and only thing out for

governing light. As a concave reflector alone,

it is worth three times its cost. Send for circu-

lar and price list. Manufactory removed from
Hornellsville to Mohawk, N. Y.

For Sale.—A Rare Chance.—Walter's Art
Gallery, Norfolk, Va. This popular establish-

ment is doing a first-class business; is centrally

located
; established over 12 years ; negatives

number over 1600. Has a large north light;

reception, operating, dressing, and printing

rooms, all on same floor ; fine entrance, and en-

joying the best trade in the city. Bent low.

Population 23,000. For terms, etc , address

Thomas Walter,
176 Main St., Norfolk, Va.

Befers to Wilson, Hood & Co.

For Sale.—One 4-4 Darlot tube and A. O.

Co. 's common box, almost new and just as good,
price $50. One New York 1-2 size gem box,
with four 1-9 Darlot tubes, complete, holders
some worn but in good working order, $15. One
old fashioned 1-4 C. C. Harrison tube, good, has
been matched, $7. Address

N. Hassan, Glencoe, Minn.

A chance for the Centennial trade in Phila-

delphia. The gallery occupied by the late Frank

S. Keeler, doing a fair trade, will be sold cheap

to close the estate. Apply at the gallery,

Bidge Avenue and Wood St.

For Sale.—One rosewood Ghraposcope, $40,

cost $50 ; one slide-back chair, $15, cost $25
;

one carved chair, $10, cost $15 ; one 8x10 ca-

mera box, $10. The above are in perfect order

and but little used, will exchange for rustic

background rocks, etc. Address

Bos 341, Gt. Barrington, Mass.

Attention is requested to my
new PROFILED COLUMN
SLIPS.

PROFILED REVERSIBLE
SET-GROUND PIECES, for

breaking the straight line occa-

sioned by the meeting of the

background and the floor.

Also to the KURTZ BALUS-
TRADE, the most artistic and
popular accessory yet produced.

And to my new PRACTICA-
BLE 'WINDOW.
N. B. — All Promenade Back-

grounds & Accessories are equal-

ly suitable for other purposes.

CAUTION.—My new designs are being copy-
righted. Inclose stamp for samples. Address

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
8 Lafayette Place, New York.
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For Sale.—Best gallery in Northern Ohio.

Handsomely furnished, well supplied with appa-
ratus, and doing a splendid business. Work is

strictly first-class and prices to correspond. This
is an opportunity seldom offered. Will be sold

at a bargain if disposed of soon. Address, for

particulars,
.
P. C. Nason,

No. 4 P.O. Arcade, Columbus, 0.

WAYMOUTH'S VICNETTE
PAPERS.

For Sale, at a Bargain.—Owing to a large

and increasing trade in the view business, we
have concluded to dispose of the portrait depart-

ment of our establishment, with the gallery (re-

serving only the view outfit! ; situated in the city

of Bichmond, Ind., a city of 14,000 and rapidly

increasing. Gallery on second floor, corner of

the best business streets in the city. Stand es-

tablished twelve years; over 25,000 registered

negatives. Bent low ; water, gas, and all modern
conveniences. Good instruments (Voigtlander

lenses). North, side and sky-light. Has a good
trade from city and country. A good chance for

a live man. Prices of work good. Only two
other galleries in the city. For particulars, call

on or address the proprietors, the well known,
" Mote Bros.,"

Cor. Fifth and Main Sts., Bichmond, Ind.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.



Northern New York Stock Depot,

Glens Falls, N. Y.

Photographic goods at New York prices.

"Crystal" Stereographs,

Of Northern New York scenery.

Photographic studies for artists. Publisher of

the " Adirondacks," "Lake George," " Ticon-

deroga," etc. S. R. Stoddard,
Glens Falls, New York.

PRICE REDUCED.
Rapid Photo-Washer. 20

per cent, discount until Nov.
1st, to reduce stock on hand
and raise funds to fit out a
new gallery. Will exchange
for any apparatus that I may
want. L. V. MOULTON,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Peter Parvs, 613 Hallowell Street, Philadel-

phia, manufacturer of Negative Cotton. Special

cotton, for the dry process. Prepared cotton for

photographers' use. Photo, enamel, or burnt-in

pictures, made for the trade. Established 1856.

N.B.—On receipt of 25 cents, half an ounce
as sample will be forwarded, free of charge, to

any part of the United States.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge for advertisements under this head: limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

By a young man of 18, as printer and toner,

where he can learn operating. Been working
for L. G. Bigelow. Good references. Address
G. W. Russel, House Bazaar, Detroit, Mich.

A good operator, printer, toner, and retoucher
desires a situation, at either branch ; is married,

temperate, and has good references. Please ad-

dress Photo. Operator, Station A, N. York, P.O."

By a lady, as printer, toner, and retoucher.

Capable of attending reception-room. Good
references furnished. Will accept, for the

present, $8 per week salary. Address Miss R.

W. Armstrong, Geneva,, N. Y.

By a good artist, possessing integrity, sobriety,

and willing to do what is required of him, from
carrying in a bucket of coal up to retouching a
fine negative. Not afraid of work. Address
Artist, Box 96, Bainbridge, Ross Co., Ohio.

As assistant operator, retoucher, or both ; also,

would take charge of printing and do retouching.
Am a young man competent to do anything
mentioned above. Address Photographer, care
W. V. Ranger, Syracuse, N. Y.

As operator and assistant ; competent and
willing to do everything except retouching. Ad-
dress R. C. S., 1914 North 13th St., Philada.

By a young married man, in a good gallery,

as printer or operator, or as general assistant
;

has had about five years' experience. Address
Win. Townsend, Box 725, Richmond,. Ind.

By a young lady, as printer and toner; one
who has had several years' experience in a first-

class gallery, and is at present at one of the best
in this State. Address David Tucker & Co.,
Photo. Stock-rooms, Buffalo, N. Y.

As operator, printer, toner, retoucher, and
make myself generally useful. Address Cass. F.

Blacklidge, Uniontown, Fayette Co., Pa.

By an operator and retoucher, in a first-class

gallery. None other need apply. Address F.

E. L., care of Garrett Bros., 828 Arch St., Phila.

As printer and toner, by a young man who has
had ten months' experience in two first class gal-

leries. Terms reasonable. Address Frank G.

Armstrong, White Rock, Republic Co., Kansas.

By a photographer of more than fifteen years
constant practice, either as operator or general
assistant. References, any of the leading gal-

leries or stock-dealers in the city of New York.
Address J. B. Gardner, 4 Morton St., N. Y. City.

As view operator, by one who thoroughly un-
derstands the outdoor business ; no objections

to print, also. Address C. Walter, 54 North
Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

As operator, or assistant operator, by a young
man with eight years' experience in first-class

galleries. References first-class. Address, with
terms, J. H. Allen, Lerck Box 1174, Springfield,

Mass.

In a reception-room, by a lady who under-

stands the business thoroughly. A good situa-

tion more desirable thiin high salary. Address
Miss A. L., care of E, M. Collins, Oswego, N.Y.

By a young lady, as colorist and negative re-

toucher. New York city preferred. Specimens
of work may be seen by addressing H. M. L.,

Box 4499, New York.

Frank L. Cross will be open for engagement
after October 5, 1875. A gallery in Ohio or

Illinois preferred. .
Address Frank L. Cross,

Newark, Ohio.

An operator, capable of taking entire charge,

and reducing all wastes, is open for an engage-
ment. Only parties meaning business please ad-

dress W. Jones, care of Walter Lawton, 111

Broadway, New York.

As operator and retoucher ; understands all

the branches of photography thoroughly, and
can give good references to that effect. Will
send samples of his own work, both operating

and retouching. Prefer a situation in Canada.
Married. Address C. M.H., Box 955, Warren, 0.

By a lady in the trimming and mounting depart-

ment of a photographic gallery
; fully competent

to take charge, having had several years' expe-

rience. Address Miss J. Smith, 227 Fulton St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

As printer, toner, and assistant operator.

Wages moderate. Address Will Scott, 6 Stark

Street, Utica, N. Y.

By a first-class negative retoucher, India ink

worker, and water colorist ; would attend recep-

tion-room. Salary moderate for a permanent
situation. Address Miss C. F. D., 15 Rock St.,

Fall River, Mass.

By a young man of five years' experience ; can
print, tone, and retouch, if wanted, and more
if required. Must be a steady job and low wages.

Good recommendations, if wanted. Address H.
F. McDonald, 10 Howard St., Worcester, Mass.

By first-class negative retoucher. Moderate
salary for permanent position. Address Fred.

Osterhedt, 218 Christie St., New York.

A situation, by a lady, in a first-class gallery.

Best of reference given. Address D., care of Mr.
Lothrop, 43 North Eighth St., Philadelphia.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TIHTED.
(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FKOM 1-9 to 10x14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

PRZCS LIST
Size. Eggshell. Glossy. Size. Eggshell. Glossy

Per Box of 8 Doz. 1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box of 2 Doz. 4-4 $2.40 $2.70

« 8 " 1-6 1.25 1.35 it 4 " 5-7 2.40 2.70

" 8 " 1-4 1.85 2.00 « 2 " 7-10 2.70 2.90
(i 4 « 4Jx6* 1.85 2.00 << 2 " 8x10 2.70 2.90

" 4 « 1-2 2.20 2.35 Per Sheet, 10x14 .17 .18

" 2 " 4JxlO 2.20 2.35

Revised, New York, December 28th, 1872.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

"We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-

ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Phenix Plates are for sale by all Stock Dealers througliout tie country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., Aleuts for tie Me, 419 & 421 Broome St., 1 Y.



GIVEN AWAY!!
WITH EACH

ROBINSON'S

PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
WILL HEREAFTER BE GIVEN Ten Inches of Metallic Guides, your choice from the regular sizes

named on the opposite page. The manufacturers and agents finding that they can save money by
manufacturing in large quantities, make this liberal offer to the trade, as they want everybody to have
these capital inventions in use. They are no humbug and are not glass cutters or anything like them.

THE ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER

IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.

The accompanying cut represents the instrument in the act of trimming a photograph. It does
not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which facilitates
the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

Oil the wheel bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS. PHILADELPHIA, TA.
* *



BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

1®- SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD.^f

MEW EDITION,
WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

f$g~ Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

jfgg^ No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

jlgp It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, telling exactly how each picture was made; where

THE CAMERA AND SITTER WERE PLACED when it Was made ; WHAT CURTAINS

were opened in lighting the subject, $-c, $c.

jj®» A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

'It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
' ' I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

by word and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Vogel.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist."

—

Philadelphia Photographer.

If you would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigeloiv's Album.

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



HEARN'S

VJ>^^ A COMPLETE MANUAL OF """"^^l/l

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING
ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

COISTTEHsTTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-
ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.

Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Filling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense
Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-
ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Albuinenizing the

Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-

tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing
Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Por-
celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the

Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the

Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

Together with over SO Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet
Portrait, from negatives by Mr. F. Gutekunst, printed by
the author, Mr. Chas. W. Heam.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CARDS AND CARD BOARDS,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Warehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.,

PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH CARDS.
SIZE 4£x7£. SQUARE CORNERS.

White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black—Plain.

White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black, with Gilt Borders.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Borders.

Thin White, Rose Tint, and Black, with Gilt Beveled Edges.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Beveled Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge Glace, Black and Rose Tint "J."
Glac6 Card Boxes, for the Thick Beveled Edge.

Cards 7 x 10, with Gilt Borders, opening 4^x 7£.

Cards 7x10, with India Tint and Gilt Borders, opening 4Jx7^,

See detailed advertisement in this number of the

"Photographic Times."

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



G. GENNERT,
53 Maiden Lane, New York,

IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. & M. DRESDEN

ALBUMEN PAPERS
Rives and Steinbach—White, Pink, and Blue.

Every one says it WORKS THE MOST UNIEOKM, ECONOMICAL, and GIVES
FINER KESULTS than any other. To satisfy yourself that it is the best, send to your

stock-dealer for a sample dozen. Kept by all stock-dealers in the United States.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Class Baths,

Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

and French Filter Paper.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE

EXTRA BRILLIANT, OR DOUBLE GLOSSY PAPER,

Which is recognized by the best artists all over the world as the

FINEST ALBUMEN PAPER IN THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE.



H^=* A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S
POCKET

REFERENCE ROOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery ; selection and trial of lenses and chemicals
; approved formulae for the differ-

ent photographic processes ; tables of weights and measures ; rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS RECEIVING THE HIGHEST PRAISE WHEREVER IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in most flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket Reference-Book, of

its great value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon be found in every
gallery."

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon

and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $1.50, post-paid.

BBNERMAN& WILSON, Photo.^Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



])r. Vogel's Handbook.

SECOND EDITION.

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. H. YOG EL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

TC! TffflTTfr CPATW although it is much enlarged BTSTHTj1 $0 Cft1W IN U YY IbJjXiJJ JL • WE 5FFER IT AT THE OLD ST JTUlUJ-J, $O.0\J.

It is Elegantly IllnstrateJ, wlHi Pbotograplis anl Enirayings. Cloth Bound.

The reputation Dr. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and insures a hook of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulae, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a Handbook of

the practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs

;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Pour photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts.f Philada.



WILSON'S
BALTIMORE
STOCK DEPOT
THE MOST POPULAR IN THE SOUTH.

QUICK TRANSIT. Z CHEAP FREIGHTS,

Best Goods! Best Prices!

Best Personal Attention

!

Baltimore, the City of Advantages" now, especi-

ally to the Photographer.

BEFOKE PUKCHASING, SEND FOE PKICE LIST AND CATALOGUE TO

CHARLES A. WILSON,
No. 7 N. Charles Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

TRY BALTIMORE! IT WILL PAY!!

PLEASE BEAD OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS.



ADVANCE IN PRIC E!

THE
PRIZE

PICTURES.
Are now printed at our own establishment, by Mr. Hearn, and are finished in the best

style. The prices, hereafter, are (advanced) as below. There are THIRTY PICTURES
IN A SET—of men, women, and children, groups and single figure's.

Several thousand of these Pictures have already been sold.

A Set of Thirty in the Improved Photograph Cover, $6 00
" " without " " " 5 50

Selections, per dozen, 3 00

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOULD GET AND STUDY THEM.

BENERMAN & WILSON, £tf&) 7th L Cherry Sts., Phila.

THE

FERROTYPER'S G UIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING, BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OF VALUE TO THE

FERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction—The Advantages of the Ferrotype—The Manipulations—The Nitrate

Bath—The Collodion—The Developer—The Fixing Solution—Other Manipulations,
Pinholes—Strengthening—Tinting and Coloring—Varnishing—Drying and Dryers-
Finishing the 'Work—Ferrotype Envelopes—Ferrotype Supports—Ferrotype Plates
—The Apparatus—The Skylight and the Dark-Room—Vignettes and Medallions.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
* *



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OF PHOTOGRAPHEKS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at best prices.

JLM TME M@WMMWJIMM
are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMONG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or "West.

CMS. A. WILSON,
No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



The only genuine brand of DRESDEN ALBU-

MEN PAPER is the CROSS-SWORD BRAND,

all others are superannuated. We heep a full as-

sortment of Single and Extra Brilliant always

on hand.

CHAS. F. USENER'S Celebrated PORTRAIT
LENSES are unexcelled. Before purchasing be

sure and try a TJsener.

CHARLES COOPER & CO., Wholesale Agents,

Manufacturing"Chemists and Importers,

191 Worth Street, New York.

SOUTHERN
Photographic^Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,

"oRosscupkwEST7pnA^s—^^

—

fj Drayage, See.

i^SBUD IFOZR, IFIR/ICIE LIST.



John J)ean & Qo.

Worcester, Mass,

Manufacturers of the

Nonpareil Plate,
A substitute for Porcelain. Tbe new NONPAREIL PICTURES have elicited

the most general expressions of approval and admiration. Tbe latest improve-
ment simplifies tbe formnla and insnres success. Our Plates are stamped.

Patented July 29, 1873, and June 16, 1874. All others are spurious.

ALSO, THE CELEBRATED

ADAMANTEAN <<H * E

PLATES.

JBLACK9
AID PATEIT CMOCOLATE-MOTEB,

EGHMfflMj, AMD ©LOBBY*

The experience and extensive facilities of JOHN DEAN & CO. enable them to

produce the most desirable FERROTYPE PLATES in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., Trade Agents,

591 Broadway, New York.



IMPROVED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS.

Fig. 1.

The Outside Appearance.

Fig. 2.

A. Zieaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVEKS.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the
perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the

whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Eig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. Eor
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph.

Card Size, .

Cabinet Size,

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, . .

4-4 <*
. . .

8-10 '*.'..
11-14 « . . .

Per dozen.

. $1.50
. 2.25

Per hundred.

. $10.00
. 13.50

4.50 ...... 33.00
6.00 40.00
8.00 56.50
9.00 65.00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates.

mailed at dozen price. Sendfor some.

Samples

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



JAMES F. MAGEE & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

IPIKIIj.AJDELIFBCI.A..

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

I MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

q COPYING DONE, FOB TBS T8B0I.

E
M 18 SOLAS CAMERAS.
E
N
T

EXPEDITIOUS ! EXCELLENT

!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAE NEGATIVES.

ALBERT MOORE,

S No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

IMgtlitniler &$av™J»riot

HEW 8T1KI08C0PIC IfflfSES.

New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallmeyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$22.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that they are the best. Read the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried those made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy, 208 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

" The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for
my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

:l About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander &*Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

" Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Saver-
hill, Mass.

" The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."

—

Goodridge Bros., Fast Saginaw, Mich.

" After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.



"A DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

WilMfl'i

Lantern Journeys
By EDWARD L. WILSON,

Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

This work will be found entertaining by all who like to read about the

beautiful places and things of this world.

The contents are divided into six "Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows:

JOURNFY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
bleau, and Switzerland.

JOURNEY JB—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle,

Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
Pass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNFY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain.

JOURNFY F—Fgypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,

and India.

JOURNFY F—Fngland, Scotland, and the United States

of America.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very enter-

taining and instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENERMA2* & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.



The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

PBIOE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.

OCp^ CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that he will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c„

which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF ALL PARTS OF THE WORED,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, Ac.

We also have a full line of CAMEKAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMERA STANDS, HEAD-PvESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order
promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your sto'ckdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE NOW READY! S^T^UL

Gihon's Opaque
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,

RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.

It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

OUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. GIHON, Inventor,
128 2T. Seventh St., Philadelphia, I*a.



HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS,
The THIKD EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new

work.

It Gives the Best and Freshest Instructions to be had on the Subject.

Written by a practical photographic colorist, Mr. Geo. B. Aykes.

PRICE, $2.00. FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India Ink, or

who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

BENEBMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

G. SAUTEB. "

No. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,
MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials
and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

TRAPP & MUNCH'S

Ibnmm
Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Yienna Ex
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

IMIIEID.A.I-, OIF MBBIT
for Albumenized Paper. For Sale at all the Stockhouses.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York
SPECIAL ACENTS:

Scovill Manufg. Co., New York.
E. & H. T. Anthony, " "

G. Gennert, New York.

Wilson, Hood & Co., Philadelphia.
H. "W. Bradley, San Francisco.
G. S. Bryant & Co., Boston.



ALBA

THE LAST
PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTION

Is the New Alba Plate fully described in the current
number of this magazine.

Ifyou •would revive business!

Ifyou would please your patrons!
Ifyou would make money easy!

MAKE THE

New Alba Pictures
ON THE

PHENIX
ALBA PLATES.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

As these plates are prepared for immediate use, it is not neces-
sary to apply any coating, such as albumen or gelatine—in other
respects they are treated exactly like porcelain glass.

First, flow with collodio-chloride of silver ; this should not be
poured off immediately, but should be allowed to remain on the
plate until everything like a small, bright speck has disappeared.
By thus allowing the collodion to thoroughly combine with the
white surface of the plate, the best results are produced. After
draining off the excess of the collodion, dry the plate by a gen-
tle heat. Then print under a negative very slightly darker
than the picture is desired to be when finished. The plates
may be fumed with ammonia, or not, as may be preferred,
but it is better to fume them a short time, say from one to
three minutes.
After printing, the plates are slightly washed and then put

iDto either a weak solution of salt and water, a weak solution
of acetic acid and water, or in mixture of alcohol and water,
half and half, long enough to produce a bright reddish color
upon the surface—then tone very lightly in a very weak alka-
line bath, containing very little gold. Fix in a solution of
one ounce of hyposulphate of soda, to twelve of water, for five

minutes ; remove to a saturated solution of salt in water, leav-
ing them in ten minutes. Then wash them for about the
same time and in the same manner as negatives are ordinarily
treated, and dry by a gentle heat.

.

N.B.—It is very important that fresh and reliable porcelain
collodion, should be used to insure strong, brilliant prints.

PRICE LIST OP ALBA PLATES REDUCED

!

\ per box, of one dozen plates, $1 00

1 50

3 00

3 25

|- per box, of one dozen plates, . $6 00

8 00

18 00

As manufacturers of the Alba Plate, and owners
of the patent under which they are made, we desire
to say to the fraternity, unequivocally, thai we ivill

protect any dealer or consumer buying or using these
plates, against any party who may claim them an
infringement of his patent.

PHENIX PLATE 00., Worcester, Mass.

SC0VILL MANUFACTUKING GO.

General Trade Agents,
New York.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look!

The Photographer to his Patrons
WHAT IS IT?

Tl
HE PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

y intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer
knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the best

time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answer. This little book answers
them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which he or she can carry away and study
at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising What could you want better than to have your business card
so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and
then keep it for reference ? This is what they do with this little " tract." Witness what those who
have tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the

same as the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public
;

that he must be trusted, and that he atone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that he must make
the picture and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a
few of those who have been using our little publication in their business.
We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist just that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.

We get " The, Photographer to his Patrons'''' up in neat style, on the best letter cap paper, assorted

tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-
graphs or chapters— 1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come

; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress; 6, how to "behave; 7, the children ; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-
ing, frames, prices, <fcc.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of
the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please, which printing
we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish.

Cuts for the covers we supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000 " " "

. $20 00

. 35 00

3000 copies, cover included,

5000 " " "
. $50 00

. 75 00

Over 500,000 have been sold.

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture made, she would
come 'according to directions.' "—A. Bogar-
dus, New York.

"A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

" It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurney &
Son, New York.

" It assists me greatly.''

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to
be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

" You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-

fit some of the ' know-everythings ' in this quar-

ter.''—A. C. McIntyre & Co., Ogdensburg.

'
' They are just the thing to post people up on

what they ought to know.in order to secure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book 'hits the nail

on the head.' "— J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have
ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville, 0.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BEKERMAN & WILSON", Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts.f Philadelphia.



CHARLES BIERSTADT
Photographer

NIAGARA FALLS,

New York.

VIENNA MEDAL OP MEEIT.
An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, Washington,

Hudson Elver, California,

Saratoga, Tosemite Valley,

Portage, N. Y., Egypt,

Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL,

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THEIB

ADAMANTINE TABNISH for AiWjpes, Neptiyes, ant Melainotues.
This Varnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the

intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by jj # _^ # LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Oases,

Beveled Matts, Double Matts,
Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,

Fancy Paper Passepartouts.
These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd

sizes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBERG & BBO., 709 (KM) Broadway, New York.



FOREIGN PRIZE PICTURES.
One Dozen Elegant Portraits for $3

!

PRINTED AND FINISHED IN THE BEST STYLE.

No. 1. A South American Composition, by J. L. Gihon, Montevideo.

2. A South American Composition, " "

3. A South American Composition, " "

4. A Holland Lady, three-quarter figure, by P. A. Mottu, Amsterdam.

5. A Holland Lady, full figure, lC "

6. A Holland Lady, Fancy Dress, " "

7. A Eussian Lady in Eastern Costume, by A. Bergamasco, St. Petersburg

8. A Eussian Lady in Fancy Ball Costume " "

9. A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Vignettes), " "

10. A Berlin Lady, standing, by J. Schaarwachter, Berlin.

11. A Berlin Lady, sitting. " "

12. A Berlin Lady at a Window, " "

The Gold Medal was awarded to Mr. Schaarwachter.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

THE ZENTMAYER LENS,
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80° to 90°
; depth of focus ; extreme sharpness over the

whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying : portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed. The larger ones are provided with an internafl shutter for
making and closing the exposure.

No. 1, 2i inch focus, 3x3 plate, . . $20 00 No. 1 and No. 2 combined, . . . . $33 00

" 2, 3i " " 4x5 " .
'

. 25 00 " 2 " " 3 " 40 00
" 3 " " A. " ll Oft"

3, 5f
" « 6Jx 8i »

. . 30 00 „ \ „ „ \ „
™

JJJ"
4, 8 " " 10 x 12 "

. . 42 00 ,< 5 << << 6 << ....'. HO 00
"

5, 12 " " 14 x 17 "
. . 60 00 «

], 2, and 3,
"

. . . . . 48 00
"

6, 18 " " 20 x 24 "
. . 90 00 "

3, 4, and 5,
" 88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2£ to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7x10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.



TO PEOFBSSIONAL PHOTOGEAPHERS AND THE TEADE.

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

D. I—I l\ H ROHAUT & HUTIN
-M- JL V_/ JL A X ^ JL-> JL ^ SUCCESSORS,

No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ET,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OP

MOUNTS«z-F0R PHOTOGRAPHY.
TRADE MARK, Ch.D.

Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite,

Cabinet Portrait,

Victoria Card,
Stereoscopic Views—all new samples of French

styles.

Bristol Boards of every size and thickness, plain

India Tinted and Fancy Printing.

Book-post and Card Cases.

Stont Blotting Paper Albums.
First-class Rives Albumenized Paper, Ac, Ac.

MEDALS AWARDED AT EVERY EXHIBITION.

All orders are to be sent to their establishment, 43 Rub G-reneta, Paeis, or to Wholesale Houses
of the United States. Samples on application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO WHOLESALE HOUSES.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

MOSAICS.
FOR 1875.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON,
EDITOR " PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER," Etc., Etc.

This favorite and only American annual is fairly crammed with articles prepared

expressly for it by the eminent photographers of Europe and America,

and is just as much as ever A NECESSITY!

Price, in Cloth, $1.00 ; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

"The Best LittleMM of Photography in the World." For Sale hy all Dealers.

BBNER3IAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.
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Photographic Goods.
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PROPRIETORS OF THE

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S WORKS.

SEND ORDERS TO

419 & 421 Broome St., New York.

73 Bold St., Liverpool, England.

Ask your Dealer for Scovill Manufacturing Co.'s Goods.



Reflecting Solas Camera.

I3IPMOVED

Solar Cameras.

PATENTED
Feb. 24, 1857
July 10, 1866
Feb. 23, 1871
May 26, 1874, d
Aug. 4, 1874. 3

Direct Printing Camera.
Combining ALL THE IMPOBTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I have now had the Solar Camera in use over three months, and take pleasure in saying it has fulfilled all

my expectations. I was promised, and I am sure, I have received one of the finest instruments of the kind in
America. With the negative of proper intensity, it works ' quick, accurate, and with certainty.' I neither
expect or ask anything more."—A. Bogardus, 1153 Broadway, New York.

" I am much pleased with my Solar Camera, and know it to be the best I ever used, and will cheerfully say so
upon all occasions."—D. R. Stiltz, National Copying Company, Williamsport, Pa.

" I like my Solar Camera better everytime I use it."

—

Jont. Mendenhall, Salem, Ohio.

Can be ordered through any Stock-dealer, or directlt from the undersigned.

D. A. WOODWARD,
Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md.SEND FOE PEICE LIST.

All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS!
JULIUS KRUGE R'S

?atssi Csmsvt 0etoi?s,
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and France (where they have obtained the

highest recommendations), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the

public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

GEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.

WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHERS
SHOULD NEVER FORGET THAT THEIR WANTS CANBE SUPPLIED PROMPTLYAND CHEAPLY Bl

LONG & SMITH,
520 ZMZ^IIET STZRIEIET, Q,TJIICTCY, ILL.

8@r Finest Stock of FRAMES, ALBUMS, etc., in the West.



OMENADE
PRIZE PICTURES.

To enable all photographers to study these Gems of Art, we offer prints from the com-

peting negatives, for sale at the prices below.

They are the most exquisite things we ever offered, and
will teach any one, be he a good or

poor operator.

THE GOLD MEDAL
Was awarded for the best six negatives to Mr. Heistry Bocher, Chicago, III., whose

pictures are marvels of beautiful photography. The studies are all mounted in tasteful

style, on Collins' Mounts, and printed at our own rooms by Mr. Chas. W. Hearn, and are

fine studies in posing, lighting, printing, and toning.

THE SETS INCLUDE:

Nos. lto 7,

8 to 16,

" 17 to 22,

" 23 to 27,

" 28 to 31,

" 32 to 37,

" 38 to 42,

" 43 to 48,

lies by H. Roehev, Chicago.
" L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich.
"

I. W. Taber, San Francisco, Cal.

" C. M. French, Youngstown, O.
" Core & Frees, Tiffin, O.
" E. M. Collins, Oswego, N. T.
"

J. H. Folsom, Danbury, Conn.

E. H. Alley, Toledo, O.

See Review in August number Philadelphia Photographer, page 242.

The whole set of 48, . $12 O
In two Photo. Covers, 13 50
Selections, per dozen, 4 OO

" per two dozen, 7 OO
The 21 of Messrs. Roeher, Bigelow, and Taber, 6 OO
Book Covers and Binding, *.

. .. 7 5

Address all orders to

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



WAYMOUTH'S

ignetting Papers
ARE NOW MADE OP TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the light-

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

RECENTLY IMPROVED.
Two kinds are now made. Please state which you prefer, when ordering, and Read the Following :

The quality of the '' papers " has just been much improved by the substitution of a peculiar French,
fibrous, hard calendered paper, which is not only less opaque out has other qualities which produce
quickly the most lovely and soft vignettes possible. We consider this a great improvement, as do
others to whom we have sent samples. Below we give a letter from one of them, Mr. Ormsby, who
has sent us also some exquisite vignettes :

CHICAGO, March 16th, 1875.

The package of Vignette Papers has been received and tried ; they are
just the thing. They are a great improvement over the others ; they will

print in a little more than half the time required for the others, and the

results are everything that can be desired, as you can see by samples
inclosed. Please fill my order and send bill. I like the pear-shape best.

Send them all that shape. 22. 2>. ORM.SPY.
Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,
PHILADELPHIA.

{See opposite page.)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE

-PajPjBxto .

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

OF ALL PICTURES, THE Hiprite IS THE MOST ARTISTIC.

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,
or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or
it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradtially from the dark tint nearest to the figure, off into the
white background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY AEE NOT CLUMSY; DO NOT BEEAK ; AEE ALWAYS EEADY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND AEE EASY OF APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,

or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directionsfor use

accompany each parcel.

> IP IR, I O IE S :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00

Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen 1 00

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50
" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " _ 100
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " " 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

BENEEMAH & WILSON, Manufacturers, 711 and Cherry, PMMa.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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PHOTOGRAPHER
.\^^VESTa2ld^r /

Photographic Magazine Published.

The 1875 volume exceeds all others. A handsome
specimen photograph is in each issue, which is both a

study in pose and manipulation, and inprinting also,

in the highest style ofthe art. The latestphotographic

news from home sources, on all subjects of value and
interest. Correspondence from all parts. Letters

from England, France, Germany , Belgium and Italy.

Processes, Formulae, Wrinkles, Dodges.

Illustrations on wood of all articles used in the Art.

Elaborate drawings of Skylights in all parts of the

world. The earliest information on all matters of

use to its readers. No photographer can afford to do

ivithout it. We give present subscribers $1 ivorth of

our boohs for each new subscriber for one year.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGEAPHIC WOEK IN ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

•positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month. 6 Months. 1 Year.

. $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

. 12 00 66 00 120 00

. 7 00 38 50 70 00

. 4 00 22 00 40 00

One Page, . .

Half "

Quarter Page.

Eighth "

Cards, 6 lines,or less, 2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each.

SURE TO PAY

!

J3£g" Operators desiring situations, no

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,
OFFICE, S.W. COR. OF SEVENTH AND CHERRY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



CENTENNIAL!
PHOTOGRAPHERS OF THE UNITED STATES

Tou are asked to subscribe for Centennial Stock, or to buy medals to supply
funds for the erection ofPHOTOGRAPHIC HALL.

It will cost TWEXTY THOUSAND DOLLARS, and must be subscribed in
LESS THAN TWENTY DATS.

TAKE HOLD! PROMPTLY! LIBERALLY! PATRIOTICALLY! and lift your
ART from oblivion ! Tbere never was such a chance.

Read the APPEAL! Examine the PLAN inside of our last issue (also
EDITORIALS in this), and act accordingly.

The Entrekin Burnisher or Planisher
MANUFACTURED UNDER AN EXCLUSIVE RIGHT AND LICENSE GRANTED BY W. R.

LOCKWOOD {assignee of J. F. Schuyler).

2 5" S2 s n

Photographers will please note the following reissued claims of Lockwood's Patent:
First.—As an improvement in the art of planishing paper, submitting it to friction under pressure between

a roughened feed-roller and a planisher, substantially as described.
Second.—The combination in a paper planishing machine of a planisher with a draw-filed roller for con-

trolling the paper while it is under pressure between the said roller and planisher, all substantially as described.

PRICES:
6 INCH ROLL, $25 00 I 14 INCH ROLL, $50 00
10 " " 40 00 18 " " 75 00

If you cannot obtain the press of your dealer, send your orders to the undersigned,

W. G. ENTREKIN, Sole Manufacturer,

4382 ^ 4384 Main St. , Manayunk, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOB SALE BY THE LEADING STOCK-JDEALEBS.



£tTRY HERMACIS' "PROMENADE" LENSES,

Number 143. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

taajjrapte.
AH ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

THE 'OFFICIAL OEGAN OP THE NATIONAL PHOTOGKAPHIO
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

]>J" ov e jock, toer, 1875.

PHILADELPHIA:
BENEEMAN & WILSON,

PUBLISHEKS,
S. "W. cor. Seventh and Cheery Sts.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Sherman & Co., Printers, Philadelphia.
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ROSS'
PORTRAIT

.A. ZEST ID

VIEW LENSES.
We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lens, and by our

increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the convention held at Buffalo, July 15, many fine

photographs were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lens, which
attracted great attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also

keep up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and
improving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock
of, a new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will, wo* be
quiet. We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 15 x 18. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Sos. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereograpbic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the cheapest Foreign Lens ever offered

to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINHEIL'S SONS' NEW APLANATIC LENSES.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at thefollowing prices :

No. 1, 1-4 size, 3£ inch focus...... $25 00
'• 2, 1-2 " bi " " 30 00
" 3 4-4 " ......7 " " 45 00
" 4, 8-10 '« 10* " " 60 00

To. 5,... ...10-12 size,.. ...$70 00
" 6,.. ...13-16 " .. ....16* " " .. ....110 00
" 7, . ...18-22 " ..

" 8,.. ...20-24 " .. ....350 00

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,
and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.
SOLE AGENTS EOR

j
THE UNITED STATES

, 822 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.



EVERYTHING

PERTAINING TO

Photography.

419 & 42 1 Broome St.,

New York.



Practical Hints on Composition
ILLUSTRATED BY EXAMPLES FROM THE

GREAT MASTERS OF THE ITALIAN, DUTCH, AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.

By JOHN BURNET, 1822.

THE ABOVE WORK IS THE VERY BEST AUTHORITY ON"

POSITION AND COMPOSITION.
Owing to the fact that it has long been out of print, few are privileged to enjoy its

advantages. We have reprinted and republished the original work by means of a photo-

lithographic process, thus securing all the charms of the original drawings, and now offer

the book to the art students of America for the first time.

It contains about 48 pages, and includes 38 illustrations—sketches of the best pictures

by the masters of the schools named above, as follows:

Plate I—Angular Composition.
Pig.

1. Shows rectangle, crossed by diagonal line. Used
by Cuyp.

•2. Doubling of the lines on clouds. By Cuyp.
3 & 4. Sky backgrounds, with cows in foreground.

By Potter.
5. Domestic group. By Ostade.
6. Country scene. By Claude.

Plate II—Angular Composition.
1. Angel in foreground, group of cattle beyond,

with trees. By Claude.
2. River bank view. By Reubens.
3. Huntsman going out in the morning. ByDELAER
4. Embarkation of Prince of Orange. By Cuyp.

Plate III—Angular Composition.
1. Group ofheads in form ofdiamond. By J. Burnet
2. Home comforts. By Ostade.
3. English pastimes. By J. Burnet.
4. Gambler's quarrel. By Terburg.
5. Hunter's return. By DeLaer.
6. Lady writing. By MetzU.
7. The drunken father. By Rembrandt.

Plate IV—Angular Composition.
1. Awaiting orders. By Terburg.
2. "School is out." By Ostade.
3. Italian shepherdess. By DeLaer.
4. Seducing the God Bacchus. By Reubens.
5. The " Firstborn." By Corregio.

Plate V—Circular Composition.
Fig.

1. Death of Ananias. By Raphael.
2. Magdalen and St. Jerome, with child Jesus. By

Corregio.
3. Doctors consulting the law; By Guido.

Plate VI—Circular Composition.

1. A country dance. By Reubens.
2. Death of Gen. Wolfe. By B. West.
3. Christ preaching. By Rembrandt.
4. Death of St. Jerome. By Domenichino.
5. Transfiguration. By Raphael.

Plate VII—Model Compositions.

1. Christ and his disciples. By Raphael.
2. The sick bed. By Rembrandt.

Plate VIII—Model Compositions.

1. " Landing of Charles II." By West.
2. Cattle returning home in a shower. By Burnet.
3. Cattle at rest. By Burnet.

Plate IX—Model Compositions.

1. Blind fiddler. By Wilkie.
2. Salutation of the virgin. By Rembrandt.
3. A dance. By Ostade.

It is handsomely bound in cloth. $20 cannot purchase a copy of the original work.

As a help to photographers in making positions it cannot be overestimated.

It teaches the practical elements of composition, and supplies the best examples.

PRICE, POST-PAID, $3.50.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



CATALOGUE
OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE

IN THE -WORLD OP PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.

There is something for the workers in all branches of the
art,—operators, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.

We always find the photographer who reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photographic magazine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of pi*ice.

CATALOGUE.

The Philadelphia Photographer.
The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Twelfth Year. Please read the

prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1875 edition is just out and is capital. The list oi articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, wrioi ly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions, lrom 1866, at same price.

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,
fancy, " Rembrandt " and " Shadow " styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the eaaiera were placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

How to Paint Photographs in Water Colors,
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By George B. Ayres, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

Handbook of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, 13.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of all photo-

nandbooks. See advertisement.



The Practical Printer.
Issued July, 1874. A capital working manual, giving the fullest information on all styles of photographic

printing on albumen and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. No book was ever more needed.
$2.50. See special advertisement concerning it.

Lea's Manual of Photography.
Third thousand. $3.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art. See advt

Lookout Landscape Photography.
By Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good

for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Himes's Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrated
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual.
By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine

example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something New.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Booh.
By Dr . H. "Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation. Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide-
Sixth thousand just issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Burnet's Hints on Composition.
A splendid illustrated work for every art student. Will help you pose immensely. Price, $3.50.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.
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PATENT ADJUSTABLE BASE, IMITATION
BRONZE FRAMES,

IMITATION OF YELLOW BRONZE.

No. 505, Oval, Card Size Per doz., $2 50
" 501, Arch Top, Card Size " 2 00
" 521, Oval, Card Size, double " 5 00
" 511, Oval, Cabinet Size " 5 50
" 507, Oval, Half-Size " 5 50
" 515. Arch Top, Cabinet Size " 6 00

IMITATION OP GREEN BRONZE.

No. 500, Arch Top, Card Sise Per doz., $2 00
" 504, Oval, Card Size " 2 50
" 520, Oval, Card Size, double " 5 00
" 510, Oval, Cabinet Size " 5 50
" 514, Arch Top, Cabinet Size " 6 00
" 508, Oval, Half-Size " 5 50

REAL YELLOW BRONZE.

No. 509, Oval, Half-Size Per doz., $15 00
" 512, Oval, Cabinet Size " 15 00
" 532, Egyptian, Arch Top, Cab't Size, " 15 00

Your Orders solicited. Yours ti

IMITATION BRONZE EASELS.

No. 10, Imitation Yellow Bronze Per doz., $6 00
" 11, Imitation Green Bronze " 6 00

IMITATION BRONZE EXTRA CORNER
BRACKETS.

No. 685, Imita'n Yellow Bronze (7 in. top), Per doz., $8 50
" 686, Imita'n Green Bronze " "8 50

IMITATION BRONZE WALL BRACKETS.

No. 526, Imitation Yellow Bronze Per doz., $11 75
" 527, Imitation Green Bronze " 1175

CORNER BRACKETS.

No. 680, Imita'n Brown Bronze (7 in. top), Per doz., $6 50

" 6-<l, Imita'n Yellow Bronze " 6 '§

" 682, Imita'n Green Bronze " » '5

uly, WILSON, HOOD & CO.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TIHTED.
(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FEOM 1-9 to 10x14. BLACK AND CHOCOLATE.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRAND OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

PRICE LIST
Size. Eggshell. Glossy. Size. Eggshell. Glossy

Per Box of 8 Doz. 1-9 $0.80 $0.90 Per Box" of 2 Doz. 4-4 $2.40 $2.70
ii 8 ii 1-6 1.25 1.35 a 4 k 5-7 2.40 2.70

ii 8 u 1-4 1.85 2.00 ii 2 " 7-10 2.70 2.90

" 4 <i 4£x6J 1.85 2.00 <i 2 " 8x10 2.70 2.90

i< 4 ii 1-2 2.20 2.35 Per Sheet, 10x14 .17 .18

ii 2 " 4JxlO 2.20 2.35

Kevised, New York, December 28th, 1872.

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY FOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
by the Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

"We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constitu-

ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-
mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Mi Plates are for sale ly all Stoci Dealers ttromliont the country.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., Apts for tie Me, 419 & 421 Broome St., 1

1
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Edited by EDWARD L WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer,
ETC., ETC.

This favorite and only American annual will be READY DURING NOVEMBER,
fairly crammed with articles prepared expressly for it by the eminent photographers of

Europe and America, who are seldom induced to write for anything else.

AMONG OTHER EXCELLENT ARTICLES IT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING

:

Fog.—J. H. FlTZGIBBON.

Come, Let us Reason Together.

—

Geo. B.^Ayres.

Experience.—E. T. Whitney.
Provoking.—I. B. Webster.
A Suggestion anent the Great Exhibition.—Wi.

Heighway.
The Eliminating of Hyposulphite from Prints.

—

Jno. R. Clemons.

A Treatise of Photography.—E. A. KusEi/.

Why not make Solars instead of Contact Prints for

Large Work.—L. V. Moulton.
Systematic Preservation of Negatives.

—

William H.

Tipton.

Want of Enterprise.

—

Forrester Clark.
Lighting the Sitter.—J. S. Hovey.
Theory and Practice.—D. H. Anderson.
Be Punctual.—A. W. Kimball.
Formula for Photographs and Ferrotypes which

gives Lights and Half Tones not Surpassed.

—

E. P. Libby.

Exposure and Development of a Negative.—H. B.

Hillyer.

A Cause for Faded Prints.—E. G. Robinson.

How I Sunned a Bath under Difficulties—J. M. Dunn.

A Word to the Weak—E. H. Train.

How to Clean New and Old Glass Plates.—E. A. Ku-
sel.

A Good Collodion.—A Contributor.

How to Lubricate Prints for Burnishing.—F. M.
Spencer.

Marble Negatives, Stains from the Hands, Negative

Varnish.

—

Well G. Singhi.

Long's Bath Warmer.
The Cause and Cure for Some of the Difficulties per-

taining to Photography.—E. M. Collins.

The Upper Floor.—E. D. Ormsby.
Breakfast for Dinner.

—

Capt. J. Lee Knight.
Then and Now.—G. D. Wakeley.
An Item of Real Value.—J. L. Gihon.
Negative Bath.—Wm. W. Seeler.

Albumen : Its Preparation for Use in Photography.
—John Carbutt.

Hints on Composition.—L. G. Bigelow.

A Pair of Suggestions.—G. M. Carlisle.

The Art Privileges of our Great Centennial.—R. J,

Chute.

The Old Bath—W. H. Sherman.
And a host of others.

jg@~ A FULL LIST NEXT MONTH.

Price, in Cloth, $1.00; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

"The Best Little HanAhooi of Photography in the World," For Sale hy all Dealers.

Ifo Photographer should be without Mosaics for 187G.

BENERMAN & WILSON, ^Ki^i^^/Sf PHILADELPHIA.
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OTJR PROMENADE PRIZE OFFER.

How many are keeping in mind our offer

of a large gold medal, for the best six nega-

tives of the new Promenade style, sent us be-

fore the 20th of November, as made in the

August number of this journal?

We were so well pleased with the success

of the first competition which closed on the

20th of July, that we immediately offered a

second prize, and trust that those who tried

before will try again. Study for improve-

ment ; look over the prize set you have, and

see what suggestions you can get to help

you, not only to excel what you did before,

but to excel all the others, if possible.

What we want is improvement, something

that will benefit the one who makes the

effort, as well as all who may study it after-

wards. Let no one be discouraged by think-

ing he may not do as well as some other, for

it is only by these efforts that real advance-

ment is made. We want to see a spirited

contest in this case, as we believe that the

more there are engaged in it the greater

will be the number benefited. Remember,

each competitor receives one picture from

each of the other competitors. These pic-

tures form a set of studies that are very

valuable to any one trying to improve, and

the more we have to compete the larger

will be the set.
' *

.

/"\/ <\

After the reception of this notice there

will be just about time for those who have

not already commenced, if they will go to

work in earnest, to make us a set of nega-

tives and send them along before the 20th.

The gold medal we offer is worth nearly

$100, and the honor of possessing it is

worth ten times that. How many will

make the effort to win it?

FRENCH CORRESPONDENCE,
End of Holidays—Photographers and Prog-

ress—Carbon, Fatly Ink, and Mr. Willis's

Platinum Printing Process—Chromopho-

tography— Astronomical Photography —
Meeting of the French Academy.

The vacations are nearly at an end, and
the "monde savants" are preparing to re-

turn to their labors with new ardor after

their " villegiature." Let us hope that some-

thing may turn up during the next year not

only to benefit photographers but mankind.

Why are photographers so slow in taking

advantage of the ideas of men devoted to

the progress of their art? that is the ques-

tion which often presents itself. " Routine t

routine!" that is the cry heard too often in

France, and, I am sorry to say, followed up
in general in the Old World. Progress t

progress.! is^sounded on the housetops, but

in 'th% jotjijior, custom reigns predominant.

The old-fashioned chloride of silver print-

21
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ing cannot easily be set aside, and only few

photographers (and, indeed, they can be

counted) will be persuaded to try the carbon,

calotype, or other similar processes, with a

view to obtain durable proofs. Neverthe-

less, the aim of every good photographer

ought to be not only to give the best finished

portrait, but one that the chemical agency

of the air cannot destroy. Alas! such is

not the case.

I paid a visit last week to a photographer

in Paris in company with Mr. W. Willis,

Jr., the inventor of photo-chemical print-

ing in platinum salts. This man told

us that "it was quite immaterial to him
whether the proofs he turned out were liable

to destruction or not." Al) that he desired

was to offer his customers a picture which

would take their fancy, and not a proof

which would last forever; in the latter case,

said he, they would not require to return

for others.

Happily this man is an exception to the

general rule, or at least others dare not be

so shameless. Other photographers in Paris

will not undertake carbon printing, as the

public (say they) cannot yet appreciate the

difference between a pigment proof and one

formed by silver salts, and for them the

manipulation of the latter is much more

easy than the former. It is probable that

the invention of platinum printing will get

into favor among Parisian operators, as the

manipulations are not unlike what they

have been accustomed to, but having this

decided advantage, that the pictures made
are stable, whereas the others are liable to

sulphuration and decay.

Mr. "Willis made an experimental demon-

stration of his new platinum printing pro-

cess last week in my laboratory, which I

will describe, as it cannot fail to interest

photographers in general, for it can be

worked without any change being required

in their material or organization.

Mr. "Willis took an ordinary piece of white

paper, which had been previously starched,

and floated it for a second or two on a 3-grain

solution of nitrate of silver. (Although

this process does not require the aid of silver

in the formation of the image, Mr. Willis

employs it because he has discovered that

it has a mechanical as well as a chemical

power in the finishing up of the picture; it

appears as if it compelled the platinum to

take a firmer hold of the fibres of the paper,

and is itself easily substituted for gold in

the course of the manipulations.) The sheet

of paper was now laid upon a piece of board,

and four tin tacks pushed into the four

corners in order to hold it. A small quan-

tity of a mixture of ferric oxalate and
chloro-platinite of potassium was poured

upon the sheets, and, by means of a piece

of filtering cotton, the whole surface of the

paper was washed in every direction. It

was now hung up to dry, cut into pieces,

put under negatives, and placed outside to

be impressioned. An actinometer was em-
ployed to judge of the time of exposure, and,

as far as I could see, the prints were much
more rapidly produced than by the ordinary

silver printing on albumenized paper. When
the printing-frames were opened in the dark-

room the image was visible, although very

feeble. A tray, containing a solution of

potassic oxalate, was now placed in a hot-

water bath, and the proof was floated but

for a moment upon it ; thus was produced

a beautiful rich-toned permanent picture.

The proofs were now washed in a weak so-

lution of oxalic acid to dissolve out the fer-

ric oxalate, in order to have the whites of

the paper very pure. They were afterwards

plunged into a tray containing plain water,

where they were well rinsed, then trans-

ferred to a bath of sulphocyanide of gold,

in order to transform the small quantity of

silver into gold, and change the tone of the

pictures, which might have been considered

cold before this operation ; they are then

removed to a bath of hyposulphite of soda

to dissolve the soluble platina and silver

salts. The proofs are finally washed in .the

ordinary way, and then mounted according

to taste.

Not only have photographers reaped a

benefit by the invention of Mr. Willis, but

chemistry has been a gainer; for it may
truly be said that the platinum printing

process is based upon this point,—that salts

of platinum can be reduced by a solution

of ferrous oxalate in potassic oxalate.

Photographers object to employ the mani-

fold processes of fatty ink printing, which

are at present known. Here, also, "routine"
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stops them from even making a trial, al-

though Monsieur Geymet gave a public de-

monstration at the French Society of Pho-

tography, in which he made use of the com-

mon glazing roller, which every photog-

rapher is supposed to possess, as a printing

lever. He then proved, to the satifaction

of all present, the advantage of mechanical

printing, which could be done by every

photographer without augmenting the ma-

terial of his studio, only by the purchase of

two rollers and a little printing-ink.

Although one of the greatest drawbacks

to photography is its liability to fading, still

only a few of the most learned photogra-

phers will try to replace the old-fashioned

silver printing by a reliable and durable

process, but I am happy to say that public

instruction and leading photographers will

soon compel others to follow their footsteps.

Since the admirable invention of Da-

guerre, the fixing of the colors formed in

the camera by means of a chemical agent

has been tried again and again, and although

many savants and others have devoted their

lives to this end, their endeavors have not

been crowned with success. Others have

endeavored to turn the difficulty by means

of a mechanical agency, among whom stands

pre-eminent Monsieur Leon Vidal. This

gentleman has so perfected his photo-chro-

mic process, that the owner and director

of the greatest printing-house in Paris has

placed not only his establishment, but also

his purse, in the hands of Monsieur Vidal,

in order that he may carry out his ideas.

This is indeed a guarantee that something

will turn up, not only to the advantage of the

inventor but also to the public. I received

last week two of the first specimens turned

out by the new establishment; the first, a

reproduction of an oil painting by Simonetti,

representing a little girl reciting her first

fable to her parents ; the second, a repro-

duction of an oil painting by Marchetti, rep-

resenting a scene of debauch after a battle.

I need not speak in their praise ; every tint

and shade are rendered with such faithful-

ness that the painter himself declared the

copy to be " a faithful reproduction of his

work," and if such testimony does not

suffice, the wonder first of all, and then

the praise, bestowed by persons visiting my

house, would be a pleasing homage and a

just tribute to Monsieur Vidal, could he hear

their remarks. It is impossible not to im-

agine oneself before an oil painting on can-

vas ; even the warp and woof are visible.

Although this process is partly a secret, still

we know that first of all a fatty ink or car-

bon proof is made, upon which the colors are

superposed in order to convert it into a

photochromic picture, the shades in the

proof underneath being seen through the

semitransparent colors, which causes har-

monious shades and tones to be visible. The

value of this invention is enormous ; we can

ere long, without great expense, have the

exact reproductions of the Great Masters

upon our walls, and thus will be created in

our families a taste for the fine arts, and

perhaps a greater love for home, sweet home.

It is a very pleasing duty for journals

dedicated to the photographic art to be able

to speak of service rendered by photography

to instruction, art, and science. All have

heard what service photography rendered

to astronomy in the observation of the late

transit of Venus. The missions sent out by

France for the observation of the passage of

that planet between the earth and the sun,

were very successful in obtaining some very

good proofs of the " eclipse" upon dry col-

lodion and upon daguerreotype plates.' I

had the honor to be appointed to prepare all

the dry plates for the several expeditions

;

therefore the discussion which took place at

that time as to the non-value of collodion

interested me very much. Many savants

were of opinion that the contraction and

expansion of the film rendered collodion

imperfect for measurements, and up to the

present day the truth or error of this has

not been finally proved, but ere long all the

measurements and calculations will be ter-

minated; it will then be ascertained whether

the expedition for the next transit of Venus

must employ dry collodion or daguerreo-

type plates.

The meeting of the French Academic des

Science took place yesterday (Monday) ; a

note was read from Monsieur Angot (the

gentleman who, in collaboration with Mon-

sieur Andre of the observatory, conducted

the expedition for the observation of the

transit of Venus at the Isle of St. Paul),
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concerning the eclipse of the sun which

took place last Wednesday, the 29th of

September. The first contact took place at

11.38, and the last at 1.38.

Monsieur Angot, on the late partial

eclipse of the sun, says :

" Gentlemen : The daguerreotypic proofs

and the positives on paper which I have the

honor to lay before the Academy of Science,

were obtained at the observatory of the

Bureau des Longitudes by the same method,

and by the same instruments, which were

employed by Monsieur Andre and myself,

in the Isle of St. Paul, to observe the late

transit of Venus. It is well known that the

apparatus is composed of a mirror perfectly

'plan,' which reflects the image of the

planet to be observed into' a horizontal

telescope having a focus of 3 metres 80, and

1 metre 13 diameter. The photographic

image is obtained in the focus of the lens

achromatic by the separation of the two

glasses of which it is formed. By the care

of Monsieur le Commandant Mouchez, the

instrument was placed at the observatory of

Moutsouris exactly in the same position and

under the same conditions as it was worked

in the Isle of St. Paul. Orientation and

separation of the lenses, together with the

focus, was identical, in order that the proofs

of the late eclipse may be carefully and with

fruit compared with those obtained during

the transit of Venus. The instant of the

contact and also that of each proof was

electrically written upon the chronograph,

to which was equally confided the measura-

tion of the distances of the ' corne ' observed

by the equatorial telescopes. This will per-

mit some very interesting comparisons be-

tween the direct or ocular observations and

those obtained by photography.

" I wish to make a last remark about the

negatives,which were obtained on dry plates,

as I think it will be useful to all who occupy

themselves with scientific photography. The
negatives of the prints now before you were

obtained on dry plates prepared by Mr.

fifteen months ago, at the moment when we

were about to set off on our voyage to ob-

serve the passage of Venus at the Isle of St.

Paul. These plates have endured succes-

sively every change of climate, that of the

Ked Sea in the month of August, that of

Cape Horn in winter, without their sensibil-

ity being altered in the least.

" Prof. E. Stebbing.
" Paris, 3 Place Breda,

" September 5th, 1875."

CANADA CORRESPONDENCE.
Kingston, Ontario, Canada,

September 29th, 1875.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Dear Sir : Since I last wrote you the

Agricultural and Arts Association of the

Province of Ontario has held its annual

exhibition in the city of Ottawa, whereat

your humble servant gained first prize for

landscape photography. My views were

all but one taken among the celebrated

and lovely Thousand Islands of the river St.

Lawrence, and moreover, they were all

taken with but two lenses, one a triple

achromatic of Dallmeyer's make, the other

a Ross wide-angle doublet. Ah ! how I wish

I had had the two I use now during my
river tour. I refer to two Ross symmetri-

cal lenses I bought of Messrs. Ewing&Co.
a fortnight or three weeks ago. Sir, they

are simply exquisite in every detail ; they

work about three times as fast as his other

doublets, give more detail, and last, but not

least by any means, have greater depth

;

thejT also give more brilliant prints, I think.

My brethren of the " camera in the field," let

me urge on you the loss you make in not

getting them at any price ; for architecture

they may be surpassed by the rapids ; I don't

know but what I doubt that, too.

One thing I do know, is, they are more

handy in every way ; they are very small,

easily carried in a waistcoat pocket, and

they do work beautifully.

And now a word or two about collodion.

I have read a great deal about that com-

pound, have tried many receipts for making

it, and can only say this after all, namely,

that I believe for general outdoor (that is

landscape and architectural) work your

collodion should contain a chloride. I use

Professor Newton's receipt, given by him
in a paper to be found in the Times of last

year, page 155, and have obtained beautiful

results. Yet I think all the receipts you

may try are of no use unless your exposure
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is exact, that is, for brilliancy of result.

But I might go on forever discussing these

oft-mooted points about collodion, de-

veloper, etc. Yet pardon me once more

if I return to my diatribes : let me tell you

one thing, sir, which I suppose neither you

nor any one else will believe, nevertheless

it is a fact, to which I pledge my word ; I

have not used any redeveloping or intensi-

fying solution in the making of over twenty

negatives, and have not used more than

four ounces in ten months at any kind of

work, either copying or anything else (por-

traits I don't touch, of course, and don't

care to touch).

My wife says I am gone mad on photog-^

raphy. Much after the manner I presume

of our friend of the Skylight and Dark-room

(the first book I purchased, and from you,

I believe, too), am I spoken to. Well, I

suppose I must not call myself an amateur

any longer, though I do assure you, for I

find my friends, the public (who are gen-

erally one's best friends in art), will have

my pictures, and now they want my services,

for I found on my return from Ottawa that

the advisory board of the Canadian Com-

mission for this city, wish me to do the

work of taking views thereof, and its public

buildings, etc., for exhibition at Philadel-

phia next year. I feel flattered, I can tell

you, but then you know my kind friends

and masters in the art, Messrs. Sheldon and

Davis, I suspect, had a finger in that pie, or

I should not have been named had they

been inclined to do it.

I really must apologize for this terribly

long, dull, and prosy (that's the word to a

dot) letter, but then you know I consider

the Philadelphia Photographer a sort of

good friend to whom I can scribble any-

thing.

Yours, very sincerely,

Bichard W. Barrow,
Amateur Landscape Photographer.

South American Correspondence.

My dear Mr. Editor : The recent ar-

rival of my Northern letters, and with

them an issue of the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher, has reminded me that of late I

have been exceedingly remiss towards you.

Looking over copies of your monthly, I

find the names of very few of your old

staff. What has become of them? They

have not all deserted. Photography, once

adopted, is a most difficult profession to

quit. Some, I know, have gone to the

realms where eternal fogs, so far as we are

concerned, have entirely obscured them,

but others do exist still. The crowd has

become widely separated, and although it is

singular that time, and a short time too, so

wonderfully divides our interests, it is quite

remarkable that we never so far remove,

that old associations are not occasionally

revived when we least expect it. For in-

stance, here I am, one scarcely knows how
many thousands of miles away from you

(about eight, I believe), and yet I have

lately taken pictures of parties who claimed

that I had operated upon them, many years

ago, in the States. Ln a novel, written con-

jointly by Dickens and Wilkie Collins, it is

claimed that the world is very small, and

that people born at about the same time are

continually after bobbing against each

other. I like this bobbing arangement

when it is mutually agreeable, and now
since I have no reason to believe it other-

wise, think it pleasant to intrude once more

upon you.

I am, comparatively speaking, a new-

comer to Buenos Ayres, and singularly

enough, although it is a city claiming a

population of well-nigh 400,000 souls, and

a lineage some centuries old, I am the first

American (in fact the first who can genu-

inely claim English as his language) who

has ever had the temerity to hang out his

banner as a photographer. Do not, for one

moment, suppose that the art, profession

or trade, as you may choose to call it, is not

sufficiently represented.

"Fotografias" are as plentiful as black-

berries upon a well-cultivated bush ; but

then the natives, the Italians, French, and

Portuguese, have heretofore entirely had

"the course" to themselves. I am an in-

novation. I have not forgotton my old

training grounds, and in giving the estab-

lishment a name (a usage that the customs

of the country almost makes necessary),

have taken pride in calling it that of
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" Norte Americana.'"' Withal, I am free

to acknowledge, that it looks less like an

" orthodox gallery " than any place you

can select from Maine to Georgia. It is

almost unnecessary to premise that rever-

sion of all established customs is our rule

;

that we shun northern exposures as you do

the southern ones, and that we often have

as much trouble in keeping ourselves and

chemicals cool as you do in warming up.

Then again, instead of climbing countless

steps to get into the so-called " skylight,"

you have only to walk between a fine

avenue of plants and flowers ; and the

printers, in place of stepping out among
highly elevated shingle roof>, to catch the

first or last rays of " Old Sol,'' have to shift

themselves from spot to spot upon good

solid terra firma. This, in its first aspect,

may be considered charmingly attractive,

but all situations have their disagreeable

features as well, and I could a "tale tin-

fold" about all sorts of drawbacks that

would absolutely startle you. Think of

buying every drop of water you use, as you

would some precious chemical, of the diffi-

culty in getting anything when you want

it, of the prejudices or opposition in taste

with yourself, of the people with whom you

deal, of the polyglot sort of language that

you are constantly called upon to indulge

in, of the entire abnegation of anything

like a Sabbath, and the nearest conversion

of night into day that photography will

conveniently allow of.

I suffered pretty severely in former years

from hail-storm experiences, especially in

Philadelphia ; but here, fortunately or other-

wise, as the case may be, my place is in close

contiguity to the principal "plaza." Upon
every public occasion the authorities take

an insane delight in the expenditure of

civic moneys upon fireworks, kindling them

by day as well as by night, and the descend-

ing sticks from skyrockets do as much con-

stant damage to my fragile roofs as icy

stones from heaven have done in your lati-

tudes. I feel very much like the character

of a sailor spoken of in one of our old-time

novels. He was always accused of spinning

yarns when he was telling the truth, and

was obliged to give the latter up in disgust

at his chances of being believed.

I can tell you marvellous stories of the

prices we receive for work, and, translating

into English a portion of one of my price-

lists, will make it read as follows:

Cabinet photographs, enamelled, per doz., $500
" " plain, " 300

Cartes des visites, enamelled, " 300

" plain, " 150

This compendium, without explanation,

would be quite sufficient to awaken the cu-

pidity of the least acquisitive; but, then, I

shall have to remove the illusion by telling

you that we indulge in a most peculiar cur-

rency. That which we call a dollar here

is only equal to four cents of your money
;

and then, to make matters even more com-

plex in larger operations, twenty-five of

these so-called dollars are worth only ninety-

six cents in gold, as you accept the latter as

a standard. Even these might be considered

right good prices did we not have to sub-

tract the fearful outlays for rents, licenses,

absurd taxes, labor, and expenditures arising

from a thousand and one causes.

Those who have ever visited or lived in

Buenos Ayres can substantiate my state-

ments as to its being a city of incongruities.

Poverty and wealth, evidences of good

and of bad taste, extreme luxury and fear-

ful indigence, make themselves apparent in

the closest connections.

Yesterday I noted a couple of incidents

turning the sublime to the ridiculous, and

tending to disgust any "artist" with the

futility of his labors. Passing through one

of the plazas, I was much interested in an

excellent statue of " Diana" in marble. All

approach to any refined admiration was pre-

vented by the sight of an empty and broken

gin-bottle, gracefully reclining against one

of the legs of the young lady. Worse, still

!

Soon afterwards, and in a fashionable thor-

oughfare, I saw in the windows of a large

drug store a really beautiful model of the

well-known "Venus de Medici." Alas,

alackaday ! around its loins they had most

ingeniously placed a highly finished minia-

ture "hernial truss."

If such a sacrilege as that is not sufficient

to stir up and bring to earth the soul of the

author of so immortal a work, I shall be

justified in my skepticism as to spiritualism.

I should like to write you something of
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real value in regard to photography and its

practice in my adopted country, but I can

think of nothing but oft-told stories?. The

work we issue is of an excellent class, but

is produced by the same formulas and prac-

tices that I have repeatedly explained. I

shall take an early opportunity of sending

you photographic specimens of " Porteiia "

beauties, and until then beg to be remem-
bered as before.

John L. Gihon.
Fotografia Norte Americana,

70 Calle Defensa, Buenos Ayres.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

VI.

BY L. T. WILT.

(Continued from page 298.)

To Prepare Glass eor Negatives.

First, file the edges of tbe glass intended

for the negatives before putting into the

following solution :

Water, . . . 100 ounces.

Nitric Acid, 3 "

Let remai n in this solution at least twenty-

four hours before washing under the tap,

and while wet flow with the following

:

White or Albumen of

Water,

1 egg-

20 ozs.

This should be shaken considerably, and

then allowed to subside, after which filter and

flow the glass. Some recommend liq. ammo-
nia, others acid ; if the collodion is liber-

ated, then add ammonia ; if the collodion is

new, add acid to the water albumen solution

(a few drops only). This is by far the cheapest

way to prepare glass for negatives ; cleaning

with rottenstone and alcohol is more ex-

pensive, and takes time when you most need

it, unless you clean several, and keep them

in a box made expressly for the purpose.

To prepare plain paper in next issue.

Fbankxin, Pa., October 14th, 1875.

Photographic Hall.—Eemember that

the money you subscribe in behalf of it

will doubtless be returned to you, and is

not given. You get certificates of stock

from the Centennial Board of Finance at

$10 a share.

THE PRINTER'S CORNER.
BY CHARLES W. HEARN.*

In the September issue of the Philadel-

phia Photographer, I commenced, and con-

tinued through the October number, a se-

ries of articles on the relation of the silver

to the toning bath, together with their dif-

ferent effects in particular cases. In this

number I will conclude the series, by taking

up the third and last topic, viz., the dif-

ferent effects caused by the preparation of

the toning bath.

Ever since photography has been able to

boast of anything in the way of literature,

there has always been much attention be-

stowed upon the toning bath, and even at the

present day it commands the greatest

amount of anxiety and care, for as our art

progresses in the tasty demands of an ap-

preciative public, the quality of work must

needs improve, and whereas, only five years

ago the majority of photographers could, if

so disposed, pass much work that was lack-

ing in manipulatory care, to-day this will

be found to be a matter of no little diffi-

culty, for now their tones are criticized,

and the quality of their work commented

upon, as if they were indeed the photog-

raphers, and the photographers themselves

were the assistants.

As this has been so gradually and steadily

on the increase, the photographers have of

necessity been obliged to look around, out-

side of their own individual selves, to others

in the art, and for that reason, we are not

surprised to have friends ask us for a little

light here, and a little there, nor are they

surprised, when we, in turn, ask for infor-

mation on this or that point, on which we

find our knowledge to be lacking. Thus, I

am happy to say, that the time when closed

mouths was seemingly the rule has passed

away, and to-day we are following out that

gloriously golden rule, " As ye would have

others do unto you, do ye even also unto

them." For this success in abolishing

secrets and for diffusing knowledge, w&
must thank our journals, especially the

Philadelphia Photographer, which has ever

been foremost in the cry of "death to all

secrets," and which has ever been eager to

* Author of the Practical Printer.
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publish all such* that the management has

been able to secure.

I will now for awhile pass on to the con-

templation of a few thoughts in connection

with the toning bath, said bath having ever

been a source of mystery to us, being as it

is, capable of such a diversity of results, by

a little change in this, that, or soma other

trilling respect.

Freshly made baths, i. e., those which are

made up entirely new every day, are very

likely to yield forced tones, if the knowledge

of their making and working is not very

correctly attained. The use of such a bath

necessitates the utmost care in its con-

struction. The gold has to be made just so

alkaline, and added just so to the other in-

gredients, and the whole bath, as made, has

to remain just so long a time before it is

sufficiently ripe to perform its duty in a sat-

isfactory way.

Now while this is the case with new baths,

it is not so (at least in so great, a degree),

with old ones, for the gold, etc., is very

thoroughly mixed, and time has given the

body of the bath a sufficient chance to ripen,

and the only need of waiting any, if at all,

after adding the gold, is for the purpose of

a thorough mixture, which is very essential

for good results. In one case we wait for the

whole bath to ripen, whereas, in the other,

only for a perfect mixture.

The writer never desires to use a new

bath before half an hour after its construc-

tion, and generally desires to make it of

water which is lukewarm at the time, but

when about to use it, he desires it of such a

temperature as will be very agreeable to the

hands while manipulating, being neither

lukewarm nor cold, but a little cooler than

a lukewarm state. The reason of this is,

that the action of the gold is more delicate

according to his view than in any of the

other states. A lukewarm state is neces-

sary to hasten the ripening, but when prints

are toned in such a temperature, it has been

thought that they flatten in strength, al-

though the toning is more rapid in such a

bath, i.e., a warm one, than with a cold

bath ; although it is in some respects more

preferable than a warm one, yet its slow-

ness, and its bordering on to yellowness and

forcedness in tone, renders this also a state of

temperature to be avoided. While this

temperature is the case with new baths, it

is also applicable to old ones. It will thus

be noticed that the different effects caused

by the preparation and use of the toning

bath is varied, even in this thing alone, viz.,

that of the temperature of the solution.

Cold weather is not only coming, but it

has already come upon U3, although it will

undoubtedly be more severe in a couple of

months or so, and so we must commence to

think of keeping our baths in a warm room,

and then the solutions will be of about the

right temperature for the purpose of ob-

taining the best possible results that are

obtainable.

For the purpose of bringing my remarks

to a better practical result, I will simply

take up a single toning bath and treat of

that, endeavoring to draw inferences that

will better explain my thoughts than if I

treated partially of a diversity of them. As
the simple bicarbonate of soda toning bath

is as common as any other in use, I will

treat of that.

A bath of this kind is made up for the

purpose of keeping and using over and over

again, by using, say a gallon of distilled

water, and adding thereto in solution about

four grains of gold, previously made alkaline

with bicarbonate of sodium. It is made up

of warm water, and is left undisturbed as re-

gards its use for twenty-four hours, and then

it is used very cautiously the first time, as it

is a new bath, and is inclined to make yel-

low tones. It is best not to rely upon using

the bath the first or second time to tone the

whole batch of prints, but to make a few

trial tones in it the first few times. If some

of the old bath is placed into it, it will

hasten the operation of ripening, and render

it so that very creditable tones can be ob-

tained the second time of use.

This bath continues to improve in quality

as day by day passes by, until it is two or

three months old. As this bath is kept, it

will from time to time become in a dis-

ordered state, as the silver bath does, and

like the latter, it must be purified. How
can this be done? Of what nature are the

impurities that get into the toning bath?

The impurities of the washing water are

passed into the toning bath, while the pro-
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cess of passing the prints from the washing-

tank to the gold bath is being conducted,

for some of the water is passed with them,

and as it is impure, the dirt in it is precipi-

tated to the bottom of the bottle, and about

an equal quantity of the gold itself is pre-

cipitated with it.

This can be removed from the bath by

decanting the clear solution off, and per-

mitting the sediment in the bottle to be

thrown into the waste gold solution. You
can notice the dirt as it precipitates in the

bath, by noticing your toning bath dur-

ing your manipulation at it. The bath if

carefully decanted will not show any dirt

in it at all, but if the process of toningjs

carried on it will gradually have settlings

in it, which can also be poured away, for as

you pour your bath into the bottle again for

the night the last ounce of the solution will

be muddy ; instead of pouring that into the

bottle, and thus have it precipitated there,

pour it away.

Time moves on
;
you begin to be dissatis-

fied with your tones; think of throwing

the bath away. It bas an appearance much
resembling soapsuds-water. The trouble

is, that silver has got into it, on account

of the prints being imperfectly washed.

Remedy : wash the prints better in the

future, make up a new toning bath, and add

to it a few ounces the first night, more the

second, still more the third, etc. Before

adding the gold to the toning solution, as

it is in the bottle, very carefully decant into

your toning dish, and add the gold there,

and pour the sediment in the bottle away.

Do this for four or five nights, and you will

find that your bath will be constantly on

the improve, until it is as good if not better

than ever it was.

Now, you think your tones are cold
;
you

desire to have them warmer. You find that

if you place chloride of sodium in it, that it

will not only not be cold, but it will also give

a rich, delicate bloom to the whole appear-

ance of the prints. Add only a little, how-

ever, and then thoroughly shake the con-

tents.

At another time you will think your

toning very fickle, as said in the first of

this series of articles (September Philadel-

phia Photographer), but you must be certain

that it is you who are the fickle one instead

of the bath, as said in that article.

In making the gold alkaline, there are

one or two things that I should like to men-
tion here, and one is, if the gold is made
right alkaline, it will have in a measure, al-

though not in quite so great a degree, the

same results as is the case with the silver

bath. The more the alkalinity, the less

gentle the action, and the more rapidity in

toning, and in throwing down or precipi-

tating the substance of the toning bath as

it stands when not in use. The tones are

deceiving, and on the whole, this extreme

is to be zealously avoided.

As said in a former article, endeavor to

establish harmony between all of the solu-

tions in use, and the result will amply repay

for the trouble.

I must now pass on to other matters in

connection with this "Corner," but next

month I will probably take up the subject

again.

"Dear Sir: Would you oblige me by

answering this note, and tell me what is the

fault with the inclosed print. It was sil-

vered on a 40-grain silver bath forty-five

seconds, fumed ten minutes on H. extra

paper. Used the same bath the day before,

working all right.

"A. F. B., Printer."

The above letter was received a few weeks

ago, just after the issue of the last number
of the Philadelphia Photographer, and it was

answered by letter. As near as I can re-

member the print now, it was an evidence

of a bath which had gradually become acid,

so that it yielded red, flat prints, although

the bath was "all right" the day before.

Who has not had the same trouble—having

a bath work well one day, and the next

having it the reverse? Recommended a

little alkali in the bath.

" Will you please answer the following

questions, and oblige,

"0. P. C.

" How much ammonia is necessary to

fume two sheets of paper ?

"How will I get my albumen paper

damp before silvering it ? What is the best

kind of double albumen paper ?

" When you wash prints with salt, how
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long should they be washed, and how much
salt?

" Will hard water wash prints as well as

soft?

" Is alum a good thing to wash prints,

and how?
" Is soap and alcohol a good thing to

polish pictures with before burnishing, or

is there anything better?

"Do you know if there is any person

travelling giving instructions ? I would

like to have a, first-class man."

Our friend's questions touch upon a va-

riety of points, and, being on unusual sub-

jects, are extremely difficult to answer, yet

an attempt will be made.

Think about two drachms of the liquid

ammonia will be sufficient to fume a half

dozen sheets of paper, providing the paper

is not placed in too large a fuming-box.

Albumen paper can be damped by plac-

ing it in a box in which are arranged a

network of strings, about a foot or so from

the bottom of the box, at which place have

a dish o filled with water. For an average

kind of business this will be found to be all

that is necessary.

Prints washed with salt should, as with

acid, be subjected to easy and gentle action.

About half an ounce of the salt to the gal-

lon of water will be found to be sufficient.

Let the prints remain in the bath, moving

them constantly the while, until they are

quite red in color, and the water very milky.

Hard water will wash prints very finely.

There are many strong advocates of the

value of alum as an eliminator.

Write to Mr. John R. demons, 915 San-

som Street, Philadelphia, and he will, doubt-

less, inform you of the modus operandi.

Soap and alcohol does not "polish " photo-

graphs. It is applied as a lubricator to pre-

pare the surface of the albumen, so that it

will nicely take the burnish from the ma-

chine.

We do not know of any person at the

present time who is travelling for the pur-

pose you name. Will let you know when
we do.

We received a communication from Mr.

W. B. Critchfield, Chariton, Iowa, which

we will insert in our next, by which time

we hope to be in receipt of some other ex-

cellent articles.

THE BEST METHOD OF TREATING
A DISORDERED BATH.

The combination of innocent elements

called the negative bath, which is always

ready to make an effort to do what is

required of it, seems to be with some the

bane of their photographic life. It is the

photographer's constant companion, and in

some cases the subject of his constant solici-

tude. It is dosed and doctored, sunned and

filtered, scolded and fumed over ; and some-

times, like the faithful dog, who returns

kindness for abuse, works better for being

badly used. But the rule is rather the other

way
;
provided it be reasonably pure it be-

haves best when let alone the most, except

as it is used for its legitimate purpose.

As to the best method of treating a disor-

dered bath there may be a difference of

opinion, and the same remedy may not

always apply to every disease; but a cor-

respondent who says he has a hobby in this

direction communicates the following, which

may prove as successful with others as with

him.
"Keokuk, October 11th, 1875.

" E. L. Wilson, Esq.

" Dear Sir: I thought I would take up

my pen and say a few words to you in re-

gard to my hobby, for you know every one

has a hobby, and mine is the nitrate of

baryta bath; and I am satisfied that if it

were in general use there would be many
more successful sittings than there are now,

especially with infants. I had occasion a

few days since to dissolve a lot of silver

coin, which I sometimes do for the purpose

of making a bath
; but amongst this partic-

ular lot was a lot of scrap silver obtained at

the jeweller's and guaranteed to be pure

silver ; but I found after dissolving it that

it contained quite an amount of either lead

or solder used by jewellers, and it was a

good deal of trouble to cleanse this out

;

and when I got the solution ready for work

and coated a plate, I could not get a full-

timed image under twenty or thirty seconds,

and found the bath kept depositing a fine

white powder. After repeated trials I be-
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thought me to try the effect of baryta. I

added about four grains to the ounce of so-

lution, and also an additional dose of iodide,

and again tried the bath. Lo, and behold,

a change had come over it, a great change.

I could make a picture in two or three

seconds and have plenty of time, and the

bath improved daily ; arid I inclose you a

card made with it to show you how it

works. Not that this card has any partic-

ular merit except the time in which it

was made, whiclrwas a half second as near

as I could calculate, by exposing as rapidly

as it was possible to uncover and cover the

lens; you will perceive that from the sub-

ject, and the position itself shows the work
had to be done quickly. And as I have re-

ceived so many good things from the Phila-

delphia Photographer, I should like to re-

turn the obligation in some degree as far as

I am able, and if the craft would or could

be induced to try this, I know they would

be satisfied that it is good, and I should feel

that I have not labored in vain."

WEYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

We must apologize for referring again to

these useful adjuncts of the printing depart-

ments, but we do it for the benefit of the

many who are and who are not using them.

We know that some fail to secure the best

effects from them from the want of a proper

knowledge of their use ; while we are satis-

fied from the vignette pictures we receive

from others, that they do not use them at

all. They are acknowledged by all printers

who use them understanding^, to be the

best method for producing a perfectly soft

gradation of tint in a vignette that has ever

been devised.

Every photographer should have an as-

sortment of the sizes, so that they may be

used according to the following directions

given by the inventor.

Weymouth 1

s Directions for Use.—When
very thick glass is used in the printing-frame,

the vignette paper should be fastened to the

glass with a little gum or a wafer at each

corner, which may be easily removed by

damping, or with a penknife. When no
glass but the negative is used, fasten the

paper to the outside of the frame ; but as the

thickness of the wood from the inner groove

to the outside varies from an eighth of an

inch in some frames to nearly half an inch

in others, care must be taken that the open-

ing or lucent centre of the vignette paper

be smaller when used at the latter distance.

For instance, a negative which would re-

quire a No. 5 paper an eighth of an inch

from it, would give equally good or better

vignetting results, by a No. 3 paper, placed

at a distance of three-eighths or half an inch.

The two largest carte papers, No. 8 oval

and No. 12 pear-shaped, will suit many cab-

inet negatives, if they are placed at a proper

distance.

THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION REPORTS.

There has been much dissatisfaction ex-

pressed—and justly so—with the method

adopted by the Association at the Chicago

Convention, of publishing the report; and

nearly all the censure has been laid upon

the Executive Committee and our publish-

ers. And from the complaints made there

seems to be a feeling that, if we publish the

report, we gain some advantage and deprive

somebody else of a privilege they ought to

have. If we do not publish it, then com-

plaints are made that the subscription price

of the official organ of the Association is

paid, the dues are paid, and the members

are required to pay extra for a report of the

Convention proceedings ; and, as we said,

the complaints are made as if the Executive

Committee were responsible for it all.

But this feeling arises from a misappre-

hension of the case, and a want of knowl-

edge of the published statements in refer-

ence to it. Now the facts of the case are

briefly these

:

Previous to the meeting of the Associa-

tion in Philadelphia, in 1871, the reports

had been published in this journal free of

cost, for the exclusive privilege. At that

meeting it was voted that the report be

given to all the journals. We made no

objection, but felt disposed to let the Asso-

ciation manage the matter in its own way,

entirely uninfluenced by any act or word

of ours. The next year we published a full

and complete report of the Convention, as
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before, while by other publications the re-

port was so garbled and spun out that at

Buffalo dissatisfaction was manifested again,

and then it was voted that it be published

in the Philadelphia Photographer, at the ex-

pense of the Association, and five hundred

extra copies ordered.

At the Chicago Convention, last year,

another scheme was proposed and carried

through, which, as most of our readers

know, was that the report be published by

the Association and sold to the members at

cost. This we felt opposed to from the first,

because we were, as now, of the opinion

that every member was entitled to a copy

free; but, as before, we did not wish to use

any influence one way or the other, feeling

sure that if we did so we should be charged

with some personal interest in the matter.

The publication of the Chicago report was

placed in the hands of the Executive Com-
mittee, who decided that in the absence of

funds in the treasury, the report should

only be published when sufficient subscrip-

tions had been received, or enough mem-
bers had paid their dues, to cover the ex-

pense. These were the instructions from the

Convention. But as subscriptions or dues

failed to come in as required, the committee

concluded to receive bids for its publication,

and for the sake of having it disposed of to

the best advantage to the Association, we

bid very low and it was awarded to us. We
published it, and sent it to those who had

subscribed their dollar for a copy, but out-

side of this, at the late day of its publica-

tion, there was very little demand for it,

and we have never yet received enough to

cover the cost. We were not allowed by

the Association or by the Executive Com-

mittee to publish it in our magazine.

We have made this explanation, in order

to clearly define our position, and answer

theinsinuations that have been made against

the Executive Committee as being responsi-

ble for whatever may be done by the Asso-

ciation. They are only the executive of the

laws made at the Convention.

Should any suspect that our present posi-

tion in reference to the Chicago report is an

after-thought, influenced by the expression

of opinion against the manner of its publi-

cation, we beg to refer them to our October

number, last year, page 317. What we
said there seems to have been overlooked

by a great many, or they could not have

been misled as they seem to have been.

We have been induced to refer to this

matter at this time, by a resolution that was

offered at the May meeting of the Boston

Association. An attempt was made to have

it appear that that resolution was offered in

the interests of the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher, but found no support in the Boston

society. We wrote to President Bowers
for the truth of the matter, and received

a plain statement of how he and others felt

about the publication of the report, which

agrees with our own opinions exactly, to-

gether with a copy of the resolution re-

ferred to, as offered to the meeting, which

was as follows

:

" Resolved, That the proceedings of the

National Photographic Association at its

annual conventions, ought to be published

in the Philadelphia Photographer, free of

charge to said Association ; and that the ac-

tion of the Chicago Convention in relation

to this matter, does not meet the approval

of this Association."

It will be seen that no reference is made
to the Philadelphia Photographer being the

" exclusive channel" through which the re-

ports should be published.

The Boston society is mainly made up of

members of the National Photographic As-

sociation, and have a perfect right to criti-

cize the proceedings of that body.

There are several other things we would

be glad to see them agitate, but it is not

right that their actions should be twisted

and turned to mean what they had no

thought of giving birth to.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Photographic Society of Philadel-

phia.—Stated meeting held Thursday, Oc-

tober 7th, 1875, the President in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved.

It was reported that the following named
members of the Photographic Society of

Philadelphia participated in the first out-

door meeting of the Society, on Thursday,

June 17th, 1875; Messrs. Carbutt, Seiler,
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Moore, Shoemaker, Joseph M. Wilson,

Hewitt, Young, McCollin, Learning, Dixon,

Sartain, Corlies, and Browne. Glen Onoko,

near Mauch Chunk, was selected as the lo-

cality, and it was well deserving of a visit.

Dry plates were almost exclusively used, with

admirable success. A full description of the

expedition will be found.in the Philadelphia

Photographer, July and August numbers.

The President announced that a building

to be used for the exhibition of photo-

graphic pictures, and other purposes con-

nected with the art, was about to be erected

in thegrounds of the Centennial Exhibition,

Eairmount Park. The President said that

as this Society was the first one founded in

the United States, and had always en-

deavored to further deserving photographic

enterprises, he thought that something

should be done by the Society to aid the

building fund, especially as the amount al-

ready raised was by no means sufficient, and

as societies in other cities had contributed

liberally to this object, he would be glad

to hear the opinions of the members.

After some discussion, it was resolved

that a committee be appointed to confer

with the members for raising funds for this

purpose.

The Chair appointed Messrs. McCollin,

Dixon, and Wallace, to serve as committee.

Mr. E. L. Wilson exhibited two remark-

ably fine interior views of the Machinery

Hall at the Centennial Buildings, on plates

twenty inches by twenty-four, made with

the Morrison lens, and printed on Clem-

ons's new paper, photographed by the Cen-

tennial Photographic Company.

Dr. Seiler exhibited some samples of

photo-micrography, enlarged six hundred

and fifty diameters.

The President exhibited some fine Prom-

enade cards, by Mr. Taber, of San Francisco.

Mr. Young exhibited some excellent neg-

atives made with an excess of silver emul-

sion.

A discussion ensued upon the merits of

different pyroxylins for dry-plate work.

The opinions expressed seemed to favor the

use of a long fibre, or low temperature cot-

ton for emulsions, while short or high

temperature samples were preferred for

bath plates.

Mr. McCollin exhibited some very fine

views of English cathedrals, etc.

The Secretary exhibited a scrap-book

containing about sixty prints from nega-

tives of English scenery, made by himself

during the summer. Both wet and dry

plates had been used. The best dry results

were on gum gallic plates, which were three

months old at time of exposure. Some fair

results were also obtained on Liverpool

plates, though many of these showed marks

of carelessness in preparation. The Secre-

tary remarked upon the very bad quality of

the water throughout England, being in-

jurious to silver solutions, and precipitating

cyanide of potassium, though not in the

least affecting alkaline developers.

Mr. Moran exhibited in the sciopticon

some highly interesting views in Tasmania,

taken on the Transit of Venus Expedition

in 1874. The series comprised mountain

views and instantaneous effects of clouds,

breaking waves, shipping, etc.

On motion, adjourned.

Ellerslie Wallace, Jr.,

Recording Secretary.

Boston Photographic Association.—
The Association met at the studio of D. K.

Prescott, Friday, October 1st, 1875, Presi-

dent Bowers in the chair.

At tbe suggestion of President Bowers, it

was voted that a suitable box be provided

for the reception of written questions to he

asked by the memhers, said questions to

have no name aflixed, to be read by the

Secretary to the Society, and to be answered

by any of the members either verbally or

in writing.

Mr. Black spoke in regard to the Centen-

nial building ; he said that up to the present

time there had been goodly sums subscribed

in Boston, and he hoped to increase them.

$20,000 in all was wanted, of which about

-

$10,000 bad been raised, which had been

tendered to the Centennial Committee, and

accepted with the understanding that the

photographers should strive to raise the

balance. He urged all members to take at

least one share.

The question was asked if he thought

there would be as many outside of the fra-

ternity see our pictures, if they were all in
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a separate building, as though they were in

the main building with other exhibitors.

Mr. Black said he thought there would,

as he thought that a display of pictures at-

tracted as much attention at an exhibition

of that kind as any one thing ; also of the

advantage we should have of comparing the

work of one with that of another, which

would be impossible in the main building,

where they must necessarily be scattered in

different parts.

That was also the opinion of Mr. Howell.

He said at first he felt like the gentleman

that asked the question, but he now felt

different. He referred to the help the Bos-

ton Art Club had, $100 to $1000 being con-

tributed by single individuals, and if we
intended to make a show at Philadelphia

the building is a necessity.

Mr. Black referred to the Mechanics'

Fair here last year, and said we knew that

the paintings had all the advantageous

places, while the photographs were put in

anywhere.

The subscription hook was then opened,

and stock taken by a number of the mem-
bers.

President Bowers spoke in regard to

silver waste (paper clippings). He took a

lot and mixed it thoroughly so there would

be no difference, and divided it into three

equal parts; one lot he reduced himself,

from which he got twelve ounces of silver,

one lot he gave to Mr. Drew, of Boston, to

reduce, who returned twelve ounces ; the

other part he gave to a man who came to

his place, and he returned eight ounces, and

charged a commission.

Mr. Black said he once prepared two lots

in the same way, gave one to Mr. Drew, the

other to some one else
; Mr. Drew's return

was nearly double the other.

Mr. Holton spoke of the trouble he had

had this summer with his prints blistering

in the hypo, which on drying would leave

a bluish stain the size of the blister, and

after experimenting, found that the trouble

in his case was the use of a too weak hypo

solution (10 to 15 grains by hydrometer).

He increased the strength to 40 grains,

which stops the blistering in the hypo, but

they blister in the salt water. To remedy

that, after the prints are fixed gradually re-

duce the strength of the hypo to 20 grains

by the addition of water, and then transfer

the prints to the salt water. In this way
he has no blisters ; uses double albumenized
Berlin paper.

Adjourned.

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.— The
order of business was expedited as much as

possible by the postponement of several

items to the next meeting, to make way for

the lantern entertainment which had been

promised by the Secretary.

The lantern used was the new one recently

introduced by Prof. Morton, called the

" Photographer's Lantern " It has a com-
bination jet for using house gas and oxygen,

but it may be used equally well with two
bags under pressure, as it was on this occa-

sion. It worked admirably, giving a very

steady and brilliant light.

The first pictures shown were the Prom-
enade Prize series for the best pictures of

which a gold medal was given by the editor

of the Philadelphia Photographer. Mr. "Wil-

son and Mr. Moran made some very in-

structive observations, as to the arrange-

ment of lines, and management of light,

showing what was in harmony with the

rules and principles of art, and what was

not.

There can be no better method of in-

structing photographers than this ; and if

it could be made systematic with some one

in each of our local societies to give the

necessary explanation, it might be made
productive of a great deal of good.

A series of slides was shown by Mr. Mo-
ran, illustrating his Venus Expedition trip.

They comprised views in Cape Town, Cape

of Good Hope ; in Tasmania, where the Tran-

sit station was located, instantaneous views

taken in the Indian Ocean during a storm,

and views of the sun showing the Transit, of

Venus, all of which were made very inter-

esting by the lucid descriptions of Mr.

Moran.

The entertainment concluded with a col-

lection of White Mountain views, from the

series by Mr. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H.

These gave some of the principal points of

interest, such as "The Old Man of the

Mountain," The Tip Top House, The Gov-
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ernment Signal Station, The Mount Wash-
ington Bailway, and the wonderful effects

of the frost and wind during the winter.

Mr. Fred. H. De Kosher, who has spent two

years on the summit, in the signal service,

was present, and very felicitously told the

members, in connection with the views,

something of what he .knew about life on

Mount Washington in winter. The whole

passed exceeding well, and the thanks of

the Association were voted all around at the

close.

WRINKLES AND DODGES.

As cold weather approaches, a thick me-

tallic scum will be found on the bath in the

morning, which, if not carefully removed,

will ruin the first plates dipped. This scum

is produced b}r gas from the coal fire which

has been left burning through the night,

and is effectually prevented by wrapping

the bath-box with a thick cloth or blanket,

when the day's work is done.

Frank Bobbins.

Faming in the Silvering Room.—Photog-

raphers often complain of their paper turn-

ing yellow, and being unable to trace the

cause. There is probably, none more fruit-

ful of this evil than having fumes of am-

monia reach the paper before it is dry. This

is brought about by the fuming-box being

in the same room, and one lot of paper sil-

vered after another has been fumed
; or it

will result from the paper being placed in

the fuming-box before it is thoroughly dry.

The effect is the same either way. The sil-

vering and fuming should be done in sepa-

rate apartments, and it is well to see that

the ammonia fumes are allowed to escape

after the box is opened. A box constructed

after the plan of Mr. W. L. Shoemaker, in

which the fumes are carried off through a

tin pipe leading from the box into the open

air is best. This frees the box entirely from

the fumes, and is a very safe arrangement.

To Avoid Bubbles in Floating the Paper.—
In nearly all the instructions given for

floating the paper, we are told to take the

sheet by opposite corners with the right and

left hand, and lower the middle of it on to

the bath, gradually bringing down the

raised corners. This method will always

produce a collection of bubbles along the

middle of the sheet where it first touched

the bath, which often cause considerable

trouble to remove. The better way is to

hold one hand higher than the other, when
placing the sheet on the bath, and com-
mence with one corner ; as it is lowered, all

bubbles are pressed out and easily removed.

To Avoid Silver Drippingsfrom the Plate-

holder.—If you have no bottle in the bottom

of your holder, place strips of blotting-paper

under the lower edge of the plate, and as

soon as the shutter is-closed, bring the holder

into a horizontal position, with the film side

of the plate down
; carry it to and from the

camera in this way, and you will have no

drippings upon the floor. But this is not the

only advantage
; the plate being in a hori-

zontal position does not drain, and may be

kept much longer before exposing, if neces-

sary ; being laid on the floor, a table or

stand, it cannot fall over and spoil the plate,

as sometimes happens when the plateholder

is set down in a vertical position
; again, the

plate retaining the free silver on its surface

is in much better condition for the developer

than when kept upright, and nearly all the

solution drained off from it. Of course, the

plate is in a vertical position while in the

camera, but this is often but a small portion

of the time between the bath and developer.

Wipe off the thick ridges of collodion

from the lower edges of the plate in coating

;

they absorb a good deal of silver, and ac-

complish nothing.

Collodion for Whiter Use, is better with

equal parts of ether and alcohol, or with

some samples of cotton may be improved

by an excess of ether. In warm weather

an excess of alcohol is best, if the cotton

will dissolve well in it; as the less volatile

liquid there is in it, the more manageable it

will be. A collodion with an excess of al-

cohol should be carefully watched, as it is

very liable to produce a crapy film, which

is one of the most annoying ills a photog-

rapher can be afflicted with.

Collodion-Porcelain.—I will give you a

composition which I have been tempted to

call collodion-porcelain.

Collodion at 1^ per cent., . 80 grammes.

Gum Myrrh, . . . 1.50 "

The gum is dissolved by occasionally agi-
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tating, and the solution is allowed to rest

until it becomes clear. Placing this com-

position on the plate, as is done with ordi-

nary collodion, we obtain, after desiccation,

a smooth, white surface, resembling ivory

or fine porcelain. Glass transparent posi-

tives present a charming effect, and, seen

by transparency, gain much by the delicacy

and harmony of detail, whether lighted by

day-, sun-, or lamplight. If, after complete

desiccation, the collodion-porcelain is cov-

ered two or three times with photographic

varnish,* the coating becomes very tough.

A glass covered with this collodion could

well serve instead of the ground-glass of the

dark-room.

The collodion-porcelain may be colored

with anilin colors, and, as a subjectile for

glass transparencies, give charming and

varied effects; the quantity of color cannot

be accurately defined. To procure a certain

color, take anilin pigment of this color and

dissolve it in alcohol until saturation is

nearly reached ; this solution is added drop

by drop to the collodion-porcelain until the

desired tint is obtained.—D. Pokorsky-
Joravko—Moniteur de la Photographic

Dear Sphynx : I am having some trouble

with my negative varnish. My formula is

as follows : Alcohol, 32 ozs.; gum sandarac,

3^ ozs ;
Venice turpentine, 3 ozs.; gum cam-

phor, J oz. I had the half of the formula

made up the first time I got it and it worked

splendidly. Wishing to make some more, I

had the same quantity put up, and it will

not work at all. Whenever I touch it with

the pencil (Faber, No. 4), it works up on

* We make use of a solution of gum dammar
in benzine at ten per cent.

the point, or scratches the varnish film,

without leaving a black mark, and it takes

about three days before I can work on it at

all. I have made three different batches

from different drug stores, and they are all

the same. I can't see why the first batch

should work so well, and the rest fail? If

you can help me any, please do so.

Sirap.

TALK AND TATTLE.

Old Ruts.—Most of us have been in the

country where through the fields we see a

narrow road, running perhaps from one

end of the farm to the other. That same

road may have been used by the present

owner's grandfather ; at any rate, it bears

the marks of age in the rocks, here and

there, which have been worn away by the

slow travel of years that have passed over

them. This road consists of two ruts, be-

tween which the patient animals travel

from one end to the other, with as little de-

viation as would be made by a locomotive

on the iron rails ; and in this way they will

always travel ; no matter what may be the

difficulties that might be overcome by a

different route, they follow the ruts. The
donkey that toils up the mountain with the

eager, impatient, sight-seeing traveller, fol-

lows all the windings of the path, and

nothing can induce him to deviate or cut

across a turn to shorten the distance; he

follows the ruts. This is animal instinct,

governed by habit, and nothing different can

be expected. But men show their superior

capacities by breaking away from old cus-

toms, old roundabout methods, and adopt

whatever course may facilitate execution,

or be consistent with real progress. This,

we say, is consistent with man's capacities,

and is the way in which all the progress in

the world has been made ; and yet how
many there are who never think of devi-

ating from the beaten track in which they

have been schooled. In photography they

commence with the cleaning of glass, and

go through to the delivery of the pictures,

in precisely the same ruts they began in,

and there seems every probability that they

will ever remain there. Some cry out and

say: " Let well enough alone !" This is all
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very well when it is well enough, but with

the man in these days who does not pro-

gress, it is not well enough. He is but little

above the animals we have referred to, and

a thousand generations of such men would

leave them just where they commenced.

Our art especially is a progressive one, and

man should not allow himself to become too

firmly wedded to notions, habits, or theories,

for if he does the time will soon come when
he will find himself plodding his ruts alone,

while his progressive brethren are away
ahead on a higher and broader plane of ad-

vancement.

Interference.—There are many inter-

ferences in photography. Should we ask a

dozen different men's opinions as to what

these may be, they might give a dozen dif-

ferent answers. One would say he had been

interfered with by the owner of some patent,

another by a badly constructed light, an-

other by bad luck, and soon, but the great-

est interference photographers meet with

is the interference with each other
;

the

disposition of one man to apparently assume

that no one else has any rights that he

ought to respect. "We frequently hear of

this disposition being manifested in country

towns, where every man knows every other

man, and where two or three or more pho-

tographers, as the case maybe, will run and

abuse each other, by counter-advertising

and notices, if they can get them in the local

paper, or by defamatory remarks against

their neighbors to customers. These are in-

terferences of the most serious nature, and

of that kind which like a boomerang, will

return and smite the one that throws it.

Now what we would like to see among
photographers is more fraternity of feeli ng

;

each according to every other the same

rights, privileges, and liberties that he claims

for himself.

It is an interference when, if asked the

location of a neighbor's gallery, you say you

do not know, or give an evasive answer.

It is an interference to call on your neigh-

bor and with an air of superiority, criticize

his work, or find fault with his surround-

ings. It is an interference to be active in

establishing some new order, such as a scale

of prices or rule of prepayment, getting the

pledge of others to its fulfilment, and then

be the first to violate it

An article in the Philadelphia Public

Ledger under this head, treats the subject

very pertinently. We make the following

extract, which conveys a lesson for all

classes and conditions

:

" No two persons are cast in the same
mould. Each has his or her own person-

ality, with distinct needs to supply, desires

to gratify, faculties to develop, and tenden-

cies to cherish or restrain. Not until we
fully recognize this truth, and modestly ac-

knowledge our imperfect comprehension of

another's nature, are we prepared to in-

fluence it. Not until we reverence as sacred

the individuality that encompasses our

child, our neighbor, or our friend, are we
fit to teach or counsel or admonish him.

Not until we accord to every other human
being the same respect that we claim for

ourselves have we begun to comprehend the

meaning of that liberty which we so fre-

quently and so noisily applaud."

" The Art of appearing like a Fool with

Propriety.—We find some capital observa-

tions relating to our art suggested by an

article under the above head in the Satur-

day Review. The writer having, no doubt,

had some experience, seems to think that

in ' Our Photographic Portraits ' is this art

of appearing like a fool with propriety ex-

emplified. He says : ' We know of no un-

dertaking more trying to the average dig-

nity and self-respect, at least the male por-

tion of the human race, and of no process

more calculated to puzzle those who like to

trace some connection between results and
the means employed to produce them, than

that of going in cool blood to have one's

photographic portrait taken. Certainly,

photographic portraits, as now taken by
skilful operators, are a very pleasing thing,

and not less surprising than pleasing. They
are often attractive on account of the ob-

vious delicacy and fidelity of the workman-
ship, and the evidences they afford of the

manipulation of trained hands. But their

attractiveness is by no means of this kind

only. They are often very complete ex-

pressions of the character of the subject,

which they present with simplicity and re-

22
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finement. We have before us at this mo-
ment the portrait of an old gentleman, an

artist, which is exquisitely true to a nature

of the rarest purity and grace. The gentle-

ness, the elevation of a mind wholly given

over to the contemplation of the beautiful

and the pursuit of a difficult and lofty art;

the strength of an enthusiastic spirit; the

animation flowing from a native shrewd-

ness, keen sense of humor, a lively sym-

pathy with human feeling, and a spice of

vigorous but controlled eombativeness—all

these are in the picture, as well as the

minute markings in the face of old age, the

beauty of a snow-white beard, and the dig-

nified carriage of a form broken with years

and suffering, but sustained by a firm will.

The gallery of the gentleman who produced

this portrait is full of pictures of equal in-

terest, and very varied in character.

" What inspires with wonder the observer

who ascends to the operator's room, is how
all this array of vivacious and expressive

faces was turned out by the apparently bar-

ren and incongruous machinery of that

illuminated den. The torn and rickety re-

flecting screens, the dingy velvet chairs,

the rocks of wood and paper worn by the

stream of human forms (' a continual drop-

ping that weareth away a real stone'), the

abominable racks and grips of iron—all

these inspire one with a horrible sense of

artificiality and arrangement entirely in-

compatible with freshness, or ease, or grace,

or naturalness. This feeling is intensified

when the observer is fairly 'posed,' his

head twisted as it was never twisted before,

unless by the photographer's merciless

hands, and as it would never remain were

it not for the iron griffin that holds him in

its unfeeling grasp, his eyes directed to a

fixed point, and his whole system rebelling

against the silent, rigid, despotic disposition

of himself to which he has submitted. The

skilful artist, with an occult purpose which

one feels is doomed to disappointment, bids

you to give your countenance a ' little

more animation.' You grin in a ghastly

way at the suggestion, when your sense of

mortification at the figure you know you

are making is broken in upon by your tor-

mentor, who tells you with a comprehen-

sive gesture: 'That's it precisely ! Now

let that dissipate into a genial smile, and
I'll give you a good one.' Mentally you
remark that if he does give you ' a good
one' it will wear an expression of mingled

idiocy and rage.

" Yet the chances are nine in ten, if your

photographer is among the best, that he

will produce for you a portrait in which

your friends will find a dozen different

phases of your character. His experienced

eye perceives the means of reaching the

effect he is in pursuit of in arrangements

that your uneasy consciousness condemns,

and against which your pride rebels. Per-

haps a rational man ought to be a little re-

buked, a little touched with humiliation, at

the reflection that he knows so very little

about how he really looks. The conviction

that one was really appearing with as much
dignity and grace as were natural to him,

when he felt that he was looking constrained

and silly, suggests the awful possibility that

when one appears to his inward eye all that

he desires, he may be the very reverse to

the impartial observer."

PHOTOGRAPHIC RIGHTS.
Supplement.

Dear Editor: The inclosed printed slip

is from the New York Tribune, editorial

page of this morning, October 21st.

When photographers find their foolish

and cowardly business methods so con-

spicuous as to be worth holding up to ridi-

cule in the most powerful papers of our

country, they may conclude a change

worthy of some thought.

I ask a place for it in the Philadelphia

Photographer as a matter of common in-

terest to all photographers, and as a complete

'justification of all I have writen on the sub-

ject, proving that I said not a word too much
or too soon.

E. K. Hough.

Satisfaction in Likenesses.

A test case of great concern to photog-

raphers and of considerable interest to the

public is before a Brooklyn court. For

seventeen successive times a young lady

faced the camera. Duly after each succes-

sive sitting the photographer sent the evi-

dences of his labor for criticism and pos-
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sible acceptance. None of the pictures

suited. At last the lady declined to sit

again, and the gentleman who had origi-

nally made the contract—if it can be so

called—declined to take any of the pictures

or to pay for anything done. The photog-

rapher has brought before the court his

seventeen negatives and proofs, doubtless

quoting Hamlet, " Look now upon this pic-

ture and on this." His labor in preparing

them amounts to a certain sum of money,

to recover which he has sued. There were

the front face, and the side face, and the

half-averted gaze; the chin a little more

up ; the sad look ; the faint smile ; the ex-

pression of being very much pleased—more-

in fact than the lady actually was, and con-

sequently not at all a truthful picture.

There were also the standing portrait, and

the one with hand up to the head in a posi-

tion of reflection ; the one with the hair

drawn back and the one with it let down
;

the one with the necklace, the one with the

furs, and the one that seemed as if it might

have suited, with the last new thing of a

bonnet. All these the lady, and the gen-

tleman, and all their friends, and now the

jury, have contemplated. As Beau Brum-
mell's valet said of the morning's bundle of

tried and rejected neckties, " These are our

failures."

The defendant replies to all this array of

testimony that his agreement " with a tall

young man in the rooms " was simply that

a portrait would be obtained that should

give satisfaction ; that failing, nothing was

to be paid. The Autocrat of the Breakfast

Table has told us how that same requisite of

" satisfaction " tortured him with anxiety

when lyceum trustees specified it as a con-

dition of his lectures. To promise satisfac-

tion in this part of the country is almost as

serious a matter as to demand it further

south. So far as photographers are con-

cerned, they have put themselves in the vo-

cative, where they have adopted such a

method of doing business as is in evidence.

The usual experience is, when a photograph

does not suit, another and another attempt

is made, till all parties to the transaction

are wearied beyond endurance ; and at last

the sitter, grown desperate, takes what does

not really give the coveted satisfaction

—

takes any of the lot, and usually the worst;

on the principle that people who go all

through the woods to look for a cane usually

put up with a crooked stick. Most persons

get into this condition of despair before they

have settled themselves for the seventeenth

time to gaze at the black cloth, to be asked

to throw up the chin and to look smiling.

Were human nature not so constituted, the

business of photographing likenesses would

have to be reorganized, or it could scarcely

last a fortnight.

For all that appearsjn the Brooklyn case,

which probably offers a fair specimen of

this sort of agreement, if the sitter had been

willing to go on with the attempts at get-

ting a likeness they might have continued

indefinitely, till the golden tresses of youth

were whitened with the snows of age. But

camera sittings are like the infinite denom-
inators of mathematics; with every new
figure obtained, they grow more clumsy.

The suit under consideration suggests, how-

ever, a new feature in the problem. Sup-

pose a gentleman has made this bargain

respecting a lad3r 's portrait. Suppose also,

the lady becomes tired of the experiment,

and putting the sole of her number three

flatly on the ground, declares that she will

not present herself before the camera again.

Photographers probably have some rights

as well as wrongs. Can they compel the

gentleman to find a substitute?

OUR PICTURE.

The interest excited by the new Prome-

nade style has become very general, and

we are in receipt of specimens from photog-

raphers in nearly all parts of the country.

It has not only awakened an interest in the

size as something new, but it is leading to

the study of those aesthetic principles which

are so applicable to photography, and which

distinguish all true works of art.

In Taine's Philosophy of Art, as trans-

lated by Mr. John Durand, he says : " It is

well-known that the different works of an

artist bear a family likeness, like the chil-

dren of one parent ; that is to say, they bear

a certain resemblance to each other. We
know that every artist has his own style, a

style recognized in all his productions. If
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he is a painter, he has his own coloring,

rich or impoverished ; his favorite types,

noble or ignoble; his attitudes, his mode of

composition, even his processes of execu-

tion; his favorite pigments, tints, models,

and manner of working." How true this

is also of photographers, especially of those

who put anything of art, feeling, or. char-

acter into their work.

There was a time when nearly all pho-

tographs were alike, or like the work of a

single individual, bore a family resem-

blance. As it is said of the decline of art in

the sixth century, when " artists could only

represent man in two ways, seated and

standing ; other attitudes were too difficult

and beyond their capacity. Hands and feet

appear rigid as if fractured, the folds of the

drapery are wooden, figures seem to be

manikins, and heads are invaded by the

eyes." This describes photography a dozen

years ago ; but what a change has come over

its fair features ; how much there is to re-

joice over and be thankful for.

With the observations in mind which we
have just been making, we doubt not that

many of our readers would recognize the

author of our picture in the work itself.

Mr. I. W. Taber, of San Francisco, is

not only the author of this individual pic-

ture, but the author of the Promenade size
;

and the credit of its conception and intro-

duction belong exclusively to him, as the

size has been accepted by all, without any

suggestions or qualifications, except as some

have changed the style in printing, dispens-

ing with the border, and making the pic-

ture the full size of the card. This is a

matter of taste, and depends upon the na-

ture and style of the subject.

This is one of the prize set, of which we

gave the medal picture last month, and is a

very neat and elegant specimen, from which

photographers may get some good ideas if

they will but study it carefully.

But we see that frequently the originator

of a design, or teacher of a method is out-

done by his pupils, or by some one who may
practice upon his suggestions. Mr. Eocher

has thus far taken the lead in this new style,

but we do not apprehend for him such

severe treatment as Michael Angelo re-

ceived at the hands of a fellow-artist, who

jealous of his fame and abilities, dealt him
a blow which broke Michael's nose, and in

all the portraits of the great master we no-

tice the nasal member looks out of joint.

The time has been, however, when pho-

tographers felt some of this savage spirit of

jealousy towards each other, and it may still

exist in some sections, but the great ma-
jority of them, and especially the better

class, have overcome all this by our exhibi-

tions, conventions, and intercourse with each

other in various ways. We find that those

who enter these friendly contests for a prize

seem to be drawn nearer each other ; there

is a sort of sympathy of feeling established

between them, as they examine each other's

work, and instead of dissatisfaction, some of

the best are willing to take a second or third

position on the list.

In these days the man whose nose is out

of joint is not he who outrivals others by

his masterly genius and artistic skill, but he

who draws a mantle of exclusiveness about

him, shuts himself up amid the dust and

cobwebs, and breathes only the stifled at-

mosphere of his own little circle ; who
never attends a convention, never takes a

journal, never competes for a prize. This

man becomes dwarfed, crippled, and never

rises above the animal that he was when he

commenced.

For a man to rise, expand, and grow he

must get away from himself, from his own
work occasionally, and by coming in con-

tact with other men, contemplating other

scenes, he has his energies refreshed and

invigorated. In the work we have referred

to, Taine makes some observations on this

point which apply well to photographers.

He says: "You know that a man who
paints or writes remains not alone face to

to face with his canvas or his writing-desk.

On the contrary, he goes out and talks to

people and looks about him ; he listens to

the hints of his friends or rivals, and seeks

suggestions in books and from surrounding

works of art. An idea resembles a seed
;

if the seed requires, in order to germinate,

develop, and bloom, the nourishment which

water, air, sun, and soil afford it, the idea,

in order to complete and shape itself into

form, requires to be supplemented and aided

by other minds."
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These suggestions can be followed out in

practice by photographers, with any

thoughts they may receive from the study

of our picture, or otherwise, and instead of

letting an idea drop, talk it over, discuss it,

see what your neighbor thinks about, and

you will soon work it into practical shape

and apply it to your every-day work.

For Mr. Taber's methods of working, and

some remarks on his wire-cloth background,

pictorials, and other new ideas, see the April

and June numbers of the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer.

The prints were made at our printing-

rooms on Morgan's pink paper, and will be

found fine examples of photographic print-

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Photographers'1 Business—Belgian Medals—

Tannin and Morphia combined— Castor

Oil in Dry Plates—Photography in Poly-

technic Institutions.

The winter season commences, and the

photographers are looking after the lapse

of a dull season to a somewhat more boun

tiful harvest. Notwithstanding the dull

state of industry and the export trade, and

in spite of the universal money calamity,

the photographers have yet always more to

do than many another business. Photog-

raphy is of course an article of luxury, and it

seems as though many people would rather

spend their last cent to satisfy their vanity

than to satisfy their hunger. The possession

of a portrait is made a necessity not only

by marriage solicitors in the newspapers,

but all seeking positions, are often enough

asked to send their recommendation and

portrait. In this case, alas ! the all-beauti-

fying negative retouching has led to many
disappointments, so much so that a manager

of a theatre here declared to me, that in

future, he would request not only the posi-

tive, but also the negative of any star or

beauty to be engaged, so that he can ascer-

tain which is right or wrong. A newly

engaged prima donna, to whom he told

the same, answered him it was none of his

business how she looked during the day,

but would make it a point to look as smooth

on the stage as on her photograph.

There has been already a great deal

written about the increase of retouching.

The photographer, however, is not alone to

blame, or to be held answerable, but the

public, who do not care for the principles

of art, but want to look pretty ; this may
be the reason that more retouching is done

in Vienna than in Berlin. I know of ate-

liers in which the face is worked up in a

stippling manner, so that finally not a

piece of healthy skin is visible. The least

retouching is done in Paris; the photogra-

phers there would no doubt do more, but

they maintain that it Ts impossible to obtain

good retouchers in Paris. It must at the

same time not be kept secret, that the

Parisian portrait photographers do not

stand at the height of the times at present

;

this is not only my opinion, but also of the

French. The attainment of good retouchers

is just as difficult in Germany as elsewhere
;

the principals here are obliged to edu-

cate their retouchers themselves. Institu-

tions for the education of photographers do

not yet exist, and we will probably live to

see an academy for the education of actors

established, through an offer of the German
Actors' Association, before one for photog-

raphy ; the former is already in prospect.

I have just received a list of the medals

awarded at the Brussels Exhibition, which,

although smaller than the Vienna Exhibi-

tion (it counted only 85 exhibitors), was

nevertheless an international one. Belgium

contributed 28 exhibitors, France 12, Ger-

many, 13, Austria 13, England 9, and

America 4. Unfortunately, the first firms

of most of the countries, namely, like Ger-

many, were not represented. What part

the pigment-print performed at the exhibi-

tion I have already informed you. There

was no lack of good and solid work, and

it has been deservedly acknowledged by

the jury. The Belgian exhibitors were

excluded from the award of medals, thereby

the labors of the jury were considerably

diminished. (I mention here that the Berlin

Society, for its proposed exhibition, which

has been postponed, decided also not to

award any medals to Berlin exhibitors.)

Of the foreign photographers, Herr Schaar-

wachter, of Berlin, Luckhardt, of Vienna,

and Vidal, of Marseilles, were added to the
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jury, and their pictures, of course, were

placed out of competition. Only a single

gold medal, granted by the king, the pro-

jector of the exhibition, was awarded to

Mr. Rousselon, for his process of photo-

engraving. More richly were the silver

medals awarded
; of such, only four portrait

photographers received any, among which

is your townsman Gutekunst ; the others

were Heisler (Hildesheim), Angera (Vi-

enna), Dernier (St. Petersburg). Further

silver medals were awarded to three land-

scape photographers, six exhibitors of vari-

ous printing processes, among which is the

Woodburytype, and only one exhibitor of

apparatus, namely, the Scovill Manufactur-

ing Co. of New York. Bronze medals were

awarded to three for printing processes,

two for enamels, two for scientific pho-

tographs, fourteen for landscapes (among

which is one for Bierstadt, of New York),

eleven for portraits, and four for appa-

ratus (among which is one for Anthony &
Co. of New York). America has there-

fore come out with full honors, having all

her exhibitors awarded medals, two with

silver, and two with bronze. This Brussels

Exhibition ought to be the last before the

American. Our Berlin Exhibition we will

postpone until after it.

Lately, tannin has stepped more in the

foreground again in the dry process, and is

used, namely, in the new emulsion plates.

An account of several trials with tannin

which I made during the summer, would be

of some interest. If a clean dry iodide

of silver or bromo-iodized silver film is

coated over one-half its surface with tan-

nin, and exposed while yet damp, it will

show the tannin part not sensitive, but

more insensitive than the clean film. If,

however, it is allowed to dry in it will be

found to be considerably more sensitive

than that part not covered by tannin.

What is remarkable, that clean bromo-

silver plates are rendered only slightly

more sensitive by coating with tannin.

The advantageous action of the tannin con-

sist in that it keeps the plates from the ac-

tion of the atmosphere, and therefore clean

a longer time.

With morphia also I could not receive

any increased sensitiveness by coating clean

bromo-silver plates. It is known that mor-
phia plates, as long as they are fresh, work
softer than tannin plates ; with age, how-
ever, they lose considerably, and tannin

plates show themselves decidedly better

than morphia plates of the same age.

Tannin plates are generally more intense

than others. I tried if it was possible by

mixing tannin and morphia to prepare

plates in which the softness of the morphia

and intensity of tannin would be combined.

For this purpose I made a solution of mor-

phia 1 : 1000, a solution of tannin 1 : 30,

and a morphia-tannin solution by adding

to thirty parts of the former one part of

the latter. In this solution a number of

washed bromo-iodide of silver plates were

dipped and dried. After fourteen days

they were tried, i. e., jointly exposed, and

developed with acid developer ; it proved

that the tannin-morphia plates were the

most sensitive above all the others, and

materially more sensitive than the tannin

plates, which, compared with these, worked

hard. The morphia plates showed them-

selves the least sensitive, which, in fact,

only remained sensitive about four days.

The experiment was repeated with the same

result, and it is without a doubt that the

addition of morphia to tannin solution is

certainly an acquisition. I would remark

here that the morphia solution can be made

by boiling pure morphine in water. Pour

two hundred and fifty grammes of water on

one-quarter gramme of morphine, and boil

until all crystals are dissolved, which will

be about fifteen minutes.

Speaking of dry plates, I will mention

the medium which Herr Harnecker recom-

mends to keep the collodion film on the

plate. Herr Harnecker does not use a pre-

liminary coating of albumen or gutta-

percha, but adds for this purpose to one

pound of collodion four drops of castor oil.

In this manner all his resin dry plates are

made for the trade.

In the field of instruction, photography

has made a little advance. Hitherto only

the two polytechnic academies of Germany,

one in Berlin, the other in Dresden, have

introduced photography as a branch of

study. Now, the polytechnic academy in

Pesth (Hungary) has followed the above
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example. Professor Wartha held, during

the last session, lectures on the theory and

application of photography, which were at-

tended by thirty-five listeners. Besides, a

course of practical photography will be ar-

ranged, and it is in contemplation to have

the necessary rooms and apparatus prepared

for this purpose. Of course these lectures,

like those in the Berlin Academy, do not

serve for the elaborate teaching of photog-

raphers, but more to instruct the technical-

ist in photography.

Professor H. Vogel.

Berlin, September 26, 1875.

MOSAICS FOR 1876.

As we are now putting in type our

Mosaics for 1876, and there is yet room for

a few more contributions, we cordially invite

all of our readers, who would feel it a privi-

lege to have their names placed in the hon-

orable list of contributors to the Centennial

number of this favorite annual, to send us

a short article on any subject relating to our

art at their earliest convenience. We want

to make this the best number we have ever

issued, and we desire that none of our former

contributors should be left out. New ones

will be equally welcome, as we are satisfied

that there are many who might give us

some bits of their experience, who are not

in the habit of writing, whose thoughts

would be fresh and practical. Eemember
we furnish, free of cost, a cloth-bound copy

to each contributor.

The success of Mosaics has become so well

established, and its publication is looked

forward to with so much interest by pho-

tographers, that we shall expect a more ac-

tive demand this year than usual. In view

of this, we suggest to dealers and others that

they send their orders early. The book will

be published during the present month, and

all orders will be filled in rotation as re-

ceived.

OUR PREMIUMS FOR 1876.

As the long winter evenings are soon com-

ing on, which will afford photographers the

best opportunity they can have to study up

in their profession, we want to offer them

every inducement to do so. We have books

relating to every department of photog-

raphy and treating on every subject. These

books, too, are gotten up in the best style,

and are an ornament to any library.

Now, as the subscription of many of our

readers expires with the close of the year,

and we wish every one to renew, and as an

inducement also to new subscribers, we pro-

pose to give owe dollar's worth of books, in

addition to the thirteenth volume of the

Philadelphia Photographer, for every full

subscription sent us, together with and in

addition to your own." This inducement is

such a one as will furnish more matter for

the money than can be had from any other

source. See our offer on pages 3 and 4 of

Photographic Hall at the Centennial.

As announced in our last issue, on pages

318 and 319, to which we would ask pho-

tographers to refer, Photographic Hall is to

be erected on the faith the Centennial

Board of Finance has that the fraternity

will raise the balance of its cost, of about

$10,000, by the first of January.

We have nothing at this time to say

about the grandeur of this affair, or of the

magnificent display to be made. But we
mean now to talk business, in a business

way, if we can.

Complaint has been made because pho-

tographers are expected to build an exhi-

bition hall for themselves, when all other

exhibits are provided for in the buildings

erected from the general subscriptions.

This complaint might be just were it not

for two reasons. The first and most im-

portant of which is, that photographers as

a class had subscribed comparatively noth-

ing—there were a few honorable subscrip-

tions to the Centennial stock—up to the time

it was proposed to build Photographic Hall.

Nearly every other business was represented

by heavy subscriptions, and as more money
and more space were needed, and no appro-

priate place for a collective exhibition of

photographs, it was deemed advisable to

draw photographers out by proposing to

give them a separate department. The
suggestion seemed, to those interested who
looked at it rightly, to be an excellent one,
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and a high compliment to photographers

and photography, rather than otherwise.

It is true, the sum of $20,000 seemed a

large amount to raise at this time of depres-

sion in business, but it is not so when
compared with the number connected di-

rectly and indirectly witb photography

throughout the country. Remember this is

not & gift, but an investment, in which the

probability is that you will receive your

money again with interest. There need be

no distrust
;
your money does not go into

the hands of some irresponsible individual

in whom you have no reason to have confi-

dence, but into the hands of the Centennial

Board of Finance, than whom a more hon-

orable body was never organized in this

country, and who will furnish each share-

holder with a beautifully engraved certifi-

cate of stock, to show that his money was
received and appropriated to its legitimate

use.

The second reason why the complaint

referred to is not wholly just, is because

photographers are not the only class called

upon to contribute for a separate depart-

ment. The women of the country had al-

ready subscribed a large amount to the

stock, when it was proposed that they sub-

scribe for a separate building for Women's
Work. They took hold of it with an

energy that is worthy of imitation by any
of us, and notwithstanding some of their

sex complained very much as the photogra-

phers have, they have not relaxed a mo-
ment, and have already raised over $33,000

for their building, which is to cost $40,000.

This ought to be sufficient. No photogra-

pher ought to whine or complain when the

women have done so nobly. If one-half

the interest had been manifested among
photographers in Photographic Hall that

has been among the ladies in the Women's
Department, our subscription list would

have now been full. But this is not all ; we
understand that some of the manufacturing

interests are to erect buildings for special

exhibits. So it will be seen that photogra-

phers are not alone in the matter of a sepa-

rate department, though as a class, accord-

ing to their numbers and standing, they

have done less than any other.

As a matter of pride and patriotism the

older States, such as New England, New
York, and Pennsylvania, ought to see that

sufficient subscriptions to cover the balance

required are raised at once. There should

be no faltering ; the work should not be

allowed to lag for a moment till that Hall

is completed, and when completed, we
should be able to say, it has been done with

our money.

Arouse then, brethren of the craft, and

let us see if an effort cannot be made that

will show us to be as enterprising as the

ladies or any other class. Let photogra-

phers in every town and city, in every local

society come together, and see how much
they can raise collectively, if they cannot

make individual subscriptions as largely as

they would like. Remember that every

dollar counts, and the great aggregate is

expected to be made up of small amounts.

We trust this appeal will not be allowed

to pass unheeded, for we know if you will

but give this work a helping hand now, you

will feel prouder of it next summer when
you come here than of anything you ever

did. Let us not forget the sacrifices and

efforts that were made by those who were

actors in the great events that made this

Centennial Celebration possible for us; who
transmitted to us this priceless heritage of

a country of boundless resources, together

with such liberties and privileges for human
development as are not enjoyed by any

other people, and not hesitate to make a

little effort, not to maintain our liberties,

not to insure to our children the privileges

of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,

for these are happily all secure, but to mark
a point in the history of our art that shall

testify to future generations our devotion to

it, and inspire in them that love and admi-

ration which it is our desire to see animate

those who shall carry it on to its future, per-

fect development. The actual amount re-

quired of us, or that we may subscribe, will

be but a trifle to us now or hereafter, but it

will be like bread cast upon the waters that

shall return to us after many days.

" Burnet's Hints on Composition" is hav-

ing a very satisfactory sale, thanks to the ap-

preciation of our art loving patrons.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the N. P. A.

A special meeting was held on Friday,

October 22d, 1875, at the office of the Phil-

adelphia Photographer, present, Messrs.

Adams, Chairman, Moore, Rhoads, Wil-

cox, and Wilson, for the purpose of further-

ing the interests of the Photographic Hall

at the International Exposition of 1876.

The Secretary read the letter of Thomas
Cochran, Esq., as published in the last issue

of the Philadelphia Photographer, giving

the conclusion of the Centennial Board of

Finance, to proceed with the erection of

Photographic Hall, relying upon the good

faith of the photographic fraternity to sub-

scribe for sufficient stock to supply the funds

required to pay for the hall.

The statement was also made that be-

tween $3000 and $4000 of the subscriptions

had already been paid in, and certificates of

stock issued by the Treasurer of the Cen-

tennial Board, F. Fraley, Esq., as fol-

lows:

Alfred M. Collins, Henry H. Collins,

Edward Cope, Jr. (the firm of A. M.

Collins, Son & Co., the popular card-

mount makers, Philadelphia), $500

each, $1500

Taylor & Brown, Philadelphia, . . 200

J. H. Caterson, " . . .100
A. M. Allen, Pottsville, Pa., ... 10

Mrs. A. M. Allen, " " . . . 10

M. N. Allen, " "
. . . 10

Samuel J. Lyon, ..... 10

Armenia Chesbro, ..... 10

Thomas H. McCollin, Philadelphia, . 20

John R. Clemons (manufacturer of albu-

men paper), Philadelphia, ... 50

Thomas T. Mahan, Philadelphia, . . 10

Irving Saunders, Alfred Centre, N. Y., . 10

C. Clayton Clark, " "
. 10

Theodore N. Gates, Westboro, Mass., . 10

Mrs. Anna K. Weaver, Salem, Ohio, . 20

R. Poole, Nashville, Tenn., ... 50

W. H. Allen & Bro., stockdealers, De-

troit, Mich., 50

James Landy, Cincinnati, Ohio, . . 100

Henry Rocher, Chicago, 111., . . .300
F. Gutekunst, Philadelphia, . . .500
J. H. Kent, Rochester, N. Y., . . 100

Julius Hall, Stockbridge, Mass., . . 10

Isa Black, Franklin, Pa., ... 10

Medal, sold

S. R. Stoddard, Glen's Falls, .

A. Freeman, Dallas, Texas,

J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.,

Miss L. A. Gillett, Saline, Mich.,

D. Hinkle, Germantown, Pa., .

Isaac G. Tyson, Philadelphia,

Eugene K. Hough, New York,

S. E. Hough, "

E. F. Everett, Mankato, Minn.,

Frank Robbins, Oil City, Pa., medal,

J. C. Browne, Philadelphia,

J. D. Sergeant, "

F. B. Clench. Lockport, New York,

John E. Carbutt, Jr., Philadelphia,

May Carbutt. "

William Hart, "

J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,

Robert Shriver, Cumberland, Md., .

G. B. Williams, Utica, New York, .

M. Wolfe, Richmond, Ind.,

H. W. lmmke, Princeton, 111.,

J. F. Magee & Co., Manufacturing Chem
ists, Philadelphia,

Scovill Manufacturing Company, N. Y
E. & H. T. Anthony & Co.,

5

10

10

30

10

10

10

10

10

10

5

20

10

20

10

10

100

50

20

10

10

10

250

500

500

Considerable pleasure was expressed over

the substantial interest shown by some of

our leading manufacturers and photog-

raphers, and the enterprise of every sub-

scriber was commended. All who don't

have a share of stock or more in this build-

ing will regret it when they see it and feel

its advantages. The committee on "Deal-

ers and Manufacturers " reported that they

had made further progress, and had yet

much more ground to go over with good

hopes of increased subscriptions. The com-

mittee on "Photographers" reported that

they had circulared the fraternity as well as

they could, and that responses were daily

coming in. They thought when business

improved, say in another fortnight, that

" Photographic Hall stock " would be lib-

erally subscribed for. They could not think

that the photographers of America would

allow their credit to suffer in this matter.

The Treasurer, Mr. Moore, reported that

out of the $4500 to $5000, announced as

being due the Association at the last meet-

ing only about $20 had been received so far.

A good deal of disappointment was ex-

pressed over this, and a motion made to

" let the Association drop," for the reason
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that " the fraternity evidently didn't want

it any more." After a further discussion

the following was read :

Whereas, We are informed by the Treas-

urer of the National Photographic Associ-

ation that owing to the fact of no convention

being held this year, and for other causes

unknown, the members have failed to pay

their dues until about $4500 is due the

treasury ; and

Whereas, Money is still due for outstand-

ing debts which should long ago have been

paid, occasioned in part by non-payment of

subscriptions made at the Chicago Conven-

tion ; and

Whereas, It is incumbent upon the Asso-

ciation to maintain its honor and credit at

the coming International Exhibition by an

immense display of photographic products,

and by an unprecedented attendance in

convention ; and

Whereas, Such a display will involve

the immediate attention and activity of this

committee to secure the privileges due such

large bodies as the National Photographic

Association
; and

Whereas, This committee desire to main-

tain an honorable position, but cannot work

without the means, which they are no

longer willing to provide themselves as

heretofore. Therefore, be it

Resolved, That this committee call upon

all good members of the National Photo-

graphic Association to inform themselves

as to what their indebtedness is to save

the expense of sending them word, and to

make an immediate payment of their dues to

Albert Moore, Esq., Treasurer, 828 Wood
Street, Philadelphia.

Resolved, That as soon as the treasury

will allow, that $1000 be subscribed for Cen-

tennial stock, towards the erection of Pho-

tographic Hall.

Resolved, That this committee look upon

the responses to this call as indicative of

the desires of the membership of the Na-

tional Photographic Association as to

whether the Association shall any longer

exist or not.

Resolved, That unless by January 1st,

1876, a sufficient response is made, that this

committee recommend the President to de-

clare the usefulness of this Association to be

gone, to disband it, and to declare its ex-

istence at an end.

Resolved, That this committee more than

ever now see the necessity of maintaining

the National Photographic Association, for

its greatest field for usefulness is near at

hand, that they would regret to see it dis-

banded, but that they are no longer willing

to strive in behalf of a matter which seem-

ingly so very little interests the fraternity

at large.

Mr. Moore moved that the above be

adopted, which was done on the second

of Mr. Wilcox. The hope was expressed

that there would be an earnest response to

this "memorializing," and that the Associ-

ation would yet flourish. The Executive

Committee are wearied with working alone

in the matters which interest all alike.

A resolution was adopted, requesting Di-

rector-General Goshorn to secure Dr.

Herman Vogel, of Berlin, and Mr. Walter

B. Woodbury, of London, as members of

the juries from their several countries, both

being able, competent, and acceptable to the

fraternity here, and doubtless everywhere.

On motion, adjourned.

CENTENNIAL JURIES.

It may be interesting to our readers, and

especially to those who may be intending

exhibitors, to know that the system of awards

at our Centennial Exhibition is to be radi-

cally different from any heretofore adopted.

At a recent meeting of the Executive

Committee of the Centennial Commission,

Mr. N. M. Beckwith, Commissioner from

the State of New York, made a very clear

and explicit statement of the plan adopted.

The shortcomings of former exhibitions,

which are sought to be remedied in this,

consist in an international jury, apportioned

among the countries represented according

to the relative space occupied by the prod-

ucts of each, by whom awards were made

without any explanation as to what the

award was for, or what merit the exhibit

might possess, and also without any intima-

tion as to who might be responsible for the

award, as far as the individuality of the

jury was concerned. Mr. Beckwith says :

"The medals, when distributed, were as
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silent as the verdicts ; moral responsibility

for the decisions attached to no one, and the

awards thus made conveyed as little useful

information, and carried as little weight, as

anonymous work usually carries

"The method of awards adopted by the

Centennial Commission differs from preced-

ing systems. It dispenses with the inter-

national jury, and substitutes a body of two

hundred judges, one-half foreign, chosen

individually for their high qualifications.

" It dispenses, also, with the system of

awards by graduated medals, and requires

of the judges written reports on the in-

herent and comparative merits of each prod-

uct thought worthy of an award, setting

forth the properties and qualities, present-

ing the considerations forming the ground

of the award, and avouching each report by

the signature of their authors."

These judges are to be chosen for their

ability. Their selection is to be made in

view of their judicial fitness rather than

their representative.

The Philadelphia Ledger, in approving

this system, says: "The plan of written

awards, signed by the members of the jury,

and attesting their judgment of the merits

of an exhibit, is much more sensible, and

will probably prove more satisfactory to the

exhibitors themselves. It will certainly be

more satisfactory to the public, which, in a

great measure, makes up a preliminary judg-

ment by the awards of a jury even where

there are no written reports. The United

States, in its other preparations for the Cen-

tennial Exhibition, has greatly profited by

the lessons learned at former international

expositions, and if, in this matter of awards

—always one of the most vexatious duties

falling upon the managers—it can revolu-

tionize the system, and make them what

they profess to be, an expression of trained

judgment on the comparative and inherent

value of exhibits, it will have done a great

work for exhibitors and the public."

The Exhibition of the Belgian Photo-

graphic Association.

This young association has recently closed

its exhibition for 1875, which seems to have

attracted a good deal of attention, and at

which a large number of medals were

awarded.

The jury consisted of Messrs. Fritz Luck-
hardt, of Vienna

; Julius Schaarwachter, of

Berlin ; Leon Vidal, of Marseilles.

Among those who were honored with

silver medals were the familiar names of

Spencer, Sawyer, Bird & Co. of the Auto-

type Company, of London ; Walter B.

Woodbury, for Woodburytype transparen-

cies
; Adolph Braun, of Dornach; F. Gu-

tekunst, of Philadelphia, and Scovill Man-
ufacturing Co. of New York.

Thus we see how wide was the interest

in this exhibition, and we have no doubt

that all those who made the effort to con-

tribute something and were rewarded as

above, feel amply repaid.

Mr. F. Gutekunst, of our own city, sets

photographers an example that is worthy of

imitation. Is a fair held by the American

Institute, New York? He sends some of his

best work, and brings home the highest

prize awarded to his class. Is an exhibition

held by the Franklin Institute in his own
city ? He makes a magnificent display, and

is awarded the highest medal. An asso-

ciation in one of the cities of Europe holds

a photographic exhibition; he is there with

some of his choicest productions, and adds

another medaille d 'argent to his already

brilliant collection. Some may think this

amounts to but little
; a medal is of but

little value as far as its influence on cus-

tomers is concerned, and the effort and ex-

pense of exhibiting do not pay. But we

believe the facts of the case will prove it

differently. Mr. Gutekunst has taken more

pains to place his work before the public in

exhibitions, and otherwise, in this country

as well as in Europe, than any photogra-

pher we know, and be is the only one we
have not heard complain of hard times or

dull business. His establishment is a regu-

lar beehive ; he seems to be busy when

others complain of nothing to do, and as an

evidence that what we have said must be

true, his subscription to the stock for the

erection of Photographic Hall is the largest

made up to this time by a photographer.

His example as a successful photographic

artist, and some of his methods of conduct-

ing his business, we commend to the con-
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sideration of all who wish, for like success.

One of the most important rules of his, and

one which we wish photographers every-

where would adopt, is that by which he

permits no imperfect or inferior work to

leave his gallery. This applies as well to

that he delivers to his patrons, as to work

he may prepare for exhibition ; and this is

one of the great secrets of his success.

Every picture that leaves his studio is in-

tended for exhibition, and he is constantly

delighting his numerous patrons, as well as

the public generally, with the charming

products of his genius that he daily spreads

before them.

To each and every one who would ask

what they may do to bring success and win

a reputation, we would say, "Go and do

thou likewise."

SEVENTEEN SITTINGS

!

All work and no play is said to have a

depressing effect upon Jack's brightness,

and we should be inclined to conclude that

all work and no pay might affect the pho-

tographer in a somewhat similar manner.

A rather curious case has recently been

carried into court in Brooklyn, in which

Mr. Prank E. Pearsall sought to recover

pay for services rendered, of a couple who
had sat seventeen times, had received proofs

of all the sittings, and then refused to either

order, sit any more, or pay for what had

been done. The case was heard with evi-

dence on either side, and the judge's deci-

sion reserved, so that we have not yet

heard what the result will be. The case is

one that has excited a good deal of comment

by the Brooklyn and New York press, and

the public sympathy as well as the sense of

right and justice seem to be on the side of

the photographer. The couple indulging in

the seventeen sittings are not placed in an

enviable light before the public at least.

This case is but another argument against

the loose methods of doing business prac-

ticed among photographers. There is no

other profession or calling where a man's

time and material could be made use of to

this extenc without any claim for compen-

sation, and we believe the sooner photog-

raphers adopt some such plans as those sug-

gested by Mr. Hough in his recent articles

on " Photographic Rights," the better it

will be for all concerned. It will save them

at least from imposition, and save us all

from the mortification of seeing such a

matter spread before the public in the lu-

dicrous style in which newspaper reporters

seem to delight in serving it up.

We trust the time is not distant when
all our photographic artists, and especially

such as have distinguished themselves, as

has Mr. Pearsall, will be able to command
the same respect for their methods of doing

business as is already accorded them for

their artistic skill, and the excellent work
they produce.

THE WAR OF THE BURNISHERS,

The case of Joseph P. Bass, of Bangor,

Maine, vs. John M. Peck, of Portland,

which was tried in the Circuit Court of the

United States at Portland, in the early

part of October, was one of such unusual

interest and importance to photographers,

that we think it necessary to state as fully

as our space will allow its nature and result.

The case arose, as our readers are prob-

ably aware, out of the vigorously asserted

claims of Mr. Joseph. P. Bass (the proprie-

tor of the well-known "Weston" Burn-

isher), that the equally well-known "En-
trekin " Burnisher was an infringement of

his patent.

The claims of the patent relied upon by

Mr. Bass, and Mr. Bass's construction of his

rights thereunder, have been extensively

advertised, and we cannot do better than

quote, on this point, from a circular issued

early in the present year over the name of

J. P. Bass & Co.

" The following," says this circular, " are

the claims of our patent, No. 131,319, dated

September 10th, 1873, and May 26th, 1874,

No. 5888. ' Copies may be procured at the

patent office.'

" 1st. A burnishing machine by which a

surface is given to the article to be burnished

by feeding it under pressure over the surface

of a burnishing tool substantially as speci-

fied.

" Now before purchasing a machine, ask

yourself whether it gives a ' surface to the
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article to be burnished by feeding it under

pressure over the surface of a burnishing

tool,' for if it does, it is the machine de-

scribed and claimed by us, and patented by

us, and if not a Weston Burnisher, it is an

infringement.

"Our second claim, same patent, is for

' the combination of a burnishing tool, and a

friction feed-roll, substantially as specified.

'

" Ask yourself whether the machine which

you contemplate purchasing employs a feed-

roll in combination with a burnishing tool.

If it does, it is the machine patented by us,

and unless an infringement, has the dates of

our patents cast upon the bed-plate.

"Our third claim is: ' The combination

of the feed-roll and adjustable burnishing toot,

substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed. '

" Any machine having a feed-roll in com-

bination with an adjustable burnishing

tool is covered by our said third claim, no

matter how said adjustability is accom-

plished, and it is against such machines made

by unauthorized parties that we desire to

caution you."

This exposition of Mr. Bass's claims by

Mr. Bass himself, will enable our readers to

judge fairly for themselves of the results of

Bass vs. Peck.

Mr. Peck, we may premise, is a photog-

rapher, doing business in Portland, and a

user of the Entrekin burnisher, so that the

suit was in reality a test case, as between

Mr. W. G. Entrekin, the manufacturer of

that machine, and Mr. Bass.

The case was tried before Judge Shepley

and a jury, and was hotly contested at

every stage, it being understood that the

case involved much more than the matter

of alleged infringement by the single ma-

chine used by defendant.

Messrs. W. F. Seavey,of Bangor, W. H.

Clifford, of Portland, and Coombs, ofWash-

ington, appeared as counsel for the plain-

tiff, and Messrs. Charles Howson, of the

firm of Howson & Son, of Philadelphia, and

A. A. Strout, of Portland, conducted the

trial on the part of the defendant.

The defence consisted of two branches

:

first, that Mr. Weston was not the first and

original inventor of the improvement pat-

ented by him ; and second, that the Entre-

kin machine was not an infringement. It

was also claimed that the plaintiff's reissued

letters-patent were not for the same inven-

tion described in the original patent, but

this last ground was overruled by the court

as matter of law.

In support of the first defence, the de-

fendant offered proof that as early as 1860

or 1861 one John F. Schuyler, then in the

employment of Mr. William E. Lockwood,
the well-known manufacturer of paper

collars, etc., in Philadelphia, invented and
put into practical operation a machine for

burnishing paper coliars, cardboard, and

other like material, which contained sub-

stantially the alleged invention of Weston,

and it was contended that the machine,

anticipating the machine of Weston, inval-

idated his patent.

The court charged the jury fully (we

hope to publish the charge in full in our

next issue), and submitted to them the two

issues of priority, and infringement sepa-

rately, and also submitted the issue of

priority to them in the shape, of three

several questions on which they were to

find specially.

These three questions were, whether or

not Emile R. Weston, the plaintiff's as-

signor, was the original and first inventor of

the respective features forming the subject

of the first, second, and third claims of the

patent. What these claims were, our quo-

tation given above from the circular of J.

P. Bass & Co. shows.

The jury returned a verdict for the de-

fendant, and found specially in reply to the

questions of the court, that Mr. Weston was

not the first and original inventor of any

of the subjects of the three claims of the

patent.

This, of course, was conclusive upon the

whole matter submitted to the jury, their

finding being in effect that John F. Schuy-

ler had anticipated Mr. Weston in the

invention of everything claimed in com-

plainant's reissued patent, and that there-

fore as said patent had been granted for that

of which Weston was not the original and

first inventor, it secured to him no valid

right, and consequently there could be no

infringement of it.

In this connection, it is proper for us to
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advise our readers, most of them no doubt

purchasers and users of burnishing ma-

chines, that the same John F. Schuyler,

whose invention was held to anticipate that

of Weston, applied for a patent for a plan-

ishing or burnishing machine, which patent

was granted to W. E. Lockwood, assignee

of said Schuyler, February 24th, 1863. On
June 1st, 1875, this patent was reissued

with the following claims :

1st. As an improvement in the art of

planishing paper, submitting the paper to

friction under pressure between a rough-

ened feed-roller and a planisher, substan-

tially as described.

2d. The combination in a Paper Planish-

ing machine, of a planisher with a draw
filed roller, for controlling the paper while

it is under pressure between the said roller

and planisher, all substantially as set forth.

3d. The auxiliary roller K of the form

described, that is to say, rounded longitudi-

nally, and larger in diameter in the middle

than at the ends, in combination with the

upper and" lower rollers D and E, for the

purpose specified.

We understand that Mr. W. G. Entrekin,

the manufacturer of the Entrekin Bur-

nisher, is the sole licensee for the manufac-

ture of photograph burnishers under this

patent, and claims that the unlicensed mak-
ing, selling or using, since the date of the

reissue, of any burnishing machines embrac-

ing the features specified in the foregoing

claims, infringes his rights, and we are fur-

ther informed that a suit in prosecution of

this claim is now pending in this city.

It is not for us to express or suggest an

opinion as to these claims. " Copies of the

patent may be procured at the patent

ofiice."

From these, all interested may form their

own conclusions ; our duty to our readers

ends with drawing their attention to this

new and to most of them, very important

phase of a controversy which has already

been long and perplexing to photogra-

phers, and one branch of which only, the

claim of Mr. Bass, appears to have been

brought to something like a definite test by
the case of Bass vs. Peck.

Mr. Entrekin's claims have been made
known to the photographic profession, and

while we do not think it proper to obtrude

upon our readers our own opinions in such

matters, it is obvious that these claims are

of a nature calling for careful consideration

from all users of photograph burnishers.

Photography with Fatty Inks.

Mr. Leon Vidal sends us from Mayence

very interesting information in reference to

the important invention of Messrs. Brau-

neck and Maier. This consists of a cylin-

drical press for printing with great rapidity

with fatty inks on gelatin films. With
this process it is possible to obtain from 12

to 15 impressions a minute, and multiplying

the number of prints on the same plate, from

20 to 40,000 positive prints daily, and even

more, according to the size.

The specimens sent by Mr. Leon Vidal

prove that this remarkable printing pro-

cess gives pictures of very fine modelling,

and rivalling, for intensity and finish, those

made with the salts of silver, possessing be-

sides the advantage of absolute durability.

The Moniteur Universel has just pur-

chased this process, which is actually the

greatest improvement made in printing

with fatty inks —Bui. Beige.

Mr. James Vick, the king of florists, of Ro-

chester, N. Y., doubtless conducts his business

(and an immense one it is—we have seen it in

progress) for the purpose of making money, but

at the same time what an infinite number of

happy homes and beautified offices, etc., he

causes withal, by the scattering of his excellent

seeds and the distribution of his thrifty bulbs.

Of the latter we have just received a generous

supply, which are to enliven and cheer the com-

ing winter for us, as we watch them grow with

just the same and just as much pleasure as ever

of old. Send for a catalogue, and if you don't

know how to choose, Mr. Vick is ready to advise.
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Our new French Correspondent.—Our read-

ers will be treated this month to the first letter

from our new French correspondent, Professor

Edward Stebbing, of Paris. Professor Stebbing

is in a position to acquire knowledge of every-

thing photographic, and will post us all thor-

oughly and regularly in all matters of interest in

his department. His style is fresh and enter-

taining, and we bespeak for him a hearty wel-

come and an increasing popularity among our

readers.

Improvements Ahead.—Notwithstanding the

"dull times," Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co., Phil-

adelphia's popular stockdealers, 822 Arch Street,

have been making some extensive alterations in

their store, which not only add to its beauty, but

greatly to their convenience and facility for"

waiting upon their patrons. New cases, coun-

ters, and goods are all called upon to help make

up their new "show." If the trade generally

would make their places of business more at-

tractive we believe more goods would be sold.

The Honorable List, for as such it will be

known hereafter, is published in another place.

Will you not also enrol your name among the

subscribers to stock for the erection of Photo-

graphic Hall?

"The Pennsylvania Railroad: Its origin,

construction, condition, and connections. Em-
bracing historical, descriptive, and statistical

notices of cities, towns, villages, stations, indus-

tries, and objects of interest on its various lines,

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, by William B.

Sipes ; illustrated with drawings by Thomas Mo-

ran, James Hamilton, F. B. Schell, F. 0. C.

Darley, J. D. Woodward, G. Perkins, W. H.

Gibson, and others, engraved by James W. Lau-

derbach." The foregoing is from the title-page

of the finest work that has issued from the Phila-

delphia press. Its mechanical and artistic fea-

tures are of the highest order, and one to peruse

its pages and dwell upon the beautiful scenes de-

picted there feels a yearning to travel over this

popular line, if for no other purpose, to see the

magnificent scenery which meets the eye at every

turn. This book will be found doubly interest-

ing to those who wish for information, statistical

or otherwise, in reference to the towns and cities

on the route, as well as to the road itself. It is

embellished with portraits of J. Edgar Thomson

and Thomas A. Scott, the late President, and the

present President of the road. The Pennsylvania

Railroad is under excellent management, and

this beautiful book is one of the evidences of the

enterprise which seems to characterize every de-

partment.

Benjamin French & Co., of Boston, have

issued a descriptive catalogue and price-list of

their Voigtlander and Darlot lenses. Photogra-

phers and dealers will find it very complete, and

no doubt useful.

The Elliott-Cresson Medal of the Franklin

Institute, of this city, has been awarded to Mr.

Joseph Zentmayer, for the marked superiority,

general workmanship, and finish of his micro-

scopes. These instruments possess many im-

proved features, both in their optical and me-

chanical construction, and are fully equal to the

best made abroad, and reflect a great deal of

honor on Mr. Zentmayer. We congratulate him

on his success in securing this medal.

Mr. Thos. M. Sattrman, of Norristown, sends

us some finely-executed Promenades, which he

says were made with " a cabinet-size, $90, long-

focussed Hermagis lens." He says he "also

makes 8x10 heads with it. It cuts a face 2|-

inohes from the chin to the hair very nicely. I

would put it against any lens of the same size

for work."

Mr. J. W. Husher, of Terre Haute, Ind., has

recently had built and fitted a new gallery, which,

from a description sent us, must be a model

establishment. We congratulate Mr. Husher,

and wish him success.

The " Wing " suits.—With reference to these

we have the following :

Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct. 25th, 1875.

Mr. E. L. Wilson.

Dear Sir : I am just informed that in the suit

of S. Wing et al. vs. Dunshee, argued last May
in Boston, a decision has been rendered by Judge

Shepley in favor of complainants, granting order

for an injunction and account. All photogra-

phers who use a sliding plate holder of any kind,

for making more than one picture on the same

plate, are interested in this decision. If affirmed

in the United States Supreme Court, all infring-

ers willbe liable, for past use, even after the patent

expires in 1876.

The case of Wing et al. vs. Tompkins, at this

place, involving the same question is again on

the docket, and will probably be argued or dis-

missed in December or January.

Very respectfully yours,

J. H. Tompkins.
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Mr. Frank Thomas, of Columbia, Mo., wins

from the Missouri Statesman a flattering notice

of his business enterprise, and the superior

quality of his photographic productions. May
he continue to merit such commendation.

From San Francisco we have news of another

success by our friends, Messrs. Bradley & Rulof-

son. At the Mechanics' Fair, recently held in

that city, they were awarded a gold medal for

the "best general exhibit in photography."

Success seems to be a duty with this house, and

we doubt not this token was well merited.

We would call the attention of any of our

readers, desiring a more southern climate, to the

advertisement in Specialties of Mr. E. Finch, of

Alvarado, Texas. For any one with a small

capital this may prove a good opening.

Captain J. Lee Knight, whose name is

familiar to most of our readers, offers a part or

the whole of his gallery for sale. It is situated

in Topeka, Kansas, and is in just the country for

some young man who would like to take the ad-

vice, " Go West." We would suggest to any one

with Western proclivities to investigate Captain

Knight's offer.

Our illustrated and descriptive catalogue of

magic lantern slides, magic lanterns, sciopticons,

and lantern appliances, second edition, has just

been issued. The first edition of this catalogue

was very hurriedly gotten up, and was in many
respects imperfect or deficient. But all errors of

omission or arrangement have been corrected, as

far as possible, in this reissue. Several new

series of slides have been added, among which

are Kilburn's White Mountain, Bermuda, and

Mexico views, and a fine assortment of views in

Ireland ; and the old series, together with the

"Journeys,'' have been carefully revised. It is

now one of the handsomest, most complete, and

convenient catalogues ever published.

Our French catalogue, being a translation

from the French of Messrs. J. Levy & Co.'s cata-

logue, with many additions, revisions, and im-

provements, is also in press and will be out in a

few days. The two sent on receipt of 25 cents.

Correction.—We stated last month that Mr.

S. Root took the first premium at the State Fair,

at Dubuque. It seems this was not the State

Fair. The great Iowa State Fair was held at

Keokuk, at which Mr. E. P. Libby made a fine

display, and was the recipient of corresponding

honors.

Mr. Forrester Clark, of Pittsfield, Mass.,

has taken the first premium for the best collection

of photographs at the "Sixty-sixth Annual Ex-
hibition of the Berkshire Agricultural Society."

Mr. Clark was one of the competitors for the

gold medal we offered last year, and sent us

some fine work. These efforts to produce some-

thing especially fine for exhibition are a wonder-

ful help towards improvement, and are sure,

sooner or later, to bring their reward.

Pictures Received.—Promenades and cards

from Mr. Thomas M. Saurman, of Norristown,

Pa., showing him to be working diligently and
with a good degree of success with the new size.

Promenades, cabinets, and cards from Messrs.

Core & Frees, Tiffin, Ohio. These gentlemen

are making rapid improvement, as the work they

send us from time to time testifies. Cabinets

from Messrs. E. D. Ormsby, Chicago, Sommer &
Noel, St. Louis, Charles D. Cole, Marquette,

Mich., a pretty picture of a child, and Bradley

& Rulofson, of San Francisco, the latter giving a

view of their display at the late Mechanics' Fair

held in that city. From Mr. S. R. Stoddard,

Glen's Falls, N. Y., some very fine bits of scenery

at Birmingham and Lake George, together with

a number of wonderfully successful views in Au-
sable Chasm. These are all mounted on the

Promenade mounts, and are very neat and

tasty.

Mr. Stoddard has kindly offered the negatives

for illustrating this journal, and we will present

the views to our readers in a future number.

Cabinets of the tomb of Washington, at Mount
Vernon, from Mr. Alex. Gardner, Washington.

Stereoscopic views from L. C. Fosnot, Keosauqua,

Iowa. These are very creditable, and show what

may be done with ordinary appliances, they hav-

ing been made with a pair of one-ninth size Dar-

lot portrait lenses.

In addition to the above, Mr. George H. Has-

tings, St. Johnsbury, Vt. , sends us some very

finely executed cabinets and cards. It is always

a satisfaction to receive such work.

The Roll op Honor.—We desire to call atten-

tion to the honorable list of those who have

contributed for the erection of Photographic Hall,

which may be found on another page. This list

is still open for any who may wish their names

enrolled in it as one of those to whom will belong

the honor of having carried through this noble

enterprise. Who will be the next to join this

patriotic band of photographic "Minute Men"
for '76?



ADVERTISING RATES FOR SPECIALTIES.—It will be understood that matter under
this head is not to be considered as always having editoiial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of

anything tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and
sure to pay largely. Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a

ljne Jq advance. Operators desiring situations, no charge. Matter must he received by the 23d to secure

insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations. *®"We cannot undertake to mail

answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the advertisement.

M. B. Atkinson, Photographic Artist. Photo-

graphs on plain or albumen paper finished in

India ink, water colors, or crayon ;
life size and

copies; also, porcelain miniatures. Originals

sent can be copied at a fair price and promptly

attended to. 215 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.

Two Child's Lounges fok Sale.— Covered

in the best manner with green rep. First quality.

$12.50 each.

Benerman & Wilson, Philadelphia.

Photograph Gallery and Stock-house for.

Sale.—One of the finest in the South; with an

average profit of $500 per month. Having in-

herited a competency, I propose to close out my
business and will sell for $3500 cash. My stock

sales nearly pay the running expenses. If I do

not sell by January 1st, will sell a half interest,

if I can get a live man for a partner. As I do

not care to confine myself to the business, it is

a rare chance for a sure investment, and to any

one who wishes to buy, will put myself under

bonds that the place is doing all I represent it to

do. The climate is splendid, and to a person who

wishes to avoid the rigor of a cold northern

winter, here is your chance.

Address Frank K. Houston,

307 King Street, Charleston, S. C.

Philadelphia, October 11, 1875.

Mr. J. R. CLEMONS.
I take pleasure in recommending your

New Albumen Paper, as it works at

present in my establishment.

P. GUTEKTJNST.

CLEMONS' NEW
ALBUMEN PAPER.

For sale by ail dealers.

J. R. CLEMONS, Manufacturer,

915 Sansom St., Philada.

For Sale.—The celebrated River-side gallery,

at Topeka, the capitol of Kansas. Would sell

a half interest to the right man. Terms easy.

A good stock of paying negatives ; a large trade

in ink work and frames ; fair prices, and enough

honorable competition to require the making of

good work. Reasons for selling, duties outside

the gallery require my full time and attention.

For particulars, address

J. Lee Knight, Topeka, Kansas.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

HERMAGIS
LENSES.

Splendid Testimonial from
Mr. HENRY ROCHER,

The Eminent Chicago Artist,

to the excellencies of
THE HERMAGIS LEIS,

" Salomon " Style,

$160.
Chicago, June 28, 1875.

"It answers completely my
expectations of it. I don't ex-
pect to cut a 9-iuch figure
with it, but for 8x10 size, and
'PROMEMDE' style it is just
the thing. My first pictures
with it were those of Mrs. Et.

Gen. P. H. Sheridan, and every
one found grace before hi in."

HENRY ROCHER.

Mr. F. GUTERUJVST,
The Eminent Philadelphia

Artist,

Had a " pet lens" he had used
many years, and replaced it by
a "Salomon 77 style Hermagis
lens, because it excelled his
old one.

$160.
A few only left.

BEKBMAN & WILSON, Apnts
PHILADELPHIA.

A man with plenty of vim, shove, and energy,

can find a splendid opportunity for business, in

one of our largest cities in the South-west, that

was ever offered. A "new broom" can sweep

in the best trade of the city, by making superior

work. Will sell the whole or a part interest.

Address W. B. I.,

Care " Philadelphia Photographer."

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



A first-class artist desires employment from

photographers or private parties. Albumen and

plain paper pictures inked, or handsomely painted

in water colors. Orders sent by mail.

Address Miss C. A. Thorndike,

Lock Box 120, Cleveland, Ohio.

Wanted, Immediately.—In a small gallery

a young lady to attend reception-room and re-

touch negatives. Must be a first-class retoucher

and good saleswoman. References required.

Address Box 430, Bridgeport, Ct.

Attention is requested to my
new PROFILED COLUMN
SLIPS.

PROFILED REVERSIBLE
SET-GROUND PIECES, for

breaking the straight line occa-

sioned by the meeting of the

background and the floor.

Also to the KURTZ BALUS-
TRADE, the most artistic and
popular accessory yet produced.
And to my new PRACTICA-

BLE WINDOW.
N. B. — All Promenade Back-

grounds & Accessories are equal-

ly suitable for other purposes.
CAUTION.—My new designs are being copy-

righted. Inclose stamp for samples. Address

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
8 Lafayette Place, New York.

Wanted.— First-class operator. Constant em-

ployment. Address, stating qualifications, terms,

etc., Box 3379, Boston, Mass.
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At a Bargain.—One of the best fitted and
furnished galleries (with a light that cannot be

beaten) in Vermont. Now doing a business of

over $2500 per year, and increasing. Price,

$1200. The best of reasons given for selling.

Rent very low. Well insured. Address, if you
mean business, Geo. H. Hastings,

St. Johnsbury, Vt.

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE
PAPER S.

Northern New York Stock Depot,

Glens Falls, N. Y.

Photographic goods at New York prices.
'

' Crystal '

' Stereographs,
Of Northern New York scenery.

Photographic studies for artists. Publisher of

the " Adirondacks," "Lake George," " Ticon-

deroga," etc. S. R. Stoddard,

Glens Falls, New York.

For Sale.—I offer for sale my portable pho-

tograph gallery, 12x32 feet, for $175. Invoice

of entire outfit (including 1-4, 1-2, ;md 4 4 lenses,

etc.) will sell for cost. Prices for work, $5 per

doz., $3 per half doz., for photographs, and 50

cents for a single gem. For larger work in pro-

portion. Any person wishing to emigrate to Texas

to engage in the photograph business, would do

well to walk in. Declining eyesight compels the

change. With deep regret do I leave my favorite

occupation. Address E. Finch,

Alvarado, Johnson Co., Texas.

For Sale.—A Rare Chance.—Walter's Art

Gallery, Norfolk, Va. This popular establish-

ment is doing a first-class business ; is centrally

located; established over 12 years; negatives

number over 1 fi, 000. Has a large north light;

reception, operating, dressing, and printing

rooms, all on same floor ; fine entrance, and en-

joying the best trade in the city. Rent low.

Population 23,000. For terms, etc , address

Thomas Walter,

176 Main St., Norfolk, Va.

Refers to Wilson, Hood & Co.

PRICE REDUCED.
Rapid Photo-Washer. 20

per cent, discount until Nov.
1st, to reduce stock on hand
and raise funds to fit out a
new gallery. Will exchange
for any apparatus that I may
want. L. V. MOULTON,

Crand Rapids, Mich.

Gallery for Sale.—$500 cash will buy a

well-fitted gallery in Harrisburg. Voigtlander

instruments, large light, wide entrance, low rent,

best location, doing a good trade. Every facility

for making first-class work.
Address Photo.,

Box 166, Harrisburg, P;i.

N. B —Error in price last month.

Partner Wanted with $1250, or will sell,

entire, the only Ferrotype gallery in a growing

Southern city of 20,000 inhabitants, combined

with an exclusive sewing machine agency, capa-

ble of unlimited extension and profit. Good and

improving business doing. For particulars ad-

dress C. B. A.,

Box 407, Augusta, Ga.

SITUATIONS WANTEOT
No charge for adoertisements under this head: limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

A first-class operator and negative retoucher

desires a position. Has had six years' experi-

ence, and is posted in all branches. Address
Fred Hisgen, No. 1481 First Avenue, between
77th and 78th Sts., New York City.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.



By a young man as operator, printer, or gen-
eral assistant. Best references. Very moderate
salary. Address "Operator," care of Harris
Bros., Box 424-, Tyrone, Pa.

As printer in some Southern gallery. A num-
ber of seasons' experience. Address A. D. At-
wood, 233 Sixth Street, New York.

By a first-class retoucher. Can color on plain

or albumen paper. Address Box 15, East Green-
wich, R. I.

By a young man either as printer, operator,

or general assistant. Salary not so much the

object as stead}' employment. Address R. H.
Mann, Delavan, 111.

By a young man in a photograph gallery as

operator. Can print and retouch. Address H.
F. Neidhardt, 237 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

By a lady of- experience, as retoucher and
colorist. Address ''Artist, " 56 North Charles
Street, Baltimore, Md.

By two young ladies, as retoucher in ink,

water-colors, or crayon. Both well qualified to

attend reception-room. References first-class.

Address Miss M. L. Clark, Mt. Union, Ohio.

To go South or West, by an operator of long
and extensive experience as retoucher. Plenty
of references. Address Photographist, 51 Wash-
ington Street, Boston, Mass.

In a good photograph gallery, as operator or

printer. Address G. T. Mo., Box 84, Arnprior,
Ontario, Canada.

By a young man of two years' experience in

printing, where he can learn a thorough knowl-
edge of the business. Address J. W. llurd,

Danbury, Conn.

By a young man who understands printing,

toning, and operating. Good recommendations
from last employer. Address A. VV. U., 108
Northampton Street, Boston, Mass.

By an operator of fifteen years' experience.
Is desirous of forming an engagement with a re-

sponsible party. Address C. T. L., care of J.
llaworth, Esq., 626 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

By a young lady, four years' experience, situ-

ation as retoucher, in Boston or vicinity. Ad-
dress Miss K. L. M., Lock Box 25, Marlboro,
Mass.

By a young man of steady habits; one who
thoroughly understands the . business. $15 per
week. Address A. L. Jones, 84 Bradshaw St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

By a lady, good retoucher, and has a thorough
knowledge of gallery work. Good reference can
be given. Address Miss Belle Livingston, Uticn,

N. Y.

By a first-class negative retoucher and assist-

ant operator. Address S. T., care of Benerman
& Wilson, Philadelphia.

By a good printer, toner, and negative re-

toucher. Salary to suit the times. Can furnish
good references. Address C. C. M., No. 2 Ray-
nor Block, Clinton Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

G-. SATJTER
-ZVo. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURER AND "WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials
and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

CARBUTT'S RAPID DRY PLATES.
Mr. Carbutt having an experience of over twelve years in the preparation and use of Sensitive Dry Plates,

is now supplying amateurs and the trade with Dry Plates of undoubted excellence, possessing good keeping
qualities, both before and after exposure, easy to develop, and for each plate properly exposed and developed
a good negative may be relied upon. These'plates also produce a first-class quality of transparencies, either
for the magic lantern, or to reproduce negatives from.

LIST OF PRICES.
Per doz.

W±^\i $1 50
4x5 2 00

414X6U 2 75

±y2 s.l% 3 00
5x8 3 75

Per doz.

6J^x8>4 85 00
7x9

'
6 00

8x10 7 50
10x1*2 10 50
11x14 12 00

/®* Larger sizes made to order.

Sizes not mentioned in the list are cut from and charged as the next size larger. Full instructions for expo-
sure and developing accompany each package of plates.

The above is the price at our works in light-tight wrappers ; packing for expressage in metal
wrappers and box, five cents per inch the long way of the plate, in addition.

Orders to be addressed to

J. OAEBUTT, 624 North 24th St., Philadelphia, Pa.



Centennial Photographic Views.
Views of the International Exhibition, of 1876, are now Ready,

as per Catalogue.

Ah

&h

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGKAPHIC COMPANY'S

CATALOGUE.
International Exhibition, 1.876.

1—Art Gallery and Memorial Hall
2—Machinery Hall—North Avenue
3—Machinery Hall—South Avenue
4—Machinery Hall—North Avenue
5—Machinery Hall—South Avenue
6—Main Exhibition Building—Nave
7—Main Exhibition Building—South Avenue
8—Main Exhibition Building—North Avenue
9—Main Exhibition Building—Site of Centre Transept
10—Main Exhibition Building—Main Portal
11—Machinery Hall—Transept
12—Horticultural Building— Floral Hall
13—Horticultural Building—Floral Hall—West end.
14—Horticultural Building—Floral Hall—East end...

la—Art Gallery and Memorial Hall—North Front....

16—Machinery Hall
17—Machinery Hall—East end
18—Machinery Hall—East end
19—Main Exhibition Building—Centre Transept
20—Art Gallery and Memorial Hall
21—Machinery Hall—Transept
22—Government Building ".

23—Agricultural Building—Site
24—Machinery Hall—South Avenue
25—Machinery Hall—North Avenue
26—Art Gallery and Memorial Hall—Interior
27—Machinery Hall—North Avenue
28—Machinery Hall
29—Juror's Pavilion
30—Government Building .-

31—Main Exhibition Building
32—Machinery Hall—East end
33—Board of Finance Building—Court
34—Machinery Hall—Transept
35—Art Gallery and Memorial Hall—Interior
36—Fairmouut Park— Lincoln's Monument
37—Fairmount Park—Lincoln's Monument
:*8—Fairmount Park—Tower and Arch at Water Works
39—Fairmount Park—Tower and Arch at Water Works
10—Fairmount Park—Woodford
U—Fairmount Park—Woodford
12—Main Exhibition Building—Scaffolding in Transept.
43—Main Exhibition Building—Northwest Tower
44—Main Exhibition Building
45—Mqfhinery Hall .'.

46—
47—
48—
49—
50—
51—

53—
54—
55—
56—
57—
58—
59—
60—

SIZES AND PRICES.

Oct.

5.0(1

5.00

5.00

b

to

b
b
tM

b

b

b

tM

*Stereoscopic size, $3.00 per dozen. Blanks in the columns indicate that those sizes

are not made. The smallest three sizes mailed free on receipt of price.

X&= Art and Industry in the Nineteenth Century, as exemplified by
the International Exposition of 1876. Four 50 cent Photographs in each part. Complete
in fifty parts. Sold only to subscribers, $50.

Address all orders to

By exclusive concession of the Centennial Board of Finance.

THE CENTENNIAL PHOTO. 00.,

116 North Seventh St., Philada.



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Warehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH CARDS.
SIZE 4£x7£. SQUARE CORNERS.

"White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black—Plain.

"White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black, with Gilt Borders.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Borders.

Thin White, Rose Tint, and -Black, with Gilt Beveled Edges.
Light Buff and Amber, with Red Beveled Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge Glace, Black and Rose Tint "J."
Glace" Card Boxes, for the Thick Beveled Edge.

Cards 7x10, with Gilt Borders, opening 4$-x7£.
Cards 7 x 10, with India Tint and Gilt Borders, opening 4£ x 7^

See detailed advertisement in this number of the

"Photographic Times."

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

IS- SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD.-^
MEW EDITION,

WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

jggl^ Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

j|@
m No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

jfgg^ It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, telling exactly how each picture was made ; where

THE CAMERA AND SITTER WERE PLACED when U WCIS made ; WHAT CURTAINS

were opened in lighting the subject, $c, cfc.

ggg^ A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

'It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
'

' I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

byword and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist."

—

Philadelphia Photograplier.

Ifyou would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigeloiv's Album.

Jl®" Another Lot Sent to England, October, 1875. "^gg

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



HEARN'S

\i>^^~ A COMPLETE MANUAL OF ""^"^^/l
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING

ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-
graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

COZETTZEIETTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-
ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.

Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-
ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Filling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-
top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense
Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-
ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-

ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Alhutnenizing the

Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-

tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing

Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Prr-

celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the
Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the

Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes
of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

Together with over 50 Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet
Portrait, from negatives by Mr. F. Gutekunst, printed by
the author, Mr. Chas. W. Hearn.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.

Mailed Post-paid on Meceipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



ROBINSON'S
metallic mmm

FOE USE WITH THE KOBINSON PRINT-TEIMMEE.

(See advertisement of Trimmer opposite.)

These Guides are made of Stout Iron and are turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass, but try Prof. Robinson's Invention

OVAL, BOUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUARE, of all sizes; various shapes for Stereo-

scopic work, Drug Labels, etc., etc.

"We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch the longest way
of the aperture, the fractions counting as one inch.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

MEGTJLAH SIZES:

2x2|

21- x 3£

2^x31

2^ x 3^

2fx3f
2|x4i

3|x4|

3fx44

OVALS.
3£x4£

3fx5J

4x5f

4fx6f
5x7

5ix7J

5Jx7£

5fx7f

5fx7£

6x8
61 x 8i

6Jx8J
7x9

7| x 9i

7£ x 9i

7|x9|

SQUARE OR ROUND-CORNERED.

2TVx3|
2Jx8|

n x sj

2As3!f
2A x 31

2A x 8f-

2f x4J
2fx4£
2|x4f

3|x5J
4x5|
4£x5£

3f x6
4x6*

FOR STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Eound Cornered. Round.

3
T6-

x 3I 3tV x 3I 3 x 3

3x3 3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can

be always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes

accord, as orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

g®~ An allowance of ten inches ($1 worth) of regular sizes of guides will be given with

every Trimmer purchased. (See opposite page).

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



GIVEN AWAY!!
WITH EACH

ROBINSON'S

PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
WILL HEREAFTER BE GIVEN Ten Inches of Metallic Guides, your choice from the regular sizes

named on the opposite page. The manufacturers and agents finding that they can save money by
manufacturing in large quantities, make this liberal offer to the trade, as they want everybody to have
these capital inventions in use. They are no humbug and are not glass cutters or anything like them.

THE ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER

IS A SUBSTITUTE FOB A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.

The accompanying cut represents the instrument in the act of trimming a photograph. It does
not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which facilitates

the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch,
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

Oil the wheel bearings ivith Sewing Machine Oil.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.



A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK,

DR. VOQBIj'S
PHOTOGRAPHER'S

POCKET

REFERENCE ROOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery
; selection and trial of lenses and chemicals

; approved formulas for the differ-

ent photographic processes ; tables of weights and measures
;
rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS KECEIVING THE HIGHEST PEAISE WHEEEVEK IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in most flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket Reference-Boole, of

its great value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon be found in every
gallery."

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon

and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $1.50, post-paid.

BBNJEJRMAN& WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



r. Yogel's Handbook.

SECONDJEDITION.

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. H. YOG EL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

IS HOW READY. "T^^L^i^r* PRICE, $3.50.

It is Elegantly Illustrated, with Pnotograpns ana" Engravings, Clotli Bonn!

The reputation Dr. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and insures a hook of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulae, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a .Handbook of

the practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs
;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Four photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philada.



WILSON'S
BALTIMORE
STOCK DEPOT
THE MOST POPULAR IN THE SOUTH.

QUICK TRANSIT. Z CHEAP FREIGHTS.

Best Goods! Best Prices!

Best Personal Attention

!

Baltimore, the " City of Advantages" now, especi-

ally to the Photographer.

BEFORE PURCHASING, SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CATALOGUE TO

CHARLES A. WILSON,
No. 7 N. Charles Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

TRY BALTIMORE! IT WILL PAY!!

PLEASE BEAD OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS.



ADVANCE IN PRICE!

THE
PRIZE

PICTURES.
Are now printed at our own establishment, by Mr. Hearn, and, are finished in the best

style. The prices, hereafter, are (advanced) as below. There are THIRTY PICTURES
IN A SET—of men, women, and children, groups and single figures.

Several thousand of these Pictures have already been sold.

A Set of Thirty in the Improved Photograph Cover, $6 00
" " without " " " 5 50

Selections, per dozen, 3 00

EVERY OPERATOR & EVERY PRINTER SHOULD GET AND STUDY THEM.

EEITERMAIT & WILSON, (JnfcQTth & Cherry Sts., Phila.

THE

FERROTYPER'S G UIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING, BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OF VALUE TO THE

FERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction—The Advantages of the Ferrotype—The Manipulations—The Nitrate

Bath—The Collodion—The Developer—The Fixing Solution—Other Manipulations,
Pinholes—Strengthening—Tinting and Coloring—Varnishing—Drying and Dryers-
Finishing the Work—Ferrotype Envelopes—Ferrotype Supports—Ferrotype Plates
—The Apparatus—The Skylight and the Dark-Room—Vignettes and Medallions.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
* *



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OF PHOTOGKAPHERS is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at best prices.

A&& TME M@WMMWTMM
are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMONG OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or West.

:

iSs;i Wilson,
No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



The only genuine brand of DRESDEN ALBU-

MEN PAPER is the CROSS-SWORD BRAND,
all others are superannuated. We keep a full as-

sortment of Single and Extra Brilliant always

on hand.

CHAS. F. USENER'S Celebrated PORTRAIT
LENSES are unexcelled. Before purchasing be

sure and try a TJsener.

CHARLES COOPER & CO., Wholesale Agents,

Manufacturing Chemists and Importers,

191 Worth Street, New York.

• *Wm

CROSSCUPkWEST<PHAr

SOUTHERN
Photographic^Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,

Drayage, &e.

SE1TD IFOIR, PBICE. LIST.



John £)ean & Qo.

Worcester, Mass,

Manufacturers of the

Nonpareil Plate,
A substitute for Porcelain. The new NONPAREIL, PICTURES have elicited

the most general expressions of approval and admiration. The latest improve-
ment simplifies the formula and insures success. Our Plates are stamped.

Patented July 29, 1873, and June 16, 1874. All others are spurious.

ALSO, THE CELEBRATED

ADAMANTEAN ,
^PE
O

PLATES.

BLA€K9
AID PATEIT CHOCOLATE-TIITEBj

EeG-SHEMi, AND ©LOSSY.

The experience and extensive facilities of JOHN DEAN &, CO. enable them to

produce the most desirable FERROTYPE PLATES in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., Trade Agents,

591 Broadway, New York.



IMPROVED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS.

Fig. 1.

The Outside Appearance. A. Z,eaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVEES.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the

perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the

whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Eig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph. Per dozen. Per hundred.

Card Size, $1.50 $10.00
Cabinet Size, ..... 2.25 13.50

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, . 4.50 ...... 33.00
4-4 " 6.00 40.00
8-10 " 8.00 56.50

11-14 " 9.00 65.00
Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples

mailed at dozen price. Sendfor some.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



JAMES F. MAGEE & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PTJEE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

I MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

q COPYING DONE, FOR THE T&*DE*

E
M 18 SOLAR CAMERAS.
E
N
p
"* ALBERT MOORE,
O No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

EXPEDITIOUS ! EXCELLENT

!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAR NEGATIVES.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

Uoigtlattdtr &$on™§mht

NEW STEHOSCOPIC ILMSUS.
New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallmeyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$21.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

sis inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that they are the best. Bead the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried those made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy,"208 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

" The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in tbe
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for
my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I havjs ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

" About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

"Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Haver-
hill, Mass.

"The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."

—

Goodridge Bros., East Saginaw, Mich.

"After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal., Chicago.

New Catalogue of Prices Just Issued, to be had on Application.



"A DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

Wlifftl'g

Lantern Journ
By EDWARD L. WILSON,

Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

This work will be found entertaining by all who like to read about the

beautiful places and things of this world.

The contents are divided into six "Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
hleau, and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aide la Chapelle,
Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
Pass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake 31aggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Monte, Naples, Pompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,
and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and the United States

of America.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very enter-

taining; and instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.



The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

PBIOB, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOP & CO., 822 Arcb St., Philadelphia.

\SW" CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that he will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hopes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c,

which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF AIL PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, «fcc.

We also have a full line of CAMERAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMERA STANDS, HEAD-RESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary
to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am
the agent.

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN,
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.

• *



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

• Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order
promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockde'aler for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE MOW READY! £i££SZL

Gihon's Opaque
IS DESIGNED EOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,

RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND EOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.

It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

OUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. CIHON, Inventor,
128 JV. Seventh St., Philadelphia f J?a.



G. GENNERT,
S3 Maiden Lane, New York,

IMPORTER OP THE CELEBRATED

S. & Ml. DRESDEN

ALBUMEN PAPERS
Rives and Steinbach—White, Pink, and Blue.

Every one says it WORKS THE MOST UNIFORM, ECONOMICAL, and GIVES
FINER RESULTS than any other. To satisfy yourself that it is the best, send to your

stock-dealer for a sample dozen. Kept by all stock-dealers in the United States.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,

Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

and French Filter Paper.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE

EXTRA BRILLIANT, OR DOUBLE GLOSSY PAPER,

Which is recognized by the best artists all over the world as the

FINEST ALBUMEN PAPER IN THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE.
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HERMAGIS'
Celebrated French

PORTRAIT LENSES.
CABINET SIZE, AKE JUST THE LENS FOE THE NEW

PROMENADE PICTURE.
Mr. Henry Rocher, the renowned Chicago photographer, says of them : "In my opinion they are

truly lenses of great capacity, and must surely satisfy every purchaser." Mr. Rocher has purchased
two Hermagis lenses of card size and one Salomon style. See further splendid testimonial from Mr.
Rocher in Specialties.

Mr. F. Gutekunst, the celebrated Philadelphia photographer, was sent a Salomon Lens to try for

us. and wont part with it. It cuts sharp a 9 inch standing figure, and heats a lens that has been his

favorite many years, and where many makes of lenses have failed, on trial, to equal it.

The HERMAGIS IS THEREFORE AHEAD
TRY THEM!

These celebrated lenses, are used by MONS. ADAM SALOMON, of Paris, exclusively

for making bis WORLD-RENOWNED PORTRAITS, and by the most

famed photographers of Europe, from whom Mons. Hermagis has the Highest Testimonials.

"We now have a PULL STOCK on hand.

9&- The Salomon Style, 8 x 10 size, $160.
mr For Cabinet Size, extra quick, $100.

js®" For Cabinet Size, quick, $90.
J3@~ For Carte Size, extra quick, $50.

fi@~ For Carte Size, quick, $40.

They are toeing: introduced in America steadily, and are led wherever tlieyp.

They will be sent on trial to responsible parties C. 0. D., and instructions to Express
Company to hold money one week for trial. If parties prefer to see the work of a lens

before purchasing, we will make a negative and send with details of exposure, etc., and
reserve the lens until answer is received (if the time is reasonable), on receipt of $1 to pay
cost. Having a skylight of our own we are enabled to do this.

figgs" Not a single person to whom we have sent these JLenses on trial, as
above, has returned them.

BENEEMAN & WILSON,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Photographic Goods.
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PROPRIETORS OF THE

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S WORKS.

SEND ORDERS TO

419 & 421 Broome St., New York.

73 Bold St., Liverpool, England.

Ask your Dealer for Scovill Manufacturing Co.'s Goods.



WAYMOUTH'S

ignetting Papers
ARE NOW MADE OP TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the light-

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

RECENTLY IMPROVED.
Two kinds are now made. Please state which you prefer, when ordering, and Read the Following :

The quality of the •' papers " has just been much improved by the substitution of a peculiar French,
fibrous, hard calendered paper, which is not only less opaque but has other qualities which produce
quickly the most lovely and soft vignettes possible. We consider this a great improvement, as do
others to whom we have sent samples. Below we give a letter from one of them, Mr. Ormsby, who
has sent us also some exquisite vignettes :

CHICAGO, March 16th, 1875.

The package of Vignette Papers has been received and tried ; they are
just the tiling. They are a great improvement over the others ; they will

print in a little more than half the time required for^he others, and the

results are everything that can be desired, as you can see by samples
inclosed. Please fill my order and send bill. I like the pear-shape best.

Send them all that shape. 2£# j>. ORMSBY.
Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,

PHILADELPHIA.
(See opposite page.)



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

OF ALL PICTURES, THE ftpttfe IS THE MOST ARTISTIC.

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,
or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or
it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from, the dark tint nearest to the figure, off into the
tvhite background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VICNETTE PAPERS.
THEY ARE NOT CLUMSY ; DO NOT BREAK ; ARE ALWAYS READY ; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND ARE EASY OE APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,
or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directionsfor use

accompany each parcel.

IP ZR, I O IE S :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00

Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen .'. 1 00

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50
" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " 100
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " > " " " 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

BENERMAH & WILSON, Manufacturers, 7tii and Cherry, Fbilafla.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Offer to Stockdealers

A full Assortment of Reliable Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including

:

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),
Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,

Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,
Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,

Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.

TRAPP & MUNCH'S

gJImntett
Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better known and more appreciated than any other brand.

That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Ex
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

ZMDEIXAXj OIF MEBIT
for Albumenized Paper. For Sale at all the Stockhouses.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York

SPECIAL ACENTS:
Scoyill Maniteg. Co. , New York.
E. & H. T. Anthony, " "

G. Gennert, New York.

Wilson, Hood & Co., Philadelphia.

H. W. Bradley, San Francisco.

G. S. Bryant & Co., Boston.



Peerless and[Morrison

S
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GOODS
OF EVE RY

DESCR I PTION
REQUIRED IN

J"
PHOTOGRAPHY.

MANUFACTUR'G CO.
UNEQUALLED FACILITIES.

THE BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES

MANUFACTORIES :-Waterbury, and New Haven, Conn.

WAREHOUSE :—419 & 421 Broome St., New York.
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Photographic Magazine Published.

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1876!

The 'publishers have a great many good things in anticipation for the year

1876, luhieh they think will render their magazine more beautiful a.nd more useful

than ever before ; and while they maintain that the beautiful example of photog-

raphy, which accompanies each issue, is alone worth the subscription price, still

more and more effort will be made to make the reading matter everything that it

ought to be. Our correspondents from all the leading centres abroad will keep

our readers posted on all matters of interest in their several sections, while our un-

rivalled staff at home will look diligently after your interests here. To make the

Philadelphia Photographer the best practical helper which can possibly

be obtained, is the aim and earnest desire of its publishers.

We ask your co-operation in extending its usefulness, and offer to all present

subscribers, who secure us new ones, the following

For every new subscriber, for one

year, $1, payable in any of our pub-

lications, books, or, if preferred, Sfl
PREMIUMS

worth of any of our prize pictures,

or any other article for which we are

agents, advertised in this magazine.

Operators, printers, etc., can secure all their necessary photographic literature

in this way, by a little earnest effort.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGKAPHIO WORK IN ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada sub.-cribers must remit 24

<:ents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-
panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

One Page,

Half "

Quarter Pa

Eighth "

1 Month. 6 Months. 1 Year.

..$20 00 SH0 00 $200 00

. . 12 00 66 00 120 00

, . 7 00 38 50 70 00

. 4 00 22 00 40 00

I The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to oui Specialties pages. Terms, $2 foi

six lines, and 2.5 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents

less, each.

SURE TO PAY!

JUST Operators desiring situations, no

Cards, 6 lines,or less, 2 00 1100 2U00

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,
OFFICE, S.W. COB. OF SEVENTH AND CHERRY STS.. PHILADELPHIA.



Magic Lantern Slides
WE KEEP THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA!

Eead "THE MAGIC LANTEEN," inside.

PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.
We are the only exclusively 'photographic publishers in the ivorld, and supply all countries

with photographic books.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR 18761

Any photographer who subscribes (old or new) for the Philadelphia Photographer,
for 1876, and sends us $10 in addition to the subscription price, will receive by mail, post-

paid, the following works:

One Dr. VogeVs Hand-Boole of Photography, $3 50
" Dr. VogeVs Photographer''s Reference Booh, . . . . 1 50
" Photographic Mosaics, 50
" Hearn's Practical Printer, 2 50
" Burnet's Practical Hints on Composition, S 50
" Wilson's Lantern Journeys (very Entertaining), . . . . 2 00

This offer to hold good only until January 1, 1876.

BENERMAN & WILSON, IgSffiBS" Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

Important Notice to Photographic Stock-Dealers

and Photographers!

PATEUT 3D IE O I S I O ZKT_

In the United States Circuit Court, held at Portland, Me., October 8, 1875, in the case of

J. P. Bass- vs. John M. Peck, the jury, on questions submitted by the Court, rendered a

verdict, that Emile K. Weston was not the first and original inventor of the invention

claimed by the said J. P. Bass, his assignor; John F. Schuyler had anticipated him by sub-

stantially the same invention, patented and assigned to W. E. Lockwood in 1863, reissued

June 1, 1875.

The Entrekin Burnisher or Planisher is manufactured under an exclusive

license granted by W. E. Lockwood.

PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK-DEALERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS

Are cautioned against selling or using machines for Burnishing Photographs that infringe

any of the following claims:

1. As an improvement in the art of planishing paper, submitting the paper to friction
under pressure between a roughened feed-roller and a planisher, substantially as described.

2. The combination in a paper-planishing machine, of a planisher with a draw-filed rol-
ler, for controlling the paper while it is under pressure between the said roller and planisher,
all substantially as described.

All infringers of the above claims will be held responsible by the undersigned.

Manayunk, Piiilada., October 26, 1875. W. C ENTREKIN.



(£TRY HERMACIS' "PROMENADE" LENSES,

Number 144. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

THE OFFICIAL OKGAN OF THE NATIONAL PHOTOGKAPHIO
ASSOCIATION OP THE UNITED STATES.

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

J3 o o om "fc> o r , 187S.

PHILADELPHIA:
BENEEMAN & WILSON,

PUBLISHEKS,
S. "W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers,

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Sherman & Co., Printers, Philadelphia.
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BBS.
We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lens, and by our

increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the convention held at Buffalo, July 15, many fine

photographs were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lens, which
attracted great attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also

keep up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and
improving on those already- in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock
of. a new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be
quiet. We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Ileuses, from 1-4 to 15x18. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Xos. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Xos. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets. Nos. 1,.2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetrical*. Rapid Symmetrical*. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the cheapest Foreign Lens ever offered

to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINHEBL'S SONS' NEW IPUUTIC LENSES.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices

:

No. 1 1-4 size, 3£ inch focus, $25 00
'• 2, 1-2 " bi " " 30 00
" 3 4-4 " 7 " " 45 00
" 4, 8-10 " 101 " " 60 00

No. 5 10-12 size, 13£ inch focus, $70 00
" 6, 13-16 " 16j " " HO 00
" 7, 18-22 " ......200 00
" 8 20-24 " 350 00

Nos. 1 & 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,
and so solicit your orders.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

SOLE AGENTS EOR
THE UNITED STATES. 822 Arch St., PMaflelpMa, Pa.



EVERYTHING

PERTAINING TO
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New York.



Practical Hints on Composition
ILLUSTEATED BY EXAMPLES FROM THE

GREAT MASTERS OF THE ITALIAN, DUTCH, AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.

By JOHN BURNET, 1822.

THE ABOVE WORK IS THE VERY BEST AUTHORITY ON

POSITION AND COMPOSITION.
Owing to the fact that it has long been out of print, few are privileged to enjoy its

advantages. We have reprinted and republished the original work by means of a photo-

lithographic process, thus securing all the charms of the original drawings, and now offer

the book to the art students of America for the first time.

It contains about 48 pages, and includes 38 illustrations—sketches of the best pictures

by the masters of the schools named above, as follows :

Plate I—Angular Composition.
Fig.

1. Shows rectangle, crossed by diagonal line. Used
by Cuyp.

2. Doubling of the lines on clouds. By Cuyp.
3 & 4. Sky backgrounds, with cows in foreground.

By Potter.
5. Domestic group. By Ostadb.
6. Country scene. By Claude.

Plate II—Angular Composition.
1. Angel in foreground, group of cattle beyond,

with trees. By Claude.
2. River bank view. By Reubens.
3. Huntsman going out in the morning. By DeLaer
4. Embarkation of Prince of Orange. By Cuyp.

Plate III—Angular Composition.
1. Group ofheads in form ofdiamond. By J. Burnet
2. Home comforts. By Ostade.
3. English pastimes. By J. Burnet.
4. Gambler's quarrel. By Terburg.
5. Hunter's return. By DeLaer.
6. Lady writing. By MetzU.
7. The drunken father. By Rembrandt.

Plate IV—Angular Composition.
1. Awaiting orders. By Terburg.
2. "School is out." By Ostade.
3. Italian shepherdess. By DeLaer.
4. Seducing the God Bacchus. By Reubens.
5. The "Firstborn." By Corregio.

Plate V—Circular Composition.
Fig.

1. Death of Ananias. By Raphael.
2. Magdalen and St. Jerome, with child Jesus. By

Coreegio.
3. Doctors consulting the law. By Guido.

Plate VI—Circular Composition.

1. A country dance. By Reubens.
2. Death of Gen. Wolfe. By B. West.
3. Christ preaching. By Rembrandt.
4. Death of St. Jerome. By Domenichino.
5. Transfiguration. By Raphael.

Plate VII—Model Compositions.

1. Christ and his disciples. By Raphael.
2. The sick bed. By Rembrandt.

Plate VIII—Model Compositions.

1. " Landing of Charles II." By West.
2. Cattle returning home in a shower. By Burnet.
3. Cattle at rest. By Burnet.

Plate IX—Model Compositions.

1. Blind fiddler. By Wiltcie.
2. Salutation of the virgin. By Rembrandt.
3. A dance. By Ostade.

It is handsomely bound in cloth. $20 cannot purchase a copy of the original work.

As a help to photographers in making positions it cannot be overestimated.

It teaches the practical elements of composition, and supplies the best examples.

PRICE, POST-PAID, $3.50.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



CATALOGUE IMP

HOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLICATIONS.
Tie Oaly Complete Catalogue in the World of Photographic Boots.

There is something for the workers in all branches of the

art,—operators, posers, manipulators, printers, painters, retouchers, finishers,

and art students—all are provided for.

We always find the photographer who reads what is published per-

taining to his profession, to be the photographer who succeeds in his

business the best. Above all, those who regularly and continually
receive a good photographic magazine are those who are always

ahead with new goods, new styles, and new information. We recommend an

investment in a part or all of the list below, and will be glad to mail them to

you on receipt of price.

CATALOGUE.
The Philadelphia Photographer.

The oldest, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America. Thirteenth Year. Please read the
prospectus on page three of cover and premium list. Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months,
in advance. Current number, 50 cents. Specimen copies, free.

Photographic Mosaics.
The 1876 edition is just out and is capital. The list of articles is made up of contributions, especially for

its pages, on all departments of the art, wtioj ly by practical men. See special advertisement. 144 pages. Paper
cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions, trom 1866, at same price.

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing.
This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and

posing, made especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-ordinary subjects in all the plain,
fancy, " Rembrandt " and " Shadow " styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key of instructions, together
with a diagram for each picture, showing how the sitter and the camera were placed in the skylight, their
relation to the background, and what blinds were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost
supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage every subject that comes to you. The studies are
mounted on folding leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

How to Paint Photographs in Water Colors,
A practical Handbook designed especially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions

for Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, How to Retouch the nega-
tive, &c. By George B. Ayres, Artist. Third edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.

The Practical Printer.
A capital working manual, giving the fullest information on all styles of photographic printing on albumen

and plain paper, and on porcelain. By C. W. Hearn. No book was ever more needed. |2.50. See special
advertisement concerning it.



Handbook of the Practice and Art of Photography.
By Dr. H. Vogel. Second edition now ready, 13.50. Much enlarged and improved. The best of ail photo-

nandbooks. See advertisement.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-Book.
By Dr. H. Vogel, of Berlin. A dictionary of all the terms used in the art, and contains formulas for almost

every known manipulation.' Altogether different from any work ever published. Cloth, $1.50. See special
advertisement. A splendid, indispensable book.

The Ferrotyper's Guide-
Sixth thousand recently issued. The best work ever published on the ferrotype. Price, 75 cents.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
A very entertaining book of travels at home and abroad. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

Burnet's Hints on Composition.
A splendid illustrated work for every art student. Will help you pose, immensely. Price, $3.50.

Lea's Manual of Photography

.

Third thousand. $3.75 per copy. A capital book of instructions in all branches of the art.

Lookout Landscape Photography.
By Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good

for every photographer. 75 cents. Be sure to get it.

Himes's Leaf Prints ; or, Glimpses at Photography.

By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrated
with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

The American Carbon Manual. •

By Edw. L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from beginning to end. With a fine
example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

The Photographer to His Patrons.
A splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and

serves as a grand advertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a
copy and an illustrated circular. Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000,
$35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and supplied in English, German, and Spanish.

Something JVew.
Just out. Similar to the " Photographer to his Patrons," but newer. Prices the same.

Pretty Faces.
A leaflet much smaller than " The Photographer to his Patrons," and "Something New," for the same purpose,

but costing less, viz. : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders at less rates.

See special advertisements and special offer on outside of cover.

Works found in our old catalogues, and not in the above, are out of print

and cannot be had.

Any of the above mailed on receipt of price, postpaid.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia.



CENTENNIAL PHOTOGKAPHIC COMPANY'S

CATALOGUE.
International Exhibition, 1876.

1—Art Gallery and Memorial Hall
2—Machinery Hall—North Avenue
3—Machinery Hall—South Avenue
4—Machinery Hall—North Avenue
5—Machinery Hall—South Avenue
6—Main Exhibition Building—Nave
7—Main Exhibition Building—South Avenue
8—Main Exhibition Building—North Avenue
9—Main Exhibition Building—Site of Centre Transept
10—Main Exhibition Building—Main Portal
11—Machinery. Hall—Transept
12—Horticultural Building—Floral Hall
13—Horticultural Building—Floral Hall—West end.
14—Horticultural Building—Floral Hall—East end..
15—Art Gallery and Memorial Hall—North Front....

16—Machinery Hall
17—Machinery Hall—East end
18—Machinery Hall—East end
19—Main Exhibition Building—Centre Transept
20—Art Gallery and Memorial Hall
21—Machinery Hall—Transept „.

.

22—Government Building. ..i..

23—Agricultural Building—Site
24—Machinery Hall—South Avenue
25—Machinery Hall—North Avenue
26—Art Gallery and Memorial Hall—Interior
27—Machinery Hall—North Avenue
28—Machinery Hall
29—Juror's Pavilion
30—Government Building
31—Main Exhibition Building
32—Machinery Hall—East end
33—Board of Finance Building—Court
3.4—Machinery Hall—Transept
35—Art Gallery and Memorial Hall—Interior
36—
37—
38—
39—

SIZES AND PRICES.

Oct.

-Main Exhibition Building—Scaffolding in Transept.
-Main Exhibition Building—Northwest Tower
-Main Exhibition Building
-Machinery Hall
-Machinery Hall—North Avenue
-Machinery Hall—South Avenue
-Art Gallery and Memorial Hall—Dome
-Centennial Grounds, from Reservoir
-Centennial Grounds, from Reservoir
-Horticultural Building
-Horticultural Building—Floral Hall
-Horticultural Building—S. E. Forcing Room
-Agricultural Building
-Main Exhibition Building—North Avenue
Art Gallery and Memorial Hall
-Art Gallery and Memorial Hall—Interior
Art Gallery and Memorial Hall—Dome
-Machinery Hall, from Main Building
-Machinery Hall, from Finance Building
—Machinery Hall—East Front of Centre Aisle
—Machinery Hall—East Front of South Avenue
-Machinery Hall—Interior E. Front of South Ave...

—Machinery Hall—South Avenue
-Horticultural Building—S. E. Forcing Room
-Horticultural Building—S. E. Forcing Room
-Horticultural Building—S. W. Forcing Room
-Horticultural Building—S. W. Forcing Room
-Women's Pavilion
-Government Building
—Machinery Hall, from the West
-Machinery Hall, from the West
-Machinery Hall, from the West
-Machinery Hall, from Transept, West
-Machinery Hall, from Transept, West
-Art Gallery and Memorial Hall
-Jurors' Pavilion
-Main Exhibition Building—-Diagonal Truss

" 20
" 20
" 13
" 13
" 27
" 27

Nov. 1
" 6

6
" 6

6

6

6

o 5

o> • X
V- 7

.30 .50

.30 .50

.30

.30

.30 .50

.;io .50

.30 .50

.30 .50

.30 .50

.311 .50

.30 .50

.30 .50

.30 .50

.30 .50

.30 .50

.30 .50

.30 .50

30 .50

30 .50

30 .50

30 .50

30 .50

30 .50

30 .50

30 .50

30 .50

30

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.0(1

1 .00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

100
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.0(1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00
.-,.110

Stereoscopic size, S3.00 per dozen. Blanks in the columns indicate that those sizes

are not made. The smallest three sizes mailed free on receipt of price.

4@=- Art and Industry In the Nineteenth Century, as exemplified by
the International Exposition of 1876. Four 50 cent Photographs in each part. Complete
in fifty parts. Sold only to subscribers, $50.

Address all orders to THE CENTENNIAL PHOTO. 00.,
116 North Seventh St., Philada.

By exclusive concession of the Centennial Board of Finance.
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PRIZE

ICTURIEIS
Our second Promenade Picture competition has just been closed, and

We are in possession of some of the finest Photographic work ever
done in the world !

We offer prints from the competing negatives, for sale at the prices below.

They are most useful to every photographer as examples of good negative

work, artistic composition and lighting, and superior printing and finishing.

We have done our part to make them models in every respect.

THE

Was awarded for the best six negatives to'

Mr. LYMAN G. BIGELOW, Detroit, Michigan,

Whose elegant work is familiar to many of our patrons.

the sets include :

Nos. 1 to 8—Studies by L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Michigan.

Nos. 9 to 20—Studies by F. B. Clench. Lockport, N. Y.

Nos. 21 to 28—Studies by G. M. Elton, Palmyra, N. Y.
Nos. 29 to 34—Studies by O. P. Scott, Abingdon, 111.

Nos. 35 to 40—Studies by E. M. Collins, Oswego, N. Y.
Nos. 41 to 46—Studies by E. H. Alley, Toledo, Ohio.

See review in December number Philadelphia Photographer.

The whole set of 46, . %10 00

In two Photo. Covers, . . . . 11 50

Selections, per dozen, 4 00
" per two dozen, 7 00

The 28 of Messrs. Clench, Bigelow, and Elton, . 6 00

Book Cover and Binding, . . 75

Address all orders to

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

SEVENTH & CHERRY STS., PHILAD'A, PA.
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Edited by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer,
ETC., ETC.

This favorite and only American annual is fairly crammed with articles prepared ex-

pressly for it by the eminent photographers of Europe and America, who are seldom induced

to write for anything else.

IT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING:
Fog.—J. H. FlTZGIBBON.
Come, Let us Reason Together.

—

Geo. B. Ayees.
Experience.—E. T. Whitney.
Provoking.—I. B. Webster.
A Suggestion anent the Great Exhibition.—Wm.

Heighway.
The Eliminating of Hyposulphite from Prints.

—

Jno. R. Clemons.
A Treatise of Photography.—E. A. Kusel.
Why not make Solars instead of Contact Prints for

Large Work.—L. V. Moulton.
Systematic Preservation of Negatives.—William H.

Tipton.
Want of Enterprise.

—

Forrester Clark.
Lighting the Sitter.—J. S. Hovey.
Theory and Practice.—D. H. Anderson.
Be Punctual.—A. W. Kimball.
Formula for Photographs and Ferrotypes which

gives Lights and Half Tones not Surpassed.

—

E. P. Libby.
Exposure and Development of a Negative.—H. B.

Hillyer.
A Cause for Faded Prints.—E. G. Robinson.
How I Sunned a Bath under Difficulties—J. M. Dunn.
A Word to the Weak.—E. H. Train.
How to Clean New and Old Glass Plates.—E. A. Ku-

SEL.
A Good Collodion.—A Contributor.
How to Lubricate Prints for Burnishing.—F. M.

Spencer.
Marble Negatives, Stains from the Hands, Negative

Varnish.

—

Well G. Singhi.
Long's Bath Warmer.
The Cause and Cure for Some of the Difficulties per-

taining to Photography.—E. M. Collins.
The Upper Floor.—E. D. Ormsby.

Breakfast for Dinner.—Capt. J. Lee Knight.
Then and Now.—G. D. Wakeley.
An Item of Real Value.—J. L. Gihon.
Negative Bath.—Wm. W. Seeler.
Albumen : Its Preparation for Use in Photography.—John Carbutt.
Hints on Composition.—L. G. Bigelow.
A Pair of Suggestions.—G. M. Carlisle.
The Art Privileges of our Great Centennial.—R. J.

Chute.
The Old Bath.—W. H. Sherman.
Art and Mechanism.—W. C. Taylor.
Field Work.—C. A. Zimmerman.
Pyroxylin—Gun Cotton.—H. G. Grimes.
Dry Plates.—Prof. John Towler.
Curtains as a Means for Adjusting Light.

—

Oscar G
Mason.

An Exposing Shutter.

—

Frank Robinson. -

How to Touch Out Pinholes.—A. B. Stebbins.
Photographic Literature.
Negatives without Collodion or Silver Bath.—G. W.

Wallace.
Hands in Photography.

—

Young Chloride.
The Toning Solution.

—

An Amateur.
A Chapter of Practical Matters.
Climbing.—Old Argentum.
Poor Negatives, their Cause and Cure.—E. Z. Web-

ster.
On Landscape Photography.

—

Richard W. Barrow.
A Cheap and Good Plate-holder.—G. A. Hurlbut.
The Way it is Done.—E. M. Estabkooke.
To Correspondents.—A. Hesler.
At the Desk.—J. Pitcher Spooner.
Lenses—How to Choose and How to take care of

them.—R. Benecke.
Many Mites from Many Minds.

Price, in Cloth, $1.00; in Paper Cover, 50 cents.

"The Best Little Hanitook of PMoOThy In tie World." For Sale ty all Dealers.

No Photographer should be without Mosaics for 1870.

BENERMAN & WILSON, PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHERS,
SEVENTH ANJ) CHERRY STS., PHILADELPHIA.





C. M. FRENCH.

Public Library;
YOUNGSTOWN, O.
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NEXT YEAR.

We are come upon that time which the

end of a year always brings us, when we
must remind our readers, or the major por-

tion of them, that the agreement between

us is at an end. In the beginning they

intrusted us with their money, relying upon

us to give them fair return for it in monthly

portions. We have tried to faithfully keep

our contract, and, if we have succeeded to

your satisfaction and profit, we ask for a

renewal of the compact. We are ready to

do our part; will you not please promptly

do yours? There are many reasons why a

publisher should know early in the year about

what his subscription list will amount to.

We trust that the preparations already

made and in progress will more fully than

ever prove the Philadelphia Photographer

to be the very best photographic magazine

in the world for the practical, growing pho-

tographer. Partial details only can be given

now, and we ask your careful perusal of

them in the article on another page, and in

the Prospectus, on page 3 of the cover.

The, "Centennial " year is bound to be a

profitable one for us all, and we shall not

fail to faithfully boil it down, and give our

readers all the residue that can possibly be

of value to them. . » .

JU

Happy New Year ! to all our readers.

MOSAICS FOR 1876.

This popular work, which seems to be

heralded by so many kind words from our

readers, is now ready, and will be found

full, fresh, and instructive. It is made up

of original matter prepared especially for

it, and gives the thoughts and experiences

of many of the leading workers in our art.

As a specimen of the class and character

of its contents we quote the following ar-

ticle, by one of the leading and rising artists

of Philadelphia, which, we believe, will en-

courage and benefit all our readers, both of

the Philadelphia Photographer and Mosaics :

Art and Mechanism,

by wm. curtis taylor.

Many years ago, when the writer was a

novice in the photographic profession, his

gallery was visited by a dilettante whose re-

marks opened his eyes for the first time to

a most persistent antagonism. A jealous

adherent of the old family of Art, she could

not conceal a certain disdain for the claims

of the new relative, Photography. Passing

from painting to painting, she would stop

occasionally before one that interested her

and ask, with the air of a person ready to

stifle all admiration should her suspicions

'be fealized, "And is this a machi?ie picture,

hfooJt'*' It was not that she criticized un-

favorably the appearance of the work, but

23
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the method of its production ; not reproach-

ing the result of our labor, but the aid we
had received in its performance.

So, one who, with toilsome climbing, has

earned his long-sought view from the sum-

mit of Mount Washington might regard

with infinite disgust the ease with which

the brisk comer by railroad train steps out

of his comfortable car to the selfsame pros-

pect.

Now, it is admitted that, if his premises

were always sound, your carping virtuoso

would not be wrong in his estimate of Pho-

tography. If in truth the photographer

with his camera and chemicals could be

justly compared to the old profile-cutter

with his pantograph, or the life-cast maker

with his mould and plaster, photography

might be very beautiful and useful, but

would be as devoid of Art as the most in-

veterate dilettante would care to assert.

We do not deny that a "machine pic-

ture " could be made by photography. The

subject might be taken in any mood, and

seated in any chance position, and with any

chance lighting, and with the simple me-

chanical direction to "keep perfectly still;"

and the result would be a genuine mechan-

ical picture. Every one can see that such

a picture would be well defined by such a

name
; but in describing its production have

we not actually shown what is not done

in any good photographic establishment?

From the moment an applicant for a picture

enters, the photographic artist begins to

study the points to be made in the sitting.

What agreeable features to be made much
of, and how? What less pleasing ones to

be subordinated, and how? What expres-

sion,—elicited unconsciously,—would seem

to reveal the inner being of the individual,

in its better aspects to partial friends, and

how to evoke it* naturally at the right

time ? What carriage most befits the figure

and temperament of the person before him
;

# We are not standing up for bunglers, who

may be found in every profession. A lady has

mentioned to the writer that a friend, on apply-

ing to a photographer who seemed very anxious

to make an effective picture of her, was startled

out of all naturalness by his abruptly saying:

"Now, won't you please run over your expres-

sions for me!"

or would make the best compromise, sup-

posing these to be inharmonious ? Such

considerations wear into the very being of

every skilful photographer, and are crowd-

ing his mind while the applicant for his

care is all unconscious of the cost of it, and

"only wishes he would hurry and getdone !"

It is insisted that such considerations, all

essential to the practice of meritorious pho-

tography, have their root and growth in

what is the very antipodes of Machinery

—

Sympathy, which is the essence of Art. A
distinguishing characteristic of machinery

is Inexorableness, but Art is all Feeling.

Art is Feeling, addressed to the ear or the

eye.

In addition to the studies already named,

the artist photographer, if he is about to

make a figure picture, especially of a lady,

has to be concerned not only with the pose

but with all the requirements of art in the

arrangement of the drapery and accessories.

His machinery, most assuredly, will not do

this for him. Then nothing has been said

of the lighting of the subject. None knows
better than the judicious photographer how
much, not merely of beauty in effect but of

actual likeness, depends on the disposition

and due relation of light and shade. The
machinery of the skylight, used to bring

about these effects, occupies precisely the

same position in Art with the photographer

as with the independent artist ; only in the

case of the former the lighting appliances

are usually more complete and more readily

controlled.

So far we have been considering only un-

finished photography. The negative when

made must pass under the hands of an artist,

for the correction of defects and exaggera-

tions ; and any but a skilled artist will surely

spoil it. After the result is placed on paper

or other material, the work of the pencil

must be resumed, and the style and degree

of merit the picture is to have, when com-

pleted, depend on artistic and not in the

least on mechanical skill.

But, although the old-school connoisseur

may never have concerned himself about

such a formulation of art methods being

applicable to photography, he may never-

theless be an admirer of our work "in its

place." We would deal justly with his jus-
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tice, so far as it goes. Do we not know that

he treasures with supremest gratitude more

than one dear image which, without the

photographer's skill, would have depended

for its recall upon wayward memory ? Our

concern is that a full recognition of Pho-

tography as a legitimate adjunct of high art

is denied on the assumption that Imitative

Art is under some kind of ohligation to dis-

card every aid to hare ocular appreciation

of what is to ba represented. Now let us be

candid with one another. Your acknowl-

edged artist, when he has an enlargement

or a diminution to make, does not scruple

to line over both canvases with proportionate

squares,—which look dreadfully mechanical

and, still worse, mathematical. A more

decided employment of mechanism is re-

sorted to when your artist holds a strip of

cardboard before the face of his subject and

marks on it the places of the chin, the lips,

the base of the nose, the roots of the hair

and the top of the head. If he fails to do

this he risks his fidelity to nature—that is

all. When the artist is well up with the

times, and makes true likenesses, he takes

his subject to a photograph gallery and gets

two or more views of the individual, to

study while he shall paint. In other words,

he acts like a sensible, practical man and

takes every means to saturate his concep-

tions—so to speak—with the features of his

subject as they must be represented on a flat

surface.

" This may all be true," our critic says,

" but so long as the artist's freedom is not

destroyed he is a true artist, all the same."

Exactly; that is just the point we would

come to. No one knows so well as an edu-

cated photographic artist that in the pro-

duction of a likeness the photograph cannot

be followed slavishly. In retouching a nega-

tive and in painting over a photograph the

artists we are speaking of see before them

not what is but what is meant to be. Often

the constraints of the sitter's expression need

correction. Beyond this, the lines in the

forehead, under the eyes and around the

mouth, together with other shades in va-

rious parts of the face, often convey an en-

tirely wrong idea of feature or expression.

To create the true impression by altering,

modifying or removing any of these is the

province of Art, and no good photograph

can be completed without this pencilling.

While it is allowed, then, that the pho-

tographic artist accepts valuable aid in the

work of painting, we insist that it is in the

direction of that close following of nature

which has bestowed upon Sculpture and
Painting the designation of Imitative Art,

and not in any wise, of necessity, tending

to the destruction of freedom.

Having incidentally opened the question

of "freedom," we cannot forbear asking if

our critics do not' know how heavily the

bondage of the schools or of individual man-

nerism presses upon many a distinguished

artist. As examples: one marine painter

is noted for giving all his sea-water the as j

pect of soapsuds. A very popular landscape

artist invariably covers his sky, earth and

water with little pats of paint of about one

size, standing for cloud flecks, foliage, rip-

ples and what not. How often do we hear

among connoisseurs of portraiture such ex-

pressions as these :
" That looks like one of

Spiller's hands." " Here is a Spoker. What
clear, fresh complexions he always gave his

subjects." "This is said to be a real Sir

So and So : it's his mouth certainly." Dear

reader, what would be thought of a photog-

rapher who confined himself to one mouth !

or, rather, what would be thought of a pho-

tographer who had not as many mouths as

he had subjects? Then tell us whether all

the mechanism in art is confined to camera

boxes and chemicals !

Kegarded candidly, is not photography,

when under the control of art, to be ac-

cepted as belonging fairly to the province

of legitimate manipulation ? Is not our

method the mere extension of a received

idea? No less an instructor than J. Ed-

wards, M.A., after suggesting acknowledged

"mechanical processes," concludes by say-

ing what, if we mistake not, was also said

substantially by a much older authority

:

" When a proper effect can be produced few

will question the means by which that effect

has been obtained." One of these "me-
chanical processes " (we almost tremble for

the dignity of high art as we write it), con-

sists in the use of so unrefined a machine as

a " tooth-comb."

If, as we trust will one day be generally
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conceded, the most intimate use of photog-

raphy in the hands of a genuine artist does

not interfere with his individuality, what

shall be said in opposition to that use?

Nothing that might not be urged against

any improvement in accuracy and direct-

ness by those who fancy that the royalty of

Talent must hedge itself about with techni-

cality and indirection.*

Some artists of acknowledged standing

have seen the vast possibilities growing out

of the right use of photography,—as an aid

and not as a dependence,—and are fortify-

ing their skill by what we must consider a

worthy use of a valuable accessory. That

more have not done so is not necessarily due

to want of disposition. It is not' easy, even

for an independent nature, after perhaps a

lifetime of successful work, to break through

old habits by the adoption of new methods.

f

As a gratifying sign of progress we point

with pleasure to the kindly intentions shown

by the management of the Art Department

of the Centennial Exposition. We believe

that nothing but absolute failure of space

has prevented the placing of Photography

in close relation with the Fine Arts of the

world. As it is, we have every reason to

feel that the American Exposition will help

forward an appreciation both of the progress

and province of Photography, entirely in

accord with the spirit of this article.

This generation will witness a breaking

up of much of that exclusiveness which,

while it does not hinder our happiness or

self respect, still operates, with some, against

that full grasp of the elevation of our pur-

suit which we would like all people of taste

to share with us. As to ourselves, personal

fidelity to the higher calls of our profession

will do everything for its universal recog-

nition among the noblest Industries of the

world.

* In. one of Dean Swift's fancies he visits a

people of such technical proclivities that, in a

tailor shop, he saw a man standing on a stool

wnile the superfine artisan, in a far corner of the

room, with quadrant and theodolite, was taking

his measure for a coat.

f A pleasant recollection of the late venerable

Thomas Sully is connected with his assurance,

given to the writer, that if he had been thirty

years younger he would have connected himself

with our "branch of art."

OUR PICTURE.

Another of our Promenade prize series

will illustrate the interest which this new
size excites, and how much of real merit

was put into the work of the different art-

ists. Of the eight competitors for our July

prize, four sent us work with which we
have felt proud to embellish our magazine,

and to refer to as specimens of first-class

artistic photography. This is the third of

the series, and the fourth, Mr. Bigelow's,

we shall use in the January number, as the

commencement of our country's centennial

year.

There are others of the series which we
might use, but we are satisfied that the par-

ties will have made better work before we
could publish these, and would prefer to

give us something fresh, and more nearly

representing their own advancement. In

these days we find that men progress so fast

that, after a few months, they often entirely

change the style of their work, and pictures

made by them three or six months ago

would not now be recognized as theirs when
compared with those they are making at

the present time. This is the kind of prog-

ress we like to see ; it is this rapid advance-

ment among individuals everywhere that

has brought our art up to its present proud

position with such rapid strides. The man
who is always striving to-day for something

better than he did yesterday, is continually

leaving the past behind
;
he never seems to

stand still ; his work from month to month,

from year to year, forms a complete history

of his photographic progress.

This go-ahead disposition is peculiarly

characteristic of our times, and is bringing

to the front in every art, industry, or pro-

fession, young men full of life, ambition,

high hopes and aims, and those intellectual

capacities which, when brought into full

exercise, win success in any calling. To
these are we to look for the future of pho-

tography. It will be their energy, their

enterprise, their culture, that will lead our

art in the future up to its highest attain-

ments, and develop in it the many wonder-

ful capacities we believe yet lie hidden in

the elements of photographic science.

Our picture, this month, is by Mr. 0. M.
Erench, of Youngstown, Ohio. It evinces
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careful consideration in the choice and ar-

rangement of the subject and accessories,

and displays an amount of feeling that is in

the highest degree creditable. Some good

photographic critics have pronounced this

one of the best of the prize series, and with

good reason, too, as it possesses many points

of real merit.

We trust that all will study it, for the

purpose of finding whatever is meritorious,

and appropriating it for their own advance-

ment, if possible, as well as to observe any

defects, and, by tracing their cause, learn

to overcome and avoid them.

Mr. French has not given us his formula

or methods of working, but, as these lire

usually apparent in all photographs, their

absence in writing will not be a serious

omission. Mr. French's work shows on

the face of it that it was made by a good,

clean, negative process; about the same,

doubtless, as is used by all good photog-

raphers, with careful manipulation, and a

judicious management of light and pose of

the subject. A successful picture depends,

not so much upon the particular formula

used, the style or construction of light, as

upon the intelligent or judicious use of

these. In this Promenade style much de-

pends upon the selection of backgrounds,

accessories, draperies, etc. These are points

for the student to consider, as it is in this

direction, rather than in ounces or grains,

feet or inches, that real progress in our art

is to be gained.

The prints were made at the printing-

rooms of the Philadelphia Photographer, and

will be found excellent examples of work

in this department.

Shall a Photographer be Paid for his

Work?
This may seem an entirely superfluous

question as it stands, or if taken in the sense

that seems to be generally understood, viz.,

that the finished picture only constitutes his

work. But here is where the question opens

for argument, whether the sitter's obliga-

tion commences when the photographer be-

gins to make his sitting, or whether he can

be expected to draw his pocket-book only

when the picture is finished and accepted

according to his own individual notions of

what is pleasing or artistic, and the pho-

tographer's efforts up to this point to all go

for nought, unless his patron chooses to

accept.

Much of the business among photog-

raphers has been done on this latter prin-

ciple. Chemicals, time, the most diligent

and painstaking efforts, are all worth noth-

ing if the capricious estimate of his sitter

chances to decide unfavorably upon the re-

sult, and many of those who have striven

the hardest to please have been imposed

upon the most.

But this question has at last been brought

to a decision in a court of justice by Mr. G.

Frank E. Pearsall, of Brooklyn, and judg-

ment given in the photographer's favor.

Under the head of "Seventeen Sittings,"

we referred to this case last month, and

have awaited the result with some interest.

We congratulate Mr. Pearsall on his vic-

tory, and thank him in the name of the fra-

ternity for bringing the question to a square

issue, and getting a decision which may be

a guide in the future for photographers all

over our country.

The reader will understand the details of

this case by the following extract from a

Brooklyn paper

:

" In the case of G. Frank E. Pearsall, the

photographer, against W. W. Schenck, of

the firm of J. B. Schenck & Sons, New York
City, and who resides at 67 Putnam Avenue,

Brooklyn, which was tried before Judge

Morse on Tuesday last, judgment was yes-

terday rendered for Mr. Pearsall in the full

amount claimed, namely, $24.

" Beaders of the Eagle will remember
that the action was brought to recover for

photographic work. The defendant came

to Mr. Pearsall's rooms, accompanied by

Miss A. W. Banta, and requested to have

their pictures taken, the bill to be sent to

him. The gentleman and his lady, in the

course of a couple or three weeks, sat seven-

teen times for their pictures in various

charming attitudes, and the proofs or nega-

tives were duly sent to them after each sit-

ting. Finally, when the seventeen proofs

had been sent to them, they returned to the

photographer's rooms no more.

"After awhile Mr. Pearsall determined
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to see .what the law thought of such pro-

ceedings, and brought suit. He claimed

that his work was thoroughly artistic, and

that if defendant did not choose to select

the particular proofs he desired to have

finished up, he should, at all events, be com-

pelled to pay for the work and trouble he

and his lady had caused the artist. If a

photographer could be thus employed and

not paid in one case, why the same rule

would hold good in all cases. No matter

how artistic might be his work, he would

be at the mercy of every homely individual

that came to his rooms and expected to be

handsomely photographed.

" The question was a new one, and Judge

Morse's decision has been looked for with

general interest. "Whether the case will be

allowed to rest without an appeal, remains

to be seen.

" Counsel for Mr. Pearsall, Wm. J. Gay-

nor ; for defendant, H. J. Schenck."

THE VAN DER WEYDE STUDIO.

This consists of a peculiar construction

of the light, and is the invention of a Mr.

Van der Weyde in England. Many of our

readers have, doubtless, in the northern

sections of our country, seen ice-houses for

stowing ice, the main part of which has the

appearance of one building, but the roof is

composed of several sections or roofs, run-

ning across the building, and uniting with

each other at the eaves, resembling very

much a flight of stairs in a horizontal posi-

tion. This is exactly the arrangement of

the glass in this form of skylight. The
sitter at one end of the studio sees only

those panes of glass which are placed at

right angles with his line of vision, and

through which all the light which reaches

him passes. The theory is the concentra-

tion of all the direct light entering the

studio upon the sitter. This all looks well

in theory, but its real utility, or improve-

ment over the ordinary form of skylight,

can only be demonstrated by actual prac-

tice. We would not advise any of our

readers to go to the expense of constructing

a light after this pattern, subject to the

smart figure of royalty attached to the right

to do so, until it has been conclusively

proven that its advantages will be sufficient

to warrant it.

It should be understood, and is, among
most of our readers, we believe, that no

particular construction of skylight, high or

low, north or south, steep or flat, no es-

pecial formula or method of working, will

make good work, unless the ability to do

so be possessed by the operator himself.

Some men will do well in spite of any

difficulty, while others will fail with every-

thing in their favor.

It is tbis lacter class that have been so

sorely victimized in times past by high-

sounding improvements, at which they catch

with, a grasping disposition, that induces

them to strive for exclusive rights, and which

the vendor is only too willing to encourage,

as he is thereby enabled to fix his price at

a higher figure.

We desire to protect all classes—every

one engaged in our art—and we had rather

be slow in recommending even a good

thing than hasty in giving favor to one

that may prove only a snare and a delusion.

A Photographer's Narrow Escape.

In the recent disaster, in Texas, by which

a whole town was swept away by a fearful

cyclone, one of our subscribers was a suf-

ferer, as will be seen by the following ex-

tract from a letter recently received from

him

:

Corpus Christi, Texas, Oct. 11th, 1875.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson.

Dear Sir : After a somewhat protracted

silence, I address this under quite changed

conditions from my last. You have heard

undoubtedly of the late cyclone and tidal

wave that nearly swept the whole city of

Indianola out of existence, and caused a loss

of not less than three hundred souls. Well,

sir, it almost seems that I am destined to be

present at every catastrophe of that descrip-

tion. I left this place in the beginning of

April, and was just closing a very successful

professional visit at Indianola when said

disaster overtook me. My wife was there

also, with the intention to remain with me
for two weeks while closing the business,

and all I saved was her and my own life.

All of my apparatus, stock, in fact my en-
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tire photographic business, together with

the whole building containing it, was swept

away, and I could not tell the exact place

where it stood. Our entire clothing went

likewise, and our lives were saved only by

a chance—nearly a miracle. The house in

which we had taken refuge, and which we
reached by swimming over a raging flood

of fifteen feet depth, with a hurricane blow-

ing eighty-five miles per hour, remained

the only one standing out of six blocks,

which were swept away with a fearful loss

of human beings. I had a chance to return

to Corpus Christi three days after the flood.

My children were all safe here in charge of

relatives, and my gallery is all right; -but

not a thing had I to reopen business with.

Luckily, I had the whole stereopticon outfit

intact here, and at once gave two night's

entertainments which netted me $250. I at

once started for New Orleans
;
got the loan

of a few tubes from friends, and bought me
a small outfit to recommence operations. I

returned yesterday and expect my goods

within a week. My absence of six months

has given quite a demand for work and I

expect to do well.

Louis be Planque.

It will thus be seen what a terrible ex-

perience our correspondent has had. Such

a disaster would have shaken the courage of

many men ; but Mr. de Planque is not of

that material. He lost no time in specu-

lating over his misfortunes, but set himself

at work at once to regain what he had lost.

It will be seen that a lantern outfit is a very

"handy thing to have in the house," and

served a most excellent turn in this case.

The greatest cause for thankfulness, how-

ever, and on which we feel to congratulate

Mr. de Planque, is that he had not his chil-

dren with him, and succeeded in saving his

wife.

ON ALBUMENIZED PLATES *

BY C. B. CONANT.

I presume many of youj* readers (like

myself) have at times experienced more or

less difficulty with albumenized plates, the

most common of which arises from impuri-

ties or sediment in the water. It is of this

* Written for Mosaics, but received too late.

latter trouble I wish to treat, hoping that

I may be able to benefit that portion of the

craft who are daily suffering by it, and all the

while ascribing their difficulties to some-

thing else. That there are such ones, I feel

morally certain, many cases having come
under my personal observation within the

past two years. I am not aware that all city

water is impure, but presume ours is as good

as the average. Now, let any operator al-

bumenize his plates in the ordinary way,

having prepared his albumen in the most

careful manner, and when the plate is dry

breathe on the surface, and you will discover

myriads of small specks. By the intro-

duction of a fine cloth filter over the tap,

this difficulty can be obviated to quite an

extent, but even this is not sufficient. It is

necessary to get entirely rid of this speckled

appearance on the albumenized surface,

otherwise the negative film will be corre-

spondingly speckled with pinholes. Doubt-

less hundreds of photographers have doc-

tored baths, collodion, etc., to get rid of

these same pests (pinholes) which were

caused by this sediment referred to. Now as

a remedy, I have for two years practiced

rubbing the albumenized surface with can-

ton flannel before using. This not only re-

moves all these specks and causes the plate

to work perfectly clean, but (in my opinion)

by rubbing back of plate also removes all

there can possibly be about the albumen

that would tend to contaminate the bath

(about which much has been written pro

and con). It is universally conceded that

the albumen when dry becomes nearly as

hard as the glass itself, but there is always

a scum on its surface that is easily removed

by rubbing, leaving only the pure albumen

on the glass. I may be prejudiced, but I

certainly feel that there is a decided advan-

tage to be gained by polishing each plate,

however carefully it may have been albu-

menized. The trouble I refer to can be

prevented by being always careful to use

pure water, drawing it off to settle, and

using from near the top ; but with this meth-

od of polishing it matters little if the sedi-

ment does appear, as it is immediately re-

moved by rubbing. "We use the precaution

to filter through cloth from the tap, and

then buff each plate, which insures the finest
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results, and at the same time the essence of

the albumenizing process is retained, non-

splitting films, etc.

If you think this article worthy of inser-

tion in your valuable journal, I shall hope

to hear from some one else on the same

subject. Many who have had no trouble of

this kind may feel little or no interest in .the

matter, but feeling that there are many
more who have, I venture this (my first at-

tempt) for their benefit.

Treatment of a Disordered Silver

(Positive) Bath *

BY CHARLES W. HEARN.

Here in the beginning I should like to

impress upon those who may not already

know the fact, that there is never any reason

why a bath should be considered so foul as

to go by the name of "A Disordered Bath,"

unless some unforeseen circumstance is the

cause of it ; but when a bath through neglect

has been permitted to go day after day, for

a week or more, without being attended to,

then there is not the slightest reason why
such should not be the case.

A few days ago I had an inquirjr from a

photographer who desired to know how he

could improve his prints. During the course

of our conversation, which was very pleas-

ant, he informed me that he attended to the

removing of the organic matter in his bath

about once a week, and no more. 1 ex-

pressed my surprise at his letting it remain

so long without it being attended to, which

surprise was heightened upon learning that,

upon every fair day there were about 100 to

135 sheets of paper silvered, and the same

bath used right along, being kept to a proper

strength and quantity by a stock solution.

It is no more than necessary to mention the

fact for my readers to see in what way his

prints could be improved. My friend also

thinks that his results would be more satis-

factory if he were to run two or three baths,

and to use one entirely renovated, after a

previous day's work. By using two or

three baths when such a large quantity of

paper is used, the printer can keep one all

of the time upon the stove, boiling down
and fusing.

* Written for Mosaics, but received too late.

To those who have read " The Printer's

Corner," during the present year of the

Philadelphia Photographer, the treatment of

a disordered silver bath has been so fully en-

tered upon, that this article will, be only a

repetition of what they have seen before,

but for the purpose of granting a request, I

will here again mention the modus operandi.

When a bath is really almost saturated

with foreign matter, the only efficient man-
ner to clean it would be boiling down and
fusing, which is, as you know, making the

bath quite (not top much) alkaline with bi-

carbonate of sodium, and boiling down to

dryness, the latter part of the operation

being done by gentle heat; and then dis-

tilled water is added, until the proper

strength has arrived, and then filtered. It

is further improved by sunning. When a

bath is about a quarter saturated, then take

a quarter of an ounce of a saturated solution

of chloride of sodium, and add thereto,

shaking well. Permit to settle, filter the

decanted solution, keep the sediment, and
increase to proper strength, filter, and use.

A temporary " doctor " is the permanga-
nate of potash solution

:

Permanganate of Potash, . 100 grains.

Distilled Water, 10 ounces.

Add about half an ounce, and shake well.

Permit to settle, decant, and filter.

In conclusion, keep your bath pure for

every day's use, and there will never be any

trouble experienced in its working.

" Remember the Sabbath Day to Keep
it Holy."*

Dear Editor : I saw in the November
number of your excellent journal, the Phila-

delphia. Photographer, a notice in which you

invite your readers to contribute to the

Mosaics for 1876. Now I am an admirer

of that little work called Mosaics, and think

it comes nearer being worth its weight in

gold than any other book published. So it is

with great pleasure that I send you a short

contribution for your next issue, on the sub-

ject of Sunday labor, hoping that it may
benefit some of your numerous readers.

* Written for Mosaics, but received too late.
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Now, this subject may not be considered

appropriate in a work intended as an annual

review of the improvements and discoveries

of photography, yet when we look around

and see this immoral practice existing

among so many photographers of high rep-

utation, it seems our duty to say something

on the subject, and certainly through the

Mosaics it will reach thousands, and be read

and reread. Some will say why not do work

on Sunday? What harm is in it? it can be

done quietly, and no one be disturbed ; be-

sides we can thus gain work from those who
otherwise would not patronize us. As to the

latter it is true, but that it should not be prac-

ticed nearly all will concede, from the'fact

that it is a direct violation of the command
of God—" Eemember the Sabbath-day to

keep it holy." It should not be practiced,

because it has an immoral influence on the

parties, and besides is pandering to the evil

desires of a reckless class in that which will

bring reproach upon the art. Open galleries

on Sundays are resorts for reckless and idle

persons, with whom the photographer him-

self is sure to be classed by all good citi-

zens. Do not then sacrifice your moral

standing for a few dollars and cents.

Rather convert your camera into a mess-box

and turn " cow-boy," as it is termed in

Texas, for such an occupation would be

more appropriate for the man who does not

regard the Sabbath, and has not the eleva-

tion of the art at heart. I would urge then

upon my brethren of the camera, who are

guilty, to forsake the practice, for the prom-

ises of God are not to the Sabbath-breaker.

Strive then to maintain a moral reputation

for yourself and your gallery ; raise your

art above the debased condition to which

it in too many cases has fallen, to that high

esteem of the people of which it is deserving

,

and you will prosper. The time is fast ap-

proaching when we will have an oppor-

tunity of comparing our beautiful art with

the other achievements of the age. So let

us improve ourselves in morals as well as

in the quality of our work, that none may
cast unworthy reflections on our craft while

admiring the exquisite beauty of our pro-

ductions. Yours, fraternally,

J. T. Jones.

Pilot Point, Texas, November 12th, 1875.

Practical Hints on Composition.

This work recently issued by us is being

received with a good deal of favor. We
believe it is only necessary that a pho-

tographer should possess it, to be benefited

by it. One does not tire in studying it;

all the lessons are presented in such a brief

and comprehensive manner, and made so

clear by illustrations that it is only a recre-

ation to learn what it teaches.

The following testimonial will show how
it is being appreciated :

Stockton, Cal., November 1st, 1875.

Dear Sir :

Burnet on Composition is at hand, and
I am of the opinion from what I have

been able to digest of it in a few days, that

were more of its kind in possession of pho-

tographers, we would have more unison

among the fellow-craftsmen, who advertise

themselves as photographers. It is just the

work so long needed, and put me down for

Light and Shade and Education of the Eye,

as soon as issued by you. Once more we
thank you for placing such valuable works

in our hands, but the price must be to you

scarcely remunerative.

Fraternally yours,

J. P. Spooner.

A Siphon for Silver Bath—Cheap
and Handy.*

I am using a tube of pure rubber three-

quarters of an inch in diameter, with bore

about quarter of an inch, leaving the walls

fully as thick as the diameter of bore, that

being necessary to prevent the tube cock-

ling when bent at short angles, and thus

shutting off the flow.

Take four feet of rubber, from which cut

one foot. A piece of glass tubing, one-

third of an inch in diameter, which divide

in equal parts by notching with a file. In-

sert one piece of glass tube connecting the

rubber, leaving about two inches of glass

exposed between. Insert the other piece of

glass tube in the free end of short rubber,

and your siphon is complete, costing 75

* Written for Mosaics, but received too late

for it.
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cents—rubber 65 cents, glass tube 10 cents,

and equal to a $10 siphon-pump for all

practical purposes.

To use, drop the long end into the bath,

keeping thumb and finger loosely on the

rubber just below the inserted glass ; with

the other hand hold the free glass tube to

your mouth, with eyes and light so arranged

that you can see when the solution passes

the inserted tube, which it will do rapidly

on slight suction. Check the flow and pre-

vent return by close pressure on the rubber

below the inserted tube. Drop the end from

the mouth into a bottle large enough to

hold all, and no more attention is required

until the bath is emptied.

It fills rapidly, and if properly adjusted

will not leave a gill in the bath. If de-

sired, the glass at the free end can be re-

moved before the solution passes out ; but

careful wiping each time will prevent any

taste of silver, if not removed.

I have been thus particular in describing

so simple a thing, because I have seen so

much awkwardness and waste in emptying

baths, and this being my own device, and not

thus in use, as far as I know, except among
the few I have told, and as they find it use-

ful, I send it for Mosaics, where all wide-

awake photographers are sure to see it, and

some may find it useful.

E. K. Hough.

New York, November 16th, 1875.

What are Photographic Rights ?

Brooklyn, November 16th, 1875.

To the Editor of the
Philadelphia Photographer.

Dear Sir: The November number of

your valuable journal came duly to hand.

To use a mild expression, and one that will

be readily understood by your many readers,

it contained a " poke " at me by Mr. Hough,

author of the photographic rights question,

in the following paragraph : "When pho-

tographers find their foolish and cowardly

business methods so conspicuous as to be

worth holding up to ridicule in the most

powerful papers of our country, they may
conclude a change worthy of some thought."

.... Also by yourself editorially, in notic-

ing the case in which I was plaintiff, you

say, " This case is but another argument

against the loose methods of doing business

practiced among photographers." ....
" We trust the time is not distant when all

our photographic artists, and especially such

as have distinguished themselves, as has

Mr. Pearsall, will be able to command the

same respect for their methods of doing

business as is already accorded them for

their artistic skill and the excellent work
they produce." Both of these articles place

me in rather an equivocal light. It is only

in justice to myself that I ask a space in

your journal, to state clearly the position

I assumed and maintained, a claim that

never before to the best of my information

was ever assumed by a photographer, viz.,

to collect for professional services, time, and

material, where no copies of the likeness

were finished and delivered. If for departing

so radically from the precedent established

by all photographers who came before me
as to secure through the courts, unaided by

any association or body of photographers,

without fear, but an honest conviction that

the public at large would acknowledge the

right of what seemed to my judgment to be

a just law, I am to be assailed in the lan-

guage quoted in the above paragraphs by

those who must receive as much benefit

from this legal decision as can possibly

accrue to me, then I am more fully con-

vinced that there exists a great want of pro-

fessional courtesy, which dictates that a full

knowledge of all the facts covering every

phase of my actions in this case should have

been known before criticism was ventured

on, as also I am confident that it is the ab-

sence of self-culture in the art of 'portraiture

that has stranded every photographic so-

ciety, and now seems to be the hidden rock

that will shipwreck the National Photo-

graphic Association. Photography is a sci-

ence simple and rational. All its causes and

effects can be laid bare and comprehended,

but add to this science the unfathomable mys-

teries of portraiture, then only does our call-

ing become an art; but art is a personal

study, one of a lifetime, not to be bought

like cameras, chemicals, etc., etc., but only

partially acquired after long years of studi-

ous drudgery. These remarks are pertinent
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to this article, as I must first have stated

them, that my next may be understood. I

do not believe in photographic societies. To
my mind they cannot advance this art, as

each man's knowledge of art must necessa-

rily be different from his neighbor's, neither

do I agree with Mr. Hough's views (but I

do him the justice to believe him sincere,

which justice I trust he will grant me in

the future) of combined action, of secret

societies, or that all photographers must

charge the same price, their pictures must

be the same number of inches, the same rule

of payment. Such is conventional, arid will

not elevate our calling. Such would make us

mere machines, and prostitute our manhood.

The knowledge of art teaches us to create, to

invent, never to defy the universal law,

which is that no two beings, objects, or things

in this world, were ever so much alike that

the one was exact counterpart of the other.

Therefore most positively I do not believe

that any photographer should practice or

do business just as Ido. Further, I deny the

right, the justice, or the philosophy of my
being compelled to practice my profession,

to sell or value my personal and peculiar

art, the result of my own individual genius,

whether it be good or bad, by the rules, re-

strictions, etc., of so-called photographic

rights prescribed by any society, association,

or set of men. There is but one law that I

will be governed by, that is professional

honor and integrity, which accords to each

man, the right to pursue his calling after

the dictates of his own conscience and the

old maxim, "Do unto others as you would

have them do unto you. " Please pardon my
taking up so much space, before coming to

the facts of the case, which are as follows:

In 1873, the gentleman and lady in question

in the suit which has attracted so much at-

tention, and which establishes an entire new
relation between the photographic artist

and the patron, came to my establishment

and ordered imperials and cards, photo-

graphs of the lady and himself, amounting
to $86. At the appointed time I waited on

them, and their respective negatives were

made, proofs submitted, and all rejected.

The rejection of all attracted my attention, as

1 did not think it possible to fail in making
four different sittings, but as I knew the

parties to be responsible, the request for a

new appointment was granted. They sat and

proofs were submitted, the result as before.

Here the gentleman discontinued, having

had seven proofs submitted. The lady had

two more appointments, making in all ten

proofs of her submitted. And here I would

add a correction which was current in the

public press, that the lady sat seventeen times,

which was incorrect. She sat ten times for

two styles of pictures, and he seven times

for two styles, making in all seventeen

times. Now there was but one theory on

which this number of sittings was granted

to these parties, viz., that they wished to be

pleased, and were willing to pay for it. No
other theory could have induced me to have

granted this number of sittings. At this

stage nothing more was heard from either

party. As is the custom in my office at vari-

ous times, a notice was sent to each, request-

ing a decision. No response was ever made.

This I was ignorant of, as it is my custom

to officiate in the studio. The office business

is intrusted to others, therefore I do not

know all the detail or routine of that por-

tion of my business, but when my attention

was called to the fact this last summer, I

directed that the parties should be notified

that if a decision was not sent in within six

days, a bill would be rendered for the ser-

vices and expense incurred by the seventeen

sittings. To this I received an impertinent

letter, wherein was stated that nothing was

owing me, and that I knew they owed me
nothing. I was very much incensed, but

believing this party to be a sensible person,

but only laboring under a mistake on this

question, I decided to take no exception to

his letter, but write him a full explanation

of the matter, and appeal to his sense of

justice, also to him as a gentleman, to settle

the matter between as without bringing

this young lady's name into court. Unfortu-

nately for the lady, but fortunately for the

principle involved, my letter was not ac-

cepted in the spirit in which it was written
;

the suit followed, with the numerous delays

and adjournments, till I was wearied and

sick of it. Finally the trial came ; we
claimed $24 for the services, time, and ma-

terials, and that we had done the best our

ability was capable of. If they were not
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suited, and refused to order the pictures

finished, it was no reason why they should

not pay for what we had done. They ad-

mitted everything, and their only defence

was that they had made a special agreement

with our clerk that they should be pleased

or pay nothing. Here the case rested. The

judge reserved his decision for five or six

days, then gave judgment in our favor for

the full amount claimed $24. The judge's

decision was based upon these points : He
disregarded their sworn testimony as to the

special agreement point, and held that if

we did the work artistically, and no re-

fusal to complete the pictures, that we were

entitled to a judgment though they had not

taken any pictures. Judge Morse, in giving

the time and attention to the question, fully

considered the interest of both the public

and the artist. At first it might appear some-

what arbitrary that people had to pay for

what they did not like well enough to take,

hut the public are the judges of what par-

ticular photograph studio they shall visit.

Therefore it is entirely a matter of choice

just where they shall incur an indebtedness.

If the character of the work does not come

up to their standard of excellence, they must

have selected their artist in the same manner

that the fool invests his money on three-

card monte, and do not deserve the sym-

pathy of the public, or the, right to experi-

ment at the photographer's cost whether his

productions be artistic or otherwise; but

such is the precedent established in this

case, that he who voluntarily walks into a

studio and requests his likeness to be taken,

is obliged to pay for the services, time,

and material of the photographer, whether

they be good or bad, whether he takes the

pictures or not. This is the principle I

sought to establish, viz. : The public choose

their artist and must pay him.

Very respectfully yours,

Gr. Frank E. Pearsall.

We gladly give place to Mr. Pearsall's

communication, and have elsewhere con-

gratulated and compliment him on the

maintenance of his " rights." We did not

mean our " poke " last month to be taken

by him personally, but as a " poke " at all

who bend too much to the public. We shall

refer to this again perhaps.

—

Ed.

J .
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Answer.

Tiffin, 0., November 6th, 1875.

Sirap or Paris will find a remedy for all

his evils in varnish, by making it after the

following formula:

Gum Sandarac, . . .12 ounces.

White Turpentine Gum, . . 12 ounces.

95 per cent. Alcohol, . . 1 gallon.

B. Pennington.

Question.

Paris, Texas, October 22d, 1875.

Dear Sphynx : Will you tell us how to

avoid the following difficulty I have experi-

enced ? Wetting an old daguerreotype,

and cleaning with cyanide and washing,

in drying the water crawls as if the plate

was greasy, and drys in streaks or drops,

which leaves stains that are anything but

agreeable to look at when you make an en-

larged negative.

Also, will some one give us a substitute

for alcohol for heating burnisher, less ex-

pensive ? Gasolin is cheap, but smokes too

much. Texas.

Answer.

In answer to Texas, we would say that

the old daguerreotype, after cleaning with

cyanide, requires a very thoroughwashing of

some two or three minutes under the tap,

then hold it quickly over the gas-flame or

alcohol lamp, so that it may become quite

warm before the water begins to crawl

;

now, with one good breath blow across it,

and the water will all be taken off with one

sweep, leaving the plate as bright and clean

as new. See that the plate is hot enough so

that it may be blown dry with one breath.

The use of alcohol for heating the burnisher

may be cheapened by reducing the strength.
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To seven ounces of alcohol add one ounce

of water, and it will give more heat, does

not evaporate so fast, and is every way more

economical. Sphynx.
Question.

Dear Sphynx : Will some one be kind

enough to tell me, through you, why an old

ambrotype, that has never been varnished,

is liable to be dissolved entirely away, when

an attempt is made to varnish it to improve

its copying qualities ? Jay See.

HINTS TO BEGINNERS.

BY L. T. WILT.

(Continued from page 327.)

VII.

TO PREPARE PLAIN PAPER.

For photographs to be colored in oil.

Water, .... 1 quart.

Muriate of Ammonium, . 90 grains.

For photographs to be colored in water

colors.

Water,

Muriate of Ammonium,
1 quart.

60 grains.

"When dissolved, put the solution into a

flat dish, then draw the paper through

the solution, or lay the paper into the dish

and shake the solution suddenly over the

paper; allow it to remain but a moment,

then remove and hang up to dry.

SILVER SOLUTION FOR PLAIN PAPER.

Water, .... 1 ounce.

Nitrate of Silver, . . 120 grains.

Aqua Ammonia, . . a few drops.

Nitrate of Ammonium, . a few grains.

"When the silver is dissolved, add aqua

ammonia until a brown precipitate takes

place, then add a small quantity of nitrate

of ammonium until the brown tone has been

removed, then filter, and it is ready for use.

If the paper shows bubbles add alcohol.

Plain paper prints should be toned in a

weak toning, or after a lot of albumen

prints have been toned. Previous to toning,

the prints should be washed in pure water

;

a few moments will be sufficient, unless the

print should be strong, then the water may
have a little salt or acid. In adding salt,

always dissolve the salt thoroughly in the

water before adding the prints, or they will

be found to be spotted (or measled). A
slow and careful worker always produces

the best plain pictures.

To prepare albumen paper in next issue.

Fbanklin, Pa., Nov. 8th, 1875.

To the Photographic Fraternity.

Through the columns of the Philadelphia

Photographer I desire to address you in

behalf of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation. On page 346 of the last issue (No-

vember, 1875) you will observe a series of

" whereases and resolutions " adopted by the

Executive Committee at their meeting held

in Philadelphia, October 22d, bearing upon

the very life of this mostuseful organization.

In them are set forth, as it were, in lines of

fire, the present condition of the National

Photographic Association, which ought to

arouse the very soul of each and every

photographer in the land, whether he be a

member or whether he be not. Every lover

of the art now is called upon to respond in

a substantial manner for the perpetuation

of an organization that has been the means

of doing more for the art in five years than

would, under the old order of things, have

been accomplished in twenty-five years, and

that, too, more substantially. For what

has been accomplished is of a permanent

character ; for to " retrograde" is impossible.

Do you ask wherein lies this great good ?

Ask the young photographer who attended

the Cleveland Convention, and saw and

heard what was there spoken and shown,

and I venture to affirm that he can answer

you. He will tell you that he saw finer

work there than he had ever dreamed of

before, and, being of an inquiring mind,

after feasting his eyes upon the beauties

thereof, and wishing all the time that he

could make as good, he had the opportunity

of receiving instruction from the " very

man" that produced it, and upon reaching

his home he set himself to work to produce

it (or come as near to it as possible), having

all the time in his mind's eye what he had

seen, thus carrying with him "his model."

Then go to Philadelphia the next year,

and there you see that same earnest worker

" hunting for new beauties." All this time
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lie has been striving to come up to what he

thought so beautiful twelve months before.

In looking around, he perhaps discovers

the same frame of photographs that pleased

him so much at Cleveland (or work from

the same hands) ; but he is not so much
struck with them as he was before. Now,
why was this difference? Was it because

the work was inferior? No, that can't

be the reason, for there are some from the

self-same negative. Well, what is it then ?

Why, it is simply because he has himself

been making much better work than he did

when he first saw those pictures at Cleve-

land. He, perhaps, saw for the first time in

his life good work, and his ambition backed

him up in an effort to produce work like

it. This was demonstrated in every con-

secutive gathering and exhibition, until at

Chicago one of the most magnificent dis-

plays of photography ever shown in this

country was there displayed. All was good.

Now, when we consider that this collection

came from all parts of the country, repre-

senting the character of work produced

from far and wide, we can justly claim that

photography has taken immense strides

during the past " half of a decade," and

that this result has been brought about by

these annual gatherings and exhibitions.

Nor is this all the good that has resulted

from these meetings. There has always

been up to the inauguration of these " social

talks " a great deal of " personal animos-

ity," resulting from (un-) professional jeal-

ousies, that only required a little mingling

one with another to "wipe out." After

rubbing up against each other a few times

at these meetings, we found that our com-

petitor was not quite so bad a fellow as we
thought him to be. We learned that what

had been told us by some hard-to-be-pleased

customer was not true, and that hard tales

had also been told of us. Of course, we
could have learned these things at home

;

but, you know, there is no place as good for

settling a difficulty as neutral ground.

Again, these meetings have been very

beneficial to photography, in elevating our

social standard among men. Heretofore,

when pointed out to the inquirer as being

only a photographer, was all that we expect-

ed, for that was all that we had received.

But when we came together for mutual

conference upon the points bearing upon
interests so vital to us, and showing to the

world that we were men (or women), and
that we represented a profession of which

we were proud, and considered of sufficient

interest to meet in convention, and legislate

for its advancement, it must necessarily

follow that the outside world would natur-

ally inquire why this gathering and what
its import. I have looked over many
gatherings of legislative bodies, and have

seen but few that showed up any better,

either physically or in intelligence. These

conventions have helped to elevate the "stand-

ard of public opinion" of photography and

photographers.

Now, in view of all these facts, shall it

be said that there is not enough public spirit

among this vast fraternity to keep up and
maintain our organization of the National

Photographic Association ? Can it be pos-

sible that, in order to save the paltry sum
of five dollars ($5.00) per year, that photog-

raphers will forget benefits derived from it ?

I cannot believe it. It is only neglect on

the part of the members. Wake up, my
brothers, send in your dues, and send them
so fast that Brother Moore will be kept

busy during the whole month of December,
in filling out and mailing receipts, and thus

show him that his office is not a sinecure,

and in July, 1876, let us revive the song of

the recruits during the war, as we all turn

out for Philadelphia, going in groups to our

next convention : " We are coming, Father

Kulofson, three hundred thousand more !"

I. B. Webster.

Louisville, Ky., November 20th, 1875.

Arrangements for Exhibitors in

Photographic Hall.

It becomes necessary for us to caution

intending exhibitors against negotiating

with parties who " offer space for sale," to

arrange exhibits, etc. First, there is no

charge for space ; and second, the arrange-

ments are not made. When they are our.

readers will be fully posted in good season.

The correspondence which follows causes

these remarks and explains more fully :
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Chicago, November 6th, 1875.

E. L. Wilson, Esq., Philadelphia.

My dear Mr. Wilson: Some time ago

I received from Messrs. Dreyer, Simpson

& Co., of your city, a communication to the

effect that they would receive and take care

of my pictures, which I was to exhibit in

1876. Please advise me who these gentle-

men are, and if it is necessary at all to have

such commissioners for such purpose, and

what they have a right to charge for attend-

ing to the hanging of my pictures.

There seems to be some extortion to be

practiced, as Dr. Vogel informs me that

parties there had charged the Berlin Asso-

ciation for attending to 1000 square feet

$700. If that is going to be the rate of

charges what shall I be liable to pay for

800 square feet ? If I am to be rated the

same way, I do not think it likely that I

should exhibit at all, and just the same

thing with my Berlin friends. I am re-

quested by them to make communications,

if it could be done, at least in the propor-

tion to what they paid in Vienna. They
occupied more space there, and sent two

men to Vienna, who stayed four weeks to

arrange everything, and the whole expense

to all exhibitors amounted to $216. It will

cost me really less, if I send a trustworthy

man there and have it done by him.

Your communications on this subject will

oblige me very much. Dr. Vogel also writes

me that my last pictures I sent him created

a great sensation, perfectly outdoing what

any one of their best had yet produced.

Truly yours,

H. ROCHER.

We sent Mr. Rocher's letter to Mr. Sar-

tain, and have the following reply:

International Exhibition, 1876.

United States Centennial Commission,

Philadelphia, November 17th, 1875.

E. L. Wilson, Esq.

Dear Sir : The parties referred to in the

communication inclosed have no authority

from any one here, nor has any one else

;

neither would any arrangement be made of

that kind without consultation with you, as

you understand better than ourselves the

peculiar requirements of photographers.

But as I understand the duties and restric-

tions of the office, it would be an overstep-

ping of my province to confer such authority

on any outside party. We here allot spaces

as equitably as possible among the different

applicants, it then remains for them to ar-

range their material within their grant, in

the manner they deem most effective, by

themselves, or by some individual whom
they may select and deputize.

Some persons, not over scrupulous, always

try to step in as self-constituted middle-men

and charge wall space, which is free from

charge to all applicants.

Nothing should be sent to the galleries

earlier than March 1st, and after April 1st

will be too late.

Yours respectfully,

John Sartain,
Chief of Bureau of Art.

I will prepare the regulations you ask for

as speedily as possible, but will first consult

you. The Commission takes care of the

packing-boxes during the six months of

exhibition, and delivers them to their re-

spective owners as called for.

J. S.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

How the San Francisco Society keeps

up its Strength.

They doubtless have a live Society at

San Erancisco, judging, first, from their

activity in the matter of Photographic Hall,

and from the way in which they push their

organization's interest. If all societies could

have an enterprising Secretary who would

write such personal letters as does Secre-

tary Rieman, of the Photographic Art So-

ciety of the Pacific, they would flourish.

Here is a specimen:

Photographic Art Society of the Pacific,

San Francisco, October 23d, 1875.

Dear Sir: Referring to inclosed card, I

beg leave to ask you to co-operate with all

good wishers of our Society in attending

this meeting, not only yourself, but also

induce your employes (whether members or

non-members) to attend.

The subject of our next meeting will be

essays, etc., on "retouching," and as this

directly concerns employes, especially the
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fair sex, it is hoped that all will avail them-

selves of this opportunity to gather useful

information.

By sending me the names of your em-

ployes, I will be most happy to send each

one a written invitation, as it is desirable to

have a full meeting on that night not only

for our own edification, but to prove that

we can be harmonious in our gathering, and

that we take sufficient interest in our art to

devote one evening in the month thereto.

Very respectfully,

G. B. RlEMAN,
Secretary.

Card.

Photographic Art Society op the Pacific,

San Francisco, Cal., October,- 1875.

A regular meeting of the above Society

will be held at William Shew's Art Gal-

lery, Kearney Street, on Friday, October

29th, at 7.30 p.m., sharp.

You are respectfully invited to be present.

G. B. RlEMAN,
Secretary.

Boston Photographic Association.—
The Association met at the studio of J. W.
Black, on Friday, November 5th, President

Bovvers in the chair.

Mr. Black read the names of those who
had paid the amount of their subscription

to the Centennial stock for Photographic

Hall.

Mr. 0. F. Douglas, of Fall River, exhib-

ited some pictures illustrating the stretch-

ing of albumen paper. Part of them were

printed on paper cut crossways ; the balance

on paper cut lengthways. Ordinary cabi-

nets showed a difference of a sixteenth of

an inch in the width of the head in prints

from the same negative, the paper being cut

opposite ways.

Mr. Foss said he once made some prints

from a negative the head of which measured

5| inches. Some of the prints were made
length ways and some crossways of the paper,

and, after mounting, showed a difference of

a quarter of an inch in the head, and how
unlike two prints will be, treated in this

manner, any one can see.

The question-box was then opened, and

found to contain a number of questions.

The chair appointed as a committee to an-

swer them, Messrs. D. K. Prescott, Frank
Rowell, T. R. Burnham.

Mr. Rowell gave the following as a de-

veloper for transparencies

:

Saturated Solution of Alum, . 8 ounces.

Water, 8 •'

Acetic Acid, • . . . 2 "

Pyrogallic Acid, . ... 2 grains.

Citric Acid, ... .1 grain.

To one ounce of solution. •

He had also used the above for portrait

work with success when he was troubled

with pinholes. It requires about one-half

longer exposure.

In regard to the glace picture not leaving

the glass readily, the cause of failure in a

great many cases was owing to using a too

porous collodion, which permits the gela-

tin to penetrate through to the glass ; also

trying to move the picture after it has once

come in contact with the glass.

Adjourned.

Photographic Society of Philadel-
phia.—Stated meeting held Thursday, Nov.

4th, 1875, the President in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were

read and approved.

The report of the Treasurer was read and

accepted.

The committee to collect subscriptions

for Photographic Hall, reported that one

hundred dollars in cash had been already

handed in, and that other members of the

Society, not present this evening, had ex-

pressed their willingness to contribute.

Report accepted.

On motion, the committee was continued

until the next meeting.

The resignation of Mr. P. S. P. Conner

was read and accepted.

The following named gentlemen were

elected to serve as officers for the ensuing

year :

President, Mr. John C. Browne; Vice-

Presidents, Mr. George W. Hewitt, Mr.

John Carbutt ; Recording Secretary, Mr.

EllerslieWallace; Corresponding Secretary,

Dr. Charles Seiler ; Treasurer, Mr. S. Fisher

Corlies.

The following committees were appointed

by the chair : Room Committee, Messrs.

"Wilcocks, Dixon, and Young ; Revising

Committee, Messrs. Hewitt and Dixon.
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Mr. A. W. Fatsinger was elected to

membership.

On motion of Mr. McCollin it was re-

solved that five shares of stock in Photo-

graphic Hall be subscribed toby the Society.

Dr. Wilcocks exhibited a new form of

lens, by Derogy, of Paris. It consisted of

a double combination, somewhat like an

ordinary half-plate tube, with two auxil-

iary lenses in a separate mounting, which

could be inserted between the combinations,

thus increasing or diminishing the focal

length. The front combination could be

used alone as a view lens, and the auxiliary

lenses applied to this also, so that the-in-

strument afforded a wide range of focal

lengths, both for portrait and landscape pur-

poses.

Mr. Tilghman desired to call the atten-

tion of the members to a camera which had

recently come into his possession, and in-

teresting, from the fact of its bearing the

signature of M. Daguerre on one of its

panels. It was an old-fashioned sliding-

body box, fitted with a three-inch achro-

matic single lens, which, however, appeared

to have formed part of a doublet, as there

was a screw-thread for a similar lens at the

other end of the tube. Mr. Tilghman said

that he wished to deposit this relic of the

early days of photography with the Society,

and remarked upon the contrast afforded by

this comparatively rude form of apparatus

with the lens just exhibited by Dr. Wil-

cocks, which might be considered one of

the most improved forms of modern appa-

ratus. A vote of thanks was tendered to

Mr. Tilghman for his kindness.

The President laid upon the table a num-
ber of heliotypes by Osgood & Co., of Bos-

ton, presented by Mr. Hovey.

Mr. Kau exhibited a sample of spun

glass, so fine that it resembled wool ; it was

intended to be used for filtering collodion,

acids, etc. Manufactured by Mr. J. Kruger,

of Berlin.

On motion, adjourned.

Ellekslie Wallace, Jr.,

Rec. Secretary.

Photographic Art Society of the
Pacific.—Meeting was called to order at

7.30 p.m. Mr. Jacob Shew in the chair.

Minutes of previous meeting were read

and approved after making the following

correction, viz. :

That the Committee on Centennial mat-

ters be granted further time, instead of being

discharged.

S. W. Matrons was unanimously elected

a member of this Society.

The special committee appointed at last

meeting in regard to the newspaper bills of

the Kalston memorial, asked for further

time, which was granted.

Silas Selleck sent in a written resignation,

which was received and ordered on file.

Mr. Bulofson, in behalf of the Committee

on Centennial matters, reported that $860

had thus far been subscribed towards Pho-

tographic Hall, of which amount $560 had

been paid and forwarded to Philadelphia.

He gave a synopsis of what had been ac-

complished and what was intended to be

done regarding Photographic Hall, and

urged upon the members to come to the

front in aiding this laudable enterprise, in

which all were mutually interested, and

pictured in glowing terms the benefits aris-

ing from an exhibition of photographs in a

separate building where California photo-

graphs, he hoped, would be displayed not

as individual exhibits, but as one grand

united display of California photographs
;

and ended by expressing the hope that San

Francisco photographers would subscribe at

least $1000 towards Photographic Hall.

On the conclusion of Mr. Kulofson's re-

port several members subscribed for addi-

tional stock, and,the Committee on Centen-

nial matters was granted further time.

Mr. Bulofson then took occasion to men-

tion, that in our order for business no pro-

vision had been made for a definite time

during each meeting, wherein members

could pay their dues, etc., and suggested

that such should be the case ; whereupon the

chair decided that henceforth this should be

done under the heading " new business."

President Jacob Shew asked leave to with-

draw for the evening, which was granted,

and Vice-President Vaughan occupied the

chair.

Before leaving, however, Mr. Shew spoke

a few words on the subject of " retouching,"

24
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and expressed his regret at not being able

to stay and participate in the debate.

Mr. Eulofson, at the request of William

Shew, seconded by Mr. Marden, repeated

his essay* on retouching, which elicited ap-

plause from those present. He then called

upon the members to give their individual

views regarding this most important sub-

ject. The debate being closed, it was stated

that at the next meeting essays on photo-

graphic printing would be expected.

Mr. Kulofson moved, and it was carried,

that when we adjourn, we adjourn to meet

again on the first' Fridaj7 in December (De-

cember 3d, 1875), at the rooms of George

D. Morse, Esq., 417 Montgomery Street.

Taking hold of some of Mr. Eulofson's

suggestions regarding Photographic Hall,

Mr. Marden moved that in order to make a

united display of California photographs in

the Centennial Exhibition, a committee be

appointed by the President to investigate

the project and to see if the idea could be

carried out, and to make a report thereon,-

the motion was carried.

Mr. Marden then spoke on the subject of

importing Chinese pictures, that is to say,

sending photographs over to China to be

copied, which he considered a disgrace to the

photographic art of this city, and deplorable

in the taste of those importing them, and

thought that some steps should be taken to

alleviate the evil by imposing a higher tariff

on their import so as to interfere, if not

eventually check the custom.

Several members took occasion to express

their views on the subject, but finally it was

allowed to drop, it being the opinion of the

majority that nothing could legally be done

to remedy the evil.

George B. Pieman,
Secretary.

Pennsylvania—Philadelphia.—Stat-

ed meeting held November 9th, 1875.

In the absence of the President and Sec-

retary, Vice-President Isaac G. Tyson oc-

cupied the chair, and Mr. Charles Evans

was chosen Secretary, pro tern.

The Committee on Room reported prog-

ress, and was continued.

A list of delinquent members was re-

* We regret this essay came to hand too late for

insertion. It will appear in our next issue.

—

Ed.

ported, and on motion voted that the names

of all members in arrears for more than

two years' dues be stricken from the roll.

A question box was presented by Mr.

McCollin, for which he was tendered a vote

of thanks.

Messrs. Clemons and Evans exhibited some

very fine prints made on demons' new
albumen paper.

Accepted the invitation of Messrs. Mahan
and Keller to hold the next meeting at

their gallery.

1875.-THE YEARS.—1876.
Soon the last words will be written or

spoken for 1875. The twelfth volume of

our magazine is almost full ; and we shall

soon bid good-by to the past, and hail with

" Happy New Year " the commencement
of another annual turn of the wheel of life.

The year 1876 comes up before us filled with

stirring events. As the acknowledged Cen-

tennial anniversary of our nation's birth,

it is fraught with an interest such as has

attached to no other peaceful period within

the memory of any now living. That pho-

tography is to play an important part in this

great event there can be no doubt. It will

invite admiration and criticism, as well as

patronage. It will be the great instructor,

the faithful delineator, and the inseparable

companion of all visitors to the great Cen-

tennial Exhibition; and we believe will be

elevated into a position of greater promi-

nence, more acknowledged usefulness, and,

above all, a higher artistic status. The

photographic exhibition there, together with

the grand art gallery, side by side, will

afford an opportunity for the study of both

branches of our profession such as has never

before been offered in this, or, we might

say, any country.

It shall be our endeavor to make our

magazine, which never seemed to be more

appreciated than now, all the richer and

more interesting on account of the Centen-

nial. We expect to embellish it with some

of the choicest gems the Exhibition can

produce, and add interest to its pages from

month to month by giving a sort of com-

pendium of all that relates to art or photog-

raphy. Among other attractions we ex-
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pect to have our friend, Prof. H. Vogel,

here during six months of next year, at

least, and our readers may expect some of

the fruits of his genius and talents to add

interest to our magazine. These are some

of the more prominent features we hope to

be able to introduce; besides, we have

every reason to believe there will be such

a variety of attractions as will spice and

season every issue, so that each number

shall be a feast of good things.

But, while we may introduce a good deal

of the celebration sweets and nick-nax, we
shall not abridge in any measure the more

substantial fare which we know is so much
prized by many of our readers. With
such men abroad as Professor Stebbing,

Mr. W. J. Stillman, and Mr. Charles Wal-
dack, besides many others, we hope to keep

our readers well informed on all that trans-

pires of interest to the fraternity ; while at

home the jostling against each other that

our own photographers will experience

will sharpen their wits, as well as stimulate

their energies, to greater achievements of

head and hands.

In view of all this we respectfully ask our

subscribers, one and all, whose subscrip-

tions may expire with this number, to re-

new before our next issue. We want to re-

tain all; we feel a sort of personal interest

in every one, and trust that our present

happy relations mny continue.

Remember, we make no hesitation in

promising that during the year eighteen hun-

dred and seventy-six our magazine shall be

the most brilliant and useful of any since it

had an existence. It is now in a most flour-

ishing condition, apparently unaffected by'

the depression in business on all sides, and

our hopes for its future success and useful-

ness were never stronger or brighter.

With the hope that our efforts in the past

to furnish a first class photographic maga-

zine, and in every way to protect and de-

fend the interests of the fraternity, may be

taken as a guarantee that we will endeavor

to fulfil all that we promise for the future,

we wish you one and all a Merry Christmas

and a Happy New Year.

The Mosaics for 1876 will be immense.

PHOTOGRAPHIC HALL.
It is being Built, will you Help?

This building is progressing rapidly now,

and will soon assume its place and propor-

tions among the grand Centennial group.

All that is necessary to carry it on to a

speedy completion are the funds, which it

was expected the photographers would sub-

scribe, and which we yet have strong hopes

they will do. We know the times are hard,

but still there are probably very few but

that could invest to the extent oi one share.

As an incentive to those who may be halt-

ing, and an evidence of a noble, self-sacri-

ficing spirit, we ask all to read the follow-

ing letter:

Poultney, Vt., November 9th, 1875.

Dear Sir: Inclosed find check for ten

dollars, for one share of Centennial stock

in my name (Photographic Hall, of course).

I should have responded before, but have

not seen my way clear to do so; and now,

when I am so near to giving up the (finan-

cial) ghost, I almost feel I am doing myself

and family an injustice, but I venture to do

it, and trust in Providence and Uncle Sam.

I'll guarantee it doesn't cost many of the

subscribers as much sacrifice as it does me
to subscribe just at this time.

F. M. Rood.

Here is an example worthy to be followed

by every one who feels any interest what-

ever in this enterprise. This man has, per-

haps, given more than any of those who
have given of their abundance. How many
will make an effort to do as much? We
would not urge any one to subscribe to the

extent of embarrassing themselves, or de-

priving their families of their usual com-

forts ; but, when the money can be spared,

remember this list of subscribers to Photo-

graphic Hall will form a roll of honor that

all will be proud of in the future.

In addition to the above letter we quote

another, which, although it may not convey

the impression of so much self- sacrifice, yet

we rejoice in being able to refer to it as an

example for that other class who are blessed

with a goodly share of this world's goods,

and of whom we believe there are enough

who are able to contribute at once the
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amount called for for our Centennial Ex-

hibition Hall. The letter is as follows

:

San Fkancisco, October 29th, 1875.

My dear Sir : Please find inclosed draft

on New York for sum of five hundred and

sixty ($560) dollars, which is something

more than the amount promised from our

establishment. The condition of this sub-

scription is that it be used for Photographic

Hall erection fund, and for no other pur-

pose, and, should the project of building

the hall fall through, the money to be re-

turned to Bradley & Kulofson.

Please make out certificates of stock as per

inclosed list.

The amounts subscribed by others I will

collect immediately and forward. They
appi'oximate four hundred dollars.

I send our subscription now in order that

you may see we mean business.

Yours always,

Wm. H. Kulofson.

This subscription is in every way worthy

of the establishment of our President of the

National Photogi-aphic Association, and

evinces an interest in our art, in the Cen-

tennial of our country, and in the photo-

graphic exhibition to be held there, that

cannot be expressed in words, but is ex-

pressed in the splendid figures placed against

their list of names. This is the largest sub-

scription yet made from any one gallery,

and we trust that many others may be

stimulated by Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson's

noble manifestation of patriotism and duty,

as well as that of their employes, to enrol

their names against sums in like proportion

to their means.

The following are the subscriptions paid

since our last

:

Indianapolis Photographic Society, In-

dianapolis, $50 00

B. W. Kilburn, Littleton, N. II., . . 10 00

A. McCortnick, Oxford, Pa., . . . 10 00

P. A. Simonds, Chillicothe, Ohio, . . 10 00

Mrs. F. A. Simonds, " " . 10 00

Bradley & Bulofson, San Francisco, Cal., 400 00

Carl Schultz, " " 40 00

D. B. Taylor, " " 20 00

J. H. Jones, " " 10 00

H. K. Humble, " " 10 00

Lewis Thors, " " 10 00

F. A. Taylor, " " 10 00

Henry Weiper, San Francisco, Cal., . $10 00

Etnil Hoffman, " " . 10 00

Tbos. Calverley, " " 10 00

G. B. Bieman, " " . 10 00

A. A. Montano, " " . 10 00

Miss J. S. Kees, " 10 00

B. French & Co., Boston, Mass., . . 100 00

Allen & Rowell, " " 20 00

Thomas Gaffield, " " ' . 20 00

A. N. Hardy, " " 10 00

0. W. Holmes, 10 00

D. W. Butterfield, " 10 00

Collier & Perkins, " " . 10 00

J. W. Black, 10 00

D. T. Burrill, N. Bridgewater, Mass., 10 00

W. T. Bowers, Lynn, " 10 00

Philadelphia Photog. Society, Philada., 50 00

G. B. Dixon, 20 00

Dr. A. Willcox, " 10 00

Ellerslie Wallace, Jr., " 10 00

Broadbent & Phillips, " 50 00

S. F. Corlies, " 20 00

Lewis T. Young, " 20 00

G. W. Hewitt, " 10 00

J. M. Wilson, 10 00

C. B. Conant, Portland, Me., 10 00

F. M. Rood, Poultney, Vt., . 10 00

E. H. Train, Helena, Montana, 10 00

E. Moeiling, Philadelphia, 10 00

E. M. Collins, Oswego, 3ST. Y., 10 00

G. S. Bryant & Co., Boston, Mass., 50 00

C. C. Giers, Nashville, Tenn., 50 00

" " " set of medal s, 11 00

E. H. Train, Helena, Montana, twc

medals, . 4 00

Frank Robbins, Oil City, Pa., additional, 5 00

Lida A. Chute, Philadelphia, 10 00

William Wilson Chute, Philadelphia, . 10 00

Berlin Society for the Advancement o:

Photography, 1000 marks, or about . 260 00

Mr. Isa Black's subscription was wrongly

stated last month, as he subscribed for two

shares ($20), instead of one ($10). We
cheerfully make the correction.

Thus the work goes bravely on, and we
entreat the fraternity in all parts of our

country to see to it that it is not allowed to

lag for a moment. Very few are as remote

from the central point of this great move-

ment as Messrs. Bradley & Bulofson, but

distance makes no difference to them, and

there is no reason why others much nearer

should not be equally interested. Follow

their example in collecting subscriptions

from others and the work will soon be done.
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The ladies have raised the full amount

for their building, costing twice as much as

ours, and shall we be outdone by them ? Do
not let the matter rest ; do not forget it, or

pass it lightly by, but keep it before your-

self and before your neighbors until you

feel that you have done your duty.

And now we come to another branch of

this subject, in which we are sure a very

general interest will be felt, and that is the

question of filling our hall when it is built.

All intending exhibitors should at once

take this matter into consideration, and

decide upon the amount of space they will

require. It is expected that all the space

in this building will be good, but if there

be any choice it will be given to those who
have subscribed so generously to the stock,

or to those who are first to apply. But, be

it remembered, there is to be no exclusive-

ness ; all are invited to exhibit, whether

stockholders of not; and all who intend to

do so are requested to send in their applica-

tions as early as possible.

To photographers in other countries the

following invitation is extended :

The Photographers of the United States to

the Photographers of Foreign Countries,

Greeting.

Fellow- Artists: We are striving to

secure for exhibition in Photographic Hall,

to be erected within the limits of the Inter-

national Exhibition of 1876, the most worthy

representation of our art which was ever

exhibited. We want to see a display made
of everything photography has ever done

or can do, and we call upon you to join us

in the effort to the best of your ability.

Ample space in a choice light will be pro-

vided for you, and every attention given to

your interests. Your resident commis-

sioners will supply you with all necessary

information as to space, and the arrange-

ments for shipping, etc.

Further than that, we will be glad to in-

form you upon application.

W. Irving Adams, 419 Broome Street, N. Y.

A. Bogardus, 872 Broadway, N. Y.

J. W. Black, 157 Washington Street, Boston.

A. Heslee, Evanston, Illinois.

A. Moore, 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

W. H. Rulofson, San Francisco.

W. H. Khoads, 1800 Frankford Avenue, Phila.

I. B. AVebster, Louisville, Kentucky.

V. M. Wilcox, 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Edward L. Wilson, 124 N. Seventh Street,

Philadelphia.

Lastly, we would call the attention of all

intending exhibitors to the invitation, on

another page, to meet in convention. Make
up your minds, both to exhibit and to

attend this meeting.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART
IN THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL EXPOSI-

TION.

Addressed to all Photographers.

Mr. Editor : Having always felt a lively

interest in the improvement and success

of the heliographic art since its discovery

was first announced to the American pub-

lic by the late Prof. Samuel F. B. Morse,

through the New York Observer, August,

1839 ; and having taken an active part in

the practice, and in the perfecting of the

new art for more than twenty-five years,

I now feel deeply anxious to see photog-

raphy fully and fairly represented at the

coming great International Exhibition.

Photographic Hall, so admirably designed

for a favorable exhibition of this art, when
filled with specimens, contributed by all

nations, will be a centre of great interest

;

where, doubtless, may be seen thousands of

exquisite and marvellous productions; and

also be witnessed the wonderful progress

made in all of the civilized countries of the

world in a new art, which sprung into ex-

istence but a little more than thirty-five

years ago.

To illustrate the progress made from

time to time, by way of contrast, I purpose

placing in the exhibition the very first spe-

cimen of the daguerreotype art ever made
in this city ; and made on the same day

that the discovery was published in our city

papers, together with several other speci-

mens made soon after by different parties,

all of which are now in my possession.

While looking over several sterling arti-

cles, in the October number of your excel-

lent journal, from the vigorous pens of

Dr. Vogel, John Moran, Mr. Waldack, and

others, I was very forcibly impressed with
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the vast importance it will be in the near

future to every photographer in the United

States, who may have contributed such

specimens of his own handiwork, as he and

his friends may feel a just pride in pointing

out to others, at the most marvellous exhi-

bition the world has ever known, our proud

and patriotic Centennial, 1876.

Every photographic artist in our country

should not only be represented, but should

attend in person, and hold at least one, if

not ten or twenty shares of Centennial stock.

No photographer, however modest or

unpretending, provided he is suitably en-

dowed by nature with the requisite talent, is

skilful, fitted for his calling, and is worthy

of the people's patronage, should lose this

golden opportunity of placing some few, if

possible, faultless specimens of his own
work among the largest, most interesting,

varied, and yet doubtless the finest and

most valuable collection of sun-limning and

kindred art ever before brought together.

These curious and interesting specimens

will all be favorably placed on exhibition

in Photographic Hall, where they can and

will be examined and studied by millions

of visitors during the six months of the

exhibition.

Let every photographic artist come pre-

pared to remain several days after having

examined other departments, and carefully

study the beauties of the vast collection of

rare specimens of his favorite art for his

future benefit, regardless of the expenses,

for it will surely pay fourfold.

Among the portraits to be taken, and put

upon exhibition in Photographic Hall, let

every exhibitor be diligent and careful to

select for his models, in the first place, the

most prominent and distinguished citizens

residing in his vicinity, as indicated below
;

such as these will tend to give an historical

interest to the present period of our coun-

try's progress. For example : the President

of the United States and Vice-President,

the Secretary of State, and other members

of the Cabinet ; the Chief Justice of the

United States, and the Judges of the Su-

preme Court ; Senators and Members of

Congress from all of the States and Terri-

tories ; the Governors of the States, Lieu-

tenant-Governors, Secretary, Treasurer,

and Attorney-General of each State ; Judges

of the United States District Courts and

of the Supreme Courts of the States ; Edit-

ors, or representatives of the press ; Pres-

idents of Colleges, Presidents of Railroads
;

the President of the Centennial Commis-
sion, the Director-General, and all of the

officers of the Board of Directors, etc., etc.,

including all of the Centennial Commis-
sioners from each State and Territory • also

all of the active and prominent individuals

and agents engaged in helping to make our

patriotic and glorious Centennial a grand

success.

By complying with this suggestion but lit-

tle effort will be required on the part of the

photographic artists in our country, to bring

together a valuable collection of portraits

which will greatly enhance the general in-

terest in this department of the new art.

And in this way, too, the contributing por-

traitist may easily obtain, perhaps a large

pecuniary advantage in the future, while he

is gratifying the public with the inspection

of the most reliable and lifelike portraits

of hosts of individuals standing high in

political, scientific, literary, and military

life at this period of time.

All portraits of distinguished persons to

be placed in the Exhibition should be, as

far as possible, of uniform size and style,

not less than six inches by four, and the

face from the chin to the crown of the

head, about or quite two inches long. The

picture may be plain, or " crayoned off,"

as circumstances dictate, and the name in

full should be neatly attached, with title, to

each portrait on exhibition.

These should also be carefully and neatly

set in well-made, handsome, and appropriate

frames, for good effect. Not gaudy and

flashy, but such as the Director-General has

designated, and Mr. John Sartain, the Chief

of the Art Department, will approve of and

accept. The simple rule is, that the frame

should "bring up" the picture, and not

"kill it " by its higher brilliancy.

If viewed as it would seem through an

opening, as in a diorama, the work of the

camera may be made to become almost as

animated as nature's self.

We have good reason to believe, knowing

as we do of the great experience, high
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standing, and ability of the Chief of the Bu-

reau of the Arts, that an able and compe-

tent committee will be appointed to carefully

examine all of the specimens of photography

presented for exhibition, at least by Ameri-

cans; and that such committee will exam-

ine critically, discriminate, and reject all

such as are found not creditable as specimens

of the art, to skilful and competent mem-
bers of the profession, and such as would, of

course, be a disgrace, not only to themselves

but to our country.

Here I will predict, the time is not dis-

tant when true artists by nature, and good

judges of art, will soon find that success in

photography, that a high degree of artistic

excellence or superiority is due to the em-

ployment of good lenses, and to the head
and hands, and not alone to any peculiar

chemical process.

The photographic artist, the one who
poses the subject and manages the camera,

should be qualified to understand and bring

into use all of the numerous and various

powers of the camera, as also to apprehend

and sympathize in mood and feeling with

every successive sitter, in order to secure

truth, and a pleasing and satisfactory result.

In truth, the time is now fast approaching,

we believe, when the chemical manipulator

will be considered second of importance in

the photographic studio ; when the real

value of the photographic portrait will be

found in its vivid and truthful representa-

tion of the subjects highest and best quali-

ties of mind and heart, a life-like portrait,

expressing spirit, thought, and feeling;

something more and better than a mere un-

meaning senseless shadow of those whom we
respect, revere, and delight to look upon.

The one who presides at the camera, the

poser, will possess true artistic genius, and

will exercise his highest and best abilities

in posing the sitter, in arranging light

and shadow, and calling up or arousing and

arresting in the mind and face of the person

portrayed, his most favorable expression.

Some few such ambitious, and more or

less cultured photographic " experts," pos-

sessing naturally considerable artistic feel-

ing and good judgment, are probably al-

ready at work, exercising their artistic

talent, in various parts of the United States,

and evidences of their superior ability will

doubtless be seen at our International Cen-

tennial Exhibition in 1876.

It is true that the heliographic artist has,

or can have and give but a few hurried mo-

ments to each of his sitters, and with these,

he must (if at all) detect and represent the

higher, or even average selfhood, the soul

or individuality of each sitter, the latter

being present and living.

How severely these requisitions must press

upon the heliographer, whose process is of

necessity restricted to a few brief moments,

is obvious enough. And the more severely

still, since to these high powers must be

added that electric celerity of thought and

performance which is among the rarest of

human endowments.

If, however, it be demonstrated and con-

cluded that the " poser," the portraitist,

should possess alike genius and culture, it is

not my humble self who exact these high

attributes, but the very nature of the helio-

graphic, pictorial, and plastic arts, for

which the writer has so frequently and earn-

estly pleaded, as may be seen recorded in a

book entitled the " Camera and the Pencil,"

and in monthly photographic publications,

during the past twenty-five years or more.

Finally. Artistically viewed, the picture,

whether a plain photograph or finished in

crayon or oil, is the work, to a great extent,

of him who presides over the camera. It

is in fact the product of his thought and

feeling variously manifested, as, e, g., in

determining and arranging the position of

the subject; in disposing judiciously the

lights and shadows falling upon him ; and,

finally, what is most essential of all, in

calling forth and arresting the subject's

highest and best expression.

Here then, as must be obvious to all,

something more and other than mere me-

chanical aptitude is indispensable to the

production of pictures of high merit.

This is the proper field for the born artist,

him who together with rare perceptive

powers, and sensitive,. enthusiastic temper,

possesses a mature judgment and an accu-

rate appreciation of the beautiful in nature

and art.

With these endowments, and these only,

can be produced portraits, which, instead of
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being mere shadows of senseless, lifeless

forms, are truthful and lifelike representa-

tions of intelligent, sensible persons, so

felicitously pictured, that we may almost

read, in the mute impression, the mental

workings of the subject at the moment of

taking.

Such characteristics impart to the portrait

a genuine, enduring value; and the true

artist by nature, who being organically dow-

ered with the genius specially appropriate

to this department, who persists in its

faithful exercise upon every successive

model, will, in no long time, give to his

photographic art establishment, a reputation

of far greater worth than any amount of

money capital would be.

And, what to the artist by organization

must be a most delightful thought, he may
at the same time aid potently towards ex-

alting heliography, his favorite pursuit, to

that honorable rank among the " fine arts,"

which is often denied it by the misjudg-

ing, shallow, and superficial in aesthetic

lore, but which it so amply merits, and

may at no distant day universally receive.

And here, Mr. Editor, permit me to state,

as I have before remarked, that a deep in-

terest long felt for the advancement of our

art, if not my enthusiasm, has prompted me
at this time to contribute this little article

for your journal; hoping its spirit and
honest endeavor may arrest the attention of

many, and benefit some of your numerous
readers.

And the same feeling must be my excuse

for offering the foregoing suggestions, which
are intended for the public good, and which,

I trust, all photographers, in the United
States at least, will take kindly, and act

upon the most important remarks promptly

for the benefit of their art and the credit of

themselves.

Yours truly,

M. A. Eoot.

OUR SECOND PROMENADE PRIZE.

The second Promenade Prize contest has

closed, and again we come to the pleasant

duty of announcing the result. We have

to regret again that the interest in this

matter was not sufficient to brine; out a

larger number of competitors; but still we
have good reason to feel satisfied, as we
have drawn out some who did not compete

before, and secured some very beautiful

pictures. The fortunate competitor in this

case was Mr. Lyman G. Bigelow, of Detroit,

Mich. It will be remembered that Mr.
Bigelow stood only second on the list in

point of merit in his work, in our first

Promenade competition, and thus encour-

aged he resolved to try again ; this he has

done, and his efforts have been crowned

with success.

From many photographers who send us

specimens of their work, we have com-

plaints that the conditions were unfavor-

able, or they excuse deficiencies by saying

that they are not as good as they usually

make; but we are glad to hear from Mr.

Bigelow, in this case, no extenuating ex-

cuses. From a letter he has written us we
quote as follows

:

" The set of negatives I send were pre-

pared under more favorable circumstances

than those I sent you before, and the same

care has been used to make them chemically

perfect, as artistically so. You will find

the tones different from any you have be-

fore seen, I think, and to- my mind they are

improved by the peculiar tone.

" I have used another lens (the Hermagis)

also in making this set, and I can fully cor-

roborate what Mr. Kocher says about these

lenses. For depth of focus, marginal lines,

delicate detail, and rapidity, they are un-

equalled in my experience."

It will thus be seen that Mr. Bigelow's

prize, like Mr. Kocher's, has been won
with the celebrated Hermagis lens. This,

however, is only auxiliary; the real tech-

nical excellences of his work, which are

due alone to the artist himself, are of a very

high order, and were the principal consider-

ations which influenced the judges in mak-
ing the award.

It is sufficient at this time to say, that

these charming pictures fully sustain the

high ajsthetic standard set up by our previ-

ous competition, and entitle Mr. Bigelow to

rank among the best of our artistic photog-

raphers.

A detailed description we will defer till

we present them to our readers, when we
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hope to be able to give Mr. Bigelow's

method of producing the peculiar tone he

refers to, and such other information in

reference to his processes as he may volun-

teer to give us.

The following is a list of the competitors :

L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich.

E. M. Collins, Oswego, N. Y.

F. B. Clench, Lockport, "

G. M. Elton, Palmyra, "

E. H. Alley, Toledo, Ohio.

O. P. Scott, Abingdon, 111.

Some of these, besides the winning set,

are excellent, and reflect the highest credit

upon the artists ; and to them we would

say : Do not be discouraged, but try a<jain,

when another opportunity offers. Mr. F. B.

Clench, whose work is very meritorious,

expresses some dissatisfaction with the re-

sult of his efforts; but "still," he says,

" they are the best work I have ever done,

and I think the effort has benefited me very

much." This is precisely what it will do

every time for those who enter into these

competitions. At least half of the series

may be catalogued as first-class photog-

raphy, and together with our first series,

gives a product of good things for 1875,

quite unexampled in the history of our art.

THE PROMENADE PICTURE.

THE INVENTOR'S IDEAS CONCERNING IT.

San Feancisco, November 15th, 1875.

Dear Sir : The November number of the

Philadelphia Photographer is before me. I

fully appreciate the compliment extended

to me through your journal and private let-

ters for the credit of designing the " Prom-
enade" style, which has been so favorably

# accepted by our craft and the public.

In speaking of Mr. Rocher, who has so

nobly won the prize so kindly offered by
you for the production of the best photo-

graph of this style, you have raised the

very delicate question of jealousy which

might still exist in some sections. I hope

none of your readers will think that such a

spirit ever had life on the far-off shores of

the Pacific. Admiration for everything

that is beautiful in art exists in this genial

clime.

I have been very negligent in not answer-

ing your last kind letter, also for not ac-

knowledging the receipt of the " Prize Pic-

tures," all of which I value very much, as

they are fine studies. The lighting and

posing of the subject and the tasteful ar-

rangement of the accessories exhibit a high

order of artistic taste.

Beautiful as my competitor's photographs

are as works of art, I think we all digressed

from the style as designed and intended by

its name, the " Promenade."

No accessories should be introduced that

would appear to impede progress or action

of the subject: let there be a "go" about

it without an obstacle rising up before in its

path or hindrance to hold it back. When
we have a stately or graceful figure with

stylish dress, let us give it the benefit and

not the surroundings. If you will allow the

comparison, what is there more beautiful

to the sight than a ship at sea with every

sail spread to the breeze dashing along like

a thing of life with nothing but the broad

opean in view. Her very loneliness makes

her appear more grand as she speeds along
;

so with a lady in her " walking costume,"

as she sallies forth for a " promenade."

Do not obstruct her way, or detract from

her individuality; allow her freedom for

movement, and we cannot imagine a more
pleasing picture. "We must study nature to

succeed in art. A suitable scenic back-

ground, I think, is all that is required to

carry out the design.

I am sorry to say I have made no effort

for the new prize. Have nothing new in

backgrounds or accessories to introduce, and

I know you are all tired looking at familiar

scenes ; will try to give you something

more attractive at some future time.

Mr. Hearn deserves great praise for the

excellence of the printing. I am more than

satisfied with the results he has produced

from my negatives.

Please send me a set of pictures from the

negatives that compete for the November
prize, and oblige,

Respectfully, yours,

I. W. Taber.
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OBITUARY.

Prom Boston comes the news of the death

of Mr. Oliver E. Blaisdell, of the firm of

Messrs. Benjamin Trench & Co., photo-

graphic stock dealers, in that city.

Mr. Blaisdell began his connection with

photography in daguerreot3Tpe times, for

several years conducted the photograph bus-

iness, about the beginning of the war and

for the past twelve years or more has been

associated with the above well-known house.

He was a member of the National Photo-

graphic Association, and will be remem-
bered by many who have been regular in

their attendance upon its meetings. He was

forty-nine years of age, and leaves a very

interesting family to mourn his loss.

FRENCH CORRESPONDENCE.

Reunion General of the French Photographic

Society— Tivo Prizes of 500francs proposed

—Fatty Ink Proofs—Mons. Chardon's

Carbon Proofs—Mons. Lion Vidal's Pho-

tochromic Proofs—Lecture on the Incidents

of Mons. Angot's Voyage to Noumea for

the Observation of the Transit of Venus—
Description of the New Platinum Process

and Presentation of Proofs, by Prof. Steb-

bing—Mons. C. Van Cenac's New Camera
—Mons. Victor de Luynes on Hardened

Glass.

The meeting of the French Photographic

Society took place last night, Friday, No-
vember 5th. After the long vacation the

members appeared very contented to see

each other again. A very pleasing " en-

tente " seemed to pervade the assembly to

do all they could to advance the photo-

graphic art. A prize of 500 francs was pro-

posed for the best and easiest process for the

preparation of dry plates.

Mons. Leibert very generously offered a

prize of 500 francs to any one who could

discover a more energetic developing solu-

tion for wet plates than the one at present

employed, in order that exposure might be

shortened in portraiture.

Many presentations and communications

took place. I will speak only of the most

important. Messrs. Eoze, Chefdeville, De-

roziers laid before the Society some very

pretty proofs in fatty ink. It is to be ac-

knowledged that fatty ink printing is mak-
ing rapid strides towards perfection. Many
earnest workers are in the field, and great

emulation is thus kept up by constant con-

tact and interchange of ideas. Mons. Alfred

Chardon presented some magnificent proofs

in carbon. This gentleman, one of our

most distinguished amateurs, has devoted

very much time for the advancementof car-

bon printing ; by the success which has

crowned his efforts, he has begun to reap the

reward due to his perseverance.

The honors of the evening were for

Mons. L6on Vidal, the inventor of thepho-

tochromic process. This gentleman pre-

sented to the Society a number of poly-

chromic proofs, reproductions of oil-paint-

ings of the great masters, together with

proofs of manufactured articles, to show

what could be obtained and of what service,

not only to art, but to manufacture, this

process was capable. A sheet was very much
admired upon which was presented a great

number of jewels. The gold and silver

employed, together with the precious stones,

were represented having their shades and

tones; not only was the coloration perfect,

but what was more, the relief was so great

and the perspective so truthful, that one is

inclined to take. one from the table as if it

were a real and palpable work of art,—

a

gold brooch set with real stones. It is now
certain that this process will be of immense

service to the engineer, jeweller, clock,

watch, and fancy lamp manufacturer, in

fact, to every branch of trade in which an

illustrated catalogue is required.

Mons. Angot then gave a very interesting

description of the incidents of his voyage to

Noumea, in order to observe the transit of

Venus. The views taken by that gentleman

were projected on a white screen, so that the

members could follow him in his description,

as it were, step by step, upon the soil of the

country of which he was speaking.

I was then called upon by the President

of the Society to give a description of the

new platinum printing process, which I did,

as follows

:

Gentlemen, I have the honor to lay be-

fore the Society, for their appreciation, a

few proofs printed by the new platinum
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printing process invented by Mr. W.
Willis, Jr.

I beg leave to say that this process is

very interesting for several reasons, 1st. It

gives very delicate and harmonious pictures.

2d. It is not liable to fade (so says the in-

ventor)
; 3d. The manipulations for the pro-

duction of the picture resemble very much
those employed for silver salt printing ; for

this very reason many photographers will

try it; even those who are the most rebel-

lious to innovations ; 4th. The cost of the

proof is relatively small, if we take into

consideration the value of the metal em-

ployed. Mr. Willis assured me that the

proofs could be made for the same price as

those in silver salts; 5th. A great saving of

time is obtained by this process, for an

operator can print five proofs in platinum

during the time it would take to print one

in silver salts. I then gave a full descrip-

tion of the chemical action on which the

invention is based, together with the ma-

nipulations for the production of the pic-

ture. This I will not repeat here, as I have

already described it in my last letter.

Mons. C. Van Cenac presented a new
camera obscura, which he had lately in-

vented for wet-plate work when travelling

The only new feature in this camera is the

great facility with which the several baths

can be transferred to and from their bottles

to the dishes (which are under the camera),

by means of india-rubber tubes.

The business of the evening being termi-

nated, the chairman rose.

During the evening private conversation

turned upon hardened glass, and of the ser-

vice it could render to photographers for

their dishes, bottles, and vessels of every

description.

Mons. Victor de Luynes, Professeur au

Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers a Paris,

gave, the other day, a very interesting lec-

ture to his pupils on that subject, of which

I will endeavor to give a brief extract.

The learned professor began by describ-

ing the different changes which took place

in a piece of steel, by its being heated and

then plunged into cold water. Every one,

said he, knows that this is done to harden

it, but what is less known is that other bod-

ies, such as phosphorus, sulphur, and even

glass can undergo the same changes. The
attention and the curiosity of the savants of

the seventeenth century were greatly at-

tracted to this subject by the invention, in

Holland, of what are generally called Prince

Rupert's drops. These pear-shaped drops,

or Batavic tears, as they are sometimes

called, were experimented upon by chemists,

and what struck them first of all as some-

thing wonderful was that although they

might be struck with impunity, even with a

hammer, upon the thicker part, the smallest

atom broken from-the tail was sufficient to

make them fly into a thousand pieces. Un-
til the last few months the hardening of

glass was considered as dangerous for the

preservation of objects made of that brittle

substance. Glassmakers sought to preserve

as well as they could these friable objects by

softening them as soon as they came out of

the glass-blower's hands, which was done

by heating them in an oven, and then al-

lowing them gradually to cool.

Mons. de la Bastie was the first to show

that this softening was a great error, and

that it would be preferable for the preserva-

tion of glass objects to harden them, and

to profit by this remarkable property to

diminish, if not to destroy, the brittleness

of the glass. Mons. de la Bastie's process is

very simple; it consists in heating to a red

heat the glass object, and then plunging it

into oil or melted fat. When glass has

been so treated it has acquired many new
and remarkable properties. It is well

known that an ordinary glass vessel of

any description cannot support an abrupt

change of temperature ; if, when cold, it be

touched with a hot iron, or if hot a drop of

cold water be dropped upon it, in either of

these two cases it is sure to be broken or

cracked. Not so with glass which has

been hardened by Mons. Bastie's process ; a

rapid change of temperature, which would

break ordinary glass, has no effect upon it.

If a hardened glass chimney be put upon a

moderator lamp, when lighted it can be held

at an angle of forty-five degrees until the

glass chimney gets red hot on one side with-

out cracking.

Hardened glass-plates can be employed,

instead of the frying-pan, to cook our food,

and can be placed, while quite hot from
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the fire, upon the top of the cold iron stove

without danger of breaking.

Not only can hardened glass resist heat

and cold, but it has the great advantage of

being much less friable than ordinary glass
;

it can fall on the ground without breaking.

Watch-glasses can be thrown from one end

of the room to the other without fear. It

must not, however, be imagined that hard-

ened glass can bear with impunity any

blow. Mons. Bastie does not cease to re-

peat that hardened glass can resist, in a

superior manner, in all the household duties

in which glass is employed, and that by this

power of resistance given to glass it is very

natural that all objects made with it will

have a solidity which had never been ob-

tained before his invention.

A sheet of hardened glass of the same

size and thickness as a schoolboy's slate can

be struck with a hammer without breaking,

but if it be hammered with all one's might,

in order to break it, a curious phenomenon

presents itself, the glass will be found to

have divided itself into an infinity of frag-

ments, symmetrically placed with regard to

each other, analogous to those formed by

the rupture of one of Prince Eupert's drops.

No crack, as in ordinary glass, is to be seen

in either, but the glass is, as it were, broken

in the form of a honeycomb.

See diagrams 1 and 2.

1 2

Hardened or toughened Prince Rupert's drop,

glass, natural size. natural size.

"When Batavic drops and hardened glass

are examined by polarized light the same
character of formation presents itself. It is

less dense, but much harder; its elasticity

is also greater than common glass. Hard-
ened glass cannot be cut with the diamond,

which is one of the most serious objections

against its employment by the glazier.

"When I say cannot be cut, I mean in the

ordinary acceptation of the word, for under

certain conditions, and in certain parts, it

can be cut, and even a hole bored through

without its flying into pieces.

Mons. de la Bastie's discovery of the re-

markable properties of hardened glass has

excited a very great interest, which proves

the great importance that the manufacture

of glass has acquired among us. Who
knows to what this discovery may lead, or

what it may be applied to ere long ? There-

fore, my opinion is that we ought to receive

it with favor among us. It is precisely be-

cause we are friends of science that we
ought to be above all friends of progress.

Prof. E. Stebbing.

Paris, 3 Place Breda, Nov. 6th, 1875.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Berlin, October 28th, 1875.

The Photographic Exhibition Hall— Water-

house's Researches on the Action of Dyes

on the Sensibility of Bromide of Silver for

different Colors—Photogra.phy of the beat-

ing of the Pulse— Orooke's Light-wheel—
Asphaltum Processfor Typographic Plates.

With peculiar pleasure the news filled us

in Berlin, that the Photographic Exhibition

Hall was to be not only a project but a fact.

We are indebted for this splendid result to

the sacrificing spirit of the American photog-

raphers, whose noble example will also find

imitators. Our exhibitors do not want to be

backward, if it is necessary to make a sac-

rifice, and if, considering the present state

of the times, it is a modest one, it will never-

theless show our sympathy for the American

Exhibition. Allow me, therefore, in the

name of the Berlin Society for the Advance-

ment of Photography, to subscribe 1000

marks, or about $260, for Exhibition Hall.

It is reasonable to hope that not only with us,

but in France and England, the news of the

erection of a Photographic Exhibition Hall,

has been an inducement for more active

participation in the exhibition. Of course

the American photographers have a more

difficult position than formei'ty. The Vi-

enna Exposition, already, has made evident

to all what I knew long ago, namely, that

America possesses artists of the first rank,

and of this fact we as;ain became conscious
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in Berlin, to a still greater degree, when we

saw the new and splendid medal from you

awarded for the well-merited portraits and

groups of Eocher in Chicago, pictures for

which our best artists, Loescher & Petsch,

Schaarwaohter, etc. , are full of praise. We
may, therefore, look forward with interest

to the peaceable contest of the photographers

next year. Many items have appeared

lately, which are not without interest for

the advancement of photography.

About the pigment printing process I

have already written to you. In the course

of a few days Mr. Sawyer, of London, will

arrive here to instruct those interested h\his

pigment printing process. A few days ago

I received an important letter from Captain

Waterhouse, in Calcutta, who has repeated

my experiments on the effects of colors on

hromide of silver. It first appeared to him as

if different colors did not offer any change,

and has also published a notice of it in an

English contemporary. The latest news re-

ceived from him is quite different. As my
researches have been doubted by Carey Lea,

Spiller, Stillman, Monckhoven, it is surely

of interest at present to hear what Water-

house has to say, whose letter I render word

for word. There is no doubt that the color

has a most marked effect upon the bromide

film, and different colors have different

results upon the various parts of the spec-

trum. I hope to' publish my observations

in a complete form if I can get the time to

finish them, but the following are a few of

the results I have already noticed. A dry

collodion film, containing plain or colored

bromide of silver, is at least as sensitive to

the red rays as any of the colored films, as

regards the extent of the action to the red,

but not its intensity. Naphthalin red in-

creases the sensitiveness to yellow, decreases

it to green and to red. Violet and purple

increase the sensitiveness to yellow and

orange, decrease in green. Chlorophyll

increases the sensitiveness in the red with a

marked band, the exact position of which I

have not yet been able to ascertain
;
it seems

lower in the spectrum than between B and

C (the Frauenhofer lines), as found by

Becquerel.

A red dye, prepared by Judson, smelling

very strong of turmeric, (?) gives great sen-

sitiveness in yellow, less in green, and also

greatly increases the sensitiveness in rod.

Rosin markedly sensitive in yellow, insen-

sitive in green, not sensitive in red (much

the same as naphthalin red). I have, how-

ever, obtained a reversed action with lines

in the red, at least as far as A. Corallin

appears sensitive in the red, but I have

more trials to make before I can be certain.

Blue is most sensitive in blue, very slightly

so in green and orange. In nearly all the

cases of long exposures the spectrum is

reversed in the blue, beginning about G,

extending sometimes from H to I (Frauen-

hofer lines), and the reversed lines come

out with great distinctness. This effect is

more marked in some spectra than in others,

but seems to be entirely due to overexposure.

These are briefly Waterhouse's results. They
confirm my researches to the fullest extent;

where they seem to differ, i. e., with corallin,

this circumstance may be the fault. The
corallin of commerce is of various quality,

and various attempts gave me also very

different results. I have also, often, instead

of a negative obtained a positive picture of

the lines. I did not place weight on this

circumstance, as this occurs occasionally

with plates in an ordinary exposure. With
blue (anilin blue) I have received similar

results as Waterhouse. There lies here an

abnormous action, which, at all events, has

the decomposition of color for its basis.

That many colors increase the sensitiveness

in one part and decrease in another part of

the spectrum I have also noticed. It is to

be hoped that after Waterhouse's publica-

tion, no one will be possessed with the idea

of making spectral researches with pieces

of colored glass, or confound with false

attempts the real spectral attempt.

Photography has lately received a very

interesting application in medicine. Dr.

Stein, of Frankfort-on-the-Main, has been

so successful as to photograph the move-

ments of the pulse. For this purpose he

places on the pulse a small mechanical ar-

rangement which moves with the pulse, up

and down. This arrangement carries a

pasteboard containing a small opening,

back of which is a magnesium lamp, which

throws a brilliant light through this open-

ing into a photographic tube attached to a
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camera, where the plate is, during the pul-

sation, moved slowly by, by means of clock-

work. The point of light then imprints on

the plate a "pulse-wave" of remarkable

form, which is different in a sick or healthy

state, or in an empty stomach, and one after

a hearty meal or after indulging in spiri-ts.

I have not been able to ascertain whether

the "photographic pulse-wave" is capable

of determining the kind of food or drink

indulged in, or this would be an excellent

remedy to convince drunkards of their

secret vice.

Some time ago I wrote to you of the elec-

tric photometer of Siemens. Now a new in-

strument of different construction has made
its appearance, which also can' be used as a

photometer, which is of its kind highly re-

markable ; it is the (for some time al-

ready known) wheel discovered byCrooke,

called " Licht Ead" (light wheel). It

consists of an exhausted chamber A, in

which is a point on which turns a hori-

zontal wheel with four wings, with disks,

a, b, c, d. These are white on one side and

black on the other, and are made of the pith

of elder. In the dark the wheel is perfectly

still ; if a light, L, is brought near the

chamber it acts remarkably on the black

side of the disks, with a repelling action,

and the wheel commences to turn, in conse-

quence, in the direction of the arrow. If the

vessel is full of air the action is reversed, and
is attractive. Crooke says that all colors of

the spectrum act on it, even ultraviolet,

aye, and in moonlight, the wheel turns.

During the day it runs rapidly. I saw it

turn from the action of the flame of a candle

more than once in a second. The instru-

ment is, without doubt, sensitive to light,

and it is possible, from the rapidity of the

wheel's movements, a calculation of the

strength of light can be arrived at. It is

remarkable that no plausible conclusion of

the cause of the wheel's turning has yet

been arrived at. Probably the warming
of the air in the chamber and the cur-

rent produced by it acts an important part.

In places of rarefied air such disturbances

are possible. I have ordered such an in-

strument, and think of trying a number of

experiments.

Among the many new things a great

many old ones make their appearance, and
are praised to be good and practicable;

thus, for instance, the old asphaltum pro-

cess, which many heliographers and photo-

lithographers used with predilection, with-

out informing or publishing anything fur-

ther about it. Lately, some details have

been published by Fichtner, who has pro-

duced some good block-prints with it. Se-

lect, according to his formula, pieces of

asphaltum that melt at 90° and are readily

dissolved in turpentine; dissolve 5 parts of

this in 90 parts of benzole and 10 parts of

oil of lavender ; the oversensitiveness to

light (?) of the benzole must be removed
by distillation, and all water fully removed.

The oil also must be free from water. A
cleaned zinc plate is coated with this var-

nish and allowed to flow like collodion, and

then dried in a horizontal position. In the

sun, expose under a negative twenty-five to

thirty minutes; in daylight three to four

hours, according to the sensitiveness of the

asphaltum, which must be ascertained by

trials. The exposed plate is developed with

petroleum to which has been added one-

sixth its volume of benzole, which is rinsed

with it finally. When the whites are clear

it is washed under the tap and dried in the

light, and then etched with diluted muriatic

acid. A plate is obtained in relief suitable

for printing in a printing-press.

Tours, very truly,

H. Vogel.

Mosaics for 1876 is now ready. Every

photographer in the country should have a

copy. Price, in paper, 50 cents; cloth)

$1.00 ; for sale by all the dealers.
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Pictures Received. — Promenades from

Messrs. J. Pitcher Spooner, Stockton, Cal., and

J. D. Cadwallnder, Marietta, Ohio. Among the

former, a little girl, with two puppies in her

arms, is very motherly. From Messrs. Conant,

of Portland, Me., and B. D. Evans, Corning,

N. Y., Promenades, Cahinets. and Cards. Cabi-

nets and Cards from E. D. Ormsby, Chicago,

111., and Julius Hall, Great Barrington, Mass.

Cabinets from E. \V. Collins, Urbana, Ohio, and

Bradley & Rulofson, San Francisco ; these last

comprised some finely executed naval groups, a

vignette of the ship being in the centre, and the

officers grouped around the outside. Promenades

and Cards from F. A. Scholfield, Mystic River,

Conn. A collection of very pretty Cards from

Mr. F. B. Clench, Lockport, N.Y. Cards, also,

from Mr. Critchfield, Chariton, Iowa, showing

his work now and a year ago. From Mr. J. A.

Palmer, Aiken, S. C, a series of stereoscopic

views of Tallulah Falls, Ga. A series of land-

scapes, including winter and river scenery, from

Mr. Richard Barrow, Ottawa, Canada. Mr. F.

Gutekunst, of this city, sends us a beautiful

cabinet size transparency of a child, made on a

dry plate ; for tone, detail, and brilliancy, it

leaves but little to be desired.

We recently had a visit from Mr. C. C. Giers,

the prominent photographer in Nashville, and

State Centennial Commissioner for Tennessee.

He was in this city for several days, visited the

Centennial grounds, and went home fully satis-

fied that the Exhibition is to be a grand affair.

Great Oaks, etc.—Mr. C. R. Savage, of Salt

Lake City, Utah, announces that he has remod-

elled his New Art Bazaar, which, he now claims,

is a first-class gallery, being as large and com-

modious as any in the United States. We are

glad to see this evidence of prosperity, and wish

Mr. Savage success.

Bigelow's Albums are still in good demand.

We have recently received orders for a dozen

each from Dr. Liesegang, Dusseldorf, and Messrs.

Piper & Carter, London, showing that European

photographers are studying for improvement.

Let American photographers see that they are

not outdone by them.

The American Centennial Association op

Professors.—This is an organization for the

translation of all languages, from one into an-

other, accurately and at unusually moderate

rates. Mr. De La Martine & Co. have a branch

office at 107 West Twenty-third Street, New
York.

Lockwood's Temple op Photography.—We
are glad to see that Mr. W. D. Lockwood, Ripon,

Wis., has risen from his third disaster by fire,

and the site from which his gallery was swept so

unceremoniously last winter, is again adorned

with a finer edifice than ever before. From a

description in a local paper it must be very com-

plete in all its appointments, and reflects a great

deal of credit upon Mr. Lockwood's genius and

enterprise. We hope he may long continue to

prosper with his new surroundings, and be spared

any more inflictions of the burning-out process.

Mr. E. H. Train, Helena, Montana, writes

us, inclosing $14 for Photographic Hall, and ap-

plies for space. This is the way to do it, and, to

use a military phrase, we would say to. others,

"fall in." Mr. Train wonders how we can afford

to give our "subscribers so good a magazine,

with such illustrations, for $5." He thinks he

would want as much as that for the illustrations

alone. This last estimate is not above the real

value of the embellishments we furnish, and, as

far as the conundrum as to how we can afford to

furnish so much matter besides, we give it up.

Only send us along the subscription, and we

shall try to continue doing it.

Mr. L. G. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich , sends us

a unique and tasty circular, announcing his

"fall and winter " styles. Mr. Bigelow is not

at a loss for styles; he believes in furnishing

his operating, in preference to a "gorgeous re-

ception-room;'' hence the elegant work he pro-

duces draws better than " divans " or fine fres-

coes. He is pushing the Promenade with great

success. Long may he wave.

We all like encouragement in our efforts ; like

to know that what we have done has been pleas-

ing and helpful to others. Such kind words as

the following are cheering to us, and strengthen
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us in our efforts to give our readers the best pho-

tographic magazine in the world. We extract

from a letter referring to other matters :

"lam one of those same 'constant' readers

of your really valuable magazine that you have

heard so much about ; I say valuable, because I

regard it so, if for no other reason than that it

is a means of communicating with the fraternity.

We were without it for a couple of months, and I

really felt as if I were outside of the photogra-

phic world, but my humhle testimony is not

needed for the success of your journal, but you

know that ' out of the fulness of the heart the

mouth speaketh.'

"James S. Patterson."

Encouraging words are always cheering. We
often feel that our efforts to give our readers

something fresh and interesting has not been so

complete a success as we could wish, but we feel

encouraged when such intelligent veterans as

Mr. I. B. Webster, of Louisville, Ky. , speak

approvingly of what we have done. He says :

"The Philadelphia Photographer is not an

old story with me, for I look for it as anxiously

and read it as greedily as ever, and all the time,

and every timefind in it new points. It does me

good to see the evidences of good spiiits in your

articles, and I hope the day is not far distant

when every proprietor will feel his furnishing

incomplete without copies of it ' lying around

loose ' in his gallery. "

How often we have evidence of their attach-

ment for photography from those who have been

professionals and passed into some other busi-

ness ; and how often we see them returning

again to their first love. A recent letter from

our old friend, Samuel H. Willard, of the firm

of Holmes, Booth & Haydens, contains some

pleasant reminiscences of the early days of our

magazine, and draws a pretty simile between

the growth of a member of his family and that

of this offspring of our efforts. He is not yet

one of those who have returned to the photo-

graphic fold; but when he says, "A change of

business has not severed my interest and best

wishes for the advancement of the beautiful

art," we are satisfied it still has a fascination

for him, and its attractions may yec draw him

back to active efforts in promoting that for

which he can now only express his love and best

wishes.

A circular, before us, announces the removal

of Messrs. J. V. Escott & Sons, of Louisville,

Ky., to a large, new store, built expressly to ac-

commodate their increasing business. They are

manufacturers of frames, mouldings, and mir-

rors, silver and wooden show-cases, importers

and dealers in window-glass, photographic and

artists' materials, chromos, engravings, etc., etc.

Mosaics for 1876 is now ready, full, fresh,

and instructive. It maybe found for sale by all

dealers; price, in paper, 50 cents ; in cloth, $1.00.

A letter from Mr. Alfred Freeman, Dallas,

Texas, contains a $10 subscription to Photo-

graphic Hall, together with some hopeful words

for the future of ' our art," and a few in ap-

proval of our magazine, as follows : "I wish to

congratulate you upon the splendid issue of the

October number of the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher. The journal keeps rapid pace with pho-

tography. May it give light, and long continue

to shine." For all of which we return our hearty

thanks.

Mosaics had such a flood of material this year

that it ran over, but we have not let the surplus

waste. Several articles sent for Mosaics may be

found in the present issue of the journal, and

more in our next. To the authors, as well as

others, we would say, do not procrastinate ; when

invited to a feast, do not put off till the doors

are closed.

Additional Pictures Received.—From Mr.

Frank Jewell, Hyde Park, Pa., Promenades,

Cabinets, and Cards, all charmingly executed.

Our readers may have almost lost sight of Mr.

Jewell while he was one of the bustling multi-

tude of New York City, but now that he has re-

turned to the field of his former popularity, we

hope to hear from him often, and see more of

the results of his artistic skill.

Several Promenades from Mr. E. A. Schol-

field, Mystic River, Conn., display a good deal

of taste and feeling, and are highly creditable

as progressive efforts.

"Honors are Easy."—We are glad to learn

that our friend and correspondent, Capt. J. Lee

Knight, of Topeka, Kansas, was a favored one

in the recent election, as County Clerk, to which

he has been elected. He had a good, round ma-

jority, and we congratulate him on his success.

Berlin Sympathizes with- the Photogra-

phic Hall Project, and, as will be seen by Dr.

Vogel's letter, subscribes $260 to aid in its erec-

tion. Nobly done for our German friends. How
can we hold back, when we see this evidence of

good will and interest on the part of our co-

workers abroad ? It is most generous.
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For Sale.—Tne gallery belonging to the es-

tate of the late Jacob Barhydt, and known as

the Barhydt photo, parlors, of Rochester, N. Y.

The rooms are newly furnished and the most

elegant in the city, are situated on the first floor,

operating-room included, being the only gallery

in the city so situated. The business has been

established for five years. A good opportunity

is offered to those contemplating purchasing, as

it will be sold at reasonable figures/* The gen-

tleman in charge is in business with a New York

house and for the year to come will be required

to be away. Address Barhydt Estate,

Rochester, N. Y.

g@sc° The Backgrounds used in making
Rocher's beautiful "Prize" pictures,

published in the October " Photogra-

rapher," were from Seavey's Studio.

Popular Backgrounds and

Accessories.

PROFILED COLUMN SLIPS.

PROFILED REVERSIBLE SET
GROUND PIECE.

BUSEY CABINET, Background
or Profiled Slip.

LANDY'S WAINSCOTING,
Papier Mache, elaborate design.

Also, the KURTZ BALUS-
TRADE, the most artistic and
popular accessory yet produced.

N. B. — All Promenade Back-
grounds & Accessories are equal-

ly suitable for other purposes.

CAUTION.—My new designs are being copy-

righted. Inclose stamp for samples. Address

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
8 Lafayette Place, New York.
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For Sale.—A gallery in Harrisburg. Best

location; wide entrance; respectable trade;

well-established. Low rent. Water and gas.

Voigtlander tubes. Cash only will buy it. Pro-

prietor has other engagements. A good chance

for a live man. Address Mr. Ph. Artist,

Box 166, Harrisburg, Pa.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

For Sale.—One first-class gallery, in Raleigh,

N. C. Also, one neat little gallery in Goldsboro,

N. C. Apply to J. W. Watson, Raleigh, N. C.

A Photograph Gallery, with fixtures and all

utensils, in good running order. Situated in the

best business portion of the city; with 10,000

negatives. For particulars, apply

56 North Eighth St., Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, Ojtober 11, 1875.

Mr. J. R. CLEMONS.
I take pleasure in recommending your

New Albumen Paper, as it works at

present in my establishment.

F. GUTEKUNST.
CLEMONS' NEW

ALBUMEN PAPER.
For sale by all dealers.

J. R. CLEMONS, Manufacturer,

915 Sansom St., Philada.

A Rare Chance is offered for some man that

wishes to purchase a good furnished gallery, in

a beautiful western town of 3000 to 4000 inhabi-

tants. No opposition within fifty miles. Those

meaning business, for particulars, address

A. T. Hunt, Junction City, Kansas.

For Sale, Cheap.—A pair of Marcy's Sciop-

ticons (new), with about 125 fine views, first cost

about $200. Will exchange for a second-hand

solar (direct printer) ; or 10-12 or 11-14 tube and

box ; a Voigtlander, No. 6 or 7 preferred.

Address Box 111, Jefferson, Texas.

Photo. Gallery for Sale.—With stock and

instruments. Price, $350. Located in St.

Charles, Ills. Two years lease, at $5 per month.

No opposition. For further particulars apply

to , I. D. Bliss,

Box 1326, Warren, Trumbull Co., Ohio.

For Sale.—A first-class gallery in St. Louis.

Location best. Reception-room on ground floor.

Large operating-room, with large northern top

and side lights. Reputation seeond to none.

Patronage first-class. Population 500, 000. Only

two first-class galleries in opposition. This is a

rare chance for a live man, who can make first-

class work. Reason for selling, family difficulties-

For particulars, apply to Hallwig & Co.,

627 Olive Street, St. Louis.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.



$1200! At a Bargain! $1200!—One of the

best fitted and furnished galleries (with a light

that cannot be beaten) in Vermont. Will in-

ventory at about $1400, besides negatives; and

orders from stereoscopic negatives will pay the

rent. Doing a good business and fast increasing,

and sold for no fault. Well insured. Address,

if you mean business,

Geo. H. Hastings, St. Johnsbury, Vt.

A Fine Portable Car for Sale —It is 20

feet long, in the main body ; it has an extension

of 10 feet which shoves in when it is moved ; it is

what is termed a telescope. Sky-light, 9x9
feet ; side light extends up to the sky-light. En-

trance in the side. Tin roof, and everything in

complete order and nearly new. It was built by

as good a photographer as there was in this sec-

tion of the country, and cost $450 when built
;

will sell it for less than half that amount.

Address B.,

Care of "Philadelphia Photographer."

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE
PAPER S.

For Sale, at a Bargain.—The finest gallery

in Syracuse, the most thriving city in central

New York. Population 60,000. Location the

very best, and the most accessable of any in the

place. Has always done the leading business.

Is finely furnished and well-equipped with all the

different instruments for doing first-class werk,

including a fine solar camera. The death of my
husband, the late proprietor, and having no

knowledge of the business, are my reasons for

selling. Address Mrs. John Austen,

60 South Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Two Child's Lounges for Sale.— Covered

in the best manner with green rep. First quality.

$12.50 each.

Benerman & Wilson, Philadelphia.

A man with plenty of vim, shove, and energy,

can find a splendid opportunity for business, in

one of our largest cities in the South west, that

was ever offered. A "new broom" can sweep

in the best trade of the city, by making superior

work. Will sell the whole or a part interest.

Address W. B. I.,

Care "Philadelphia Photographer."

Northern New York Stock Depot,
Glens Falls, N. Y.

Photographic goods at New York prices.

"Crystal" Stereographs,

Of Northern New York scenery.

Photographic studies for artists. Publisher of

the " Adirondacks," "Lake George," " Ticon-

deroga," etc. S. R Stoddard.

Glens Falls, New York.

Photograph gallery for sale, at a reasonable

price for cash. First-rate chance for an artistic

photographer. Sold for no reason only the pro-

prietor wishes to change climate on account of

health. Please address

H. L. Chase, Keene, N. H.

M. B. Atkinson, Photographic Artist. Photo-

graphs on plain or albumen paper finished in

India ink, water colors, or crayon ; life size and

copies; also, porcelain miniatures. Originals

sent can be copied at a fair price and promptly

attended to. 215 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge fbr advertisements under this head : limited to four

lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.)

By a young lady, in photo, gallery. Under-
stands all the different branches. Brookly pre-

ferred. Address H. W. A., 1290 Dean Street,

Brooklyn, L.,I.

As assistant operator or copyist, has had three

years' experience in copying. West preferred.

Address V. L. Wight, Box 242, Lewiston, Me.

By a good printer and toner, in a first-class

gallery. Willing to work hard on reasonable

terms. Would not object to going to California.

Address G. A. Simmons, P. O. Box 739, Elyria,

Lorain Co., 0.

As retoucher, or to attend the reception-room,

or both. For nearly three years have been en-

gaged in that capacity at Barhydt's gallery,

Rochester. For reference, etc., refer as above.
Address Miss A. M. C, Barhydt's gallery, Ro-
chester, N. Y.

As printer or operator, by a young man of 25,

who has worked at the business ten years, in-

door and out. Address A. C. Hopkins, 29 S.

Onondaga Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

By a competent and experienced operator and
retoucher. Address, with terms, T. D. Lyons,
Lock Box 1194, Springfield, Mass.

As printer and toner. Several years' expe-
rience in large establishments, in this country
and in England. Or as operator in a ferrotype
gallery. Will work cheap. Address P. Hawkey,
Post-Office, Detroit, Michigan

As assistant operator, or printer, or both—by
a steady young man. Good reference. Address
A. C. Gicker, 1658 Vienna Street, Philadelphia.

By a young man of nine years' experience, a
situation in a good gallery. Does not use liquor

or tobacco in any way. Address Jas. A. Max-
well, Box 463, Bueyrus, Ohio.

As a first-class artist, and crayon and India
ink; also, negative retoucher. Untertakes to

make all the artistic work. Samples can be
shown. Address J. Reich. 1035 Walnut Street,

Philadelphia.

By a young man, who has had an experience

of years in the business in all its branches, and
one who is strictly temperate. Good references

given. Address G. W. Jones, Shelbyville, Tenn.

As first-class operator and retoucher, or am
competent to take charge of a gallery. Address
P. C. H., Washington P.O., D C,

By an A-No.-l operator, in a first-class gallery.

Best reference in the country. Address E. C.

P., Box 1025, Warren, Ohio.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.



A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CARDS Ml CARD BOARDS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

W*arehouse

:

18 S. Sixth St., and 9 Decatur St.

PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPH CARDS.
SIZE 4|x7|, SQUARE CORNERS.

"White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black—Plain.
"White, Light Buff, Amber, Pink, and Black, with Gilt Borders.

Light Buff and Amber, with Red Borders.
Thin White, Rose Tint, and Black, with Gilt Beveled Edges.

Light Buff and Amber, with Red Beveled Edges.
'Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge Glace, Black and Rose Tint "J."

Glace" Card Boxes, for the Thick Beveled Edge.
Cards 7 x 10, with Gilt Borders, opening 4^-x 7£.

Cards 7 x 10, with India Tint and Gilt Borders, opening 4Jx 7^

See detailed advertisement in this number of the
1Photographic Times:»

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



Dusseldore, Germany, October 30, 1875.

Send me 12 Bigelow Albums at once.—P. E. LIESEGANG.
London, Eng., November 1, 1875.

Add 12 Bigelow Albums to our order, and send soon, as we
are out. PIPER & CARTER, Publishers Photo. News.

BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF

LIGHTING AND POSING.

«S=* SELLS ALL OVER THE WORLD.*&f

WEW EDITION,
WITH AN ENLARGED KEY, AND NEARLY ALL NEW STUDIES.

jdgp Brings Lighting and Posing down to a system at once plain,

easy, and desirable.

H^^ No good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it.

jfgjr* It contains 24 Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose, with

an explanatory key, telling exactly how bach picture was made ; where

THE CAMERA AND SITTER WERE PLACED when it WCLS made ; WHAT CURTAINS

were opened in lighting the subject, <fc, fie.

^g~ A diagram of the interior of the skylight is given in each case,

telling the whole story. IT IS BOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH,

GILT.

NEW KEY, ENLARGED. NEW PICTURES.

'It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,

portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
'

' I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

by word and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Vogel.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which is calculated

to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist."

—

Philadelphia Photographer.

If you would improve your Lighting and Posing, study Bigelow's Album.

Another Lot Sent to England, October, 1875. '

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



HEARN'S

\\^'—""""

A COMPLETE MANUAL OF ^"^^C^V
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING

ON PLAIN AND ALBUMEN PAPER, AND ON PORCELAIN.

Too little attention has heretofore been given to Photo-

graphic Printing, which is indeed quite as important a
branch of the art as negative making.

It is the hope of both author and publishers to create REFORM in this

matter, by the issue of this work, and as it is to put money in the pockets

of all who read it, the hope is that it will be generally read.

OOUTEKTS.
INTRODUCTION.

The Printing Room, with a Plan. The Silver-

ing and Toning Room, with a Plan. The Dry-

ing Room, with a Plan.

PART I.—ALBUMEN PAPER PRINTING.

The Positive Bath for Albumen Paper. Sil-

vering the Albumen Paper. Drying the Paper.

Fuming the Paper. Preservation of Sensitive

Albumenized Paper—Washed Sensitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper. The Printing Boards. Keep-

ing Tally. Vignette Printing Blocks. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Filling

of the Boards. Fitting Vignette Boards to the

Negatives for Printing. Medallion and Arch-

top Printing. Fancy Printing. Vignette Cameo
and Medallion Vignette Cameo Printing. Print-

ing the Bendann Backgrounds. Printing Intense

Negatives. Printing Weak Negatives. A Few
More Remarks about Printing—Treatment of

Broken Negatives. Cutting the Prints. Wash-
ing the Prints. Acidifying the Prints. Toning
Baths. Artistic Toning. Fixing Baths and
Fixing Prints. Washing the Prints. Mounting
the Prints. Finishing the Prints.

PART II.—PLAIN PAPER PRINTING.

Salting the Paper. Positive Baths for Plain
Salted Paper. Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the Paper. Treat-

ment of the Negatives before Printing. Print-

ing-in False Backgrounds. General Plain Paper
Printing. Further Treatment of the Prints after

Printing. Causes of Failures in Albumen and
Plain Paper Printing.

PART III.—PORCELAIN PRINTING.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates. Cleaning
of the Porcelain Plates. Albumenizing the

Porcelain Plates. Making the Porcelain Collo-

dion. Coating, Fuming, and Drying the Plates.

Porcelain Printing Boards. Placing the Sensi-

tive Plate on the Board for Printing. Printing

Vignette Porcelains. Printing Medallion Por-

celains. Washing the Porcelains. Toning the

Porcelain. Fixing the Porcelain. Final Wash-
ing of the Porcelain. Drying and Tinting of the

Porcelain. Varnishing the Porcelain. Causes

of Failures in Porcelain Printing.

Together with over 50 Wood Cuts, and an elegant Cabinet
Portrait, from negatives by Mr. F. Gutekunst, printed by
the author, Mr. Chas. W. JELearn.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.

Mailed Post-paid on Receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



ROBINSON'S
"fmt "J 1

r

FOR USE WITH THE ROBINSON PRINT-TRIMMER.

(See advertisement of Trimmer opposite.)

These Guides are made of Stout Iron and are turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass, but try Prof. Robinson's Invention

OVAL, BOUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUARE, of all sizes; various shapes for Stereo-

scopic work, Drug Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch the longest way
of the aperture, the fractions counting as one inch.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

BEGULAM SIZES:

OVALS.
2x2|- 3Jx4£ 5f x 7f

2£x3£ 3|-x 5

J

6x8

2^x31 4x5| 61 x 8J-

2^ x 3g 4fx6| 6Jx8J

2fx3f 5x7 7x9

2fx4i 5ix7£ 7ix9i

8|x4| 5Jx7£ 7'i x 9J

3|x4| 5fx7f 7f x9f

SQUARE OR ROUND-CORNERED.

2TVx3f 2A x Si 3**6*
2*x3| 2$ x 4|- 4x5|
2J-X-8J 2fx4£ 4*x5£

2T
56^3if 2|x4| 3£x6

2&xS| 4x6^

FOR STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

3TVx3| 3TV x 8| 8x3
3x3 3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can

be always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes

accord, as orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

jggg" An allowance of ten inches ($1 worth) of regular sizes of guides will be given with

every Trimmer purchased. (See opposite page).

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



GIVEN AWAY!!
WITH EACH

ROBINSON'S

PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
WILL HEREAFTER BE GIVEN Ten Inches of Metallic Guides, your choice from the regular sizes

named on the opposite page. The manufacturers and agents finding that they can save money by
manufacturing in large quantities, make this liberal offer to the trade, as they want everybody to have
these capital inventions in use. They are- no humbug and. are not glass cutters or anything like them.

THE ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER

IS A SUBSTITUTE FOB A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND
ELEGANTLY THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.

The accompanying cut represents the instrument in the act of trimming a photograph. It does
not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which facilitates

the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

Oil the wheel bearings luith Sewing Machine Oil.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturer's Agents,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.



A SPLENDID, USEFUL BOOK.

DR. VOGEL'S
PHOTOGRAPHER'S

POCKET

REFERENCE BOOK.
An Alphabetically arranged collection of practically important hints on the construction

of the Gallery
; selection and trial of lenses and chemicals ; approved formulae for the differ-

ent photographic processes ; tables of weights and measures ; rules for avoiding failure, etc.,

etc., for

Photographers and Amateurs,

IS EECEIVING THE HIGHEST PKAISE WHEEEVEE IT GOES.

IT IS A BOOK EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD HAVE,

Because it is a ready helper under all difficult circumstances.

Extract from the Minutes of the Chicago Photographic Association.

"Messrs. Hall and Hesler spoke in most flattering terms of Dr. Vogel's Pocket Reference-Book, of

its great value to every photographer, and expressed the hope that it may soon he found in every
gallery."

There is hardly a matter occurring in your daily work which it does not throw light upon

and make easy. Examine it for yourself.

For sale by all dealers. Price, $1.50, post-paid.

BENJERMAN& WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



Qr. Yogel's Handbook.

SECOND EDITION.

THE HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND
ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

By Prof. H. YOG EL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

IS NOW READY. "^^S^^S^" PRICE, $3.50.

It is Elegantly Illustrate! iit! PMograpls and Engrayiiigs. Cloth BouM,

The reputation Dr. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is

first-class, and insures a hook of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we
guarantee. It has been re-arranged and'revised specially for the American photographer,

giving the best German formulae, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a Handbook of

the practical and artistic departments of Photography. Over fifteen hundred of the first

edition were sold, and the demand continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS
How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs
;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are Made

;

How to do everything in the Art.

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.

The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by

the beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of Book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Four photographs, illustrating

the lighting of the subject, accompany the work. Please read future advertisements

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philada.



WILSON'S
BALTIMORE
STOCK DEPOT
THE MOST POPULAR IN THE SOUTH.

: QUICK TRANSIT. Z CHEAP FREIGHTS,

Best Goods! Best Prices!

Best Personal Attention

!

Baltimore, the " City of Advantages " now, especi-

ally to the Photographer.

BEFOEE PURCHASING, SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CATALOGUE TO

CHARLES A. WILSON,
. 7 N. Charles Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

TRY BALTIMORE! IT WILL PAY!!

PLEASE BEAD OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS.



The Universal

EMBOSSING PATENTED JANUARY 9th, 1872.
This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do

the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.

We furnish a card, victoria, and cabinet size.

IPIR/TOIEJ, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.

[EP* CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.

The undersigned, having purchased the entire interest, goodwill, and business of

Photo. Materials & Picture Frames
OF J. HAWORTH,

Desires to inform his friends and the trade generally, that lie will continue the business, as

heretofore, at the old stand,

624 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Where he hppes, by prompt attention and fair dealing, to merit a continuance of the patron-

age so largely given to the late firm.

We will still keep a well assorted stock of

PICTURE FRAMES (OVAL AND SQUARE),
VELVET CASES, COLLODIONS,

VARNISHES, PURE CHEMICALS, &c„

which can be had at the lowest rates ; as well as

PASSEPARTOUTS, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD,
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS, «fcc.

We also have a full iine of CAMEKAS of the best makes and latest improvements,
CAMERA STANDS, HEAD-RESTS, BACKGROUNDS, and all Accessories necessary

to the Photographic Art. We would call the attention of photographers to the fact that we
manufacture SQUARE FRAMES, and so can generally ship any frames (especially odd
sizes) the same day they are ordered. We would also call attention to the noted ALBU-
MEN PAPERS, Morgan's and H. Extra, the best for warm weather, for which I am

THOMAS H. McCOLLIN.
Successor to Haworth & McCollin, 624 Arch St., Philadelphia.

* *



Gihon's Cut-Outs
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order
promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

Bigf No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd

shapes and sizes. Ask your stockdealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are

in his envelopes with instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE JVOW BEADY/ ^ZlT^oLZ.

Gihon's
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPEEEECT BACKGROUNDS OE COPIES,

EETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OE LENSES OE CAMEEA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAE NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOAEDS,

AND EOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OE THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGEAPHER IN THE
PEODUCTION OE ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.

It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 GENTS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. CIHON, Inventor,
128 IT. Seventh St., Philadelphia, _Pa.



G. GENNERT,
53 IVIaiden Lane, New York,

IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. & M. DRESDEN

ALBO P
Rives and Steinbach—White, Pink, and Blue.

Every one says it WORKS THE MOST UNIFORM, ECONOMICAL, and GIVES
FINER RESULTS than any other. To satisfy yourself that it is the best, send to your

stock-dealer for a sample dozen. Kept by all stock-dealers in the United States.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Class Baths,

Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

and French Filter Paper.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE

EXTRA BRILLIANT, OR DOUBLE GLOSSY PAPER,

Which is recognized by the best artists all over the world as the

FINEST ALBUMEN PAPER IN THIS COUNTRY OR EUROPE.



THE LAST
PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTION

Is the New Alba Plate fully described in the current
number of this magazine.

Ifyou would revive business !

Ifyoti would please your patrons!

If you would make money easy!

MAKE THE

New Alba Pictures
ON THE

PHENIX
ALBA PLATES.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

As these plates are prepared for immediate use, it is Dot neces-
sary to apply any coating, such as albumen or gelatine—in other
respects they are treated exactly like porcelain glass.

First, flow with collodio-chlor'ide of silver ; this should not be
poured offimmediately, but should be allowed to remain on the
plate until everything like a small, bright speck has disappeared.
By thus allowing the collodion to thoroughly combine with the
white surface of the plate, the best results are produced. After
draining off the excess of the collodion, dry the plate by a gen-
tle heat. Then print under a negative very slightly darker
than the picture is desired to be when finished. The plates
may be fumed with ammonia, or not, as may be. preferred,
but it is better to fume them a short time, say from one to
three minutes.
After printing, the plates are slightly washed and then put

into either a weak solution of salt and water, a weak solution
of acetic acid and water, or in mixture of alcohol and water,
half and half, long enough to produce a bright reddish color
upon the surface—then tone very lightly in a very weak alka-
line bath, containing very little gold. Fix in a solution of
one ounce of hyposulphate of soda, to twelve of water, for five

minutes ; remove to a saturated solution of salt in water, leav-
ing them in ten minutes. Then w'ash them for about the
same time and in the same manner as negatives are ordinarily
treated, and dry by a gentle heat.
N.B.—It is very important that fresh and reliable porcelain

collodion, should be used to insure strong, brilliant prints.

PRICE LIST OF ALBA PLATES REDUCED !

| per box, of one dozen plates,£ per box, of one dozen plates, . . $1 00

\ " " " " 1 50
i ii u (i <t

. 3 00
5 ii it ii ii
7 3 25

$6 00

8 00

18 00

As manufacturers of the Alba Plate, and owners
of the patent under which they are made, we desire
to say to the fraternity, unequivocally, that we ivill

protect any dealer or consumer buying or using these
plates, against any party who may claim them an
infringement of his patent.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.

SC0VILL MANUFACTURING- CO.,

General Trade Agents, New York.



Advertising, Enterprising Photographers, Look!

The Photographer to his Patrons,
WHAT IS IT?

r!~^HE PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS is a little book or pamphlet of twelve pages, the

\ intention of which is : 1st. To enable the photographer to say a few words in a kindly way
to those who have photographs taken, in order that the intercourse between them and their

photographer may be pleasant and result in the most successful pictures. Every photographer
knows that he is constantly beset with a lot of questions, as to the proper way to dress, the best
time to come, and so on, which take a great deal of his time to answer. This little book answers

them all, and the mere handing of a copy to the questioner, which her or she can carry away and study
at leisure, serves as admirably as a half-hour's conversation.

2d. It is a cheap mode of advertising What could you want better than to have your business card
so attractive that people will come and ask for it, hand it around from one to another, discuss it, and
then keep it for reference ? This is whaf they do with this little " tract." Witness what those who
have tried it say below.

3d. It is also intended to convey to the public at large the fact that photography is not a branch of

mechanics, nor photographers a sort of mechanic themselves, but that both are entitled to respect, the
same ns the family physician or the minister ; that the photographer has rights as well as the public

;

lliiit he must be trusted, and that he alone is responsible for his results. Moreover, that Aemust make
the pictune and not they.

How far the work serves these three ends the reader must judge from the testimonials below, of a
fi-w of those who have been using our little publication in their business.
We believe it will pay you to use it, and that you will assist j ust that much in elevating your art and

your craft, an object which we are all working for.

We get " The Photographer to his Patrojis" up in neat style, on the best letter cap paper, assorted

tints, green, pink, and buff. Eight pages are devoted to the body of the work, which contains para-
graphs or chapters— 1, on the object of the work ; 2, on photography ; 3, when to come ; 4, how to

come; 5, how to dress; 6, how to "behave; 7, the children ; 8, general remarks on coloring, copy-
ing, frames, prices, &c.

All this is inclosed in a cover of the same kind of paper, the pages of which are at the service of
the photographer who orders them to have printed thereon anything he may please', which printing
we do without extra charge. We publish this leaflet in English, German, and Spanish.

Cuts for the covers we supply free.

1000 copies, cover included,
2000

. . $20 00 3000 copies, cover included,

. . 35 00 5000 " " "

Over 500,000 have been sold.

$50 00

75 00

We invite you to examine the good words which our patrons have sent us concerning this publication.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I sent one out West to a friend, and she

wrote that she was now posted, and when she
came here to have a picture ™\ade, she would
come 'according to directions.' ''—A. Bogar-
dus, New York.

" A grand idea."

—

Elbert Anderson.

" It is eagerly sought for and read by every-
body who visits our Gallery."—J. Gurney &
Son, New York.

" It assists me greatly."

—

James Mullen,
Lexington, Ky.

" The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to
be beneficial to both photographer and patron."—Brown & Higgins, Wheeling, W. Virginia.

"You have conferred a great favor on the fra-

ternity in supplying it, and we hope it will bene-

fit some of the ' inow-everythings' in this quar-

ter. "—A. C. McIntyre k Co., Ogdensburg.

" They are just the thing to post people up on
what they ought to know in order to secure good
pictures."—J. P. Whipple, White Water.

" I really think your little book ' hits the nail

on the head.' "—J. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

"It is the best advertising medium I have
ever found."—H. M. Sedgewick, Granville, 0.

" I think they are a perfect success, and will

do us photographers a great deal of good."—

G

W. Mathis.

We will send samples of the book, and special rates, to any
who may desire it.

BENERMAN" & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia,



CHARLES BIEHBTADT
Photographer

NIAGAEA FALLS,

New York.

VIENNA MEDAL OP MERIT.
An Extensive Assortment of

Views of

Niagara Falls, Washington,

Hudson River, California,

Saratoga, Yosemite Valley,

Portage, N. Y., Egypt,

Watkins' Glen, Palestine,

Havana Glen, Africa,

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

SILVER MEDAL.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THEIK

ADAMANTINE VARNISH for Autotypes, Neptra, and Melainotypes.

This Varnish, when applied to Negatives,.dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the
intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers generally. Prepared by jj^ j^ LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Cases,
Beveled Matts, Double Matts,

Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,
Fancy Paper Passepartouts.

These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing. A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd
sizes and styles made to order.

LEWIS PATTBEEG & BRO., 709 (S^J) Broadway, New York.



FOREIGN PRIZE PICTURES.
One Dozen Elegant Portraits for $3

!

PRINTED AND FINISHED IN THE BEST STYLE.

No. 1. A South American Composition, by J. L. Gihon, Montevideo.

" 2. A South American Composition, " "

" 3. A South American Composition, '' "

" 4. A Holland Lady, three-quarter figure, by P."A. Mottu, Amsterdam.
" 5. A Holland Lady, full figure, " "

« 6. A Holland Lady, Fancy Dress, " "

" 7. A Eussian Lady in Eastern Costume, by A. Bergamasco, St. Petersburg
" 8. A Eussian Lady in Fancy Ball Costume " "

" 9. A Eussian Lady (Bergamasco's Vignettes), " "

" 10. A Berlin Lady, standing, by J. Schaarwachter, Berlin.

" 11. A Berlin Lady, sitting. « "

" 12. A Berlin Lady at a Window, " "

The Gold Medal was awarded to Mr. Schaanvachter.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadeluhia.

LENS
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80° to 90°; depth of focus; extreme sharpness over the
whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying

;
portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed,
making and closing the exposure.

No. 2j inch focus,

H

8

12

18

3

4
6J

10

14

20

>i x

The larger ones are provided with an interna5! shutter for

" 3
" 4
" 5
" 6

and 3,

and 5,

3 plate, . . $20 00 No. 1 anc

5 " . . 25 00
" 2 "

8i " . . 30 00
ii 3 i <

k 4 u

12 " . . 42 00 ii 5
<i

17 " . . 60 00 " 1, 2,

24 " . . 90 00 " 3,4,

. $33 00
. 00

55 00
75 00

110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2£ to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7x10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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Celebrated French

CABINET SIZE, AKE JUST THE LENS FOE THE NEW

PROMENADE PICTURE.
Mr. Henry Kocher, the renowned Chicago photographer, says of them : "In ray opinion they are

truly lenses of great capacity, and must surely satisfy every purchaser." Mr. Rocher has purchased
two Hermagis lenses of card size and one Salomon style. See further splendid testimonial from Mr.
Rocher in Specialties.

Mr. F. Gutekunst, the celebrated Philadelphia photographer, was sent a Salomon Lens to try for

us. and wont part with it. It cuts sharp a 9 inch standing figure, and beats a lens that has been his
favorite many years, and where many makes of lenses have failed, on trial, to equal it.

The HERMAGIS IS THEREFORE AHEAD
TRY THEM!

These celebrated lenses, are used by MONS. ADAM SALOMON, of Paris, exclusively

for making his WORLD-RENOWNED PORTRAITS, and by the most

famed photographers of Europe, from whom Mons. Hermagis has the Highest Testimonials.

We now have a FULL STOCK on hand.

m* The Salomon Style, 8 x 10 size, $160.
J8@~ For Cabinet Size, extra quick, $100.

J3@^ For Cabinet Size, quick, $90.
e@~ For Carte Size, extra quick, $50.

jb^ For Carte Size, quick, $40.

They are Mm introduced in America steadily, and are liM ilereyer top.

They will be sent on trial to responsible parties C. 0. D., and instructions to Express
Company to hold money one week for trial. If parties prefer to see the work of a lens

before purchasing, we will make a negative and send with details of exposure, etc., and
reserve the lens until answer is received (if the time is reasonable), on receipt of $1 to pay
cost. Having a skylight of our own we are enabled to do this.

8@" Not a single person to whom we have sent these JLenses on trial, as
above, has returned them.

BENERMAJST & WILSON,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Photographic Goods
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PROPRIETORS OF THE

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S WORKS.

SEND ORDERS TO

419 & 421 Broome St., New York.

73 Bold St., Liverpool, England.

Ask your Dealer for Scovill Manufacturing Co.'s Goods.



Reflecting Solar Camera.

IMPROVED

Solar Cameras.

PATENTED
Feb. 24, 1857
July 10, 1866
Feb. 23, 1871
May 26, 1874, -J

Direct Printing Camera.
Combining ALL THE IMPORTANT improvements that have been made.
Every Camera will be tested and guaranteed before delivery, and will be licensed and accompanied

by the regular Patent Stamp of the patentee.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I have now had the Solar Camera in use over three months, and take pleasure in saying it has fulfilled all

my expectations. / was promised, and I am sure, I have received one of the finest instruments of the kind in
America. With the negative of proper intensity, it works ' quick, accurate, and with certainty.' I neither
expect or ask anything more."—A. Bogardus, 1153 Broadway, New York.

" I am much pleased with my Solar Camera, and know it to be the best I ever used, and will cheerfully say so
upon all occasions."

—

D. R. Stiltz, National Copying Company, Williamsport, Pa.
" I like my Solar Camera better everytime I use it."—Jont. Mendenhall, Salem, Ohio.

Can be ordered through any Stock-dealer, or directly from the undersigned.

SEND FOE PEICE LIST.
D. A. WOODWARD,

Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Md.

Wag" All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

GERMAN ALBUMEN COLORS!
JULIUS KRUGE R'S

?ATS»t <£tt*iffS«T <C<0£'O**S,
FOR COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS ON ALBUMEN and PLAIN PAPER.

These colors have become very popular in Germany and France (where they have obtained the

highest recommendations), on account of their extraordinary brilliancy, evenness, and easy application.

They can be used on Albumen Paper, and are without doubt the best that have been offered to the

public. The Colors are put up in boxes of 6, 12, and 18.

GEO. RAU, Sole Agent,
No. 922 Girard Ave., Philadelphia.

WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHERS
SHOULD NEVER FORGET THAT THEIR WANTS CANBE SUPPLIED PROMPTLYAND CHEAPLY Bl

ImONG & SMITH,,
520 IVLJ^TIST STEEBT, QTJIUCY, ILL.

J8@r Finest Stoch of FRAMES, ALBUMS, etc., in the West.



PROMENADE
PRIZE PICTURES.
To enable all photographers to study these

GEMS OF ART,
We offer prints from the competing negatives, for sale at the prices below.

They are the most exquisite things we ever offered, and
will teach any one, be he a good or

poor operator.

THE GOLD MEDAL,
Was awarded for the best six negatives to Mr. Henry Rocher, Chicago, III., whose

pictures are marvels of beautiful photography. The studies are all mounted in tasteful

style, on Collins' Mounts, and printed at our own rooms by Mr. Chas. W. Hearn, and are

fine studies in posing, lighting, printing, and toning.

THE SETS INCLUDE:

Nos. 1 to 7, Studies by H. Rocher, Chicago.

8 to 16 " L. G-. Bigelow, Detroit, Mich.

17 to 22, " I. W. Taber, San Francisco, Cal.

23 to 27 " C. M. French, Youngstown, O.

28 to 31 " Core k Frees, Tiffin, O.

32 to 37, " E. M. Collins, Oswego, N. Y.

38 to 42, " J. H. Folsom, Danbury, Conn.

43 to 48, " E. H. Alley, Toledo, O.

See Review in August number Philadelphia Photographer, page 242.

The whole set of 48, $12 OO
In two Photo. Covers, . 13 SO
Selections, per dozen, 4 OO

" per two dozen, 7 OO
The 21 of Messrs. Rocher, Bigelow, and Taber, 6 OO
Book Covers and Binding, 7S

Address all orders to

BENEEMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



WAYMOUTH'S

VIGNETTING PAPERS
ARE NOW MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawings above. They consist of finely

gradated, lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the light-

est, neatest, and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

RECENTLY IMPROVED.
Two kinds are now made. Please state which you prefer, when ordering, and Read the Following :

The quality of the " papers " has just been much improved by the substitution of a peculiar French,
fibrous, hard calendered paper, which is not only less opaque but has other qualities which produce
quickly the most lovely and soft vignettes possible. We consider this a great improvement, as do
others to whom we have sent samples. Below we give a letter from one of them, Mr. Ormsby, who
has sent us also some exquisite vignettes :

CHICAGO, March 16th, 1875.
The package of Vignette Papers has been received and tried ; they are

just the thing. They are a great improvement over the others ; they ivill
print in a little more than half the time required for the others, and the
results are everything that can be desired, as you can see by samples
inclosed. Please fill my order and send bill. I like the jtear-shape best.
Send them all that shape. j@m j) m ORMSB Y.

FROM PROFESSIONAL. AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
"First-class."—"The sample sent answers perfectly."— " I consider them first-rate articles."

—

" They answer the purpose admirably."—"They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you
can print in full sunlight, they are a great saving of time.''— " They could not be better, oblige me
with another packet."— " I find them excellent, giving much softer pictures than the old way."—"I
have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much ; send me packets two and three."— "I am
much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."— " I did not need any
copies of testimonials, having well-known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to
anything I have ever used."— " I found those you sent before excellent."— " Vignetting Papers received
and tested; can't be beat. I use by cutting an opening in a piece of cardboard and tacking to the
printing- frame, when I am ready for printing vignettes in the very best manner."— " Waymouth's
Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I have been wanting for years."

Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

BENERMAN & WILSON, Manufacturers,
\See opposite page.) PHILADELPHIA.



DO YOU USE

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGN
PAPERS

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

OF ALL PICTURES, THE ©tgitette IS THE MOST ARTISTIC.

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them,
or rather for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic

vignette pictures. Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or
it shows an ugly direct, decided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should
blend gradually from the dark tint nearest to the figure, off' into the
white background. The results are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and
best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY AEE NOT CLUMSY; DO NOT BKEAK ; AKE ALWAYS KEADY; COST
BUT LITTLE, AND ARE EASY OE APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

THEY NEED BUT ONE ADJUSTMENT TO PRINT ANY QUANTITY.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal,
or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure

to Whole-size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives,

yellow bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directionsfor use
accomp>any each parcel.

:F> E, I O IE S :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of fifteen 1 00
Nos.l, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz 75
" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, "

' " 100
" 16, 17, and 18,

" " " Half " " " "
, 125

{SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

BENEEMAB & WILSON, Manufacturers, 7tli anfl Ctary, PWlada.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
Offer to Stockdealers

A full Assortment of Reliable Photographic Chemicals
Of their own Manufacture,

including

:

Nitrate of Silver, Sulphuric Ether (concentrated), Ammonia (concentrated),
Bromide of Potassium, Acetic Acid, Chemically Pure Acids,

Iron and Ammonia Proto-Sulphate, Chloride of Gold,
Iodide of Ammonium, Sulphate of Iron, Cyanide of Potassium,

Chloroform, Tannin, Sulphuret of Potassium.

TRAPP & MUNOH'S

gjhtttra
Introduced into this country since 1868 has become the leading paper, and is

now better known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities

may be judged from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Yienna Ex
hibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch alone received the

imced-AXi o^1 mbbit
for Albumenized Paper. For Sale at all the Stockhouses.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

No. 4 Beekman St., and 36 Park Row, New York

SPECIAL ACENTS:
Scovill Mantjeg. Co., New York.
E. & H. T. Anthony, " "

G. Gennert, New York.

Wilson, Hood & Co., Philadelphia.

H. "W. Bradley, San Francisco.

G. S. Bryant & Co., Boston.
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DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED IN . PHOTOGEAPHY.
L

MANUFACTURE CO.
UNEQUALLED FACILITIES.

THE BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES

MANUFACTORIES :-Waterbury, and New Haven, Conn.

WAREHOUSE :-419 & 421 Broome St., New York.
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G-. SAUTBB.
No. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURER AND "WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials
and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK ft CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
•IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

CARBUTT'S RAPID DRY PLATES.
Mr. Caebutt having an experience of over twelve years in the preparation and use of Sensitive Dry Plates,

is now supplying amateurs and the trade with Dry Plates of undoubted excellence, possessing good keeping
qualities, both before and after exposure, easy to develop, arid for each plate properly exposed and developed
a good negative may be relied upon. These" plates also produce a first-class quality of transparencies, either
for the magic lantern, or to reproduce negatives from.

LIST OF PRICES.—Per Dozen.
3J^x4K U 50 I 414x6^ $2 75 I 5x8 $3 75 1 7x9 $6 00 1 10x12 $10 50
4x5 200|4i^x7i4 3 00

I

6^x8>^ 500 | 8x10 7 50 | 11x14 12 00

4ST" Larger sizes made to order.

Sizes not mentioned in the list are cut from and charged as the next size larger. Full instructions for expo-
sure and developing accompany each package of plates.

The above is the price at our works in light-tight wrappers ; packing for expressage in metal
wrappers and box, Jive cents per inch the long way of the plate, in addition.

Orders to be addressed to

J. CAEBUTT, 624 North 24th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THIIE]

FERROTYPERS G UIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPIM, BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

THE BOOK
IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION, NOT ONLY OF VALUE TO THE

FERROTYPER, BUT TO THE PHOTOGRAPHER AS WELL.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
Introduction—The Advantages of the Ferrotype—The Manipulations—The Nitrate

Bath—The Collodion—The Developer—The Fixing Solution— Other Manipulations,

Pinholes—Strengthening—Tinting and Coloring—Varnishing—Drying and Dryers-
Finishing the Work—Ferrotype Envelopes—Ferrotype Supports—Ferrotype Plates

—The Apparatus—The Skylight and the Dark-Room—Vignettes and Medallions.

Second Edition, 6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia.

SC0VILL MANUFACTURING 00., New York.



BALTIMORE!
THE ATTENTION OF PHOTOGKAPHEES is invited to my stock of photographic

goods. I am prepared to fill all orders, large or small, promptly at best prices.

- AM& TME M@WMMWJIMM
are received as soon as by any one in the market.

AMOJVa OTHER THINGS,

The American Optical Co.'s Apparatus,

Entrekin's Oscillating Enameler,

Chute's Universal Cameo Press,

Robinson's Print-Trimmers and Guides,

Morrison's and Steinheil's View Lenses,

Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

All Makes of Portrait Lenses,

Chemicals, Glass, and Frames,

are carefully selected for my special sales. My expenses are light. I do my own work

personally, and can supply goods as low as the next one.

A trial order solicited. Freight and expressage from Baltimore very low to any point

South or West.

No. 7 No. 7 No. 7

NORTH CHARLES STREET,
BALTIMORE, MD.



The only genuine brand of DRESDEN ALBU-

MEN PAPER is the CROSS-SWORD BRAND,
all others are superannuated. We keep a full as-

sortment of Single and Extra Brilliant always

on hand.

CIIAS. F. USENER'S Celebrated PORTRAIT
LENSES are unexcelled. Before purchasing be

sure and try a JJsener.

CHARLES COOPER & CO., Wholesale Agents,

Manufacturing Chemists and Importers,

191 Worth Street, New York.

13. J.
SOUTHERN

Photographic^Ferrotype

STOCK DEPOT,

Savannah, Geo.

FIRST-CLASS STOCK

AT NORTHERN PRICES,

j§P Saving Time, Freight, Insurance,

cRosscuptwEST.pHA^^- .

,

Drayage, &e.

«®-SEI<riD ZFOIR; PBIOB LIST



John J)ean & Qo.

Worcester, Mass,

Manufacturers of the

Nonpareil Plate,
A substitute for Porcelain. The new NONPAREIL PICTURES nave elicited

the most general expressions of approval and admiration. The latest improve-
ment simplifies the formula and insures success. Our Plates are stamped.
Patented July 39, 1873, and June 16, 1874. All others are spurious.

ALSO, THE CELEBRATED

ADAMANTEAN <%*^-

FE^° PLATES.

BJLACK3 AID FATEIT CMOCCDLATE-TIITEB^

EeG-SMELIj, AID) (RLCDggY,

The experience and extensive facilities of JOHN DEAN & CO. enable them to
produce the most desirable FERROTYPE PLATES in the market.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., Trade Agents,

591 Broadway, New York.



IMPROVED
PHOTOGRAPH COVERS.

Fig.l.

The Outside Appearance. A. Leaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,

A Series or a Set of Landscapes,
A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,

MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVERS.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Eig. 1 represents the cover, with the

perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the

whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Fig. 2 represents the picture, with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat

The following is,a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

For Photograph.

Card Size, . .

Cabinet Size, .

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

ft-8 Size, . . .

4-4 " . . .

8-10 " . . .

11-14 " . . .

$1.50
2.25

4.50
6.00
8.00
9.00

Per hundred.

$10.00
13.50

33.00
40.00
56.50
65.00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates,

mailed at dozen price. Send for some.

Samples

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photo. Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.



JAMES F. MAGEE & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.

No. 108 North Fifth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Stock Dealers only Supplied.

2 MADE BY THE SOLAR CAMERA
A AND

q COPYING DONE, FOB THE TSADE*

Pi

M 18 SOLAR CAMERAS.
E
N
T* ALBERT MOORE,
& No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

EXPEDITIOUS ! EXCELLENT

!

Send for Instructions (free) for making SOLAE NEGATIVES.



BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,

159 Washington St., Boston,

IMPORTERS AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

HEW STEREOSCOPIC EE1SE8.
New Stereoscopic Tube and Lens, made expressly for us, marked with our name (imita-

tion Dallmeyer), with rack and pinion, central stops, for portraits or views. Will work in

or out of doors. Also, for instantaneous pictures. Four inch focus, price per pair,
$31.00. By taking out back lens, and using only front lens in place of back, you get

six inch focus. The great and increasing demand for all these lenses, is sure guaran-

tee that they are the best. Read the following

Testimonials.
" I have tried the Mammoth Voigtlander you sent me, and I consider it the best large in-

strument I have ever seen, and I have tried tbose made by other makers, Dallmeyer's in-
cluded, and they do not compare with the Voigtlander. All my baby pictures were made
with half-size Voigtlander lenses."—J. Landy.^OS W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Feb. 25, 1874.

• " The Voigtlander lenses have always been favorites with me. My first experience, in the
days of daguerreotype, was with one, since which I have owned and tried many of the differ-

ent sizes and never saw one but was an excellent instrument. Lately again trying some for

my own use and for a friend, I found them to be superior to other eminent makers, particu-
larly in the large sizes."—W. J. Baker, Buffalo, If. Y.

" Twenty-four years ago I bought and commenced using my first Voigtlander lens. It was
a good one. Since then 1 have owned and used a good many of the same brand, of various
sizes. They were all and always good. Some of the larger sizes that I have recently bought
seem to me better than any I have ever had or seen before."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, Ohio,
Dec. 18, 1872.

" About a year ago I bought a Voigtlander & Son No. 3 4-4 size lens. Said instrument gives
me great satisfaction, being very quick, at the same time has great depth of focus."—E. G.
Maine, Columbus, Miss.

"Have never seen anything equal to the Voigtlander & Son Lens. The No. 5, Ex. 4-4 is

the best instrument I ever used. I cannot keep house without it."—D. B. Vickery, Saver-
hill, Mass.

"The pair of imitation Dallmeyer Stereoscopic Lenses you sent we are very much pleased
with ; they work finely."—Goodridge Bros., Fast Saginaw, Mich.

"After a trial of your imitation Dallmeyer in the field with those of the Dallmeyer Rapid
Rectilinear, side by side, I can say that for general views I like yours as well, for some ob-
jects far better, on account of their short focal length."—D. H. Cross, Mosher's Gal:, Chicago.

New Catalogue of Prices Just Issued, to be had on Application.



"A DELIGHTFUL BOOK OF TRAVELS."

Wlilil'S.

Lantern Journeys
By EDWARD L. WILSON,

Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

This work will be found entertaining by all who like to read about tbe

beautiful places and things of this world.

The contents are divided into six " Journeys," each one including a visit

to 100 places, making 600 in all, as follows:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontaine-
bleau, and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle,

Cologne, Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin,
Dresden, Vienna, the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering
Pass, Saxony, Munich, and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore and Como, Milan,
Verona, Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii,
the Ascent of Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art
Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece,

and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and the United States

of America.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very enter-

taining and instructive.

It contains 218 pages, Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

BENEKMAN & WILSON,
Photo. Publishers, Philadelphia, Penna.
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PHOTOGRAPHER

Photographic Magazine Published.

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1876!

The publishers have a great many good things in anticipation for the year

1876, which they think will render their magazine more beautiful and more useful

than ever before ; and while they maintain that the beautiful example of photog-

raphy, which accompanies each issue, is alone worth the subscription price, still

more and more effort will be made to make the reading matter everything that it

ought to be. Our correspondents from all the leading centres abroad will keep

our readers posted on all matters of interest in theyr several sections, while our un-

rivalled, staff at home will look diligently after your interests here. To make the

Philadelphia Photographer the best practical helper which can possibly

be obtained, is the aim and earnest desire of its publishers.

We ask your co-operation in extending its usefulness, and offer to all present

subscribers, who secure us new ones, the following

For every new subscriber, for one

year, $1, payable in any of our pub-

lications, books, or, if preferred, $1
PREMIUMS

worth of any of our prize pictures,

or any other article for which we are

agents, advertised in this magazine.

Operators, printers, etc., can secure all their necessary photographic literature

in this way, by a little earnest effort.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOG-KAPHIO WOKK II ITSELF.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for

six months, 50 cents per copy, postpaid.

'positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Benerman & Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada sub.-cribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound with

each number of the Magazine. Adver-

tisements are inserted at the following

rates

:

1 Month. 6 Months. 1 Year.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page,. . 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " . . 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards, 6 lines.or less, 2 00 1100 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and those

having galleries, &c, for sale, is called

to our Specialties pages. Terms, $2 for

six lines, and 25 cents for each additional

line, seven words to a line, always in

advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents
less, each.

SUEETO PAY!

AST Operators desiring situations, no

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,
OFFICE, S. W. COR. OF SEVENTH AND CHEERY STS., PHILADELPHIA.



Magic Lantern Slides
WE KEEP THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA!

Bead "THE MAGIC LANTEEN," inside.

PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS.
We are the only exclusively pJtotographic publishers in the world, and supply all countries

with photographic books.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR 18761

Any photographer who subscribe? (old or new) for the Philadelphia Photographer,
for 1876, and sends us $10 in addition to the subscription price, will receive by mail, post-

paid, the following works:

One Dr. Vogel's Hand-BooJc of Photography, $3 50
" Dr. VogeVs Photographer's Reference Book, . . . . ' 1 50
" Photographic Mosaics, 50
" Heam's Practical Printer, 2 50
" Burnet's Practical Hints on Composition, 3 50
" Wilson's Lantern Journeys {very Entertaining), . . . . 2 00

This offer to hold good only until January 1, 1876.

BENEEMAN & WILSON, pS£Sf Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

Important Notice to Photographic Stock-Dealers

and Photographers!

IE> .A. 17 IE ItsT T ZDZECISIO IDsT.

In the United States Circuit Court, held at Portland, Me., October 8, 1875, in the case of

J. P. Bass vs. John M. Peck, the jury, on questions submitted by the Court, rendered a

verdict, that Emile K. Weston was not the first and original inventor of the invention

claimed by the said J. P. Bass, his assignor; John F. Schuyler had anticipated him by sub-

stantially the same invention, patented and assigned to W. E. Lockwood in 1863, reissued

June 1, 1875.

The Entrekin Burnisher or Planisher is manufactured under an exclusive

license granted by W. E. Lockwood.

PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK-DEALERS AND PH0T03RAPHERS

Are cautioned against selling or using machines for Burnishing Photographs that infringe

any of the following claims :

1. As an improvement in the art of planishing paper, submitting the paper to friction

under pressure between a roughened feed-roller and a planisher, substantially as described.

2. The combination in a paper-planishing machine, of a planisher with a draw-filed rol-

ler, for controlling the paper while it is under pressure between the said roller and planisher,
all substantially as described.

All infringers of the above claims will be held responsible by the undersigned.

Manayunk, Philada., October 26, 1875. W. C ENTREKIN.
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